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ADVERTISEMENT. 

Tue Reader is requested to consult the following portions of the 

PROLEGOMENA before entering on the work itself :— 

Cuap. VI. § 1. Of the Arrangement of the Text in this Edition. 
_ 2. Of the Various Readings. 

— 3. Of the Marginal References. 

Cuap. VII. § 1. Manuscripts referred to. 

—_ 2. Versions referred to. 

— 3. Fathers and other ancient Writers referred to. 
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ERRATA. 

(See Prolegomena, ch. vi. § I. 7, end.) 

42, reference s, for Sir. xxxiii. 4. read Prov. xviii. 2. 

322, reference h, for Acts iv. 10. read Acts iv. 33? vil. 10. 

351, text, line 16, for * 2EchnAUOare read + 2&nAOare 

And in var. read., line 7, for t&n\O@are ADK LM 14 all. txt B. (in 

vv. 25, 26 #£ndO. B likewise), read rec. here and in vy. 25, 26 ée\nXdv- 
Oare, with qu.? txt A B D L (c&ndOere ver. 24 K. ver. 25 K M). 

352, var. read., line 9, for yy aprov B. read py éo8. aor. B. 

356, var. read., line 5, for qu.? with read with qu. ? 

371, var. read., for (both) read (2nd) 

373, var. read., line 3, after B insert (Bartolocci), and for B (line 4, beginning) 
read B? 

416, var. read., line 6, for the words in parenthesis, read bef. xeipa, B om. Hv. 

420, var. read., line 5, for rd ypappara D? read ra ypadupara BD L de Copt. 
and dele the words in parenthesis. 

ib. last line, dele B (Muralt.), and for (éxdeiry B, Tisch. ed. 2, Scholz, and 
Lachmann), read éxdeizy B. 

436, var. read., line 6, dele the words in parenthesis. 

448, var. read., line 1, dele the words in parenthesis. 

452, reference q, for Acts iii. 35. read Acts iii. 25. 
471, reference d, for Acts iii. 19. read Acts iii. 14. 

476, reference h, for 3 Kings xxii. 19. read Job xxxviii. 7. 
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CHAPTER I. 

ON THE THREE FIRST GOSPELS GENERALLY. 

SECTION I. 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THREE FIRST GOSPELS. 

1. On examining the four records of our Lord’s life on earth which 

remain to us, the first thing which demands our notice is the distinctness, 

in character and contents, of the three first Gospels from the fourth. 

This distinctive character may be thus shortly described. 
2. Matthew, Mark, and Luke, in relating His ministry, discourses, and 

miracles, confine themselves exclusively to the events which took place in 
Galilee, until the last journey to Jerusalem. No incident whatever of 

His ministry in Judza is related by any of them. Had we only their 

accounts, we could never with any certainty have asserted that He went 

to Jerusalem during His public life, until His time was come to be 

delivered up. They do not, it is true, exclude such a supposition, but 

rather imply it (see Matt. xxiii. 37. xxvii. 57, and parallels); it could 
not, however, have been gathered from their narrative with any historical 

precision. 

3. If we now turn to the fourth Gospel, we find this deficiency 

remarkably supplied. The various occasions on which the Lord went up 

to Jerusalem are specified; not, indeed, with any precision of date or 

sequence, but mainly for the purpose of relating the discourses and 

miracles by which they were signalized. 

4. But the difference in character between the three first Evangelists 

and the fourth is even more striking. While their employment (with the 

sole exception, and that almost exclusively in Matthew, of the application 

of O.'T. prophecies to events in the life of the Lord) is narration without 

comment, the fourth Evangelist speaks with dogmatic authority, and 
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PROLEGOMENA. | THE THREE GOSPELS. [cH. 1. 

delivers his historical testimony as from the chair of an Apostle. In no 

place do they claim the high authority of eye-witnesses; nay, in the 

preface to Luke’s Gospel, while he vindicates his diligent care in tracing 

down the course of events from the first, he expressly disclaims such 

authority. This claim is, however, advanced in direct terms by John 

(see below, ch. v. § 2.1). Again, in the character of the Lord's discourses, 

reported by the three, we have the same distinctness. While His sayings 

and parables in their Gospels almost exclusively have reference to His 

dealings with us, and the nature of His kingdom among men, those related 

by John principally regard the deeper subjects of His own essential 

attributes and covenant purposes; referring indeed often and directly to 

His relations with His people and the unbelieving world, but such refer- 

ence following as a consequence, rather than forming the primary object 

of the discourse. That there are exceptions to this in both cases (see e. g. 
Matt. x1. 27. Luke x. 22, on the one hand, and John xv. 6, on the other) 

is only to be expected from that merciful condescension by which God, in 

giving us the Gospel records through the different media of individual 
minds and apprehensions, has yet furnished us with enough common 
features in them all to satisfy us of the unity and truthfulness of their 
testimony to His blessed Son. 

5. Reserving further remarks on the character of John’s Gospel for 
their proper place (see ch. v. of these Prolegomena), I further notice that 

the three, in their narration of the Lord’s ministry, proceed in the main 

upon a common outline. This outline is variously filled up, and variously 

interrupted ; but is still easily to be traced, as running through the middle 
and largest section of each of their Gospels. 

6. Besides this large portion, each Gospel contains some prefatory 

matter regarding the time before the commencement of the Ministry,—a 

detailed history of the Passion,—fragmentary notices of the resurrection, 
—and a conclusion. ‘These will be separately treated of and compared 

in the following sections, and more at large in the Commentary. 

SECTION II. 

THEIR INDEPENDENCE OF ONE ANOTHER. 

1. Having these three accounts of one and the same Life and Ministry 
of our Lord, it is an important inquiry for us, how far they may be considered 

as distinct narratives,—how far as borrowed one from another. It is 

obvious that this inquiry can only, in the absence of any direct historical 

testimony, be conducted by careful examination of their contents. Such 
examination however has conducted inquirers to the most various and 

inconsistent results. Different hypotheses of the mutual interdependence 

of the three have been made, embracing every possible permutation of 
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their order '. To support these hypotheses, the same phenomena have been 

curiously and variously interpreted. What, in one writer’s view, has 

been a deficiency in one Evangelist which another has supplied,—in that 

of a second writer, has been a condensation on the part of the one Evan- 

gelist of the full account of the other;—while a third writer again has 

seen in the fuller account the more minute depiction of later tradition. 

2. Let us, however, observe the evidence furnished by the Gospels 

themselves. Each of the sacred Historians is, we may presume, anxious 

to give his readers an accurate and consistent account of the great events 

of Redemption. On either of the above hypotheses, two of them respec- 

tively sit down to their work with one or two of our present narratives 

before them. We are reduced then to adopt one or other of the following 

suppositions ; Either, (a) they found those other Gospels insufficient, and 
were anxious to supply what was wanting ; or, (3) they believed them to be 
erroneous, and purposed to correct what was inaccurate; or, (y) they 

wished to adapt their contents to a different class of readers, incorporating 

at the same time whatever additional matter they possessed; or, (0) 

receiving them as authentic, they borrowed from them such parts as they 

purposed to relate in common with them. 

3. There is but one other supposition, which is plainly out of the range 
of probability, and which I should not have stated, were it not the only 
one, on the hypothesis of mutual dependency, which will give any account 

of, or be consistent with, the various minute discrepancies of arrangement 

and narration which we find in the Gospels.’ It is (e), ‘ That (see last 
paragraph) they fraudulently plagiarized from them, slightly disguising the 

common matter so as to make it appear their own.’ One man wishing to 

publish the matter of another's work as his own, may be conceived as 
altering its arrangement and minutiz, to destroy its distinctive character. 

But how utterly inapplicable is any such view to either of our three 
Evangelists! And even supposing it for a moment entertained,—how 

imperfectly and anomalously are the changes made,—and how little would 
they be likely to answer their purpose ! 

4. Let us consider the others in order. If (a) was the case, J maintain 

that no possible arrangement of our Gospels will suit its requirements. 

1]. That Matt. wrote first—that Mark used his Gospel—and then Luke both these. 

This is held by Grotius, Mill, Wetstein, Townson, Hug, and Greswell, who advances, 

and sometimes maintains with considerable ingenuity, the hyp. of a supplemental 
relation of the three taken in order. ai 

2. Matt., Luke, Mark.—So Griesbach, Fritzsche, Meyer, De Wette, and others. 

. Mark, Matt., Luke.—So Storr and others. 

. Mark, Luke, Matt.—So Weisse, Wilke, Hitzig, &c. 

. Luke, Matt., Mark.—So Biisching and Evanson. 

. Luke, Mark, Matt.—So Vogel. See reff. to the above in Meyer’s Commentary, 
vol. i. Einleitung, pp. 30, 31. 
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Let the reader refer to the last note, and follow me through its divisions. 

(1), (2), (5), (6) are clearly out of the question, because the shorter 

Gospel of Mark follows upon the fuller ones of Matthew, or Luke, or both. 

We have then only to examine those in which Mark stands first. Either 

then Luke supplied Matthew,—or Matthew, Luke. But first, both of 

these are inconceivable as being expansions of Mark ; for his Gospel, 

although shorter, and narrating fewer events and discourses, is, in those 
which he does narrate, the fullest and most particular of the three. And 

again, Luke could not have supplied Matthew ; for there are most impor- 

tant portions of Matthew which he has altogether omitted (e. g. ch. xxv. 

much of ch. xiil. ch. xv.) ;—nor could Matthew have supplied Luke, for 

the same reason, having omitted almost all of the important section Luke 

ix. 51—xviii. 15, besides very much matter in other parts. I may also 

mention that this supposition leaves all the difficulties of different arrange- 

ment and minute discrepancy unaccounted for. 

5. We pass to (3), on which much need not be said. If it were so, 

nothing could have been done less calculated to answer the end, than that 

which our Evangelists have done. For in no material point do their 
accounts differ, but only in arrangement and completeness ;—and this 

latter difference is such, that no one of them can be cited as taking any 

pains to make it appear that his own arrangement is chronologically accu- 

rate. No fixed dates are found in those parts where the differences exist ; 

no word to indicate that any other arrangement had ever been published. 
Does this look like the work of a corrector? Even supposing him to have 
suppressed the charge of inaccuracy on others,—would he not have been 

precise and definite in the parts where his own corrections appeared, if it 

were merely to justify them to his readers ? 

6. Neither does the supposition represented by (y) in any way account 

for the phenomena of our present Gospels. For,—even taking for granted 

the usual assumption, that Matthew wrote for Hebrew Christians, Mark 

for Latins, and Luke for Gentiles in general,—we do not find any such 

consistency in these purposes, as a revision and alteration of another's 

narrative would necessarily presuppose. We have the visit of the Gen- 

tile Magi exclusively related by the Hebraizing Matthew ;—the circum- 

cision of the child Jesus, and His frequenting the passovers at Jerusalem, 

exclusively by the Gentile Evangelist Luke. Had the above purposes 

been steadily kept in view in the revision of the narratives before them, 

the Evangelists could not have omitted incidents so entirely subservient to 

their respective designs. 

7. Our supposition (6) is, that receiving the Gospel or Gospels before 
them as authentic, the Evangelists borrowed from them such parts as they 

purposed to narrate in common with them. But this does not represent 

the matter of fact. In no one case does any Evangelist borrow from 

another any considerable part of even a single narrative. For such bor- 
4 | 
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rowing would imply verbal coincidence, unless in the case of strong 

Hebraistic idiom, or other assignable peculiarity. It is inconceivable that 

one writer borrowing from another in good faith and with approval, should 
alter his diction so singularly and capriciously as, on this hypothesis, we 

find the text of the parallel sections of our Gospels altered. Let the 

question be answered by ordinary considerations of probability, and let 

any passage common to the three Evangelists be put to the test. The \ 
phenomena presented will be much as follows :—first, perhaps, we shall 

have three, five, or more words identical ;—then as many wholly distinct: 

then two clauses or more, expressed in the same words but differing 

order :—then a clause contained in one or two, and not in the third :—then 

several words identical :—then a clause not only wholly distinct but appa- 

rently inconsistent ;—and so forth ;—with recurrences of the same arbi- 

trary and anomalous alterations, coincidences, and transpositions. Nor 

does this description apply to verbal and sentential arrangement only ;— 

but also, with slight modification; *to~that “of the larger portions of the 

narratives. Equally capricious would be the disposition of the subject- 

matter. Sometimes, while coincident in the things related, the Gospels 

place them in the most various order,—each in turn connecting them 

together with apparent marks of chronological sequence (e. g. the visit to 

Gadara in Matt. viii. 28 ff. as compared with the same in Mark vi. | ff. 
Luke viii. 26 ff. and numerous other such instances noticed in the com- 
mentary). Let any one say, divesting himself of the commonly-received 

hypotheses respecting the connexion and order of our Gospels, whether it 

is within the range of probability that a writer should thus singularly and 

unreasonably alter the subject-matter and diction before him, having (as 

is now supposed) no design in so doing, but intending fairly and with 

approval, to incorporate the work of another into his own? Can an 

instance be any where cited of undoubted borrowing and adaptation from 
another, presenting similar phenomena ? 

8. I cannot then find in any of the above hypotheses, a solution of the 
question before us, how the appearances presented by our three Gospels 

are to be accounted for. Ido not see how any theory of mutual inter- 
dependence will leave to our three Evangelists their credit as able or 

trustworthy writers, or even as honest men: nor can I find any such 
theory borne out by the nature of the variations apparent in the respective 

texts. 

SECTION III. 

THE ORIGIN OF OUR THREE GOSPELS. 

1. It remains then, that the three Gospels should have arisen inde- 
4 ‘a a 

pendently of one another. But supposing this, we are at once met by the 

difficulty of accounting for so much common matter, and that narrated, as 
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we have seen, with such curious verbal agreements and discrepancies. 
Thus we are driven to some common origin for those parts. But of what 

kind ? Plainly, either documentary, or oral. Let us consider each of these 

in turn. 

2. No documentary source could have led to the present texts of our 

Gospels. For supposing it to have been in the Aramaic language, and 

thus accounting for some of the variations in our parallel passages, as 

being independent translations,—we shall still have no solution whatever of 

the more important discrepancies of insertion, omission, and arrangement. 

To meet these, the most complicated hypotheses have been advanced *,— 

all perfectly capricious, and utterly inadequate, even when apprehended, 

to account for the phenomena.—The various opponents of the view of an 
original Gospel have well shown besides, that such a Gospel could never 

have existed, because of the omission in one or other of our three, of 

passages which must necessarily have formed a part of it (e. g. Matt. 

xxvi. 6—13 (see-above) omitted by Luke). I believe then that we may 

safely abandon the idea of any single original Gospel, whether Aramaic or 

Greek. 

8. Still it might be thought possible that though one document cannot 
have originated the text of the common parts of our Gospels, several 

documents, more or less related to one another, may have done so; in the 

absence of any original Gospel. But this, it will be seen, is but an im- 
perfect analysis of their origin; for we are again met by the question, 

whence did these documents take their rise? And if they turn out to be 

only so many modifications of a received oral teaching respecting the 

actions and sayings of the Lord, then to that oral teaching are we referred 

back for a more complete account of the matter. That such evangelical 

documents did exist, I think highly probable; and believe I recognize 
such in some of the peculiar sections of Luke; but that the common 

parts of our Gospels, even if taken from such, are to be traced back further, 
I am firmly convinced. 

2 It may be worth while, as an example, to state the nature of Bp. Marsh’s hypothesis 

of the origin of our three Gospels. He supposes, 1) x, the original Hebrew Gospel. 

2) 8, a Greek version of the same. 3) 8-++a-+ A, a volume containing a copy of the 
Hebrew original Gospel, accompanied by lesser (a) and greater (A) additions. 

4) »+ 6+, another copy of ditto, accompanied by other lesser (3) and greater (B) 

additions. 5) + y-+T, a third copy of ditto, accompanied by a third set of lesser (y) 

and greater (I°) additions. 6) 2, a Hebrew gnomology (collection of sayings of the Lord), 

varying according to different copies. 

Hence he holds our Gespels to haye arisen: viz. the Hebrew Matthew, from 8 + 3 
+a+tA+ y+ :—Luke,from x + 21+8+B+y7+04+R8:—Mark, from 8 + a+ 

A+6+B-+ :—the Greek Matthew, to be a translation from the Hebrew Matt., 

with the collation of &, and of Luke and Mark. This is only one of the various arrange- 

ments made by the supporters of this hyp. For those of Hichborn, Gratz, &c., see 

Meyer’s Comment., vol. i. Einleitung, pp. 25—27. 
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4. We come then to inquire, whether the common sections of our 

Gospels could have originated from a common oral source. If by this latter 
is to be understood,—one and the same oral teaching every where recognized, 

our answer must be in the negative: for the difficulties of verbal discre- 

paney, varying arrangement, insertion, and omission, would, as above, 

remain unaccounted for. At the same time, it is highly improbable that 

such a course of oral teaching should ever have been adopted. Let us 
examine the matter more in detail. 

5. The Apostles were witnesses of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus. 

In this consisted their especial office and work. Others besides them had 

been companions of the Lord :—but peculiar grace and power was given 
to them, by which they gave forth their testimony (Acts iv. 33). And what 

this testimony included, we learn from the conditions of apostleship pro- 
pounded by Peter himself, Acts 1. 21, 22: that in order to its being 

properly given, an Apostle must have been an eye and ear witness of 
what had happened from the baptism of John until the ascension: i. e. 

during the whole official life of the Lord. With the whole of this matter, 

therefore, was his Apostolic testimony concerned. And we are conse- 

quently justified in assuming that the substance of the teaching of the 

Apostles consisted of their testimony to such facts, given in the Holy 

Ghost and with power. The ordinary objection to this view, that their | 

extant discourses do not contain Evangelic narrations, but are hortatory 
and persuasive, is wholly inapplicable. Their extant discourses are con- 
tained in the Fe en the Evangelist Luke, who having in 

his former treatise given all which he had been able to collect of their 
narrative teaching, was not likely again to repeat it. Besides which, 
such narrative teaching would occur, not in general and almost wholly 

apologetic discourses held before assembled unbelievers, but in the build- 

ing up of the several Churches and individual converts, and in the cate- 

chization of catechumens. It is a strong confirmation of this view, that 

Luke himself in his preface refers to this original Apostolic narrative as 
the source of the various éimyycece which many had taken in hand to draw 

up, and states his object in writing, to be, that Theophilus might know 
the certainty (aogaXetay) of those sayings concerning which he had been 
catechized, 

It is a confirmation of the above view of the testimony of the Apostolic 
body,—that Paul claims to have received an independent knowledge, by 
direct revelation, of at least some of the fundamental parts of the Gospel 

history (see Gal. i. 12. 1 Cor. xi. 23. xv. 3), to qualify him for his 
calling as an Apostle. 

6. I believe then that the Apostles, in virtue not merely of their having 
been eye and ear witnesses of the Evangelic history, but especially of 
their office, gave to the various Churches their testimony in a narrative 

7) 
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of facts: such narrative being modified in each case by the individual 

mind of the Apostle himself, and his sense of what was requisite for the 

particular community to which he was ministering. While they were 

principally together, and instructing the converts at Jerusalem, such nar- 

rative would naturally be for the most part the same, and expressed in the 

same, or nearly the same words: coincident however not from design or 

rule, but because the things themselves were the same, and the teaching 

naturally fell for the most part into one form. It would be easy and 

interesting to follow the probable origin and growth of such a cycle of 

narratives of the words and deeds of our Lord in the Church at Jeru- 

salem,—for both the Jews, and the Hellenists,—the latter under such 

teachers as Philip and Stephen, commissioned and authenticated by the 
Apostles. In the course of such a process some portions would naturally 

be written down by private believers, for their own use or that of friends. 

And as the Church spread to Samaria, Czesarea, and Antioch, the want 

would be felt in each of these places of similar cycles of oral teaching, 

which when supplied would thenceforward belong to and be current in those 

respective Churches. And these portions of the Evangelic history, oral 

or partially documentary, would be adopted under the sanction of the 

Apostles, who were as in all things, so especially in this, the appointed 

and divinely-guided overseers of the whole Church. This common sub- 

stratum of Apostolic teaching,—never formally adopted by all, but subject 

to all the varieties of diction and arrangement, addition and omission, 

incident to transmission through many individual minds, and into many 

different localities,—J believe to have been the original source of the common 

part of our three Gospels. 

7. But I cannot think that either of them have incorporated this teach- 

ing in its original form. For, first, it was not originally expressed in 

Greek. ‘That it would very soon be so expressed, follows as a matter of 

course from the early mention of Hellenistic converts, Acts vi., and the 

subsequent reception of the Gentiles into the Church; and it seems to 
have been generally received in that language, before any of its material 
modifications arose. This I gather from the remarkable verbal coin- 

cidences observable in the present Greek texts.—The substance, at least, 

of one of our present Gospels, appears to have been committed to writing 

in Hebrew, and lost,—or only preserved to us in a much 1 modified trans- 

Jation.—Then again, the verbal discrepancies of our present Greek texts 

entirely forbid us to imagine that our Evangelists took up the usual oral 

teaching at one place or time; but point to a process of alteration and 

deflection, which will now engage our attention. 

8. It will be observed that I am now speaking of those sections which our 

Gospels possess IN COMMON, and WITHOUT REFERENCE TO THEIR ORDER, 

The larger additions, which are due to peculiar sources of information,— 
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the narratives of the same event which have not sprung from a common 
source,—the different arrangement of the common sections,—with all 
these I am not now concerned. 

9. The matter then of those sections I believe to have been this 

generally-received oral narrative of the Apostles of which I have spoken. 

Delivered, usually in the same or similar terms, to the catechumens in the 

various Churches, and becoming the text of instruction for their pastors 

and teachers, it by degrees underwent those modifications which the 

various Gospels now present tous. And I am not now speaking of any 

considerable length of time, such as might suffice to deteriorate and cor- 

rupt mere traditional teaching,—but of no more than the transmission 

through men Apostolic or grace Apostolic, yet of independent habits of 

speech and thought,—of an~account which remained in substance the 

same. Let us imagine the modifications which the individual memory, 

brooding affeotonatcly and reverently over each word and act of 

the Lord, would introduce into a narrative in relating it variously and 

under differing circumstances :—the Holy Spirit, who brought to their 

remembrance ee things He had said to them (John xiv. 26),.work- 
dng in and distributing to each severally as He would ;—Let us place to 

the account the various little changes of transposition or omission, of varia- 

tion in diction or emphasis, which would be sure to arise in the freedom 

of individual teaching,—and we have I believe the only reasonable solu- 

tion of the arbitrary and otherwise unaccountable coincidences and dis- 

crepancies in these parts of our Gospels. 

10. It might perhaps be required that some presumptive corroborations 

should be given of such a supposition as that here advanced. For the 

materials of such, we must look into the texts themselves of such sections. 

And in them I think I see signs of such a process as the latter part of 
paragraph 9 describes. For, 

11. It is a well-known and natural effect of oral transmission, that / 

while the Jess prominent members of a sentence are transposed, or dimi- | 

nished or increased in number, and common-place expressions replaced by 

their synonymes, any unusual word, or harsh expression, or remarkable 

construction, is retained. Nor is this only the case, such words, expres- 

sions, or constructions, preserving their relative places in the sentences,— 

but, from the mind laying hold of them, and retaining them at all events, 

they are sometimes found preserved near their original places, though 
perhaps with altered relations and import. Now a careful observation of 

the text of the Gospels will bring before the reader continually instances 

of both of these. I have subjoined in a note a few, more to tempt the 

student to follow the track, than to give any adequate illustration of these 
remarks *, 

* Of unusual words, &c., retaining their places in the parallel sentences,—azap67, 

Matt. ix. 15, Luke v. 35; karaxAdoac, Mark vi. 41, Luke ix. 16; dziow pov, Matt. xvi. 
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12. With regard to those parts of our Gospels which do not fall under 

the above remarks, there are various conceivable sources whence they may 

have arisen. As each Evangelist may have had more or less access to 

those who were themselves witnesses of the events, whether before or 

during the public ministry of the Lord, or as each may have fallen in with 

a more complete or a shorter account of those events, so have our narra- 

tives been filled out with rich detail, or confined to the mere statement of 

occurrences :—so have they been copious and entire in their history, or 
have merely taken up and handed down a portion of the Lord’s life. 

These particulars will come under our notice below, when we treat of each 

Gospel by itself. 

SECTION IV. 

THE DISCREPANCIES, APPARENT AND REAL, OF THE THREE GOSPELS. 

1. In our three narratives, many events and sayings do not hold the 

same relative place in one as in another: and hence difficulties have 

arisen, and the faith of some has been weakened ; while the adversaries 

of our religion have made the most of these differences, to impugn the 

veracity of the writers themselves. And hence also Christian commen- 

tators have been driven to a system of harmonizing which condescends to 

adopt the weakest compromises, and to do the utmost violence to proba- 

bility and fairness, in its zeal for the veracity of the Evangelists. It 

becomes important therefore critically to discriminate between apparent 
and real discrepancy, and while with all fairness we acknowledge the 

latter where it exists, to lay down certain common-sense rules whereby 

the former may be also ascertained. 

2. The real discrepancies between our Evangelistic histories are very 

few, and those all of one kind. They are simply the results of the entire 

independence of the accounts. They consist in different chronological 

24, Mark viii. 34, Luke ix. 23; duccod\we, Mark x. 23, Luke xviii. 24; ovv@Adaw and 

Atcpaw, Matt. xxi. 44, Luke xx. 18; kodo3dw, Matt. xxiv. 22, Mark xiii. 20; cvdAa- 

Beiy (whereas they generally use Xap. simply), Matt. xxvi.55, Mark xiv. 48 ; érnpeaZw, 

Matt. v. 44, Luke vi. 28; dvaBAéww, Matt. vi. 5, Luke vi. 42; yevynrot yuvatkor, 

Matt. xi. 1], Luke vii. 28. 

Of unusual words, expressions, or constructions, found at or near their places in 

parallel passages, but not in the same connexion,—a7éyw, Matt. vi. 2 al., Luke vi. 24; 

Xpeiav Exw, Matt. xiv. 16, Luke ix. 11; etc, Mark viii. 19, 20, Luke ix. 13, John vi. 9 ; 

okt\Aw, Luke vii. 6, Mark v. 35; «iva, Mark iv. 17, Luke viii. 12; PBacavi~w, Mark 

vi. 48, Matt. xiv. 24; ac, Mark v. 16, Luke viii. 36; dyvaceiw, Mark xv. 11, Luke 

xxiii. 5; 7d o@pa, repeated, Matt. xxvii. 58, Mark xv. 45; 7AQev (of Joseph of 

Arimathea), Matt. xxvii. 58, Mark xv. 43; John xix. 38; zeprri@np, Matt. xxvii. 28, 

Mark xv.17: construction (but see var. read.) Matt. xxiii. 13, Mark xii. 39, 40; 

mpocpwréw, with dative, Matt. xi. 17, Luke vii. 32. 
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arrangements, expressed or implied. Such for instance is the trans- 

position before noticed of the history of the passage into the country of 

the Gadarenes, which in Matt. viii. 28 ff. precedes a whole course of 

events which in Mark v. 1 ff. Luke viii. 26 ff. it follows. Such again is 
the difference in position between the pair of incidents related Matt. viii. 

19 —22, and the same pair of incidents found in Luke ix. 57—61. And 

such are some other varieties of arrangement and position which will be 

brought before the readers of the following Commentary. Now the way 

of dealing with such discrepancies has been twofold,—as remarked above. 
The enemies of the faith have of course recognized them, and pushed them 

to the utmost: often creating them where they do not exist, and where 

they do, using them to overthrow the narrative in which they occur. 

While this has been their course,—equally unworthy of the Evangelists 

and their subject has been that of those who are usually thought the 
orthodox Harmonists. ‘They have usually taken upon them to state, 

that such variously placed narratives do not refer to the same incidents, 

and so to save (as they imagine) the credit of the Evangelists, at the 
expense of common fairness and candour. Who, for example, can for a 

moment doubt that the pairs of incidents above cited from Matthew and 

Luke are identical with each other? What man can ever suppose that 

the same offer would have been, not merely twice made to the Lord in 

the same words and similarly answered by Him (for this is very possible), 

but actually followed in both cases by a request from another disciple, 

couched in the very same words? The reiterated sequence of the two is 
absolutely out of all bounds of probability :—and yet it is supposed and 

maintained by one of the ablest of our modern Harmonists! And this is 
only one specimen out of very many of the same kind, notices of which 

may be seen in the following Commentary. 

3. The.fair Christian critic will pursue a plan different from both these. 
With no deSife to create discrepancies, but rather every desire truthfully 

and justly to solve them, if it may be,—he will candidly recognize them 

where they unquestionably exist. By this he loses nothing, and the 

Evangelists lose nothing. That one great and glorious portrait of the 
Lord should be harmoniously depicted by them,—that the procession of 
events by which our redemption is assured to us should be one and the 

same in all,—is surely more wonderful, and more plainly the work of 

God’s Holy Spirit, the more entirely independent of each other they can be 

shown to have been. Variation in detail and arrangement is to my mind 
the most valuable proof that they were, not mere mouthpieces or organs of 

infallible truth, as some would suicidally make them, but holy men, under 

the inspiration of God the Holy Ghost. I shall treat of this part of our 
subject more at length below (in § 6) :—I mention it now, to show that 
we need not be niet to recognize real discrepancies, in the spirit of 

fairness and truth. Christianity never was, “and never can be the gainer, 
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by any concealment, warping, or avoidance of the plain truth, wherever it is 

to be found. 
4. On the other hand, the Christian critic will fairly discriminate 

between real and apparent discrepancy. And in order to this, some rules 

must be laid down by which the limits of each may be determined. 
5. Similar incidents must not be too hastily assumed to be the same. If 

one Evangelist had given us the feeding of the five thousand, and another 
that of the fowr, we should have been strongly tempted to pronounce the 
incidents the same, and to find a discrepancy in the accounts ;—but our 

conclusion would have been false :—for we have now both events narrated 

by each of two Evangelists (Matthew and Mark), and formally alluded to 

by the Lord himself in connexion. Matt. xv. 9, 10. Mark viii. 19, 20. 

And there are several narrations now in our Gospels, the identification of 

which must be abstained from; e. g. the anointing of the Lord by the 

woman which was a sinner, Luke vii. 36 ff., and that at Bethany by Mary 
the sister of Lazarus, in Matt. xxvi. 6 ff. Mark xiv. 3 ff. John xi. 2. xii. 

3 ff. In such cases we must judge fairly and according to probability,— 

not making trifling differences in diction or narrative into important 

reasons why the incidents should be different,—but rather examining 

critically the features of the incidents themselves, and discerning and 

determining upon the evidence furnished by them. 
6. The circumstances and nature of the Lord’s discourses must be taken 

into account. Judging a priori, the probability is, that He repeated most 
of His important sayings many times over, with more or less variation, to 
different audiences, but in the hearing of the same Apostolic witnesses. If 

now these witnesses by their independent narratives have originated our 
present Gospels, what can be more likely than that these sayings should 

have found their way into the Gospels in various forms,—sometimes, as 
especially in Matt., in long and strictly coherent discourses,—sometimes 

scattered up and down, as is the matter of several of Matthew’s dis- 

courses in Luke? Yet such various reports of the Lord’s sayings are 

most unreasonably by some of the modern German critics (e. g. De 

Wette) treated as discrepancies, and used to prove Matthew’s discourses to 

have been mere arrangements of shorter sayings uttered at different times. 
—A striking instance of the repetition by the Lord of similar discourses 

varied according to the time and the hearers, may be found in the denun- 

ciations on the Scribes and Pharisees as uttered during the journey to 
Jerusalem, Luke xi. 37 ff., and the subsequent solemn and public reitera- 

tion of them in Jerusalem at the final close of the Lord’s ministry in 

Matt. xxiii. Compare also the parable of the pounds, Luke xix. 11 ff. 

with that of the ¢alents, Matt. xxv. 14 ff., and in fact the whole of the 

discourses during the last journey in Luke, with their parallels, where such 

exist, in Matthew. 
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SECTION V. 

THE FRAGMENTARY NATURE OF THE THREE GOSPELS. 

1. On any hypothesis which attributes to our Evangelists the design of — 

producing a complete history of the life and actions of the Lord, and gives 
two of them the advantage of consulting other records of the same kind 

with their own,—the omissions in their histories are perfectly inexplicable. 

For example,—Matthew, as an Apostle, was himself an eye-witness of the 

Ascension, an event holding a most important place in the Divine process 

of the redemption of man. Yet he omits all record or mention of it. And 

though this is the most striking example, others are continually occurring 
throughout the three Gospels. Why has there been no mention in them 

of the most notable miracle wrought by the Lord,—which indeed, humanly 

speaking, was the final exciting cause of that active enmity of the Jewish 

rulers which issued in His crucifixion? Can it be believed, that an 

Apostle, writing in the fulness of his knowledge as such, and with the 

design of presenting to his readers Jesus of Nazareth as the promised 

Messiah,—should have omitted all mention of the raising of Lazarus,— 

and of the subsequent prophecy of Caiaphas, whereby that Messiahship 

was so strongly recognized ?—The ordinary supposition, of silence being 

maintained for prudential reasons concerning Lazarus and his family, is 

quite beside the purpose. For the sacred books of the Christians were 

not published to the world in general, but were reserved and precious 

possessions of the believing societies: and even had this been otherwise, 

such concealment was wholly alien from their spirit and character. 

2. The absence of completeness from our Gospels is even more 

strikingly shown in their minor omissions, which cannot on any suppo- 

sition be accounted for, if their authors had possessed records of the 

incidents so omitted. Only in the case of Luke does there appear to 

have been any design of giving a regular account of things throughout: 
and from his many omissions of important matter contained in Matthew, 

it is plain that his sources of information were, though copious, yet frag- 

mentary. For, assuming what has been above inferred as to the inde- 

pendence of our three Evangelists, it is inconceivable that Luke, with 

his avowed design of completeness, ch. i. 3, should have been in pos- 

session of matter so important as that contained in those parts of 
Matthew, and should deliberately have excluded it from his Gospel. 

3. The Gospel of Mark,—excluding from that term the venerable and 

authentic fragment at the end of ch. xvi.,—terminates abruptly, in the 

midst of the narrative of incidents connected with the resurrection of our 

Lord. And, with the exception of the short prefatory compendium, ch. i. 

1—13, there is no reason for supposing this Evangelist to be an abbre- 

viator, in any sense, of the matter before him. His sources of information 
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were of the very highest order, and his descriptions and narratives are 
most life-like and copious ; but they were confined within a certain cycle 

of Apostolic teaching, viz. that which concerned the official life of our 

Lord: and in that cycle not complete, inasmuch as he breaks off short of 

the Ascension, which another Evangelistic hand has added from Apostolic 

sources. 
4. I shall have occasion to recur to this subject again, and more espe- 

cially as regards Matthew, in the Prolegomena to each individualGospel. 

SECTION VI. 

THE INSPIRATION OF THE THREE GOSPELS. 

1. The results of our inquiries hitherto may be thus stated :—That our 

three Gospels have arisen independently of one another, from sources of 
information possessed by the Evangelists ;—such sources of information, 

for a very considerable part of their contents, being, the narrative teaching 

of the Apostles ; and, in cases where their personal testimony was out of 

the question, oral or documentary narratives preserved in and received by 

the Christian Church in the Apostolic age ;—that the three Gospels are 

not formal, complete accounts of the whole incidents of the sacred history, 

but each of them fragmentary, containing such portions of it as fell within 

the notice of the Evangelist. 
2. The important question now comes before us, /n what sense are 

these Gospels to be regarded as inspired by the Holy Spirit of God? 
That they are so, in some sense, has been the concurrent belief of the 

Christian body in all ages. In the second, as in the nineteenth century, 

the ultimate appeal, in matters of fact and doctrine, has been to these 

venerable writings. It may be well then first to inquire on what grounds 
their authority has been rated so high by all Christians. 

3. And I believe the answer to this question will be found to be, 

Because they are regarded as presenting to us the substance of the Apostolic 
testimony. ‘The Apostles being raised up for the special purpose of wit- 

nessing to the Gospel history,—and these memoirs having been universally 

received in the early Church as embodying that their testimony, I see no 

escape left from the inference, that they come to us with Apostolic autho- 

rity. The early Church was not likely to be deceived in this matter. 

The reception of the Gospels was immediate and universal. ‘They never | 

were placed for a moment by the consent of Christians in the same | 

category with the spurious documents which soon sprung up after them. 

In external history, as in internal character, they differ entirely from the 

apocryphal Gospels; which though in some cases bearing the name and 

pretending to contain the teaching of an Apostle, were never recognized as 

Apostolic. 
4. Upon the Apostolicity then of our Gospels, rests their claim to inspira- 
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tion. Containing the substance of the Apostles’ testimony, they carry 
with them that special power of the Holy Spirit which rested on the 
Apostles in virtue of their office. It may be well then to inquire of what 

kind that power was, and how far extending. 

5. We do not find the Apostles transformed, from being men of indi- 

vidual character and thought and feeling, into mere channels for the 

transmission of infallible truth. We find them, humanly speaking, to 

have been still distinguished by the same characteristics as before the 

descent of the Holy Ghost. We see Peter still ardent and impetuous, 

still shrinking from the danger of human disapproval ;—we see John still 

exhibiting the same union of deep love and burning zeal ;—we find them 
pursuing different paths of teaching, exhibiting different styles of writing, 
taking hold of the truth from different sides. 

6. Again, we do not find the Apostles put in possession at once of the 

Divine counsel with regard to the Church. ‘Though Peter and John were 

full of the Holy Ghost immediately after the Ascension, neither at that 

time, nor for many years afterwards, were they put in possession of the 

purpose of God regarding the Gentiles, which in due time was specially 

revealed to Peter, and recognized in the Apostolic council at Jerusalem. 

7. These considerations serve to show us in what respects the working 

of the Holy Spirit on the Apostles was analogous to His influence on 

every believer in Christ; viz. in the retention of individual character and 

thought and feeling,—and in the gradual development of the ways and— 
purposes of God to their minds. 

8. But their situation and office was peculiar and wnexampled. And 

for its fulfilment, peculiar and unexampled gifts were bestowed upon 

them. One of these, which bears very closely upon our present subject, 
was, the recalling by the Holy Spirit of those things which the Lord had 

said to them. ‘This was His own formal promise, recorded in John xiv. 

26. And if we look at our present Gospels, we see abundant evidence of 
its fulfilment. What unassisted human memory could treasure up saying 

and parable, however deep the impression at the time, and report them in 
full at the distance of several years, as we find them reported in our 

Gospels? To the Christian reader I need not put the other alternative. 
I refer to it only to remark, that every consideration, whether of the 
Apostles’ external circumstances, or their internal feelings respecting Him 

of whom they bore witness, alike combines to confirm the persuasion of 

all Christians, that they have recorded as said by the Lord what He truly 
did say, and not any words of their own invention. 

9. And let us pursue the matter further by analogy. Can we suppose 

that the light poured by the Holy Spirit upon the sayings of the Lord 
would be confined to them, and not extend itself over the other parts of 

the narrative of His life on earth? Can we believe that those miracles, 

which though not uttered in words, were yet acted parables, would not be, 
] 5 | Pee 
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under the same gracious assistance, brought back to the minds of the 

Apostles, so that they should be placed on record for the teaching of the 
Church ? 

10. And, going yet further, to those parts of the Gospels which were 
wholly out of the cycle of the Apostles’ own testimony,—can we imagine 

that the Divine discrimination which enabled them to detect the ‘lie to 

the Holy Ghost,’ should have forsaken them in judging of the records of 

the Lord’s birth and infancy,—so that they should have taught or sanc- 

tioned an apocryphal, fabulous, or mythical account of such matters ? 

Some account of them must have been current in the Apostolic circle: for 

Mary the mother of Jesus survived the Ascension, and would be fully 

capable of giving undoubted testimony to the facts. (See notes on Luke 

i. ii.) Can we conceive then that, with her among them, the Apostles 

should have delivered other than a true history of these things? Can we 

suppose that Luke’s account, which he includes among the things deli- 

vered by those who were eye-witnesses and ministers of the word from the 

first, is other than the true one, and stamped with the authority of the 

witnessing and discriminating Spirit dwelling in the Apostles? Can we 

suppose that the account in the still more immediately Apostolic Gospel 

of Matthew is other than the same history seen from a different side and 

independently narrated ? 

11. But if it be inquired how far such Divine superintendence has 
extended in the framing of our Gospels as we at present find them, the 

answer must be furnished by the contents of the Gospels themselves. 

That those contents are themselves various, and variously arranged, is 

token enough that in their selection and disposition we have human 

agency presented to us, under no more direct Divine guidance than that 

general leading which in main and essential points should ensure entire 

accordance. Such leading admits of much variety in points of minor 

consequence. Two men may be equally led by the Holy Spirit, though 
one may believe and record, that the visit to the Gadarenes took place 

before the calling of Matthew, while the other places it after that event ; 

though one in narrating it speaks of two demoniacs, the other, only of 

one. 
12. And it is observable that in the only place in the three Gospels 

where an Evangelist speaks of himself, he expressly lays claim, not to 

any supernatural guidance in the arrangement of his subject-matter, but 

to a diligent tracing down of all things from the first ; in other words, to 

the care and accuracy of a faithful and honest compiler. After such an 

avowal on the part of the editor himself, to assert an immediate revelation 

to him of the arrangement to be adopted and the chronological notices to 

be given, is clearly not justified according to his own showing and asser- 

tion. ‘The value of such arrangement and chronological connexion must 

depend on various circumstances in each case :—on their definiteness 
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and consistency,—on their agreement or disagreement with the other extant 

records; the preference being in each case given to that one whose 

account is the most exact, and whose notes of sequence are the most 
distinct. 

13. In thus speaking, I am doing no more than even the most scrupu- 
lous of our Harmonizers have in fact done. In the case alluded to in para- 

graph 11, there is not one of them who has not altered the arrangement, 

either of Matthew, or of Mark and Luke, so as to bring the visit to the 

| Gadarenes into the same part of the Evangelic History. But, if the 

| arrangement itself were matter of Divine inspiration, then have we no 

_ right to vary it in the slightest degree, but must maintain (as the Har- 

monists have done in other cases, but never, that I am aware, in this) two 

distinct visits to have been made at different times, and nearly the same 

events to have occurred at both. need hardly add that a similar method 

of proceeding with all the variations in the Gospels, which would on this 

supposition be necessary, would render the Scripture narrative a heap of 
improbabilities ; and strengthen, instead of weakening, the cause of the 

enemies of our faith. 

14. And not only of the arrangement of the Evangelic History are these 

remarks to be understood. There are certain minor points of accuracy or 

inaccuracy, of which human research suffices to inform men, and on 

which, from want of that research, it is often the practice to speak 

vaguely and inexactly. Such are sometimes the conventionally received 

distances from place to place; such are the common accounts of phe- 
nomena in natural history, &c. Now in matters of this kind, the 

Evangelists and Apostles were not supernaturally informed, but left, in 
common with others, to the guidance of their natural faculties. 

15. The same may be said of citations and dates from history. In the 
last apology of Stephen, which he spoke being full of the Holy Ghost, 

and with Divine influence beaming from His countenance, we have at 

least two demonstrable historical mistakes. And the occurrence of similar 

ones in the Gospels does not in any way affect the inspiration or the 
veracity of the Evangelists. 

16. It may be well to conclude this section with a notable illustration 
of the principles upheld in it. What can be more undoubted and unani- 

mous than the testimony of the Evangelists to THE RESURRECTION OF THE 

Lorp? If there be one fact rather than another of which the Apostles 

were witnesses, 7f was this: and in the concurrent narrative of all four 

Evangelists it stands related beyond all cavil or question. Yet of all the 

events which they have described, none is so variously put forth in detail, 

or with so many minor discrepancies. And this was just what might 
have been expected, on the principles above laid down. The great fact 
that the Lord was risen,—set forth by the ocular. witness of the Apostles, 

who had seen Him,—became from that day first in importance in the 
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delivery of their testimony. The precise order of His appearances would 

naturally, from the overwhelming nature of their present emotions, be a 

matter of minor consequence, and perhaps not even of accurate inquiry 

till some time had passed. ‘Then, with the utmost desire on the part of 

the women and Apostles to collect the events in their exact order of time, 

some confusion would be apparent in the history, and some discrepancies 

in versions of it which were the results of separate and independent 

inquiries ;—the traces of which pervade our present accounts. But what 
fair-judging student of the Gospels ever made these variations or discre- 

pancies a ground for doubting the veracity of the Evangelists as to the 

fact of the Resurrection, or the principal details of the Lord’s appearances 

after it ? 

SECTION VII. 

IMPRACTICABILITY OF CONSTRUCTING A FORMAL HARMONY OF THE 

THREE GOSPELS. 

1. From very early times, attempts have been made to combine the 
narratives of our three Gospels into one continuous history. As might 
have been expected, however, from the characteristics of those Gospels 

above detailed, such Harmonies could not be constructed without doing 

considerable violence to the arrangement of some one or more of the 
three, and an arbitrary adoption of the order of some one, to which 
then the others have been fitted and conformed. An examination of 
any of the current Harmonies will satisfy the student that this has been 

the case. 
2. Now on the supposition that the three Gospels had arisen one out of 

the other, with a design such as any of those which have been previously 
discussed (with the exception of ¢) in § ii. 2, 3, such a Harmony not only 

ought to be possible, but should arise naturally out of the several narra- 

tives without any forcing, or alteration of arrangement. Nay, on the 
supplementary theory of Greswell and others, the last written Gospel 

should itself be such a History as the Harmonizers are in search of. 

Now not only is this not the case, but their Harmonies contain the most 

violent and considerable transpositions :—they are obliged to have re- 

course to the most arbitrary hypotheses of repetition of events and 

discourses,—and after all, their Harmonies, while some difficulties would 

be evaded by their adoption, entail upon us others even more weighty and 

inexplicable. 
3. Taking, however, the view of the origin of the Gospels above 

advocated, the question of the practicability of Harmonizing is simply 

reduced to one of matter of fact:—how far the three Evangelists in 

relating the events of a history which was itself one and the same, have 
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presented us with the same side of the narrative of those events, or with 

fragments which will admit of being pieced into one another. 
4, And there is no doubt that, as far as the main features of the 

Evangelic history are concerned, a harmonious whole is presented to us 

by the combined narrative. The great events of the Lord’s ministry, 
His baptism, His temptation, His teaching by discourses and miracles, 

His selection of the Twelve, His transfiguration, His announcement of 

His sufferings, death, and resurrection, His last journey to Jerusalem, 

His Betrayal, His Passion, Crucifixion, Burial, and Resurrection, — 

these are common to all; and as far as they are concerned, their narra- 

tives naturally fall into accordance and harmony. .But when we come 

to range their texts side by side, to supply -clausé with clause, and 

siGlengee to construct a complete History of details out of them, we at 

once find ourselves involved in the difficulties above enumerated. And 

the inference which an unbiassed mind will thence draw is, that as the 

Evangelists wrote with no such design of being pieced together into a 

complete History, but delivered the Apostolic testimony as they had 
received it, modified by individual character and oral transmission, and 

arranged carefully according to the best of their knowledge,—so we 

should thus simply and reverentially receive their records, without setting 
them at variance with each other by compelling them in all cases to say 

the same things of the same events. 

5. If the Evangelists have delivered to us truly and faithfully the 
Apostolic narratives, and if the Apostles spoke as the Holy Spirit enabled 

them, and brought events and sayings to their recollection, then we may 

_ be sure that if we knew the real process of the transactions themselves, that 

knowledge would enable us to give an account of the diversities of narration 

and arrangement which the Gospels now present tous. But without such 

knowledge, all attempts to accomplish this analysis in minute detail must 
_be merely conjectural: and must tend to weaken the Evangelic testimony, 
a than to strengthen it. 

. The only genuine Harmony of the Gospels will be furnished by the 
ne and consistency of the Christian’s belief in their record, as true to the 

great events which it relates, and his enlightened and intelligent appre- 

ciation of the careful diligence of the Evangelists in arranging the impor- 
tant matter before them. If in that arrangement he finds variations, and 

consequently inaccuracies, on one side or the other, he will be content to 
acknowledge the analogy which pervades all the Divine dealings with 
mankind, and to observe that God, who works, in the communication of 

His other gifts, through the medium of secondary agents,—has been 

pleased to impart to us this, the record of His most precious Gift, also 

by human agency and teaching. He will acknowledge also in this, the 
peculiar mercy and condescension of Him who has adapted to universal 

human reception the record of eternal life by His Son, by means of the 
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very variety of individual recollections and modified reports. And thus 

he will arrive at the true Harmonistic view of Scripture ; just as in the 
great and discordant world he does not seek peace by setting one thing 

against another and finding logical solution for all, but by holy and peace- 

ful trust in that Almighty Father, who doeth all things well. So that the 

argument so happily applied by Butler to the nature of the Revelation con- 

tained in the Scriptures, may with equal justice be applied to the books 

. themselves in which the record of that Revelation is found,—that ‘ He 

who believes the Scriptures to have proceeded from Him who is the 

Author of nature, may well expect to find the same sort of difficulties in 

them, as are found in the constitution of nature.’ 

CHAPTER II. 

OF THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MATTHEW. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. The author of this Gospel has been universally believed to be, THE 

Arvostite Marturw. And with this belief the contents of the Gospel are 

not inconsistent, provided it be rightly understood. That the Apostle him- 

self drew up the Gospel in its present form, both external and internal 

evidence forbid our supposing. For the weight of external evidence (see 

below, § ii.) is conclusive that the Apostle wrote his Gospel in Hebrew 

(i. e. Syro-Chaldaic, the vernacular language of Palestine at the time) : 

and from internal features of narration and arrangement, especially in the 

latter part of the Gospel, it is hardly possible that it can have proceeded 

directly from an Apostle and eye-witness. 
2. We are led then to the inference that we owe our present Gospel to 

a translator and compiler, similar in character and in the nature of his 

labours to those who have delivered to us the other two Gospels. Who 

this was, we are totally unable to say; and conjectures would be labour 

in vain. ‘That his name does not appear, is a sufficient proof to us that 

he considered his work as being a faithful representation of the Apostolic 

record furnished by Matthew, and nothing more ; and that, to the best of 

his belief, he used no other sources than that teaching. 

3. That we have not, in this Gospel, the Apostolic record of Matthew 

entire, is evident, were it only from the omission of the Ascension. But 

the same may be gathered from other omissions and transpositions, of 

which instances will be found in the ensuing Commentary. 
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4, A question then may arise, What was the Gospel which Matthew 
wrote in Hebrew? And though there may be some difficulty in ascer- 

taining this minutely and exactly,—yet, in the main, there can be little 

doubt that it consisted of various large sections of the Lord’s life and 

sayings, rather after the manner of memoirs, than of any consecutive his- 

tory :—that we owe to it the masterly and perfect report of the longer 

discourses ; e. g. the Sermon on the Mount, ch. v.—vii., the discourse 

concerning John, ch. xi. &c. . .. and the independent narration of a 

variety of incidents, not contained in the other Gospels. 

5. But the arrangement of the matter, and much supplementary and 

intercalary narrative, I believe to be owing to the researches of our Evan- 

gelistic compiler, who was desirous, as far as in him lay, to present to his 

readers a continuous and unbroken history. 
6. I cannot, however, subscribe to the opinion that the translation and 

compilation was made under the superintendence of the Apostle himself. 

That our compiler should have omitted all account of the Ascension, in 

fidelity to his design of reporting nothing which he did not know to have 

the authority of Matthew, would be only a proof of his trustworthiness 

and simple adherence to truth: but that an Apostle, deliberately sending 
forth a professedly complete history, should have sanctioned the omission 

of so important an event, which he had himself witnessed, is incon- 

ceivable., 

7. I conclude therefore that our present Gospel, in all its main por- 
tions, embraces the genuine contents of the memoirs which the Apostle 

Matthew committed to writing in Hebrew.—That the compiler of the 
present Greek Gospel either translated these portions from the original 

documents, or, which I think more probable, adopted that Greek version 

of them which was current in the part of the Church where he wrote.— 

That in doing so, he took pains, where there was a hiatus in the memoirs, 

to supply it by inquiry into the received record of the Apostle; and that 

he has inserted several such memoirs, less precise and definite than those 

other and longer ones.—That where he could not, satisfactorily to himself, 

ascertain what was the Apostle’s testimony, he has not supplied the nar- 

rative from other sources, but has omitted the fact.—That we owe to this 

compiler the chief part of the arrangement of the Gospel as it now stands : 

which arrangement does not therefore rest on authority more exclusively 

Apostolic, than that of Mark or Luke. 
8. Our attention must now be turned from the Evangelistic compiler, 

to the Apostle himself. And of him we know very little for certain. 

His calling, from being a Publican to be one of the twelve, is narrated 

by all three Evangelists. By Mark and Luke he is called Levi; in this 

Gospel, Matthew. Such change of name after becoming a follower of the 

Lord, was by no means uncommon; and the appearance of the Apostolic, 

not the original name, in the Gospel proceeding from himself, is in 
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analogy with the practice of Paul, who always in his Epistles speaks of 

himself by his new and Christian appellation. (On the doubts raised in 

ancient times respecting the identity of Matthew and Levi, see note on 

Matt. ix. 9.) 
9. The Apostle Matthew is described by Clement of Alexandria 

(Peedag. II. i. p. 174) as belonging to the ascetic Judaistic school of 

early Christians. Nothing is known of his Apostolic labours out of 

Palestine, which Eusebius mentions generally (é¢’ érépouc, Hist. Eccl. iii. 

24). Later writers fix the scene of them in Athiopia, but also include in 

their circle Macedonia, and several parts of Asia (Rufin. Hist. Ecel. 

x. 9. Soer. Hist. Eccl. i. 19). Heracleon, as cited by Clement of 

Alexandria, Strom. iv. 9, p. 595, relates that his death was natural. 

This is implicitly confirmed by Clement himself, and by Origen and 

Tertullian, who mention only Peter, Paul, and James the Greater as 

martyrs among the Apostles. 

SECTION II. 

ITS ORIGINAL LANGUAGE AND AUTHENTICITY. 

1. The universal testimony of the early Church declares that the 
Apostle Matthew wrote the Evangelic history in Hebrew; i. e. Syro- 

Chaldaic, the vernacular language of the Hebrew Christians in Palestine. 

The principal authorities on the point are these :— 

(a) Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. ii. 39, quotes the testimony of Papias, 

derived through John the Presbyter, thus :—Mar@aioc per ovv EBpatcc 

Ouahéxrw Ta Oya ouvEerabaro’ Hppnvevoe O avra we édvvaro (or iy 

duvardc) Exasroc. This same Papias is described by Eusebius, iii. 36, as 

avip Ta mavra Noywraroe Kal rhe ypagic eidhpwv. It is true that he 

asserts him, with reference to his adoption of chiliastic opinions, to have 

been odddpa cpuxpo¢e roy vovv: but this cannot be brought to bear on the 

validity of his testimony to a matter of fact; being only said controversially, 

and with regard to the adoption by Papias of apocryphal stories, and his 

belonging to a particular school of interpretation, from which Eusebius 

dissented ; while at the same time this very author gives him, as above, 

all weight as an historic witness. The meaning of the expression \éyra 

in the above passage has been disputed : some saying that it only implies 

the discourses of the Lord. That the strict import of the word is only this, 
is true ; but it is also true that works were known as collections of Noya, 

which contained, besides discourses, historical matter. Such was Papias’s 

own work, which he entitled Aoyiwy Kupcaxov éEnyyjoecc: such is the Gos- 

pel of Mark, which he also designated as otyraiic r@yv Kuptaxdv Noyiwy 

(see Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. iii. 39). It seems therefore that by rd \oyra 

in our passage he means the contents of a Gospel narrative, embracing 
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both the words and deeds of the Lord. The latter words of the testi- 

mony seem to imply, that at the time of its being written, Papias had not 

heard of any version of the Gospel in Greek: each went to the original 

Hebrew work of Matthew, and interpreted it as he could, i.e. according 

to his more or less accurate acquaintance with its language. It would 

exceed the limits of these Prolegomena to enter at length into the refu- 

tation of the attempt to set aside this testimony of Papias (or rather of 

John the Presbyter), by supposing that the apocryphal Gospel according 
to the Hebrews, or that of the Ebionites, or Nazarenes, may have been 

mistaken for the original of Matthew. Ebrard (Evang. Kritik, pp. 930 

ff.) has discussed this matter at length, and plainly shown that whatever 

similarity these documents may have had to the Gospel of Matthew, they 
were always regarded as distinct from it. 

(@) Irenzeus, Heer. iii. 1: 6 pév MarOatoc év rote épatore TH idia dua- 

Nextw avr@y Kal yoapry éihveyKxey evayyediov, rou IHérpov cai rov Tatdou 

év “Poun ebayyedtGopevorv Kat Oepedcovvtwy rv éxkdyoiay. It is some- 

times assumed, because Irenzeus in another place (Her. v. 33) mentions 
Papias with honour, that this testimony must be derived from Papias. 

But this assumption is perfectly gratuitous and unwarrantable. Irenzeus 

must be considered here as an independent witness, reporting what was 

the voice of ecclesiastical tradition at his time. 

(vy) Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. v. 10, relates of Panteenus, 6 Iavratvoc kai 
cic “Lvdove éOeiv Néyerar, EvOa Noyoc eboeiv avrov to0pOacay THY avTov 

mapovaiay ro Kara Marfaioy evayyédwov mapa rioty avrdOe Tov xpLoTOY 

ETEYVWKOOLY, O1C BapOodopatov rév amocré\wy Eva Knovéat, avroic TE 

“EBoaiwy yodppaor thy tov MarOaiov caradetbac: yoagyy, iv Kat cwlecbar 

cic Tov Ondovpevov xpovoy. The value of this testimony, which is 

altogether independent of that of Papias, is not in any way affected by 

the fact that Eusebius is speaking of a mere tradition. That tradition 

recognizes a Hebrew Gospel according to Matthew, and thus agrees with 

the testimonies before cited. Jerome refers also to the tradition, and says, 

“Reperit (Panteenus) in India Bartholomeum de duodecim Apostolis 
adventum Domini nostri Jesu Christi juxta Matthei Evangelium pre- 
dicasse, quod, Hebraicis litteris scriptum, revertens Alexandriam secum 

detulit.” (De Viris Illustr. 36.) A translation of Matthew’s Gospel into 
Hebrew cannot here be meant, as Eusebius himself (see (e) below) holds 

the Hebrew to have been the original. 

(6) Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. vi. 25, reports as from Origen, ére pdérov 

pev yeypanrae TO Kara Tov wore TeAwyNY, Vorepoy de amdaTooy ‘Inaov 

xororov, MarOaior, éxdedwedra avro roic ao "lovdatcpod moTevoace ypap- 

practy ‘EPpaccote cuvreraypeévov. This testimony again cannot without 

an unwarrantable assumption be supposed to depend on that of Papias ; 

but must rather be regarded as another index of what was the universal 

tradition of the early Church. 
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(e) Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. iii. 24: MarOatoe pev ydp modrepor “EBoaiore 

knpvéac, we Emde wal ép’ Er€oove iévat, raTpiy yAwrTn ypadn Tapacovc TO 

kar’ avroy evayyéduorv, TO NEimov TH av’Tov Tapovcia TovTOLc ad’ WY éaTEd- 

Aero Cid Tie ypadije dvexAjoov. With this may be compared another 

passage of Eusebius (ad Marin. quest. 11., cited by Meyer, Einleitung, 
p. 9): AéNexrac d€ dpe tod caBBdtou rapa Tov EppynvevoarTog Tiy ypadyv" 

O pev yap evayyedtoric MarOaioc “EGpaice yAwrrn rapécwxe TO evayyéhuor. 

This last passage shows that Eusebius himself believed the Gospel to have 

been written in Hebrew. 

(f) Epiphanius, Her. xxx. 3: &¢ ra addy Oi éorw eizeiv, Ore MarOaioc 

peovoc ‘EPpaiari cai “EBpaixote ypappaow év rH Kay OvabyKn éxomoaro 

THY TOU EvayyeNiov EkOEciy TE Kal KHpVYpLA. 

(n) Jerome, Pref. to Matt.: Matthzeus in Judeea Evangelium Hebreeo 
sermone edidit ob eorum vel maxime causam qui in Jesum crediderant ex 

Judzis. Also de Viris Ilustr., cap. 3, where he states that he had seen 

the Hebrew Gospel in the library at Casarea;—-which belief he seems 
however to modify in the 3rd Dialogue contra Pelagianos, near the 

beginning. See also Ep. ad Damas. iv. p. 48. 

(6) To cite later testimonies would be superfluous. I may only men- 
tion that Gregory Nazianzen, Chrysostom, Augustin, Isidorus Hispa- 

lensis, Theophylact, Euthymius, and others, assert the same. The ancient 

Church is wnanimous on the subject. 

2. When the Gospel was translated into Greek, or by whom, is quite 
uncertain. ‘Quis postea in Greecum transtulerit, non satis certum est.’ 

(Jerome, as above.) On this point see above, § i. 2 ff. 

3. From the uncertainty last mentioned, many critics, and those espe- 

cially Protestants, have maintained that the Gospel was originally written 

in Greek", Their arguments may be briefly summed up in two heads: 

1. They reject the authority of the Fathers, as being likely to be mis- 
taken, and as having been misled by Papias, and by the assertions of the 

Nazarenes. 2. They argue from internal evidence that our present 
Greek text of Matthew may very well be an original; but their inference 
from this is fallacious in two points :—the possibility of our text having 

been an original text does not prove that it actually was so; and even if 

this were established, its being an original text does not prove it to have 

been the original. 
4, Our conclusion must therefore be in accordance with the testimony 

4 The most remarkable names on both sides are as follow :— 

1. Maintainers of a Hebrew original.—All the Fathers and ancient critics: Simon, 

Mill, Michaelis, Marsh, Elsner, Bolten, Wahl, Storr, J. E. C. Schmidt, Eichhorn, 

Bertholdt, Kuinoel, Guerike, Olshausen, Ullmann, Sieffert, Ebrard, Meyer, &c. 

2. Maintainers of a Greek original: Erasmus, Cajetan, Beza, Calvin, Caloyius, Eras. 

Schmid, Le Clerc, Lightfoot, Fabricius, Wetstein, Schroeder, Paulus, Hug, Fritzsche, 

Baumgarten-Crusius, Harless, &c. 
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of the early Church, unanimous as it is, and derived from so many 

independent sources: that the Gospel was originally written in Hebrew. 

What relation I believe our present, Gospel to bear to that original one, 

I have before stated in § i. of the present chapter, 2—7. The con- 

siderations there advanced will serve as an answer to the objections which 

have in recent times been brought against the apostolicity and authenticity 

of the Gospel. ‘That we have not in all cases such a narrative as would 

have proceeded from an Apostle and eye-witness, must be ascribed to the 

fact that our narrative has arisen partly from the written memoirs, partly from 

the oral teaching of Matthew ;—that we have not all the events which an 

Apostle would undoubtedly have narrated, is to be ascribed to the incom- 

plete and fragmentary nature of the collection ;—that chronological incon- 

sistencies are found in it, is to be accounted for by remembering that the 

arrangement is owing, not to the Apostle, but to the Evangelistic compiler. 

And these three heads comprise all the objections which have been with 

any reason made against the authenticity of the Gospel. 

SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The fact that Matthew wrote in Syro-Chaldaic, and the statements 

in several of the testimonies above cited, show us that he originally drew 

up his Gospel for the use of the Jewish converts in Palestine. And 

internal notices tend to confirm this inference. We have fewer inter- 

pretations of Jewish customs, laws, and localities, than in the two other 

Gospels. The whole narrative proceeds more upon a Jewish view of 
matters, and is concerned more to establish that point, which to a Jewish 

convert would be most important,—that Jesus was the Messiah prophesied 

in the Old Testament. Hence the commencement of His genealogy from 

Abraham and David; hence the frequent notice of the necessity of this 

or that event happening, because it was so foretold by the prophets ; hence 

the constant opposition of the Lord’s spiritually ethical teaching to the 
evil formalistic ethics of the Scribes and Pharisees. nh 

2. But we must not think of the Gospel as a systematic treatise drawn 

up with this end continually in view. It only exercised a very general 
and indirect influence over the composition, not excluding narratives, 

sayings, and remarks which had no such tendency, or even partook of an 

opposite one. 

3. It is also to be remembered that the very fact of a Greek translation 

having been made indicates that Grecian readers were in the view of the 

evangelistic compiler; and that, in consequence, he may have added inter- 

pretations and explanations: such e. g. as ch. i. 23, xxvil. 8. 33. 46, for 

their information. 
4. In furtherance of the design above mentioned, we may discern (with 
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the caution given in 2) a more frequent and consistent reference to the 
Lord as a King, and to his Messianic kingdom, than in the other Gospels. 

Designing these Prolegomena, not as a complete Introduction to the 

Gospels, but merely as subsidiary to the following Commentary, I pur- 

posely do not give instances of these characteristics, but leave them to be 

gathered by the student as he proceeds. 

SECTION IV. 

AT WHAT TIME IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The testimony of the early Church is unanimous, that Matthew 

wrote first among the Evangelists. Clement of Alexandria, who dissented 

from the present order of our Gospels, yet placed those of Matthew and 

Luke first: wpoeypapOar EXeye THv evayyehiwy Ta TEpLEXOVTA TAC YyEVE- 

Noyiac (Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. vi. 14), And Irenzeus (see above, § ii. 1, /) 

relates that Matthew wrote his Gospel while Peter and Paul were 

preaching and founding the Church in Rome. To what time this points, 

I shall hereafter discuss in the Prolegomena to the Acts; I set it now 

provisionally, as indicating a date not earlier than 61 a.p., nor later than 

64 or 65. And to this notice internal marks of date are not repugnant. 

It seems, from ch. xxvii. 8, and xxviii. 15, that some considerable time 

had elapsed since the events narrated ; while, from the omission of all 

mention of the destruction of Jerusalem, it would appear that the Gospel 

was published before that event. All these marks of time are, however, 

exceedingly vague, especially when other notices are taken into account, 

which place the Gospel 8 years after the Ascension (Theophyl. and Eu- 

thym.);—15 years after the Ascension (Niceph. Hist. Eccl. ii. 45) ;—at 

the time of the stoning of Stephen (Cosmas Indicopleustes. Fabricius, 

Bibl. Gr. iv. 5, cited by Meyer). 
2. At what time the Greek version and compilation was made we are 

entirely ignorant. From what has been said above (§ i.), I should be 

disposed to place it not very close to the writing of the Gospel itself, nor 

necessarily before the destruction of Jerusalem, as Meyer does (Einl. 

p- 23). It would form no part of the design of the compiler to insert 

notices of his own of a historical kind; and the intervention of the 

destruction of Jerusalem, and the consequent dispersion of the Jewish 

converts, would very much tend to throw the memoirs and testimony of 

the Apostle into that disjointed and fragmentary state in which we now 

find them. Weamust also suppose that the death, or at all events the 

final departure into distant parts, of Matthew himself, had taken place 

before our compiler drew up the present Greek Gospel. 
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SECTION V. 

ITS STYLE AND CHARACTER. 

1. The present Greek Gospel which we possess is written in the same 
form of diction which pervades the other Gospels, the Hebraistic or 

Hellenistic Greek. This dialect resulted from the dispersion of the Greek 
language by the conquests of Alexander, and more especially from the 

intercourse of Jews with Greeks in the city of Alexandria. It is that of 
the LXX version of the Old Testament; of the apocryphal books; and 

of the writings of Philo and Josephus. In these two latter, however, it is 
not so marked, as in versions from the Hebrew, or books aiming at a 

Hebraistic character. 

2. Of the three Gospels, that of Matthew presents the most complete 

example of the Hebraistic diction and construction, with perhaps the 

exception of the first chapter of Luke. And from what has been above 

said respecting its design, this would naturally be the case. 
3. The internal character of this Gospel also answers to what we know 

of the history and time of its compilation. Its marks of chronological 

sequence are very vague, and many of them are hardly perhaps to be 

insisted on at all. When compared with the more definite notices of 

Mark and Luke, its order of events is sometimes superseded by theirs. 

It was to be expected in the first written account of matters so important, 

that the object should rather be to record the things done, and the sayings 

of our Lord, than the precise order in which they took place. 

4, It is in this principal duty of an Evangelist that Matthew stands 
pre-eminent ; and especially in the report of the longer discourses of our 
Lord. It was within the limits of his purpose in writing, to include all 

the descriptions of the state and hopes of the citizens of the kingdom 

of heaven which Jesus gave during His ministry. This seems to have been 

the peculiar gift of the Spirit to him,—to recal and deliver down in their 

strictest verbal connexion, such discourses as the Sermon on the Mount, ch. 

v.—vil.; the apostolic commission, ch. x. ; the discourse concerning John, 

ch. xi. ; that on blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, ch. xii. ; the series of 
parables, ch. xiil.; that to the Apostles on their division, ch. xviii. ; and 

in their fulness, the whole series of polemical discourses and prophetic 

parables in ch. xx1.—xxv. 

5. And I should be much disposed,—where the other two Gospels have 
manifestly related from a common source with this one,—to believe that 

common source to have been, the testimony of Matthew, in those cases 

where that testimony was available as that of an eye or ear witness. 

This in some instances would be impossible : as for instance in recording 

the raising of Jairus’s daughter ; the transfiguration ; the agony in Geth- 

semane, where Peter, James, and John only were present; the parts of 
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the history preceding (chronologically, which was not the case with the 
Sermon on the Mount); Matthew’s own calling ; the prophetic discourse 

on the Mount of Olives, ch. xxiv. ; and the appearance after the resur- 

rection, ch. xxviii. 1—10; besides many other minor incidents. 

6. It has been my endeavour in the following Commentary, to point 
out the close internal connexion of the longer discourses, and to combat 

the mistake of those critics who suppose them to be no more than collec- 

tions of shorter sayings associated together from similarity of subject or 

character. 
7. On the connexion in many points between the Epistle of James and 

this Gospel, see the Prolegomena to that Epistle, vol. ii. 

CHAPTER III. 

OF THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MARK. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. As in the case of the two other Gospels, we are dependent entirely 
on traditional sources for the name of the author. It has been universally 

believed to be Marcus: and further, that he was the same person who in 

Acts xii. 12. 25, xv. 37, is spoken of as “Iwavvne 6 éxtxaovpervoc (kadov- 

pevoc, éruchnOeic) Madpxocg: in xii. 5. 18, as "Iwavyync: in xv. 39, as 

Mapxoc: also in Col. iv. 10. 2 Tim. iv. 11. Philem. 24. The few parti- 

culars gleaned respecting him from Scripture are, that his mother’s name 

was Mary (Acts xii. 12); and that she was sister to the Apostle Barnabas 

(Col. iv. 10); that she dwelt in Jerusalem (Acts, ibid.); that he was 
converted to Christianity by the Apostle Peter (1 Pet. v. 13); that he 
became the minister and companion of Paul and Barnabas, in their first 
missionary journey (Acts xii. 25); and was the cause of the variance and 

separation of these Apostles on their second (Acts xv. 37—40),—Bar- 
nabas wishing to take him again with them, but Paul refusing, because 

he had departed from them before the completion of the former journey 
(Acts xiii. 13), He then became the companion of Barnabas in his 

journey to Cyprus (Acts xv. 39). We find him however again with Paul 

(Col. iv. 10), and an allusion apparently made in the words there to some 

previous stain on his character, which was then removed; see also 

Philem. 24. 2 Tim. iv. 11. Lastly, we find him with Peter (1 Pet. 

v. 13). From Scripture we know no more concerning him, But an 

unanimous tradition of the ancient Christian writers represents him as the 
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‘interpres’ of Peter; i.e. the secretary or amanuensis, whose office it 

was to commit to writing the orally-delivered instructions and narrations 

of the Apostle. See authorities quoted in § ii, below. 

2. Tradition (Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. ii. 15) brings him with Peter to 

Rome (but apparently only on the authority of 1 Pet. v. 13); and thence 

to Alexandria, where he is said to have become first bishop of the Church 

in that city,.and to have suffered martyrdom there. All this however is 

exceedingly uncertain. 

SECTION II. 

ITS ORIGIN. 

1. It was universally believed in the ancient Church, that Mark’s 
Gospel was written under the influence, and almost by the dictation, of 

Peter. 

(a) Eusebius quotes from Papias (Hist. Eccl. iii. 39), as the testimony 
of John the presbyter, Mapxo¢ pev Eppnvevrijc Mérpov yevopevoc, baa éuvy- 

povevaer, axpiac eypaler, x. 7. d. 

(2) The same author (Hist. Eccl. v. 8) says, Mapxoc 6 paOnrije cat 

Eppnvevtyc Uérpov, kat avroc ra bro Ilérpov knpvocdpeva éypadoc jpiv 

mapadéowxe. This he quotes from Irenzeus (iii. 1); and further, that this 
took place pera ry rovTwy (i. e. rod Iérpov «. rod IlavAov) e€ocor. 

(vy) The same author (Hist. Eccl. ii. 15) relates, on the authority of 
Clement (Hypotyp. vi.) and Papias, that the hearers of Peter at Rome, 
unwilling that his teaching should be lost to them, besought Mark, who 
was a follower of Peter, to commit to writing the substance of that teach- 

ing; that the Apostle, being informed supernaturally of the work in 
which Mark was engaged, jjo0ijvac rH rév avdpev moobupia, KYpwoai TE 

THY yoagiy sic Evrevdwy tie exxAyoiac. This account is manifestly incon- 

sistent with the former. 

(¢) In Hist. Eccl. vi. 14, Eusebius gives yet another account, citing 

the very.passage of Clement above referred to: that Peter, knowing of 

Mark’s work when it was completed and published, PGT penne pure 
kwAvoae pyre mporpepacbar, 

(ce) The same author, in his Demonstr. Evang. iil. 5, says, Ilérpoc ce 

Tavra Tepl EavTovY paprupet’ TavTa yao ra Tapa Mdpxw rov Ilérpov dca- 

Aetewy eivae Néyerat Avopynpovedpara. 

(¢) Tertullian (cont. Marcion, iv. 5) relates: Marcus quod edidit 

Evangelium, Petri adfirmatur, cujus interpres Marcus. 
(n) Jerome (ad Hedibiam, quest. ii.) writes: Habebat ergo (Paulus) 

Titum interpretem, sicut et beatus Petrus Marcum, cujus Evangelium 

Petro narrante et illo scribente compositum est. 

2. The above testimonies must now be examined as to their authority 
to rule our opinion on the question. We may observe that the matter to 
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which they refer is not one of patent fact,—such as Matthew’s Gospel 

having been originally composed and published in Hebrew,—but one 

which could, from its nature, have been known to very few persons ; viz. 

the private and unavowed influence of an Apostle over the writer. (For 

I reject at once the account which makes Peter authorize the Gospel, 

from no such authorization being apparent, which it certainly would have 

inconsistent as to the extent and nenire of this rrifldeniser—enenieel stating 
it to have been no more than that Peter preached, and Mark, after his 

death, collected the substance of his testimony from memory ; others 

making it extend even to the dictation of the words by the Apostle. 

3. It is obvious that all such accounts must be judged according to the 

phzenomena presented by the Gospel itself. Now we find, in the title of 

the Gospel, a presumption that no such collection of the testimony of 

Peter is here presented to us, as we have of that of Matthew in the 
former Gospel. Had such been the case, we should certainly have found 

it called the Gospel according to Peter, not according to Mark. 

4, If again we examine the contents of the Gospel, we are certainly 

not justified in concluding that Peter's hand has been directly employed 

in its compilation in its present form. The various mentions, and 

omissions of mention, of incidents in which that Apostle is directly con- 

cerned, are such as to be in no way consistently accounted for on this 
hypothesis. For let it be allowed that a natural modesty might have 

occasionally led him to omit matters tending to his honour,—yet how are 
we to account for his omitting to give an exact detail of other things at 

which he was present, and of which he might have rendered the most 

precise and circumstantial account? This has been especially the case in 

the narrative of the resurrection, not to mention numerous other instances 

which will be noticed in the Commentary. Besides, the supposition con- 

ceded in the last sentence cannot be consistently carried out. A remark- 

able instance to the contrary may be seen ch. xvi. 7, where eizaze roic 

pabnraic avrov Kat To Nétpw stands for eirare roic pabyraic avrov in 

Matthew. 

5. We are led to the same conclusion by a careful comparison of the 

contents of this Gospel with those of Matthew and Luke. We find that 

it follows the same great cycle of Apostolic teaching ;—that its narratives 

are derived in many cases from the same sources ;—that it is improbable 

that any individual Apostle should have moulded and fashioned a record 
which keeps so generally to the beaten track of the generally-received 

Evangelic history. His own individual remembrances must unavoidably 

have introduced additions of so considerable an amount as to have given 
to the Gospel more original matter than it at present possesses. 

6. But while unable to conceive any influence directly exerted by Peter 

over the compilation of the Gospel, I would by no means deny the possi- 
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bility of the derivation of some narratives in it from that Apostle. The 
peculiar minute and graphic precision (presently, § viii., to be further | 

spoken of) which distinguish this Evangelist, seem to claim for him 

access in many cases to the testimony of some eye-witness where the 

other two Evangelists have not had that advantage. I have pointed out 

these cases where they occur, in the Commentary ; and have not hesitated 

in some of them to refer conjecturally to Peter as the source of the 
narration. 

7. The inference to be drawn from what has preceded is, that,—the 
general tradition of the ancients which ascribed to Mark a connexion with 

Peter as his secretary or interpreter, being adopted, as likely to be 

founded on fact,—yet the idea of any considerable or direct influence of 

Peter over the writing of the Gospel is not borne out by the work itself. 
We may so far recognize in it one form of the probable truth ;—it is likely 

that Mark, from continual intercourse with and listening to Peter, and 
possibly from preservation of many of his narrations entire, may have 

been able, after his death, or at all events when separated from him, to 

preserve in his Gospel those vivid and original touches of description and 
filling-out of the incidents, which we now discover in it. Further than 

this I do not think we are authorized in assuming ; and even this is 
conjectural only. 

SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. Internal evidence is very full as to the class of readers for whom 
Mark compiled his Gospel : the Gentile Christians are clearly pointed out 
by the following indications ;— 

(a) The omission of all genealogical notices of our Lord’s descent. 
(8) The general abstinence from Old Testament citations, except in 

reporting discourses of our Lord (i. 2, 3, is the only exception, xv. 28 

being probably spurious). 

(vy) The appending of interpretations to the Hebrew or Aramaic terms 
occurring in the narrative (v. 41,,vil. 11. 34). 

(c) The explanations of Jewish customs, as for example ch. vii. 3, 4. 
(«) Remarkable insertions or omissions in particular places : as, e. g. 

maou Toic éOveow, ch. x1. 17, which words are omitted in Matthew and 

Luke :—no mention of the Jewish law :—omission of the limitations of the 
mission of the Apostles in Matt. x. (common however also to Luke.) 

2. It is true that too much stress must not be laid on single particulars 

of this sort, as indicating design, where the sources of the Gospels were so 

scattered and fragmentary. But the concurrence of all these affords a 

very strong presumption that that class of readers was in the view of the 
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Evangelist, in whose favour all these circumstances unite. See Prolego- 
mena to Matthew, § iii. 2. 

SECTION IV. 

AT WHAT TIME IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The most direct testimony on this head is that of Irenzeus, iii. 1 

(see above, § ii. 1, 3), that it was after the deaths of Peter and Paul. This 
would place its date after the year 64 or 65 (see Prolegg. to Matt. § iv.). 

But here, as in the case of the other Gospels, very little can be with any 

certainty inferred. We have conflicting traditions (see above, § ii.), and 
the Gospel itself affords us no clue whatever. 

2. One thing only we may gather from the contents of the three first 

Gospels,—that none of them could have been originally written after the 

destruction of Jerusalem. Had they been, the omission of all allusion 

to so signal a fulfilment of our Lord’s prophecies would be inexplic- 

able. In the case indeed of Luke, we can approximate nearer than this 

(see below, ch. iv. § iv.); but in those of Matthew and Mark, this is all 
which can be safely assumed as to the time of their first publication ;— 

that it was after the dispersion or even the death of most of the Apostles, 

and before the investment of Jerusalem by the Roman armies under 

Titus, in the year 70. With regard to the time of publication of the 

Greck edition of Matthew’s Gospel, see remarks in ch. ii. § iv. 2. 

SECTION V. 

AT WHAT PLACE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

Of this we have no trustworthy evidence. Most ancient writers 

(Clement, Eusebius, Jerome, Epiphanius, &c.) mention Rome; but appa- 

rently in connexion with the idea of Mark having written under the 

superintendence of Peter. Chrysostom mentions Alexandria ; but no 

Alexandrine writer confirms the statement. In modern times, Storr has 

advanced a hypothesis that Mark wrote at Antioch, which he grounds, 

but insufficiently, on a comparison of ch. xv. 21, with Acts xi. 20. 

SECTION VI. 

IN WHAT LANGUAGE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. There has never been any reasonable doubt, that Mark wrote in 

Greek. The two Syriac versions contain a marginal note, that Mark y g ’ 
preached in Rome in Latin; and four MSS., enumerated by Scholz, Pro- 

‘Popn pera ern «3 ric avadyewe Tov Kupiov. ‘This statement, however, is 

destitute of probability from any external or internal evidence, and is 
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only one more assumption from the hypothetical publication in Rome 
under the superintendence of Peter, and for Roman converts. 

2. Many writers of the Romish Church have defended the hypothesis 
of a Latin original, being biassed by a wish to maintain the authority of 

the Vulgate: and a pretended part of the original autograph*€4l) of the 

Evangelist is still shown in the Library of St. Mark’s church at Venice ; 

which, however, has been detected to be merely part of an ancient Latin 
MS. of the four Gospels,—another fragment of which exists, or existed, at 
Prague,—formerly preserved at Aquileia. : 

3. If Mark wrote in Latin, it is almost inconceivable that the original 
should have perished so early that no ancient writer should have made 

mention of the fact. For Latin was the language of a considerable and 

increasing body of Christians,—unlike Hebrew, which was little known, 

and belonged to a section of converts few in number :—yet ancient testi- 
mony is unanimous to Matthew’s having written in Hebrew,—while we 

have not one witness to Mark having written in Latin. 

SECTION VII. 

GENUINENESS OF THE GOSPEL. 

1. This has never been called in question, till very recently, by some 
of the German critics (Schleiermacher, Credner ;—which last however 

(see Meyer, Com. ii. 9, note), has since seen reason to abandon his view,— 

and more recently still, Grimm) on, as it appears to me, wholly insuffi- 

cient grounds. They allege that the testimony of Papias (see above, 
§ ii. 1) does not apply to the contents of our present Gospel, but that 

some later hand has worked up and embellished the original simple and 
unarranged notices of Mark, which have perished. 

2. But neither do the words of Papias imply any such inference as that 

Mark’s notices must have been simple and unarranged ; nor, if they did, 

are they of any considerable authority in the matter. It is enough that 
from the very earliest time the Gospel has been known as that of Mark ; 

confirmed as this evidence is by the circumstance, that this name belongs 

to no great and distinguished founder of the Church, to whom it might 

naturally be ascribed, but to one, the ascription to whom can hardly be 

accounted for, except by its foundation in matter of fact. 

3. On the genuineness of the remarkable fragment at the end of the 

Gospel, see notes there. 

SECTION VIII. 

ITS STYLE AND CHARACTER. 

1. Of the three first Gospels, that of Mark is the most distinct and 

peculiar in style. By far the greater part of those graphic touches which 

describe the look and gesture of our Lord, the arrangement or appearance 
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of those around Him, the feelings with which He contemplated the persons 
whom He addressed, are contained in this Gospel. While the matters 

related are fewer than in either Matthew or Luke, Mark, in by far the 

greater number of common narrations, is the most copious, and rich in 

lively and interesting detail. 
2. In one part only does Mark appear as an abridger of previously 

well-known facts; viz. in ch. i. 1—138, where,—his object being to 

detail the official life of the Lord,—he hastens through the previous great 

events,—the ministry of John, the baptism and temptation of Christ. 
But even in the abrupt transitions of this section, there is wonderful 

graphic power, presenting us with a series of life-like pictures, calculated 

to impress the reader strongly with the reality, and dignity, of the events 

related. 
3. Throughout the Gospel, even where the narratives are the most 

copious, the same isolated character of each, the same abrupt transition 

from one to another, are observable. There is no attempt to bind on one 

section to another, or to give any sequences of events. But occasionally 

the very precision of the separate narratives of itself furnishes accurate 

and valuable chronological data :—e. g. the important one in ch. iv. 35, by 

which it becomes evident that the whole former part of Matthew’s Gospel 
is out of chronological order. 

4. Mark relates but few discourses. His object being to set forth 

Jesus as the Son or Gop (see ch. i. 1), he principally dwells on the 

events of His official life. But the same characteristics mark his report 

of the Lord’s discourses, where he relates them, as we have observed in 

the rest of his narrative. While the sequence and connexion of the 

longer discourses was that which the Holy Spirit peculiarly brought to 
the mind of Matthew, the Apostle from whom Mark’s record is derived 

seems to have been deeply penetrated and impressed by the solemn itera- 
tions of cadence and expression, and to have borne away the very words 

themselves and tone of the Lord’s sayings. See especially, as illustrating 
this, the wonderfully sublime reply, ch. ix. 39—50. 

5. According to the view adopted and vindicated in the notes on ch. 
xvi. 9—20, the Gospel terminates abruptly with the words éoPovrro 

ydp, ver. 8. That this was not intentionally done, but was a defect,—is 

apparent, by the addition in Apostolic times of the authentic and most 
important fragment which now concludes the narrative. 

6. I regard the existence of the Gospel of Mark as a gracious and 

valuable proof of the accommodation by the Divine Spirit of the records 
of the life of our Lord to the future necessities of the Church. While it 

contains little matter of fact which is not related in Matthew and Luke, 

and thus, generally speaking, forms only a confirmation of their more 

complete histories, it is so far from being a barren duplicate of that part 

of them which is contained in it, that it comes home to every reader with 
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all the freshness of an individual mind, full of the Holy Ghost, intently 

fixed on the great object of the Christian’s love and worship, reverently 

and affectionately following and recording His positions, and looks, and 
gestures, and giving us the very echo of the tones with which He spoke. 

And thus the believing student feels, while treating of and studying this 

Gospel, as indeed he does of each in its turn, that,—without venturing 

to compare with one another in value these rich and abiding gifts of the 

Holy Spirit to the Church,—the Gospel of Mark is at least as precious to 
him as any of the others ; serving an end, and filling a void, which could 

not without ppmibual detriment be left uncared for. 
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CHAPTER -IV. ° 
> 

ON THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LUKE. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. Although the Author of this Gospel plainly enough speaks of himself 
in his Introduction, and in that to the Acts of the Apostles, we are left to 
gather his name from tradition. Here, however, as in the case of Mark, 

there seems to be no reasonable ground of doubt. It has been universally 

ascribed to Lucas, or Luke, spoken of Col. iv. 14, and again Philem. 

24, and 2 Tim. iv. 10. 

2. Of this person we know no more with any certainty than we find 

related in the Acts of the Apostles and the passages above referred to. 
From Col. iv. 11. 14, it would appear that he was not born a Jew, being 

there distinguished from of évrec éx meptropijc. It 1s, however, quite 

uncertain whether he had become a Jewish proselyte previous to his 

conversion to Christianity. His worldly calling was that of a Physician ; 

he is called 6 iarodc 6 dyarnroc by Paul, Col. iv. 14. A very late 

tradition (Niceph. Hist. Eccl. ii. 43), generally adopted by the Romish 
Church, makes him also to have been a painter; but it is m no 
respect deserving of credit. His birthplace is said by Eusebius (Hist. 

Eccl. iii. 4) and Jerome (Script. Eccles. under Lucas) to have been 
Antioch, but traditionally only, and perhaps from a mistaken identification 

of him with Lucius, Acts xiii. 1 (Lucas=Lucanus, not Lucius). Tradi- 

tion, as delivered by Epiphan. Heer. li. 12, Pseudo-Origen, Theophylact, 

Euthymius, &c., makes him to have been one of the seventy, Luke x. 1; 

but this is refuted by his own testimony, in his Preface,—where he clearly 

distinguishes himself from those who were eye-witnesses and ministers of 
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the word. It seems to have arisen from his Gospel alone containing the 
account of their mission. 

3. Luke appears to have attached himself to Paul during the second 

missionary journey of the Apostle, and at Troas (Acts xvi. 10). This 

may be inferred from his there first making use of the first person plural 
in his narrative ; after saying (ver. 8) caréjnoay cic Towada, he proceeds 

(ver. 10), evOéwe éfnrioaper ebeXOeiv cig rv Maxecoviay. He thence 

accompanied Paul to Macedonia, remaining apparently at Philippi (but see 
below, § iv. 3) until Paul returned thither again at the end of his second 
visit to Greece, after the disturbance at Ephesus. Thence (Acts xx. 5) 

we find him again accompanying Paul to Asia and Jerusalem (xxi. 

17); being with him at Caesarea during his imprisonment (comp. Acts 
xxiv. 23. Col. iv. 14. Philem. 24); and travelling with him to Rome 

(xxvii. 1.—xxviii. 16). There we also find him remaining with the 

Apostle to a late period, very nearly till his martyrdom. (See 2 Tim. 
i511.) 

4, Of the time and manner of his death nothing certain is known, and 

the traditions are inconsistent with one another: some, as Greg. Naz., 

alleging him to have suffered martyrdom, while the general report is that 

he died a natural death. 

SECTION iT. 

ITS ORIGIN. 

1. A plain statement of the origin of this Gospel is given us by the 
Author himself, in his preface, ch. 1. 1—4. He there states that many 
had taken in hand to draw up a statement, according to the testimony of 

those who were from the beginning eye-witnesses and ministers of the 

word, of the matters received (or fulfilled) among Christians ; and that it 

therefore seemed good to him also, having carefully traced the progress of 

events from the first, to write an arranged account of the same to his 

friend (or patron) Theophilus. 
2. From this we gather, (1) that Luke was not himself an eye-witness, 

nor a minister of the word (umnpérne Tov Adyov) from the beginning: (2) 

that he compiled his Gospel from the testimony of eye-witnesses and 

Apostles, which he carefully collected and arranged. For (1) he expressly 
excludes himself from the number of the airémrac x. vz. 7. Adyou" and 

(2) by the cdpoi, he includes himself among the zoAAol, who made use of 

autoptic and Apostolic testimony. 

3. I have before proved generally that the Gospels of Matthew and 
Mark cannot have been among the number of these dmynaec of which 

Luke speaks. 1 may now add to those proofs, that if Luke had seen and 

received, as of Apostolic authority, either or both of these Gospels, then 

his variations from them are, on his own showing, unaccountable ; if he 
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had seen them, and did not receive them, his coincidences with them are 

equally unaccountable. The improbabilities and absurdities involved in 

his having either or both of them before him and working up their narra- 

tives into his own, I have before dealt with, in the general Prolegomena 

to the three Gospels. 

4. Judging entirely from the phenomena presented by the Gospel 
itself, my conclusion with regard to its sources is the following :—that 

Luke, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, drew up his Gospel inde- - 

pendently of, and without knowledge of, those of Matthew and Mark ;— 

that he fell in with, in the main, the same cycle of Apostolic teaching as 

the compilers of those Gospels were directed to, viz. that which embraced 

principally the Galilean life and ministry of the Lord, to the exclusion of 

that part of it which passed at Jerusalem before the formal call of the 

twelve Apostles ;—but that he possessed other sources of information, not 

open to the compiler of Matthew's Gospel, nor to Mark. 

5. To this latter circumstance may be attributed his access to (I 
believe, from its peculiar style and character) a documentary record of the 

events preceding and accompanying the birth of the Lord, derived pro- 

bably from her who alone was competent to narrate several particulars 

contained in it ;—his preservation of the precious and most important 
cycle of our Lord’s discourses and parables contained in that large section | 

of his Gospel, ix. 51—xvui. 15, which is mostly peculiar to himself :— 
numerous other details scattered up and down in every part of his 

narrative, showing autoptic information :—and, lastly, his enlarged account 
of some events following the Resurrection, and the narration, by him | 
alone, of the circumstances accompanying the Ascension. 

6. A tradition was very early current, that Luke’s Gospel contained 
the substance of the teaching of Paul. Ireneeus, Heer. iii. 1, states: 
Aovxag 6€ 6 a&xddovO0¢ Hatdov 70 bm’ éxeivou Knpvocopevoy evayyéov Ev 

[itm Karé8ero*. See also Tertullian, cont. Marc. iv. 5. This, however, 

is contradicted by the express assertion of the Evangelist himself in his 

preface, that the Gospel was compiled and arranged by himself from the 

testimony of those who az’ dpxijc, ‘from the beginning of his history,’ were 

eye-witnesses or ministers of the word. Among these it is not, of course, 
possible to reckon Paul. 

7. It is, however, an interesting inquiry, how far his continued inter- 
course with the great Apostle of the Gentiles may have influenced his 

diction,—or even his selection of facts. It is a remarkable coincidence, 

that the account of the institution of the Lord’s Supper should be nearly 

verbatim the same in Luke xxii. 19 and in 1 Cor. xi. 23,—and that Paul 

5 Origen, Eusebius, and Jerome go so far as to understand the expression rd evay- 

yéduév pov, Rom. ii. 16, of the Gospel of Luke. But this is contrary to the usage of the 

word evayyéuov in the N. T.: see notes there. 
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claims to have received this last from the Lord. For we know, that to 
compensate to Paul in his Apostolic office for the want of autoptic 
authority, and to constitute him a witness to the truth of the Gospel, 

a revelation was made to him,—to which he refers, Gal. i. 12. Eph. iii. 3. 

{ Cor. xi. 23. xv. 4,—embracing at least the leading facts of the Evan- 
gelic history. And this circumstance may have acted imperceptibly on 

the mind of Luke, and even shaped or filled out some of his narratives, 

in aid of direct historic sources of testimony. 

8. There is very little trace of Paul’s peculiar diction, or prominence 

given to the points which it became his especial work to inculcate in the 

Gospel of Luke. Doubtless we may trace a similar cast of mind and 
feeling in some instances; as e.g. Luke’s carefulness to record the} 
sayings of our Lord which were assertive of His unrestricted love for Jew 

and Gentile alike: Luke iv. 25 ff. ix. 52 ff. x. 30 ff. xvii. 16.18. We 
may observe too that in Luke those parables and sayings are principally 
found, which most directly regard the great doctrine of man’s free justifi- 

cation by grace through faith: e. g. ch. xv. 11 ff. xvii. 10. xviil. 14, in 
which latter place the use of dedtcaewpévoc (see note there) is remarkable. 
These instances, however, are but few,—and it may perhaps be doubted 
whether commentators in general have not laid too great stress upon 
them. It would be very easy to trace similar relations and analogies in 

the other Gospels, if we were bent upon doing so. 

SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. Both these questions are formally answered for us by the Evan- 
gelist himself. He states, ch. i. 8, that he wrote primarily for the benefit 
of one Theophilus, and that he might know the certainty of those accounts 

which had formed the subject of his catechetical instruction. 
2. But we can hardly suppose this object to have been the only moving 

cause to the great work which Luke was undertaking. The probabilities 
of the case, and the practice of authors in inscribing their works to parti- 

cular persons, combine to persuade us that Luke must have regarded his 

friend as the representative of a class of readers for whom his Gospel was 

designed. And in inquiring what that class was, we must deal with the 
data furnished by the Gospel itself. 

3. In it we find universality the predominant character. There is no 
marked regard paid to Jewish readers, as in Matthew, nor to Gentiles, as 

in Mark; if there be any preference, it seems rather on the side of the 

latter. In conformity with Jewish practice, we have a genealogy of our 

Lord, which however does not, as in Matthew, stop with Abraham, but 

traces up his descent even to the progenitor of the human race. Com- 
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mentators have noticed that Luke principally records those sayings and acts 
of the Lord by which God’s mercy to the Gentiles is set forth : see xv. 11 

ff. xvii. 10, xix. 5 (but see notes there). x. 83. xvii. 19. ix. 52—56. iv. 25 

—27. Such instances, however, are not much to be relied on ;—see above, 

ch. 1. § ii. 6 ;—to which I will add, that it would be easy to construct a 

similar list to prove the same point with respect to Matthew or John ° ;— 

and I therefore much prefer assigning the above character of universality 

to this Gospel, which certainly is visible throughout it. That it was con- 

structed for Gentile readers as well as for Jews, is plain, if it were only 

from its being published in Greek ; and is further confirmed from the fact 

of its author having been the friend and companion of the great Apostle of 

the Gentiles. 

4. I infer then that the Gospel was designed for the general use of ~ 

Christians, whether Jews or Gentiles ; and subordinately to this general 

purpose, for those readers whose acquaintance with Jewish customs and 
places was sufficient to enable them to dispense with those elucidations of 

them which Mark and John have given, but which are not found in 

Matthew or Luke. 

5. The object of the Gospel has been sufficiently declared in Luke’s 
own words above cited,—that the converts might know the certainty of 

those things in which they had received oral instruction as catechumens ; 

in other words, that the parts of the Lord’s life and discourses thus 

imparted to them might receive both permanence, by being committed 

to writing,—and completion, by being incorporated in a detailed narrative 
of His life and sayings. 

SECTION IV. 

AT WHAT TIME IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. We are enabled to approximate to the time of the publication of this 

Gospel with much more certainty than we can to that of any of the others. 

The inquiry may be thus conducted.—We may safely assume that the 

‘ former treatise’ of Acts i. 1, can be no other than this Gospel. And on 

that follows the inference, that the Gospel was published before the Acts of 

the Apostles. Now the last event recorded in the Acts is an interview of 

6 ¢, g, Matthew relates the visit of the Magi, ch. ii. 1 ff.; refers to Galilee of the 
Gentiles seeing a great light, ch. iv. 15, 16 :—‘ Many shall come from the East and West,’ 
&e. ch. viii. 11.—‘ Come unto Me, all ye that labour,’ ch. xi. 28: the Syrophenician 

woman (not related by Luke), ch. xv. 21 ff.: ‘The Kingdom of God shall be taken from 

you, and given to a nation,’ &c. ch. xxi. 43 (omitted by Luke): ‘The elect from the 
four winds of heaven’ (not in Luke), ch. xxiv. 31: ‘ The judgment of wavra ra éOyn, 
ch. xxv. 31—46: ‘ Make disciples of mdvra ra evn,’ ch. xxviii. 19.—Again, John 

relates the visit to the Samaritans, ch. iv.: ‘ The other sheep not of this fold, ch. x. 16: 
‘not for that nation only, but that he should gather together in one the children of God 

that were scattered abroad,’ ch. xi. 52: ‘ The request of the Greeks at the feast,’ ch. xii. 

20, &e. &e. 
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Paul with the Jews, shortly after his arrival in Rome. We further have 

the publication of the Acts, by the words of ch. xxviii. 30, postponed two 

whole years after that arrival and interview ; but, I believe, no longer than 

that. For, had Paul continued longer than that time in his hired house 

before the publication, it must have been so stated; and had he left 

Rome or that house, or had any remarkable event happened to him 

before the publication, we cannot suppose that so careful a recorder as 

Luke would have failed to bring his work down to the time then present, 

by noticing such departure or such event. I assume then the publication 
of the Acts to have taken place two years after Paul’s arrival at Rome: \ 

i. e. according to Wieseler (Chron. des Apostolischen Zeitalters, pp. 117, — 
118), in the spring of A.p. 63. 

2. We have therefore a fixed date, before which the Gospel must have 

been published. But if I am not mistaken, we have, by internal evidence, 

the date of its publication removed some time back from this date. It is 
hardly probable that Luke would speak of, as 6 zpéroc Néyoe, a work in 

which he was then, or had been very lately, engaged. But not to dwell 
on this,—even allowing that the prefatory and dedicatory matter, as is 

usually the case, may have come Jast from the hands of the author,—I find 
in the account of the Ascension, which immediately follows, a much more 

cogent proof, that the Gospel had been some considerable time published. 

For while it recapitulates the Gospel account just so much that we can 

trace the same hand in it (comp. Acts i. 4 with Luke xxiv. 49), it is 

manifestly a different account, much fuller in particulars, and certainly 

unknown to the Evangelist when he wrote his Gospel. Now, as we may 

conclude, in accordance with the tapnkoXovInxore taowy dkous@c of Luke 

i. 3, that he would have carefully sought out every available source of 
information at the time of writing his Gospel,—this becoming acquainted 

with a new account of the Ascension implies that in the mean time fresh 
sources of information had been opened to him. And this would most 

naturally be by change of place, seeing that various fixed cycles of 
Apostolic teaching were likely to be current in, and about, the respective 

mother Churches. Now the changes of place in Luke’s recent history 
had been,—two years before, from Czsarea to Rome, Acts xxvii. 1 ff. ; 

—two years and a half before that, from Philippi to Jerusalem, Acts xx. 

6. xxi. 15 ff.,—and Czesarea. This last is left to be inferred from his 

leaving Cesarea with Paul, ch. xxvii. 1;—at all events he was during 

this time in Palestine, with, or near Paul. I shall make it probable in 

the Prolegomena to vol. ii. that during this period he was engaged in 

collecting materials for and compiling the Acts of the Apostles; and by 
consequence (see above), that in all probability, the Gospel had been then 

written and published. This would place its publication before a.p. 58 ; 
—consequently, before the traditional date of the Hebrew Gospel of 
Matthew,—see above, ch. ii. § iv. 
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3. Tracing Luke’s history further back than this,—it has been thought 

that he remained at Philippi during the whole time comprised between 
Acts xvii. 1 and xx. 6, because he disuses the first person at the first of 

those dates, at Philippi,—and resumes it also at Philippi, at the second. 
Now this was a period of seven years: far too long for such an inference 

as the above to be made with any probability. During this time he may 
have travelled into Palestine, and collected the information which he 

incorporated in his Gospel. For that it was collected in Palestine, is on all 

accounts probable. And that it should have been published much before 
this is, I think, improbable. 

4, My reasons are the following :—I have implied in the former part of 

these Prolegomena, that it is not likely that the present Evangelic 
collections would be made, until the dispersion of all or most of the 
Apostles on their missionary journeys. Besides this, the fact of numerous 

cinyioece having been already drawn up after the model of the Apostolic 

narrative teaching, forbids us to suppose their teaching by oral communi- 

cation to have been in its fulness still available. Now the Apostles, or 

the greater part of them, were certainly at Jerusalem at the time of the 

council in Acts xv. 1—5 ff. i. e. about a.p. 50. How soon after that time 

their dispersion took place, it is quite impossible to determine ;—but we 

have certainly this date as our terminus a quo, before which, as I believe, 

no Gospel could have been published. 
5. After this dispersion of the Apostles, it will be necessary to allow 

some time to elapse for the cimyfhoe of which Luke speaks (ch. i. 1) to 
be drawn up ;—not less certainly than one or two years, or more ; which 

would bring us just about to the time when he was left behind by Paul in 

Philippi. This last arrangement must however be, from its merely hypo- 

thetical grounds, very uncertain. 

6. At all events, we have thus eight years, a.p. 50—58, as the limits 

within which it is probable that the Gospel was published. And, without 

pretending to minute accuracy in these two limits, we may at least set it 
down as likely that the publication did not take place much before Luke / 

and Paul are found together, nor after the last journey which Paul made 

to Jerusalem, a.p. 58. And even if the grounds on which this latter is 
concluded be objected to, we have, as a final resort, the fixed date of the 

publication of the Acts, two years after Paul’s arrival at Rome, after which, 
by internal evidence, the Gospel cannot have been published. 

SECTION V. 

AT WHAT PLACE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. Our answer to this inquiry will of course depend upon the conside- 
rations discussed in the last section. Adopting the view there taken, we 

find Luke in Asia Minor, Syria, or Palestine (probably) previously to his 
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first journey with Paul a.p. 51; and from that time till his second jour- 

ney A.D. 58, perhaps remaining in Greece, but perhaps also travelling for 

the sake of collecting information for his Gospel. At all events, at the 

latter part of this period he is again found at Philippi. We need not then 

dissent from the early tradition reported by Jerome (Prolog. in Matt.), 

that Luke published his Gospel ‘in Achaize Boeotizeque partibus,’ as 
being on the whole the most likely inference. 

2. The inscription in the Syriac version,—and Simeon Metaphrastes in 

the tenth century,—report that the Gospel was written at Alexandria, but 

apparently without any authority. 

SECTION VI. 

IN WHAT LANGUAGE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

There never has been any doubt that Luke wrote his Gospel in 

Greek. His familiarity with Greek terms and idioms, and above all, the 

classical style of his preface, are of themselves convincing internal evi- 

dence that it was so. 

SECTION VII. 

GENUINENESS OF THE GOSPEL. 

1. It has been generally and almost unanimously acknowledged that 

the Gospel which we now possess is that written and published by Luke. 

2, Whatever doubts may have been raised by rationalistic Commen- 

tators as to the genuineness of the two first chapters, have been adopted in 

aid of their attempts to overthrow their authenticity (on which see the 

next section); and have rested on no sufficient ground of themselves. 

Their principal appeal is to Marcion, who notoriously mutilated the 
Gospel, to make it favour his views of the Person of Christ. 

3. On the genuineness of ch. xxii. 43, 44, see various readings and 

notes there. 
SECTION VIII. 

THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE TWO FIRST CHAPTERS. 

1. If the view maintained above of the probable time of the publication 

of the Gospel be adopted,—and its later terminus, the publication of the 

Acts two years after Paul’s imprisonment at Rome began, is, I think, 

beyond question,—I cannot see how any reasonable doubt can be thrown 

upon the authenticity of this portion of the narrative. For there were 

those living, who might have contradicted any false or exaggerated 

account of the Lord’s birth and the events which accompanied it. If not 

the mother of the Lord herself, yet His brethren were certainly living : 

and the universal reception of the Gospel in the very earliest ages suf- 

ficiently demonstrates that no objection to this part of the sacred narrative 

had been heard of as raised by them. 
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2. The akpifJoe tapnxo\ovOynkore of Luke forbids us to imagine that he 

would have inserted any narrative in his Gospel which he had not ascer- 
tained to rest upon trustworthy testimony, as far as it was in his power to 

ensure this: and the means of ensuring it must have been at that time so 

ample and satisfactory, that I cannot imagine for a moment any other 
origin for the account, than such testimony. 

3. If we inquire what was probably the source of the testimony, I 

answer, that but one person is conceivable as delivering it, and that 

person the Mother of our Lord. She was living in the Christian body for 
some time after the Ascension; and would most certainly have been 

appealed to for an account of the circumstances attending His birth and 
infancy. 

4. If she gave any account of these things, it is inconceivable that this 

account should not have found its way into the records of the Lord’s life 

possessed by the Christian Church, but that instead of it a spurious one 

should have been adopted by two of our Evangelists, and that so shortly 

after, or even coincident with, her own presence in the Church. 

5. Just as inconceivable, even supposing the last difficulty surmounted, 
is the formation of a mythical, or in any other way unreal, account of 

these things, and its adoption, in the primitive age of the Church. For 

the establishment of this I refer to Professor Mill’s able tract, On the 

Mythic Interpretation of Luke i. ;—in which he has stated and severally 

refuted the arguments of Strauss and the rationalists. 
6. I infer then that the two first chapters of this Gospel contain the 

account given by the Mother of our Lord, of His birth, and its prefatory 

and attendant circumstances; of some of which circumstances that in 

Matt. i. 18—25 is a more compendious, and wholly independent account. 

SECTION IX. 

ITS STYLE AND CHARACTER. 

1. We might have expected from Luke’s name and profession, that he 
was a man of education, and versed in the elegant use of the Greek, | 

which was then the polite language in the Roman empire. We accord- 

ingly find that while we have very numerous Hebraisms in his Gospel, 

we also have far more classical idioms, and a much freer use of Greek 

compounds than in the others. By consulting the marginal references in 

this edition, it will be seen that the number of daé Xeyoueva in Luke is 

very great, far exceeding those in any other Gospel ; and that very many 
of them are classically-authorized compound words. 

2. The composition of the sentences is more studied and elaborate than 

in Matthew or Mark :—the Evangelist appears more frequently in the nar- 

rative, delivering his own estimate of men and things ;—e. g. xvi. 14. vil. 
29, 30. xix. 11 al. ;—he seems to love to recount instances of the Lord’s 
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tender compassion and mercy ;—and in the report of His parables, e. g. in , 
ch. xv. is particularly simple in diction, and calculated to attract and 
retain the attention of his readers. 

3. In narrative, this Evangelist is very various, according to the copi- 

ousness or otherwise of the sources from which he drew. Sometimes he 

merely gives a hasty compendium ; at others he is most minute and cir- 

cumstantial in detail, and equally graphic in description with Mark : see 
as instances of this latter, ch. vil. 14. ix. 29. It has been remarked 

(see Olshausen, Bibl. Comm. i. p. 20) that Luke gives with extreme 
accuracy not so much the discourses, as the observations and occasional 

sayings of our Lord, with the replies of those who were present. This is 

especially the case in his long and important narrative of the journey up to 

Jerusalem, ch, ix. 51—xviii. 14. 

4. On the question how far those doctrines especially enforced by the 
great Apostle of the Gentiles are to be traced, as inculeated or brought 

forward in this Gospel, see above in this chapter, § ii. 7. 

5. In completeness, this Gospel must rank first among the four. The | 

Evangelist begins with the announcement of the birth of Christ’s Fore- 

runner, and concludes with the particulars of the Ascension: thus em- 

bracing the whole great procession of events by which our Redemption by 

Christ was ushered in, accomplished, and sealed in heaven. And by 

recording the allusion to the promise of the Father (ch, xxiv. 49), he has 

introduced, so to speak, a note of passage to that other history, in which 

the fulfilment of that promise, the great result of Redemption, was to be 

related. It may be remarked, that this completeness,—while it shows the 

earnest diligence used by the sacred writer in searching out and making 
use of every information within his reach,—forms an additional proof that 

he can never have seen the Gospels of Matthew and Mark,—or he would 

(to say nothing of the other difficulties attending this view, which have 

before been dealt with in ch. i.) most certainly have availed himself of 

those parts of their narratives, which are now not contained in his own. 

CHAPTER V. 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. The universal belief of the Christian Church has ascribed this 
Gospel to the Apostle John. I shall not here anticipate the discussion 
respecting its genuineness (see below, § vi.), but assume that it has been 

rightly so ascribed. 
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2. John was son of Zebedee and Salome, and younger (?)’ brother 
of James. His father was a Galilean, and by occupation a fisherman on 

the lake of Galilee. Where he resided, is uncertain: perhaps, at Beth- 

saida : but the circumstance of Simon Peter, who was of that place, being 

(Luke v. 10) partner in the fishing trade, or perhaps in that particular 

expedition only, with the sons of Zebedee, is no proof as to their residence 
there also. 

3. The family of John seems not to have been one of the lowest class : 

we find hired servants in the ship with Zebedee, Mark i. 20; their 

mother Salome was one of those women who came with Jesus from 

Galilee, and ministered to Him of their substance, Luke viii. 3. xxiii. 55, 

compared with Mark xvi. 1; the same Salome was one of those who 

bought sweet spices and ointments to anoint Him (Mark, ibid.); and, 

John xix. 27, we find John himself taking the mother of our Lord «ice rd 

toca, which though (see note there) it need not imply that John had then a 

house at Jerusalem, certainly denotes that he had some fixed habitation, 

into which she was received. If, as is most likely, John be meant by the 

a\X\ocg paOnrijc of ch. xvill. 15, he was personally known to the High 

Priest Caiaphas. From all these facts, the inference is that his family 

belonged to the middle class of society; the higher grade of those who 

carried on the by no means despised or ungainful business of fishermen on 
the sea of Galilee. 

4. If (see note on John i. 41) the second of the two disciples who 
heard the Baptist’s testimony to Jesus, and followed Him in consequence, 

was John himself,—we have his acquaintance with our Lord dating from the 

very beginning of His Ministry. And to this agree the contents of chap- 

ters 11. lil. lv. v., containing particulars of the Ministry at Jerusalem and 

in Galilee which happened previous to the commencement of the official 

record of the other Evangelists. It seems that John accompanied our 

Lord to Jerusalem,—with perhaps those of the Apostles already called,— 

and witnessed those incidents which he has related in that part of his 
Gospel. 

5. In the intervals of our Lord’s first circuits and journeys, the 

Apostles seem to have returned to their families and occupations. Thus 
in Luke v. 1—11, we find the sons of Zebedee, as well as Simon Peter, 

again engaged in fishing, and solemnly and finally summoned by Jesus to 

follow Him ;—an incident which, as Liicke acknowledges (Comm. in Joh., 

Einleitung, p. 12), would be inexplicable even by the miracle, unless there 

had been a previous acquaintance on their part with our Lord. 

7 This is by no means certain. While Matt. and Mark always write ‘ Peter, James, 

and John;’ Luke ix. 28, and Acts i. 13 (not in rec.) has ‘ Peter, John, and James ;’ 

although in the other catalogue of the Apostles, Luke vi. 14, he keeps the usual order. 

It is impossible to say whether the order arose from any account at all being taken of 

mere seniority. 
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6. From that time John belonged to that chosen number known as ‘ the 
Twelve,’ who were nearest to the Person of Jesus during His Ministry. 

And of that number, he seems to have been the most personally beloved 
by our Lord. For the assumption that he is the author of our Gospel, 

also identifies him with ‘ the disciple whom Jesus loved,’ so often men- 
tioned in it. (See ch. xiii. 23. xix. 26. xx. 2. xxi. 7. 29. 24.) Tie; 
together with his brother James, and Peter, was witness of the raising of 

Jairus’s daughter, Mark v. 37: also of the transfiguration, Matt. xvii. 

1 ff.; and of the agony in Gethsemane : he lay on the bosom of Jesus at 
the last supper; and was recognized by Peter as being the innermost in 
His personal confidence, John xii. 23. To him was committed the 

charge of the Mother of Jesus, by Himself when dying on the Cross, John 

iK 265/27 

7. And to this especial love of the Redeemer John appears to have 
corresponded in devoted affection and faithfulness. He fled, it is true, 

with the rest, at the dark hour of the capture of Jesus: but we find him, 

together with Peter, soon rallying again,—and from that time, John xviii. 

15, 16, even to the end, xix. 25 ff, an eye-witness of the sufferings of His 

Divine Master. In John xxi. we find the same personal distinction 

bestowed on the beloved Disciple by our Lord after His Resurrection. 
8. In the Acts of the Apostles, John comes before us but very 

seldom, and always in connexion with and thrown into the back ground 

by Peter. See Acts iii. 1 ff. viii. 14—25. The history leaves him 

at Jerusalem: where however he appears not to have been on Paul's 

first visit to Jerusalem, Gal. i. 18 ff, cir. a.p. 43 (Wieseler), for he 
states that he saw none of the Apostles save Peter and James ;—but on 

his second visit, Gal. il. 1, cir. a.p. 45, John was there (ver. 9). If the 
journey to determine the question about circumcision, Acts xv. 1, was a 

different one, and later than this second (see Prolegomena to Acts, vol. 

ii.), then at that date also John was in Jerusalem. After this time, we 

lose sight of the Apostles,—nor can we with any approach to certainty 

point out the period of their final dispersion, It took place probably 

some time between this council and Paul’s last visit to Jerusalem, Acts 

xxi. 18 (cir. a.p. 60), when we find only James resident there. 

9. For the after-history of John, we are dependent on tradition. And 
here we have evidence more trustworthy than in the case of any other 
Apostle. 

(a) It is related by Polycrates Bishop of Ephesus at the end of the 

second century,—in his Epistle to Victor Bishop of Rome on the keeping 

of Easter,—that John, whom he numbers among the great lights (o7oryeia, 

see Eusebius, iii. 31, and Heinichen’s note) of Asia, died and was buried 

(kexoipyrac) in Ephesus. 

(3) Irenaeus also,—the scholar of Polycarp, who himself was a disciple 

of John,—relates that John remained in Ephesus till the times of Trajan. 
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(Adv. Heer. ii. 39, iii. 1 and 38, cited also by Eusebius, iii. 23.) To the 
same effect testify Clement of Alexandria (Euseb. ibid.), Origen (Euseb. 
ili, 1), Eusebius (ibid.), and Jerome (de Viris Eccl., p. 270). 

10. But, assuming as a fact the long residence and death of the Apostle 

at Ephesus, we in vain seek any clue to guide us as to the time when, or 

the place whence, he came thither. ‘The Asiatic Churches were founded 

by Paul, who made it a rule not to encroach on the field of labour of 

any other Apostle, Rom. xv. 20:—who never, in his Epistles to the 

Asiatic Churches, makes any mention of nor sends any salutation to 

John :—who, in his parting speech to the Elders of the Ephesian Church 

at Miletus (Acts xx.) certainly did not anticipate the coming of an 

Apostle among them. So much then we may set down as certain, that 

the arrival of John in Asia must have been after the death of Paul. 

11. We may perhaps with some appearance of probability conjecture 

that the dangers which evidently beset the Asiatic Churches in Paul’s 

lifetime,—and to which Peter in his First Epistle, written to them, not 

indistinctly alludes (see 1 Pet. i. 14. ii. 1, 2. 7,8. 12. 16 al. fr.),—had 

taken so serious a form after the removal of Paul their father in the 

faith, that John found it requisite to fix his residence and exercise 

Apostolic authority among them. This is supposed by Liicke, Einl. p. 

24, and Neander, Leitung u. Pflanzung der Kirche, 4th edition, p. 614. 

12, But we are as far as ever, even if this conjecture be adopted, from 

arriving at any method of accounting for the interval between John’s 

leaving Jerusalem, and his coming to Asia Minor: a period, on any com- 

putation, of nearly six years, a.p. 58—64. It is not necessary, however, 

as Liicke also observes, to reject a tradition so satisfactorily grounded as 

that of John’s residence and death at Ephesus, on this account ;—espe- 

cially when we consider that it is necessary to interpose some influence 

corresponding to that of John, between the state of the Asiatic Churches as 

shown in the Pauline Epistles, and that in the time of Polycarp, who 

immediately followed the Apostolic age. See Neander, Leitung u. Pflan- 

zung, 4th edition, p. 615. I reserve the discussion of the other element 

of uncertainty in this matter,—the confusion of two persons named John, 

the Apostle and the Presbyter, for the Prolegomena to the Second Epistle 
of John, in vol. ii. 

13. I mention here,—reserving its discussion for the Prolegomena to the 
Apocalypse, vol. ii.,—the tradition universally received in the early Church, 

which records that the Apostle John was exiled under Domitian to the 

island of Patmos. Assuming the Apocalypse to be his work, the fact of 

such an exile is established, see Rev. i. 9,—but the time left uncertain. 

But even those who do not ascribe the Apocalypse to him, relate this 

exile, e. g. Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. iii. 20. 

14. It is also related (Euseb. ibid.) that he returned under Nerva to 
Ephesus, and that his death (under Trajan, see above) took place (in what 
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manner is uncertain, but probably not by martyrdom) in extreme old 
age. It would be out of place here to recount the other traditions, some 

of them highly interesting, which are extant. See one of them in note 
on 1 John iii. 18, vol. ii., and the whole recounted and commented on in 

Stanley’s Sermons and Essays on the Apostolic Age, pp. 275—289. 

SECTION II. 

ITS SOURCES. 

1. In several places the Author of this Gospel plainly declares or 
implies that he relates what he had seen and heard. See ch. i. 14. 
xiii, 2. xviii, 15. xix. 26. xx. 2, and especially xix. 35. Also 

xxi. 24. 
2. And with this declaration the contents of the Gospel agree. Amidst 

the entire disregard of minute specifications of sequence or locality as a 

general rule, in almost every narrative we have undoubted marks of 

autoptic testimony. 

3. The only question which arises on receiving this as the fact, has 
reference to the diversity of style observed in the discourses of the Lord as 

related by the three other Evangelists, and as related by John. In their 
more or Jess common report, a certain similarity of style is supposed to 

be observable in the parables and sayings of Jesus, which is wholly absent 
from them in John’s Gospel. Let us examine this matter more closely. 

4. In order to form a satisfactory judgment on this point, it would be 
necessary to be in possession of some common matter reported by both. 
But such common matter in any sufficient quantity for this purpose, we do 

not possess. No one discourse is reported by all four. Certain insulated 

sayings are so reported; e. g. John ii. 19. comp. Matt. xxvi. 61. Mark 

xiv. 58.—John vi. 20. Matt. xiv. 27. Mark vi. 50.—John xii. 7, 8. 

Matt. xxvi. 10, 11. Mark xiv. 6, 7. —John xiv. 20. Matt. x. 40. Luke 

x. 16.—John xiv. 21. Matt. xxvi. 21. Mark xiv. 18.—John xiv. 37, 38. 

Matt. xxvi. 38 and ||.—John xx. 19. Luke xxiv. 36. Now in these 
common reports, amidst much variety in verbal and circumstantial detail, 

such as might have been expected from independent narrators, there is no 
such difference of style observable. 

5. We have then the following remarkable phenomenon presented by 
the two classes of narrators ;—that the sayings of the Lord reported by the 

one are different from, and exclusive of those contained in the other. 

And this must very much modify our view of the subject in question. 

6. It would be in the highest degree probable that our Lord would dis- 

course mainly and usually on two great branches of divine truth: one of 

these being, the nature and moral requirements of that kingdom which He 

came to found among men, which would embrace the greater part of His 

discourses to the multitude,—His outer or popular sayings,—His parables 
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and prophecies :—and the other, the deeper spiritual verities relating to 
His own Divine Person and Mission. Of these latter, there would be two 

subdivisions : one class of them would be spoken in the gracious con- 

descension of love to His own disciples when conversing privately with 

them, and the other in the fire of holy zeal when contending against His 

bitter adversaries, the rulers of the Jews. 

7. Now of the two greater classes just mentioned, let us inquire which 

would most naturally form the matter of the oral Apostolic teaching to the 

Churches in the first age. Let it be remembered that that teaching was 

mostly elementary,—matter of catechization ;—selected for the edification 

of those who were to be built up as Christian converts. Would it not 

unquestionably be the first? Granted, that some few of those deeper 

sayings (deeper, I mean, in their very form and primary reference) might 

occasionally find their place in the reports of longer discourses (see e. g. 
Matt. xi. 27. Luke x. 22), yet I cannot imagine the main stream of oral 
Apostolic teaching to have been otherwise composed than as we find it: viz. 

of the popular discourses and parables of our Lord, to the exclusion for 

the most part of His inner teaching and deeper revelations respecting His 
own Divine Person. These, in case the Apostles had been suffered by 

Providence to carry on systematically their testimony to the Church, 

might have followed after: but certainly they would not be likely to form 

the first subject of their oral teaching. 
8. But that they would dwell powerfully on their minds, and in pro- 

portion to their individual receptivity of the Spirit and Person of their 

Lord, is most evident. And this consideration, united with that of the 

very nature and purpose of the Apostolic Office, and with the promise 

specially recorded that the Spirit should bring to their minds all things 
which He had said to them, will fully account for there arising, late in 

the Apostolic age, so copious and particular a report of these inner and 

personal discourses of our Lord. 

9. That such a report should be characterized in some measure by the 
individual mind which has furnished it, was to be expected, on any view 

of spiritual guidance. But that this individuality has in any considerable 

degree modified the report, I think extremely improbable. Taking the 

circumstances into consideration, the relation of John to his Divine 

Master, the employment and station from which he was called, and the 

facts also which have been above noticed respecting the sayings reported 

by all in common, I think it much more probable, that the character and 

diction of our Lord’s discourses entirely penetrated and assimilated the 

habits of thought of His beloved Apostle; so that in his first epistle he 
writes in the very tone and spirit of those discourses ; and when reporting 

the sayings of his own former teacher the Baptist, he gives them, consist- 

ently with the deepest inner truth of narration (see note on ch. iil. 31), 

the forms and cadences so familiar and habitual to himself. 
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10. It belongs to the present section of our subject to inquire how far 
it may be supposed that John had seen or used the synoptic Gospels. I 

confess myself wholly unable to receive the supposition that any of them, 

in their present form, had ever been seen by him. On such a supposition, 

the phznomena presented by his Gospel would be wholly inexplicable. 

To those parts of it which he has in common with them, the reasonings of 
the former part of these Prolegg. will apply. And though these are not so 
considerable in extent as in the case of the three Gospels, yet they are 
quite important enough to decide this question. The account and testi- 
mony of the Baptist in ch. i. ;—the miraculous feeding in ch. vi. ;—the 

whole history from ch. xii. 1, in its subject matter, will come under this 

description. Let any common passages be selected, and tried by the con- 

siderations above advanced, ch. i. § iii—and our conclusion must be that 

the report is an independent one, not influenced nor modified by theirs. 

Of those parts of his Gospel which are original, I will speak in another 

section. 
11. It is, however, an entirely distinct question, how far John had in 

his view the generally-received oral teaching from which our three 
Gospels are derived. That he himself, answering so strictly to the 

description in Acts 1. 21,—laying so much weight as he does on fes- 
timony, ch. 1. 19. xix. 35. xxi. 24,—bore his part, and that no incon- 

siderable one, in the Apostle’s witness to the facts of the Evangelic 
history,—I take for granted. It will follow that he was aware of the 

general nature and contents of that cycle of narratives and discourses of 

our Lord which became current at Jerusalem from his own testimony and 
that of the other Apostles. Accordingly we find him in his Gospel 

assuming as known, certain facts contained in that cycle. See ch. vii. 41, 
and note,—ch. xi. 1,—also ch. i. 40, where Simon Peter is referred to as 

one known, before the giving of the latter name is related. 
12. I can hardly however suppose, that John wrote with any fixed 

design of filling up by a supplementary Gospel the deficiencies of the 

generally-received oral account. Sometimes, e.g. ch. vi. 1—14, xviii., 

xix., he goes over the same ground with it: and in no part can it by the 
most ingenious application of the supplementary theory be shown, that he 
in any respect produces or aims at the effect of a work designed to fill up 
and elucidate those which have gone before. This point will be dwelt on 
more at length in the next section. 

13. I have no hesitation, therefore, in receiving as the true account of 

the source of this Gospel, that generally given and believed ;—viz. that 

we have it from the autoptic authority of the Apostle hinself. 
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SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. This Gospel presupposes readers already Christians, and was written 

to build them up and confirm them in the faith. (See ch. xix. 35. xx. 
31.) It is as Liicke remarks (Einl. p. 185), neither complete enough, 

nor elementary enough, for the first founding of a belief in Christ in the 
mind. This must have been, even as early as the Apostolic times, the 

work of no written Gospel (see Luke i. 1—4), but of the oral preaching 
of the word. 

2. Being written then for Christian readers, the main and ultimate pur- 

pose as regards them is sufficiently declared in ch. xx. 31,—radra yé- 

yparra iva morevante bre ’Inoove gory 6 xptoToc 6 vidg TOU Deod, Kal iva 

muotevovTec Cwny EXnTE Ev THO GvOpmare avTov. 

3. This purpose however, as it would be common to all the sacred 
writings of the New Testament more or less, in no way accounts for the 

peculiar cast of the Gospel, or the portions of the Christian’s faith which 

are most prominently brought out in it. These will require closer 

examination. 
4. It will at once appear, that some especial occasion must have induced 

John to write so pointedly as he has done on certain doctrines,—and to 

adopt, in doing so, a nomenclature unknown to the rest of the New 

Testament writers. Some state of opinion in the Church must have ren- 

dered it necessary for the Apostle to state strongly and clearly the truth 
about which error was prevalent, or questions had been raised: the 

method of speaking which even he, under the guidance of the Spirit, 

adopted to convey that truth, must have become familiar to and valued by 

the educated and philosophic minds in the Christian community. 
5. It may be well to set down the opinions of the ancients on this, 

before we enter into the matter itself. 
Irenzeus states that John wrote his Gospel to controvert the errors of 

Cerinthus, and before him the Nicolaitans*’, Tertullian (de Preescript. 
adv. Heer. 33) in the main agrees with this. Epiphanius (Heer. li. 12, 
Liicke) and Jerome’ repeat it as a certain fact, that John wrote against 

1 Hane fidem annuntians Johannes Domini discipulus, volens per evangelii annun- 

tiationem auferre eum qui a Cerintho inseminatus erat hominibus errorem, et multo prius 

ab his qui dicuntur Nicolaite, qui sunt vulsio ejus, que falso cognominatur scientia,—ut 

confunderet eos et suaderet quoniam unus Deus qui omnia fecit per verbum suum,.... . 

sic inchoavit evangelium, &c. Ady. Heer. iii. 11. 
2 Joannes Apostolus novissimus omnium scripsit evangelium, rogatus ab Asiz episcopis 

adversus Cerinthum aliosque hereticos ef maxime tunc Ebionitarum dogma consurgens, 

qui asserunt, Christum ante Mariam non fuisse. De Scriptor. Eccl. 9. But he also gives 

in the same place another reason: see in the text below. 
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Cerinthus : but instead of the Nicolaitans, they mention the Ebionites. 

Those who assert him to have written against Valentinus or Marcion are 

evidently chronologically in error. 
6. Several of the ancients give in substance, the supplementary view of 

the design of John’s Gospel. Clement of Alexandria, as cited by Euse- 

bius, Hist. Eccl. vi. 14, related, roy “Iwavyny tcxarov ovviwdvTa bre Ta 

owparika éy Tole evayyeNiore OediAwral, TooTpaTEVvTA VTO THY yvwplwwr, 

rrvevpare OcopopnOervra, TvEvpaTiuKoY Toujoat evayyéoy. Eusebius in an- 

other place (Hist. Eccl. iii. 24) states, that whereas the other Evangelists 

wrote the history of the official life of our Lord subsequent to the impri- 

sonment of the Baptist, John wishing that there should be a complete 
gave in his Gospel the particulars preceding that event. The same 

is repeated almost verbatim by Jerome, ut supra. Later authors (see 
Liicke, Einleitung, p. 189) reproduced the conjectures of their pre- 

decessors as being traditions of the Church; and for the most part united 
the polemical with the supplementary theory. 

7. None of the above-cited authors appeal to any historical or tra- 
ditionary fact, as the ground of their own statements. ‘Those statements 
have therefore for us no authority ab extra, and must be judged by their 

own intrinsic probability or otherwise, as established by the contents of 

the Gospel, and the state of the Church at the period of its publication. 

In modern times, these last considerations have given rise to several 

account, 

opinions, which I shall now briefly state ; acknowledging, throughout this 

part of the section, my obligations to Liicke, whose facts and remarks I 

have for the most part borrowed. 

8. Grotius, and some of the Socinian commentators, supposed,—on 
account of the contrast strongly drawn in the prologue, ch. i. and else- 

where, between Jesus Christ as the true Light, and the Baptist as only 

having come to bear witness of that Light,—that the Evangelist wrote 
against the so-called disciples of John, who held the Baptist to have been 

the Messiah. Others (as Herder, Overbeck, Ziegler) thought that the 

Sabei, who combined gnostic errors with an overweening estimation of 

John the Baptist, were principally aimed at. Others, not finding in this 
a sufficient account of the peculiarities of the Gospel, supposed this, or 

other polemic aims, to have been united with the supplementary one. Of 
this last number are Storr, Wegscheider, Hug, &c. Others again (as 

Paulus) finding in the Gospel no sufficient evidence either of a polemical 

or a supplementary intention, fell back on the didactic aim set forth 

ch. xx. 31. This view, however, was never found satisfactory to explain 

the peculiar phenomena of the Gospel. 

9. Meantime, however, the critical study of the other Gospels had so 

far advanced, that it became more and more clearly seen, that the hypo- 

thesis of John having been acquainted with, and having wished to com- 

plete or correct them, was entirely untenable. Again, not finding traces 
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of a polemical design sufficiently prominent in the Gospel, some critics, 
slightly altering the term, have supposed it to be apologetic in its character 
(Hemsen, Seiffarth, Schott). Some, lastly, pronounced it unworthy of 
the Apostle to follow any secondary designs, considering his own avowal 
in ch. xx. 30, 31 (Credner). But, as Liicke remarks, even granting this, 
it may still be a lawful inquiry, What peculiar circumstances led to his 
realizing this his great design in the present peculiar form of composition. 
The synoptic Evangelists had, he says, beyond question the same great 
design, and yet have followed it in a very different manner. Something 
of this may doubtless be explained by the individual character of the 
writer’s mind, but clearly not all: and that character itself was modified 
by surrounding events. We are driven therefore to the special circum- 
stances under which the Gospel, but especially the prologue, which in this 
matter rules the Gospel, was composed. 

10. Into these Liicke inquires under two heads: (1) the relation of 
John’s Gospel to the other three; (2) the character of the age and 
section of the Church in which the Evangelist lived. In treating the first 
of these he disproves, much in the same manner as has been done in 

these Prolegomena, the probability that John intended to supply, or had 
ever seen, our present Gospels; and maintains that an acquaintance on 

his part with the general stream of oral testimony from which they were 
derived, will sufficiently account for the relations observable between him 

and them. His inference is, that if his Gospel (as undoubtedly is the 

case), sometimes supplies and gives precision to theirs, this has been only 
the result, but could in no way be the aim of his writing ; the peculiarities 
and object of which must be altogether accounted for from considerations 
belonging to the other head of the inquiry. 

11. In pursuing this, he distinguishes three classes of writings likely to 

arise in the Apostolic age: (a) the simple committal to paper of the 

cycles of oral narration, with a view to fixing them for the general and 
continued edification of the readers. To this class he refers the Gospels 
of Matthew and Mark. (() Writings compiled with a more set purpose 

of giving a complete account, in order, of the events of our Lord’s life on 

earth. In this division he classes the Gospel of Luke. (y) The third 
class would arise from the growing up of the faith, which at first was a 

simple historical belief, into the maturer yv@orc of doctrinal system. In 

the course of this progress, various questions would arise respecting the 

life and teaching of the Lord Jesus, which the generally-received oral 

narration was not competent to answer. And these writings would be 

composed to satisfy such inquirers by presenting such an apologetic view 

of the Lord’s life, and such a doctrinal account of His teaching, as might 

tend to set their questionings at rest. To this class he supposes may have 

belonged some of the gnostic apocryphal writings ; and to this class cer- 

tainly does belong the Gospel of John. 
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12. At the time of its composition, many questionings were already 
raised between the believing and unbelieving, and among the believing 

themselves. Traces of such we find even in the Pauline Epistles, 1 Cor. 
i, 23. xv. 1. Liicke instances some of these questions which this Gospel 
was well adapted to answer. (a) The rejection of the Lord Jesus by 
His own people the Jews, was an event likely to prove a stumbling-block, 

and to be used by unbelievers against our religion. ‘To the elucidation of 
this,—the tracing its progress, step by step,—the showing its increasing 

virulence amidst the blameless innocence and holy words and deeds of the 
Redeemer,—does John especially devote the middle and principal section 
of his Gospel. He shows that thereby His enemies were fulfilling the 
Divine purpose, and that they were even forewarned of this by one 

among themselves, ch. xi. 51, 52. ((3) We may evidently see from the 

diligence with which John accumulates autoptic evidence on the subject of 
the actual death of Christ, and His resurrection, that he has in this part 

also some in view, who did not receive those great events as undoubted 

facts, but required the authority of an Apostle to assure them of their 

truth. (y) The way also in which he relates the testimonies of the Lord 
respecting the manner, results, and voluntary nature of His own death,— 

that it was His true glorification,—that it was undertaken freely, but in 
complete accordance with the Father’s will,—seems to point to doubts as 

to the character of that event, which the Evangelist meditated removing. (0) 

It was certainly, later (see Origen against Celsus, quoted in note on Matt. ix. 

9), a reproach against the Apostles, that they were low born and ignorant 
men. In the case of Paul we find very early a disposition on the part of 

some in the Churches, to set aside Apostolic authority. And those who 

were so disposed might perhaps appeal to the oral narrative which forms 

the foundation of the synoptic Gospels, to prove that the Apostles often 

misunderstood the sayings of the Lord,—and might from thence take 

occasion to vilify their present preaching as resting on similar misunder- 

standing. John,—from his relating so much at length the discourse of 

our Lord in which he promised the Comforter to guide them into all the 
truth, and bring to their minds all that He had said to them, and from 

noticing (ch. xii. 16. xx. 9) that they understood not certain things at 

first, which were made clear to them afterwards,—seems to be guarding 

the Apostolic office and testimony from such imputations. 
13. But all these designs, possible as they may have been, do not reach 

so far as to give any account of the very remarkable cast and diction of 
the prologue. ‘This opening gives a tone to the whole Gospel, being no 

less than a compendium or programme of its contents, gathered up and 

expressed according to a nomenclature already familiar to certain persons 

within the Church. ‘The fact of John having been led to adopt the gnostic 

term Adyoc as the exponent of his teaching respecting the person of our 

Lord, would of itself make it probable that he had the combating of 
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gnostic error in his view ; or perhaps, speaking more accurately, that he 
was led to take advantage of the yearnings of the human desire after an 

universal and philosophic religion,—by grasping and lifting upward into the 
certainty of revelation the truth which they had shaped to themselves,— 
and thereby striking off and proscribing their manifold and erroneous 

conceits. But neither the language of the prologue itself, nor any 

prominence given to antagonistic truths in the Gospel, justify us in 
ascribing to the Evangelist a position directly polemical against the pecu- 
liar tenets of Cerinthus*., The stand made in the Gospel, is against Gnos- 
ticism in the very widest sense: in its Ebionitish form, as denying the 
Divinity and pre-existence of Christ,—and in its Docetic, as denying the 
reality of His assumption of the Human Nature. 

14. While, however, John contends against false yv@ovc, he is, in the 

furtherance and grounding of the true yyéouc, the greatest, as he was the 

last, of the Spiritual Teachers of the Church. The great Apostle of the 
Gentiles, amidst fightings without and fears within, built in his argumen- 

tative Epistles the outworks of that temple, of which his still greater 

colleague and successor was chosen noiselessly to complete, in his peaceful 

old age, the inner and holier places. And this, after all, ranging under it 

all secondary aims, we must call the great object of the Evangelist :—to 

advance, purify from error, and strengthen, that maturer Christian life of 

knowledge, which is the true development of the teaching of the Spirit in 
men, and which the latter part of the Apostolic period witnessed in its full 

vitality. ‘That he should have been led to cast his testimony into a form 

antagonistic to the peculiar errors then prevalent,—that he should have 

adopted the thoughts and diction of previous seekers after God, so far as 
they were capable of serving his high purpose and being elevated into 

vehicles of heavenly truth,—these are arrangements which we may not, 

because they are natural and probable, the less regard as providential, 
and admirably designed for that which especially was his portion of the 
Apostolic work,—the perfecting of the saints. 

SECTION IV. 

AT WHAT PLACE AND TIME IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. These two questions as relating to John’s Gospel, are too intimately 
connected to form the subject of separate sections. 

2. The most ancient testimony, that of Irenzeus, relates that it was 

published at Ephesus*. This testimony is repeated by Jerome’ and 

3 For an account of them, see Neander’s Church History, Rose’s translation, vol. ii. 

p- 49. 

4 Iwavyne 6 pabnrije Tod Kupiou, 6 Kai Emi TO oTHO0g abTov avareowy, Kai abrog 

eZedwKe TO evayyédov, ty ’Edéow rij¢ “Aciag duarpiBwy. Adv. Hier. iii. | ; cited also 
by Euseb. H. H. v. 8. 

5 Prologue to Matthew. 
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others, and is every way consonant with what we have above (§i.) related 

of the history of the Apostle its author. Some later writers have reported 

that it was published from Patmos, during John’s exile; some have com- 

bined the two accounts, and made John dictate the Gospel in Patmos, and 

publish it at Ephesus after his return. But of these the only account 

which from its date and character deserves attention, is that of Irenzeus. 

3. The Gospel itself furnishes only negative or uncertain evidence on 
this point. From the manner in which the sites and habits of Palestine 

are spoken of °, it seems evident that it was composed at a distance from 

that country. If again we regard the peculiar nomenclature of the pro- 

logue, and inquire to what locality this points, two places occur to us 

where it would be likely to have been adopted; one of these, Alexandria, 

—the other, Ephesus. The first of these cities was the home and birth- 

place of the Gnostic philosophy ; the other (Acts xviii, 24) was in com- 

munication with, and derived its philosophic character from Alexandria’. 

Now as no history gives us any account of the Apostle having laboured or 

ever been at Alexandria, this consideration also forms a presumptive 

confirmation of the tradition that the Gospel was written at Ephesus. 
4. If so, we have some clue, although but an indirect one, to the time 

at which it was published. If John cannot be supposed to have come 

thither till some time after the ultimate disappearance of the Apostle Paul 

from Asia Minor *, then we have obviously a time specified, before which 

the Gospel cannot have been published. 

5. The voice of tradition on this point is very uncertain. LIrenzus 

states that this Gospel was the latest written of the four: which, as he 

places Mark’s and Luke’s after the deaths of Peter and Paul (but see 

Prolegg. to Luke, § iv.) would bring us to a similar date with that 

pointed out in the preceding paragraph’. As usual in traditional matter, 

—on our advance to later writers, we find more and more particular 

accounts given:—the year of John’s life, the reigning Emperor, &c., 

under which the Gospel was written’. In all such eases the student will 

do well to remember, that such late traditions are worthless exactly in 

proportion to their particularity of detail. 

6. But we have thus no direct indication, at what date to place the 
Gospel. On examining its contents, we find no such indication given by 

them. It is true that the Evangelist speaks in ch. v. 2 of the pool of 

6 See ch. ii. 6. 13. iii. 23. iv. 4. v. 2. vi. 4. x. 22. xi. 18. 49—51. 54, 55. xviii. 1. 13. 

28. xix. 13. 31. 
7 See note on John i. 1 (¢). 
8 See § i. of the present chapter, paragraph 10. 

9 Similarly Clement of Alex., Origen, and Eusebius: see Eus. H. E. v. 8. iii. 24. 

1 iri ry ynoadéia adrov HAuKig, pera ETH EveryKovTa Tij¢g EavTov Cwijc, mera Ty 
abrow amd rij¢ Marpov éravodoy, thy éxi KXavodiou yevonévnv Kaioapog. Epiphan. 
Hier. li. 12. = 2; 
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Bethesda in the present tense as being near the sheepgate, and thene “3 
it might seem as if he wrote before the destruction of Jerusalem:— 

but such indications are confounded by the fact that he speaks of places — 

near Jerusalem, which would remain after the destruction, in the past 

tense (ch. xi. 18), which seems to show that no stress is to be laid on 
such expressions, which were perhaps used by him according to the cast 
of the particular narrative which he was then constructing, without any 

reference to the existing state of things at the time of his writing *. 
7. It has been inferred from ch. xxi. 18, 19. xviii. 10, that the Gospel 

must have been written during the lifetime of Peter;—that in the one 

place, had the Lord’s prophecy been fulfilled before the account was 

written, some notice would have been taken of such fulfilment ;—and that 

Peter’s name would not have been mentioned in the other, had he been 

still living. But it is plain that we might just as well argue for ch, 
xxi. 18, 19 (waiving for the moment all question as to the chapter itself ), 

being written after Peter’s death, on account of the definiteness of the 

interpretation there given to the prophecy ; and I have shown in my note 

on Matt. xxvi. 51, that no stress can be laid on the other inference. 

8. Nor do we find any more certain indication by comparison of the 

Gospel with the First Epistle, or with the Apocalypse. The dates of 

both these are very uncertain ;—and it has been disputed whether their 

contents presuppose the Gospel or not. Such expressions as 0 Néyoe rijc 

Lwiic, ) Sw aiwvioc, rie Hv mpoc Tov TarEpa Kal épavepwOn Hpiv, 1 John i. 

1, 2, and similar ones, make it at least probable, that the Epistle was 

written after the Gospel (see Liicke, ui. 21 ff). But how long after, we 
have no means of even conjecturing. And with regard to the Apo- 
calypse, the whole criticism of that book is still in too imperfect a state for 

us to be able to deduce any trustworthy chronological inferences from its 

contents, as to the time of its publication. 

9. Our only resource then must be the very wide limits above indi- 

cated ;—the final departure of Paul from Asia Minor, and indeed his 

death must be supposed to have happened some time ;—this, such as it 
is, will be our terminus a quo ;—and our terminus ad quem, the probable 

duration of John’s life, or more properly speaking, of his powers of writing 

as we find him writing in this Gospel. And as antiquity testifies that he 
lived to a great age, this latter terminus will be even less definite than the 
former. 

10. One consideration, however, may tend somewhat to narrow its 

limits. I have argued in the Commentary, that ch. xxi. is a genuine 
addition by the hand of the Apostle himself, probably in the decline of 

life, some years at least, from internal evidence of style, after the Gospel 

was completed. Add to which, as hinted above, that the style of the 

2 See also che xviii. 1. xix. 41. 
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Gospel is, as Liicke has also remarked, that of a matured, but not of an 

aged writer. 

11. If then we set the death of Paul with Wieseler in a.p. 64, we 

perhaps must not allow our terminus a quo to be placed earlier than 70: 

nor, supposing John to have been a few years younger than our Lord, can 

we prolong our later limit much beyond a.p. 85. We should thus have, 

but with no great fixity either way, somewhere about fifteen years,—a.D. 

70—85, during which it is probable that the Gospel was published. 

SECTION V. 

IN WHAT LANGUAGE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The testimony of antiquity is unanimous that John wrote in Greek. 
(See Liicke, Einleitung, § xi.) Nor is there any reason to doubt the 
fact. If he lived and taught in Asia Minor, he must have been familiar 

with the Greek language. 
2. Some among the moderns (Salmasius, according to Liicke, the first) 

have held an Aramaic or Hebrew original. They seem to ground this prin- 
cipally on the citations from the Old Testament being from the Hebrew, 

not from the LXX. But this latter is by no means without exception : 
See 1, 25. il. 17. vi: 45. x. 84. xu. 14, 15. 38: xv: 25. xix. 24, 36. eb uan 

we find other citations (xii. 40. xiii. 18. xix. 87) after the Hebrew solely 
or principally, was to be expected from the Apostle’s personal history, as 

a Jew of Palestine who had been brought up in the knowledge of the 

Hebrew original : and is a confirmation of the genuineness of the Gospel. 

See below in the next section, and Bleek, Beitrage zur Evangelien Kritik, 

p- 87. 

SECTION VI. 

ITS GENUINENESS. 

1. It would enlarge these Prolegomena too much, to give a detailed 
history of the recognition of this Gospel, and its impugners, in ancient 

times. It may suffice to refer to such works as Liicke’s Einleitung, 
where this history will be found. The result of his researches on the 

subject is, that down to the end of the second century the Gospel was 
universally recognized and attributed to the Apostle whose name it bears, 
with the sole exception of the Alogi, an unimportant sect in Asia Minor, 
who, from excessive opposition to the heresy of Montanus, rejected both 

the Apocalypse and Gospel of John, as favouring (according to them) 
some of the views of that Heretic. Such an exception rather strengthens 

than weakens the general evidence of ancient Christendom in its favour. 

2. Equally satisfactory is the testimony of the fathers after the close of 

the second century. ‘The citations by Irenzeus from this Gospel are very 
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frequent, and express, both as to its canonicity and the name of its author. 

And his testimony is peculiarly valuable because (1) he was an anti- 
gnostic ; (2) his acquaintance with the whole Church, Eastern and West- 

ern, was greater than that of any other ecclesiastical writer ; and (3) in 
his youth he had conversed with Polycarp, himself a disciple of the 

Apostle John. Theophilus of Antioch, Tertullian, Clement of Alex- 

andria, Hippolytus, Origen, Dionysius of Alexandria, Eusebius, — the 

ancient Syriac version, the Peschito,—the adversaries of Christianity, Por- 

phyry, and Julian,—all these refer to the Gospel as without doubt the 

work of the Apostle John. 

3. We may then, as far as antiquity is concerned, regard its genuineness 
as established. But there is one circumstance which has furnished many 

modern writers with a ground for doubting this. Neither Papias, who 

carefully sought out all that Apostles and Apostolic men had related 
regarding the Life of Christ,—nor Polycarp, who was himself a disciple 

of the Apostle John,—nor Barnabas, nor Clement of Rome, in their 

Epistles, nor lastly Ignatius (in his genuine writings), make any mention 

of, or allusion to, this Gospel. So that in the most ancient circle of 

ecclesiastical testimony, it appears to be unknown or not recognized, 

4. But this circumstance, when fairly considered in connexion with its 

universal recognition by writers following on these, rather serves for a 

confirmation of the genuineness of this Gospel. It confessedly was written 

late in the Apostolic age. As far then as silence (or apparent silence) 
can be valid as an argument, it seems to show that the recognition of this 

Gospel, as might have been expected, was later than that of the others. 
And it is some confirmation also of this view, that Papias, if Eusebius 

(iii. 39) gives his testimony entire, appears not to recognize Luke’s 

Gospel, but only those of Matthew and Mark. It is remarkable, however, 
on the other hand, that Papias (Eusebius, ibid.) recognizes the First 

Epistle of John, which, as remarked in § iv., was probably written after 

the Gospel. This would seem to make it probable that we have not in 
Eusebius the whole testimony of Papias given; for it would certainly 

seem from internal grounds that the First Epistle and the Gospel must 

stand or fall together. 
5. It is evident that too much stress must not be laid on the silence of 

Polycarp, from whom we have one short epistle only. He also (appa- 
rently) was acquainted with the First Epistle of John*. But he wrote 
with no purpose of giving testimony to the sacred books, and what reason 

therefore have we to expect in his Epistle, quotations from or allusions 

to any particular book which did not happen to come within his design, 

and the subject of which he was treating ? 

3 rac yao be dv ur oporoyy "Incotv xproroyv éy capKi éhndvOévat, avrixptoroc 
tort. ch. vii.: compare 1 John iv. 3. 
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6. The same may be said of the silence of Barnabas, Hermas, and 

Ignatius. Had any intention existed on the part of the primitive Chris- 
tian writers of informing posterity what books were counted canonical in 

their days, their silence would be a strong argument against any particular 

book :—but they had no such intention: their citations are fortuitous, and 

most of them loose and allusory only. So that we cannot argue from 

such silence to the recognition or otherwise of any book, unless it be 
universal and continuous, which is not the case with regard to this 

Gospel. 
7. Again, the kind of testimony furnished by Irenzeus is peculiarly 

valuable. He does not relate from whom he had heard that John wrote a 
Gospel, but he treats and quotes it as a well-known and long-used book 

in the Christian Church. What could have induced Irenzeus to do this, 

except the fact of its being thus known and used? So that this character 

of his testimony virtually carries it back farther than its actual date. 
Besides, when one who has had the means which Irenzeus had of ascer- 

taining the truth in a matter, asserts things respecting that matter,—the 
ordinary and just method is to suppose that he draws his information from 
his superior opportunities of gaining it, even though he may not expressly 

say so: so that when Irenzeus, who had conversed with Polycarp himself, 

the friend of the Apostle John, quotes this Gospel as the work of that 

Apostle, we may fairly presume that he had assured himself of this by the 

testimony of one so well capable of informing him. 
8. Another historical argument used against its genuineness is,—that in 

the dispute about the time of keeping Easter between Polycarp and Anicetus 

bishop of Rome about the year 160, the former defended the practice of the 

Asiatic Churches,—which was to keep their Christian passover at the time of 

the Jewish passover, the evening of the 14th of Nisan, by what he had learned 

from John and the other Apostles (Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. v.24). But, say 

the opponents, John himself in his Gospel clearly relates that our Lord insti- 

tuted the Lord’s supper on the evening of the 13th of Nisan, and was 

crucified on the 14th. ‘Therefore either Polycarp falsely appealed to 
John’s authority, which is not probable, or John did not write the Gospel 
which bears his name. But, as Liicke has shown, this argument is 

altogether built on the assumption that the Christian passover must 

necessarily coincide with the time of the institution of the Lord’s supper ; 

whereas such a coincidence does not appear to have entered into the 

consideration of the litigants in this case, but merely the question, whether 
the Churches should follow the Jewish calendar, or an arrangement of 

their own. Even in the later dispute between Polycrates, bishop of 

Ephesus, and Victor (Eusebius, ut supra), on the same point, this question 
was not raised, but the matter was debated on other grounds. 

9. The last historical objection which I shall notice is, that this Gospel 

was first circulated by the Gnostics, and therefore is to be looked on with 
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suspicion. But Liicke has shown (Einl. p. 119) that this was not the 
case: that unquestionable traces of Catholic reception of it are found 

before it was received by them: and that, at all events, Irenzeus recog- 

nized and used it contemporaneously with the Valentinians. The known 

opposition between the Catholic Fathers and the Gnostics furnishes a sure 
guarantee, that, had they first promulgated the Gospel, it never would have 
been received into the Canon of the Catholic Church. 

10. The modern opponents of the genuineness and canonicity of this 

Gospel have raised two arguments against it upon internal evidence. 
The first of these rests upon the assumed radical diversity between the 
views of the Person and Teaching of Christ presented to us by John, and 
by the synoptic Evangelists. On this point I have said nearly all that is 

necessary in § 11.; and I will only now add, that supposing the diversity 
to be as unaccountable as it is natural, it would of itself serve as a strong 

presumption that the Gospel was not the work of a forger, who would 

have enlarged and decorated the accounts already existing, but a genuine 

testimony of one who was not an imitator of nor dependent on those 
others. 

11. The second endeavours, by bringing out various supposed incon- 

sistencies in the narration, to show that the Apostle John cannot have 
been the author. Such are,—imagined want of connexion in certain 
parts (iv. 44. xiii. 20. xiv. 31, where see notes) ;—an imputed incon- 

sistency in the character and development of the treachery of Judas (see 

note on ch. vi. 64);—the not naming once in the Gospel of his own 

brother James (which, as Liicke remarks, is far easier to account for on 

supposition of its genuineness than on that of its spuriousness *) ;—the 

supposed want of accurate information with regard to the geography and 

customs of Judea. But again, the passages cited to support this involve 
only geographical and archeological difficulties, such as would never have 

been raised by an impostor ;—and one in particular (vii. 52: see note 

there) is chargeable, not on the Evangelist, but on the Sanhedrim, who 
were likely enough to have made the mistake, or purposely overlooked 

the fact, in their proud spirit of contempt for Galilee. The other objec- 
tions derived from internal considerations are hardly worth recounting. 
They are fully stated and answered by Liicke, Einleitung, pp. 1836—140. 

12. An hypothesis was advanced by Eckermann, Vogel, and Paulus, 

and brought to completeness by Weisse, founded on a compromise 

between the evidence for and against the Gospel: that it is partly 
genuine, and principally in the didactic portions, which are veritable 

4 James, the son of Zebedee, though one of the favoured Three, comes forward 
no where personally in the Gospels, nor in the Acts; and vanishes the first of all the 

Apostles from the historic field of view. It is very unlikely that John would have intro- 

duced mention of him merely because he was his brother. He has not named several 

others of the Apostles. See ch. xxi. 2, and note. 
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notices from the Apostle John: but that a later hand has wrought upon 
these, and added most of the narrative portions. But first, ecclesiastical 

tradition gives no countenance to this, always citing the Gospel as a whole, 

—and dropping no hint of any such distinction between its parts ;—and 

secondly, it is quite impossible to draw any line in the Gospel itself which 

shall separate the original matter from the supposed additions. There 

certainly is a marked distinction in diction and style between the rest of 

the Gospel and ch. xxi. (of ch. vii. 53—viii. 12, I do not now speak ; 

see notes there):—which I believe to be accounted for by that chapter 

being a later addition by the author himself :—but farther than this, no 
such distinction can, even by the most fanciful analogies, be established. 
The same spirit pervades the form of the narrative and didactic parts: 

and so strongly, that the impugners of the Gospel have made this very 
circumstance an argument against the authenticity of the latter ;—how 

unjustly, I have shown above in § ii. :—but the fact of the objection 

having been made is important, as fatal to Weisse’s hypothesis. 

13. The principal arguments against the genuineness of the Gospel 
have been repeated and elaborated by Baur (in Zeller’s Theologisches 
Jahrbuch, 1844, 1. 3. 14), who tries to show that the whole is apocryphal, 

—and has arisen from a pious (?) fraud of an author in the latter part of 

the second century. I mention this attempt because an admirable answer 

to it has appeared, by Ebrard, Das Evangelium Johannis und die neueste 

Hypothese iiber seine Entstehung, pp. 217. Zurich, 1845. In this work 

he has gone over carefully all the arguments treated in the preceding 
sections, and shown their entire untenableness. 

14. Our conclusion then from internal as well as external evidence, 

must be that the Gospel is what it has generally been believed to be,— 

the genuine work of the Apostle John. And this result has been obtained 
by rigid criticism, apart from all subjective leanings either way. To 
dilate on the importance of this conclusion, does not belong to these 

Prolegomena; but I cannot avoid pointing it out, in an age when on the 
one hand the historic truth of our scriptural accounts is being again 

boldly denied ;—and on the other, we providentially stand at a point in the 
progress of criticism, where none but the most rigid trial of them,—none 

but the fairest and most impartial judgments,—can or ought to satisfy us. 

SECTION VII. 

ITS STYLE AND CHARACTER. 

1. This is the only one of the four Gospels to which a pre-arranged 
and systematic plan can with any certainty be ascribed. ‘That such does 

not exist in the other three, any farther than the circumstances under 

which they were each respectively written have indirectly modified their 

arrangement, has been already shown. But that such a plan is proposed 
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and followed out by the writer of this Gospel, will become evident by an 
examination of its contents. 

2. The prologue contains a formal setting forth of the subject-matter of 

the Gospel :—‘ that the Eternal Creator Word became Flesh, and was 

glorified by means of that work which he undertook in the flesh.’ This 

glorification of Christ he follows out under several heads: (1) the testi- 
mony borne to Him by the Baptist ; (2) His miracles ; (3) His conflict 
with the persecution and malice of the Jews; (4) His own testimony in 

His discourses, which are very copiously related; (5) His sufferings, 

death, and resurrection. And this His glorification is the accomplishment 

of the purpose of the Father, by setting Him forth as the Light and Life of 

the world,—the One Intercessor and Mediator, by whose accomplished 

Work the Holy Spirit is procured for men; and through Whom all 

spiritual help, and comfort, and hope of glory, is derived. 

3. Several subdivisions of the Gospel have been proposed, as showing 
its arrangement, in subordination to this great design. The simplest 

and most satisfactory is that adopted by Liicke: (1) The prologue, ch. i. 

1—18 ; (2) the first main division of the Gospel, i. 18—xii. 50 ; (3) the 
second main division of the Gospel, xiil. 1—xx. 31; (4) the appendix, 

ehieexxi 
4, Of these divisions, I. the prologue, contains a general statement of 

the whole subject of the Gospel. II. The first main division treats of 

the official work of the Lord in Galilee, Judzea, and Samaria, His recep- 

tion and rejection, and closes with the general reflections of the Evangelist, 

xii. 87—48, and summary of the commission of Jesus, do. 44—50 :—its 

foundation in the will of the Father, and purposes of grace and love to 

men. III. The second main division may be subdivided into two parts, 

(1) the inner glorification of Christ in His last supper and His last 
discourses, (2) His outer and public glorification by His Sufferings, 
Death, and Resurrection. Then LV. the appended chapter xxi. relates, 

for a special purpose, an appearance of the Lord, after His resurrection, in 

Galilee :—see notes there. 
5. In all these, except the last, the great leading object of the Gospel 

is kept in view and continually worked out more fully. After having 

stated it in the prologue, he relates the recognition of Christ’s glory by 
the testimony of the Baptist ;—then by the disciples on their being 
called ;—then the manifestation of that glory by His miracle in Cana of 

Galilee,—by His cleansing of the temple,—by His declaration of Himself 
to Nicodemus,—and so onwards. But the more this is the case, the more 

is He misunderstood and withstood ; and it becomes evident by degrees, 
that the great showing forth of His glory is to be brought about by the 

result of this very opposition of His enemies. This reaches its height in 
the prophetic testimony of Caiaphas, xi. 47 ff.; and the voice from 
heaven, xii. 28, éddéaca, x. 7adw dvéaow seems to form the point of 
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transition from the manifestation of His glory by His acts, discourses, and 

conflict with the Jews, in part I.—to that by His Sufferings, Death, and 

Resurrection in part II. Thus, as Liicke remarks, these words form the 

ground tone of the whole Gospel,—‘ The public working of Christ, 
manifested His glory ; but at the same time led on to His Death, which 

Death again manifested His glory.’ 
6. In the course of the Gospel the Evangelist steadily keeps his great 

end in view, and does not turn aside from it. For its sake, are the 

incidents and notices introduced, with which his matter is diversified ; 

but for its sake only. He has no chronological, no purely historical 

aims. Each incident which is chosen for a manifestation of the Lord’s 
glory, is introduced sometimes with very slight links, sometimes with 

altogether no links of connexion to that which has preceded. So that 

while in the fulfilment of its inner design the Gospel forms a closely 

connected and perfect whole, considered in any other view it is disjointed 
and fragmentary. 

7. With regard to the style of this Gospel, it may be remarked, (1) 
that Dionysius of Alexandria, as cited by Eusebius, Hist. Ecel. vii. 25, 

remarked the purity of its Greek as compared with that of the Apo- 
calypse. rd yey yap (the Gospel and First Epistle) 0b pdvoy amraiorwe 
kara THY TOY “EXAjvwy pwrvyyv, d\Aa Kat Aoywrara raic héLEot, ToIe cvA- 

ANoytopoic, Taic ovvrasece Tijc Eppnvelac yéypanrat. modo ye Cet Bap- 

Papoy teva POdyyor, i) codorKiopor, 3} 6AXwe idwwrispoy ev avroic evpeOHvat. 

(2) That without subscribing to the whole of this eulogy, if classical 
authors are to be the standard of comparison, the same will hold good of 
this Gospel as compared with the other three. (3) That the greater 

purity of its Greek is perhaps mainly owing to its far greater simplicity of 

style. While the deepest truths lie beneath the words, the words them- 

selves are almost colloquial in their simplicity ; the historical matter is of 

small amount as compared with the dialogue. (4) That while the lan- 

guage is for the most part unobjectionable Greek, the cast of expression 

and thought is Hebraistic. ‘Sermo quidem Grecus sed plane adum- 
bratus ex Syriaco illius szculi’ (Grotius). There is, both here and in 
the Epistle, very little unfolding or deducing one proposition from an- 

other: different steps of an argument, or sometimes different conclusions 

from mutually dependent arguments, are indicated by mere juxtaposition : 
—and the intelligent reader must be carrying on, as it were, an under- 

current of thought, or the connexion will not be perceived. (5) That in 

this respect this Gospel forms a remarkable contrast to those parts of the 
New Testament written by Hellenistic Christians ; e. g. the Epistles of 
Paul, and that to the Hebrews; in which, while external marks of He- 

braistic diction abound, there is yet an internal conformation of style, 

and connexion of thought, more characteristic of the Grecian mind :— | 

they write more in periods, and more according to dialectic form, In 
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observing all such phenomena in our Sacred Writings, the student will 
learn to appreciate the evidence which they contribute to the historic truth 

of our belief with regard to them and their writers :—and will also per- 

ceive an admirable adaptation of the workman to his work, by Him 

whose one Spirit has overruled them all. 

CHAPTER VI. 

SECTION I. 

OF THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE TEXT IN THIS EDITION. 

1. In order to set the principles on which the text has been revised 

clearly before the student, it may be well to premise a short account of 

what has been hitherto done towards its revision in modern times. 

2. The received text of the Greek Testament is that of the second 

Elzevir edition, published at Leyden in 1633, and founded on a collation 

of the third edition of Robert Stephens (1550),—which itself was founded 

on the fifth edition of Erasmus (1535),—with Beza’s editions. The term 

‘received text’ appears to have originated in an expression used by the 

Elzevirs in their preface—‘ Textum ergo habes nunc ab omnibus receptum, 

in quo nihil immutatum aut corruptum damus.’ (For particulars respect- 

ing the previous editions of the Greek Testament, see Wetstein, prolego- 

mena, p. 116 ff.) 
3. The critical authority of the received text is very feeble.—The fifth 

edition of Erasmus mentioned above was nearly a reprint of his fourth, 

which was founded on his former editions corrected by the’ Compluten- 

sian, which had just been published at that time. But neither Erasmus 

nor the Complutensian editors had before them any sufficient critical 

apparatus whereupon to construct their text;—mnor did the latter use 

faithfully even that which they had. Wetstein has shown that their text 

is singularly corrupted and inaccurate. Erasmus also, besides committing 

numerous inaccuracies, tampered with the readings of the very few MSS. 

which he collated. Stephens has given but a very vague account of the 

additional MSS. to which he had access, and the work appears to have 

been done with levity and carelessness. The Elzevirs differ from 
Stephens’s third edition in 145 readings only. (Tischendorf, ed. 2, p. 

XXXVii.) 

1 Published at Alcala (Complutum) in Spain, under the superintendence of Cardinal 
Ximenes. This edition was ready in 1514, two years before Erasmus published his first 

edition ; but, from various delays, not published till 1522, after Erasmus had published 

his third. 
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4. The first systematic attempt to revise the received text which I 
shall notice here, as embracing in itself some previous partial ones, is that 

of J. J. Griesbach, whose edition (complete) appeared in 1796—1806. 
He collected and systematized the previous labours of Mill and Wetstein, 

adding to them very many collations of his own. His theory of various 

recensions of the Greek text apparent in the different classes of MSS., 

although arbitrarily carried out by him and those who have adopted it 
from him, has certainly a foundation in truth, and corresponds in the main 

to the phzenomena :—but it misled him in his recension of the text. Nor 
has he been sufficiently careful in his collation of the principal MSS., nor 

consistent in the application of his own critical rules. Besides which, the 
number and complexity of his symbols indicating his judgment on the 

quality of the readings, form an objection to his edition as furnishing 

a text for general use. 
5. The next considerable attempt to revise the text is found in the 

edition of Dr. Scholz, Roman Catholic professor of sacred literature at 

Bonn. In his extensive travels undertaken in pursuance of his work, he 

has discovered and collated very many MSS. unknown before :—and in 

this department of criticism, his services have been considerable. But the 

theory which he has upheld with regard to the recension of the text is as 

untenable, as his own departure from it has been manifest. He adopts 
Griesbach’s classification of MSS. into two great families or recensions, 

the Alexandrine and the Constantinopolitan. Of these he holds that the 

latter contain the true original text of the sacred books, the former having 

been altered and corrupted from them. But notwithstanding this, he 

continually receives into his text, in almost every page, Alexandrine 

readings, against the almost unanimous testimony of the Constantinopolitan 
MSS. In fact, his is a text constructed in spite of, not according to, his 

theory. Besides which, with all respect for Dr. Scholz’s labours in the 

cause of Biblical criticism, it must be confessed that the extreme inaccu- 

racy of his edition of the New Testament renders it almost unfit for the 
use of the scholar’. 

6. In 1831 a stereotype edition of the New Testament appeared, 
followed in 1842 by a first part, containing the Gospels, of a larger 
edition with various readings and the Latin Vulgate annexed, by C. 

Lachmann. The view with which he has reconstructed his text is explained 

at length in his prolegomena to the edition of 1842. He professes to give 

2 So viel aber ift entfdieden daf man den Angaben diefes Kvitifers nimmer mit 
Buverficht vertrauen fann, und daf feine Arbeiten, die denen welche fid) damit befaffen 
nur vergeblide Mthe und Beit foften, als vdllig unbraudbar miglichft bald der 
Vergeffenheit iberliefert werden follten. Cs gibt wenig Beilen im Vol. 1. diefes MN. z. 
worin fid) nicht irgend eine Sneorvectheit nachweifen liefe. Schulz, cited by Tischendorf, 

ed. Lips. 2, prolegg. p. xxxix,—who adds : ‘ Quod D. Schulz testatus est ; €6 gibt wenig 

Zeilen u.f.w: id majorem in modum in vol. ii. quadrare queevis pagina docet.’ 
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the text as it was received in the East in the fourth century. ‘To this end 
he cites as his authorities entirely the older MSS.,° A B C PQ T Zin the 

Gospels as of primary, and D as of secondary authority ; neglecting altoge- 

ther the other uncial MSS. and all the cursive mss. :—of the versions he 

lays most stress (and properly) on the ancient Latin ones, a b ¢ d, but to 

the entire neglect of the important Syrr., Copt., Ath., Arm., Sahid.* 

Of the Fathers, in the Gospels he only cites Origen as of primary 

authority,—Irenzeus, Cyprian, Hilary, and Lucifer as of secondary ;—and 

lastly, the Vulgate of Jerome. But this rejection of the greater part 

(numerically) of the witnesses for the text has reduced him, in a very 
considerable part of the New Testament, to implicit following of one 

primary MS. only (e.g. A does not contain Matt. ii—xxv. 6, besides 

other lacunz ; B does not contain the epistles to Timothy, Titus, and Phi- 

lemon, nor the Apocalypse ; and the lacune in C are large and frequent). 

Besides which, he has not consistently followed his own system, as 

Tischendorf, ed. Lips. 2, prolegg. p. xlv., as shown by many instances. 

And he has not taken the pains which he should have done to obtain the 

best collations of the Vatican MS. (B), by far the most important for his 

work *; having neglected altogether that of Bartolocci, which was known 

and accessible to him;—nor of the Parisian Codex Ephremi (C), which 

was also accessible to him, but which he has taken from the imperfect 

collation of Wetstein. On the use made of Lachmann’s digest of various 

readings in this edition, see below, § 11. 

7. In 1846 an edition of the New Testament appeared by Muralt, 
entitled ‘ Novum Testamentum Greece ad fidem codicis principis Vaticani 

edidit Eduardus de Muralto.’ The Editor professes to have had access 

to the celebrated Vatican MS. during three days, and in that time to 

have been able to compare the various collations hitherto made, and to 
decide between them. It need not be remarked, that such an edition, if 

earefully and faithfully done, would be an invaluable contribution to 
sacred criticism. But as far as we have the means of judging, this has 

not been the case; nor does the Editor appear ever to have consulted the 

Vatican MS. at all! I transcribe the words of Tischendorf, in the pro- 
legomena to his 2nd Leipzig edition, p. xlvii. ‘Opus est incredibili 
inscitia, socordia, perfidia. Quod ut et dicam et paucis probem, lis tam 

multis debere mihi videor qui, quum rem criticam non profiteantur, tanto 

promissoris hiatu verbisque sesquipedalibus facile in errorem ducuntur et 
jam ducti sunt.—Videamus primum quod summa res est. Est autem 
quod “ad fidem codicis Vaticani’’ N. T. se editurum profitetur. Hunc 

codicem principem unde tandem habet? Collationes duas, alteram Bar- 

3 See catalogue of MSS. below, ch. vii. § i. 
4 See for all these, catalogue of versions below, ch. vii. § il. 

5 See below, ch. vii. § i. catalogue of MSS. under B. 
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toloccii anni 1669, depositam Parisiis, a Scholzio et me excussam, alteram 

Birchii dudum ab omnibus adhibitam cum notis aliquot meis habuit, 
preetereaque, si verum queeris, nihil. Attamen refert ‘‘a@ 1844 per 3 

dies ° hoc arcano uti” sibi licuisse. Quod si licuit, aliquid lucri eum fecisse 

credibile est. Quum vero mense Nov. 1844, Ed. de Muralt. tum ipsum 

Roma rediens, ubi paucos dies transegerat, Vindobonz mihi se obtulisset, 

narrassetque de suis circa cod. Vat. studiis, dubitationem de narratis mibi 

obortam dispulsurus statim Romam scripsi ad ewndem legatum, cui com- 

mendanti ac tuenti Vaticanam suam messem debere se professus erat. 

Ile 11 Dec. 1844 manu fratris sui his verbis mihi rescripsit: ‘ Dr. 

Muralt aus Petersburg hatte fid) anfangs ohne Erfolg bemiht den Bibelcoder gu 

fehen; diefes ift ihm erft durd) Bemtihung meines Bruders gelungen, benugen hat er ihn 

aber nicjt fonnen. Wie uns Hr. Or. De Wette erzahlt, hat man Shnen nur wabrend 

weniger Stunden erlaubt diefes widhtige Dokument Zu benugen, und fo waren fie doc) 

qlticklicher als Hr. Muralt gewefen’.”’ This being the case, all dependence 

on Muralt’s work, as representing the Codex Vaticanus, is taken away. 

I am sorry to say that I had myself been taken in by it, and from Luke 

vi. onwards had cited the readings of B from it. The portion from Luke 

vi.—xviii. had passed through the press before I received ‘Tischendorf’s 
second edition with the above notice. I immediately corrected the various 

readings from Luke xviii.—end of John; and of that portion which 
was irrevocable I have subjoined a table of errata, which I very much 
regret. 

8. Dr. Tischendorf has published at Leipzig two editions of the Greek 

Testament, the first in 1841, the second in this present summer (1849). 

Of these the second is by far the most important, and of that I now 

speak. He has bestowed much pains on accurately ascertaining the 

readings of several MSS. which had been hitherto carelessly or partially 

collated, and his digest of readings is much more copious, and I am 

willing to believe, trustworthy, than any which has hitherto appeared. In 

his revision of the text, as explained in his prolegomena, he has followed 

the most ancient MSS., not however disregarding the testimony of the 

later ones, versions and Fathers where the former disagree, or where the 

readings of the elder MSS. have apparently sprung from corruption of the 

text. And to judge of this last he lays down the following rules :— 
1. Readings are to be suspected, which are peculiar to one or other of the 

elder MSS., or which savour strongly of the character of some one class 

of recensions, and have therefore probably proceeded from some cor- 

© 3 dies ex legibus bibl. Vat. faciunt horas novem. 

7 “M. Muralt, from Petersburg, had endeavoured at first without success to be allowed 

to see the Codex. This was at length granted him through the exertions of my brother, 

but he was not permitted to consult it. Dr. De Wette informs us that you were allowed, 

for a few hours only, to consult this important document: in that case, however, you 
were more fortunate than M. Muralt.”’ 
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rector, 2. Readings which although supported by many MSS., have 
manifestly or probably sprung from the error of a copyist. 3. Readings 
which have sprung from a desire to assimilate citations from the Old 

Testament to the text of the cited passage, or parallel places in the 

Gospels to one another. In such cases (unless there be strong cause to the 

contrary) the discrepant reading is to be preferred to the accordant one. 

4, A reading is to be preferred, which appears to furnish a clue to the 
others, or to contain the elements of them in itself. 5. The usage of the 

New Testament writers in general, and of each one in particular, is to be 

regarded in balancing readings with one another. For the discussion of 
these rules, I refer the student to the work itself. The theory of them is 

unobjectionable ; it will be by the practical carrying out of them that the 

New Testament Editor must be judged. And Dr. Tischendorf’s second 

edition has come into my hands too recently, for me to venture to pronounce 

on it as a whole. I see some arbitrary readings of his former edition 

(e. g. Matt. xxvii. 17, Incoty BapafsBay i) Ine. rov Ney. xpiordy, adopted 

without the authority of a single uncial codex!!) still retained ; and in 

the portion which I have been able to consult for my own digest of 

various readings, I find some strange inconsistencies, e. g. the omission of 

zov kupiov “Inoov, Luke xxiv. 3, on the authority of only D, 1, and some 

versions ;—also of cat Néyer avroic Eighyy tiv, ib. ver. 36, on the same 

authority ;—of ver 40, on the same authority ;—of zpockuvijoavrec abror, 

ib. ver. 52, on the same authority. If one chapter furnishes so many 

instances of rash innovation on very slight authority (and the same 

appears to be the case throughout the Gospel of John), I fear we can 

hardly expect to find Tischendorf’s text any great advance on those pre- 

viously promulgated. This will not however diminish the value of his 

digest of various readings, which I only regret I have not had before me 

during the whole of my labours in that department. 
9. It remains now to explain the principles which have regulated the 

revision of the text in this edition. It seemed to me, that for present use 

in this country, a middle course should be adopted between two extremes. 
(a) To reject on the one hand the unanimous testimony of the older MSS. 
where the sense is affected, in favour of the less supported or altogether 
unsupported readings of the received text, seemed to be a betrayal of the 

first duty of a critic; and to depart from the received text where such 
variation is indifferent, seemed not to be expedient in a country where 

that text has so long taken hold of the public mind.—(/3) It also appeared 
to me desirable, where the MSS. of primary authority were divided on a 

reading at present contained in the text (unless some other circumstances, 
as overwhelming preponderance of secondary testimony, or strong internal 
evidence, intervened), to give the received text the benefit of that doubt, 

retaining it, but at the same time marking it as doubtful.—Again (y), 
where such division of the primary MSS. occurs, and neither of the 
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readings upheld by them is found in the received text, but a third, resting 

on lower authority,—or where the majority of primary authorities concur 

but perfect unanimity does not exist,—I have (with the caution mentioned 

in the parenthesis above) still retained the received text, but with a 

stronger mark, indicating probable spuriousness, and leaving the reader to 

form his judgment between the conflicting readings. 

10. It is obvious that the text thus produced will be a provisional text 
only ; not the best or most correct attainable, but the one best suited to 

the intended use of this edition under present circumstances. I will not 

conceal from the reader, that were my work to be done afresh, I should 

feel much disposed to carry the influence of unanimity in the primary 
MSS. further,—and to adapt the text to them even in matters of indiffer- 

ence ;—and also to leave uo reading in the text (even with a mark 
of probable spuriousness) which had not for its ground some primary 
authority. But the present volume may be regarded as an experiment 
how far the public mind in England may be disposed to receive even the 
first and plainest results of the now advanced state of textual criticism ; 

—by the success or failure of which (unless this latter depend upon defi- 
ciencies chargeable upon myself, and not on my system) the practicability 

of further advance must be determined. 

11. I will now enumerate the leading points of my revision, as above 

implied, adding some illustrative remarks. 

(a) Wherever the primary MSS.° are unanimous, in any reading affect- 
ing the sense, I have adopted that reading, to the rejection of the com- 
monly received text. 

(1) That the reader may at once perceive what are the primary MS. 

authorities containing any given passage, I have throughout marked them 
in the inner margin, indicating where the lacune in the MSS. occur ;— 

and have, for the sake of convenience, repeated the last preceding mark 
at the top of every left-hand page. So that by referring back to the last 

preceding notification of the kind in every case, it will be at once per- 

ceived on what primary authorities the text of that portion depends. 
(2) It sometimes happens, from the frequent lacune in the primary 

MSS., that some portions are contained in only two, or even one, of 

them. In that case I have not carried out the above principle inflexibly, 

but have weighed secondary circumstances, such as the concurrence of 

versions or Fathers, or later MSS.; and where I have not altered 

the received text, have marked it as probably spurious. See below 

under (y). 
(3) Every variation from the received text is indicated by an obelus + 

prefixed. 

(8) Where the primary MSS. are divided, some containing the received 

8 For a catalogue of these see below, ch. vii. § i. 1. 
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reading and others a different one, I have (see above under this head) 

retained the received reading, marking it as doubtful, with an asterisk *, 

or brackets [_ ]. 
(1) It must be observed that the asterisk will necessarily indicate a 

variety of shades of difference, verbal, inflexional, or of insertion by some 

MSS. of a clause or word not found in the text ;—it must therefore be 

regarded in every case as referring to the digest of various readings, 

where the cause of its being placed there will be explained. 
(2) Where an asterisk is found at the beginning of a clause or sentence, 

and another at the end, connected thus*  —_, it is implied that all 

between the two is included in the doubt thus indicated. 
(y) In the cases above specified under this head, I have retained the 

received reading, marking it with a line drawn over, in addition to the 

asterisk * —_, or the brackets [ ii: 

(1) These marks are also used in the case mentioned under (a), obs. 
(2). The digest of various readings will in each case indicate the reason 
of their use. 

SECTION II. 

OF THE VARIOUS READINGS. 

1. The digest of various readings given in this edition has been com- 

piled principally, as regards the primary authorities, from that of Lach- 

mann: combining that of Scholz in the case of the secondary MSS. 
versions and Fathers. I had not the advantage of consulting Tischendorf’s 

second edition until the work as far as Luke xvi. was printed. From ch. 
xviii. of that Gospel to the end of the volume has been rewritten and 
enriched with his more copious notices. From Luke vi.—xviii., as 

observed above, I have, to my great regret, inserted statements regarding 
the Codex Vaticanus from the apparently worthless edition of Muralt, 

which are corrected in the annexed table of errata. I must also take my 

share of the errors regarding B which have been above charged upon 

Lachmann, in the former part of the volume. In the latter part, these 

have been corrected ; and cases where the reading of B has been assumed 

e silentio have been notified by a query (B ?). 

2. One great advantage of Lachmann’s digest is that he uniformly 

gives the primary authorities on which the reading adopted in the text 

rests, and not merely the authorities containing those readings which differ 

from it. In this I have followed him, thinking it at least as important 

to know the authority for, as that against our text. But I have not 
always been able to ascertain the secondary authorities for the existing or 

adopted text. I know of no digest which contains them,—and to under- 
take collations for the purpose of ascertaining them has been as yet out of 
my power. ‘Tischendorf (ed. 2) has given them in many more cases than 
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had been done before, and I have partially supplied them in the latter 
part of this volume (Luke xvili.—end) from that source ; still, however, 

in many cases they are unascertained. 

3. In the digest of various readings, I have used the following signs 
and abbreviations : 

(a) The abbreviation (om.) before the specification of any MS. or 
MSS., signifies that the word or clause mentioned is omitted in 

that MS. or MSS. 

(3) The abbreviation (ins.), similarly situated, that it is inserted. 
(y) The abbreviation (txt.), similarly situated, that the reading in our 

text is contained in the MS. or MSS. specified. 

(¢) The abbreviation (rec.) before any specified reading, signifies that 
that reading is contained in the received text. 

(e) The abbreviation (al.) after a specified number of MSS., signifies 

that other MS'S., not enumerated, also contain the reading ; (all.) 

that many other such contain it. 

(¢) By MSS., are meant manuscripts in the large or uncial character : 
by mss., manuscripts in the small, or cursive character. 

4, The following varieties of readings, which perpetually occur, and 
are of no immediate import to the sense or construction of the text, have 

not been noticed in the following digest, except where special reasons have 
made their mention advisable : 

(1)—plural or singular verbs with neuter plural nouns, 
(2)—insertion or omission of 67 loquentis. 

(3)—Alexandrine terminations in -ay, &c., as cizay, eixyay (Mark vii. 

11), é\Oarw, &e. 

(4)—insertion or omission of 6 "Inaotc, or substitution of that Name 

for avrde¢ or its cases in the narrative, and vice versa. 

(5)—insertion or omission of the article generally before proper names, 
except where the sense is or may be affected, as Mapia and 4 
Mapia, &c. 

(6)—insertion or omission of ai7@ or avroic, or mpd¢ avroy or -ove, 

after verbs of speaking, where the person or persons addressed 

are otherwise evident and unmistakeable. 

(7)—insertion or omission of avrov or airy, or pov or cov, when 
ownership is otherwise unmistakeably indicated. 

(8)—the endless variations of doxpiWeic eimev, or eltev ovv, OF O€, OF 

kat elev (in John these especially abound). 
(9)—variations of jpwrwr, ipwrovy, tpwrncay, exnpwrovy, exnowrnoay, 

&c., and generally of the imperfect and aorist ; but only in cases 

where the sense is in no way affected by the change. 

(10)—transpositions of the augment in compound words, as rpoepijrevoar 

and éxpopijrevoar, &c. 

(11)—trifling variations in the way of writing or spelling, as otrw and 
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ovrwe,—édvvaro and jovvaro,—ev0vdc and evPéwe,—Kaye and «at 
éy@,—évarn and évvarn, &e. 

(12)—®e and weet, when identical in meaning. 

(13)—éwe ob, and éwe érov. This variety is frequent in the MS. D. 
(14)—mere transpositions of words, as tavra ravra and ratra réyra, &e. 

(15)—variations such as 6yAoe modve and dyot ToAXO!, &e. 

(16)—mere errors in writing, evidently such; which abound in D 
especially. 

(17)—The ordinary instances of itacism, (confounding a: and ¢) where 
the sense is not affected, or where the var. reading has obviously 

been occasioned merely by the itacism, as éraipat, which is found 

in A, Luke vii. 3, for érepat,—zédwy for tacdiwy in D, Mark 

Vil. 28,—-eipynveverac for cipnvevere in A, D, Mark ix. 50,—érépat 

for éraipe in D, Matt. xxvi. 50; &c. &e. 

(18)—The indicative future, or subjunctive aorist after ob ju}, in ordi- 

nary cases. 

(19)— omission or insertion of é& before a genitive, as cic tuwy or cic 
€f vpor. 

(20)—use of the participial or the direct construction, as ~hafe.. . 
kal, or kaBwy . . . in ordinary cases. 

5. I am aware that some of these may appear to critics of the sacred 

text varieties too important to be omitted in a digest of various readings. 

But when it is considered, that many of them appear almost every time 

that the expressions occur, and thus may be almost taken for granted by 

the student,—and that if they had been inserted, the following digest 

would have been more than doubled in bulk without any corresponding 

addition to its real value,—I hope that I shall be excused for having ven- 

tured on their omission. It is of course important that there should be 

editions of the New Testament, in which every even the least variation is 

scrupulously noticed ;—but such editions will necessarily be as much out 

of the reach of the ordinary student from their bulk and price, as their 

purpose is out of the track of his studies :—unless indeed, as has been the 

ease with Lachmann’s edition, reasonableness of size and price has been 

obtained at a sacrifice of a very considerable part of the evidence.—See 
also on this point, the remarks made above, § i. 10. 

SECTION III. 

OF THE MARGINAL REFERENCES. 

1. The references in the margin of this Edition of the Greek Testament 
are not those usually printed in other Editions. Those are references to 

the subject matter of the text: and are most useful and necessary to every 

Biblical student. As however they are now to be found in many editions 

of our English Bible, it seemed unnecessary to reprint them here. Instead 

of them, I have drawn up a body of references to verbal and idiomatical 
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usages, which I hope will be found an addition to our apparatus criticus, 

as tending to exhibit, simultaneously with the text itself, the peculiarities 
and drat \eyopueva of the passage under consideration. 

2. The materials for constructing such a body of references have of 

course been principally found in the various Greek Testament Lexicons, 

aided by personal study of the text in matters of which Lexicons do not 
treat. I have also used with profit, but not extensively, Grinfield’s 
Editio Hellenistica Novi Testamenti, and take this opportunity of ac- 
knowledging my obligations to that work. 

3. The hindrances, as well as the helps, to such a compilation should 
be mentioned. ‘They have mainly consisted in the almost uniform in- 
accuracy in the references in the existing Lexicons. In Schleusner and 

Parkhurst, little more than half of the passages referred to are to be 

found. The citations are copied without verification. In Wahl, this has 
not been the case, nor are the inaccuracies so many; but the errors in 

printing have introduced far more than are compatible with a pro- 
fitable use of his very laborious and copious work. An _ honourable 
exception to the general inaccuracy of our Lexicon references is found, as 
far as my experience has gone, in Robinson’s Greek and English Lexicon 

to the New Testament edited by Dr. Bloomfield. I have however been 

constrained principally to use Wahl, from his greater copiousness in 

detail. 
4. In the present edition, no reference has been inserted which has not 

been verified ; and I am bound to acknowledge that the accuracy of the 

printing has fully corresponded to my earnest desire that the whole may 

be found correct. In the course of so many thousand citations, I cannot 

expect but that errors will occasionally have crept in ;—I have specified 
in the errata those which I have observed ; and I shall be obliged to any 

reader who may discover such, to communicate with me (addressed at 

Messrs. Rivingtons’, St. Paul’s Churchyard) that the mistake may be 
corrected. 

5. The sources whence the references have been drawn have been, 

(1) the text of the Greek Testament itself, as aftording instances of simi- 

larity of usage or construction,—of use of the same of different words in 

parallel passages of the Gospels,—or of tacit reference to the words and 

acts of our Lord in the Epistles :—(2) the Septuagint version of the Old 

Testament ; as being, from the place and time of its publication, its use 
by the New ‘Testament writers, and its similarity of style and diction,— 
so full of interest in the elucidations of the sacred text :—(3) the Apo- 
erypha, which approaches even more nearly than the LXX to the 
peculiar Hellenistic style of the New Testament :—and (4) the works of 
Josephus and Philo-Judzeus, who occasionally are found using expressions 

and constructions similar to those in our text. ‘lo these may be added, 

(5) a few instances from the classic writers, especially Xenophon, justi- 
fying or elucidating New Testament words or constructions. 
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6. For convenience in arranging this body of reference, it has been 

found necessary to use some few signs and abbreviations, which will here 
be explained. 

(a) When a reference is preceded by the sign (=), it is indicated that 
the word which is the subject of reference is used, in the passage 

referred to, in the same sense as in the text. 

(8) When, in the Gospels, the sign (||) occurs in a reference, it is signi- 
fied that the word occurs in the parallel place in the other Gospels, 

which will always be found indicated at the head of the note on 

the paragraph. When the sign (||) is qualified, thus, (|| Mark, or 

\| Matt. Mark, &c.) it is signified that the word occurs in the pa- 
rallel place in that Gospel or Gospels, but not in the other or others. 

(vy) When the words ‘here only,’ or in such and such places ‘ only,’ 
occur in a reference, they are always to be understood as meaning 

that the word occurs in that place or those places only of the New 

Testament ; and as having no reference to its occurring in the LXX 
or elsewhere. 

(6) When a reference is followed by the sign 7+, it is indicated that 
the word does not occur in the Septuagint version of the Old 

Testament. 

(e) When a reference is followed by the sign {, it is indicated that 
the word does not occur in the LX X in the same sense as in the text. 

(¢) The abbreviation (constr.) occurring before a reference, indicates that 

it is the construction of the clause or sentence which is referred to. 

(7) Other abbreviations will be understood from the context: e. g. 

trans. or intrans., that the verb is used transitively or intransitively 

in the passages referred to: gen., dat., acc., that the verb or 
preposition governs these cases respectively in those passages : so 
of ‘ act. pass.,’ &c. &c. 

(0) In one only case, are the references not to verbal or idiomatical 

usage, but to subject-matter. Where the text contains a citation 

from or reference to the Old Testament, the place of that citation 
or reference is indicated in the margin, but in small capitals : 

thus: Isa. hii. 5. 

7. The student is requested not to consider the references in any 
instance as embracing the whole number of times where a word occurs in 

the New Testament,—unless it be expressly so stated. In by far the 
greater number of cases, they consist merely of a selection, at discretion, 
from an abundance of similar instances. 

8. To avoid mistakes, I think it well to advertise the student, that 

when the references extend below the text, they are to be read in single 

lines across the page. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

SECTION I. 

MANUSCRIPTS OF THE GREEK TESTAMENT REFERRED TO IN THIS 
EDITION. 

Manuscripts written in the large capital, or uncial character, of first 

class authority. 
1.A. The MS. known by this symbol is that commonly called the 

Alexandrine, or Copex Atexanprinus. It once belonged to Cy- 
rillus Lucaris, patriarch of Alexandria and then of Constantinople, 

who in the year 1628 presented it to our King Charles I. It is now 

in the British Museum. It is on parchment and in folio, consisting 

of four volumes, of which three contain the Old, and one the New 

Testament, with the Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians. It will 

be seen by the letters in the inner margin of this Edition, that the 

first 24 chapters of Matthew are wanting in it, its first leaf commen- 

cing ch, xxv. 6 :—as also the leaves containing John vi. 50—viil. 52. 
It is generally agreed that it was written at Alexandria ;—it does not 

however, in the Gospels, represent that commonly known as the 

Alexandrine text, but approaches much more nearly to the Constan- 

tinopolitan, or generally received text. It has often been collated, 

and published in fac simile,—the New Testament by Woide, Lond. 
1786, the Old Testament by Baber, Lond. 1819. The date of this 

MS. has been variously assigned, but it is now pretty generally 

agreed to be the fifth century. The arguments for the various dates 
(from the fourth to the tenth century) may be seen in Horne’s 

Introduction, vol. ii. pp. 94—98 (ed. 8) :—see also Wetstein’s Pro- 

legomena, pp. 8—22 (ed. Amst. 1751). 
2.B. The Copex Vaticanus,—No. 1209 in the Vatican Library at 

Rome. The history of this MS. is unknown. It was apparently, 

from internal evidence, copied in Egypt. It is on vellum, in quarto, 

and contains the Old and New Testaments. In the latter, it is 

deficient from Heb. ix. 14—end of the Epistle ;—it does not contain 
the Epistles to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon ;—nor the Apocalypse. 

It has never been published in fac simile (!) nor even thoroughly 

collated (!!). The partial collations which we possess are,—(1) that 
of Bartolocci (under the name of Giulio de St. Anastasia), once 
librarian at the Vatican, made in 1669, and preserved in the Royal 

Library at Paris; (2) that of Birch, published in various readings to 

the Acts and Epistles, Copenhagen, 1798—Apocalypse, 1800— 

Gospels, 1801; (3) that of ‘Thomas Bentley, who was sent to Rome 
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by his uncle, the great Bentley, for that purpose, and was assisted by 
Mico, an Italian, This collation is published in an Appendix to 

Woide’s edition of the Codex Alexandrinus, 1799. Of these colla- 

tions, Bartolocci’s is very negligently made ;—Birch’s is in Luke and 

John dependent on Bentley’s, whose sheets he copied ;—Bentley’s is 

the most carefully done (Tischen. proll. p. lviii.). Since these 

collations, the Codex has been occasionally consulted for the verifi- 

cation of certain readings, but never to any extent. Cardinal Angelo 

Mai has long been employed on an edition of the whole, which has 

been, from some cause variously assigned (ostensibly the non- 

completion of his prolegomena), delayed for many years. The 
printing of the whole was finished before the year 1843 (!), On 
Muralt’s pretended collation of this MS., see above ch. vi. § i. 6. 

This Codex is sufficiently proved, and now generally allowed, to be 
the oldest copy of the New Testament extant. It probably was 

written during the fourth century (Hug, Tischendorf, al.). Its text is 

that commonly known as the Alexandrine, with, however, conside- 

rable additions and variations. The readings of this MS. are given, 

as far as Luke vi., from Lachmann and Scholz; from Luke vi.— 

xviil. (see above ch. vi. § i. 6) from the pretended collation of 

Muralt, an error which I have corrected in the table of errata; from 

Luke xviii.—end of John, from Tischendorf, ed. 2. 

3. C. The Coprex Eruramt, or Copex Reeius Parisiensis, preserved 

in the Royal (National) Library at Paris, No. 9.—It is a Codex re- 

scriptus or palimpsest, consisting of the works of Ephrem the Syrian 

written over the MS. of fragments of the Old and New Testaments. 

It seems to have come to France with Catharine de Medicis, and to 

her from Cardinal Nicolas Ridolfi. Tischendorf thinks it probable 

that he got it from Andrew John Lascaris, who at the fall of the 

Eastern Empire was sent to the East by Lorenzo de Medicis to pre- 

serve such MSS. as had escaped the ravages of the Turks. This is 

confirmed by the later corrections in the MS., which were evidently 

made at Constantinople. But from the form of the letters, and other 

peculiarities, it is believed to have been written at Alexandria, or at 

all events, where the Alexandrine dialect and method of writing pre- 

vailed. Its text is perhaps the purest example of the Alexandrine 
text,—holding a place about midway between the Constantinopolitan 

MSS. and most of those of the Alexandrine recension. It was 
edited very handsomely in uncial type, but unfortunately not in fac 

simile, with copious dissertations, &c., by Tischendorf, in 1843. 

He assigns to it an age at least equal to A, and places it also in the 

Jifth century. The readings of this MS., in the present edition, are 
throughout taken from Tischendorf’s reprint }. 

' Tischendorf distinguishes three periods of this MS. :—C! (in this ed. C* Tisch.), 

the original text, written (in Egypt ?) before the middle of the fifth century ; C? (C** 
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4.D. The Copex Cantasriciensis, or Bezx,—so called because it 

was presented to the University library at Cambridge by Beza in 

1581. He procured it in 1562, from the monastery of S. [renzeus 

at Lyons, where it had lain neglected. It is on parchment, in folio, 

and contains the Gospels and Acts, with a Latin version. Its lacune, 
which are many, will be perceived by the inner marginal letters in 

this edition. —It was published in fae simile at the expense of the 

University of Cambridge, by Dr. Kipling, in 1793. Its text is a 

very peculiar one, deviating more from the received readings and 

from the principal MS. authorities, than any other. It appears to 

have been written in France, and by a Latin transcriber, ignorant of 

Greek, from many curious mistakes which occur in the text, and 

version attached. It is closely and singularly allied to the ancient 

Latin versions, so much so that some critics have supposed it to 

have been altered from the Latin,—but apparently without reason. 
Its peculiarities are so great that in many passages, while the sense 

remains for the most part unaltered, hardly three words together are 
the same as in the commonly received text. And that these varia- 

tions often arise from capricious alteration, is evident from the way 

in which the Gospels, in parallel passages, have been interpolated 

from one another in this MS.—The concurrence with the ancient 

Latin versions seems to point to a very early state of the text, not 

altogether independent of the source whence the Alexandrine re- 

cension flowed (for in many places D exactly agrees with it), but 
having undergone singular alterations. It is impossible to set aside 
the value of this MS. as an index to the early history of the text,— 

although in critical weight it ranks the lowest of the four leading 

MSS. Its age has been very variously given: the general opinion 

now is that it was written in the latter end of the fifth or the sixth 

century. 

5. P.Q. By these symbols are designated the Copices GuELPHERBY- 

TANI,—two fragmentary palimpsests in the ducal library at Wolfen- 

buttel; the former containing fragments of the Gospels—the latter 

only of Luke and John :—both probably of the sixth century. 

6. T. A fragment of John,—vi. 28—67. vii. 6.—viii. 31, called the 

Coprex Boreianus, of the fifth century (probably). It is accom- 

panied with a Sahidic version. Both were published by A. A. 

Georgi, at Rome, in 1789. Its text agrees with the Alexandrine 

recension. 

7.Z. The Copex Rescrietus Dustinensis of the library of Trinity 

Tisch.), the first correction, made (in Palestine ?) about a century later ; C° (C*** Tisch.), 
the second correction, made at Constantinople about the ninth century. The distinction 

between C! and C*, which has not been so carefully observed as I could have wished in 

the first part of my volume, has after Luke viii. 40 been accurately noted. 
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College, Dublin ;—contains, of the N. T., the Gospel of Matthew. 

It was discovered by Dr. Barrett, who published it in fac simile at 

the expense of the College in 1801. It has many lacune, which will 

be seen by the letters in our inner margin. Its text agrees nearly 

with the Alexandrine recension. The date assigned to it is the sixth 

century. 

Such are all the MSS. which in my recension of the text I have 

regarded as of first class authority, and which alone I have in 

ordinary cases followed as my guides in departing from the received 
reading. Those which follow, and which I shall speak of more 

briefly, I have treated as important in the silence, or equal balance 

of the primary MSS. That some of them may be of more import- 

ance is very possible, as being perhaps copies of MSS. of far earlier 

date; but from our inability to ascertain this, we must treat them as 

we find them, and assign them merely that weight which their appa- 

rent antiquity justifies. 

Manuscripts written in the uncial character, but only of second 

class authority, being subsequent to the sixth century. 

E. The Codex Basileensis (B. vi. 21.—K. iv. 35 Tisch.), containing 

F. 

G 

the four Gospels with some considerable lacunze. Collated by 
Wetstein, whose various readings are those cited in this edition from 

Scholz’. Said to be of the middle of the eighth century. (Tisch.) 
The Codex Boreeli, once possessed by John Boreel, Dutch ambas- 

sador in London, under James I. It was lost for many years, till 

found at Arnheim by Heringa, a professor at Utrecht. It is now in 

the public library at the latter place. Heringa wrote a dissertation 

on it, so copious as to serve for an edition of the codex itself. This 

dissertation was published by Vincke in 1843.—Contains the four 

Gospels. Was only partly collated (from Matt. vii. 6 to Luke xi.) 

by an unknown scholar, whose collation was used by Wetstein. 

Follows the Constantinople text. Neither Wetstein, Griesbach, nor 

Scholz, mention any date for this MS.:—Tischendorf assigns it to 

the ninth century. 

. The Codex Harleianus or Wolfii A, in the British Museum, 

brought by Erasmus (Andrew? Tisch.) Seidel from the East. Con- 
tains the Gospels with many lacune. Its text generally Constantino- 

politan, but not consistently so. Collated by J. C. Wolf, to whom it 

once belonged,—and recently by ‘Tischendorf. Ascribed to the 

eleventh century (Scholz). 
H. The Codex Wolfii B, now in the public library at Hamburg. Its 

history is the same as that of the last MS. Its contents, the 

Gospels,—with many lacune: its character Const. with considerable 

2 As far as Luke xviii.; and more recently by Tischendorf, whose collation has been 

followed in the subsequent portion of the digest. 
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mixture of Alexandrine readings: its assigned date the eleventh 
century. It was collated by Wolf, whose collation has been used 

by all editors since. 
The Codex Cottonianus, in the British Museum, a splendid frag- 

ment of a MS., written in silver on a faded purple ground, contain- 

ing only Matt. xxvi. 57—65. xxvii. 26—34. John xiv. 2—10. 

xv. 15—22. It is a fragment of the same codex as I’ and N below. 

It has been edited and commented on by Tischendorf, in the Monu- 
menta sacra inedita, p. 10 ff. Is assigned by Scholz to the seventh 

or eighth century: by Tisch. to the end of the sixth or beginning of 

seventh. 
K. The Codex Cyprius, brought from the island of Cyprus to Paris 

L. 

and now in the Royal (National) Library there. Contains the Gos- 
pels, memoirs of the saints of the Greek Church, and the canons of 

Eusebius. Collated by Scholz,—and more recently by Tischendorf. 

Its text is peculiar and sui generis, sometimes making with one, 
sometimes with the other family of MSS., sometimes with neither: 

and is consequently of much value. Scholz assigns it to the ninth 

century. 

The Codex Regius Parisiensis 62, contains the Gospels with some 

lacunze ; was collated almost entirely by Griesbach, and since then 

the parts deficient in his collation have been supplied by Scholz. 

Tischendorf has edited it entire in his Monumenta sacra inedita, 

pp. 57—399. Its text is uniformly Alexandrine, and very nearly 
related to that of B. From the careless positions of the accents, 

Scholz and Griesbach think it to have been copied from some more 

ancient MS. which had no accents. Ascribed to the eighth century. 

M. The Codex Regius 48, presented to Louis XIV. by the Abbé des 

N. 

Champs, in 1706. Contains the Gospels, with notices of the saints 

of the Greek Church, the canons of Eusebius, and much inserted 

matter betokening late date. Its text is irregular in character, and 

has some readings common only to itself and K. Assigned to the 

tenth century by Scholz,—to the ninth by Tischendorf, who collated 
it, and corrected previous errors. 

The Codex Cesareus or Vindobonensis, a MS. in the imperial 

library at Vienna; in silver letters on a purple ground; contains 

fragments of Genesis, and a fragment of the N. T., Luke xxiv. 13— 

21. 39—49. It has formed two leaves of the same codex as I 

above. Collated for Dr. Holmes’s edition of the LXX by Professor 

Alter, of Vienna ;—and since edited in the Mon. sacr. inedit., pp. 21 

—24, by Tischendorf. Griesbach and Scholz assign it to the seventh 

century ; Tischend. to the end of the sixth or beginning of seventh. 

O. A fragment of some MS, of the Gospels, containing only part of 

Luke xviii. It was given by Bunduri to Montfaucon. No character 

nor date assigned. 
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O (Tischendorf,—who rejects the last-mentioned codex as being merely 

a fragment of an Evangelistarium). The Codex Mosquensis 120, 

brought from Mount Athos. Contains fragments of John. Edited 

by Matthai, in 1785. Apparently of the ninth century. 
R. One leaf only of some MS. containing John i, 38—50; re-pub- 

lished by Reuss: assigned to the seventh century. 
R (Tischendorf, who rejects also the Jast-mentioned codex as merely 

a fragment of an Evangelistarium)—the Codex Neapolitanus rescrip- 

tus, containing, beneath more recent (fourteenth. century) ecclesias- 

tical writing of the Greek Church, twelve or fourteen leaves of an 

ancient MS. of the Gospels, probably of the eighth century. 

S. The Codex Vaticanus 354, contains the Gospels entire, with the 

canons of Eusebius. Written by Michael, a monk, in the year 949. 
Agrees almost always with the Constantinopolitan recension. Col- 

lated by Birch. 

U. The Codex Nanianus 1, in S. Mark’s library at Venice, contains 

the Gospels entire, with the canons of Eusebius. It has been 

collated by Tischendorf. Its text is Constantinopolitan. Assigned 

to the tenth century by Scholz:—to the ninth or tenth by Tischen- 

dorf. 

V. A MS. in the library of the Holy Synod at Moscow. Contains 

the Gospels,—as far as John vii. 39, in uncial letters of the eighth 

century, Scholz; or ninth, Tischendorf ;—after that, in cursive cha- 

racters of the thirteenth century. Text Constantinopolitan. Col- 

lated by Matthai. 
W. A fragment in the royal (national) library at Paris, attached to the 

Codex Regius 314, containing only two leaves, Luke ix. 836—47. 
x. 12—22. Text Alexandrine. Ascribed to the eighth century. 
Edited by ‘Tischend. in the Monumenta sacra inedita, pp. 51—56. 

X. The Codex Monacensis, formerly Ingolstadiensis. Contains the 

four Gospels with numerous lacune. Was entirely collated by 

Scholz. Text Alexandrine. Ascribed to the tenth century. Col- 

lated by Scholz, and since by Tischendorf. 

Y. A fragment in the Barberini library (225), containing John xvi. 3 
—xix. 41. Text Alexandrine. Assigned to the ninth century, 

Scholz :—eighth, Tischendorf. Edited in the Mon. sacr. inedit., 

pp. 87—50, by Tischendorf. 
IT. A fragment of the same codex as I and N (see above), once 

Btciched! to a Latin MS. (3785) in the Vatican: consisting of only 

five leaves out of the Gospel of Matthew. Edited in the Mon. 

sacr. inedit., pp. 25—36, by Tischendorf. 
A. The Codex San Gallensis, in the library at St. Gall. Contains 

the Gospels with a Latin version. Edited by Rettig, at Zurich, in 

1836. The text agrees with the Vat. MS. B. for the most part— 
sometimes against all other MSS. The readings of this MS. are 
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not given in the former part of this vol. as not being contained in 
any digest to which I had access; after Luke xvii. they are taken 

from Tischendorf, ed. 2. 

0. and A. two parts of codices found by Tischendorf in the East, con- 
taining fragments of Matthew,—of the seventh and ninth centuries 

respectively,—have not been cited in this digest. 
10. Of Manuscripts written in the small letter, or cursive character, 

469 have been more or less collated, and their readings specified by Scholz. 

These, in my digest, I have not enumerated, but have merely given the 

number which agree in the readings, after the primary and secondary 

authorities. 

11. Of MS. Evangelistaria, or collections of lessons from the Gospels, 

Scholz enumerates 181;—a few in uncial characters, but most of them 

cursive ; none older than the eighth century, and the greater number much 

later. ‘The readings of these have not been noticed in the following digest. 

SECTION II. 

VERSIONS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT REFERRED TO IN THIS EDITION. 

1. The ancient Latin versions.—The most ancient versions of the 

N. T. in Latin appear to have been made in Africa; they are in 
barbarous Latin, but rendered from the Greek with such scrupulous 

verbal fidelity, that we are able from them to detect the original 

Greek with considerable confidence. ‘The younger Buttman, the 

coadjutor of Lachmann, in his edition of the Greek Test. has given 

a table of renderings by which even the minute variations of sub- 

junctive tenses may in most cases be pointed out.—Of these ancient 

italic versions (as they are usually called), Lachmann has selected 

three as having been edited in an entire form when he drew up his 

edition : 

a. ‘The MS. at Vercelli, in Piedmont. 

b. The MS. at Verona. 

c. The Colbertine MS. 4051 of the twelfth century.—The readings of 

these versions are for the most part in singular accordance with those 
of the Greek Codex D (Bezez). 
Besides these he gives, throughout, the readings of 

d. ‘The Latin version which accompanies, but is not made from, the 
Greek Codex D (Bezz). 

2.v. The Vulgate version of Jerome:—undertaken by him at the re- 
quest of Damasus, bishop of Rome, in the year 383,—but since its 

completion by him variously emended and edited ;—finally put forth 
by authority under pope Clement VIII., in 1592. 

3. Versions in other languages. 

«. Syr.—The ancient Syriac version, or Peschito (i.e. simple).—Of 
all versions, this has generally been held in the highest esteem. It 
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is supposed to have been made in the /irst, or early in the second 
century: and is remarkable for its close adherence to the original 

text.—The text of it is in a very corrupt state; and Dr. Scholz, 
Gr. Test., vol. i. p. cxxxili. despaired of any purer text being 

found. But anumber of very ancient MSS. of this version have lately 

been discovered. Its readings in the present edition are taken from 

Scholz, with some corrections after Luke xviii. from Tischendorf. 

f. syr. The later or Philoxenian Syriac version, made under the 
orders of Philoxenus, bishop of Hierapolis, in Syria, in the year 

508, by Polycarp, his chorepiscopus. It was edited by Prof. White, 

in 1778—1804. Its text, says Dr. Scholz, agrees principally with 

the const. MSS. Readings from Scholz. 

When both the Syriac versions concur, I have signified it by the 
abbreviation Syrr. 

y. Copt. The Coptic or Memphitic version was made from the Greek, 

in Lower Egypt, in the third century. Edited by Dav. Wilkins, 

in 1716. Its readings agree mostly with the Alexandrine MSS. 
I have drawn them from Scholz. 

¢. Sahid. The Sahidic or Thebaic version, was made from the Greek, 

in Upper Egypt in the third century. Agrees for the most part with 
the Alexandrine MSS., but has many singular readings and some in 

common with the Latin versions. Edited partially by Woide, in an 

appendix to his edition of the Alexandrine MS (A). Readings 

from Scholz, corrected after Luke xviii. from Tischendorf. 

«. Aith. ‘The Athiopic version, said to have been made by Frumentius, 

who introduced Christianity into A‘thiopia in the fourth century. It 
adheres so closely to the Greek, as sometimes to exhibit the various 

readings of the MSS. from which it was made, in juxta-position in 

its text. It is Alexandrine in character. Readings from Scholz. 

g. Arm. The Armenian version, originally made in the fifth century from 

the Syriac versions, and afterwards corrected from the Greek. This 

version has in later times (since the twelfth century) been re-cor- 

rected from the Vulgate, which has much diminished its critical 

value. The edition from which Scholz’s readings are taken was 
published at Venice by Zohrab, in 1805. 

SECTION III. 

OF FATHERS AND ANCIENT CHRISTIAN WRITERS REFERRED TO IN THE 

DIGEST OF VARIOUS READINGS, 

1. The critical use of the writings of the Fathers is attended with much 

uncertainty. They quoted frequently from memory, sometimes very in- 
accurately ; and in many places only hinted at the words of some text of 

Scripture without any intention of citing it verbatim. We have, however, 

as will be seen in the following list, from several of them commentaries 
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on parts of Scripture, from which their readings may be with certainty 

ascertained ;—and in other places of their writings we have occasionally 

express quotations, which can be depended upon as giving the Scripture 

faithfully as they read it. I have taken the readings from Lachmann and 

Scholz, as specified below. ‘The arrangement of writers is alphabetical. 

2. Greek FatHers aNnD WRriTERs. 

Ath.—Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria, in the fourth century.—In his 

writings are found very many verbatim citations of the books of the 

N. T. He genera'ly agrees with the Alexandrine text, but seldom 

when its variations from the received text are confined to a few MSS. 

(Scholz. ) 

Bas.—Basil, bishop of Ceesarea, in the fourth century. His citations are 

very lax and varying, so that little critical use is to be made of them. 
They will be found seldom referred to in the following digest. 

Chrys.—John Chrysostom, presbyter of Antioch, afterwards bishop of . 

Constantinople, in the fourth century. Great caution is required in 
using the citations so copiously made by him in his noble commen- 

taries. He often confounds various places, of the same or different 

writers, often quotes loosely, often follows Origen :—but his writings 

have been diligently collated, and his probable readings given by 

Matthai and Scholz. From the above circumstances, he seems 

occasionally to favour the Alexandrine, sometimes the Constantino- 

politan text. 
Clem.—Clement of Alexandria, in the second century. He generally 

cites from memory, but in many places gives the texts as they are 

found in the earlier Alexandrine MS. His works were collated by 
Griesbach. s 

Clem. r.—Clement of Rome, in the second century. In his Epistle to the 

Corinthians he cites a few passages of the Gospels. 

Cyr.—Cyril of Alexandria, in the fifth century. His citations follow the 

Alexandrine text. (Cyril of Jerusalem is not referred to in this 

digest. ) 

Epiph.—Epiphanius, bishop of Constantia in Cyprus, in the fourth century. 

Ephrem.—Ephrem the Syrian, in the fourth century. His works were 
very early translated into Greek. Cites the Syriac version. 

Eus.—Eusebius of Czesarea, the Ecclesiastical historian, in the fourth 

century. He often quotes literally, and generally uses the Alexan- 

drine text, but occasionally Constantinopolitan readings are found 
(Scholz) in his writings. 

Euthym. or Euth.—Euthymius Zigabenus, the commentator, a monk of 

Constantinople in the twelfth century. His text is Constantinopo- 

litan. 

Heracl.—Heracleon the gnostic, in the second century. He wrote com- 

mentaries on John, which Origen often quotes. His text (says 

Scholz) is generally the received one, 
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Ign.—Ignatius of Antioch, in the second century. 

- Ir,—Irenzeus, bishop of Lyons, in the second century. Quotes variously 

and inconsistently ; and his Latin translator, from whom alone we 

have much of his work, has substituted the words of the early Latin 

versions in his citations :—but apparently (Lachmann, preef. p. x.) 

from memory, and only where they agreed with Origen’s text. 
Just.—Justin Martyr, in the second century. Very seldom quotes 

exactly. 
Or. or Orig.—-Origen, of Alexandria, in the third century. He had before 

him and cites from very many MSS., whose readings he does: not 

appear always to quote accurately ;—he has besides, as in Matt. viii. 

28, and some other places, altered the text conjecturally. Still from 

the number and importance of his exegetical works, and the con- 
stant reference to his readings in subsequent authors, his authority is 

considerable in determining, in most cases, the state of the text at his 

time. 
Theod.—Theodoret, bishop of Cyrrhus in Syria, in the fifth century. In 

his commentaries he generally (Scholz) agrees with the received 

text; but sometimes follows without consideration Origen or Chry- 

sostom. 
Theophyl. or Theoph.—Theophylact, archbishop of Bulgaria, in the ele- 

venth and twelfth centuries. In his commentaries he usually agrees 

with the received text, but has many Alexandrine readings. 

3. Latin Faruers anp WRritTERs. 
Ambr.—Ambrose, bishop of Milan, in the fourth century. In almost all 

his citations he follows the Alexandrine text. 

Aug.— Augustine, bishop of Hippo in Africa, in the fourth century. He 

almost always agrees with the ancient Latin versions. 

Cypr.—Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, in the third century. Cites variously 

and much from memory, but most frequently from some ancient 

Latin version. 
Hilar.— Hilary of Poictiers, who lived some time in Phrygia in the fourth 

century. Used the ancient Latin versions, but also had before him 

Greek MSS., of whose texts nothing else is known. 

Hier. or Jer.—Hieronymus, or Jerome, in the fourth century. Generally 
uses a Greek text of the Alexandrine family, as agreeing best with 

the ancient Latin versions. 
Lucif.—Lucifer of Cagliari, who lived some time in Upper Egypt, in the 

fourth century. Agrees with the Alexandrine MSS. and ancient 

Latin versions. 
Tert.—Tertullian, of Carthage, in the third century. Very seldom ap- 

pealed to in the following digest ;—his citations are lax and not to be 
depended upon. Where they are express,—as from Luke, in his 

book against Marcion, — they are generally Marcion’s readings ;— 
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for he does not cite the received text of Luke, as being already 

known. 

SECTION IV. 

LIST, AND SPECIFICATION OF EDITIONS OF OTHER BOOKS QUOTED, 

REFERRED TO, OR MADE USE OF IN THIS COMMENTARY, VOL. I. 

Amprosz, Expositio Evangelii secundum Lucam. Ed. Paris 1836, vol. ii. 

pp. 425—475. 
Aveustinr, de Sermone Domini in Monte; de Consensu Evangelis- 

tarum; in Johannem Tractatus ; Enarrationes in Psalmos ; (Sermones 

ad Populum; De Civitate Dei; and some other works.) Cited 

generally from the Benedictine Edition in 12 voll. folio, Antwerp, 

1700 :—sometimes, but with acknowledgment, from the works of 

other writers. 

Bencet, Gnomon Novi Testamenti, vol. 1. Tubingen 1836. 

Brycuam, Origines Ecclesiasticee, Works, 2 voll. fol. Lond. 1726. 

Bieex, Dr. F., Beytrage zur Evangelien Kritik, Berlin 1846. 

Carena Aurea, Commentary on the Gospels from the Fathers, collected 

by Thomas Aquinas, 4 voll. Oxford 1843. 

Curysostom, Homiliz in Mattheum. LEdidit Fridericus Field, A.M. 

2 voll. Cambridge 1839. The other works of Chrysostom have 

been cited from other writers. 

Crrement or Arexanpria, Works, 4 voll. ed. Klotz, Lips. 1831. 

De Werte, Dr. W. M. L., Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zum 

Neuen Testament, 8rd edition, Leipsig 1845 (Matt.—Mark, Luke, 

and John, 1846). 

Dorner, Dr. J. A., Entwickelungs-geschichte der Lehre von der Person 

Christi, Stuttgart 1845. 

Esrarp, Wissenschaftliche Kritik der Evangelischen Geschichte, Frank- 

furt 1842 ;—Das Evangelium Johannis und die neueste Hypothese 

uber seine Entstehung, Zurich 1845. 

Evsrsius, Historia Ecclesiastica, ed. Heinichen, 3 voll. Leipzig 1828. 

Evurnymius ZiGABENUS, éppynveia eic ta réocapa evayyédea, 2 voll. 

Athens 1842. 

Friepuirs, J. H., Archiologie der Leidens-geschichte unsers Herrn Jesu 
Christi, Bonn 184 38. 

Greswett, Dr. E., Harmonia Evangelica, 8rd edition, Oxford 1840; 

Prolegomena in Harm. Evang. Oxf. 1840; Dissertations on a Har- 

mony of the Gospels, 3 voll. Oxford 1830; Preliminary Disserta- 

tions, Oxf. 1834 ; An Exposition of the Parables and other parts of 

the Gospels, 5 voll. Oxf. 1834. 

Grinrietp, E. G., Novum Test. Graecum, Editio Hellenistica, 2 voll. 

London 1848 ; Scholia Hellenistica in Novum Testamentum, London 

1848. 
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Grortius, cited from the Critici Sacri and Pole’s Synopsis. 

Hare, Arcupreacon, The Mission of the Comforter, 2 voll. Cambridge 

1846. 

Hase, Dr. Kart, Das Leben Jesu, 2nd ed. Leipzig 1835. 

Horne, Tuomas Hartwett, Introduction to the Critical Study and 

Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, 5 voll. 8th ed. Lond. 1839. 

Hue, Introduction to the Writings of the New Testament, translated by 

Rev. D. G. Wait, 2 voll. Lond. 1827. 

InEN&us, Opera Omnia, ed. Stieren, Leipzig 1848. Only one vol. pub- 

lished. The citations after book il. ch. 13 are secondhand. 

Jerome, Works, 11 voll. fol. (in 3), Frankfurt 1684. 

Jones, JEREMIAH, on the Canon of the New Testament, 3 voll. Oxford 

1827. 

Josrrnus, ed. Richter, 6 voll. Leipzig 1826. 

Justin Martyr, Works, 1 vol. fol. Paris 1636. 

Kurnoet, Novi Test. Libri Historici Greece, cum Commentariis D. Chris- 

tiani Theoph. Kuinoel, 3 voll. Lond. 1835. 

Lacumann, Novum Test. Greece et Latine, vol. i. Berlin 1842. 

Lamps, Comm. Exeg. Analyticus in Ev. Joh. Cited from others. 

Larpwner, Dr. Natnanaet, Works, 11 voll. Lond. 1788. 

Licutroor, Hore Hebraice in N. T. 2 voll. fol. Franequere, 1618. 

Licxr, Dr. Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3rd ed. 

Bonn 1840. 

¥. M., Anonymous Notes on the Gospels and Acts, 2 voll. Pickering, 

Lond. 1888. 

Maxponatus. Cited from Pole’s Synopsis, and other sources. 

Meyer, Dr. H. A. W., Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar iiber das Neue 

Testament. Matt. Mark, and Luke, from the 2nd ed. Gottingen 

1844—6. The 2nd ed. of the Commentary on John has not yet 

appeared (Aug. 1849), and I have not cited from the first. 
Mivpteton, Bp., On the Greek Article, ed. Rose, Cambridge 1833. 

Martruim, Greek Grammar. Translated by Rev. E. V. Blomfield. 
2 voll. London, 1829. 

Mitt, Proressor, The historical character of St. Luke’s first chapter 

vindicated against some recent mythical interpreters, Cambridge 

1841; The Evangelical Accounts of the Descent and Parentage of 

the Saviour vindicated, &c. Cambridge 1842 ; The Accounts of our 

Lord’s Brethren in the N. T. vindicated, &c. Cambridge 1843. 

Mvratt, N. T., Grecé, ad fidem codicis Vaticani, Hamburg 1846—8. 

See above, ch. vi. § 1. 6. 

Neanper, Dr. Aucust, Das Leben Jesu Christi, 4th ed. Hamburg 

1845. 

OxsuavseENn, Biblischer Commentar, 2 voll. 3rd ed. Kénigsberg 1837. 

Oricen, Opera Omnia, 25 voll. ed. Lommatzsch, Berlin 1831—1845. 
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Puito-Jupmus, Opera Omnia, 8 voll. ed. Richter, Leipzig 1828. 

Rosinson, Dr. Epwarp, Biblical Researches in Palestine, Mount Sinai, 

and Arabia Petrzea, 3 voll. London 1841; A Harmony of the four 

Gospels in Greek, with Explanatory Notes, Boston, U. S. 1845. 

Resenmutter, Scholia in N. T. 6 voll. 5th ed. Nuremberg 1803. 

Scnierermacuer, Dr. F., Essay on the Gospel of Luke, English trans- 

lation, London 1825; Predigten, 4 voll. Berlin 1843. 

Scnoretrcen, Hore Heb. et Talmudice in N. T. ‘2 voll. 4to. Dresden 

and Leipzig 1733. 

Scnorz, Dr. M. A., Novum Test. Greece, 2 voll. Leipzig 1840—6. 

Scnroeper, Nova Janua Hebraica, 3 voll. Leipzig 1835. 

Srantey, A. P., Sermons and Essays on the Apostolic Age, Oxford 

1847. 

Stier, Dr. Rupotr, Die Reden des Herrn Jesu, 6 voll. Barmen 1843—8. 

Tueopnyract, Comment. in iv Evangelia, Act. &c. cited throughout 
from the works of others. 

Tuoruck, Dr. A., Philologisch-theologische Auslegung der Bergpredigt 

Christi nach Matthaus, 2nd eds Hamburg 1835; Commentar zum 

Evangelium Johannis, 6th ed. Hamburg 1844. 

Tiscurenvorr, Dr. A. F. C., Novum Testamentum Gr., Leipzig 1841, 

2nd ed. Leipzig 1849 ; Codex Ephremi Syri Rescriptus (C. see list 

of MSS. in § i.), Leipzig 1848. 
Trencu, Proressor, Notes on the Parables, Lond. 1841; Notes on the 

Miracles, 2nd ed. Lond. 1847; The Sermon on the Mount illus- 

trated from the Writings of S. Augustine, Lond. 1844. 

Wertsrein, Nov. Test. Greecum, Amsterdam 1751. 

WieseEcer, Chronologische Synopse der vier Evangelien, Hamburg 1843 ; 

Chronologie des Apostolischen Zeitalters bis zum 'Tode der Apostel 

Petrus und Paulus, Gottingen 1848. 

Wiruiams, Rev. Grorer, The Holy City ; or, Historical and Topogra- 

phical Notices of Jerusalem, Lond. 1848. (1st edition.) 
Winer, Dr. G. B., Biblisches Realwérterbuch, 2 voll. 2nd ed. Leipzig, 

1833; Grammatik des Neutestamentlichen Sprachidioms, 3rd ed. 
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EYATTEAITION 

KATA MATOAION. 

I. }*BiBXoe ° 
viov “APoaau. 

tA , ~ 

yevecewo Inoov 

i. 14. Gen. xxxvii. 2. 

é 
XOlsTOU, 

2 ? A > / \ 2 7 a 

APpaan eyévynoe tov loaak 
c Lev. iv. 5. 16. 1 Kings xxiv. 7.11. Ps.ii. 2. civ.15. 

a Mark xii. 26. 
Luke iii. 4. 

> ‘ Gen. ii. 4. 

loaak vel. 
b ver.18. Luke 

d ch, xii. 23. xxi. 9. xxii. 42& ||. 

diueeee %: 
VLOU Aavi 

MaO@aioy BD. txt AC all.—Cuap. I. 1. rec. AaBid always. txt (but generally Aaveid, 

ev being frequently written indiscriminately with 1) ABCDEGLTXA, 

Title] evayyéAtov, in earlier Greek, sig- 
nifies a present made as a return for good 
news, (see Hom. Od. &. 152. 166, also 
2 Kings iv. 10, LXX.) or a sacrifice offered 
in thanksgiving for the same (Aristoph. 
Eq. 658); in later Greek, the good news 
itself, asin LXX, and N. T. passim, in the 
appropriated sense of the good news of sal- 
vation by Christ Jesus. Hence it came to 
be applied to the writings themselves which 
contain this good news, very early: so Jus- 
tin M. Apol. +) Ol ATOGTOAOL eV Tote yEvo- 
pévole un’ avuTa@yY ATOMYNLOVEDMATLY, ad 

kaNeirat evayyédua, p. 98.—kata M.] as 
arranged by M.—implies author ‘ship, as far 
as the present arrangement goes: so “Opn- 
poc kata “Apiorapxoy. It is not merely 
= a genitive—of M., which would have 
been used, had it been meant.—Nor does it 
signify, that the original teaching was Mat- 
thew’s, and the present Gospel drawn up 
after that teaching. See prolegg. to Matt. 
Eusebius, H. E. iii. 24, says, Mar@aioc . 
yoaop manpadodc T6 kat’ avrov evayyeALov. 

Cuar. I. 1. BiBdos yevéoews] Not al- 
ways used of a pedigree only: see reff. Here, 
-however, it appears that it refers exclusively 
to the genealogy, by ‘Ino. yp. being used in 
the enunciation, and the close being ‘Ino. 
6 Xey. Xp. Then ver. 17 forms a conclusion 
to it, and ver. 18 passes on to other matter. 
— Xptorod | = mw, anointed. In reff. 

it is used of kings, priests, prophets, and of 
, Voz. I. 

dad PQZ. In 

the promised Deliverer. Theophylact says, 
AEyerat 0 KBOLOG, xpotés: kat os Bacr- 
evs, Epacitence yao Kara THC Gpaoriac: 
Kat os iepeds, TOoCHy aye yap éavrov 
Oia b7ép Apa" ExpioOn o& Kat adroc 
Kuping TP adnOuv@ Eaiy, TH ayip TvEb- 
part. It is here used (see ver. 16) in that 
sense in which it became affixed to Incove 
as the name of the Lord. It does not once 
thus occur in the progress of the Evangelic 
history ; only in the prefatory parts of the 
Gospels, Matt. i. 1. 16, 17, 18. Mark i. 1. 
John i. 17, and once in the mouth of the 
Lord Himself, John xvii. 3; but passim in 
the Acts and Epistles. This may serve to 
show that the Evangelic memoirs them- 
selves were of earlier date than their incor- 
poration into our present Gospels. On ’I7n- 
cov see below, ver. 21.— viov] both times 
refers to our Lord. 4)7 73 was an especial 

title of the Messiah: see reff. That He 
should be the son of Abraham was too so- 
lemn a subject of prophecy to be omitted 
here, even though implied in the other. 
These words serve to show the character of 
the Gospel, as written for Jews: ovdév yao 
ovTwWe aveTrave rove t& ‘lovdaiwy TET 
orevKdrac, we TO pabety, Ore ek OED [LA 
toc "ABpadu Kat Aavid av oO xorordc. 
Euthymius. Luke, ch. iii. 23, carries his 
genealogy further back: (but see prolego- 
mena.)—2. kal rT. adeAd. | These additions 
probably indicate that Mat. did not take his 
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2 EYATTEAION i 

’ > > > 

O& eyéev noe TOV laxop’ Taxop OE eyévunae tov lovéav 
\ bs’ >A \ > ets S72. , \ en} ‘ 

Kal TOUC acdeApove auTou loteac 8 EyEVVNTE TOV 
\ > ~ 

Ae ee A ee Dapic Kal Tov Zapa ° &k TNC Oapao’ Davie Of evyev NE 
aU. A “Te , ae \ Of Evevy ‘\ nA , a ee ‘ 83 

oy open Oe) E SEP OU : pap - Oa OF 
f / 

eyévynoe TOV Apwwadafa “Apuvadap o& eyévynae tov Naao- 
\ iS 

cwv’ Naaccov oe eyévynas TOV Ladpor" > Sadpov of 
aa ~ € N 

eyévunos rov * BooZ “ex rye Pay aps" * BooZ oe eyévunos 
’ ~ c ’ 

TOV T LwBne ex tye Pov: + IwPnd Oe eyévnae TOV 
\ i. 

"Tecoal’ °'lecoat ee eyevynae tov Aavid tov Bacwréa' 
a e \ Ne ~ - 

Aavid b2 0 PactAcve eyevyoe TOU — LoXopwrta EK THC 
~ e ia 

TOU Ouvpiov" 7 Sodonov os éyevynos TOV PoPoan* Po- 
> , / 

Bodu Oe EyevUNoE Tov Apia’ Apa Oe EYEVUNGE Tov 
, 

t’Acap *} Acad OE éyévvnoe zov lwoapar’ ‘lwoapar 
We De bs 7 6 , \ ue ee 2 ‘ , vI 
a EVYEVYNOE TOY Iwoan Iwoapu Oe EYEVYNGE TOV Odtav* 

+ > > yy 

"’OZiac dé eyevvnos TOV Twabap: Twaban a eyévenos 
/ / \ ? =] 

Tov’ Ayat’ ; Ayal Oe eyévnas rov EZexiav’ '°’EZextac 
\ > y ‘ / 2S ~ \ , / \ 

Oe EYEVYNGE TOV Mavaccyn’ Mavacone Of Eyevunoe TOV 
Dy, , é 5 \ \ > , X oy ' A Tae ' 

f Apws ap Apocg 0: eyévynoe tov ‘lwotav Iwotac 

consequence Aavid will always be used in this txt without further remark.— 3. Zaoé B. 

txt C a.—5. Bote B. Bode C. txt ae (?)—rec. 375, with a. txt BC 2 Copt. Sahid. 

Arm. Epiph. Hier.—6. SoAopmva A (elsewhere) CEGK LMS 38 al. txt B. (?)—7. ree. 

Aca with a, but txt BC 2 ¢ Copt. Sahid. Auth. Arm.—10. rec.’Apoyv with a. txt BOM 

genealogy from any family or public docu- this passage only, but equally to Ruth iv. 
ments, but constructed it himself—3.] The 21, 22; and is by no means insuperable, 
reason for these women, Thamar, Rahab, — especially when the extreme old age of Jesse, 
Ruth, and Bathsheba, being mentioned, has implied in 1 Sam. xvii. 12, is considered.— 
been variously assigned. It most probably I may add that, considering Rahab’s father 
is that given by Maldonatus: ‘ Pretermisit and mother were alive, the house would 
Evangelista quod ordinarium erat, quod au- hardly be called the house of Rahab, except 
tem singulare et dubium exposuit.’—5. on account of the character commonly as- 
‘PaxéB| It has been imagined, on chro- — signed to her.—6. tis Tod Ov.] This con- 
nological grounds, that this Rachab must — struction, which is not properly elliptical, 
be a different person from Rachab of Jeri- but possessive, (Meyer compares Luther's 
cho. But those very grounds completely , Katharina,) occurs in the Gospels to de- 
tally with their identity. For Naashon /Vsignate various relations: see ch. x. 3, 4. 
the father of Salmon), the prince of Judah Luke vi. 16. xxiv. 10. John xxi. 15. — 
tf Chron. ii. 10), offered his offering at the 8. “Iwpap....’Of¢av] Three kings, viz., Aha- 
setting up of the tabernacle (Num. vii. 12) —ziah, Joash, Amaziah, (1 Chron. iii. 11, 12,) 
thirty-nine years before the taking of Jeri- are here omitted. Some (Spanheim, Lightf., 
cho. So that Salmon would be of mature brard, &c.) think that they were erased 
age at or soon after that event; at which ommaccount of their connexion, by means of 
time Rahab was probably young, as her Athaliah, with the accursed house of Ahab. 
father and mother were living (Josh. vi.28). Simeon is omitted by Moses in blessing the 
Nor is it any objection that Achan, the — tribes (Deut. xxxiii.): the descendants of Ze- 
fourth in descent from Judah by Zara, is bulun and Dan are passed over in 1 Chron., 
contemporary with Salmon, the sixth of and none of the latter tribe are sealed in 
the other branch: since the generations in Rey. vii. But more probably such erasion, 
the line of Zara average sixty-nine years, even if justifiable by that reason, was arbi- 
and those in the line of Phaleg forty-nine; _ trarily made, to square the numbers of the 
both within the limits of probability. The genealogies, as here. Compare 1] Chron. 
difficulty of the interval of 366 years be- viii. 1 with Gen. xlvi, 21.—1l. *Iwotas... 
tween Rahab and David does not belong to “Iexov.] Eliakim, son of Josiah and father 

= 
< 
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BCPZ 

3—17. KATA MATOAION. 3 

Oe ¢ Eyeyiia Tov Teyoviay Kal one “OE eApove avurou, emt 

Tc " Heroukesiag * BaBudwvoce * pera O& THY [ETOLKECLAY ph eee OF 

BaBvAwvoc, "Teyoviac evyévunas rov Ladrdabinr* Tada- ont OR 

Our 88 éyévnse Tov ZopoPaPer* \* Zopofdap3er 8& eyév- 1s. a 
vnoe TOV “AB wbe "APov6 oe éyé “EXtakeiqe 

“EXtanetje de EyevNoE TOV ‘ALoo" Aloo Oe eyevvnge 

Ladwx de eyévvnoe Tov Axel Axel OE 

15° BAwve oe é EyEVUNGE rov EXsa- 

Cao’ “EAscaCap Oe € yévvnos tov MarOav’ MarOav 8: 

eyevvynoe TOV oe "Taxes Of eyevnge tov won 

TOV avooa Magiac, ‘ €& ne eyevyntn ‘Tnsove 0 Aeyopevog 

Xetoroc My ' Gro “Ap adq Taoat 
An 

Aavid yeveat dekaTéiooapsc’ Kal aro » Aavid ¢ EWC TNC [LETOL- 

g Constr.ch.iy. 
Pipe ip 
Gen. iii. 24. 

f? A 

EVVYVNOE TOV 
Jer. ii. 18, 

Tov LYadwx* 

eyenrnge Tov "EAtovd" 

h ver.3, & reff. 

i ch. xxiii. 35 
and ||. 
1 Kings xv.7. 

ovy at event * Ewe 

10 al. ce Copt. Sahid. AXth.—11. aft. éyéyvnoe, M and many later mss. and Irenzus (ap- 
parently) ins. Iwakeiu Iwaceip Ot tyevynoe.—l2. yevrd (twice) B. and again three times 
in ver. 13. txt C P abcdv. — ceXaujd B. txt CP abcdv.— 15. Mad@ay B. txt C P abd. 
—17. at end, omnes itaque generationes ab Abraham usque in (ad c) adventum Jesu 

of Jeconias, is omitted ; which was objected 
to the Christians by Porphyry. The read- 
ing which inserts J oacim (i.e. Eliakim) rests 

on hardly any foundation, and would make 
fifteen generations in the second tesserade- 
cade. The solution of the difficulty by sup- 
posing the name to apply to both Eliakim 
and his son, and to mean the former in ver. 
11 and the latter in ver. 12, is unsupported 
by example, and contrary to the usage of 
the genealogy. When we notice that the 
adedgoi of Jeconias are his uncles, and 
find this way of speaking sanctioned by 
2 Chron. xxxvi. 10, where Zedekiah, one of 
these, is called his brother, we are led to 
seek our solution in some recognized man- 
ner of speaking of these kings, by which 
Eliakim and his son were not accounted 
two distinct generations. If we compare 
1 Chron. ui. 16 with 2 Kings xxiv. 17, we 
can hardly fail to see that there is some 
confusion in the records of Josiah’s family. 
Tn the latter passage, where we have “ his 
father’ 8 brother,” the LXX render roy 
vidv abrov.—emi THs pet. ] close upon the 
migration to Babylon: and pera ri)v per., 
after the migration. For the construction, 
per. Baf3., see reff.—12. Iexov.... Dada. ] 
So also the genealogy in 1 Chron. iii. 17. 
When, therefore, it is denounced (Jer. xxii. 
80) that Jeconiah should be ‘ childless,’ 
this word must be understood as explained 
by the rest of the verse, ‘‘ for no man of 
his seed shall prosper, sitting upon the 
throne of David and ruling any more in 
Judah.”” The LXX render this word >», 

éxenpuctov: but the Talmudical writers 

explain it according to our rendering.— 
Taha. ... ZopoB.] There is no-difficulty 
here which does not also exist in the O. T. 
Zerubbabel is there usually called the son 
of Shealtiel (Salathiel). Ezra iii. 2, &c. 
Neh. xii. 1, &c. Hag.i. 1, &c. In 1 Chron. 
iii. 19, Zerubbabel is said to have been the 
son of Pedaiah, brother of Salathiel. Hither 
this may have been a different Zerubbabel, 
or Salathiel may, according to the law, have 
raised up seed to his brother.—13. ZopoB. 

. AB.ovd] Abiud is not mentioned as a 
son 1 of the Zerubbabel in | Chron. iii. The 
names which follow are taken from public 
or family records, both of which were kept 
among the Jews. None of them appear to 
be elsewhere mentioned.—On the compari- 
son of this genealogy with that given in 
Luke, see notes on Luke iii. 23—38. —17. 
yeveai Sexatécoapes] If we carefully ob- 
serve Matthew’s arrangement, we shall have 
no difficulty in completing the three tesse- 
radecades. For the first is from Abraham 
to David, of course inclusive. The second 
from David (again inclusive) to the migra- 
tion; which gives no name, as before, to 
be included in both the second and third 
periods, but which is mentioned simultane- 
ously with the begetting of Jeconias, leaving 
him for the third period. This last, then, 
takes in from Jeconias to Jesus CuHrist 
inclusive. So that the three stand thus, ac- 
cording to the words of this verse: (1) a7é 
"ABoadp Ewe Aavid. (2) arb Aavid Ewe 
T. weT. BaP.,i.e. about the time when Josiah 
begat Jeconias. (3) ddr. per. BaZ, (i.e. 
from Jeconias) Ewe Tov ypuorou. 

By2 



4 EYATTEAION ie 

~ \ , = \ > ‘ ~ 

k ver. 1, & ref. Keolac BaBvAwvoc yeveat cekatéaaapec Kal amo T7C 
1 Luke i. 2 

ii. 5 ae 
Deut. xx. 7; 

Xxii. 23 
m See Acts 
xxiv. 5. 
2 Tim. ii. 7. 

n Mark xiv. 30. 

TETOUPEC. 

8 Tov oé 
Acts ii. 20. 1 ! 

Is. vii. 15. permorevBetong 
o =1 Cor. Vii. » 

’ ~ ~ 

Inoov Xelsrou n 

~ ~ ~ \ 
METOLKEGLAC BaBvAcvoe £WC TOU KeloTou VyEvEedt Oeka- 

k / ¢ Des 
Clee OUTWC din EVEGLC 

“Crap J THC pant poe auTov Mapiac TW) 

ham vt, Iwong, * pt i ° ouved Bety ates os ae ev ya- 

Bs on opt peor EK ‘ mvEvparoc ayiov. wang Os 0 avip 

al. Exod. auTnc, ‘Sikatoc Mv Kat py Oér\wWY auriy a mapa |oerypa- 

ca a Tisat, ePovAnn AaDoa “ aroXvoat aurny. ene oe 
ae Lsiii. 10, 

. auTou 

- Epavn auTw AEywr 
Luke xx. 20. 

t Heb. vi.6only. See Col. ii. 15. 
ix.4. Acts x.19. Josh. vi. 18. y Exod. iii. 2, al. 
Gen, xx. 6. 

“evBupnBevroc, Loov 

‘Twonp vloc Aavid, 

Num.xxv.4. Ezek. xxviii. 17. 
zZ ch. ii. 12, 13. 19. 22. 

y ” 

ayyehoc Kuolov * Kar ova 

an poPnOne 

= notin LXX. x ch. 
ch. xxvii. 19 only +. See Heb. ix. 9. 

uch. vy. 31, 32, al. 

Christi generationes sunt XLIT be. — 18. rec. yévyyae with nearly all const. MSS., but 
txt BCPSZA 6 Syr. Eus. Ath.—yap om. BC Z 2 abe Syrr. Copt. Sahid. Arm. Iren. 
Aug., ins. P d. — 19. dstyparicar BZ. 

18—25. yéveois] The ordinary read- 
ing yévynoie is_taken up from ver. 16, 
and the ydo, which follows, accounts for 
the exception in this last case to the direct 
sequence of éyévynoe throughout the gene- 
alogy. If yéveote be read, this remark will 
still apply; for it must be understood in a 
wide sense, as identical in meaning with 
yevynotc. — pyyotevOeions| The interval 
between betrothal and the consummation of 
marriage was sometimes considerable, during 
which the betrothed remained in her father’s 
house, till the bridegroom came and fetched 
her. See Deut. xx. 7. — ouvehOetv] Here 
to be understood of living together in one 
house as man and wife.—evpé0y | not merely 
for 7, as some have said, but in its proper 
meaning. ‘She was discovered to be,’ no 
matter by whom. The words éx« wv. ay. 
are the addition of the Evangelist decla- 
ring the matter of fact, and do not belong to 
the discovery. —ék mv. ay.]| by the agency 
of the Holy Ghost. See ref. to ver. 20. The 
interpretation of rv. ay. in this place must 
thus be sought: (1) Unquestionably ro 7». 
7 dy. is used in the N. T. as signifying the 
Holy Ghost. Luke iii. 22. Acts i. 16. 
Eph. iv. 30. (2) But it is a well-known 
usage to omit the articles from such words 
under certain circumstances, e. g. when a 
preposition precedes, as efe Atpéva, (Plato, 
Theet. § i.) mAynoiov Oadacone, (Xen. 
Cyrop. vii. 106.) &c. We are therefore justi- 
fied in interpreting é« rv. ay. neeording to 
this usage, and understanding 70 wv. 70 (ty. 
as the agent referred to. —19. Sixatos] Most 
probably, ‘a just man;’ in which case cai 
pu) 9. is not the explanation of Cieatoc, but 
an additional particular. If we render dix., 

txt C P. — 20. papiay B. txt C D P Z.—ayiou 

‘kind,’ ‘ merciful,’ these latter words will be 
a mere expansion of it, ‘“‘and therefore not 
wishing,” &c. —AdOpa] Not ‘ without any 
writing of divorcement,’ which would have 
been unlawful ; but according to the form 
prescribed in Deut. xxiv. 1. The husband 
might either do this, or adopt the stronger 
course of bringing his wife (or betrothed, 
who had the same rights, Maimon. in Wet- 
stein, and Philo de legg. spec. p. 788. at 
Omodoyiat ydpore isodvvapovoer) to justice 
openly. The punishment in this case would 
have been death by stoning. Deut. xxii. 23. 
Maimonides (quoted by Buxtorf de divort.) 
says, ‘‘ Femina ex quo desponsata est, licet 
nondum a viro cognita, est uxor viri, et si 
sponsus eam velit repudiare, oportet, ut id 
faciat libello repudii.”—éBovdnOy | ‘ intend- 
ed,’ ‘ was minded.’—20. tov] answers to 
the Hebrew 737, and is frequently used by 
Matt. and Luke to introduce a new event or 
change of scene; not so often by Mark.— 
ayyedos k.] The announcement was made 
to Mary openly, but to Joseph in a dream ; 
for in Mary’s case faith and concurrence of 
will were necessary,—the communication 
was of a higher kind,—and referred to a 
thing future ; but here it is simply an ad- 
i a for caution’s sake of an evént 
which had already happened, and is alto- 

_ gether a communication of an inferior order: 
see Gen. xx. 3.—vids Aavid] These words 
would recall Joseph’s mind to the promised 
seed, the expectation of the families of the 
lineage of David, and at once stamp the 
message as the announcement oi the birth 
of the Messiah. The nom. for the voca- 
tive is frequent in the gospels: generally 
with an article. See Luke viii. 54. Matt. 

BCPZ 
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18—23. 

“ rwapaXaPew Maprau THY yuvaika cov’ TO 

BCDZ yevonbev 
c / Ne , ~ ? SS 

KaXéoetc TO vvoua avTov Inoovv’ 
\ 

Kal 

TOV Aaov auToU aro TwY quaprioy aUTaY. 

oAov yeyoren “iva 

plov oud TOU mooptrou Aéyovroc 

ee BE - 32 
ev yaorol ESEL Kal TEGETAL VLOV, Kal KaAéoovst TO ovoma £2. Chron. 

g ch. ii. 15,17-iii. 3. xxii. 31 only. 

b? , Apts erie 
EK TVEVUATOC EOTLV aytov. 

‘gAnpwln TO 

KATA MATOAION. 5 

a =ver.24only. 
Cant. Viii. 2. 

thy ‘Paxydav 
mapéAafe. 

avroc yao “awoe i 7 
¢ Re QO b= Acts v. 39. 

Ny 5) Sao 

ag ev aury 
, 

ee réSerat oe vio, 

R ii. 29. 
* rouTO b& CenutieoL: 

Oe ~ 1 Kingsi. 20. 

“pn ev “ume sh KU= d= Ezek. 
Ost bays 

XXXVI. 29. 

ary iy mapbivoc ©. Mien 
PA 

XXXVi.21, 22 

See Exod. xvi. 3. hIsa. vii. 14 Gace 

éotiv D abed Orig. txt BC P Z. — 22. rec. rov «., but txt BCD Z 3. (?) bc Tren. — 
After zoo. ins. oatou D1 abc Syr. Iren., 

xi. 26 al. and particularly John xx. 28.— 
THY yuv. cov] Not ‘as thy wife:’ but in 
apposition | with Magid. See above, on ver. 
19.—16 yap év av. y.] éy is here not in- 
strumental, ‘that which is conceived by 
her,’ but local, ‘that which is begotten in 
her.’ The gender here is not to be pressed 

, as involving any doctrinal consequence, but 
to be regarded as the usual way of speak- 
ing of the unborn foetus. See also John iii. 
6. 1 John v. 4.— 21. Iqcotv] The same 
name as Joshua, the former deliverer of 

Israel. It is written ywim in the Law and 

Prophets, but yy» in the Hagiographa. 

| Philo says, Incovc EpvEver at, owrTnoia 
! evpiov. De mut. nom. § 21. —avtos] He,! 
emphatically: He alone.—tév haov avtov | 
In the primary sense, the Jews, of whom 
alone Joseph could have understood the 
words: but in the deeper sense, all who 
believe on Him: an explanation which the 
subsequent admission of the Gentiles war- 
rants.—a@76 TOv Gpapti@v] It is remark- 
able that in this early part of the Evangelic 
history, in the midst of pedigrees, and the 
disturbances of thrones by the supposed 
temporal King of the Jews, we have so 
clear an indication of the spiritual nature of 
the office of Christ. One circumstance of 
this kind outweighs a thousand cavils against 
the historical reality of the narration. If I 
mistake not, this announcement reaches 
further into the deliverance to be wrought 
by Jesus, than any thing mentioned by the 
Evangelist subsequently. It thus bears the 
internal impress of a message from God, 
treasured upand related in its original formal 
terms.—Meyer understands the words of a 
political emancipation and prosperity of the 
Jewish people, and refers to Luke i. 68 for 
confirmation of this idea (!) ; adding, how- 
ever, that a religious and moral reformation 
was considered as intimately connected with 
such a change. daoria is not put for the 
punishment of sin, but is the sin itself—the 
practice of sin, in its most pregnant sense. 
—22. tovto 8€ Sdov] It is impossible to 
interpret iva in any other sense than, ‘in 

but om. BC Z v Iren. — 23. radéoere D. 

order that.’ The words rovro 0.0. yéy. and 
the uniform usage of the N. T., in which 
tva is never used except in this sense, for- 
bid any other. Nor, if rightly viewed, does 
the passage require any other. Whatever 
may have been the partial fulfilment of the 
prophecy in the time of Ahaz, its reference 
toa different time, and a higher deliverance, 
is undeniable: and then, whatever causes 
contributed to bring about rovro dXov, 
might be all summed up in the fulfilment 
of the Divine purpose, of which that pro- 
phecy was the declaration. The accomplish- 
ment of a promise formally made is often 
alleged as the cause of an action extending 
wider than the promise, and purposed long 
before its utterance. And of course these 
remarks apply to every passage where tva 
or O7we zANowOy are used. Such a con- 

struction can have but one meaning. If} 
such meaning involve us in difficulty regard- 
ing the prophecy itself, far better leave such 
difficulty, in so doubtful a matter as the 
interpretation of prophecy, unsolved, than 
create one in so simple a matter as the ren- 
dering of a phrase whose meaning no indif- 
ferent person could doubt.—mAypwby | The 
immediate and literal fulfilment of the pro- 
phecy seems to be related in Is. viii. 1—4. 
Yet there the child was not called Em- 
manuel: but in ver. 8 that name is used as 
eee to one of far greater dignity. 
Again, Is. ix. 6 seems to be a reference to 
this prophecy, as also Micah y. 3.—23. 4 
map0évos| Such is the rendering of the 
LXX. The Hebrew word is the more gene- 
ral term 79907, and is translated by Aquil. 
Symm. and Theodot. 7) vedr1c. De Wette 
cites the LX X rendering as a proof that the 
prophecy was then understood of the Mes- 
siah. But is it not much more probable 
that Aquila and the others rendered it vedrt¢ 
to avoid this application? Can it be shown 
that the birth of the Messiah from a 7rap- 
Gévog was matter of expectation ?—Kahe- 
covet] This indefinite plural is surely not 
without meaning here. ‘‘ Men shall call’’— 
i.e. it shall be a name by which He shall be 
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called—one of his appellations. The change 
of person from Kadécetc, which could not 
well have been cited here, seems to show, 
both that the prophecy had a literal fulfil- 
ment at the time, and that it is here quoted 
in a form suited to its greater and final ful- 
filment. The Hebrew has nx, ‘ thou shalt 

call’ (fem.).— Eppavovyd\] = ox 1299, ‘ God 
(is) with us.’ In Isaiah, primarily prophetic of 
deliverance from the then impending war ; 
but also of final and glorious deliverance by 
the manifestation of God in the flesh.—é éotu 
€0.| This addition is by some used to show 

that Matthew. wrote his Gospel in Greek, 
not in Hebrew, in which it would not be 
likely to occur. On the other hand, it is 
said, it might have been inserted by the 
person who translated the Gospel into 
Greek. See Prolegomena, and John iv. 25. 
—25] With regard to the much controvert- 
ed sense of this verse we may observe, (1) 
That the prima facie impression on the 
reader certainly is, that od« eylvwoKey was 
confined to the period of time here mention- 
ed. (2) That there is nothing in Scripture 
tending to remoye this impression, either 
(a) by narration,—and the very use of the 
term, adedpoi Kkvpiov, (on which see note 
at ch. xiii. 55,) without qualification, shows 
that the idea was not repulsive: or (8) by 
implication,—for everywhere in the N. T. 
marriage is spoken of in high and honour- 
able terms; and the words of the angel to 
Joseph rather imply, than discountenance, 
such a supposition. (3) On the other hand, 
the words of this verse do-net-require it: 
both idioms being justified on the hypo- 
thesis of the contrary. See reff. On the 
whole, it seems to me that no one would 
have thought of interpreting the verse any 
otherwise than in its prima facie meaning, 
except to force it into accordance with a 
preconceived notion of the perpetual vir- 

ginity of Mary.—ékddeoe] i. 
See ver. 21. Wo: easy 

Cuap. II. 1—12. ByO. THs "Iov8.] There 

was another Bethlehem in the tribe of Zebu- 

lun, near the sea of Galilee, Josh. xix. 15. The 

name Bethlehem Judah is used, Judg. xvii. 

7,,8,9. 1 Sam. xvii. 12. Another name for 

our Bethlehem was Ephrath, Gen. xxxv. 

19. xlviii. 7; or Ephrata, Mic. v. 2. It was 

six Roman miles to the south of Jerusalem, 

and was known as ‘the city of David,’ the 

origin of his family, Ruth i. 1. 19.— ev 

Apépats “HpdéSov] Herod the Great, son 

of Antipater, an Idumean, by an Arabian 

mother, made king of Judzea on occasion of 

his having fled to Rome, being driven from 

his tetrarchy by the pretender Antigonus. 

(Jos. Ant. xiv. 14, 4.) This title was con- 

firmed to him after the battle of Actium by 

Octavianus. He sought to strengthen his 

throne by a series of cruelties and slaughters, 

putting to death even his wife Mariamne, 

and his sons Alexander and Aristobulus. 

His cruelties, and his affectation of Gentile 

customs, gained for him a hatred among the 

Jews which neither his magnificent rebuild- 

ing of the temple, nor his liberality in other 

public works, nor his provident care of the 

people during a severe famine, could miti- 

gate. He died miserably, five days after he 

had put to death his son Antipater, in the 

seventieth year of his age, and the thirty- 

seventh of his reign, and the 750th year of 

Rome. The events here related took place 

a short time before his death, but neces- 

sarily more than forty days; for he spent 

the last forty days of his life at Jericho and 

the baths of Callirhoe, and therefore would 

not be found by the magi at Jerusalem. 

The history of Herod’s reign is contained in 

Josephus, Antiq. books xiv. . . xvii payor 

amd davatohav| ‘Magi from the Hast;’ 

(not am. advar. wapey-) It would be useless 

a, 

e. Joseph. ,f) 
\ § ai 4) 
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to detail all the conjectures to which this 
history has given rise. From what has been 
written on the subject, it would appear, (1) 
That d@varodai may mean either Arabia, 
Persia, Chaldzea, or Parthia, with the pro- 
vinces adjacent. See Judges vi. 2. Is. xli. 2. 
xlvi. 11. Num. xxiii. 7. Philo (leg. ad 
Caium, p. 584) speaks of £0yy ra épa Kat 
WyEMOvEC avT@y WapOvaiot. In all these 
countries there were magi, at least persons 
who in the wider sense of the word were 
now known by the name. Their words in 
ver. 2 seem to point to some land not very 
near Judea, as also the result of Herod’s 
inquiry as to the date, shownin a7 dutTove. 
(2) If we place together (a) the prophecy 
in Num. xxiv. 17, which could hardly be 
unknown to the Eastern astrologers, and 
(3) the assertion of Suetonius, (Vesp. c. 4,) 
‘ Percrebuerat Oriente toto vetus et constans 
opinio, esse in fatis, ut eo tempore Judea 
profecti rerum potirentur;’ and Tacitus, 
v. 13, ‘ Pluribus persuasio inerat, antiquis 
sacerdotum literis contineri, eo ipso tempore 
fore ut valesceret Oriens, profectique Judea 
rerum potirentur,’ and (y) the prophecy, 
also likely to be known in the Hast, of the 
seventy weeks in Daniel ix. 24; we can, I 
think, be at no loss to understand how any 
remarkable celestial appearance at this time 
should have been interpreted as it was. (3) 
There is no ground for supposing the magi 
to have been three in number, nor to have 
been kings. The first tradition appears to 
have arisen from the number of their gifts : 
the second, from the prophecy in Is. lx. 3.— 
2. avtov Tov dorépa] This expression of 
the magi, ‘ we have seen his star,’ does not 
seem to point to any miraculous appear- 
ance, but to something observed in the 
course of their watching the heavens. Now 
we learn from astronomical calculations, 
that a remarkable conjunction of the planets 
of our system took place a short time before 
the birth of our Lord. In the year of Rome 
747, on the 20th of May, there was a con- 
junction of Jupiter and Saturn in the 20th 
degree of the constellation Pisces, close to 
the first point of Aries, which was the part 
of the heavens noted in astrological science 
as that in which the signs denoted the great- 
est and most noble events. On the 27th of 
October, in the same year, another conjunc- 
tion of the same planets took place, in the 
16th degree of Pisces: and on the 12th of 
November a third, in the 15th degree of the 
same sign. On these two last occasions the 
planets were so near, that an ordinary eye 
would regard them as one star of surpassing 

XXViii. 2. 

brightness. (Ideler. Handbuch der Chrono- 
logie, ii. 399, sqq. also Winer, Realworter- 
buch, under Stern der Weisen, which see.) 
Supposing the magi to have seen the first 
of these conjunctions, they saw it actually 
‘in the East ;’ for on the 20th of May it 
would rise shortly before the sun. If they 
then took their journey, and arrived at Je- 
rusalem in a little more than five months, 
(the journey from Babylon took Ezra four 
months, see Hzra vii. 9,) if they performed 
the route from Jerusalem to Bethlehem in 
the evening, as is implied, the November 
conjunction, in 15° of Pisces, would be 
before them in the direction of Bethlehem, 
coming to the meridian about 8 o’clock 
p.M. These circumstances would seem to 
form a remarkable coincidence with the his- 
tory in our text. They are in no way in- 
consistent with the word acripa, which 
cannot surely be pressed to its mere literal 
sense of one single star, but understood in 
its wider astrological meaning: nor is this 
explanation of the star directing them to 
Bethlehem at all repugnant to the plain 
words of vy. 9, 10, importing its motion from 
s.E. towards s.w., the direction of Bethlehem. 
We may further observe, that no part of 
the text respecting the star, asserts, or even 
implies, a miracle ; and that the very slight 
apparent inconsistencies with the above ex- 
planation are no more than the report of 
the magi themselves, and the general belief 
of the age would render unavoidable. If this 
subservience of the superstitions of astro- 
logy to the Divine purposes be objected to, 
we may answer with Wetstein, ‘ Superest 
igitur ut illos ex regulis artis suze hoc habu- 
isse existimemus: que licet certissime futi- 
lis, vana, atque fallax esset, casu tamen ali- 
quando in verum incidere potuit. Admira- 
bilis hine elucet sapientia Dei, qui homi- 
num erroribus et sceleribus usus Josephum 
per scelus fratrum in Aigyptum deduxit, 
regem Babelis per haruspicia et sortes 
Judzis immisit, (Ezech. xxi. 21, 22,) et 
magos hic per astrologiam ad Christum 
direxit..—It may be remarked that Abar- 
banel the Jew, who knew nothing of this 
conjunction, relates it (Maajne haschnah. 
cited by Miinter in Ebrard, Wissensch. Kri- 
tik, p. 248) as a tradition, that no conjunc- 
tion could be of mightier import than that 
of Jupiter and Saturn, which planets were 
in conj. A.M. 2365, before the birth of 
Moses, in the sign of Pisces; and thence 
remarks that that sign was the most signi- 
ficant one for the Jews. From this consi- 
deration he concludes that the conjunction 
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of these planets in that sign, in his own time, 
(A.D. 1463,) betokened the near approach 
of the birth of the Messiah. And as the 
Jews did not invent astrology, but learnt it 
from the Chaldzans, this idea, that a con- 
junction in Pisces betokened some great 
event in Judea, must have prevailed among 
Chaldean astrologers. éy TH avat. | Not 
‘at its rising,’ in which case we should 
expect to find avdrov, if not here, certainly 
in ver. 9, but ‘in the East,’ i.e. either in the 
Eastern country from which they came, or 

in the Eastern quarter of the heavens, as 
above explained. In ver. 9 év 7. avar. is 
opposed to éravw ov yv TO Twawiov.— 
amposkuvycar| ‘To do homage to him,’ 
in the Eastern fashion of prostration. ‘ Ne- 
cesse est enim, si in conspectum veneris, 
venerari te Regem, quod illi zpocruvety 
vocant.’ Corn. Nep. Conon, 3.—8. éta- 
pax8y] Josephus, Ant. xvii. 24, represents 
these troubles as raised by the Pharisees, 
who prophesied a revolution. “Hpwdy pév 
KaTaTavoewc aoxic v7 Oe0b ebnguope~ 
vnc adr TE Kai yeveeT@an avrov. He- 
rod, as a foreigner and usurper, feared one 
who was Jorn King of the Jews: the peo- 
ple, worn away by seditions and slaughters, 
feared fresh tumults and wars.—raoa. ‘Ie- 
poodédvpa] Here apparently, and at iii. 5, 
used as a feminine singular. Joseph., Bell. 
Jud. vi. 10, uses a\w ‘Tepoc. .. . aAovoa 
..., but none of these instances are deci- 
sive; an ellipsis of 1) 76Xt¢ being possible. 
—4. cuvayayov| i.e. says Lightfoot, he 
assembled the Sanhedrim. For the San- 
hedrim consisting of seventy-one members, 
and comprising Priests, Levites, and Israel- 
ites (Maimonides), under the term dpyts- 
peic are contained the two first of these, 
and under yoap. 7. \aod the third. apy. 
are most likely the High Priest and those 
of his race, and the presidents of the twenty- 
four courses (1 Chron. xxiy. 6). yp. con- 

sisted of the teachers and interpreters of 
the Divine law, the vopexoit and vopodt- 
Cadocador of Luke. But the zroecGdrepor 
zov Naov are usually mentioned with these 
two classes as making up the Sanhedrim. 
See ch. xvi. 21. xxvi. 3. 59. Possibly on 
this occasion the doy. and yp. only were 
summoned, the question being one of Scrip- 
ture learning.—yevvateat] The present tense 
is often used indefinitely of subjects of pro- 
phecy, e.g. 0 tpyopevoc, ch. xi. 3. Heb. 
x. 37; oxeTa, in an expression exactly 
parallel to this, John vii. 42. —6. Ketov] 
This is a free paraphrase of the prophec 
in Micah y a ee be renseriareed 
that the wards are the answer of the San- 
hedrim to Herod, and not a citation of 
the prophet by the Evangelist. Lightfoot 
renders the Hebrew, ‘parvum est ut sis 
inter chiliadas,’ and adds, that the Chal- 
dee paraphrast, who may possibly have 
been present at this very council, renders 
the words ‘intra pauxillum es ut preefici- 
aris.’—yq Iov8a] need not be supposed to 
be put for wéA\uc: the district may be in- 
tended, as described in ver. 16.—)yepdory ] 
or xy'Acdow (LXX). The tribes were di- 
vided into chiliads, and the names of the 
chiliads inscribed in the public records of 
their respective cities. In Judges vi. 15 
Gideon says (dob 2) yurtude pou naOsynoev 
éy Mavaoccy, on which R. Kimchi (cited 
by Lightfoot) annotates, ‘Some understand 
Alphi to mean ‘ my Father,’ as if it were 
Alluph, whose’ signification is ‘ Prince or 
Lord.’ And thus it appears did the San- 
hedrim understand the word (which is the 
same) in Micah y. 2. The word 5x3, 

without points, may mean either ‘5593, éy 
~~ 

Xthidouy, or DONG, éy 2 YEdolWW.—eK TOV 

yap é ] It has been remarked that the sin- 
gular Latin expression, which occurs both 
in Tacitus and Suetonius, (see the passages 
above in note on payou az. av.) ‘Judea 
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profecti,’ may have been derived from these 
words of the LXX.—7. 7kpiBwoe] ascer- 
tained accurately.—datvopévou] the parti- 
ciple of the present; ‘non initium, sed 
continuitas, denotatur,’ Grot.; the question 
of Herod would be, ‘ How long has the star 
been seen?’ and the direct expression of 
this question would be, wécov 7}0n yodvoy 
datverat 6 dorio;—De Wette takes the 
part. for an imperfect; most comm. for 
gavéyvroc, the aorist; Meyer as above.— 
8. mopevdevtes ... éA9Qv] The pleonastic 
use of these words, common as a Hebraism 

in the N.T. (see Eph. ii. 17. 1 Pet. iii. 19,) 
is also idiomatic in English; and it may be 
remarked, that although not strictly needed 
in the sentences where they occur, their in- 
sertion always give fulness and accuracy to 
the meaning.—9] On this see note on ver. 2. 
emdvw ov rv T. 7. may mean, ‘ over that 
part of Bethlehem where the young child 
was,’ which they might have ascertained by 
inquiry. Or it may even mean, ‘ over the 
whole town of Bethlehem.’ If it is to be 
understood as standing over the house, and 
thus indicating to the Magi the position of 
the object of their search, the whole inci- 
dent must be regarded as miraculous. But 
this is not necessarily implied, even if the 
words of the text be literally understood ; 
and in a matter like astronomy, where po- 
pular language is so universally inaccurate, 
and the Scriptures so generally use popular 
language, it is surely not the letter, but the 
spirit of the narrative which we are to be- 
lieve.—ll. peta Mapias] No stress must 
be laid on the omission of Joseph here. In 
the parallel account_as regarded the shep- 
herds, in Luke ii. 16, he is mentioned. I 
would rather regard the omission here as 
indicating a simple matter of fact, and con- 

tributing to show the truthfulness of the 
narrative :—that Joseph happened not to 
be present at the time. If the meaning of 
Tv oixiay is to be pressed, (as in a matter 
of detail I think it should,) it will confirm 
the idea that Joseph and Mary, probably 
under the idea that the child was to be 
brought up at Bethlehem, dwelt there some 
time after the Nativity. Epiphanius sup- | 
poses that Mary was at this time on a visit 
to her kindred at Bethlehem (possibly at a 
passover) as much as two years after our 
Lord’s birth. (Vol.i. p. 48. 154. 430.) But 
if Mary had kindred at Bethlehem, how 
could she be so ill-provided with lodgings, 
and have (as is implied in Luke ii. 7) sought 
accommodation at aninn? And the sup- 
position of two years having elapsed, de- 
rived probably from the duerove of ver. 16, 
will involve us in considerable difficulty. 
There seems to be no reason why the Magi 
may not have come within the forty days 
before the Purification, which itself may 
have taken place in the interval between 
their departure and Herod’s discovery that 
they had mocked him. No objection can 
be raised to this view from the dzé dierove 
of ver. 16: see note there. The general 
idea is, that the Purification was previous 
to the visit of the Magi. Being persuaded 
of the -historic reality of these narratives of 
Matt. and Luke, we shall find no difficulty 
in also believing that, were we acquainted 
with all the events as they happened, their 
reconcilement would be an easy matter ; 
whereas now the two independent accounts, 
from not being aware of, seem to exclude 
one another. How often will this be the 
case in ordinary life? e.g. in the giving of 
evidence. And nothing can more satisfac- 
torily show the veracity and independence 
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éXa[3e To TALOLOY Kal TIV LNTEOA aUTOV VUKTOC Kal 
> a 5 \ s 

Xwproev ELC Avyuttoy, Be Kal Vv 

e e Soe \ € \ U -~ 

14.6 Q\ 2 \ o 6& eyeo0etc Tao- 
» | ¥ > 

ave= 
~~ ed ~ ~ 

exsl Ewe THe TEAEUTHC 

- - 

TooprTov AéyovTog * EE Atyirrov exadsou Tov vlov 
p VG) eee 2 INNES Ul ea fi CosagN = , 

fLov. TOTE Howdne Lowy OTL everralyOn vUTO TWVY f[la= 

roy maida D.— 13. aft. abréy add ele ri}v yooay abtréy B.—égavy B abed Iren. txt 

CDK al.—réy zaida D (twice).—14. Geyep. D.—rbyv aida D.—I5. rec. Tov k., but txt 

BCDZ.—l6. dureiag D. bimatu abcd Lucif. txt BC Z.— carw D.—17. rec. umd 

of the narrators, where their testimony to 
the main facts, as in the present case, is 

consentient. — @qaavpovs] chests or bales, 
in which the gifts were carried during their 

journey. The ancient Fathers were fond 
of tracing in the gifts symbolical meanings: 

w¢ Bac, Tov Xovody" we O& reAvnto- 

_pévypy, THY opbovay. awe O& Op, Tov At- 

Bavwrov. Origen, ag. Celsus, p.47. Simi- 

arly Irenzeus, iii. 10: yovody abry yevyn- 

Ofte Baciteiae obpBoov mooceKopioay 

ot payou. (Clem. Alex. p. 206, Potter.) We 

cannot conclude from these gifts that the 

Magi came from Arabia, as they were com- 

mon to all the East. Strabo~says that the 

best frankincense comes from the borders 

of Persia. (Book xvi. p. 1129. Wetstein.) 
18—23. éyepOels mwap.] ‘Arise and take 

with thee ;’ not, ‘ When thou hast arisen (in 

the morning), take.’ The command was im- 

mediate; and Joseph made no delay. He 

must be understood as having arisen the 

same night, and departed forthwith. (The 

same words are also used in vv. 20, 21, 

where no haste is necessarily implied.) 

Egypt, as near, as a Roman province and 

independent of Herod, and much inhabited 

by Jews, was an easy and convenient re- 

fuge.—Tod dod. is not a Hebraism, but 

pure Greek, implying the purpose. See 

Soph. Trach. 57, and Hermann’s note.— 

15. ¢& Aiydawrov] This citation shows the 

almost universal application in the N. T. of 

the prophetic writings to the expected Mes- 

siah, as the general antitype of all the 

events of the typical dispensation. We shall 

have oceasion to remark the same again and 

again in the course of the Gospels. It seems 
to have been a received axiom of interpret- 
ation, (which has, by its adoption in the 
N.T., received the sanction of the Holy 
Spirit Himself, and now stands for our 
guidance,) that the subject of all allusions, 
the represented in all parables and dark 
sayings, was He who was to come, or the 
circumstances attendant on His advent and 
reign.—The words are written in Hosea of 
the children of Israel, and are rendered 
from the Hebrew.—A similar expression, 
_with regard to Israel, is found in Exod. 
tv. 22, 23.—16.] Josephus makes no men- 
tion of this slaughter; nor is it likely that 
he would have done. Not more than ten 
or twelve children most probably perished, 
in so small a place as Bethlehem and its 
neighbourhood. The modern objections to 
this narrative may be answered best by re- 
membering the monstrous character of this 
tyrant, of whom Josephus asserts, (Ant. 
xvii. 6, 5,) wédatva yoda) adroy goer ext 
raow téayoraivovea. Herod had marked 
the way to his throne, and his reign itself, 
with blood; had murdered his wife and 
three sons (the last just about this time) ; 
and was likely enough, in blind fury, to 
haye made no inquiries, but given the sa- 
vage order at once.—Besides, there might 
have been a reason for not making inquiry, 
but rather taking the course he did, which 

was sure, as he thought, to answer the end, 
without divulging the purpose. ‘The word 
\aOpa in ver. 7 seems to favour this view.— 

Macrobius (Saturnalia, ii. 4) relates an 
anecdote of Augustus: ‘Cum audisset inter 
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, , i) ii pb , > 4 ? 

Ywuv, EOunoOn Atay, Kat amTrooreltAac avetAs TAaAVTAC Tove b = Mark vi.17. 
a Ms Oi \ None = zs cy > ~» Gen. xli.14. 

matoac TOUC EV BnOXceu Kal &v 7adol TOIC OpLOLC auTyC, Oe Sea 
> Vd 9 an \ / i N \ , a Gy ! d here only. 1 

avo lETOUC Kal KAaATWTEOW, KaTa TOV KPovov Ov NHK OL- Chron. xx vii. 
6B ee , 17 mm ’ X 70 xe Q: 3 ‘ gaa 2 ons 

WOE Tapa TWYV Maywv. OTE E77 HOwWMN TO Pn ev ‘li UGE eee ey 

: f U “ ‘ f 2 t oe .7 and reff. Icoguiou rov aoopynrov RéEyovtog *Dwry ev Pama tivn sashi, 
(W I 7 O p ] ny, Cc uf} ph f den. xxxpif 

> eee - \ g \ 2 Nee \ \ Mea 

nxovoln, [ Ponvec Kat | KAavOn0c¢ Kal oduppoc moAvc, er 
‘Pp = ch ie ‘ as oe - \ > * nO X i xlv. 2, 

axnA KAatovoa ta TéKva auTnC Kat ovK * NUEAE © TAGAR n2 Cor. vii.7 
x ¢ 3 koe 19 , \ rae , only. 2 Mace. 

KAnOnvat, OTL OUVK “ ELol. TeXcutnoavroc Oo: TOU Hoo- , 6 
= ch. V. al. 

> ST: , 2 Soh , Sie} Ny SS ie 

dov, toov ayyedoc Kuplov Kat ovao palverar TW lwonp fee 
’ aay? £0 } 1? \ , x , . 30. John viii. 

ev AvyumTw NEywv E-yeo0ac TaoaXaPe_ TO TALOlOV 58. See Gen: 
\ \ t y 5) n \ / ’ oO 5 , l pa: ae 

Kal THY PNTEOA AUTOV, Kal TOVEVOU ELC HV Iopan\* Tes ase ee 
0 , ‘ © m = ‘ m nN = , “91 ¢ m Rom. xi. 3. 

VHKaGL yao ol Cyrovytec TIHV poy ny TOU Tralolov. Oe 
n (Ww. accus. 

wn \ ) N ! \ N , > eS ee nays 
oe eveoletc Tapédae TO Tatolov Kal THY pNTEPA aUTOU (agen) 

Yue o} ~ > , 52 ? , \o > 2 Chron. XXii. 

kat * nAOev ic ynv IopandA. “ axovoac de ort ApyéXaoc | 22. 
” Bastheber ” [emt] ri Teoddiae Oop BaG® = Cerone: AGLAEVEL emt| THE loveatac § avT. QWOOU TOU TA- Xen Anab.i, 

1, 4. 

‘Tep., but txt (76 kupiov dia D) BC DZ 6 abcv Syrr. Chrys. Hier. Sahid. — 18. @pijr’. 
kat om. BK Z 2 abcv Copt. Sahid. Aith. Hil. Ambr. Hier. ins. CD (?)—for dduvppoc, 
[Site eae Z. —0dnoev DZ ac Hil. txt BC (?).— 20. roy raida D. —21. dueyepbeic 
D.— roy zaida D. eich Oey BC. txt D @) —for yy, rv D. — 22. ézi om. B 11al. © 

pueros quos in Syria Herodes rex Judz- and now sanctioned to us by N. T. usage; 
orum intra bimatum jussit interfici, filium at the same time remembering, for our cau- 
quoque ejus occisum, ait, Melius est He- tion, how little even now we understand of 
rodis porcum esse (roy dv?) quam filium the full bearing of prophetic and typical 
(roy viov ?).’ But Macrobius wrote in the words and acts. None of the expressions 
fifth century, and the words ‘intra bima- of this prophecy must be closely and lite- 
tum’ look very like a quotation from our rally pressed. The link of connexion seems 
narrative. Besides, the anecdote shows to be Rachel’s sepulchre, which (Gen. xxxv. 
great ignorance of the chronology of He- 19) was in the way to Bethlehem; and 
rod’s reign. Antipater, the dast puttodeath from that circumstance, perhaps, the in- 
of his sons, was of full age at his execu- habitants of that place are called her chil- 
tion. — éverraty§y] Loquitur Matth., ex dren. We must also take into account the 
sensu et opinione Herodis. (Calvin.)—ém6 close relation between the tribes of Judah 
Sietots] i.e. matdiov, not xodvov. This and Benjamin, which had long subsisted. 
expression must not be taken as any very Ramah was six miles to the north of Je- 
certain indication of the time when the star rusalem, in the tribe of Benjamin (Jer. 
did actually appear. The addition kai ca- xl. 1); so that neither must this part of the 
Twrépw implies that there was uncertainty prophecy be strictly taken.—20. te@vyjkaou 
in Herod’s mind as to the age pointed out; yap] The plural here is not merely idio- 
and if so, why might not the jealous tyrant, matic, but a citation from Exod. iv. 19, 
although he had accurately ascertained the | where the same words are spoken to Moses. 
date of the star’s appearing, have taken a — @nreiy rijy Puxyjy = Wp) wPr. Herod the 

range of time extending before as wellas Great died of a dreadful disease at Jericho, 
after it, the more surely to attain his point? in the seventieth year of his age, and the 

—17. 1d fy. 5. ‘Iep.] Apparently an ac-' thirty-eighth of his reign, a.u.c. 750. Jos. | 
commodation of the prophecy in Jer. xxxi. © B. J. i. 33,8.—22. dkovoas S€] Archelaus 

15, which was originally written of the was the son of Herod by Malthace, a Sa- 
Babylonish captivity. We must not draw maritan woman: he was brought up at 
any fanciftil distinction between tore é~AN- Rome (Jos. B. J. i. 31, 1); succeeded his 

poOn eid iva rAnow07, but rather seek father, but never had the title of king, only 
our explanation in the acknowledged sys- that of Ethnarch, with the government of 
tem of prophetic interpretation among the Jdumea, Judeea, and Samaria, the rest of 

Jews, still extant in their Rabbinical books, _ his father’s dominions being divided between 
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his brothers Philip and Antipas. (Jos. Ant. 

xvii. 11, 4.) But, (1) very likely the word 

Baci\sbw is here used in the wider mean- 

ing :—(2) Archelaus did, in the beginning 

of his reign, give out and regard himself as 

king: rd wAyOoc ... ebyapioret ... TIC 

| godc adroy Ospareiag we mpd BéEBavoy 

Hon Baoréa (Jos. B. J. ii. 1, 1): (3) in 
ch. xiv. 9, Herod the Tetrarch is called o 
Baote’c.—In the ninth year of his govern- 
ment Archelaus was dethroned, ov yovoy 
Tovdaiouc, dda kai Dapapedor yonsapevoe 
Wace, TpEcBEevoapévwy éExaTépwy KaT ab- 
row modc Kaisapa, .. . puyadeverae piv 

cic Buéevvay wédw Tije Padariac ... (ibid. 

ii. 7, 3.) i.e. Vienne, in Gaul. — avexo- 
pyoev cis T. p. 7. Pad] This account gives 
rise to some difficulty as compared with 
Luke’s history. It would certainly, on a 
first view, appear that the writer was not 
aware that Nazareth had been before this 
the abode of Joseph and Mary. And it 
is no real objection to this, that he else- 
where calls Nazareth r)v marpida abou, 
ch. xiii. 54. 57. It is perhaps just pos- 
sible that Matthew, writing for Jews, al- 
though well aware of the previous circum- 
stances, may not have given them a place 
in his history, but made the birth at Beth- 
lehem the prominent point, seeing that his 
account begins at the birth (i. 18), and 
does not localize what took place before it, 
which is merely inserted as subservient to 
that great leading event. If this view be 
correct, all we could expect is, that his 
narrative would contain nothing inconsist- 
ent with the facts related in Luke; which 
we find to be the case. —I should prefer, 
however, believing, as more consistent with 
the fair interpretation of our text, that Mat- 
thew himself was not aware of the events 
related in Luke i. ii., and wrote under the 
impression that Bethlehem was the original 
dwelling-place of Joseph and Mary. Cer- 
tainly, had we only his Gospel, this infer- 
ence from it would universally be made.— 
dvexwonoer must not be pressed into the 
service of reconciling the two accounts, by 
being rendered returned; for the same 
word is used (ver. 14) of the journey to 
Egypt.—23. dws wAnpw0y]| These words 
refer to the Divine purpose in the event, 

not to that of Joseph in bringing it about. 
—76 pnGev 8. tr. wp.| These words are no 
where verbatim to be found, nor is this 
asserted by the Evangelist; but that the 
sense of the prophets is such. In search- 
ing for such sense, the following hypotheses 
have been made—none of them satisfac- 
tory :—(1) Euthymius says, zotor pogn- 
Tat ToUTO Eizo”, pry CyTHOYCS’ OVX EVEHTELC 
yap’ Ort FONG rOy ToogynTUHy By3\twy 
a7@XovTo, Ta piv, ty Taic aixpadwoiate, 
ra Ci kai & apedeiac TOY “EBoaiwy, Twa 
6& Kal tk KaKouoyiac. 

than is here implied. (2) The general 
sense of the prophets is, that Christ should 
be a despised person, as the inhabitants of 
Nazareth were (John i. 47). But surely 
this part of the Messiah’s prophetic charac- 
ter is not general or prominent enough, in 
the absence of any direct verbal connexion 
with the word in our text, to found such an 
interpretation on; nor, on the other hand, 
does it appear that an inhabitant of Naza~ 
reth, as such, was despised ; only that the 
obscurity of the town was, both by Na- 
thanael and the Jews, contrasted with our 
Lord’s claims. (3) The Nazarites of old 
were men holy and consecrated to God; 
e.g. Samson (Judg. xiii. 5), Samuel (1 Sam. 
i. 12). But (a) our Lord did not (like 
John the Baptist) lead a life in accordance 
with the Nazarite vow, but drank wine, 
&c., and set himself in marked contrast 
with John in this very particular (Matt. 
xi. 18,19); and (/3) the word for Nazarite is 
NaZio, (Judg. xiii. 5,) or NaZetpaioc, (Judg. 
xvi. 18 alex..—Lam. iv. 7,) whereas this, 
denoting an inhabitant of Nazareth, is Na- 
Cwoatioc always in the N. T., except in 
Mark x. 47, where it is NaZapnvéc. (4) 
There may be an allusion to 73, a branch, 
by which name our Lord is called in Is. 
xi. 1, and from which word it appears that 
the name Nazareth is probably derived. 
But this word is only used in the place 
cited; and in by far the more precise pro- 
phecies of the Branch, Zech. iii. 8. vi. 12. 
Jer. xxiii. 5. xxxiii. 15, and Is. iv. 2, the 
word max is used.—I leave it, therefore, as 

an unsolved difficulty. 

But the expression » | 
Oud T. 7p. seems to have a wider bearing , 
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Cuap. IIT. 1—12.] Mark i. 1—8. Luke 
iii. 1—17. Here the synoptic narrative be- 
gins, its extent being the same as that speci- 
fied by Peter in Actsi. 22, ‘from the baptism 
of John ull the day that He was taken up 
from us.’ For a critical comparison of the 
narratives in the various sections, see notes 

on Mark. In this Gospel I 1 I have generally 
, confined myself to the subject-matter. —1. 
- év 88 tats Hp. éx.] The last matter men- 
tioned was the dwelling at Nazareth: and 
though we must not take the connexion 
strictly as implying that Joseph dwelt there 
all the intermediate thirty years, the 7pépae 
éxeivat must be understood to mean that 
we take up the persons of the narrative 
where we left them; i.e. dwelling at Naza- 
reth. See Exod. ii. 11, LXX.—-rapayi- 
vetar| Came forw ard—made his appear- 
ance. The title Iw. 6 Baar. shows that 
Matthew was writing for those who well 
knew John the Baptist as an historical per- 
sonage. Josephus, in mentioning him, (Ant. 
xviii. 5, 2,) calls him “Iwdvyye 6 émtcadov- 
pevoc Barriorne.—John was, strictly speak- 
ing, a prophet; belonging to the legal dis- 
pensation ; a rebuker of sin, and preacher 
of repentance. The expression in Luke, 
éyévero pha Oeov ézi “Iwavyny, is the 
usual formula for the Divine commission of 
the Prophets. (Jer. i. 1. Ezek. vi. 1. vii. 1, 
&e.) And the effect of the Holy Spirit on 
John was more in accordance with the O. T. 
than the N.T. inspiration; more of a sud- 
den overpowering influence, as in the Pro- 
phets, than a gentle indwelling manifested 
through the individual character, as in the 
Apostles and Evangelists.—The baptism of 
John was of a deeper significance than that 
usual among the Jews in the case of prose- 
lytes, and formed an integral part of his 
divinely appointed office. See below, note 
on ver. ]5. It was emphatically the bap- 
tism of repentance (Novrpov peETavoiac, 
says Olshausen, but not A\ourpoy zahtyye- 
veciac. Luke iii. 3. Titus ili.5). We find 
in Acts xviii. 24. 26. xix. 1. 7, accounts of 
persons who had received the baptism of 
John, who believed, and (in Apollos’s case) 
taught accurately the things concerning the 
Lord; but required instruction and (xix. 
5) rebaptizing in the name of the Lord 

Jesus. Whether the baptism practised by 
the disciples before the Resurrection was 
of the same kind, and required this renewal, 
is uncertain. The fact of our Lord Him- 
self having received baptism from John, is 
decisive against the identity of the two rites, 
as also against the idea (Olsh. i. 154, note) 
derived from Acts xix. 4, that John used 
the formula Bawrifw oe cic rov éoyopmevor. 
His whole mission, as Olsh. well observes, 
was calculated, in accordance with the office 
of the law which gives the knowledge of 
sin, (Rom. iii. 20,) to bring men’s minds 
into that state in which the Redeemer in- 
vites them, (Matt. xi. 28,) as weary and 
heavy-laden, to come to Him.—év tH épr- 
po] Where, also, he had been brought up, 
Luke i. 80. This tract was not strictly a 
desert, but thinly peopled, and abounding 
in pastures for flocks. Josephus, B. J. iii. 
10, 7, says, that the Jordan duarépyer THY 
Devynoap peony, ET ELTA TONY avaple= 
TpovUpEvoe EpHpiay ic THY “Aogadrirww 
éeuoe Npvny. See Judg. i. 16. 1 Kings 
li. 34. This gonpoc answers to taca 1) 
meoiywpog Tov Topdavov in Luke iii. 3. 
See note on ch. iv. 1.—2. petavoetre | 
Used by the Baptist in the O.T. sense of 
turning to God as his people, from the spi- 
ritual idolatry and typical adultery in which 
the faithless among the Jews were involved. 
This, of course, included personal amend- 
ment in individuals. See Luke iii. 10—14. 
Josephus describes John, Ant. xviii. 5, 2, 
as rove Iovdaiove KeXevovTa apEeTiy érr- 
ackovytTac Kai Ty Tpd¢ aAANAOdG CrKaLo- 
oivy Kat 7odc Toy OEdy edaeBEia Ypwpé- 
voucg Barricsup cuvtévat.—rh Baotdela Tov 
ovpavav| An expression peculiar in the 
N. T. to Matthew—the more usual one is 7) 
Bac. rou Yeov—but common in the Rab- 
binical writers, who do not however, ex- 
cept in one or two places, mean by it the 
reign of the Messiah, but the Jewish re- 
ligion—the theocracy. But from the use 
of it by Matthew here, and in iv. 17. x. 7, 
we may conclude that it was used by the 
Jews, and understood, to mean the advent 
of the Christ, probably from the prophecy 
in Dan. ii. 44. vii. 13, 14. 27.—It has been 
observed by recent critics, that wherever 
the term Bac. 7. ovo. (or its equivalent) is 
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used in the N.T., if signifies, not the 
Church, nor the Christian religion, but 
strictly the kingdom of the Messiah, which 
is to be revealed hereafter. I should doubt 
this being exclusively true. The state of 
Christian men now is undoubtedly a part 
of the bringing in of the kingdom of Christ, 
and, as such, is included in this term. See 
Mark xii. 34.—8. otros yap éativ] Not the 
words of the Baptist, meaning éyw yap 
eiut, as in Johni. 23, but of the Evan- 
gelist; and éorw is not for 7y, but repre- 
sents to us the place which the Baptist fills 
in the prophetico-historical scheme.—The 
words éy ry tonpyw belong in the Hebrew 
to érotwacare, but in the LXX and here 
to Bodyvroc.—The primary and literal ap- 
plication of this prophecy to the return 
from captivity is very doubtful. If it ever 
had such an application, we may safely say 
that its predictions were so imperfectly and 
sparingly fulfilled in that return, or any 
thing which followed it, that we are neces- 
sarily directed onward to its greater fulfil- 
ment—the announcement of the kingdom of 
Christ. Euthymius remarks, 6007 6 kvu- 
piov Kat TpiBouc avrov Kadei Tac Puyac, 
Ov ériBaivety Ewehrev 6 AOyog TOU Ev- 
ayyéXtov, ic Kai wooTpéTeTat EromaZery, 
qyouv Kabaipey, rp toyaXeiw Tie peTa- 
voiac dvuora@vrag piv Tag axavOacg TOY 
malay, txpimrovrag dé robe NiMoug Tig 
apapriac, cai obrwo evOeiag Kai dpadag 
abracg amepyalecOat rodc brodoynY ab- 
Tov. —4. avtos 8é 6 “Iw.| As John was 
the Elias of prophecy, so we find in his 
outward attire a striking similarity to Elias, 
who was a17)0 daave, Kai Suviy 6 Ceppariyny 
menueCwapévog Tijv dagiy abrov. 4 Kings 

i. 8. The garment of camel’s hair was not 
the camel’s skin with the hair on, which 
would be too heavy to wear, but raiment 
woven of camel’s hair, such as Josephus 
speaks of, (B. J. i. 24, 3,) éoOnrec be rpe- 

ins. wavtec C¥**. txt BCD abev. —aft. 
Sahid. 42th. Orig. Bas. Euth. om. D ade 

XOv weTompévat, as a contrast to 260. Ba- 
ot\tcat. From Zech. xiii. 4, it seems that 
such a dress was known as the prophetic 
garb: ‘neither shall they (the prophets) 
wear a rough garment (d&ppw Toryivny, 
LXX, who, however, make it a garment of 
penitence for having deceived) to deceive.’-— 
axptdes] There is no difficulty here. The 
akoic, permitted to be eaten, Levit. xi. 22, 
was used as food by the lower orders in 
Judea, and mentioned by Strabo and Pliny 
as eaten by the Authiopians, and by many 
other authors as articles of food. Jerome, 
ady. Jovinian. ii. 6, says, ‘‘ Apud Orientales 
et Libyze populos quia per desertam et cali- 
dam eremi vastitatem locustarum nubes re- 
periuntur, locustis vesci moris est: hoc 
verum esse Joannes quoque Baptista pro- 
bat.”” Shaw found locusts eaten by the 
Moors in Barbary. (Travels, 164.)— 
péAt Gyptov] See 1 Sam. xiv, 25. Here, 
again, there isno need to suppose any thing 
else meant but honey made by wild bees. 
Schulz (cited by Winer, Réalw. and De 
Wette) found such honey in this very wil- 
derness in our own time. See Psalm Lxxxi. 
16. Judg. xiv. 8. Deut. xxxii. 13. The 
passage usually cited from Diodorus Siculus 
(xix. 94) to show that pé\u ayovoy exuded 
from trees, does not necessarily imply it. 
pverat yap map avroic TO TETENLATO TOY 
dévOpwy, kal pede TOAD TO Kaovpevov 
ayptor, 

Suidas certainly makes it a gum: be ay. 
o7ep amd Tay dévdpwy Exiouvayouevor, 
pavva Toicg woAXoIC Tpocayopeverat, — 5. 
Tore éber.] The latter cai here has been 
supposed to mean ‘ especially,’ seeing that 
Judzea was part of the TEPIX WOE 3 as in 
the expression d\Xwe re kai. But the former 
kai 7aoa will hardly allow this. cai taca 
7) 7€9. means alltheneighbourhood of Jordan 
not included in Jerusalem and Juda before 
mentioned. Parts of Persea, Samaria, Gali- 

BCD 

 Xo@vrar woT~ ped’ vearog. _ 
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lee, and Gaulonitis come under this deno- 
mination.—There need be no surprise at 
such multitudes going out to John. The 
nature of his announcement, coupled with 
the prevalent expectation of the time, was 
enough to produce this effect. See, as 
strictly consistent with this account, Matt. 
xi. 7—15.—6.e€Bamrifovro] When men were 
admitted as proselytes, three rites were per- 
formed—circumcision, baptism, and obla- 
tion; when women, two—baptism and obla- 
tion. The baptism was administered in the 
day-time, by immersion of the whole person; 
and while standing in the water the prose- 
lyte was instructed in certain portions of the 
law. The whole families of proselytes, in- 
cluding infants, were baptized. It is most 
probable that John’s baptism in outward 
form resembled that of proselytes. See 
above, on ver. 1. Some (De Wette, Winer, 
Paulus, Meyer) deny that the proselyte bap- 
tism was in use before the time of John; but 
the contrary has been generally supposed, 
and maintained (by Lightfoot, Schoettgen, 
Buxtorf, Wetstein, Bengel). Indeed the 
baptism or lustration of a proselyte on ad- 
mission would follow as a matter of course, 

- by analogy from the constant legal practice 
of lustration after all uncleannesses ; and it 
is difficult to imagine a time when it would 
not be in use. Besides, it is highly impro- 
bable that the Jews should have borrowed 
the rite from the Christians, or the Jewish 
hierarchy from John.—e£opodoyoupevor T. 
6p. av.) From the form and expression 
this does not seem to have been merely 
‘showing a contrite spirit,’ ‘confessing 
themselves sinners,’ but a particular and 
individual confession; not, however, made 
privately to John, but before the people: 
see his exhortation to the various classes in 
Lnke iii. 10—15: nor in every case, but in 
those which required it. Josephus uses the 
very same expression, Ant. vill. 4, 6.—7. 
@apio. kal Yad5.] These two sects, ac- 
cording to Josephus, Ant. xiii. 5, 9, ori- 
ginated at the same period, under Jonathan 
the High Priest (p.c. 159—144). The Pha- 
risees, deriving their name probably from 
wp, ‘ he separated,’ took for their distinctive 
practice the strict observance of the law 
and all its requirements, written and oral. 
They had great power over the people, and 
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are numbered by Josephus as being, about 
the time of the death of Herod the Great, 
above 6000. (Ant. xvii. 2, 4.) We find in 
the Gospels the Pharisees the most constant 
opponents of our Lord, and his discourses 
frequently directed against them. The cha- 
racter of the sect as a whole was hypocrisy ; 
the outside acknowledgment and honouring 
of God and his law, but inward and prac- 
tical denial of Him; which rendered them 
the enemies of the simplicity and genuine- 
ness which characterized our Lord’s teach- 
ing. Still among them were undoubtedly 
pious and worthy men, honourably distin- 
guished from the mass of the sect; John iii. 
1. Acts y. 34. The various points of their 
religious and moral belief will be treated of 
as they occur in the text of the Gospels.— 
YabSouxatwy| Are said to have derived 
their name from one Sadok, about the time 
of Alexander the Great (.c. 323): but 
more probably, as stated by Epiphanius 
Hier. i. 14, émovopdcovow éavrove Dad- 
Tees dndev aro Oiwaoobyng THC éqe- 
KAHcEme Oppmpévnc cedex yap Eppyveder ae 
Oucatoovvn. The double d is from the Chal- 
daic form py. They rejected all tradition, 
but did not, as some have supposed, confine 
their canon of Scripture to the Pentateuch. 
The denial of a future state does not appear 
to have been an original tenet of Sad- 
duceism, but to have sprung from its abuse. 
The particular side of religionism repre- 
sented by the Sadducees was bare, literal, 
moral conformity without any higher views 
or hopes. They thus escaped the dangers 
of tradition, but fell into deadness and 
worldliness, and a denial of spiritual in- 
fluence. While our Lord was on earth, this 
state of mind was very prevalent among the 
educated classes throughout the Roman 
empire; and most of the Jews of rank and 
station were Sadducees.—The two sects, 
mutually hostile, are found frequently in 
the Gospels united in opposition to our 
Lord (see ch. xvii. 6. 11. xxii. 23, 34. 
also Acts iv. 1): the Pharisees representing 
hypocritical superstition; the Sadducees, 
carnal unbelief. — épxopévouvs] It would 
appear here as if these Pharisees and Sad- 
ducees came with others, and because others 
did, without any worthy motive. We know, 
from Luke vii. 30, that the Pharisees in 
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general were not baptized of him. — T7s 

peddovons dpyqs] The reference of John’s 

ministry to the prophecy of Elias, Malach. 

ii. 1. iv. 5, (I himself, Mark i. 2,) would 

naturally suggest to men’s minds ‘ the wrath 

to come’ there also foretold. It was the 

general expectation of the Jews that trou- 

blous times would accompany the appear- 

ance of the Messiah. John is now speak- 

ing in the true character of a prophet, fore- 

telling the wrath soon to be poured on the 

Jewish nation. —9. py Sd&qre A.] Not 

pleonastic: but, ‘Do not fancy you may 

say’ &c. In Justin Martyr’s dialogue with 

Trypho the Jew, p. 369, c, we read: etoi 0& 

AdKKoL TooTETOIpEevoL Kai VOwp fu) CvY- 

éxovrec, od¢ wpvtay dpir ot OWaokadot 

DUGY avTOY... Kai mpog TovTrac EavTovs 

Kai beac Boveorovory, brodapPavovTEc 

Ore wavrwe Toig awd THE oTopac THC 

kara odpKa Tov ABoadp odo, Kay apap- 

rwhroi bot, Kai dmoTot, Kal arEEic TPOG 

rov Ocdy, 1) Bacreia 1) ai@rviog OoOnoerat. 

—é« tov X. t.] The pebbles or shingle on 
the beach of the Jordan. He possibly re- 

ferred to Is. li. 1, 2. This also is prophetic, 

of the admission of the Gentile Church. 

See Rom. iv. 16. Gal. iii. 29. —11. ev ¥8.] 
zy is not redundant, but signifies the vehicle 

of baptism, as in év zy. ay. K. muot after- 
wards.—épxdpevos| The present participle, 

used of a certain and predetermined future 

event. See on ch. ii. 4.—ra tod. Baora- 

gat] Lightfoot (from Maimonides) shows 

that it was the token of a slave having 

become his master’s property, ‘‘ to loose his 

shoe,” to tie the same, or to carry the neces- 

sary articles for him to the bath. The expres- 

sions therefore in all the Gospels amount 

to the same. —év mv. ay. x. wupt] This 

was literally fulfilled at the day of Pente- 

cost: but Origen and others refer the words 

to the baptism of the righteous by the Holy 

Spirit, and the wicked by fire. The mem- 

bers of comparison in this verse are strictly 

parallel to one another: the baptism by 

water, the end of which is plerdvota, amere 

transition state, a note of preparation ; and 

the baptism by the Holy Ghost (and fire), 

the end of which is (ver. 12) sanctification, 

the entire aim and purpose of man’s cre- 

ation and renewal. Thus the official supe- 

riority of the Redeemer (which is all that 

our Evangelist here deals with) is fully 

brought out. The superiority of nature and 

pre-existence is reserved for the fuller and 

more dogmatic account in John i. — 12. ob 

7s mrvov|] ov... avrov, a very common 

redundancy. See reff. od is not ‘ whose,’ 

which is implied in 76. In the Rabbinical 

work Midrash Tehillim, on Ps. ii., is found: 

Advenit trituratio, stramen projiciunt in ig- 

nem, paleam in ventum, sed triticum conser- 

vant in area: sic nationes mundi erunt sicut 

conflagratio furni: ast Israel conservabitur 

solus. (Quoted by Lightfoot on John iii. 

17.)—tiv &dova] The contents of the barn- 

floor. (De Wette, &c.) Thus in Job xxxix. 

BC 
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Judith xii. 7. 
m ch. xiv. 16. 

John xiii. 10. 
1 Thess. y. 1. 

2 Xpetav exw UTO gov ParrioOnvat, Kal ov EPXY SAE 
= ch. xxiii. 
14al._ Sir. 
Xxiii. 1. 

o Heb. ii. 10. 
Vile 2OspeL 
Mace. xii. 11. 

p = Acts xiii. 
25. Rom. viil. 4. Ps. xix. 4. 

enim dcv Lucif. — 15. aft. abroy a inserts et quum baptizaretur, lumen ingens circum- 
Sulsit de aqua, ita ut timerent omnes qui advenerunt ; similarly the Ebionite Gospel quoted 

12, eicoice: 0& cov Toy dXwva. Or perhaps 
owing to dtaxka. (shall cleanse from one end 
to the other) the floor itself, which was an 
open hard-trodden space in the middle of the 
field.—axvpov] Not only the chaff, but also 
the straw: see reff.: ‘ all that is not wheat.’ 
On the apparent differences between this 
account and that of John, see notes to 
John i. and the general prolegomena to the 
Gospel. 

13—17.] Mark i. 9—11. Luke iii. 21— 
23. It does not appear exactly when the 
baptism of the Lord took place. If the 
comparative age of the Baptist is taken into 
account, we should suppose it to have been 
about six months after this latter begun his 
ministry. But this is no sure guide. The 
place was Bethany, (the older reading,) 
beyond Jordan. John i. 28.—18. tov 
Bamrr.| Why should the Lord, who was 
without sin, have come to a baptism of re- 
pentance ? Because He was made sin for 
us: for the same reason as He suffered the 
curse of the law. It became Him, being 
in the likeness of sinful flesh, to go through 
those appointed rites and purifications which 
belonged to that flesh. There is no more 
strangeness 1 is having been baptized by 
John, than in His keeping the Passovers. 
The one rite, as the other, belonged to sin- 
ners—and among the transgressors He was 
numbered. The prophetic words in Ps. xl. 
12, spoken in the person of our Lord, indi- 
cate, in the midst of sinlessness, the most 
profound apprehension of the sins of that 
nature which He took upon Him. I cannot 
suppose the baptism to have been sought 
by our Lord merely to honour John (Kui- 
noel), or as knowing that it would be the 
occasion of a Divine recognition of his Mes- 
siahship (Paulus), and thus preordained by 
God (Meyer) : but ona fide, as bearing the 
infirmities and carrying the sorrows of man- 
kind, and thus beginning here the triple 
baptism of water, fire, and blood, two parts 
of which were now accomplished, and of the 
third of which He himself speaks, Luke xii. 
50, and the beloved Apostle, 1 John v. 8, 
where wvevjta = 7vp.—His baptism, as it 
was the Lord’s closing act of obedience 

Vou. Le 

under the Law, in His hitherto concealed 
life of legal submission, His 7AnpGcat rao. 
Otk., so it was His solemn inauguration and 
anointing for the higher official life of Me- 
diatorial satisfaction which was now open- 
ing upon Him. See Rom. i. 3, 4. We must 
not forget that the working out of perfect 
righteousness in our flesh by the entire and 
spotless keeping of God’s law, (Deut. vi. 
25,) was, in the main, accomplished during 
the thirty years previous to the Lord’s 
official ministry. —8ex@dAvev] A much 
stronger word than cwAdvw, implying the 
active and earnest preventing, with the 
gesture or hand, or voice, as here. The 
imperfect tense conveys, not that he endea- 
voured merely to hinder Him, (see Her- 
mann’s note on Soph. Ajax, 1105,) but 
begun to hinder Him, was hindering Him. 
—There is only an apparent inconsistency 
between the speech of John in this sense, 
and the assertion made by him in John i. 
33, ‘I knew Him not.’ het—us-regard’ the 
matter= this Tight :—John begins his ~ 
ministry by a commission from God, Who 
also admonishes him, that He, Sees) Fore- 
runner he was, would be in time revealed 
to him by aspecial sign. Jesus comes to be 
baptized by him. From the nature of his 
relationship to our Lord, he could not but 
know those events which had accompanied 
his birth, and his subsequent life of holy 
and unblameable purity and sanctity. My 
impression from the words of this verse cer- 
tainly is, that he regarded Him as the Mes- 
siah. Still, his belief wanted that full and 
entire assurance which the occurrence of the 
predicted sign gave him, which the word 
7 Oevv implies, and which would justify him 
in announcing Him to his disciples as the 
Lamb of God.—éptv] The exact meaning 
is difficult. It cannot well be that which 
the E. V. at first sight gives, that some- 
thing was to be done now, inconsistent with 
the actual and hereafter to be manifested 
relation of the two persons. Rather 
though what has been said (ver. 14) is true, 
yet the time is not come for that ;—as yet, 
apTt, now, are we in another relation, (viz. 
our Lord as the fulfiller of the law, John 

Cc 
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as a minister of it,) therefore suffer it. So 
Chrysostom: of diyvex@eo rabra torat, 
aN’ ber pe ev rovrae ole éBupeicr 
dort pévrot vrduEevoy TovTo (Hom. xii. 
161 p). ‘This dort is spoken from the 
Lord’s foreknowledge, that this relation of 
subjection to John was only temporary, and 
that hereafter their relative situations would 
be inverted.’ Meyer. Stier remarks (Reden 
Jesu, vol. i. p. 16), that now was fulfilled 
the prophetic announcement of Ps. xl. 7, 8. 
—*7piv] not for poi, but for poi Kai coi. 
I cannot help thinking that this word 
glances at the relationship and previous 
acknowledged destinations of the speakers. 
Tt has however a wider sense, as spoken by 
Him who is now first coming forth officially 
as the Son of Man, extending over all those 
whose baptism plants them in his likeness. 
Rom, vi. See Stier, ibid.—8ixatoovvny | 
requirements of the law. See var. read. on 
ch. vi. 1, where however the sense is re- 
stricted to one such requirement.—16. Kal 
Batic Beis | this account-Lwould.make 

img.cremarks. (1) The appearance 
and voice seem to have been only mani- 
fested to our Lord and the Baptist. They 
may have been alone at the time: or, if not, 
we have an instance, in Acts ix. 7, of such 
an appearance being confined to one person, 
while the others present were unconscious 
of it. We can hardly, however, with some 
of the Fathers, say, that it was wrevpa- 
Tit) Oewoia.—brTacia, od picte Tb hatyvo- 
pevov. Theod. Mopsuest. (Meyer.) ‘ Ape- 
riuntur coeli non reseratione elementorum, 

sed spiritualibus oculis, quibus et Ezechiel 
in principio voluminis sui apertos eos esse 
commemorat.’ Jerome in loc. (2) The 
Holy Spirit descended not only in the man- 
ner of a dove, but cwparicp cider (Luke 
iil. 22): which I cannot understand in any 
but the literal sense, as the bodily shape 
of a dove, seen by the Baptist. There can 
be no objection to this the straightfor- 
ward interpretation of the narrative,-which 
does not equally apply to the Holy Spirit 
being visible at all, which John himself 

asserts Him to have been, (John i. 33, 34,) 
even more expressly than is asserted here. 
Why the Creator Spirit may not have 
assumed an organized body bearing symbo- 
lical meaning, as well as any other material 
form, does not seem clear. This was the 

s ? ! wep eet Gg 3 \ ce NG a \ - 
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ancient, and is the only honest interpreta- 
tion. All the modern explanatiens of the 
cel TEptoT. as importing the manner of 
coming down, belong, as Meyer has rightly 
remarked, to the vain attempt to reduce 
down that which is miraculous. The express 
assertion of Luke, and the fact that all four 
Evangelists have used the same expression, 
which they would not have done if it were 
a mere tertium comparationis, are surely 
a sufficient refutation of this semi-ration- 
alizing interpretation.—ev0ds belongs to 
avé3n, not to Barr., nor to avey yO. It is 
the first member of the conjunctive clause 
of which rai (dod is the second—as we say, 
‘the moment that Jesus was gone up out 
of the water, behold.’ (3) Two circumstances 
may be noticed respecting the manner of 
the descent of the Spirit: (a) it was, as a 
dove ;—the Spirit as manifested in our Lord 
was gentle and benign. Lord Bacon (Medi- 
tationes Sacre, cited in Trench on the 

Miracles, p. 37) remarks: ‘‘ Moses edidit 
miracula, et profligavit A°gyptios pestibus 
muitis: Elias edidit, et occlusit coelum ne 
plueret super terram: Eliseeus edidit, et 
evocavit ursas de deserto que laniarent 
impuberes: Petrus Ananiam — sacrilegum 
hypocritam morte, Paulus Elymam magum 
cecitate, percussit: sed nihil hujusmodi 
fecit Jesus. Descendit super eum Spiritus 
in forma columbe, de quo dixit, Nescitis 
cujus Spiritus sitis. Spiritus Jesu, spiritus 
columbinus: fuerunt illi servi Dei tanquam 
boves Dei triturantes granum, et concul- 
cantes paleam: sed Jesus agnus Dei sine 
ira et judiciis.”” On the history of this 
symbol for the Holy Spirit, see Liicke’s 
Comm. on John, vol. i. 425. (3) This was 
not a sudden and temporary descent of the 
Spirit, but a permanent though special 
anointing of the Saviour for his holy office. 
It ‘abode upon Him,’ John i. 32. And 
from this moment His ministry and medi- 
atorial work (in the active official sense) 
begins. «@0éwe, the Spirit carries Him 
away to the wilderness: the day of His 
return thence (possibly ; but see notes on 
John i. 29) John points Him out as the 
Lamb of God : the next day, Peter, Andrew, 
and Philip are called, and the third day 
is the first miracle at the marriage in Cana. 
But we must not imagine any change in the 
nature or personeof our Lord to have taken 
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place at his baptism. The anointing and 
crowning are but signs of the official as- 
sumption of the power which the king has 
by aright independent of, and higher than 
these. (4) The whole narrative is in re- 
markable parallelism with that of the Trans- 
figuration. There we have our Lord super- 
naturally glorified, in the presence of two 
great prophetic personages, Moses and 
Elias, who speak of His decease,—on the 
journey to which He forthwith sets out (ch. 
xvii. 22, comp. with xix. 1); and” accom- 
panied by the same testimony of the voice 
from heaven, uttering the same words, with 
an addition accordant with the truth then 
symbolized. (5) In connexion with the 
apocryphal additions found in the various 
readings, the following are not without 
interest: kateXMOdvTo¢ Tov "Inoov émi 7d 
bowo, Kai Tip avyn~On ty Typ lopdary’ Kai 
advadvyroc avrov ard Tov VoaTroc K. T. X. 
Justin Martyr, Dial. p.316 p. The author 
of the tract ‘de Rebaptismate,’ among the 
works of Cyprian, blames the spurious book 
called ‘ Petri Preedicatio,’ for relating, among 
other things, of Christ, ‘‘ cum baptizaretur, 
ignem super aquam esse visam, quod in 
evangelio nullo est scriptum.”’ (ch. ix.)— 
17 dwv. d.] does not require éyévero or 
any word to be supplied, nor the participle 
to be understood as a past tense. ‘Lo, a 
voice from heaven, saying.’ See similar 
constr. Luke v. 12. xix. 20al. fr.—ev8ényoa | 
not the usitative aorist, but declarative of 
the definite past eddocia of the Father in 
Him. Eph. i. 4. see above. J... | 

Cuae. IV. 1—11. Mark i. 12,13. Luke 
iv. 1—13.—1. avyyOy eis 7. €] The 
Spirit carried Him away, (see Acts viii. 39,) 
éxPaddee ayTov, Mark i. 12. Had Luke’s 
nyéro éy TP Ty. been our only account, we 
might have supposed what took place to 
have been done in a vision: but the two 
other expressions entirely preclude this. 
The desert here spoken of may either be 
the traditional place of the Temptation near 
Jericho, (thence called paar a or, as 
Scripture parallelism between Moses, Elias, 
and our Lord, leads one to think, the Ara- 
bian desert of Sinai.—metpacOGvar] The 
express purpose of ayvfy0y. No other 
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c Judg. xx. 26al. 

sic D*¥ (2?) Ey. mode 

rendering is even grammatical. Hence it is 
evident that our Lord at this time was not 
‘led up’ of His own will and design, but as 
a part of the conflict with the Power of 
Darkness, He was brought to the Tempta- 
tion. As He had been subject to His earthly 
parents at Nazareth, so now He is subject, 
in the outset of His official course, to His 
Heavenly Parent, and is by His will thus 
carried up to be tempted. In reverently 
considering the nature and end of this 
temptation, we may observe, (1) That the 
whole is undoubtedly an objective historical 
narrative, recording an actual conflict be- 
tween our Redeemer and the Power of 
Evil. (2) That it is undetermined by the 
letter of the sacred text, whether the 
Tempter appeared in a bodily shape, or as a 
spizit, was permitted to exert a certain power, 
as in ver. 5, and ver. 8, over the person of 
our Lord, even as the Holy Spirit did in 
ver. 1. If the latter were the case, the 
words spoken at the various stages of the 
temptation, were suggested by this Evil 
Power to the soul of our Redeemer. But 
(3) such an interpretation, while it cannot 
justly be accused of unreality by any who 
do not reject belief in the spiritual world, 
hardly meets the expressions of the text, 
mooceNOwy ver. 3, tv TEawY TpocKUYH- 
oye jot ver. 9, and agtnow adror ver. 11. 
Nor do the two members of ver. 11 cor- 
respond to one another in this case, for the 
dyyeXot must have been visible and cor- 
poreal, as in the parallel case at Gethse- 
mane, Luke xxii. 43.—8.aBédov] The 
accuser, or adversary: Satan. Not any 
human tempter or foe: no example can be 
adduced of a man being called 6 dua. In 
John vi. 70, Judas is by our Lord called 
éta. which is the generic substantive with - 
out the article-—2. vyotevoas] Not in the 
wider, ecclesiastical sense of the word, but 
its strict meaning, of abstaining from all food 
whatever. ovK épayev obdty éy Taic 7pé- 
pate ixetvatc. Luke iv. 2. Similarly Moses, 
Exod. xxxiv. 28, )v tvayriov Kupiou Tréeo- 
capdKovTa HM. K. TE. VUK." apTOV ovK 
Epaye, ai bdwp ob« Erte. and Elias ézro- 
pev0n ev ioxdbi Tijc Bowaewc éExeivnyg, T. 1)- 
kai tr. vy 3 Kings xix. 8.—totepov émetv. | 
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Then probably not during the time itself. 
The period of the fast, as in the case of 
Moses, was spent in a spiritual ecstasy, 
during which the wants of the natural body 
were suspended.— 3. Kat mposeOoav | 
From the words of both Mark and Luke, 
it appears that He was tempted also during 
the forty days. Whether the words of 
Mark, ay pera rév Onoiwy, allude to one 
kind of temptation, is uncertain. See note 
on Mark i. 13. The word zpoce\O. need 
not be understood of the first approach, 
but the first recorded—at a certain time the 
tempter approaching Him, &c.—vids Tod 
Geov] In the N. T. are found three com- 
binations of these two substantives and the 
article, and all with one meaning, viz., THE 
Son or Gop, in the highest and Messianic 
sense. (1) The expression in the text, of 
which our Lord says, John x. 36, dy 6 Ia- 
THO YLAGE Kai ATrEGTEEY Elc TOY KOGpHOY, 
dpetc AEyeTE Ort BAaoHHmeEtc OTe Eizo”, 
vids Tov Beod Eiji; see also Matt. xxvii. 
40.—(2) 6 vidg tov O. In John ix. 35, 
we read, ot misreverc Eig TOV VOY TOU 
Ocot; . . . . . 5 Nadwy pera cod, exetvds 
éartv. —(3) vide 0. In Luke i. 35, 76 
yevvopevovy ayiov KrynOnoerat vids Qeod. 
See note on Luke xxiii. 47.—The ei implies 
no doubt of the Lord’s Messiahship, but as 
Eutbym. observes, wero bre tapakvicd h- 
oeTat TH Oy, KaDAaTED dvELdLGBEIC Emi 
Tp py Elva. vidg Oe0v.—4.] The words 
in Deut. are spoken of the children of 
Israel eating manna in the wilderness. 
The Lord does not give way to the tempta- 
tion, so as to meet him with an open de- 
claration, ‘I am the Son of God!’ thus in- 
deed He might have asserted his Lordship 
over him, but not have been his Conqueror 

for us. The first word which He uses 
against him, reaches far deeper: ‘ Man 
shall not live,’ &c. This, like the other 
text, is taken from the history of Israel’s 
temptation in the wilderness; for Israel 
represents, in a foreshadowing type, the 

Son of Man, the servint of God for Right- 
eousness, the one éoydpevoc, in-whom 
alone that nature which in all men has de- 
generated into sin, wAnpot macay diKato- 
civnv. Adam stood not,—Israel accord- 
ing to the flesh stood not,—when the Lord 
their God tempted them ; but rather, after 
Satan’s likeness, tempted their God: but 
now the second Adam is come, the true 
Israel, by whose obedience the way of life 
is again made known and opened— that 
man truly liveth on and in the eternal word 
of God.’ See Stier’s Reden Jesu, vol. i. 
p- 18. Observe also how the Lord resists 
Satan in His humanity ; at once here num- 
bering Himself with men, by adducing 6 ay- 
Oow7oe as including His own case; and not 
only so, but thus speaking out the mystery of 
His humiliation, in which He had foregone 
His divine Power, of Hisown will.— By ‘every 
word (or ‘thing,’ for pia is not expressed 
in the original) that proceedeth out of the 
mouth of God,’ we must understand, every 
arrangement of the Divine will; God who 
ordinarily sustains by bread, can, if it please 
Him, sustain by any other means, as in the 
case alluded to. Compare John iv. 32. 34. 
—5. tére map.|] Power being most proba- 
bly given to the tempter over the person 
of our Lord. In Luke this temptation 
stands third. The real order is evidently 
that in the text; for otherwise our Lord’s 
final answer, ver. 10, would not stand in 
its place. It may be observed, that Luke 
makes no assertion as to succession, only 
introducing each temptation with kai: 
whereas ré7ve and wa\w here seem to 
mark succession. For a@y. mod. see reff. 
totyow—by the same power by which he 
brought Him. — wrepvyroy] Abundant in- 
stances have been produced to show that 
mTepov was applied to a pointed roof or 
gable. Nowthe LXX use wrépv& and wre- 
pvytoy as synonymous with wrepdy; why 
may not the same be done in the N. T. ? 
The general opinion, that owr Lord was 
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placed on Herod’s royal portico, described 
in Jos. Ant. xv. 11, 5, is probably right. 
That portico overhung the ravine of Kedron 
from a dizzy height, Oc, ei TiC am akooU 
TOU TavTNHE Teyoue, appw ovvrieig Ta 

BaOn, Ovomrevor, oKorovigy, ovK &EtKVOU- 
péevne THe gilegie tic dpéeTpnrov Tov BvOdv. 

The argument that it was probably on the 
other side, next the court, is grounded on 
the pertectly gratuitous assumption, that 
an exhibition to the people was intended. 
There is no authority for this in the text ; 
the temptation being one not of ambition, 
but of presumption. The inference from 
Eusebius, who, quoting Hegesippus, (Hist. 
li. 25,) describes James the Just as set on 
and thrown from 70 7repty.oyv Tov vaov, 

among the people, is not decisive ; for this 
term might embrace either side, as ‘the 
cornice,’ or ‘the parapet’ would.—6. yé- 
ypamtat] cited (verbatim from the LXX, 
as all the texts in this narrative,) as apply- 
ing to all servants of God in general, and a 
fortiori to the Son of God: not as a pro- 
phecy of the Messiah.—%. wadw] not 
‘contra,’ which it never means, not even in 
Gal. v. 3. 1 John ii. 8: but ‘rursus’ or 
‘iterum,’ as the versions rightly render it. 
The addition of a second Scripture qualifies 
and interprets the first ; but does not refute 
it.—8. dpos ty. At.] The inquiry where 
and what this mountain was, is entirely 
nugatory, no data being furnished by the 
text.—8etkvucw ait. mw. t. B.] The addi- 
tional words in Luke, éy o7typa ypdvov, 
are valuable as pointing out to us clearly 
the supernatural character of this vision. 
If it be objected that in that case there was 
no need for the ascent of the mountain, I 
answer that such natural accessories are 

SY 

aft. Uz. ins. dzicw pou C**D LMP Z 41 all abe 
oma CKGRet 

made use of frequently in supernatural reve- 
lations : see especially Rev. xxi. 10. The 
attempts to restrict tod kécpov to Pales- 
tine, (which was, besides, God’s peculiar 
portion and vineyard, as distinguished-from 
the Gentile world ,) or the Roman empire, 
are mere subterfuges: as is also the giving 
to deikyvow the sense of ‘points out the 
direction of.’ The very passage of Poly- 
bius cited to support this view, completely 
refutes it, when taken entire. Hannibal, 
from the Alps, i is directing the attention of 
his soldiers to the view of Italy ; ; evoekyd- 
plevoc abroic Ta TEL TOV Iadov media (in 
sight)... dpa O& kai roy Tic ‘Pwopyne av- 
TOLC Toree vrodekviwy. where we may 
observe the distinction between the two 
compounds év- and trro- Ceixyype: and 
further, that it is not tHv ‘P. but Tov rij¢ 
‘P. témov that he pointed out to them. 
Euthymius, however, interprets it thus, ... 
éEywr" Ev Tour pey TO pepe KELTAL y] 
Baosia Tov ‘Pwpaioy, ty Tobr@ 6é, 2) 
TOV Hepowr, ey Exeivyp 0€ 7 y TWY "Acoupiwy, 
Kat Ta (ebie dpoiwe? Kai Ore 1 pev exee 
OdEay Emi roicde roic ElOEoLY, ” O& émt 
Toices, kai adn éx’ addoue, Kal aTrAWE 
mavra karadéyet.—In this last temptation 
the enemy reveals himself openly, as the 
doywy Tov Kéopov Tovrov, and as the 
father of lies; for though power is given 
him over this world and its sons, his asser- 
tion here is most untrue. The Lord at 
once repels him openly; not that He did 
not know him before, but because he had 
thus openly tempted Him; but not even 
this of His own power or walt He adds, for 
it is written,—again as Man, appealing to 
the Word of God: see notes on Luke.— 
From this time, the Lord is known by the 
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devils, and casts them out by a word. 
Mark i. 24. 34. iii. 11. v. 7.—11. adinow 
avtTév] but only for a season, see || Luke. 
The conflict, however often renewed in 
secret, (which we cannot determine,) was 
certainly again waged in Gethsemane—atrn 
Upwey tot 1 Wea, Kai ) tLovcia TOU oKO- 
rove. (Luke xxii. 53, compare John xiv. 
30.) We have probably an intimation of 
the same kind in Luke x. 18, @@empour Tov 
Laravay we dorpamiy ék Tov ovpavov 
TecovTa.—B8inkdvovy] viz. with food, as in 
the case of Elias, 1 Kings xix. 6, 7. 

— 12—22] Mark i. 14d—20. Luke iv. 14, 15. 
Between the last verse and this is a con- 
siderable interval of time. On returning 
from the temptation, our Lord was pointed 
out by John the Baptist, (John i. 29—34,) 
and again on the morrow to two of his dis- 
ciples, Andrew and (probably) John, who 
followed Him, and were joined by Sion 
Peter (vv. 35—43); then on the morrow 
Philip and Nathanael were called (vv. 44— 
52); three days after was the marriage in 
Cana (ii. 1—11]); then our Lord went 
down to Capernaum and remained not 
many days (ii. 12) ; then followed the Pass- 
over; the cleansing of the temple (ii. 13 

2); the belief of many on Jesus (vv. 23 
—25); the discourse with Nicodemus (iii. 
1—21); the baptizing by Jesus (i. e. his 
disciples) (vv. 22—24) ; the question about 
purifying, and testimony of the Baptist 
(vv. 25—36); the journey through Sama- 
ria into Galilee, and discourse with the 
woman of Samaria (iv. 1—42); the return 
to Cana and healing of the ruler’s son in 
Capernaum (vv. 43—54) ; and the journey 
to Jerusalem related in John y. There 
John breaks off the first part of his narra- 
tive, and between his v. 47 and vi. 1, comes 

in the synoptic narrative, Matt. iv. 12— 
xiv. 15. Mark i. 14—vi. 30. Luke iv. 14 
—ix. 10. Then follows caraXimwy ri 
NaZapér in our text, ver. 13. This omis- 
sion is in remarkable consistency with Mat- 
thew’s account of his own calling in ch, ix. 9. 

Being employed in his business in the 
neighbourhood of Capernaum, he now first 
becomes personally acquainted with the 
words and actions of our Lord. From 
what circumstance the former miracle in 
Capernanm had not attracted his attention, 
we cannot, of course, definitely say; we 
can, however, easily conceive. Our Lord 
was not then iz Capernaum ; for the ruler 
sent to Him, and the cure was wrought by 
word ata distance. If Matthew’s attention 
had not been called to Jesus before, he 
might naturally omit such a narrative, which 
John gives probably from personal know- 
ledge. The synoptic narrative generally, 
omits this whole section of the Lord’s tra- 
vels and ministry. Its sources of informa- 
tion seem to have been exclusively Gali- 
lxean, and derived from persons who became 
attached to Him at a later period than any 
of the events recorded in that first portion 
of John’s Gospel. The objections to this 
view are, their narrative of the baptism and 
temptation ; but the former of these would 
be abundantly testified by John’s disciples, 
many of whom became disciples of Jesus ; 
and the latter could only have been derived 
from the mouth of the Lord Himself.— 
Gvexep.| not ‘returned,’ but ‘ retired,’ 
‘withdrew ;’ see ch. ii. 22, and note. No 
notice is given whence this withdrawal took 
place. The narrative is evidently taken up 
after an interval, and without any intention 
that it” should follow closely on ver. 11. 
Wieseler. Chron. Synops. pp. 162, ff. sees 
in this a proof that Matt. recognised a 
ministry in Judea during the interval. I 
cannot quite think this, but certainly he does 
not exclude it.—18. katadimev tT. N.] Not 
on account of the behaviour of the Naza- 
renes to Him after the preaching in the 
Synagogue, Luke iv. 30, as sometimes sup- 

posed. See notes there. — Remeerceys 
This town, on the borders of the lake of 
Gennesaret, was central in situation, and in 
the most populous and frequented part of 
Galilee. It, besides, was the residence of 
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four, at least, of the Apostles, Andrew, and 
Peter, and James, and John, and probably 
of Matthew. -“"Phe*town- was named from a 
fountain: 7odc yap ry TMV déowy siKpa- 
cig Kai THyH Orvaoderar yoripwrary, Ka- 
gapvaodp adbriyv ot extywptoe Kadovor 
[Joseph. B. J. iii. 10, 8]. D372 193, vicus 
consolationis. It is from this time called 
His own city, ch. ix. 1, see also xvii. 24. 
—15.] This prophecy is spoken with direct 
reference to the days of the Messiah. It is 
here freely rendered from the Hebrew, with- 
out any regard to the LXX, which is wholly 
different. This, coming so immediately 
after a string of quotations literally from 
the LXX, seems to mark the beginning of 
a new portion of the Gospel, agreeably to 
what was said above.—68dv 9akacons] the 
country round the coast of the lake. All 
the members of this sentence are in appo- 
sition with one another: thus wéoay rov 
*Tood. is not a description of the land before 
spoken of, which was not thus situated, but 
ofa different tract. The later meaning of 
jIP2 1awp, as signifying the tract to the 
west of the Jordan, and which naturally 
sprung up during the captivity, is not to 
be thought of in Isaiah, who wrote before 
that event. See 1 Chron. xxvi. 30 in the 
Hebrew, where, however, the E. V. renders 
‘on this side Jordan, westward.’ Mever 
makes 600v @aX. the objective after «ide un- 
derstood, and construes ‘ the land of Z. and 
N. saw the way of the sea on the other 
side of the Jordan: Galilee of the Gentiles, 
&c. saw a great light:’ i. e. the light which 
went forth from Capernaum when Jesus 
dwelt there, is represented as sending its 
bright beams over the Galilzean sea, so that 

Z. and N. by this light could see the way 
leading along the other side of the sea (!)— 
Tak. 7. €8v.] Galilee superior, near to Tyre 
and Sidon, which was inhabited by a variety 
of nations.—17. &wd 7étTe] That is, began 
His ministry in Galilee. The account of 
Matthew being that of an eye-witness, be- 
gins where his own experience began. It 
is not correct to suppose, as some of the 
German commentators have done, (De 
Wette, Strauss,) that this preaching of 
repentance was of a different character from 
the after-teaching of our Lord: we recog- 
nise the same formula, though only partly 
cited, in ch. x. 7. Luke x. 16, and find our 
Lord still preaching repentance, Luke xiii. 
3, after repeated declarations of His Mes- 
siahship.—18.] If we give any considera- 
tion to the cir cumstances here related, we 
cannot fail to see that the account in John 
is admirably calculated to complete the 
narrative. We have there furnished to us 
the reason why these two brethren were so 
ready to arise and follow One, whom, if we 
had this account only, we should infer they 
had never before seen. Add to this, that 
there is every probability that one of the 
other pair of brethren, John the son of 
Zebedee, is there described as having gone 
with Andrew to the dwelling of our Lord. 
It also tends to confirm the chronological 
view here taken, that Philip, the only one 
mentioned expressly by John as having 
been called by Jesus, is not mentioned here 
as called ; and that Andrew, and the othér 
disciple of John the Baptist, clearly were 
not called by Jesus in John i. 35—40, or 
the words zap’ avra &mewav THY 1) PEPAY 

éxeivynyv, could not have been used: that 
these two continued disciples of the Bap- 
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tist is not probable; but that they were 
henceforth, but not invariably, attached to 
the Lord. I believe that the disciple whom 
Jesus loved wasin His company during the 
whole of the events in John ii. ili. iv. and 
y., and on His return from Judea with His 
disciples, John having, for a time, returned 
to his business, as our Lord was now resi- 
dent in Capernaum, received, as here re- 
lated, this more solemn and final call. We 
must remember, that the disciples would 
naturally have gone up to Jerusalem at the 
Passover, John ii. 23, without a call from 
the Lord, and by what they saw there would 
become more firmly attached to Him. The 
circumstance related in John xxi., that even 

after they were assured of the Resurrection, 
the Apostles returned to their occupation 
as fishermen, gives additional probability to 
the usual explanation of the call in our 
text. See Prolegomena to the Gospels.— 
20. adevres «.7.A.] i. e. from this time 
they were constant followers of the Lord. 
But when He happened to be in the neigh- 
bourhood of their homes, they resumed 
their fishing, see Luke v. 1—1], which 
occurrence was, in my belief, different from, 
and later than the one related in our text. 
See notes there. 

~——23—25.] (Mark i. 39. Luke iv. 44, ordi- 
narhy but qu.? There is no necessity 
for believing this circuit of Galilee to be 
identical with those. The Lord made many 
such circuits.) — 28. cvvaywyats}] These 
were the places of religious assembly among 
the Jews after the return from the cap- 
tivity. Tradition, and the Targums, ascribe 
a very early origin to synagogues; and 
Deut. xxxi. 1], and Ps. Ixxiy. 8, are cited 
as testimonies of it. But the former pas- 
sage does not necessarily imply it; and it 
is doubtful whether that Psalm was not 

itself written after the captivity. They are 
generally supposed to have originated in_ 
Babylon, and thence to have been brought, 
at the return, into the mother land. See 

Neh. viii. 1—8. At the Chaistianr era there 
were synagogues in every town, and in 
some larger towns several. See Acts ix. 2. 
20. In Jerusalem, according to the Rab- 
binical writings, there were upwards of 450. 
(See Acts vi. 9, and note.) ‘The people as- 
sembled in them on Sabbath and festival 
days, and in later times also on the second 
and fifth days of each week, for public 
prayer and the hearing of portions of Scrip- 
ture. Ty isptwy O& Tic 06 TapwY 7 THY 
yeodvTwy sig avaywwaoKe Tove tepode V6- 
pouc atvrotc Kai Kal’ Exacroy tEnyeirat 
HEXpL oyeddy deiine diac. Philo Fragm. 
vol. ii. p. 630. See Luke iv. 16. Acts xiii. 
15. The officers of the synagogues were 
(1) the dpxisvvaywyoc, Luke viii. 49. xiii. 
14. Acts xvii. 8.17, who had the care 
of public order, and the arrangement of 
the service; (2) the Elders, woesPureput 
Luke vii. 3, auytcvvaywyoi Mark v. 22, 
who seem to have formed a sort of council 
under the presidency of the apyicvvayw- 
yoc; (3) the legatus or angelus ecclesia, 
who was the reader of prayers, and also 
secretary and messenger of the synagogues; 
(4) the wxnoéerne (Luke iy. 20), or_chapel 
clerk, whose office was to prepare ‘the 
books for reading, to sweep, open, and shut 
the synagogue. Besides these, there ap- 
pear to have been alms-gatherers. The 
synagogue was fitted up with seats, of which 
the first row (z7pwroxafedpiac) were an ob- 
ject of ambition with the scribes. (Matt. 
xxiii. G6.) A pulpit for the reader, lamps, 
and a chest for keeping the sacred books, 
appear to complete the furniture of the 
ancient synagogue. Punishments, e. g. 
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scourging, were inflicted in the synagogues. 
(See Matt. x. 17. xxiii. 3, 4. 11. Acts xxii. 
19. xxvi. 11). The catechizing also of 
children, seems to have taken place there, 
(Lightfoot, xi. 281,) as also disputations on 
religious questions. —Our Lord was allowed 
to read and teach in the synagogues, al- 
though of mean extraction according to the 

; SESE . . . 

flesh, because of His miracles, and His sup- 
posed character as the professed leader and 
teacher of a religious sect. — knptoowv Td 
evay. | For the exact meaning of these words 
compare our Saviour’s declaration in the 
synagogue at Nazareth, Luke iv. 16—30. 
— 24. Svpiav] Answering to 6Any ray 
meplxwpov tH¢ Taditiaiac, Mark i. 28. 
On the CarporZopevor, see note on ch. viii. 
28. The ceAnraZopevor, probably epilep- 
tics: see an instance in ch. xvii. 14 and ||. 
—25. Aexamddews] A district principally 
east of the Jordan, so called from ten cities, 
some of the names of which are uncertain. 
Pliny (Nat. Hist. v. 18) says, ‘ Jungitur ei 
lateri Syriz Decapolitana regio, a numero 
oppidorum, in quo non omnes eadem ob- 
servant. Plurimi tamen Damascum..... 
Philadelphium, Raphanam, omnia in Ara- 
biam recedentia; Scythopolin ... Gadara 

Hippon, Dion, Pellam ... Galasam, 
Canatham.”’ Josephus appears not to in- 
clude Damascus in Decapolis, for he calls 
Scythopolis peyiorn tHe Acca ewe (B. J. 
iii. 9, 7); and Cellarius thinks Cesarea 
Philippi and Gergesa should be substituted 
for Damascus and Raphana. See Mark vii. 
31.—répay 7. *[opd.] Perea. The country 
east of the Jordan, between the rivers Jab- 
bok and Arnon. See Jos. B. J. iii. 3, 3. 

“CH Ap. V. VI. VII.] The Sermon on the 
Mount. In this form peculiar to Matthew. 
—1. i8ev $2] Without attempting a solu- 
tion of the many difficulties which beset 
the question of time, place, and arrange- 

ment of our Lord’s Sermon on the Mount, 
I shall state the principal views of these 
subjects, and make some remarks upon 
them. One of the weightiest questions is, 
as to the identity or_otherwise of the Ser- 

mon with that given in Luke vi. 12—49. 

Luke vii. 2al. 
Ezek. xxxiv. 
4. 

iLuke xvi. 23, 
28 only. See 

? 1 Kings vi. 3, 

= Luke iv. 
38. viii. 37. 
Acts xXxXviil. 

See 

only. 
n ch. viii. 6 al.t 
o Exod. xix. 3. 

p ch. xiv. 23. Mark iii. 13. Luke vi. 12. 

P NO Si 5 \ 
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There is (I) the view that they are identi- 
cal. This is generally taken by ordinary 
readers of Scripture, from their similarity in 
many points. It is also taken by most of 
the modern German commentators, who 
uniformly reject every attempt at harmo- 
nizing by supposing the same or similar 
words to have been twice uttered (but see 
prolegg. I. 4. 6). This view is, however, 
beset by difficulties. For (u) the sermon 
in Luke is expressly said to have been de- 
livered after the selection of the Apostles ; 
whereas that in the text is as expressly, by 
continual consecutive notes of time extend- 
ing to the call of Matthew, (before which the 
Apostles cannot have been chosen,) placed 
before that event. And it is wholly unlikely 
that Matthew, supposing him the author of 
our Gospel, would have made a discourse, 
which he must have heard immediately after 
his call as an Apostle, to take place before 
that call.—Then (3) this discourse was 
spoken on a mountain, that, after descending 
from a mountain, in the plain; for that is 
the only admissible sense of the words. And, 
again (y) the two discourses are, though 
containing much common matter, widely 
different. Of 107 verses in Matt., Luke 
contains only thirty: his fowr beatitudes 
are balanced by as many woes; and in 
his text, parts of the sermon are introduced 
by sayings, which do not precede them in 
Matt. (e.g. Luke vi. 39 ff. 46 ff,) but which 
naturally connect with them. (II) Luke 
epitomized this discourse, leaving out what- 
ever was unsuitable for his Gentile readers, 
e.g. ch. v. 17—42. But this is improbable ; 
for Luke in several verses is fuller than 
Matthew, and the whole discourse, as re- 
lated by him, is connected and consecutive. 
(III) The two discourses are wholly dis- 
tinct. This view is maintained by Gres- 
well, vol. ii. Dis. xi., and principally from 
the arguments above noticed. But it also 
is not without grave difficulties, especially 
if we suppose, as Gres. does, that Luke had 
the Gospel of Matthew before him (but 
on this see prolegg. I. 2). That two 
discourses wholly distinct should contain so 
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much in common, seems unlikely and -un- 
natural. It is hardly credible that two great 
public special occasions should be selected 
by the Lord near the commencement of his 
ministry, and two discourses delivered to 
the same audience, not identical, which 
might have been very probable, and im- 
pressive from that very circumstance,—nor 
consecutive, nor explanatory the one of the 
other, but only coinciding in fragments, 
and not even as two different reports at the 
distance of thirty or forty years might be 
expected to do. Add to this that those 
parts of the discourses in which Luke and 
Matthew agree, occur in both in almost the 
same order, and that the beginning and 
conclusion of both are the same. (IV) 
Matthew gives a general compendium of 
the sayings of our Lord during this part of 
his ministry, of which Luke’s discourse 
formed a portion, or perhaps was another 
shorter compendium. But the last stated 
objection applies with still greater force to 
this hypothesis, and renders it indeed quite 
untenable. Besides, it labours under the 
chronological difficulty in all its bearings. 
And to one who has observed throughout 
the close contextual connexion of the parts 
in this discourse, it will be quite incredible 
that they should be a mere collection of 
sayings, set down at hazard. See notes 
throughout. (V) The apparent discrepan- 
cies are sometimes reconciled by remem- 
bering, that there is no fixed time mentioned 
in any Evangelist for the special ordination 
of the Apostles, and that it is very doubtful 
whether they were at any set moment so 
ordained all together. (See note on Mark 
iii. 14.) Thus Matthew may have been a 
usual hearer of our Lord, and present with 
the whole of the Apostles, as related in 
Luke, though not yet formally summoned 
as related in Matt. ix. 9 ff. The introduc- 
tion of the discourse in Luke by the words 
éyévero Oé ty raic ypépate tabrate (which 
I maintain to be, on Luke vi. 12, not 
only possibly, but expressly indefinite, and 
to indicate that the event so introduced may 
have happened at any time during the cur- 
rent great period of our Lord’s ministry, 
before, during, or after, those last narrated, ) 
allows us great latitude in assigning Luke’s 
discourse to any precise time. This, how- 
ever, leaves the difficulties (above stated 
under I) in supposing the discourses iden- 

tical, in force, except the chronological one. 
—wWith regard to the many sayings of this 
sermon which occur, dispersed up and down, 
in Luke, see notes in their respective places, 
which will explain my view as to their con- 
nexion and original times of utterance, in 
each several instance. See also notes on 
Luke vi. 20—49.— 76 dpos] Hither some 
hill near Capernaum well known by this 
name, and called by it in the reff. to Mark 
and Luke, (tradition, which points out a 
hill between Capernaum and Tiberias as 
the Mount of Beatitudes, near the present 
Saphet, is, in such a matter, utterly worth- 
less,) or, the mountain district, certainly 
imported by the word in ch. xiv. 23.— 
ot paral] in the wider sense: including 
those of the Apostles already called, and all 
who had, either for a long or a short time, 
attached themselves to Him as hearers. See 
John vi. 66.— 2. dvot&as 7. oT. av.| as in 
reff., a solemn introduction to some dis- 
course or advice of importance. — avtods | 
i.e. rode palynrac. The discourse (see vv. 
13. 14. 20. 48. vi. 9. vii. 6) was spoken di- 
rectly to the disciples, but (see vii. 28, 29) 
also generally to the multitudes. It is a 
Divine commentary on the words with which 
His own and the Baptist’s preaching opened: 
PETAVOEITE’ TYYLKE YAO 1») Bac. T. oUpavaY. 
It divides itself into various great sections, 
which see below. 

3—16.] The description of the Lord’s 
disciples, their blessedness, and dignity.— 
ol TT. T. Tv. | ovK ElTEV, OL TT. TOIG YOT- 
pac, ANN, of TT. TY THEVpLATL, TouTEaTYY, 
ol aac A TOOALDEGEL kat Ty oxy 

Kuthym. rt éorw “yi TTWYOL TY TVEV- 
pare; ot raTEvol Kai ovYTETOULEVOL TI)V 
kapdtay, Chrysostom, Homil. xv. in Matt. 
Ne quis putaret paupertatem, quee nonnun- 
quam necessitate portatur, a Domino pree- 
dicari, adjunxit, spiritu, ut humilitatem in- 
telligeres, non penuriam. Beati pauperes 
spiritu, qui propter Spiritum Sanctum vo- 
luntate sunt pauperes. Jerome in loc. [In 
the Oxford translation of the Catena Aurea, 
this last clause is rendered, the poor in spirit 
are those who gr a voluntary poverty 
for the sake of oly Spirit (!!)]  Pau- 
peres spiritu, humiles et timentes Deum, id 
est, non habentes inflantem (or, inflatum) 
spiritum. (Augustine in loc.) Again: Pau- 
per Dei in animo est, non in sacculo. (Aug. 
Enarr. in Ps. cxxxi. 26.)—r@ zy. is in 
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opposition to 77 capKi: so arepirpnroe TH 
capodia, Acts vii. 51; ayia cK. compare x. 
avebpart, | Cor. vii. 34.—These words can- 
not be joined with pakapor: see ver. 8.— 
The meaning of voluntary poverty, as that 
of the religious orders, given by many Ro- 
mish interpreters, and the work cited above, 
is out of the question, and never even hinted 
at by the best ancient commentators. As 
little can the bare literal sense of the words, 
which Julian scoffed at, be understood: 
viz. those who are ill-furnished in mind, and 
uneducated. See Rev. iii. 17. The idea 
(De Wette) is not improbable, that the 
Lord may have had a reference to the poor 
and subjugated Jewish people around him, 
once members of the theocracy, and now 
‘expectants of the Messiah’s temporal king- 
dom; and, from their condition and hopes, 
taken occasion to preach to them the deeper 
spiritual truth. —attév éot. 7 B. T. ov | 
See Luke iv. 17—21. James ii. 5. The 
Bacteia must here be understood in its 
widest sense: of all Christian rights of 
citizenship in this world, and eternal bless - 
edness in the next. ch. vi. 43. But Tholuck 
well observes (Bergpredigt, p. 74 ff) that 
all the senses of Sac. 7. Gov (or otp., or 
Xouorov) are only different sides of the same 
great idea—the subjection of all things to 
God in Christ. He cites from Origen (7regi 
EvVXIC): TY odY ty Hiv Baorrsia TOU OE0d 
7) aKooTHC adtadeinTwWE TPOKOTTOVEW éy- 
OTHoETAL, OTaY TWANDWOY TO Tapa TY a7ro- 
orbdw elonpévoy, Ort 0 Xptoroc, TayTwY 
avr@ 7. tx0p@y UToTayEVTWY, TApAdwoEL 
T. Bacirsiay't. Oey K. TaTpl, (va yj 6 OedC 
Ta Tavra éy Tiot.—4. pak. ot tev9.| The 
spiritual qualification in the former verse 
must be carried on to this, and the mourn- 
ing understood to mean not only that on 
account of sin, but all such as happens to a 
man in the spiritual life. All such mourn- 
ers are blessed: for the Father of mercies 
and God of all consolation being their cove- 
nant God, His comfort s overbear all 
their mourning, and = sweeter for 
it. In Luke ii. 25 the MesMah’s coming is 
called 1) zavakX\note Tov “Iopanr. This 
beatitude is, by many editors (Lachmann, 
e.g.), placed after ver. 5. But the authority 
is by no means decisive, and I cannot see 
how the logical coherence of the sentences 
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is improved by it. In placing these two 
beatitudes first, the Lord follows the order 
in Is. lxi. 1, which He proclaimed in the 
synagogue at Nazareth. Luke iv. 18.— ot 
ampaets| A citation from Ps. xxxvii. 1]. 
The usual dividers and allotters of the 
earth being mighty and proud conquerors, 
and the Messiah being expected as such a 
conqueror, this announcement, that the 
meek should inherit the earth, struck at the 
root of the temporal expectations of power 
and wealth in the Measiah’s kingdom. This 
meekness is not mere outward lowliness of 
demeanour, but that true padre of Eph. 
iv. 2, whose active side (Stier) is ayazn, 
and its passive side paxoofupia, On the 
promise, compare Is. lvii. 13—15. lx. 21. 
1 Cor. iii. 22. That kingdom of God which 
begins in the hearts of the disciples of 
Christ, and is not é« tov xdapou Tovrov, 
shall work onwards till it shall become ac- 
tually a kingdom over this earth, and its 
subjects shall inherit the earth. —6.] See 
Ps) scvii 9: Ixv. 4. xxi. 965° Ts) xh 17. 
This hunger and thirst is the true sign of 
that new life on which those born of the 
Spirit (John iii. 3. 5) have entered ; and it 
is after dicacoc., i.e. perfect conformity to 
the holy will of God. This was His meat, 
John iv. 34. TIllo cibo saturabuntur de 
quo ipse Dominus dicit, Meus cibus est ut 
faciam voluntatem Patris mei, quod est, 
justitia: et illa aqua, de qua quisquis bi- 
berit, ut Idem dicit, fiet in eo fons aque 
salientis in vitam zternam. (See Ps. xvii. 
15.) Aug. But he elsewhere says, (in Ey. 
Joh. Tract. 26. 1,) after quoting this verse, 
‘‘ Justitiam vero nobis esse Christum, Paulus 
Apostolus dicit. Ac per hoe qui esurit 
Hune Panem, esuriat Justitiam: sed jus- 
titiam que de ccelo descendit, justitiam 
quam dat Deus, non quam sibi facit homo.” 
(Chrysostom confines himself to the moral 
explanation, as also Euthymius.) They 
shall be satisfied—in the new heaven and 
new earth, #7 of¢ Suxatoovvy KaTouKet, 
2 Pet. iii. 13. This hunger and thirst 
after r., is admirably set forth in the three 
first petitions of the Lord’s Prayer—Hal- 
lowed be Thy name—Thy kingdom come 
—Thy-will be done on earth, as it is in 
heaven.—7. éderpoves | odyi bid yonparor 
povoy zoriv édeeiv, AAA Kai NOYoU' KaV 
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” wakaptot 

\ 
“ya lore Kal 

Hier. Ambr. txt B C.—9. avroi om. C D 2 
after having quoted this verse as in text, says, i Oe ruveg 

Vs 

= Haxiptor ol * caDapot ™7 Kapota, OTL avTot Tov Ocov 

eipnvom ool, OTL laa viol feov 

ol one ou- * deduwypevor | 

Eso Ie Ort auToV éoTw 1 Pastreta Tey ovpaven. 

k 
OVELOLTWOLY V Upac Kal Site Kal 

ElTTWOl Tay arowpoy ie pra | Kal’ UUwY [ Wevdomevor| <ve- 

7 aya\haabe, ort O ” wobec 

abcv Syr. Hil. ins. B10. 

TOV perarwevrwy Ta ebayyiNa, Handout, onoiv, ot 0&0. bd THE Ou, OTt avrot Ecov- 

Tat TEAELOL, Kai peacaptot ot Oedtoy mévot Evexa Epov, OTL eEovar TOTOV OTOVU OU wy On- 

sovrat.— 11. pia om. BD bev Copt. Ath. Hil. Lucif. 
ins. B C. — Evekev Orkacoovvnc D abc Hil. Ambr. — 12 Orig. Tert. Hil. Lucif. Ambr. 

rp ovo. D ab 1 Tert. Hil. Lucif. —aft. ip. (2nd) add drapxévTwy D*. 

hy ee ETM OCLICO RIG EET: AX a 
peycev EXUS Ola CAKOUWY, TOLKLAOC, yao 

6 rig tXenpwoobrne rodmoc, Kat warEIAa 
abrn }) évrodn é\enOnjoovra Oé, évravOa 
piv, waod avOowrwy éexet O&, Tapa TOU 
Ocov. Euthymius, expanding Chrysostom. 
This beatitude comprises every degree of 
sympathy and mutual love and help; from 
that fulness of it which is shed abroad in 
those who have been forgiven much, and 
therefore love much,—down to those first 
beginnings of the new birth, even among 
those who know not the Lord, which are 
brought out in ch. xxv. 37—40, where see 
notes. — 8. xa. 7. k.] See Ps. xxiv. 4. 6. 
It is no Levitical cleanness, nor mere moral 
purity, that is here meant: but that inner 
purity, which (Acts xv. 9) is brought about 
by faith, has its fruit (1 Tim. i. 5) in love; 
which is, as in kaQapoy pbc, Kafana yapa, 
&c., opposed to all duluyia (James i. 8), 
and all hypocrisy ae outward colouring ; 
so that the Ka. 7. x. are ot Tae rapdtag 
ard Tovnpag ovved Mates Eppavruopéevor 
(Heb. x 22). ‘Hoc est mundum cor, quod 
est simplex cor: et quemadmodum lumen 
hoe videri non potest nisi oculis mundis, 
ita nec Deus videtur nisi mundum sit illud 
quo videri potest.” (Aug.in loc.) But there 
is also allusion to the nearer vision of God 
attained by progressive sanctification, of 
which Paul speaks, 2 Cor. iii. 18, begun 
indeed in this life, but not perfected till 

the next, 1 Cor. xiii. 12. Those who have 
the opportunity should read the magnifi- 
cent conclusion of Augustine De Civit. Dei, 
book xxii. 29, in which he enters more 
deeply into the meaning of this verse. — 
9. eipnvotroot| More than ‘ the peaceful’ 
(‘pacifici,’ Vulg.). It is doubtful whether 
the word ever has this meaning. (See note 
on James iii. 18, and Xen. in reff.) Thus 
Euthymius, mostly after Chrysostom: ot 
po) pedvoy avrot pry oraovagovrecg, adda 

ins. C. — Wevd. om. D abe 

-rac D¥*, — 

‘ kat érépouc oraclovrac ovVayoVTEc ig 
elonvny viot O& OEou ehnOnoovTar, ag 
JLT a BEV OL TOY povoyev iy vlov avTov’ @ 

yéyovey Eoyov, ouvayayey Ta Ouorwra, 
kai Katad\aéar Ta Exe oNeHwpeva, — 
sede ten implies the reality, as in ver. 

‘shall be called,’ i. e. recognized, in the 
ete sense, both generally and by the 
Highest Himself, as such. Let it ever be 
remembered, according to the order of these 
beatitudes, and the assertion of James ii. 
17, that the wisdom from above is 4p@tov 
ayVy, €mevta elonveci, implying no com- 
promise with evil. And it is in the work- 
ing out of this ayvd6rne that Luke xii. 51 is 
especially true.—10.] Martyres non facit: 
poena, sed causa. Nam si poena martyres 
faceret, omnia metalla martyribus plena 
essent, omnes catenz martyres traherent : 
omnes qui gladio feriuntur, coronarentur. 

Nemo ergo dicat, Quia patior, justus sum. 
Quia ipse qui primo passus est, pro jus- 
titia passus est, ideo magnam exceptionem 
addidit. Beati qui persecutionem patiuntur 
propter justitiam. (Aug. Enarr. in Ps. 
xxxiv. 13.) See 1 Pet. iii. 14. iv. 14, which 
probably refers to this verse. The repe- 
tition of the promise in ver. 3 is a close of 
the string of promises as it began. See var. 
read.—ll.] With the preceding verse the 
beatitudes end, in their general reference, 
and in this our Lord addresses his disciples 
particularly. The actions described in this 
verse are the expansion of Ceduwypévor in 
the last. d«@wor, however, still means 
‘persecute ;’ its legal usage is unknown in 
the N. T. pia, if admitted into the text, 
is, in the Hebraistic sense of ‘ thing said.’ 
See reff. Wevddpuevor does not belong to 
EveKev bod, as some recent commentators 

have supposed (Tholuck, Meyer), but to 
cizwot.—l2. 6 pidbds dp | A reward, not 
of debt, but of grace, as the parable in ch. 

BCD 
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xx. | ff. clearly represents it. ‘ An expres- 
sion,’ as De Wette observes, ‘taken from 
our earthly commerce, and applied to spi- 
ritual things ;’ in which however we must 
remember, that the principal reference is 
to God as the giver, and not to us as the 
deservers: see the parable above cited, 
where the pio@dc is not what was earned, 
but what was covenanted. ‘ Deus est de- 
bitor noster non ex commisso, sed ex pro- 
misso.” Aug. (Tholuck, Bergp. p. 114.)— 
éSiwfav] For instance, Jeremiah (Jer. xx. 
2) was scourged: Zechariah, son of Je- 
hoiada, was stoned, 2 Chron. xxiy. 2]. 
Isaiah, according to Jewish tradition, was 
sawn asunder by Manasseh.—The reasoning 
implied in yap may be thus filled up: ‘‘ and 
great will be ¢heir reward in heaven.’’—18. ] 
The transition from the preceding verses is 
easy and natural, from the dedtwypévor 
Evecey Ouxacoctyne, of which vy. 11, 12 
were a sort of application, and the allusion 
to the ancient Prophets, to dpeic gore 7d 
aX. r. y. Elisha healed the unwholesome 
water by means of salt (2 Kings ii. 20), and 
the ordinary use of salt for culinary pur- 
poses is to prevent putrefaction: so (see 
Gen. xviii. 23—33) are the righteous, the 
people of God, in this corrupt world.—It 
hardly seems necessary to find instances of 
the actual occurrence of salt losing its sa- 
vour, for this is merely hypothetical. Yet 
itis perhaps worth noticing, that Maundrell, 
in his travels, found salt in the Valley of 
Salt, near Gehul, which had the appear- 
ance, but not the taste, having lost it 
by exposure to the elements (but qu. ?) ;— 
and that Sch6ttgen maintains that a kind 
of bitumen from the Dead Sea was called 
‘sal Sodomiticus,’ and was used to sprinkle 
the sacrifices in the temple; which salt was 
used, when its savour was gone, to strew 
the temple pavement, that the priests might 
not slip. This, however, is but poorly made 
out by him. (Schittgen, Hor. Hebr. in loc.) 
ris yas. mankind and all creation; but a 
more inward reference, as to the working of 
the salt, than in Tov kécpou, ver. 14, where 
the light is something outwardly shown.— 
popav9y = avadoy yévnrat, Mark ix. 50.— 
adtobyoerat] i.e. the salt; not impersonal, 
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as Luther has renderedit,—womit wird man 
faljen? for 7o dace is the nom. to all 
three verbs, ppwoavOy, adro8., and l(oxver. 
The sense is: If you become untrue to your 
high calling, and spiritually effete and cor- 
rupted, there are no ordinary means by 
which you can be re-conyerted and brought 
back to your former state, inasmuch as you 
have no teachers and guides over you, but 

ought yourselves to be teachers and guides 
to others. But we must not from this sup- 
pose that our Lord denies all repentance to 
those who have thus fallen: the scope of 
Hissaying must be taken intoaccount, which 
is not to crush the fallen, but to quicken 
the sense of duty, and cause His disciples to 
walk worthily of their calling. (See Heb. vi. 
4—6, and note on Mark ix. 49, 50.)—The 
salt in the sacrifice is the type of God’s 
covenant of sanctification, whereby this 
earth shall be again hallowed for Him: His 
people are the instruments, in His hand, of 
this wholesome salting: all His servants 
in general, but the teachers and ministers 
of His covenant in particular. Chrysos- 
tom observes, ot pév yap adAXou pupracic 
TITTOVTEC, dbvayrat Tuxyely ovyyvopne 
6 o& dwWasKahoc éav Touro may, THONG 
ameorepntat amooyiac, kat THY toya- 

THY Owoet TyLopiay (Hom. xv. 194, C. 7). 
—a7o Tore E&w pimrera TOU Wereie. 
Atcov aEwiparog, Kat KaTAaTAaTEITaL, TOUT- 
éo7t, Katappovetrar. HKuthym. in loc. 
There does not appear to be any allusion 
to ecclesiastical excommunication. —14. +d 
bas tov Kéo.] And yet only in a lower 
and derivative sense; Christ Himself being 
TO we TO aAnOivoy, 0 huriger TavTa 
avOowmorv, éoyomevoy eig TOY KdopoY. 
(John i. 9. viii. 12.) His ministers are 
Aodyvot, John vy. 39, and gdworhoec, Phil. 
ii. 15, receiving their light, and only burn- 
ing for a time. ‘ Johannes lumen illumina- 
tum: Christus lumen illuminans.’ Aug. 
Serm. ccclxxxii. 7. And here, too, we in 
this verse = \vyvoc in ver. 15, where the 
comparison is resumed. So also Eph. v. 8: 
TE OKOTOC, VUY Ct Owc eV Kvpio—tight, as 

partaking of His Light. —ov 8ivarar... | 
Of course it is possible that our Lord may 
have had some town before Him thus 
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situated, but not Bethulia, whose very exist- 
ence is probably fabulous, being only men- 
tioned in the apocryphal book of Judith ; 
nor Saphet, which did not then exist. (Ro- 
binson, iii. 325.) But the Church of God, 
the city on a hill, (Is. ii. 1. Rev. xxi. 10. 
see also Heb. xii. 22,) in allusion to their 
present situation on a mountain, is most 
probably the leading thought.—16. p.d80v] 
A yessel usually found in the house, called 
generally oedoc, Luke vill. 16,—a Latin 
word.—katovot, i.e. menin general; show- 
ing, in the spiritual reference of the parable, 
that these lights of the world are ‘ lighted’ 
by Him for whose use they are. See above. 
—16. obra] i.e. like a candle on a candle- 
stick—like a city on a hill; not ov7w, Orwe, 
‘so, ... that,’as our English Version seems 
rather to imply. By rendering otrw ‘in like 
manner,’ the ambiguity will be avoided. See 
reff. The sense of this verse is as if it were 
Owe, Wdvrec bmw T.K. Eoy., OoSaowatT. 7. 

the latter verb, and not the former, 
carrying the purpose of the action. Thus 
the praise and glory of a well-lighted and 
brilliant feast would be given, not to the 
lights, but to the master of the house; and 
of a stately city on a hill, not to the build- 
ings, but to those who built them.—The 
whole of this division of our Lord’s sermon 
is addressed to all His followers, not ex- 
clusively to the ministers of his word. All 
servants of Christ are the salt of the earth, 
the light of the world (Phil. ii. 15). And 
all that is here said applies to us all. But 
a fortiori does it apply, in its highest sense, 
to those who are, among Christians, selected 

to teach and be examples; who are, as it 
were, the towers and pinnacles of the city, 
not only not hid, but seen far and wide 
above the rest. 

17—48.] The second part of the sermon, 
in which the Lord sets forth His relation, as a 
lawgiver, to the law of Moses, especially as 
currently interpreted according to the letter 
only. —17. 4\@ov} Observe how the 
Lord, through the whole sermon, sets forth 
Himself, in His proceeding forth from God, 
as the true fpydpevoc.—rov v. H Tos 
apop.] It is a question whether the Lord 

; * ~ * 
17 VI) voptcnre ore 1ADov Y Karadvoat TOV vonov 7 

s ~ ? - 

ovk AVov Katadvoa, ad\a * tAnpwoat. 

includes the prophecies, properly so called, 

in His meaning here. I think not: for 

no person professing himself to be the 

Messiah, would be thought to contradict 

the prophecies, but to fulfil them. Neither, 

it appears, does our Lord here allude to 

the sacrificial and typical parts of the law, 

but to the moral parts of both the law and 

the prophets; which indeed He proceeds 

to cite and particularize. If however we 

prefer to include both ceremonial and moral 

in this assertion, we may understand it in 

its more general sense as applying, beyond 

the instances here given, to our Lord’s 

typical fulfilment of the law, which could 

not as yet be unfolded. Thus Augustine : 

“Flee pracepta sunt morum; illa sacra- 

menta sunt promissorum : hee implentur 

per adjuvantem gratiam, illa per redditam 

veritatem, utraque per Christum, et illam 

semper gratiam donantem, nunc etiam re- 

yelantem, et hane veritatem tunc promit- 

tentem, nunc exhibentem.’’ Contr. Faust. 

xix. 18. — wAypacat implies more than 

the mere fulfilling; see reff., where the 

word has the sense of filling out or ex- 

panding; i.e. here, giving a deeper and 

holier sense to,—fulfilling in the spirié, 

which is nobler than the letter. 'Theophy- 

Jact compares the ancient law to a sketeh, 

which the painter ob karadvet, GAN’ ava- 

wAnpot. . . TOU vdmov yao Ta TéEAnN THY 

apapTHparwy KwWAvOVTOS, 6 Xptorde Kat 

rac apxyag tkwucev. Euthym. in loc. 

éxel 6 Xptordc ovre &E teparuen¢ puri 

érbyyavey Ov, Kai amep Eueddev €lc- 

nycia0ar moocOnKyn TIC 1Y, ov ppv ear 
rovoa, adN’ émireivovoa Tijy apeTHy 

mposdwe auporepa ravra péovra ad- 
rove TaparTEe, Tply 7) rove Pavpacrovs 

ixeivoug tyyoabar vopoue, éxBadrAEr 70 
perov abrav dpoopety TY Otavoig. rt 
Of ay rd bdoppoty Kai dyTiKpovoY ; 
ivopuiZov abroy tavra NEyovTa tm’ avat- 
pioee TaY Tadrawy vopipwy ToLELY. 
rabrny roivuy tarat Tijy wrovoay. 
Chrysost. Hom. xvi. The gnostic Marcion 
characteristically enough maintained that 
the Judaizing Christians had altered this 
verse, and that it originally stood, —m— 

WOT) 
: 

BD 
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“maperOy ¢ O ovoavac Kat a — Ps. cxlviii. 
6. Dan. iv. 

kepaia ov oa magedOy a amo TOU Mikeasiay 
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Orig. 
transibunt, verba autem mea non preteribunt c.—19. d\io« D.— ovrw om. D. 

)@oxsire ; Ore HDoY TANPwoae TOY vdpor 
7 Tove Tpophrac; WAPov KaraXtaat, aN 
ot z\nowoar.—18.] The double gws adv 
renders the dependence of the members of 
the sentence rather difficult. The two ex- 
pressions ccomi fo be strictly parallel ; Ewe 
adv map. 0 ovp. Kk. 7) yt, and Ewe av 
mayvra yév. According to this view, these 
latter words will mean, till the end of all 
things. But the other interpretation, till 

all (that is written in the law) ‘shall have 
been fulfilled (as in the English version), is 
no doubt admissible, in which case the 
sense will stand thus :—While heaven and 
earth last (fwe Gy 0 Kdcpoc Ovapeévy, 

Kuthym.), one jot or one tittle shall not 
pass away from the law without all being 
fulfilled.—idra is the Hebrew (>) Jod, the 
smallest letter in the alphabet: keoatar are 
the little turns of the strokes by which one 
letter differs from another similar to it. 
Origen on Ps. xxxiii. (cited by Wetstein) 
says,—Ta@Y croiyriwy Tap’ ‘EBpaiorc, Eyw 
O& Tov yad Kai Tov 31) (2 and 3), woAAHyY 
OmoiTnTa cutoyTwy, we Kara pndey 
adAjrwy Oiardadrrey 7 Boayeia Kepata 
peovy. The Rabbinical writings have many 
sayings similar in sentiment to this, but 
spoken of the Jiteral written law. (See 
Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. in loc.) It is im- 
portant to observe in these days, how the 
Lord here includes the O. T. and all its 
unfolding of the Divine purposes regarding 
Himself, in His teaching of the citizens of 
the kingdom of heaven. I say this because 
it is always in contempt and setting aside 
of the O. T. that rationalism has begun. 
First, its historical truth —thenits theocratic 
“atspensation and the types and prophecies 
connected with it, are swept away ; so that 
Christ came to fulfil nothing, and becomes 
only a Teacher or a Martyr: and thus the 
way is paved for a similar rejection of the 
N.T. ;—beginning with the narratives of the 
birth and infancy, as theocratic myths— 
advancing to the denial of His miracles— 
then attacking the truthfulness of His own 
sayings which are grounded on the O. T. 
as a revelation from God—and so finally 
leaving us nothing in the Scriptures but, as 

txt D abe Cypr. (ut mittatur foras et). — 18. aft. yévnrac ins. celum et terra 
ins. 

a German writer of this school has expressed 
it, ‘a mythology not so attractive as that 
of Greece (!!).’ That this is the course 
which unbelief has run in Germany, should 
be a pregnant warning to the decriers of the 
O. T. among ourselves. It should be a 
maxim for every expositor and every stu- 
dent that Scripture is a whole, and stands 
or falls together. That this is now begin- 
ning to be deeply felt in Germany, we have 
cheering testimonies in the later editions of 
their best commentators, and in the va- 
luable work of Stier on the discourses of | 

our Lord. —19.] There is little difficulty 
in this verse, if we consider it in connexion 
with the verse preceding, to which it is 
bound by the ody and the rovrwy, and 
with the following, to which the yao unites 
it. Bearing this in mind, we see (1) that 
Avoy, on account of what follows in ver. 20 
and after, must be taken in the higher 
sense, as referring to the spirit and not the 
letter; ‘whosoever shall break,’ in the 
sense presently to be laid down. (2) That 
Tav évtT. TOUT. TOV EX. refers to (WTA EY 
7) pla Kepaia above, and means one of 
these minute commands which seem as in- 
significant, in comparison with the greater, 
as the i#ra and kegaia in comparison with 
great portions of writing. (3) That éda- 
Xtoros KAyO. does not mean ‘shall be 
excluded from,’ imasrauch as the question 

is not of keeping, or not keeping, the com- 
mandments of God, in a legal sense, but of 
appreciating, and causing others to appre- 
ciate, the import and weight of even the 
most insignificant parts of God’s revelation 
of Himself to man; and rather, therefore, 
applies to teachers than to Christians in 
general, though to them also through the 
Nioy and wonoy. (4) That no deduction 
can be drawn from these words binding the 
Jewish law, or any part of it, as such, upon 
Christians. That this is so, is plainly shown 
by what follows, where our Lord proceeds 
to pour upon the letter of the law the 
fuller light of the spirit of the Gospel ; 
thus lifting and expanding (not destroying ) 
every jot and tittle of that precursory dis- 
pensation into its full meaning~in~the life 
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, 

xxxi. 15 but? Ov por evoELC™ 
to, Rom. ix. 12, 26. Gal. iii. 16. Rey. vi. 11. ix. 4. 

xix.10. gen.ch. xxvi. 66. 1 Cor. xi. 27. 

(otrwe) B.—ver. 20 om. D 3 Chrys. — 21. 

and practice of the Christian ; who, by the 
indwelling of the Divine Teacher, God’s 
Holy Spirit, is led into all truth and purity. 
(5) That these words of our Lord are de- 
cisive against such persons, whether ancient 
or modern, as would set aside the Old 
Testament as without significance, or in- 
consistent with the New. See the last note, 
and ghe Book of Common Prayer, Article 
vii kA Onoerat, see note on ver. 9.— 
éA\axigtos is in direct allusion to éda- 
xiorwy ; but it can hardly be said (De 
Wette) that, because there is no article, it 
means ‘one of the least? (ein gerinafter), 
for the article is often omitted after an 

ppellative verb. péyas rests on different 
grounds; being positive, and in its nature 
generic. See ch. xviii. 1—5. ch. xi. 1].— 
20.] An expansion of the idea contained in 
m\ynoGoa, ver. 17, and of the difference 
between A\ioy, which the Scribes and Pha- 
risees did by enforcing the letter to the 
neglect of the spirit—and zrojoy Kai 
66d yp, in which particulars Christians were 
to exceed the Pharisees, the punctilious ob- 
servers, and the Scribes, the traditional ex- 
pounders—of the law. Stkatoodvy, purity 
of heart and life, as set forth by example in 
the zo.ovyrec, and by precept in the d.da- 
oxovrec. The whole of the rest of our 
Lord’s sermon is a comment on, and illus- 
tration of, the assertion in ie verse. — 

ypap.patewv] Persons devoted to the work 
of reading and expounding the law (Heb. 
7p), Se office seems first to have be- 
come frequent after the return from Ba- 
bylon. They generally appear in the N. T. 
in connexion with the Pharisees ; but it ap- 
pears from Acts xxiii. 9, that there were 
‘Scribes attached to the other sects also. 
In Matt. xxi. 15, they appear with the chief 
priests; but it is in the temple, where (see 
also Luke xx. 1) they acted as a sort of 
police. In the description of the assem- 
bling of the great Sanhedrim (Matt. xxvi. 3. 
Mark xiy. 53. xv. 1) we find it composed 
of dpxtepetc, mpeg BUT EVOL, and yoappareic; 
and in Luke xxiii. 66, of “pyreveie Kai 

posed themselves to our Lord} watching 
Him to find matter of accusation, Luke vi. 7. 
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2" "Hrovoare Ore 
Aa a xn , 
oc © av povevoy, * 

The Scribes uniformly op= 

¥: 

oT al ev ™ Paorheta TWV ovpavor. ay Eyw yap Bt ort 

* meptoseboy 1) Sucacoosun t Uuov meow TWV * -ypap- 

ou pa, eictA Onre ELC mY PaowActay 
re ie Wy 

“éppndn TOI 

Evoxoc toTat TH 
h Exon. xx.13. Dervut.y.17. 

: apxatoug 

“Kol- 

idat. here only. Deut. 
k = here only. 

rec. {/pé0n. txt B D al. (and in the follow- 

xi. 53, 54; perverting His sayings, Matt. 
ix. 3, and His actions, Luke y. 30. xv. 2; 
seeking to,entangle Him by questions, 
Matt. ai 8 (oe note there), Luke x. 20. 
xx. 21); and to embarrass Him, Matt. xii. 
38. Their authority as expounders of the 
law is recognized by our Lord Himself, 
Matt. xxiii. 1, 2; their adherence to the 
oral traditionary exposition proved, Matt. 
xv. 1; the respect in which they were held 
by the people shown, Luke xx. 46; their 
existence not only in Jerusalem but also 
in Galilee, shown, Luke v. 17, and jn Rome, 
Josephus Ant. xviii. 3, 5. They kept 
schools and auditories for teaching the 
youth, Luke ii. 46. Acts v. 34, comp. with 
xxii. 33 are called by Joona TAT OLWY 
&é Enynrai vopwry, Antt. xvii. 6,2; cogiorat, 

B. J. i. 33, 2.—od ph eiseh.] A very 
vous formula (see ch. vil. 21. xviil. 3. xix. 

23); implying exclusion from the 
Hee of the Christian state, and the 
inheritance of eternal life.—21. qKovcarte | 
viz. by the reading of the law in the syn- 
agogues, and the expositions of the Scribes. 
—tois apxatois] has been rendered, as 
in E. V., by the ancients; in which case, 
Moses and his traditional expounders are 
classed together ; or fo the ancients,—which 
last interpretation seems to me to be cer- 
tainly the right one. Both constructions 
are found (see reff.) ; but every instance of 
the former is either (as ch. vi. 1) resolvable 
into the latter, or, as Luke xxiii. 15, am- 
biguous, and none can be produced with 
é6p79n, whereas all the latter have this 
very word, which is never followed in the 
N. T. or LXX by any other substantive 
but that denoting the persons to whom the 
words are spoken. [In ‘Notes on the 
Gospels and Acts,’ Pickering, 1838 (anony- 
mous), Rom. ix. 12 is cited as decisive for 
the sense by (!) ] The omission of rote ap- 
xatowg, vers. 27. 31. 38. 43, also favours 
the rendering ¢o, which was the interpre- 
tation of the Greek Fathers. Chrysostom 
expands it thus: ri ody adréc onow ; 
yKovcare Ore éppsOy Tvtg apyaiog’ ob 
gpovetoetc’ kairo. O Kai éxeiva Cove, adrég 
tari’ a\Nad Téwe arpocuTWEe abTta Ti- 
Ono. sire yao sivev, Ore HKovoaTE Ort 
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1 = Col. ii. 18. 
TOV. XXViii. 

25. - , oom | es o 7 Pal, et Dd s n ” 
ow auTou [euxn | EvoyXoae EOTAL TH KPLOEL oc av €l771) m — Exod. 

a MOEN - ? - ¢ aS 7 of n 8 em aN 
w Qoé pw auTCu paka, EVvVOXOC EOTAL TW OUVE Olw Oc 

EN 7 \ ? 7 
av el7) MWPE, EvoyxVoe fOTAL 

vi. 19. Rey. xiii. 3. 

XKX. 53. 
neh. xxvi. 50 

al. Prov. xxii. 
oo”? \ Pp , ~ 10. 2 Macc. 

€l\¢ TYHV yeevvav TOU xiv. 5. 
o = Rom. v.21. 

p constr. ch. xxiv. 15. Luke xvi. 8, 9. xviii. 6. Rom. i. 26 al. 

ing verses). — 22. eix7j om. B 2 » Ath. Justin M. (apparently), Hier. (condemns it as 
not being in the best MSS.), Aug. 
Theophyl. Euthym. Iren. Cypr. Hil. Aug. 

sizov Toic doxaiowc, OveTapadextoc 6 
Aéyoe éyiveTo, Kat Taow av TpeocéoTN 
Tole dkovovow" cite avd maddy EizwY, 
OTe HKovoaTe OTe eppeOn Tote aoxatorc 
Tapa Tov TaTodc pov, éEriyayev, yo 
Ot NEyw, peilwy ay edokev elvar 6 avla- 
Ccacpoc. Hom. xvi. Meyer (ed. 2) has 
well observed that é@p70n Tote apyatoug 
corresponds to Aéyw 6é dpiv, and the éyw 
to the understood subject of 6p. He has 
not, however, apprehended the deeper truth 
which underlies the omission of the subject 
of ipo. that it was the same Person who 
said both.—It will be noticed that our Lord 

' does not here speak against the abuse of the 
law by tradition, but that every instance 
here given is either from the law itself, or 
such traditional teaching as was in accord- 
ance with it (e.g. the latter part of this 
verse is only a formal expansion of the 
former). The contrasts here are not be- 
tween the law misunderstood and the law 
rightly understood, but between the imper- 
fection of the law and its ancient expo- 
sition, which in their letter, and as given, 
were kevd,—and the same as spiritualized, 
meTtAnpwpiva, by Christ: not between two 
lawgivers, Moses and Christ, but between 
ol apxator and dpeic; between (the idea 
is Chrysostom’s) the children by the same 
husband, of the bondwoman and of the free 
woman.—kpicet] viz. the courts in every 
city, ordered Deut. xvi. 18, and explained 
by Josephus Antt. iv. 8, 14 to consist of 
seven men, and to have the power of life 
and death. But 77 «otce. in the next 
verse (see note) is the court of judgment 
in the Messiah’s kingdom.— 22.] The 
sense is: ‘ There were among the Jews 
three well-known degrees of guilt, coming 
respectively under the cognizance of the 
local and the supreme courts; and after 
these is set the yéevva tov mupdc, the 
end of the malefactor, whose corpse, thrown 
out into the valley of Hinnom, was devoured 
by. the worm or the flame. Similarly, in 
the spiritual kingdom of Christ, shall the 
sins even of thought and word be brought 
into judgment and punished, each according 
to its degree of guilt, but even the least of 
them before no less a tribunal than the 

Vor. I. 

ins. D abe Syrr. Copt. Arm. Eus. Cyr. Chrysost. 
(sometimes, and expressly). — paya D ab 

judgment-seat of Christ. The most im- 
portant thing to keep in mind is, that there 
is no distinction of kind between these pu- 
nishments, only of degree. In the thing 
compared, the kptote inflicted death by 
the sword, the cuvédptoy death by stoning, 
and the disgrace of the yéevva Tov zupdc 
followed as an intensitication of the horrors 
of death; but the punishment is @ne and 
the same—death. So also in thi aject 
of the similitude, all the punishments are 
spiritual ; all result in eternal death; but 
with various degrees, as the degrees of 
guilt have been. And the words here men- 
tioned must not be superstitiously supposed 
to have any damning power in themselves 
(see below), but to represent states of 
anger and hostility, for which an awful 
account hereafter must be given.—On eikq, 
Euthymius remarks: moocHeig 6& TO EiKi, 
ovK aveike TavTaTace THY 6pynyv, a\dha 
povny tiv adkawoy eéBarey? % yap 
eveatpoc wpéeXytocg. Grotius: Merito eicy 
additum. Neque enim iracundus est quis- 
quis irasci solet, sed qui oi¢ od dct, kai 
é@’ otc ob Oki, Kai paddoy 7 Oei, ut Ari- 

stoteles loquitur.—paka] 821 empty; a 
term denoting contempt, and answering to 
© dvOownre Kevi, James ii. 20.— pope] 
Two interpretations haye been given of this 
word. Hither it is (1), as usually understood, 
a Greek word, ‘Thou fool,’ and used by 
our Lord Himself of the Scribes and Pha- 
risees, Matt. xxiii. 17. 19,—andits equivalent 

avénrot of the disciples, Luke xxiv. 25; or 
(2) a Hebrew word, signifying ‘rebel,’ and 
the very word for uttering which Moses and 
Aaron were debarred from entering the 
land of promise: . DT NITY: 

‘Hear now, ye rebels.’ Num. xx. 10.— 
7. yéevvay Tov T.] Tothe s. £. of Jerusalem 
was a deep and fertile valley, called D127 °2, 
the vale of Hinnom, and rendered Tatevyva 
Jos. xviii. 16. In this valley (Jer. vii. 31) 
did the idolatrous Jews burn their children 
to Moloch, and Josiah (2 Kings xxiii. 10) 
therefore polluted it ; and thenceforward it 
was the place for the casting out and burn- 
ing all offal, and the corpses of criminals ; 
and, therefore, its name, 7 yéevva Tov 

D 
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q Levit. iv. 23. TvUOOC. éav oby 
r Mark xi. 25. 

Col. iii. 13. 
Rey. ii. 4al. 

s = ch. xxiv. 2. 
t here only. 

1 Kings xxix. 
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KaTa oov, 

uw here only +. 
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x || L. & Luke > - Eat ed ' ‘ a 

xviii. 3. © “euvowy Tw ‘ avrwicw cov Tayu YEwe Orouv Et” &v 7 
1 Pet v. 8. Cites > ~ pa , r, aie c 

ete oa vow PET GUTOU" LUjITOTE GE * Tapacw a) avr iduKoc 7 
y pectage XXX. 

Zz Lukexxiv.32. 

z puAaKkny BA nono. 
’ ~ 

EKELUEV 
74 nn 

Ewe av b =ch. xxvi. 
68. John vii. y- » 
32. Actsv. 
22. Prov. xiv. 

Cue. 7] = iS 

e=Gen.xlii.17 ULY OTL Tag O PAtrov yuvaica POS 70 

Gy, 

Hxotoare Ort 

al. 
d Mark xii. 42 

only ft. 
e Exon. xx. 14. 

7 auTny non 
Devt. y. 18. f acc. Ex. xx. 17. 

Cypr. txt B.— 24. caraddayn D. 
D.—s¢e zapads om. B 2 Arm. Chrys. Hil. 
One D¥. BAnAijoe D**. 

= wel 2 / ae 

KoUy) Kal O KOUT1]C [ce 

eppnn + Ou porx evaete. 

4 EMOLy cVaEY 

a - G 
Taoacy | TW vINvETy, Kal Ele 

°8 Guay Aeyw ool, ou Bn ECeAOnc 

Eaeeoe * KodoavT nv. 

S eyo 3h AEyw 

Tov EaXaTOY 

: em Bupa 

auTny ay TH Kapola auTou. 

g consir. Levit. xx. 10. h Deut. viii. 17. 

txt B.—roocpipere D ab. — 25. ce rapadwce 
ins. (tapadoae D) D (see prolegg.). —BXn- 

txt Bd. mittaris abev. — 27. rec. ins. aft. {pp., Tote doxatore 
with ¢ Cypr. Hil., but om. BDKS 35 all ab Syr. Copt. Auth. Arm. Orig. Cyr. Theophyl. 
Euth. Hil. — 28. rec. airij¢ with (Scholz) many const. mss., but txt B DE LMS 32.— 

mupoc, was used to signify the place of 
everlasting punishment. — évoy. eis is pro- 
bably a pregnant construction for évoyoc 
Wcte BAnOHvat etc; but see reff. — 23. 
ovy] an inference from the guilt and danger 
of all bitterness and hostility of mind 
towards another, declared in the preceding 
verse. Chry sostom remarks: Ka@a7eo 
copoc larpoc ob povoy ra ToopuhaKTecd 
TOV yoonparwy TiOnow, aX\Na Kai Ta 
Cwp0wrikd, otTw Kai abrog Tout. TO piv 
yap cwrtew Karey pwody, TpopudaKreKdy 
tore Tije ExAvag? TO O& KEdEvELY KaTad- 
Nayijvat, Tov pera THY EyOpay yEvopE- 
ywY Voonpmatwy avatyeriKkdy. Hom. xvi. 
p- 218. B. The whole of his comment on 
this verse is excellent. —No conclusion what- 

, ever can be drawn from this verse as to the 
admissibility of the term aléar as applied 
to the Lord’s Table under the Christian 
system. The whole language is Jewish, 
and can only be understood of Jewish rites. 
The command, of course, applies in full 
force as to reconciliation before the Chris- 
tian offering of praise and thanksgiving in 
the Holy Communion; but further nothing 
can be inferred. — 25.] The whole of this 
verse is the earthly example of a spiritual 
duty which is understood, and runs parallel 
with it. The sense may be given: As in 
worldly affairs, it is prudent to make up a 
matter with an a/lversary before judgment 
is passed which may deliver a man to a 
hard and rigorous imprisonment, so recon- 
ciliation with an offended brother in this 
life is absolutely necessary before his wrong 

cry against us to the Great Judge, and we 
be cast into eternal condemnation.—The 
GvTiduKos, | in its abstract personification, is 

the offended law of “God; which will ery 
azainst us in that day for all wrongs 
done to others ; but in its concrete—re- 

presentation it is the offended brother, who 
is-to-us that law, as long as he has its 
claim upon us.—26. These words, as in 
the earthly example they imply future libe- 
ration, because an earthly debt can be paid 
in most cases, so in the spiritual counter- 
part they amount to a negation of it, be- 
cause the debt can never be discharged. 
trqpeTaS = todkTwo in Luke xii. 58, and 
is the officer of the court who saw the sen- 
tences executed. KxoSpdyTnv, quadrantem, 
a Latin word (= error in || Luke), the 
fourth part of an as. See note on Luke, 
1. c.— 28. was 6 BAéwav] The precise 
meaning should in this verse be kept in 
mind, as the neglect of it may lead into 
error. Our Lord is speaking of the sin of 
adultery ; and therefore, however the say- 

ing may undoubtedly apply by implication 
to cases where this sin is out of the question 
—e.g. to the impure beholding of an un- 
married woman with a view to fornication— 
yet the direct assertion in this verse must 
be understood as applying to the cases 
where ¢/is sin is in question. And, again, 

the B\érwy mode rd Eri. must not be 
interpreted of the casual evil thought which 
is checked by holy watchfulness, but the 
gazing with a view to feed that desire (for 
so wed¢ 7O with an inf. must mean). And 
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p 

29. for BA Oy, a~éOy D abc. —30. om. D. 
31. rec. ins. ore aft. 0. 

67t om. D ab Aug. — for 0¢ dv azonX., rac 6 amod\twy BK LM 19 Syr. 
txt B D 6 Orig. Chrys. — kati .. . end, om. D abd. 

Copt. Lucif. Ambr. Aug. 

rec. poryaaOat. 

again, 70n éu. abr. tv. tT. «. abr., what- 
ever it may undoubtedly imply respecting 
the guilt incurred in God’s sight, does not 
directly state any thing; but plainly un- 
derstood, affirms that the man who can do 
this—viz. ‘gaze with a view to feed un- 
lawful desire’—has already in his heart 
passed the barrier of criminal intention ; 
made up his mind, stifled his conscience ; 
in thought, committed the deed.—But per- 
haps there is justice in Stier’s remark, 
Reden Jesu I. 145, that the Lord speaks 
here after the O. T. usage, in which both 
in the seventh commandment and else- 
where adultery also includes  fornica- 
tion: for marriage is the becoming one 
flesh,—and_ therefore every such union, 
except that after the manner and in the 
state appointed by God, is a violation 
and contempt of that holy ordinance. — 
29.] An admonition, arising out of the 
truth announced in the last verse, to with- 
stand the first springs and occasions of evil 
desire, even by the sacrifice of what is most 
useful and dear to us. ravra TpoceT acer, 

ov TeEpi pedov Ovaheybpevoc" anaye’ ov- 
Oapov yap THC oapKoc Ta éy«A\npara sivat 

gonow, adda TAaVTAXOD THC yvwouNe TIC 
Tovnoac 1) KaTHyopra. ob yay é 6p9adpocg 
tori 0 Opwr, aX’ 6 vovg Kai 0 Noytopoc. 

Chrysostom: and to the same effect Eu- 
thymius, who adds, aXX’ 6p0adpor pey 
OeEtoy Kael, Toy Cikny (Opa pov oTEpyo- 
pevov dekdy pitoy* xeipa o& deEvay, roy 
Oikny xEtpoE Xpnotpmebovra deEtoy omnoe- 
THY, Kat sire dveoec eiev, ELITE YUVALKEC. 
Aéyee Toivuy Ort tay ot TOLovTOL GKaVOaN- 
wot of mp0 tumabeay, pycé TovTwy 
pei” arn’ Exxopov abrove THE TOO OE 
cxécewc, Kai piboy méppw aov. Philo 
Judzus reports that he had heard azo 
Gcoreciwy avdowy, an interpretation of 

KATA MATOAION. 
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by Pe onstr. ch. 
xviii. 6. John 
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4H Prov. viii. 
1). Joelii.l3. 

1 ch. iii. 10. 
Kom. xi. 22, 
24. Jer. vi. 6. 

m Deut. xxiv. 
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phy 2 , n=N. T. pas- 
amroA\von sim f. Jos. 

5) , 32.2 “ Ease ae 
7) 

9 zs : 

amoaragioy. © eyw OF ° Gu'niy. "see 
Ks 2 > ch. xix. 7. 

“tTHvY yuvaika QUTOU p= Acts Xavi. 
29. Deut. i. 
36 Aq.t 

rec. B\nO7 elec y., but txt B 5 abev Ath. 
txt BD L 9 abev Hil. Chrys.—32. 

txt D abe.— 

ins. B cv Hil. — 

Deut. xxv. 12, singularly agreeing with this 
verse: eikoTwo OUY THY... « NEUE. » » 
aToKOTTEY OLveioNnTaL, ov Boruxie, ov7X, 
OTwE akpurnoacnrar TO Opa orepope- 
vov dvayKaordrou pépoue, aXn’ Ure TOU 
mavrac THe Wuxieg abeove TEmVEL Royt- 
cpotc. De Spec. legibus, § 32. We may 
observe here, that the Lord ground His 

precept of the most rigid and decisive self- 
denial on the~considerations of the truest 
self-interest—oupeeper cou . . . . See ch. 
xviii. 8, 9, and notes.—iva belongs to cup. 
cot (see John xvi. 7), and not (Meyer) to 
the foregoing, making cup. yap cou paren- 
thetical. — 81.] See note on ch. xix. 7. 
Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr., gives a form of the 
amoorac.ov, which was a divorcement_a 
mensa et thoro, placing the woman abso- 
Tutely in~her own power, to marry whom 
she pleased. In Deut. xxiv. 1, the allow- 
able reason of divorce is ‘some unclean- 
ness.’ This the disciples of Shammai inter- 
preted only of adultery; those of Hillel 
of any thing which amounted to unclean- 
ness in the eyes of the husband.—82. | wrop- 
vetas must be taken to mean sin, not only 
before marriage, but after it also, in a wider 
sense, as including povyeiaalso. In the || 
places, Mark x. 11. Luke xvi. 18, this ex- 
ception does not occur. Chrysostom ex- 
plains the connexion of this verse with the 
former to be, iva yao po) axoboac, eSede 
Toy d¢9arpor, voutoye Kat mept yuvarcde 
Tatra éyec@at, EvKAIDUC imnyaye THY 
exdbp0wouv TAUTHY, évi TPT MD pores 

ovyxwpay exBadew adrijy, ErEoy CF Od- 
éevi. Hom. xvii.—The figurative senses of 
mopveia cannot be admissible here, as the 
law is one having reference to a definite 
point in actual life; and this, its aim and 
end, restricts the meaning to that kind of 
mopveia immediately applicable to the case. 
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uch. xxiii. 16. 18. 20. 
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Rey. x. 6. Ps. 1xii. 11. Jer. v. 7. 

Otherwise this one strictly guarded excep- 
tion would give indefinite and universal 
latitude. — qrovet ait. potx.] ‘ Per alias 
nuptias, quarum potestatem dat divortium.’ 
Bengel.—kat 6s éav| How far the marriage 
of the innocent party after separation on 
account of zopveia, is forbidden by this or 
the parallel passage ch. xix. 9, is a weighty 
and difficult question. By the Roman 
Church such marriage is strictly forbidden, 
and the authority of Augustine much cited, 
who strongly upholds this view, but not 
without misgivings later in life. ‘ Scripsi 
duos libros de conjugiis adulterinis, .... 
cupiens solvere difficillimam queestionem. 
Quod utrum enodatissime fecerim nescio ; 
immo vero non me pervenisse ad hujus rei 
perfectionem sentio.’ Retract. ii. 57. On 
the other hand, the Protestant and Greek 
Churches allow such marriage. Certainly 
it would appear, from the literal meaning 
of our Lord’s words, that it should not be 
allowed; for if by such divorce the mar- 
riage be altogether dissolved, how can the 
woman be said poryevO ja by asecond mar- 
riage ? or how will St. Paul’s precept (1 Cor. 
vii. 11) find place, in which he says, éay 6é 
kai xwosOy, peveTw ayapoc, } TY avdpi 
katadXayi7w; for stating this as St. Paul 
does, pretaced by the words otj« éyw, aN’ 
6 Kiptoc, it must be understood, and has 
been taken, as referring to this very verse, 
and consequently can only suppose zropveta 
as the cause. Besides which, the tenor of 
our Lord’s teaching in other places (see 
above) seems to set before us the state of 
marriage as absolutely indissoluble as such, 
however He may sanction the expulsion a 
mensd et thoro of an unfaithful wife.—Those 
who defend the other view suppose the 
a7o\rAvpévyny to mean the woman unlaw- 
fully divorced, not for vopyveia: and cer- 
tainly this is not improbable-—We may 
well leave a matter in doubt, of which Au- 
gustine could write thus: ‘In ipsis divinis 
sententiis ita obscurum est utrum et iste, 
cui quidem sine dubio adulteram licet di- 
miftere, adulter tamen habeatur si alteram 
duxerit, ut, quantim existimo, venialiter 
ibi quisque fallatur.’ De Fide atq. Op. 
c.19.—83, 34.] The exact meaning of these 
verses is to be ascertained by two consider- 
ations. (1) That the Jews held all those 
oaths not to be binding in which the sacred 
name of God did not directly occur; as 
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Philo states (De Special. legg. p. 770 Potter), 
mpochaperw Tic, et Bovdotro, p07] piv TO 
avwTatw Kali mpeoBiraroy evOvc airwoy, 

adda yijv, tuo, dotépac, ovpavoy, Toy 

cipmavra Koopov. And Lightfoot (Hor. 
Hebr. ad locum) cites from the rabbinical 
books, ‘ Si quis jurat per coelum, per ter- 
ram, per solem, etc. ... non est jura- 
mentum.’ It therefore appears that a stress 
is to be laid on this technical distinction in 
the quotation made by our Lord; and we 
must understand as belonging to the quo- 
tation, ‘ but whatever thon shalt swear not 
to the Lord may be (2) transgressed.’ 
Then our Lord passes so far~beyond this | 
rule, that He lays down (including in it the | 
understanding that all oaths must be kept! 
if made, for that they are all ultimately) 
referable to swearing by God) the rule of 
the Christian community, which is, not to) 
swear at all; for Ebay every such means of) 
strengthening a man’s simple affirmation! 
arises out of the evil in human nature, is 
rendered requisite by the distrust that sin 
has induced, and is, therefore, out of the 
question among the just and true and pure | 
of heart. See James v. 12. In the words, 
‘Swear not at all,’ our Lord does net so 
much make a positive enactment by which 
all swearing is to individuals forbidden, e.g. 
on solemn occasions, and for the satisfac- 
tion of others, (for that would be a mere 
technical Pharisaism wholly at variance with 
the spirit of the Gospel, and inconsistent 
with the example of God Himsclf, Heb. vi. 

1,21; of the Lord when on earth, 
whose dv apy Eyw Viv was a solemn 
asseveration, and Who at once respected 
the solemn adjuration of Caiaphas, ch. xxvi. 
63, 64; of His Apostles writing under the 

guidance of His Spirit, see Gal. i. 20. 2 Cor. 
i. 23. Rom.i..9. Phil. i. 8, and especially 
1 Cor. xv. 31,)\as Aleclare to us, that the 
proper state of Christians is, to require no 
oaths ; that when 76 zornpdy is expelled 
from among them, every vai and ov will be 
as decisive as an oath, every promise as 
binding as a vow. We observe (a) that 
these verses imply the unfitness of vows of 
every kind as rules of Christian action ; (3) 
that the greatest regard ought to be had to 
the scruples of those, not only sects, but 
individuals, who object to taking an oath, 
and every facility given in a Christian state 
for their ultimate entire abolition. There 
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is an elaborate account in Tholuck, Berg- 
predigt, p. 282 ff., of the history of opinions 
on this question.—34, 35.] Compare ch. 
xxiii. 16—22. ‘Trench observes, (Serm. on 
Mount, p. 55,) ‘ men had learned to think 
that, if only God’s name were avoided, there 
was no irreverence in the frequent oaths by 
heaven, by the earth, by Jerusalem, by their 

own heads, and these brought in on the 
slightest need, or on no need at all; just as 
now-a-days the same lingering half-respect 
for the Holy Name will often cause men, 
who would not be wholly profane, to sub- 
stitute for that name sounds that nearly 
resemble, but are not exactly it, or the 
name, it may be, of some heathen deity.’— 
34.] See Is. Ixvi. 1, to which reference is 
here made; and for woéduc rT. pey. Bac., 

Psalm xlviii. 2. dpv. év is a Hebraism : the 
classical usage is with kata and a gen., or 
simply \ with an acc.—36. od Svvacat piav 
Tp. q p.. ™.] Thou hast no control ov =) 

the appearance of grey hairs on thy head | 
—thy head is not thine own—so thou swear- 
est by a creature of God, whose destinies 
and changes are in God’s hand; so that 
every oath is an appeal to God. And, in- 
deed, men generally regard it as such now, 
even unconsciously. 37. ke rod Tovnpod | 
See reff. The gender is ambiguous, as in the 
Lord’s Prayer, ch. vi. 13. It is quite im- 
material to the sense in which we understand 
it; for the evil of man’s corrupt nature is 
in Scripture spoken of as the work of 6 
movnooc, and is itself ro zovnody. See 
John viii. 44. 1 John iii. 8.—388.] That is, 
such was the public enactment of the Mo- 
saic law, and, as such, implied a private 
spirit of retaliation which should seek such 
redress; for the example evidently refers to 
private as well as public retribution. Here 
again our Lord appears to speak of the 
true status and perfection of a Christian 
community,—not to forbid, in those mixed 
and but half-Christian states, which have 

39 b eyo Og Aéyw v Uy ma dutiaTival TW Tovnpiy” 

él THY Osclav cov “ 

‘Op8apov avrt opbadpov, Kal oddvra avrt i: ce ch. xxvi. 67 
only. Hos. 
xi. 4. 

d Luke vi. 29 
only. Hos. o.ayova, xi. 4, Isa. 1.6, 

5; but see ch. xix. 9. — 37. for éorw, fora B. 
txt D abe Iren. Cypr. — 38. caiom. D abe Hil. — 39. parize B. txt D.— for ézi, 

ever divided so-called Christendom among 
them, the infliction of judicial penalties for 
crime. In fact Scripture speaks, Rom. 
xiil. 4, of the minister of such infliction as 
the minister of God. But as before, our 
Lord shows us the condition to which a 
Christian community should tend, and to 
further which every private Christian’s own 
endeavours should be directed. It is quite 
beside the purpose for the world to say, 
that these precepts of our Lord are too 
highly pitched for humanity, and so to find 
an excuse for violating them. If we were 
disciples of His in the true sense, these pre- 
cepts would, in their spirit, as indicative of 
frames of mind, be strictly observed ; and, 
as far as we are His disciples, shall we at- 
tain to such their observance.—Here again, 
our Lord does not contradict the Mosaic 
law, but expands and fulfils it, declaring to 
us that the necessity for it would be alto- 
gether removed in the complete state of 
that kingdom which He came to establish. 
—Against the notion that 690. dyri og. 
k.7.A. sanctioned all kinds of private re- 
venge, Augustine remarks, ‘Quandoquidem 
et illud antiquum ad reprimendas flammas 
odiorum, sevientiumque immoderatos ani- 
mos refreenandos, ita preeceptum est. Quis 
enim tantundem facile contentus est repo- 
nere vindicte quantum accepit injurice ? 
Nonne videmus homines leviter lasos mo- 
liri ceedem, sitire sanguinem, vixque inve- 
nire in malis inimici unde satientur? . 
Huic igitur immoderate et per hoc injuste 
ultioni, lex justum modum figens, poenam 
talionis instituit: hoc est ut qualem quisque 
intulit injuriam, tale supplicium pendat. 
Proinde, ““Oculum pro oculo, dentem pro 
dente,” non fomes sed limes furoris est ; 
non ut id quod s sopitum erat inde accendere- 
tur, sed ne id quod ardebat ultra extendere~ 
tur impositus.’ Cont. Faust. xix. 25. See 
1 Cor. vi. 1—6.—89. ph avtistyvat] Here 
again, we have our Divine lawgiver legis- 
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lating, not in the bondage of the letter, so 
as to stultify His disciples, and in many cir- 
cumstances to turn the salt of the earth 
into a means of corrupting it,—but in the 
freedom of the spirit, laying down those 
great principles which ought to regulate the 
inner purposes and consequent actions of 
His followers. Taken slavishly and literally, 
neither did our Lord Himself conform to 
this precept (John xviii. 22, 23), nor his 
Apostles (Acts xxiii. 3). But truly, and in 
the spirit, did our blessed Redeemer obey 
it: ‘He gave his back to the smiters, and 
his cheeks to them that plucked off the 
hair, and hid not his face from shame and 
spitting’ (Is. 1. 6): and his Apostles also, 
see ] Cor. iv. 9—13.—7@ wovypé] The 
evil man; him who injures thee. Or, per- 
haps, in the indefinite sense, as_ before, 
‘ evil,’ generally, ‘when thus directed against 
thee.’ Only, the other possible meaning 
there, ‘the evil one,’ is precluded here. 
avriatnre Tip Ovafs6\w: but not this parti- 
cular form of his working (viz. malice di- 
rected against thyself) so as to revenge it 
on another. —40, 41.] See note on ver. 39. 
KpOjvat imports legal contention only, and 
is thus distinguished from the violence in 
ver. 39 (Meyer, against Tholuck and De 
Wette). AePetv, i.e. in pledge for a debt: 
see Exod. xxii. 26. ytTéva, the inner and 
less costly garment; itpdtvov, the outer and 
more valuable, used also by the poor as a 
coverlet by night (Exod. xxii. 26). In 
Luke vi. 29 the order is inverted, and ap- 
pears to be that in which the two garments 
would be taken from the body. — ayyapev- 
oet) Herod. viii. 98, after describing the 
Persian post-couriers, adds, rovro 7d dpa- 
pupa Toy ix7wy Kadéovar Tépoat ayya- 
pyiov. Aischylus, Agam. 285 (Dindorf), 
says of the beacons which brought the in- 
telligence of the capture of Troy to Mycene, 
pouKToc iF: PpuKro Vy Cen p an a yyaoou 7 v- 

poc éxeprmev. ‘The Jews particularly ob- 
jected to the duty of furnishing posts for 
the Roman government; and Demetrius, 
wishing to conciliate the Jews, promised, 
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among other things, re\etw Cé pence dyya- 
oenesbat Ta lovdaiwy vroliy.a (Jos. Ant. 
xiii. 2, 3). Hence our Saviour represents 
this as a burden ;—and in the same manner 
Epictetus says, dy 6£ dyyapeia y, Kai 
oToaTwrne éxi\aBynrat, apeg, fy avTt- 
reve, pndé yoyyuZe.’ Dr. Burton. The 
étxtora@mia, or billeting of the Roman sol- 
diers and their horses on the Jews, was one 

kind of this ayyapeia. —42.] The proper 
understanding of the command in this verse 
may be arrived at from considering the way 
in which the Lord Himself, who declares, 

‘If ye shall ask any thing in my name, I 
will do it’ (John xiv. 14), performs this 
promise to us. It would obviously be, not 
a promise of love, but a sentence of con- 
demnation to us, understood in its bare 
literal sense; but our gracious Saviour, 
knowing what is good for us, so answers 
our prayers, that we never are sent empty 
away; not always, indeed, receiving what 
we ask,—but that which in the very disap- 
pointment we are constrained thankfully to 
confess is better than our wish. So, in his 

humble sphere, should the Christian giver 
act. To give every thing to every one—the 
sword to the madman, the alms to the im- 
postor, the criminal request to the temp- 
tress—would be to act as the enemy of 
others and ourselves. Ours should be a 
higher and deeper charity, flowing from 
those inner springs of love, which are the 
sources of outward actions sometimes widely 
divergent; whence may arise both the timely 
concession, and the timely refusal. As Chry- 
sostom observes on a former verse, p17) Tol- 
vuv aTAOe Ta Tpaypara iEerdowper, adda 
Kai Kawooy, Kai atriay, Kat yronny, kai 
TOOCWT WY Cragopar, kal Oca ay avroig 

Erepa cup airy, Tavta pera axptBeiac Cn- 

Tapev? ovce yao tor Erépwe ipixeaat 
Tijc ddyPeiac. Hom. xvii. — Savetoacbar] 
Here, to borrow, without usury, which was 
forbidden by the law, Exod. xxii. 24. Levit. 
xxv. 37. Deut. xxiii. 20.— 43.] The Jews 
called all Gentiles indiscriminately, ‘ ene- 

mies.’ In the Pharisaic interpretation 
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Eth. Orig. Cypr. Aug. Lucif. txt D abed. — rec. aft. ino. ins. tac; but om. D d.— 
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therefore of the maxim (the latter part of evydpevoc brip avrod, atric 6é Todypara 
which, although a gloss of the Rabbis, is a odd peyaha Kal Pavpacra, Tov ij\uoy 
true representation of the spirit of the law, avamrwy, cai rove érnoiouc OuBpouc Ou- 
which was enacted for the Jews as a theo- dobe. aN’ Ouwe Kai otrw Cte ope loov 
cratic people,) it would include the “‘odium — civat, wg dvbowmov eyxwpet eivat. pay 
humani generis” with which the Jews were roivuy pice Tov zowwvrvTa KAKO, TowUTwY 
so often charged. But our Lord’s ‘ fulfil- oéyra cou moOsevov ayabar, Kai &i¢ TOCaU- 
ment’ of neighbourly love extends it to all yy (ayov TA OE Ty Hy) KaTapo TH in- 
mankind—not only foreign nations, but even npsaovTe évél TOV péy TOVOV UTEOTNC, 
those who are actively employed in cursing, ov 0é Kapmou areoregn Onc Kai TY bev 
reviling, and persecuting us; and the hating Cnpiay otgetc, Tov o& peobov amroXkic’ OTE 
of enemies is, in His fulfilment of it, no oxarne éoriy advoic, TO Kader wT Epoy 
longer an individual or national aversion, tzopetvavrac, rd tXatrov TouTou p17) dé- 
but a coming out and being separate from} petv. Hom. xviii. p. 239.—46. ted@vat] 
all that rebel against God. — 45. viot tod’ epee of men, so Heaneniy mentioned as 
z.] i.e. in being like Him. Of course — the objects of hatred and contempt among 
there is allusion to our state of vioi by the Jews, and coupled with sinners, were 
covenant and adoption; but the /ikeness is not properly the publicans, who were 
the point especially here brought out. So wealthy Romans, of the rank of knights, 
pyinrai tov Oeod. Eph. v. 1. The more farming the revenues of the provinces; but 
we lift ourselves above the world’s view of their underlings, heathens or renegade 
the duty and expediency of revenge and Jews, who usually exacted with reckless- 
exclusive dealing, into the mind with which ness and cruelty. In interpreting these 
the ‘righteous Judge, strong and patient, verses we must carefully give the persons 
who is provoked every day,’ yet does good spoken of their correlative value and mean- 
to the unthankful and evil,—the more firmly ing: ‘ye,’ Christians, sons of God, the true 
shall we assure, and the more nobly illus- theocracy, the aod. r. ob ,—these 7eXo- 
trate, our place as sons in His family, as va or é421K0!, men-of this world, actuated 
eicshObvTeg sig THY Basieiay Toy ovoa- by worldly motives,—what thank have ye 
voy. Chrysostom beautifully observes, in being like them? — 47. adamdoneSe] 
KaiToiye ovdapov TO yevopevoy isoy, ov » Here, most probably, in its literal sense. 
povoy Oud Thy TiS EVEPYETLAC brepBod}y, _ Jews did not salute Gentiles: Moham- 
aX Kai Cra THY THS aéiacumepoxnv. od medans do not salute Christians even now 
ey yao Tapa Tou 6pododou KaTappov”y, in the East. — 48. éveoQe] Not altoge- 
Exetvoc Of Tanda TOU dotdov kai pvpia ev- ther imperative in meaning, but including 
epyeTnCevroc’ Kai od pév pnuara xapi~y the imperative sense: such shall be the 
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state, the aim, of Christians. — tédevov] 
Complete, in your love of others ; not one- 
sided, or exclusive, as these just mentioned, 
but all-embracing and God-like, = otxrip- 
povecy Luke vi. 36. No countenance is 
given by this verse to the ancient Pelagian 
or the modern heresy of per fectibility in 
this life. Such a sense of the words would 
be utterly at variance with the whole of the 
discourse. See especially vv. 22. 29. 32, in 
which the imperfections and conflicts of the 
Christian are fully recognized. Nor, if we 
consider this verse as a solemn conclusion 
of the second part of the Sermon, does it 
any the more admit of this view, asserting 
as it does that likeness to God in inward 
purity, love, and holiness, must be the con- 
tinual aim and end of the Christian in all 
the departments of his moral life. But how 
far from having attained this likeness we 
are, St. Paul shows us (Phil. iii. 12); and 
every Christian feels just in the proportion 
in which he has striven after it. Augustine 
argues for the true sense of this and similar 
passages of Scripture against the Pelagians 
at length, De peccatorum meritis et remis- 

sione, lib. ii. ch. 12—17, and De perfectione 
justitiz hominis, ch. 8, 9.—ot pev cyan ay- 
TEC rove ayarayrac abrode aredgic siow 
ei¢ ayamnyy ob Segrove tyOpodc, rédéEtor. 
Euthym. § * 
Cu. Ap. VI. 1—18.] The third division of 

the Sermon, in which the disciples of Christ 
are warned against hypocrisy, by the ex- 
amples of abuses of the duties of almsgiving 
(ver. 2), praying (ver. 5), and fasting (ver. 
16).—1.] The discourse of our Lord now 
passes from actions to motiyes: not that 

He Tas not spoken fo the heart before, but 
then it was only by inference, now directly. 
In ver. 1, 8uxatocvvyyv is the more probable 

txt Z (?) — roic om. D. 59) for dpiv, ore Z. 

reading, but does not rest on sufficient au- 
thority to claim insertion in the text. If it 
be read, we have in ver. 1] a general caution, 

and in ver. 2 it is particularized in the case 
of giving of alms ; or Cueatociyn, as the He- 
brew corresponding word, mpy3, May mean 

‘benignity, ” “benevolence. »_'Thewordswp3s 
7d Gea0. clear ly define the course of action 
objected to—not the open benevolence of the 
Christian who lets his light shine that men 
may glorify God, but the ostentation of him 
whose object is the praise and glory coming 
from man. fo7t yao Kai EuTooc0ev TOY 
avOpwrwy TowvytTa, pr Tod TO VeabHrar 
mote Kal py) TowdvTa tuToodEV TAY, 
moog TO Oeabijvac zoey. Chrysostom, Hom. 
xix. 245 A.— ei 8é prye] does not apply 
to mpocéyere, so as to mean, ‘if ye do not 
take heed ;’ but to po) woteiv, and means ‘ if 
ye do.’ That this is so, is clear from the 
reff. — 2. ph owadaioys] A proverbial ex- 
pression, not implying any such custom 
of the hypocrites of that day, but the 
habit of self-laudation, and display of good 
works in general. obx bre oadatyyac 
slyov éxsivot, adda Ty modayv auray 
émoeteau PovXerau paviay Ty deer THIS 
perapopac TabTNC, KWppowy Taur 7] 

kat éxmopmetwyv abtrovc. Chrysostom. 
Meyer remarks that the word cadzioye 
is tuba canas, not tuba cani cures, and 
must therefore refer to what the person 
himself does. — améxovor] Have in full, 
exhaust. Plutarch in Solon (cited by 
Wetstein) says, that he who marries for 
pleasure, and not for children, roy pues Por 
aréyer. — 3. py yvorw] Another popular 
saying, not to be pressed so as to require a 
literal interpretation of it in the act of alms- 
giving, as De Wette and others have done, 

but implying simplicity, both of intention 

BDZ 
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and act. Equally out of place are all at- 
tempts to explain the right and left hand 
symbolically, as was once the practice. The 
sound sense of Chrysostom preserves the 
right interpretation, where even Augustine 
strays into symbolism: waXuv évravla ob 
XEioae aivirrerat, AAN drEeoBortude abr 
TéPecey. et yao oldy Té tart, HHOI, CEav- 
TOV ayvonorat, TEPLOTOUOAGTOY EOTW Oou 

TovrTo, Kav adrac Ouvaroy 7 Tac OtaKovoU- 
piévac ytioac Nabeiv. Hom. xix. 246 A. — 
4. év t@ kpuTt@] Not to be rendered as if 
it were Ta éy Ti Kp., OY £i¢ TO KoUTTOY, 
but as the Eng. Vers., ‘ seeth in secret ;’ as 
we say, ‘in the dark.’ — If the words éy 
Tw gaveo~, inserted by the rec., are to 
stand, they must mean, before men and 
angels at the resurrection of the just. — 
5. éot@tes| No stress must be laid on 
this word as implying ostentation; for it 
was the ordinary posture of prayer. The 
command in Mark runs, bray ornKnre 
Toocevyouevor .. . ch. xi. 25. See also 
Luke xviii. 11.13. Indeed, of the two posi- 
tions of prayer, considering the place, kneel- 
ing would have been the more singular 
and savouring of ostentation. — 6. etsedOe 
«.7.4.] Both Chrysostom and Augustine 
caution us against taking this merely lite- 
rally. ri ody; ty éxxdnaoia, gnsiv, ov O&t 
mooceb yea ar; Kai ofd0pa per, aha pera 
yropns TolaurTye. TavTaxov yap 6 Oed¢ 

Tov oxomdy Cyret Ta VEY VOpEVOY, é7et 
Kay éic TO Tapuetoy EiceAOnC, Kai a7OKNEt- 

aac, Tobe éridetkey av7d Epyaoy, ovdEY Got 

ins. B Z. — rec. ins. 

PXarroXoy. 
éy 7 o. as before (see ver. 4). — 7. 

D*. txt Z.—ot bvrorpirai B. txt 

Tov Ovody bpedoc. Opa your Kai tvravOa 
moc akpysi TOY CLoorgpoy TéOELKEY, ELTOY, 
“Ozwe davwct Toic avOpwrolg.” WerTE 
Kav rac Ovpac amoK\Eloyce, TOUTO TOU TIC 
TOY Oupwy a7oK\EicewE KaTOpAWoat GE 
BotvX\eTa, Kai TAC THC Ciavoiac aTroKNElELY 
Oioac. Hom. xix. 247. ‘Parum est in- 
trare in cubicula, si ostium pateat impor- 
tunis, per quod ostium ea que foris sunt 
improbe se immergunt, et interiora nostra 
appetunt.’ De Serm. Dom. 1. ii. c. 3. — 
7. Battokoyyonte] a word probably with- 
out any further derivation than an imitation 
of the sounds uttered by stammerers, who 
repeat their words often without meaning ; 
(cara pipnoty THe pwyic, Hesych.)—Sui- 
das, Eustath. and others, suppose it derived 
from a certain stammering Battus, Herod. 
iv. 155. But the name of this Battus seems 
to have been given Srom the circumstance ; 
TAC laxvoguvoc Kat Toavdr0C, TH OvVO"A 

27é0n Badrrog: and we have Barrapilw 
and its derivatives with the same significa- 
tion; and AMschines called Demosthenes 
Baradoc (epi or. p. 288. 17 Bekker) 
—é8vikoi] prece qua fatigent virgines 
sanctz minus audientem carmina Vestam ? 
Hor. Od. i. 2, 26. nisi illos (Deos) tuo ex 
ingenio judicas, Ut nil credas intelligere 
nisi idem dictum est centies. Ter. Heaut. 
v. 1. What is forbidden in this verse is 
not much praying, for our Lord Himself 
passed whole nights i in prayer; nor praying 
in the same words, for this He did in the 

very intensity of His agony at Gethsemane ; 
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but the making number and length a point 
of observance, and imagining that prayer 
will be heard, not because it is the genuine 
expression of the desire of faith, but be- 
cause it has been such or such a number of 
times repeated. The repetitions of Pater- 
nosters and Ave-Marias in the Romish 
Church, as practised by them, are in direct 
violation of this precept; the number of 
repetitions being prescribed, and the efficacy 
of the performance made to depend on it. 
But the repetition of the Lord’s Prayer in 
the Liturgy of the Church of England is 
not a violation of it, nor that of the Kyrie 
Eleison, because it is not the number of 
these which is the object, but each has its 
appropriate place and reason in that which 
is pre-eminently a reasonable service.—Our 
Lord was also denouncing a Jewish error. 
Lightfoot quotes from the Rabbinical wri- 
tings, ‘Omnis qui multiplicat orationem, 
auditur.’ Hor. Hebr. in loc. Augustine 
yuts admirably the distinction between 
much praying and much speaking: ‘ Absit 
ab oratione multa locutio; sed non desit 
multa precatio, si fervens persuerat intentio. 
Nam multum loqui, est in orando rem ne- 
cessariam superfluis agere verbis; multum 
autem precari, est ad eum quem precamur 
diuturna et pia cordis excitatione pulsare. 
Nam plerumque hoc negotium plus gemiti- 
bus quam sermonibus agitur; plus fletu, 
quam affatu.’ Ep. cxxx. 10. And Chry- 
sostom, in one of his finest strains of elo- 

quence, comments on this verse: p17) To.wuy 
7 oXNpaTe TOU TULA oc, pnoé TH Kpavyy 
THC poviyc, a\\ad TH ToOPvMIG THIS yve- 
pne rac ev Xxas moun peda" pence pera 
Popov Kat XS; Kai moog emiderew, we 

Kat Tob¢ THF tecpovey, adda pera 

truetkeiag TaoNC, Kat Tie KaTa O.idyovay 
ouyTpuBic, Kai Oakotvwy Tey évdv0er. 
Hom. xix. 248 A. Those who have the 
opportunity should by all means read the 
whole passage, which is too long for in- 
sertion in a note. — 8. otSe yap] et olde, 
gnoiv, wy xoeiav txomev, Tivoc Evexey 
evyedOar dei; ody twa Cida=ne, a\N’ wa 
mica ply iva oikewwO%g TH) TUVEXEME 
THC tvreveewc, iva rarevwOpe, | iva ava- 

prnoOye TOY apaprnpatwy Tay GHr. 
Chrys. Hom. xix. 249 C. Ipsa orationis 
intentio cor nostrum serenat et purgat, ca- 
paciusque efficit ad accipienda divina mu- 
nera, que spiritualiter nobis infunduntur. 
August. de Serm. Dom. ii. 3. — 9.] There 

EYATTEAION 

° ty 77 P ToAvhovyia auTov 

700 TOU vac airnoat auTov. 

Vis 

Gu b ecaxovaIngovrat. 

° Ovrwe ovv 7 00C- 
t constr. Luke ii. 21. Gen. xiii. 10. 

is very slender proof of what is often as- 
serted, that our Lord took nearly the whole 
of this prayer from existing Jewish formule. 
Not that such a view of the matter would 
contain in it any thing irreverent or objec- 
tionable : for if pious Jews had framed 
such petitions, ow Lord, who came 7\7- 
p@oa every thing that was good under the 
Old Covenant, might in a higher sense and 
spiritual meaning, have recommended the 
same forms to His disciples. But such does 
not appear to have been the fact. Lightfoot 
produces only the most general common- 
place parallels for the petitions, from the 
Rabbinical books.—With regard to the 
prayer itself, we may remark, 1. The whole 
passage, vers. 7—16, is digressive from the 
subject of the first part of this chapter, 
which is the discouragement of the perform- 
ance of religious duties to be seen of men, 
and is resumed at ver. 16. Neander (Leben 
Jesu, p. 349, note) therefore supposes that 
this passage has found its way in here as a 
sort of accompaniment to the preceding 
verses, but is in reality the answer of our 
Lord to the request in Luke xi. 1, more 

fully detailed than by that Evangelist. But 
to this I cannot assent (see Prolegg. IT. 1. 
4). 2. It is very improbable that the prayer 
was regarded in the very earliest times as a 
set form delivered for liturgical use by our | 
Lord. The variations of rae cpayriag yoy" | 
kai yao av’rot apiguev TavrTi dgethovTe 
yiv, and 70 Ka’ xéE0av, in Luke, for the 
corresponding clauses in our text, however 
unimportant in themselves, are fatal to the 
supposition of its being used liturgically at 
the time when these Gospels were written. 
See notes on Lukexi. 1. This, however, forms 
no argument whatever against its subsequent 
use, which we know shortly to have prevailed 
in all Christian churches. 38. The view of 
some that our Lord gave this, selecting it 
out of forms known and in use, as a prayer 
ad interim, till the effusion of the Spirit of 
prayer, is inadmissible, as we have no traces 
of any such purpose in our Saviour’s dis- 
courses, and to suppose any such would ¢ 
amount to nothing less than to set them 
entirely aside. On the contrary, one wor 
of the Holy Spirit was to bring heir 
mind all things whatsoever He had said 
unto them. John xiv. 26.—ottws] wapa- 
Cidwor rimov sbyie, oby twa rairny 
povny Tv evyry ebywpeOa, aX’ iva, 
TaUTHY EXOVTES THYIY EVYIIC, &K TavTNS 

Su) BDZ 
ouv "owls auroic’ Oloe 740 0 waraig vuwY ov 7g X petay 
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aovwpeba tag évvoiac TOY EvXGY. Eu- 
thym.—Ildtep qpav] This was a form of 
address almost unknown to the Old Cove- 
nant: now and then hinted at, as remind- 
ing the children of their rebellion (Is. i. 2. 
Mal. i. 6), or mentioned as a last resource 
of the orphan and desolate creature (Is. 
lxiii. 16) ; but never brought out in its ful- 
ness, as indeed it could not be, till He was 
come by whom we have received the adop- 
tion of sons. ‘ Oratio fraterna est: non 
dicit, Pater meus, tanquam pro se tantum 
orans, sed Pater Noster, omnes videlicet 
una oratione complectens, qui se in Christo 
fratres esse cognoscunt.’ Aug. Serm. lxiv. 
Appendix. amd 6& TovTov Kai £&\0pay 
dvawel, Kai amovoiay KaraorédXeL, Kat 
Backaviay ékBadXeEt, Kai THY pHtépa TOY 
ayaQav andvtwy ayarny ticaye, Kat 
Tiv avopartay tTOv avOowrivwy tEopi<er 
Tpayparwy, Kai modAjy Osixvuor TH 
Baoist mode Tov TTwXdV THY Opori- 
play, eiye év ToIg peyiarotc Kai drayKato- 
Taro Kolywvoupey amayrTec. Chrysost. 
Hom. xix. 250 A.—6 év Tots otpavots | 
These opening words of the Lord’s Prayer 
set clearly before us the status of the 
Christian, as believing in, depending upon, 
praying to, a real objective personal God, 
lifted above himself; to approach Whom 
he must lift up his heart, as the eye is lifted 
up from earth to heaven. This strikes at 
the root of all pantheistic error, which re- 
gards the spirit of man as identical with the 
Spirit of God,—and at the root of all Deism; 
testifying as it does our relation to and 
covenant dependence on, our heavenly Fa- 
ther. The local heavens are no further to 
be thought of here, than as Scripture by 
a parallelism of things natural and spiritual 
deeply implanted in our race (compare 
Aristotle, wept odp. 1.3 mavrec yao ay- 
Oowzor Twepi Oey Eyovow b7dnfy, Kat 
mavTEC TOY aywraTH Tw OE TOTOY 
drobwéact, Kai BapBapor Kai EAXnvEC, 
dootwEO eivar vopiZovor Codec, Ondovore 
wo Te aPavaty Th aDdvaToY ovInLTN- 
pévoy,) universally speaks of heaven and 
heavenly, as applying to the habitation and 
perfections of the High and Holy One who 
inhabiteth Eternity. — ayrac@ytw 7d dvo- 
pda cov] De Wette observes: ‘God’s Name 
is not merely His appellation, which we 

om. B Z 3 Clem. Orig. (six times.) 
ins. BD ** Z Cypr. Hil. — rij¢ 

- D Orig. (once). — 12. agiopey D E L 2, 

speak with the mouth, but also and prin- 
cipally the idea which we attach to it,—His 

Being, as far as it is confessed, revealed or 
known.’ The ‘ Name of God’ in Scripture 
is used to signify that revelation of Himself 
which He has made to men, which is all 
that we know of Him: into the depths of 
His Being, as it is, no human soul can 
penetrate. See John xvii. 6. Rom. ix. 17. 
ayuilw here is in the sense of ‘ keep holy,’ 

“sanctify in our hearts,’ as in | Pet. i. 15. 
Ta océpapip OvEaloyra ovTwo Evo" 
dytoc aytoc dyiog Were 70 aytacbyTH 
rovré tore Ov~acbyrw. Chrys. Hom. xix. 
250 D.—10. édXGérw 4 Baorreta cov] ‘ Ut 
in nobis veniat, optamus ; ut in illo invenia- 
mur, optamus.’ Aug. Serm. lvi. c. 4. ‘Thy 
kingdom,’ here is the fulness of the ac- 
complishment of the kingdom of God, so 
often spoken of in prophetic Scripture ; and 
by implication all that process of events 
which lead to that accomplishment. Meyer, 
as usual, in objecting to all ecclesiastical 
and spiritual meanings of ‘ Thy kingdom,’ 
forgets that the one for which he contends 
exclusively, the Messianic kingdom, does in 
fact include or imply them all. — yevnPyto 
7. @. gov] i.e. not, ‘may our will be ab- 
sorbed into thy will ;’ but may it be con- 
formed to and subordinated to thine. The 
literal rendering is, ‘ Let thy will be also 
done upon earth, as in heaven.’ —11. tév 
apt. «.7.A.] This word ézcobooy has 
been very variously explained. Jerome 
renders it ‘ supersubstantialem,’ and inter- 
prets it of the Bread‘of Life ; Origen, ror 
gic THY OvGiay cupPaddopevoy : Theophy- 
lact, Tov éxi TH ovoia Kai cvoTdoE YoY 
avraokn: Euthymius, roy émi ry obcia 
kai umaptet Kal ovoTdoeL TOV GHMjLaToC 
éziTryOecov; and similarly Suidas and the 
Etymologicum magnum. The greatest ob- 
jection to this rendering is, that odcia is 
not subsistence (cicracic), but existence ; 
which would give no sense. On the diffi- 
culties attending the formation of the ad- 
jective from ovcia, i should lay no stress, 
as these matters are in later Greek very 
laxly attended to. See Tholuck. p. 402. 
Some suppose it to mean ‘the bread of to- 
morrow,’ Tov dpTov Tie éTLobane HméEoae ; 
and Jerome found for it in the Gospel ac- 
cording to the Hebrews, sr, ‘ to-morrow’s 
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they copiously expound the prayer. 
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bread :’ and this would not make the re- 
quest inconsistent with the command in 
ver. 34; for the command there not pe- 
pyar about the affairs of to-morrow (as 
Meyer well remarks) not only does not 
preclude, but rather presupposes making 
them the subject of prayer. Chrysostom 
says, Ti tort, Toy aproy Toy ExtousLOY; 
rov édipepov. And so the ancient Latin 
versions, abe, ‘quotidianum,’ and E. V. 
‘daily..—But most probably éztotovg is 
contradistinguished from eptovctoc, and 

means ‘sufficient,’ as that does ‘super- 
abundant.’ It seems to me that the higher 
and mystical meaning of doroy is precluded 
by the insertion of 2a; besides that 
such meaning would be at variance with 
the simplicity of the whole prayer, and out 
of place in a discourse where no allusion of 
the kind occurs. This does not, however, 
exclude the application of the petition to 
all that we need for soul and body (as Au- 
gustine says, Serm. lviii. c. 4: ‘ Quicquid 
anime nostre et carni nostre in hac vita 
necessarium est, quotidiano pane conclu- 
ditur,’) only its limitation to one, and that 
the highest, spiritual food. —12. tra ded. ] 
i.e. ‘sins,’ short-comings, and therefore 
‘debts’ = raoarrwpara, ver. 14. Augus- 
tine remarks (contra Epist. Parmeniam. 1. il. 
c. 10): ‘Quod utique non de illis peccatis 
dicitur qu in baptismi regeneratione di- 
missa sunt, sed de iis que quotidie de se- 
culi amarissimis fructibus humane vite in- 
firmitas contrahit.’ —@s kal] Not ‘for we 
also,’ &c. (as in Luke, kai yap atroi ag.) 
nor ‘in the same measure as we also,’ &c., 

but ‘like as we also,’ &c.; implying simi- 
larity in the two actions, of kind, but no 
comparison of degree. ‘ Augustine uses the 
testimony of this prayer against all proud 

txt query? —13. aft. rod ov. rec. ins. bre ood torw 1% Bact\sia 
with almost all the later Greek 

mss. Syrr. Auth. Arm. Chrys. (sometimes), Theophyl. Euthym. ; but om. BDZ 5 

abedv Orig. and almost all the Greek, and all the Latin Fathers, even when 
The ancient Schol. observes, that in Luke it ends 

. Tovypon is added. 
polated from the Liturgies.) — 15. 7a zap. (first) om. D 3 acv Syr. 

txt B D.— 18. rec. couvr7g@ (twice); but txt 

(It has probably been inter- 
ins. B 6.— 16. 

Pelagian notions of an absolutely sinless 
state in this life’ (Trench); and answers 
the various excuses and evasions by which 
that sect escaped from the conclusion. In 
the uncertainty of the reading here, we may 
comment on the sense of ag@ycajev, as im- 
plying that (see vers. 23, 24) the act of 
forgiveness is completed before we approach 
the throne of grace. —18.] The ‘leading 
into temptation’ must be understood in its 
plain literal sense: see qoujoe ody TH 
mrepacpp Kai THY EkBaowv, | Cor. x. 13. 
There is no discrepancy with James i. 13, 
which speaks not of the providential bring- 
ing about of, but the actual solicitation of, 
the temptation. adda must not be taken as 
equivalent to ef dé ya, qu.d. ‘but if thou 
dost, deliver,’ &c.; but is rather the oppo- 
sition to the former clause, and forms but 
one petition with it,—‘ bring us not into 
conflict with evil, but rather deliver (rid) us 
from it altogether.’ And tod mov., though, 
as in ch. vy. 37, ambiguous in gender, is 
here most probably neuter, see reff.—On 
the omission of the doxology, see var. read. 
Euthymius calls it: 7d wapa THv Osiwy 
pwoTnpwy Kat THe txkAyoiag KaOnynToy 
moocrebiy  aKooTehevTLOV eipwVnped. 
Fragm. Tholuck. p. 488. Stier defends its 
insertion eloquently, but to me not con- 
vincingly, Reden Jesu, I. 221 ff. Com- 
pare 2 Tim. iv. 17, 18, which seems to tes- 

tify to some such way of ending the prayer 
at that time. —14, 15.] Our Lord returns 
(yap) to explain the only part of the prayer 
which peculiarly belonged to the new law 
of love, and enforces it by a solemn assu- 
rance. See Chrysostom’s most eloquent 
appeal on this verse, Hom. xix. 255, end. 
—16.] Another department of the spiritual 
life, in which reality in the sight of God, 

BDZ 
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and not appearance in the sight of man, 
must be our object. While these verses 
determine nothing as to the manner and 
extent of Christian fasting, they clearly re- 
cognize it as a solemn duty, ranking it with 
almsgiving and prayer; but, like them, 
(see ch. ix. 14—18,) to spring out of reality, 
not mere formal prescription. —17.] i.e. 
appear as usual: seem to men the same as 
if thou wert not fasting. It has been ob- 
served that this precept applies only to 
voluntary and private fasts, (such as are 
mentioned Luke xviii. 12,) not to public 
and enjoined ones. But this distinction 
does not seem to be necessary; the one 
might afford just as much occasion for 
ostentation as the other. 

19—384.] From cautions against the hy- 
pocrisy of formalists, the discourse natu- 
rally passes to the entire dedication of the 
heart to God, from which all duties of the 
Christian should be performed. In this sec- 
tion this is enjoined, 1. (vers. 19—25,) with 
regard to earthly treasures, from the im- 
possibility of serving God and Mammon: 2. 
(vers. 25—34) with regard to earthly cares, 
from the assurance that our Father careth for 
us.—19, 20. Bpdois]| more general in mean- 
ing than rvst—‘ the wear and tear’ of time, 
which eats into and consumes the fairest 
possessions. The @yo. év ovp. = the Ba- 

Aavria py Tadaovpeva, Onoavodyv cdvéiK- 
Necxrov of Luke xii. 33, and correspond to 
the puofoc of ch. v. 12, and the azodwoet 
cot of vers. 4. 6. 18.— 8toptaaover] usually 
joined with oixiay,as ch. xxiv. 43.— 22, 28. 
6 Avxvos] as lighting and guiding the body 
and its members; not as containing light 
in itself. Similarly the inner light, the con- 
science, lights the spirit and its faculties, 
but by light supernal to itself. amdots, 
clear, untroubled in vision, as the eye which 
presents a well-defined and single image to 
the brain. ‘ovypds, perverse, as the eye 
which dims and distorts the visual images. 
dwtewos—cnorevds: in full light, as an 
object in the bright sunshine ; in darkness, 
as an object in the deep shade. The com- 
parison is found in Artistotle, Topic i. 14. 
(Wets.) we die év dolar, vote év 
Wong; : in Galen, and Philo de Mund. Opif. 
—ei otv k.T. a Tf then the light which 
is in thee is darkness, how dark must the 
darkness be! i.e. if the conscience, the eye 
and light of the soul, be darkened, in how 
much grosser darkness will all the passions 
and faculties be, which are of themselves 
naturally dark! The opposition is between 
70 g@¢ and TO oKétog. This interpreta- 
tion is borne out by the Vulgate: ‘ Ips 
tenebree quant erunt!’ by Jerome: ‘ Si 
sensus, qui lumen est, anime vitio caliga- 
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tur, ipsa putas caligo quantis tenebris obvol- 
vetur!’ and by Chrysostom : oray yo 0 
KuDpEepvyTne droBpixog yevayrat, Kai 0 
AUXVOG oBec0y, Kat oO HY EMOV ax wa\w- 
Toe yévnrat, moia ourdy Eorau Toic 
Urncoote é\7ic; Hom. xx. 264 C., and 
Euthymius: ef ody 7O dHe TO év ool, 6 
gortv 6 vovc, 6 dwpnPete Eig TO dwTiley 
kai Odnysiv tiv Wuxi, sKorog éori, 
Tovréariy, EokOTloTat, AotTOYV TO OKOTOE, 
TO ard ToY TaQwY, TOGOY EoTaL, Eig TO 
oKorizery THY Wuxnv, sKoTiPevToe TOU 
dvartéi\ovrog abry gwroc. Augustine 
(De Serm. Dom. § 46) renders it similarly, 
but understands cc«drog to refer to a dif- 
ferent thing: ‘Si ipsa cordis intentio, qua 
facis quod facis, quae tibi nota est, sordi- 
datur appetitu rerum terrenarum . .. atque 
cecatur; quanto magis ipsum factum, cujus 
incertus est exitus, sordidum et tenebrosum 
est?’ Stier expands this well, Reden Jesu, 
I. 238. As the body, of itself a dark mass, 
has its light from the eye, so we have here 
compared to it the sensuous, bestial life 
(Wuyeedv) of men, their appetites, desires, 
and aversions, which belong to the lower 
creature. This dark region—human nature 
under the gross dominion of the flesh— 
shall become  spiritualized, enlightened, 
sanctified, by the spiritual light; but if 
this light be darkness, how great must then 
the darkness of the sensuous life be !—The 
usual modern interpretation makes 70 
oKkOTO¢ wOcov a mere expression of the 
greatness of the darkness thereby occa- 
sioned, and thus loses the force of the 
sentence. —- 24. Sovdeveww] not merely 
‘ serve,’ but in that closer sense in which 
he who serves is the dovAog of, i. e. belongs 

to, and obeys entirely. 6 ’1lw3 wAobovocg 
Hue a\N ob« éedob\eve TY papwrda, 
aA elyev abrog Kai exkpdret, Kai de- 

o7oTnc,ov dovro¢ HV. Chrysost. Hom. xxi. 
269 D. See Rom. vi. 16, 17.—% yap... 
#.. is not a repetition, but an unfolding of 
the deceitfulness of man’s heart in spiritual 
things. The real state of one serving two 
masters is that he hates the one and loves 
the other; but men conceal this from them- 
selyes where God and the deyil are the two 
masters ; practically however acting it out 
by holding to the devil and despising God. 
—papovg] Chaldee, x29, (from ox, 
confisus est,) riches. ‘Congruit et Puni- 
cum nomen, nam lucrum Punice mammon 
dicitur.’ August. in loc. — 25. 81a Totro] 
A direct inference from the foregoing verse: 
the plainer, since peptpvdae (the root being 
peepiZw) is to distract, to draw the mind 
two ways. The Eng. Vers., ‘Take no 
thought,’ does not express the sense, but 
gives rather an exaggeration of the com- 
mand, and thus makes it unreal and nu- 
gatory. In Luke xii. 29 we have jy) per- 
ewoiZeo0e, where see note. tH Wuyy = 
meoi THe Wuxyjc. See ver. 28.—ovdxt F 
wW.] rovro ceive OndGy, brvd 7 TAELOY dodge 
nptv, Kai TO EXarroy Owoer. wetov dé, 7d 
peiZov Eyer. Euthymius. — 26. ra er. ] 
The two examples, of the birds and the 
lilies, are not parallel in their application. 
The first is an argument from the less to 
the greater, that our heavenly Father, who 
feeds the birds, will much more feed us; 
the second, besides this application, which 
(ver. 30) it also contains, is a reproof of 
the vanity of anxiety about clothing, which, 
in all its pomp of gorgeous colours, is vouch- 
safed to the inferior creatures, but not at- 
tainable by, as being unworthy of, us. No- 
tice, it is not said, px oetosre—py Oepi- 
fere—jun) ovvayere ;—the birds are not our 
example to follow in their habits, for God 
hath made us to differ from them—the 
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1 ch. x. 25. 1 Pet. iv.3 only ¢. Deut. 
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rouct B 5.— 33. tiv uc. x. 7. B. avrod B. 
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doing all these things is part of our moo 
paANo» Orapénene, (Luke xii. 24.) and in- 
creases the force of the a fortiori; but it 
is said, pu) pepluvare—pi} psrewpiZeade. 
Tt your OperHoec, obruc € TUT ET UMEVC 
BEDLLVOY ; Kav yao penta orovdaagec, ov 

dwoee berov, ovLE HALOV, OLE Tvode ave- 
piwy, oi¢ 6 o6poe KapTOyoNEl. TavTa yao 

0 O£0c¢ pévoc idwoww. Euthymius. — 27. ] 
These words do not relate to the stature, 
the adding a cubit to which (= a foot and 
a half) would be a very great addition, in- 
stead of a very small one, as is implied here, 
and expressed in Luke xii. 26, et ody ovte 
eAdyuotov Ovivacle, «.7.X., but to the time 
of life of each hearer; as Theophylact on 
Luke xii. 26, Zwije péroa Tapa povy Ty 
Op, Kal oie abrog TIC ExaoTog EauT@ 
dotstHe THe whe. So Hammond, Wolf, 
Rosenm., Kuinoel, Olsh., De Wette, Meyer, 
Stier, &c., &c.: and the confext seems im- 
peratively to require it; for the object of 
food and clothing is not to enlarge the 
body, but to prolong life. The application 
of measures of space to time is not uncom- 
mon. See Jobix.25. Ps. xxxix.5. 2Tim. 
iv.7. In Stobzus, xeviii. 13, we have cited 
from Mimnermus, pele 6” oid TE pidra 
pret ToAvaVOEmOC & Gon Eaooc, oT ail’ aby!) 
abgerat nHediov, TOE ixeXoL, THXvY ext 

xedvoy avOea HBnc reor6pea. Alceus 
(Athen. x. 7) says, dakrudog apéipa.—?8. | 

txt abe Cypr. Hil. (?)—34. rec. rad éaurije. 

These lilies have been supposed to be the 
crown imperial, (fritillaria imperialis, ) which 
grows wild in Palestine, or the amaryllis 
lutea, (Sir J. E. Smith cited by F.M.,) whose 
golden liliaceous flowers cover the autumnal 
fields of the Levant. Probably, however, 
the word here may be taken in a wider im: 
port, as signifying all wild flowers. ms is 
not interrogative, but relative: ‘ how they 
grow.’ —29.] We here have the declaration 
of the Creator Himself concerning the re- 
lative glory and beauty of all human pomp, 
compared with the meanest of His own works. 
See 2 Chron. ix. 15—28.—And the mean- 
ing hidden beneath the text should not 
escape the student. As the beauty of the 
flower is unfolded by the Divine Creator- 
Spirit from within, from the laws and ca- 
pacities of its own individual life, so must 
all frue adornment of man be unfolded from 
within by the same Almighty Spirit. (See 
1 Pet. ii. 3, 4.) As nothing from without 
can defile a man, (ch. xv. 11,) so neither 
can any thing from without adorn him. — 
80. tov xdptov] The wild flowers which 
form part of the meadow-growth are counted 
as belonging to the grass, and are cut down 
with it. Cut grass, which soon withers 

from the heat, is still used in the East for 

firing.—83. Enretre mp@tov] Not with any 
reference to seeking all these things afler 
our religious duties, e.g. beginning with 
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prayer days of avarice and worldly anxiety, 
an ‘make your great object,’ as we say, 

‘ your first care.’ — 8ixarorvvnv] Not here 
the forensic righteousness of justification, 
but the spiritual purity inculcated in this 
discourse. TY duck. avtTov answers to 2) 
redeusTn¢ avrov, spoken of in ch. v. 45, 
and is another reference to the being as our 
Heavenly Father is. In the Christian life 
which has been since unfolded, the right- 
eousness of justification is a necessary con- 
dition of likeness to God; but it is not the 
Oux. adz. here meant.—aposte0. ] There is 
a traditional saying of the Lord, atreire 7a 
peyaXa, Kai Ta pupa bpiy 7 mpocreOijoerac 
Kat CiTELTE Ta érouparia, Kal Ta ETLyELa 

gees vey. Fabric. Cod. Apoer. 
. 329. (Meyer.) — 34. 4 yap avp.] The 
morrow will bring care enough about its 
own matters; not ‘ will provide for its own 
necessities,’ nor ‘ will take thought for the 
things of itself,’ as Eng. Vers. Without ra 
the sense is clearer. apkevov — kakia : 
thus, ob« aya0iy roduKcooarin. Il. 8.204. 
And the same construction frequently oc- 
curs, both in Greek and Latin authors. 
Cuapr. VII. 1—12.] Of ourconduct towards 

other men; parenthetically illustrated, vv. 
7—11, by the benignity and wisdom of God 
in his dealings with us. —1.] This does not 
prohibit a// judgment (see ver. 20, and 
1 Cor. vy. 12); but, as Augustine (de Serm. 
Dom. exviii.) says, ‘Hoc loco nihil aliud 
nobis precipi existimo, nisi ut ea facta que 
dubium est quo animo fiant, in meliorem 
partem interpretemur. ’—xptvew has been 
taken for caraxpivety here (coiow éxravla 
Tiv Karakousty vonocoy. Euthym. So also 
Theophylact, Tholuck, Olshausen) ; but 
this is not necessary, the command being, 
not to form authoritative judgments of 
others. And, moreover, it is precluded 
by Luke vi. 37, where p17 Karadecacere 
follows as a climax after ju) KptveTe.— 

kpO7Te] i.e. ‘by God,’ for so doing ;—a 
parallel expression to ch. vy. 7, vi. 15; not 
‘by others.’ The bare passive, without 
the agent expressed, and without «ai to 
refer it back to the former member of the 
clause, is solemn and emphatic. See note 
on Luke vi. 38, xvi. 9, and xii. 20. The 
sense then is, ‘that you have not to answer 
before God for your rash judgment and its 
consequences.’ The same remarks apply 
to ver. 2. — 8—5.] Lightfoot produces in- 
stances of this proverbial saying among the 
Jews. With them, however, it seems only 
to be used of a person retaliating rebuke. 
‘Dixit Rabbi Tarphon, Miror ego, an sit in 
hoc seculo, qui recipere vult correptionem ; 
quin si dicat quis alteri, Ejice stramen ex 
oculo tuo, responsurus ille est, Ejice tra- 
bem exoculo tuo ?’—whereas our Lord gives 
us a further application of it, viz. to the 
incapability of one involved in personal 
iniquity to form a right judgment on others, 
and the clearness given to the spiritual 
vision by conflict with and victory over 
evil. There is also no doubt here a lesson 
given us of the true relative magnitude 
which our own faults, and those of our 
brother, ought to hold in our estimation. 
What is a ckappoc¢ to one looking on an- 
other, is to that other himself a doxd¢: just 
the reverse of the ordinary estimate.—v6 
kap. and 4 Sox., not as referring to a known 
proverb, but because the mote and beam 
are in situ, é€v TO dp0atpo.—5. droxpita ] 
UTOKOLTIV TOV TOLOUTOV WVOHAGEV, WE 

iarpou piv takw aowalovra, vooovrTo¢g 
dé rémov tméxyovTa’ 1 we Toopacer piv 
OwopV@oEwe TO AOTPLOY ohapa Tov 
moaymovovvTa, oxoTm Cé& KaTaKpioswe 
TovTO TotovvTa. Euthym.—6. 7d aytov] 
Some have thought this a mistranslation of 
the Chaldee, xzp, an ear-ring, or amulet ; 

© 
but the connexion is not at all improved by 
it. Pearls bear a resemblance to peas or 
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uch. xiii. 45, 
46. 1 Tim.ii. 
9 al.t 

x Acts xviii. 17. 
2 Cor. v. 10. 

y Luke viii. 5. 
bo) ae i 
Chron. xxv. 
18. 

* epooo bev TWV Xoliper, 

\ eo] 7 € = z 

Kal avolynosTat vu, 

b | Luke xii.36. 
Rey. iii. 20. 
Judg. xix.22. 

ce =ch. xx. 16, 
al. 

d constr. Josh. 
xv. 18. 

e || Luke iv. 17. 
John xiii-26f. 

f Eph. iv. 8. 
Phil. iv. 17. 
genon XXi. 

” 

ior Sue eat 

Tol aitovow auroy ; 3 

g Luke i. 49. 
” 

av- Gen. xx. 9. 

~ c - € 

* TOWOW Up OL 

7. avotyerat B (and in ver. 8). txt C abcv. —9. tore om. B Lade Syrr. ins. C. (?)—ree. 
tay airnoy with v Cypr. txt BC.— 10. rec. cai tay iy@. airhoy with abe Cypr. 

acorns, the food of swine, but ear-rings 
none whatever to the food of dogs. The 
similitude is derived from 76 dytov, or ra 
ayia, the meat offered in sacrifice, of which 
no unclean person was to eat. (Lev. xxii. 
6, 7. 10. 14 [where 76 dy. is used], 15, 16.) 
Similarly in the ancient Christian Liturgies 
and Fathers, ra dyta are the consecrated 
elements in the Holy Communion. The 
fourteenth canon of the Council of Laodicza 
orders pj Ta ayia. . . lg ErENaC TapotKiag 
ClaréurecOat. Again, Cyril of Jerus.: 
pera ravra eye 0 iepede, Ta ayva row 
aytotc. yea, Ta TPOKELEVA, éridoltrynow 

OcEapeva aytiov rvevparog. (See Suicer on 
the word.) Thus interpreted, the saying 
would be one full of meaning to the Jews. 
As Trench observes, (Serm. Mount, p. 136,) 
‘It is not that the dogs would not eat it, 
for it would be welcome to them ; but that 
it would be a profanation to give it to them, 
thus to make it ago«’Bador, Exod. xxii.31.’ 
The other part of the similitude is of a dif- 
ferent character, and belongs entirely to the 
swine, who having cast to them pearls, some- 
thing like their natural food, whose value is 
inappreciable by them, in fury trample them 
with their feet, and turning against the 
donor, rend him with their tusks. It is 
the wild boar which must be understood. 
The connexion with the foregoing and fol- 
lowing verses is this: “ Judge not,” &c. ; 
“‘ attempt not the correction of others, when 
you need it far more yourselves ;’’ still, “‘ be 
not such mere children, as not to distinguish 
the characters of those with whom you have 
to do. Give not that which is holy to dogs,” 
&e. Then, as a humble hearer might be 
disposed to reply, ‘if this last be a measure 
of the Divine dealings, what bounties can I 
expect at God’s hand ?’ (ver. 7.)—‘ask of 

Vou. I. 

txt 

God, and He will give to each of you; for 
this is His own will that you shall obtain by 
asking (ver. &),—good things, good for each 
in his place and degree (ver. 10, 1)), not 
unwholesome or unfitting things. There- 
fore (ver. 12) do ye the same to others, as 
ye wish to be done, and as God does, to 
you; viz. give that which is good for each, 
to each, not judging uncharitably on the 
one hand, nor casting pearls before swine 
on the other.—7. The three similitudes 
are all to be understood of prayer. — 
8.] The only limitation to this promise, 
which, under various forms, is several times 
repeated by the Lord, is furnished in vy. 
9—11, and in James iv. 3, aireire cat 
ov AapPavere’ OtdTe Kakwe a TeioVe. — 
9.] There are two questions here, the first 
of which is broken off. The similitude of 
dptoc and tog also appears in ch. iv. 3. 
Luke (xi. 12) adds the egg and the scor- 
pion. —11. wovypot] i.e. in comparison 
with God. It is not necessary to suppose 
a rebuke conveyed here, but only a general 
declaration of the corruption and infirmity 
of man. Augustine remarks, in accordance 
with this view, that the persons now ad- 
dressed are the same who had been taught 
to say Our Father just now. ravra 06é 
éXeyey ov OtaPa\\wy Ty avOowrivny 
voy ov: Kaxi~wy 76 yévoc’ a\ha wpdc 
avrwiacrodny Tie ayaQdrnroe Tie abrov. 
ete Hom. xxiii. 290 C.—aya0a] viz. His 
Holy Spirit, Luke xi. 13. The same argu- 
ment a fortiori is used by our Lord in the 
parable of the unjust judge, Luke xviii. 
6, 7.—12.] Trench (Serm. Mount, p. 148) 
has noticed Augustine’s refutation of the 
sneer of infidels, (such as Gibbon’s against 
this precept,) that some of our Lord’s say- 
ings have been before written by heathen 
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h = ch. xii. 48. 
1 Thess. iv. 3. 

i Luke xiii. 24. 
ch. xix. 24. 

k | L. only. 
anor: XXiii. 

Misa. XXxXiii.21. 

ev. here only. 
m = here only. 
Ps. lix. 9. 

n John x ee 2. 
Jer. x 
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0 Mark iii. +e 
p ch. x. 17 al. 
Luke xx. 46. 
Sir. xvii. 14, 

q =ch. xxiv. 
ll. 1Johniv. 

- aoe vmac ev evdupace moopar wr, eowllev Of Etat 
r Gen. xlix. 27. 1 
Tp al 16, TAYEC. 

sl. t / 
XXxvii. "32. 

t John iv. 29. MyTL 
Mal. iii. 8. 

u || Deut. xxiii. 
25. Cant.vi.l. 

amo TOV 

17 z ; ae. 
* roipodwy GUKA 5 

x ch. xiii. 7. : anche eS Sv, 30 aor TOLL TO O& 
Gen. iii. 

y ||. Rev. 8‘ TOULEL. 
only. Gen. xl. 
10, 11. 

Z% Heb. vi. 8 
only. Prov. 19 
Xxi. 5. 

a = Luke viii. 
8. Exod. ili. 8. 

BCKMS 15 Copt.—14. for 071,71. BF *CEGKLMS 
Eth. Ephr. Theophyl. Euthym. Cypr. Hier. Aug. 

ins. C.— 16. orapudac BZ abev. /®th. Arm. Sahid. Ath. Aug. 

authors. ‘ Dixit hoc Pythagoras, dixit hoc 
Plato ... Propterea si inventus fuerit ali- 
quis eorum hoe dixisse quod dixit et Chris- 
tus, gratulamur illi, non sequimur illum. 
Sed prior fuit ille quam Christus. Si quis 
vera loquitur, prior est quam ipsa Veritas ! 
O homo, attende Christum, non quando ad 
te venerit, sed quando te fecerit.’ Enarr. 
in Ps. ecxl. 6.—ovtv is the inference 
from the preceding eleven verses, but im- 
mediately from the dwoae ayaa roic¢ ai- 
rovow abroy just said,—and thus closing 
this section of the Sermon with a lesson 
similar to the last verse of ch. v., which 
is, indeed, the ground-tone of the whole 
Sermon—‘ Be ye like unto God.’ 

13—27.] The conclusion of the discourse 
—setting forth more strongly and personally 
the dangers of hypocrisy, both in being led 
aside by hypocritical teachers, and in our 
own inner life-—The wvAn stands at the 
end of the dédc, as in the remarkable par- 
allel in the Table of Cebes, c. 12 (cited by 
Olshausen) : obKovuv Opge Oipayv Tuva pe 
Koay, kat 006y Tiva mpd THC Oipac, ric 
ob on) bxXsirat, a\ka wavy 6diyot To- 

, ov ? ‘ « « oy t ” 

PevovTae QavuT)) eqTlyv Wt ocog ayouca 

moe THY adnOiryy wraleiav. aoe OTL 
gives a second reason, on which that in ver. 
13 depends: strive, &c., for broad is, &c., 
because narrow is, &c. The reason why 
the way to destruction is so broad, is be- 
cause so few find their way into the narrow 

Zwnv, Kal oALyot eioly Ol EVOLOKOVTEC aurny. 
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V 37 be (quam) Syrr. 
txt BX.— 15. dé om. B 8 abev Syr. 

cragur..Z. txt C 

path of life. This is not merely an arbi- 
trary assignment of the O71, but there is 
a deep meaning in it. The reason why so 
many perish is not that it is so ordained 
by God, who will have all to come to the 
knowledge of the truth,—but because so few 
will come to Christ, that they might have 
life; and the rest perish in their sins. See 
notes on ch. xxy. 41. The reading 71, gene- 
rally now adopted, will not bear the sig- 
nification commonly assigned to it, ‘ How 
narrow is the gate ! !’ And the interrogative 
meaning (Meyer) is inconsistent with 6\tyot 
EL, which follows.— 15. | These evdorp. 
directly, refer to the false prophets who 
were soon to arise, to deceive, if possible, 
even the very elect, ch. xxiv. 24; and, in- 
directly, to all such false teachers in all 
ages.—In évdvpaot apoB. there may be 
allusion to the prophetic dress, ch. iii. 4; 
but most probably it only means that, in 
order to deceive, they put on the garb and 
manners of the sheep themselves. — 16. ] 
The kaptrot are both their corrupt doctrines 
and their vicious practices, as contrasted 

with the outward shows of almsgiving, prayer, 
and fasting, their sheep’s clothing to deceive. 
* Queerimus fructus caritatis, invenimus spi- 

nas dissentionis.” Aug. Enarr. in Ps. exlix. 2. 
—1l7. campov] See also ch. xiii. 48. From 
these two verses, 17, 18, the Manichzeans 
defended their heresy of the two natures, 
good and bad; but Augustine answers them, 

BC 
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s= Sir. xi. 13. 
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Lucif. — 18. (not ef ob B. as Lachm.) for zroteiy, éveyxety B Orig. (twice) txt C Z abe 
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that such cannot possibly be their meaning, 
as it is entirely contrary to the whole scope 
of the passage, (see for example ver. 13,) 
and adds, ‘ Mala ergo arbor fructus bonos 
facere non potest; sed ex mala fieri bona 
potest, ut bonos fructus ferat.’ Cont. Adi- 
mant. c. 26. On the other hand, these 
verses were his weapon against the shallow 
Pelagian scheme, which would look at men’s 
deeds apart from the Living Root in man 
out of which they grew, and suppose that 
man’s unaided will is capable of good. 
Trench on the Serm. Mount, p. 150.—21.] 
The doom of the hypocritical false prophets 
introduces the doom of all hypocrites, and 
brings on the solemn close of the whole, in 
which the hypocrite and the true disciple 
are parabolically compared.—Observe that 
here the Lord sets Himself forth as the 
Judge in the great day, and at the same 
time speaks not of 70 0éX. pov, but ro GX. 
TOU Tatpds pov: an important and in- 
valuable doctrinal landmark in this very 
opening of His ministry in the first Gospel. 
—ov tas is not here ‘no one,’ as some have 
interpreted it. That meaning would require 
Tac .... OK EiceXEVoETat.—The context 
must rule the meaning of such wide words 
as A¢yet. Here it is evidently used of mere 
lip homage; but in ovdcic Oivarat etretv 
Kiouy Inoovy et pay tv rvetpare ayiy, 
1 Cor. xii. 3, it has the deeper meaning of 
a genuine heartfelt confession. To seek for 
discrepancies in passages of this kind im- 
plies a predisposition to find them; and is 
to treat Holy Scripture with less than that 

measure of candour which we give to the 
writings of one another. — 22. t@ o@ dv. 
As hearing and using thy name, and by its 
power performing these things.—mpoepyr. 
‘preached,’ not necessarily foretold future 
events. 1 Cor. xii. 10, and note. On dat. 
2. see note on ch. viii. 32. éxetvy TH Hep. 
refers to ver. 19. — 28.] As the words now 
stand, 6tt is merely recitative, and cannot 

be (Meyer) ‘because,’ belonging to a7ro- 
xwo. Such an arrangement would be un- 
precedented. Orig., Chrys., Cypr., &c., 
placed Gre odd. éyyv. dp. after aroy., &c., 
in which case the meaning ‘ for, because ’ 
would be right. — ovSémote ey. tp., ie. in 
the sense in which it is said, John x. 14, 
yIVOCKYW TA Ed, Kai yivwoKopat UTO TOY 
éu@y. Neither the preaching Christ, nor 
doing miracles in His name, are infallible 
signs of being His genuine servants, but 
only the devotion of life to God’s will which 
this knowledge brings about. — 24.] tovs 
Adyous TovTovs seems to bind together the 
Sermon, and preclude, as indeed does the 
whole structure of the Sermon, the suppo- 
sition that these last chapters are merely 
a collection of sayings uttered at different 
times.—6po1@ocw |] Meyer and Tholuck take 
this word to signify, not ‘I will compare 
him,’ but ‘I will make him like,’ viz. év 
Exelvy Ty npéog, asinch. vi.8. Rom. ix. 29. 
But it is, perhaps, more in analogy with 
the usage of the Lord’s discourses to under- 
stand it, ‘I will compare him:’ so djowow, 
ch. xi. 16. Luke xiii. 18, and reff. — 25.] 
This similitude must not be pressed to an 
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Ambr. Aug. (has both). 
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allegorical or symbolical meaning in its 
details, e.g. so that the rain, floods, and 
winds should mean three distinct kinds of 
temptation; but the Rock, as signifying 
Him who spoke this, is of too frequent use 
in Scripture for us to overlook it here. He 
founds his house on a rock, who, hearing 
the words of Christ, brings His heart and 
life into accordance with His expressed will, 
and is thus by faith in union with Him, 
founded on Him. Whereas he who merely 
hears His words, but does them not, has 
never dug down to the rock, nor become 
united with it, nor has any stability i in the 
hour of trial. —tHv wétpav—rtiv appov, 
—the articles importing that these two were 
usually found in the country where the dis- 
course was delivered ;— 7 Bpoxy, ol TroTa- 
pol, of &vepou,—that such trials of the sta- 
bility of a house were common. In the 
whole of the similitude reference is pro- 
bably made to the prophetic passage Is. 
xxix. 15—18.— reOepehiwto] The N. T. 
writers usually omit the augment in the 
pluperfect; so zezoujpercay, Mark xv. 7; 

ExGeBXaner, xvi. {); weoutevarnKe, Acts 
xiv. 8; pepevynecoay, 1 John ii. 19 al. fr. 
This is also done occasionally by Herodotus 
and by Attic Bee writers, oS euphony 
is served by it. See Herod. i. 122. iii. 42. 
ix, 22. — 27. ney All the ps tet be- 
cause such an one as here supposed is a 
professed disciple—drotwy rode \éyouc— 
and therefore would have the further to fall 
in case of apostasy. 

txt C Cypr. Hil. Lucif. — moocéeppyntav C M2 Bas. Chrys. 
(apparently) 5 Ouig. Chrys. — 29. after ypap. ins. 

avvov B K 8 acy Syr. Ath. Sahid. Arm. Euseb. ANE kat ot daptoato: C. 
Cuap. VIII. 1. rec. karaBdyre 6 abr@ with qu.:? 

2. zpoceA0. BEM 9 Syr. Sahid. Chrys. Cyr. Theophyl. 

txt Z? () 
? txt BC Z (kai war. Z) 8 abedv.— 

txt C abev Hil. (?) — 4. ree. 

29.) ov yap ic Erepov avagéeowy, toc é 

ToopHTN’ Kai 0 Mwione, ENeyev arep 
éXeyev, A\Aa TavTAayov EuvTOV evoecvi- 
pevoc eivat Tov TO KvpoC éyovTa. Kat 
yap vomober ay TUVEXWC mpoceTiber iyo 
0é Ney upy Kai THC HpEaC ava ppv 
OKWV exelyne, EaUT ov eOeikvurT 7 ov Oualovra 

eivat. Chrysost. Hom. xxv. 
VIII. 1—4.] Mark i. 40—44. Luke v. 

12—14. We have now, (in this and the 
following chapter,) as it were a solemn 
Procession-ol_muraddes, confirming the au- 
thority with which our Lord had spoken. 
aro THC OWacKkariac ézi Ta Oatpara 

puevaPaive. imei yap we eovciay Eywy 
tdidaoker, tva pry vouicOy Kopragey Kai 
adaZovevecOat, C&ikvuct Tiy éovciay ab- 
TOU Kai Ey ToIC Epyotc, Kai BEBaot Tobe 
N6youc awd THY Toakewy. Euthym.— 2. ] 
This same miracle is related by Luke with- 
out any mark of definiteness, either as to 
time or place,—at éyéveto, év TO civat 
avTov év pid TOV Tohewy . In th’s 
instance there is, and can be, no doubt that 
the transactions are identical ; and this may 
serve us as a key-note, by which the less ob- 
vious and morettit¥teate harmonies of these 
two narrations may be arranged. The plain 
assertion of the account in the text requires 
that the leper should have met our Lord on 
His descent from the mountain, while great 
multitudes were following Him. The ac- 
counts in Luke and Mark require no such 
fixed date. This narrative therefore fixes the 
occurrence. I conceive it highly probable 
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that Matthew was himself a hearer of the 
Sermon, and one of those who followed our 
Lord at this time. From Luke’s account, 
the miracle was performed in, or rather, 
perhaps, in the neighbourhood of, some 
city :—what city, does not appear. As the 
leper is in all three accounts related to have 
come to Jesus, (cai (dod implying it in 
Luke,) he may have been outside the city, 
and have run into it to our Lord. — Xe- 
apos| The limits of a note only allow of 
an abridgment of the most important par- 
ticulars relating to this disease. Read Le- 
viticus xiii. xiv. for the Mosaic enactments 
respecting it, and its nature and symptoms. 
See also Exod. iv.6 Num. xii. 10. 2 Kings 
VEC EVs 2 ChronsexvirelOsolen elhe 
whole ordinances relating to leprosy were 
symbolical and typical. The disease was 
not contagious: so that the view which 
makes them mere sanitary regulations is 
out of the question. The fact of its non- 
contagious nature has been abundantly 
proved by learned men, and is evident 
from the Scripture itself; for the priests 
had continually to be in close contact with 
lepers, even to handling and examining 
them. We find Naaman, a leper, com- 
manding the armies of Syria (2 Kings v.) ; 
Gehazi, though a leper, is conversed with 
by the king of Israel (2 Kings viii. 4, 5) ; 
and in the examination of a leper by 
the priest, if a man was entirely covered 
with leprosy, he was to be pronounced 
clean (Levit. xiii. 12, 13). The leper was 
not shut out from the synagogue, (Light- 
foot, vol. i. p. 513,) nor from the Christian 

churches. (Suicer, Thesaurus Patrum, under 
Aezo0c.) Besides, the analogy of the other 
uncleannesses under the Mosaic law, e.g. 
having touched the dead, having an issue, 
which are joined with leprosy, (Numb. v. 2,) 
shows that sanitary caution was not the 
motive of these ceremonial enactments, but 
a far deeper reason. This disease was spe- 
cially selected, as being the most loathsome 
and incurable of all, to represent the effect 
of the defilement of sin upon the once pure 
and holy body of man. ‘‘ Leprosy was, in- 
deed, nothing short of a living death, a 
poisoning of the springs, a corrupting of all 
the humours, of life; a dissolution, little 
by little, of the whole body, so that one 
limb after another actually decayed and fell 
away.” (Trench on the Miracles, p. 213.) 
See Numb. xii. 12. The leper was the 
type of one dead in sin: the same emblems 
are used in his misery as those of mourning 
for the dead: the same means of cleansing 
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as for uncleanness through connexion with 
death, and which were never used except 
pa these two occasions. Comp. Num. xix. 
». 13. 18, with Levit. xiv. 4—7. And all 
this exclusion and mournful separation im- 
ported the perpetual exclusion of the abo- 
minable and polluted from the true city of 
God, as declared Rev. xxi. 27, ov ju oe eicéh Oy 
sic abriyy TaV KOLVOUY Kai ToLOvY Boé- 
Avypa Kai Pevdoge. And David, when after 
his deadly sin he utters his prayer of peni- 
tence, ‘ Purge me with hyssop, and I shall 
be clean,’ Ps. li. 7, doubtless saw in his 
own utter spiritual uncleanness, that of 
which the ceremonial uncleanness that was 
purged with hyssop was the type. Thus 
in the above-cited instances we find leprosy 
inflicted as the punishment of rebellion, 
lying, and presumption. ‘T put the plague 
of leprosy i in an house,’ (Lev. xiv. 34,) ‘ Re- 
member what the Lord thy God did to 
Miriam,’ (Deut. xxiv. 9,) and other pas- 
sages, point out this plague as a peculiar 
infliction from God. ‘*The Jews termed 
it ‘the finger of God,’ and emphatically 
‘The stroke.’. They said that it attacked 
first a man’s house; and if he did not turn, 
his clothing; and then, if he persisted in 
sin, himself. So too they said, that a 
man’s true repentance was the one con- 
dition of his leprosy leaving him.’’ Trench, 
p. 216. The Jews too from the prophecy 
Is. lili. 4, had a tradition that the Messiah 
should be a leper. — mposextver] ecw 
ti modcwrov, Luke v. 12; yorurerov 
Mark i. 40. These differences of expression 
are important. See beginning of note on 
ver. 2. — K¥pre] Not here merely a title of 
respect, but an expression of faith in Jesus 
as the Messiah. —3. ato airov|] He 
who just now expansiyely fulfilled the law 
by word and commands, now does the same 
by act and deed: the law had forbid the 
touching of the leper, Levit. v. 3. It was 
an act which stood on the same ground as 
the healing on the Sabbath, of which we 
have so many instances.—Here is also a 
noble example illustrating His own precept 
so lately delivered, ‘ Give to him that ask- 
eth thee.’ Again, we can hardly forbear to 
recognize in His touching the leper, a deed 
symbolic of His taking on Him, touching, 
laying hold of, our nature. Compare Luke 
xiv. 4, Kai emdapdopevoc iaguto avroy, 
with Heb. ii. 16, osoparoc ABopadp éxt- 
NapBaverat. Gear ‘Echo prompta ad 
fidem leprosi maturam.’ Bengel ad loc. — 
éxad. avr. 7 Aer. | Luke’ s words, (ver. 13,) 
» Epa arHOev ax adbrov, are more 
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strictly correct in construction. See also 
Mark i. 42.—4. “Opa pndevi elarys] Hither 
(1) these words were a moral admonition, 
haying respect to the state of the man, (¢:- 
Odoxwy TO aképractoy Kai apiddrmor, 
Chrysost.,) for the injunction to silence was 
not our Lord’s uniform practice, (see Mark 
yv. 19, and Luke viii. 39,) and in this case 
they were of lasting obligation, that the 
cleansed leper was not to make His healing 
a matter of boast hereafter; or (2) they 
were a cautionary admonition, only binding 
till he should have shown himself to the 
priest, in order to avoid delay in this 
necessary duty, or any hindrance which 
might, if the matter should first be blazed 
abroad, arise to his being pronounced clean, 
through the malice of the priests (see note 
on Mark i. 40); or (3), which I believe to 
be the true view, our Lord almost uniformly 
repressed the fame of His miracles, for the 
reason given in ch. xii. 15—21, that, in 
accordance with prophetic truth, He might 
be known as the Messiah not by wonder- 
working power, but by the Great Result of 
His work upon earth: ov tpicet, ob 0 Koav- 
yao, ovb0& axovost Tic tv Talc TaTEiaLE 
THY pwvy avrov .... Ewe dy tkBadry Eic 
vikoc THY Kolotv, Thus the Apostles al- 
ways refer primarily to the Resurrection, 
and only incidentally, if at all, to the won- 
ders and signs. (Acts ii. 22—24. iii. 13—16.) 
These latter were tokens of power common 
to our Lord and His followers; but in His 
great conflict, ending in His victory, He 
trod the wine-press alone. — weavtov Seté. 
k.T.A.] Read Levit. xiv. 1—32. This com- 
mand has been used in support of the theory 
of satisfaction by priestly confession and 
penance. But even then (Trench on the 
Miracles, p. 221) the advocates of it are 
constrained to acknowledge that Christ 
alone is the cleanser. ‘Ut Dominus os- 
tenderet, quod non sacerdotali judicio, sed 
largitate divinze gratize peccato emundatur, 

leprosum tangendo mundayit, et postea sa- 
cerdoti sacrificium ex lege offerre preecepit.’ 
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(Gratian de Poenitentia, Dist. 1.) ‘ Domi- 
nus leprosum sanitate prius per se restituit, 
deinde ad sacerdotes misit quorum judicio 
ostenderetur mundatus . .. quia etsi aliquis 
apud Deum sit solutus, non tamen in facie 
Ecclesiz solutus habetur, nisi per judicium 
sacerdotis. In solvendis ergo culpis vel 
retinendis ita operatur sacerdos evangelicus 
et judicat, sicut clim legalis in illis qui con- 
taminati erant lepra quae peccatum signat.’ 
(Peter Lombard. Sent. 1. 4. dist. 18, cited 
by Trench.) It is satisfactory to observe this 
drawing of parallels between the Levitical 
and (popularly so called) Christian priest- 
hood, thus completely showing the fallacy 
and untenableness of the whole system ; 
all those priests being types, not of future 
human priests, but of Him, who abideth a 
Priest for ever in an unchangeable priest- 
hood, and in Whom, not a class of Chris- 
tians, but all Cliristians, are priests unto 
God. — paptvptov avtots] A testimony 
against them. Compare reff.—The man 
disobeyed the injunction, so that our Lord 
could no more enter the city openly. See 
Mark i. 45. pia. 

5—13.] Luke vii. 1=10; where we have 
a more detailed account of this miracle. 
On the chronological arrangement, see pro- 
legomena. ‘The centurion did not himself 
come to the Lord, but sent elders of the 
Jews to Him, who recommended him to His 
notice as loving their nation, and haying 
built them a synagogue. Such variations, 
the concise account making a man facere 
per se what the fuller one relates him fecisse 
per alterum, are common in all written and 
oral narrations. In such cases the fuller 
account is, of course, the stricter one. 
Augustine, answering Faustus, the Mani- 
chean, who wished, on account of the 
words of our Lord in ver. 11, to set aside 
the whole, and used this variation for that 
purpose, says ‘Quid enim, nonne talibus 
locutionibus humana plena est consuetudo 

. quid ergo, cum legimus, obliviscimur 
quemadmodum loqui soleamus ? An Serip- 

Neyer auTw 0 ‘Insove BCZ 
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tura Dei aliter nobiscum fuerat, quam nos- 
tro more, locutura?’ Contra Faustum, xxxiii. 
7-—4. éxatévtapxos] he was a Gentile, see 
ver. 10, but one who was deeply attached to 
the Jews and their religion: possibly, 
though this is uncertain, a proselyte of the 
gate (no such term as ofSdpevoc, poBou- 
pevoc Toy @. is used of him, as commonly 
of these proselytes, Acts x. 1, 2).—6 tats] 
From Luke we learn that it was dotXoe, Oc 
nv abt tvtiuoc. The centurion, perhaps, 
bad but one slave, see ver. 9. ‘ Lucas hoc 
modo dubitationem przvenit, que subire 
poterat lectorum animos ; scimus enim non 
habitos fuisse servos eo in pretio, ut de 
ipsorum vita tum anxii essent domini, nisi 
qui singulari industria vel fide vel alia vir- 
tute sibi gratiam acquisierant. Significat 
ergo Lucas non vulgare fuisse sordidumque 
mancipium, sed fidelem et raris dotibus or- 
natum servum qui eximia gratia apud domi- 
num polleret: hine tanta illius vite cura et 
tam studiosa commendatio.’ (Calvin in loc. 
cited by Trench. )—8.] The centurion heard 
that the Lord was coming, Luke vii. 6, and 
sent friends to Him with this second and 
still humbler message. He knew and felt 
himself, as a heathen, to be out of the fold 
of God, a stranger to the commonwealth of 
Israel ; and therefore unworthy to receive 
under his roof the Redeemer of Israel.— 
9.] The meaning is, I know how to obey, 
being myself under authority ; and in turn 
know how others obey, having soldiers un- 
der me: inferring, if then I, in my subor- 
dinate station of command, am obeyed, 
how much more Thou who art over all, and 

txt C v. — 10. aft. axor. ins. adrp C4. txt B.—for oddé, wap’ 

Whom diseases serve as their Master ! That 
this is the right interpretation is shown by 
our Lord’s special commendation of his 
faith, ver. 10, ‘ volens ostendere Dominum 
quoque non per adventum tantum corporis, 
sed per angelorum ministeria posse implere 
quod vellet,’ Jerome in loc. ‘ Potuisset 
Ratio excipere; ‘‘ seryus et miles imperium 
libere-audiunt; morbus non item.’’ Sed 
hane exceptionem concoquit sapientia fide- 
lis, ex ruditate militari pulchre elucens.’ 
Bengel ad loc. On the distinctness of this 
miracle from that recorded John iv. 46— 
54, see notes there. —10, 11.] ‘ Amen, in- 
quit, dico yobis, non inveni tantam fidem 
in Israel; propterea dico vobis quia multi 
ab Or. et Occ.....&c. Quam late ter- 
ram occupavit oleaster! Amara silva mun- 
dus hic fuit: sed propter humilitatem, prop- 
ter ‘non sum dignus ut sub tectum meum 
intres,’ multi ab Or. et Occ. venient. Et 
puta quia venient: quid de illis fiet? Si 
enim venient, jam precisi sunt de silva : ubi 
inserendi sunt, ne arescant ? Et recumbent, 
inquit, cum Abraham et Isaac et Jacob.... 
Ubi? In regno, inguit, ccelorum. Et quid 
erit de illis qui venerunt de stirpe Abrahze ? 
quid fiet de ruinis quibus arbor.plena erat ? 
quid nisi quia~preecidentur, ut isti imseran- 
tur? Doce quia precidentur : Filii autem 
regni ibunt in tenebras exteriores.’ Aug. in 
Johan. tract. xvi. 6.—12. ot viol] the 
natural heirs, but disinherited by rebellion. 
70 ox. TO €&. the darkness outside, i. e. out- 
side the abies chamber of the feast, see 
ch. xxii. 13, and Eph. v. 7, 8. These verses 
are wanting in Luke, and occur when the 
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Lord repeated them on a wholly different 
occasion, ch. xiii. 28, 29.—6 kK. kK. 6 Bp. | 
The articles here are not possessive, as Mid-- 
dleton supposes, for that would give a sense 
having no definite meaning, and would be a 
rendering inadmissible after @orat, which 
generalizes the assertion; they rather im- 
port the notoriety and eminence of the 
c\. x. Bo. ‘ Articulus insignis: in hac vita 
dolor nondum est dolor.’ Bengel. — 18. 
ia§m] Of what precise disease does not 
appear. In Luke 7medX\e 7Te\Ev7Ga7—here 
he is wapadurikoc, dewee PacariZopervoc. 
But though these descriptions do not agree 
with the character of palsy among us, we 
read of a similar case in 1 Mace. ix. 55, 56, 
ty TH Kaw exeivyy exAHyyn “AAKipoe Kai 
éverrodiobn Ta éoya ayrou, Kal axeppdyn 
TO OTOMa abou, Kai mapevOn, kat ovK 
tdUvaro ere Aadijoat dbyor kai évreiia- 
oPat TEpi TOU OiKoU avTOU. Kai awéiPavey 
“Adkyoc ty TY Kap”) éxeivy eT a Baodvov 
peyadync. The disease in the text may 
have been an attack of Tetanus, which the 
ancient physicians included under paralysis, 
and which is more common in hot coun- 
tries than with us. It could hardly have 
been apoplexy, which usually bereaves of 

sensation. 
oy Mark i. 29—34. Luke iv. 38— 
41. From the other Evangelists it appears, 
that our Lord had just healed a demoniac 
in the synagogue at Capernaum : for they 
both state, ‘when they were come out of 
the synagogue, they entered into the house 
of Simon and Andrew,’ &c. Both Mark 

txt B.— 15. 
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and Luke are fuller in their accounts than 
the text. The expression (of the fever) 
adjkev avtHv, is common to the three, as 
is also the circumstance of her ministering 
immediately after; showing that the fever 
did not leave her, as by natural means, 
weak and exhausted, but completely re- 
stored.—16.] at sunset, Mark ver. 32. Luke 
ver. 40. From Mark we learn that the 
whole city was collected at the door; from 
Luke, that the dzemons cried out and said, 
Thou art Christ the Son of God. And from 
both, that our Lord permitted them not to 
speak, for they knew Him. They brought 
the sick in the evening, either because it 
was cool,—or because the day’s work was 
over, and men could be found to carry 
them,—or perhaps because it was the sab- 
bath, see Mark i. 21, 29, 32, which ended 
at sunset.—17.] This is a version of the 
prophecy differing from the LXX, which 
has ovro¢g Tay apapriacg poy PéepEt, Kat 
epi pay ddvvara.. The exact sense in 
which these words are quoted is matter of 
difficulty. Some understand é\aBe and éBa- 
otagev as merely ‘took away,’ and ‘healed.’ 
But besides this being a very harsh inter- 
pretation of both words, it entirely destroys 
the force of adrdc, and snakes it ‘expletive. 
Others suppose it to refer to the personal 
fatigue, (or even the spiritual exhaustion, 

[Olshausen,] which however is inconsistent 
with sound doctrine,) which our Lord felt 
by these cures being long protracted into 
the evening. But I believe the true rele- 
vancy of the prophecy is to be sought by 

BC 
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regarding the miracles generally to have 
been, as we know so many of them were, 
lesser and typical outshowings of the great 
work of bearing the sin of the world which 
He came to accomplish; just as diseases 
themselves, on which those miracles ope- 
rated, are all so many testimonies to the 
existence, and types of the effect of sin. 
Moreover in these His deeds of mercy, He 
was touched with the feeling of our infirmi- 
ties : witness His tears at the grave of Laza- 
rus, and His sighing over the deaf and dumb 
man, Mark vii. 34. The very act of com- 
passion is a suffering with (as the name 
imports) its object ; and if this be true be- 
tween man and man, how much more 
strictly so in His case who had taken upon 
Him the whole burden of the sin of the 
world, with all its sad train of sorrow and 
suffering. 

18—IX. 1.] Mark iv. 35—v. 20. Luke 
ix. 57—60. viii. 22—39, on which passages 
compare the notes. —18.] It is obviously 
the intention of Matthew to bind on the 
following incidents to tke occurrence which 
he had just related ™=19.] Both the follow- 
ing incidents are placed by Luke long after, 
during our Lord’s last journey to Jerusalem. 
For it is quite impossible (with Greswell, 
Diss. iii. p. 155, sq.) in any common fair- 
ness of interpretation, to imagine that two 
such incidents should have twice happened 
and both times have been related together. 
\It is one of those cases where the attempts 

4 

lof the Harmonists do violence to every 
principle of sound historical criticism. 
Every such difficulty, instead of being a 
thing to be wiped out and buried up at all 
hazards, is a valuable index and guide to 
the humble searcher after truth, and is 
used by him as such (see Prolegomena). 
—20.6 vids Tod avOpwmov] “ It is thought 
that this phrase was taken from Daniel vii. 
13, to which passage our Saviour seems to 
allude in ch, xxvi. 64, and probably Ste- 
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phen in Acts vii. 56. It appears from 
John xii. 34, that the Jews understood it 

to mean the Messiah: and from Luke xxii. 
69, 70, that they considered the Son of > 
Man to mean the same as the Son of God.” 
—Dr. Burton. It is the name by which the 
Lord ordinarily in one pregnant word de- 
signates Himself as the Messiah—the Son 
of God manifested in the flesh of man—the 
second Adam. And to it belong all those 
conditions, of humiliation, suffering, and 
exaltation, which it behoved the Son of 
Man to go through. — 21.] In Luke, we 
find, that our Lord previously commanded 
him to follow Him.— rou Kuoiou... 
Nyovroc TO PrditTy, agec TOUC VEK. 
x... Clem. Alex. Strom. iii. p. 522. But 
if so, He had long ago ordered Philip to 
follow Him, taking Luke’s order of the 
occurrence. A tradition of this nature was 
hardly likely to be wrong; so that perhaps 
the words d&koXovGer por are to be taken (as 
in John xxi. 19. 22) as an admonition occa- 
sioned by some slackness or symptom of 
decadence on the part of the Apostle. The 
attempt to evade the strong words of our 
Lord’ S command by supposing that Odwar 
Tov Tatépa means ‘ to reside with my father 
till his death,’ (Theophyl act.) is evidently 
futile, since mwp@tov aarehOetv Kat Paar is 
plainly said of an act waiting to be done: 
and the reason of our Lord’s rebuke was 
the peremptory and all-superseding nature 
of the command dkodovbe jot.—verpors | 
First time, as Rev. iii. 1, spiritually ; 
second, literally, dead. See Heb. vi. 1. 
ix. 14. écwrucev atroyv, ov Kwtvwy TO 
Tug Tove yoveic, aMAd OWacKwy Ore 
xXon Tov Epué)evoy TOY obpaviuy pe) U7r0- 

oT pépery gic TH yHiva, po aToN pT av Ely 
joey Ta Swot, mahi dpopetv O& sic Ta 

veKpurTecd, pend Geov T POT ULV yovetc. 
éyivwore yo, Ore Oabouvct Tovrov adXot, 
Kai OvK EtKOC TOUTOY arodepoiyat TOV 

avayKaoTépwv. ipa dé, Ort Kai azLoTOS 
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assign the true reading; for Tadaonv@y is probably a correction from Mark and Luke.) 
rec. (also C in marg. and L and Copt. Auth. Arm.) Tepyeonvey, which I retain, marking 

qv oO TeAEUTHSAC. Buthymn -) 28. This 
journey across the lake, with its incidents, is 
placed by Mark and Luke after the series 
of parables commencing with that of the 
sower, and recorded in ch. xiii. By Mark 
with a precise note of sequence: déyee 
abrotc év éxeivy TH Hepa dias yevopevys, 
Mark iv. 35.—24.] cevopos, usually of an 
earthquake, = ANai\aW, Mark and Luke, a 
great commotion in the sea. kadvartecbat. 
Ta O& Kip. EweBaddev tig TO Tr. dicTE 
abro ton yeutZecOar, Mark iv. 37. oure- 
m\noovrro, Luke viii. 23. By keeping to 
the strict imperfect sense we obviate all 
necessity for qualifying these words: ftarfer 
Uusdruck: die Wogen fchlugen in’ Gdyiff, 
De Wette) ‘was becoming covered,’ &c. 
All lakes bordered by mountains, and in- 
deed all such coasts, are liable to these 
sudden gusts of wind.—25.] Kupue o@- 
gov’ amoNd. = diOdoKadXe, ob pede oor 
O7t awoAX. ; Mark iv. 38. = éztorara, ém- 
orava, amzoXX. Luke viii. 24. On these 
and such like variations, notice the follow- 
ing excellent and important remarks of 
Angustine (De Consensu Evy. ii.24) : ‘Una 
eademque sententia est excitantium Domi- 
num, volentiumque salvari: nec opus est 
querere quid horum potius Christo dictum 
sit. Sive enim aliquid horum trium dixe- 
rint, sive alia verba que nullus Evangelis- 
tarum commemoravit, tantundem tamen 

valentia ad eandem sententiz veritatem, 
quid ad rem interest ?? We may well ex- 
claim, O si sic omnia! Much useless labour 
might have been spared, and men’s minds 
led to the diligent inquiry into the real dif- 
ficulties of the Gospels, instead of so many 

spending time in knitting cobwebs. But 

Augustine himself in the very next sen- 
tence, descends to the unsatisfactory ground 
of the Harmonists, when he adds, ‘ Quam- 
quam et hoe fieri potuit, ut pluribus eum 
simul excitantibus, omnia hc, aliud ab 
alio, dicerentur.” His mind however was 
not one to rest contented with such so- 
phisms ; and all his deeper and more —_ 
sayings are in the truer and freer spirit of 
the above extract.—26.| The time of this 
rebuke in the text precedes, but in Mark 
and Luke follows, the stilling of the storm. 
See the last note.—They were of /i/¢/e faith, 
in that they were afraid of perishing while 
they had on board the slumbering Saviour : 
they were not faithless, for they had re- 
course to that Saviour to help them. There- 
fore He acknowledges the faith which they 
had; answers the prayer of faith, by work- 
ing a perfect calm: but rebukes them for 
not having the stronger, firmer faith, to 
trust Him even when He seemed insensible 
to their danger.—The symbolic application 
of this occurrence is too striking to have 
escaped general notice. The Saviour with 
the company of His disciples in the ship 
tossed on the waves, seemed a typical re- 
production of the Ark bearing mankind on 
the flood, and a foreshadowing of the 
Church tossed by the tempests of this 
world, but having Him with her always. 

And the personal application is one of com- 
fort and strengthening of faith in danger 
and doubt.—27. ot av@p.] The men who 
were in the\ship, besides the Lord and His 
disciples.—428.] Among the difficulties 
attendant on this narrative, the situation 
and name of the place where the event hap- 
pened are not the least. Origen’s remarks 
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TUT LY OMEVOUE Xoipoug oikovopia ava- 

yéypaTTau yeyovevar ty 7 XHoe TOY 
Tepacnvav. Vipaca 6: THC "ApaBiae tori 

moc, odre Oadaccay ovre Nipyny 7rN- 
clov Exovod. Kai ovK Av OUTWE TOOPaVEC 
Wevdoc Kai evedeyKTov ot eayyedtoTal 
slonketay, avdpec EmipehOc ywwwoKovres 
Ta wepi THY lovoaiar. éei € Ey dX{LyoIC 
etoomer “ eic THY YwOoay TaY Ladapnvar” 
Kai mo0c¢ Touro XeKkréov. Vadapa yap 
modc pey gate THC ‘Tovdaiac, Tept iy Ta 
Ovadnra Deopa TUYYaVEL, Nipyy (irs Kon- 
pivotc Tapanetpevn ovdapec é tOTLV tv abry 

H Qddacca. 'AXAG Déepyeoa, ap ye ot 
Tepyecator, woAig apxyata wept THY VvUY 
caovpévny TeBepraca Nipvny, mei pe 
Konpmvoc TAYAKEIPLEVOC Ty Nipay, ay 
Osikvurat ToOvC xotoouc U70 TOY Daitae 

katraBeBhyoGa. Vol. i. p. 239, Lom- 
matzsch. Notwithstanding this, it appears 
very doubtful whether there ever was a 
town named Gergesha near the lake. There 
were the Gergashites (Joseph. i. 6, 2) in 
former days, but their towns had been de- 
stroyed by the Israelites at their first irrup- 
tion, and never, that we hear of, afterwards 
rebuilt (see Deut. vii. 1. Josh. xxiv. 11). 
Gerasa (now Dscherasch) lies much too far 
to the East. The town of Gadara is pro- 
bably that alluded to in the text, which was 
(Joseph. B. J. iv. 7, 3) pnrpdmodte rij¢ 
Ilsoatag kaprepa, and (Euseb. Onoma- 
sticon) av7tked ScvOoT6AEwe Kat TeBeora- 
dog mp0¢ avaToXate, ty TY boEL, ob TPOC 
Taic umoupyiace (Dr. Bloomfield in loc. 
conjectures Uzwpttaic) Ta TOY OEoparv 
voatwy Novtpa Tapakerrau. It was on 
the river Hieromax (Gaddara Hieromace 
prefluente, Plin. v. 18), and sixty stadia 
from Tiberias (Joseph. Vit. § 65), wodicg 
“EAAHte (Jos. Ant. xvii. 11, 4). It was 
destroyed in the civil wars of the Jews, 
and rebuilt by Pompeius (Jos. B. J. i. 7, 7), 
presented by Augustus to King Herod 
(Jos. Ant. xv. 7, 3), and after his death 
united to the province of Syria (Jos. B. J. 
ii. G, 3). It was one of the ten cities of 
Decapolis. (Pliny, ibid.) Burckhardt and 
others believe that they have found its 
ruins at Omkeis, near the ridge of the chain 

which divides the valley of Jordan from 
that of the Sea of Tiberias. The territory 
of this city might well extend to the shore 
of the lake. It may be observed, that there 
is nothing in any of the three accounts to 
imply that the city was close to the scene 
of the miracle, or the scene of the miracle 
close to the herd of swine, or the herd of 
swine, at the time of their possession, close 
to the lake. Indeed the expression paxoday 
am’ avtoy, ver. 30, implies the contrary 
with regard to the swine. It appears, from 
Burckhardt, that there are many tombs in 
the neighbourhood of the ruins of Gadara 
to this day, hewn in the rock, and thus 
capable of affording shelter. Finally, we 
may observe, that Tepyeonyvwy in the text 
can hardly have arisen entirely from Ori- 
gen’s conjecture, as it pervades so many 
MSS and ancient versions. We cannot 
say that a part of the territory of Gadara 
may not have been known to those who, 
like Matthew, were locally intimate with the 

shores of the lake, by this ancient and gene- 
rally disused name. I have therefore in the 
deficiency of decisive evidence against it, re- 
tained the reading, marking it as doubtful.— 
Sto Sapovilduevor] In Mark vy. 2, and 
Luke vill. 27, but one is mentioned. All 

three Evangelists have some particulars pe- 
culiar to themselves; but Mark the most, 
and the most striking, as having evidently 
proceeded from an eye-witness. The ore 
mooi éopey of Mark is worth noticing, in 
connexion with the discrepancy of number 
in the two accounts, as perhaps the origin 
of more than one being mentioned in the 
text, which omits the circumstance con- 

nected with that speech. Compare ver. 31, 
ot 6& daipovee = wayrec Oé ot 6. in Mark. 
—yaderolt Atav] See the terribly graphic 
account of Mark (v. 3—6). The demoniac 
was without clothes, which, though related , 

yet, with remark-/ only by Luke (viii. 27), 
able consistency, appears from Mark’s nar- 
rative, where he is described as sitting, 
clothed, and in his right mind, at Jesus’s 
feet, after his cure. — dste py iox.] Pe- 
culiar to this Gospel. — 29. Ti Hp. K. cot] 
72. 3) m9: See 2 Sam. xvi. 10. xix. 22. 

TOO Katpov is peculiar to this Gospel ; ule 
rou @. common to all. — 30. paxpav] The 
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txt B C7 abcv Syr. 
txt BC M9 abev Syrr. Sahid. Arm. A®th. 

ayédnyv Toy x. with C%. 
Tov xolpwy with C® all. 

Vulgate rendering, ‘zon longe,’ does not 
seem accordant with the other accounts, 
both of which imply distance: 7yv dé éxet 
mpoc Ta Oon, Mark v. 11; ay dé éxet Ev TH 
épet, Luke viii. 32. These, especially the 
first, would seem to imply that the swine 
were on the hills, and the scene of the 
miracle at some little distance, on the plain. 
—81. émitpepov Hp. | Mark and Luke gia 
on the ground of this request, that they might 
not be sent out of the land = into the 
abyss, i.e. out of their permitted residence 
on earth to Bacavog 7d Karpov in the 
dBuaococ, i.e. Hades. See note on Luke. 
— 32.] This remarkable narrative brings 
before us the whole question of demoniacal 
possessions in the Gospels, which I shall 
treat here once for all, and refer to this 
note hereafter.—I would then remark in 
general, (I. 1) that the Gospel narratives are 
distinctly pledged to the historic truth of 
these occurrences. Hither they are true, 
or the Gospels are false. For they do not 
stand in the same, or a similar position, 
with the discrepancies so frequent in details 
between the Evangelists; but they form 
part of that general groundwork in which 
all agree. (2) Nor can it be said that they 
represent the opinion of the time, and use 
words in accordance with it. This might 
have been difficult to answer, but that they 
not only give such expressions as datpomt- 
Zopevoc, Catporviobeic, (Mark v. 18. Luke 
viii. 36,) and other like ones, but relate to 
us words spoken by the Lord Jesus, in 
which the personality and presence of the 
dzemons is distinctly implied. See especially 
Luke xi. 17—26. Now either our Lord 
spoke these words, or He did not. If He 
did not, then we must at once set aside the 
concurrent testimony of the Evangeli-ts to 
a plain matter of fact; in other words, 
establish a principle which will overthrow 
equally every fact related in the Gospels. 
If He did, it is wholly at variance with any 
Christian idea of the perfection of Truthful- 
ness in Him who was Truth itself, to sup- 
pose Him to have used such plain and 
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solemn words repeatedly, before His dis- 
ciples and the Jews, in encouragement of, 
and connivance at, a lying superstition. 
(3) After these remarks it will be unneces- 
sary to refute that view of demoniacal pos- 
session which makes it identical with mere 
bodily disease,—as it is included above; but 
we may observe, that it is everywhere in 
the Gospels distinguished from disease, and 
in such a way as to show that, at all events, 
the two were not in that day confounded. 
(See Matt. ix. 32, 33, and compare Mark 
vii. 32.) (4) The question then arises, 
Granted the plain historical truth of demo- 
niacal possession, what was it ? This ques- 
tion, in the suspension, or withdrawal, of 
the gift of ‘discerning of spirits’ in the 
modern Church, is not easy to answer. 
But we may gather from the Gospel nar- 
ratives some important ingredients for our 
description. The demoniac was one whose 
being was strangely interpenetrated (‘ pos- 
sessed’ is the most exact word that could 
be found) by one or more of those fallen 
spirits, who are constantly asserted in Serip- 
ture (under the name of daijovec, darydvea, 
TVEU LATA movnpa, ay ete akabaora, 
their chief being 6 dtaBoX0e or Saravac) 
to be the enemies and tempters of the souls 
of men. (See Acts v. 3. John xiii. 3 and 
passim.) He stood in a totally different 
position from the abandoned wicked man, 
who morally is given over to the devil. 
This latter would be a subject for punish- 
ment; but the demoniac for deepest com- 
passion. There appears to have been in 
him a double will and double consciousness 
—sometimes the cruel spirit thinking and 
speaking in him, sometimes his poor crush- 
ed self crying out to the Saviour of men 
for merey: a terrible advantage taken, 
and personal realization, by the malignant 
powers of evil, of the fierce struggle between 
sense and conscience in the man of morally 
divided life. Hence it has been not im- 
probably supposed, that some of these de- 
moniacs may have arrived at their dreadful 
state through various progressive degrees 
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of guilt and sensual abandonment. ‘ La- 
vish sin, and especially indulgence in sen- 
sual lusts, superinducing, as it would often, 
a weakness in the nervous system, which is 
the especial band between body and soul, 
may have laid open these unhappy ones to 
the fearful incursions of the powers of dark- 
ness.’ (Trench on the Miracles, p. 160.) 
(5) The frequently urged objection, How 
comes it that this malady is not now among 
us ? admits of an easy answer, even if the 
assumption be granted. The period of our 
Lord’s being on earth was certainly more 
than any other in the history of the world 
under the dominion of evil. The founda- 
tions of man’s moral being were broken up, 
and the ‘hour and power of darkness’ pre- 
vailing. Trench excellently remarks, ‘ It 
was exactly the crisis for such soul-maladies 
as these, in which the spiritual and bodily 
should be thus strangely interlinked, and it 
is nothing wonderful that they should have 
abounded at that time; for the predomi- 
nance of certain~gpiritual maladies at cer- 
tain epochs of the was history, which 
were specially fitted for their generation, 
with their gradual decline and disappear- 
ance in others less congenial to them, is a 
fact itself admitting no manner of question.’ 
(pp. 162, 163.) Besides, as the same writer 
goes on to observe, there can be no doubt 
that the coming of the Son of God in the 
flesh, and the continual testimony of Jesus 
borne by the Church in her preaching and 
ordinances, have broken and kept down, in 
some measure, the grosser manifestations 
of the power of Satan. (See Luke x. 18.) 
But (6) the assumption contained in the 
objection above must not be thus unre- 
servedly granted. We cannot tell in how 
many cases of insanity the malady may not 
even now be traced to direct demoniacal 
possession. And, finally, (7) the above 
view, which I am persuaded is the only one 
honestly consistent with any kind of belief 
in the truth of the Gospel narratives, will 
offend none, but those who deny the exist- 
ence of the world of spirits altogether, and 
who are continually striving to narrow the 
limits of our belief in that which is invisible; 
a view which at every step involves diffi- 
culties far more serious than those from 
which it attempts to escape. But (II.) a 
fresh difficulty is here found in the latter 
part of the narrative, in which the devils 
enter into the swine, and their destruction 
follows. (1) Of the reason of this permis- 
sion, we surely are not competent judges. 
Of this however we are sure, that ‘if this 

h ch. xvi. 23. 
Rom. viii. 5, 

granting of the request of the evil spirits 
helped in any way the cure of the man, 
caused them to resign their hold on him 
more easily, mitigated the paroxysm of their 
going forth, (see Mark ix. 26,) this would 
have been motive enough. Or, still more 
probably, it may have been necessary, for 
the permanent healing of the man, that he 
should have an outward evidence and testi- 
mony that the hellish powers which held 
him in bondage had quitted him.’ (Trench, 
p- 172.) (2) The destruction of the swine 
is not for a moment to be thought of in the 
matter, as if that were an act repugnant 
to the merciful character of our Lord’s 
miracles. It finds its parallel in the cursing 
of the fig-tree (ch. xxi. 17—22); and we 
may well think that, if God has appointed 
so many animals daily to be slaughtered for 
the sustenance of men’s bodies, He may 
also be pleased to destroy animal life when 
He sees fit for the liberation or instruction 
of their souls. Besides, if the confessedly 
far greater evil of the possession of men by 
evil spirits, and all the misery thereupon 
attendant, was permitted in God’s inscru- 
table purposes, surely much more this lesser 
one. Whether there may have been special 
reasons in this case, such as the contempt 
of the Mosaic law by the keepers of the 
swine, we have no means of judging; but 
it is at least possible. (3) The fact itself 
related raises a question in our minds, which, 
though we cannot wholly answer, we may 
yet approximate to the solution of. How 
can we imagine the bestial nature capable 
of the reception of demoniac influence? If 
what has been cited above be true, and the 
unchecked indulgence of sensual appetite 
afforded an inlet for the powers of evil to 
possess the human demoniac, then we have 
their influence joined to that part of man’s 
nature which he has in common with the 
brutes that perish, the animal and sensual 
mind. We may thus conceive that the 
same animal and sensual mind in the brute 
may be receptive of similar demoniacal in- 
fluence. But with this weighty difference : 
that whereas in man there is an individual, 
immortal spirit, to which alone belongs his 
personality and deliberative will and reason, 
—and there was ever in him, as we have 
seen, a struggle and a protest against this 
tyrant power; the oppressed soul, the real 
‘T,’ calling out against the usurper ;—this 
would not be the case with the brute, in 
whom this personality and reflective con- 
sciousness is-wanting. And the result in 
the text confirms our view; for as soon as 
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the demons enter into the swine, their fe- 
rocity, having no self-conserving balance 
as in the case of man, impels them head- 
long to their own destruction. — 34.] This 
request, which is related by all three Evan- 
gelists, was probably not from humility, 
but for fear the miraculous powers of our 
Lord should work them still more worldly 
loss. For the additional particulars of this 
miracle, see Mark v. 14. Luke viii. 35, and 
notes.—IX. 1.] Certainly this verse should 
be the sequel of the history in the last 
chapter. It is not connected with the 
miracle following ;—which is placed by Luke 
at a different time, but with the indefinite 
introduction of éyévero év pud TOY 7)pMEpwOV. 

2—8.] Mark ii. 1—12. Luke v. 17—26, 
in both of which the account is more par- 
ticular. — 2. thy wiotw ait.| Namely, 
in letting him down through the roof be- 
cause the whole house and space round the 
door was full. Mark ii. 4. attaév must be 
supposed to include the sick man, who was 
at least a consenting party to the bold step 
which they took. These words are common 
to the three Evangelists, as also ajéwyrat 
sow at ap. Neander (Leben Jesu, pp. 

431, 432) has some excellent remarks on 
this man’s disease. Hither it was the natu- 
ral consequence of sinful indulgence, or by 
its means the feeling of sinfulness and guilt 
was more strongly aroused in him, and he 
recognized the misery of his disease as 
the punishment of his sins. At all events, 

rec. gov ai a. with many recent mss. and adedv. 
Chrys.—?yepe CDG KLUMSXV 24 all. (but qu. 

txt C D be (?)—rec. wari vpeic, but txt 
txt 

spiritual and bodily pain seem to have been 
connected and interchanged within him, 
and the former to have received accession 
of strength from the presence of the latter. 
Schleiermacher (on St. Luke, p. 80) supposes 
the haste of these bearers to have originated 
in the prospect of our Lord’s speedy de- 
parture thence; but, as Neander observes, 
we do not know enough of the paralytic’s 
own state to be able to say whether there 
may not have been some cause for it in the 
man himself. — adéwvtar| Winer remarks, 
(§14.3,)—*‘ The old grammarians themselves 
were divided about this word: some, as 
Eustathius, (Il. 7’. 590,) treat it as identical 
with agwvrat, as in Homer agéy for apy: 
others, more correctly, take it for the pre- 
terite (= adeivrar), e.g. Herodian, the 
Etymologicon, and Suidas, with this differ- 
ence, however, that Suidas believes it to be 
a Doric, the author of the Etym. an Attic 
form; the former is certainly right, and this 
perfect-passive form is cognate with the 
perf.-act., apéwra.’ — 4, i8ov] By the spi- 
ritual power indwelling in Him. See John 
ii. 24, 25. No other interpretation of such 
passages is admissible. Mark’s expression, 
imtyvovs Tp TVEUpAaTL AUTON, is More pre- 

cise and conclusive. So we have éve3oyey- 
sato TY) TvEtpartt, John xi. 33, synony- 
mous with 2 Boywopevog tv Eaur@ below, 
ver. 38. From ti yap olkdéy wou 
is common to the three Evangelists. — 5. 
ti yap éoriw evx.] “In our Lord’s argu- 
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ment it must be carefully noted, that He 
does not ask, which is easiest, to forgive 
sins, or to raise a sick man—for it could 
not be affirmed that that of forgiving was 
easier than this of healing—but, which is 
easiest, to claim this power or that; fo say, 
Thy sins be forgiven thee, or to say, Arise 
and walk? That (i.e. the former) is easiest, 
and I will now prove my right to say it, by 
saying, with effect and with an outward 
consequence setting its seal to my truth, 
the harder word, Arise and walk. By doing 
that, which is capable of being put to the 
proof, I will vindicate my right and power 
to do that which in its very nature is in- 
capable of being proved. By these visible 
tides of God’s grace I will give you to know 
in what direction the great under-currents 
of His love are setting, and that both are 
obedient to My word. From this, which I 
will now do openly and before you all, you 
may conclude that it is ‘no robbery’ (Phil. 
ii. 6) upon my part to claim also the power 
of forgiving men their sins.’”’ Trench on the 
Miracles, p. 206.—6. 6 vt. tT. av8.] The 
Messiah: an expression regarded by the 
Jews as equivalent to 6 Xpiordg, 0 vidg Tov 
Ocov. Matt. xxvi. 65. See also John v. 27. 
‘“‘“The Alexandrian Fathers, in their con- 

~ flict with the Nestorians, made use of this 
passage in proof of the entire transference 
which there was of all the properties of 
Christ’s Divine nature to His human; so 
that whatever one had, was so far common, 
that it might also be predicated of the other. 
It is quite true that had not the two natures 
been indissolubly knit together in a single 
Person, no such language could have been 
used; yet I should rather suppose that 
‘Son of Man,’ being the standing title 
whereby the Lord was well pleased to de- 
signate Himself, bringing out by it that He 
was at once one with humanity, and the 
crown of humanity, He does not so use it 
that the title is every where to be pressed, 

but at times simply as equivalent to Mes- 
siah.” Trench, p. 208.—émt tHs yas] 
Distinguished from iy rp oboavwp, as in 
ch. xvi. 19, xvili. 18. — réTe Eyer] See a 
similar interchange of the persons in con- 
struction, Gen. iii. 22, 23. tore X. T. 7. 
is not parenthetic, nor is tva 8 eidAre «.7.A. 
an elliptic sentence; but the speech and 
narrative are intermixed. A simple con- 
struction would require either iva 6é ei8qTe 

. O0& NEyw TH Tap. ..., Or iva OF ét- 
(NATE? on aura c Tore Neyer... We have, in 
the text, the first member of the former 
construction joined with the second of the 
latter. — 8. tots av@pamois] Not plur. for 
sing. ‘to a man,’ nor ‘for the benefit of 
men;’ but ‘to mankind.’ They regarded 
this wonder-working as something by God 
granted to men—to mankind; and without 
supposing that they had before them the 
full meaning of their words, those words 
were true in the very highest sense. See 
John xvii. 8. In Mark they say, Ore oddé- 
more oUTwe etdoper: in Luke, ore etdopev 
mapaboéa onmseoor. 

9—13.] Mark ii. 13=T7- Tuke-v--27 
—32. The Lord was going out to the sea 
to teach, Markv. J3. All three Evangelists 
connect this calling with the preceding mira- 
cle, and the subsequent entertainment. The 
real difficulty of the narrative is the ques- 
tion as to the identity of Matthew in the 
text, and Levi in Mark and Luke. I shall 
state the arguments on both sides. (1) 
There can be no question that the three 
narratives relate to the same event. They 
are identical almost verbatim; inserted 
between narratives indisputably relating 
the same occurrences. (2) The almost 
general consent of all ages has supposed the 
two persons the same.—On the other hand, 
(3) our Gospel makes not the slightest 
allusion to the name of Levi, either here, 
or in x. 3, where we find Mar@atoce 0 re- 
Awvye among the Apostles, clearly identified 
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with the subject of this narrative: whereas 
the other two Evangelists having in this 
narrative spoken of Levi, in their enumera- 
tions of the Apostles (Mark ii. 18. Luke 
vi. 15,) mention Matthew without any note 
of identification with the Levi called on 
this occasion. This is almost inexplicable, 
on the supposition of his having borne both 
names. (4) Harly tradition separates the 
two persons. Clement of Alexandria, 
(Stromata iy. ix. 73,) quoting from Hera- 
cleon, the Gnostic, (6 rH¢g ObaXevrivov 
cxohie Soxywrarog Kata déEvv,) men- 
tions Ma79atoc, Pithix7oc, Owpae, Asvic 
cat d\Xour wodXoi, as eminent men who 
had not suffered martyrdom from a public 
confession of the faith. (5) Again, Origen, 
(against Celsus, book i.) when Celsus has 
called the apostles reAWvag Kai vavbrac, 
after acknowledging Mar@aioc 6 redwrne, 
adds, éotw O& Kai 6 AeBie TeEAWYNE aKo- 
Aovbjcag TP "Incov. adr ovrTe ye TOU 
apo THY azocTéhwy avTod ay, Ei pi] 
KaTa TIVa TOY ayTLypddwy Tov KaTa 
Mapxoy evayyediov. It is not quite clear 
from this, whether the copies of Mark sub- 
stituted Levi’s name for Matthew’s, or for 
some other: but most probably the latter. 
But AeG7y¢ and Aevic are hardly more 
nearly allied than AgBi¢ and A¢PGaioc, 
with whom Levi has sometimes been sup- 
posed identical. Ae3iyv roy reAdyvnv may 
then have been the reading for Oaddaior, 
Mark iii. 19, where we now find the read- 
ing AeBPatoy in D abd. (6) It certainly 
would hence appear asif the preponderance 
of testimony were in favour of the distinct- 
ness of the two persons. Those who hold 
this suppose both publicans to have been 
called together. But it would be inex- 
plicable on this supposition, how Matthew 
should in his account haye omitted all men- 
tion of Levi,—evidently the man of most 
account, seeing that he was the giver of the 
great feast in his own house. Hither this 
supposition cannot hold, or this account 
cannot have been written by Ma7@aioe 6 
TeAwy nc, a question which I have discussed 
elsewhere. See Prolegg. to Matt. With 
regard to the narrative itself in the text, 
we may observe, that this solemn and pecu- 
liar call seems (see ch iy. 19, 22) hardly 
to belong to any but an Apostle: and that, 
as in the case of Peter, it here also implies 
aprevious acquaintance and discipleship.— 
Aeydpevos must not be pressed to any 

closer signification than that his name was 
Matthew. See ch. ii. 23.—10.] We are 
told in Luke vy. 29, that Levi made him a 
great feast in his house; and, similarly, 
Mark has éy 77 ofc. adrov. The narrative 
in our text is so closely identical with that 
in Mark, that it is impossible to suppose, 
with Greswell, that a different feast is in- 
tended. The arguments by which he sup- 
ports his view are by no means weighty. 
From the words 77 ofkia, he infers that 
the house was not that of Matthew, but 
that in which our Lord usually dwelt, which 
he supposes to be intended in several other 
places. But surely the article might be 
used without any such significance, or de- 
signating any particular house,—as would 
be very likely if Matthew himselfis here the 
narrator. (A similar mistake has been 
made in supposing 70 zAotoyv, as in yer. 1, 
and elsewhere, to mean some one particular 
ship, whereas it is generic.) (Meyer’s asser- 
tion that Matthew’s house cannot be meant 
either here or in Mark ii. 15, but nothing 
else than the house where Jesus resided, 
only furnishes an instance (and they are 
frequent in his commentary) where, be- 
cause two accounts are in remarkable co- 
incidence, he wrests both reason and gram- 
mar to try to make them differ.) Again, 
Greswell presses to verbal accuracy the 
terms used in the accounts, (e. g. cuvavé- 
Keivro and é\Odvrec cuvaréKeiyro,) and at- 
tempts to show them to be inconsistent with 
one another. But surely the time is past 
for such dealing with the historic text of 
the Gospels; and, besides, he has over- 
looked a great inconsistency in his own ex- 
planation, viz., that of making in the second 
instance, according to him, Scribes and 
Pharisees present at the feast given by a 
Publican, and exclaiming against that which 
they themselves were doing. It was not 
at, but after the feast that the discourse in 
ver. 11—!7 took place, when our Lord had 
left the house. And his whole inference, 
that doy) peyaAn must be the great meal 
in the day, and consequently in the even- 
ing, hangs on too slender a thread to need 
refutation. The real difficulty, insuperable 

to a Harmonist, is the connexion here of 
the raising of Jairus’s daughter with this 
feast: on which see below, ver. 18.—Kat 
éyév..... kat i8.] a Hebraism, see reff. ; it 
occurs, but with the omission of (dod, in 
Mark’s account. The not very usual word, 
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ouvavikeyTo, is also common to the two. 
Mark, with his usual precision, adds joav 
yao zo\Xol, Kai nKototOncay adr: a 
clause answering to é\@6yrec in our text. 
See last note. —11. i8dvtes] ‘having ob- 
served this,’ see ver. 4. These Pharisees 
appear to have been the Pharisees of the 
place: Luke adds ai7@yv: ot yoap. avroy 
kai ct ®.—The very circumstances related 
show that this remonstrance cannot have 
taken place at the feast. The Pharisees 
say the words to the disciples: our Lord 
hears it. This denotes an occasion when 
our Lord and the disciples were present, 
but not surely intermixed with the dy\o¢ 
Tekwv@y mokuc.—12. ioxvovtTes... Ka- 
KQ@S eX. ] Both words, in the application of 
the saying , must be understood alee id 
(‘ironica concessio,’ Calvin. Meyer) : 
referring to their respective opinions of 
themselves; as also dueaiove and apaprw- 
Aodvc, ver. 13 :—notas though the Pharisees 

were objectively either isyvovrec or dixatot, 
however much objective truth caric Eyov- 
Tec and apagrwAot may have had as ap- 
plied to the publicans and sinners. The 
whole of this discourse, with the exception 
of the citation, is verbatim in Mark, and 
(with dytaivorvrec = ioxytovTeg and éd7- 
Ava = 7Oorv) Luke also. 

14—17.] Mark ii. 18—22. Luke v. 33 
-—39. According to the detailed narrative 

\ of Mark (ii. 18) it was the disciples of John 
and of the Pharisees who asked this ques- 
‘sion. Luke continues the discourse as that 

of the former Pharisees. This is one of 
a VOEA I: 

txt BC vA ug.—dao97 D.—aft. ynoredoovowy add éyv 

those instances where the three accounts 
imply and confirm one another, and the 
hints incidentally dropped by one Evange- 
list form the prominent assertions of the 
other.—The fasting often of the disciples 
of John must not be understood as done 
in mourning for their master’s imprison- 
ment, but as belonging to the asceticism 
which John, as a preacher of repentance, in- 
culcated. —15. wevOetv] = vyorevery Mark 
and Luke. The difference of these two 
words is one of Greswell’s arguments for 
the non-identity of the narratives (!). Even 
if there were any force in such an argument, 
we might fairly set against it that awap07 
is common to all three Evangelists, and 
occurs no where else in the N. T.—6 vup- 
dios] This appellation of Himself had from 
our Lord peculiar appropriateness as ad- 
ressed to the disciples of John. Their 

master had himself said (John iii. 29) 6 
éxuv Ty vipgony, vupptog éoriy’ 6 oé 
pidog TOU VUpPioV, 0 ESTIKOC Kai akovwy 
abrov, xape xaipe Oud Thy gpovay TOD 
vupdtov. adtn ody y xapa 1 én wEeTAH- 
pwrat.—Our Lord in calling Himself the 
Bridegroom, announces the fulfilment in 
Him of a whole cycle of O. T. prophecies 
and figures: very probably with zmmediate 
reference to Hosea ii. 12, that prophet 
haying been just cited before: but also to 
many other passages, in which the Bride is 
the Church of God, the Bridegroom the 
God of Israel. See especially Isa. liv. 
5—10. As Stier (Reden des Herrn Jesu, I. 
365) observes, the article here must not be 
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considered as merely introduced on account 
of the parable, as usual elsewhere, but the 
parable itself to have sprung out of the 
emphatic name, 6 vupdiog. The viot rou 
vupoa@voc are more than the mere guests 

at the wedding: they are the bridegroom’s 
friends who go and fetch the bride.—éev- 
covtat Sé qp.|} How sublime and peaceful 
is this early announcement by our Lord of 
the bitter passage before Him! Compare 
the words of Our Christian poet: ‘ measur- 
ing with calm presage the infinite descent.’ 
(Wizenmann mag dabet wohl fragen: 
,Welcher Menfch hat je fo rubia, fo lieblicy 
von einer folchen Hobe in eine folche Viefe 
ge{chaut 2 Stier, Reden Jesu, p. 365.)— 
Stay am., when the Bridegroom shall have 
been taken from them: when His depar- 
ture shall have taken place. — Kal tTéte v. ] 
These words are not a declaration of a 
duty, or of an ordinance, as binding on the 
Church in the days of her Lord’s absence : 
the whole spirit of what follows is against 
such a supposition :—but they declare, in 
accordance with the parallel word wer@eiv, 
that in those days they shall have real occa- 
sion for fasting ; sorrow enough, see John 
xvi. 20 ;—a fast of God’s own appointing in 
the solemn purpose of His will respecting 
them, not one of their own arbitrary laying 
on, This view is strikingly brought out in 
uke, where the question is, Can ye zrouy- 

ca vnorevery the children, &c., i. e. by 
your rites and ordinances? but, &c. and 
TOTE YHoTEVoOVoLY: there is no constraint 
in this latter case: they shall (or better, 
they will) fast. And this furnishes us with 
an analogous rule for the fasting of the 
Christian life: that it should be the genuine 
offspring of inward and spiritual sorrow, of 
the sense of the absence of the Bridegroom 
in the soul,—not the forced and stated fasts 
of the old covenant, now passed away.—16. | 
Our Lord in these two parables contrasts 
the old and the new, the Legal and Eyange- 

txt C.—rec. duddrepa, with many later (Scholz) const. mss., but 

lic dispensations, with regard to the point 
on which He was questioned. The idea of 
the wedding seems to run through them ; 
the preparation of the robe, the pouring of 
the new wine, are connected by this as 
their leading idea to one another and the 
preceding verses.—The old system of pre- 
scribed fasts for fasting’s“Sake must not be 
patched with the new and sound piece; the 
complete and beautiful whole of Gospel 
light and liberty must not be engrafted 
as a mere addition on the worn out system 
of ceremonies. For the zAjpwpa avrov, 
the completeness of it, the new patch, by 

‘its weight-and its strength pulls away the 
neighbouring weak and loose threads by 
which it holds to the old garment, and the 
rent is made worse. Stier notices the pro- 
phetic import of this parable: in how sad a 
degree the yeipoy oyicpa yiverat has been 
fulfilled in the History of the Church, by 
the attempts to patch the new, the Evange- 
lic state, upon the old worn out ceremonial 
system. ‘* Would,’ he adds, ‘ that we could 
say in the interpretation, as in the parable, 
No man doeth this’ The robe must be all 
new, all consistent: old things, old types, 
old ceremonies, old burdens, all are passed 
away: behold all things are become new.— 
Xelpov ox. ylv.] not ‘a worse rent takes 
place ;’ but as in E. V. ‘the rent becomes 
worse.’ The usage is, when the whole sub- 
ject, or the subject and predicate, as here, 
precede a verb substantive, to omit the 
article: so in the interpretation of the para- 
ble of the tares i in ch. xiii. 37, ff. 6 yp. for 
é kbo.—oUTot Elaiy ot vioi—O 2x Op. « bore 
6 dta3. : but 6 Oepropog cvvTéXera Tov atw- 
vog lor, ot Ognrorai adyyeXol siow.— 
17.] This parable is not a repetition of the 
previous one, but a stronger and more exact 
setting forth of the truth in hand. As is 
frequently our Lord’s practice in his para- 
bles, He advances from the immediate sub- 
ject to something more spiritual and higher, 
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and takes occasion from answering a cavil, 
to preach the sublimest truths. The gar- 
ment was something outward; this wine 
is poured in, is something inward, the spirit 
of the system. The former parable re- 
spected the outward freedom and simple 
truthfulness of the New Covenant; this 
regards its inner spirit, its pervading prin- 
ciple. And admirably does the parable de- 
scribe the vanity of the attempt to keep 
the new wine in the doxcd¢ zadaidc, the 
old ceremonial man, unrenewed in the spirit 
of his mind: pyyvuvrat ot doKoi: the new 
wine is something too living and strong for 
so weak a moral frame; it shatters the fair 
outside of ceremonial seeming ; and 6 oivoc 
éxxeirat, the spirit is lost, the man is nei- 
ther a blameless Jew nor a faithful Chris- 
tian; both are spoiled. And then the re- 
sult: not merely the damaging, but the 
utter destruction of the vessel,—oi doxoi 
azodovyrat.—According to some exposi- 
tors, the new patch and new wine denote 
the fasting ; the old garment and old bot- 
tles, the disciples. 6 O& éyet, ToLwodrdy 
éoTW’ OVTW yEyOvacLY ioxupoi ot pabnrai, 
GAN Ere TOA OéoyTar cvyKkaTaBdcewe’ 
ovTH Oia TOU TYEKpaTOE avEKavicOnouY. 
otrw dé dvaKetpévote od yor Bdooe éxeri- 
Gévat txtrayparwy. Chrysostom, Hom. in 
Matt. xxx. 353, A. This view is stated 
and defended at some length by Neander, 
Leben Jesu, p. 346, note; but I own seems 
to me, as to De Wette. far fetched. For 
how can fasting be called iziBAnpa pacove 
ayvagov, or how compared to new wine ? 
And Neander himself when he comes to 

explain the important addition in Luke (on 
which see Luke vy. 39, and note) is obliged 
to change the meaning, and understand the 
new wine of the Spirit of the Gospel.—It 
was and is the custom in the East to carry 
their wine on a journey in leather bottles, 
generally of goats’ skin, sometimes of asses’ 
or camels’ skin. (Winer, Realworterbuch, 
Schlauch.) 
18—26.] Mark v. 21—43. Luke viii. 

41—56. In Luke and Mark this miracle 
follows immediately after the casting out of 

. for émorp., Earn orpageic D, orpageic BG. txt C.— 24. for Aty. adr, Edeyer \ 

the devils at Gadara, and our Lord’s re- © 
crossing the Lake to Capernaum ; but with- 
out any precise note of time as here. He 
may well have been by the sea, (as seems 
implied by Mark and Luke,) when the fore- 
going conversation with the disciples of 
John and the Pharisees took place. 
account in the text is the most concise of 
the three ; both Mark and Luke, but espe- 
cially the latter, giving many additional 
particulars. The miracle forms a very in- 
structive point of comparison between the 
three Gospels. — &pywv eis] A ruler of the 
synagogue, named Jairus. In all except 
the connecting—werds, ratta airov XNa- 
AovyToe av’Toic, the account in the text is 
summary, and deficient in particularity. I 
have therefore reserved full annotation for 
the account in Luke, which see throughout. 
— pti érehedtyoev] She was not dead, 
but dying: at the last extremity. Mat- 
thew, omitting the message from the ruler’s 
house, (Mark vy. 35. Luke viii. 49,) gives 
the matter summarily in these words. — 
22.] The cure was effected on her touch- 
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ing our Lord’s garment. Mark v. 29. Luke 
viii.44. And our Lord inquired who touched 
Him, (Mark, Luke,) for He perceived that 
virtue had gone out of Him (Luke). She, 
knowing what had been done to her, came 
fearing and trembling and told Him all. — 
24.] No inference can be drawn from these 
words as to the fact of the maiden’s actual 
death; for our Lord uses the same words 
of Lazarus. (John xi. 11.) And if it be 
answered that there He explains the sleep 
to mean death, we answer, that this ex- 
planation is only in consequence of the 
disciples misunderstanding His words. In 
both cases the words are most probably 
used with reference to the speedy awaken- 
ing which was to follow, as Fritzsche (cited 
by Trench, Miracles, p. 183): ‘ Puellam ne 
pro mortua habetote, sed dormire existima- 
tote, quippe in vitam mox redituram.’ Luke 
appends, after kar. adr., el0dTEc OTL aTé- 
Gaverv, in which words at least there is no 
recognition by the Evangelist of a mere 
apparent death. — 25.] ékp. THs x. av. is 
common to the three Evangelists. From 
Luke we learn that our Lord said 2) waic, 
tyeioou: from Mark we have the words He 
actually uttered, raXi0a cope: from both 
we learn that our Lord only took with Him 
Peter, James, and John, and the father and 
mother of the maiden, that she was twelve 
years old, and that our Lord commanded 

that something should be given her to eat. 
She was an only daughter, Luke viii. 42. 

27—81.] Peculiar to Matthew. ap. 
éxetOev is too vague to be taken as a fixed 
note of sequence; for éxei¥ey may mean 
the house of Jairus, or the town itself, or 

rec. avepyOncav.— éveBoysnoaro D.— 33. rec. aft. Aéy. ins. Ore with a. 

even that part of the country,—as ver. 26 
has generalized the locality, and implied 
some pause of time.—vte Aavt8] eic Tyujy 
abvrov TovTo Kpalovow" tvTysoraTn yao 
mao’ lovdaiotc nv 1) TOLAUTN Toocnyovia. 
Euthym. — 28. TH oixtay | eic0c, TIOTOU 
Tivog eivat 7IY oiKiay, ei¢ ijy KarhyxOn. 
Euthym. Or, the house which our Lord in- 
habitedat Capernaum (De Wetteand others) ; 
but [ conceive that 1) oixia need not mean 
any particular house, merely, as we some- 
times use the expression, tie house, as op- 
posed to the open air.—tovTo Touneat | i. e. 
the healing implied in é\énooy 1puac.—vié 
A. .... KUpte] See Ps. cx. 1, and ch. 
xxii. 45. It is remarkable that, aa all the 

three narratives of giving sight to the blind 
in this Gospel, the title ‘Son of David’ ap- 
pears. See ch. xii. 23. xx. 31.—Touching, 
or anointing the eyes, was the ordinary 
method which our Lord took of impressing 
on the blind the action of the Divine power 
which healed them. Ch. xx. 31 and 11. 
Mark viii. 25. John ix. 6. — 29.] In this 
miracle however we have this peculiar fea- 
ture, that no direct word of power passes 
from the Lord, but a relative concession, 

making that which was done a measure of 
the faith of the blind men: and from the 
result the degree of their faith appears. 
Stier remarks, (Reden Jesu, I. 383,) ‘‘ We 
may already notice, in the history of this 

first period of our Lord’s ministry, that, 
from having at first yielded immediately to 
the request for healing, He begins, by de- 
grees, to prove and exercise the faith of the 
applicants.” — 80. éveBpipyoato] Suidas 
explains this word, pera amewWne tvréd- 
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AsoOat, per’ avatnodtynroc éxiripay. The 
purpose of our Lord’s earnestness appears 
to have been two-fold: (1) that He might 
not be so occupied and overpressed with 
applications as to have neither time nor 
strength for the preaching of the Gospel: 
(2) to prevent the already-excited people 
from taking some public measure of recog- 
nition, and thus arousing the malice of the 
Pharisees before His hour was come.—No 
doubt the two men were guilty of an act 
of disobedience in thus breaking the Lord’s 
solemn injunction: for obedience is better 
than sacrifice; the humble observance of 
the word of the Lord, than the most labo- 
rious and wide-spread will-worship after 
man’s own mind and invention. Trench 
(Miracles, p. 197) well remarks, that the 
fact of almost all the Romish interpreters 
having applauded this act, ‘is very charac- 
teristic, and rests on very deep differences.” 

32—34.] Peculiar to Matthew. The 
word é£epvyouévwy, being a present par- 
ticiple, places this miracle in direct con- 
nexion with the foregoing. This narration 
has a singular affinity with that in ch. 
xii. 22, or still more with its parallel in 
Luke xi. 14, In both, the same expression 
of wonder follows; the same calumny of 
the Pharisees; only that in ch. xii. the de- 
moniac is said (not in Luke xi.) to have 
been likewise blind. These circumstances, 
coupled with the immediate connexion of 
this miracle with the cure of the blind men, 
and the mention of ‘the Son of David’ in 
both, have led some to suppose that the 
account in ch. xii. is a repetition, or slightly 
differing version of the account in our text, 
intermingled also with the preceding heal- 

ing of the blind. But the supposition seems 
unnecessary,—as, the habit of the Pharisees 
once being to ascribe our Lord’s expulsion 
of devils to Beelzebub, the repetition of the 
remark would be natural ;—and the other 
coincidences, though remarkable, are not 
exact enough to warrant it.—This was a 
dumbness caused by demoniacal posses- 
sion: for the difference between this and 
the natural infirmity of a deaf and dumb 
man, see Mark vii. 31—37.— 33. ébavy ov- 
7Tws| viz. the casting out of devils :—‘ never 
was seen to be followed by such results as 
those now manifested.’ See above. otrwe 
is not for rovro or rotovrd te (De Wette, 
&c.); the passages cited as bearing out this 
meaning in the LXX do not apply, for in Ps 

1 Kings xxiii. 17 all of them oUrwe is so. 
Ps. xlvii. 8. Judg. xix. 30 alex. 

17 
Neh. viii. 

35—38.] Peculiar to Matthew. In the 
same way as ch. iv. 23—25 introduces the 
Sermon on the Mount, so do these verses 
the calling and commissioning of the Twelve. 
These general descriptions of our Lord’s 
going about and teaching at once remove 
all exactness of date from the occurrence 
which follows—as taking place at some 
time during the circuit and teaching just 
described. Both the Sermon on the Mount 
and this discourse are introduced and closed 
with these marks of indefiniteness as to 
time. This being the case, we must have 
recourse to the other Evangelists, by whose 
account it appears, (as indeed may be im- 
plied in ch. x. 1,) that the Apostles had 
been called to their distinct office some 
time before this. (See Mark iii. 16. Luke 
vi. 13.) After their calling, and selection, 
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they probably remained with the Lord for 
some time, before they were sent out upon 
their mission. — 36. Tovs dxdouvs] Wher- 
ever He went, in all the cities. — éoxvA- 
péevor] Vexati—harassed, plagued — viz. 
literally, with weariness in following Him; 
or spiritually, with the tyranny of the 
Scribes and Pharisees, their gopria duc- 
Baorakra, ch. xxiii. 4.— éppippeévor] Te- 
mere projecti, abjecti, neglecti, as sheep 
would be who had wandered from their 
pasture. The context shows that our Lord’s 
compassion was excited by their being with- 
out competent spiritual leaders and teach- 
ers. — 37.] The harvest was primarily 
that of the Jewish people, the multitudes 
of whom before Him excited the Lord’s 
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ea —for the sending out of ae Apostie 
Markiii. 12—19. Luke vi. 13—16,—fortheir 
names. On the characteristic differences 
between this discourse and that delivered 
to the Seventy (Luke x. 1 ff.) see notes 
there. — Notice, that this is not the choos- 
ing, but merely the mission of the twelve. 
The choosing had taken place some time 
before, but is not anywhere distinctly re- 
lated by the Evangelists. — 2.] We have in 
the N. T. four catalogues of the Apostles : 
the present one,—at Mark iii. 16, Luke 
vi. 14, Acts i. 13. ATl seem to follow one 
common outline, but fill it up very differ- 
ently. The following table will show the 
agreements and differences :— 

Matthew x. 2. | Mark iii. 16. | Luke vi. 14, | Acts i. 13. | 
1 | Lipwr Ilérpog 

2 | "Avopiag | LarwBoc Bl: Avépéag | laxwSog 

3 | LacwBog ep Iwavync . | lacwPoc | "Iwdvene — 

4 | Twarvng | "Avoptac | SC Te z | "Ardptac 7 

5 | i Didi Toc ae ; 

6 | BapOo\opaiog e iN | Owpag 

7 | Ownae a Mar@aioc¢ =a G, | BapQodopaiog 

“8 | MarOatog | Owptic | Mar@atoc j 

9 | fe TakwBog 6 Tow TANpaiou py 3 

10 AcBBaiocg 6 ixuc. | Oaddatog Sipwy 6 Kad, Yinwy 6 Zyrwrie 
Oalddaiog Znr\wrne 

‘Tl | Lipwy 0 Kavavirneg | *Tovdacg ‘laxwBou 

12 | ‘lovdag ‘Ioxapwrng | Vacant. 
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From this it appears (1), that in all four, 
three classes are enumerated, and that each 

class contains (assuming at present the 
identity of Oaddatoe with "Lotidag Taxw- 
Bov) the same names in all four, but in 
different order, with the following excep- 
tions :—that (2) Peter, Philip, James the 
(son) of Alpheus, and Judas Iscariot hold 
the same places in all four. (3) That in 
the first class the two arrangements are (a), 
that of Matt. and Luke (Gospel),—Peter 
and Andrew, brothers; James and John, 
brothers ;—i. e. according to their order of 
calling and connexion, and with reference 
to their being sent out in couples, Mark 
vi. 7: (8) Mark and Luke (Acts),—Peter, 
James, John, (the three principal,) and 
Andrew ;—i. e. according to their personal 
pre-eminence. In the second class (y), that 
of Matt., Mark, and Luke (Gospel),—Phi- 
lip and Bartholomew, Matthew and Tho- 
mas,—i. e. in couples: (6) Luke (Acts),— 
Philip, Thomas, Barth., Matthew (reason 
uncertain). In the third class (e), Matt. 
and Mark,—James the (son) of Alpheus 
and Thaddzus, Simon the Canaanite and 
Judas Iscariot; i.e. in couples: (Z) Luke 
(Gosp. and Acts),—James the (son) of Al- 
phzus, Simon Zelotes, Judas “IaxwPov, 
and Judas Iscariot (uncertain). (7) Thus in 
all four, the leaders of the three classes are 
the same, viz. Peter, Philip, and James the 
(son) of Alpheus; and the traitor is al- 
ways last. (4) It would appear then that 
the only difficulties are these two: the 
identity of Thaddeus with Jude Iaxcwfov, 
and of Simon Kavaviryne with Simon 6 
kar. Znrdwrye. These will be discussed 
under the names. — mp@tos] Not only as 
regards arrangement, or mere priority of 
calling, but as primus inter pares. This is 
clearly shown from James and John and 
Andrew being set next, and Judas Isca- 
riot the last, in all the catalogues. We find 
Simon Peter, not only in the lists of the 
Apostles, but also in their history, promi- 
nent on various occasions before the rest. 
Sometimes he speaks in their name (Matt. 
xix. 27. Luke xii. 41); sometimes answers 
when all are addressed (Matt. xvi. 16. 
Mark viii. 29); sometimes our Lord ad- 
dresses him as principal, even among the 
three favoured ones (Matt. xxvi. 40 Luke 
xxii. 31); sometimes he is addressed by 
others as representing the whole (Matt. 
xvii. 24. Acts ii. 37). He appears as the 
organ of the Apostles after our Lord’s 
ascension (Acts i. 15, ii. 14. iv. 8. v. 29): 
the first speech, and apparently that which 

decided the Council, is spoken by him, 
Acts xv. 7. All this accords well with the 
bold and energetic character of Peter, and 
originated in the unerring discernment and 
appointment of the Lord Himself, who saw 
in him a person adapted to take precedence 
of the rest in the founding of His Church, 
and shutting (Acts v. 3. 9) and opening 
(Acts ii. 14. 41. x. 5. 46) the doors of the 
kingdom of Heaven. That however no 
such idea was current among the Apostles 
as that he was destined to be the Primate 
of the future Church, is as clear as the 
facts above mentioned. For (1) no trace 
is found in all the Epistles of the other 
Apostles of such a pre-eminence; but when 
he is mentioned, it is either, as 1 Cor. ix. 5, 
as one of the Apostles, one example among 
many, but in no wise the chief ;—or as in 
Gal. ii. 7, 8, with a distinct account of a 
peculiar province of duty and preaching 
being allotted to him, viz. the apostleship 
of the circumcision, (see 1 Pet. i. 1,) as dis- 
tinguished from Paul, to whom was given 
the apostleship of the uncircumcision ;—or 
as in Gal. ii. 9, as one of the principal 
orvAot, together with James and John ;—or 
as in Gal. ii. 11, as subject to rebuke from 
Paul as from an equal. And (2) wherever 
by our Lord Himself the future constitu- 
tion of His Church is alluded to, or by the 
Apostles its actual constitution, no hint of 
any such primacy is given, (see note on 
Matt. xvi. J8,) but the whole college of 
Apostles are spoken of as absolutely equal. 
Matt. xix. 27,28. xx. 26. 28. Eph. ii. 20, 

and many other places. Again (3) in the 
two Epistles which we have from his own 
hand, there is nothing for, but every thing 
against, such a supposition. He exhorts 
the mpeoPirepor as being their cupzpec- 
Bbreoog (1 Pet. v. 1): describes himself 
as Tho pehdobonc aroxadiTTEesOa OdENCG 
ckotvwvoc: addresses his second Epistle rote ~ 
igdTyoyv yptv \axovat wioTw (2 Pet.i. 1): 
and makes not the slightest allusion to any 
pre-eminence over the other Apostles.—So 
that zo@roc here must be understood as 
signifying the prominence of Peter among 
the Apostles, as well as his early calling. 
(See John i. 42.) —6 Aeydpevos Il€rpos] 
Or Kngac, x52, so named by our Lord 

Himself (John as above) at His first meet- 
ing with him, and again more solemnly, 
and with a direct reference to the meaning 
of the name, Matt. xvi. 18. —’Avépéas ] 
He in conjunction with John (see note on 
John i. 37—40) was a disciple of the Bap- 
tist, and followed our Lord on their master 
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pointing Him out as the Lamb of God. 
They did not however from that time con- 
stantly accompany Him, but received a 
more solemn calling, (see Matt. iv. 17—22. 
Luke y. 1—11,) in the narrative of which 
Peter is prominent, and so zoroe called 
as an apostle, at least of those four.— Idk. 
or. Z. «. Iwav.] Partners in the fishing trade 
with Peter and Andrew, Luke vy. 10.— 
3. Pid. k. Bap@.] Philip was called by our 
Lord the day after the visit of Andrew and 
John and naming of Peter. He was also 
of Bethsaida the city of Andrew and Peter, 
James and John :—’Avdpéac and Pitiwmoe 
are Greek names. See John xii. 20—22. 
Bap9oXopaioc, y29m 32, son of Talmai or 

Tolomeus, has been generally supposed to 
be the same with Nathanael of Cana in 
Galilee ; and with reason: for (1) the name 
Bartholomew is not his own name, but a 
patronymic :—(2) He follows next in order, 
as Nathanael, in John i. 46, to the Apostles 
just mentioned, with the same formula «v- 
ploket Pitix7oc Tov Nad. :—(3) Heis there, 
as here, and in Mark and Luke (Gospel), 
in connexion with Philip :—(4) In John 
xxl.-2, at the appearance of our Lord on 
the shore of the sea of Tiberias, Nathanael 
is mentioned as present, where five if not 

seven apostles are recounted. — Owpas, kK. 
Mar@. 6 teX.| Thomas was called Aidupoe, 
John xi. 16, xx. 24. xxi. 2. On the ques- 
tion whether Ma70. 6 red. was the author 
of this Gospel, see Prolegomena. He is 
clearly by this appellation identified with 
the Matthew of ch. ix. 9. We hear no- 
thing of him except in these two passages. 
— lak. 6 7. *AXdatov] From John xix. 25 
we learn that Mary the (wife) of KAwzae 
was sister of Mary the mother of our Lord. 
From Mark xy. 40, that Mary was the mo- 
ther of James rod puxpod, which may be 
this James. Hence it would appear, if 
these two passages point to the same per- 
son, that ’A\patog = KXwrde. And in- 
deed the two Greek names are but different 
ways of expressing the Hebrew name °55n. 

If this be so, then this James the Less is 
the 6 adeAddce Tov Kuptov mentioned Gal. 
i. 19 apparently as an apostle, and one of 
the adeApoi avrov mentioned Matt. xiii. 
55 (where see note). On the difficulties 

attending this view, see note on John vii. 5. 
K\w7dae must not be confounded with KAe- 

. 6mac, Luke xxiv. 18, with whom there is 

: reason to suppose him identical. — AeB. 
c 

6 er. O Ja8.] Much difficulty rests on this 
name, both from the various readings, and 
the questions arising from the other lists. 
The present reading appears to be a con- 
junction of the two ancient ones, A¢SPBatoe 
and Oaddatog: and perhaps the latter of 
these may have been introduced from Mark. 
(But it is remarkable that in Mark D has 
AeBBaioc.) Whichever of these is the true 
reading, the Apostle himself has generally 
been supposed to be identical with ‘lovéac 
‘TacwBou in both Luke’s catalogues, i.e. 
(see note there) Judas the brother of James, 
and so son of Alphzeus, and likewise one of 
the adeAgoi kuvpiov named Matt. xiii. 55. 
In John xiv.-22 we have a ‘Judas, not 
Iscariot,’ among the Apostles; and the 
catholic epistle is written by ‘ Judas brother 
of James.’ What in this case the names 
AeBBatog and Oaddaiog are, is impossible 
to say. The common idea that they are 
cognate names, Ac. being from 25, heart, 

and Oa0. from 1n, breast, is disproved by 
De Wette, who observes that the latter 
signifies mamma, and not pectus. So that 
the whole rests on conjecture, which how- 
ever does not contradict any known fact, 
and may be allowed as the only escape from 
the difficulty. — Sipev 6 Kavay.] This is 
not a local name, but is derived from x3), 

(Hebr. x37) = Cnd\wrHe (Luke, Gosp. and 
Acts). We may therefore suppose that be- 
fore his conversion he belonged to the sect 
of the Zealots, who after the example of 
Phineas (Num. xxv. 7, 8) took the law 
into their own hands and punished offend- _ 
ers against the law. This sect eventually — 
brought upon Jerusalem its destruction. — — 
*Iov8. 6 “lok.] Son of Simon (John vi. be 
xii. 4. xiii. 2, 26). Probably a native of 
Kerioth in Juda, Josh. xv. 25, ninp wx, a 

man of Kerioth, as “Io7o3oc, i.e. 230 We, 

aman of Tob, Joseph. Ant. vii. 6,1. That 
the name ’Io«. cannot be a surname, as 
Bp. Middleton supposes, the expression 
‘Lobdag Sipwvog ‘loxcapwrne, used in all 
the above places of John, clearly proves. — 
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5. €ywv] If we compare this verse with 
ch. xi. 1, there can be little doubt that this 
discourse of our Lord was delivered at one 
time, and_that, the first sending of the 
Twelve. How often its solemn injunctions 
may have been repeated on similar occa- 
sions we cannot say: many of them re- 
appear at the sending of the Seventy in 
Luke x. 2 ff.—Its primary reference is to 
the then mission of the Apostles to prepare 
His way; but it includes, in the in 
structions prophetically jaivered for the 
ministers and missionaries of the Gospel to 
the end of time. It may be divided into 
three great portions, in each of which dif- 
ferent departments of the subject are treat- 
ed, but which follow in natural sequence on 
one another. In the first of these (ver. 5— 
15), our Lord taking up the position of the 
messengers whom He sends from the de- 
claration with which the Baptist and He 
Himself begun their ministry, Oru ay yecey 
7) Baci\ela TOY ovparGy, gives them com- 
mands, mostly literal and of present import, 
for their mission to the cities of Israel. This 
portion concludes with a denunciation of 
judgment against that unbelief which should 

reject their preaching.—The second (vv. 16 
—23) refers to the general mission of the 
Apostles as developing itself, after the Lord 
should be taken from them, in preaching 
to Jews and Gentiles (vv. 17, 18), and sub- 
jecting them to persecutions (vv. 21, 22). 
This portion ends with the end of the apo- 
stolic period properly so called, ver. 23 re- 
ferring primarily to the destruction of Je- 
rusalem. In this portion there is a fore- 
shadowing of what shall be the lot and 
duty of the teachers of the Gospel to the 
end, inasmuch as the ‘coming of the Son 
of Man’ is ever typical of His final coming 
to judgment. Still the direct reference is 

_ to the Apostles and their mission, and the 
other only by inference.—The third (vy. 

24—42), the longest and weightiest por- 
tion, is spoken directly (with occasional 
reference only to the Apostles and their 
mission (ver. 40) ) of all disciples of the 
Lord,—their position,—their encourage- 
ments,—their duties,—and finally concludes 
with the last great reward (ver. 42). In 
these first verses, 5, 6, we have the loca- 
tion; in 7, 8, the purpose; in 9—11, the 
fitting out; and in 1]—44, the manner of 
proceeding,—of their mission: yer. 15 con- 
cluding with a prophetic denouncement 
tending to impress them with a deep sense 
of the importance of the office intrusted to 
them.—Lapapertov] The Samaritans were 
the Gentile inhabitants of the country be- 
tween Judzea and Galilee, consisting of 
heathens whom Shalmaneser king of As- 
syria brought from Babylon and other 
places. Their religion was a mixture of 
the worship of the true God with idolatry 
(2 Kings xvii. 24—41). The Jews had no 
dealings with them, John iy. 9. They ap- 
pear to have been not so unready as the 
Jews to receive our Lord and His mission 
(John iv. 39—42. Luke ix. 51 and note) ;— 
but this prohibition rested on judicial rea- 
sons. See Acts xiii. 46. In Acts i. 8 the 
prohibition is expressly taken off: ‘ Ye shall 
be witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judza, 
and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost 
part of the earth.’ And in Acts viii. 1. 5.8, 
we find the result. See Matt. xv. 21—26. 
—6. Ta mpoB. Ta arrod.] See ch. ix. 36. 
John x. 16.—7.] This announcement shows 
the preparatory nature of this first apo- 
stolic mission. Compare, as showing the 
difference of their ultimate message to the 
world, Col. i. 26—28.— 8. 8wpeav eX, 
Swpeav 8.] See Acts viii. 18—20.— 9. pH 
ktyonobe| All the words following depend 
on this verb, and it is explained by the 
parallel expression in Mark and Luke, pn- 
déy alpete eig tiv Oddy. They were to 
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make no preparations for the journey, but 
to take it in dependence on Him who sent 
them, just as they were. This forbidden 
provision would be of three kinds. (1) 
Money: in Mark (vi. 8) yaAxov, in Luke 
(ix. 3) doytpov: here all three current 
metals—in their Z6vat (= Badavera Luke 
x. 4). (2) Food: here wipa (O@nkn Tor 
dptwy, Suidas), in Mark pn mhoav, jy 
dprov: similarly Luke. (3) Clothing — 
pndé dbo yer.: so Mark and Luke.—pmdé 
jaod.; in Mark expressed by wdodedené- 
vouc cavdd\ua: explained in Luke x. 4 by 
po) BaoraZere w7r00., i.e. a second pair.— 
pnd? paBSov = et pr) Pa30. povoy Mark, 
i.e. the former depending on crnona0e, the 
latter on aipwow eic 60d, which has not 
quite the precision of the other. They were 
not to procure expressly for this journey 
even a staff: they were to take with them 
their usual staff only. The missing of this 
explanation has probably led to the reading 
papcouce both here and in Luke. If it be 
genuine, it does not mean ¢vo pao.; for 
who would ever think of taking a spare 
staff? but a pa3do¢ each. The whole of this 
prohibition was temporary only: for their 
then journey, and no more. See Luke xxii. 
35, 36.—Géios yap] This is a common 
truth of life—men give one who works for 
them his food and more; here uttered how- 
ever by the Lord in its highest sense, as 
applied to the workmen in His vineyard. 
See 1 Cor. ix. 13, 14. 2 Cor. xi. 8. 3 John 
8. It is (as Stier remarks, vol. i. p. 400) 
a gross perversion and foolish bondage to 
the letter, to imagine that ministers of con- 
gregations, or even missionaries among the 
heathen, at this day are bound by the literal 
sense of our Lord’s commands in this pas- 
sage. But we must not therefore imagine 

that they are not bound by the spirit of 
them. ‘This literal first mission was but a 
foreshadowing of the spiritual subsequent 
sending out of the ministry over the world, 
which ought therefore in spirit every where 
to be conformed to these rules. —il1. aétos | 
Inclined to receive you and your message, 
—worthy that you should become his guest: 
so a£.o¢ is used with reference to the matter 
treated of in the context, ch. xxii. 8. Rey. 
iii. 4. Such persons in this case would be 
of the same kind as those spoken of Acts 
xiii. 48 as reraypévoe etc Corny aiwmor. 
The precept in this verse is very much more 
fully set forth by Luke x. 7 ff. —€ws av 
e€€XOnte] Until ye depart out of the city. 
—12. tHv oikiav] Not ¢he house of the 
a&toc, for this would be sure to be worthy ; 
but any house, as is necessary from the sub- 
sequent édy 7) 7) otk. a&., which on the other 
supposition (Meyer, &c.) would have been 
ascertained already. See note on ch. ix. 27. 
—13. 4 cipyvy tp.] The peace mentioned 
in the customary Eastern salutation, 9 Div. 
Luke has efonvn Ty otk tobrwp (x. 5). 
Compare with the spirit of vv. 10—13, ch. 
vii. 6. Stier remarks (Reden Jesu, I. 403), 
that the spirit of these commands binds 
Christian ministers to all accustomed cour- 
tesies of manner in the countries and ages 
in which their mission may lie. So we 
find the Greek yaioery instead of the Jew- 
ish form of greeting, Acts xv. 23. James 
i. 1. And the same spirit forbids that re- 
pelling official pride by which so many 
ministers lose the affections of their people. 
And this is to be without any respect to 
the worthiness or otherwise of the inhabit- 
ants of the house. In the case of unworthi- 
ness, let your peace (see Is. xly. 23) return 
to you, i.e. be as though you had never 
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spoken it, pncév évepynoarw, a adX\a Tav- 
Thy pe” EavtTwoy Aapovrec ekeOere. Eu- 
thym. —14.] See Acts xiii. 51. xviii.6. A 
solemn act which might have two mean- 
ings: (1) as Luke x. 11 expresses at more 
length,—We take nothing of yours with 
us, we free ourselves from all contact and 
communion with you; or (2),—which sense 
probably lies beneath both this and ver. 13, 
We free ourselves from all participation in 
your judgment: will have nothing in com- 
mon with those who have rejected God’s 
message. See 1] Kings ii. 5, where the 
shoes on the feet are mentioned as par- 
takers in the guilt of blood. It was a 
custom of the Pharisees, when they entered 
Juda from a Gentile land, to do this act, 

_as renouncing all communion with Gentiles; 
those then who would not receive the Apo- 
stolic message were to be treated as no longer 
Israelites, but Gentiles. Thus the verse 
forms a kind of introduction to the next 
portion of the discourse, where the future 
mission to the Gentiles is treated of.—16.] 
The first apy Néy. dp., with which ex- 
pression our Lord closes each portion of 
this discourse. 7pépa kptoews, the day of 
finai judgment, = 7jpéoa éxsivyn Luke x. 12. 
The omission of the articles does not alter 
the definiteness of the meaning; as in the 
case also of vide Peov. See note on ch. iv. 3. 
—It must be noticed that this denunciatory 
part, as also the command to shake off the 
dust, applies only to the people of Israei, 
who had been long prepared for the mes- 
sage of the Gospel by the Law and the Pro- 
phets, and recently more particularly by 
John the Baptist ; and in this sense it may 
still apply to the rejection of the Gospel by 
professing Christians: but as it was not 

» then applicable to the Genfiles, so neither 
i now can it be to the Heathen who know 
-not God.—16.] See above on ver. 5 for 

the subject of this portion vv. 16—23. éya 
is not without meaning. It takes up again 
the subject of their sending, and reminds 
them Wuo sent them. (éyw 6 7avra Ov- 
vapevoc. Euthymius.) amrootéAXo, in di- 
rect connexion with their name azdoroXou. 
— po. év p. A.] This comparison is used 
of the people of Israel in the midst of the 
Gentiles, in a Rabbinical work cited by 
Stier, p. 408. — ot op. . . . at wep | The 
articles are generic, as is also that before 
av@o. in the next verse, which has been 
mistaken and supposed to have a distinct 
meaning. It is used on account of these 
two, ot Og. « eae TED. « - having just pre- 
ceded. Gxepaios, 6 7) Kexoapévog KaKoic, 
aN az\ovg Kai azoikuioc. Etym. Mag. 
(Meyer). — 17. mposéxere] The wisdom of 
the serpent is needed for this part of their 
course; the simplicity of the dove for the 
Hy) peotvionre in ver. 19. — cvvedpra] 
See Acts iv. 6,7. v.40. They are the 
courts of seven (on which see Deut. xvi. 18), 
appointed in every city, to take cognizance 
of causes both civil and criminal, ch. v. 21. 
—év T. ovv. pact. v.| See Acts xxii. 19. 
xxvi. 1]. Euseb. Hist. Eccl. v. 16, quoting 
a book against the Montanists, oddé py 
ov0é ty Guvaywyaig lovdaiwy TOY yurvat- 
KOY TLC twacTtywoOn Tore, T EALO0Bo0ANON; 
ovdapoce ovdanwc. The scourging in the 
synagogues is supposed to have been in- 
flicted by order of the Tribunal of Three 
who judged in them. —18.] kat . . . 8 
implies, ‘yea and moreover;’ assuming 
what has just been said, and passing on to 
something more. The words are always 
separated, except in the Epic poets. Viger. 
ed. Herm. p. 545.847 (Meyer). tyepdvas 
—Proconsuls, Propretors, Procurators, as 
(Pontius Pilate), Felix, Festina: Gallio, Ser- 
gius Paulus. BaouAcis, as (Herod), Agrippayl ; 
The former verse was of Jewish persecu- 
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tion; this of Gentile: the concluding words 
show that the scope of both, in the Divine 
purposes, as regarded the Apostles, was the 
same, viz. ei¢ pagr. avr. K. 7. vy. The 
papr. is in both senses—a testimony (0, 
and against them, and refers to both sets 
of persecutors: aitots, to them, i.e. the 
Jews (not the iy. cai Bao., for they are 
Gentiles themselves), kat Tots €0v. It was 
a testimony in the best sense fo Sergius 
Paulus, Acts xiii. 7, but against Felix, Acts 
xxiv. 25; and this double power ever be- 
longs to the word of God as preached—it 
is a dicropoc poppata (Rev. i. 16. ii. 12). 
—19.] ph peptpvyonte—take not anxious 
or distracting thought. A spiritual pro- 
hibition answering to the literal one in 
vv. 9, 10. See Exodus iv. 12. — 20. od yap 
ip. «.7.A.] This shows the reference of the 
command to a future mission of the Apo- 
stles, see John xv. 26, 27. (1) It is to be 
observed that our Lord never in speaking 
to His disciples says owr Father, but either 
my Father, or your Father, or both con- 
joined; never leaving it to be inferred that 
God is in the same sense His Father and 
our Father. (2) It is also to be observed 
that in the great work of God in the world, 
human individuality sinks down and van- 
ishes, and God alone, His Christ, His Spirit, 
is the great worker, as here ob« tore tpetc 
: . adda 7rd TY. TOU 7. Vp. — 21.] 
Spoken most likely of official information 
given against Christians, as there are no 
female relations mentioned. —22. mdavrev | 
i.e. all else but yourselves; not, as De 
Wette so often interprets, ‘a strong ex- 

Giddy SuwKovow vac, 
Tert. (apparently) 

pression, intended to signify many, or the 

majority of mankind.’ —6 8 %mop.| In 

order to understand these words it is ne- 

cessary to enter into the character of our 

Lord’s prophecies respecting His coming, 
as having an immediate literal, and a dis- 

tant foreshadowed fulfilment. Throughout 

this discourse and the great prophecy in 
ch. xxiv., we find the first Apostolic period 
used as a type of the whole ages of the 
Church, and the vengeance on Jerusalem,— 
which historically put an end to the old 
dispensation, and was in its place with 
reference to that order of things, the coming 
of the Son of Man,—as a type of the final 
coming of the Lord. These two subjects ac- 
company and interpenetraté one another in 
a manner wholly inexplicable to those who 
are unaccustomed to the wide import of 
Scripture prophecy, which speaks very 
generally not so much of events themselves, 
points of time,—as of processions of events, 
all ranging under one great description. 
Thus in the present case there is certainly 
direct reference to the destruction of Je- 
rusalem ; the réAog directly spoken of is 
that event, and the cw@ijcevat the preser- 
vation provided by the warning afterwards 
given in ch. xxiv. 15—18. And the next 
verse directly refers to the journeys of the 
Apostles over the actual cities of Israel, 
territorial, or where Jews were located. 
But as certainly do all these expressions 
look onwards to the great final coming of 
the Lord, the 7éAo¢ of all prophecy; as 
certainly the cw@joerat here bears its full 
Scripture meaning, of everlasting salvation ; 
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and the endurance to the end is the finished 
course of the Christian; and the precept in 
the next verse is to apply to the conduct of 
Christians of all ages with reference to per- 
secution, and the announcement that hardly 
will the Gospel have been fully preached to 
all nations (or, to all the Jewish nation, 
i.e. effectually) when the Son of Man shall 
come. It is most important to keep in 
mind the great prophetic parallels which 
run through ow Lerd’s discourses, and are 
sometimes separately, sometimes simulta- 
neously, presented to us by Him. That 
the tracing out and applying such parallels 
should be called by such expositors as Meyer, 
“{auter wortwidrige und nothgedrungene 
| Ausfliichte’ (Com. i. 211), is_just_as if a 
man should maintain.that—a—tanguage.un- 

known_ to im had therefore no mean7e— 
'—24.] The third part o Scourse 
begins here. See note on ver. 5. It treats 
of (I.) the conflicts (vv. 24—26), duties 
vv. 26—28), and encouragements (vv. 28 
—32) of all Christ’s disciples. (II.) The 
certain issue of this fight in victory; the 
confession by Christ of those who confess 
Him, set in strong light by the contrast of 
those who deny Him (vv. 32—34); the 
necessity of the conflict to victory, by the 
nature of Christ’s mission (vv. 34—37), 
the kind of self-devotion which He requires 
(vv. 37—39) ; concluding with the solemn 
assurance that no reception of His messen- 
gers for His sake, nor even the smallest 
labour of love for Him, shall pass without 
its final reward. Thus we are carried on 
to the end of time and of the course of 
the Church. — This proverb is used in 
different senses, in Luke vi. 40 and John 
xiii. 16. The view here is, that disciples 
must not expect a better lot than their 
Master, but be well satisfied if they have 
no worse. The threefold relation of our 
Lord and His followers here brought out 
may be thus exemplified from Scripture: 
pabynrie and dWackadoc, Matt. v. 1. xxiii. 
7,8. Luke vi. 20; dovdog and kvproc, John 

xiii. 13. Luke xii. 35—48. Rom.i.1. 2 Pet. 
i. 1. Jude 1; oixodsomérne and oixvakoi, 
Matt. xxvi. 26—29 and || places, Luke 
xxiv. 30. Matt. xxiv. 35 and ||.—25. Beed- 
CeBovA] Either 533 5y2, lord of dung, or 
as in 2 Kings i. 2, 2133 ya, lord of flies, a 
god worshipped at Ekron by the Philis- 
tines. There is however another deriva- 
tion more probable than either of these, 
upheld by Meyer, from 5y2 and 5733, a house, 
by which it would exactly correspond to 
o(kodsam67n¢ —A name by which the prince 
of the devils was called by the Jews, ch. 
xii. 24, to which accusation, probably an 
usual one (see ch. ix. 34), and that in John 
viii. 48, our Lord probably refers. In those 
places they had not literally called Him 
Beelzebub, but He speaks of their mind 
and intention in those charges. They may 
however have literally done so on other 
unrecorded occasions. — 26. ph ovv] The 
force of this is: Notwithstanding their 
treatment of Me your Master, Mine will 
be victory and triumph; therefore ye, My 
disciples, in your turn need not fear. Comp. 
Rom. viii. 37. — ov8év yap éott] This so- 
lemn truth is again and again nounced 
by our Lord on different occasions, and 
with different references. See Luke viii. 
17. xii. 2 and notes. The former part of 
the verse drew comfort and encouragement 
from the past: this from the future. All 
that is hidden must be revealed—(1) it is 
God’s purpose in His Kingdom that the 
everlasting Gospel shall be freely preached, 
and this purpose ye serve. (2) Beware then 
of hypocrisy (see Luke xii. 2) through fear 
of men, for all such will be detected and 
exposed hereafter; and (3) fear them not, 
for under whatever aspersions ye may la- 
bour from them, the day is coming which 
shall clear you and condemn them, if ye 
are fearlessly doing the work of Him that 
sent you (ch. xiii. 43). rivog yap EveKey 
adysite; OTe yontag buag Kadrovdor Kai 
mAdvouc; dvapeivate puucpov" Kai CwTh- 
pag bpac Kai ebepyérag Tijg oikoupévng 
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Dy poBetabe (2nd) C 1.—eic¢ yetvvay D abev Iren. Cypr. Lucif. txt BC Orig. Hil. — 
29. tov ao. D.—30. add Kai at Tf. 

TOOCEPOUGIY MiTTAaVTEC. Chrys. Hom. xxxiv. 
390 A. — 27.] An expansion of the duty 
of freeness and boldness of speech implied 
in the last verse. The words may bear two 
meanings: either (1) that which Chrysos- 
tom gives, taking the expressions relatively, 
errete)}) povore avrotg OueXéyero Kai ey pe- 
Kog poe TIC Tahaorivne, Ova TOUTO 
eimrev, “* év 7 oKOTIC, wal cs cic TO ode,” 
T Poe THY pera Tavra Tappiciay éoopévyy. 
Hom. xxxiv. 390 C; or (2) as this part of 
the discourse relates to the future princi- 
pally, the secret speaking may mean the 
communication which our Lord would hold 
with them hereafter by His Spirit, which 
they were to preach and proclaim. See 
Acts iv. 20. These senses do not exclude 
one another, and are possibly both implied. 
—There is no need, with Lightfoot and 
others, to suppose any allusion to a custom 
in the synagogue, in the words ei¢ TO cdc 
akovere. They are a common expression, 
derived from common life: we have it in a 
wider sense Acts xi. 22, and Gen. l. 4. — 

él tOv 8.| On the flat roofs of the houses. 
Thus we have in Josephus, a tvaBac él TO 
Téyoc, Kai TH debug Kar apes Tov O6ou- 
Bory airay,....é¢n... B.J. i. 21,5.— 
28.| hoBetoPar aro isa "Hebraism, y2 Nz: 
On the datler part of this verse much ques- 
tion has of late been raised, which never 
was, as far as I have been able to find, 
known to the older interpreters. Stier 
designates it as ‘the only passage of Scrip- 
ture whose words may equally apply to God 
and the enemy of souls.’ He himself is 
s.rongly in favour of the latter interpreta- 
tion, and defends it at much length; but I 
am quite unable to assent to his opinion. 
It seems to me at variance with the con- 
nexion of the discourse, and the universal 
tone of Scripture regarding Satan. If such 

7. «. vu. D abe Hil. —3l. gopseioGe BDL 

a phrase as ¢oBetoAa tov OuaBorov could 
be instanced as = gu\atac0at roy O., or if 
it could be shown that any where power is 
attributed to Satan analogous to that in- 
dicated by 6 dvvdpevoc cai . x. o. azo- 
Aéoat év y., I should then be the 
doubt whether he might not here be in- 
é ; but seeing that ¢oBeioAat amd in- 
dicating terror is changed into ¢oiaAat so 
usually followed by roy Ocdy in a higher 
and holier sense, and that God alone is 
throughout the Scripture the Almighty dis- 
penser of life and death both temporal and 
eternal,—seeing also that Satan is ever re- 
presented as the condemned of God, not 6 
dvy. awoX., I must hold by the general 
interpretation, and believe that both here 
and in Luke xii. 3—7, our Heavenly Father 
is intended as the right object of our fear. 
And as to this being inconsistent with the 
character in which He is brought before us 
in the next verse, the very change of con- 
struction in @of¢icAar would lead the mind 
on, out of the terror before spoken of into 
that better kind of fear always indicated by 
that expression when applied to God, and 
so prepare the way for the next verse. Be- 
sides, this sense is excellently in keeping 
with ver. 29 in another way. Fear Him 
who is the only Dispenser of Death and 
Life: of death, as here; of life, as in the 
case of the sparrows for whom He cares. 
Fear Him, above men: trust Him, in spite 
of men. — 29. otpov@ia] any small birds. 
—daooaptov| This word derived from ‘ as,’ 
was used in Greek and Hebrew (Dx) to 

signify the meanest, most insignificant 
amount.—kat, and yet.—meo.ém.7-y. ] which 
birds do when frozen, or wet, or starved = 
die. tv 2& avrayv obx Eoriy éxt\eAnoptvoy 
tvomwv Ceov, Luke xii. 6.—80.] See 
] Sam. xiv. 45. Luke xxi. 18. Acts xxvii. 
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34. The tpov is emphatic, corresponding purposes.—3s6. tod av8p.] The article is 
to the tpeic at the end of ver. $1. But Teemreric, “and i is rightly rendered in the E. V. 
the emphatic dete, spoken directly to the ‘a man’s foes,’ &c. —87.] Compare Deut. 
Apostles, is generalized immediately by the | xxxiii. 9, and Exod. xxxii. 26—29, to which 
mac ovv in ver. 32.—82. 6pod. év éuol] A passages this verse is a reference. Stier 
Hebraistic or rather perhaps Syriac mode | well remarks, that under the words a@étdée 
of expression (De Wette) for, ‘shall make prov there lies an exceeding great reward 
me the object of His acknowledgment among which connterbalances all the seeming as- 
and before men.’ The context shows plainly _perity of this saying.—88.] How strange 
that if is a practical consistent confession must this prophetic announcement have 
which is meant, and also a practical and seemed to the Apostles! It was no Jewish 
enduring denial. The Lord will not con- proverb, (for crucifixion was not a Jewish 

punishment,) no common saying which our 
denying Pe pees > Peter: the traitor who-den: ho-denied-Him Lord here and so often utters. See ch. xvi. 
Fact is d enied : the Apostle who.confessed 24. Mark x. 21. Luke ix. 23. He does 
ees 0 death will be confessed. We not here plainly mention His Cross; but 
may Observe that oth in the Sermon on leaves it to be understood, see ver. 25. 
the Mount (vii. 21—23) and here, after This is one of those sayings of which John 
mention of the Father, our Lord describes xii. 16 was eminently true. —39. wWoxhv 
Himself as the Judge and Arbitrator of ... avttiv] refer to the same thing, but in 
eternal life and death.—34.] In Luke xii. somewhat different senses. The first Puy 

53 this announcement, as here, is _— is the life of this world, which we here all 
closely connected with the mention of our count so dear to us; the second, implied 
Lord’s own sufferings (ver. 38). As He in adriy, the real life of man in a blessed 
won His way to victory through the con-  eternity.—etpov = ¢i\@y, John xii. 25, = 
tradiction of sinners and strife, so must odcat 0éhwy, Mark viii. 34. But evowr 
those who come after Him. The imme- and dzo\écae are again somewhat different 
diate reference is to the divisions in fami- in position: the first implying earnest de- 
lies owing to conversions to Christianity. sire to save, but not so the second any will 
Ver. 35 is quoted nearly literally from or voluntary act to destroy. Thisis brought 
Micah vii. G6. When we read in Commen- out by the vexey éuov, which gives the 
taries, e. g. De Wette, that these divisions ruling provideitial arrangement whereby 
were not the purpose, but the inevitable the adzoXécac is brought about. But be- 
results only, of the Lord’s coming, we must _ sides the primary meaning of this saying as 
remember that with God, resulés are all’ regards the laying down of life literally for 
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Christ’s sake, we cannot fail to recognize 
in it a far deeper sense in which he who 
loses his life shall find it. In Luke ix. 23, 
the taking up of the Cross is to be ca’ 
npéoav ; in Mark viii. 34, and Matt. xvi. 
24, dzapvycacw or apynodoOw éEavToy 
is joined with it. Thus we have the cru- 
cifying of the life of this world,—the death 
to sin spoken of Rom. vi. 4—1], and life 
unto God. And this life unto God is the 
real, true Puy) avrowv, which the self-denier 
shall find, and preserve unto life eternal. 
See John xii. 25 and note.—40.] Here in 
the conclusion of the discourse, the Lord 

recurs again to His Apostles whom He was 
sending out. From yer. 32 has been con- 
nected with wae Ocric, and therefore gene- 
ral.—8éxerar, see ver. 14; but it has here 
the wider sense of not only receiving to 
house and board,—but receiving in heart 
and life the message of which the Apostles 
were the bearers. On the sense of the 
verse see John xx. 21, and on roy azooret- 
Lavra pe, Eyw drrootéhrw dpac, ver. 16, 
and Heb. iii. 1. There is a difference be- 
tween the first representation, of Christ by 
His messengers, which at least is only offi- 
cial, and even then broken by personal im- 
perfection and infirmity (see Gal. ii, 11. 
iv. 13, 14),—and the perfect unbroken re- 
presentation of the Eternal Father by His 
Blessed Son, John xiv. 9. Heb. i. 3. — 41. 

pioddy mpopytov) oloy eikdg Tov mpody- 
thy iy Cicatoy Oeapevoy Naseiv" 7H oloy 
éxeivoc perder AapBavew. Chrysost. Hom. 
xxxy. 401, B.—eis dvopa, a Hebraism 
(ow) : ‘because he is:’ i. e. for the love 
of Christ whose prophet he is. The sense 
is, He who by receiving (see above) a pro- 

phet because he is a prophet, or a holy 
man because he is a holy man, recognizes, 
enters into, these states as appointed by 
Me, shall receive the blessedness of these 
states, shall derive all the spiritual benefits: 
which these states bring with them, and 
share their everlasting reward. — 42. tov 
puxpov] To whom this applies is not very 
clear. Hardly (De Wette) to the despised 
and meanly-esteemed for Christ’s sake. I. 
should rather imagine some children may 
have been present; for of such does our 
Lord generally use this term, see ch. xviii. 
2—6. Though perhaps the expression may 
be meant of lower and less advanced con- 
verts, thus keeping up the gradation from 
xoopytnc. This however hardly seems 
likely: for how could a disciple be in a 
downward gradation from dixavoc ? — Tov 
pod. avr.| His (i. e. the doer’s) reward : 
not, the reward of one of these little ones 
as before pio. zpod., p00. Cucaiov" 
article here makes the difference : and 
expression is reflective. — XI. 1. éxet6ev] 
No fixed locality is assigned to the fore- 
going discourse. It was not delivered at 
Capernaum, but ona journey, see ix. 35. av- 
Tov is also indeterminate, as in iy. 23. 1x. 350 

2—30.] Luke vii. 18—35. There have 
been several different opinions as to the 
reason why this inquiry was made. I will 
state them, and append to them my own 
view. (1) It has been a very generally 
received idea that the question was asked 
for the sake of the disciples themselves, 
with the sanction of their master, and for 
the purpose of confronting them, who were 
doubtful and jealous of our Lord, with the 
testimony of His own mouth. This view 
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auTW 2v El o EOXOMEVOC, 1 
? \ ? 

atoKoletc O 

is ably maintained by Chrysostom ; 3 TiVOC 
ovy EVEKEV Emepnbev EPWTOY 5 anemnowy 
Tov Inco ot Iwavvov padnrat’ Kai Touro 

qTavrTt rou OndOv tore Kai CydoTiTWwE aél 
mo0c abroy eiyor. Kai Ond\ov t& wy mpd 
TOV OwWdoKaXov édeyor (John iii. 26), Kai 
mad (John iii. 25), cai abt mad ™poc- 
eMOdyrec EAeyou (Matt. ix. 14), —ouTw yao 
av elOdTEc, Tic WV O xptsroc, adda Tov 
pév “Incovy advOpwrov WAdv brorrevor- 
TEC, TOV O& "Iwavyny peiCova 7 KaTa ay- 
Oowmov, tOakvovTo evOoKimovrTa ToOvTOY 
OpOrvrec, éxsivoy 62, kaOwe eize, Nowrrov 
Anyovra. Hom. xxxvi. p. 408, A. And 
similarly Euthymius and Theophylact. This 
view is also adopted and eloquently de- 
fended by Stier, Reden Jesu, I. p. 445 seq. 
The objections to this view are,—that the 
text evidently treats the question as coming 
from John himself; the answer is directed 
to John ; and the following discourse is on 
the character and position of John. These 
are answered by Stier with a supposition 
that John allowed the inquiry to be made 
in his name ; but surely our Saviour would 
not in this case have made the answer as 
we have it, which clearly implies that the 
object of the miracles done was John’s 
satisfaction. (2) The other great a 
of opinions on the question is that whic 
Supposés doubt to have existed, for some 
reason or other, in the Baptist’s own mind. 
This is upheld by Tertullian (cont. Marc. 
iv. 18) and others, and advocated by De 
Wette, who thinks that the doubt was not 
perhaps respecting our Lord’s mission, but 
His way of manifesting Himself, which did 
not agree with the theocratic views of the 
Baptist. This he considers to be confirmed 
by ver. 6. Olshausen (in loc.) and Neander 
(Leben Jesu, p. 92) suppose the ground of 
the doubt to have lain partly in the Mes- 
sianic idea of the Baptist, partly in the 
weakening and bedimming effect of impri- 
sonment on John’s mind. Lightfoot car- 
ries this latter still further, and imagines 
that the doubt arose from dissatisfaction at 
not being liberated from prison by some 
miracle of our Lord. (Hor. Hebr. in loc.) 
This however is refuted by Schottgen. 
(Hor. Hebr. in loc.)—The author of the 
Questiones et Resp. ad Orthodoxos among 
the works of Justin Martyr suggests, and 
Benson (Hulsean Lectures for 1820, p. 58 
sqq-) takes up the following solution : 
é7ret0n) dtd popor phar Tepi Ov éroumoaro 
Oavpdtwr 6 “‘Inoove duerpexor, TOV pev 
AEyovTwy, "HKNiag éoriv 6 TadTa Tow" 

Worle 
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Iycove ELTMEV AUTOLC IlopevBévrec anay- 

pch. viii. 21. xii. 45 al. 
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o ch. xvii. 11. 
*Kat eens 14, 

27. 1 Cor. i. 
18. 1 Pet.i. 7. 
Hab. ii. 3. 

q Luke i. 21. Lam. ii. 16. Ps. cxviii. 166 al. 

Toy 8, "Tepepiac: TOV O8, addoc TIC Tov 
ToOOPHT wy Tabrac Tac gnpac akotwv 6 

‘Twavyng tv TY siOKT I mem Tel Tovc pa- 
Onrac avuTov pabety, €i 0 Ta ONpELa TOLWY 
avroc éoTly O Um avTov papTupnOEic, 7 
Erep6e TLC O a a TOY TOAM@Y Opvdrdod- 
pevoc. yvodc & 6 “Incote Tot ’Iwavvov 
TOV OKOTOY, ETL THC Tapouciac THY paOn- 
Tov “lwdrvvou éoince toda Oavpara, 
metQwy avrove Kal Tov "Iwdvyny Ov av- 
TOV, WC avTOC Ein O TETOLNKWC Kai Ta eT 
dvopatt Erépwy gnptCopeva Oatbpara, 6 
vm’ avTov paprupyoeic. Resp. 34. (3) It 
appears to me that there are objections 
against each of the above suppositions, too 
weighty to allow either of them to be enter- 
tertained. There can be little doubt on 
the one hand, that our Saviour’s answer is 
directed to John, and not to the disciples, 
who are bona fide messengers and_nothing 

_mmore.—tropevOévtes amayye(hare *Iwavvy, 
can I think bear no other interpretation. 
On the other hand, it is exceedingly difficult 
to suppose that there can have been in 
John’s own mind any doubt that our Lord 
was 0 éoxouevoc, seeing that he himself 
had borne repeatedly such notable witness 
to Him, and that under special Divine direc- 
tion and manifestation (see ch. iii. 16, 17. 
John i. 26—37).—The idea of his faith 
being weakened by his imprisonment is 
quite inconsistent not only with John’s cha- 
racter, but with our Lord’s discourse in 
this place, Whose description of him seems 
almost framed to guard against such a sup- 
position.—The last hypothesis (that of the 
Pseudo-Justin) is hardly probable, in the 
form in which it is put. We can scarcely 
imagine that John can have doubted who 
this Person was, or have been confounded 
by the discordant rumours which reached 
him about His wonderful works. But that 
one form of this hypothesis is the right one, 
I am certainly disposed to believe, until 
some more convincing considerations shall 
induce me to alter my view. (4) The form 
to which I allude is this: John having 
heard all their reports, being himself fully 
convinced Who this Wonderworker was, 
desired to obtain from our Lord’s own 
mouth a declaration which should set them 
at rest. He thus incurs a share of the same 
rebuke which the mother of our Lord re- 
ceived (John ii. 4) ; and the purport of the 
answer returned to him is, that the hour 
was not yet come for such an open declara- 
tion, but that there were sufficient proofs 
given by the works done, to render all 
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inexcusable who should be offended in Him. 
And the return message is so far from being 
a satisfaction designed for the disciples, 
that they are sent back like the messenger 
from Gabii to Sextus Tarquinius, with in- 
deed a significant narrative to relate, but 
no direct answer; they were but the inter- 
mediate transmitters of the symbolic mes- 
sage, known to Him who sent it, and him 
who received it.—It is a fact not to be 
neglected in connexion with this solution of 
the difficulty, that John is said to have 
heard of the works, not rod “Inoovd, but 
Tov xptoTtov: the only place where that 
name, standing alone, is given to our Lord 
in this Gospel. So that it would seem as 
if the Evangelist had purposely avoided 
saying rod 'Incov, to show that the works 
were reported to John not as those of the 
Person whom he had known as Jesus, but 
of the Deliverer—the Christ ; and that he 
was thus led to desire a distinct avowal of 
the identity of the two. I have before said 
that the opening part of the ensuing dis- 
course seems to have been designed to pre- 
vent, in the minds of the multitude, any 
such unworthy estimations of John as those 
above cited. The message and the answer 
might well beget such suspicions, and could 
not from the nature of the case be explained 
to them in that deeper meaning which they 
really bore ; but the character of John here 
given would effectually prevent them, after 
hearing it, from entertaining any such idea.— 
2. axovoas] From His own disciples, Luke 
vii. 18. The place of his imprisonment 
was Macherus. o piv, vroia Tov ‘How- 
Oov, déopuog tic Tov Maxatpovvra TE pL 
p%eic, .. + (weOdpioy O& gore THE TE’ ApéTa 
Kai "Howdou GOXIC) «.. TAbTY KTivvurat. 
Jos. Ant. xviii. v. I, 2. —4.] éy airy 7a 
bon Meparevae rood amd voowy Kai 
paoriywy Kai TvEvpaTwY TOYNnOwY, Kai 
Tuprotc modXoicg tyapioaro Td BéEeEW. 
Luke vii. 21. From kai aroxptOeic...... 
éy poi, is verbatim in the two Gospels 
ala that axovere Kk. BAErere, M. = Ei- 
ere k. axovoare, L.). —5.] The words 

vekpol ey. have raised some difficulty; but 
surely without reason. In Luke, the raising 

Kal Kwpot annua meRooe Eysigovrat, 

* wakaowc cor, 

TobTwY Of TOOEVOMEVWY 

Eonmov Ocacacbat ; each UTO avésov 

Kal 

eav py 

np&aro 0 ‘Inoove 

' wrwxot evU- 

Oc * okavoa- 

Neen role Ox Aotc TEOL ‘Lwavvou Tt t eindGare ELC THV 

* caXevomevor 5 

kai om. Z.—8. rec. é£Oere (and in vers. 9, 10), but txt 

of the widow’s son at Nain immediately 
precedes this message; and here we have 
had the ruler’s daughter raised. These 
miracles might be referred to by our Lord 
under the words vex. éy.;—for it is to be 
observed that He bade them tell John not 
only what things they saw, but what things 
they had heard, as in Luke.—It must not 
be forgotten that the words here used by — 
our Lord have an inner and spiritual sense, 
as betokening the blessings and miracles of | 
Divine grace on the souls of men, of which 
His outward and visible miracles were sym- 
bolical. The words are mostly cited from 
Is. xxxv. 5, where the same spiritual mean= 
ing is conveyed by them. They are quoted 
here, as the words of Is. liii. are by the 
Evangelist in viii. 17, as applicable to their 
partial external fulfilment, which however, 
like themselves, pointed onward to their 
greater spiritual completion.—evayyeAtlov- 
Tat is passive,—see 2 Kings xviii. 31 in the 
LXX. In Luke xvi. 16 it is also passive, 
but with the thing preached as its subject. 
Stier remarks the coupling of these miracles 
together, and observes that with ver. éy. is 
united wrwxot evayyeAilovrat, as being a 
thing hitherto unheard of and strange, and 
an especial fulfilment of Isa. lxi. 1.—6.] See 
note on ver. 2.—7.] The following verses set 
forth to the people the real character and 
position of John; identifying him who cried 
in the wilderness with him who now spoke 
from his prison, and assuring them that 
there was the same dignity of office and 
mission throughout. They are not spoken 
till after the departure of the disciples of 
John, probably because they were not 
meant for them or John to hear, but for 
the people, who on account of the question 
which they had heard might go away with 
a mistaken depreciation of John. 6 zroAde 
bxAog tk THe ipwrnsewe Tov "lwavvou 
panto mo\\ad Gv aroma dmevdnoey, 
ovK elOwe Ty yrouny ped Ho ememwe 
Tove pabnrac. kai eixoc my dradoyiferBat 

mode é éavrove Kal Aé yey" 0 Tocavra pap- 
TupHoac perercioOn vor, Kai appyBadree 
ire ovrog etre ErEpo¢ ein 6 Lox omevog ; 
dpa ju) cracvalwy mpd¢ roy ‘Inoowy rad- 
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Ta héyec; apa pr) OetdrEpocg U7 Tov Oe- 
; ; - ates 5 

CMwTHOtOY yEVvOmEvoc; apa jap paTny Kal 
sik] Ta mpéorepa ElonKED ; érrei oby TONG 
To.avTa EiKdC HY avTode UTOTTEVEY, Koa 
THC adr&y OvopPovTat THY acbiveay, Kat 
TavTac avaipet Tac VToWiac. Chrysostom, 
Hom. xxxvii. 414. B,c. And our Lord,.as__ 
usual, takes occasion, from reminding them 

— ‘or the impression made on them by John’s 
preaching of repentance, to set forth to 
them deep truths regarding His own King- 
dom and Otfice. — 8. Tt é&yA8aTe] The re- 
petition of this question, and the order of the 
suggestive answers, are remarkable. The 
first sets before them the scene of their 
desert pilgrimage—the banks of Jordan with 
its reeds (as Dr. Burton quotes from Lucian 
Hermotim., ea\apoc éx’ 6x09 aparora- 
pl mepucwe Kai mpdg wav TO TrioY 
oaXevopevoc);—but no such trifles were the 
object of the journey: this suggestion is 
rejected without an answer. The second 
reminds them that it was a man—but not 
one in soft clothing, for such are not found 
in deserts. The third brings before them 
the real object of their pilgrimage in his 
holy office, and even amplifies that office 
itself. So that the great Forerunner is 
made to rise gradually and sublimely into 
his personality, and thus his preaching of 
repentance is revived in their minds. — év 
padak. tu.] Contrast this with the garb of 
John as described ch. iii. 4. Such an one, 
in soft raiment, might be the forerunner of 
a proud earthly prince, but not the preacher 
of repentance before a humbleand suffering 
Saviour; might be found as the courtly 
flatterer in the palaces of Kings, but not 
as the stern rebuker of tyrants, languishing 
in their fortress dungeons.—9. mpopyrtnv | 
We read, ch. xxi. 26, that all accounted 
John as a prophet. zepuscdrepor is neu- 
ter, not masculine (as always in N. T.); as 
meiov, ch. xii. 41,42. Eng. Vers. rightly, 

‘more than a prophet.’-— John was more 
than a prophet, because he did not write 
of, but saw and pointed out, the object of 
his prophecy ;—and because of his proximity 
to the kingdom of God. He was moreover 
more than a prophet, because he himself 
was the subject as well as the vehicle of 
prophecy. But with deep humility, he ap- 
plies to himself only that one, of two such 
prophetic passages, which describes him as 
gwry Bowvroc, and omits the one which 
gives him the title of 6 dyyeNoc pov, here 
cited by our Lord. —10. cov] Our Lord 
here changes the person of the original 
prophecy, which is pov. And that He does 
so, making that which is said by Jehovah of 
Himself, to be addressed to the Messiah, is, 
if such were needed (compare also Luke 
i. 16, 17, and 76), “a mean indication of 
His own eternal and~to=equal Godhead. 
It is worthy of remark that all three Evan- 
gelists agree verbatim in their citation of 
this prophecy thus changed. See Mark i. 2. 
Luke vii. 27. Also, that the high dignity 
and honour which our Lord here predicates 
of the Baptist has a further reference: He 
was thus great above all others, because he 
was the forerunner of Christ. How great 
then above all others and him, must HE 
be ! —11. éyfyeptar] Not merely a word 
of course, but especially used of prophets, 
and once of our Saviour Himself, Acts v. 30. 
see reff.—yevvntots is most likely mas- 
culine. See reff.—6 8é pixpdtepos] This 
has been variously rendered and under- 
stood. Chrysostom’s interpretation is as 
follows :—‘‘ 6 dé puKpdrEpoc, t 7 p Baoireig 
TOV obparvor petlwy avrov tort.” pe- 
Kporepoc, KaTa THY Hruciay, kai Kata Ty 
TOV Toho dobar: kal yap éXeyor avTov 
payor Kai oivorérny” Kai, ovx ovrdoc torw 
6 Tov TEKTOVOY VIOG; Kai TaYTAXOD avToY 
tEnurédtZov. Hom. xxxvii. 416, D. And 
a little afterwards :—zepi éavrod Eywr, 
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Iwayvvou tov Bamtisrou 

tikdTwe KOUTTEL TO TPOGWTOY Oua Tay Ere 

Kparovoay UTovotay, Kai TO }1) Odkat Epi 

iavrov péya Te eye” Kai yao 7o\aXoU 

gaiverat TovTO TowY. Tt OE EoTLY, tv TH 

Baoisia THY odpavOrV; ty TOlG TWYEVPLA- 

rikote Kai Tolg KaTa TOY OvPAVOY aract. 

kai To eimety 8, “ob eynyeprat Ev yev- 

yyroig yuvaikoy peitwv ‘Iwavvov,” avtt- 

dtacréd\AovTog HV éavTD Toy “Iwavyny, 

cai o¥rwe EavToy brE~aipovvToc. et yap 

kal yevyntoc yuvatKkoc Hy avroc, adn’ 

ovy obTwe we “lwavyng ov yap Wirdc av- 

Opwrroc Vv, ove dpoiwe avOparw tréx On, 

G@dda Eévoy tivd ré70v Kai mapadoEor. 

417, B. So also Euthymius and Theophy- 

lact: but such an interpretation is entirely 

adverse to the spirit of the whole discourse. 

We may certainly say that our Lord in 

such a passage as this would not designate 

Himself as 6 pecodrepo¢ compared with 

John, in any sense: nor again is it our 

Lord’s practice to speak of Himself as one 

iv TY Baoiwesig TOV ovoaveay, or of His 

own attributes as belonging to or depend- 

ent on that new order of things which this 

expression implies, and which was in Him 

rather than He in it. Besides, the bare 

use of the comparative 6 puxpdrepoc, with 

its reference left to be inferred, is, unless 

I am mistaken, unprecedented. If this 

had been the meaning we should surely 

have had adrow after puepdtepoc. Again, 

the analogy of such passages as Matt. v. 19. 

xviii. 1, would lead us to connect the pre- 

ceding adjective puxpdrepog with év rq [3.7. 

ov., and not the following. — The other, 

the usual interpretation, I am convinced, is 

the right one: ‘ but he that is least in the 

kingdom of heaven, is greater than he.” 

The comparative with the article is not put 

for the superlative (although in English we 

are obliged to render it so), but signifies ‘ he 
that is less than all the rest’ (Winer, Gr. Gr. 

36. 3); and here is generic, of all the in- 

ferior ones.—There is very likely an allusion 

to Zech. xii. 8: “‘ He that is feeble among 
them at that day shall be as David.’”’—Thus 
the parallelism is complete : John, not in- 
ferior to any harn_of_women—but these, 
even the least of them, are born of another 
birth (John i. 12, 13. iii. 5). John, the 
nearest to the King and the Kingdom— 

standing on the threshold—but never 

having himself entered ; these, ty 77) Bact- 

Aeia, subjects and citizens and indwellers 

of the realm, ®y rd woXiTevpa iv obparote. 

He, the friend of the Bridegroom: they, 

however weak and unworthy members, 

His Body, and His Spouse.—Meyer, giving 

v »” c , ~ > ~ 

EWC aoTl ” BactAca TWV ovupgavwyV 

in substance the above interpretation, be- 

lieves that avrvi, i.e. Iwav. Tod B., is to 

be supplied after puxporepoc. This would 

be unobjectionable in sense, but is it, in 

usage? See reff., and remember that ty 7. 

Bac. . . is equivalent in meaning to TOV ty 

rt. Bac... Maldonatus (cited by Meyer) 

quotes the logical axiom, ‘ minimum max- 

imi est majus maximo minimi.’ —12.] The 

sense of this verse has been much disputed. 

(1) Bidferot has been taken in a middle 

sense: ‘ forcibly introduces itself,’ ‘ breaks 

in with violence,’ as in the similar passage 

Luke xvi. 16, wae sic adrijy Pialerat. 

Certainly such a sense agrees better with 

evayyedtCerat, Which we find in Luke, than 

the passive explanation of Pialerac: but 

it seems inconsistent with the latter half of 

the verse, to say that it breaks in by force, 

and then that others break by force into it. 

(2) BidZerar is taken passively: so TONELC 

.... Tag BEBtacpivac, Xen. Hell. v. 2, 15 

(Meyer ;—which is however, lik ny of 

_his citations, incorrect); “su ereth violence,’ 

ng: us the construction of 

the verse is consistent: ‘and the violent 

take it by force.’ Believing this latter in- 

terpretation to be right, we now come to 

the question, in what sense are these words 

spoken? Is BraZerac in a good or a bad 

sense? Does it mean, ‘is taken by force,’ 

and the following, ‘and men violently press 

in for their share of it, as for plunder ;’—or 

does it mean, ‘is violently resisted, and 

violent men tear it to pieces?’ (viz. its op- 

ponents, the Scribes and Pharisees ?) This 

latter meaning bears no sense as connected 

with the discourse before us. The subject 

is not the resistance made to the kingdom 

of heaven, but the difference between a pro- 

phesied and a present kingdom of heaven. 

The fifteenth verse closes this subject, and 

the complaints of the arbitrary prejudices 

of ‘this generation’ begin with ver. 16. We 

conclude then that these words imply ‘ From 

the days of John the Baptist until now (i.e. 

inclusively, from the beginning of his preach- 

ing), the kingdom of heaven is pressed into, 

and violent persons—eager, ardent multi- 

tudes—seize on it.’ Of the truth of this, 

notwithstanding our Lord’s subsequent re- 

proaches for unbelief, we have abundant 

proof from the multitudes who followed, 

and outwent Him, and thronged the doors 

where He was, and would (John vi. 15) 

take Him by force to make Him a king. 

But our Lord does not mention this so 

much to commend the Biaorai, as to show 

the undoubted fact that 6 épxdpevos was 
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come :—that the kingdom of heaven, which 
before had been the distant subject of pro- 
phecy, a closed fortress, a treasure hid, was 
now undoubtedly upon earth (Luke xvii. 21 
and note), laid open to the entrance of 
men, spread out that all might take. Thus 
this verse connects with ver. 28, devre 70d 
pe mayrec, and with Luke xvi. 16, wae 
BuaZerar sig adztHv. Compare also with 
this throwing open of the kingdom of hea- 
ven for all to press into, the stern prohi- 
bition in Exod. xix. ]2, 13, and the com- 
ment on it in Heb. xii. 18—24. —18, 14.] 
The whole body of testimony as yet has 
been prophetic:—the Law and Prophets, 
from the first till Zecharias the priest and 
Simeon and Anna, prophesied ; and accord- 
ing to the declaration of prophecy itself, 
John, in the spirit and power of Elias, was 
the forerunner of the great subject of all 
prophecy. Neither this—nor the testimony 
of our Lord, ch. xvii. 12—is inconsistent 
with John’s own denial that he was Elias, 
John i. 21. For (1) that question was 
evidently asked as implying a re-appear- 
ance of the actual Elias upon earth: and 
(2) our Lord cannot be understood in 
either of these passages as meaning that 
the prophecy of Malachi iv. 5 received 
its full completion in John. For as in 
other prophecies, so in this, we have a par- 
tial fulfilment both of the coming of the 
Lord and of His forerunner, while the great 
and complete fulfilment is yet future—at 
the great day of the Lord. Mal. iv. 1.—6 
péANwv epxeoGar here is not = d¢ Eueddev 
Epxeo0a (as Bengel, ‘ sermo est tanquam 
e prospectu testamenti veteris in novur 2) 
but strictly future, ‘who shall come.’ Com- 
pare ch. xvii. 11, where the future is used. 
The et dere SitanGad must be taken as 

referring to the partial sense of the fulfil- 
ment implied ; for it was and is to this day 
the belief of the Jews that Elias in person 
should come before the end. —15.| These 
words are generally used by our Lord when 
there is a further and deeper meaning in 
His words than is expressed: as here—‘ if 
John the Baptist is Elias, and Elias is the 
forerunner of the coming of the Lord, then 

know surely that the Lord is come.’ —16. 
Se] Implying, the men of this generation 
have ears to hear, and hear not; will not 
receive this saying ; are arbitrary, childish, 
and prejudiced, not knowing their own mind. 
Tivt opotdow; See similar questions in Mark 
iv. 30, Luke xiii. 18, 20; and note on ch. 
vii. 24. duota éoti mardiors: as children 
in their games imitate the business and 
realities of life, so these in the great reali- 
ties now before them show all the way- 
wardness of children. The similitude is to 
two bodies of children, the one inviting the 
other to play, first at the imitation of a 
wedding, secondly at that of a funeral ;—to 
neither of which will the others respond. 
Stier remarks that the great condescension of 
the preaching of the Gospel is shown forth 
in this parable, where the man sent from 
God, and the Eternal Word Himself, are 
represented as children among children, 
speaking the language of their sports. Com- 
pare Heb. ii. 14. It must not be supposed 
that the two bodies of children are two di- 
visions of the Jews, as some have done: 
the children who call are the Jews,—those 
called to, the two Preachers; both belong- 
ing, according to the flesh, to ») yeved av- 
T,—but neither of them corresponding to 
the kind of mourning (in John’s case) with 
which the Jews would have them mourn, 
or the kind of joy (in the Lord’s case) witb 
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which the Jews would have them rejoice. 
The converse application, Which is com- 
monly madé; iS” against the dpota éori 
matdtous, by which the zatdia must be the 
children of this generation.—18. pyr. éo9. 
pyr. wiv.) Luke vii. 33 fills up this expres- 
sion by inserting dproyv and oivoy. See 
ch. iii. 4. The neglect of John’s preach- 
ing, and rejection of his message, is implied 
in several places of the Gospels (see ch. 
xxi. 23, 27. John v. 35, zp0c¢ Wpav); but 
hence only do we learn that they brought 
against him the same charge which they 
afterwards tried against our Lord. See 
John vii. 20. x. 20. —19. éoOiwv Kai mi- 
vwv| Alluding to our Lord’s practice of 
frequenting entertainments and feasts, e. g. 
the marriage at Cana, the feast in Levi's 
house, &c. See also ch. ix. 14.—kKal = 
and yet, notwithstanding.—y oodta, the 
Divine wisdom which hath ordered these 
things.—é8.k. in the aorist, because of 7)\0e, 
which rules the construction of the sen- 
tence; but, like the second 7\@ev, bearing 
a present sense.—The meaning seems to 
be, that the waywardness above described 
was not universal; but that the récva oo- 
giag (in allusion probably to the Book of 
Proverbs, which constantly uses the same 
expression : see ch. ii. 1. iti. 1.11.21. iv. 1, 
&c.) were led to receive and justify (= 
clear of imputation) the Wisdom of God, 
who did these things. The réxva codiac 
are opposed to the wayward zatdia above, 
the child/ike to the childish ; and thus this 
verse serves as an introduction to the say- 
ing in ver. 25. Chrysostom understands 
the verse differently: rovréoriy, ei Kai 
bpeic ovK érretaOnre, AN poi orto” éy- 
kaXstv ob« txere. Thus dptic = td réxva 
TH¢ Gop., as being the people of the Lord ; 

and 2) copia is our Lord Himself. This 
seems far-fetched, and not so consistent 
with the context as the other interpreta- 
tion.—a1é, not exactly equivalent to iw, 
but implying ‘ at the hands of’ the quarter 
whence the justification comes. — 20. téte 
7péato] This expression betokens a change 
of subject, but not of locality or time. The 
whole chapter stands in such close con- 
nexion, one part arising out of another 
(e. g. this out of ver. 16—20), and all per- 
vaded by the same great undertone, which 
sounds forth in vv. 2830, That it is quite 
impossible that this should be a collection 
of our Lord’s sayings uttered at different 
times. I would rather regard the rore 
jogaro as a token of the report of an ear- 
witness, and as pointing to a pause or 
change of manner on the part of our Lord. 
See note on Luke x. 13.— étv ov per. ] 
Connect this with the first subject of our 
Lord’s preaching, ch.iv. 17. The reference 
is to some unrecorded miracles, of which 
we know (John xxi. 25) that there were 
many.— 21. Xopaliv] According to Jerome 
(cited by Winer, Realworterbuch) a town of 
Galilee, two (according to Eusebius twelve, 
but most likely an error in the transcriber) 
miles from Capernaum. It is nowhere men- 
tioned except here and in the || place of 
Luke. The etymology is uncertain. Some 
would read ywpa iv.— ByPaaidav] Called 
médte John i. 45,—kopy Mark viii. 23,—in 
Galilee, John xii. 21 ;—on the western. bank 
of the Jake of Gennesaret, near the_middle; 
not far from Capernaum; the birth-place 
of Simon Peter, Andrew, and Philip. Both 
this and Choraain appear to be put as ex- 
amples of theese towns in which our 
Lord had wrought His miracles (the ckwpo- 
mwoXerg Mark i. 38), as distinguished from 
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Capernaum, the chief town (ver. 23) of the 
neighbourhood. —'I'vpw K. =v8evi] These 
wealthy cities, so often the subject of pro- 
phecy, had been chastised by God’s judg- 
ments under Nebuchadnezzarand Alexander, 
but still existed (Acts xii. 20. xxi. 3. 7. 
xxvii 3).—év odk. K. o7rod. per. is probably 
an allusion to Jonah ii. 6, or to general 
Eastern custom. — 23.] Lachmann puts a 
question after iYwOyoy, which is perhaps 
the right punctuation: Shalt thou be ex- 
alted to heaven? Thou shalt be cast down 
to Hades! But then the second clause 
without any connecting particle is harsh. 
The sense has been variously interpreted. 
Some suppose it to allude to the distin- 
guished honour conferred on Capernaum 
by our Lord’s residence there. So Euthy- 
mius: 1) Kazepvaodp Evdotoc yéiyove da 
TO KaToLKEly tv avTY TOY xXpLOTOY, Kai Ta 
moda THY Oavpatwy ivy abty TEéca. 
Others (as Grotius) to the rich fisheries 
carried on at Capernaum, by means of 
which the town was proud and prosperous. 
Jerome says, ‘Ideo ad inferna descendes, 
quia contra predicationem meam super- 
bissime restitisti.’ He also mentions the 
first interpretation—Others, as Stier (Re- 
den Jesu, I. 491), refer the expression to 
the lofty situation of Capernaum, which 
however is very uncertain. The first inter- 
pretation appears to me the most probable, 
seeing that our Lord chose that place to be 
the principal scene of His ministry and 
residence, 1) (Oia wéAtc, ch. ix. 1. — év o- 
Sdépois] The comparison between sinful 
Israel and Sodom is common in the O. T. 
See Deut. xxxii. 32. Is. i. 10. Lam. iv. 6. 
Ezek. xvi. 46—57. — pewav av] This de- 
claration of the Lord of all events, opens 
to us an important truth, that the destruc- 
tion of Sodom was brought about, not by a 
necessity in the Divine purposes—still less 
by a connexion of natural causes—but by 
the iniquity of its inhabitants, who, had 
they turned and repented, might have avert- 
ed their doom. The same is strikingly set 

before us in the history of Jonah’s preach- 
ing at Nineveh.— 24, and 22.] These verses 
are connected with those respectively pre- 
ceding them thus :—If these mighty works 
had been done in Tyre and Sidon—in So- 
dom—they would have &c.; but, since no 
such opportunity was afforded them, and 
ye, Beths., Choraz., and Capern., have 
had and rejected such, it shall be more 
tolerable &c.—And as to the saying of our 
Lord, ‘If more warnings had been given 
they would have repented,’ it is not for the 
infidel to say, ‘ Why then were not more 
given 2’ Because every act of God for the 
rescue of a sinner from his doom is purely 
and entirely of free and undeserved grace, 
and the proportion of such means of escape 
dealt out to men is ruled by the counsel of 
His Will who is holy, just, and true, and 
willeth not the death of the sinner ; but 
Whose ways are past our finding out. We 
know enough when we know that all are 
inexcusable, having (see Rom. i. ii.) the 
witness of God in their consciences; and 
our only feeling should be overflowing 
thankfulness, when we find ourselves in 
possession of the light of the glorious Gos- 
pel, of which so many are deprived.—That 
the reference here is to the last great day 
of Judgment is evident, by the whole being 
spoken of in the future. Had our Lord 
been speaking of the outward judgment on 
the rebellious cities, the future might have 
been used of them, but could not of Sodom, 
which was already destroyed.—This avek- 
Tétepov eorat is one of those mysterious 
hints at the future dealings of God, into 
which we can penetrate no further than the 
actual words of our Lord reveal, nor say to 
what difference exactly they point in the 
relative states of those who are compared. 
See also Luke xii. 47, 48. — 25.] This is 
certainly a continuation of the foregoing 
discourse; and the azroxpu6eis, which seems 
to have nothing to refer to, does in reality 
refer to the words which_have immediately 
preceded. The év éxelvg 7. k. is not chro- 
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nological, but gives additional solemnity to 
what follows. There may have been a slight 
break in the discourse; but I do not see 
any necessity for supposing it. The whole 
ascription of praise is an answer: an an- 
swer to the mysterious dispensations of 
God’s Providence above recounted. With 
regard to the arrangement in Luke, see 
note on Luke x. 21.—éfopodoyotpat] Not 
merely, ‘I praise Thee,’ but ‘ I confess to 
Thee,’ ‘I recognize the justice of Thy 
doings ;’ viz. in the words vat 6 twatip, 
6tu«.7.\. Stier remarks that this is the 

[ jirst public mention by our Lord of His 
I 
f Father; the words in ch. x. 32, 33 having 

been addressed to the twelve. We have 
two more instances of such a public address 
to His Father, John xi. 4]. xii. 28; and 
again Luke xxiii. 34. It is to be observed 
that He does not address the Father as His 
Lord, but as Lord of heaven and earth; as 
Ta Tara tvepywy Kata THY Bovdr)y Tov 
OeAnparoc avrov, Eph. i. 11.—éamékpupas 

. &trekauipas | ‘ Revealed’ and ‘ hidden,’ 
in the deeper and spiritual sense of the 
words. See 1 Cor. ii. 9—12.—ratra, these 
mysterious arrangements by which the sin- 
ner is condemned in his pride and unbelief, 
the humble and childlike saved, and God 
justified when He saves and condemns. 
These are ‘ revealed’ to those who can in a 
simple and teachable spirit, as v77o1, obey 
the invitation in vy. 28—30, but hidden 
from the wise and clever of this world, who 
attempt their solution by the inadequate 
instrumentality of the mere human under- 
standing. See 1 Cor. 1. 26—30. — 27.] In 
one other place only in the three first Gos- 
pels (besides the || one Luke x. 22) does 
the expression 6 vidg occur, viz. Mark xiii. 
32. The spirit of this verse, and its form 
of expression, are quite those of the Gospel 
of John; and it serves to form a link of 
union between the three synoptic Gospels 
and the fourth, and to point to the vast and 
weighty mass of discourses of the Lord 
which are not related except by John. We 
may also observe another point of union :— 
this very truth (John iii. 35) had been part 
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of the testimony borne to Jesus by the Bap- 
tist—and its repetition here, in a discourse 
of which the character and office of the Bap- 
tist is the sugeesire croaneape is a coinci- 
dence not surely without meaning. The verse 
itself is in the closest connexion with the 
preceding and following, and is best to be 
understood in that connexion :—dvTa pot 
mapedd0n || aexahkupac ara in ver. 2d, 
only awecaduac could not be used of the 
Eternal Son, but mape060n, for He i is Him- 
self the Revealer ;—ovSels erty. T. viov. . ., 
none but the Almighty Father has full 
entire possession of the mystery of the Per- 
son and Office of the Son: it is a depth 
hidden from all being but His Whose tyr 
poses are evolved in and by it :—ovde rt. 
matépa.... nor does any fully apprehend 
in the depths of his being the love and 
grace of the Father, except the Son, and 
he to whom the Son, by the Eternal Spi- 
rit, proceeding from the Father and the 
Son, will reveal Him. (Certainly avroy 
must be understood after dvoxahiwWat, as 
in E. V.; some, e.g. Stier, take azok. ab- 
solutely, ‘make His revelations.’ Luther 
supplies ‘it.’) See Col. ii. 2. Some (from 
ver. 25) understand the Father as the Re- 
vealer here also; and undoubtedly He is 
so, but mediately through the Son. See 
John vi. 45, 46. Then in close connexion 
with the @ éayv BotAnrat, which by itself 
might seem to bring in an arbitrariness 
into the Divine counsel, follows, by the 
Eternal Son Himself, the dere rode pe 
mayrec, the wonderful and merciful gene- 
ralization of the call to wisdom unto sal- 
vation! In Luke this verse is introduced 
by kai orpageic rod¢ Tode paOnrac éize. 
— 28.] This is the great and final answer 
to the question o& «7 6 tpydpevoc, } Erepov 
moocdok@pey 5... AevTE TPds pe TavTes. 
As before, we may observe the closest con- 
nexion between this and the preceding. As 
the Son is the great Revealer, and as the 

tay BovAnra is by His grace extended 
to all the weary—all who feel their need — 
so He here inyites them to receive this 
revelation, wa0ere az’ tov. But the way 

BCD 
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to this heavenly wisdom is by quietness and 
confidence, rest unto the soul, the reception 
of the Divine grace for the pardon of sin, 
and the breaking of the yoke of the cor- 
ruption of our nature. No mere man could 
have spoken these words. They are || with 
the command in Is. xlv. 22, which is spoken 
by Jehovah Himself.—komi@vtes Kat re- 
dopticpévot, the active and passive sides of 
human misery, the labouring and the bur- 

dened, are invited. Doubtless, outward and 
bodily misery is not shut out; but the pro- 
mise, avamavois Tats Wuyxats, is only a 
spiritual promise. Our Lord does not pro- 
mise to those who come to Him freedom 
from toil or burden, but rest in the soul, 
which shall make all yokes easy, and all 
burdens light. The main invitation how- 
ever is to those burdened with the yoke of 
sin, and of the law, which was added because 
of sin. All who feel that burden are in- 
vited. — 29.] padete am’ euod, both ‘ from 
My example,’ which however is the lower 
sense of the words, and ‘from My teach- 
ing,’ from which alone the avazavoie can 
flow; the azvoxadvyie of vv. 25 and 27.— 
evpyoete ava. T. W. tp., quoted from 
Jer. vi. 16, Heb. Thus we have it re- 
vealed here, that the rest and joy of the 
Christian soul is, fo become like Christ ; 
to attain by His teaching this wpqdérne and 
Ttamevorne of His.—Olshausen makes an 
excellent distinction between rarewoc Ti 
kapdiqg, an attribute of Divine Love in the 
Saviour, and razvewvoc or Trwyoc TY TvEv- 
paz, Prov. xxix. 23. Matt. v. 3, which can 
only be said of sinful man, knowing his un- 
worthiness and need of help. kapdiais only 
here used of Christ. (Stier on John xiy. 1.) 
— 80.] xpyorés, easy, not exacting; an- 
swering to ‘kind,’ spoken of persons, Luke 
vi. 35. See 1 John v. 3. Owing to the 

conflict with evil ever incident to our cor- 
rupt nature even under grace, the avazrav- 
o.c which Christ gives is yet to be viewed 
as a yoke and a burden, seen on this its 
painful side, of conflict and sorrow: but it 
is a light yoke; the inner rest in the soul 
giving a peace which passeth understand- 
ing, and bearing it up against all. See 2 Cor. 
iv. 16. 

XII. 1—8.] Mark ii. 23—28. Luke vi. 
1—5. In Mark and Luke this incident 
occurs after the discourse on fasting related 
Matt. ix. 14 sq., but in the former without 
any definite mark of time: Mark has éyé- 
vero TapaToopevecOat avrov ev Tote caB- 
Baou crd.: Luke éyév. d& tv capPBarw 
OevtepoTowTw KT. On which see note. 
The expression év éxeitvo TO Katp@ is, I 
conceive, a more definite mark of connexion 
than we find in the other Gospels, but can- 
not here be fixed to the meaning which it 
clearly has in ch. xi. 23, where the context 
determines it. We can merely say that it 
seems to have occurred about the same time 
as the last thing mentioned—in the same 
journey or season.—The plucking the ears 
was allowed Deut. xxiii. 25, but in the 
Talmud expressly forbidden on the Sabbath. 
(Lightfoot in loc.) It was also (Levit. 
xxiii. 14, apparently, but this is by no 
means certain : see note on Luke) forbidden 
until the sheaf of first-fruits had been pre- 
sented to God, which was done on the 
second day of the feast of unleavened bread 
at the Passover. This incident, on that 
supposition, must have occurred between 
that day and the harvest. It is generally 
supposed to have been on the first Sabbath 
after the Passover. For a fuller discussion 
of the time and place, see note on Luke as 
before.—3.] It appears from 1 Sam. xxi. 6, 
that hot bread had been put in on the day 
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of David’s arrival; which therefore, Levit. 
xxiv. 8, was a sabbath. The example was 
thus doubly appropriate. Bengel main- 
tains, on the commonly-received interpret- 
ation of oa. devrepdrowroy Luke vi. 1, 
that 1 Sam. xxi. was the lesson for the day. 
But the Jewish calendar of lessons cannot 
be shown to have existed in the form which 
we now have, in the time of the Gospel his- 
tory.—4. ei pi, in the construction, is not 
for a\Ad, but belongs to ov« efov Av, and 
retains its proper meaning of ‘ except.’— 
5.] See ref. The priests were ordered to 
offer double offerings on the Sabbath, and 
to place fresh (hot, and therefore baked 
that day) shewbread. In performing these 
commands they must commit many of what 
the Pharisees would call profanations of the 
Sabbath. —6.] petLov seems the better 
supported reading, and sustains the parallel 
better. See John ii. 19. ‘The inference is, 
If the priests in the temple and for the 
temple’s sake, for its service and ritual, 
profane the Sabbath, as ye account pro- 
fanation, and are blameless, how much 
more these disciples who have grown hungry 
in their appointed following of Him who is 
greater than the temple, the true Temple 
of God on earth, the Son of Man! —7.] 
The law of this new Temple service is the 
law of charity and love :—mercy and not 
sacrifice, see ch. ix. 13; and if their hearts 
had been ready to receive our Lord, and to 
take on them this service, they would not 
have condemned the guiltless. — 8.] On the 
important verse preceding this in Mark ii. 
27, see note there. The sense of it must 
here be supplied to complete the inference. 

Since the Sabbath was an ordinance insti- 
tuted for the use and benefit of man,—the 
Son of Man, who has taken upon Him full 
and complete Manhood, the great repre- 
sentative and Head of humanity, has this 
institution under His own power. See this 
teaching of the Lord illustrated and ex- 
panded in Apostolic practice and injunc- 
tions, Rom. xiv. 4, 5, 17. Col. ii. 16, 17. | 

9—14. petaBas éxetOev] Mark iii. 1—6. 
Luke vi. 6—11. This change of place is 
believed by Greswell to have been a journey 
back to Galilee after the Passover. (Diss. 
viii. vol. ii.) It is true that no such change 
is implied in Mark and Luke; but the 
words here point to a journey undertaken, 
as in xi. 1. xv. 29, the only places in this 
Gospel where the expression occurs. In 
John vii. 3, the cognate expression peTa- 
PyOe tvredPev, is used of a journey from 
Galilee to Judzeea.—avtaéyv, not, of the Pha- 
risees ; but of the Jews generally, of the 
people of the place. Meyer’s note is worth 
observing ; — ‘‘ per. éxet0.] Therefore, on 
the same Sabbath. Inconsistent with Luke 
vi. 6, év Erépp caBBary (!!).” The only 
real ‘difference’ here seems to me to be 
that between one who has taken pains to 
understand the expression peraBac éxei- 
Qev, and one who has not.—10.] This 
narrative is found Mark iii. 1—6 and Luke 
vi. 6B—11, but with considerable variation 
in details from our text, agreeing however 
with one another. In both these accounts, 
they (the Scribes and Pharisees, Luke) 
were watching our Lord to see whether He 
would heal on the Sabbath :—and He (know- 
ing their thoughts, Luke) ordered the man 
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to stand forth in the midst, and asked them 
the question here given. The question 
about the animal does not occur in either 
of them but in Luke xiv. 3, on a simi- 
lar occasion. On these variations see 
Prolegomena. The additional particulars 
given are very interesting. By Luke,—it 
was the right hand; by Mark,—our Lord 
looked round on ibe per’ OpYnG, oudXov- 
TovmEVvO’ éxi TH) TwOWTEL THe Kapdlac av- 

Ttwyv :—and the Herodians were joined with 
the Pharisees in their counsel against Him. 
See notes on Luke.—énpav = tEnoappévny 
Mark, ‘ of which the use had been lost and 
the vital powers withered.’—11.] The con- 
struction of this verse is involved : there is 
a double question, as in ch. vii. 9.—Our 
Lord evidently asks this as being a thing 
allowed and done at the time when He 
spoke: but subsequently, (perhaps, sug- 
gests Stier, on account of these words of 
Christ) it was forbidden in the Gemara ; 
and only permitted to lay planks for the 
beast to come out. —13.] Our Lord does 

C apparently had ¢va). — 18. for cic Ov, Sy B 2. tv @ 
éy om. BCEFGKLMSXV 16 al. Bas. Chrys. 

) D 1 (and prob. C). txt qu. ? 
txt 

no outward act: the healing is performed 
without even a word of command. The 
stretching forth the hand was to prove its 
soundness, which the Divine power wrought 
in the act of stretching it forth. Thus His 
enemies were disappointed, having no legal 
ground against Him.—14.] This is the 
first mention of counsel being taken by 
the Pharisees to put our Lord to death. 
Mark ii. 6 joins the Herodians with them : 
which circumstance, compared with Matt. 
xxl. 16. Mark xii. 13, seems to make it 

probable that this happened not in Galilee 
but in Jerusalem. 

15—21.] Peculiar to Matthew. avtovs 
ardavras : see similar expressions, ch. xix. 2. 
Luke v. 17 ;—i. e. all who wanted healing. 
—16. éerretipnoev] see ch. viii. 4, and note ; 
on iva wAnpwy, see note on ch. i. 22. The 
prophecy is partly from the LXX, partly 
an original translation. The LXX_ have 
Faces matic pou .... Iopand 0 éxdeKro¢ 
pov... but the Rabbis generally understood 
it of the Messiah. — 20. Kddap. ouv. KTA. | 
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A proverbial expression for, ‘He will not 
crush the contrite heart, nor extinguish the 
slight spark of repentant feeling in the 
sinner.’—€ws av éxB.] until He shall have 
brought out the conflict, the cause, the 
judgment, unto victory, caused it, i. e. to 
issue in victory; ixBady, exire jusserit, 

reff. 
22—45.] _ Mark iii, 20—31. Luke xi. 

14—36, where also see notes. This account 
is given by Luke later in our Lord’s minis- 
try, but without any fixed situation or time, 
and with less copiousness of detail. See 
also ch. ix. 32, and notes there. Mark 
gives part of the discourse which follows, 
(iii. 23—29,) but without any determinate 
sequence, and omitting the miracle which 
led to it. — 28. 6 vids A.] see ch. ix. 27, and 
note. —24. ot 8€ ®. akovc.] Mark states 
(iii. 22) that this accusation was brought by 
the ypappareic ot a7 ‘lepoco\vpwy KaTa- 
Bavrec. Luke, by revic t& adzey, i. e. 
Tov bydwy, xi. 15. On the charge itself, 
Trench remarks, ‘A rigid monotheistic 
religion like the Jewish, left but one way 
of escape from the authority of miracles, 
which once were acknowledged to be indeed 
such, and not mere collusions and sleights 
of hand. There remained nothing to say 
but that which we find in the N. T. the 
adversaries of our Lord continually did say, 
namely, that these works were works of 
hell.’ — 25.] The Pharisees said this co- 
vertly to some among the multitude. 
“‘There is at first sight a difficulty in the 
argument which our Saviour draws from 
the oneness of the kingdom of Satan ; viz. 

.. ov, &. BC. txt D.—rugdov 
ins. C.—«ai bef. XNaXeiv om. BD abev 

ins. C. — 25. oy D.—for caé’ éaurijc (both times), ca@’ éavryy L. ég.eauray D. 

that it seems the very idea of this kingdom, 
that it should be this anarchy ; blind rage 
and hate not only against God, but each 
part of it warring against every other part. 
And this is most deeply true, that hell is as 
much in arms against itself as against 
Heaven: neither does our Lord deny that 
in respect of itself that kingdom is infinite 
contradiction and division: only He asserts 
that in relation to the kingdom of goodness 
it is at one: there is one life in it and one 
soul in relation to that. Just as a nation 
or kingdom may embrace within itself infi- 
nite parties, divisions, discords, jealousies, 
and heart-burnings: yet, if it is to subsist 
as a nation at all, it must not, as regards 
other nations, have lost its sense of unity ; 
when it does so, of necessity it falls to 
pieces and perishes.” ‘Trench, Miracles, 
p- 58. We may observe (1) that our Lord 
here in the most solemn manner re-asserts 
and confirms the truths respecting the king- 
dom of evil which the Jews also held. The 
BaowXetat are so set parallel with one an- 
other, that the denial of the reality of the 
one with its apywy, or the supposing it 
founded merely in assent on the part of our 
Lord to Jewish notions, inevitably brings 
with it the same conclusions with regard to 
the other. They are both veal, and so is 
the conflict between them. (2) That our 
Lord here appeals not to an insulated case 
of casting out of devils, in which answer 

might have been made, that the craft of 
Satan might sometimes put on the garb and 
arts of an adversary to himself, for his own 
purposes,—but to the general and uniform 
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tenor of all such acts on His part, in which 
He was found as the continual Adversary 
of the kingdom of Satan. (3) That our 
Lord proceeds to show that the axiom is 
true of all human societies, even to a family, 
the smallest of such. (4) That He does 
not state the saime-of an individual man, 
‘ Every man divided against himself, fall- 
eth,’ rests upon deeper grounds, which 
will be entered on in the note on ver. 31.— 
27.| The interpretation of this verse has 
been much disputed; viz. as to whether 
the casting out by the vtoi Papicaiwy, 
(scholars, disciples; see 2 Kings ii. 3 and 
passim) were a real or a pretended exor- 
cism. The occurrence mentioned Luke ix. 
49 does not seem to apply ; for there John 
says, éwtorara, eloopéy Tiva ew TO vd- 
watt gov ékBa\\ovra ra 6., which hardly 
could have been the case with those here 
referred to. Nor again can the zeoteoyo- 
prevoe 'lovdator éEopxtorai of Acts xix. 13 
be the same as these, inasmuch as they also 
named over the possessed the name of the 
Lord Jesus ; or at all events it can be no 
such invocation which is. here referred to. 
In Josephus (Ant. viii. 2, 5) we read that 
Solomon Tpdrouc iLopxiaewy karéheuTey, 
otc euCopueva Ta Satpovea og pner’ é7- 
avehOety éxduWxouct. kai avry HEX pt voy 
map piv 1 Oeparéia mXEtoTOY toydE. 
It certainly seems unlikely that our Lord 
should have solemnly compared with His 
own miracles, and have drawn inferences 
from, a system of imposture, which on that 
supposition, these Pharisees must have 
known to be such. I infer then that the 
vioi Pap. did really cast out devils; and I 
think this view is confirmed by what the 
multitudes said in ch. ix. 33, where upon 
the dumb speaking after the devil was cast 
out they exclaimed ovdézore E@avn otTwe 
éy Tp ‘IopanX: meaning that this was a 
more complete healing than they had ever 
seen before. The difficulty has arisen 
mainly from forgetting that miracles, as 

éy. om. M dc. — 29. apraca B C*. txt C ** D, and aft. ap- 
txt (-doy D) CD abed Iren. — 31. before roig av@., ins. dpiv B. CXtiCD: 

such, are no test of truth, but have been 
permitted to, and prophesied of, false reli- 
gions and teachers. See Exodus vii. 22. 
vill. 7. Matt. xxiv. 24, &c. Deut. xiii. 1—5. 
There is an important passage in Justin 
Martyr, Dial. with Trypho, p. 311, B. as 
follows :—Kara yap Tov Ovopatog a’Tov 
TOUTOU TOV ViOv TOU DEOU ........- may 
Satpoviov eEopnee 6mevoy viKarar Kai v7ro- 
TAOCETAL. éav 6& KaTa TavTog évoparog 

Tov wap’ bpiv veyevnpevor 7) Baci\éwy, 
7 Ouwatwy, 7 ToopnTay, HW] Tar prayxov 
éEoouicnre t UpLeic, OVX dToTaynoera ovdéy 
TOY atpovior. aXNr si dpa eopnisor TIC 
opov kata Tov Qs0v "ABoadu kai Oe00 
"Ioaak, Kai Ge0v “TaxwB, towe broTayHoE- 

rat. Irenzus (cited by Grotius) says that 
‘‘hujus invocatione etiam ante adventum 
Domini nostri salvabantur homines a spiri- 
tibus nequissimis, et a deemoniis universis,”’ 
and adds, ‘‘ Judzi usque nunc hac ipsa in- 
vocatione demonas fugant.’’—tpov Kpitat ] 
your judges, in the sense of convicting you 
of partiality. — 28. év mvevpate 0.] = év 
daxtiAp @., Luke: see Exod. viii. 19.— 
épOacev ag v. ‘is already upon you,’ i. e. 
before you looked for it. — 29.] Luke has 
the word isyvodrepog applied to the spoiler 
in this verse; a title given to our Lord by 
the Baptist, Luke i. 16. Matt. ii. 11, and 
also in prophecy, Isa. xl. 10 (Heb.), (wera 
ioxvoc, LXX.) See also Isa. hii. 12 
(LXX). Isa. xlix. 24, 25. See note on 
Luke xi. 21, which is the fuller report of 
this parabolic saying. —30.] These words 
have been variously understood. Chrysos- 
tom and Euthymius understand them to 
refer to the devil: Bengel, Schleiermacher, 
and Neander, to the Jewish exorcists named 
above. Grotius and others understand it 
as merely a general proverb, and the ‘you 
to mean ‘any one,’ and here to apply to 
Satan, the sense being, ‘If I do not pro- 
mote Satan’s kingdom, which I have proved 
that I do not, then I must be his adversary.’ 
But this is on all accounts improbable: see 
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below on cuvaywy and crop7iZe. deer 
tiewe Stier is right in regarding it as a saying 
setting forth to us generally the entire and 
complete disjunction of the two kingdoms, 
of Satan and God. There is and can be in 
the world no_middle party: they who are 
not with Chris do not gather with Him,— 
are against Him and His work, and as far 
as in them lies are undoing it. See Rom. 
viii. 7. And thus the saying connects itself 
with the following verse :—this being the 
case, Oia rovro Aéyw dpiv,—the sin of an 
open belying of the present power of the 
Holy Spirit of God working in and for His 
Kingdom assumes a character surpassingly 
awful. This saying is no way inconsistent 
with that in Mark ix. 40. Luke ix. 50. 
That is not a conversion of this, for the 
terms of the respective propositions are not 
the same. See note on Mark ix. 40.—As 
usual, this saying of our Lord reached fur- 
ther than the mere occasion to which it 
referred, and spoke forcibly to those many 
half-persuaded hesitating persons who flat- 
tered themselves that they could strike out 
a line avoiding equally the persecution” of 
men-and the rejection of Christ. He in- 
formed them (and informs us also) of the 
impossibility of such an endeayour.—In the 
ovuvaywv there is an allusion to the idea of 
gathering the harvest: see ch. xiii. 30. 
John xi. 52; andfor oxopriter, John x. 12, 
in all which places. the words exa ear 
out their sense here. — 81, 32. 81a TotTo | 
because this is the case, see last note. The 
distinction in these much-controverted 
verses seems to be, between (1) that sin 
which arises from culpable ignorance and 
sensual blindness, as that of the fool who 
saith in his heart ‘There is no God,’— 
of those who, e. g. Saul of Tarsus, opposed 
Jesus, as not being the Christ ; which per- 
sons, to whatever degree their sin may un- 
happily advance, are capable of enlighten- 
ment, repentance, and pardon :—and (2) 

those who, acknowledging God, and seeing 
His present power working by His Holy 
Spirit, openly oppose themselves to it, as 
did, or as were very near doing, (for our 
Lord does not actually imply that they had 

incurred this dreadful charge,) these Pha- 
risees. They may as yet have been under 
the veil of ignorance; but this their last 
proceeding, in the sight of Him who knows 
the hearts, approximated very near to, or 
perhaps reached, this awful degree of guilt. 
The principal misunderstanding of this pas- 
sage has arisen from the prejudice which 
possesses men’s minds owing to the use of 
the words, ‘ the sin against the Holy Ghost.’ 
It is not one partic of sin which is 
here condemned, Puma Ct ely and — 
that state a wilful determined opposition to * 
the present power of the Holy Spirit. The 
declaration, in substance, often occurs in 
the N. T. See 1 John y. 16, and note on 
apaoria there. 2 Tim. iii. 8. Jude 4. 12, 
13. Heb. x. 26—31. vi. 4—8. \Euthymius 
expands the sense well and clearly? 6¢ 
piv dy apaory Karate av9owrornrog 
pov, onal, rouréariy, bcrteaytizy Bao- 
gnpov édyov Kar’ adrijc, raat 
ToLwvTog GvyyvwoOHcETaL TAaYTWC, WE OK 
20eXoKaknoac, aN ty ayvoig trij¢ adn- 
Osiag Braohnpnoac 6 6& BEtwY Tag 
Oeomperreic prov Evepyeiac, Ac plovoc diva- 
Tat Toeiy 6 Odc, Kai TH BeehZeBodr rad- 
rac ériypaddpevoc, we cai dpete viv, Kai 
ovrw BArAachnpwev KaTad TOU WVEMUTOG 
Tov ayiov, rot Kara Tio OMedrHTog (radb- 
Thy yao vuv Karel mvedp tov (?)) 
ovroc, we 2OeXoKakyoac wpodNnAwe, Kai év 
yrioe Ka0uBpicas Toy Ody, Kai avarro- 
Aoynra wAHppEAH GAC, OV cvyywpnOnoe- 
rat.—No inference can be drawn from the 
words o¥8é év TS peANovTL—with regard to 
forgiveness of sins in a future state. Sin 
Jorgiven is forgiven kai iv rovrwp T@ 
aiayve kai ty rq péMovTeu both in its guilt 
and power, and in its consequences after 
judgment: sin unforgiven, is forgiven ovdé 
éy TouT@ TP aiwve ode Ev TH pédNovTe 
neither in its guilt and power here, nor in its 

consequences after judgment.—Olshausen 
remarks that a parallel on the other side is 
found in Matt. x. 41, 42, where the recog- 
nition of Divine power in those sent from 
God is accompanied with promise of eternal 
reward. He himself however understands 
the passage (as many others have done) to 
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txt BC dd Orig. Cypr.— 38. rec. 

imply forgiveness on repentance in the im- 
perfect state of the dead before the judg- 
ment, and considers it to be cognate with 
1 Pet. iii. 18. In the entire silence of 
Scripture on any such a doctrine, every 
principle of sound interpretation requires 
that we should resist the introduction of it 
on the strength of two difficult passages, in 
neither of which does the plain construc- 
tion of the words require it. —The expres- 
sions aiwy odroc (= 0 viv_aiwy, Tit. ii. 
2 Tim. iv. 10; Kaipog ouroe, Mark x. 
30; aiwy tov Kécpov rovrou, Eph. ii. 2; 
aiwy évectwc tovnpdc, Gal. i. 4) and Hee 
pirtwy (=alwy o éEoyopevoc, Mark x. 
30; alwy éxeivoc, Luke xx. 35; alwvec 
éwepyopevor, Eph. ii. 7) were common 
among the Jews, and generally signified 
respectively the time before and after the 
coming of the Messiah. In the N.T. these 
significations are replaced by—the present 
life, and that to come: the present mixed 
state of wheat and tares, and the future 
completion of Messiah’s Kingdom after the 
great harvest. The expression KOopoc péd- 

\ Awr is not found.—atwy pidhuy, &c., seem 
| to differ from Paci. Tr. ovoavey or TF. 
| Oe03, in never being spoken of, or as 
'in, individuals, but as an age of time 
belonging to the universal Church. 
33, 34.] mwoujoate, ‘ ponite,’ ‘ ee Bec 
as.’ See ref. The same sense occurs Xe- 
noph. Anab. v. 7,9: wow O& pac té- 

amTroowaouct reol auTou hoyor é Ev 

xiii 52. Luke 
35. *6 Ney w of Uw = 

yy 

eav| * Xadnowow i avOowzrot, x4 Kings ii, 24 oer A 37? alone 2 Pet. 
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amarnOévrag Kai KkarayonrevOevrac vm’ 
gov Hey sic Paci. ‘This verse resumes 
again the leading argument, and sets forth 
the inconsistency of the Pharisees in repre- 
senting Him as in league with evil, whose 
works were uniformly good. But the words 
have a double reference: to our Lord Him- 
self, who could not be evil, seeing that His 
works were good; and (which leads on to 
the next verse) to the Pharisees, who could 
not speak good things, because their works 
were evil. — 35—87.] The treasure spoken 
of is that inner storehouse of good and evil 
only seen by God and (partially) by our- 
selves. (t7¢ Kapdiac is a gloss which has 
found its way into the text. See var. read- 
ings.) And on that account—because words, 
so lightly thought of by the world and the 
careless, spring from the inner fountains of 
good and ill, therefore they will form sub- 
jects of the judgment of the great day, when 
the whole life shall be unfolded and pro- 
nounced upon. See James iii. 2—12.—36. 
pip apyov is nom. absolute, as ch. x. 14, 
32. — 37.] The Adyos being the wepiocevpa 
Thc KapCiae, is a specimen of what is with- 
in; is the outward utterance of the man, 
and on this ground will form a subject of 
strict inquiry in the great day, being a consi-— 
derableand weighty part of our works.—38. | 
Luke (xi. 15, 16) places the accusation of 
casting out devils by Beelzebub and this 
request together, and then the discourse 
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follows. It seems that the first part of the 
discourse gave rise, as here related, to the 
request for a sign (from Heaven) ; but, as 
we learn from Luke, on the part of differ- 
ent persons from those who made the ac- 
cusation. In consequence of our Lord de- 
claring that His miracles were wrought by 
the Holy Ghost, they wish to see some 
decisive proof of this by a sign, not from 
Himself, but from Heaven.—The account 
in ch. xvi. ]—4 manifestly relates to a dif- 
ferent occurrence: see notes there. See 
John vi. 30, 31. xii. 28. —39.] potxadis 
(see reff.), because they had been the pecu- 
liar people of the Lord, and so in departing 
from Him had broken the covenant of mar- 
riage, according to the similitude so com- 
mon in the prophets.—The expression o- 
petov ov $00. aity does not, as De Wette™ 
maintains, exclude our Lord’s miracles from 
being onpetia: but is the direct answer to 
their request in the sense in which we know 
they used onpeiov, ‘asign, not wrought by 
Him, and so able to be suspected of magic 
art, but one from Heaven.’ Besides, even 
if this were not so, how can the refusing to 
work a miracle to satisfy them, affect the 
nature or signification of those wrought on 
different occasions, and with a totally dif- 
ferent view? And yet on ground like this 
it is (De Wette, vol. i. p. 147) that ration- 
alistic systems are built.—ri ob; ovK ézrol- 
noev ixrote onpeiov; étmoinaerv, adr’ ov 
Oe abroic: wemwpapévor yap Haav* adda 
dud THY TaY G\XwY WdéXecay. Euthym. in 
loc.—The sign of Jonas is the most remark- 
able foreshadowing in the O. T. of the re- 
surrection of our Lord. It was of course 
impossible that His resurrection should be 
represented by an actual resurrection, as 
His birth was by births (Isaac, Samson, 
Samuel, Mahershalalhashbaz), and His death 
by deaths (Abel ; the substitute for Isaac ; 
Zachariah the prophet; the daily and oc- 
casional sacrifices); so that we find the 
events symbolic of His resurrection (Jo- 
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seph’s history; Isaac’s sacrifice ; Daniel’s and 
Jonah’s deliverance), representing it in a 
figure (Heb. xi. 19, 2v apaody). In the 
case before us the figure was very remark- 
able, and easily to be recognized in the 
O. T. narrative. For Jonah himself calls 
the belly of the sea-monster Sinz 723 (Jon. 
ii. 2), ‘the belly of Hades,’ = caodia THC 
yii¢ here. And observe, that the type is 
not of our Lord’s body being deposited in 
the tomb of Joseph of Arimathea, for nei- 
ther could that be called ‘the heart of the 
earth,’ nor could it be said that ‘the Son of 
Man’ was there during the time; but of 
our Lord’s personal descent into the place 
of departed souls :—see Eph. iv. 9. 1 Pet. 
iii. 19, and note on Luke xxiii. 43. — 40.] 
If it be necessary to deal with a matter so 
rivolous as the making good of the three 
days and nights during which the Lord was 
in the heart of the earth, it must be done 
by having recourse to the Jewish method of 
computing time. In the Jerusalem Tal- 
mud (cited by Lightfoot) it is said ‘that a 
day and night together make up a 72> (a 
vuxOipepov), and that any part of such a 
period is counted as the whole.” See 1 Sam. 
xxx. 12, 13. Hos. vi. 2.—41.] In this 
verse is no reference to the sign of Jonas 
spoken of above, but toa different matter, 
another way in which he should be a sign 
to this generation. See Luke xi. 30 and 
note. (But the preaching of Jonas to the 
Ninevites was a sign after Ais resurrection ; 
so shall the preaching of the Son of Man 
by His Spirit in His Apostles be after His 
resurrection. Stier.)—7etov "Tova dade... 
ardetov Sod. Se... No matter so worthy 
of arousing repentance had ever been re- 
yealed or preached as the Gospel: no mat- 
ter so worthy of exciting the earnest atten- 
tion of all. And the Lord Himself, the 
Announcer of this Gospel, is greater than 
all the sons of men: His preaching, greater 
than that of Jonah: His wisdom, than that 
of Solomon. — 42. BaotAvooa vétou]} Jo- 
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sephus, Ant. vill. 6, 5, calls her rv rij¢ 
Aiyirrov cai rhe AlOioTiac réTe Baot- 
Asvoucay yuvaica, i.e. of Meroe (whose 
queens were usually called Candace. Plin. 
Hist. vi. 29). Abyssinian tradition agrees 
with this account, calls her Maqueda, and 
supposes her to have embraced the Jewish 
religion in Jerusalem. The Arabians on 
the other hand also claim her, calling her 
Balkis (Koran, c. xxvii., cited by Winer), 
which latter view is probably nearer the 
truth, Sheba being a tract in Arabia Felix, 
near the shores of the Red Sea, near the 
present Aden (see Plin. vi. 23), abounding 
in spice and gold and precious stones. — 
43.] This important parable, in the simili- 
tude itself, sets forth to us an evil spirit 
driven out from a man, wandering in his 
misery and restlessness through desert 
places, the abodes and haunts of evil spi- 
rits (see Is. xiii. 21, 22. xxxiv. 14), and at 
last determining on a return to his former 
victim, whom he finds so prepared for his 
purposes, that he associates with himself 
seven other fiends, by whom the wretched 
man being possessed, ends miserably. In 
its interpretation we may trace three dis- 
tinct references, each full of weighty in- 
struction. (1) The direct application of the 
parable is to the Jewish people, and the 
parallel runs thus:—The old demon of ido- 
latry brought down on the Jews the Baby- 
lonish captivity, and was cast out by it. 
They did not after their return fall into it 
again, but rather endured persecution, as 
under Antiochus Epiphanes. The empty- 
ing, sweeping, and garnishing may be traced 
in the growth of Pharisaic hypocrisy and 
the Rabbinical schools between the return 
and the coming of our Lord. The re-pos- 
session by the one, and accession of seven 
other spirits more malicious (zoynpdrepa) 

Vou. I. 

than the first, hardly needs explanation. 
The desperate infatuation of the Jews after 
our Lord’s ascension, their bitter hostility 
to His Church, their miserable end as a 
people, are known to all. Chrysostom, who 
gives in the main this interpretation, notices 
their continued infatuation in his own day ; 
and instances their joining in the impieties 
of Julian. (2) Strikingly parallel with this 
runs the history of the Christian Church. 
Not long after the Apostolic times, the 
golden calves of idolatry were set up by the 
Church of Rome. What the effect of the 
captivity was to the Jews, that of the Re- 
formation has been to Christendom. The 
first evil spirit has been cast out. But by 
the growth of hypocrisy, secularity, and 
rationalism, the house has become empty, 
swept, and garnished: swept and garnished 
by the decencies of civilization and disco- 
veries of secular knowledge, but empty of 
living and earnest faith. And he must read 
prophecy but ill, who does not see under 
all these seeming improvements the prepa- | 
ration for the final development of the man | 

\ of sin, the great re-possession, when ido- 
latry and the seven rvevpara TovnodrEepa 
shall bring the outward frame of so-called 
Christendom to a fearful end. (3) Another 
important fulfilment of the prophetic para- 
ble may be found in the histories of indi- 
viduals. By religious education or impres- 
sions, the devil has been cast out of a man ; 
but how often do the religious lives of men 
spend themselves in the sweeping and garn- 
ishing (see Luke xi. 39, 40), in formality 
and hypocrisy, till utter emptiness of real 
faith and spirituality has prepared them for 
that second fearful invasion of the Evil One, 
which is indeed worse than the first! (See 
Heb. vi. 4. 6. 2 Pet. ii. 20—22.) 

46 —59. | Mark iii.31—35. Luke viii. 1J— 
H ol 
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21. In Mark the incident is placed as here: 
in Luke, after the parable of the sower.—46. 
In Mark iii. 21 we are told that His relations 
went out to lay hold on Him, for they said, 
He is beside Himself; and that the reason 
of this was His continuous labour in teach- 
ing, which had not left time so much as to 
eat. There is nothing in this care for His 
bodily health (from whatever source the act 
may have arisen on the part of His brethren, 
see John vii. 5) inconsistent with the known 
state of his mother’s mind (see Luke ii. 
19. 51).—They stood é&w, i.e. outside the 
throng of hearers around our Lord; for the 
discourse appears to have been delivered out 
of doors.—Our Lord meets their message 
with a reproof, which at the same time con- 
yeys assurance to His humble hearers. He 
came for all men: and though He was born 
of a woman, He, who is the second Adam, 
taking our entire humanity on Him, is not 
on that account more nearly united to her, 
than to all those who are united to Him by 
the Spirit; nor bound to regard the call of 
earthly relations so much as the welfare of 
those whom He came to teach and to save. 
—lIt is to be noticed that our Lord, though 
He introduces the additional term aded@7) 
into His answer, does not (and indeed could 
not) introduce zari)p,inasmuch as He never 
speaks of an earthly Father. (See Luke ii. 
49.)—All these characteristics of the mother 
of our Lord are deeply interesting, both in 

| 

themselves, and as building up, when put 

together, the most decisive testimony against 

the fearful superstition which has assigned 

to her the place of a goddess in the Romish 

mythology. Great and inconceivable as the 

honour of that meek and holy woman was, 

we find her repeatedly (see John ii. 4) the 

object of rebuke from her Divine Son, and 

hear Him here declaring, that it is one 

which the humblest believer in Him has in 

common with her.—Stier remarks (Reden 

Jesu, ii. 66 note), that the juxta-position of 

sister and mother in the mouth of the Lord 

makes it probable that the Jrethren also 

were His actual brothers according to the 

flesh: but see note on ch. xiii. 55. 
Cap. XIII. 1—9.] Mark iv. 1—9. Luke 

viii. 48. —1. év TH Hpépa exeivy | These 

words have been supposed to mean literally 

in the same day. But this is not neces- 

sary. The words certainly do bear that 

meaning in Mark iv. 35, and important 

consequences follow (see note there); but 

in Acts viii. ] they are as_evidently indefi- 

nite. The instances of their occurrence in 

John (xiv. 20. xvi. 28. 26) are not to the 

point, being prophetical.—amo THs oik. 

does not imply that the foregoing discourse 

was delivered in a house, as some have 

thought; nor does the article (any more 

than 7d before zAoioy below) imply any 

particular house. (See note on ix. 28.) — 

3. év mapaBodais] The senses of this word 
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a pev erece mapa m ch. xxv. 15. 
Rom. ix. 21 al. 

ous eV: - ous 

6é- Polyb.i. 

7,3. n Dent. xiv. 19, 20 al. 

oreipar DL M X 16 Orig. Chrys. Theoph.— 4. cai tv rp oxeipewy om. (probably by 
f?. 

/ in the N. T. are various, and may be found 
; in the lexicons. My present concern with 

it is to explain its meaning as applied to 
the ‘‘ parables” of our Lord. (1) The Para- 
ble is not a Fable, inasmuch as the Fable 
is concerned only with the maxims of worldly 
prudence, whereas the parable conveys spi- 
ritual truth. The Fable in its form rejects 
probability, and teaches through the fancy, 
introducing speaking animals, or even in- 
animate things; whereas the Parable ad- 
heres to probability, and teaches through 
the imagination, introducing only things 
which may possibly happen. EOTL wapa- 
Bory Abyoe wc aepi ywopévov, py ywo- 
plévou pev Kata TO pyro, Ovvapévov oz 

yiveoOa. Origen, cited by Trench on the 
Parables, p.4. (2) Nor is the Parable a 
Myth: inasmuch as in Mythology the 
course of the story is set before us as the 
truth, and simple minds receive it as the 
truth, only the reflective mind penetrating 
to the distinction between the vehicle and 
thing conveyed; whereas in the Parable 
these two stand distinct from one Hab 
to all minds, so that the 
never believe in the Parable as fact. (3) 

or is the Parable a Proverb; though 
mapaBoXr is used for both in the N. T. 
(Luke iv. 23. v. 36. Matt. xv. 14, 15), and 
wapousia in John for a parable (John x. 6. 
xvi. 25.29). It is indeed more like a Pro- 
verb than either of the former; being an 
expanded Proverb, and a Proverb a con- 
centrated parable, or fable, or result of hu- 
man experience expressed without a figure. 
Hence it will be seen that the Proverb 
ranges far wider than the parable, which is 
an expansion of only one particular case of 
a proverb. Thus ‘ Physician, heal thyself’ 
would, if expanded, make a parable; ‘ne 
sus Minervam,’ a fable; ‘bonesty is the 
best policy,’ neither of these. (4) Nor is 
the Parable an Allegory: inasmuch as in 
the Allegory the imaginary persons and 
actions are placed in the very places and 
footsteps of the real ones, and stand there 
instead of them, declaring all the time by 
their names or actions who and what they 
are. Thus the Allegory is self-interpreting, 
and the persons in it are invested with the 
attributes of those represented; whereas in 
the Parable the courses of action related and 
understood run indeed parallel, but the per- 

_ sons are strictly confined to their own natu- 
_ ral places and actions, which are, in their 
‘ H 2 

relation and succession, typical of higher 
things. (5) It may well hence be surmised 
what a Parable is. It is a serious narration, 
within the limits of probability, of a course 
of action pointing to some moral or spi- 
ritual Truth (Collatio per narratiunculam 
fictam, sed veri similem, serio illustrans rem 
sublimiorem. Unger. de Parabolis Jesu 
(Meyer) ); and derives its force from real 
analogies impressed by the Creator of all 
things on His creatures. The great Teacher 
by Parables therefore is He who needed not 
that any should testify of man; for He 
knew what was in man, Johnii. 25. The 
Parable is especially adapted to different 
classes of hearers at once: it is understood 
by each according to his measure of under- 
standing. (See note on ver. 13.)— The 
seven Parables related in this chapter can- 
not be regarded as a collection made by the 
Evangelist as relating to one subject, the 
Kingdom of Heaven and its development : 
they are clearly indicated by ver. 53 to have 
been all spoken on one and the same occa- 
sion, and form indeed a complete and glo- 
rious whole in their inner and deeper sense. 
The first four of these parables appear to 
have been spoken to the multitude from 
the ship (the interpretation of the parable 
of the sower being interposed); the last 
three to the disciples in the house.—From 
the expression 7j0£aTo here compared with 
the question of the disciples in ver. 10,— 
and with ver. 34,—it appears that this was 
the first beginning of our Lord’s teaching 
by parables, expressly so delivered, and 
properly so called. And the natural se- 
quence of things here agrees with, and con- 
firms Matthew’s arrangement against those 
who would place (as Ebrard) all this chap- 
ter before the Sermon on the Mount. He 
there spoke without parables, or mainly 
so; and continued to do so till the rejection 
and misunderstanding of His teaching led 
to His judicially adopting the course here 
indicated, ywoic map. ob thader adrotc. 
The other order would be inconceivable : 
that after such parabolic teaching, and such 
a reason assigned for it, the Lord should, 
that reason remaining in full force, have 
deserted His parabolic teaching, and opened 
out his meaning as plainly as in the Sermon 
on the Mount. —38.] For the explanation 
of the parable see on vv. 19—23.— 6 on. 
generic, singular of ot omeipov7ec, a sower; 
he that soweth. —4.] mapa 7. 68., by the 
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path through the field. Luke inserts rai 
KkareratnOn. Mark after ra rer.,—Tov ov- 
pavov.—9.| Ta weTpwdn (= THY TETOAY 
Luke), strong places where the. native rock 
is but ‘Slightly covered with earth (which 
abound in Palestine), and where therefore 

_ the radiation from the face of the rock 
- would cause it to spring up quickly, the 
shallow earth being heated by the sun of 
the day before.—6.] piLav = ikuada Luke. 
If the one could have struck down, it would 

have found the other.—7, | émwi t. ax. = eic¢ 
tT. ax. Mark; = éy péow roy ac. Luke. 
In places where were the roots of thorns, 
beds of thistles, or such like.—avéBnoav 
... Kal = oupdvetoa Luke; anémv. = 
cuvity. Mark, who adds cai ckapzoy ob« 
EdwKe.—8.] edi80v = gviv ézoince Luke. 
After «ap. Mark inserts avaBatvoyra Kai 
abvéavovta. Luke gives only éxaroyvra- 
maciova. —9.| is common to all three 
Evangelists. 

10—17.] Peculiar to Matthew. —10.] ot 
padynral = ot wepi adroy ody Toic OwoeKxa 
Mark. This question took place during a 
pause in our Lord’s teaching, not when He 
had entered the house, ver. 36. The ques- 
tion shows the newness of this method of 
teaching to the disciples. It is not men- 
tioned in Mark; only the inquiry into the 
meaning of the parable just spoken: nor in 
Luke ; but the answer implies it.—11.] The 
Kingdom of Heaven, like other kingdoms, 
has its secrets and inner councils, which 
strangers must not know. ‘These are only 
revealed to the humble diligent hearers, 
bpiv: to those who were immediately around 
the Lord with the twelve; not éketvous = 

rotc Aotzoic Luke, = éxéivowc Tot¢c tw 
Mark. (1 Cor. v. 12, 13.)—ovd 8€8o0Ta1 = ev 
mapaBoXatc (Luke), wavra yiverar Mark. 
—12.] In this saying of the Lord is summed 
up the double foree—the revealing and con- 
cealing properties of the parable. By it, 
he who hath,—he who not only hears with 
the ear, but understands with the heart, 
has more given to him; and it is for this 
main purpose undoubtedly that the Lord 
spoke parables: to be to His Church reve- 
lations of the truth and mysteries of His 
Kingdom. But His present purpose in 
speaking them, as further explained below, 
was the quality possessed by them, and de- 
clared in the latter part of this verse, of 
hiding their meaning from the hard-hearted 
and sensual. By them, he who hath not, 
in whom there is no spark of spiritual de- 
sire nor meekness to receive the engrafted 
word, has taken from him even that which 
he hath (‘‘seemeth to have ’’ Luke), even 
the poor confused notions of heavenly doc- 
trine which a sensual and careless life allow 
him, are further bewildered and darkened 
by this simple teaching, into the depths of 
which he cannot penetrate so far as even 
to ascertain that they exist. No practical 
comment on the latter part of this saying 
can be more striking, than that which is 
furnished to our day by the study of the 
German rationalistic commentators ; while 
at the same time I rejoice to see the fulfil- 
ment of the former in the commentaries of 
Olshausen, Neander, Stier, and Trench. In 
ch. xxy. 29 the fuller meaning of this saying 
as applied not only to hearing, but to the 
whole spiritual life, is brought out by the 
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* Lord.—13. ] Stu BA. ob Brerover k.t A. = 
ns Mark, Luke, and below) tva BX. py 
BXéxwor k.7.’. In the deeper view of the 
purpose of the parable, both of these run 
into one. Taking the Saying | of ver. 12 for 
our guide, we have Octic ovK ixee = = One 
BAEr. o¥ BXéerovet,—and kai 6 éxet, aod. 
am avrov = twa BX. py Bréwot. The 
difficulties raised on these variations, and 

on the prophecy quoted in vy. 14, 15, have 
arisen entirely from not keeping this in 
view. — 14, 15.] This prophecy is quoted 
with a similar reference John xii. 40, Acts 
XXvili. 26, 27, and Rom. xi. 8. — avatAn- 
povrat, ‘ has its complete fulfilment,’ its par- 
tial one having taken place in the contem- 
poraries of the prophet. It is cited verbatim 
from the LXX, which changes the impera- 
tive of the Hebrew (‘ Make the heart of this 
people fat,’ &c., E. V.) into the indicative, 
as bearing the same meaning. — érraxvvOn, 

_ ‘has grown fat ;’ from prosperity :—torpens, 
_ omni sensu carens (Simonis Lex. under yw). 

—Bapéws qKovoav, ‘have heard heavily, 
_ sluggishly, and imperfectly.’ — éxéppucav, 
‘have closed (Heb. smeared over) their eyes.’ 
—All this have they done: all this is in- 
creased in them by their continuing to do 
it, and all lest they should (and so that 
they cannot) hear, see, understand, and be 
saved !—idgopat avt. = apeOy avroig Ta 

_ apaprhpara Mark. This citation gives no 

txt B C.—émtorpivouvor K V.—ree. iaowpat with abe. txt BC DMSV 
ins. C D v Orig. — 17. for sidov, ndvynOnoav 

txt C D abcv. —19. 76 oretpopevoy D. 

countenance to the fatalist view of the pas- 
sage, but rests the whole blame on the hard- 
heartedness and unreadiness of the hearers, 
which is of itself the cause why the very 
preaching of the word is a means of fur- 
ther darkening and condemning them. (See 
2 Cor. iv. 3, 4.)—16, 17.] See Prov. xx. 12. 
These verses occur again in a different con- 
nexion, and with the form of expression 
slightly varied, Luke x. 23, 24. It was a 
saying likely to be repeated. There it is 
pracap. ot 060. ot BérovTec A BETETE: 
and for dicatot we have Baowgic. On the 
fact that prophets, &c. desired to see those 
things, see 2 Sam. xxiii. 5. Job xix. 23.27; 
also Exod. iv. 17, and Luke ti. 29—32. 

18—23.] Mark iv. 10—25. Luke viii. 
9—18, who incorporate with the answer of 

the Lord to the request of the disciples, 
much of our last section. —18.] axovoate, 
in the sensé Of the-verse before—hear the 
true meaning of, hear in your hearts. With 
regard to the Parable itself, we may remark 
that its great leading idea is that puornotov 
THe BactXstac, according to which the grace 
of God, and the receptivity of it by man, 
work ever together in bringing forth fruit. 
The seed is one and the same everywhere 
and to all: but seed does not spring up 
without earth, nor does earth bring forth 
without seed; and the success or failure of 
the seed is the consequence of the adapta- 
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tion to its reception, or otherwise, of the 
spot on which it falls. But of course, on 
the other hand, as the i inquiry, ‘Why is this 
ground rich, and that barren?’ leads us up. 
into the creative arrangements of God,—soa 
similar inqui iritual interpreta- 
tion would lead us into the inscrutable and 
sovereign arrangements of Him who ‘ pre- 
venteth us that we may have a good will, 
and worketh with us when we have that 
will’ (Art. X. of the Church of England). 
—19.] In Luke we have an important pre- 
liminary declaration, implied indeed here 
also: 0 odpoe éatiy 6 Oyog TOV AeEod. 
This word is in this parable especially meant 
of the word preached, though the word 
written is not excluded: nor the word un- 
written—the providences and judgments, 
and even the creation, of God. (See Rom. 
x. 17, 18.) The similitude in this parable 
is alludedto in 1 Pet. i. 23. Jam. i. 21.— 
The sower is first the Son of Man (ver. 37), 
then His ministers and servants (1 Cor. 
iii. 6) to the end. He sows over all the 
field, unlikely as-well as likely places; and 
commands His sowers todo Tie eame, Mark 
xvi. 15. Some, Stier says, (Reden Jesu, ii. 
88,) have objected to the Parable a want of 
truthful correspondence to reality, because 
sowers do not thus waste their seed by 
scattering it where it is not likely to grow; 
but as he rightly answers—the simple idea 
of the parable must be borne in mind, and 
its limits not transgressed—‘ a sower went 
out to sow’—his sowing—sowing over all 
places, is the idea of the parable. We see 
him only as a sower, not as an ceconomist. 
The parable is not about Him, but about 

He is 
the fit representative Tou Oudvtoc OEov 
Taow aTOC, Kai obk éveiZovroc, James 
i. 5.—kal py ovvtevtos is peculiar to Mat- 
thew, and very important; as in Mark and 
Luke this first class of hearers are without 
any certain index to denote them. The 
reason of ju cvvtéyrog is clearly set 
forth by the parable: the heart is hardened, 
trodden down; the seed cannot penetrate. 

picav ev EauTW, ava 

pene oe INidews ji 1) Suwynoi oa TOV Aoyor subg ® 

? 

OUK 
Pp , , > 
Peal nee ued tae ees yévo- 

oKav- 
> 

-o Oe ELC Tac axavOac omapele, ouToc EOTLV 

22. for o7., orerpspevoc D acd.—aft. aiévoc om. Trobrou 

—6 movnpos = 6 Laravdc (Mark, who 
also inserts evOéwe), = 6 CraBodoe (Luke). 
The parable itself is here most satisfactory 
as to the manner in which the Eyil One 
proceeds. By fowls of the air—passing 
thoughts and desires, which seem insignifi- 
cant and even innocent—does Satan do his 
work, and rob the heart of the precious 
seed. Luke adds the purpose of Satan in 
taking away the word: ‘iva ja) mioTevoar- 
Tec owOwow.—6 ... . oTapels: not ‘he 

BCD 

that received seed by the way side,’ but ‘he — 
that was sown by the way side.’ 

truth. The seed sown, springing up in the 
earth, becomes the plant, and bears the 
fruit, or fails of bearing it; it is therefore 
the representative, when sown, of the indi- 
viduals of whom the discourse is. And 
though in this first case it does not spring 
up, yet the same form of speech is kept up: 
throughout they are ot owapévrec, as, when 
the question of bearing fruit comes, they 
must be. We are said to be avayeyev- 
ynpevot Ora Adyou ZHvroc Meow | Pet. i. 23. 
It takes us up into itself, as the seed the 
earth, and we become a new plant, a Kaw) 
KTiotc. — 20, 21.] In this case the surface 
of the mind and disposition is easily stirred, 
soon excited: but beneath lies a heart even 
harder than the trodden way. So the plant, 
springing up under the false heat of excite- 
ment, having no root struck down into the 
depths of the being, is, when the real heat 
from without arises which is intended to 
strengthen and forward the healthy-rooted 
plant, withered and destroyed.—mpdskatpés 
éott, not only ‘endureth for a while,’ but 
also ‘is the creature of circumstances,’ 
changing as they change. Both ideas are 
included.—yevop...... oxavd. = ty Kapp 
mewacnov apisrayvrat Luke, thus accom- 
modating themselves to that catoéc.—22. } 
In this third sort, all as regards the soil is 
well: the seed goes deep, the plant springs 
up; all is as in the next case, with but one 
exception, and that, the bearing of fruit— 
akaptros yiverar = ob re\ecpopovcr Luke. 

This is” 
not a confusion of similitudes, but a deep 
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O TOV Aoyov aKOUWD, Kal 7) eS TOU aLovoc [robrov | r Sir. xxxiy. 1, 
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ot n aman TOU mhovrov * 

25 On OF 
t 
akapmoc _ylverat. 

omagelc, ouroc EoTU Oo Tov Aoyov aKovwy kat * ovuviwy* 

O¢ én “ KapTopoget Kal 

Oo os TpiaKovra. 24" ‘Av mapa[3oAny * 

‘Qpow Oy 1 Aeywv * 

* 

TW Kabevdety Tove avlowmoue Oey avTou oO x Oo0c Kal 

BD a Arm. 

oupmviyet TOV Aoyov, Kal 

omeioovtt KkaAov omipma év TW ayow avrov. 

txt C dev. — 23. for curler, ovvicic BD Orig. 
Tore D abe. — 24. for omeipovrt, omeipavre BM X mss. Syr. eth. abev. 

s || only +. 

eT my ynv my KAA ny t Wisd. xv. 4. 
Tit. iii 14, 
2 Pet. i. 8. 

x ‘ Oe Se ~—, W Hab. iii. 17. ‘ ToLEL 0 pev EKUTOV 0 € SSUSE TL A” Wisd.x. 7. 
Rom. vii. 4. 

mapeOnkev avrTouc Col. i. 6, 10. 
5 x ch. iii. 10. 

Paowdsia Toy ovpavey afoony ye 
\ z ch. xi. 15. 

> ty Os XVill. 23 al. 
= Ezek. 
Xxxi. 8. Cant. 
vii. 7. Is. i. 9. 

txt C.—for 6c 07, 
txt C D.— 

ivy Tp tip adyp. D. — 25. for Eozepe, txéorepe B abcdv Arm. Clem. Orig. Ir. Amb. 

And this because the seeds or roots of 
thorns are in, and are suffered to spring 
up in, the heart, and to overwhelm the 
plant. There is a divided will, a half 
service, which ever ends in the prevalence 
of evil over good (pépimva from pepiZw). 
This class is not confined to the rich: 

_ahovroc in Scripture is not riches abso- 

Rennes, 

lutely, as possessed, but riches desired. 
Mark adds cai ai wepi ra Noid ErcOv- 
petat, viz. the ta Nowa which shall be added 
to us if we seek first the Kingdom of God 
and His righteousness. The identity of the 
seeds sown with the individuals of these 
classes, as maintained above, is strikingly 
shown in Luke here: 7d 62 sie Tac aKkay- 
Oae meoby, ovTOl Eliot ol AKovcarTEC K.T.A. 
(viii. 14).— We may notice: (J) That there 
is in these three classes a progress, and that 
a threefold one ;—(1) in ¢ime :—the first 
receives a hindrance at the very outset: the 
seed never springs up :—the second after it 
has sprung up, but soon after :—the third 
when it has entered, sprung up, and come 
to maturity ; or while it is so coming.—(2) 
in apparent degree. The climax is appa- 
rently from bad to better ;—the first under- 
stand not: the second understand and feel : 
the third understand, feel, and practise. But 
also (3) in real degree, from bad to worse. 
Less awful is the state of those who under- 
stand not the word and lose it immediately, 
than that of those who feel it, receive it 
with joy, and in time of trial fall away ; less 
awful again this last than that of those who 
understand, feel, and practise, but are fruit- 
less and impure.—It has been noticed also 
that the first is more the fault of careless 
inattentive childhood; the second of ardent 
shaliow youth; the third of worldly self- 
seeking age. (II) That these classes do 
not exclude one another. They are great 
general divisions, the outer circles of which 
fall into one another, as they very likely 
might in the field itself, in their different 

combinations. — 23.] Here also the fourth 
class must not be understood as a decided 
well-marked company, excluding all the 
rest. For the soil is not good by nature: 
the natural man receiveth not the things of 
the Spirit of God; but every predisposition 
to receive them is of God:—eyen the shallow 
soil covering the rock, even the thorny soil, 
received its power to take in and vivify the 
seed, from God. So that Divine Grace is 
the enabling, vivifying, cleansing power 
throughout: and these sown on the good 
land are no naturally good, amiable, or 
pure class, but those prepared by Divine 
Grace — receptive, by granted receptive 
power. The sowing is not necessarily the 
first that has ever taken place: the field 
has been and is continually resown, so that 
the care of the husbandman is presupposed. 
—Again, no irresistible grace or absolute 
decree of God must be dreamt of here. God 
working not barely upon, but with man, is, 
as we said.above, the puornowy rig Bact- 
Aeiac here declared,—see Jer. iv. 3. Hosea 
x. 12. Gal. vi. 7. See Note on Luke viii. 
15.—€xatov, €EyKovta, TpidKovTa, the dif- 
ferent degrees of faithfulness and devoted- 
ness of life with which fruit is brought forth 
by different classes of persons. There is no 
point of comparison with the different classes 
in the parable of the talents; for he who 
had five pounds yielded the same increase 
as he who had two.—ovneyv, from curiéw 
—see Lexx. 

24—30.] Peculiar to Matthew. For the 
explanation of this parable see below, vv. 
36—43.— opoiddy . . avOpetra, ‘is like the 
whole circumstances about to be detailed ; 
like the case of a man,’ &c. A similar form 
of construction is found in ch. xviii. 23 and 
other parables in Matthew.—ovreipovtt] the 
present part. is not to be pressed as mean- 
ing any thing, but is generally ‘a man who 
sows.’—25.] tots av@. not ‘the men’ be- 
longing to the owner of the field, but ‘ men’ 
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Si, GORY avuTa; z 

83 eon avroic Ex p0¢ 
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h here only +. h Ps ‘ r 3 

2 Macc. iv. 4. G v, ean : 
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and ver. 30. 
Bel and Dr. 
ver. 33. 

k Ex. xii. 22. 
1 Ex. xvi. 23, 

82. 1 Chron. 
XXvVili. 12. 
ch. ili. 12. vi 
26. 

m ver. 24. 
n | andJohn 

xii. 2471 Cor. 
xv. 37. Lam. 

KaTakavoat aura, 

* AaBow a iv-5t. oWvdTrEwe, Ov 
onan: as 5 39 

Judg. vi. 15. LO) 2 
Prone Aa: auTou 
Luke ix. 46, ¢ \ Iu 
48, 1 Cor.xv. OTAV be eat 
19, 

q Ps. cili. 12. 
Dan iv. 18. dévdoor, WCTE eADew Ta 

txt C D. — 26. 
BCDEFGKSV loal. 
ovdAXNEEopey K M 20. — 29. 
cuvavéavecbat, obyv avéav. 
om. 7» BDGKMSV 
—for cvvayay., cuddéyere 

14 al. 

generically.—The reading ézéo7. is not to 
be overlooked, as the word occurs no where 
else in the N. T.—{ifév.a, apparently the 
darnel, or bastard wheat (lolium album), 
§0 ©0 often seen in our fields and by our hedge- 
rows ; if so, what follows will be explained, 
that the ‘ tares’ appeared when the wheat 
came into ear, having been previously not 
noticeable.—It appears to be an FHastern 
word, expressed in the Talmud by 2. 
—Our Lord was speaking of an act of malice 
yet practised in the East, where persons of 
revengeful disposition watch the ground of 
a neighbour being ploughed, and in the 
night following sow destructive weeds. (Ro- 
berts’s Oriental Illustrations, p. 541, cited 
by Trench on the Parables, p. 68.) — 29.] 
Jerome in loc. says: ‘Inter triticum et 
zizania quod nos appellamus lolium, quam- 
diu herba est, et nondum culmus venit ad 
spicam, grandis similitudo est, et in discer- 
nendo nulla aut perdifficilis distantia.’ Je- 
rome, it must be remembered, resided in 
Palestine. 

$1, 32.] Mark iv. 30—34. Luke xiii. 

[rw] Kapy TOU Oepiopou £0W Toi 

mOwTov ra Cidavea Kat Onoure avta [ec] * déopac TOC T 

Tov 

 amobnKny piov. AN mapapoAyy ™ 

Aeywv ‘Opoia éoTly 7 PastAsia TOV ovoavar 

for avr. T. oir., Kai Toy Giroy oby abroig D Syr. 
L.—for péyot, we BD. dypr L Chrys. 

txt C.—hef. deo. om. ef¢ D L al.—atra om. D abe. 
D. cuvayere B. 

mavtwv K 14 al. abe Syrr. Aith. Arm. Hil. Ambr.—éOciv .. .. 

‘Oepioraic LvAAsCare 
TO 

o& olrov ORES as ELC TV 

maroetinices avrote 

| KOKKY 

vO pwroc Eorepen_ ev Tw ayo 

Peon o pev £07! TAayTWY aa oTEOMATOY" 

P petZov Tw Laxave earl, kal yiverat 

1 rerewa TOU oupavov Kat I KaTa- 

kai (2nd time) om. D abed.—rec. bef. %Z. ins. ra, but om. 
Chrys. — 28. dovdo: om. B. ins. C D.—otdv om. D abev.— 

30. for 
txt Cs bef. rato, 

txt C. — 32. av&noy D.—aft. peiZoy ins. 
. kat om. M. —33. for 

18, 19. On the connexion of this parable 
with the two last, Chrysostom observes 
(Hom. in Matt. xlvi. p. 483, A) éretdy) yao 
elev, OTL ATO TOV GTOpOV Toa MEN aTON- 
Avrat, kai owZerat Ey, Kai ty abrw wad 
Ti Cwlopévyp Tocavrn yiverat BAB, 
iva pup NEywou ‘ Kai Tivec Kal Téc0t Ecor- 
Tat ol mloToL; Kai TovToy eEaipEet Toy 
~OBor, Ora Tig TapaBo\He Tov oivaTEWE 
tvaywy tic mist abrove, cai deKkvde Ort 
mavrwe ékraQnoerar TO 7pitypa—The 
comparison of kingdoms to trees was fami- 
liar to the Jews: see Daniel iv. 10—12. 
Ezek. xxxi. 3—9. xvii. 22—24. Ps. Ixxx. 
8—11.—éyp6 = hry Luke. — 82. pixpéd- 
tepov KTA. | ‘less than all,’ not for the super- 
lative. The words are not to be pressed to 
their literal sense, as the mustard seed was 
a well known Jewish type for any thing 
exceedingly small.—The mustard tree at- 
tains to a large size in Judea. Lightfoot 
quotes (Hor. Hebr. in 1.) Hieros. Peah. 
fol. 20. 2. Caulis erat sinapis in Sichin, e 
quo enati sunt rami tres ; e quibus unus de- 
cerptus cooperuit tentoriolum figuli, pro- 

BCD 
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Gen. xviii. 6. 
Ezek. iv. 12. 

8s 3 Kings iy. 22. 
t Gen. xviii. 6 

Aq. and Sym. 

éXaXnoev adbroic (which D om.), rapéOnrev adbroig Neywy C. — 34. for od«, oddity BCM 

duxitque tres cabos sinapis. Rabbi Simeon 
ben Chalaphta dixit, Caulis sinapis erat mihi 
in agro meo, in quam ego scandere soli- 
tus sum, ita ut scandere solent in ficum.— 
This parable, like most others respecting the 
kingdom of God, has a double reference— 
general and individual. (1) In the general 
sense, the insignificant beginnings of the 
kingdom are set forth: the little babe t 
inthe manger at Bethlehem; the Man o 
sorrows with no place to lay His Head ; the 
crucified One; or again the hundred and 
twenty names who were the seed of the 
Church after the Lord had ascended ; then 
we have the Kingdom of God waxing on- 
ward and spreading its branches here and 
there, and different nations coming into it. 
‘* He must increase,’’ said the great Fore- 
runner. We must beware however of 
imagining that the outward Church-form is 
this Kingdom. It has rather reversed the 
parable, and is the worldly power waxed to 
a great tree and the Churches taking refuge 
under the shadow of it. It may be, where 
not corrupted by error and superstition, 
subservient to the growth of the heavenly 
plant; but is not itself that plant. It is 
at best no more than (to change the figure) 
the scaffolding to aid the building, not the 
building itself. (2) The individual appli- 
cation of the parable points to the small 
beginnings of Divine grace; a word, a 
thought, a passing sentence, may prove to 
be the little seed which eventually fills and 
shadows the whole heart and being, and 

calls ‘ all thoughts, all passions, all delights’ 
to come and shelter under it. Jerome has 
a comment on this parable (in loc.) too 
important to be passed over: Preedicatio 
Evangelii minima est omnibus disciplinis. 
Ad primam quippe doctrinam, fidem non 
habet veritatis, hominem Deum, Deum 
mortuum, et scandalum crucis predicans. 
Confer hujuscemodi doctrinam dogmatibus 
Philosophorum, et libris eorum, splendori 
eloquentiz, et compositioni sermonum, et 
videbis quanto mer at ‘Getéris’ Seiminibus 
sementis Evangelii. Sed illa cum creverit, 
nihil mordax, nihil invidum, nihil vitale de- 
monstrat, sed totum flaccidum, marcidum- 
que et mollitum ebullit in olera et in her- 
bas que cito arescunt et corruunt. Hee 
enim predicatio que parva videbatur in 
principio, cum vel in anima credentis, vel 
in toto mundo sata fuerit, non exsurgit in 
olera, sed crescit in arborem. 

$3.] Luke xiii. 20. Difficulties have 
been raised as to the interpretation of this 
parable which do not seem to belong to it. 
It has been questioned whether {pm must 
not be taken in the sense in which it so 
often occurs in Scripture, as symbolic of 
pollution and corruption. See Exod. xii. 
15, and other enactments of the kind, pas- 
sim in the law; and Matt. xvi. 6. 1 Cor. 
v. 6, 7. And some few have taken it thus, 
and explained the parable of the progress 
of corruption and deterioration in the out- 
ward visible Church. But then, how is it 
said that the Kingdom of Heaven is like 
this leaven? For the construction is not 
the same as in ver. 24, where the similitude 
is to the whole course of things related, but 
answers to Kéckw ovvaTewe, dv NaBwrv 
av0.: so Cipy, iv N\aBovoa yury. Again 
if the progress of the Kingdom of Heaven 
be towards corruption, till the whole is cor- 
rupted, surely there is an end of all the 
blessings and healing influence of the Gos- 
pel on the world. It will be seen that such 
an interpretation cannot for a moment 
stand, on its own ground; but much less 
when we connect it with the parable pre- 
ceding. ‘The two are intimately related. 
ThatYwas of the inherent self-developing 
powér of the Kingdom of Heaven as a seed 
containing in itself the principle of expan- 
sion ; this, of the power which it possesses 
of penetrating and assimilating a foreign 
mass, till all be taken up into it. And the 
comparison is not only to the power but to 
the effect of leaven also, which has its good 
as well as its bad side, and for that good is 
used: viz. to make wholesome and fit for 
use that which would otherwise be heavy. 
and insalubrious. Another striking poin 
of comparison is in the fact that leaven, as 
used ordinarily, is a piece of the leavened 
loaf putamongst the new dough—(70 Zupw- | 
Biv dak, Cin yivsrar TP NOT Tad. 
Chrys. Hom. xlvi. p. 484, A)—just as the 
Kingdom of Heaven is the renewal of 
humanity by the Righteous Man Christ | 
Jesus.—The Parable, like the last, has its 
general and its individual application : (1) 
in the penetrating of the whole mass of 
humanity, by degrees, by the influence of 
the Spirit of God, so strikingly witnessed in 
the earlier ages by the dropping of heathen 
customs and worship;—in modern times 
more gradually and secretly advancing, but 
without doubt in the end to be signally and 
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universally manifested. But this effect 

again is not to be traced in the establish- 

ment or history of so-called Churches, but 

in the hidden advancement, without ob- 

servation, of that deep leavening power 

which works irrespective of human forms 

and systems. (2) In the transforming 

power of the ‘new leaven’ on the whole 

being of individuals. “In fact the Parable 

does nothing less than set forth to us the 

mystery of regeneration, both in its first 

act, which can be but once, as the leaven is 

but once hidden; and also in the conse- 

quent Gubseament ®) renewal by the Holy 

Spirit, which, as the “ulterior working of 

the leaven, is continual and progressive.” 

(Trench, p. 97.) Some, have contended for 

this as the sole application of the parable ; 

but not, I think, rightly.—As to whether 

the yvv7 has any especial meaning, (though 

Iam more and more convinced that such 

considerations are not always to be passed by 

as nugatory,) it will hardly be of much con- 

sequence here to inquire, seeing that yuvai- 

Kec oro7owt would be every where a 

matter of course.—éykp¥TTw has given rise 

to a technical word éycpudiag signifying a 

leavened cake (which however Passow, Lex. 

explains to be a cake baked under hot ashes, 

thus applying the éycoumTw differently). 

See reff.—odtov, nxp = the third part of 

an Ephah, = pddvoy kai ipuou “Iradccor, 

Joseph, Antt. ix. 4,5. Three of these, an 

Ephah, appears to have been the usual 

quantity prepared for a baking: see Gen. 

xviii. 6. Judg. vi. 19. 1 Sam. i. 24. This 

being the case, we must not I think seek for 

any symbolical interpretation. 

34, 35.] Mark iv. 3%, 34. — 84. kal xwp. 

oO Oe arokoueic ELTTED avTolc ‘O 

c 

txt D abev Orig. —35. kéopov om. B Orig. 

goacor, Siasagpnooy B Orig. (once, but elsewhere he quotes txt). 

vioj om. ok M.— 39 Zortv 6 on. abr. 6 dtaP. B. 

me Poacov np Ty maoa[3oAnv TOV ZiZaviwy Tov ayoov. 
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OTTELPWYV TO KaXov 

t 7 ex - 2 , 88 ° \ , ‘ 4 

OTEPHa EOTLY O VLOG TOU avlowzou, O Oe ayoo¢e EOTLV 

\ \ y e , ’ € ey < 

Of KaXov oTeOua, OUTOL ELOLY OL : VLOL TIC 

ins. C D abev.— 36. for 
txt C D. — 38. bef. 

avra om. D.—rov bef. aiévog om. 

ar. ovK éX.] Kara Toy KaLpoy EKxEtvor on\a- 

dy wodda yap woAdaKtc édadAnoEev avroig 

diva wapaBorjc. Euthym. Thus far we 

have our Lord’s parables to the multitude : 

the two following ones were delivered to 

His disciples. — 35. S3ws mA.] see note 

on ch. i. 22. The prophet, according to the 

superscription of Psalm lxxviii, is Asaph, so 

called 2 Chron. xxix. 30, LXX. The former 

clause of the citation is identical with the 

LXX: the latter = @0éyZopat mpoBd7- 

pata am apxig, LXX. When we find 

De Wette, &c. maintaining that the Psalm 

contains no parable, and that consequently 

these words can only be cited out of their 

context, we must remember that such a 

view is wholly inconsistent with any deep 

insight into the meaning of the Scripture 

record: for the whole Psalm consists of a 

recounting of events which St. Paul assures 

us tito. uov zyevhOnoay ... TUTOL 
ouviBavoy éxeivotc, typapy d& mpd¢ vov- 
Geciay rp@v. 1 Cor. x. 6. 11. 

36—43.] Peculiar to Matthew. — 38. ] 

This verse has been variously interpreted, 

notwithstanding that its statements are so 

plain. The consideration of it will lead us 
into that of the general nature and place of 
the parable itself. The field is the world ; 

if understood of the Church, then the 
Church as commensurate with the world, 

wopevOévrec cic TOY KéGpoV GrravTG, KNOU- 
Late ro evayyédoy Taoy TH KTice (Mark 
xvi. 15). And the parable has, like the 
former ones, its various references to various 

counterworkings of the Evil One against 
the grace of God. Its two principal refer- 
ences are, (1) to the whole history of the 
world from beginning to end; the coming 
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of sin into the world by the malice of the 
devil, the mixed state of mankind, notwith- 
standing the development of God’s pur- 
poses by the dispensations of grace, and 
the final separation of the good and evil 
at the end. The very declaration ‘ the 
harvest is the end of the world’ suggests 
the original sowing as the beginning of it. 
But this sowing is not in the fact, as in the 
parable, one only, but repeated again and 
again.—In the parable the Lord gathers as 
it were the whole human race into one 
lifetime, as they will be gathered in one har- 
vest, and sets that forth as simultaneous, 
which has been scattered over the ages of 
time. But (2) as applying principally to 
the Bac. r. op. which lay in the future and 
began with the Lord’s incarnation, the para- 
ble sets forth to us the universal sowing of 
good seed by the Gospel: it sows no bad 
seed: all this is done by the enemy, and 
further we may not inquire. Soon, even 
as soon as Acts v. in the History of the 
Church, did the tares begin to appear ; and 
remarkably coincident with the wheat bring- 
ing forth fruit (see Acts iv. 32 —37). Again, 
see Acts xiii. 10, where Paul calls Elymas 
by the very name vidc dtaBddov. And 
ever since, the same has been the case; 
throughout the whole world, where the 
Son of Man sows good seed, the Enemy 
sows tares. And it is not the office, -how- 

hit may be the.desire, of the ser- 
vants of the householder, the labourers in 
His field, to collect or root up these tares, 
to put them out of the world literally, or of 
the Church spiritually (save in some few 
exceptional cases, such as that in Acts v.) ; 
this is reserved for another time and for 
other hands,—for the harvest, the end ; for 
the reapers, the angels. (3) It is also 
most important to notice that as the Lord 
here gathers up ages into one season of 
seedtime and harvest, so He also gathers 
up the various changes of human character 

and shiftings of human will into two dis- 
tinct classes. We are not to suppose that 
the wheat can never become tares, or the 
tares wheat: this would be to contradict 
the purpose of Him who willeth not the 
death of a sinner, but rather that he should 
be converted and live; and this gracious 
purpose shines through the command adgere 
cuvavédvecOat apporepa, — let time be 
given (as above) for the leaven to work. 
As in the parable of the sower the various 
classes were the concentrations of various 
dispositions, all of which are frequently 
found in one and the same individual, so 
here the line of demarcation between wheat 
and tares, so fixed and impassable at Jast, 
is during the probation-time, the time of 
cuvavénoc, not yet determined by Him 
who will have all to be saved, and to come 
to the knowledge of the truth. In the very 
first example, that of our first parents, the 
good seed degenerated, but their restoration 
and renewal was implied in the promises 
made to them, and indeed in their very 
punishment itself; and we their progeny 
are by nature the children of wrath, till 
renewed by the same grace. The Parable 
is delivered by the Lord as knowing all 
things, and describing by the final result ; 
and gives no countenance whatever to pre~ 
destinarian_error. (4) The parable has 
an historical importance, having been much 
in the mouths and writings of the Donatists, 
who, maintaining that the Church is a per- 
fectly holy congregation, denied the appli- 
cability of this Scripture to convict them of 
error, seeing that it is spoken not of the 
Church but of the world: missing the 
deeper truth which would have led them to 
see that the world is the Church, only over- 
run by these very tares. — 41. ta oxdvd. ] 
generally understood of those men who 
give cause of offence, tempters and hinder- 
ers of others: Stier would rather under- 
stand it of things, as well as men, who are 
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afterwards designated. On ver. 42, see 
note at ch. viii. 12. — 43. ékAdprpovow | 
Shall shine owt, (their light here being 
enfeebled and obscured,) as the sun from a 
cloud. — Tod tatpés, answering to ot vioi, 
ver. 38. 

44—46.] Peculiar to Matthew. This 
and the following parable are closely con- 
nected, and refer to two distinct classes of 
persons who become possessed of the trea- 
sure of the Gospel. Notice that these, as 
also the seventh and last, are spoken not to 
the multitude, but to the disciples —In this 
parable, a man, labouring perchance for 
another, or by accident in passing, finds a 
treasure which has been hidden in a field ; 
from joy at having found it he goes, and 
selling all he has, buys the field, thus by 
the Jewish law becoming the possessor also 
of the treasure. Such hiding of treasures is 
common even now, and was much more 
common in the East (see Jer. xli. 8. Job 
iii. 21. Prov. ii. 4).—This sets before us 
the case of a man who unexpectedly, with- 
out earnest seeking, finds, in some part of 
the outward Church, the treasure of true 
faith and hope and communion with God; 
and having found this, for joy of it he be- 
comes possessor, not of the treasure with- 
out the field (for that the case supposes 
impossible) but of the field at all hazards, 
to secure the treasure which is in it; i. e. 
he possesses himself of the means of grace 
provided in that branch of the Church, 
where, to use a common expression, he has 
“gotten his good :’”’ he makes that field his 
own. — 45.] In this parable the Lord sets 
before us that although in ordinary cases of 
finding ‘ the truth as itis in Jesus,’ the buy- 
ing of the field is the necessary prelude to 
becoming duly and properly possessed of it ; 
yet there are cases, and those of a nobler 
kind, where such condition is not necessary. 

ins. C D P abe Orig. Cypr.—46. d¢ ‘wow C 1 

We have here a merchantman, one whose 
business it is, on the search for goodly 
pearls; i. e. a man who intellectually and 
spiritually is a seeker of truth of the highest 
kind. ‘‘ He whom this pursuit occupies, is 
a merchantman; i. e. one trained, as well 
as devoted, to business. The search is 
therefore determinate, discriminative, un- 
remitting. This case, then, corresponds to 
such Christians only as from youth have 
been trained up in the way which they 
should go. In these alone can be the set- 
tled habits, the effectual self-direction, the 
convergence to one point of all the powers 
and tendencies of the soul, which are indi- 
cated by the illustration.” (Knox’s Re- 
mains, i. 460.) But as the same writer 
goes on to observe, even here there is a 

discovery, at a particular time. The per- 
son has been seeking, and finding, goodly 
pearls; what is true, honest, just, pure, 
lovely, and of good report: but at last he 
finds one pearl of great price—the effica- 
cious principle of inward and spiritual life. 
We hear of no emotion, no great joy of 
heart, as before; but the same decision of 
conduct: he sells all and buys it. He 
chooses vital Christianity af whatever cost 
for his portion. But here is no field. The 
pearl is bought pure—by itself. It is found, 
not unexpectedly in the course of outward 
ordinances, with which therefore it becomes 
to the finder inseparably bound up: but by 
diligent search, spiritual and immediate, in 
its highest and purest form. Trench in- 
stances (Parables, p. 100) Nathanael and 
the Samaritan woman as examples of the 
finders without seeking ;—Augustine, as 
related in his Confessions, of the diligent 
seeker and finder. Compare with this 
parable Proy. ii. 3—9, and to see what 

kind of buying is not meant, Isa. lv. 1. 
Matt. xxv. 9,10. Also see Rev. iii. 18. 
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47—52.] Peculiar to Matthew. — 47.] 
oayryv7 is a drag, or draw-net, drawn over 
the bottom of the water, and permitting 
nothing to escape it. The leading idea of 
this parable is the ultimate separation of 
the holy and unholy in the Church, with a 
view to the selection of the former for the 
master’s use. We may notice that the 
Jishermen are kept out of view and never 
mentioned: the comparison not extending 
to them. A net is cast into the sea and 

not of things, 
as mud, weeds, &c., as Stier supposes) ; 
when this is full, it is drawn to shore, and 
the good collected into vessels, while the 
bad (the legally unclean, those out of season, 
those putri¢ ) are castaway. This 
net is the Church gathering from the sea (a 
common Scripture similitude for nations: 
see Rey. xvii. 15. Is. vili.7. Ps. Ixv.7) of the 
world, all kinds (see Rev. vii. 9); and when 
it is full, it is drawn to the dank (the limit 

: ye the ocean, as the ovyréXeva is the limit 
of the aiwy), and the angels (not the same 

'f as the fishers, as Olshausen maintains ; for 
in the parable of the tares the servants 
and reapers are clearly distinguished) shall 
gather out the wicked from among the just, 
and cast them into everlasting punishment. 
It is plain that the comparison must not 
be strained beyond its limits, as our Lord 
shows us that the earthly here gives but a 
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faint outline of the heavenly. Compare the 
mere é£w é3adoy of the one with the fear- 
ful antitype of vv. 49, 50. On ver. 50 
see note on ch. viii. 12. — 51, 52.] When 
the Lord asks, ‘Have ye understood all 
these things ?’? and they answer ‘ Yea, Lord,’ 
the reply must be taken as spoken from 
their then standing. point, from which but 
little could be seen of that inner and deeper 
meaning which the Holy Spirit has since 
unfolded. And this circumstance explains 
the following parabolic remark of our Lord : 
that every yoapparedc (they in their study 
of the Lord’s sayings answering to the then 
yoappareic in their study of the Law) who 
is paQnrevOeic, enrolled as a disciple and 
taught as such, is like an householder (the 
Great Householder being the Lord Him- 
self, comp. ch. xxiv. 45) who puts forth 
from his store new things and old; i.e. ye 
yourselves, scribes of the Kingdom of Hea- 
ven, instructed as ye shall fully be in the 
meaning of these sayings, are (shall be) 
like householders, from your own stores of 
knowledge respecting them hereafter bring- 
ing out, not only your present understand- 
ing of them, but ever new and deeper 
meanings.—And this is true of was yo. 
kz. Every see See gre c scribe 
of the Kingdom of Heaven is able, from the 
increasing stores of his genuine experimental 
knowledge of the word (not merely from 
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books, or learning, or the Bible itself, but 
ée Tov Ono. avTov), things new and old.— 
The 81a tovro is an expression of conse- 
quence, but not a strong one; answering 
nearly to our ‘ Well, then.’ 

58—58.] Mark vi. 1—6. ~ Luke iv. 16 
—29 and notes. —53, 54.] Thy mar. av., 
Nazareth. The connexion of this event 
with the preceding is direct and consecu- 
tive, and I cannot therefore with Gres- 
well imagine that the proceedings of ch. 
viii. 18—ix. 34 are to be inserted between 
these two verses. In Mark vi. 1 the con- 
nexion is not, as De Wette maintains (Ex. 
Handbuch Matt. p. 160), equally consecu- 
tive, but only definite as to place, and not 
to time, é£m\Oev ixetOev: which, since the 
events just related there, as well as here, 
happened in Capernaum, agrees with our 
text so far (see note there). The teaching 
was on the Sabbath (Mark).—95. ot ade)- 
got avrov| It is an inquiry of much in- 
terest and some difficulty who these were. 
After long examination of the evidence on 
the subject, I believe that the truth will best 
be attained by disencumbering the mind 
in the first place of all @ priori considera- 
tions, and traditions (which last are very 
inconsistent and uncertain), and fixing the 
attention on the simple testimony of Scrip- 
ture itself. 1 will trace the adeAgoi abrov 
or a0. kupiov through the various mentions 
of them in the N. T., and then state the 
result; placing at the end of the note the 
principal traditions on the subject, and the 
difficulties attending them. (1) The expres- 
sion ot a0. avrov occurs nine times in the 
Gospels, and once in the Acts. Of these 
the three first are in the narratives of the 
coming of His mother and brethren to 
speak with Him, ch. xii. 46. Mark iii. 31. 
Luke viii. 19; the two next are the present 
passage and its || in Mark vi. 3, where they 
are mentioned in connexion with His mo- 
ther and sisters; the other four are in John 
ii. 12. vii. 3. 5. 10, in the first of which He 
and his mother and brethren and disciples 
are related to have gone down to Caper- 
naum: and in the three last His brethren 

Iwavyng DEFGMSXV Orig. (once). ‘lwon S. 

are introduced as urging Him to show Him-) 
self to the world, and it is stated that they 
did not believe on Him. The last is in 
Acts i. 14, where we read that the Apostles 
continued in prayer and supplication with 
the women, and with Mary the mother of 
Jesus, and with His brethren. In another 
place, 1 Cor. ix. 5, Paul mentions ot Nourot 
arésToXot, kai ot 48. T. Kuptou, K. Knpae. 
Such are all the places where the meaning 
is undoubted that persons called, and being 
in some usual sense, brethren of the Lord, 
are mentioned. (Besides these the Lord 
Himself uses the words ot ddeAgoi prov 
Matt. xxviii. 10. John xx. 17, but appa- 
rently (see notes there) with a wider mean- 
ing, including at least the eleven Apostles 
in the term, as He does in Matt. xii. 46 
and ||.) Now I would observe, (a) that in 
all the mentions of them in the Gospels, 
except those in John vii., they are in con- 
nexion with His mother: the same being 
the case in Actsi. 14. (3) That it is no- 
where asserted or implied that any of them 
were of the number of the twelve; but 
from John vii. 5, following upon vi. 50 (by 
pera Tavra vil. 1), they are excluded from 
that number. John would certainly not 

have used the words oid yao ot ad. abr. 
émuor. etc aro, had any of them believed 
on Him at that time :—and again in Acts 
i. 14, by being mentioned after the Apostles 
have been enumerated by name, and after 
the mother of Jesus, they are indicated at 
that time also to have been separate from 
the twelve, although then certainly beliey- 

ing on Him. (y) Their names, as stated 
here and in Mark vi. 3, were Jacob, Joses 
(or Joseph), Simon, and Judas, all of them 
among the very commonest of Jewish names. 
Of Joses (or Joseph, certainly not the Jo- 
seph sett Justus of Acts i. 23: see 
ver. 21) and Simon (not Simon Cananites 
or Zelotes: see above) we know from Scrip- 
ture nothing. Of the other two we have 
the following traces—(0) Jacob (James) 
appears in the Apostolic narrative as 6 
adedpog Tov Kupiov, Gal. i. 19: he is there 
called an apostle. This however determines 
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nothing as to his haying been among the 
twelve; for Paul and Barnabas are called 
apostles Acts xiv. 14, and Paul always calls 
himself such. Whether he is identical with 
the James of Gal. ii. 9, whom Paul mentions 
with Cephas and John as haying given him 
and Barnabas the right hand of fellowship, 
fourteen years after the visit in ch. i. 19, 
does not appear. (See this whole subject 
discussed in the note on James i. J, vol. ii.) 
(e) The Jude who has left an epistle, and 
was brother of James, not only does not 
call himself an apostle, ver. 1 (as neither 
does James, nor indeed John himself, so 
that this cannot be urged), but in ver. 17 
seems to draw a distinction between him- 
self and the Apostles. Whether this indi- 
cate that the James and Jude, the authors 
of the Epistles, were two of these adedgoi 
T. kupiou, is uncertain ; but it may at least 
be mentioned in the course of our inquiry. 
—I shall now state the result of that in- 
quiry, which has been based on Scripture 
testimony only. (1) That there were four 
persons known as ot a0. avrobd or 7. kupiov, 
not of the number of the twelve. (2) That 
these persons are found in all places (but 
one) where their names occur in the Gos- 
pels, i immediate connexion with Mary, 
the mother of the Lord. (3) That not a 
word is any where dropped to prevent us 
from inferring that the adeAgui and adeAgai 
avrov were His relations in the same lite- 
ral sense as we know ») pytnp avrov to 
have been; but that His own saying, where 
He distinguishes His relations according to 
the flesh from His disciples (ch. xii. 50 
and ||), seems to sanction that inference. 
(4) That nothing is said from which it can 
be inferred whether Joseph had been mar- 
ried before he appears in the Gospel history ; 
—or again, whether these a0. were, accord- 
ing to the flesh, older or younger than the 
Lord. (5) That the silence of the Scripture 
narrative leaves it free for Christians to 
believe these to have been real (younger) 
brethren and sisters of the Lord, without 
incurring any imputation of unsoundness 
of belief as to His miraculous conception. 
That such an imputation has been cast, is 
no credit to the logical correctness of those 
who have made it, who set down that, be- 
cause this view has been taken by impugners 
of the great Truth just mentioned, therefore 
it eventually leads, or may fairly be used, 
towards the denial of it (see Dr. Mill on 
the Brethren of our Lord, p. 224); for no 

€ a td ~ 9g > ~ ] / , x : o 6& Inoove eizey avroie Ov Zort Toopntng hx 6 

attempt is made to show its connexion with 
such a conclusion. The fact is that the 
two matters, the miraculous conception of 
the Lord Jesus by the Holy Ghost, and 
the subsequent virginity of His Mother, are 
essentially and entirely distinct : see note 
on Matt. i. 25; see also, respecting a sup- 
posed difficulty attending this view, note on 
John xix. 26. (IL) I will now state the 
principal ¢raditionary views respecting the 
brethren of the Lord. That they were 
all sons of Alphzeus (or Clopas) and Mary 
the sister of the Mother of our Lord; and 
so cousins of Jesus, and called agreeably to 
Jewish usage His brothers——This is the 
view taken in the remarkable fragment of 
Papias, quoted in Dr. Mill, p. 238, adopted 
by Jerome (cont. Helvidium), and very 
generally received in ancient and modern 
times. But it seems to me that a com- 
parison of the Scripture testimonies cited 
above will prove it untenable. One at 
least of the sons of this Alpheus was an 
apostle, of the number of the twelve, viz. 
"lacwBog 6 rod ’AXdgaiov (see all the lists, 
on ch. x. 3); which (see above) would ex- 
clude him from the number of the brethren 
of the Lord. But even if one of the four 
could be thus detached (which, from John 
vii. 5, I cannot believe), it is almost cer- 
tain that "lotéac "TaxwBou (see Luke’s two 
lists as above) is Jude the brother of James; 
and if so, this would be another son of Al- 
phzeus, and another subtraction from the 
number who did not believe on Him. Again 
Matthew (see note on Matt. ix. 9), if iden- 
tical with Levi (Mark ii. 14), was another 
son of Alphzeus; which would make a fifth 
brother, and leave therefore out of five, 
three believing on Him at the time when it 
was said oj0é yao ot ad. . . K.7.A. This 
view besides labours under the difficulty 
arising from these brethren always accom- 
panying and being found in connexion with 
Mary the Mother of our Lord, whereas 
throughout that time their own mother 
was living. The way in which the assertors 
of this view explain John vii. 5, is either 
by supposing that all the brethren are not 
there implied, or that all are not here men- 
tioned; both suppositions, it seems to me, 
very unlikely (compare e.g. John’s minute 
accuracy wherean exception was to be made, 
ch. vi. 23,24). (III) That they were chil- 
dren of Joseph by a former marriage (or 
even by a later one with Mary wife of 
Clopas, to raise up seed to his dead brother 

i 
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as Clopas is said to have been: but this 
needs no refutation). This view was taken 
by several early Fathers, e. g. Hilary, Epi- 
phanius, and mentioned by Origen, who 
(Winer Realworterbuch, i. p. 663) says 
respecting it, ot ratra AEyovTec TO akiwma 
THe Mapiac tv waplevia TnoEty péxpL TE- 
Aoug PotdAovrar. This however, while by 
no means impossible, and in some respects 
agreeing with the apparent position of these 
brothers as older (according to the flesh) 
than the Lord (John vii. 3), has no coun- 
tenance whatever in Scripture, either in 
their being called sons of any other woman, 
or in any distinct mention of Joseph as 
their father. (IV) On the a priori con- 
siderations which have influenced opinions 
on this matter, see note on Matt. i. 25: 
and on the traditional literature, see the 
tract of Professor Mill on the Brethren of 
our Lord. See also Winer Realworterbuch, 
Art. Jesus, § 3. Gresswell, Dissertations, 
vol. i. Dis. iii. Blom, Disputatio Theo- 
logica de 7. a6. r. c. Lug. Bat. 1839. Wiese- 
ler, Stud. und Kritiken, 1842, i. 96 ff. (These 
two last I have not seen.)—Neander, Le- 
ben J. p. 48, brings out the importance of 
the view which I have above (under I) en- 
deayoured to justify, as showing that the 
account of the miraculous conception is not 
mythical, in which case all would have been 
arranged to suit the views of virginity from 
which it had arisen,—but strictly historical, 
found as it is with no such arrangements or 
limitations. —58.] odK érrotnae = ove 1)00- 
varo moijoat Mark vi., where see note. 
On the identity of this preaching at Naza- 
‘eth with that related much earlier by Luke 
iv. [4-sq.,.see note there, —_.________— 

Cuar. XIV7I—T2.] Mark vi. 14—29. 
Luke ix. 7—9, who does not relate the 
death of John.—1.] This Herod was Herod 
Antipas, son of Herod the Great, ie MaX- 
Oaxne THE Lapapeirisoc, and own brother 

~ dotX\oe. In 

of Archelaus (Jos. B. J. i. 28, 4). The 
portion of the kingdom allotted to him by 
the second will of his father (in the first he 
was left as king) was the tetrarchy of Gali- 
lee and Pera (Jos. Ant. xvii. 8,1). He 
married the daughter of the Arabian king 
Aretas; but having during a visit to his 
half-brother Herod Philip (not the tetrarch 
of that name, but another son of Herod 
the Great, disinherited by his father), be- 
come enamoured of his wife Herodias, he 
prevailed on her to leave her husband, and 
live with him. This step, accompanied as 
it was with a stipulation of putting away 
the daughter of Aretas, involved him in a 
war with his father-in-law, which however 
did not break out till a year before the 
death of Tiberius (A.p. 37, u.c. 790), Jos. 
Antt. xviii. 5, 1—3, and in which he was 
totally defeated and his army destroyed by 
Aretas; a Divine vengeance, according to 
the Jews, for the death of John the Bap- 
tist (Josephus, ibid.). He and Herodias 
afterwards went to Rome at the beginning 
of Caligula’s reign, to complain of the as- 
sumption of the title of king by Agrippa 
his nephew, son of Aristobulus; but Ca- 
ligula having heard the claims of both, 
banished Antipas and Herodias to Lyons 
in Gaul, whence he was afterwards removed 
to Spain, and there died: Jos. Antt. viii. 
7, 1,2. The following events took place 
at Macherus, a frontier fortress between 
Perea and Arabia. —tThv axonv *Incod] 
It was the fame of the preaching and mi- 
racles of the twelve, on their mission, of 
which Herod heard,—probably in conjunc- 
tion with the works of Christ.—2. mats = 

Luke ix. 7 it is said that 
Herod dinwépe, dia 7d NyecPat v6 TI- 
vov, Ore “lwavy. éyny. «.7.X. There is 
no inconsistency in these accounts: the 
report originated with others : but if Herod 
Cimmépe concerning it, he in the terrors of 
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a guilty conscience, doubtless gave utter- 
ance to these words himself. There is no 
evidence that Herod was a Sadducee, or a 
disbeliever in the resurrection as then held 
by the Pharisees. See note on Mark viii. 14. 
—There is no allusion here to metempsy- 
chosis, but to the veritable bodily resur- 
rection, and supposed greater power ac- 
quired by having passed through death ; 
for John wrought no miracle while living 
(see John x. 41). — 4.] It was unlawful by 
Levit. xviii. 16. — 5.] This verse is further 
expanded in Mark: 6 yao ‘Hp. é¢oBeiro 
TOV Jw. eidwe avTtoy dvdpa Oicatov Kai 
ay.ov, kai cuverHoee abréyv" Kai akovoag 
avrou woAdXa érolet, Kai Owe avTov 
7Kove. Josephus, not being aware of any 
other grounds for his imprisonment, alleges 
purely political ones: Ceicag ‘Hpwdne 76 
émi rocovde miBavoy abrov Totg avOow- 
TOU pur) eTi ATOOTAGE TLVi PENOL... TOAD 
Kpsirrov yyeira, Tel TL VEWTEDOY g& av- 
TOU yeveoOa, ™pohaBwy avaoey . 
Antt. xviii. 5, 2. — etxov] not esteemed or 
accounted—such a sense of éyw is without 
example—but ‘possederunt eum tanquam 
prophetam.’ See reff.—6.] The birthday, 
not the anniversary of the accession. A 

Vou. I. 

great feast was given to the nobility of 
Galilee, Mark vi. 21. The damsel’s name 
was Salome (Jos. Antt. xviii. 5, 4), daugh- 
ter of Herodias by her former husband 
Philip. The dance was probably a panto- 
mimic dance. — 9.] Herod was grieved, be- 
cause he heard John gladly, and from policy 
did not wish to put him to death on so 
slight a cause. This is not at all incon- 
sistent (as De Wette maintains) with his 
wishing to. put him to death, for to that is 
distinctly added kai ox jdbvaro: not for 
want of power, certainly, but for want of 
cause sufficient to satisfy the people. — 
10.] It appears from the damsel’s expres- 
sion dé¢ proc de and this verse, that the 
feast was held either at Macherus or at 
no great distance from it. Antipas had a 
palace near, Ta mAysiov “Topdavov Beas 
Neca Kata BynOapapabor, B. J. ii. 4, 25 
but he was not there on account of the 
war with Aretas,—see above. 

13—21.] Mark vi. 30—44. Luke ix. 10 
—17. John vi. 1—13, where also see notes. 

—13.] There is some difficulty here in con- 
ceiving how the narration is to proceed con- 
tinuously. The death of the Baptist is evi- 
dently retrospectively and parenthetically 

I 
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inserted; and yet the retirement of the 
Lord in this verse seems to be the imme- 
diate consequence of His hearing of that 
occurrence. But this may well have been 
so: for (1) the disciples of John would be 
some days in bringing the news from Ma- 
cherus to Capernaum, and the report 

mentioned in ver. 1 might reach Herod 
meantime; and (2) the expression with 
which that report is introduced, éy éxeivyp 
Tp Kato, extends it over a considerable 
space of time; and (3) the message which 
the disciples of John brought to our Lord 
might have included both particulars, the 
death of their Master, and the saying of 
Herod respecting Himself.—He went across 
the lake (John vi. 1) into a desert place 
belonging to the city called Bethsaida (Luke 
ix. 10). His retirement (Luke, ibid., and 
Mark vi. 30) was connected also with the 
return of the twelve from their mission: 
compare the full and affecting account of 
the whole transaction in Mark vi. 30—35. 
—15.] This dia was the first evening, the 
decline of the day, about 3 p.m.; the dia 
in ver. 23, after the miracle, was late in the 
night.—h dpa] ‘the time of the day is now 
late.’ Hv ripe Wpac pukpdy mod Cbyroc HALov, 
Xen. Hell. vii. 2, 22—16,17.] Sdére av- 
Tots Upets ., which is common to the three 

xéprov BC Copt. Arm. txt P.—xai bef. 

first Evangelists, is considerably expanded 
in the more detailed account of John, ver. 
3—7 ;—it was Andrew who spoke in ver. 
17, and the five loaves and two fishes were 
brought by a lad: John vy. 8,9. They were 
barley loaves and salt fish: ibid. And we 
have the vast concourse accounted for in 
John by the fact that the Passover was at 
hand, and so they were collected on their 
journey to Jerusalem.—See a very similar 
miracle in 2 Kings iv. 42—44; only then 
there were twenty barley loaves and an 
hundred men. See also Numbers xi. 21, 
22.—19.] evAdyyeev, viz. the loaves and 
fishes, see Luke ix. 16. This miracle was 
one of symbolic meaning for the twelve, 
who had just returned from their mission, 
as pointing to the dwoedy éhaBere, Owoedv 
Oére of ch. x. 8 in a higher sense than they 
then could have understood it:—but see 
the symbolic import of the miracle treated 
in the notes to John vii—Meyer well re- 
marks that the process of the miracle is 
thus to be conceived :—the Lord blessed 
and gave the loaves and tishes to the dis- 
ciples, as they were ; and then, during their 
distribution of them, the miraculous in- 
crease took place, so that they broke and 
distributed enough for all. — 21.] xwpis 
yuv. «. mad. is peculiar to Matt., although 
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PZ 
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being used in the other three Evangelists. apd¢ avr. The words wepirar. emi Tic 
See note on John v. 10. OaXaoone are common to the three Evan- 

~ 22--83.] Mark vi. 44—52. (Luke omits _ gelists, and can have no other meaning here, 
this incident.) John vi. 14d—21. The con- than that the Lord walked bodily on the 

viction of the people after this miracle was, surface of the water. The passages com- 
that Jesus was the Messiah; and their dis- monly cited to show that évi with a gen. 
position, to take Him by force and make can mean ‘on the bank of,’ are not ap- 
Him a king. See John v. 14,15. For this plicable here, being all after verbs of rest, 
reason He constrained His disciples to leave not of motion. 4 Kings i ii. 7. Dan. viii. 2.; 

= Him, becausethey were but too anxious to John xxi. 1. In Job ix. 8 we read of the 
“Al second this wish of the multitude; and Almighty, 6 fr) tavioac TOY ovpavor povoc, 

their dismissal was therefore an important kai mepiTaT@y we tx eOagove ert Badac- 
step towards the other.—eis 1d wépav] one. Mark adds cai HOerE mapehOety av- 
Mark adds zpd¢ BeOoaday, John e'¢ Ka- tovg: John, cai étyyt¢ rod wotov yw0- 
wepvaoim: for the Bethsaida the city of jevoy. See notes on those places. — 28. ] 
Philip and Andrew and Peter, was distinct This narrative respecting Peter is peculiar 
from Bethsaida Julias, in whose neighbour- to Matthew. It is in very strict accord- 
hood the miracle took place, and in the ance with his warm and confident charac- / 

direction of Capernaum. — 25.] The fourth ter, and has been called almost a ‘ rehear- 7 
watch, according to the Roman calculation, sal’ of his denial afterwards. It is one of 

which was by this time common among the the most pointed and striking revelations 

Jews (who themselves divided the night which we have of the nature and analogy 

into three parts or watches). This would of faith; and a notable example of the 

be between three and six in the morning.— power of the higher spiritual state of man 

GarqdOe mpds adt.] a mixed construction over the inferior laws of matter, so often 
It & 
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reverence pervaded the disciples also: 

116 EYAITEAION XIV. 32—36. 

cir ~ , , >a . 382 \ 
et acl AEYE auT@ *’OXy Omare fic «TL «“ EOloTaGaC 5 Kal 

lyt | piety © sh! 
bMakiv.so * es auto ec TO wAOLOY ° EKOTaGEV O avsmoc. 

and reff. , 2 

eGen.xxiii 7. 83 7 OE Ey TW mTAroiw EMovrec * ToocEKivyGaY “ auTw 
dch.iv.3. , ~ d Pe SEN toa 
ech- ix 1. AEyovTEC AXdnboc “ Oeov vioe et. 
f ch. vii. 16, 20. 

Luke xxiv. 
31. 

** Kai 7 dtamrepasavrec nABov * Fata THY yn * Tevyn- 
ay eer \ & es , 

a las caper. 5 kat ‘ETL vovTec avrToyv ot avdps ce ® Tov TOTOU 
h 1 Chron. v.16. > h 
ch. ii. 9. EKELVOU anéorehay ee oAnv mY PT EDEX HO: EKELVNY, Kal 

i ch. iv. 

Ezek. xxxiv. 36 ; Es Kal 

1 Jer. viii. 2 

TpochveyKay auTw mavrac rove 

oe magekadouy avTov iva povov 

3. TOU uaTlOV aUTOV, Kal Ooot mbavro | 

" KAKWC EXovtac, 
* dfovrar Tov KoaoTécou 

Siencineann 

Baeewyit S. MGV Aa) Lowe moocepXovrat TW *Inoov [ov | amo ‘Tepoa0- 

Avpwv yoappareic Kal Pagioaior AéyovTEc > Atari ot 

Mga ssi. 5 paQnzat cov ™ rapapalvover THv mapadoow Tw ° mpeo- 

ei Puripwy ; ov yap vinTovTat Tac Xeipac autwy orav 
o = Heb. xi. 2. 
p Num. xiv.41. dorov eoliwow. 
q exo: xx. 

aay ili. 9, 
r Exop. xxi. , Lette oe 8 

16. mapacooty Selina 
s Prov. xx. 20. 

1 Sam. iii. 13. 
Acts xix. 9. 

C P. — 33. 
cic B D. and C., but omg. éic. 
Devvysapar Der: 

AG Oe atoxplestc ElTEV aurTo 
~ 

ic ® Atari 
/ ‘ > \ - ~ ‘ \ 

Kal UILELC maoapatvere TV evToAny TOU Qcou oa THY 
d ¢e 

“2 ya9 ede 

Tov TATE foa 4p Kal Thy unréoa, Kal 

‘Tina * eyerethato Néywv * 

=aOe= kakohoyor TaTépa 

é\Oov7eEc om. B C Copt. Ath. Or. txt D P abev. —34. 7\Oov tri rijv yijv 
txt P abedv Orig.—Tevyncap D* abe (Genesar be) v. 

Tevnoapid KL. Tevynoaped EFP art Copt. txt B C. —35. aft. 

éxeiv. ins. adorabant eum et abe Hil. — 36. dc01 dy tp. C 
Cuar. XV. 1. for r@ "Ino., ted¢ abrov D abe Hil.—oi om. B D. 

tver. Ey., timev BD 2 abe Copt. Auth. Arm. Iren. Orig. Hier. 
txt C P. —4. for 

txt C.—rec. aft. war. 

ins. cov with C? abe, butom. BC DEF GS V Aith. Orig. Chrys. Cypr. Tren. Aug. — 

brought forward by the Lord. See ch. xvii. 
20. xxi. 21. — 82.] John adds cai evbéwe 
TO motoy éyévero evi THe -ye ele iy 

imiyov, vi. 21:—see note there. — 83.] 
These persons were probably the crew of 
the ship, and distinct from the disci- 
ples. On Qe00 vids see note at ch. iv. 3. 
It was the first time that the Lord had 
been called so by men. See ch. iii. 17. iv. 3. 

This feeling of amazement and 
see 

the strong expressions of Mark vi. 52. 
34—36.] Mark vi. 53—56. Gennesar or 

Gennesaret, a district from which the lake 
was also occasionally so called, extended 

Zz its western shore. At its northern 
oa was Capernaum, near which the Lord 
landed, as would appear from John vi. 24, 

_ 25.—On Kpaor. see tes on ch. ix. 20. 
eas 

Cuar. XV. 1—20.] Mark Vil. 23+ 
From Mark it appears that these Scribes 
and Pharisees had come expressly from Je- 
rusalem to watch our Lord: most probably 
after that Passover which was nigh at the 
time of feeding the five thousand, John 

vi. 4. Ifthe ot be omitted in the text, the 
same will be here implied also. — 2.] The 
Jews attached more importance to the tra- 
ditionary exposition than to the Scripture 
text itself. They compared the written 
word to water; the traditionary exposition 
to the wine which must be mingled with 
it.—The duty of washing before meat is 
not inculcated in the law, but only in the 
traditions of the Scribes. So rigidly did 
the Jews observe it, that Rabbi Akiba, 
being imprisoned, and having water scarce- 
ly sufficient to sustain life given him, pre- 
ferred dying of thirst to eating without 
washing his hands!—mpeoBvrepot are not 
the elders, but the ancients. See reff. — 
3. kal dp.] the cai implies that there was a 
mapapPacte also on their part—acknowledg- 
ing that on the part of the disciples.—rhv 
evt. Tt. 0.) A remarkable testimony from 
our Lord to the Divine origin of the Mo- 
saic law: not merely of the Decalogue, as 
such, for the second command quoted is not 
in the Decalogue ; and it is to be observed 
that where the text has 6 @&d¢ tvereiNaTo, 
Mark (vii. 10) has Mwoje eims.—4.] Oa- 
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this citation is made (ch. xxiv—xxxv.) sets 

XV. 1—13. KATA MAT@AION. Ty 

FG = \ , \ xn 
7 bntEpa Davari reAevraren" ” upetc Oe nee: “Oc av 

wn 7s ’ 

eur Tw Tarot 7] ™ pitt ‘Acpoy 0 oO cus E& € § euov “apednOnc, t Lev. xxvii. 9. 
Prov. XX. 25. 

8 + op it) F ruse TOV nee avrou Ln Th pntéoa eae 
v Gal. iii. 17 +. * evrodi Dcov dud ane avrov |, Kal ‘ nkuowoarte TH EvTo) Vv TOU eau ta THY ace SNO HE 

w — Jer. i. 122 
72.0.1 

a (- ~ ¢ r 

7 aoacoot UMW. ‘ YroKpital, “ kadwe * Toospnrevas x 
\ ~ e A ? ’ e N ~ y Isa. xxix. 

TE ol voy Hoatac Aeywy ‘ 5 Eyyice jot | oO Aaoc o eae Exod. xix. 
22. Jam.iv 8. 

1.13 al. 
[ee oropare aura kat] Tole * xetheot BE ae n O€ aoa 

(EI a Mal. it. 6. J 

Kapdla avuT@y TOppw an exet ie e100. 9 natyy ea bee ee 

Beal we OwoacKkovrec ? OtdacKkaAtac ° “evra\wara avbow- ° Epheiy, dat 
1 \ , ‘ c || Mk. Col. ii. 

mov. "Kal Tpockadecapevos Tov oxAov cimev avr oi 22 only, Job 
Xxi11. 12. 

2 , \ ‘ d Reale ¢ 
A Kat ovuvicre. |! ov TO ELCEDY OMEVOY elc TO oropta ea cag 

\ Rey. xxi. 
“Kouvot TOV avOourov, aha ro “EK TOQEVO[UEVOY EK TOU 27t. 

f Num, xxxii. 
A 

oTOMLaATOC TOUTO KOUvoLt TOV dvPowrov. Me TOTE ™ooced- cae 

Dovree ol pabyrat avrou euro auTw Oidae bre ot Paot- 
g 13 <% \ gch. xiii. 21. 

oat akovoarrec Tov hoyov Sokayea iebabae: 5 oO € no ke 
29. if > \ 5 - t Ss > ee, G fe 

atokowec cite Ilava " pureia nv ovK Eepurevaer 0 TTT O) op eee 

6. rec. kai ob pn) TiYwnoy, With ev. txt BC D abv Orig. Aug. Hier. —6. 7) r. pw. abrov 
om. B Da. ins. C dc.—for riv évr., roy Ndyor B D ab Copt. Eth. Arm. Orig. Eus. 
Iren. Aug. 7Oyv vouoy C. txt cv Orig. —7. tyyiZeu .... kai om. BDL abe Syr. 
Copt. AEth. Arm. Clem. Orig. (expressly, stating that the words are in Isa., but not 
quoted by Matt.) Bas. Cyr. Chry s. Tert. Cypr. Hil. Ambr. Hier. ., inserting 6 hade ovToc 
bef. rote x. txt C (?). —8. for dzéye, tory D abcv Hil. txt BC Orig. Cypr. Tert. — 
11. aft. od, ins. wav D.—épyopuevoy B.—xowvwvet D. communicat d. Tert. Hier. Aug., and 

vatw ted. is a Hebraism, mp m.—5.] the punishment of the mere nominal Israel 

Lightfoot on this verse shows that the ex- and the salvation of the true Israel of God- 

pression cited by our Lord did not always And, as so often in the prophetic word, its 

bind the utterer to consecrate his property threats and promises are for all times of 
to religious uses, but was, by its mere utter- the Church ;—the particular event then fore- 

ance, sufficient to absolve him from the duty told being re one fulfilment of those deeper 

of caring for his parents: see further on and more general declarations of God, which 

the word Corban in Mark vii. 11. —6.] shall be ever having their successive illus- 

The constr. (with the rec. kal) admits of two ‘trations in His dealings with men.—The 
explanations: (1) it may be an unfinished prophecy is nearly according to the LXX, 
sentence, and cai ob pr) Ty. in apposition—Which compare. The citation in Mark is 
with 6d dy eimy in the verse before, in (if- the-spurious words be cancelled) ver- 

which case some such addition as the E. V. batim the same with that in the text. 
makes (‘he shall be free’) is required ; or, Stier however maintains (vol. ii. p. 161) 

(2) which seems the better way (see Winer, that the words in question ought to be sup- 
p- 479 note, and De Wette in loc.), it is to plied in Mark, because by vier i is wanted to 
be taken as the consequence of d¢ dy eizy, Oppose to TOppw anéxel, and oropare to 
—ov pi) with a subjunctive giving, as usual, connect with oréua in ver. 11.—9.] LXX. 
a future tense. In this case cai is not re- é@TdApata av. Kai dwackadiac. The 
dundant : ‘he shall also (or, even) be free two are here in apposition, as in E. V.— 
from honouring his father and mother ;’ or 10.] éxeivouc pey EmLoTOMLTae kai ROT Gs 
even ‘he shall also not honour,’ &c., as we tax vvac apicey wc aviaroug TpereL Oe TOY 
read in Mark vii. 12, ovKére adiere adTov Aéyor mpdc Toy byAov, we a&tohoywreEpor. 
ovdiy roujoa K.7.A. Bengel, Olshausen, Euthym.—12.] This took place after our 
and others suppose kai to be the Hebrew Lord had entered the house and was apart 

sign of the consequence, so that Kai ov jury = from the multitude: see Mark v. 17.—7Tov 
x5). —8.] The portion of Isaiah from which é6yov] the saying addressed to the multi- 

i tude in ver. 11. —18.] The plant is the 
teaching of the Pharisees, altogether of 

} 

forth in alternate threatenings and promises, 
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i Jer. i. 16. 
ch. xiii. 29. 

k Mark xiv. 6. 
: EE iv. 

1 x xii. 1). 
Luke vi. 39 

only. Isa. gqrey aur 
xxiv. 18 al. 
= ch. xiii. be 

eS ODE ‘Tnaviic cmev 
n here only. 
6 6xAo¢ ak- 

pny xaos de- 

Xen. Anab. 
iv. 3, 26. 

o Wisd. i. 5. 18 
Rom. i. 21, 
31. x. 19. 

p 2 Kings xx. 
10. 2 Chron. 
xxi. 15, 19. 
1 Cor. vi. 13. 
Rey. x. 9, 10. 

q jlonly ft. see 
Ley. xv. 19, 

- \ 

f TopvEtat, Korat, 
Sees oe ea raved § EOTL Ta Kowouvra 

Luke ix. 47. 
ii. 35. 1 Cor. 
iii. 20. Jam. 
ji. 4. 

s Jer. xiii. 27 
al. Gal. v. 19. 

t Hos. ii. 2. 
1 Cor. vi. 13. 

| Kat 

18, &c. 
u | only. Gen. 

TWYV 

EY ATTEAION 

e , 7 ie? , 

prov 0 ovparviog ExoilwOnoerar. 
, ~ ce ~ 

ELOL rupdol TupAwy tuproc Po tupAov eav ony, aupo- 

TEOOL ec * Babvvov | resovvrat. 

Agu Kal Upete 

> ‘ p , ~ \ , 

eg THY KotALav EXPEL Kat eC 

Seonerats KaKéWwa KOWOL TOV avOpurov. 

Kapolac é&éoyovrat " Stadoytopot Tovnpol, povot, ° 

* Pevdonaprupiat, 

XEpot payety ov Kool TOV 

ee ov exeiev oO 

BEon Ubpay Kat S1wvoc. 

“opto EKELVOV ebeJovon 

b. 4 

TAS apere avTouc’ oonyot 

i aroxpletc Ot 0 Ilérpoc 

eR aeee, nv my rapa(ohzv [rabrny J. 

° agbverot EOTE ; 

1 Ble] VOEITE ort Trav TO ELCTFO PEVOMLEVOV ELC TO oToma 

9 apecpova exadXgrat ; . 

Ta 6& ExTopevopeva EK TOU OTOMATOG EK crue Kapoiac 

9 EK yao TC 

JLOLy ELaLL, 

id PAacdnutat. 
‘ ” = \ Ne ee 

TOV avNowmov TO O& aviTToLe 
Ua 

avlow7oyv. 
c , - > z > ‘ 

Inoove aveywoncey cic Ta by os 
2 hes A A , >) .s 

Kal toov yur” Xavavata avo 

*Y Exoavyacev Laure | 

van ay 59+. Aéyousa "EXEnooy jus Kipt vie Aavid* n Ou-yarno pLov 
w ch. xii. 31. 
x Josh. xy. 1. ch. xix. 1. y ch. xii. 19. 

also in vers. 18. 20.—14. for atrodc, rodc Trupdode D d.—Gd0por D. 
étyv7ecouvrar D d.—15. ratrny om. B Z Or. 

txt C.—eiceoyopevoy B. 
éxoavyatey M. 

abev Syr. Copt. Aith. 
txoale BD. éxpake Z av Orig. 

human, and not of Divine planting. That 
this is so, is clear by dere avtodc follow- 
ing, and by the analogy of our Lord’s para- 
bolic symbolism, in which seed, plant, &c., 
are compared to doctrine, which however 
in its growth becomes identified with, and 
impersonated by, its recipients and dissemi- 
nators. See this illustrated in notes on the 
parable of the sower, ch. xiii. ‘ gu7dv, 
natura: gureia, cura.’ Bengel. On this 
verse see John xy. 1, 2.—15.] The saying 
in ver. 11, which is clearly the subject of 
the question, was not strictly a zapapoX1, 
but a plain declaration; so that either Peter 
took it for a parable,—or zapaj3. must be 
taken in its wider sense of ‘an hard say- 
ing.’ Stier thinks that their questioning 
as to the meaning of parables in ch. xiii. 
had habituated them to asking for explana- 
tions in this form.—16.] The saying in 
ver. 11 was spoken for the multitude, who 
were exhorted akovere x. cuviere: much 
more then ought the disciples to have un- 
derstood it. —akpqvy = adhuc is a later 
Greek word. —17.] orépart, 6v ob yiverat 
Ovnrav piv, wo pn Wdatwr, eicodog, 
EE0docg C& adOaprwv. tmeicipyerat piv 
yao abt oiria Kai ToTd, PVavTOU TwHpa- 
Tog p9aprai rpogat. Adyor dé tkiaowy, 
abavarov Puyng abavarot vopo, OC oy 

tov Bdbvvov Z.— 
txt C D ev. — 17. for otrw, ov BDZ 
txt C DZ Orig. — 22. for éxpatyacer, 
txt C.—aire om. B C Z b Syr. Copt. 

0 NoytKoc Biog KvBeovarar. Philo Judzeus 
de Opif. Mundi, i. 29. 

21—28.] Mark vii. 24—30: omitted by 
Luke. It is not quite clear whether our 
Lord actually passed the frontier into the 
land of the heathen, or merely was on the 
frontier. The usage of ef¢ ra péon in Mat- 
thew favours the former supposition: see 
ch. ii. 22. xvi. 13; also, for dora, ch. ii. 16. 
iv. 13. viii. 34. Exod. xvi. 35, cig pépoc 
THC potvikne, ‘to the borders of Canaan,’ 
has been quoted as supporting the other 
view; but the usage of our Evangelist him- 
self seems to carry greater weight. And the 
question is not one of importance; for our 
Lord did not go to teach or to heal, but, 
as it would appear, to avoid the present 
indignation of the Pharisees. Mark’s ac- 
count certainly implies that the woman was 
in the same place where our Lord was 
wishing to be hid, and could not.—22. aad 
T. 6p. ex. .. does not belong to bEeNO., but 
means ‘of, or from those parts.” —- aEeNO.] 
‘coming out’ (they were going by the way, 
see ver. 23): i.e. from her house, or town, 
or village.— The inhabitants of these 
parts are called Canaanites, Num. xiii. 29. 
Act i. 30. 32,33; and pero Exod. 
15 (LXX). Josh. v. 1 (LXX). Mark 

ete her ‘EAAnvic, i.e. a heathen by re- 
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* Aoyov. %= ch. xxi. 41. 
a ch. Vili. 28. 
b a Viii. 8. 

4 Kings xviii. 
6. 

TOmiobev Huey. can’xiv. 22. 
ae 5, pe ey 

26. Gen. 
age Ta XViii. 10. 
D c \ 

os ‘Iopann. n 

i Bonbe fol. 

' kaXov AaPew TOY 

e= Acts ix. 2. 
f Jer. xxvii. 6. 

g ch. xiv. 33. 
Gen. xliii. 26. 

h Ps. Ixix. 5. 
cxviii. 117. 

k ’ Fine \ i= Gen. ii. 18. 
Kuvaptotc. 7) Of k lonly +. 

lies , > \ ~ 

eolier avTO TWV Eee ret er 5 

m ‘i and Luke 
Xvi. 21 f. 

yuvat, 

peyadn cou 1) TloTICc’ yevnOnrw COL we AeNere: Kal taQn 
c 7, e) ~ b) A -~ iv , , 

7] Ou-yarno aUTNC ATO TIC WPeaC EKELVNC. 

Arm. Orig. ins. dxlow avrov D d.—23. Noyov om. Z.—rec. nowrwy. txt BC D X. — 
24. aft. pop. ins. ravra Dd. — 25. ToocekVyNTEY CFK LSV mss. av Chrys. txt B D 
and many mss. be. — 26. for ovK« Eort kadov, ovK tEeorty D abe Orig. (twice, once as in 
txt) Bas. Hil. Ambr. Jer. 

ligion, and Supapowikisca rp yéver: and 
describes her only as having come to our 
Lord in the house. But by the account in 
our text, she had been crying after the Lord 
and the disciples by the way previously ; and 
Mark’s account must be understood to begin 
at 1) O& é\Movca, ver. 25. From Mark ii. 8. 
Luke vi. 17, we learn that the fame of our 
Lord had been spread in these parts, and 
multitudes from thence had come to Him 
for healing. —It was not this woman’s 
dwelling-place, but her descent, which 
placed the bar between her and our Lord’s 
ministrations. The expression vié Aavid 
shows her acquaintance with Jewish ex- 
pressions and expectations ; but the whole 
narrative is against De Wette’s supposition, 
that she may have been a proselyte of the 
Gate. — 23.] The reason alleged by the 
disciples must be coupled with our Lord’s 
unwillingness to be known, stated by Mark 
(vii. 24), and means, ‘she will draw the 
attention of all upon us.’ The word aré- 
dvgov does not necessarily imply granting 
her request, nor the contrary ; but simply 
‘dismiss her,’ leaving the method to the 
Lord Himself. — 24.] See ch. x. 5. Such 
was the purpose of our Lord’s personal 
ministry; yet even this was occasionally 
broken by such incidents as this. The 
‘fountain sealed’ sometimes broke its banks, 
in token of the rich flood of grace which 
should follow. See Rom. xv. 8.— 25.] 
éGotoa, i.e. into the house where our 
Lord was. See Mark vii. 24. — 26.] kvva- 
pto.s] No further contempt is indicated by 
the diminutive, still less any allusion to the 
daughter of the woman: the word is com- 

txt B C. — 27. yap om. B. — 28. & om. D.—30. kw. om. D. 

monly used of fame dogs, as diminutives 

frequently express familiarity. So in Xen. 
Cyr. vill. 4: et 0& peyad\nv yapeic, Hv 
more BovAy avrny bpOny pAnoat, 7 ™00C- 
a\XE0ai oe denoer & os Ta Kuvapta. el 
The sense of kal yap is not given by ‘ yet’ 
in the E.V. The woman, in her humility, 
accepts the appellation which our Lord 
gives her, and grounds her plea upon an 
inference from it. Her words also have a 
reference to dgec TpWTov xopracOiva Ta 
Téxva, expressed by Mark y. 27. The 
Vulgate has rightly, ‘ Etiam Domine: nam 
et catelli edunt.’ The Lord, in the use of 
the familiar diminutive, has expressed not 
the uncleanness of the dog so much, as his 
attachment to and dependence on the hu- 
man family : she lays hold on this fayour- 
able point and makes it her own, ‘if we 
are dogs, then may we fare as such ;—be 
fed with the crumbs of Thy mercy.’ She 
was, as it were, under the edge of the 
table—close on the confines of Israel’s 
feast—Some say that the Wiyia are the 
pieces of bread on which the hands were 
wiped, si¢ 6 Tac yEipag aToparTopmevot, 
gira kvoiv %Baddov (Eustathins, cited by 
Trench on Mir. p. 342); but the zirrdy- 
Twy looks more like accidental falling, and 
the Wiyra like minute crumbs. — 28.] In 
Mark, dud rovroy roy Aéyor, Uraye. The 
greatness of the woman’s faith consisted in 
this, that in spite of all discouragements 
she continued her plea; and not only so, 
but accepting and laying to her account 
all adverse circumstances, she out of them 
made reasons for urging her request.—Mark 
gives the additional circumstance, that on 
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p ch. xviii. 8. 

Mark ix. 43. 
q 2 Macc. iii. 15. 
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returning to her house she found the devil 
gone out, and her daughter lying on the 
bed. 

29—38.] Mark vii. 31—37. viii. 1—9. 
Mark gives an instance of kwdodc Aadovy- 
Tac vY. 32—37.— 29.] 76 dpos is the high 
land on the coast of the lake, not any par- 
ticular mountain. From this account it is 
uncertain to which side of the lake our Lord 
came; from Mark vii. 31 we learn that it 
was to the eastern side, dvd pécoy TOY 
dptwy Aeca7é\ewc. He also gives us an 
account of a miracle wrought on this occa- 
sion. — 30.] kvAAol are persons maimed 
in the hands. Quomodo claudus dicitur, 
qui uno claudicat pede, sic kvAdbc appella- 
tur, qui unam manum debilem habet. Je- 
rome in loc. See ch. xviii. 8. (But it is 
also used of the feet, ri devp0 wéda od 
KvAXOv ava KvKAOY KUKAEiC; Aristoph. Ay. 
1379.) The meaning need not be, that a 
wanting member was supplied to these per- 
sons; but that a debility, such as that arising 
from paralysis or wound, was healed. — 

. y-, laBe, B D 5 Orig. 
txt C P. — 36. rai r. ty. 

eppupay, not in neglect, but from haste and 
rivalry. — 81.] Tov 0. IopayA ... perhaps 
this last word is added as an expression of 
the joy of the disciples themselves, who 
contrasted the fulness and abundance of 
the acts of mercy now before them with 
the instance which they had just seen of 
the difficulty with which the faith of a Gen- 
tile had prevailed to obtain help. — 32.] 
The modern German interpreters assume 
the identity of this miracle with that nar- 
rated in ch. xiv. 14 ff. If this be so, then 
our Evangelists must have forged (!) the 
speech attributed to our Lord in ch. xvi. 
9,10. But, as Ebrard justly remarks (Evan- 
gelien Kritik, p. 532), every circumstance 
which could vary, does vary, in the two 
accounts. The situation in the wilderness, 
the kind of food at hand, the blessing and 
breaking, and distributing by means of the 
disciples, these are common to the two ac- 
counts, and likely to be so: but here the 
matter is introduced by our Lord Himself 
with an expression of pity for the multi- 
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tudes, who had continued with him three 
days: here also the provision is greater, 
the numbers are less than on the former 
occasion. But there is one small token of 
authenticity which marks these two accounts 
as referring to two distinct events, even had 
we not such direct testimony as that of ch. 
xvi. 9,10. It is, that whereas the baskets 
in which the fragments were collected on 
the other occasion are called by all four 
Evangelists «xéguwot, those used for that 
purpose after this miracle are in both Matt. 
and Mark omvpiSes. And when our Lord 
refers to the two miracles, the same dis- 
tinction is observed; a particularity which 
could not have arisen except as pointing to 
a matter of fact, that, whatever the distinc- 
tion be, which is uncertain, different kinds 
of baskets were used on the two occasions. 
Perhaps the strangest reason for supposing 
the two identical (given by De Wette, 
Schleiermacher, and others) is an imagined 
difficulty in the question of the disciples, 
7é0ev piv «.7.r., so soon after the former 
miracle: as if the same slowness to believe 
and trust in Divine power were not repeat- 
edly found among men, and instanced in 
Scriptureitself ;—compare Exod. xvi. 13 with 
Num. xi. 21, 22; and read in Exod. xvii. 
1—7 the murmurings of the Israelites im- 
mediately after their deliverance at the Red 
Sea. And even could we recognize this as 
a difficulty, it is not necessarily implied in 
the text. Our Lord puts the matter to 
them as a question, without the slightest 
intimation of his intention to supply the 
want supernaturally. They make answer 
in the same spirit, without venturing (as 
indeed it would have been most unbecoming 
in them to do, see John ii. 3, 4) to sug- 
gest the working of a miracle. De Wette’s 
assumption that the usage of kéguvor and 
omupidec shows two different traditional 
sources used by the author, would make it 
necessary to suppose that the forger of ch. 
xvi. 9,10 has been skilful enough to preserve 
this distinction ; an accuracy seldom found 

av C M Copt. Mayaday B D. Mayeday aber (?). 

in interpolations of early Christian times.— 
On pépar tpets see reff. and Winer, § 64, 
i. 1.—87.] The omvpis (commonly derived 
from o7etoa, as being of woven work; or 
by some from zupdc, wheat, as being 76 
TOY TUOa@Y ayyoc. Hesych.) was large 
enough to contain a man’s body, as Paul 
was let down in one from the wall of Da- 
mascus, Acts ix. 25. Greswell (Diss. viii. 
pt. 4) supposes that they may have been 
used to sleep in, during the stay in the 
desert. — 39.] Lightfoot (Centuria Choro- 
graph. Marco premissa, p.413) shows Mag- 
dala to have been only a Sabbath-day’s 
journey from Chamnath Gadara on the Jor- 
dan, and on the east side of the lake; but 
probably he is mistaken, for most travellers 
(see Winer, Realworterbuch, in vy.) place it 
about three miles from Tiberias, on the 
west side of the lake, where is now a village 
named Madschel. Dalmanutha, mentioned 
by Mark (viii. 10), seems to have been a 
village in the neighbourhood. 

Cuar. XVI. 1—4.] Mark viii. 10—12, 
but much abridged. See also Luke xii. 
54 and notes. —1. onpetov é« Tov ovpavod | 
see notes at ch. xii. 38. There is no ground 
for supposing that this narrative refers to 
the same event as that. What can be more 
natural than that the adversaries of our 
Lord should have met His miracles again 
and again with this demand of a sign from 
heaven ? For in the Jewish superstition it 
was held that demons and false gods could 
give signs on earth, but only the true God 
signs from heaven. In the apocryphal © 
Epistle of Jeremiah, ver. 67, we read of the 
gods of the heathen, onpeia re ty EOveotv, 
ty ovpav@ ov pay Oci—~worv.... And for 
such a notion they alleged the bread from 
heaven given by Moses (see John vi. 32), 
the staying of the sun by Joshua (Josh. x. 
12), the thunder and rain by Samuel (1 Sam. 
xii. 17, compare Jer. xiv. 22), and Elijah 
(James v. 17, 18). And thus we find that 
immediately after the first miraculous feed- 
ing the same demand was made, (John vi. 
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in which they were then living. The sceptre 
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Lord that He was the true bread from had departed from Judah, the law-giver no © A 
heaven. And what more natural likewise longer came forth from between his feet, © 
than that our Lord should have uniformly the prophetic weeks of Daniel were just at J 
have met the demand by the same answer,— 
the sign of Jonas, one so calculated to 
baffie His enemies and hereafter to fix the 
attention of His disciples ? Here however 
that answer is accompanied by other re- 
bukes sufficiently distinctive-—It was now 
probably the evening, (see Mark viii. 10, 
evGéwc,) and our Lord was looking on the 
glow in the West which suggested the 
remark in yer. 2. On the practice of the 
Jews to demand a sign, see 1 Cor. i. 22. — 
2.| Mark viii. 12 adds kai avaorevaiag 
Tp TvEhpaTe avTov ..., omitting however 
the sentences following. The Jews were 
much given to prognosticating the rains, &c. 
of the coming season in each year. — 3.] 
Polybius iv. 21, 1, speaks of the 70a,r 
abvornpiay (of the Arcadians) j rie avroic 
mapémerat Oa THY TOU TEPLEXOVTOC (aépoc) 
Wuxoornra kat oTvyVvoTNra. —Si circa occi- 

dentem rubescunt nubes, serenitatem future 
diei spondent ; concayus oriens pluvias pre- 
dicit; idem ventos cum ante exorientem 
eum nubes rubescunt: quod si et nigree 
rubentibus intervenerint (muppaZer orvy- 
vaCwyv) et pluvias, Plin. Hist. Nat. xviii. 35. 
—mpéswtov, because orvyvdc and orvy- 
valw are properly used of sadness and 
obscurity in the visage of man.—rTéy kat- 
pov, of times, generally. The Jews had 
been, and were, most blind to the signs of 
the times, at all the great crises of their 
history ;—and also particularly to the times 

their end ; yet they discerned none of these— 
things. — "4. ] see note on xii. 39. : 

5—12.] Mark viii. 13—21.—5. This 
crossing of the lake was not the voyage to 
Magdala mentioned in ch. xv. 39, for after 
the dialogue with the Pharisees, Mark adds 
(vii. 1 3), tupac jwakw sic +o mdAotoy, 
amiOev tic To mépav. —eétredaO.] not a 
a pluperfect : ‘ After they had come to th 
other side, they forgot to take bread ;’ viz. 
on their land journey further. Mark a 
us as a reason why they should have pr 
vided themselves with bread, that they had 
but one loaf in the ship when they er ossed. 
Mark viii. 14.—6. rs Cupns] see beginni 
of note on xiii. 33. It is from the penetrati 
and diffusive power of leaven that the com- 
parison, whether for good or bad, is derived. 
In Luke xii. 1, where the warning is given 
on a wholly different occasion, the leaven 
explained to mean, hypocrisy: which is 0} 
all evil things the most penetrating and 
diffusive-—This is the charge which the 
Lord most frequently brings against the 
Jewish sects. In Mark we read, rai rij¢ 
Zipne ‘Howdov. The Herodians were more 
a political than a religious sect, the depend- 
ents and supporters of the dynasty of 
Herod, for the most part Sadducees in reli- 
gious sentiment. These, though directly 
opposed to the Pharisees, were yet united 
with them in their persecution of our Lord, 
see ch. xxii. 16. Mark iii. 6. And their Oi 
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leaven was the same,—hypocrisy,—however 
it might be disguised by external difference 
of sentiment. They were all unbelievers 
at heart. —7.] év €avTots = zpdc adXy- 
Aove Mark viii. 16. This is an important 
parallelism to which I may have occasion to 
refer again. — 8—12.] not only had they 
forgotten these miracles, but the weighty 
lesson given them in ch. xv. 16—20. The 
reproof is much fuller in Mark, where see 
note. This voyage brought them to Beth- 
saida: i. e. Bethsaida Julias, on the North- 
Eastern side of the lake, see Mark viii. 22, 
and the miracle there related. 

3—20.] Mark viii. 27—30. Luke ix. 
18—21. Here Luke rejoins the synoptic 
narrative, having left it at ch. xiv. 22. We 
here begin the second great division of our 
Saviour’s ministry on earth, introductory 
to His sufferings and death. Up to this 
time we have had no distinct intimation, 
like that in ver. 21, of these events. And 
this intimation is brought in by the solemn 
question and confession now before us. 
And as the former period of His ministry 
was begun by a declaration from the Father 
of His Sonship, so this also, on the Mount 
of Transfiguration. — Katoapetas tis ®. | 

- A town at the foot of Mount Libanus, not 
far from the source of the Jordan, a day’s 
journey from Sidon, once called Laish 
(Judg. xviii. 7. 29) and afterwards Dan, 
(ibid.) but in later times Paneas, or Panias, 
from the mountain Panium, under which 
it lay (Joseph. Antt. xv. 10,3. @iAiwzou 
Kaucapeiac, ijv Mavedda Poivicec 7p0c¢- 
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ayopstouc., Euseb. H. E. vii. 17). The 
tetrarch Philip enlarged it and gave it the 
name of Cesarea (Joseph. Antt. xviii. 2, 1). 
In after times King Agrippa further en- 
larged it and called it Neronias in honour 
of the Emperor Nero (Jos. Antt. xx. 9, 4). 
This must not be confounded with the 
Cesarea of the Acts, which was Czesarea 
Stratonis, on the Mediterranean. See Acts 
x. 1, and note. The following inquiry took 
place éy ry o6@, Mark viii. 27. Luke 
gives it without note of place, but states it 
to have been asked on the disciples joining 
our Lord, who was praying alone, Luke ix. 
18. —-tTov vidv tov avOp.] Some would 
render this as if our Lord had said, ‘ Whom 
say men that I am? the Son of Man?’ i.e. 
the Messiah? (Beza, Le Clerc, and others,) 
but this is inadmissible, for the answer 
would not then have been expressed as it 
is, but affirmatively or negatively. Equally 
inadmissible is Olshausen’s rendering épé 
Tov vioy Tov avO.(we oldaTe) OvTa. ‘Me, 
who am, as ye are aware, the Son of Man ?’ 
an expression, Olshausen says, by which 
the disciples would be led to the idea of the 
Son of God. But then this would destroy 
the simplicity of the following question, 
‘But whom say ye that I am?’ because it 
would put into their mouths the answer 
intended to be given. The E. V. has be- 
yond doubt the right rendering: and this 
is still more plain | if with B, &c. we omit 
the pé: and réy vt. 7. av@. is a pregnant 
expression, which we now know to imply 
the Messiahship in the root of our human 
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nature, and which even then was taken by 
the Jews as = the Son of God, (see Luke 
xxii. 69, 70,) which would serve as a test 
of the faith of the disciples, according to 
their understanding of it.—ot av@pwrot, 
(= ot 6yXor in Luke) i. e. the cdpé x. 
aipa of ver. 17, the human opinion. — 
14.] It is no contradiction to this verdict 
that some called him the Son of David 
(ch. ix. 27. xii. 23. xv. 22); for either these 
were or were about to become His disciples, 
or are quoted as examples of rare faith, or 
as in xii. 23, it was the passing doubt on 
the minds of the multitude, not their set- 
tled opinion. The same may be said of 
John vii. 26, 31. iv. 42. On our Lord’s 
being taken for John the Baptist, see ch. 
xiv. 2, from which this would appear to be 
the opinion of the Herodians.—éva tév 
mpod. = OTL pop. TIC TWY apyaiwy 
avéioryn, Luke ix. 19. It was not a met- 
empsychosis, but a bodily resurrection 
which was believed. On ‘HXiav, see note 
at ch. xi. 14. Jeremiah was accounted by 
the Jews the first in the prophetic canon 
(Lightfoot on Matt. xxvii. 9). —16.] ri 
ody To ropa THY arosTé\wy 6 Térpoc, 6 i 
TavTaxou Oeopoc, 6 Tou Yopov TOY a7ro- 
oTo\wy KOpUpatos ; ; TWavTwv épwrnGivTwr, 
avrog amoxptverat, Chrysost. Hom. liv. 
The confession is not made in the terms of 
the other answer : it is not ‘we say’ or ‘I 
say,’ but ‘Thou art.’ It is the expression 
of an inward conviction wrought by God’s 
Spirit. The excellence of this confession 
is, that it brings out both the human and 
the Divine nature of the Lord: 6 xpiotés 
is the Messiah, the Son of David, the 
anointed King: 6 vids tot cov Tod Lavtos 
is the Eternal Son, begotten of the Eternal 
Father, as the last word most emphatically 
implies, not ‘Son of God’ in any inferior 
figurative sense, not one of the sons of God, 
of angelic nature, but THE Son OF THE 
LIVING Gop, having in Him the Sonship 
and the Divine nature in a sense in which 

they could be in none else. This was : 
view of the Person of Christ quite distine 
from the Jewish Messianic idea, which ap-\ 
pears to have been (Justin Mart. Dial. — 
». 267) that He should be a man born from 

but selected by God for the office on 
account of his eminent virtues. This dis- 
tinction accounts for the solemn blessing 
pronounced in the next verse.—fvrTos 
must not for a moment be taken here as it 
sometimes is used, (e. g. Acts xiv. 15,) as 
merely distinguishing the true God from 
dead idols: it is here emphatic, and imparts a 
force and precision to viés.—That Peter 
when he uttered the words, understood by 
them in detail all that we now understand, 
is not of course here asserted: but that 
they were his testimony to the true huma- 
nity and true Divinity of the Lord, in that — 
sense of deep truth and reliance, out of 
which springs the Christian life of the | 
Church. —17. pakdptos] as in ch. v. 4, — 
&c., isa solemn expression of blessing, an 
inclusion of him to whom it is addressed in~ 
the kingdom of heaven, not a mere word of 
praise. And the reason of it is, the fact 
that the Father had revealed the Son to 
him (see ch. xi. 25—27) ; also Gal. i. 15, 
16, in which passage the occurrence of 
capi Kai aijati seems to indicate a refer-— 
ence to this very saying of the Lord. The — 
whole declaration of Paul in that chapter 
forms a remarkable parallel to the character — 
and promise given to Peter in our text,—as © 
establishing Paul’s claim to be another such 
méTpa or ort\ocg as Peter and the other — 
great Apostles, because the Son had been — 
revealed in him not of man nor by men, — 
but by God Himself. The name, Simon — 
Bar Jonas, is doubtless used as indicating — 
his fleshly state and extraction, and forming 
the greater contrast to his spiritual state, 
name, and blessing, which follow. — 18.] 
The name Ilétpos (not now first given, but 
prophetically bestowed by our Lord on His 
first interview with Simon, John i. 43) o 
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 Kn¢ae, signifying a rock, the termination 

\. 

being only altered to suit the masculine 
appellation, denotes the personal position 
of this Apostle in the building of the Church 
of Christ. He was the first of those 
Joundation-stones (Eph. ii. 20. Rev. xxi. 
14) on which the living temple of God was 
built: this building itself beginning on the 
day of Pentecost by the laying of three 
thousand living stones on this very founda- 
tion. That this is the simple and only in- 
terpretation of the words of our Lord, the 
whole usage of the New Testament shows : 
in which not doctrines nor confessions, but 
men, are uniformly the pillars and stones 
of the spiritual building. See 1 Pet. ii. 
4—6, 1 Tim. iii. 15 and note. Gal. i. 9. 
Eph. ii..20. Rev. ii. 12. And if) is' on 
Peter, as by Divine revelation making this 
confession, as thus under the influence of 

the Holy Ghost, as standing out before 
the Apostles in the strength of this faith, 
as himself founded on the one foundation, 
"Ingots 6 xptoros, 1 Cor. iii. 1t,—that 
the Jewish portion of the Church was built, 
Acts ii—yvy., and the Gentile, Acts x., xi. 
After this we hear little of him; but during 
this, the first building time, he is never lost 
sight of; see especially Acts i. 15. ii. 14, 
3]. ii. 12. iv. 8. v. 15, 29. ix. 34, 40. 
x. 25, 26. We may certainly exclaim with 
Bengel (Gnomon, p. 117) ‘ Tute heec omnia 
dicuntur ; nam quid hec ad Romam ?’ 
Nothing can be further from any legitimate 
interpretation of this promise, than the idea 
of a perpetual primary in the successors of 
Peter: the very notion of swecession is pre- 
cluded by the form of the comparison, which 
concerns the person, and him only, so far 
as it involves a direct promise. In its other 
and general sense, as applying to all those 
living stones (Peter’s own expression for 
members of Christ’s Church) on whom the 
Church should be built, it implies, as 
Origen excellently comments on it, cat et 
Tic Néyét TOUTO TPdE avTOY, Ob GapKdg Kal 
aipatog atocadkubartwy abz7@, ada TOU 
ty Tolg ov’pavotc TaTpdc, TEVEETaL THY 
eloniévwr, we piv TO yoappa Tov evay- 
yeXiou AéyEeL, TedG Exeivoy Toy IléTpoy, wE 
O& TO Treva adToU diWaoKEL, TPOG TaVTA 
Tov yevomevoy, Omrotog O Ilérpoc éxetvoc, 
vol. iii. p. 148.— ékkAnotav] This word 
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q Isa. xl. 2. Sir. xxviii. 2. 

om. BL ab many mss. Syr. Arm. Orig. 

occurs but once besides in the Gospels, 
ch. xviii. 17, and there in the same sense as 
here, viz., the congregation of the faithful : 
only there it is one portion of that congre- 
gation, here the whole.—mvAat adov] 
The gates of death, by a well-known oriental 
form of speech, = the power of the king- 
dom of death. The form is still preserved, 
when the Turkish empire is known as the 
Ottoman Porte. This promise received a re- 
markable literal fulfilment in the person of 
Peter in Acts xii. 6—18, see esp. ver. 10.— 
The meaning of the promise is that over the 
Church so built, upon him who was by the 
strength of that confession the Rock, no ad- 
verse power should ever prevail to extinguish 
it.—19.] Another personal promise to Peter, 
remarkably fulfilled in his being the first to 
admit both Jews and Gentiles into the 
Church ; thus using the power of the keys 
to open the door of salvation. As an in- 
stance of his shutting it also, witness his 
speech to Simon Magus,—otx« éo7t cou 
peoic obd& KARpoc tv TH oy rovTw, Acts 
Vill. 21.—6 éav dyoys «.7.A.] This same 
promise is repeated in ch. xviii. 18, to all 
the disciples generally, and to any two or 
three gathered together in Christ’s name. 
It was first however verified, and in a re- 
markable and prominent way, to Peter. 
Of the binding, the case of Ananias and 
Sapphira may serve as an eminent example : 
of the loosing, the 6 Zxw, TovTO cou Oidwypt, 
to the lame man at the Beautiful gate of 
the Temple. But strictly considered, the 
binding and loosing belong to the power of 
legislation in the Church committed to the 
Apostles, in accordance with the Jewish 
way of using the words Dx and 55m (or yaa 
Chald.) for prohibuit et licitum fecit, see 
Numb. xxx. 3. It cannot relate to the 
remission or retention of sins, for (as Meyer 
observes) though Avery apapriag might 
possibly mean to forgive sins, déty apapr. 
for retaining them is altogether without 
example. Nor can the ancient custom of 
fastening doors by means of cord be alluded 
to: for the expression 6 éay in both places 
clearly indicates something bound and some- 
thing loosed, and not merely the power of 
the keys just conferred. The meaning in 
John xx. 23, though an expansion of this 
in one particular direction (see note there) 
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is not to be confounded with this. — 20.] 
see note on ch. viii. 4. "Imaots would cer- 
tainly seem to be better omitted with many 
MSS. But it is difficult to assign a reason 
for its insertion here: and on that account 
I have not marked it as doubtful. There 
may possibly be an allusion to the meaning 
of the name 'Incove. 

21—28.] Mark viii. 31—38. Luke ix. 
22-27. See note on ver. 13. Obscure 
intimations had before been given of our 
Lord’s future sufferings, see ch. x. 38. 
John iii. 14, and of His resurrection, John 
ii. 19. x. 17, 18. xii. 40, but never yet 
plainly, as now. With Mark’s usual pre- 
cise note of circumstances, he adds, cai 
Tappnaia Tov Noyor étkader.—On Sel, 
which is common to the three Evangelists, 
see Luke xxiv. 26, and ch. xxvi. 54.—roAha. 
walety = émodoxipacOive in Mark and 
Luke. These zo\\d were afterwards ex- 
plicitly mentioned ch. xx. 18. Luke xviii. 
31, 32.—On the prophecy of the resurrec- 
tion, some have objected that the disciples 
and friends of our Lord appear not to have 
expected it (see John xx. 2. Luke xxiv. 12). 
But we have it directly asserted (Mark ix. 
10 and 32) that they did not understand 
the saying, and therefore were not likely 
to make it a ground of expectation. Cer- 
tainly enough was known of such a pro- 
phecy to make the Jews set a watch over 
the grave (Matt. xxviii. 63), which of itself 
answers the objection. Meyer in loc. rea- 
sons about the state of the disciples after 
the crucifixion just as if they had not suf- 
fered any remarkable overthrow of their 
hopes and reliances, and maintains that they 
must have remembered this precise pro- 
phecy if it had been given by the Lord. 
But on the other hand we must remember 
how slow despondency is to take up hope, 
and how many of the Lord’s sayings must 
have been completely veiled from their eyes, 

owing to their non-apprehension of His ~ 
sufferings and triumph as a whole. He 
Himself reproaches them with this very 
slowness of belief after His resurrection. © 
It is in the highest degree improbable that 
the precision should have been given to — 
this prophecy after the event as Meyer sup- 
poses : both from the character of the Gos- 
pel History in general, (see Prolegomena,) 
and because the careful and precise Mark 
adds wappycig tov Royov eae. — 
22.| The same Peter who but just now 
had made so noble and spiritual a confes- 
sion, and received so high a blessing, now 
shows the weak and carnal side of his cha- 
racter, becomes a stumbling-block in the 
way of his Lord, and earns the very rebuff 
with which the Tempter before him had 
been dismissed. Nor is there any thing 
improbable in this, as Schleiermacher 
would have us believe (Translation of the 
Essay on St. Luke, p. 153); the expres- 
sion of spiritual faith may, and frequently 
does, precede the betraying of carnal weak- 
ness ; and never is this more probable 
than when the mind has just been uplifted, 
as Peter’s was, by commendation and lofty 
promise. —rposdaB. avr.] by the dress or 
hand, or perhaps avri rov, TapadaBwr Kar’ 
idtayv. Euthym.—tdeds cor] supply tin 6 
Qdc, according to the Hebrew expression, 
7? miyon, for which the LXX sometimes 
give | iXewe (see reff.), sometimes ju) yévotro. 
— od py €otar] I cannot think with Winer 
(§ 60) that this means ‘ absit, ne accidat ;’ 
it is an authoritative declaration as it were 
on Peter’s part, ‘This shall not happen to 
Thee,’ implying that he knew better, and 
could ensure his Divine Master against 
such an event. It is this spirit of confi- 
dent rejection of God’s revealed purpose 
which the Lord so sharply rebukes. — 28.] 
As it was Peter’s spiritual discernment, given 
from above, which made him a foundation 
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stone of the Church, so is it his carnality, 
proceeding from want of unity with the 
Divine will, which makes him an adver- 
sary now. Compare ch. iv. 10, also Eph. 
vi. 12. — oxavSadov et pov] Thou art my 
stumbling-block (not merely a stumbling- 
block to me; the definite article is omitted, 
but to be supplied: see note on ch. ix. 16), 
my 7érpa oxaydaXov (in Peter’s own re- 
markable words (1 Pet. ii. 7, 8), joined too 
with the very expression, Oy &tredSoxipacav 
ot otkodopourTec, which, as above noticed, 
occurs in this passage in Mark and Luke). 
—Before this rebuke Mark inserts kai idwy 
Tov: paOnrac avrov, that the reproof might 
be before them all. — 24.] wpockaXeoape- 
voce Toy bxXov aby Toic pal. avrov, Mark 
vill. 34; é\cye O& wpbc wavrac, Luke ix. 
23. This discourse is a solemn sequel to 
the Lord’s announcement respecting Him- 
self and the rebuke of Peter: teaching that 
not only He, but also His followers, must 
suffer and self-deny; that they all have a 
life to save, Maver recious than all else to 
them ; and that the great day of account 
of that life’s welfare should be ever before 
them. On this and the following verse see 
ch. x. 38, 39. After roy or. avrov, Luke 
inserts Ka’ 1)p42pav.— 26.] There is appa- 
rently a reference to Psalm xlix. in this 
verse. Compare especially the latter part 
with ver. 7 of that Psalm.—rjv wp. Cyproby 
= éavroy 6& amohécac Luke. Compare 
also 1 Pet. i. 18. In the latter part of the 
verse, dv0ow7roc and airov refer to the 
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same person: ‘ What shall a man give to 
purchase the happiness of his life?’ uy), 
not soul, but life, in the higher sense. — 
27.| A further revelation of this important 
chapter respecting the Son of Man. He is 
to be Judge of all—and as in ch. xiii. 41, 
is to appear with His angels, and in the 
glory of His Father—the ddéa, jy d&dw- 
kac joc John xvii. 22. Mark and Luke 
place here, not this declaration, but that of 
our ch. x. 33. The Lord doubtless joined 
the two. Compare ch. xxiv. 30. xxv. 31. 
—riv mp. | his work, considered as a whole. 
— 28.] This declaration refers, not to the 
transfiguration which follows, for the very 
expression, Tivés .. . . ov py y. 0., indi- 
cates a distant event,—but to the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem, and the full manifesta- 
tion of the Kingdom of Christ by the an- 
nihilation of the Jewish polity; which event, 
in this aspect as well as in all its terrible 
attendant details, was a type and earnest of 
oe final coming of Christ. See John xxi. 
22, and compare Deut. xxxii. 36 with Heb. 
x. 30. This dreadful destruction was in- 
deed judgment beginning at the house of 
God. The interpretation of Meyer, &c., 
that the Lord referred to His ultimate 
glorious zapovaia, the time of which was 
hidden from Himself (see Mark xiii. 32. 
Acts i. 7), is self-contradictory on his own 
view of the Person of Christ. That the 
Lord in His humanity in the flesh did not 
know the day and the hour, we have from 
His own lips: but that not knowing it He 
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should have uttered a determinate and so- 
lemn prophecy of it, is utterly impossible. 

His &phv Aéyo ipiv always introduces His 

solemn and authoritative revelations of Di- 

vine Truth. The fact is, there is a refer- 

ence back in this discourse to that in ch. x., 

and the coming here spoken of is the same 

as that in ver. 23 there. Stier well remarks 

that this cannot be the great and ultimate 

coming, on account of od py yevo. Oa- 

varov twe dv téwor, which implies that 

they should taste of death after they had 

seen it, and would therefore be inapplicable 

to the final coming (Reden Jesu, ii. 224). 

Cuap. XVII. 1—13.] Mark ix. 2—13. 

Luke ix. 28—36. This weighty event forms 

the solemn installation of the Lord to His 

sufferings and their result. Those Three 

Apostles were chosen to witness it, who 

had before witnessed His power over death 

(Mark v. 37), and who afterwards were 

chosen to accompany Him in His agony 

(ch. xxvi. 37), and were (John xx. 2. Mark 

xvi. 7. 1 Cor. xv. 7) in an especial sense 

witnesses of His resurrection. The two 

who appeared to them were the repre~ 

sentatives of the law and the prophets : 

both had been removed from this world in 

a mysterious manner;—the one without 

death,—the other by death indeed, but so 

that his body followed not the lot of the 

bodies of all; both, like the Greater One 

with whom they spoke, had endured that 

supernatural Fast of forty days and nights : 

both had been on the holy mount in the 

visions of God. And now they came, en- 

dowed with glorified bodies, before the rest 

of the dead, to hold converse with the Lord 

on that sublime event, which had been the 

great central subject of all their teaching, 

and solemnly to consign into His hands, 

once and for all, in a symbolical and glo- 

rious representation, their delegated and 

expiring power. And then follows the Di- 

vine voice, as at the Baptism, commanding 

however here in addition the sole hearing 

and obedience of Him whose power and 

glory were thus testified. —There can be 

no doubt of the absolute historical reality 

of this narration. It is united by definite 

marks of date with what goes before; and 
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the reality of the appearances (see below ci | 
d 

were seen by all—spoke—and were recog- 

nized. The concurrence between the three 

Evangelists is exact in all the circumstances, 

and the fourth alludes, not obscurely, to 

the event which it was not part of his pur- 

pose to relate; John i. 14. Another of the 

Three distinctly makes mention of the facts 

here related, 2 Pet.i. 16—18.—pe® jpépas 

e&] = pera rove Noyouc TOUTOUE WCEL TfL. 

écro Luke ix. 28. The one computation 

is inclusive, the other not; or perhaps, 

from the wcei being inserted, the one is 

accurate, the other roughly stated. The 

time of the transfiguration was probably. 

night, for the following reasons. (1) Luke’ 

informs us that the Lord had gone up to. 

the Mount to pray; which He usually did 

at night (Luke vi. 12. xxi. 37. xxii. 39. 

Matt. xiv. 23,24 al.). (2) All the cireum- 

stances connected with the glorification and 

accompanying appearances would thus be 

more prominently seen. (8) The Apostles 

were asleep, and are described, Luke ix. 

32, as ‘ having kept awake through it’ (dva- 

yenyoonoavrec). (4) They did not descend 

till the next day (Luke ix. 37), which would 

be almost inexplicable had the event hap- 

pened by day, but a matter of course if by 

night.— pos tp.] The situation of this 

mountain is uncertain. It was not, pro- 

bably, Tabor, according to the legend; for 

on the top of Tabor then most likely stood 

a fortified town (De Wette, from Robin- 

son). Nor is there any likelihood that it 

was Paneas, near Cxsarea Philippi, for the 

six days would probably be spent in jour- 

neying ; and they appear immediately after 

to have come to Capernaum. It was most 

likely one of the mountains bordering the 

lake. Luke speaks of it merely as 70 dpoc. 

—2.] perepop. = éyévero 7d sidog TOU 

moocwrov avrov trepov Luke. In what 
way, is not stated; but we may conclude 
from what follows, by being lighted with 
radiance, both from without and from - 
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Mark.—38.] There need be no question con- 
cerning the manner of the recognition of 
Moses and Elias by the disciples: it may 
have been intuitive and immediate. We 
can certainly not answer it with Olshausen, 
that it may have arisen from subsequent 
information derived from our Lord, for 
Peter’s words in the next verse preclude 
this. Luke adds, ot dg0ivrec tv Ody 
Eheyor rv e€000y avrou, iy Ewedre 7AH- 
povv év ‘lepovcadyp.—4.] Luke inserts, 
that the Apostles had been asleep, but 
wakened through this whole occurrence ;— 
thereby distinguishing it from a mere vision 
of sleep; and that this speech was made éy 
Twp OvaxywoilesOar abrovc ax avtov. Both 
Mark and Luke add, that Peter knew not 
what he said; and Mark—ycav yap éxdo- 
Bot. The speech was probably uttered with 
reference to the sad announcement recently 
made by our Lord, and to which his atten- 
tion had been recalled by the converse of 
Moses and Elias.—A strange explanation 
of ver. 4 is adopted by Meyer from Paulus, 

Vox. I. 

txt C Z Orig. —11. zparov om. B D abcv Copt. Arm. Aug. ins. 

‘It is fortunate that we disciples are here; 
let us make’ &c. Surely the words cadov 
zorev Hae woe eivac will not bear this.— 
It is one of those remarkable coincidences 
of words which lead men on, in writing, to 
remembrances connected with those words, 
that in 2 Peter i. 14,15 oxijvwua and 
é£o00oc have just been mentioned before 

the reba to this event: see note e there, 
vol. ii. —kvpte = pappi Mark, = ézu- 
stata Luke. — 5.] avrots, viz. the Lord, 
Moses, and Elias. Luke adds, ioannsas 
Ob év TH Exetvous EicehOEiy Eic THY VEPEANV. : 
The avrov axovere, and disappearance of | 
the two heavenly attendants, are symboli- 
cally connected,—as signifying that God, who 
had spoken in times past to the Fathers by 
the Prophets, henceforth would speak by | 
His Son.—wv. 6, 7 are peculiar to Mat- 
thew. — 9.] No unreality i is implied in the 
word dpapa, for it = @ eidoy in Mark, 
and ... wy éwpakcacw in Luke: see Num. 
xxiv. 3, 4. Luke, without mentioning the 
condition of time imposed on them, re- 
markably confirms it by saying, oddevi 
amnyyéiday éy éxeivaic Taig muepac ov- 
dév...—10.] The geese of this inquiry 

ene 
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C Z.—for cai azor., dzoxatacrnoat D abe. — 12. tv om. D F abcd.—otrw ... abrov 
in D abc are placed after ver. 13. — 14. for é\0. adr., 2hOwy D abedv Hil.—airey om. 
BZ3. 
17 Theoph. 
Sahid. Orig. 

ins. C.—rec. aft. yov., arp with many const. mss., but txt BC FGHKLSVZ 
tur poobev avrou D abcv.—ripee om. Z.—15. for wacyer, fy BLZ 
txt C D.—for zod\axtc, éviore D abe Arm. Orig. expressly. — 17. rec. éo. 

ped’ dp., but txt BC D Z.—for dmioroc, rovnoad Z.— 20. ddAtyorusriay B K 7 Copt. 
Sahid. AEth. Arm. Orig. Hil. 
once peraBAnOc) Cyr.—évev BD Orig. 

was, that they had just seen Elias with- 
drawn from their eyes, and were enjoined 
not to tell the vision. How should this be ? 
If this were not the coming of Elias, was 
he yet to come? If it were, how was it so 
secret and so short ?—On ver. 12 see note 
on ch. xi. 14. Our Lord speaks here plainly 
in the future, and uses the very word of the 
prophecy Mal. iv. 6. The double allusion 
is only the assertion that the Elias (in spirit 
and power) who foreran our Lord’s first 
coming, was a partial fulfilment of the great 
prophecy which announces the weal Llias 
(the words of Malachi will bear no other 

txt C D abev.—peraBa B Orig. (but twice he quotes txt, 
txt C.— 21. 

C D abev Orig. Chrys. Theophyl. Hil. — 22. cvorpepopévwy B. 
om. B Copt. Sahid. Ath. ins. 

txt C D.— 23. pera 

than a personal meaning), who is to fore- 
run His greater and second coming. : 

14—21.] Mark ix. 14—29. Luke ix. 37 
—43. By much the fullest account of this 
miracle is contained in Mark, where see 
notes. It was the next day: see Luke ix. 
37, and note on ver. 1. Our Lord found 
the Scribes and the disciples disputing 
(Mark). —15.] He was an only son, Luke 
ix. 38. The demon had deprived him of 
speech, Mark ix. 17.—17.] pe® tpav = 
moog vac Luke.—19.] It was in the 
house, Mark ix. 28.— 20.) amortiav = 
é\vyomtoriay, which reading was probably 
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an interpretation of it. — 22, 23.] Mark 
ix. 30—32. Luke ix. 43—45. This fol- 
lowed immediately after the miracle (Mark 
ix. 30) ;—our Lord went privately through 
Galilee ; édidacke yap xrX.:—the impart- 
ing of this knowledge more accurately to 
His disciples, which He had begun to do in 
the last chapter, was the reason for His 
privacy. For more particulars, see Luke 
ix. 45. Mark ix. 32. 
. 24—27.] Peculiar to Matthew. The 

/ narrative connects well with the whole 
chapter, the aim of the events narrated in 
which is, to set forth Jesus as the undoubted 
Son of God.—ot 7a Si8p. AapB.] This 
‘tribute,’ hardly properly so called, was a 
sum paid annually by the Jews of twenty 
years old and upwards, fowards the temple 
in Jerusalem, Exod. xxx. 13. 2 Kings xii. 4. 
2 Chron. xxiy. 6.9. The LXX reckon ac- 
cording to the Alexandrian double drachma, 
and have therefore, as in the first of the 
above places, ijuucv tov diWpaypou: but 
Josephus and Philo reckon as here, and 
Aquila, Exod. xxxviii. 26 (cited by Stier, ii. 
250), translates 5p by didpaypor. Jo- 
sephus (B. J. vil. 6, 6) says of Vespasian, 
Popov O& Toc b7rov dnmor ovo Tovdatotc 
em@éBare, Ovo Opaypac Exacroy Kedevoac 

ava wav éTo¢ tic TO KaTETWALOY GEPELY, 
Geren TPdTEpoy eic Tov év ‘IepocoAdpotg 
vewy cuvetédouvy.—lt does not quite ap- 
pear whether this payment was compulsory 
or not; the question here asked would look 
as if it were voluntary, and therefore by 
some declined.—Many commentators both 
ancient and modern, and among them no 
less names than Augustine, Clement Alex., 
Origen, and Jerome, have entirely missed 
the meaning of this miracle, by interpreting 
the payment as a civil one, which it cer- 
tainly was not.—ot dap. r. 8., not the 
publicans, but they who received the di- 
drachma, i.e. one for each person. Peter 
answered in the affirmative, probably be- 
cause he had known it paid before. — 25, 
26.] The whole force of this argument de- 
pends on the fact of thes -being a 

é. It rests on this: if the sons 
are free, then on Me, being the Son of 
God, has this tax no claim.—Kyvoos, money 
taken after the reckoning of the census; a 
capitation tax: a Latin word.—éa)\dorTplov, 
all who are not their children; those out 
of their family. — 27.] In this, which has 
been pronounced (even by Olshausen) the 
most difficult miracle in the Gospels, the 
deeper student of our Lord’s life and ac- 
Seo K 9 
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tions will find no difficulty. That, not- 
withstanding this immunity, we (graciously 
including the Apostle in the earthly pay- 
ment, and omitting the distinction between 
them, which was not now to be told to 
any), that we may not offend them, will 
pay what is required—and shall find it fur- 
nished by God’s special providence for us. 
In the foreknowledge and power which this 
miracle implies, the Lord recalls Peter to 
that great confession which his hasty answer 
to the collectors shows him to have again 
in part forgotten.—Of course the miracle 
is to be understood in its literal historic 
sense. The natural interpretation, that the 
fish was to be sold for the money (and a 
wonderful price it would be for a fish caught 
with a hook), and the mythical one, are 
stated and refuted by Meyer, who honestly 
concludes, ‘ Kurz, das Wunder bleibt, vie 
e8 Matth. berichtet hat.—The stater = 
four drachmze—the exact payment required. 
—ayrti, because the payment was a redemp- 
tion paid for the person, Exod. xxx. 12—to 
this also refers the ENbOepor above.—ép.ov 
kK. cov—not 7)4@y,—as in John xx. 17 :— 
ecause the footing on which it was given 

different. 
Cuap. XVIII. oa Rare ix. 33—50 

arn 
that this Aaa arose er of a dispute 
among the disciples who should be the 
greatest. It took place soon after the last 
incident. Peter had returned from his fish- 
ing: see ver. 21. The dispute had taken 

_ place before, on the way to Capernaum. 

It had probably been caused by the Sees 
tion of the Kingdom of God as at hand 
in ch. xvi. 19. 28, and the preference given 
by the Lord to the Three. In Mark it is 
the Lord who asks them what they were © 

disputing about, and they are silent. —2.] — 
From Mark ix. 36 it appears that the Lordy § 
first placed the child in the midst, and then 
took him in His arms: possibly drawing a 
lesson for His disciples from its ready sub- 
mission and trustfulness. — 3.] otpap7te} 
= petavonre: it also conveys the idea of — 

turning back from the course previously — 
begun, viz. that of ambitious rivalry. With- 
out this they should not only not be pre- 
eminent in, but not even admitted into, the 
Christian state—the Kingdom of Heaven. 
— 4.] Not we 76 watd. r. rarewvot Eauré : 
‘iste parvulus non se humiliat, sed humilis 
est.’ Valla (in Meyer). ‘ Quales pueri na- 
tura sunt, ab ambitu scilicet alieni, tales 
nos esse jubemur 777 zpoarpécet.’ Grotius, 
— 5.] Having shown the child as the pat- 
tern of humiliation, the Lord proceeds to — 
show the honour in which children are held © 
in His heavenly kingdom; and not only 
actual, but spiri/ual children—for both are 
understood in the expression raidioy rot- 
ovrov ty. The ‘receiving in My name’ is 
the serving (gorat ravtTwy dvaxovoc Mark ; 
ix. 35) with Christian love, and as belong- ~ 
ing to Christ (see also ch. xxv. 40).—6.] 
Here Mark and Luke insert the saying of _ 
John respecting one casting out devils in / 
Jesus’ name, who followed not with the 
Apostles; which it appears gave rise to the 
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remark in this verse. Luke however goes 
on no further with the discourse: Mark in- 
serts also our ch. x. 42. The verbs kpe- 
pao8y, katatovTic8y, must be understood 
in their strict tenses: it is better for him 

a 
Peete, 

ee 

that a wpill-stone should have been hanged, 
&c., and-he drowned... before the day when 
he gives his offence. The punishment here 
mentioned, drowning, may have been prac- 
tised in the sea of Galilee; (secundum ri- 
tum proyinciz ejus loquitur, quo majorum 
criminum ista apud yeteres Judzos poena 
fuerit, ut in profundum ligato saxo demer- 
gerentur. Jerome in loc.) De Wette how- 
ever denies this, saying that it was not a 
Jewish punishment; but it certainly was 
a Roman, for Suetonius mentions it as 
practised by Augustus on the rapacious at- 
tendants of Caius Cesar (Aug. ch. lxvii.). 
— dvikés, as belonging to a mill turned by 
an ass, and therefore larger than the stones 
of a handmill. —mweAdyeu, i.e. the deep 
part, in the open sea. —7.] See 1 Cor. xi. 
19. Stier suggests that Judas, who took 

offence at the anointing in Bethany, may 
have been on other occasions the man by 

- whom the offence came, and so this may 
have been said with special reference to 
him. Still its general import is undeniable 
and plain. See also Acts ii. 23. — 8.] The 
connexion is—Wilt thou avoid being the 

-.-man on whom this woe is pronounced ?— 
then cut off all occasion of offence in thy- 

If first. The cautions followirg are used 
ina wider sense than in ch. v. 29, 30. In 

ark, the ‘ foot’ is expanded into a separate 
. 

‘\ 
4 

an 

év oupavoic 

" opare aes 

a paeee XXiv. 

aking 3 RXV. 
19. Tobit xii. 
15. 

“bua Ta vroc 
De Jer. lii. 

txt D. — 7. rec. dvOo. éxeivy, but txt BDF LS Syrr. Copt. — 8. rec. aira, 
but txt BD L 7 aécv Syr. Arm. Sahid. Lucif. Hil. —9. for rai el, TO avTo et Kai Dd. 

/ \—rov zvuod¢ om. D d. —10. for r. pus. 7., TobTwY T. pie. TOY TiTEVSYTUY Eic Ene D be 

iteration of the command.—ré Tip 76 aid- 
yiov, which here first occurs, is expanded 
in Mark into 76 wip 76 GoBecror, Or0u O 
oKWANE adroy ov TEEUTE, Kal TO TU Ov 
oBévvuTa. — kahov .... 7.., a mixture 
of the two constructions, kadoy ... Kal pry 
..., and cadAwov... 7 ... See reff. — 
povedGadpos, in classical Greek, is, ‘born 
blind of one eye ;’ here it is used for é ETEp- 
6p9arpoc. See Herod. iii. 116. — 10.} 
Hitherto our text has been parallel with 
that of Mark ix.; from this, Matthew stands 
alone. The warning against contempt of 
these little ones must not be taken as 
only implying ‘ maxima debetur puero re- 
verentia’ (Juv. xiv. 47), nor indeed as re- 
lating exclusively, or even principally, to 
children. We must remember with what 
the discourse begun—a contention who 
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should be greatest among them; and the © 
puxpot are those who are the furthest from 
these ‘greatest,’ the humble and new-born 
babes of the spiritual kingdom. And kata- 
dpovyoyte must be understood of that kind 
of contempt which ambition for superiority 
would induce for those who are by weakness 
or humility incapacitated for such a strife. 
There is no doubt that children are included 
in the word puxpol, as they are always 
classed with the humble and simple-minded, 
and their character held up for our imita- 
tion. — The little children in the outward 
status of the Church are in fact the only 
disciples who are sure to be that in reality, 
which their Baptism has put upon them— 
and so exactly answer to the wider meaning 

Geutieratcnr. 
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wi Kings xxiv. Ooo nTAaL * cle TWV MLiKOwY rourwy. 3° Eav be anao- 
Hea. xxi. 25. 

Ley. xix. 17. 
Luke iii. 19. 
1 Tim. v. 20. 

Sahid. Copt. Hil.—11. om. BL * 3 Copt. Sahid. Orig. Hier. Hil. 
Gpnoe.... 
Sahid. Ath. Arm. Orig. apa D. 
B Orig. 

here conveyed by the term; and those who 
‘would in after-life enter into the kingdom 
must turn back, and become as these little 
children—as they were when they had just 
received the new life in Baptism. The 
whole discourse is in deep and constant 
reference to the covenant with infants, 
which was to be made and ratified by an 
ordinance, in the Kingdom of Heaven, just 
as then. —On the reason assigned in the 
latter part of this verse, there have been 
many opinions; some of which have been 
broached merely to evade the plain.sense 
of the words, which is—that to individuals 
(whether invariably, or under what circum- 
stances of minor detail, we are not in- 
formed) certain angels are allotted as their 
especial attendants and guardians (this 
Meyer, Comm. in loc., as usual in such 
cases, honestly confesses). We know else- 
where from the Seriptures, both of the Old 
and New Testament (Ps. xxxiv. 7. xci. Il. 
Heb. i. 14 al.), that the angels do minister 
about the children of God; and what should 
forbid that in this service, a prescribed 
order and appointed duty should regulate 
their ministrations? Nay, is it not ana- 
logically certain that such would be the 
case? But this saying of our Lord assures 
us that such zs the case; and that those 
angels whose honour is high before God 
are entrusted with the charge of the humble 
and meek,—the children in age and the 
children in grace. The phrase Néyw yap 
iptv, or Néyw dpi, as in Luke xy. 7, 10, is 
an introduction to a revelation of some 
previously unknown fact in the spiritual 

world. Stier has some very beautiful re- 
\marks on the guardian angels, and on the 
present general neglect of the doctrine of 
angelic tutelage, which has been doubtless a 

TOY [<tc ot | o O aded poc OU, uTaye [iat] * 
A y , ‘ 

“eAeySov avrov 

ins. D abecv. — 12. 
kat woo. BDL (adino D) al.—14. for ipoérv, po BH 8 Syr. Copt. 

txt D? abedv.for cic, tv B D L. — 15. sic cé om. 
ins. D abcv Luc. Hil.—rec. aft. tz. ins. eai with abev Hil. Luc ., but om. B D 

reaction from the idolatrous angel-worship 
of the Church of Rome (see Acts xii. 15. 
Daniel xii. 1: in the former case we have 
an individual, in the latter a national, 
guardianship). — Bdérovet To mpdswrov 
xTA., i.e. are in high honour before God; 
not perhaps especially so, but the meaning 
may be, ‘for they have angelic guardians, 
who always’ &c. —11.] The angels are the 
servants and messengers of the Son of 
Man; and they therefore (7X0. yap KrA.) 
are appointed to wait on these little ones 
whom He came to save. ‘ Here,’ remarks 
Stier (ii. 275), ‘is Jacob’s ladder planted 
before our eyes: beneath are the little ones ; 
—then their angels ;—then the Son of Man 
in heaven, in whom alone man is exalted 
above the angels, Who, as the Great Angel 
of the Covenant, cometh from the Presence 
and Bosom of the Father ;—and above Him 
again (ver. 14) the Father Himself, and 
His good pleasure.’ —12, 13.] See notes on 
Luke xv. 4—6, where the same parable is 
more expanded. Compare also Ezek. xxxiy. 
6. 11, 12.—éwt ta Spy belongs to ageic, 
not to zopevd. See var. read. —14.] This 
verse sets forth to us the work of the Son 
as accomplishing the will of the Father ;— 
for it is unquestionably the Son who is the 
Good Shepherd, searching for the lost, 
ver. ll. For similar declarations see Ezek. 
xviii. 23. xxxiii. 1]. 2 Pet. iii. 9.—The in- 
ference from this verse is—then whoever 
despises or scandalizes one of these little 
ones, acts in opposition to the will of your 
Father in Heaven. Observe, when the 
dignity of the little ones was asserted, 
it was zraTpd¢ pov: now that a motive 
directly acting on the conscience of the 
Christian is urged, it is marpd¢ tpav.— 
15.] The connexion of this with the pre- 

BD 
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x ch. XVii. 1. 
ye: xix. 

2 Mark xiii. 9. 
Acts xxiv.20, 

a Luke i. 37. 
i: 15. Acts 

37. 

b Esther iii. 3,8. 
Isa. lxv. 12. 

c ch. xvii. 9. 
d1 Chron. xiii. 

2. 1 Macc. iii. 
13 

ech. vi. Wate 
f ch. xxviii. 18. 
g Sir. xxviii. 2. 
h 4 Kings xii. 

, 8. Gen. xiv. 
‘War Toc Toayyatoc ov 3. Acts v. 9. 

ch. xx. 2, 13. 
i ch. xiii. 19. 

= k ch. viii. 13. 
m / - 

1 Ps. cxvii. 23. 
SUUNYHEVOL och. ii. a 

Ps, ii. 2. 

, >» 
TaAPakKOVoy reat 

5 aun eyo 

John xi. 62. 

Sahid. Syrr. Arm. Orig. Chrys. Bas. Cyr. Cypr. Ambr. — 16. for cov, ceavrot K LM 
Orig.—papripwv om. D.—orabjcerat M Orig. —17. bef. 6 red. ins. we D. —19. for 
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ceding is: The Lord has been speaking of 
oxdvdaha, which subject is the ground tone 
of the whole discourse. One kind is, when 

‘thou sinnest against another, vv. 7—14. 
A second kind, when thy brother sins 
against thee. The remedy for the former 
must be, in each individual being cautious 
in his own person,—that of the latter, in 
the exercise of brotherly love, and if that 
fail, the authority of the congregation, vv. 
15—17. Then follows an exposition of 
what that authority is, vv. 18—20.— On 
this verse see Levit. xix. 17, 18. This 
direction is only in case of personal offence 
against ourselves, and then the injured per- 
son is to seek private explanation, and that 
by going to his injurer, not waiting till he 
comes to apologize. The stop must be 
after jovov, as ordinarily read, and not 
after avrov, as proposed by Fritzsche and 
Olshausen, which construction would be 
contrary to the usage of the N. T.—éxép8y- 
oas, in the higher sense, ‘reclaimed,’ gained 
for God, see ref. : and for thyself too : xpe- 
Tov yap é<npiov TOUTOV, Oud Tow oKavoa- 
ov Pnyvopevoy amd THe adedguKiic gov 
svvageiac. Kuthym.—16.] wap... .. tt, 
Go again, and take... The first attempt 
of brotherly love is to heal the wound, to 
remove the offence, in secrecy ; to cover 
the sin: but if this cannot be done, the 
next step is, to take two or three, still, in 
case of an adjustment, preventing publicity ; 
but in the other event, providing sufficient 
legal witness. Seeref. and John viii. 17.— 
pype, not thing, but word, as always. — 
17. wapakovon| a stronger word than p17) 
ak., implying something of obduracy.—tq 
éxkAnoia, by what follows, certainly not 

txt D. — 20. for 

‘the Jewish synagogue,’ (for how could vy. 
18—20 be said in any sense of it?) but ‘the 
congregation of Christians ; i. e. in early 
times, such as in Acts iv. 32, the one con- 
gregation,—in after times, that congregation 
of which thou and he are members. That 
it cannot mean the Church as represented 
by her rulers, appears by vy. 19, 20,—where 
any collection of believers is gifted with 
the power of deciding in such cases. No- 
thing can be further from the spirit of our 
Lord’s command than proceedings in what 
are oddly enough called ‘ ecclesiastical’ 
courts.—€otw got «TX. let him no longer 
be accounted as a brother, but as one of 
those without, as the Jews accounted Gen- 
tiles and Publicans. Yet even then not 
with hatred, see 1 Cor. v. 11, and compare 
2 Cor. ii. 6, 7, and 2 Thess. iti. 14, 15. — 
18.] This verse reasserts in a wider and 
more general sense the grant made to Peter 
in ch. xvi. 19. It is here not only to him 
as the first stone, but to the whole building. 
See note there, and on John xx. 23, be- 
tween which and our ch. xvi. 19 this is a 
middle point. —19. wavrés mp.] ‘any 
thing.’ The construction is an instance of 
attraction: wav moaypa, the subject of 
the sentence, is thrown into government 
after the verb: the plain construction would 
be 671 way 79.,éay Ovo dp. TUUd. ii T. Y- 
TEN AVTOU, Ov Edy aiTHowyTal, yevnoeTae 
xT\.—This refers to that entire accordance 
of hearty faith, which could hardly have 
place except in accordance with the Divine 
will. It was apparently misunderstood by 
the Apostles James and John ;—see Mark’s 
account, ch. x. 35, in which they nearly 
repeat these words. Notice again the ap7v 
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XXvV. 50. 
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27. Gal.v. 3+. 

x Luke xii. 4. 
Eph. iv. 28. 

y Judg. xvii. 4. 
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41 al. 

nEAnoE 

oe avrou * 

Kal atoooOnva lt. 

[Képee] 
a Prov. xix. 11. 

Sir. xviii. 11. 
XXxii. 18. 
sete Bi 4 
al. 

b ch. xiv, 14, 

Néywy 

aToowsw. 

this verse, D d have od yap eiot....... 
Orig. 

A€yw duty, see on ch. xvi. ult.— 20.] A 
generalization of the term ékkAyota, and 
the powers conferred on it, which renders it 
independent of particular forms of govern- 
ment or ceremonies, and establishes at once 
a canon against pseudo-catholicism in all its 
forms.—éket eipt must’ beunderstood of the 
presence of the Spirit and Power of Christ, 
see Matt. xxviii. ult.—It is possible that 
Peter may have asked this question in virtue 
of the power of the keys before (ch. xvi. 19) 
entrusted to him, to direct him in the use 
of them: but more likely, that it was asked 
as in the person of any individual: that 
Peter wished to follow the rules just laid 
down, but felt a difficulty as to the limit of 
his exercise of forgiveness.—The Rabbi- 
nical rule was, to forgive three times and 
no more: this they justified by Amos i. 3, 
&c. Job xxxili. 29, 30. (LXX, and marg. 
E. V:) The expression ‘seven times a 
day’ is found Proy. xxiv. 16, in connexion 
with sinning and being restored. In the 
Lord’s answer we have most likely a refer- 
ence to Genesis iv. 24.—‘ Seventy times 
seven,’ not ‘seven and seventy times,’ is 
the rendering. od« aprOpdr rbEic ivravea, 
adda 76 dre—poy Kai Omvextc Kai aéi. 
Chrys. Hom. lxi. 611, A. — 28. 81a totTo] 
‘ because this is so,’ because unlimited for- 
giveness is the law of the Kingdom of 
Heaven.—The dovAor here are not slaves, 
but ministers or stewards. By the roa@i- 
va of ver. 25 they could not be slaves in 
the literal sense. But in Oriental language 
(see Herodotus passim) all the subjects of 
the king, even the great ministers of state, 
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are called dodo. The individual example 
is one in high trust, or his debt could never 
have reached the enormous sum mentioned. 
See Isa. i. 18. — 24.] 10,000 talents is the 
sum at which Haman reckons the revenue de- 
rivable from the destruction ofthe whole Jew- 
ish people, Esth. iii. 6. Trenchremarks (Para- 
bles, p. 124) that we can best appreciate the 
sum by comparing it with other sums men- 
tionedin Scripture. Intheconstruction of the 
tabernacle, twenty-nine talents of gold were 
used (Exod. xxxviii. 24): David prepared 
for the temple 3000 talents of gold, and the 
princes 5000 (1 Chron. xxix. 4—7): the 
Queen of Sheba presented to Solomon 120 
talents (1 Kings x. 10): the King of Assy- 
ria laid on Hezekiah thirty talents of gold 
(2 Kings xviii. 14): and in the extreme 
impoverishment to which the land was 
brought at last, one talent of gold was laid 
on it, after the death of Josiah, by the King 
of Egypt (2 Chron. xxxvi. 3). — 25. éxé- 
Aevoev at... x«TA.] see Exod. xxii. 3. 
Levit. xxv. 39, 47. 2 Kings iv. 1. The 
similitude is however rather from Oriental 
despotism: for the selling was under the 
Mosaic law softened by the liberation at 
the year of jubilee. The imprisonment also, 
and the tormentors, vv. 30. 34, favour this 

view, forming no part of the Jewish law.— 
arodo00yvat, impersonal, as in E. V. ‘ pay- 
ment to be made.’ — 26.] Luther explains 
this as the voice of mistaken self-righteons- 
ness, which when bitten by sense of sin and 
terrified with the idea of punishment, runs 
hither and thitier, seeking help, and ima- 
gines it can build up a righteousness before 
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God without having yet any idea that God 
Himself will help the sinner. Trench re- 
marks, ‘ It seems simpler to see in the words 
nothing more than exclamations charac- 
teristic of the extreme fear and anguish of 
the moment, which made him ready to 
promise impossible things, even mountains 
of gold.’ p. 127. — 28.] Perhaps we must 
not lay stress on é£hOw7’, as indicating any 
wrong frame of mind already begun, as 
Theophylact does :—the sequel shows how 

_ completely he had ‘gone out’ from the 
‘presence of his Lord. At all events the 

- word corresponds to the time when the 
trial of our principle takes place : when we 
‘go out’ from the presence of God in 
prayer and spiritual exercises into the 
world. We may observe, that forgiveness 
of sin does not imply a change of heart or 
principle in the sinner.—The fellow-servant 
is probably not in the same station as him- 
self, but none the less a fellow-servant. 
The insignificance of the sum is to show us 
how trifling any offence against one another 
is in comparison to the vastness of our sin 
against God. Chrysostom finely remarks : 
0 62 ov Ta Phipara y6éo0n, Ov wv éowbn: 
(Kai yao. abro¢g rabra simwy ann drdayn 
rey pupiwy radavTwy) Kai obd roy 

\ 

txt C. — 33. aft. de ins. obv D abcv Arm. Aug. — 34. wav om. 

Aipéva t Eméyvo, dv ob TO vavdytov buepu- 
yev" ov 70 OXIA TiS ikeTnOlac avemynoey 
avtoy tig Tov deardrov giiavOowriac 
aia mavta éxeiva bb THE TrEOVEELAC- 
Kal THE WpoTHToG Kat 
ixParwv, Gnoiov mavroe yaderwreEpoc IY, 
dyxwy roy cbvoOovdoy. Ti Toei, dvUpw7eE 5 
céauToyv araitoy ov«K aicbavy, Kata oEav- 
Tov TO Eigoc WOGY, Kai TY aTOpacw Kai 
THY Owosdy avaKkadodpevocg ; Hom. 1xi. 
616, A. The ¢i re dgeidere, which is be- 
yond doubt the true reading, must be un- 
derstood as a haughty expression of one 
ashamed to meet the mention of the paltry 
sum really owing, and by this very expres- 
sion generalizing his unforgiving treatment _ 
to all who owed him aught. — 31.] The | 
fellow-servants churn Oyoay, the lord épyt- 
ferar. Anger is not man’s proper mood 
towards sin, but sorrow, (see Ps. cxix. 130), 
because all men are sinners. These fellow- 
servants are the praying people of God, who 
plead with Him against the oppression and 
tyranny in the world. —82.] dre péy pupia 
TahayvTa woerev, OK EKaEGE TOVNDOY, 
ovdt UBoucev, aX’ HrEnoev. Chrystost. 
Hom. lxi. 616, D.—34. tots Bacav- 
otais] not merely the prison-keepers, but 
the torturers. Remember he was to have 

THC pyyoikakiag — 

ae 
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been sold into slavery before, and now his 
punishment is to be greater. The condi- 
tion following would amount in the case of 
the sum in the parable to perpetual im- 
prisonment. So Chrysostom, rovuréort, 
Ounver@ce’ obTe yap amodwoe Toré. Hom. 
lxi. 617, A. See note on ch. vy. 26,—There 

isa difficulty made, from the punishment of 
this debtor for the very debt which had 
been forgiven, and the question has been 
asked, utrum peccata semel dimissa redeant. 
But it is the spiritual meaning which has 
here ruled the form of the parable. He 
who falls from a state of grace falls into a 

| state of condemnation, and is overwhelmed 
with ‘all that debt,’ not of this or that 
actual sin formerly remitted, but of a whole 
state of enmity to God.—Meyer well re- 
marks, that the motive held up in this para- 
ble could only have full light cast on it by 
the great act of Atonement which the Lord 
was about to accomplish. (Comm. in loc.) 
We may see from that consideration, how 
properly it belongs to this last period of 
His ministry. — 35, 6 mw. pov| not ipor 
as in the || declaration in ch. vi. 14, 15. 

This is more solemn and denunciatory. 
'» —trovpdvios, not elsewhere used by our 

‘Evangelist. 
Cuap. XIX, 1—12.] Mark x. 1—12. 

BD 2 abev Sahid. Arm. 
abev Copt. Sahid. A&th. Orig. Hier. Lucif. Aug. 

ins. C.— 35. odpaviuc BD KL 9 Orig. 

txt (rede (error) C) B C v Orig. — 
— 4. for zotnoac, kricac B 4 Copt. Sahid. 

txt C Z.—ot om. Z. 

This appears to be the journey of our Lord 
into the region beyond Jordan, mentioned 
John x. 40. If so, a considerable interval 
has elapsed since the discourse in ch. xvili.— 
Ta Spta THs lovd. rép. Tod “Iopd. form one 
continuous description. Bethany, where 
He went, was beyond Jordan, but on the 
confines of Judea. On Mark’s expression 
(x. 1) dud rov zw. 7. "lop. see note there, 
and also note on Luke ix. 51. —2.] This 
agrees with what is said John x. 41,4: 
eOepam., Mark has édidakev. ~3.] This 
was a question of dispute between the rival 
Rabbinical schools of Hillel and Shammai ; 
the former asserting the right of arbitrary 
divorce, from Deut. xxiv. 1, the other deny- 
ing it except in case of adultery. It was 
also, says De Wette, a delicate question 
where our Lord now was, in the dominions 
of Herod Antipas.—k. Tacav air. not as 
E. V. ‘for every cause?’ but ‘for any 
cause ?? — 4—6,] On these verses we may 
remark (1) that our Lord refers to the 
Mosaic account of the Creation as the his- 
torical fact of the first creation of man; 
and grounds His argument on the literal 
expressions of that narrative. (2) That He 
cites both from the first and second chap- 
ters of Genesis, and in immediate con- 
nexion; thus showing them to be con- 
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u Gen. xxv. 3. 

40 Job i. 21. 
= Luke i. 15,41, 

OUTw, Kal eto EVVOUYXOL olTWEc evvovyioOnoav UTO TWP ae Mark 

* EUVOUXOL oirwvec EK KotAlac untpoc eyer yn Onoav 

DLZ a Ath. Arm. Orig. (twice) Aug. txt BC.— 9. at ei pr) ti wopy. the MSS. 
vary considerably.—zrapexréc Adyou wopyeiag (which is read in ch. v. 32) B D abe Copt. 
Sahid. Chrys. Aug. (Origen reads ch. vy. 32 entire instead of this verse). ju) éwi wopveia 
CEFHKUSIV and many mss. Syrr. Arm., which seems the true reading.—«kai 
yap. dX. om. B. yapoy ad\X\nv V.—for poy. (Ist), wot abrnv potyevOijvac BCT 
Aug. txt DZ—«cai ... poryarac om. DLS 8 ab Sahid. — 10. rod dvdodc D abed 
Ambr. — 11. rovroyv om. B Orig. Cypr. — 13. rec. zpocnvéx On, but txt BC D L 10.— 

secutive parts of a continuous narrative, 
which, from their different diction, and 
apparent repetition, they have sometimes 
been supposed not to be. (3) That He 
quotes as spoken by the Creator the words 
in Gen. ii. 24, which were actually said by 
Adam ; they must therefore be understood 
as said in prophecy, divino afflatu, which 
indeed the terms made use of in them would 
require, since the relations alluded to by 
those terms did not yet exist. Augustin. de 
Nupt. ii. 4, ‘Deus utique per hominem 
dixit quod homo prophetando preedixit.’ 
(4) That the force of the argument consists 
in the previous unity of male and female, 
not indeed organically, but by implication, 
in Adam. Thus it is said in Gen. i. 27, 
not dvdpa Kai yuvaixa éroincey abrodve, 
but dpoev cat O7Av ex. ad. ‘He made 
them (man, as a race) male and female :’ 
but then the male and female were impli- 
citly shut up in one; and therefore after 
the creation of woman from man, when one 
man and one woman were united in mar- 
riage they should be one flesh, vexev Tov- 
Tov, because woman was taken out of man. 
The answer then is, that abstractedly, from 
the nature of marriage, it is indissoluble.— 
The words ot 8¥o are in the LXX and the 
Samaritan Pentateuch, but not in the 
Hebrew. —eis odpka plav] eivae eic is 
not Greek, but a Hebraism, } 7 (Meyer). 

—7—9.] In this second question, the 
Pharisees imagine that they have over- 

thrown our Lord’s decision by a permis- 
sion of the law, which they call a command 
(compare évereiharo, ver.7, withéwérpever, 
ver. 8). But He answers them that this 
was done by Moses on account of their 
hardness and sinfulness, as a lesser of evils, 
and belonged to that dispensation which 
mapeicnAOev, Rom. v. 20; Ty mapaBa- 
cewy yao. mooceréOn, Gal. iii. 19. This 
He expresses by the tpoy, dpiy, dpoyr, as 
opposed to dv0pw7oc, and to az’ apyxie. 
Only that zopyveia which itself breaks mar- 
riage, can be a ground for dissolving it.— 
Mark gives this last verse (9) as spoken to 
the disciples in the house ; and his accuracy 
in such matters of detail is not to be ques- 
tioned. The enactment by our Lord is a 
formal repetition of what He had said be- 
fore in the Sermon on the Mount, ch. v. 32. 
—10.] aitia, not the cause of divorce just 
mentioned; nor, the condition of the man 
with his wife: but, the account to be given, 
the original ground and principle, of the 
relationship of man and wife :—éav rovavry 
totiv 7 airia Tie ovgvyiac, Euthym. who 
however mentions other renderings. The 
disciples apprehend that the trials and 
temptations of marriage would prove sources 
of sin and misery. This question and its 
answer are peculiar to Matthew. Meyer 
refers atria back to the aria in ver. 3, 
and understands it to mean, the only reason 
justifying divorce; but the above interpre- 
tation seems to me preferable. —11, 12.] 
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Tov \éyov T. ‘ this saying of yours,’ viz. od 
cuppeper yaurnoa. The yap in ver. 12 
shows that the sense of rovroy is carried 
on; see ch. i. 18.—The Lord mentions the 
three exceptions, the oi¢ dédorat ob yapij- 
oa. 1. Those who from natural incapa- 
city, or if not that, inaptitude, have no ten- 
dencies towards marriage: 2. Those who 
by actual physical deprivation, or compul- 
sion from men, are prevented from marry- 
ing: 3. Those who in order to do the work 
of God more effectually, (as e. g. Paul,) 
abstain from marriage, see 1] Cor. vii. 26. 
The e’vovyor and ebvovyiZw in the two 
first cases are to be taken both literally and 
figuratively : in the latter, figuratively only. 
It is to be observed that our Lord does not 
here utter a word from which any supe- 
riority can be attributed to the state of 
celibacy: the imperative in the last clause 
being not a command but a permission, as 
in Rev. xxii. 17.— xopety, as in E. V. ‘to 
receive it.’ 

~~ 18—15.] Mark x. 13—16. Luke xviii. 
15—17. After the long divergence of ch. ix. 
5l—xvili. 14, Luke here again falls into 
the synoptic narrative. This incident is 
more fully related in Mark, where see notes. 
—Our Evangelist gives rag y. é7t0. adr. rv. 
moocevé. see Gen. xlviii. 14. Acts vi. 6, 
where the other two have only ‘that He 
should touch them.’ The connexion in 

which it stands here and in Mark seems to © 
be natural, immediately after the discourse 
on marriage. Some further remarks of the 
Lord, possibly on the fruit of marriage, 
may have given rise to the circumstance. 

16—30.] Mark x. 17—3l. Luke xviii. 
18—30. —16.] From Luke ver. 18 we 
learn that he was a ruler: from Mark x. 17, 
that he ran to our Lord. The spirit in 
which he came seems to have been that of 
excessive admiration for our Lord as a 
man of eminent virtue, and of desire to 
know from Him by what work of exceed- 
ing merit he might win eternal life. This 
spirit our Lord reproves, by replying that 
He was no such aya@dc as supposed by 
the young man, no Teacher of this sort, 
that the grace of God only is the source of 
good, and that the walking by His grace in 
the way of holiness is the path to life. I 
have retained the common reading as being 
persuaded of its genuineness: and agree 
with Stier in thinking that Origen’s (see 
var. read.) was an early correction, made on 
doctrinal grounds. The reply, so far from 
furnishing any support for Socinian error, 
is itself a rebuke of the very view of Christ. 
which they who deny His Divinity enter- 
tain. It sets forth to us, besides, the éruth- 

Sulness of the Lord’s humiliation, in that 
He who was now being made perfect by 
sufferings disclaims the a@ya@érn¢ which in 

pret? i 
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its perfection dwells in God alone.—18.] De 
Wette observes well, that our Lord gives 
this enumeration of the commandments to 
bring out the self-righteous spirit of the 
young man, which He before saw. He only 
mentions those of the second table, having 
in ver. 17, in His explanation of aya@éc, 
included those of the first. Mark has the 
addition of pi) avooreononc, representing 
probably the tenth commandment.— kat 
aya. «7.A. is peculiar to Matthew. — 
20.] We may remark that this young man, 
though self-righteous, was no hypocrite, no 
Pharisee: he spoke earnestly, and really 
strove to keep, as he really believed he had 
kept, all God’s commandments. Accord- 
ingly Mark adds, that Jesus looking upon 
him loved him: in spite of his error there 
was a nobleness and openness about him, 
contrasted with the hypocritical bearing of 
the Pharisees and Scribes. — 21, 22.] Our 
Lord takes him on his own showing As 
Mark and Luke add, “One thing is want- 
ing to thee.” Supposing thy statement 
true, this topstone has yet to be laid on the 

fabric. But then it is to be noticed, that 
part of that one thing is devpo axoovOer 
fot (adgag roy oravpdv Mark). Stier 
remarks, that this was a test of his obsery- 
ance of the first commandment of the first 
table: of breaking which he is by the 
result convicted.—hv yap €x. kT. 1. is com- 
mon to Mark, verbatim. — 24.] No altera- 
tion to kaptXoy is necessary or admissible. 
Lightfoot brings instances from the Talmud 
of similar proverbial expressions regarding 
an elephant: we have a case in ch. xxiii. 
24, of a camel being put for any thing very 
large: and we must remember that the 
object here was to set forth the greatest 
human impossibility, and to magnify Divine 
grace, which could accomplish even that. — 
25.] tis, not ric wAovotoc, which would 
have been wholly beside the purpose, but a 
general question—what man? Besides the 
usual reason given for this question ‘ since 
all are striving to be rich,” we must remem- 
ber that the disciples yet looked for a tem- 
poral Kingdom, and therefore would natu- 
rally be dismayed at hearing that it was so - 

: yi 
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difficult for any rich man to enter it. — 26. 
éuBrepas] Probably to give force to and 
impress what was about to be said, espe- 
cially as it was a saying reaching into the 
spiritual doctrines of the Gospel, which 
they could not yet apprehend.—tovro, sal- 
vation in general, and even of those least 
likely to be saved—trapa in both cases, as 
in E. V. “ with,” i.e. in reference to, by 
power of. —27.] The disciples, or Peter 
rather speaking for them, recur to the 
é£eic Ono. tv odp. said to the young man, 
and inquire what ¢heir reward shall be, who 
haye done all that was required of them. 
He does not ask respecting salvation, but 
some pre-eminent reward, as is manifest by 
the answer. The ‘all’ which the Apostles 
had left, was not in all cases contemptible. 
The sons of Zebedee had hired servants 
(Mark i. 20), and Levi (Matthew ?) could 
make a great feast in his house. But what- 
ever if was, it was their all. —28—30.] 
We may admire the simple truthfulness of 
this answer of the Lord. He does not 
hide from them their reward: but tells 
them prophetically, that in the new world, 
the accomplishment of that regeneration 
which He came to bring in, (see Acts iii. 

21. Rev. xxi. 5. Matt. xxvi. 29,) when He 

should sit («a@ioy in the active) on His 
throne of glory (é7. @pdvev r. 6, avd.) then 

‘ 

\ 
they also should sit (kaOicecOe in middle) \ 
on twelve thrones iz. dW. Opédvous) judg- ~ 
ing (see 1 Cor. vi. 2, 3) the twelve tribes of \ 
Israel (see Rev. xx. 4. xxi. 12. 14 :—one 
throne, Judas’s, another took, Actsi. 20).— 
At the same time he informs them, ver. 29, 
that this reward should not in its most : 
blessed particulars be theirs alone, but that : 
of every one who should deny himself for i 

tions them, referring perhaps especially to 
Judas, but with a view to all, as appears by 
the following parable, that many first should 
be last, and last first—On ver. 29, Stier 
remarks that the family relations are by 
Matthew mentioned in the order in which 
they would be left: and that the Lord | 
having mentioned yuvaica in the singular 
(the reading however is doubtful) clearly 
decrees monogamy. On the other points 
requiring notice, see note on Mark x. 29, 
30.—Meyer’s rendering of ver. 30, joining 
mo@roe with goovrat, and thus making © 
Zoxaror the subject and zow@rot the pre- 
dicate of the first clause and vice versa i 
the second, is contrary to usage. 

Cuav. XX.1—16.] Peculiar to Matthew. 
In interpreting this difficult Parable, we 
must first carefully observe its occasion and 
connexion. It is bound by the yap to the 
conclusion of chap. xix., and arose out of 

Him (see 2 Tim. iv. 8): and (ver. 30) cau- 

ten, 
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pwrvyoac Oe META TWY EOVATWY EK onvaptov THY HMEPAY, 

och. xxvii.7. Actsi.18. Luke xvi. 9? 

the question of Peter in ver. 27, rt aoa 
éorat piv 3 (J) Its ‘ punctum saliens’ is, 
that the Kingdom of God is of grace, not 
of debt; that they who were called first, 
and have laboured longest, have no more 
claim upon God than those who were called 
last; but that to all, His covenant promise 
shall be fulfilled in its integrity. (2) Its 
primary application is to the Apostles, who 
had asked the question. They were not to 
be of such a spirit, as to imagine, with the 
murmurers in yer. 11, that they should 
have something supereminent (because they 
were called first, and had laboured longest) 
above those who in their own time were to 
be afterward called (see 1 Cor. xv. 8—1]). 
(3) Its secondary applications are to all 
those to whom such a comparison, of first 
and last called, will apply :—nationally, to 
the Jews, who were first called, and with a 
definite covenant, and the Heathens who 
came in afterwards, and on a covenant, 
though really made (see Jer. xxxi. 33. 
Zech. viii. 8. Heb. viii. 10), yet not so 
openand prominent ;—individually, to those 
whose call has been in early life, and who 
have spent their days in God’s active ser- 
vice, and those who have been summoned 
later ; and to various other classes and per- 
sons between whom comparison, not only 
of fime, but of advantages, talents, or any 
other distinguishing characteristic, can be 
made; that none of the first of these can 
boast themselves over the others, nor look 
for higher place and greater reward, inas- 
much as there is but one “ gift’? of God 
according to the covenant of grace. And 
the ‘‘ first” of these are to see that they do 
not by pride and self-righteousness become 
the ‘last,’’ or worse—be rejected, as na- 
tionally were the Jews ; for among the many 
that are called, there are few chosen—many 
who will fail of the reward in the end. (4) In 
subordination to this leading idea and warn- 
ing of the Parable must the circumstances 
brought before us be interpreted. The day 
and its Howrs are not any fixed time, such 
as the duration of the world, or our Lord’s 
life on earth, or the life of man, exclusively : 
but the natural period of earthly work as 
applied to the various meanings of which 
the parable is capable. The various times 

of hiring are not to be pressed as each 
having an exclusive meaning in each inter- 
pretation: they serve to spread the calling 
over the various periods, and to show that 
it is again and again made. They are the 
quarters of the natural day, when the ali- 
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ae mm ver. 7. 
Judg. xviii. 4, 

n Acts v. 9. 
ch. xviii. 19. 
4Kings xii.8. 

oo acc. Acts x. 3 al. 

* cup 

quot parts of the day’s wages could be 
earned, and therefore labourers would be 
waiting. The dast of these is inserted for 
a special purpose, and belongs more ex- 
pressly to the instruction of the parable. 
(5) The pio G6s bears an important part in 
the interpretation. I cannot with Stier 
(whose comment on this parable I think 
much inferior to his usual remarks) sup- 
pose it to mean “the promise of this life’’ 
attached to godliness. His anxiety to escape 
from the danger of eternal life being matter 
of wages, has here misled him. But there 
is no such danger in the interpretation of 
the parable which I believe to be the true 
one. The pode is the promise of the 
covenant, uniformly represented by our 
Lord and His Apostles as a ‘reward,’ 
Matt. v.12. Luke vi. 35. xiv. 14. John 
iy. 36 al. 1 Cor. iii. 14. 2 John 8. Heb. 
x. 35. xi. 6 al., reckoned indeed of free 
grace; but still, forensically considered, 
answering to, and represented by, ‘ wages,’ 
as claimed under God’s covenant with man 
in Christ. (The freeness and sovereignty 
of God’s gift of grace is pointedly set be- 
fore us in ver. 14, @éAw 8€ Tov. 7. cy. 
Sovvat..) This puo@dc I believe then to 
be eternal life, or, in other words, Gop 
Himsetr (John xvii. 3). And this, rightly 
understood, will keep us from the error of 
supposing, that the parable involves a de- 
claration that all who are saved will be in 
an absolute equality. This gift is, and will 
be, to each man, as he is prepared to re- 
ceive it. To the envious and murmurers, 
it will be as the fruit that turned to ashes 
in the mouth; by their own unchristian 
spirit they will ‘‘lose the things that they 
have wrought’ (2 John 8), and their re- 
ward will be null. To those who have 
known and loved God, it will be, to each 
as he has adyanced in the spiritual life, joy 
unspeakable and full of glory. —apa mpwt | 
See Jer. xxxy. 14, and other places. — 
épydtas] in the primary meanings of the 
parable, ‘apostles, prophets, ministers :’ dis- 
tinct from the vines in the vineyard. But 
inasmuch as every workman is himself sub- 
ject to the treatment of the husbandman 
(see John xy. 1, 2), and every man in the 
Kingdom of God is in some sense or other 
a worker on the rest, the distinction is not 
to be pressed—the parable ranges over both 
comparisons. — au7reA@va.] not the Jewish 
Church only, as Greswell, Parables, iv. 355 
ff., maintains. The Jewish Church was 
God’s vineyard especially and typically ; 
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His Church in all ages is His true vineyard, 
see Jobn xy. 1. — Our language admits of 
the idiom eis roy ap. av. being exactly 
rendered— into His vineyard,’ HE. V. — 2. ] 
In cupdwv. is understood pusOwcacba, 
after which, as a verb of buying, é« is 
found: see reff.—The denarius a day was 
the pay of a Roman soldier in Tiberius’ 

time, a few years before this parable was 
uttered (see Tacitus Annal. i. 17). 
_ bius ii. 15 (cited by Greswell) mentions that 
the charge for a day’s entertainment in the 

Poly- 

inns in Cisalpine Gaul was half an as, = 
ath of the denarius. This was therefore 
liberal pay for the day’s work.—38, 4.] The 
third hour, = at the equinox, our 9 a.m., 

and in summer 10°30, was the zAnQovca 
dyopa, or ayopag mAnPHpa—when the 
market was fullest.—No positive stipulation 
is made with these second, but they are to 
depend on the justice of the householder. 
They might expect 3ths of adenarius.—F rom 
the same dialogue being implied at the sixth 
and ninth hour (?7oinaey woabrwe) the 0 
idv q dicatoy is probably in each case the 
corresponding part of the denarius, at least 
in their expectation; so that it cannot be 

said that no covenant was made. — 7. | For, 
the reason mentioned in the last note, the » 
words in brackets, wanting in so many © 
mss., probably ought to be cancelled. — _ 
8.] By the Mosaic law (Deut. xxiv. 15) — 
the wages of an hired servant were to be 
paid him before night. This was at the 
twelfth hour, or sunset: see ver. 12. I do 
not think the éxirpozoc must be pressed 
as having a spiritual meaning. If it have, 
it represents Christ (see Heb. iii. 6, and 
ch. xi. 27).—ép&dpevos is not merely ex- 
pletive, but definitive, asin Luke xxiii. 5.— 
9.] Aft. Gpav supply aweoradpévor sig TOY 
apre@va. —10.] The precedent cited by 
Greswell for this method of payment, from 
Josephus Antt. xx. 9, 7, does not apply. 
It is there said that in fhe rebuilding of 
the temple, «i piay Tig Wpay THe tuEepag 
tloyacatro, Tov puaOdy brep TadTNE Ev- 
Oéwe thapBavev: the rabrne referring to 
the piav wpoav, not to ric 7., and the 
fact related being that if any one worked 
only one hour in the day, he was immedi- 

ately paid for that hour. Indeed the mani-— 
fest effect of such a rule as Greswell sup- 
poses, would have been to stop the build 
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ing, not to hasten it; for if a man could 
get his day’s pay for an hour’s work, why 
work more? —12.] Some take émotynoav, 
as in Acts xv. 33, to mean “‘ have tarried,”’ 
—but the sense in the former reff. seems 
the best. —18, 14.] ‘Eraipe, at first sight a 
friendly word merely, assumes a more so- 
lemn aspect when we recollect that it is 
used in xxii. 12 to the guest who had not 
the wedding garment; and in ch. xxvi. 50 
by our Lord to Judas.—Stier lays a stress 
on jaye, as denoting expulsion and sepa- 
ration from the householder and his em- 
ployment: but I think improperly. It is 
here only a word of course, commanding 
him to do what a paid labourer naturally 
should do.—15. 60. ov. ] here envious: so 
D7 is used Prov. xxviii. 22. —16.] The last 
were first, as equal to the first; first, in 
order of payment; first, as superior to the 
first (no others being brought into com- 
parison), in that their reward was more in 

proportion to their work, and not marred 
by a murmuring spirit. The first were 
last in these same respects.—The last words 

Vor. I. 

txt C D. — 18. Oavary om. B. —19. kai or. om. X.—éyepOjcerae 
txt C Z.— 21. ovrot om. C Z a Copt. Sahid. Bas. 

of the verse belong not so much to the 
parable, as to the first clause, and are placed 
to account for its being as there described ; 
for, while multitudes are called into the 
vineyard, many, by murmuring and other- 
wise disgracing their calling, will nullify 
it, and so, although first by profession and 
standing, will not be of the number of the 
elect : although called, will not be chosen. 

17—19.] Mark x. 32—34. Luke xviii. 
31—34. A fuller declaration of the suffer- 
ings and death of our Lord—reyealing His 
being delivered to the Gentiles—and (but 
in Matthew only) His crucifixion. See the 
note on the more detailed account in Mark 
x. 32. 

20—28.] Mark x. 35—45: not related 
by Luke. This request seems to have arisen 
from the promise made to the tweive in 
ch. xix. 28. In Mark’s account, the two 
brethren themselves make the request. But 
the narration in the text is the more de- 
tailed and exact; and the two immediately 
coincide, by the Lord addressing His answer 

ed 

Zz 

to the two Apostles (ver. 22). —This answ ere 

Fi 
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left hand the crucified thieves. 
deed must the remembrance of this am- 

_ bitious prayer have been at that moment ! 
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was the part preserved in the Apostolic 
memoirs to which Mark had access, and 
he constructs “his narrative accordingly 
(see Prolegomena to the Gospels). The 
mother’s name was Salome — she had 
followed the Lord from Galilee, — and 
witnessed the crucifixion, see Mark xv. 
40. Probably the two brethren, fear- 
ing the rebuke which had followed their 
former contention about precedence, had 
directed this request through their mother. 
— 21.] The places close to the throne were 
those of honour, as in Josephus, speaking 
of Saul (Antt. vi. FE, 9), Tou pev maroc 
Twvabov ik deka, “ABeviipov O& Tov 
apxtorparnyov ik ray étipwy . . In 
the Rabbinical work Midrasch Tehillim, 
cited by Wetstein,—God, it is said, will seat 
the King Messiah at His right hand, and 
Abraham at his left.—One of these brethren, 
John, the beloved disciple, had his usual 
place close to the Lord, John xiii. 23: the 
other was among the chosen Three (this 
request, hardly can imply in their minds any 
idea of the rejection of Peter from his pe- 
culiar post of honour by the rebuke in ch. 
xvi. 23, for since then had happened the 
occurrences in ch. xvii. 1—8, and especially 
vv. 22—27). Both were called Boanerges, 
or the Sons of Thunder, Mark iii. 17.— 
They thought the Kingdom of God was 
immediately to appear, Luke xix. 11.— 
22.) One at least of these brethren saw 
the Lord on His Cross—on His right and 

Bitter in- 

Luther remarks, ‘The flesh ever seeks to 

be glorified, before it is crucified: exalted, 
before it is abased.’—The ‘cup’ is a fre- 

quent Scripture image for joy or sorrow: 
see Ps. xxiii. 5. cxvi. 13. Is. li. 22. Matt. 
xxvi. 42. It here seems to signify more 
the inner and spiritual bitterness, resem- 
bling the agony of the Lord Himself,—and 
the baptism more the outer accession of 
persecution and trial,—through which we 
must pass to the Kingdom of God. On 
the latter image see Ps. xli. 7. Ixix. 2. 
exxiv. 4.—Stier rightly observes that this 
answer of the Lord contains in it the kernel 
of the doctrine of the Sacraments in the 
Christian Church: see Rom. vi. 1 Cor. xii. 
13, and note on Luke xii. 50.—Some ex- 
plain their answer as if they understood the 
Lord to speak of drinking out of the royal 
cup, and washing in the royal ewer: but 
the words divac0e zeiv, and dvvapela, 
indicating a difficulty, preclude this. The 
clauses in brackets have most probably be 
inserted from Mark, being (besides the MSS. 
evidence against them) not in keeping wi 
the corresponding clauses, which would re- 
quire 6 éyw péd\dw BarrilecPar. — 23. ] 
The one of these brethren was the first of 
the Apostles to drink the cup of suffering, 
and be baptized with the baptism of blood, 
Acts xii. 1, 2; the other had the longest 
experience among them of a life of trouble 
and persecution.—The last clause of the 
verse must not be understood as in the 
E. V., ‘is not mine to give, but it shall be 
given to them for whom it is prepared of 
My Father ;’ but, ‘is not mine to give, ex- 
cept to those for whom’ &c. adda = Et 
poy: see Mark iv. 22. ix. 8, comp. with 
Matt. xvii. 8. If however we understand 
the former, ‘it shall be given by Me,’ we 
may say with Bengel, ‘res eodem recidit, 
sive oppositione, sive exceptione.’ — 26. ] 
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Xix.20. XXy. 

‘Tepry nkoAovOnoev auto OX Aoe Be Eat 

“pox avrob * Abrpov avrt ToAAwy. *° Kai EKTOPEVO- 
Mevov auT@v amo 

aby Orig. Chrys. Ambr. Jer.—aft. gudy ins. rovro C D.—for v0, ao L.— 26. dé om. 
BDFGHKLSV abdcv Syr. Sahid. Arm. ins. C.—for forat, étoriv B D Z Sahid. 
txt C.—for éy wpiv (2nd), vpor L Z—ree. zorw, but txt BCDKZYV 27 al. abe 
Syr. Copt. Sahid. Aith. Orig. — 27. civaripav roérog B.—éorar C DK LM Z 22 all. 
bev Syrr. Copt. Sahid. txt B.—28. after wodA@y, is the following remarkable 
insertion in D adcd and other Latin versicns : dpeic Ot fnreire Ex purkpou avsnoa kai 
éK peiZovoc EXarroy eivat. eicepxomevoe 6 nat wapacdnOévrec Oeurvicat az) avak)et- 
veoOar sic TovC eEexovTac TOTOUE, BiTor™ évdokorepoc cov ExéhOy, Kal mpoceOuy 
6 deervocAnrwp eiry Fou, ere KaTw xwper Kat KaracoxvvOnog. tay 6é dvartone gig 
TOY Hrrova TéToOY, Kai é7EAOy cov ijTTwY, épEt ToL O SetTvoKANT Wp, ovvaye ETL avw* 

The two clauses,...katakup. avT@v and 
. kateg. avTay, are parallel, and atréy 

in both cases refers to r@v 20vav. Grotius 
and others would take the second airdéy 
to refer to ot dpyovrec, but wrongly. 

26—28.] péyas . . . . mp@Tos, i.e. in 
the next life, let him be drake. and dotdoe 
here. Thus also the 7AOev, ver. 28, ap- 
plies to the coming of the Son of man in 
the flesh only.—AvTpov avi qoX. is a plain 
declaration of the sacrificial and vicarious 
nature of the death of our Lord. The 
principal usages of Avrpoy are the follow- 
ing :—(1) a payment as equivalent for a 
life destroyed, Ex. xxi. 30; (2) the price of 
redemption of a slave, Lev. xxv. 51 al.; 
(3) ‘ propitiation for,’ as in Prov. xiii. 8, 
where Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion 
have ¢£i\acpa.—vtpov avtt twodA@v here 
= dvriivrpoy iio zavrwv 1 Tim. ii. 6. 
No stress is to be laid on this word zo\\ Gy 
as not being zavTwy here; it is placed in 
opposition to the one life which is given— 
the one, for many—and not with any dis- 
tinction from wdytwy. (1 may observe 
once for all, that in the usage of these two 
words, as applied to our redemption by 
Christ, wavTwy is the objective, woh\oy 
the subjective designation of those for whom 
Christ died.—He died for all, objectively ; 

subjectively, the great multitude whom no 
~ man can number, zrodAoi, will be the saved 
“by Him in the end.)—‘ As the Son of man 
‘came to give His life for many and to serve 
many, so ye, being many, should be to each 

9—34.] Mark x. 46—52. Luke xviii. 
* ? the object of service and self-denial.’ 

e 

35—43. xix. 1, with however some remark- 
able differences. In the much more de- — 
tailed account of Mark, we have but one 
blind man, mentioned by name as Barti- 
meus; Luke also relates it of only one, 
and besides says that it was éy rw éyyiZew 
airoy sic ‘Ieptye. The only fair account 
of such differences is, that they existed in 
the sources from which each Evangelist 
took his narrative. This latter one is easily 
explained, from the circumstance having 
happened close to Jericho—in two accounts, | 
just on leaving it—in the third, on approach- 
ing to it: but he must be indeed a slave to ~ 
the letter, who would stumble at such dis- 
crepancies, and not rather see in them the 
corroborating coincidence of testimonies to 
the fact itself (see Olshausen, Comment. i. 
752). Yet Mr. Greswell (as also Ebrard, 
Evangelien Kritik, p. 572) supposes our 
Lord to have healed one blind man (as in 
Luke) on entering Jericho, and another 
(Bartimeeus, as in Mark) on leaving it,— 
and Matthew to have, ‘ with his character- 
istic brevity in relating miracles,’ combined 
both these in one!! But then, what be- 
comes of Matthew’s assertion, €xmropevopé- 
vov avTav amo ‘Iep.? Can we possibly 
imagine, that the Evangelist, having beth 
facts before him, could combine them and 
preface them with what he must know to 
be false? Itis just thus that the Harmonists 
utterly destroy the credibility of the Scrip- 
ture narrative. Accumulate upon this the 
absurd improbabilities involved in two men, 
under the same circumstances, addressing 
our Lord in the same words at so very 

L2 f 
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Cuap. XXII. 1. nyywev ... 

short an interval,—and we may be thank- 
ful that biblical criticism is at length being 
emancipated from ‘forcing narratives into 
accordance.’ See notes on Mark.—80, 31. ] 
The multitude appear to have silenced them, 
lest they should be wearisome and annoy- 
ing to our Lord: not because they called 
Him the Son of David,—for the multitudes 
could have no reason for repressing this 
cry, seeing that they themselves (being 
probably for the most part the same per- 
sons who entered Jerusalem with Jesus) 
raised it very soon after: see ch. xxi. 9. I 
have before noticed (on ix. 27) the singular 
occurrence of these words, ‘ Son of David,’ 
in the three narratives of healing the blind 
in this Gospel. — 82.] ébdvnoev = eizrev 
gwvnOivar Mark, = éxéX\evoev ayOijpvat 
Luke. — 34.] 7p. tov 3$0., not mentioned 
in the other Gospels. In both we have 
the addition of the Lord’s saying, 7) wtortc 
cov céiowkée ot. The question preceding 

» was to elicit their faith. 
Cuap. XXI. 1—17.] Mark xi. 1—11. 

Luke xix. 29—44. John xii. 12—36. This 
occurrence is related by all four Evyan- 
gelists, with however some differences, 
doubtless easily accounted for, if we knew 
accurately the real detail of the circum- 
stances in chronological order. In John 
(xii. 1),—our Lord came six days before the 
Passover to Bethany, where the anointing 
(of Matt. xxvi. 6—13) took place: and on 
the morrow, the triumphal entry into Je- 
rusalem was made. According to Mark 
xi. 11,—on the day of the triumphal entry 
the Lord only entered the city, went to the 

txt C.—avroy ot 660. om. B DL Z abev 

7AGev E V Syr. Orig.—ByOogayh or yiv BF K X. 

temple, and looked about on all things— » 
and then when now it was late in the even- 
ing returned to Bethany, and on the mor- 
row the cleansing of the temple took place. 
The account in Luke, which is the fullest 
and most graphic of the four, agrees chro- 
nologically with that in the text.—I would 
venture to suggest, that the supposition of 
the triumphal entry in Mark being related 
a day too soon, will bring all into unison. 
If this be so, our Lord’s first entry into 
Jerusalem was private; probably the jour- 
ney was interrupted by a short stay at 
Bethany, so that He did not enter the city 
with the multitudes. That this was the 
fact seems implied in Mark xi. 11. Then 
it was that wepyBrtehapevogc mavra, He 
noticed the abuse in the temple, which next 
day He corrected. Then in the evening 
He went back with the twelve to Bethany, 
and the supper there, and anointing took 
place. Meantime the Jews (John xii. 9) 
knew that He was at Bethany; and many 
went there that evening to see Him and 
Lazarus. (Query, had not Lazarus followed 
Him to Ephraim?) Then on the morrow 
multitudes came out to meet Him, and 
the triumphal entry took place, the weep- 
ing over the city (Luke xx. 41), and the 
cleansing of the temple. The cursing of 
the fig-tree occurred early that morning, as 
He was leaving Bethany with the twelve, 
and before the multitude met Him or the 
asses were sent for. (On Matthew’s nar- 
rative of this event see below on ver. 18.) 
According to this view, our narrative omits 
the supper at Bethany, and the anointing 
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(in its right place), and passes to the events 
of the next day. On the day of the week 
when this entry happened, see note on 
John xii. 1.—Bn9dayqz = 2B ma, the 

house of figs: a considerable suburb, nearer 
to Jerusalem than Bethany, and sometimes 
reckoned part of the city. No trace of it 
now remains. — 2, 3.] Thy kK. T. KaT., i. e. 
Bethphage. Mark and Luke mention the 
moc only, adding, ‘‘ whereon never yet 
man sat”’ (see note on Mark): John dvapuor. 
Justin Martyr (Apolog. ii. 73) connects this 
verse with the prophecy in Gen. xlix. 11, 
deopetbwy 7™OOC duehov Tov 7@dov adv- 
Tov, Kai a] eux Tov m@Aov Tie OvoV 

avrov. — 6 kvptos, here, ‘the LORD,’ 
‘Jehovah :’ most probably a general inti- 
mation to the owners that they were wanted 

for the service of God.—ev@. aa. avr., ‘he 
_ will immediately send them :’ see Mark xi. 

—The two disciples were perhaps Peter 
compare Mark xiv. 13 and Luke 

xxii. 8.—4.] A formula of our Evangelist’s, 
(see ch. i. 22) spoken with reférence to the 
Divine counsels, but not to the intention of 
the doers of the act; for this application of 

prophecy is in John xii. 16 distinctly said 
not to have occurred to the disciples at the 
time, but after Jesus was glorified. —6, 7. ] 
In Mark, edoov roy 7HXov OsdEenivov poe 
THY Ovoay tEw éixi rov appddov. The 
Lord sat on the foal (Mark, Luke), and the 
mother accompanied, apparently after the 
manner of a sumpter, as prophets so riding 
would be usually accompanied (but not of 
course doing the work of a sumpter).—Inthe 
last airy, the animals, not the garments, 
are to be understood. Thus we say ‘ the 
postilion rode on the horses.’ — That this 
riding and entry were intentional on the 
part of our Lord, is clear: and also that 
‘He did not thereby mean to give any coun- 
tenance to the temporal ideas of His Mes- 
siahship, but solemnly to fulfil the Scrip- 
tures respecting Him, and to prepare the 
way for His sufferings, by a public avowal 
of His mission. The typical meaning also 
is not to be overlooked. In all probability 
the evening visit to the temple was at the 
bth time when the Paschal Lamb was to 

ken up—i.e. set apart for the sacri- 
oe -] Which was a royal honour : 
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6 modXoi D. — 12. rod 0. om. BL | Copt. Sahid. Aith. Orig. (twice, but ins. elsewhere) © 

see 2 Kings ix. 13. — kX. am. t. Sév8. = 
Ta Baia roy dowikwy John, = crotBadec 
Mark: see 1 Macc. xiii. 51. 2 Macc. x. 7. 
—ooavva] from Psalm exviii. 25, x3 TIT, 

cicov 67) LXX; a formula originally one 
of supplication, but conventionally one of 
gratulation, so that it is followed by a da- 
tive, and by éy roic iwW., meaning, may it 
be also ratified in heaven! see ] Kings i. 
36. Luke ii. 14, where however it is an 
assertion, not a wish. —év év. Kup. is to 
be joined with 6 épy., not with evAoy.—a 
title of the Messiah. Luke adds BaoiXeve, 
John 6 Bac. tov "Icp.—12.] Compare 
the notes on John ii. 13—18. The cleans- 
ing related in our text is totally distinct 
from that related there. It is impossible 
to suppose that Matthew and John, or any 
one but moderately acquainted with the 
events which he undertook to relate, should 
have made such a gross error in chronology, 
as must be laid to the charge of one or 
other of them, if these two occurrences 
were the same. I rather view the omission 
of the first in the synoptic accounts as in 
remarkable consistency with what we other- 
wise gather from the three Gospels—that 
their sources of information were exclusively 
Galilean until this last journey to Jerusa- 
lem, and consequently the first cleansing 
was not known to them (see Prolegomena). 
On the di erence from Mark, see note on 
ver. 1.—The tepov here spoken of was the 
court of the Gentiles—We have no traces 

ins. C D ac.—13. zoetre B L Orig. Eus. i C D. — 15. bef. xoaé. ins. 

of this market in the O.T. It appears to 
have first arisen after the captivity, when 
many would come from foreign lands to — 
Jerusalem. This would also account for 
the money-changers, as it was unlawful 

‘ 

- 

} 
(from Exod. xxx. 13) to bring foreign mo- \ 
ney for the offering of atonement. —xddXv- 
Bog Aéyerat TO east vopiopa mao “EX- 
Anow, 0 “Pwpaior vovppoy _(nummum) 
dvopaZover, Theophylact.— tas mepiot.: 
the poor were allowed to offer these instead 
of the lambs for a trespass-offering, Ley. 
v. 7; also for the purification of women, 
Lev. xii. 8. Luke ii. 24. —138.] Stier re- 
marks that the verse quoted from Jeremiah 
is in connexion with the charge of murder, 
and the shedding of innocent blood (see 
ver. 6). Luther translates ov. dyor., 
Miairdergrube.—On the intention of this 
act of our Lord, see notes on John ii. 22. 
It was a purely Messianic act: see Mal. iii. 
1—3. — 15, 16.] The circumstance that the 
children were crying ‘ Hosanna to the Son 
of David’ in the temple, seems to me to 
fix this event, as above, on the day of the 
triumphal entry.—Psalm Viti, is frequently 
cited in the N.T. of Christ: see 1 Cor. 
xv. 27. Heb. ii. 6. Eph. i. 22.—In under- 
standing such citations as this, and that in 
ver. 4, we must bear in mind the important 
truth, that the external fulfilment of a pro- 
phecy is often itself only a type and repre- 
sentation of that inner and deeper sense of 
the prophecy which belongs to the spiritual 
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dealings of God.—Those who can, should 
by all means consult Stier’s Ager eti re- 
marks on this truth, vol. p- 387-8. — 
17.] If this is to be literally understood of 
the village (and not of a district round it, 
including part of the Mount of Olives: see 
Luke xxi. 37), this will be the second night 
spent at Bethany. I would rather of the 
two understand it literally, and that the 
spending the nights on the Mount of Olives 
did not begin till the newt night (Tuesday). 

18—22.] Mark xi. 12—14, 20—26, where 
see notes. Luke omits the incident.—The 
cursing of the fig-tree had in fact taken 
place on the day before, and the withering 
of it was now noticed. Mark separates the 
two accounts, which here are given together. 
We must remember that this miracle was 
wholly typical and parabolical. The fig- 
tree was the Jewish people—full of the 
leaves of an useless profession, but without 
fruit :—and further, all hypocrites of every 
kind, in every age. It is true, as De Wette 
observes, that no trace of a parabolic mean- 
ing appears in the narrative (and yet he 
himself, a few lines after, denying the truth 
of the miracle, accounts for the narrative 
by supposing it to have arisen out of a para- 
ble spoken by our Lord! !); but neither does 
there in that of the driving out the buyers 
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and sellers from the temple, and of many 
other actions which we know to have been 
symbolic. — 21, 22.] This assurance has 
occurred before in ch. xvii. 20. That truest 
and highest faith, which implies a mind and 
will perfectly in unison with that of God, 
can even in its least degree, only have been 
in Him who spoke these words. And by 
it, and its elevating power over the functions 
and laws of inferior natures, were His most 
notable miracles wrought. It is observ- 
able, that such a state of mind entirely pre- 
cludes the idea of an arbitrary exercise of 
power—none such can therefore be intended 
in our Lord’s assertion—but we must un- 
derstand, — ‘‘if expedient.” Though we 
cannot reach this faith in its fulness, yet 
every approach to it (ver. 21) shall be en- 
dued with some of its wonderful power,—in | 
obtaining requests from God. See the re- | 
markable and important addition in Mark 
xi. 25, 26, and notes. 

23-32. |] Mark xi. 27—33. aie XX. 
1—8. Now commences that series of 
parables, and discourses of the Lord with 
His enemies, in which He developes, more 
completely than ever before, His hostility 
to their hypocrisy and iniquity,—and so they 
are stirred up to compass His death. — ot 
apx. Kk. ot wpe. T. A.] Mark and Luke add 
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ypappareic, and so make up the members 
of the Sanhedrim. It was an official mes- 
sage sent with a view to make our Saviour 
declare Himself to be a Prophet sent from 
God—in which case the Sanhedrim had 
power to take cognizance of His proceed- 
ings, as of a professed Teacher. Thus the 
Sanhedrim sent a deputation to John on 
his appearing as a Teacher, John i. 19. 
The question was the result of a combina- 
tion to destroy Jesus, Luke xix. 47, 48. 

They do not now ask, as in John ii. 18, ri 
onpetoy Osckvvecc piv OTL TAaVTa TroLEtC 5 
for they had had many signs, which are 
now included in their ravra. The second 
question, kai ric «.7.X. is an expansion of 
Told. —25.| 7d Barr., meaning thereby 
the whole office and teaching, of which the 
baptism was the central point and seal. If 
they had recognized the heavenly mission 
of John, they must have also acknowledged 
the authority by which Jesus did these 
things, for John expressly declared that 
he was sent to testify of Him, and bore 
witness to having seen the Holy Spirit 
descend and rest upon Him. John i. 33, 34. 
— 26.] These ‘blind leaders of the blind’ 
had so far made an insincere concession to 
the people’s persuasion as to allow John 
to pass for a prophet — but they shrunk 
from the reproof which was sure to follow 

txt B C Z.—aft. cdpre ins. brayw D. — 31. for 

their acknowledging it now. This consul- 
tation among themselves is related almost 
verbatim by the three Evangelists. The 
intelligence of it may have been derived 
from Nicodemus or Joseph of Arimathea 
originally. — 28.] ri 8é v. 8. ; a formula of 
connexion—but doubtless here intended to 
help the questioners to the true answer 
of their difficulty about John’s baptism. 
The following parable (peculiar to Mat- 
thew) refers, under the image of the two 
sons, to two classes of persons, both sum- 
moned by the great Father, to “ work in 
His vineyard ”’ (see ch. xx. 1); both Jews, 
and of His Family. The first answer the 
summons by a direct and open refusal— 
these are the open sinners, the publicans 
and harlots, who disobey God to His face. 
But afterwards, when better thoughts are 
suggested, they repent, and go. The second 
class (no stress is to be laid on the order 
of calling—the parable merely mentions 
that the call was made asavtTws—it is this 
mistake which has given rise to such con- 
fusion in the readings) receive the summons 
with a respectful assent (not unaccompanied 
with a self-exaltation and contrast to the 
other, implied in the emphatic éy®)—having — 
however no intention of obeying (there is 
no mention of a change of mind in this. 
case): but go not. These are the Scribd 
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and Pharisees, with their show of legal 
obedience, who ‘said, and did not” (ch. 
xxiii. 3). It will of course admit of wider 
applications—to Jews and Heathens, or any 
similar pair of classes who may thus be 
compared,—31.] mpodyovo.w—not entirely 
without hope for you, that you may follow, 
but not necessarily implying your follow- 
ing. The door of mercy was not yet shut 
for them: see John xii. 35. Luke xxiii. 34. 
mpoay. answers to wzaye x. épy. in the 
parable. The idea of ‘showing the way’ 
by being their example, is also included. 
There were publicans among the disciples, 
and probably repentant harlots among the 
women who followed the Lord. — 32.] 686 
Sux., not only in the ‘way of God’s com- 
mandments,’ so often spoken of, but in 
the very path of ascetic purity which you 
so much approve; yet perhaps it were 
better to let the simpler sense here be the 
Ecos unne one, and take déicatoctyye for } 
‘repentance,’ as Noah is called dcx. enove 
(2 Pet. ii. 5) in similar circumstances.—_ 
petepeX. Vor. are words repeated from the 
parable (ver. 29), and serving to fasten the 
application on the hearers.—tov tic., ‘ so 
as to believe on Him.’ 

33—46. | ark xii. 1—12. Luke xx. 
9—19. The original source of this parable 

Se eter 

is probably Isa.v.1 ff. Both Mark and Luke 
open it with an 7oEaro héyery..., as a 
fresh beginning, by the Lord, of a series of 
parables. Luke adds, that it was spoken 
mo0c Tov Nady. Its subject is, of course, 
the continued rejection of God’s prophets 
by the people of Israel, till at last they 
rejected and killed His only Son. The 
olkodeoT. épurevcey ap7r., ‘selected it out 
of all His world, and fenced it in, and dug 
a receptacle for the juice (in the rock or 
ground, to keep it cool, into which it flowed 
from the press above, through a grated 
opening), and built a tower (of recreation— 
or observation to watch the crops).’? This 
exactly coincides with the state of the Jewish 
nation, under covenant with God as His 
people. All these expressions are in Isaiah 
vy. The letting out to husbandmen was 
probably that kind of letting where the 
tenant pays his rent in kind, although the 
kao7ot may be understood of money. God 
begun about 430 years after the Exodus to 
sent Flis prophets to the people of Israel, 
and continued even till John the Baptist; 
but all was in vain; they ‘‘ persecuted the 
prophets,”’ casting them out, and putting 
them to death. (See Neh. ix. 26. Matt. 
xxiii. 31.37. Heb. xi. 36.38.)—The different 
sendings must not be pressed ; they pro- 
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bably imply the fulness and sufficiency of 
warnings given, and set forth the long- 
suffering of the householder ; and the in- 
creasing rebellion of the bhusbandmen is 
shown by their increasing ill-treatment of 
the messengers. Meyer understands airob 
aft. eapmovc, ver. 34, to mean His fruits; 
z..e. in money. 87.) See Luke v. 13. 

-Mark vy. 6. The Lord sets forth His 
heavenly Father in human wise delibe- 
rating, ri 7rounow ; (Luke,) and towe éyrp., 
to signify His gracious adoption, for man’s 
sake, of every means which may turn sin- 
ners to repentance.—The difference here is 
fully made between the Son and all the 
other messengers ; see Mark: éru ody Eva 
vidy Exwy dyamnrov abrov...: and, as 
Stier remarks, this is the real and direct 
answer to the question in ver. 23. The Son 
appears here, not in His character of 
Redeemer, but in that of a preacher—a 
messenger demanding the fruits of the 
vineyard. (See Matt. iv. 17.)—38. obrés 
éotiv] So Nicodemus, John iii. 2: ot8apev 
éreard O. é\yd\vGae dtwWacKadoc, even at 
the beginning of His ministry ; how much 
more then after three years spent in His 
Divine working!—6 «Anpov.] This the 
Son is in virtue of His human nature: see 
Heb. i. 1, 2. — Sed. amoxr. ait.] The 
very words of the LXX, Gen. xxxvii. 20, 
where Joseph’s brethren express a similar 
resolution: and no doubt used by the Lord 
in reference to that history, so deeply typi- 
cal of His rejection and exaltation. ‘This 
resolution had actually been taken, see 
John xi. 53: and that immediately after 
the manifestation of His power as the Son 
m God, (marep, EDX aLOTO cot xk.7.A. John 
i. 41,) in the raising of Lazarus. — kat 
Mirko See John xi. 48. As far as this, 
the parable is History: from this point, 
Prophecy. — 89.] This is partly to be un- 

abe Ambr. Lucif. Iren. — 38. cyoperv BD L Z Orig. 
txt (éedwoer C) BC D al. — 42. for ap., 

txt C:— 39: awk: ix: e& cE 

derstood of our Lord being given up to the 
heathen to be judged ; but also literally, as 
related by all three Evangelists. See also 
John xix. 17, and Heb. xiii. 11,12. In 
Mark the order is different, awékrevvov k. 
t£é 3. €Ew. — 40, 41.] See Tsa.v. 5. All had 
been tried, and nothing but judgment was 
now left. Mark and Luke omit the im- 
portant words Agyovow avr, though Luke 
has given us the key to them in telling us 
that the parable was spoken in the hearing 
of the people, who made the answer. Per- 
haps however the Pharisees (as suggested 
by Trench, Parables, p. 187, 8) may have © 
made this answer, having missed, or (as 
Olshausen thinks, Biblisch. Comm. i. p. 793, 
and Stier, R. J. ii. 414) pretended to miss, 
the sense of the parable: but from the 
strong kakove kax@c, I incline to the 
former view. Whichever said it, it was a 
self-condemnation, similar to that in ch..”% 
xxvii. 25: the last form, as Nitzsch 
remarks, (cited by Stier. ib.,) of the Divine 
warnings to men, ‘when they themselves 
speak of the deeds which they are about 
to do, and pronounce judgment upon them.’ 
So striking, even up to the last moment, is 
the mysterious union of human free-will 
with Divine foresight, that after all other 
warnings frustrated, the conscience of the 
sinner himself interposes to save him from 
his sin! See Acts ii. 23. Gen. 1. 20.— 
The expression kakove Kaxic aon. is of 
the purest Greek,—a7é o 6\@ Kakoy 
ckakoc, Aristoph. Plut. 65, and indeed 
passim in the best writers.—otrwes «.T.A. 
is peculiar to Matthew. We may observe 
that our Lord here makes bray Oy 6 
kéovo¢g coincide with the destruction of 
Jerusalem, which is incontestably the over 
throw of the wicked husbandmen. Meyer, 
by never recognizing this coincidence, 
here and elsewhere confused the whole 
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phetic arrangement. — 42.] A citation from 
the same Psalm of triumph from which the 
multitudes had taken their Hosannas. This 
verse is quoted with the same signification 
in Acts iv. 11. Eph. ii. 20. | Pet. ii. 6, 7, 
where also the cognate passage Isa. xxviii. 
16 is quoted, as in Rom. ix. 33. The words 
here are those of the LXX.—atrty .. . Oav- 
pact? ..are feminine by a Hebraism, in 
which idiom the fem. is used as the neuter, 
there being no neuter. Meyer takes it as 
agreeing with keg. ywviac, but surely with 
the examples in the reff. before us, it is 
simpler and better to understand the con- 
struction as above.—The oikod. answer to 
the husbandmen, and the addition is made 
in this changed similitude to show them 
that though they might reject and kill the 
Son, yet He would be victorious in the end. 

—eis Ked. ywv.| The corner stone binds 
together both walls of the building ; so 
Christ unites Jews and Gentiles in Him- 
self.—On @avyaorr év 660. 1p. see Acts 
iv. 13, 14. — 48.] The Lord here returns 
to the parable, and more plainly than ever 
before announces to them their rejection by 
God. The ap7ewy is now 7). Bac. rT. 6. 
The ¢@voc here spoken of is not the Gen- 
tiles in general, but the Church of the truly 
faithful. —44.] A reference to Isa. viii. 
14, 15, and Dan. ii. 44, and a plain iden- 
tification of the stone there mentioned with 
that in Ps. exviii. The stone is the whole 
kingdom and power of the Messiah, summed 
up in Himself.—6 treoov . . . he that takes 
offence, that makes it a stone of stumbling, 
shall be broken: see Luke ii. 34: but on 
whomsoever, as its enemy, it shall come in 
vengeance, as prophesied in Daniel, Arcpn- 

® 
\ 

set avroy, it shall dash him in pieces.» 
Meyer maintains that the meaning of Aucp. 
is not this, but literally ‘ shall winnow him,’ 
throw him off as chaff. But the confusion 
in the parable thus occasioned is quite un- 
necessary. The result of winnowing is 
complete separation and dashing away of 
the worthless part: and it is surely far 
better to understand this resut as the work 
of the falling of the stone, than to apply the 
words to a part of the operation for which 
the falling of a stone is so singularly un- 
suited. This verse can hardly be an inter- 
polation from Luke, as Lachmann sup- 
poses; the words are not exactly the same, 
and the sense and position are strictly ap- 
propriate : verses 43 and 44 answering to 
the two parables as their applications. — 
45, 46.] All three Evangelists have this 
addition. 
avroy arjOor, answering to our ch. xxii. 
22. Supposing Mark’s insertion of these 
words to be in the right place, we have the 
following parable spoken to the people and 
disciples ; see below. 

Cuap. XXII. 1—14.] Peculiar to Mat- 
thew. A parable resembling this in seve- 
ral particulars occurs in Luke xiv. 15—24, 
yet we must not hastily set it down as the 
same. Many circumstances are entirely 
different ; the locality and occasion of deli- 
very different, and in both cases stated 
with precision. And the difference in the 
style of the parables is correspondent to- 
the two periods of their utterance. That 
in Luke is delivered earlier in our Lord’s 
ministry, when the enmity of the Pharisees 
had yet not fully manifested itself: the 
refusal of the guests is more courteous, 

Mark besides says cai agévrec 

% 
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their only penalty exclusion :—here they mal- 
treat the servants, and are utterly destroyed. 
This binds the parable in close connexion 
with that of the wicked husbandmen in the 
last chapter, and with this period of our 
Lord’s course. — 2.] The householder of 
the former parable is the King here, who 
movet yapove for his Son. yapou are not 
always necessarily ‘a marriage,’ but any 
great celebration, as accession to the throne, 
or coming of age, &c. See Esth.i. 5, LXX. 
Meyer (in loc.) denies this, but does not 
refer to the passage of Esther just cited, 
which to my mind is decisive. Esth. ix. 22 
is not satisfactorily explained on his inter- 
pretation, viz. that the LXX translate freely 
and exegetically,—but is another instance 
in point. Here however the notion of a 
marriage is certainly included; and the 
interpretation is, the great marriage sup- 
per (Rey. xix. 9) of the Son of God; i. e 
His full and complete union to His Bride 
the Church in glory. See Eph. v. 25—27. 
The difficulty, of the totality of the quests 
in this case constituting the Bride, may be 
lessened by regarding the ceremony as an 
enthronization, in which the people are 

_ regarded as being espoused to their prince, 
see Ps. xlvy.—3.] These So0tAou are not 
the prophets, not the same as the servants 
in ch. xxi. 34, as generally interpreted :— 
the parable takes up its ground nearly from 
the conclusion of that former, and is alto- 
gether a New Testament parable. The 
office of these dotor was Kkadéoat rove 
kex\npévouc, to summon those who had 
been invited, as was customary (see Esth. 
v. 8 and vi. 14); these being the Jewish 
people, who had been before, by their pro- 
phets and covenant, invited. These first 
dovAor are then the first messengers of the 
Gospel,—John the Baptist, the Twelve, and 
the Seyenty,—who preached saying ‘The 

txt C.—rec. tic, but txt BC D Orig. —7. bef. or 

Kingdom of heaven is at hand.’ And even 
our Lord Himself must in some sort be here 
included, inasmuch as He poopy dovdov 
é\aBe, and preached this same truth, with 
however the weighty addition of Sette mpds 
pe.—4.] We now come to a different 
period of the Evangelic announcement. 
Now, all is ready: the sacrifice, or the 
meat for the feast, is slain. We can hardly 
help connecting this with the declarations 
of our Lord in John vi. 51—59, and sup- 
posing that this second invitation is the 
preaching of the Apostles and Evangelists 
after the great Sacrifice was offered. That 
thus the slaying of the Lord is not the doing 
of the invited, but is mentioned as done 
Sor the Feast, is no real difficulty. Both 
sides of the truth may be included in the 
parable, as they are in Acts ii. 23, and in- 
deed wherever it is set forth. The dis- 
course of Peter in that chapter is the best 
commentary on wayra trouma’ Ocdre Eig 
zovc y. Meyer well remarks that ‘ dovoroy 
is not = dsizvoy, but is the meal at noon 
with which the course of marriage festivi- 
ties begun.’ This will give even greater 
precision to the meaning of the parable as 
applying to these preparatory foretastes of 
the great feast which the Church of God 
now enjoys. — 5, 6.] Two classes are here 
represented: the irreligious and careless 
people, and the rulers, who persecuted and 
slew God’s messengers. Stephen,—James 
the brother of John, James the Just, and 
doubtless other of the Apostles of whose 
end we have no certain account, perished 
by the hands or instigation of the Jews: 
they persecuted Paul all through his life, 
and most probably brought him to his death 
at last: and the guilt of the death of the 
Lord abode upon them (ch. xxvii. 26). 
They repeatedly insulted and scourged the 
Apostles (see Acts iy. 3. yv. 18, 40).— 
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7.] The occurrence of this verse before the 
opening of the Feast to the Gentiles has 
perplexed some interpreters: but it is 
strictly exact: for although the Gospel 
was preached to the Gentiles forty years 
before the destruction of Jerusalem, yet the 
final rejection of the Jews and the substi- 
tution of the Gentiles did not take place 
till that event.— 7a otpat. avtod] The 
Roman armies ; a similar expression for the 
unconscious instruments of God’s anger is 
used Isa. x. 5. xiii. 5. Jer. xxv. 9. Joel ii. 
25.—THv mod av.] no longer His, but 
their city. Compare 6 oikoc tpe@v at end 
of ch. xxiii. This is a startling introduc- 
tion of the interpretation into the parable ; 
we knew not before that they had a city. — 
8—10.] On ot« agiour see Acts xiii. 46. — 
SieEoSou are the places of resort at the 
meetings of streets, the squares or con- 
fiuences of ways. De Wette and Meyer 
are wrong in saying that they are not in the 
city, ‘for that was destroyed :’ it is not the 
city of the murderers, but that in which 
the feast is supposed to be held, which is 
spoken of. — movnp. te k. G&ya0.] (See 
ch. xiii. 47, where the net collects é« zav- 
Toc yévouc) both the morally good and the 
open sinners. Stier remarks that we might 
expect, from ch. xxi. 31, to find the guest 
who by and by is expelled, among the 
Gya8ot.—6 ydpos is here the feast, not, 
the place where it was held.—Here, so to 
speak, the first act of the parable closes ; 
and here is the situation of the Church at 
this day ;—collected out of all the earth, and 
containing both bad and good. —11I, 12.] 
This second part of the parable is in direct 
reference to the word of prophecy, Zeph. i. 
7, 8. ‘The coming of the King to see his 
guests is the final and separating Judg- 

txt 

ment,—when that distinction shall be made, 
which God’s ministers have no power nor 
right to make in admissions into the visible 
Church. Yet as Trench remarks, (Para- 
bles, p. 207,) this coming of the King is 
not exclusively the final one, but every 
trying and sifting judgment adumbrates it 
in some measure.— With regard to the 
évSupa ydapou, we must not, I think, make 
too much of the usually cited Oriental cus- 
tom of presenting the guests with such gar- 
ments at feasts. For (1) it is not distinctly 
proved that such a custom existed; the 
passages usually quoted (Gen. xlv. 22. 
Judges xiv. 12. 2 Kings v. 22) are nothing 
to the purpose; 2 Kings x. 22 shows that 
the worshippers of Baal were provided with 
vestments, and at a feast; and at the pre- 
sent day those who are admitted to the pre- 
sence of Royalty in the East are clothed 
with a caftan: but all this does not make 
good the assumption: and (2) even grant- 
ing it, it is not to be pressed, as being mani- 
festly not the punctum saliens of this part 
of the parable. The guest was bound to 
provide himself with this proper habit, out 
of respect to the feast and its Author: how 
this was to be provided, does not here ap- 
pear, but does elsewhere. The garment is 
the imputed and inherent righteousness of. 
the Lord Jesus, put on symbolically in Bap 
tism, and really by a true and living faith 
—without which none can appear befor 
God in His Kingdom of Glory ;—Heb. xii. 
14. Phil. iii. 7, 8. Eph. iv. 24. Col. iii. 10. 
Rom. xiii. 14;—which truth could not be 
put forward here, but at its subsequent . 
manifestation threw its great light over this 
and other such similitudes and expressions. 
—This guest imagines his own garment will 
be as acceptable, and therefore neglects to 
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provide himself. See 1 John y. 10. Isa. 
Ixiv. 6. lxi. 10. Rev. xix. 8.—Eratpe, see 
note on ch. xx. 13. —18, 14.] The 8axovou 
are not the same as the dovXot above, but 
the angels, see ch. xiii. 41. 49. The ‘ bind- 
ing of his feet and hands’ has been inter- 
preted of his being now in the night, in 
which no man can work; but I doubt whe- 
ther this be not too fanciful. On 76 ox. 
vo é&. see ref.—In ver. 14 the Lord shows 
us that this guest, thus single in the parable, 
is, alas! to be the representative of a nume- 
rous class in the visible Church, who, al- 
though sitting down as guests before His 
coming, have not on the éydupa yauov. 

15—22.| Mark xii. 13—17. Luke xx. 
20—26. On the Herodians see above 
ch. xvi. 6. By the union of these two 
hostile parties they perhaps thought that 
the éy«aerou, (Luke,) who were to feign 
themselves honest men, Luke xx. 20, would 

be more likely to deceive our Lord! For 
this also is their flattery here designed. 
‘ The devil never lies so foully, as when he 
speaks the truth.’ The application may 
have been as if to settle a dispute which 
had sprung up between the Pharisees, the 

. (seven 
om. C b.—16. 

txt C D.—ir’ adnOeiac D. —17. gee 
ovvy om. D abe Tert. Ambr. — 23. ot om.) 

strong theocratic repudiators of Roman 
rule, and the Herodians, the hangers-on of 
a dynasty created by Czsar.—In case the 
answer were negative, these last would be 
witnesses against Him to the governor, 
(Luke xx. 20,) (as indeed they became, 
with false testimony, when they could not 
get true, Luke xxiii. 2); in case it were 
affirmative, He would be compromise with 
the Roman conquerors, an not be 
the people’s deliverer, their expected Mes- 
sias ; which would furnish them with a 
pretext for stirring up the multitudes 
against Him (see Deut. xvii. 15).—17. kAvoos 
= pdpoc, Luke xx. 22 = iqucepadaoy: a 2 
poll-tax, which had been levied since Judea 4 
became a province of Rome. —18—22. : 
The Lord not only detects their plot, but 
answers their question; and in answering _ 
it, teaches them each a deep lesson.—The i 
vopiopa Kyvoou was a denarius.—It was 
a saying of the Rabbis, quoted by Light- 
foot and Wetstein, that ‘ wherever an 
king’s money is current, there that king is 
lord.’ The Lord’s answer convicts them, 
by the matter.of fact that this money was 
current among them, of subjection to Cesar, 
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and recognition of that subjection: ‘ Pay 
therefore,’ He says, ‘ that which is Czsar’s 
to Cesar, and (not perhaps without refer- 
ence to the Herodians, but with much 
deeper_reference) that which is God’s, to 
God.’ These weighty words, so much mis- 
understood, bind together, instead of sepa- 
rating, the political and religious duties of 
the followers of Christ. See Jer. xxvii. 
4—18. Rom. xiii. 1]. 1 Pet. ii. 13, 14. 
John xix. 11. The second clause compre- 
hends the first, and gives its true founda- 
tion: q. d. this obedience to Cesar is but 
an application of the general principle of 
obedience to God, of Whom is all power. 
The latter clause thus reaches infinitely 
deeper than the former: just as the Lord 
in Luke x. 41, 42 declares a truth reaching 
far beyond the occasion of the.meal: Man 
is the coinage, and bears the image, of 
God (Gen. i. 27): and this image is not 

lost by the fall (Gen. ix. 6. Acts xvii. 29. 
_ James iii. 9. See also notes on Luke xv. 
8, 9). We owe then ourselves to God ; and 

from their allegiance to God. 

this solemn duty is implied, of giving our- 
selves to Him, with all that we have and 
are.—The answer also gives them the real 
reason why they were now under subjec- 
tion to Cesar: viz. because they had fallen 

‘The ques- 
tion was as if an adulterer were to ask, whe- 

tov om. L.—bef. ovp. ins. 7~ B Orig. — 

ther it were lawful for him to pay the 
penalty of his adultery.’ (Claudius, cited by 
Stier ii. 445.) They had again and again 
rejected their theocratic inheritance ;—they 
refused itinthe wilderness ;—they would not 
have God to reign over them, buga king ;— 
therefore were they subjected to foreigners 
(see 2 Chron. xii. 8). 

23—33.] Mark xii. 18—27. Luke xx. 
27—40. Erom..Acts xxiii. 8, the Saddu- 
cees denied resurrection, angel, and spirit ; 
consequently the immortality of the soul, 
as well as the resurrection of the body. 
This should be borne in mind, as our Lord’s 
answer is directed against both errors. It 
is a mistake into which many commentators 
have fallen, to suppose that the Sadducees 
recognized only the Pentateuch: they ac- 
knowledged the prophets also, and only 
rejected tradition (see Winer Realworter- 
buch, Sadduciier). — 23. ot A€y.] So also in 
Luke (ot av7idéy.): implying not that 
they said so to our Lord, which it would 
mean if there were no article, but = otrivec 
Aéyovor Mark. — 24. avact. omép.| The 
first-born son of a leviratical marriage was 
reckoned and registered as the son of the 
deceased brother. Michaelis, Mos. R. ii. 
98 (Meyer). — 28.] yuvy is the predicate. 

9, 30.] Tas yp. p. T. 5. 7. 8., not = 
THV 0. T. O. éy Taic yp.,—but literally, ‘ ye 
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32. 6 0. om. D abev Syr. Copt. Sahid. Eus. Chrys. Clem. Ir. Tert. Hil. Aug.—@ed¢ 
(2nd) om. B L Sahid. Orig. (thrice : twice he quotes it).—33. for dvdaxy, ddackadig M. 
— 34. for rd aird, abtoy D be Hil.—xai Aéeywv om. BL Syr. Copt. Sahid. Aéth. — 
37. rp om. B E FG V al. Clem.—rq (2nd) om. E F G V al. — 38. 1) (om. 1) D) peyady 
cai (ins. 1) 
époiwe B.—for ary, avtn BG V Z al. 

do not understand the Scriptures,’ which 
imply the resurrection (ver. 31), nor the 
power of God, before whom all these ob- 
stacles vanish (ver. 30). See Rom. iv. 17. 
Acts xxvi. 8. Rom. viii. 11. 1 Cor. vi. 14. 
—vyapotow, of males; éxy., of females. 
The Lord also asserts here against them 
the ewistence of angels, and reveals to us 
the similarity of our glorified state to their 
present one. Not éy ov. elowv, we ay. T. 
Q., but eto, we ay. T. 9. 2. ob. (see note 

- on Luke xx. 35, and 1 Cor. xv. 44) ;—the 
risen are not in heaven, but on earth.— 
Wetstein quotes the Rabbinical decision of 
a similar question—‘ Mulier illa que duo- 
bus nupsit in hoe mundo, priori restituitur 
in mundo futuro.’ — 31—83.] The Lord 
does not cite the strong testimonies of the 
Prophets, as Is. xxvi. 19. Ezek. xxxvil. 
Dan. xii. 2, but says, as in Luke (xx. 37), 
‘even Moses has shown,’ &c., leaving those 
other witnesses to be supplied. The books 
of Moses were the great and ultimate ap- 
peal for all doctrine: and thus the assertion 
of the Resurrection comes from the very 
source whence their difficulty had been con- 
structed. On the passage itself, and our 
Lord’s interpretation of it, much has been 
written. Certain it is that our Lord brings 
out in this answer a depth of meaning in 
the words, which without it we could not 
discover. The ground-work of His argu- 
ment seems to me to be this:—the words 
‘Tam thy God’ imply acovenant; there is 
another side to them: ‘thou art Mine” 
follows upon ‘I am thine.’””’ When God 

L) zpern BD L Z abev Copt. Sahid. Ath. Arm. Hil. Aug. — 39. for dpoia, 
ravty D abcv Hil. Copt. Cypr. — 40. aft. 

therefore declares that He is the God o 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, He declares 
their continuance as the other parties in 
this covenant. It is an assertion which 
could not be made of an annihilated being 
of the past. And notice also that Abra- 4 
ham’s (&c.) body, having had upon it the \ 
seal of the covenant, is included in this.— - 
Stier remarks that this is a weighty testi- | 3 
mony against the so-called ‘sleep of the © 
soul’ in the intermediate state. Compare — 
mayvrec yap ait Cwow Luke xx. 38. 
Thus the ‘burden’ of the Law, ‘I am the 
Lord thy God,’ contains in it the seed of 
immortality and the hope of the resur- 
rection. 

34—40.] Mark xii. 28—34. In the 
more detailed account of Mark, (Luke has 
a similar incident in another place, x. 25,) 
this question does not appear as that of 
one madiciously tempting our Lord: and 
his seems to me the view to be taken,—as 
there could not be any evil consequences 
to our Lord whichever way He had an- 
swered the question. See the notes there. — 
— 84.] émi 70 aro is local; not of their 
purpose. — 85.| vou.Kds is only used here | 
by Matt.: often by Luke. They were Mo- 
saic Jurists, whose special province was the _ 
interpretation of the Law. ypapparerde is 
a wider term, including them. — retpaloy | 
See above. — 86.] mola évr. pey. Not, 
‘which is the great commandment,’—but, 
which (what kind of a) commandment is 
great in the law?’ In Mark, otherwise. 
— 87. kup. t. 8. cov] Not, ‘the LORD 
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rl Kings xx. 
18. Ps. cvi. 
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vOmOC, KPEmaTat Kai ot to0pjTac BD L Z abcv Tert. Cypr. Hil. — 44. rec. bxomdéduor, 
but txt BD GL Zod Syr. Aug. — 45. aft. Aav., ins. éy wvetpatt D K M mss. abe. 
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as thy God,’—but, ‘the LORD thy God.’ 
—40. kpépavtat] So Plato Legg. viii. p. 
831: 2& Ov Kpguapevn maca Puy Todi- 
TOU. 
41—46.] Mark xii. 35—37. Luke xx. 

41—44. The Lord now questions His ad- 
versaries (according to Matt., in Mark and 
Luke He asks the question not ¢o, but con- 
cerning the Scribes or interpreters of the 
law), and again conyicts them of ignorance 
of the Scriptures. From the universally 
recognized title of the Messiah as the Son 
of David, which by His question He elicits 
from them, He takes occasion to show 
them, who understood this title in a mere 
worldly political sense, the difficulty arising 
from Dayid’s own reverence for this his 
Son: the solution lying in the incarnate 
Godhead of the Christ, of which they were 
ignorant.—It is lamentable to see the sub- 
terfuges to which rationalism is driven in 
its disingenuous work of robbing us of 
God’s revelation of Himself to men. De 
Wette holds (Exeg. Handbuch, p. 238) 
that our Lord’s view was to show that the 
Messiah was not the Son of David! ! that 
the Psalm has no reference to the Mes- 
siah (!), and was not written by David at 
all!! Surely such a man might have spared 
himself the trouble of commenting on a 
book or a character which he values so 
lightly. Can we imagine that our Lord 
could have answered without remark the 
call of the blind men at Jericho, ch. xx. 
30, 31, if such had been the case? But the 
whole comment is too shallow and stupid 

Vox. I. rt eee 

to require more notice than to be pointed 
out for warning.—Mark adds to this “‘ the 
common people heard Him gladly:”’ see ver. 
37. Here then end the endeavours of His 
adversaries to entrap Him by questions: 
they now betake themselves to other means. 
‘ Nova dehine quasi 
Bengel. 

Cuar. XXIII. 1—39.] Peculiar to Mat- 
thew. —1.] Much of the matter of this 
discourse is to be found in Luke xi. and 
xiii. On its appearance there, see the notes 
on those passages. There can, I think, be 
no doubt that it was delivered, as our 
Hvangelist here relates it, all at one time, 
and in these the last days of our Lord’s 
ministry. On the notion entertained by 
so many recent critics, of Matthew having 
arranged the scattered sayings of the Lord 
into longer discourses, see Prolegomena 
to Matthew. A trace of this discourse is 
found in Mark xii. 38—40, Luke xx. 45— 
47. In the latter place it is spoken fo the 
disciples, in hearing of the crowd: which 
(see ver. 8 ff.) is the exact account of the 
matter. It bears many resemblances to 
the Sermon on the Mount, and may be 
regarded as the solemn close, as that was 
the opening, of the Lord’s public teaching. 
— Moses’ seat, is the office of judge 
and lawgiver of the people: see Exod. ii. 
13—26. Deut. xvii. 9—13. The Lord 
says, ‘In so far as the Pharisees and Scribes 
enforce the law and precepts of Moses, 
obey them: but imitate not their con- 
duct.’ —éxa8icav must not be pressed too 
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strongly, as conveying blame: ‘ have seated 
themselves’—it is merely stated here as a 
matter of fact. Vy. 8,10 however apply 
to their /eadership, as well as their faults : 
and declare that among Christians there 
are to be none sitting on the seat of Christ. 
—. mayta ovv dca av] The stress here is 
on the odv»—because they sit on Moses’ 
seat: and this clears the meaning, and 
shows it to be, ‘all things which they, as 
successors of Moses, out of his law, com- 
mand you to observe, do;’ there being a 
distinction between their lawful teaching as 
expounders of the law, and their frivolous 
traditions superadded thereto, and blamed 
below. — tnpetv—to observe, e. g. a thing 
already commanded: it is not zovty. — 
4.| The warning was, imitate them not— 
for they do not themselves what they en- 
join on others. And this verse must be 
strictly connected with ver.3. The dopria 
then are not, as so often misinterpreted 
(even by Olshausen, i. 834), human tra- 
ditions and observances, but the severity 
of the law, which they enforce from others, 
but do not observe (see *21—23). 
The gopria here are the Bapireoa rov 
vopov of ver. 23. The irksomeness and 

_unbearableness of these rites did not belong 
to the Law in itself, as rightly explained, 
but were created by the rigour and ritual- 

ism of these men, who followed the letter 
and lost the spirit: ‘omnem operam im- 
pendebant (says Grotius) ritibus urgendis 
et ampliandis.’—r@ Sak. avtav, not avrav: 
there is no emphasis here. —5—7.] But 
whatever they do perform, has but one 
motive. — @vAak.] Heb. Tephillin, were 
strips of parchment with certain passages 
of Scripture, viz. Exod. xiii. 11—17 and 
1—11, Deut. xi. 13—22. vi. 4—10, written 
on them, and worn on the forehead between 
the eyes, on the left side next the heart, 
and on the left arm. The name in the 
text was given because they were considered 
as charms. They appear not to have been 
worn till after the captivity; and are still 
in use among the rabbinical Jews.—Their 
use appears to have arisen from a super- 
stitious interpretation of Deut. vi. 8, 9. 
The fringes were commanded to be worn 
for a memorial, Num. xv. 38. On por. 
év trois Sela. see Luke xiv. 7.—‘e is pro- 
bably corrupt. It nowhere occurs in the 
conjunctive sense in the Evangelists. —8— 
10.] The prohibition is against loving, and 
in any religious matter, using, such titles, 
signifying dominion over the faith of others. 
It must be understood in the spirit and not 
in the letter. 
‘ son’ in the faith, ] Tim. i. 2, and exhorts 
the Corinthians (1 Cor. xi. 1) to be fol- 

Paul calls Timotheus his — 
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lowers of him as he of Christ. To under- 
stand and follow such commands in the 
slavery of the letter, is to fall into the very 
Pharisaism against which our Lord is utter- 
ing the caution.—faBBt = ay, my master: 
an expression used, and reduplicated as 
here, by scholars to their masters, who 
were never called by their own name by 
their scholars. So the Lord says, John 

xiii. 13, dpeic dwveité pe, 6 OtwdaoKadoc x. 
6 KUpLog’ Kai KaGe KEyeTE, epi yap. See 
Schéttgen Hor. Heb. ii. 900.—The right 
reading is most likely d.dacxadoc, omitting 
© xptoroc,—and the Teacher is the Holy 
Spirit (see John xiv. 26. Jer. xxxi. 33, 34. 
Ezek. xxxvi. 26, 27), but not here named, 
because this promise was only given in 
private to the disciples. If this be so, we 
have God, in His Tri-unity, here declared 
to us as the only Father, Master, and 
Teacher of Christians; their zrario, Ka0- 
nyntnc (= ddnybc TupdHv Rom. ii. 19), 
and 6vdaocahoc—the only One, in all these 
relations, on whom they can rest or depend. 
They are all brethren: all substantially 
equal—none by office or precedence nearer 
to God than another: none standing be- 
tween his brother and God. ‘And the 
duty of all Christian teachers is to bring 
their hearers to the confession of the Sa- 
maritans in John iv. 42: ovKéte dua rv 
onv adtay mioTEevomerv” adbToi yap akn- 
KOapey Kal oldaper OTL ovTOg taTLY aAANOwC 
0 owTIp Tov Kédopov, 6 xoLoTéc.’ (Ols- 
hausen, ‘ Ghriftus der einige Meifter,’ p.10, 
cited by Stier, ii. 507.)—wartépa py Kk. tp., 
‘name not any Father of you on earth :’ no 
‘ Abba’ or ‘ Papa’ (see the account of the 
funeral of John Wesley, Coke and Moore’s 

txt EF GHS V (Z?) 12 bec Syrr. Copt. 

Life, p. 441, and the opening of the Authors’ 
dedication of the book).—11.] It may serve 
to show us how little the letter of a pre- 
cept has to do with its true observance, if | © 
we reflect that he who of all the Heads of ; 
Sects has most notably violated this whole 
command, and caused others to do so, calls 
himself ‘ servus servoram Dei.’ —12.] This 
often-repeated saying points here not only 
to the universal character of God’s dealings, 
but to the speedy humiliation of the lofty 
Pharisees ; —andassuch finds a most striking 
parallel in Ezek. xxi. 26, 27. —18.] This 
verse may perhaps have been inserted from 

Lp 

Mark xii. 40, or Luke xx. 47—but in that 
case is it likely that we should have had 
the unusual and harsh construction, O7t 
KarecQisTe ... Kal Tpocevyopevor? unless 
perhaps the latter words are inserted with- 
out alteration from Mark. They devoured 
widows’ houses by attaching them to them- 
selves, and persuading them to minister to 
them of their substance. A trace of this 
practice (but there out of gratitude and 
love) on the part of the Jewish women, is 
found in Luke viii. 2, 3. What words, in 
the spirit, and even in the letter also, can . 
better describe the corrupt practices of the 
so-called priesthood of Rome, than these 
of the Lord ? — weptaoadtepov—because ye 
have joined thieving with hypocrisy. The 
ampdépacis was to make their sanctity ap- 
pear to these women, and so win their f 
way to their favour.—This verse is in : 
several MSS after the fourteenth: and cer- f 
tainly ver. 14 seems better to begin the ; 
series of denunciations. —14.] In Luke xi. 
52 it is added, yoare THY KElda TIE yvw- 
oewc—the Key being, not the Key of, i.e. © 
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KrHa«8 (of two) 6 ov opdcac ev TW) Boaaarnpiyy ¢ opvibee ev QUT kat ev 
bikKak bart; 
Xen. Cyn Tal Tole ETavW avTov’ 7 Kal oO Omocac ev TW vay oparbet 
3,17... ; ie A 5 ~ ~ heey, 9 
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1 Gen. viii. 20. 
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Sahid. 42th. Chrys. Euth. Theophyl. (?)—15. for moujoat, tva roujonte D abed and 
Latin Fathers (but the Latin is perhaps not quite decisive in this case). —17. ay.acag 

txt C.—19. papo. cat om. DL Z abv. BDZ. 

P admitting to, Knowledge, but the Know- 
ledge itself, the true simple interpretation 
of Scripture which would have admitted 
them, and caused them to admit others, 
into the Kingdom of Heaven, by the re- 
cognition of Him of whom the Scriptures 
testify ; whereas now by their perverse in- 
terpretations they had shut out both them- 
selves and others from it. See a notable 
instance of this latter in John ix. 24. They 
shut the door as it were in men’s faces who 
were entering. —15.] And with all this 
betrayal of your trust as ot dwddoKadot Tob 
“[opaiX (John iii. 10), as if all your work 
at home were done, ye zrepucy. Tr. 0. «.7.X. 

: rl: . . 
: This was their work of supererogation—not 
‘ commanded them, nor in the spirit of their 
: law. The Lord speaks not here of those 
; pious Godfearing men, who were found 
. dwelling among the Jews, favouring and 

often attending their worship—byt of the 
proselytes of righteousness, so called, who 
by persuasion of the Pharisees took on 
them the whole Jewish law and its ob- 
servances. These were rare—and it was 
to the credit of our nature that they were. 
For what could such a proselyte, made by 
such teachers, become? A disciple of hy- 
pocrisy merely—neither a sincere heathen 
nor a sincere Jew—doubly the child of 
Hell—eondemned by the religion which he 
had left——condemned again by that which 
he had taken. — 16—22.] The Lord forbade 
all swearing to His own disciples, ch. v. 34; 

ins. BC c. — ») u 21. ckaTotunoayre 

and, for the very same reason,—because 
every oath is really and eventually an oath 
by God—shows these Pharisees the validity 
and solemnity of every oath. ‘This sub- 
terfuge became notorious at Rome. Ecce 
negas, jurasque mihi per templa Tonantis ; 
Non credo: jura, verpe, per Anchialum = 
am chai aloh (as God liveth). Martial, xi 
94” (F.M.). The gold here is probabl 
not the ornamental gold, but the Corban— 
the sacred treasure. (This Meyer doubts, 
because the question here is not of vows. 
But in the absence of any examples of an 
oath by the gold of the temple, it is just 
as likely as the other interpretation.) They 
were fools and blind, not to know and see, 
that no inanimate thing can witness an 
oath, but that all these things are called in 
to do so because of sanctity belonging to 
them, of which God is the primary source 
—the order likewise of the things hallowed 
being, in their foolish estimate of them, 

reversed: for the gold must be less than 
the temple which hallows it, and the gift 
than the altar—not as if this were of any 
real consequence, except to show their 
folly—for, vv. 20—22, every oath is really 
an oath by God. But these men were 
servants only of the Temple (6 olkog ipa, 
ver. 39) and the altar, and had forgotten 
God.—The reading karoucjoavtt, ver. 21, 

is remarkable, as God did not then dwell 
in the Temple,*vomhad He done so since 
Captivity.— ddetre, ‘is bound’ (see Exod. 
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xxix. 37). — 23, 24.] It was doubtful whe- 
ther Levit. xxvii. 30 applied to every small- 

violate Levit. xi. 20. 23. 41, 42 (and, it \ 
might be added, Lev. xvii. 10—14). The : 

4 
est garden herb: but the Pharisees, in their 
over-rigidity in externals, stretched it to 
this, letting go the heavier, more difficult, 
and more important (see ver. 4) matters of 
the Law. In their threefold enumeration 
the Lord refers to Micah vi. 8 (see also 
Hosea xii. 7)—where to do justly, to love 
mercy, and to walk humbly with God, are 
described as being better than all offerings. 
—  Tavta—these last, are the great points 
on which your exertions should be spent— 
and then, if for the sake of these they be 
observed, the others should not be neglected. 
Stier gives an instance of this, in (Scrip- 
ture) Philology, which if it be applied in 
subjection to a worthy appreciation of the 
sense and spirit of the Writer, may profit- 
ably descend to the minutest details: but 
if the Philologian begin and end with his 
‘micrology,’ he incurs the pwpé kai Tupré 

‘of the Pharisees (ii. 515).—The straining 
‘the gnat, is not a mere proverbial say- 
‘ing. The Jews (as do now the Buddhists 
‘in Ceylon and Hindostan) strained their 
wine, &c., carefully, that they might not 

camel is not only opposed as of immense 
size, but is also unclean. — 25—28.| This 
woe is founded not on a literally, but a 
typically denoted practice of the Pharisees. 
Our Lord, in the everdeepening denunci- 
ation of His discourse, has now arrived at 
the delineation of their whole character and 
practices by a parabolic similitude. — yé- 
povaowy éé, not, ‘are filled by’ (Dr. Burton), 
but, ‘ are full of :’ yo oo in Hebrew. The 
straining out of the gnat is a cleansing per- 
taining to the @wev, as compared with 
the inner composition of the wine itself, of 
which the cup is full: see Rev. xviii. 3.— 
— va yév. The exterior is not in reality 
pure when the interior is foul: it is not ‘a 
clean cup,’ unless both exterior and interior 
be clean: ‘alias enim illa mundities externa 
non est mundities.’ Bengel. — Tad. keKov. 
The Jews used once a year (on the fifteenth 
of the month Adar) to whitewash the spots 
where graves were, that persons might no 
be liable to uncleanness by passing over 
them (see Numb. xix. 16).—This goes to 
the root of the mischief at once: your heart 
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is not a temple of the living God, but a 
grave of pestilent corruption: not a heaven, 
but a hell! And your religion is but the 
whitewash—hardly skin deep ! — 29—83. ] 
The guilt resting on these present Pharisees 
from being the last in a progressive series 
of generations of such hypocrites and per- 
secutors, forms the matter of the last Woe. 
The burden of this hypocrisy is, that they, 
being one with their fathers, treading in 
their steps, but vainly disavowing their 
deeds, were, by the very act of building 
the sepulchres of the prophets, joined with 
their prophet-persecuting acts, convicting 
themselves of continuity with their fathers’ 
wickedness. See, as clearly setting forth 
this view, Luke xi. 47, 48.—‘( Sit licetdivus, 
dummodo non yivus). Instead of the peni- 
tent confession, ‘‘ We have sinned, we and 
our fathers,” this last and worst genera- 
tion in vain protests against their partici- 
pation in their fathers’ guilt, which they 
are meanwhile developing to the utmost, 
and filling up its measure (Acts vii. 52).’ 
Stier (ii. 5)8).—ver. 33 repeats almost ver- 
batim the first denunciation of the Baptist 
—in this, the last discourse of the Lord : 
thus denoting the unchanged state of these 
men, on whom the whole preaching of re- 
pentance had now been expended. One 
weighty difference however there is: there 
it was, tls tréSerkev dyiv guyeiv; the 

once.)—kai aft. cravpwoere om. D E* Ob Ir. Lucif.—iy Ts p 
aip. both times om. D.—37. avoxrévvovca 

wonder was, how they bethought themselves 
of escaping—now, T@s pvynTE; how shali ye 
escape? On ddets see Rey. xii. 9. — 34.] 
From the parallel place in the former dis- 
course (see notes there), Luke xi. 49, it 
would appear that the dia rovro refers to 
the whole last denunciation; ‘ que cum ita 
sint’—since ye are bent upon filling up the 
iniquities of your fathers, in God’s inscru- 
table purposes ye shall go on rejecting His 
messengers. Notice the difference between 
» codia tov 0. in Luke xi. 49, and éyw 
here.—These words are nowhere written in 
Scripture, nor is it necessary to suppose that 
to be our Lord’s meaning. He speaks this 
as Head of His Church, of those whom He 
was about to send: see Acts xiii. 1. 1] Cor. 
xii. 8. Eph. iii. 5. He cannot, as some 
(Olsh.) think, include Himself among those 
whom Hesends—theJews may have crucified 
many Christian teachers before the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem. See Euseb. H. E. iii. 
32, where he relates from Hegesippus the 
crucifixion of Symeon son of Clopas, in the 
reign of Trajan.—The wpopqtat were the 
Apostles, who, in relation to the Jews, 
were such—the oodoi, Stephen and such 
like, men full of the Holy Ghost—the 
ypapparets, Apollos, Paul (who indeed was 

all of these together), and such. On pact. 
év tT. ovv. «.T.A. see Acts v. 40. xxv. 19. 
xxvi. 11. — 35.] alpa Six. or aOqor is a 
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common expression in the O.T. See 2 Kings 
xxi. 16. xxiv. 4. Jer. xxvi. 15; and more 
especially Lam. iv. 13, which perhaps our 
Lord referred to in speaking this. — way 
ai.] Thus in Babylon, Rev. xviii. 24, is 
found the blood of all that were slain upon 
the earth. Every such signal judgment is 
the judgment for a series of long-crying 
crimes—and these judgments do not ex- 
haust God’s anger, Is. ix. 12. 17. 21.—The 
murder of Abel was the first in the strife 
between unrighteousness and holiness, and 
as these Jews now represent the murderers 
of the first, they must bear the vengeance 
of the whole in God’s day of wrath.— Who 
Zacharias son of Barachias is, has been 
much disputed. At least we may conclude 
that it cannot be (as Aug. and Greswell 
suppose) a future Zacharias, mentioned 
by Josephus, B. J. iv. 5, 4, as son of Ba- 
ruch, and slain in the temple just before 
the destruction of Jerusalem—for the Lord 
evidently speaks of an event past, and 
never prophesies in this manner elsewhere. 
Origen has preserved a tradition (iv. 228), 
that Zacharias father of John the Baptist 
was slain by them in the temple; but in 
the absence of all other authority, this must 
be suspected as having arisen from the 
difficulty of the allusion here. Most likely 
(see note on Luke xi. 51) it is Zacharias 
the son of Jehoiada, who was killed there, 

2 Chron. xxiv. 21, and of whose blood the 
Jews had a saying, that it never was washed 
away till the temple was burnt at the cap- 
tivity.—viov Bapaxtov does not occur in 
Luke xi. 51, and perhaps was not uttered 
by the Lord Himself, but may have been 
inserted by mistake, as Zacharias the pro- 
phet was son of Barachiah.— pert. T. v. k. 
7. @.| He was killed in the priests’ court, 
where the altar of burnt-offerings was. Abel 
also was killed by his offering. On ver. 36 

_ see note on ch. xxiv. 34.—It is no objection 
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to this interpretation, that the whole period 
of the Jewish course of crime is not filled 
by it: the death of Abel can by no ex- 
planation be brought within its limits or 
responsibility ; and the Lord’s saying reaches 
far deeper than a mere announcement of 
their responsibility for what they themselves 
had done. The Jews stood in the central 
point of God’s dealings with men: and as 
they were the nese. for the election. of 
grace, so, ing an is messen- 
gers, they became, ete an especial and awful 
manner, vessels of wrath.—The Lord men- 
tions this murder, not as being the /ast 
even before His own day, but because it — 
was connected specially with the cry of the 
dying man, ‘The Lord look upon it and 
require it.’ Compare Genesis iv. 10.—This | 
death of Zacharias was the last in the 
arrangement of the Hebrew Canon of the 
O. T., though chronologically that of Uriah, 
Jer. xxvi. 23, was later. —37.] These words 
were before spoken by the Lord, Luke xiii. 
34: see notes there. On the constr. atr7y, 
see reff.—mogaxis 79. must be under- 
stood of all the messages of repentance and 
mercy sent by the prophets, for the Lord’s 
words embrace the whole time comprised 
in the historic survey of ver. 35, as well as 
His own ministry. On the Sa see 
Deut. xxxii. 11. Ps. xvii. 8. aaa a lhvatio dle 
Ixi. 4. Is. xxxi. 5. Mal. iv. 2 anid! compare 
ch. xxiv. 28. — ov« 79. | See Is. xxviii. 12. 
xxx. 15. The tears of the Lord over the. 
perverseness of Jerusalem are witnesses of 
the freedom of man’s will to resist the 
grace of God. — 38, 39.] This is the Lord’s 
last and solemn departure from the temple 
—the true peraBaivwpev évrevbev (mo- 
tus excedentium Deorum. Tacitus).—oikos 
tp@v—no more God’s, but your house— 
i. e. primarily, the temple,—then Jerusalem, 
—and then the whole land in which ye 
dwell.—Od pj we t8yTe—He did not show 
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Himself to all the people after His resur- 
rection, but only to chosen witnesses, Acts 
x. 41. — ws Gv ein.] until that day, the 
subject of all prophecy, when your repent- 
ant people shall turn with true and loyal 
Hosannas and blessings to greet ‘Him 
whom they have pierced:’ see Deut. iv. 
30,31. Hosea iii. 4, 5. Zech. xii. 10. xiv. 
8—11. Stier well remarks, ‘ He who reads 
not this in the prophets, reads not yet the 
Prophets aright.’—lepovoadyp, which is 
Luke’s usual form, does not occur else- 
where in Matt. This is to be accounted 
for by these verses being a solemn utter- 
ance of the Lord, and the sound yet dwell- 
ing on the mind of the narrator; and not 
by supposing the verses to be spurious and 
inserted out of Luke, as Wieseler has done, 
Chronolog. Synops. p. 322. His assertion 
that ver. 39 has no sense here, is implicitly 
refuted above. 

“ Cuap. XXIV. 1—51.] Mark xiii. 1—37. 
Luke xxi. 5—36. Matt. omits the inci- 
dent of the widow’s mite, Mark xii. 41—44. 

' Luke xxi. 1—4.—1, 2.] Mk. expresses 
their remarks on the buildings—see note 
there—they were probably occasioned by 
ver. 38 of the last chapter. — Josephus 
writes, B. J. vii. 1, l—xeAever Kaioap 6 
THY TE TOA iTracay Kai Toy VEewY KaTA- 
oxanrew .... Tov 0 d\dNov dmavra THe 
TOhEWE TEPIBooY cbTwc tEwuddioay ot 
KaTaoKkaTroyvrTec, We pds mwmor otKt- 
ofivat wioTw dy éErt mapacyeiy Toic 
mooceNMovow. There is no difficulty in 
ov here used interrogatively. See a similar 
ease John vi. 70.—38.] From Mark we 
learn that it was Peter and James and John 
and Andrew who asked this question. With 
regard to the question itself, we must, I 
hink, be careful not to press the clauses 
f it too much, so as to make them bear 

parate meanings corresponding to the 
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arrangements of the Lord’s discourse. As 
expressed in the other Evangelists, the 
question was concerning the time, and the 
sign, of these things happening, viz. the 
overthrow of the temple and desolation of 
Judea, with which, in the then idea of the 
Apostles, our Lord’s coming and the end of 
the world were connected. Against this 
mistake He warns them, vv. 6. 14,—Luke 
y. 24,—and also in the two first parables in 
our ch. xxv.—For the understanding of 
this necessarily difficult prophetic discourse, 
if must be borne in mind, that the whole 
is spoken in the pregnant language of pro- 
phecy, in which various fulfilments are in- 
volved. (1) The view of the Jewish Church 
and its fortunes as representing the Chris- 
tian Church and its history, is one key to 
the interpretation of this chapter. Two 
parallel interpretations run through the ~ 
former part as far as ver. 28; the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem and the final judgment 
being both enwrapped in the words, but 
the former, in this part of the chapter, pre- 
dominating. Even in this part, however, 
we cannot tell how applicable the warnings 
given may be to the events of the last 
times, in which apparently Jerusalem is? | 
again to play so distinguished a part. From + — 
ver. 28, the lesser subject begins to be swal- 
lowed up by the greater, and the Lord’s 
second coming to be the predominant 
theme, with however certain hints thrown 
back as it were at the event which was 
immediately in question: till, in the latter 
part of the chapter and the whole of the ~ 
next, the second advent, and, at last, the — 
Jinal judgment ensuing on it, are the sub- 
jects. (2) Another weighty matter for the~ 
understanding of this prophecy is, that (see 
Mark xiii. 32) any obscurity or conceal- 
ment concerning the time of the Lord’s se- 
cond coming, must be attributed to the right 
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cause, which we know from His own mouth 
‘to be, that the Divine Speaker Himself, in 
His humiliation, did not know the day nor 
the hour. All that He had heard of the 
Father, He made known unto His disciples 
(John xv. 15): but that which the Father 
kept in His own power (Acts i. 7), He 
could not in His abased humanity know. 
He told them the attendant circumstances 
of His coming; He gave them enough to 
guard them from error in supposing the 
day to be close at hand, and from careless- 
ness in not expecting it as near. (Regard- 
ing Scripture prophecy as I do as a whole, 
and the same great process of events to be 
denoted by it all, it will be but waste labour 
to be continually at issue, in the notes of 

_ this and the succeeding chapter, with Meyer 
and others, who hold that the Gospel pro- 
phecies are inconsistent in their eschatology 
with those after the Ascension, and those 
again with the chiliastic ones of the Apo- 
calypse. How untenable this view is, I 
hope the following notes will show: but to 
be continually meeting it, is the office of 
polemic, not of exegetic theolog gy. ) — 4, 5.] 
The Lord does not answer the zére but by 
admonitions not to be deceived. See a 
question similarly answered, Luke xiii. 23, 
24.—oAX. yap] This was the first danger 
awaiting them; not of being drawn away 
from Christ, but of imagining that these 
persons were Himself. Of such persons, 
before the destruction of Jerusalem, we 
have no distinct record; doubtless there 
were such: but (see above) I believe the 
prophecy and warning to have a further 
reference to the latter times in which its 
complete fulfilment must be looked for. 
The persons usually cited as fulfilling this 
(Theudas, Simon Magus, Barchocab, &c.) 
are all too early or too late, and not cor- 
respondent to the condition, émt TO évop. 
pov. See Greswell on the Parables, v. 
380 note. Luke adds (ver. 8) to the speech 
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* kat aroxpileic ¢ 0 L[naove act. xii. 29, 
XXViii. 20. 

* rodXot r Isa. xlvi. 8. 
ch. Xii. 29. 

" rAavnoy. 

Micah iii. 5. 

t , \ 8 Jer. xxiii. 25, 

psAAnoeTE Of  Lukeix. a9. 
en. wan fore 

opaze, mn oo- igs Ae 
t ch. Xvi. 27. 

Acts xxiv.15. 
Rey. i. 19. 
Jer. XXXVi. 

u = || (Mark) 
and 2 Thess. 

- Cant. 

9 rors v4 
’ 

ouvictac@at Kata TO7TOUS. Philo de 
x Ex. xv.14, Job xxi. 17, Isa. xxi. 3. 

ins. C.— 7. kai Norpoi 

of the false Christs, kai 6 Katpdc iyytre. 
— 6—8.] modepor and dkoat todepwv 
there certainly were during this period ; but 
the prophecy must be interpreted rather of 
those of which the Hebrew Christians would 
be most likely to hear as a cause of terror. 
Such undoubtedly were the three threats 
of war against the Jews by Caligula, Clau- 
dius, and Nero; of the first of which Jose- 
phus says, Antt. abe 1,2 2, eOver TE 7 
I) LET EOD ove ec odiyor iSeyeyover pen obK 
amodwévat, 11) Taxeiac avT@p (Tai) re- 
evTig mapayevopervnc. Luke couples 
with zoX., akataocraciac,—and to this 
€0vos ert €Bvos seems also to point. There 
were serious disturbances,—(1) at Alex- 
andria, which gave rise to the complaint 
against and deposition of Flaccus, and 
Philo’s work against him (A.p. 38), in 
which the Jews as a nation were the espe- 
cial objects of persecution; (2) at Seleucia 
about the same time (Josephus Antt. xviii. 
9, 8, 9), in which more than 50,000 Jews 
were killed; (3) at Jamnia, a city on the 
coast of Juda near Joppa (Philo Judzeus, 
ii.575). Many other such national tumults 
are recorded by Josephus. See especially 
B. J. ii. 17, 10. 18, 1—8, in the former 
of which places he calls the sedition 7 p0- 
oi poy ahwoewe, and says that Ekacroc rév 
petrpiwy éreTapaxro: and adds, deur) oé 
OAnv THY Dupiay eréoye Tapayr, Kat 
maoa Torte tlc Ovo Oijonro oToaToreda, 
—).péds and Aounos are usual companions 
—a proverb says, wera Aywov otc. Gres- 
well (vol. v. p. 260 note) shows that the 
famine prophesied of in the Acts (xi. 28) 
happened in the ninth of Claudius, A.D. 
49. It was great at Rome,—and therefore 
probably Egypt and Africa, on which the 
Romans depended so much for supplies, 
were themselves much affected by it. Sue- 
tonius (Claud. 18) speaks of assidue ste- 
rilitates; and Tacitus (Ann. xi. 43) of 
‘ frugum egestas, et orta ex eo fames,’ about 
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the same time. There was a famine in 
Juda in the reign of Claudius (the true 
date of which however Mr. Greswell proves 
(Diss. vol. ii. p. 5) to be the third of Nero), 
mentioned by Josephus (Antt. iii. 15, 3). 
And as to Aomoi, though their occurrence 
might, as above, be inferred from the other, 
we have distinct accounts of a pestilence 
at Rome (a.p. 65) in Suetonius, Nero 3), 
and Tacitus Ann. xvi. 13, which in a single 
autumn carried off 30,000 persons at Rome. 
But such matters as these are not often 
related by historians, unless of more than 
usual severity. —o@evopot] The principal 
earthquakes occurring between this pro- 
phecy and the destruction of Jerusalem 
were, (1) a great earthquake in Crete a. p. 
46 or 47; (2) one at Rome on the day 
when Nero assumed the toga virilis, a.p. 
51; (3) one at Apamea in Phrygia, men- 
tioned by Tacitus (Ann. xii. 58) a. p. 53; 
(4) one at Laodicea in Phrygia (Tacitus 
Ann. xiv. 27) A.p. 60; (5) one in Cam- 
pania, Tacitus Ann. xv. 22. Seneca, Ep. 91, 
§ 9 (cited by Mr. Greswell, Parabl. v. 258 
note) in the year A.P. 58, writes: ‘ Quoties 
Asiz, quoties Achaiz urbes uno tremore 
ceciderunt! quot oppida in Syria, quot in 
Macedonia devorata sunt! Cyprum quoties 
vastavit hee clades! quoties in se Paphus 
corruit! frequenter nobis nuntiati sunt to- 
tarum urbium interitus.’ The prophecy, 
mentioning kava TO7o0uc, does not seem to 
imply that the earthquakes should be in 
Judea or Jerusalem. We have an account 
of one in Jerusalem, in Josephus, B. J. iv. 
4, 5, which Mr. Greswell (as above) places 
about Noy. A.p. 67. On the additions in 
Luke xxi. 11 see notes there; and on this 
whole passage see the prophecies in 2 Chron. 
xv. 5—7, and Jer. li. 45, 46. — apy} &dt- 
vwyv] in reference to the waXtyyevecia (ch. 
xix. 2), which is to precede the cuvréXeva 
tou aiwvoc. So Paul in Rom. viii. 12, 
raioa i KTictc... cvvwdiver dyoe Tov voy. 
The deaththroes of the Jewish state pre- 
cede the ‘regeneration’ of the universal 
Christian Church, as the deaththroes of this 
world the new heavens and new earth. — 
9—13.] réte, before these things (the doy. 
_@6., see note on Luke y. 12) have taken 
place; not ‘after they haye happened.’ 

Wette presses this latter meaning, that 
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he may find a contradiction to Luke y. 1 
moo O& ToUTwY aTayTwY The 
words serve only definitely to fix the tim 
of the indefinite ré7¢, here and in yer. 10. 
The rore in ver. 14 is altogether different.— 
For amor. tp., Luke has Gavarwoovow 
e& tpav, viz. the Apostles. This sign was 
early given. James the Great was put to 
death a.p. 44; Peter and Paul (tradition- 
ally, Euseb. H. E. ii. 25) and James the 
Less, before the destruction of Jerusalem : 

and possibly others. —€oeo@. pio.] See 
Acts xxviii. 22, 7) aipecic aitn .. . Tav- 
Taxov avriéyerac: also Tacitus Ann. xy. 
44, where Nero, for the conflagration of 
Rome, persecutes ‘ Christianos, genus homi- 
num ob flagitia invisos:’ also see 1 Pet. 
ii. 12. iii. 16. iv. 14—16. In chap. x. 22, 
from which these verses are repeated, we . 
have only i7d wavrwy—here ray Ovary 
is added, giving particularity to the pro- 
phecy. —10.] See 2 Tim. iv. 16, and the 
repeated warnings against apostasy in the 
Ep. to the Hebrews. The persons spoken 
of in this verse are Christians. On pic. 
a\X., compare the deadly hatred borne to 
Paul and his work by the Judaizers. In 
the Apocryphal works called the Clemen- 
tines, which follow teaching similar to that 
of the factions adverse to Paul in the Corin- 
thian Church, he is hinted at under the name 
6 étxy8pdc dvOowzoe (Hp. Pet. to James. 2, 
and Recognitions, i. 70, cited by Stanley, 
Essays on Apostolic Age, p. 377). These 
Judaizing teachers, among others, are meant 
by the Wevdorpogijrat, as also that plen- 
tiful crop of heretical teachers which sprung 
up every where with the good seed of the 
Gospel when first sown. See especially 
Acts xx. 30. Gal. i. 7—9. Rom. xvi. 17, 

18. Col. ii. 17—end. 1 Tim. i. 6, 7. 20. 
vi. 3—5. 20, 21. 2 Tim. ii. 18. iti. 6—8. 
2 Pet. ii. and Jude. ‘1 John ii. 18. 22, 23. 
26. iv. 1. 3. 2 John 7. WevdardaroXor, 
2 Cor. xi. 13. Even De Wette, who at- 
tempts to deny the historical fulfilment of 
the former signs (ver. 7), confesses that this 
was historically fulfilled (Exeget. Hand- 
buch in loc.) —12.] It is against this avo- 
pia especially that James, in the earliest 
Apostolic Epistle, and Jude, in more than 
the outward sense the brother of James, 
were called on to protest,—the mixture of , 

/ 
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heathen licentiousness with the profession 
of Christianity. But perhaps we ought to 
have regard to the past tense of mAn@uy- 
Ova, and interpret, ‘ because the iniquity 
is filled up,’ on account of the horrible state 
of morality (parallel to that described by 
Thucydides (iii. 82—4) as prevailing in 
Greece, which had destroyed all mutual 
confidence), the love and mutual trust of the 
generality of Christians shall grow cold. 
T@v ToAAGy,—thus we have ch. xxv. 5, 
évicraiay macar. cai éxaOevdoyv. Even 
the Church itself is leavened by the distrust 
of the evil days. See 2 Thess. ii. 3. —18.] 
The primary meaning of this seems to be, 
that whosoever remained faithful till the 
destruction of Jerusalem, should be pre- 
served from it. No Christian, that we 
know of, perished in the siege or after it : 
see below. But it has wlterior meanings, 
according to which réAoe¢ will signify, to 
an individual, the day of his death, (see 
Rey. ii. 10,)—his martyrdom, as in the case 
of some of those here addressed,—to the 
Church, endurance in the faith to the end 
of all things. See Luke ver. 19, and note. 
—14.] We here again have the pregnant 
meaning of prophecy. The Gospel had 
been preached through the whole ‘ orbis 
terrarum,’ and every nation had received 
its testimony, before the destruction of 
Jerusalem: see Col. i. 6. 23. 2 Tim. iv. 17. 
This was necessary not only as regarded 
the Gentiles, but to give to God’s people 
the Jews, who were scattered among all 
these nations, the opportunity of receiving 
or rejecting the preaching of Christ. But 
in the wider sense, the words imply that 
the Gospel shall be preached in all the 
world, literally taken, before the great and 
final end come. The apostasy of the latter 
days, and the universal dispersion of mis- 
sions, are the two great signs of the end 
drawing near. —15.] BSeAvy. T. épnp.. The 
LXX rendering (Alex. MS) of O9Y japo 
Dan. xii. 11. The similar expression in 
ch. xi. 31, is rendered Ber. Hdarvicpéevor, 

Orav ovv idnre TO 4 Bde Avypa tHe 
 . 1 Joelisi. 

m ch. iv. 33 
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* Ker Nar ’ Riii. 11, 19. 
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txt B? D? 

and in ch. ix. 27, ro BEX. Tov Eonmwcewy 
in the Vat. MS, and altogether differently 
in the Alex.—To what ewactly in Daniel 
the words apply, is not clear. Like other 
prophecies, it is probable that they are 
pregnant with several interpretations, and 
are not yet entirely fulfilled. They were 
interpreted of Antiochus Epiphanes by the 
Alexandrine Jews; thus 1 Mace. i. 54 we 
read wKodounoay Bdé\vypa éonpwcewe Eri 
TO @Qvotacrynowoy. Josephus refers the 
prophecy to the desolation by the Romans : 
Antta xa) D5) i Aavujdoc Kal Tept 77S 
TOV ‘Pwopaiwy NyEmoviac avéypawe, Kai 
ore UT abTay tonpuwOnoerat. The prin- 
cipal commentators have supposed, that the 
eagles of the Roman legions are meant, 
which were (dé\vypa, inasmuch as they 
were idols worshipped by the soldiers. 
These, they say, stood in the holy place, or 
a holy place, when they encamped round 
Jerusalem under Cestius Gallus first, A.D. 
66, then under Vespasian a.p. 68, then 

lastly under Titus a.p. 70. Of these the 
first is generally taken as the sign meant. 
Josephus relates, B. J. 1. 20, 1, that after 
Cestius was defeated, zoAXol TO éxthavarv 
"Tovdaiwy, wcmEe0 BarriZopévyc véewe, av- 
evn XoVTO THE TOAEWC. But, without deny- 
ing that this ¢ime was that of the sign being 
given, I believe that all such interpreta- 
tions of its meaning are wholly inapplicable. 
The error has mainly arisen from supposing 
that the parallel warning of Luke (ver. 20, 
brav 6é iOnre kuKAoupevny urd oTpato- 
medwv Tijy ‘leo. Tore yOTE OTE HyytKEY 1} 
éonpmwore avrnc) is identical in meaning 
with our text and that of Mark. The two 
first Evangelists, writing for Jews, or as 
Jews, give the inner or domestic sign of the 
approaching calamity: which was to be 
seen in the temple, and was to be the 
abomination (always used of something 
caused by the Jews themselves, see 2 Kings 
xxi. 2—7. Hzek. v. 11. vii. &, 9. viii. 6—16) 
which should cause the esolafionentbe last - 
drop in the cup of iniquity. Luke, writing — 
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for Gentiles, gives the outward state of 
things corresponding to this inward sign. 
That the Roman eagles cannot be meant is 
apparent: for the sign would thus be no 
sign, the Roman eagles having been seen on 
holy ground for many years past, and at 
the very moment when these words were 
uttered. Also ré7ro¢ dytoc must mean the 
temple: see reff.—Now in searching for 
some event which may have given such 
alarm to the Christians, Josephus’s uncon- 
scious admission (B. J. iv. 6, 3) is impor- 
tant: av yap On tte waXatog Abyog ay- 
Spay, tvOa tore tiv oA adwoecOat, 
Kai katag\eynoecOat Ta dyta vopw TodE- 
prov, oracic tdy Karackn by, Kai xEivec 
Olkeiae Tpopuavwor TO TOU YEod TépmEVOE 
oic ovK atoTHoarrTec ot Znwrai dvaKd- 
vouc eavrovde éxtdocayv. The party of the 
Zelots, as we learn from ib. ch. iii. 6—8, had 
taken possession of the temple,—réy vewr 
Tov 0. dpovproy avtois zorovyvra, Kai 
kaTagvy?) Kai TupavVeioy aroic hv TO 
ayvov. In the next section (8) he tells us 
that they chose one Phannias as their high- 
priest, an ignorant and profane fellow, 
brought out of the field,—&ereo éxi oxn- 
vijg GdAoTVIW KaTEKdopOVY TOOGWTELY, 
Thv Te toOnra TepiTEvTEc LEpay, Kai TO 
Ti O€t wouty éxi Kato didacKovTec,— 
xAcvn 0 Ay Exetvouc Kai Tadiad 7d THLE 
KovTov aoéBnpua,—rotc dé a\dote LepEd- 
ov, ErOewpevore TOPPwOEY TarZopevor 
Tov voor, Oaxpdbety Er HEL, Kai KaTEOTEVOY 
THY TOV lEOMY TYLwY Karddvow. TI own 
that the above cited passages strongly in- 
cline me to think that if not this very im- 
piety, some similar one, about or a little 
before this time, was the sign spoken of by 
the Lord. In its place in Josephus, this 
very event seems to stand a little too late 
for our purpose (A.p. 67, a year after the 
investment by Cestius): but the narrative 
occurs in a description of the atrocities of 
the Zelots, and without any fixed date, and 
they had been in possession of the temple 
from the very first. So that this or some 
similar abomination may have about this 
time filled up the cup of iniquity and given 
the sign to the Christians to depart. What- 
ever it was, it was a definite, well-marked 
event, for the flight was to be immediate, 

on one day, (undé tv caBBarw,) and uni- 
versal from all parts of Judea. Putting 
then Luke’s expression and the text toge- 
ther, I think that some internal desecration 
of the holy place by the Zelots coincided 
with the approach of Cestius, and thus, both 
from without and within, the Christians 
were warned to escape. See note on Luke 
xxi. 20. — 6 avay. voettw] This I believe 
to have been an ecclesiastical note, which 
like the doxology in ch. vi. 13, has found its 
way into the text. If the two first Gospels 
were published before the destruction of 
Jerusalem, such an admonition would be 
very intelligible. The words may be part 
of our Lord’s discourse directing attention 
to the prophecy of Daniel (see 2 Tim. ii. 7. 
Dan. xii. 10) ; hut this is not likely... They 
cannot be the vangelist, 
inserted to bespeak attention, as this in the 
three first Gospels is wholly without exam- 
ple. — 16—18.] The Christian Jews are 
said (Euseb. H. E. iii. 5) to have fled to 
Pella, a town described by Josephus (B. J. 
ill. 3, 3) as the northernmost boundary of 
Perea. Eusebius says they were directed 
thither by a certain prophetic intimation 
(ria yenopoy), which however cannot be 
this ; as Pella is not on the mountains, but 
beyond them :—Epiphanius (Heer. i. 123. 
Nazar. vii. cited by Greswell, Par. v. 332,) 
that they zpooeyonparicOncay 7d ay- 
yéX\ov. —17.] A person might run on 
the flat-roofed houses in Jerusalem from 
one part of the city to another, and to the 
city gates. Perhaps however this is not 
meant, but that he should descend by the 
outer stairs, instead of the inner, which would 
lose time. —19, 20.] It will be most im- 
portant that so sudden a flight should not 
be encumbered, by personal hindrances 
(7. ty y. éy.), by hindrances of accom- 
paniment (7. OnX.), see 1 Cor. vii. 26; 
and that those things which are out of our 
power to arrange, should be propitious,— 
weather, and freedom from legal prohibi- 
tion. The words ydé ty cas. are pecu- 
liar to Matthew, and show the strong Jew- 
ish tint which pervades his record of our 
Lord’s sayings. That they were not said 
as any sanction of observance of the Jew- 
ish Sabbath, is most certain: but merely as 
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the Divine counsels, which must be hidden 
from us, various causes combined to shorten 
the siege. (1) Herod Agrippa had begun 
strengthening the walls of Jerusalem in a 
way which if finished would have rendered 
them qwaone avOpwrivne Kpeirrova Piac, 
but was stopped by orders from Claudius, 
AD. 42 forts, Jos» Anttn xix js) 2- 8 102) 
The Jews being divided into factions among 
themselves had totally neglected any pre- 
parations to stand a siege. (3) The maga- 
zines of corn and provision were burnt just 
before the arrival of Titus; the words of 
Josephus are remarkable on this, earaxan- 
vat 0& TAY OtyoU TavTa TOV GtToOY, OC 
av avrotg ovK én’ ddiya OinpKecey ETN 
mwoXtopkoupévorc, B. J. v. 1, 5. (4) The 
suddenness of the arrival of Titus, and the 
voluntary abandonment of parts of the 
fortifications by the Jews (B. J. vi. 8, 4). 
(5) Titus himself confessed, (B. J. vi. 9, 1,) 
ob Oe pe éToAEuHoaper, kat Os0c ay 

might meet them on that day, the shutting 
of gates of cities, &c., and their own scruples 
about travelling further than the ordinary 
Sabbath-day’s journey (about a mile Eng- 
lish) ; for the Jewish Christians adhered to 
the law and customary observances till the 
destruction of Jerusalem. —21, 22.] In 
ver. 19 there is probably also an allusion to 
the horrors of the siege, which is here taken 
up by the yap, see Deut. xxviii. 49—57, 
which was literally fulfilled in the case of 
Mary of Perea, related by Josephus, B. J. 
vi. 3, 4.—The Lord still has in view the 
prophecy of Daniel (ch. xii. 1), and this 
citation clearly shows the intermediate ful- 
filment, by the destruction of Jerusalem, of 
that which is yet future in its final fulfil- 
ment: for Daniel is speaking of the end of 
all things. Then only will these words be 
accomplished in their full sense : although 
Josephus (but he only in a figure of rhe- 

' referring to the positive impediments which 

; 
E 

tiny 
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in errr ieaia ie 
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toric) has expressed himself in nearly the 
same language (B. J. procem. § 4): ra 
your TayTwy am’ aidvoc aruynwara TpdCE 
Ta “lovdaiwy rradoOai pot OoKei Kara 
obyKkpiovy. — 22.] If God had not in His 
mercy shortened those days (rpépac éxde- 
eyoewc, Luke ver. 22) the whole nation (in 
the ultimate fulfilment, all flesh) would 
have perished: but for the sake of the 
chosen ones, —the believing,—or those who 
should believe,—or perhaps the preservation 
of the chosen race whom God hath not 
east off, Rom. xi. 1,—they shall beshortened. 
It appears that besides the cutting short in 

6 ravoe rev ENULATWYV Tovdaioug kabeduy, 
émei yelpic TE aAVOOWTwWY 7 PHXavat TL 
mpog TovbTrove Tole TUpPyoug OvvayTat; 
(The foregoing particulars are from Mr. 
Greswell, Par. v. 343, ff. note.) Some such 
providential shortening of the great days of 
tribulation, and hastening of God’s glorious 
Kingdom, is here promised for the latter 
times. — 23—26.] These verses have but 
a faint reference (though an unmistakeable 
one) to the time of the siege (Joseph. B. J. 
ii. 13, 4 says mAdvor yap dvOow7ot Kat 
aTaTe@vEec To0TxHmaTL Osracpov vEwrTE- 
piopovs Kai peraBotdg TpaypaTEvopEVol, 
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their principal reference is to the latter 
days. .In their first meaning, they would 
tend to correct the idea of the Christians 
that the Lord’s coming was to be simul- 
taneous with the destruction of Jerusalem : 
and to guard them against the impostors 
who led people out into the wilderness (see 
Acts xxi. 38) or invited them to consult 
them privately, with the promise of deliver- 
ance. In their main view, they will preserve 
the Church firm in her waiting for Christ, 
through even the awful troubles of the latter 
days, unmoved by enthusiasm or supersti- 
tion, but seeing and looking for Him who 
is invisible. On the signs and wonders, 
see 2 Thess. ii. 9—12. Deut. xiii. I—3.— 
27, 28.] The coming of the Lord in the 
end, even as that in the type was, shall be 
a plain unmistakeable fact, understood of 
all ;—and like that also, swdden and all-per- 
vading. But here again the full meaning 
of the words is only to be found in the final 
Julfilment of them. The lightning, lighting 
both ends of heaven at once, seen of all be- 
neath it, can only find its full similitude in 
His Personal coming, Whom every eye 
shall see, Rev. i. 7. — 28.] In the similar 
discourse, Luke xvii. 36, before this saying, 
the disciplesask, ‘Where, Lord?’ The answer 
is,—first at Jerusalem ; where the corrupt- 
ing body lies, thither shall the vultures (lite- 
rally) gather themselves together, coming 
as they do from far on the scent of prey. 
Secondly, in its final fulfilment,—over the 
whole world ;—for that is the trGpa now, 
and the deroi the angels of vengeance. See 
Deut. xxviii. 49, which is probably here 
referred to; also Hosea viii. 1. Hab. i. 8. 
The interpretation (Theophylact. Euthym. 

~ Calvin, &c.) which makes the zrépa our 
Lord, and the aeroi the Elect, is quite be- 
side the purpose. Neither is any allusion 
(Lightfoot, Ham., Wetstein, Wolf, &c.) to 

the Roman eagles to be for a moment 
thought of. The deroi are the vultures 

(vultur percnopterus, Linn.), usually rec- 
koned by the ancients as belonging to the 
eagle kind, Plin. Nat. Hist. ix. 3. — 29.] 
ed6éws—all the difficulty which this word has 
been supposed to involve has arisen from 
confounding the partial fulfilment of the 
prophecy with its ultimate one. The im- 
portant insertion of vv. 23, 24 in Luke, 

shows us that the 9\t{ic includes épy7) év 
Tp Aaw TobTw, Which is yet being inflicted: 
and the treading down of Jerusalem by the — 
Gentiles, still going on (see note there) : 
and immediately after that tribulation, 
which shall happen when the cup of Gen- 
tile iniquity is full, and when the Gospel 
shall have been preached in all the world 
for a witness, and reject 
(wAnpwldorKapoiOver,) shall the coming 
of the Lord Himself happen. On the inde- 
finiteness of this assigned period in the pro- 
phecy, see note on ver. 3. (The expression 
in Mark is equally indicative of a-consider- 
able interval: év éxéivate raic rpépate 
pera thy OdNMNbw éxeivny.) The fact 
of His coming and its attendant circum- 
stances being known to Him, but the exact 
time unknown, He speaks without regard 
to the interval, which would be employed 
in His waiting till all things are put under 
His feet: see Rev.i. 1. xxii. 6. 20.—In 
what follows, from this verse, the Lord 
speaks mainly and directly of His great 
second coming. Traces there are (as e. g. 
in the literal meaning of ver. 34) of slight 
and indirect allusions to the destruction of 
Jerusalem ;—as there were in the former 
part to the great events of which that i 
foreshadowing :—but no direct mention. 
The contents of the rest of the chapter may 
be set forth as follows: (ver. 29) signs 
which shall immediately precede (ver. 30) 
the coming of the Lord to judgment, and 
(ver. 31) to bring salvation to His Elect. 
The certainty of the event and its intimate 
connexion with its premonitory signs, ver. 
32,33; the endurance (ver. 34) of the Jew- 
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ish people till the end—eyen till Heaven 
and Earth (ver. 35) pass away. But (ver. 
36) of the day and hour none knoweth. 
Its suddenness (vv. 37—39) and decisive- 
ness (ver. 40, 41) and exhortation (vv. 42 
—44) to be ready for it. A parable setting 
forth the blessedness of the watching, and 
misery of the neglectful servant (vv. 44— 
end), and forming a point of transition to 

_ the parables in the next chapter. — 6 #Atos 
okort.| The darkening of the material lights’ 
of this world is used i in prophecy as a type 
of the occurrence of trouble and danger in 
the fabric of human societies, Is. v. 30. 
xiii. 10. xxxiv. 4. Jer. iv. 28. Ezek. xxxii. 
7,8. Amos viii. 9,10. Micah iii. 6. But 
the type is not only in the words of the 
prophecy, but also in the events themselves. 
Such prophecies are to be understood Jite- 
rally, and indeed without such understand- 
ing would lose their truth and significance. 
The physical signs shall happen (see Joel 

du. 4. Hagg. il. 6. 21, compared with Heb. 

- recounted : 

canaericueh 

xii. 26, 27) as accompaniments and inten- 
sifications of the awful state of things which 
the description typifies. The Sun of this 
world and the Church (Mal. iv. 2. Luke i. 
78. Johni. 9. Eph. v. 14. 2 Pet. i. 19) is 
the Lord Jesus—the Light, is the Know- 
ledge of Him. The moon—human know- 
ledge and science, of which it is said (Ps. 
xxxvi. 9), ‘In Thy light shall we see light :’ 
reflected from, and drinking the beams of, 
the Light of Christ. The stars—see Dan. 
viii. 10. Rev. i. 20. xii. ]—are the leaders 
and teachers of the Church. The Know- 
ledge of God shall be obscured—the Truth 
nigh put out—worldly wisdom darkened— 
the Church system demolished, and her 
teachers cast down. And all this in the 
midst of the fearful signs here (and in Luke, 
vv. 25, 26, more at large, where see notes) 

not setting aside, but accom- 
panying, their literal fulfilment. — ai 8uv. 
T. ovp.] not, the stars—already mentioned; 

_—nor the angels, spoken ef by-and-by, 
- ver. 31: but as the Vulg. renders, ‘ virtutes 
_coelorum,’ the influences of the heayens,— 
the elements: see 2 Pet. iii. 1O—12. Typi- 
cally, the influences which rule human so- 
ciety, which make the political weather fair 

. 
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or foul; and encourage the fruits of peace, 
or inflict the blight and desolation of war. 
— 30.] This téte is a definite declaration 
of time,—not a mere sign of sequence or 
coincidence, as e. g. in ver. 23 :—when these 
things shall have been somewhile filling 
men’s hearts with fear,—rTHEN shall &c. 
—It is quite uncertain what the onpeiov 
shall be:—plainly, not the Son of Man 
Himself, as some explain it (even Bengel, 
generally so valuable in his explanations, 
says, ‘Ipse erit signum sui,’ and quotes 
Luke ii. 12 as confirming this view; but 
there the swaddling clothes and the manger 
were the ‘sign,’ not the child), nor any 
outward marks on His Body,as His wounds; 
for both these would confuse what the pro- 
phecy keeps distinct,—the seeing of the 
sign of the Son of Man, and all tribes of the 
earth mourning, and afterwards seeing the 
Son of Man Himself. This is manifestly 
some sign in the Heavens, by which all 
shall know that the Son of Man is at hand. 
The Star of the Wise Men naturally occurs 
to our thoughts—but a star would not be 
a sign which all might read.—On the whole 
I think no sign completely answers the 
conditions but that of the Cross:—and ac- 
cordingly we find the Fathers mostly thus 
explaining the passage. But as the Lord 
Himself does not answer the question, ti 
TO OnpEloy THE ONC Tapovctac ; We may 
safely leave the matter. I mention, just 
to show how sensible expositors can be 
misled by a false interpretation of the 
whole, Wetstein’s paraphrase of ro onpetoy 
T. v. tT. av@.,—‘ fumus Hierosolymorum 
incensorum, qui interdiu solem, nocte vero 
lunam et stellas obscurat.’ (! !) — mwacat at 
¢. T. y.] see Zech. xii. 10—14, where the 
mourning is confined to the families of 
Israel—here, it is universal: Rev. i. 7. 
v. 9. xi. 9. xiv. 6, also vi. 15—17. This 
coming of the Son of Man is not that 
spoken of ch. xxv. 31, but that in 1 Thess. 
iv. 16,17, and Rey. xix. 11 ff.—His coming 
at the commencement of the millennial reign 
to establish His Kingdom: see Dan. vii. 
13, 14.— Bvvapis is the power of this King- 
dom,—not, the host of heaven. — 31.] In 
1 Thess., as above, the voice of the Arch- 
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angel and the trump of God are distin- 
guished from one another, which seems to 
favour the reading which inserts Kai here. 
This is not the great Trumpet of the gene- 
ral Resurrection (1 Cor. xv. 52), except 
in so far as that may include also the first 
resurrection: see on this verse the remark- 
able opening of Ps. ]., which is itself a pro- 
phecy of these same times (see note on Luke 
v. 28). — 82, 33, 34.] This coming of the 
Lord shall be as sure a sign that the King- 
dom of Heaven is nigh, as the putting forth 
of the tender leaves of the fig-tree is a sign 
that summer is nigh. Observe wavta TattTa 
—this coming of the Son of Man included, 
which will introduce the millennial King- 
dom.—As regards the parable,—there is a 
reference to the withered fig-tree which the 
Lord cursed; and as that, in its judicial 
unfruitfulness, emblematized the Jewish 
people, so here the putting forth of the 
fig-tree from its state of winter dryness, 
symbolizes the futur viviscence of that 
race, which the Lord Gar aa “declares 
shall not pass away till all be fulfilled. 
That this is the true meaning of that verse, 
must appear when we recollect that it forms 
the conclusion of this parable, and is itself 
joined by wapé\Oy to the verse following. 
We cannot go back to the taking of Jeru- 
salem and make the words apply to it.—As 
this is one of the points on which the ra- 
tionalising interpreters (De Wette, &c.) lay 
most stress to show that the prophecy has 
failed, it may be well to show that yeved 
has in Hellenistic Greek the meaning of a 
race or family of people. See Jer. viii. 3 in 
LXX ; compare ch. xxiii. 86 with ver. 35, 
éhovetioate... but this generation did not 
slay Zacharias—so that the whole people 

are addressed: see also ch. xii. 45, in which 

the meaning absolutely requires this sense 
(see note there): see also Luke xvii. 25. 
Matt. xvii. 17. Luke xvi. 8, where yeved 
is predicated both of the viol Tov ai@vog 
rovrov and the vtoi Tov @wroc, Acts ii. 40. 
Phil. ii. 15. In all these places yeved is = 
yévoc, or nearly so; having it is true a 
more pregnant meaning, implying that the 
character of one generation stamps itself 
upon the race, as here in this verse also. 
The continued use of mapépxopat in these 
two verses should have saved the commen- 
tators from the blunder of imagining that 
the then living generation were meant, see- 
ing that the prophecy is by the next verse 
carried on to the end of all things. But, 
as Stier well remarks, “ there are men 
foolish enough now to say, Heaven and 
Earth will never pass away, but the words 
of Christ pass away in course of time—; 
of this however we wait the proof.”’ vol. ii. 
p. 371. On ver. 35 see Ps. exix. 89. Is. 
xl. 8. li. 6. Ps. cii. 26. mévra tattra— 
all the signs hitherto recounted—so that 
both these words and wpeig have their par- 
tial, and full meanings.  éyyvs éorw— 
viz. TO TéLoc. —36. | Hp. éx., viz. of Heaven 
and earth passing away; or perhaps re- 
ferring to ver. 30 ff. jp. «. dép.—the exact 
time—as we say, ‘the hour and minute.’ 
The very important addition to this verse 
in Mark, ov8é 6 vies, is indeed included in 
él 447) 0 TaTHp pov jLovoc, but could hardly 
have been inferred from it, had it not been 
expressly stated: see ch. xx. 23. All at- 
tempts to soften or explain away this weighty 
truth must be resisted; it will not do to 
say with some commentators, ‘nescit ea 
nobis,’ which is a mere evasion :—in the 
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course of humiliation undertaken by the 
Son, in which He increased in wisdom 
(Luke ii. 52), learned obedience (Heb. v. 8), 
uttered desires in prayer (Luke vi. 12, &c.), 
—this matter was hidden from Him: and 
as I have already remarked, this is carefully 
to be borne in mind in explaining the pro- 
phecy before us. — 87—389.] This com- 
parison also occurs in Luke xvii. 26, 27, 
with the addition of ‘the days of Lot’ to 
it: see also 2 Pet. ii. 4—10. il. 5,6. It 
is important to notice the confirmation, by 
His mouth who is Truth itself, of the 
historic reality of the flood of Noah.—The 
expression wivovTéc may serve to show 
that it is a mistake to imagine that we have 
in Gen. ix. 20 the account of the first wine 
and its effects.—The security here spoken 
of is in no wise inconsistent with the an- 
guish and fear prophesied Luke v. 25, 26. 
They say, there is peace, and occupy them- 
selves as if there were: but fear is at their 
hearts ;—‘ surgit amari aliquid, quod in ipsis 
floribus angit.’ On the addition in Luke, 

Vox. I. 

vv. 34—36, see notes there. — 40, 41.] 
From this point (or perhaps even from ver. 
37, as historic resemblance is itself para- 
bolic) the discourse begins to assume a 
parabolic form, and gradually passes into a 
series of formal parables in the next chap- 
ter.—These verses set forth that, as in the 
times of Noah, men and women shall be em- 
ployed in their ordinary work. They also 
show us that the elect of God will to the 
last be mingled in companionship and part- 
nership with the children of this world (see 
Mark i. 19, 20).—We may notice, that these 
verses do not refer to the same as vy. 16 
—18. Then it is a question of voluntary 
flight ; now of being taken (by the angels, 
ver. 31), or left. Nor again do they refer 
to the great judgment of ch. xxy. 31, for 
then (ver. 32) all shall be summoned :-— 
but they refer to the millenary dispensation, 
and the gathering of*the éléct to the Lord 
then. — 42—44.] The Lord here resumes 
the tone of direct exhortation with which 
He commenced. To the secure and care- 
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less, He will come as a thief in the night: 
to His own, as their Lord. See Obad. 5. 
Rey. iii. 3. xvi. 15. 1 Thess. v. 1—10, 
where the idea is expanded at length. Com- 
pare ver. 7 there with our_-ver. 49, and on 
the distinction between those who are of 
the day, and those who are of the night, 
see notes there. — 45—47.] The Lord had 
given this parabolic exhortation before, 
Luke xii. 42—47. Many of these His last 
sayings in public are solemn repetitions of, 
and references to, things already said by 
Him. That this was the case in the pre- 
sent instance, is almost demonstrable, from 
the implicit allusion in Luke xii. 36, to 
the return from the wedding, which is here 
expanded into the parable of ch. xxv. 1 ff. 
How much more natural that our Lord 
should have preserved in his parabolic dis- 
courses the same leading ideas, and again 
and again gathered His precepts round 
them,—than that the Evangelists should 
have thrown into utter and inconsistent 
confusion, words which would have been 
treasured up so carefully by them that 
heard them—to say nothing of the pro- 
mised help of the Spirit to bring to mind 
all that He had said to them. — tis dpa 
éor.} A question asked that each one may 
put it to himself,—and to signify the high 
honour of such an one.—mor. kK. op. | 
Prudence in a servant can be only the con- 
sequence of faithfulness to his master.—This 
verse is especially addressed to the Apostles 

t\Oeiv om. B Copt. Sahid. Ir. Orig. 
ins. airov BC DL many mss. abcv Syr. Copt. Sahid. 

JEth. Arm.—rec. io@iew 6. x. zivew with (Scholz) many const. MSS., 
BCDEFGHLSV mss. acv Syrr. A®th. 

but txt 

toler O. Kk. iver Copt. Arm. Bas. Chrys. 

and ministers of Christ. The 8:86va. thy 
Tpopyy (= TO ovropéroroy Luke xii. 42) 
answers to éoyarny averaicyuyTor, d000- 
Tomouvra Toy Adyoy Tij¢ adn. in 2 Tim. 
ii. 15. On ver. 47 compare chap. xxy. 21. 
1 Tim. iii. 13. Rev. ii. 26. iii. 21, which 
last two passages answer to the promise 
here, that each faithful servant shall be 
over all his master’s goods. That promo- 
tion shall not be like earthly promotion, 
wherein the eminence of one excludes that 

BD 

BCD 

of another—but rather like the diffusion of { 
love, in which, the more each has, the more 
there is for all. —48—5l.] The question 
is not here asked again, Tic torw k.7.X., 
but the transition made from the good to 
the bad servant, or even the good to the 
bad mind of the same servant, by the epi- 
thet kaxéc. — xpovifer] then manifestly a 
long delay is in the mind of the Lord: see 
above on yer. 28. Notice that this servant 
also is one set over the household—one who 
says 0 Kvp.dc Hou—and begun well—but 
now dp§jtar riz., &c.—falls away from 
his truth and faithfulness;—the sign of 
which is that he begins to raraxuprevery 
T@y KAnpwry 1 Pet. v. 3, and to revel with 
the children of the world. In consequence, 
though he have not lost his belief (0 Kip. 
pov), he shall be placed with those who 
believed not, the hypocrites.—51. Sux. refers 
to the punishment of cutting, or sawing — 

asunder: see Dan. ii. 5. iii. 29. Sus. ver. 
59: see also Heb. iv. 12. The expression 

' 
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here is perhaps not without a symbolical 
reference to that dreadful swndering of the 
conscience and practice which shall be the 

- reflective torment of the condemned :—and 

by mingling and confounding of which 
only is the anomalous life of the wilful 
sinner made in this world tolerable. 

Cuap. XXV.1—18.] Peculiar to Mat- 
thew. —1.] Téte—at the period spoken of 
at the end of the last chapter, viz. the 
coming of the Lord to His personal reign 
—not His final coming to judgment. 
Séka map0.] The subject of this parable is 
not, as of the last, the distinction between 
the faithful and unfaithful servants; no 
outward distinction here exists—all are vir- 
gins—all companions of the bride—all fur- 
nished with brightly-burning lamps—all, up 
to a certain time, fully ready to meet the 
Bridegroom—the difference consists in some 
having made a provision for feeding the 
lamps in case of delay, and the others none 
—and the moral of the parable is the bless- 
edness of endurance unto the end. ‘In eo 
vertitur summa parabolz, quod non satis 
est ad officium semel accinctos fuisse et 
paratos, nisi ad finem usque duremus.’ Cal- 
vin, cited by Stier, ii. 586. There is no 
question here of apostasy or unfaithfulness 
—but of the want of provision to keep the 
light bright against the coming of the bride- 
groom however delayed.—Ten was a fa- 
yourite number with the Jews—fen men 
formed a congregation in a synagogue. In 
a passage from Rabbi Salomo, cited by 
Wetstein, he mentions ten lamps or torches 
as the usual number in marriage proces- 
sions: see Luke xix. 13.— eis ar. T. v.] 
It would appear that these virgins had left 
their own homes, and were waiting some- 
where for the bridegroom to come, probably 
the house of the bride; for the object of 
the marriage procession was to fetch the 
bride to the bridegroom’s house. Meyer 

_however supposes that in this case the 
_ wedding was to be held in the bride’s house, 

‘on account of the thing signified — the 

2 
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coming of the Lord to His Church ;—but 
it is better to take the ordinary custom, 
and interpret accordingly, where we can. 
In both the wedding parables (see ch. xxii.) 
the bride does not appear—for she, being 
the Church, is in fact the aggregate of the 
guests in the one case, and of the com- 
panions in the other. We may perhaps 
say that she is here, in the strict interpre- 
tation, the Jewish Church, and these ten 
virgins Gentile congregations accompanying 
her. ‘The reading cai rij¢ vippne is pro- 
bably an interpolation, such as is of fre- 
quent occurrence in D. and its cognates.— 
This €&4\Gov is not their final going out in 
ver. 6, for only half of them did so,—but 
their leaving their own homes: see \aBov- 
cat—éXaBov, &c., vv. 3, 4. The inter- 
pretation is—these are souls come out from 
the world into the Church, and there wait- 
ing for the coming of the Lord—not hy- 
pocrites, but faithful souls, bearing their 
lamps,—the inner spiritual life fed with the 
oil of God’s Spirit (see Zech. iv. 2—12. 
Acts x. 38. Heb.i. 9). All views of this 
parable which represent the foolish virgins 
as having only a dead faith, only the lamp 
without the light, the body without the 
spirit, &c., are quite beside the purpose ;— 
the lamps (see ver. 8) were all burning at 
first, and for a certain time.— Whether the 
equal partition of wise and foolish have any 
deep meaning we cannot say; it may be 
so. — 8, 4.] These were not torches or 
wicks fastened on staves, as some have sup- 
posed, but properly Jamps: and the oil 
vessels (which is most important to the ~ 
parable) were separate from the lamps. 
The lamps being the hearts lit with the 
flame of heavenly love and patience, sup- 
plied with the oil of the Spirit,—now comes 
in the difference between the wise and fool- 
ish—the one made no provision for the 
supply of this—the others did. How so? 
The wise ones gave all diligence to make 
their calling and election sure (2 Pet. i. 10 
and 5—8), making their bodies, souls, and 
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spirits (their vessels, 2 Cor. iv. 7. 1 Thess. 
iv. 4) a supply of spiritual food for the light 
within, by seeking, in the appointed means 
of grace, more and more of God’s Holy 
Spirit. The others did not this—but trust- 
ing that the light once burning would ever 
burn, made no provision for the strength- 
ening of the inner man by watchfulness and 
prayer. — 5—7.] xpovif.: comp. ch. xxiv. 
48. But the thought of the foolish virgins 
is very different from that of the wicked 
servant : his—‘ there will be plenty of time, 
my Lord tarrieth ;’/—theirs, ‘ surely He will 
soon be here, there is no need of a store of 
oil.’ This may serve to show how alto- 
gether diverse is the ground of the two 
parables. —éy. mao. «x. éx.|] I believe no 
more is meant here than that all, being 
weak by nature, gave way to drowsiness, 
as indeed the wakefulness of the holiest 
Christian, compared with what it should 
be, is a sort of slumber:—but, the while, 

how much difference was there between 
them ! — évvor.] We have, Aristoph. Vesp. 
12, brvoc vuoraxrne. — 6. kpavyn y.] see 
Is. lxii. 5—7 ; and the porter’s duty, Mark 

xiii. 834. This warning cry was Lefore the 
coming: see ver. 10. — 7. macar} Al/ now 
seem alike—all wanted their lamps trim- 
med—but for the neglectful, there is not 
wherewith! It is not enough to have burnt, 
but to be burning, when He comes. Raise 

the wick as they will, what avails it if th 
oil is spent ? — 8, 9. I of., ‘are going out,’ 

._ —not as E.V.— Myr. ovK ap.] see Ps. 

xlix. 7. Rom. xiv. 12. No man can have 
more of this provision than will supply his 
own wants. —mopeveo. 8.] This is not 
said in mockery, as some (Luther, Calv.) 
suppose: but in earnest. — ot mwdodvtes 
are the ordinary dispensers of the means of 
grace—ultimately of course God Himself, 
who alone can give His Spirit. The coun- 
sel was good, and well followed—but the \ 
time was past. (Observe that those who | 
sell are a particular class of persons—no ' 
mean argument for a set and appointed { 
ministry—and moreover for a paid ministry. , 
If they sed/, they receive for the thing sold. : 
This selling bears no analogy with the crime : 
of Simon Magus in Acts viii.) —10—12.] 
We are not told that they could not buy— 
that the shops were shut—but simply that 
it was too late—/for that time. For it is 
not the final coming of the Lord to judg-. 
ment, when the day of grace will be past, 
that is spoken of,—except in so far as it is 
hinted at in the back-ground, and in the 
individual application of the parable (vir- 
tually, not actually) coincides, to each man, 
with the day of his death. This feast is 
the marriage supper of Rey. xix. 7—9— 
xx. d—6: after which, these improvident 
ones gone to buy their oil shall be judged 
in common with the rest of the dead, ibid. 
vv. 12, 13.—Observe here, ov« ol8a tp. is 
very different, as the whole circumstances — 
are different, from oidévore Eyvywy dp. in — 
ch. vii. 23, where the avoywpeire az’ iuod | 
binds it to the zwopeveoGe az’ Exod in our 
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ver. 4], and to the time of the final judg- 
ment, spoken of in that parable. 
- 14—80.] Peculiar to Matthew. The 
similar parable contained in Luke xix. 1] 
—27 is altogether distinct, and uttered on 

? a different occasion: see notes there. — 
- 14.) dsr. y.—the ellipsis is rightly sup- 
- plied in the E.V., ‘For the Kingdom of 
- Heaven is as a man’ &c. We have this 

parable and the preceding one alluded to 
in very few words by Mark xiii. 34—36. 
In it we have the active side of the Chris- 
tian life, and its danger, set before us, as in 

_ the last the contemplative side. There, 
spe foolish virgins failed from thinking their 

PERM ON OE O4 br, part too easy—here the wicked servant 
from thinking his too hard. The parable 
is still concerned with Christians (rovc 
iSiovs dovAovc), and not the world at 
large-—We must remember the relation 
of master and slave, in order to understand 
his delivering to them his property, and 
punishing them for not ifying with it. 
—15.] In Luke each receives thesame, but 
the profit made by each is different: see 
notes there. Here in fact they did each 
receive the same, for they received accord- 
ing to their ability—their character and 
powers. There is no Pelagianism in this, 

_ for each man’s powers are themselves the 
gift of God. —16—18.] Each of the two 
faithful servants’ increase was the full 

ane renee 

ins. A D. — 18. deXO oy om. D abe.—for év rH yQ, yiv 

amount of their talents—of each will be re- 
quired as much as has been given.—érrotnoe 
is not a Latinism (conficere pecuniam), but 
answers to wovety kap7ov ch. ili. 10.—The 
third is not to be confounded with the 
wicked servant in ch. xxiv. 48. This one 
is not actively an ill-doer, but a hider of the 
money intrusted to him—one who brings 
no profit : see on ver. 24. —19—28. } pea 
xpdvov wodvv.—Here again, as well as in 
the ypoviZ. of ver. 5 and xxiv. 48, we have 
an intimation that the interval would be no 
short one.—This proceeding is not, strictly 
speaking, the last judgment, but still the 
same as that in the former parable; the 
beginning of judgment at the house of 
God—the judgment of the millennial ad- 
vent. This, to the servants of Christ (rode 
idiove dovXouve ver. 14), is their final judg- 
ment—but not that of the rest of the world. 
We may observe that this great account 
differs from the coming of the bridegroom, 
inasmuch as this is altogether concerned 
with a course of action past—that with a 
present state of preparation. This holds 
of the account after the resurrection: that, 
at the utmost (and not in the direct sense 
of the parable even so much), of being 
ready for His summons at death. — 20.] 
The faithful servant does not take the praise j 
to himself—eot mapédwkac is his confession — 
—and ix’ abroig the enabling cause of his j 
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gain—‘ without Me, ye can do nothing,’ 
John xy. 5. This is plainer in Luke (xix. 
16), 2) pra cov mpocepyacaro Oéka prac. 
See 1 Cor. xv. 10;—and on the joy and 
alacrity of these faithful servants in the 
day of reckoning, 1 Thess. ii. 19. 2 Cor. 
i. 14. Phil. iv. 1.—21.] In Luke = 67 
tv thaylorw Tore éyévov, tobe eEovciay 
éxwy travw Oéka 76AEwv—where see note. 
(I cannot imagine with Meyer that «& is to 
be taken with ézt éXiya he =., or that it 
will not bear the sense of ‘ Well done!’ 
Although edye is the more usual word, we 
have (see Passow) in later Greek such ex- 
pressions as pad’ ¢d, which is as near as 
possible to that meaning.)—The xapa here 
is not a feast, as sometimes interpreted, but 
that joy spoken of Heb. xii. 2, and Is. liii. 
11—that joy of the Lord arising from the 
completion of His work and labour of love, 
of which the first Sabbatical rest of the 
Creator was typical—Gen. i. 31. ii, 2,—and 
of which His faithful ones shall in the end 
partake: see Heb. iv. 3—1]. Rev. iii. 21. 
Notice the identity of the praise and por- 
tion of him who had been faithful in less, 
with those of the first. — 24, 25.] This 
sets forth the excuse which men are per- 
petually making of human infirmity and 
inability to keep God’s commands, when 

enable them to do so—an excuse, as here, 
self-convicting and false at heart. — Qepif. - 
6m. ovK €om.| The connexion of thought 
in this the Lord’s last parable, with His 
first (ch. xiii. 3—9), is remarkable. He 
looks for fruit where he has sown—this is 
truth; but not beyond the power of the 
soil by Him enabled—this is man’s lie, to 
encourage himself in idleness. — dofB.] see 
Gen. iii. 10. But that pretended fear and 
this insolent speech are inconsistent, and 
betray the falsehood of his answer. — €xets 
75 oov] This is also false—it was not 7d 
oov—for there was his lord’s time,—and his 
own labour, which was his lord’s,—to be 
accounted for. — 26, 27.] Luke prefixes é« 
TOU oT6paTog cov Koi o£,—viz. because, 
knowing the relation between us, that of 
absolute power on my part over thee,—if 
thou hadst really thought me such an hard 
master, €Se. oe «.7.A., in order to avoid 
utter ruin.—But this was not thy real 
thought—thou wert zovnpdc kK. dKvnpdc. 
The ydets, &c. is not concessive, but hypo- 
thetical ;—God is not really such a Master. 
— tots tpam.] in Luke (xix. 23) éai ray 
Tpanelay —rpareCirye is interpreted Kod- 
AvBor)¢ (see ch. xxi. 
There was a saying very current among the” 

they never apply to that grace which 7 

12) by Hesychius. f 
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early Fathers, yiveoOe Odxipou ToameZirat, 
which some of them seem to attribute to 
the Lord, some to one of the Apostles. It 
is supposed by some to be taken from this 
place, and it is just_possible it may have 
been: but it more likely was traditional, or 
from some apocryphal gospel. Suicer Thes., 
under the word, discusses the question, and 
inclines to think it a way of expressing the 
general moral of the two parables in Matt. 
and Luke.—But, in the interpretation, who 
are these tpameZirar? The explanation 
(Olsh. and adopted by Trench, Par. 247) 
of their being those stronger characters 
who may lead the more timid to the useful 
employment of gifts which they have not 
energy to use, is objectionable, (1) as not 
answering to the character addressed—he 
was not timid, but false and slothful ;—and 
(2) nor to the facts of the case: for it is 
impossible to employ the grace given to 
one through another’s means, without work- 
ing one’s-self.—I rather take it to mean, ‘ If 
thou hadst really been afraid, &c., slothful 
as thou art, thou mightest at least, without 
trouble to thyself, have provided that I 
should have not been defrauded of the in- 
terest of my money—but now thou art 
both slothful and wicked, in having done 
me this injustice.’ Observe there would 
have been no praise due to the servant— 
but 76 gov would not have lost its réxoc. 
The machinery of religious and charitable 
societies in our day is very much in the 
place of the toameZirar.—Let the sub- 
scribers to them take heed that they be 
not in the degraded case of this servant, 
even if his excuse had been genuine. — 
28—31.] This command is answered in 
Luke xix. 25, by a remonstrance from 
those addressed, which the Master over- 
rules by stating the great law of His King- 
dom. In ch. xiii. 12 we have explained 
this as applied to the system of teaching 
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whole Christian life. It is the case even 
in nature: a limb used is strengthened; 
disused, becomes weak. The transference 
of the talent is not a matter of justice be- 
tween man and man, but is done in illus- 
tration of this law, and in virtue of that 
sovereign power by which God does what 
He will with His own: see Rom. xi. 29, 
and note there.—In 76 ox. To é&. there is 
again an allusion to the marriage supper of 
the Lamb, from which the useless servant 
being excluded, gnashes his teeth with re- 
morse without: see ch. xxii. 13. 

31—46.] Peculiar to Matthew. — 31— 
46.| In the two former parables we have 
seen the difference between, and judgment 
of, Christians—in their inward readiness 
for their Lord, and their outward diligence 
in profiting by His gifts. And both these 
had reference to that first resurrection and 
millennial Kingdom, the reality of which is 
proved by the passages of Scripture cited 
in the notes above, and during which all 
Christians shall be judged. We now come 
to the great and universal judgment at the 
end of this period, also prophesied of dis- 
tinctly in order in Rey. xx.—in which all 
the dead, small and great, shall stand be- 
fore God. This last great judgment answers 
to the judgment on Jerusalem, after the 
Christians had escaped from it: to the 
gathering of the eagles (ministers of venge- 
ance) to the carcase. Notice the pre- 
cision of the words in ver. 31, 6tav Sé 
€hOn—the Srav setting forth the indefinite- 
ness of the time—the 8é the distinction 
from the two parables foregoing ; and téte, 
to mark a precise time when all this shall 
take place—a day of judgment.— Compare 
for the better understanding of the distinc- 
tion, and connexion of these two ‘ comings’ 
of the Lord, 1 Thess. iv. 16,17, and 2 Thess. 
i. 7—10.—This description is not a parable, 
though there are in it parabolic passages, 
e.g. Wome 6 Top, k.T.., and for that very 
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reason, that which is illustrated by those 
likenesses is not itself parabolic. It will 
heighten our estimation of the wonderful 
sublimity of this description, when we re- 
collect that it was spoken by the Lord only 
three days before His sufferings! —év tq 
86. avt.] This expression, repeated again 
at the end of the verse, is quite distinct 
from pera duvap. x. 06&. odie ch. xxiy. 
28: see Rey. xx. 11. This His glory is 
that also of all His saints, with whom He 
shall be accompanied: see Jude, ver. 14. 
In this His coming they are with the angels, 
and as the angels: see Rev. xix. 14 (comp. 
v. 8). Zech. xiv. 5. — 32.] The expression 
mavta Ta €0vn implies all the nations of 
the world, as distinguished from the éx\ex- 
roi already gathered to Him, just as the 
Gentiles were by that name distinguished 
from His chosen people the Jews. Among 
these are “‘ the other sheep which He has, 
not of this fold,” John x. 16.— adopuet 
«.7.A.] see Ezek. xxxiv. 17. The sheep 
are those referred to in Rom. ii. 7. 10—the 
goats, in vy. 8, 9, where this same judg- 
ment according to works is spoken of. — 
34.] The King—here for the first and only 
time does the Lord give Himself this name : 

“see Rey. xix. 16. Rom, xiv. 9.— Acdre 
'«.7.4.] Whatever of good these persons 
had done, was all from Him from whom 
cometh every good gift—and the fruit of 
His Spirit. And this Spirit is only pur- 
chased for man by the work of the Son, in 
whom the Father is well pleased: and to 
whom all judgment is committed. And 
thus they are the blessed of the Father, 

and those for whom this kingdom is pre- 
pared. It is not to the purpose to say that 
these evAoynp. . . must be the elect of | 
God in the stricter sense (ot é«ecroi)— 
and that, because the Kingdom has been 
prepared for them from the foundation of 
the world. For evidently this would in the 
Divine omniscience be true of every singles 
man who shall come to salvation, whether 
belonging to those who shall be found - 
worthy to share the first resurrection or }_ 
not. The Scripture assures us of two re- 4) 
surrections : the first, of the dead in Christ, 
to meet Him and reign with Him, and hold =, 
(1 Cor. vi. 2) judgment over His servants; 
the second, of all the dead, to be judged 
according to their works. And to what 
purpose would be a judgment, if al/ were to ‘ 
be condemned? And if any escape con- 
demnation, to them might the words of 
this verse be used: so that this objection 
to the interpretation does not apply.—Elec- 
tion to life is the universal doctrine of 
Scripture; but not the reprobation of the 
wicked: see below, on ver. 41. On aro 
KkataBodjs Kéopov see John xvii. 24. 
1 Pet. i. 20.— 35. ovvnyayere—received 
me with hospitality—‘ took me in;’ the idea 
is, numbered me among your own circle. 
— 37—40.] The answer of these Oiraror 
appears to me to show plainly (as Ols- 
hausen and Stier interpret it) that they are 
not to be understood as being the coye- 
nanted servants of Christ. Such an answer 
it would be impossible for them to make 
who had done all distinctly with reference 
to Christ, and for His sake, and with His 
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Peon of ch. x. 40—42 before them. 
& Such a supposition would remove all reality, 

as indeed it has generally done, from the 
Lord’s description. See the remarkable dif- 
ference in the answer of the faithful ser- 
vants, vv. 20. 22. The saints are already 

_ in His glory —judging the world with Him 
(1 Cor. vi. 2)—accounted as parts of, re- 
presentatives of, Himself (ver. 40)—in this 
judgment they are not the judged (John 
y. 24. 1 Cor. xi. 31). But these who are 
the judged, know not that all their deeds of 
love have been done (fo and for Christ— 
they are overwhelmed with the sight of the 
grace which has been working in and for 
them, and the glory which is now their 
blessed portion. And notice, that it is not 
the works, as such, but the love which 
prompted them—that love which was their 
faith,—which felt its way, though in dark- 
ness, to Him who is Love,—which is com- 
mended.—tav adedd. | Not necessarily the 
saints with Him in glory—though primarily 
those—but also any of the great family of 
man. Many of those here judged may 

- things to the saints of Christ properly so 
~ called.—In this is fulfilled the covenant of 
§ God to Abraham, évevoynOioovrar é év TO 
_ oméppart gov TavtTa Ta eOvn THS YiS- 
Gen. xxii. 18.—41—43.] Itis very important 

to observe the distinction between the bless- 
ing, ver. 34, and the curse here. ‘ Blessed 
—of my Father :’—but not ‘ cursed of my 
Father,’ because all man’s salvation is 9f God 
—all his condemnation from himself. ‘The 
Kingdom, prepared for you; but fire, pre- 
pared for the devil and his angels—not, for 
you ! because there is election to life—but 
no reprobation to death :—a book of Life— 
but no book of Death; no hell for man— 
because the blood of Jesus hath purchased 
life for all: but they who will serve the 
devil must share with him in the end.— 
The repetition of all these particulars shows 
how exact even for every individual the 
judgment will be. Stier excellently remarks, 
that the ewrse shows the termination of the 
High Priesthood of Christ, in which office 
He only intercedes and blesses. Henceforth 
He is King and Lord—His enemies being 
now for ever put under His feet.—44, 45. ] 
see note on ver. 37.—The sublimity of 
this description surpasses all imagination— 
Christ, as the Son of Man, the Shepherd, 
the King, the Judge—as the centre and 
end of all human love—bringing out and 
rewarding His latent grace in those who 
have lived in love—everlastingly punishing 
those who have quencked it in an unloving 
and selfish life—and in the accomplishment 
of His mediatorial office, causing, even from 
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His sovereign mercy to rejoice against judg- 
ment. — 46.] see John vy. 28, 29; and as 
taking up the prophetic history at this 
point, Rev. xxi. 1—8. Observe, the same 
epithet is used for eé6Xaotg and €w7—which 
are here contraries—for the Zw.) here spoken 

of is not bare existence, which would have 
annihilation for its opposite; but blessed- 
ness and reward, to which punishment and 
mise ery aXe antagonist terms. 

Ce. XXVI. 1, 2:] (Mark xiv. 1. Luke 
xxii. ].) The public office of the Lord as a 
Teacher having been now fulfilled, His 
priestly office begins to be entered upon. 

* He had not completed a// His discourses, 
for He delivered after this, those contained 
in John xiv—xvii. but not in public; only 
to the inner circle of His disciples. Hence- 
forward commences the narrative of His 

» passion. — peta 800 Hp.) This gives no 
certainty as to the time when the words 
were said: we do not know whether the 
current day was included or otherwise. 
But thus much of importance we learn from 
them: that the delivery of the Lord to be 
crucified, and the taking place of the Pass- 
over, strictly coincided. The solemn men- 
tion of them in this connexion is equiva- 
lent to a declaration from Himself, if it 
were needed, of the identity, both of time 
and meaning, of the two sacrifices; and 
serves as the fixed point in the difficult 
chronological arrangement of the history of 
the Passion.—The latter clause, kal 6 vids 
«.7.A. Gepends on oidare as well as the 
former. The Lord had doubtless before 
joined these two events together in His 
announcements to His disciples. To sepa- 
rate this clause from the former, ‘ and then’ 

out of the iniquities of a rebellious world, 

g 
: 
: 

&c. seems to me to do violence to the 
construction. It would require cai rors. 

38—5.| This assembling has no con- 
nexion with what has just been related, but 
follows rather on the end of ch. xxiii. — 
6 heydpevos K. is in Jos. Antt. xviii. 2, 2, 
"Iwonmoc 6 Kai Kaiagac. Valerius Gra-| 
tus, Procurator of Juda, had appointed 
him instead of Simon ben Kamith. He 
continued through the procuratorship of 
Pontius Pilate, and was displaced by the 
proconsul Vitellius, A.p. 36. See note on 
Luke iii. 2.— tot ey. does not mean 
‘surnamed,’ but (see ver. 14) implies that f 
some name is to follow, which is more than, 
or different from, the real one of the per- 
son. — My evr. é] This expression must be 
taken as meaning the whole period of the 
feast—the seven days. On the feast-day, 
i. e. the day on which the Passover was 
sacrificed (EH. V.), they could not lay hold 
of and slay any one, as it was a day of 
sabbatical obligation (Exod. xii. 16). See 
note on ver. 17. 

6—13.] (Mark xiv. 3—9. John xii. 1—8. 
On Luke vii. 36—50, see note there.) This 
history of the anointing of the Lord is here 
inserted out of its place. It occurred six 
days before the Passover, John xii. 1]. It 
perhaps can hardly be said that in its posi- 
tion here, it accounts in any degree for the 
subsequent application of Judas to the 
Sanhedrim (vers. 14—16) since his name 
is not even mentioned in it: but I can 
hardly doubt that it originally was placed 
where it here stands by those who were 
aware of its connexion with that application. 
The paragraphs in the beginning of this 
chapter come in regular sequence, thus: 
The Lord announces His approaching Pas- 

f 
/ 

a 

; 
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sion: the chief priests, &c. meet and plot 
His capture, but not during the feast: but 
when Jesus was in Bethany, &c. occasion 
was given for an offer to be made to them, 
which led to its being effected, after all, 
during the feast. On the rebuke given to 
Judas at this time having led to his putting 
into effect his intention of betraying the 
Lord, see notes on John xii. The trace 
of what I believe to have been the original 
reason of the anointing being inserted in this 
place, is still further lost in Mark, who in- 
stead of rot 0d "Inc. yevopévov.... has 
kat OyToe avrov.... just as if the narra- 
tive were continued, and at the end instead 
of our fore wopevOeic ...., has cai 6 Iov- 
bane ae if there were no connexion be- 
tween the two. It certainly cannot be said 
of Matthew (De Wette, Neander, Stier) 
that he relates the anointing as taking place 
two days before the Passover : of Mark it 
may be said.—It may be observed that 

' Luke relates nothing of the Lord’s visits to 
Bethany. — 6. Tipwvos tot A.] Not at this 
time a leper, or he could not be at his 
house receiving guests. It is at least pos- 
sible, that he may have been healed by the 
Lord. Who he was, is wholly uncertain. 
From Martha serving (John xii. 2) it would 
appear as if she were at home in the house 
(Luke x. 38 sqq.); and that Lazarus was 
one THy avakemévov need not necessarily 
imply that he was a guest properly so 
called. He had been probably (see John 
xii. 9) absent with the Lord at Ephraim, 
and on this account and naturally for other 
reasons would be an object of interest, and 
one of the avaxeipevor. —7. &ddBacrpov | 
dyyoc pupov py éxov AaBac, AiBwoe, 7} 
AiOiwog pupoOHKy, Suidas. See Herodot. 

txt B. — 10. ty tuot M.—13. aft. dpry ins. 6? B.— 15. rai cizer, 

iii. 20. It was the usual cruse or pot for 
ointment, with a long niet neck, and 
sealed at the top. It was thought (Plin. 
xiii. 3) that the ointment kept best in these 
cruses. Onthe nature of the ointment, see 
note on vapdov morucic, Mark xiv. 3.— 
THY Ke. adt.] his feet according to John 
xii. 3. See Luke vii. 38, and note there. 
— 8. ot pa. avrov|] Judas alone is men- 
tioned John xii. 4. It may have been that 
some were found ready to second his re- 
mark, but that John, from his peculiar posi- 
tion at the table, (if as is probable the same , 
asin ch. xiii. 23,) may not have observed it. 
If so, the independent origin of the two 
accounts is even more strikingly shown. — 
ame eva] Bengel remarks, Immo tu, Juda, 

Site a 
perditionis es (0 vide THC fee John 
xvii. 12). — 9. wood] 300 denarii (John), 
even more than that (Mark). On the sin- 
gular relation which these three accounts 
bear to one another, see notes on Mark. — 

10. Epy. yap Kad. cipy.] Stier remarks that 
this is a stronger expression than épy. aya- 
Oov érotnoeyv would have been. See ch. v. 
16. It was not only ‘a good work,’ but a 
noble act of love, which should be spoken 
of in all the churches to the end of time. 
On ver. 11, see notes on Mark, where it is 
more fully expressed. —12.] I can hardly 
think that the Lord would have said this, 
unless there had been in Mary’s mind a 
distinct reference to His burial, in doing 
the act. All the company surely knew well 
that His death, and that by crucifixion, was 

near at hand: can we suppose one who so 
closely observed His words as Mary, not to 
have been possessed with the thought of 
that which was about to happen? The 
Tpo&éAapPe pupica pov 7d odpa of Mark, 

" 
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(xiv. 8,) and the tig rijv mp. Tod evTag. 
pov rernonkey avrd of John (xii. 7) point 
even more strongly to her intention. — 
18.] The only case in which the Lord has 
made such a promise. We cannot but be 
struck with the majesty of this prophetic 
announcement: introduced with the pecu- 
liar and weighty apy Néyw vpiv,—convey- 
ing, by implication, the whole mystery of 
the evayyédtoy which should go forth from 
His death as its source,—looking forward to 
the end of time when it shall have been 
preached in the whole world,—and specifying 
the fact that this deed should be recorded 
wherever it is preached. We may notice 
(1) that this announcement is a distinct 
prophetic recognition by the Lord of the 
existence of written records, in which the 
deed should be related; for in no other 
conceivable way could the universality of 
mention be brought about: (2) that we 
have here (if indeed we needed it) a con- 
vineing argument against that view of our 
three first Gospels which supposes them to 
have been compiled from an original docu- 
ment: for if there had been such a docu- 
ment, it must have contained this narra- 
tive, and no one using such a Gospel could 
have failed to insert this narrative, accom- 
panied by such a promise, in his own work ; 
which Luke has failed to do: (3) that the 
same consideration is equally decisive against 
Luke haying used, or even seen, our pre- 
sent Gospels of Matthew and Mark. (See 
the English Translation of Schleierma- 
cher’s Essay on Luke, p. 121.) (4) As 
regards the practical use of the announce- 
ment, we see that though the honourable 
mention of a noble deed is thereby recog- 
nised by the Lord as a legitimate source of 
joy to us, yet by the very nature of the 
case all regard to such mention as a motive 
is excluded. The motive was Love alone. 

14—16.} (Mark xiv. 10. Luke xxii. 3. 
See also 76n, John xiii. 2.) When this 
took place, does not appear. In all pro- 
bability, immediately after the conclusion 
of the Lord’s discourses, and therefore co- 

incidently with the meeting of the Sanhe- 
drim in ver. 3. As these verses bring be- 
fore us the first overt act of Judas’s treach- 

ery, I will give here what appears to. aue/\ 
the true estimate of his character and mo- 
tives. In the main, my view agrees with 

that given by Neander, in his Leben Jesu, 
p- 688. _I believe that Judas at first be- 
came attached to the Lord with much the 
same view as the other Apostles. He ap- 
pears to have been a man with a practical 
talent for this world’s business, which gaye 
occasion to his being appointed the Trea- 
surer, or Bursar, of the company (John xii. 
G. xiii. 29). But the self-seeking, sensuous 
element, which his character had in~tom= 
mon with that of the other Apostles, was 
deeperrooted in him; and the Spirit and love 
of Christ gained no such influence over 
him as over the others, who were more dis- 
posed to the reception of Divine things. 
In proportion as he found our Lord’s pro- 
gress disappoint his greedy anticipations, 
did his attachment to Him give place to 
coldness and aversion. The exhibition of 
miracles alone could not keep him faithful, 
when once the deeper appreciation of the 
Lord’s Divine pesituiled, We find by 
implication a remarkable example of this in 
John vi. 60—66, 70, 71, where the denun- 
ciation of the one unfaithful among the 
twelve seems to point to the (then) state of 
his mind, as already beginning to be scan- 
dalized at Christ. Add to this, that latterly 
the increasing clearness of the Lord’s an- 
nouncements of His approaching passion 
and death, while they gradually opened the 
eyes of the other Apostles to some terrible 
event to come, without shaking their attach- 
ment to Him, were calculated to involve in 

more bitter disappointment and disgust one 
so disposed to Him as Judas was.—The 
actually exciting causes of the deed of 
treachery at this particular time may have 
been many. The reproof administered at 
Bethany (on the Saturday evening pro- 
bably),—disappointmentat seeing the trium- 
phal entry followed not by the adhesion but 
by the more bitter enmity of the Jewish 
authorities,—the denunciations of the Lord 
in ch. xxii. xxiii. rendering the breach fre. 
parable,—and perhaps His last announce- 

ment in ver. 2, making it certain that His 
death would soon take place, and sharpen- 
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ing the eagerness of the traitor to profit by 
it :—all these may have influenced him to 
apply to the chief priests as he did. With 
regard to his motive in general, I cannot 
think that he had any design but that of 
the darkest treachery. See further on this 
the note on ch. xxvii. 3.—15.] éotynoav 
may be either ‘weighed out,’ or ‘appointed.’ 
That the money was paid to Judas (ch. 
xxvii. 3) is no decisive argument for the 
former meaning; for it may have been paid 
on the delivery of Jesus to the Sanhedrim. 
The ovviGervro of Luke and éxnyyeihayto 
of Mark would lead us to prefer the other. 
—‘Tptdkovta apyvpta] Thirty shekels, = 
the price of the life of a servant, Exod. xxi. 
32. Between three and four pounds of our 

*‘ money. Matthew is the only Evangelist 
who mentions the sum. De Wette and 
others have supposed that the mention of 
thirty pieces of silver with the verb éo77)- 
cay, has arisen from the prophecy of Zecha- 
rias, (xi. 12,) which Matthew clearly has in 
view. The others have simply aoyvouor. 
It is just possible that the thirty pieces may 
have been merely earnest money: but a 
difficulty attends the supposition: if so, 
Judas would have been entitled to the whole 
on the Lord being delivered up to the San- 
hedrim (for this was all he undertook to do); 
whereas we find (ch. xxvii. 3) that after the 
Lord’s condemnation, Judas brought only 
the thirty pieces back, and nothing more. 
See note there. 

17—19.] Mark xiv. 12. Luke xxii. 7. 
The whole narrative which follows is ex- 
tremely difficult to arrange and account for 
chronologically. Matthew is the least cir- 
cumstantial, and as will I think appear, the 
least exact in detail of the three. Mark par- 
tially fills up the outline ;—but the account 
of Luke is the most detailed, and I believe 
the most exact. It is to be noticed that 
the narrative which Paul gives, 1 Cor. xi. 
23, 24, of the institution of the Lord’s 
Supper, and which he states he ‘ received 
Jrom the Lord,’ coincides almost verbatim 
with that given by Luke. But while we 
say this, it must not be forgotten that over 
all three narratives extends the great diffi- 
culty of explaining 7 mpwty tev af. (Matt., 
Mark), or 4 Hp. Tt. af. (Luke), and of re- 
conciling the impression undeniably con- 
veyed by them, that the Lord and His dis- 

ciples ate the usual Passover, with the 
narrative of John, which not only does not 
sanction, but I believe absolutely excludes, 
such a supposition. I shall give in as short 
a compass as I can, the various solutions 
which have been attempted, and the objec- 
tions to them; fairly confessing that none 
of them satisfy me, and that at present I 
have none of my own. I will (1) state the 
grounds of the difficulty itself. The day 
alluded to in all four histories as that of 
the supper, which is unquestionably one 
and identical, is Thursday the 13th of Ni- 
san. Now the day of the Passover being 
slain and eaten was the 14th of Nisan 
(Exod. xii. 6.18. Lev. xxiii. 5. Numb. 
ix. 3. xxviii. 16. Ezek. xlv. 21), between 
the evenings (22 p2), which was inter- 

preted by the generality of the Jews to 
mean the interval between the first wester- 
ing of the sun (3 p.m.) and his setting,—but 
by the Karaites and Samaritans that be- 
tween sunset and darkness :—in either case, 
however, the day was the same. The feast 
of unleavened bread begun at the very time 
of eating the Passover (Exod. xii. 18), so 
that the first day of the feast of unleavened 
bread was the \ith (Numb. xxviii. 17). 
All this agrees with the narrative of John, 
where (xiii. 1) the last supper takes place, 
™po THS Eop. TOU macxa—where the dis- 
ciples think (ver. 29) that Judas had been 
directed to buy the things Oy yotiay tiyor 
ei¢ Tv éooT7v,—where the Jews (xviii. 
28) would not enter into the pretorium, 
lest they should be defiled, aA’ tva gaywot 
70 waoxa (see note on John xviii. 28)— 
where at the exhibition of the Lord by Pi- 
late (on the Friday at noon) it was (xix. 
14) wapackevy) tov racoya—and where it 
could be said (xix. 31), 7v yao peyadn 1) 
npé0a Exeivou Tov ca33arov,—being as it 
was a double Sabbath,—the coincidence of 
the first day of unleavened bread, which 
was sabbatically hallowed (Exod. xii. 16), 
with an actual sabbath. But as plainly it 
does not agree with the view of the three 
other Evangelists, who not only relate the 
meal on the evening of the 13th of Ni- 
san to have been a Passover, but mani- 
festly regard it as the ordinary legal time 
of eating it. ry mo. yp. T. a%., Ore TO 
macya @vov (Mark xiv. 12), ty 7 eeu 
OverPar 7d maoya (Luke xxii. 7), and in 
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our Gospel by implication, in the use of 7 
raoya, &c., without any qualifying remark. 

The solutions which have been proposed 
are the following: (1) that the Passover 
which the Lord and His disciples ate, was 
not the ordinary, but an anticipatory one, 
seeing that He Himself was about to be 
sacrificed as the true Passover at the legal 
time. To this it may be objected that such 
an anticipation would have been wholly 
unprecedented and irregular, in a matter 
most strictly laid down by the law: and 
that in the three Gospels there is no allu- 
sion to it, but rather everything (see above) 
to render it improbable. (2) That the 
Lord and His disciples ate the Passover, 
but at the time observed by a certain por- 
tion of the Jews, while He Himself was 
sacrificed at the time generally observed. 
This solution is objectionable, as wanting 
any historical testimony whereon to ground 
it, being in fact a pure assumption. Be- 
sides, it is clearly inconsistent with Mark 
xiv. 12. Luke xxii. 7, cited above. A simi- 
lar objection lies against (3) the notion that 
the Lord ate the Passover at the strictly 
legal, the Jews at an inaccurate and illegal 
time. (4) The Lord ate only a waoya 
pvnpoveutikov, such as the Jews now cele- 
brate, and not a raoya Ovo.pov (Grotius). 
—But this is refuted by the absence of any 
mention of a 7. pynp. before the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem ; besides its inconsistency 
with the above-cited passages. (5) The 
Lord did not eat the Passover at all. But 
this is manifestly not a solution of the dif- 
ficulty, but a setting aside of one of the 
differing accounts: for the three Gospels 
manifestly give the impression that He did 
eat it. 

I will conclude this note by offering a 
few hints which, though not pointing to 
any particular solution, ought I think to 
enter into the consideration of the ques- 
tion. (a) That, on the evening of the 13th 
(i.e. the beginning of the l4th) of Nisan, 
the Lord ate a meal with His disciples, at 
which the announcement that one of them 
should betray Him was made ;—after which 

He went into the garden of Gethsemane, 
and was betrayed (Matt., Mark, Luke, 
John) :—(3) That, in some sense or other, 
this meal was regarded as the eating of the 
Passover (Matt., Mark, Luke). (The same 
may be inferred even from John; for some 
of the disciples must have gone into the 

preetorium, and have heard the conversa- 
tion between the Lord and Pilate (xviii. 
33 —38): and as they were equally bound 
with the other Jews to eat the passover, 
would equally with them have been inca- 
pacitated from so doing by having incurred 
defilement, had they not eaten theirs pre- 
viously. It would appear too, from Joseph 
of Arimathea going to Pilate during the 
mapaockev)) (Mark xv. 43), that he also had 
eaten his passover.) (y) That it was not 
the ordinary passover of the Jews: for 
(Exod. xii. 22) when that was eaten, none 
might go out of the house until morning; 
whereas not only did Judas go out during 
the meal (John xiii. 29), but the Lord and 
the disciples went out when the meal was 
finished. Also when Judas went out it was 
understood that he was gone to buy, which 
could not have been the case had it been 
the night of eating the passover, which in 
all years was sabbatically hallowed. (é) 
John, who omits all mention of the Paschal 
nature of this meal, also omits all mention 
of the distribution of the symbolic bread 
and wine. The latter act was anticipatory: 
the body was not yet broken, nor the blood 
shed. Is it possible that the words in 
Luke xxii. 15, 16 may have been meant by 
the Lord as an express declaration of the 
anticipatory nature of that passover meal 
likewise? May they mean, I have been 
most anxious to eat this Paschal meal with 
you to-night (before I suffer), for I shall 
not eat it to-morrow,—I shall not eat of it 
any more with you? May a hint to the 
same effect be intended in 6 Katpés pov 
tyytc éorw (ver. 18), as accounting for 
the time of making ready—may the pre- 
sent tense zroc® itself have the same re- 
ference ? 

I may remark that the whole of the nar- 
rative of John, as compared with the others, 
satisfies me that he can never have seen 
their accounts. It is inconceivable, that 
one writing for the purpose avowed ch. xx. 
31 could have found the three accounts as 
we have them, and have made no more 
allusion to the discrepancy than the faint 
(and to all appearance undesigned) ones in 
ch. xii. 1. xii. 1. 29. xvill. 28.— Tq ap. 
7. a{.] If this night had been the ordinary 
time of sacrificing the Passover, the day 
preceding would not indeed have been 
strictly the first day of unleavened bread ; 
but there is reason to suppose that it was 
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accounted so. The putting away leaven 
from the houses was part of the work of 
the day, and the eating of the unleavened 
bread actually commenced in the evening. 
Thus Josephus, Antt. ii. 15, 1, éoor)y 
ayoney éd npépac OKT, THY TOY alvpwY 
Aeyouévny,—including this day in the feast. 
—rov 8€Xers] The ‘ making ready’ would 
include the following particulars: the pre- 
paration of the guest-chamber itself (which 
however in this case was already done, see 
Mark xiv. 15 and note) ;—the lamb already 
kept up from the 10th (Exod. xii. 3) had 
fo be slain in the fore court of the temple 
(2 Chron. xxxy. 5: see “also Joseph. B. J. 
vi. 9,3) ;—the unleavened bread, bitterherbs, 
&c., prepared;—and theroom arranged. This 
report does not represent the whole that 
passed: it was the Lord who sent the two 
disciples; and in reply this inquiry was 
made (Mark, Luke).—18.] The person 
spoken of was unknown even by name, as 
appears from Mark and Luke, where he is 
to be found by the turning in of a man 
with a pitcher of water. "The Lord spoke 
not from any previous arrangement, as some 
have thought, but in virtue of His know- 
ledge, and command of circumstances. Com- 
pare the command ch. xxi. 2 sq., and that 
in ch. xvii. 27.—In the words mpés Tov 
Setva here must be involved the additional 
circumstance mentioned by Mark and Luke, 
but probably unknown to our narrator : 
see note on Luke xxii. 10, where the fullest 
account is found.—The words 6 8.8dacx., 
common to the three accounts, do not imply 
that the man was a disciple of the Lord. 
It was the common practice during the 
feast for persons to receive strangers into 
their houses gratuitously, for the purpose 
of eating the Passover: and in this descrip- 
tion of Himself in addressing a stranger, 
the Lord has a deep meaning, as in 6 cigtoc 
in ch. xxi. 3. ‘Our Master and thine says.’ 
It is His form of ‘ pressing’ for the service 
of the King of this Earth, the things that 
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are therein. — 6 kaupés pou is not ‘ the 
time of the feast,’ but ‘my time,’ i.e. for 
suffering: see John vii. & al. freq.—There 
is no reason for supposing from this ex- 
pression that 6 dciva was aware of its 
meaning. The bearers of the message were; 
and the words, to the receiver of it, bore 
with them a weighty subjective reason, 
which, with such a title as 6 duddoKadoc 
prefixed, he was bound to respect. For 
these words we are indebted to Matthew’s 
report. 

20—25.] The Lord and the twelve were 
a full Paschal company; fen persons was 
the ordinary and minimum number. Here 
come in (1) the expression of the Lord’s 
desire to eat this Passover before His suf- 
fering, Luke xxii. 15, 16; (2) the division 
of the first cup, vv. 17, 18; (3) the wash- 
ing of the disciples’ feet, John xiii. 1—20 
(? see note, John xiii. 22), 

the four accounts to a harmonized narrative, 
for that I believe to be impossible, and the — | 
attempt wholly unprofitable; but because 
they are additional circumstances, placed 
by their narrators at this period of the 
feast. I shall similarly notice all such ad- 
ditional matter, but without any idea of 
harmonizing the discrepancies of the four 
as appears to me) entirely distinct and 
independent reports. —21.] This announce- 
ment is common to Matt., Mark, and John. 
In the part of the events of the supper 
which relates to Judas, Luke is deficient, 
giving no further report of it than vv. 2]— 
23. The whole minute detail is given by 
John, who bore a considerable part in it.— 
22.] In the (I believe) more circumstantial 
accounts of Luke and John, this inquiry is 
made zpdc Eavrove or tig GAAHAOVe. The 
real inquiry from the Lord was made by 
John himself, owing to a sign from Peter. 
This part of John’s narrative stands in the 
highest position for accuracy of detail, and 
the facts related in it are evidently the 
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ground of the other accounts. —28.] These 
first words represent the answer of the 
Lord to John’s question (John xiii. 26). 
The latter (ver. 24) were not said now, but 
(Luke, ver. 21, 22) formed part of the pre- 
vious announcement in our ver. 22. — 25. ] 
I cannot understand these words (which 
are peculiar to our Gospel) otherwise than 
as an imperfect report of what really hap- 
pened, viz. that the Lord dipped the sop, 
and gave it to Judas, thereby answering the 
general doubt, in which the traitor had im- 
pudently presumed to feign a share. If the 
question pate éyé eiws ; before, represented 
€BXerrov eis GAAyAovS Gtropovpevor, and 
was our author’s impression of what was in 
reality not a spoken but a signified ques- 
tion,—why now also should not this ques- 
tion and answer represent that Judas took 
part in that azopia, and was, not by word 
of mouth, but by a decisive sign, of which 
our author was not aware, declared to be 
the traitor ? Both cannot have happened ;— 
for (John xiii. 28) no one knew (not even 
John, see note there) why Judas went out ; 
whereas if he had been openly (and it is 
out of the question to suppose a private 
communication between the Lord and him) 
declared to be the traitor, reason enough 
would have been furnished for his imme- 
‘diately leaving the chamber. (Still, con- 
sult the note on Luke (vv. 24—30) where 
‘I have left room for modifying this view.) 
I am aware that this explanation will give 
offence to those who believe that every part 
of each account may be tessellated into one 
consistent and complete wholémStier (Reden 
Jesu, vi. 47—79) handles the above supposi- 
tion very roughly, and speaks of its uphold- 
ers in no measured terms. Valuable as are 
the researches of this commentator into 
the inner sense of the Lord’s words, and 
ready as I am to acknowledge continual 
obligation to him, I cannot but think that 
in his whole interpretation of this part of 
the Gospel-history, he has fallen into the 
error of a too minute and letter-serving 
exposition. Even in his anxiety to retain 
every portion of every account in its strict 

literal sense, he is obliged to commit many 
inconsistencies ; e. g. vol. vi. p. 19, “‘ Qucas 
hat allerdings nur aus der grweiten oder 
dvitten Hand feine Nachrichten tiber dies 
(este Mahl, und hieraus entftehen Un- 
beftimmtheiten, Ungenauigfeiten, mehr nod) 
alg in der einfaltig furjen 3ujammen- 
drangung des Kernes bei Matthaus und 
IMartus.’”? Compare this with a sentence 
in p. 53: “es iff flar, wenn man nidt 
durd) unberedytigte Annahme unflarer und 
ungenauer Berichte die Gdyrift brechen will, 
dap’... . He is brought continually 
into difficulties by the assumption that we 
have in our Gospel the immediate testi- 
mony of an Apostle and eye-witness: see 
Prolegomena to Matthew. 

26—28.] Mark xiv. 22—24. Luke xxii. 
19—21. 1 Cor. xi. 23—25. We may re- 
mark on this important part of our narra- 
tive, (1) That it was demonstrably the 
Lord’s intention to found an ordinance for 
those who should believe on Him ; (2) that 
this ordinance had some analogy with that 
which He and the Apostles were then cele- 
brating. ‘The first of these assertions de- 
pends on the express word of the Apostle 
Paul; who in giving directions for the due 
celebration of the rite of the Lord’s Supper, 
states in relation to it that he had received 
Jrom the Lord the account of its institu- 
tion which he then gives. He who can set 
this aside, must set aside with it all Apo- 
stolic testimony whatever. ‘The second is 
shown by the fact, that what now took 
place was during the celebration of the : 
Passover : that the very words of its insti- 
tution werea part of the Paschal ceremony 
(see below): that the same Paul states that 
Christ our Passover is sacrificed forus; thus 
identifying the body broken, and blood shed, 
of which the bread and wine here are sym- 
bolic, with the Paschal feast. (3) That the 
key to the right understanding of what took 
place must be found in the Lord’s discourse ~ 
after the feeding of the five thousand in _ 
John vi., since He there, and there only 

besides this place, speaks of His flesh and 
blood in the connexion found here. (4). 
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It is impossible to assign to this event its 
precise place tathe meat. Luke inserts it 
before the announcement of the treason of 

after it. It is 
doubtful whether the accounts found in the 
Talmud and elsewhere of the ceremonies in 
the Paschal feast (see Lightfoot ad loc. 
De Wette) are to be depended on :—they 
are exceedingly complicated. Thus much 
seems clear,—that the Lord blessed and 
passed round two cups, one before, the 
other after the supper,—and that He dis- 
tributed the unleavened cake during the 
meal. More than this is conjecture. The 
dipping of the hand in the dish, and dip- 
ping and giving the sop, may also possibly 
correspond to parts of the Jewish ceremo- 
nial. —26.] While they were eating, during 
the meal,—as distinguished from the distri- 
bution of the cup, which was after it.—No 
stress must be laid on the article before 
aoroyv, even supposing it to be genuine. 
The bread would be unleavened, as the day 
was 7) Tarn Tov aZipwy (see Exod, xii. 8). 
— evdoyyoas and evxapiorycas amount 
to the same in practice. The looking up 
to heaven and giving thanks was a virtual 
‘blessing’ of fie meal or the bread. — 
evAoy. must be construed transitively 
(1 Cor. x. 16). — dptov is governed by all 
four verbs, AaBwr, ehaymeae, éxace, 
é0t0ou (see also Luke ix. 16, and the reff. 
to the text here). It was customary in the 
Paschal meal for the Master, in breaking 
the bread, to give thanks for the fruit of 
the earth. But the Lord did more than 
this: ‘‘ Non pro veteri tantum creatione, 
sed et pro nova, cujus ergo in hune orbem 
venerat, preces fudit, gratiasque Deo egit 
pro redemtione humani generis quasi jam 
peracta.’”’ Grotius.—From this giving of 
thanks for and blessing the offering, the 
Holy Communion has been from the ear- 
liest times also called ehyaptoria, viz. by 
Justin Martyr, Cyril of Jerusalem, Origen, 
Clem. Alex., Chrysostom, &c. The pas- 
sages may be seen in Suicer’s Thesaurus, 
under the word. — ékAace] It was a round 
cake of unleavened bread, which the Lord 
broke and divided: signifying thereby both 
the breaking of His Body on the Cross, and 
the participation in the benefits of His 
death by all His. Hence the act of com- 
munion was known by the name 7 «kA\aorc 
Tov aoroy, Acts ii. 42. See 1 Cor. x. 16, 
also Isa. lviii. 7. Lam. iv. 4. — AdBere 

Vor. I: 
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dayere | Our Gospel alone has both words. 
payere is spuntorrs in Mark: both words, 
in | Cor. xi. 24. Here, they are undoubted : 
and seem to show us (see note on Luke, 
ver. 17) that the Lord did not Himself 
partake of the bread or wine. It is thought 
by some however that He did: e. g. 
Chrysostom, Hom. Ixxxii., 76 éavrov aipa 
avroc ervey (!). But the analogy of the 
whole, as well as these words, and ziere && 
avrov wavrec below, lead us to a different 
conclusion. The Lord’s non-participation 
is however no rule for the administrator of 
the rite in after times. Although in one 
sense he represents Christ, blessing, break- 
ing, and distributing ; in another, he is one 
of the disciples, examining himself, con- 
fessing, partaking. Throughout all Church 
ministrations this double capacity must be 
borne in mind. Olshausen (ii. 449) main- 
tains the opposite view, and holds that the 
ministrant cannot unite in himself the two 
characters. But setting the inner verity 
of the matter for a moment aside, how, if 
so, should an unassisted minister ever com- 
municate ? — totTé éott TO TOpA pov | 
Touro, this, which I now offer to you, this 
bread. The form of expression is impor- 
tant, not being ovToc 6 aproe, or ovTog 6 
oivoc, but rovro, in both cases, or rovro 76 
ToTHovov, not ite bread or wine itself, but 
the thing in each case, precluding all idea 
of a substantial change. —éotr| On this 
much controverted word itse/f no stress is 
to be laid. In the original tongue in which 
our Lord spoke, i¢ would not be expressed : 
and as it now stands, it is merely the logical 
copula between the subject, this, and the 
predicate, My Body. The connexion of 
these two will require deeper consideration, 
First we may observe, as above of the sub- 
ject, so here of the predicate, that it is not 
7) capé pov, (although that very expression 
is didactically used in its general sense in 
John vi. 51, as applying to the bread,) but 
TO c@pa jrov. The body is made up of 
flesh and blood ; and although analogically 
the bread may represent one and the wine 
the other, the assertion here is not to be 
analogically taken merely: rovro, this 
which I give you, (is) 76 cwpd prov. Under 
this is the mystery of My Body :—the asser- 
tion is literal, and to be literally under- 
stood ;— provided always we have a clear 
view of the subject and predicate. And it 
is the literal meaning which gives to the 
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symbolic and representative meaning its 
fitness and fulness. In the /iteral meaning 
then, this (is) my Body, we have bread, 
‘the staff of life,’ identified with the Body 
of the Lord: not that particular aoroc 
with that particular cadpé which at that 
moment constituted the Body before them, 
nor any particular aproc with the present 
Body of the Lord in Heaven : but Tov7o, 
the food of man, with te capa pov. Now 
the mystery of the Lord’s Body is, that i 
and by it is all created being upheld: 7a 
mavra tv avr ouvéiornke, Col. i. 17. 
ty avr@m Cw) nv, John i. 4. And thus 
generally, and in the widest sense, is the 
Body of the Lord the sustenance and up- 
holding of all living. Our very bodies are 
dependent upon His, and unless by His 
Body standing pure and accepted before 
the Father, could not exist nor be nourished. 
So that to all living things, in this largest 
sense, TO Zinkxowre And all our nourish- 
ment and means of upholding are Christ. 
In this sense His Body is the Life of the 
world: and tovrto, man’s daily bread, is 
TO g@pa avtod. And this general and 
lower sense underlying, as it does, all the 
spiritual and higher senses in John vi., 
brings us to the symbolic meaning which 
the Lord now first and expressly attaches 
to this sacramental bread.—Rising into the 
higher region of spiritual things,—in and by 
the same Body of the Lord, standing before 
the Father in accepted Righteousness, is 
all spiritual being upheld, but by the in- 
ward and spiritual process of feeding upon 
Him by faith: of making that Body our 
own, causing it to pass into and nourish 
us, even as the substance of the bread passes 
into and nourishes our bodies. Of this 
Seeding upon Christ in the spirit by faith, 
is the Sacramental bread the symbol to us. 
When the faithful in the Lord’s Supper 
press with their teeth that sustenance, which 
is, even to the animal life of their bodies, 
the Body of Christ, whereby alone all ani- 
mated being is upheld, —they feed in their 
souls on that Body of Righteousness and 
Acceptance, by partaking of which alone 
the body and soul are nourished unto ever- 
lasting life. And as, in the more general 
and natural sense, all that nourishes the 

body is the Body of Christ given for al/,—so 
to them, in the inner spiritual sense, is the 
Sacramental bread symbolic of that Body 
given for ‘hem,—their standing in which, in 
the adoption of Sons, f-wifnessed by the 
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sending abroad of the Spirit in their hearts. 
This last leads us to the important addi- 
tion in Luke and 1 Cor. (but omitted here 
and in Mark) 76 izip dpa (dWdpevor, 
Luke, cAwpevoyv, 1 Cor. but doubtful),— 
TOUTO TroLEtTE Eic THY EY avapyynow. On 
these words we may remark (1) that both 
participles are present ; and rendered with 
reference to the time when they were 
spoken, would be ‘ which ibeing given,’ 
‘which is being broken.’ The Passion had 
already begun; in fact the whole life on 
earth was this giving and breaking, con- 
summated by His death. (2) That the 
commemorative part of the rite here en- 
joined strictly depends upon the symbolic 
meaning, and that as strictly upon the Jite- 
ral meaning. The commemoration is of 
Him, in so far as He has come down into 
Time, and enacted the great acts of Re- 
demption on this our world,—and shown 
Himself to us as living and speaking Man, 
an object of our personal love and affec- 
tionate remembrance :—but the other and 
higher parts of the Sacrament have regard 
to the results of those same acts of Redemp- 
tion, as they are eternized in the counsels 
of the Father,—as the Lamb is slain from 
the foundation of the world (Rey. xiii. 8). 
— 27.] This was after the meal was ended: 
Ocavtwe Kai TO ToTHOLOY pETa TO OELTVI)- 
cat. (Luke and 1 Cor.) As remarked above, 
it is quite uncertain whether the Lord fol- 
lowed the Jewish practices, and we cannot 
therefore say whether the cup was one of 
wine and water mixed. From the expres- 
sion of ver. 29, &e rovrov Tov yevy. T. 
ap7., it was probably of unmixed wine. 
The word @savTws contains our AaBwy Kat 
evyap. ewe.—Titere e& avtod waves] 
Peculiar to Matthew, preserved however in 
substance by Mark’s cai éztov t& adrov 
mavrec. The waves is remarkable, espe- 
cially with reference to the practice of the 
Church of Rome, which forbids the cup to 
the laity. Calvin remarks: ‘ Cur de pane 
simpliciter dixit ut ederent; de calice, ut 
omnes biberent ? Ac si Satanze calliditati ex 
destinato occurrere voluisset,’”’ (cited in 
Stier, vi. 143.) It is on all accounts pro- 
bable, and this command confirms the pro- 
bability, that Judas was present, and par- 
took of both parts of this first communion. 
The expressions are such throughout as to 
lead us to suppose that the same persons, 
ot Owdeka, were present. On the circum- 
stance mentioned John xiii. 30, which has 
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Z mainly contributed to the other opinion, 
¢ see note there. —Tovto [yap] éott TO 
f cipa pov To THs K. 8109.) So Mark also, 

omitting yap. In Luke and 1 Cor. there is 
an important verbal difference. rovro To 
ToTHowry 1 Katyvr otal. [éoriy] ty rep 
tum aivare. But if we consider the matter 
closely, the real difference is but trifling, if 
any. Let—ws—reeur—te—the—Paschal rite. 
The lamb (yousro¢ TO raoya pov) being 
killed, the blood (rd aip. rite dvabHKne, 
Exod. xxiv. 8) is sprinkled on the door- 
posts, and is a sign to the destroying angel 
to spare the house. The blood of the cove- 
nant is the blood of the lamb. So also in 
the new covenant. The blood of the Lamb 
of God, slain for us, being not only 
sprinkled on, but as in the former case ac- 
tually partaken spiritually and assimilated 
by, the faithful soul, is the blood of the new 
covenant ; and the sacramental cup is, sig- 
nifies, sets forth, (carayyé\Xe, 1 Cor. xi. 
26,) this covenant in His blood, i. e. con- 
sisting in a participation in His Blood. 
With this explanation let us recur to the 
wordsin our text. First it will be observed 
that there is not here that absolute asser- 
tion which rovré éote 7d cwWpa prov con- 
veyed. Itis not rovré gore 76 vipa pou, 
absolutely. Wine, in general, does not 
represent by itself the effects (on the cre- 
ation) of the Blood of Christ ; it, like every 
other nourishment of the body, is nourish- 
ment to us by and in Him, forasmuch 
as in Him all things consist: but there is 
no peculiar propriety whereby it is to us 
His Blood alone. But it is made so by a 
Covenant office which it holds in His own 
declaration. Without shedding of blood 
was no remis-ion of sins under the old 
covenant: and blood was, throughout, the 
covenant sign of forgiveness and acceptance. 
(see Heb. ix. 19, 20, wherethe Author, 
substituting rovro for ood in the LXX of 
Exod. xxiv. 8, seems to be alluding to this 
very formula.) Now all this blood of sacri- 

3 fice finds its true reality and fulfilment in 
% the blood of Christ, shed for the remission 
3 of sins. This is the very promise of the 
a new covenant, see Heb. viii. 8—13, as dis- 
& tinguished from the old: the apeorc apap- 
. Tuvv, once for all,—whereas the old had 
: continual offerings, which could not do this, 

Heb. x. 3. And of this deorc, the result 

le 2 h Ex. xxiv. 8. TEL TohAwy set, ole Jer. xxxviil. 
\ 31. 2 Cor. iii. 29 al S ow 2 

EyYW OE VAL OTL ov ea) Bs Heb. viii. 

dch. xxiii. 35. Gen. ix. 6. k Isa. xxii. 14. Ps. xxiv.18, 
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of the outpouring of the blood of Christ, 
— first and most generally in bringing all 
creation into reconciliation with the Father 
(see Col. i. 20),—secondly and individually, 
in the application by faith of that blood to 
the believing soul,—do the faithful in the 
Lord’s supper partake. — 13 wept mov 
(Luke, ij) éxx.] On the present parti- 
ciple, see above. The situation of these 
words in Luke is remarkable; for 76 morn 
pov is the subject of the sentence, and 1) 
k. OcaOyny the predicate. See note there. 
—o\\@v] It may perhaps help us to the | 
real meaning of zoA\wy, to remember that | 
the mystery of the universality of redemp- 
tion was not revealed as yet (see Acts x.). 
But much stress need not be laid on this, 
for we have zo\\oi unquestionably used 
for TAVTEC in Rom. v.15. 19. 1 Cor. x. 17, 
nor is this meaning imparted by the article, 
which in those places is demonstrative 
(multi ili de quibus agitur vel dictum est, 
Wahl). The Lord uses the se similarly 
in ch. xx. 28. See also Heb. 28. — 
cig Aheoiv apapTiadv | Deeuliaes Mat- 
thew: see above. The connexion is not 
TREETE ct ous hye tic apecy ap. Inthe rey 
ment, not the forgiveness of sins itself, but 
the refreshing and confirming assurance of 
that state of forgiveness is conveyed. The 
disciples (with one exception) were clean 
before the institution: John xiii. 10, 11. 
Paul in 1 Cor. xi. 25 repeats the TovTO 
TOUTE (Ocake ay mivyre) eg THY emayy 
avayvyov. On the words in brackets, see 
note there.—In concluding this note I will 
observe that it is not the office of a commen- 
tator to enter the arena of controversy 
respecting transubstantiation, further than 
by his exegesis his opinions are made ap- 
parent. It will be seen how entirely op- 
posed to such a dogma is the view above 
given of the Sacrament. Once introduce 
it, and it utterly destroys both the verity of 
Christ’s Body, and the Sacramental nature 
of the ordinance. That it has done so is 
proved (if further need be) by the mutila- 
tion of the Sacrament, and disobedience to 
the Divine command, in the Church of Rome. 
See further notices of this in notes on 1 Cor. 
x. 16. 1 John v. 6. 8, and on John vi. — 
29.] This declaration I believe to be dis- 
tinct from that in Luke xxii. 18. That was 
spoken over the first cup—this over one of 
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the following. In addition to what has 
been said on Luke, we may observe, (1) 
that the Lord séi// calls the sacramental cup 
TO yév. Tie ap7., although by Himself 
pronounced to be His blood : (2) that these 
words carry on the meaning and continu- 
ance of this eucharistic ordinance, even 
into the new heavens and new earth. As 
Thiersch excellently says in his Lectures 
on Catholicism and Protestanism, li. 276 
(cited by Stier, vi. 195), ‘‘ The Lord’s Sup- 
per points not only to the past, but to the 
future also. it has not only a commemo- 
rative, but also a prophetic meaning. In 
it have we not only to show forth the Lord’s 
death wntil He come, but we have also to 
think of the time when He shall come to 

q Luke i. 51. John xi. 52. 
sch. xvii. 23.  tch. xiv. 22. 

_ celebrate His holy Supper with His own, 
new, in His Kingdom of Glory. Every 
celebration of the Lord’s Supper is a fore- 
taste and prophetic anticipation of the great 
Marriage Supper which is prepared for the 
Church at the second appearing of Christ. 
This import of the Sacrament is declared 
in the words of the Lord, ob pry wiv az’ 
do7vtK.7.X. These words ought never to 
be omitted in any liturgical form of admi- 
nistering the Communion.” 

380—35.] Here, accurately speaking, per- 
haps between bpyyocavrec and 2fq\Oor, 
come in the discourses and prayer of the 
Lord in John xiy., xv., xvi., xvii., spoken 
(see note on John xiy. 31) without change 
of place, in the supper-chamber.—The tpvos 
was in all probability the last part of the 
Hallel, or great Hallel, which consisted of 
Psalms cxy., cxviii.; the former part (Ps. 
cxiii. cxiv.) having been sung during the 
atneal, It is unlikely that this took place 
after the solemn prayer in John xvii. — 
é&md.] Luke adds cara 7d @0c—namely, 
of every evening since his return to Jeru- 
salem. — 81. Ildvres tpets seems to be used 
as distinguishing those present from the one, 
who had gone out. — oxav8.] see note on 
ch. xi. 6. The word is here used in a 
pregnant meaning, including what followed, 

¢ / l urn’ é 10 ’ Tlara&w Tov év ™ Piste Ta UT) ofa dele phate oT cs af 
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—desertion, and, in one case, denial. — yé- 
ypamTat yap] This is a very important 
citation, and has been much misunder- 

stood; how much, may appear from Gro- 
tius’s remark: ‘ Tantum abest ut Zecharize 
verbis directe Christum putem respici, ut 
multo magis credam agi mihi de aliquo 
non bono pastore,” &c. But, on the con- 
trary, if we examine Zech. xi., Xii., xiii., 
we must I think come to the conclusion 
that the Shepherd spoken of xi. 7—14, 
who is rejected and sold, who is said to 
have been pierced (xii. 10), is also spoken 
of in ch. xiii. 7. Stier (Reden Jesu, vi. 
224 sq.) has gone at length into the mean- 
ing of the whole prophecy, and especially 
that of the word ‘nny, ‘my fellow,’ and 
shown that the reference can be to no other 
than the Messiah. The citation is verba- 
tim after the Alexandr. MS. of the LXX, 
except that marafoy is changed into 7a- 
7a~w—God who commands the striking, 
into God who Himself strikes. —32.] In 
this anouncement the Lord seems to have 
in mind the remainder of the verse in 
Zechariah: “and I will turn (227 redu- 

cere manum, i.e. impiis sublatis curam 
agere, &c. Schréder) mine hand upon the 
little ones.”’ As this could not be cited in 
any intelligible connexion with present cir- 
cumstances, the Lord gives the announce- 
ment of its fulfilment, in a promise to pre- 
cede them (zpody., a pastoral office, see 
John x. 4) into Galilee, whither they would 
naturally return after the feast was over: 
see ch. xxviii. 7. 10. 16.—Schleiermacher 
thinks it ‘‘ extremely improbable that Jesus, 
if He foresaw so exactly the days of His 
resurrection, and therefore could not but 
know that He should see His disciples 
again more than once in Jerusalem, should 
here have said that He would lead them 
into Galilee” (English translation, p. 298). 
I confess that I see no improbability in 
the case; but the three references to 
this promise just quoted make it surely A AO ee Ra Rm Bo 
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in the highest degree improbable that it 
should have been subsequently foisted in. 
We do not find such elaborate attempts to 
preserve the appearance of consistency in 
our Gospels. The reader who sees in it 
the reference to prophecy will form a very 
different opinion. — 33.] Nothing can bear 
a greater impress of exactitude than this 
reply. Peter had been before warned (see 
note on Luke, vv. 31—34); and still re- 
maining in the same spirit of self-confident 
attachment, now that he is included among 
the wdyrec,not specially addressed,—breaks 
out into this asseveration, which carries 
completely with it the testimony that it 
was not the first. Men do not bring them- 
selves out so strongly (ef wavrec, ob éyw: 
and not only so, but ovdézore, as opposed 
to év rT vuKri ravry), unless their fidelity 
has been previously attainted. — 34.] The 
very words in their order are, I doubt not, 
reported by Mark—apijy X. cor, O71 otpe- 
pov, tv TY vUKTL TaUvTY, Toiv 7 Oic adé- 

The contrast 
to Peter’s boast, and the climax, is in these 
words the strongest; and the inference also 
comes out most clearly, that they likewise 
were not now said for the first time.—The 
Jirst cock-crowing is at midnight ; but inas- 
much as few hear it,—when the word is used 
generally we, mean the second crowing, 

e in the morning, before dawn. If this 
view be taken, the adéxr. gwy. and dic an. 
¢@. amount to the same—only the latter is 
the more accurate expression. It is most 
likely that Peter understood this expression 
merely as a mark of time, and therefore 
received it, as when it was spoken before, 
as merely an expression of distrust on the 
Lord’s part: it was this solemn and cir- 
cumstantial repetition of it which afterwards 
struck upon his mind when the sign itself 
was literally fulfilled—A question has been 

avapvnownat A GK V Chrys.—bef. kai, ins. 
txt BC D.—36. TeOonpavei ABCEFGHKS 

VeOcapavei D abe.—adrov om. C.—od om. C K M.—for 03, dv DK L, 

o& 

raised whether cocks were usually kept or 
even allowed in Jerusalem. No such bird 
is mentioned in the O.T., and the Mischna 
states that the inhabitants of Jerusalem, 
and the priests everywhere, kept no fowls, 
because they scratched up unclean worms. 
But the Talmud is here not consistent with 
itself: and Lightfoot brings forward a story 
which proves it, And there might be many 
kept by the resident Romans, over whom ~ 
the Jews had no power.—We must not 
overlook the spiritual parabolic import of 
this warning. Peter stands here as a re- 
presentative of all disciples who deny or 
forget Christ—and the watchful bird that 
cries in the night is that warning voice 
which ‘speaketh once, yea twice’ to call 
them to F see Rom. xiii. 11, 12. 
— 35.] This av $éy again appears to have 
the precision of a repeated asseveration. 
Mark has the stronger expression éx 7Epuo- 
cov é\eye padXor, which even more clearly 
indicates that the cvvaro0aveiy was not 
now first said. The rest said it, but not so 
earnestly perhaps—at all events, Peter’s 
confidence cast_ theirs i in the shade. ___ 
~"36—46.] Mark xiv. 32—42. Luke xxii. 
40—46. John xviii.1. The account of the 
Lord’s temptation and agony in Gethsemane 
is peculiar to the three first Gospels. But 
it does not follow on this account that there 
is any inconsistency with John’s setting 
forth of the Person of Christ, in their ac- 
counts. I shall discuss this matter at length 
in the prolegomena, and notes on various 
passages in his Gospel. It may be suffi- 
cient at present to say, that, as we find in 

their accounts frequent manifestations of 
the Divine nature, and indications of future 
glory, about, and during this conflict,—so in 
John’s account, which brings out more the 
Divine side of the Lord’s working and 
speaking, we find frequent allusions to His 
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human weakness and distress of spirit. For 
examples of the first, see Matt. xxvi. 13. 24. 
29. 32. 53, and || in Mark and Luke; and 
Luke xxii. 30. 32. 37. 43; of the latter, 
Sohne. 27. x.2). $a. Xiv.30. Xvl.o2:. 
—The right understanding of the whole im- 
portant narration must be acquired by bear- 
ing in mind the reality of the manhood of 
the Lord, in all its abasement and weak- 
ness :—by following out in Him the analogy 
which pervades the characteristics of hu- 
man suffering—the strength of the resolved 
spirit, and calm of the resigned will, con- 
tinually broken in upon by the inward 
giving way of human feebleness, and limited 
power of endurance. But as in us, so in 
the Lord, these seasons of dread and con- 
flict stir not the ruling wil/, alter not the 
firm resolve. This is most manifest in His 
first prayer—ei dvvaréy étort—if consist- 
ent with that work which I have covenanted 
to do. Here is the reserve of the will to 
suffer—it is never stirred (see below). The 
conflict however of the Lord differs from 
ours in this,—that in ws, the ruling wid/ 
itself is but human, and may be and is often 
carried away by the excess of depression 
and suffering; whereas in Him it was the 
Divine Personality in which the higher 
Will of the covenant purpose was eternally 
jfived,—struggling with the flesh now over- 
whelmed with an horrible dread, and stri- 
ving to escape. away (see the whole of Ps. 
lv.). Besides *that}-by that uplifting into a 
superhuman circle of Knowledge, with which 
the indwelling of the Godhead endowed 
His humanity, His flesh, with all its ca- 
pacities and apprehensions, was brought at 
once into immediate and simultaneous con- 
tact with every circumstance of horror and 
pain that awaited Him (John xviii. 4), 
which is never the case with us. Not only 
are the objects of dread gradually unveiled 
to our minds, but hope (éAric kivdivyp 
mapapvOvoy odoa, Thue. y. 103) is ever sug- 
gesting that things may not be so bad as 
our fears represent them.—Then we must 
not forget, that as the flesh gave way under 
dread of suffering, so the haman Wuxi) was 
troubled with all the attendant circum- 
stances of that suffering—betrayal, deser- 
tion, shame (see Ps. lv. again, vv. 12—14. 
20, 2)—Ps. xxxviil. 11, 12. Ps. lxxxviii. 
al.). Nor again must we pass over the 
last and deepest mystery of the Passion— 
the consideration, that upon the holy and 
innocent Lamb of God rested the burden 
of all human sin—that to Him, death, as 

ZeBedaiov, nosato AuTetobat Kat * adnpovery. 38 Ore Aeyet 

the punishment of sin, bore a dark and £ 
dreadful meaning, inconceivable by any of : 
us, whose inner will is tainted by the Jove 4 
of sin. See on this part of the Redeemer’s 
agony Ps. xl. ]2. xxxviili. 1—10 al.—See ' 
also as a comment on the whole, Heb. v. 
7—10, and notes there.-—The three ac- 

counts do not differ in any important par- 
ticulars. Luke merely gives a general sum- 
mary of the Lord’s prayers and His sayings 
to the disciples, but inserts (see below) two 
details not found in the others. Mark’s 
account and Matthew’s are very nearly re- 
lated, and have evidently sprung from the 
same source. — 36.] Mark alone, besides 
our account, mentions the name of the 
place—Luke merely calls it 6 ré70c¢, in 
allusion to kara 7d éGoce before. John 
informs us that it was a garden. The name 
is N22W N32 or 72%, ‘an oil press.’ It was | 

at the ‘foot of the Mount of Olives, in the ; 
valley of the Kedron, the other side of the 
brook from the city (John xviii. 1).— 
Kafic.] not strictly and literally ‘ sit,’ but 
= peivare ver. 38, ‘stay here.’ — mpos- 
evéwpat] Such is the name which the Lord 
gives to that which was coming upon Him, 
in speaking to the Eight who were not to 
witness it. All conflict of the holy soul is \ 
prayer: all its struggles are continued com- 
munion with God. In Gen. xxii. 5, when 
Abraham’s faith was to be put to so sore a 
trial, he says, ‘I and the lad will go yonder 
and worship.’ The Lord (almost on the ig 
same spot) unites in Himself, as the Priest ; 
and Victim, as Stier strikingly remarks, 
Abraham’s Faith and Isaac’s Patience.— 
éket—some spot deeper in the garden’s 
shade probably. At this time the gorge of 
the Kedron would be partly in thSmeds 
light, partly shaded by the rocks and build- 
ings of the opposite side. Jt may have 
been from the moonlight into the shade . 

; 

swoomery meter 

Oy ren — 

that the Lord retired to pray. —87.] These 
three—Peter, the foremost in attachment, 
and profession of it—the two sons of Zebe- 
dee, who were to drink of the cup that He 
drank of—He takes with Him—not only 
nor principally as witnesses of His trial— 
this indeed, in the full sense, they were 
not—but as a consolation to Him in that 
dreadful hour—to ‘ watch with Him.’ In } 
this too they failed—yet from His return- 
ing to them between His times of prayer, : 
it is manifest that, in the abasement of His : 
humanity, He regarded them as some com- 
fort to Him. ‘In magnis tentationibus ju- : 
vat solitudo, sed tamen ut in propinquo ~ 
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Bengel. — 7p§ato—not merely 
idiomatic here—He began—as He had 

ixOap- 
PsicAat Mark. ‘ Dicit incursum objecti 
horribilis.’ Bengel (see below on ver. 38). 
— a8ypovetv] = Niav AuTEITAat arropEiy, 
Suidas; 76 BapvOupety vosirar, Euthym. ; 
aywvuty, Hesychius; adjpwr, 6 & adov, 
0 gore KOo0u Tivde 7) A‘TNC, AvaTETTW- 
KwC. aOnjpovety, TO aNUEY Kai dunyaveEly, 
Eustathius. — 38.] The Lord’s whole in- 
most life must have been one of continued 
trouble of spirit—He was a Man of sor- 
rows, and acquainted with grief—but there 
was an extremity of anguish now, reaching 
even to the utmost limit of endurance—so 
that it seemed that more would be death 

‘itself. The expression is said to be pro- 
verbial (see reff.) : but we must remember 
that though with ws men, who see from 
below, proverbs are merely bold guesses at 
Truth,—with Him, who sees from above, 
they are the Truth itself, in its very purest 
form. So that although when used by a 
man, a proverbial expression is not to be 
pressed to literal exactitude,—when used by 
the Lord, it is, just because it is a proverb, 
to be searched into and dwelt on all the 
more. The expression 7 Wux7 pov, spoken 
by the Lord, is only found besides in John 
xii. 27. Itis the human soul, the seat of 

the affections and passions, which is troubled 
with the anguish of the body; and it is dis- 
tinguished from the wvetpa, the higher spi- 
ritual being. The Lord’s soul was crushed 
down even to death by the weight of that 
anguish which lay upon Him—and that 
literally—so that He (as regards His hu- 
manity) would have died, had not strength 
(bodily strength, upholding His human 
frame) been ministered from on high by 
an angel (see note on Luke xxii. 4+).— 
yenyopetre per” épov] not zpocetyeobe 
per’ éuov, for in that work the Mediator 
must be alone; but (see above) watch with 
me—just (if we may compare owr weak- 
ness with His) as we derive comfort in the 
midst of a terrible storm from knowing 
that some are awake and with us, even 
though their presence is no real safeguard. 

; — 39.] mpochOav purpdv (Matt., Mark) = 
ameorac0n an’ abvr&y weet iBov Body 
Luke, who in this description is the more 
precise. — a7eo7. I cannot help thinking 
implies something more than mere removal 
from them—something of the reluctance of 
parting. —The distance would be very small, 
not above forty or fifty yards. Hence the 
disciples might well catch the leading words 
of the Lord’s prayers, before drowsiness 
overpowered them. Luke has however only 
Oeic Ta yovara, which is not so full as our 
account. — mposevx. | Stiexfinely remarks: 
‘This was in truth a different prayer from 
that which went before, which John has 
recorded.’ But still in the same spirit, 
uttered by the same Son of God and Re- 
deemer of men. The glorifying (John 
xvii. 1) begins with suffering, as the pre- 
vious words, éAn\vbev 7 Woa, might lead 
us to expect. The ‘ power over all flesh’ 
shows itself first as power of the conflicting 
and victorious spirit over His own flesh, by 
virtue of which He is ‘one of us.’—Mark 
expresses the substance of the prayer, and 
interprets zoTnotoy by dpa. Luke’s report 
differs only in verbal expression from Mat- 
thew’s. In the address, we have here Ilarep 
pov—in Mark a3a 6 war7o,and in Luke 
aareo only. Im all, and in the prayer it- 
self, there is the deepest feeling and appre- 
hension in the Redeemer’s soul of His Son- 
ship and unity with the Father—the most 
entire and holy submission to His Will. We 
must not for a moment think of the Father’s 
wrath abiding on Him as the cause of His 
suffering. Here is no fear of wrath,—but, in 
the depth of His human anguish, the very 
tenderness of filial love-—The variation in 
Mark and Luke in the substance of the 
prayer, though slight, is worthy of remark. 
—et Svvatov éort = ava OuvvaTa cot, 
= «ei Bote. All these three find their 
union in one and the same inward feeling. 
That in the text expresses, ‘ If, within the 
limits of oy holy will, this may be ;’—that 
in Mark, ‘ All things are (absolutely) pos- 
sible to Thee—Thou canst therefore—but 
not what I will, but what Thou wilt ;’—that 
in Luke, ‘If it be Thy Wil/ to remove, &c. 
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(Thou canst): but not My will, but Thine 
be done.’ The very words used by the 
Lord, the Holy Spirit has not seen fit to 
give us—showing us, even in this solemn 

instance, the comparative indifference of the 
letter, when we have the inner spirit. That 
the Lord should have “uttered” all three 
forms of the prayer, is not for a moment to 
be thought of; and such a view’COuld only 
spring out of the most petty and unworthy 
appreciation of the purpose*of Scripture 
narrative. — mapeh@éTw] as we should say 
of a threatening cloud, ‘ It has gone over.’— 
But what is the wornotoy or wpa, of which 
the Lord here prays that it may pass by? 
Certainly, not the mere present feebleness 
and prostration of the bodily frame: not 
any mere-section of His sufferings—but the 
whole—the rayal, the trial, the mocking, 
the scourging, the Cross, the grave, and all 
besides which our houghts cannot reach. 
Of this all, His soul, in humble subjection 
to the higher Will, which was absolutely 
united and harmonious with the Will of the 
Father, prays that if possible it may pass 
over. And this prayer was heard—see Heb. 
vy. J—a7o rijg evX\aBetac—on account of 
His pious resignation to the Father’s will, 
or, on the ground of it, so that it prevailed 
—He was strengthened from Heaven. He 
did indeed drink the cup to the dregs—but 
He was enabled to do it, and this évicyuoe 
was the answer to His prayer. — mAh ovy 

. | The Monothelite heresy, which held 
but one will in the Lord Jesus, is here 
plainly convicted of error. The distinction 
is clear, and marked by the Lord Himself. 
In His human soul, He willed to be freed 
from the dreadful things before Him—but 
this human will was overruled by the inner 
and Divine purpose—the Will at unity with 
the Father’s will. — 40.] Mark agrees, ex- 
cept in relating the beginning of the address 
in the singular—no doubt accurately—for 
it was Peter (Simon, der hier fein Petrus 
war. Stier), who had pledged himself to go 
with Him to prison and death. — Oras | 
see reff. ‘ adeo’—it implies their utfer in- 
ability, as shown by their present state of 
slumber. ‘ Are ye so entirely unable,’ &c. 
—ptav Spav need not imply that the Lord 
had been absent a whole hour :—if it is to 
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be taken in any close meaning, it would be. 
that the whole trial would last about that — 
time. But most likely it is in allusion to 
the time of the Lord’s trial, so often called 
by that name. — 41.} Luke gives this com- 
mand at the beginning and end of the 
whole; but his account is manifestly only 
a compendium, and not to be pressed chro- 

nologically. The command has-respect-to 
the immediate trial which was about to try 
them, and (for ypyy. is a word of habit, 
not merely, as eyeipojyac Eph. v. 14, or 
txyvyndw 1 Cor. xv. 84, one of immediate 
import) also to the general duty of all dis- 
ciples in all time. — eiseN@etv eis wr. is not 
to come into temptation merely, to be 
tempted; this lies not in our own power 
to avoid, and its happening is rather joy 
than sorrow to us—see James i. 2, where 
the word is wepi7éonre—but it implies an 
entering into temptation with the will, an 
entertaining of the temptation. Grotius 
compares éu7imrey etic wetoacpoy | Tim. 
vi. 9. ‘Plenius Hebrei dicunt, intrare in 
manum tentationis, hoc est, in ejus potes- 
tatem atque dominium, ita ut ab ea sub- 
jugemur atque absorbeamur’ (Witsius, Ex- 
erc. in Orat. Dom. p. 196, cited by Stier, vi. 
292).— 76 péev mv. .... }] I cannot doubt 
that this is said by the Lord in its most 
general meaning, and that He Himself is 
included in it. At that moment He was 
giving as high and pre-eminent example of 
its truth, as the disciples were affording a 
low and ignoble one. He, in the willing- 
ness of the Spirit—yielding Himself to the 
Father’s will to suffer and die, but weighed 
down by the weakness of the flesh: they, 
having professed, and having a willing spirit 
to suffer with Him, but, even in the one 
hour’s watching, overcome by the burden 
of drowsiness. Observe it is here mvedpa, 
not uy: and compare ver. 38 and note. 
To enter further into the depths of this 
assertion of the Lord would carry us beyond 
the limits of annotation: but see Stier’s 
remarks, vi. 293—299.—42.] Mark merely 
says of this second prayer, Tov airiy Néyor 
city. Luke gives it as txrevéorepoy mpog- 
yvxeTo—and relates in addition, that His 
sweat was like the fall of drops of blood on 
the ground: see notes on Luke xxii. 44. 
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At what precise time the angel appeared to 
Him is uncertain: I should be inclined to 
think, after the first prayer, before He 
came to His disciples. —The words are not 
exactly the same: “the Lord knew that 
the Father always heard Him (John xi. 
42); and therefore He understands the 
continuance of His trial as the answer to 
His last words, ‘as Thou wilt.’”’ Stier. 
Here therefore the prayer is, ‘‘ If it be not 
possible . . . . Thy will be done.” It is 
spoken in the fulness of self-resignation, 
‘Jam addita dibendi mentione, propius ad 
bibendum se confert.’ Bengel. —43.] Mark 
adds, and it is a note of accuracy, kai ov« 
yoacay Ti a’tr@ aroxpiOaor. — 44.] Tov 
avrov, viz. as the last. This third prayer 
is merely indicated in Mark, by éoyerat 7d 
Tpiroyv, on the Lord’s return. — 45.] The 
clause Ka@evSete 75 X. k. var. has been 
variously understood. To take it interro- 
gatively, does not improve the sense, and 
makes an unnatural break in the sentence, 

which proceeds indicatively afterwards. It 
seems to me that there can be but two 
ways of interpreting it—and both with an 
imperative construction. (1) Hither it was 
said bona fide,—‘ Since ye are not able to 
watch with Me, now ye may sleep on—for 
My hour is come, and I am about to be 
taken from you’—which sense however is 
precluded by the éyeipec0e dywpev below: 
or (2) it was said with an understanding of 

“si me excitan- 
: tem non auditis, brevi aderunt alii qui vos ex- 
- citent. Interea dormite, si vacat.’— 46. i800 
“qyy-] = anexer’ 7A0ev Mark. The azéyer 
implies ‘It is enough’—enough of reproof 
to them for drowsiness—enough of exhorta- 
tions to watch and pray—that was now 

ins. D abe Hil.—az’ éuov om. B D L abev Syr. Auth. Sahid. Orig. (twice) Hil. 
ins. A C.—43. for evipiccer, eopey A C D K L 17 al. abev Syr. Ath. Copt. 
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kai L.— 50. rec. é¢’ w, with many const., but txt 

ins. B C cv.—aft. eizwy ins. Trakiy BLOG 
idod ins. yao B E Arm. Sahid.—for 

coming which would cut all this short. 
This first (dod is hardly to be taken lite- 
rally of the appearance of Judas and his 
band; it merely announces the approach 
of the hour, of which the Lord had so often 
spoken: but at the utterance of the second, 
it seems that they were in sight, and that 
may be taken literally —This expression, 
maoad. tic yetpac apaoTwAay, should be 
noticed, as an echo of the Redeemer’s an- 
guish—it was the contact with siz,—and 
death the wages of sin,—which all through 
His trial pressed heavily on His soul. 
46—56.] Mark xiv. 43—52. Luke xxii. 

47—53. John xviii. 2—11. Mark’s ac- 
count has evidently been derived from the 
same source originally as Matthew’s, but 
both have gained some important addi- 
tions before they were finally committed to 
writing. Luke’s is, as before, an abridged 
narrative, but abounding with new circum- 
stances not related by the others. John’s 
account is very dissimilar from either; see 
text above cited, and notes there. It may 
suffice now to say, that all which John vy. 
4—-9 relates, must have happened on the 
first approach of the band—and is con- 
nected with our éyetpec0e Gywpev. Some 
particulars alsethust have happened, which 
are omitted by all: viz. the rejoining of 
the eight apostles (not alluded to in Luke 
ver. 46, as Greswell supposes), and the 

preparing them for what was about to take 
place. On the other hand, John gives a 
hint that something had been passing iz 
the garden, by his word é&:A@wy, ver. 4. 
The compilers of gur“Gospel and Mark’s 
were evidently unaware of any such matter 
as that related by John, for they (Matt. 
ver. 49. Mark ver. 45) introduce the Kiss 
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by an ed0éwe. —47.] Judas is specified as 
tic Twv OwodeKxa, probably because the ap- 
pellation, as connected with this part of 
his history, had become the usual one— 
thus we have in Luke 6 eydpevoc “Lod. 
tic Tov O6wOeka—fuller still. To the reader, 
this specification is not without meaning, 
though that meaning may not have been 
intended.—doxAos todds] consisting of (1) 
a detachment of the Roman cohort which 
was quartered, in the tower of Antonia 
during the feast in case of an uproar, 
called 1) oxeipa, John wv. 3—12. (2) The 
umnpérat of the council, the same as the 
oToaTnyoi Tov tepov, Luke ver. 52. (3) 
Servants and others deputed from the high 
priest to assist, see ver. 51. (4) Possibly, 
if the words are to be taken exactly (Luke 
ver. 52), some of the chief priests and 
elders themselves, forward in zeal and 
enmity. There is nothing improbable in 
this (as Meyer, Schleiermacher, &c. main- 
tain), seeing that we have these persons 
mixing among the multitude and stirring 
them up to demand the crucifixion of Jesus 
afterwards.—fvAwv | not clubs—but staves 
—or any tumultuary weapons. The inten- 
tion of the chief priests evidently was to 
produce an impression to the effect that a 
seditious plot was to be crushed, and resist- 
ance might be expected. John mentions 
also lanterns and torches—to search per- 
haps in the dark parts of the garden, most 
of which would hy this time be in the 
shade. —48.] The common rendering of 
€Swkev as a plusq. perf. is unnecessary and 
unwarranted: the aorist is simply historical, 
—‘ gave them a sign;’— when, is not stated. 
On Mark’s addition, kai amaydayere aoga- 
Ge, see notes there. —49.] evOéws—see 
above on ver. 47. The purpose of the 
Kiss, supposing it to have taken place after 
John vy. 4—8, (and it is surely gut of the 
question to suppose it to have taken place 
Wee 
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before, contrary to the plain meaning of 
John ver. 4,) has been doubted. Yet I 
think on a review of what had happened, 
it is very intelligible—not perhaps, as some 
have supposed, to show that Jesus could be 
approached with safety—but at all events 
as the sign agreed on with the Roman 
soldiers, who probably did not pers y 
know Him, and who besides would have 
had their orders from the city, to take Him 
whom Judas should kiss. Thus the Kiss 
would be necessary in the course of their 
military duty, as their authorization,—not- 
withstanding the previous declaration by 
Jesus of Himself.—kated. is only another 
word for é#iA. and not to be pressed. — 
50.] In Luke we have ’Iodda, Ree ars 
Tov viov 7. av. raoadidwc,—which sense 
is involved in the text also: that variation 
showing perhaps that one of the accounts 
is not from an eye-witness. — Etatpe—see 
ch. xxii. 12 and note. 6 éraipoe ob wavTw¢ 
piroc. Kai éraioor, ot éy ovvnPsia Kai Ev 
cuvepyia moddY xXpOVvOY yEyoVOTEC, Am- 
monius.—éd 6 aapeu is far more probably 
a question than an exclamation—a question 
not for information, but as an appeal to the 
conscience and heart of Judas, in which 
sense (see above) it agrees with the words 
spoken in Luke ;—see note there. The fact 
that at this period the Lord was laid hold 
of and secured (by hand—not yet bound) 
by the band, is important, as interpreting 
Luke’s account further on. — 51.] The ets, 
(or eig ttc of Mark and Luke) was Peter; 

\-—John, ver. 10. Why he was not men- 
| tioned,is idle to inquire; one supposition 

only must be avoided—that there is any 
purpose in the omission. It is absurd to 
suppose that the mention of his name in a 
book current only among Christians, many 
years after the fact, could lead to his ap- 

prehension, which did not take place at the 
time, although he was recognized as the 
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striker in the palace of the High-priest. 
(John, ver. 26). The real reason of the 
non-apprehension was, that the servant was 
healed by the Lord.—This is the first oppo- 
sition to ‘Thy will be done.’ Luke ex- 
presses it, that they saw what would happen 
—and asked, ‘Lord, shall we smite with the 
sword ?? Then, while the other (for there 
were but two swords in the company) was 
waiting for the reply, the rash Peter, in 
the very spirit of ch. xvi. 22, smote with 
the sword—the weapon of the flesh :—an 
outbreak of the natural man no less notice- 
able than that more noticed one which 
followed before morning.—All four evange- 
lists agree in this account. Luke and John 
are most exact—the latter giving the name 
of the slave,—Malchus.—The aim was a 
deadly one, and Peter narrowly escaped 
being one bcricg Ev TH oTacEL Povoy TeE- 
woinker. From Luke, ver. 51, we learn 
that the Lord said tare we rovrov, (on 
the meaning of which see note there,) 
touched the ear and healed it. —52.] tHv 
pax. gov, tuum gladium : alienissimum 
a mea causa. Bengel.—rov témov adtias 
=riv Oy«nyv John. The sheath is the place 
Sor the Christian’s sword—gladius extra 
vaginam non est in loco suo, nisi ubi sub- 
servit ire divine, Bengel; see note on 
Luke xxii. 36. The Lord does not say 
‘ Cast away thy sword :’ only in His willing 
self-sacrifice, and in that kingdom which is 
to be evolved from His work of redemp- 
tion, is the sword altogether out of place. 
—tavtes yap ....] Peculiar to Matthew. 
There is no allusion, as Grotius and some 
of the ancients thought, to the Jews 
perishing by the Roman sword (crudeles 
istos et sanguinarios, etiam te quiescente, 

txt A C.—Xeyeovwy ayyédouc K. 
txt (but omg. 7) 
7\@ate D.—mpoc 

gravissimas Deo daturos poenas suo san- 
guine, Grot. Euthym.): for the very persons 
who were now taking Him were Romans. 
The saying is general—and the stress is on 
AaBovrec—it was this that Peter was doing 
—‘taking up the sword’—of his own will 
—taking that vengeance which belongs to 
God, into his own hand.—éyv paxatpa, arrok. 
is a command; not merely a future, but 
anijperative future; a repetition by the 
Tene ehis oleae moment of Gen. ix. 6. 
See the parallel in Rev. xiii. 10 dei adrov 
ty pay. amoxtavOjvat. This should be 
thought of by those well-meaning but 
shallow persons who seek to abolish the 
punishment of death in Christian states.— 

3 the words r6-7r6THpiov 0 dédw- 
ké pot 0 Tari, TEL 3.5-on-which 
see notes there. —538.] The Majesty of 
the Lord and His Patience are both shown 
here. —8oSexa—not, perhaps, so much from 
the number of the apostles, who were now 
ot Evdeca, but from that of the then com- — 
pany, viz. the Lord and the eleven.—he- 
ye@vas—because they were Roman soldiers 
who were taking Him. The complement 
of the legion was about 6000 men. This 
ov Svvapat shows the entire and continued 
free self-resignation of the Lord through- 
out—and permis oe the same truth as He 
expressed John x. 18.—54.] ovv—not, 
‘but ; —‘ How then— considering that this is 
so,—that I voluntarily abstain from invoking 
such heavenly aid,—shall the Scriptures be 
fulfilled, that thus it must be, if thou in thy 
rashness usest the help of fleshly weapons ?’ 
— 53, 54 are peculiar to Matthew. — 55. | 
Mark begins this with an azocp.0eic—it 
was an answer to their actions, not to their 
words. Luke, here minutely accurate, in- 

Ba aia 
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forms us that it was to the chief priests 
and orparnyove Tov tepov and elders, that 
the Lord said this. It is strange that the 
exact agreement of this classification with 
uc0’ tpuav évy rp tom did not prevent 
Schleiermacher from casting a doubt on 
the truth of the circumstance (English 
Translation, p. 302).—In His submission to 
be reckoned among the transgressors, the 
Lord yet protests against any suspicion that 
He could act as such.—xa8’ jpépav— 
during the week past, and perhaps at other 
similar times.—éxa0efopnv (Matt. only) to 
indicate complete quiet and freedom from 
attack.—éxaeLopny SiddcKev is the great- 
est possible contrast to Ayoric.—56.] It 
is doubted whether these words are a con- 
tinuation of the Lord’s speech or a remark 
inserted by Matthew. ‘The use of rovro 
6 6\oy yéyover in this Gospel would lead 
us to the latter conclusion: but when we 
reflect that thus the Lord’s speech would 
lose all its completeness, and that Mark 
gives in different words the speech goin 
on to this same purport, we must I thin 
déeide for the other view. Besides, if the 
remark were Matthew’s, we should expect 
some particular citation, as is elsewhere his 
practice : see ch. i. 22, xxi. 4. Mark gives 
it elliptically, a\\’ iva wAnowOdow at 
yoagai. The Passion and death of Christ} 
were especially ») rHv ypap@y wANHPwotc., hol _aware of the more com 
In this they all found their central point. 
Compare the dying words of the Lord on 
the Cross,—reréAeorat,—with this His as- 
sertion. On the addition in Luke, see 
note there.—There is an admirable sermon 
of Schleiermacher (vol. ii. of the Berlin 
ed. of 1843, p. 104) on vv. 55, 56.—7éTe 

ot pa8.] Some of them did not flee far. 
Peter and John went after Him to the 
palace of the High-priest; John, ver. 15. 
On the additional circumstance in Mark, 
ver. 51, see note there. 

57—68.] Mark xiv. 53—65. Luke xxii. 
54, 63—65. John xvili. 24. Previous to 
this took place a hearing before Annas, the 
eat sic priest (see note on Luke iii. 2), 

oO whom the Jews took Jesus first ;—who 
inquired of Him about His disciples and 
His teaching, (John, vv. 19—23,) and then 
(ver. 24) sent Him bound to Caiaphas. 
Only John, who followed, relates this first 
hearing. See notes on John vy. 12—24, 
where this view is maintained. It may be 
sufficient here just to indicate the essential 
differences between that hearing and this. 
On that occasion no witnesses were re- 
quired, for it was merely a private unofficial 
audience. Then the High-priest ques- 
tioned and the Lord replied : whereas now, 
under false witness and reproach, He (as 
before Herod) is silent. — Katadav tov 
apx-] He was apytepede tov tviavrov 
éxetvov, Annas having been deposed, and 
since then the High-priests having been 
frequently changed by the Roman gover- 
nors. —6tov ot yp.| Probably they had 
assembled by a preconcerted design, ex- 
pecting their prisoner. This was a meeting 
of the Sanhedrim, but not the regular 
assembly, which condemned Him and 
handed Him over to Pilate. That took 
place in the morning, Luke xxii. 66—71 
(where see note). —658.] ur witness is 

John xviii. 15—19. The aid}, i is one and 
the same great building, in which both 
Annas and Caiaphas lived. This is evident 
from a comparison of the narratives of 
Peter’s denial: see below. The circum- 
stance of a fire being lighted and the ser- 
vants sitting round it, mentioned by the 
other three Ey angelists, is here omitte “= 
59. } pevdop. —we piv ixsivorc EdbKEL, pap- 
Tupiay, wc Gi ry aXnbsia, Pevdouaprvptay, 
Juthym. But is ti nonaes yi Is it 

not the intention of the Evangelist to repre- 

@ detail of 
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» sent that they sought false witness, not that 
they would not take true if they could get 
it, but that they knew it was not to be 
had ?—This hearing is altogether omitted in 
Luke, and only the indignities following 
related, vv. 63—65. — 60.] od x etpov, i. e. 
sufficient for the purpose, or perhaps, con- 
sistent with itself. See note on tocar, Mark 
ver. 56.—61.] See ch. xxvii. 40: the 
evSopnap. consisted in giving that sense 
to His words which it appears by ch. xxvii. 
63 they knew they did not bear. There is 
perhaps a trace, in the different reports of 
Matt. and Mark, of the discrepancy between 
the witnesses. There is considerable dif- 
ference between Tov vadv rov @..... 
avroy, and roy vy. TovTOY TOY x. 
aNhaw, axepotoinroyv. The stance like- 
wise of His zeal for the honour of the 
temple which had so lately occurred, might 
tend to perplex the evidence produced to 
the contrary.—62.] ‘ Dost thou not answer 
what it is which these testify against Thee ?’ 

i.e. wilt Thou give no explanation of the 

i 
_ ence. — 63.] See Levit. v. 1. 
of 6 viog 7. 0 with xptotes must not be 

words alleged to have been used by Thee ? 
The Lord was silent; for in answering He 
must have opened to them the meaning of 
these His words, which was not the work 
of this His hour, nor fitting for that audi- 

The junction 

pressed beyond the meaning which Caiaphas 
probably assigned to it—viz. the title given 
to the Messiah from the purport of the 

ins. A C. — 

prophecies respecting Him. It is however 
a very different thing when the Lord by 
His answer affirms this, and invests the 
words with their fullest meaning and dig- 
nity. — 64.] By =v eimas, more is implied 
than by Mark’s éyw eiye: that is a simple 
assertion ; this refers to the convictions and 
admissions of Caiaphas (see John xi. 49). 
The expression is, I think, never used, un- 
less some reason is latent in, orto be gathered 
from, the words of the questioner. — mAjv 
—‘ but’ —i. e. ‘there shall be a sign of the 
truth of what I say, over and above this 
confession of Mine.’ — am’ aptt.—the glori- 
fication of Christ is by Himself said to 
begin with His betrayal, see John xiii. 31: 
‘ from this time’—from the accomplishment 
ef this trial now proceeding.—In what fol- 
lows, the whole process of the triumph of 
the Lord Jesus even till its end is con- 
tained. The deo%e is to the council, the 
representatives of the chosen people, so 
soon to be judged by Him to whom all 
judgment is committed—the tis Suvdpews 
in contrast to His present weakness—xa@y- 
p-evoy — even as they | now sat to judge 
Him; and the épy. émt T. v. tT. ovp. looks 
onward to the awful time of the end, when 
every eye shall see Him. — 65.] In Levit. 
xxi. 10 (see also Levit. x. 6) the High- priest 
is ordered not to rend his clothes: but that 
appears to apply only to mourning for the 
dead. In 1 Mace. xi. 71, and in Josephus, 
B. J. ii. 15, 4, we have instances of High- 

cae TT eae 
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priests rending their clothes. On rending 
the clothes at hearing blasphemy, see 2 Kings 
xviii. 37. —66.] This was not a formal 
condemnation, but only a previous vote or 
expression of opinion. That took place in 
the morning, see ch. xxvii. 1, and especially 
Luke xxii. 66—71.—67.] Luke gives these 
indignities, and in the same place as here, 

adding, what indeed might have been sus- 
pected, that it was not the members of the 
Sanhedrim, but the men who held Jesus 
in custody, who inflicted them on Him. — 
KoAadifo is to strike with the fist. — 
pamrifw, generally, to strike a flat blow with 

the.back of the hand—but also, and pro- 
bably~tiere, since another set of persons 
are described as doing it, striking with a 
staff. 

69—75.] Mark xiv. 66—72. Luke xxii. 
56—62. John xviii. 17, 18. 25—27. This 

narrative furnishes one of the clearest in- 
stances of the entire independency of the 
four Gospels of one another. In it, they 
all differ, and, supposing the denial to have 
taken place thrice, and only thrice, cannot 
satisfactorily be reconciled. The following 
table may serve to show what the agree- 
ments are, and what the differences :— 

Ist 

MATTHEW. 

Sitting in the hall 
denial. |without, is charged 

2nd 

3rd 

denial. 

by a maid servant 
with having been 
with Jesus the Gali- 
lean. ‘I know not 
what thou sayest.’ 

He has gone out 
denial.|into the porch— 

another maid sees 
him. This man also 
was with Jesus of 

Naz. He denies 

with an oath, ‘I do 
not know the man.’ 

After a little while, 
the standers-by say, 
‘Surely thou art of 
them ; for thy dia- 
lect betrayeth thee.’ 
He began to curse 
and to swear: ‘I 
know not the man.’ 

Immediately the 
cock crew, and Peter 

remembered, &c.— 
and going out he 
wept bitterly. 

MARK. 

Warming himself 
in the hall below, 
—&c. as Matt.— 
goes out into the 
vestibule — cock 
crows. ‘I know not, 
neither understand 
what thou sayest.’ 

The same maid 
sees him again, and 
says, ‘ This man is 
of them.’ He de- 
nies again. 

As Matth. 
‘Thou art a Gali- 

lean, and thy dia- 
lect agrees.’ 

A second time the 
cock crew,and Peter 
remembered, &c.— 
and imtBatwv he 
wept. 

LUKE. 

Sitting mode 70 

by the maid and 
charged — replies, 
‘Woman, I know 
Him not.’ 

Another (but a 
male servant) says: 
‘Thou also art of) 
them.’ Peter said, 
‘Man, I am not.’ 

After about an 
hour, another per- 
sisted saying, ‘Truly 
this man was with 

Him, for he is a 
Galilzean.’ Peter 
said, ‘ Man, I know} 
not what thou say- 
est.’ 

Immediately while 
he was yet speaking 
the cock crew, and 
the Lord turned and 
looked on Peter, 
and Peter remem- 
bered, &c. — and 
going out he wept 
bitterly. 

ge is recognized 

JOHN. 

ae pee 

Is recognized by 
the porteress on 
being introduced by 
the other disciple. 
‘ Art not thou also 
one of this man’s 
disciples ?’ He 
saith, ‘I am not.’ 

Is standing and 
warming himself. 
They said to him, 
‘Art not thou also 
of His disciples ?’ 
He denied, and said, 
‘Tam not.’ 

One of the slaves 
of the High-priest, 
his kinsman whose 
ear Peter cut off, 
says, ‘Did I not 
see thee in the gar- 
den with Him ?’ 
Peter then denied 
again. 

Immediately the 
cock crew. 

\ 
\ 
: 

eres: 

at 
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nola 1 ch. viii. 19. 

Mark xii. 42, 
John vi. 9. 
Gen. xxii.13. 
Dan. viii. 3. 
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n Gen. xviii.15. 
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p John vi. 6, 64, 
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al. Heb. x. 37. u Jer. Xxxv. 6, vy Obad. 11. Acts xxi. 8. Johni, 24. 2 Tim iii. 6. 

txt B. ins. a’rov D Sahid.—for Tad., Naf%wpaiou C Syr. — 70. bef. mavr. ins. adraév 
ACFHKMSV X41 al. 
OL 

om. BL Z al. ins. A C.—aft. ddAn, 

txt BD abcv Sahid. 
ovdé exiorapat D ab neque novite, Cypr.—71. 
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On this table I would make the follow- 
ing remarks:—(1) It is possijle to har- 
monize the accounts of the first denial, sup- 
posing us bound to harmonize: but even 
for this purpose we must employ a little 
fishonesty,. for ovK olda Ti AéyEtC, OVK 00a 
avroy, and ov« sii, are not the same 
answer ;—and if they are differing reports 
of an answer distinct from all three, or 
from some two of themy why should not 
the reports of the fact itself be viewed in 
the same light? (2) The a\dy of Matt., 
1 wadiokn maXdwy of Mark, érepoc of Luke, 
are absolutely irreconcileable on any prin- 
ciple of common honesty, supposing the 
event related to be one and the same, and 
the accounts of it to be strictly accurate. 
The 2£HdO. cic TO TooabALOY oY Eig TOY 
mu\ova of Matt. and Mark, considering 
that he was Oeopavépevoc before, are irre- 
concileable with the present ésTwe K. Oeo- 
payopmevoc of John. As regards the words 
spoken, see above. (3) The occasion of 
the third denial in John is wholly different 
from that in the other three. In them it 
is a recognition on account of Galilean 
dialect: in John, on account of previous 
observation in the garden. 

Now it is not my present concern to dis- 
cuss the principles on which these accounts 
are to be understood with reference to the 
actual facts which happened: the remarks 
made in the general prolegomena on this 
subject apply directly to their consideration. 
I will only remark,—that John’s account, 
standing as it does in the E i i in t pphest position 
of the four, while it distinctly asserts the 
occasions of the first and third denial, leaves 
that of the second entirely indefinite—eizov 
ovy avTq@'—thereby it seems to me imply- 
ing that the narrator had not such accurate 
means of knowing what was said, or why 

it was said, as on the two other occasions ; 
—and thereby also, leaving room for the oc- 
casion of the ¢hird denial in the others to 
have actually happened. I should also take 
the discrepancies in this second denial in 
the three others, as leaving room to sup- 
pose that in neither of them is it accurately 
reported, but that it really arose out of the 
occasion which comes third in John. 

But if seems to me that the main point 
to be here insisted on is, the absolute im- 

possibility of either of these Evangelists 
having had before him the narratives of the 
others. Let any unbiassed mind compare 
the four, and imagine either of them writing 
his own account with the others before him, 
and at the same time receiving them as 
authentic. If we can imagine this, then 
no difficulty of any other kind need perplex 
us; for we have mastered one greater than 
all the rest. — 69.] ‘‘ An oriental house is 
usually built round a quadrangular interior 
court; into which there is a passage (some- 
times arched) through the front part of the 
house, closed next the street by a heavy 
folding gate, with a small wicket for single 
persons, kept by a porter. In the text, 
the interior court, often paved or flagged, 
and open to the sky, is the avA7, where 
the attendants made a fire; and the passage 
beneath the front of the house from the 
street to this court, is the mpoat\uoy or 
mudwv. The place where Jesus stood be- 
fore the High-priest may have been an 
open room or place of audience on the 
ground-floor, in the rear or on one side of 
the court : such rooms, open in front, being 
customary.” Robinson, Notes to Harmony, 
p. 225.—73.] 4 Aakta—Wetstein (ad loc.) 
gives many examples of various provincial 
dialects of Hebrew. The Galilzans could 
not pronounce properly the gutturals, con- 
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founding », », and m7; and they used n for 

3. —74.] wataQepar. is a corrupted form, 

belonging probably to the class of vulgar- 

isms. —KaTdQepa occurs Rev. xxi. 3.— 

75.] €w—viz. from the wvAwy where the 

second and third denial had taken place. 

-Cuar. XXVII. 1, 2.] Mark xiv. 1. Luke 

xxii. 66 (who probably mixes with this 

morning meeting of the Sanhedrim what 

took place at their earlier assembly), xxiii. 

1. John xviii. 28. The object of this taking 

counsel, was &sre 0. av.—to devise the best 

means of putting Him to death, on which 

step they had already determined. — Iovr. 

Tid. 7. Hy., see note on Luke iii. 1 ;—and 

on the reason of their taking Him to Pilate, 

on John xviii. 3. Pilate ordinarily resided 

at Cxesarea, but during the feast, in Jeru- 

salem. — 3—10.] Peculiar to Matthew. 

This incident does not throw much light 

on the motives of Judas. One thing we 

learn for certain—that the Lord’s being 

condemned, which he inferred from His 

being handed over to the Roman Governor, 

worked in him remorse, and that suicide 

was the consequence. Whether this con- 

demnation was expected by him or not, 

does not here appear; nor have we any 

means of ascertaining, except from the 
former sayings of our Lord respecting him. 
I cannot (see note on ch. xxvi. 14) believe 
that his intent was other than the darkest 
treachery. To suppose that the condemna- 
tion took him by surprise, seems to me to 
be inconsistent with the spirit of his own 
confession, ver. 4. There zapadodve aipa 
a0@ov expresses his act—his accomplished 
purpose. The bitter feeling in him now is 
expressed by jjpaprov, of which he is vi- 
vidly and dreadfully conscious, now that 
the result has been attained.— Observe it 
was Ta Tp. apy. Which he brought back— 
clearly, in the view of the Evangelist, ‘he 
price of the Lord’s betrayal,—not earnest- 
money merely ;—for by this time, nay when 
lie delivered his Prisoner at the house of 
Annas, he would have in that case received 
the rest. — év tO vag—in the holy place, — 
where the priests only might enter. We — 
must conceive him as speaking to them — 
without, and throwing the money into the — 

vaéc. — amyygato] ‘ hanged, or strangled 
himself.’ A different account is given Acts 
i. 18: see note there. A third account o 
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the end of Judas _was current, which see 
cited there.—6.] They said this probably by 
analogy from Deut. xxiii. 19.— Twp. atp., the 
price given for shedding of blood, the wages 

of a murderer. —7.] Tov ayp. T. Kep., the 
field of some well-known potter—purchased 

at so small a price probably from having 
been rendered useless for tillage by excava- 
tions for clay. — tots §.] not for Gentiles, 
but for stranger Jews who came up to the 
feasts. — 8.] aGyp. aip.,—xo1 opm, See 

_ Actsi. 8. — €ws THs ojp. This expression 
shows that a considerable time had elapsed 
since the event, before Matthew’s Gospel 
was published. —9.] The citation is not 
from Jeremiah (see marg.), and is probably 
quoted from memory and inaccurately ; we 
have similar mistakes in two places in the 
apology of Stephen, Acts vi. 4. 16,—and in 
) Markii. 26. Various means of evading this 
have been resorted to, ‘e not worth 
. recounting. Jer. xviii. 1, 2, or r perhaps Jer. 
xxxil. 6—12, may have given rise to the 
mistake. The quotation here is very dif- 

~ ferent from the LXX, which see,—and not 
“Yauch more like the Hebrew: 

1—14.] Mark xv. 1—5. Luke xxiii. ] 
—d. John xviii. 28—38. Our account of 
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Deut. XX Xvi. 
6 Vat. Isa. 
liii. 9. 
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h 1 Kings 

XxXxix. 6 al, 
i 2 Chron. 

XXXvi. 21. 
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t ch. xxvi. 25 al. Luke Xxil. 70. S ver. 2. 
w |]. Luke ii. 41. 2 Macc. xii.15. v 2 Macc. i. 22. 

txt AC v and B?.—9. ‘Iepeuiou om. ab 
Zayaoiov one ms. (22), which reading 

éorabn BCL Orig. txt oa _ 
bef. Aey. ins. roy D. — 17. bef. Bap. 

the hearing before Pilate is the least cir- 
cumstantial of the four—having however 
two remarkable additional particulars, vv. 
19 and 24. John is the fullest in giving 
the words of the Lord. Compare the notes 
there. —11.] Before this, Pilate had come 
out and demanded the cause of His being 
delivered up; the Jews not entering the 
Preetorium.—- The primary accusation against 
Him seems to have been that He édeyev 
éavrov ypiorov Baowéa eiva. This is 
presupposed in the inquiry of this verse. — 
Xd A€yeus is not to be rendered as a dowbt- 
Sul answer—much less with Theophylact, 
as meaning ‘ Thou sayest it, not I:’ but as 
a strong affirmative—see above on ch. xxvi. 
64. —12—14.] This part of the narrative 
occurs only in Mark besides, but is ex- 
plained by Luke, ver. 5. The charges 
were, of exciting the people trom Galilee 
to Jerusalem. On the mention of Galilee, 
Pilate sent Him to Herod, Luke, vv. 6— 

Zan 
15—26.] Mark xv. 6—15. Luke xxiii. 

17—25. John xviii. 39, 40. In the sub- 
stance of this account the four are in re- 
markable agreement. John gives merely a 
compendium, uniting in one these three 

a pai 
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24. 2 Kings 
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John x. 10 al. 
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roy B, and in ver. 21. with L.—22. wounowperv D abe, but not d.—rec. dEy. abr@, but txt 

attempts of Pilate to liberate Jesus, and 
omitting the statement of the fact of 
‘Barabbas being liberated, and Jesus de- 
livered to them. Our narrative contains 
two remarkable particulars, vv. 19 and 24, 
peculiar to itself.—15.] We have no his- 

Livy (v. 13) 
says” of the feast of the Lectisternium, 
‘vinctis quoque dempta in eos dies vin- 
cula,’—16.] The name Barabbas, xax 73, 
‘son of his father,’ was not an uncommon 
one.—Before Bapafiayv some few MSS. of 
third class authority, and some ancient 
ones mentioned by Origen, also the Arm. 
Version, read "Incovy, and the reading has 
found some advocates lately in Germany. 
Fritzsche and Tischendorf have inserted it 
in the text, and Meyer (ed. 2) defends it. 
But however probable the omission of 
*Inoovy may have been, from respect to the 
name, the testimony is far too feeble to 
authorize the insertion of the word into 
the text. All the plays on this name 
Barabbas fe. g. Tov vioy Tov marpoc 
abTov, Tov dtaBddrov, tEyrhcayvTo... 
Theophylact, see also Olshausen in loc. 
vol. ii. p. 507) are utterly unworthy of 
serious exegesis. It does not appear why 
this man was rion Loc. The murderers 
in the insurrection in which he was in- 
volved were many (Mark, ver. 7).—17.] 
In John’s narrative, the suggestion of libe- 
rating Barabbas seems to come from the 
Jews themselves; but not necessarily so: 
he may only be giving, as before, a general 
report of what passed. The cuvnyp. otv 

BD K aber Syrr. Copt. Sahid. Arm. Aug. —23. yyeuoyv om. B Arm. Sahid. ee 

avr. seems to imply that a great Bie: * 

the trial was going on.—18.] The whole 
narrative presupposes what this verse and 
the next distinctly assert, that Pilate was 
before acquainted with the acts and cha- 
racter of Jesus. —19.| The Bhpa was in a 
place called in Hebrew Gabbatha, the — 
Pavement—John xix. 13—where, however, 
Pilate does not go_thith after the | 
scourging and mocking of the soldiers. He 
may however have sat there when he came 
out in some of his previous interviews with 
the Jews.—h yuvy ait.] It was the 
custom in Augustus’s time and since, for 
the governors of Provinces to take their 
wives with them abroad;—in Tacitus iii. 
33 ff. Cecina attempted to pass a law 
forbidding it, he was vehemently opposed 
(by Drusus among others) and put down. © 
We know nothin g more of this woman 
than is here related.—6 Sikatos eketvos is 
a term which shows that she knew the 
character for purity and sanctity which — 
Jesus had. —20.] So Mark also. Luke ~ 
and John merely give, that they all cried 
out, &c. The exciting of the crowd seems 
to have taken place while Pilate was re- 
ceiving the message from his wife. — 21.] 
amoxp. not necessarily to the incitements 
of the Sanhedrists which he overheard \ 
(Meyer); the word is often redundant. — 
22.] They choose crucifixion as the ordi- 
nary Roman punishment for sedition, and 
because of their hate to Jesus. — 28.] yap 
implies a sort of concession—a placing one’ 

had collected outside the Prztorium while \ 
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Kooptes, Polyb. xi. 23, 1. 
x here only +. 2 Macc. xii. 35. y Heb. ix. 19. 

14, || only. ach. vii. 16. Ps. exvii. 12. 
and ||. xii. 20. Ps.xliv. 1. 3 John 13. 

f Mark ix. 25, Luke viii. 54. xviii. 11. 

A D abe. — 24. carévavre B D. 

g Isa. 1. 6, 

by eas yeh Ny N > ~ 
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° Kat 

u || Mark. Luke x. 30. 2 Cor. v. 4. Gen. xxxvii. 23. 
Rey. xvii.3, 4al Exod. xxv. 4 al. 

b constr. “Mark iv. 21 al. Lev. xiv.18. xvi. 21. 
d w. dat. ch. xvii. 14, w. acc. Marki. 40. 

XXVii.1l. 2 
Mace. viii. 23. 

d , Xii. 20, 22. 
YOVUTETIOAVTEC TovTo 6€ 

; é kaNettat TO 
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g ” meC@v Tapa 
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w Ruth iii.3. Mark xv. 17. 
z Isa. xxviii. 5, Exod. xxviii. 

c ch. xi. 7 
e Mark x. 34, Gen. xxxix. 17. 

txt A.—rot ducaiov om. B D ab Chrys. ins. A cv. — 
26. aft. mapéd. ins. ad’rote DF L acv. — 28. évdicavrec BD abe and aft. it ins. 
ipar.ioy zoppupouy Kai D abe. txt A v.—yAapida (ai xAaptdayv D) Ko. wep. adr. 
BDL aédcv Hus. — 29. repiiOncay B. enxav K.—rij¢ cepadtie BL Eus.—rec. éxi 
THY debiay, but txt A B D L ae Syr.—éviwattay B D L. 

aft. Kupny. ins. ele amayrnow avrov D abe. —for 6 Bac., Bao BD. txt A.— 32. 

self in the situation of the person ad- 
~ dressed, and then requiring a reason for his 

‘I 

4, 

* 

decision. — 24.] Peculiar to Matt.—ovdev 
dehet—rightly rendered in E. V. that ‘ he 
prevailed nothing’—not ‘that 7¢ prevailed 
nothing.” The washing of the hands, to 
betoken innocence from blood-guiltiness, is 
prescribed Deut. xxi. 6—9, and Pilate 
uses it here as intelligible to the Jews. — 
25.] aipa Aéyover Tv Tov aiparoe KaTa- 
Ciknyv. Euthym. — 26.] payed. is a 
late word, adopted from the Latin. The 
custom of scourging before execution was 
general among the Romans. After the 
scourging, John xix. 1—16, Pilate made 

\ a last attempt to liberate Jesus—which 
answers to malWevoac azodvow, Luke, 

“ver. 16. 
27—30.] Mark xv. 16—19, (omitted in 

Luke,) John xix. 1—3. The assertion 
Tapidwkey iva sravowOy in ver. 26 is not 
strictly correct there. Before that, the 
contents of this passage come in, and the 
last attempt of Pilate to liberate Him. — 
27.] eis tO mpatt. The residence of the 
Roman governor was the former palace of 
Herod, in the upper city (see Winer, Real- 
worterbuch, ‘ Richthaus’). — 6A. +. om. 

txt A.—for Néy., déoovreg A. 

The ometpa is the cohort—the tenth part 
of a legion. The word 6X. is not to be 
pressed.—érr’ attév—‘ to Him’—to make 
sport with Him. This happened in the 
guard-room of the cohort: and the narra- 
tive of it we may well believe may have 
come from the centurion or others (see 
ver. 54), who were afterwards deeply im- 
pressed at the crucifixion. —28.] Possibly 
the mantle in which He had been sent 
back from Herod—see note on Luke, ver. 
11: or perhaps one of the ordinary soldiers’ 
cloaks. — 29.] It does not appear whether 
the purpose of the crown was to wound, or 
simply for mockery—and equally uncertain 
is it, of what kind of thorns it was com- 
posed. The acanthus itself, with its large 
ucculent leaves, is singularly unfit for such a 

aarpeese as is the plant with very long sharp 
thorns commonly known as spina Christi, 
being a brittle acacia (robinia),—and the 
very length of the thorns, which would meet 
in the middle if it were bent into a wreath, 
precluding it. Some flevile shrub or plant 
must be understood—possibly some variety 
of the cactus or prickly pear. ‘ Hasselquist, 
a Swedish naturalist, supposes a very com- 
mon plant, naba or nabka of the Arabs, 
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— 33. aft. PoAy. rec. dc, with many mss., but txt ABD GHKL 26 al. abev Ath.— 

Aeyopevoc om. D abc. 
Sahid. Aith. Arm. Ath. Hil. 

with many small and sharp spines; soft, 
round, and pliant branches; leaves much 
resembling ivy, of a very deep green, as if 
in designed mockery of a victor’s wreath.’ 
Travels, 288. 1766. (cited by F. M.)—xdX. 
—for a sceptre.—é6 Bac., nominative with 
art. for vocative, a Hebraism, see refl.— 
Here follows the exhibition of Jesus by 
Pilate, and his last attempt to release Him, 

John xix. 4—16. é 
31—34.]| Mark xy. 20—23. Luke xxiii. 

26—33. John xix. 16,17. The four ac- 
counts are still essentially and remarkably 
distinct. Matthew’s and Mark’s are from 
the same source, but varied in expression, 
and in detail; Luke’s and John’s stand 
each alone ; Luke’s being the fullest, and 
giving us the deeply interesting address to 
the daughters of Jerusalem. — 31.] Pecu- 
liar to Matt. and Mark.—aany.=téayovow 
Mark. Executions usually took place with- 
out the camp, see Num. xv. 35, or city, l 
Kings xxi. 13. Acts vil. 58. Heb. xiii. 
11—13. Grotius brings examples to 
show that the same was the custom of the 
Romans. — 82.] Previously Jesus had 
borne His own cross: John, ver. 17. So 
Plutarch, de sera numinis vindicta, Eeacrog 
TOY Kakovpywy éxdépe TOY avVTOU oTav- 
pov, c. ix.—We have no~data-to-aseertain 
any further particulars about this Simon 
of Cyrene. The only assumption which 
we are perhaps justified in making, is that 
he was afterwards known in the Church as 
a convert; see note on Mark, ver. 2l. He 
was coming from the country, Luke, ver. 
26. _On ayyapedw see note at v. 41.— 
33.] Tod. in Chaldee 8723, in Hebrew 

35), a skull:—the name is by Jerome, and 

generally, explained from its being the usual 
place of executions and abounding with 
skulls—not however wrburied, which was 

romoc Ney. B L Ath. — 34. for d£0c, oivov B D K L abv Copt. 

txt A e.—70é\nce B D L Chrys. txt A. —35. Baddvrec 

not allowed. This last consideration raises 
an objection to the explanation,—and as the 
name does not import Kpaviwv Tézoec, but 
kpaviov tr. or simply Kpaviovy (Luke), 
many, among whom are Cyril of Jerusalem, 
Reland, Paulus, Liicke, De Wette, Meyer, 
&c., understand it as applying to the shape 
of the hill or rock. But neither does this 
seem satisfactory, as we have no analogy to 

guide us (Meyer’s justification of the name 
from codrtoy, or Kpavetoy, a wood near 
Corinth, does not apply: for that is so 
called from xcodvov, the cornel tree—De 
Wette), and no such hill or rock is known 
to have existed.—As regards the situation, 
I cannot help thinking that Williams (‘The | 
Holy City,’ Lond. 1845), in the midst of | 
much that is objectionable in the spirit of | 
his book, has made a very strong case for 
the commonly-received site of Calvary and 
the sepulchre. — 84.] It was customary 
to give a stupefying drink to criminals on 
their way to execution: of which the Lord 
would not partake, having by tasting it 
ascertained its purpose—In Mark’s ac- 
count it is éopupripévog olvoc—and 
though olvog and doc might mean the 
same, éoprupvicpévoc and pera yor. pepey. 
cannot. We may observe here, (and if the 
remark be applied with caution and reye- 
rence, it is a most usefithone,) how Matt. 
Oftenadopts in his narrative the very 
words of prophecy, where one or more of 
the other Evangelists give the matter of 
fact detail; see above on ch. xxvi- 15, and 
compare with this verse Ps. Ixix. 21. 

35 
32—34. 38. John xix. 18—24. The four 
accounts are distinct from one another, 
and independent of any one source in 
common.—85.]| otavp@aavtes. The cross 
was an upright pale or beam, intersected 

“see 

—— 

38.] Mark xv. 24—28. Luke xxiii. a 
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by a transverse one at right angles, gene- 
rally in the shape of a T. In this case, 
from the ‘title’ being placed over the 
Head, the upright beam probably projected 
above the horizontal one, as usually repre- 
sented -, To this cross the criminal, 
being stripped of his clothes, was fixed by 
nails driven through the hands and (not 
always, nor perhaps generally, though cer- 
tainly not seldom—see note at Luke xxiv. 
40) through the feet, separate or united. 
The body was not supported by the nails, 
but by a piece of wood which passed be- 
tween the legs—i¢’ ) éroyotyrat ot orav- 
povpevot, Justin Mart. c. Tryph. p. 318. 
On the rest of the verse see notes on John. 
—tThe words omitted in the text are clearly 
interpolated from John, ver. 24, with just. 
the phrase 7d pnOiv ir5 (or amd) Tov 
moogytrov assimilated to Matthew’s usual 
form of citation. —36.] érioovrv—this was 
usual, to prevent the friends taking cruci- 
fied persons down. There were four 
soldiers, John, ver. 23; a centurion and 
three others. —37.] émwé?.—is not to be 
taken as a plusq. perf.—Matthew finishes 
relating what the soldiers did, and then 
goes back to the course of the narrative. 
‘The soldiers’ need not even be the nomi- 
native case to 70. The ‘title’ appears to 
have been written by Pilate (see below) 
and sent to be affixed on the cross. It is 
not known whether the affixing of this 
title was customary. In Dio Cassius (cited 
incorrectly by Meyer) we read of such a 

title being hung round the neck of a 
criminal on his way to execution. On the 
difference in the words of the inscription 
itself it is hardly worth while to comment, 
except to remark, that the advocates for 
the verbal and literal exactness of each 
gospel may here find an undoubted ex- 
ample of the absurdity of their view, 
which may serve to guide them in less 
plain and obvious cases. A title was 
written, containing certain words; not 
four titles, all different, but one, differing 
probably from all of these four, but cer- 
tainly from three of them. Let us bear 
this in mind when the narratives of words © 
spoken, events, differ in a similar 
manner. Respecting the title, see further 
on John, vv. 20—22.—88.] These thieves 
were led out with Jesus, and crucified by 
the same soldiers—not, as Meyer says, by 
another band. 

39—44.] Mark xv. 29-32. Luke xxiii. 
35—37. 39—43. John xix. 25—27. .Our 
narrative and that of Mark are from a 
common source. Luke’s is wholly distinct. 
The whole of these indignities are omitted 
by John. —39.] of mapa. These words 
say nothing as to its being a working- 
day, or as to the situation of the spot. A 
matter of so much public interest would be 
sure to attract a crowd, among whom we 
find, ver. 41, the chief priests, scribes, and 
elders. These passers-by were the multi- 
tude going in and out of the city, some 
coming to see, others returning.—kw. T. 
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ked.: see Ps. xxii. 8. The first reproach 
refers to ch. xxvi. 61; the second to the 
same, ver. 64.—42.] Luke gives, more 
exactly, the second reproach in this verse 
as proceeding from the soldiers. — 48. | 
See Ps. xxii. 7, 8. This is not according 
to the LXX, which has j#jAmiwev iz 
Kiptoy’ pucdolw avtoy, swoatw avTor, 
Ore Oé\ec adréy. This is, omitted by 
Mark and Luke. — 44.] Neither’ Matt. 
nor Mark.areaware of the more Lf where 
account given by Luke, vv. 39—44, where 
see notes. For the other incident which 
happened at this time, see John, vy. 25— 

ind notes. mt aie 
j 45—50.| Mark xv. 33—37. Luke xxiii. 
/ 44—46. John xix. 28—30.~The three 
accounts are here and there very closely 
allied; Matthew and Mark almost verbally. 

Luke only, however, contains the words 
which the Lord uttered before He expired, 
—omits the incident which takes up our vv. 
46—49, and inserts here the rending of 
the veil. John is entirely distinct. — 45. | 
According to Mark, ver. 25, it was the 
third hour when they crucified Him. If 
so, He had been on the cross three hours, 
which in April would answer to about the 
same space of time in our day—i.e. from 
9—12 a.m. On the difficulty presented 
by John’s declaration ch. xix. 14, see notes 
there.—oxKétos—this was no eclipse of the 
sun, for it was full moon at the time—nor 
any partial obscuration of the sun such as 
sometimes takes place before an earth- 
quake—for it is clear that no earthquake 
in the ordinary sense of the word is there 
intended. Those whose belief leads them 
to reflect WHO it was then suffering, will 

shave no difficulty in accounting for these 
signs of sympathy in Nature, nor in seeing 

Oe B.—viv om. AEH Copt.—airoy om. BL v. — 44. aft. ove. ins. oby BD. om. A.— 

rec. ara, but adrov ABDFHKLMS V 29 all. —46. tBonoey B. txt A Daan 

HrEt Hei _D. 2Awei B. txt AA—Ama A K. Aud E FHS al. Xena L. Anpa B. txt Dd. \ 

—caBayOarvei A B. ZapOavei D. cagOavei D?-—tyxaréNeemeg K M.— 47. Earned 

their applicability. The consent, in the 
same words, of all three Evangelists, must 
silence all question as to the universal 
belief of this darkness as a fact; and the 
early Fathers (Tertull. Apol. c. 21. Origen 
c. Cels. 2. 33. Euseb. in Chronicon) ap- 
peal to profane testimony for its truth. 
The omission of it in John’s Gospel is of | 
no more weight than the numerous other ~ 
instances of such omission. See Amos viil. 
9, 10.—émi wacav thy yhv—whether 
these words are to be taken in all their _ 
strictness is doubtful. Of course, the i 
whole globe cannot be meant—as it would _ 
be night naturally over half of it. The 
question is, are we to understand that part ; 
of it over which there was day? 1 believe — 
we are; but see no strong objection to 
any limitation, provided the fact itself, as 
happening at Jerusalem, is distinctly re- 
cognized. This last is matter of testimony, 
and the three Evy. are pledged to its truth : ( 
the se s cannot stand on the | 
same ground, not being matter of testi- 
mony properly so called. — 46.] See Ps. 
xxii. 1. The words are Chaldee, and not 
Hebrew. The Lord spoke them in the 
ordinary dialect, although He was well 

i with the sacred text itself. : 
The weightiest question is, Jn what sense 
did He use them? Wis inner conscious- } 
ness of union with God must have been 
complete and indestructible—but, like His 
higher and holy will, liable to be obseured 
by human weakness and pain, which at 
this time was at its very highest. We 
must however take care not to ascribe all 
His suffering to bodily pain, however 
cruel: His soul was in immediate contact 
with and prospect of death—the wages of | 
sin, which He had taken on Him, but- 
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never committed—and the conflict at Geth- 
semane was renewed. ‘He Himself,’ as 
the Berlenberg Bible, remarks= (Stier, vi. 
548) ‘becomes the Expositor of the dark- 
ness, and shows what it imports.’ In the 
words however, ‘My God’—there speaks 
the same union with the Divine Will, and 
abiding in the Everlasting Covenant pur- 
pose, as in those, ‘ Not my will, but Thine.’ 
—These are the only words on the Cross 
related by Matt. and Mark—and they are 
related by none besides. —The form 0eé is 
very seldom used,—only in Judg. xvi. 28. 
Ezr. ix. 6. The LXX_here has the usual 
vocative 6 O<6¢: as also ~— 47.| This 
was not said by the Roman soldiers, who 
could know nothing of Elias; nor was it a 
misunderstanding of the Jewish spectators, 
who must have well understood the import 
of #Ai: nor again was it said in any appre- 
hension, from the supernatural darkness, 
that Elias might really come (Olsh.); but 
it was replied in intended mockery, as 
ovtos clearly indicates.—This is one of 
the cases where, in advocating.gfa Hebrew 
Gospel of Matthew, we are obliged to suppose 
that the Greek translator has retained the 
original words, in order to make the reason 
of the reply clear. —48.] This was on 
account of the words ‘I thirst’ uttered by 
the Lord; see John, ver. 28. Mark’s ac- 
count is somewhat different; there the 
same person gives the vinegar and utters 
the scoff which follows. This is quite in- 
telligible—contempt mingled with pity 
would doubtless find atype among the 
by-standers. There is no nééd for-assuming 
that the soldiers offering vinegar in Luke, 
ver. 37, is the same incident as this. 
Since then the bodily state of the Re- 
deemer had greatly changed; and what 
was then offered in mockery might well be 
now asked for in the agony of death, and 
received when presented, as in our text. 
I would not however absolutely deny that 

\ 

Luke may be giving a less accurate detail ;* 
and may represent this incident by his 
ver. 37. The d€os is the posca, sour wine, 
or vinegar and water, the ordinary drink of 
the Roman soldiers. On the other par- 
ticulars, see notes on Jotin. — 49.] If we 
take our account as the accurate one, the 
rest—in mockery—call upon this person to 
desist, and wait for Elias to come to save 
Him: if that of Mark, the giver of the 
drink calls upon the rest (also in mockery) 
to let this suffice, and wait, &c. The former 
seems more probable.—I cannot so confi- 
dently pronounce the addition found here 
in BCL, &c., to be an interpolation from 
John, as De Wette and others have done. 
For if so, a considerable difficulty would 
be created,—as we should here have the 
piercing with the spear occurring before, 
and indeed occasioning, the death of Jesus. 
This is certainly very improbable; but we 
can hardly imagine an interpolator com- 
mitting such a blunder, if it be one. The 
history of the addition must remain ob- 
scure, in our entire ignorance of the early 
history of the text.—50.] It has been 
doubted whether the zeréAeorar of John 
(ver. 30) and warep, tic x. cov mapaOn- 
copa: Tt. wv. pov of Luke (ver. 46) are to 
be identified with this crying out, or to be 
taken as distinct from it. But a nearer 
examination of the case will set the doubt 
at rest. The zapédwxe of John implies 
the speech in Luke ; which accordingly was 
that uttered in this gwr) peyadn. The 
TeTé\eoTat was said before; see notes on 
John. 

51—56.] Mark xv. 38—41. Luke xxiii. 
47—49. The three narratives are essen- 
tially distinct. That of Luke is more gene- 
ral—giving only the sense of the centurion’s 
words—twice using the indefinite zdavrec¢ 
—and not specifying the women. The 
whole is omitted by John. — 51.] This was 
the inner veil, screening off the Holy of 
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Holies from the holy place, Exod. xxvi. 33. 
Heb. ix. 2,3. This circumstance has given 
rise to much incredulous comment, and that 

en from men like Schleiermacher. A 
right and deep view of the O. T. symbol- 
ismis required to furnish the key to-it ; 
and for this we look in vain among those 
who set aside that symbolism entirely.— 
That was now accomplished, which was the 
Oneand Great Antitype of all those sacrifices 
offered in the holy place ¢o gain, as on the 

‘great day of atonement (for that day may 
be taken as the representation of their in- 

tent), entrance into the holiest place,—the 
_ typical presence of God. What those sa- 
crifices (ceremonially) procured for the Jews 
(the type of God’s universal Church) through 
their High-priest, was now (really) procured 
for all men by the sacrifice of Him, who 
was at once the victim and the High-priest. 
When Schleiermacher and De Wette assert 
that no use is made of this event in the 
Epistle to the Hebrews, they surely cannot 
have remembered, or not have deeply con- 
sidered Heb. x. 19—21. Besides, suppose 
it had been referred to plainly and by name 
—what would then have been said? Clearly, 
that this mention was a later insertion, to 
justify that reference. And almost this 
latter, Strauss, recognizing the allusion in 
Heb., actually does. Schleiermacher also 
asks, how could the event be known, seeing 
none but priests could have witnessed it, 
and they would not be likely to betray it ? 
To say nothing of the almost certain spread 
of the rumour, has he forgotten that (Acts 
vi. 7) ‘‘a great company of the priests were 
obedient unto the faith ?’? Neander, who 
gives this last consideration its weight (but 
only as a possibility, that some priests may 
have become converts, and apparently with- 

unworthy and shuffling note (L. J. p. 757), 
ending by quoting two testimonies, one 
apocryphal, the other rabbinical, from which 
he concludes that ‘ some matter of fact lies 
at the foundation’ of this (according to him) 
mythical adjunct !—% yh éoeto 8 —not an 
ordinary earthquake, but connected with 
the two next clauses, and finding in them 
its explanation and justification. — at aé- 
Tpat éoxioOnoav. It would not be right 
altogether to reject the testimonies of tra- 
vellers to the fact of extraordinary rents 
and fissures in the rocks near the spot. Of 

out reference to the above fact), has an 
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course those who know no other proof o 
the historical truth of the event, will not 
be likely to take this as one; but to us, 
who are firmly convinced of it, every such 
trace, provided it be soberly and honestly 
ascertained, is full of interest. — 52. kat Ta 

Vea amo to end of ver. 53.| The first 
clause, as following on an earthquake which 
splits the rocks, is by the modern commen- 
tators received as genuine, and thrown into 
the same probability as the earthquake it- 
self: but the following ones meet with no 
mercy at their hands. ‘ Gin mythifd) apo- 
frypbifcer Wnfas’ is Meyer’s description 
of them—and as he cannot find any critical 
ground for this, the Greek Editor of Mat- 
thew has the blame of having added them! ! 
I believe on the contrary that these latter 
clauses contain the occasion of the former 
ones. The whole transaction was swper- 
natural and symbolic : no other interpreta- 
tion of it will satisfy even ordinary common 
sense. Was the earthquake a mere coin- 
cidence ? This not even those assert, who 
deny all symbolism in the matter. Was it 
a mere sign of Divine wrath at what was 
done—a mere prodigy, like those at the 
death of Czsar? Surely no Christian be- 
liever can think this. Then what was it ? 
What, but the opening of the tombs—the, 
symbolic declaration ‘ mors janua vite,’ — 
that the Death which had happened had 
broken the bands of death for ever ? These 
following clauses (which have no mythical 
nor apocryphal character—ivepavisOncav 
aro\Xois, and no more, is not the way of 
any but authentic history: see the Gospel 
of Nicodemus, ch. xvii. ff. in Jones’s Canon 
of the N. T., vol. ii. p. 255) require only 
this explanation to be fully understood. 
The graves were opened at the moment of 
the death of the Lord; but inasmuch as 
He is the first-fruits from the dead—the 
Resurrection and the Life—the bodies of 
the Saints in them did not arise till He 
rose, and having appeared to many after 
His resurrection,—possibly during the forty 
days,—went up with Him into His glory. 
Moses and Elias, who were before in glory, 
were not from the dead, properly speak- 
ing: see note on ch, xvii. 1.—The explana- 
tion (Fritzsche) of mjv Eyspo.w avrov as 
“after He had raised them,’ is simply ridi- 
culous. The words belong to the whole 
sentence, not merely to eici\0ov.—AyépOn 
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is the result—not the immediate accom- 
paniment, of the opening of the tombs. It 
is to prevent this being supposed, that the 
qualification per. rT. & avd. is added. — 54. | 
TOV GELOPOV Kal TA yev. = OTL ovTW Kpa~ac 
t&emvevoey Mark. Does the latter of these 
look as if compiled from the former? The 
circumstances of our vv. 51—53, except the 
rending -of the veil, are unknown to Mark, 
of the minute accuracy of whose account 
I have no doubt. His report is that of 
one man—and that man, more than pro- 
bably, a convert. Matthew’s is of many, 
and represents their general impression. 
Luke’s is also general.—to yevdpevov 
points to the crying out, as in Mark :—but 
see notes there. — cod vies Hv—which the 
Centurion had heard that He gave Himself 
out for, John xix. 7. It cannot be doubt- 
ful, I think, that he used these words in 
the Jewish sense—and with some idea of 
that which they implied. When Meyer 
says that he must have used them in a 
heathen sense, meaning a hero or demi- 
god, we rust first be shown that Qe0v vidc 
was ever so used. I believe Luke’s to be 
a different report: see notes there. — 55, 
56.] 7KoX., the historic aorist in a relative 
clause,—not for the pluperfect ;— see Acts i. 
2. John xi. 30 al. fr. : and Winer, § 41,5,end. 
— 7% Mayé., from Magdala: see ch. xv. 39. 
She is not to be confounded with Mary who 
anointed the Lord, John xii. 1, nor with the 
woman who did the same, Luke vii. 36: see 
Luke viii. 2. — Map. 4 tT. “Iax.] the wife 
of Alpheus or Clopas, John xix. 25: see 
note on ch. xiii. 55. —7Ia«., Mark adds 
Tov pucoov, to distinguish him from the 
son of Zebedee. — pit. tT. vi. Z.] = LDa- 
Aon, Mark. Both omit Mary the mother 
of Jesus :—but we must remember, that if 
we are to take the group as described at 

txt A B. — 58. 76 oda (2nd) om. B L al. ins. A C D abcv. — 59. 7apa- 

this moment, she was not present, having 
been, as I belieye (see note on John, ver. 
26), led~awayby the beloved Apostle im- 
mediately on the speaking of the words, 
‘ Behold thy mother.’ And if this view be 
objected to, yet she could not be named 
here, nor in Mark, except separately from 
these three—for she could not have been 
one of the dtakovotcat ait.—There must 
have been also another group, of His dis- 
ciples, withinsight ;—e. g. Thomas, whosaid, 
‘Except I see in His hands the print of 
the nails,’ &c.—and generally those to 
whom He afterwards showed His hands 
and feet as a proof of His identity. 

57—61.] Mark xv. 43—47. Luke xxiii. 
50—56. John xix. 388—42. The four ac- 
counts, agreeing in substance, are remark- 
ably distinct and independent, as will ap- 
pear by a close comparison of them.— 87. ] 
Before sunset, at which time the sabbath, 
and that an high day, un: see Deut. 
xxi. 23. The Roman custom was for the 
bodies to remain on the crosses till de- 
voured by birds of prey. ‘ Non pasces in 
cruce corvos.’ Hor. Epist. i. 16, 48. On 
the other hand Josephus, B. J. iv. 5, 2, 
says, Iovdaiwy mepi Tac Tapac TmPdvoray — 
Towvpévwy were Kal Tove éK KaTadixye 
.... QvacTaupwpévoug 100 ObyTog iXiov 
cabedeiy cat Carrey. — HAOev] probably 
to the Pretorium. Meyer supposes, ¢o the 
place of execution ; which is also possible, 
and seems supported by the 7\Qev viy Kai 
moe John, ver. 38, and 7\Oe dé kai . . . 
ver. 39, which certainly was to Golgotha.— 
arhovatos—he was also a counsellor, i.e. 
one of the Sanhedrim: see Mark, ver. 43. 
Luke, ver. 51.— Apwpabatas] Opinions are 
divided as to whether this was Rama in 
Benjamin (see ch. ii. 18), or Rama (Ra- 
mathaim) in Ephraim, the birth-place of 
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Samuel. The form of the name is more 
like the latter: see note on Luke. — 58. ] 
The repetition of ro c@pa is remarkable, 
and indicates a common origin, in this 
verse, with Mark, who repeats it on ac- 
count of the expression of Pilate’s surprise, 
and the change of subject between. — 59. } 
John (ver. 39) mentions tlie arrival of 
Nicodemus with an hundred pound weight 
of myrrh and aloes, in which also the Body 
was wrapped. The three_know nothing of 
this—nor Matthew and John of the subse- 
quent design of the women to embalm It. 
What wonder if, at such a time, one party 
of disciples should not have been aware of 
the doings of another? It is possible that 
the women, who certainly knew what had 
been done with the Body (see ver. 61), may 
have intended to bestow o more elabo- 
rate care, as whatever was done this night 
was hHurried,—see John, vv. 41, 42. — 60.] 
Matt. alone relates that it was Joseph’s 
own tomb. John, that it was in a garden, 
and in the place where He was crucified. 
All except Mark notice the newness of the 
tomb. John does not mention, and appa- 

rently is not aware, that it belonged to 
Joseph—yet thé expression ty @ obdérrw 
ovdeic éré0n looks as if he knew more than 
he has thought it necessary to state. His 
reason for the Body being laid there is, that 
it was near, and the Preparation rendered 
haste necessary. But then we may well 
ask, How should the body of an executed 
person be laid in a new tomb, without the 
consent of the owner being first obtained ? 
And who so likely to provide a tomb, as he 
whose pious care for the Body was so emi- 
nent ?—All that we can determine respect- 

ing the sepulchre from the data here fi 
nished is, (1) That it was not a natura 
cave, but an artificial excavation in the 
rock. (2) That it was not cut downwards 
after the manner of a grave with us, but 
horizontally, or nearly so, into the face of 
the rock—this I conceive to be implied in 
mpoccvdisag hid. rH Odpe Tov py. (3) 
That it was in the spot where the cruci- 
fixion took place. —61.] Luke mentions 
more generally the women who came with 
Him from Galilee ; and specifies that they 
prepared spices and ointments, and rested 
the sabbath-day, according to the command- 
ment. 

62—66.] Peculiar to Matthew. — 62. 
7] éw.| not on that night, but on the next 
day.—A difficulty has been found in its 
being called the day pera Ti} TapacKeviy, 
considering that it was itself the sabbath, 
and the greatest sabbath in the year. But 
I believe the expression to be carefully and 
purposely used. The chief-priests, &c. did 
not go to Pilate on the sabbath,—but in the 
evening, after the termination of the sab- 
bath. Had the Evangelist said ijri¢ éori 7d 
caBBarov, the incongruity would at once 
appear of such an application being made 
on the sabbath—and he therefore designates 
the day as the first after that, which, as the 
day of the Lord’s death, the rapackevy, 
was uppermost in his mind. The only 
really strange circumstance is, that he has 
not so called it before, but now for the first 
time.—The narrative following has been 
much impugned, and its historical accuracy 
very generally given up by even the best 
of the German commentators (Olshausen, 
Meyer; also De Wette, Hase, and others). 
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The chief difficulties found in it seem to 
be: (1) How should the chief-priests, &c. 
know of His having said, ‘in three days I 
will rise again,’ when the saying was hid 
even from His own disciples? The answer 
to this is easy. The meaning of the saying 
may have been, and was, hid from the dis- 
ciples; but the fact of its having been said 

Not to lay any stress 
on John ii. 19, we have the direct prophecy 
of Matt. xii. 40—and besides this, there 
would be a rumour current, through the 
intercourse of the Apostles with others, 
that He had been in the habit of so say- 
ing. As to the understanding of the words, 
we must remember that hatred is.keener 
sighted. than love;—that the raising of 
Lazarus would show, what sort of a thing 
rising from the dead was to be ;—and that 
the fulfilment of the Lord’s announcement 
of His crucifixion would naturally lead them 
to look further, to what He had more an- 
nounced. (2) How should the women, who 
were solicitous about the removal of the 
stone, not have been still more so about its 
being sealed, and a guard set? The answer 
to this has been given above—they were 
not aware of the circumstance, because the 
guard was not set till the evening before. 
There would be no need of the application 
before the approach of the third day—it is 
only made for a watch ws THs Tpitys 
jpepas, ver. 64—and it is not probable 
that the circumstance would transpire that 
night— certainly it seems not to have done 
so. (3) That Gamaliel was of the council, 
and if such a thing as this, and its sequel 
ch. xviii. 1I—15, had really happened, he 
need not have expressed himself doubtfully, 
Acts v. 39, but would have been certain 
that this was from God.—But, first, it does 
not necessarily follow that every member 
of the Sanhedrim was present and applied 
to Pilate, or even had they done so, that 
all bore a part in the act of ch. xxviii. 12. 
One who, like Joseph, had not consented 
to their deed before,—and we may safely 
say that there were others such,—would 

txt A B C.— 66. for 

naturally withdraw himself from further 
proceedings against the person of Jesus. 
Besides, I am not by any means sure that 
Gamaliel does express himself doubtfully in 
Acts v. 39. I can well suppose him con- 
vinced by what had happened, and imply- 
ing, but in cautious words, this strong con- 
viction. (4) Had this been so, the three 
other Evangelists would not have passed 
over so important a testimony to the Re- 
surrection. But surely we cannot argue in 
this way—for thus every important fact 
narrated by one Evangelist alone must be 
rejected—e.g. (which stands in much the 
same relation) the satisfaction of Thomas 
—and other such narrations. Till we know 
much more about the circumstances under 
which, and the scope with which, each Gos- 
pel was compiled, all a priori arguments of 
this kind are good for nothing. — 65. | 
”“Exere — more naturally, indicative, ‘ Ye 
have.’ But then the question arises, What 
guard had they? and if they had, why go 
to Pilate? Perhaps we must understand 
some detachment placed at their disposal 
during the feast—but there does not seem 
to be any record of such a practice. That 
the guards were under the Sanhedrim is 
plain from ch. xxviii. 11, where they make 
their report (ut mos militiz, factum esse 
quod imperasset, Tacitus, Ann. i. 6), not to 
Pilate, but to the chief-priests. To take 
éxyere as imperative (De Wette, Meyer) is 
very harsh; it should rather be \aPere. — 
és ciSare—‘as you know how:’ ‘in the 
best manner you can.’ There is no irony 
in the words, as has been supposed. —pero. 
belongs to jo@aX., and implies the means 
whereby, as in reff.—The sealing was by 
means of a cord or string passing across 
the stone at the mouth of the sepulchre, 
and fastened at either end to the rock by 
sealing-clay. sap OTE OTE 
—— Grape XXVIII. 1—10.] Mark xvi. 
1—8. Luke xxiv. 1—12. John xx. 1—10. 
The independence and distinctness of the 
four narratives in this part has never been 
questioned, and indeed herein lie its prin- 
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cipal difficulties. With regard to them, I 
refer to what I have said in the Prolego- 
mena (I. 7. 5), that supposing us to be 
acquainted with every thing said and done, 
in its order and exactness, we should doubt- 
less be able to reconcile or account for, the 
present forms of the narratives: but not 
having this key to the harmonizing of them, 
all attempts to do so in minute particulars 
must be full of arbitrary assumptions, and 
carry no certainty with them. And I may 
remark, that of all harmonies, those of the 
incidents of these chapters are to me the 
most unsatisfactory. Giving their com- 
pilers all credit for the best intentions, I 
confess they seem to me to weaken instead 
of strengthening the evidence, which now 
rests (speaking merely objectively) on the 
unexceptionable testimony of three inde- 
pendent compilers, and one, who besides 
was an eye-witness of much that happened. 
If we are to compare the four, and ask 
which is to be taken as most nearly report- 
ing the exact words and incidents, on this 
there can I think be no doubt. On inter- 
nal as well as external ground, that of John 
takes the highest place: but not, of course, 
to the exclusion of those parts of the narra- 
tive which he does not touch.—The impro- 
bability that the Evangelists had seen one 
another’s accounts, becomes, in this part of 
their Gospels, an impossibility. Here and 
there we discern traces of a common narra- 
tion as the ground of their reports, as e. g. 
Matt. vv. 5—8. Mark vv. 5—8, but even 
these are very few.—As I have abandoned 
all idea of harmonizing throughout, I will 
beg the student to compare carefully the 
notes on the other Gospels.—1.] dé 8é 
oaB., not, ‘at the end of the week.’ The 
words caBBarwy and piay ca. are op- 
posed, both being days. ‘At the end of 
the Sabbath.’ There is some little diffi- 
culty here, because the end of the sabbath 
(and of the week) was at sunset the night 
before. It is hardly to be supposed that 
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Matthew means the evening of the sabbath, 
though ézédwoxe is used of the day begin- 
ning at sunset (Luke xxiii. 54, and note). 
It is best to interpret a doubtful expression 
in unison with the other testimonies, and to 

suppose that here both the day and the 
breaking of the day are taken in their 
natural, not their Jewish sense. — play 

oaB. me braism; the Rabbinical writings 
use ie nw, &c., affixing niwi to 
ue & Stnday, Monday, Tuesday, &c.— 
Map. ‘M. x. 7 GA. M.] In Mark, Salome 
also. John speaks of Mary Magdalene 
alone. See note there. —@ewp. t. t.] It 
was to anoint the Body, for which purposes 
they had that morning bought ointments 
and spices, Mark.—In Mark it is after the 
rising of the sun; in John, while yet dark ; 
in Luke, at dim dawn: the two last agree 
with our text.—2.] This must not be 
taken as pluperfect, which would be alto- 
gether inconsistent with the text. — Kal 
iSov — éyévero must mean that the women 
were witnesses of the earthquake, and that 
which happened. — ce.op.os was not pro- 
perly an earthquake, but was the sudden 
opening of the tomb by the descending 
Angel, as the yap shows. The rolling away 
was not done naturally, but by a shock, 
which = ceron6c.—It must not be sup- 
posed that the Resurrection of the Lord 
took place at this time, as sometimes 
imagined, and represented in paintings. It 
had taken place before.—xyép8n, are the 
words of the Angel. It was not for Him, 
to whom (see John xx. 19. 26) the stone 
was no hindrance, but for the women and 
His disciples, that it was rolled away. — 8.] 
7 iS€a, not his form, but his appearance ; 
not in shape, (as some would explain it 
away,) but in brightness. —4.] avrov, 
objective, ‘of him;’ as John vii. 13. Heb. 
ii. 15. —5.] In Mark, a young man in a 
white robe was sitting in the tomb on the 
right hand: in Luke two men in shining _ 
garments (see Acts i. 10) appeared (é7é- / 
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ornoay) to them. John relates, that Mary 
Magdalene looked into the tomb and saw 
(but this must have been afterwards) two 
angels in white sitting one at the head, the 

other at the feet where the Body had lain. 
All attempts to deny the angelic appear- 
ances or ascribe them to later tradition, are 
dishonest and absurd. That related in 
John is as definite as either of the others, 
and he certainly had it from Mary Mag- 
daleneherself.— tpets is semphatic, addressed 

“to the women. — 6.] xaQds etre is further 
expanded in Luke, vv. 6, 7. See ch. xvi. 
21. xvii. i 
phatic;—‘ gloriosa appellatio,’ Bengel. — 
7.| This appearance in Galilee had been 
foretold before His death, see ch. xxvi. 32. 

It is to be observed that Matthew records 
only this one appearance to the Apostles, 
and in Galilee. It is hardly possible that 
this can be the entire testimony of Matthew 
himself: for it is not likely that he would 
have omitted those important appearances 
in Jerusalem when the apostles were assem- 
bled, John xx. 19. 26, or that one which 
was closed by the Ascension. Our account 
is evidently fragmentary, consisting per- 
haps of the actual testimony of Matthew as 
Sar as it goes, —but not to be for amoment 
taken as complete (see below on 
The wpodyet here is not to be understood 
as implying the journeying on the part of 
the Lord Himself. It is cited from His 
own words, ch. xxvi. 32, and there, as here, 
merely implies that He would be there 
when they arrived. It has a reference to 
the collecting of the flock which had been 
scattered by the _Smiting | of the Shepherd ; 
see John x. 4.—€ket avtov dWeoGe is deter- 
mined, by caret pe OWovTar below, to be 

. avtov om. BD Bits 

txt A D. 

txt A D.—9. we. 
A C.—trnyrycer B C Orig. Cyr. 

part of the message to the disciples; not 
spoken to the women directly, but certainly 
indirectly including them. The idea of 
their being merely messengers to the Apo- 
stles without bearing any share in the pro- 

: ° . 9 Par 
mise, is against the spirit of the context: 
see further in note on ver. 17.—tSov cttrov 
tptv is to give solemnity to the command. 
These words are peculiar to Matthew, and 
are a mark of accuracy. — 8.] pera pdBou, 
ép’ oic sidoy mapaddéorc? pera yapae 6é, 
tp’ otc aKovcay evayyediowc, Euthym. — 
9.] Neither Mark nor Luke recount, or 
seem to have been aware of, this appear- 
ance. Mark even says oddevi obdév tizrov" 
époPovvTo yap. But (see above) it does 
not therefore follow that the narratives are 
inconsistent. Mark’s account (see note 
there) is evidently broken off suddenly ; 
and Luke’s (see also note there) appears to 
have been derived from one of those who 
went to Emmaus, who had evidently but an 
imperfect knowledge of what happened be- 
fore they left the city. We must at the 
same time remember that the genuineness 
of the words we 0é éx, az. T. pe. abr. is by 
no means certain, and we is never used of 
time by Matthew. All this being taken 
into account, we may tairly require that the 

. judgment should be suspended in lack of 
further means of solving the difficulty.— 
éxp. T. 7. partly in fear and as suppliants, 
for the Lord says p11) ¢oetc0e,—but show- 
ing also the yapa with which that fear was 
mixed (ver. 8),—joy at having recovered 
Him whom they loved. — mposex. avr. 
‘ Jesum ante passionem alii potius alieniores 
adorarunt quam discipuli.” Bengel.—10. tots 
aSehq. so also to Mary Magdalene, John 
xx. 17.—The repetition of this injunction 

i 4 
3 
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by the Lord has been thought to indicate 
that this is a portion of another narrative 
inwoven here, and may possibly belong to 
the same incident as that in ver. 7. But 
all probability is against this: the passages 
are distinctly consecutive, and moreover 
both are in the well-known style of Mat- 
thew (e. g. cai idod in both). There is 
perhaps more probability that this may be 
the same appearance as that in John xx. 
11—18, on account of «7 pov adzrov there 
and rode adedX~. pov,—but in our present 
imperfect state of information, this must 
remain a mere probability. 

11—15.] Peculiarto Matthew.—11. qrop. 8. 
av. | While they were going.—12. ovvay Bev - 
TEs, i. €. ot Apyxtepets, a change of the sub- 
ject of the sentence, as in Luke xix. 4 al. 
This was a meeting of the Sanhedrim, but 
surely hardly an official and open one; does 
not the form of the narrative rather imply 
that it was a secret compact between those 
(the majority) who were bitterly hostile to 
Jesus? The circumstance that Joseph had 
taken no part in their counsel before, leads 
us to think that others may have withdrawn 
themselves from the meeting, e. g. Gama- 
liel, who could hardly have consented to 
such a measure as this. —14.] not only 
‘come to the ears of the governor,’ but 
‘be borne witness of before the governor,’ 
come before him officially: i. e. if a stir be 
made, and you be in trouble about it: see 
reff. —15.] Justin Martyr, Dial. c. Tryph. 
p- 335, says, Kat od pdvoy ob perevornoarE 
pabdyvrec abriy dvacravra tk vEKoO”, 
a\\a dvopac XElporovhaavrec éxAsxrovc, 
sic maoay THY oikoupey nv brépare, KN- 
pbocorTec Ort aipecic Tig a0Eog Kai aVvomog 
éynyeorar azo 'Inood riwog TadtX\aiou 
m\avou (see ch, xxvil. 63) Ov oravpwody- 

txt AC 
add pépac BDL adcv Syr. om. A. — 

Twv Vay, ot praOnrai abrov KribavTec 
k.7T.\.—6 Aédyos ottTos—this account of the 
matter. Hisenmenger (Entdecktes Juden- 
thum, cited by Meyer and De Wette) gives 
an expansion of this lie of the Jews fro 
the book called Toldoth Jeschu. 

16—20.] This journey into Galilee was 
after the termination of the feast, allowing 
two first days of the week, on which the \ 
Lord appeared to the assembled apostles 
(John xx. 19. 26), to elapse. It illustrates 
the imperfect and fragmentary nature of 
the materials out of which our narrative is . 
built, that the appointment of this moun- 
tain as a place of assembly for the eleven 
has not been mentioned, although 1T4 dpos 
ov seems to imply that it has. Stier well 
remarks (Reden Jesu, vi. 876) that in this 
verse Matthew gives a hint of some inter- 
views haying taken place previously to this 
in Galilee. And it is important to bear 
this in mind, as suggesting, if not the 
solution, at least the ground of solution, of 
the difficulties of this passage. Ver. 17 
seems to present an instance of this im- 
perfect and fragmentary narrative. The 
impression given by it is that the majority 
of the eleven worshipped Him, but some 
doubted, (not, whether they should wor- © 
ship Him; which is absurd and not im- 
plied in the word,) (see ch. xxvi. 27, 28. 
@xovTo sic AekéAsrav, ot 0’ é¢ Méyaoa, 
Xen. Hell. i. 2, 14 cited by Meyer.) This 
however would be impossible, after the two 
appearances at Jerusalem in John xx. We 
are therefore obliged to conclude that 
others were present. Whether these others 
were the ‘500 brethren at once’ of whom 
Paul speaks 1 Cor. xv. 6, or some other 
disciples, does not appear. Olshausen and 
Stier suppose, from the previous announce- 
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ment of this meeting, and the repetition 
of that announcement by the angel, and 
by the Lord, that it probably included all 
the disciples of Jesus; at least, all who 
would from the nature of the case be 

_ brought together. —18.] mposeX9. They 
appear to have first seen Him at a distance, 
probably on the top of the mountain. 
This whole introduction, mposed@. éAdd. 
avt. éy., forbids us to suppose that the 
following words are a mere compendium of 
what was said on various occasions. Like 
the opening of ch. v., it carries with it a 
direct assertion that what follows, was 
spoken then, and there.—é8d0q pov.... 
The words are a reference to Dan. vii. 14 
LXX, which compare. 
Father, in the fulfilment of the Eternal 
Covenant, in the Unity of the Holy Spirit. 
Now first is this covenant, in its fulness, 

proclaimed upon earth. The Resurrection 
was its last seal—the Ascension was the 
taking possession of the Inheritance.— 
But the Inheritance is already won; and 
the Heir is only remaining on earth for a 
temporary purpose—the assuring His joint- 
heirs of the verity of His possession. ‘ All 
power in heaven and earth;’ see Eph. i. 
20—23. Col. ii. 10. Heb. i. 6. Rom. 
xiv. 9. Phil. ii. 9—11. 1 Pet. ni. 22.— 
19.] otv is probably a gloss, but an ex- 
cellent one. It is the glorification of the 
Son by the Father through the Spirit 
which is the foundation of the Church of 
Christ in all the world. And when we 
baptize into the Name (i. e. into the fulness 
of the consequence of the objective cove- 
nant, and the subjective confession) of 
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, it is this 
which forms the ground and cause of our 
power to do so—that this flesh of man, of 
which God hath made rayvra ra &0yn, is 
glorified in the Person of our Redeemer, 
through Whom we all have access by one 
Spirit to the Father.—op. pa9.] Demon- 
strably, this was not understood as spoken 
to the Apostles only, but to all the bre- 

Given,—by the. 

thren. mdavres Oveomdoncay ... mrAHY 
Tov arooro\wy (Acts vill. 2). ot piv ody 
Siagmapevtes SindOov, evayyeAfopevor 
Tov éyoy (ibid. ver. 4).—There is pecu- 
liar meaning in padytevoate. All power 
is given Me—go therefore and . . . subdue? 
Not so: the purpose of the Lord is to 
bring men to the knowledge of the truth— 
to work on and in their hearts, and lift 
them up to be partakers of the Divine 
Nature. And therefore it is not ‘subdue,’ 
but ‘make disciples of;’ (see below.) 
mavTa Ta €0vy again is closely connected 
with zaca touvcia éxi yij¢e.—wavTa TO 
€8yy] ‘all nations,’ including the Jews. 
It is absurd to imagine that in these words 
of the Lord there is implied a rejection 
of the Jews, in direct variance with His 
commands elsewhere, and also with the 
world-wide signification of éai yij¢ above. 

Besides, the (temporary) rejection of the — 

ead 

Jews consists in this, that they are num- — 
bered among wavra ta é6yn, and not a 
peculiar people any longer; and are be- 
come, in the providence of God, the sub- 
jects of that preaching, of which by original 
tiie they ought to have been the pro- 
mulgators. We find the first preachers of 
the gospel, so far from excepting the Jews, 
uniformly bearing their testimony to them 
jirst.—With regard to the difficulty which 
has been raised on these words,—that if they 
had been thus spoken by the Lord, the 
Apostles would never have had any doubt 
about the admission of the Gentiles into 
the Church,—I would answer, with Ebrard, 
Stier, De Wette, Meyer, and others, ‘ that 
the Apostles never had any doubt whatever 
about admitting Gentiles,—only whether 
they should not be circumcised first.’ In 
this command the prohibition of ch. x. 5 
is for ever removed.—Barrifovtes] The 
paOnredery consists of two parts—the 
initiatory, admissory rite, and the subse- 
quent teaching. It is much to be re- 
gretted that the rendering of pa. ‘teach,’ 
has in our Bibles clouded the meaning of 

; 
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these important words. It will be observed 
that in the Lord’s words, as in the Church, 
the process of ordinary discipleship is from 
baptism to instruction—i. e. is, admission 
in infancy to the covenant, and growing up 
into ryoetv wavra Kx. T. \.—the exception 
being, what circumstances rendered so 
frequent in the early Church, instruction 
before baptism, in the case of adults. On 
this we may also remark that baptism as 
known to the Jews included, just as it does 
in the Acts (ch. xvi. 15. 33) whole house- 
holds,-—wives and children.—As regards 
the command itself, no unprejudiced reader 
can doubt that it regards the outward rite 
of baptism, so well known in this gospel 
as having been practised by John, and re- 
ceived by the Lord Himself. And thus it 
was immediately, and has been ever since, 

understood by the Church. As regards all 
attempts to explain away this sense, we 
may say,—even setting aside the testimony 
furnished by the Acts of the Apostles,— 
that it is in the highest degree improbable 
that the Lord should have given, at a time 
when He was summing up the duties of 
His Church in such weighty words, a com- 
mand couched in figurative or ambiguous 
language—one which He must have known 
would be interpreted by His disciples, now 
long accustomed to the rite and its name, 

. otherwise than He intended it.—eis +. dv. 
jeees | Reference is apparently made to 
the Baptism of the Lord Himself, where 
‘the whole Three Persons of the Godhead 
| were in-manifestation. —Not ra 6v6para— 
but 7d ovopa—setting forth the Unity of 
‘the Godhead.—It is unfortunate again here 
that our English Bibles do not give us the 
force of this efe. It should have been 
‘into,’ (as in Gal. iii. 27 al.) both here and 
in 1 Cor. x. 2, and wherever the expression 
is used. It imports, not only a subjective 
recognition hereafter by the child of the 
truth implied in 70 dvopa x. 7. X. but an 
objective admission into the covenant of 
Redemption—a putting on of Christ. 
Baptism is the contract of espousal (Eph. 
y. 26) between Christ and His Church. 
Our word ‘in’ being retained both here 
and in our formula of Baptism, it should 
always be remembered that the Sacra- 
mental declaration is contained in this 
word; that it answers (as Stier has well 
observed, vi. 902) to the rotrv6 éort in the 

other Sacrament. On the difference be- 
tween the baptism of John, and Christian 
baptism,—see notes on Acts xix. 1—5, and 
the inferences and references there regard- 
ing infant baptism.—20.] Even in the 
case of the adult, this teaching must, in 
greater part, follow his baptism; though 
as we have seen, (on ver. 19,) in his excep- 
tional case, some of it must go before. — 
For this teaching is nothing less than the | 
building up of the whole man into the 
obedience of Christ. In these words, in-— 
asmuch as the then living disciples could 
not teach all nations, does the Lord found 
the office of Preachers in His Church,—with © 

all that belongs to it,—the duties of the 
minister, the school teacher, the scripture 
reader. This ‘teaching’ is not merely the 
kyovypa of the gospel—not mere procla- 
mation of the good news—but the whole 
catechetical office of the Church upon and 
in the baptized.—xat i8o0d....] These 
words imply and set forth the Ascension, 
the manner of which is not related by our 
Evangelist.—éy®—J, in the fullest sense. 
Not the Divine Presence, as distinguished — 
from the Humanity, of Christ. His Hu- 
manity is with us likewise. The vine lives 
in the branches. Stier remarks (vi. 954) 
the contrast between this ‘J am with you,’ — 
and the view of Nicodemus (John iii. 2) 
‘no man can do these miracles—except God 
be with him.’—pe@ ip.] mainly, by the 
Promise of the Father which He has 
poured out on His Church. But the Pre- | 
sence of the Spirit is the effect of the Pre- 
sence of Christ—and the Presence of 
Christ is part of the é60n above—the 
effect of the well-pleasing of the Father. 
So that the mystery of His name éupa- 
vounA\ is fulfilled—God is with us. And 
mTacas TAS HEpas—all the appointed days 
—for they are numbered by the Father, 
though by none but Him—€ws tis ovvT. 
tT. ai.—that time of which they had heard 
in so many parables, and about which they 
had asked, ch. xxiv.—the completion of 
the state of time. After that He will be 
no more properly speaking with us, but we 
with Him (John xvii. 24) where He is.— 
To understand ps@’ tpov only of the 
Apostles and their(?) successors, is to 
destroy the whole force of these most 
weighty words. Descending even into 
literal exactness, we may see that dida- 

a 
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okovTéc avrovc THOEiy TaYTa boa évETE- 
AGuny ipirv, makes adrode into dpeic, as 
soon as they are pepaOnrevpévor. The 
command is to the Universal Church—to 
be performed in the nature of things by 
her ministers and teachers, the manner of 
appointing which is not here prescribed, 
but to be learnt in the unfoldings of Pro- 
vidence recorded in the Acts of the Apo- 
stles, who by His special ordinance were 
the Founders and first builders of that 
Church—but whose office on that very 
account precluded the idea of succession 
or renewal.—That Matthew does not re- 
cord the fact or manner of the Ascension, 
is not to be used as a ground for any pre- 
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sumptions regarding the authenticity of 
the records of it which we possess. "The 
narrative here is suddenly broken off: that 
in John terminates with an express decla-, 
ration of its incompleteness. What reasons 
there may have been for the omission, 
either subjective, in the mind of the author 
of the Gospel, or objective, in the frag- 
mentary character of the apostolic reports 
which are here put together, is wholly out 
of our power, in this age of the world, to 
determine. As before remarked, the fact 
itself is here and elsewhere in this Gospel 
(see ch. xxv. 14, 31. xxii. 44. xxiv. 30. 
xxvi. 64) clearly implied. 
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N.B. Throughout Mark, the parallel 

places in Matthew are to be consulted. 

Where the agreement is verbal, or nearly 

so, no notes are here appended, except 

ammatical and philological ones. ~~~ 

~ Cnap. I. 1—8.] Matt. iii. 1—12. Lukeiii. 

J—18. The object of Mark being to relate 

the official life and ministry of the Lord, he 

begins with His baptism ; and as a neces- 

sary introduction to it, with the preaching of 

John the Baptist. His account of John’s 

baptism has many phrases in common with 

both Matt. and Luke; but from the addi- 

tional prophecy quoted in ver. 2, is cer- 

al. b.—bef. ‘Iep0c. om. ot D.—wartec, kai éBarrt. 
txt A P.—zorap om. D abd. —6. Kai Hv 

tainly independent and distinct (see pro- 
legomena to the Gospels, ch.I. § 2).— Apxy 
«.t.A.] This is probably a title to what 
follows, and not connected with ver. 4, nor 
with ver. 2.—Ingot xp.] of, as its Author, 
and its Subject.— 2, 3.] This again stands 
independently, not ‘Iway. tyév. Baar .. we 
yéyparrat.—The reading tv 7@ ‘Ho. Tf. 
apo. seems to have been inserted from 
Matt. iii. 3, and Luke iii. 4.—The citation 

here is from two prophets, Isaiah and 
Malachi; see reff. See notes on Matt. xi. 
10. iii. 3.—4.] See on Matt. ii, 1.— 
Barr. per., the baptism symbolic of repent- 
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Arm. Copt. txt A.— 12. aft. wv. ins. 76 dywv D.—13. rec. yy éxet, but txt AB DL6 

ance and forgiveness—of the death unto 
sin, and new birth unto righteousness. 
The former of these only comes properly 
into the notion of John’s baptism, which 
did not confer the Holy Spirit, ver. 8. See 
on ver. 10.—7.] kiwWas Atoor.... the 
expression is common to Mark, Luke, and 
John. It amounts to the same as bearing 
the shoes—for he who did the last would 
necessarily be also employed in loosing and 
taking off the sandal. But the variety is 
itself indicative of the independence of 
Matt. and Mark of one another. John 
used the two expressions at different times, 
and our witnesses have reported both. 
Kas is added by Mark, who, as we shall 
find, is more minute in circumstantial de- 
tail than the other Evangelists. —8.] Matt. 
and Luke add cai zupi. 

9—11.] Matt. iii, 13—17. Luke iii. 21 
—23.—amé Nafap. is contained here only. 
The words with which this account is intro- 
duced, express indefiniteness as to time. 
It was (Luke iii. 21) after all the people 
were baptized ; see note there.—This com- 
mencement has no marks of an eye-witness: 
it is the compendium of generally current 
accounts. —10.| evéws or evOds is a 
favourite connecting word with Mark.— 
Hither Mark has here taken the oral ac- 

count verbatim and applied it to Jesus, 
‘He saw’ &c.—and airoy must mean 
Himself,—or we must understand 6 Iwdyv. 
before ei8e, and take dvaB. as absolute, 
which is very improbable-—The construe- 
tion of the sentence is a remarkable testi- 
mony of the independence of Mark and 
Matt. even when parts of the narrative 
agree verbatim; see note on Matt. iii. 6.— 
ox. Peculiar to Mark; and more de- 
scriptive than avemyOnoav, Matt. Luke.— 
11.] od ei, Mark and Luke; odrée¢ éo., 
Matt.—éyv @ eb0., Matt. and Mark; éy 
soi eb0., Luke. I mention these things to 
show how extremely improbable it is that 
Mark had either Matthew or Luke before 
him. Such arbitrary alteration of the 
documents before him could never have been 
the practice of any one seriously intent on 
an important work. 

12,18.] Matt.iv. 1—11. Luke iv. 1—13.— 
12, 18.] ékBadrAo =avayw Matt.,=dyw 
Luke.—oatava=8ia8. Matt. Luke; see 
note, Matt. iv. |.—It seems to have been 
permitted to the evil one to tempt the Lord 
during the whole of the 4G days, and of 
this we have here, as in Luke, an implied 
assertion. The additional intensity of 
temptation at the end of that period, is 
expressed in Matt. by the tempter coming 

Q2 
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txt A. — 18. aft. dgérrec, for r. 0. av., tavra D abe. —19. éxeidev om. B D Lab Syr. 

to Him—becoming visible and audible. 
Perhaps the being with the beasts may 
point to one form of temptation, viz. that 
of terror, which was practised on Him :— 
but of the inward trials, who may speak ? 
—oi ayy., as Tov Op. generic.—There is 
nothing here to contradict the fast spoken 
of in Matt. and Luke, as De Wette main- 
tains. Our Evangelist is perhaps not 
aware of it; or perhaps implies it in the 
last words of ver. 13. It is remarkable 
that those Commentators who are fondest 
of maintaining that Mark constructed his 
narrative out of those of Matt. and Luke 
(De Wette, Meyer) are also most keen in 
pointing out what they call irreconcileable 
differences between him and them ! 

14—20.] Matt. iv. 12—22. Luke iv. 
14, 15.—14, 15.] wapado0. seems to have 
been the usual and well-known term for 
the imprisonment of John. See notes on 
Matt. iv. 12.—rd evay. tr. B. Tr. 0.] A 
combination peculiar to Mark. 76 ed. 7. f. 
occurs Matt. iv. 23:—‘the good news of 
the arrival of the kingdom of God spoken 
of in the prophets ;’ see Dan. ii. 44.—em). 
6 xatp.] see Gal. iv. 4. ‘The end of the 
old covenant is at hand;’ ‘‘The Son is * 
born, grown up, anointed (in his baptism), 
tempted, gone forth, the testimony of 
His witness is given, and now He witnesses 
Himself; now begins that last speaking of 

God, by His Son (Heb. i. 2), which hence- 
forth shall be proclaimed in all the world 
till the end comes.”’ (Stier, Reden Jesu, i. 
64).—Kal mor.] These words are in Mark 
only. They furnish us an interesting cha- 
racteristic of the difference between the 
preaching 9f John, which was that of re- 
pentance—and of our Lord, which was re- 
pentance and faith. It is not in Himself 
as the Saviour that this faith is yet 
preached: this He did not proclaim till 
much later in His ministry: but in the 
fulfilment of the time and approach of the 
Kingdom of God.—éy is not instrumental 
(as Fritz.), ‘by means of the Gospel:’ but 
‘in the Gospel,’ which, in its completion, 
sets forth Jesus Christ as the object of 
faith. ( 

16—20.] Almost verbatim, as Matthew. 
The variations are curious: after Linwra, 
Mark omitsrov Aeyopevor Tévp.:—although 
the name was prophetically given by the 
Lord before this, in John i. 43, it perhaps 
was not actually given, till the twelve be- 
came a distinct body, see ch. iii. 16.—Mat- 
thew has el¢ 77) @., for our éy r. @., an in- 

neeivable variation, if one copied the 

Ghee Our dpgiBadrr. is no doubt the 
right reading, and suits the minute depicting 
of Mark. — yevéo@at is here inserted before 
G\veis for more accuracy.—adAove dio ad. 
(Matt.) is here omitted as unnecessary.— 
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pera Z. rt. warp. avr. (Matt.) is omitted 
here, and Z. inserted below, where Mat- 
thew has simply 7. war. — peta TOV 
pio. is inserted, for particularity, and per- 
haps to soften the leaving their father 
alone. It gives us a view of the station 
of life of Z. and his sons; they were not 
poor fishermen, but had hired servants.— 
Matthew has 7Kod\ovOyqo. abt.—Now may 
we not venture to say that both these ac- 
counts came from Peter originally ? Mat- 
thew’s an earlier one, taught (or given in 
writing perhaps) without any definite idea 
of making it part of a larger work; but 
this carefully corrected and rendered accu- 
rate, even to the omitting a name, which 
though generally known, and therefore men- 
tioned in the oral account, was not yet 
formally given, and must be omitted in the 
historical. 

21—28.] Luke iv. 31—37. — 21.] Not 
immediately after the preceding. The 
calling of the Apostles, the Sermon on the 
Mount, the healing of the leper, and of the 
centurion’s servant, precede the following 
miracle. — 22.] A formula occurring entire 
at the end of the Sermon on the Mount, 

Tic 1) 
txt A. — 28. «v0dec 

Matt. vii. 28, and the first clause of it in the 
corresponding place to this in Luke iv. 32. 
— 23—28.] av0. év mv., a man bound to, 
possessed by, an evil spirit; so yapa év 7v. 
ay. Rom. xiv. 17.—This account, occurs 
in Luke iv. 833—37, nearly verbatim: for 
the variations, see there. It is very im- 
portant for our Lord’s official life, as show- 
ing that He rejected and forbad all testi- 
mony to His Person, except that which 
He came on earth to give. The devils 
knew Him, but were silenced. (See Matt. 
viii. 29. v. 7.) —How utterly impossible to 
understand such a testimony as that of the 
sick person, still less of the fever or disease ! 
— Nalap. | We ma may observe that this epi- 
thet usually occurs under strong contrast 
to His Majesty and glory; as here, and 
ch. xvi. 6, and Acts ii. 22—24. xxii. 8, and, 
we may add, John xix. 19. —”Ea, originally 
imperative of éaw, but used for an inter- 
jection of fright and anguish. — jpas, 
generic, see Matt. viii. 29 (and note on the 
two men there). — omapag.] having con- 
vulsed him, see reff. Luke adds, that 
did not injure him at all. 

29—34.] Matt. viii. 14—17. Luke iv. 
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txt A D abe. 
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38—41. The three accounts, perhaps from 
a common source (but see notes on Luke), 
are all identical in substance, but very 
diverse in detail and words. — ad7jKev av- 
thy, of the fever, is common to all, and 

Sinkdver avtois, but no more. (I should be 
disposed to ascribe the account to Peter.— 
Simon, Andrew, James, and John,—see 
ch. xiii. 3.)—The same may be said of vv. 
32—34:—thewords «al 4 7X. OX. err. FV... 
O@vpav are added in our text, showing the 
accurate detail of an eye-witness. 

35—38.] Luke iv. 42, 43, where see 

note. The Lord’s present purpose was, 
not to remain in any one place, but to make 
the circuit of Galilee ; not to work mira- 

ee 

avrov om. L Arm.—xat bef. \éy. om. B—é7r om. D b 
Syr. for d71, core C Le Copt. Arm. Auth. kvore OTe BB. txt A a.—dvvy B. — 41. wai 

-cles, but to preachy—évvvxov, acc. neut. of 
tyvuxoc, as winiees, avo.ov, véiov, &c. a 
form not so used in the classics. — é&q\0. 
from the house of Peter and Andrew, ver. 
29. — ot per. adt.] Andrew, John, and 
James, ibid.— 88. é&eAyA.] = aréoradpat, 
Luke :—not ‘haveundertaken this journey :’ 
He had not yet begun any journey, and it 
cannot apply to 2£7)\@e above, for that was 
not to any city, nor to preach. The word 
has its more solemn sense, as in John xvi. 
28, though of course not understood then 
by the hearers. —39.] Matt. iv. 23.—kyp. 
eis] not for év, but as é¢ roy Ojpor AEyetry, 
Thucyd. y. 45, and similar expressions : 
see ref. . 
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2, 30. 

y Gen. xxi. 30. 
Zz Matt. ix. 31. 

XXviii. 15. 
a Exod. xviii. 

19. 

b Deut. ix. 11. 
Acts xxiv.17. 
Gal. ii. 1. 
ae .XXVi. 

d ch. i. 39. 

"oe Nucowr. 
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OUV-. 

3 \ of ‘ 

Kal SEXO EASE sEOOS fe ssn. 

g here only. 
Gen. xxxiii.6 

h here only t. 
i Gal.iy.15only. 
Judg. xvi. 21 
alex, 1 Kings 

2. 
k tikes 4al. 

Jer. xly. 6. 
1 ch. vi. 55. 

John v. 8, 12. 
Acts v. 1. 
ix. 33 only ft. 

m ch. i. 30. 
n Mate vi. 12 

oes, 

Karté- 

° Ova- to) Tikes iii. 15, 
p Deut. viii. 17. 

Ps. iv. 
q Matt. Xxvi. 

A 
Dan. iii. 

kai dpytaOcic D ad. — 42. eixdytog aitod om. B D L abed Syr. ins. A C.— 
ins. B C.— 45. zokAad om. D abcdv.—hef. 

tonpotc, ex BL.—v om. B.—rec. ravraydber, but txt ABC DKLMS 19 al. 
Cuap. II. 1. eicehOWv wadty D L a Copt. —2. kai (1) om. B L ae Copt. Arm.—éy 

oiKy BDL abc. txt A.—«d9. om. BL bv Copt. Eth. Arm. Syr. Aug.—for avrotc, 
mpoc avtrovc D.—rov om. D. —3. for To, amo L.—4. for moocey., moocéveyKat 
B Lv Syr. 
for é¢’ «, érov BD La. 

40—45.] Matt. viii. 2—4. Luke v. 12— 
14. The account here is the fullest, and 
evidently an original one, from an eye-wit- 
ness. Luke mentions (ver. 15) the spread- 
ing of the fame of Jesus, without assigning 
the cause as in our ver. 45. See note on 
Matt. — 43.] e&€BaXev need not necessa- 
rily imply that the healing was in a, house 
(Meyer) ; it might have been in.a_city, as 
in Luke. — 45. tov Adyov] not, ‘ what 
Jesus had said to him,’ but ‘ the a | 
of his healing. { 

+ ee be 2, / 

ZEth.—avrg om. D abe.—d7d Tov bxAov D cv. —i£ooté. om. D abe Syr.— 

txt A c. —KoaBarrov ACD. 
keiwevoc D. — 5. apisvTat B.—oov ai ap. omg. cov (2nd) BD G Lal. 
txt A.—7. for ri, 671 B.—BrAacpnpet BD L abev. 

txt B.—for kaz., Hy KaTa- 
oor at ap. C. 

txt A C.—eic om. D.—edféwe om. 

Cuap. IJ. 1—12.] Matt. ix. 2—9, 
where see notes. Luke v. 17—28.— The 
three are evidently independent accounts ; 
Mark’s, as usual, the most precise in de- 
tails; e. g. ‘borne of four :’ Luke’s also 
bearing marks of an eye-witness (see ver. 
19, end) ; Matthew’ s apparently at second 
Handi 2.) €is oixov, iz doors; as sic 

ayooyv, to the country, ch. xvi. 12:—the eis 
combines motion oie the construction,— 
‘that he had gone home, and was there.’— 

_In this verse we have again the peculiar 

6) 
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Acts vii. 20. + Fey) , \z bs 
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y 3 Kings i.49. NE e > dé ae A 
Isa. vil. 2. EyOVTAC OTL OVOETOTE  OUTWC ELOO[MEYV. 

Sear as 2. 
Ss. xc oo. 

a Matt. ix. 33. 

b | Matt. 
CxXxvViii. 8. 

ce || Matt. and 
Luke only t. 

d Num. xxi1.20. 95 , an 
sea nxoAov0noev auTW. 

Ps: 

e en: xxiy.30. 
f1 Cor. viii. 10. 

ch. xiv. 3. 
| Luke. 

g || Matt., and 
xiv. 9. Luke 
xiv.10. 3 
Mace. v. 39. 

zwot * 8 

wareic Kal ot Papraior 

e \ ’ , , 

Kal EVEVETO €v 
> ‘ , oH ALE b] ~ 

GuUTOV €évV TM OLKLA auTOu 

ioay yao ToAXot Kal iikoobOnouy auTw. 

18 Kat c&nrAde made maga TH Jadascay, Kal mac oO 

OxAoe i NPXETO T90¢ avror, Kal golOacKkev avTove. 

Tapayuy cide Agviv tov tov AXdatov KaOnpevov é ETL TO 

“re@viov, Kat A€yer avTw AkoAovHa por. Kal 

4 \ 

se 

i 
“ avacrac 

20 he 2 
Tw  KataKeioOat 

© kat ToAAOL TEA@VAL Kal apap- 
, 53, ~ \ ~ - > ~. 

iach capamaae ss TW Inoov Kal aoe pabyraic avuTOvU 

16 se ee Kal OU 7o5 

LOOVTEC avuTov 2 Alource peta TWY 

D abe Syr. Ath. Arm. — 8. adrov om. D abe Copt.—otrwe om. B abec.—aft. oirwe, 
ins. airoi AC EF H KS V and 102 mss. Syrr., but not B D L aéedv. — 9. instead of 
"Agiwyrat o. at play Da have “Eyepe x. ad. 7. kp. o. Kk. U7. Eic T. Ok. cov, and aft. 
7) eimsiv, Agé. o. at ape.—for oot, gov BEFG K LV 4 many mss._ txt A D ace.— 
EVELWPE A CDEFSYV al. éysipov BK L. see prolegg. to various readings.—«ai om. 
CDL v Syr. Copt. Arm. ins. A B.—for wepiz., tzaye L and D (see above). — 
ll. tyeepe ABCDEFS Val. éyecoov K.—bef. dpov om. cai BC D L ab Syr. Copt. 
Arm. Ath. Aug. 

D abe. 

minute depicting of Mark. — 8.] The 
knowledge was immediate and superna- 
tural, as is most carefully and precisely 
here signified. —l1l1. Sot A.] The stress is 
on cot. The words are precisely those used, 
as so often in Mark,—and denote the turning 
to the paralytic and addressing him. 

13—22.| Matt. ix. 9—17. Luke v. 27 
—39. I have discussed the question of 
the identity of Matthew and Levi in the 
notes on Matthew.—The three accounts are 
in matter nearly identical, and in diction so 
minutely and unaccountably varied, as to 
declare here, as elsewhere, their indepen- 
dence of one another, except in having had 
some common source from which they have 
more or less deflected. (These remarks do 

ins. A.—12. for évavr., éurpoo0ey B L.—déyovtrac om. B.—kxai 
AEeyery D.— 13. wadw om. D Copt. Aug. — 14. Aevi A K al. Acueiy BL. “lanwBoyv 

txt C.— 15. yiverar B L.—év 7 om. B.—xcatakeméivwoy avtdv D abe.—xai 
aft. avrov om. D abe.—aft. aywapr. ins. thO6yre¢ A C. 
16. cai (1) om. B.—ot om. B L bef. yp.—for x. ot ®., réyv Papiocaiwy BL. 

txt B D.—2)KvoA0b8o0ur B v. — 
txt A CD 

not apply to the diversity of the names 
Matthew and Levi, which must be ac- 
counted for on other grounds. See, as 
throughout the passage, the notes on Matt.) 
—18.] wadw, see ch. i. 16.—15.] The 
entertainment was certainly in Levi’s house, 
not in that of our Lord, which last is a 
pure fiction of Meyer’s, &c., and is not any 
where designated in the Gospel accounts. 
The Lord, and those following Him as dis- 
ciples, were ordinarily entertained where 
He was invited, which will account for 
nKeoovOnoayv adbrm:—and the change of 
subject in the two, airdy and adrod, is no 
uncommon thing; see a similar change in 
Luke xix. 3, where to be consistent Meyer 

ABCD 

ought to understand O71 ry HA. pur. ty of ~ 
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tewvary Kal amaptoAoy, edeyou Toc padynraic aurTov 
ro 

rd OTL Bete TOV tehwvor Kal dmaptway eo Vier [wat n aKingsis n. 
Luke ii. 49. 
Acts v. 4, 9. iver] ; "watt axovsac o "Inoove Aéyet avrotc Ouc X pétav see Jolin xiv. 

z OvVOLlV OL to vOVTE lat ov avr’ ol Kak@ g OVTE Matt. vi. 8. X Xvoures tatpou, G EXOVTEC. i Mat vi. 8 
k Josh. xiv. 1] ove ™HADov KadXécar StKaiovc, adXa apaoTwove [ete fnzek. ees 

SS 4, 16. 

MéTavoua v| . St 
18 \one e i me) , \ e ~ Uae 

Kat "qoav ot pabnrat ‘lwavvov kat ct fF Paproator nch.i. 4. 
a r Woh \ re Same , Gen. i. 6 al. 

VNOTEVOVYTEC, KAL EPYOVTaL Kal Aéyouow av7m Atari ot ° Luke Bie 
viii. 12. A) \ "T vA F \ e ~ ra) / , € 

MavUynTat lwayvvov Kat ol Twv MDaptoalwy VNHGTEVOUVGLY, OL p Tobit vi. 13, 
16. Oe \ a] \ > i? . 9 Yess; > ~ (Oo) na Sian 

€ OO MQUNHTAL OV VIGTEVOVOL , Kal ELTEV AUTOIC O Incove q (=ep ocoy 
Matt.) N , Cy Oe ~ ~ ? GG ' 4 

My dvvavrat ot °viot tov ? Uo a tev wo *" vupploc ee 
pd Bat ab 

’ Goov Xpovov see EaUTwY s Josh, iv. 14. 
1 Amos viii. 11. 

— U | only. 
°* eXeboo Gen. xii. 9. 

\ Ex. xii. 37. 
auT@V O VULGLOG, KL vIsa. iii, 21. 

Lev. xix. 19. 
21 si oveele w Isa. lxiv. 6. 

| only +. 

> > ~ , Ud 

Ee yee E0TL UN OTER ENS 

Ey over Tov vuuploy, ou Sovavrat ynor every" 

Tal Of 1) nuéoar orav “atao0n ar. 
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<= OF x 2 , any, 2oP EN e here onl tT 

“eriPAnpa pakouc ayvapou J ETLPPATTEL €7TL * feong y pat. au 

yi 2 NSS Pace Narix Me Diet NOt atopeenees 
Ta au El Of (4), @LOEL TO T ee auTOov TO Kawoy only. $ 

% 

* rou Tadao 3 Kal XEIpor oXiona yiverau. Be Kal OvoEtC 
a ch. vii. 23. 
John XViii. * Pardee oivoy véov ELC aoKove maXarove" El Oe , 

Ps. CXXY. 

pnoce 0 oivoe [o veoc | Tove acKouc, Kal 0 oivoe Exyetrat b 6 Vat ix. 4, 13. 

ac.—for id. avr. éo9., cai iOdvrec OTe toMier BL. at ciday Ort Hoey D. txt A.—for 
Tt Ort, Ole Ti D. O71 B. txt A. quare abe.—xai wiver om. B D.--add 6 dtdacKadoc 
tpov CL v Copt. Mth. Aug. —17. adroic om. D abe.—for ov, o yap C c.—eic 
peravoiay om. ABD KL many mss. bv Syrr. Copt. Aith. Arm. Aug. ins. C ae and 
almost all const. MSS.—18. rec. bef. ynorevovrec, ot THY Paprcaiwy, with ac and 
const. MSS., but txt ABCDKM al. & Syr. Copt. Arm. Aug.—oit rév ®. om. A. 
kK. ot paOnrai Toy &. B.—aft. coi om. pabyrai B. — 19. from bcov .... vnaoredey 
om. D ab. —20. ao@7y C.—rec. ixeivarc Taic Hpeparc with many const. MSS., but txt 
ABCDKL Sprr. 

tmi watioy tadawy BC D De 
Syr. 
Tov 7. D abev. 

our Lord. To help out his interpretation, 
he makes cadéoat, ver. 17, mean ‘to in- 

vite’ (!) —qoav yap .. . avTa@, peculiar to 
Mark. — 16.] iSdvres att. éo8., having ob- 
served Him eating, or, that He ate. The 
question was after the feast, at which, being 
in the house of a Publican, they were not 
present. —18.] Kat joov «.t.A. Mark 
here gives a notice for the information of 
his readers, as in ch. vii. 3, which places 
show that his Gospel was not written for 
the use of Jews. It appears from this 
account, which is here the more circum- 
stantial, that the Pharisees and disciples of 
John asked the question in the third person, 

as of others. In Matthew it is the dis- 

Ath. Arm. —21. rec. cai ovd. with many const. MSS., 
ABCDGKLMS aded Syrr. Copt. Arm. 

but txt 

oud. & DG M ac.—imiouvparret D.— 
txt A.—alpe: am’ avrov Tb 7X. To Kauroy Tov mw. A K 

aio. TO 7A. az’ avrov (ad EavTov B) 70 Kx. Tov z. BL. 
txt C.—Kai... yiverau om. Tu.—22. ef dé pnye C L.—pyéer BCD Lv. 

txt A c.—0o véog om, BC D L abev Syr. Copt. 

. 5 : Ria 
aip. 70 7A. TO K. a7rO 

ins. A.—xai 0 oty. dzwoXovrat (kK. ot 

ciples of John, and they join ypetce Kai ot 
@®ao. In Luke it is the Pharisees and 
Scribes, and they ask as here. Meyer un- 
derstands it, that the disciples of J. and 
the Pharisees were at that particular time 
keeping a fast, and that this gave occasion \' 
to the question ; but this is contrary to the 
usage of this construction. —19.] dcov 
... wnorevew, this repetition, contained 
neither in Matt. nor Luke, is inconsistent 
with the design of an abridger; and suffi- 
ciently shows the primary authority of this 
report, as also the év éxetvy TH ap. ver. 20. 
—21.] The addition here of To Katvov 
confirms the view taken of the parable in 
the notes on Matthew. 
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only. TL ETTOLNOE Aavid OTE KX 0elav eoXeE KQ@L &TELVAGEV AUTOC 

g DEUT. xxiii. \ : : 
O45 

Kal OU [LET 
gg ch. vili. 29. 

28. 1 Johniii. 

° - 26 ~ >» ’ \ 5 - 0 ~ 

aUTOU 5 ~~ TWC ercnrVev eElc TOV OLKOV TOV VEOU 

. x ON "AB 0 ~- 9 a , \ ‘ ” 0 ba ofé- 

. ETL aap TOV ADXLEVEWC, Kal TOUC agTouc THC TP 

17 7 a > ae , iN ~ e ~ \ 

: EWC EPAYEV, OVC OVK EGEOTL payew EL pL) TOLC LEPEVOL, KAL 

26 \ - ‘ ? a Bi 2 
EOWKE KaAL TOLC OUV auTwW OUOL , 27 kat éeyev avroi, To 

¢ / 

oa[3Paror ova Tov avOowmov eyEVETO, * ovyX 1) avfowmo¢ 
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ova TO oaparov. i Matt. xii. 12 
and passim. 

ILI. ' Kat etenAOe wadw ete rHVv ouvaywyny’ 

: eEnpapmevnv eyo THY XElpa k 3 Kings xii. 
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14. John v. 3. Eel SAVE OOT OC 

ex ~ ba 
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+8) CTE KUpLog EGTIY O VvLOg TOU 
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avlowmov Kal TOU oapBarov. 
b ies 

Kal nv 
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KaL 

doxoi) B. kai ot dc. am. Dabd. drodovvra om.L. txt A cv.—adXa.... BAnréov om. D 

abd. 
adrov om. D Arm.—ddozoretv B. 

BAnréov om. B.—23. bef. roic a. om. ev CL al.—dvatropevecPar BCD. txt A.— 

om. D be.—riddeww D abe.—24. aft. rowodowy ins. ot 

padnrai cov D M abc Arm. Ath. Jer.—ree. éy 7. o.,but vy om. ABC DK Mal. abedv. 

—aft.éZeore ins.abroie Dabe.—25. avroe om. BCD Lx, but see reff.—26. zc om. BD. 

—iev B.—rod bef. 0. om. C.—ézi AB. r. dox. om. Dabd. 

om. M.—for roi¢ tep., Tove tepeig B L.—for abv auTy, 

5 OOS dcre om. D ac.—aft. éyévero, ins. cai BC ov Syr. 

ins. Aéyw Oé dpiv D abe. 

rou om. KLMSV. apy. 
per’ abrou D. — 27. 70 cap. 

om. A b.— 28. bef. céptog, 

Cuap. III. 1. 3v om. B.—for 2é., Enody D.—2. magernoovvtro AC D. txt B.—avrov 

aft. ep. om. D abev.—éy r. cap. C D.—carnyopjoovcry CD. txt A B.—3, re T. 

23—28.] Matt. xii. 1—8. Luke vi. 1—5. 
The same may be said of the three accounts 
as in the last case, with continually fresh 
evidence of their entire independence of one 
another. — 680v qwovetv TiA. is matter of 
detail and minute depictio The inter- 
pretation upheld by Mover, that they be- 
gan to make a way for themselves by pluck- 
ing off the ears (he maintains that according 
to this account they did not eat them !! see 
yer. 25) is too absurd to be seriously treated. 
The classical sense of 600v zovety must 
evidently not be pressed: it here = 600 
mouisOa. — 26.] eri ’AB. tT. apy. ‘In 
the time of Abiathar the high-priest,’ not 
‘during the high-priesthood of Abiathar ;’ 
but this does not escape the difficulty : for 
in 1 Sam. xxi., from which this account is 

taken, Ahimelech, not Abiathar, is the 

high-priest. There is however considera- 
ble confusion in the names about this part 
of the history: Ahimelech himself is called 
Ahiah, 1 Sam. xiv. 3; and whereas (1 Sam. 
xxii. 20) Ahimelech has a son Abiathar, in 

2 Sam. viii. 17, Ahimelech is the son of 
Abiathar, and in 1 Chron. xviii. 16, Abi- 
melech. Amidst this variation, we can 
hardly undertake to explain the difficulty in + 
the text. — 27.] To oaB.... 81a too. is 

: 

i i ee 

peculiar to Mark, and highly important. 
The Sabbath is an ordinance for man ; for 
man’s rest, both actually and typically, as 
setting forth the rest which remains for 
God’s people (Heb. iv. 9). But He who 
is now speaking has taken on Himself 
Manhood, the whole nature of Man; and 
is rightful Lord over creation as granted 
to Man, and of all that is made for Man, 
and therefore of the Sabbath. The whole 
dispensation of time is created for man, for 
Christ as He is Man, and is in His abso- 

lute power. t 
Cap. Ili, 1—6.] Matt. xii 9—14: 

Luke vi. 6—11. On Matthew’s narrative, 
see notes on Luke. The two other accounts 
are cognate, though each has some parti- 
culars of its own. —1.] madw, see ch. i. 
21,= ty éréoy oaf., Luke. —2.] Luke 
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Enoav éy. xy. C. rp tr. xy. tx. % BL. ry ty. 7. x. 2. D. 

1 Ps. ee wee 
Dan. 

m= es, 17. 
Jude, xvii. 
13 ale x. 

n = || Luke 
only. Gen. 

o Exod. ii. 12. 
p =1 Tim.ii. 9. 

Eph. vi. 7. 
ee iii. 15 

q Here only. 
Ps. 1x viii. 20. 
Tsa. li. 19. 

r Rom. xi. 25. 
Eph. iv. 18 
only +. See 
Job xvii. 7. 

s Exod. iv. 7. 
Job v. 18. 

t ch. xv.1 only. 
=o. AapBa- 

veiv, Matt. 

u Hosea xii. 12. 
v 2 Chron, xiii. 

8. Deut. xxvi. 
5. 

w ch. iv. 36. 
John vi. 22, 
23. xxi. 8 
only t. 

x = Acts Viii. 
7. see 

z = here only. 
see Gen. xlv. 
14, John xiii. 
25. 

a=ch. vy. 29, 
34, Luke vii. 
2). Ps. xxi. 
10. 2 Macc. 
xe Ls 

b constr. here 
only. Exod. 
Xvi. 11. 

txt A.—rec. fyepat, with 
many const. mss., but txt "A BCDEFHKLM sy V al.—add rai ori}. D cd.—4. bef. 
Tot ins. ty A D E.—for ay., Ti adyaVbv roujoar D bd.—bef. 7 aor. ins. paddov D.— 
for azok., atohicat L aber Syr. Arm. — 5. for rwp., veepwoer D ed.—oov om. BESV 
al.—dmerareordOn A B E FB KLPSV al. dzoxatiorn C. txt D.—aft. avrov ins. 
evliwe D. rec. ae we 7 aX, but om. ABCD KP v Sjyrr. Copt. Eth. Arm. — 
6. evGéwe om. D L abe. —for tzrotouv, 2di0ouvv B. émotnoay C. rowvrteg Da. txt 
A P bed. — 7. for zpoc, etc D P.—for odd wA., woAde byXoe D abcv Syr.— Heodov- 
6noev A K M P Sal. and (omg. avrg) BL. xodotOnoay (omg. adr@) C. He. avT@ 
om. D abe.—azo bef. rij¢ “lov. om. D abcv.—8. ot zépav D.—bef. epi T. om. vt BC L. 
txt A D P.—adkovovree B.—for boa, &@ CD b.—7oae BL. — 9. 

avroy ins. woAXot D ad. — 10. 

Trouipra B.—aft. 

tOeopamevey K.—bef. avt@ ins. tv D.—bef. ooor ins. 
cai A Syr. Copt. — 11. aft. ray ins. ody D, writing x. zy. aea@., and coupling it with 

only adds that it was the Scribes and Pha- 
risees who watched Him. — 4.] aivrots. 
Luke adds trepwrijow vude Te: as his ac- 
count is the most detailed, I refer to the 
notes there. — émoxr. does not belong to 
wWuyriy: ‘to save life, or to kill ?? — 5.) 
ovAX. .. . . adtT@v—peculiar to Mark.— 
ovAX. implies sympathy with their (spi- 
ritually) miserable state of hard-hearted- 
ness. — 6. ‘Hpwdiavav] See note on Matt. 
xvi. 6, and xxii. 16. Why the Pharisees 
and Herodians should now combine, is not 
apparent. There must have been some 
reason of which we are not aware, which 
united these opposite sects in enmity against 

ere 

the Lord.— ovup§B. érrotovy is an expression 
peculiar to Mark. 

7—12.] A general summary of the Lord’s 
healing and casting out devils by the sea of 
Galilee: peculiar in this shape to Mark; 
but probably answering to Matt. xii. 16— 
21. Luke vi. 17—19.— The description of 
the multitudes, and places whence they 
came, sets before us more graphically than 
any where else in the Gospels, the compo- 
sition of the audiences to which the Lord 
taught, and whom He healed. The repe- 
tition of wA70os odd (ver. 8) is the report 
of one who saw the numbers from Tyre and 
Sidon coming and going.—10.] Luke vi. 19. 
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e Luke v. 83. aurov e eDewoe, * me pemrrey auTy Kal exoaze Aeyoura ABC 
heteati20. § OTL Ov EL O vioe tov Ocov. ' Kat ToNNa | ' ererima avroic a 

ae LG ih} avroy pavepov TOM Two. sd Kal avaBaivet lc TO 

O © aanrd e Matt. xiv.25 O00C, kat moockadetrat ov¢ 7eXev aUTOG, Kal annADov 
al. 

A 

f = Heb.iii.2, POC avtoyv. ‘kal "Erolyae dweeKka Be ool per’ aurou, 
ings xii.6 
sf On - \ eo ? 

a ~KaL wa atootéAAy avrove Knovooev ' Seat Seyew é£ou- 
g ch. ii. 10. 
gg constr. Matt. 

xiii. 9. 
h 4 Kings xxiv. 

17 Vat. 

olay ['* Ocoamebew rac vosouc kat | ex(dadXAew Ta i pcs 

via’ ” extOnke TW Linwre ovona Tlérpov" 
~ , 

‘TaxwPov tov tov Ze edalov, kat lwavynv tov acsA pov 
ae , A ey, ot cial Bees \ ’ 

TOU laxeBov, Kat ere0nkev avtow ovonata Boaveoyec, 0 ABCD 

5 kal ” Ka 

cor ‘viol Poovrne’ 8 kal “Avévéay, Kal Didurroy, Kal 

BapOoAomaiov, kat Mar@atov, Kat Ownay, Kal ‘Taco Bor 

TOV TOU "AXoaiov, Kat Oaddatov, Kal Diuwva TOV Ka- 

i ch. ii. 19 al. 

/ 19 Noes Uy Ke? 7, aN 4 \k iS 

k Jer.xlv.20. VAVITNV, Kal lovéav loxapwwrnv, oc Kal TA0E WKEV 

aurov. 
20 K \ td s Pes / aX ” X 

au EOKOVTAL ELC OLKOV, KGL GUVEON ETAL TAALY OK OCs 
’ ” ~ 9 5) 

WCTE ta Svvacbat avrove pnrE aotov payew. *l kal aKou- 

ver. 10.—déyorrec D K al.—bef. 6 vide ins. 6 yptorog C M. — 12. zrotwor D K Lal. — 
13. for Pod. HOov D abcv = ABth. Aug. — 14. aft. 606. ins. od¢ kai dzocroXode 
ovépacey B.—twa dow 1B per’ aitot D.—iva (2nd) om. B.—aft. rnp. ins. rd eday- 
yiduoy D be.—bef. Fxew, ins. Edweev abroic D bev Aith.—Oep..... kai om. BC L 
Copt. ins. A D P abc. —16. beginning ins. cai ézoinoe robe dwdexa BC. — 17. bef. 
ldx., abtou AF G. rov om. C K § al.—ovopa Boav. D. — 18. for Oad., AgBBaiov D 
abd.—Kavavaiov B DL abev Syr. Copt. txt A.—19. "Ioddac D be. —loxaptiid. BCL. 
~oKapund. D ac Syr. txt A. — 20. bef. dxAog ins. 0 A B D al. —aproue D.—for Kat 
dx. ot 7. avt., D abe Copt. have cai bre fKovcay epi abTov ol ypappareic xai 

see ref. The 
with 6ray in 
but generally 

16. The appointment of the Twelve, and 
its purposes. See Luke, where we learn 
that He went up overnight to pray, and 
called His disciples "to-Him when it was 
day,—and notes on Matt.—On 78 dpos see 

—11.] 8tav eOedper: 
indic. is sometimes found 
the N.T., see Rev. iv. 9, 
amidst variety of readings. Luke xiii. 28. 
Matt. x. 19. Rom. ii. 14. Mark xi. 25. 
Meyer thus accounts for it—that in later 
Greek the dy became completely attached 
to the ore, and the ‘ whenever’ was treated 
as merely an expression of time—so that in 
German it would not be ‘wenn fie Shn 
irgend fahen,’ but ‘ wenn irgend fie Shn 
fahen.’—The unclean spirits are here spoken 
of in the person of those possessed by them, 
and the two fused together: for as it was 
impossible that any but the spirits could 
have known that He was the Son of God, 
so it was the material body of the possessed 
which fell down before Him, and ¢heir voice 
which uttered the cry: see note on Matt. 
viii. $2. The notion of the semi-rational- 
ists, that the sick identified themselves with 
the dzmons (Meyer) is at once refuted by 
the universal agreement of the testimony 
given on such occasions, that Jesus was the 
Son of God. 

13—19.] Matt. x. 2—4. Luke vi. 12— 

Matt. v. 1.—14.] émotyce, ‘ nominated’ 
—‘set apart :’ see reff. We have here the 
most distinct intimatio any, of the rea- 
son of this Sopa ae Kal é.... 
for Siuwva, @im..... —On the list of the 
Apostles see note at Matt.x.2. The name, 
according to Mark, seems to be now first — 
given. This, at all events, does not look 
like the testimeny of Peter: but perhaps 
the words are not to be so accurately 
pressed. —17.] Boavepyés = = 07) Sy Sireva 
being expressed by oa in Aramaic (Meyer, 
from Lightf.), perhaps on account of their 
vehement and zealous disposition, of which 
we see marks Luke ix. 54. Mark ix. 38. 
x. 37: see also 2 John 10; but this is un- 
certain. — édvépata—since both bore the 
name, and the Hebrew word is plural. 

20—31.] Matt. xii. 22—37. Luke xi. 
14—26. The Lord had just cast out a 
deaf and dumb spirit (see notes on Matt.) 

2 
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~ IVR 

ee ot Tap. aurou eGnA Dov 

yap Ore e&é 
n 
ESEoTy. 

wwe KataParrec trevor 5 OTL BeedZePovd ° ey et, Kal OTL 

TW a aOVovTt TwWY Saipovie ex[parree Ta Samovia, 

KATA MAPKON. SF 

m Kparioa avToy, ENE-YOV 11 Mace. ii. 15. 
Xilij. 52. 

al. 
p 2.. n2 Cor. y. 13. 

EV o=ch. iii. 30. 

> Kal OL yoapmareic ol aro ‘TepoooXb- a et 

Matt. xi. 18 
i 3 Ee 

Kat Bee 
29. 

mpockadeatqevoc avTove q gy mapa[3odatc eAeyev avroig Bears 

Ilwe Svvarar * 

BactAsta ep EauTHY " weptoOy, ov oovarar otabnvat 7 4 Bact- 

De ad ees 
Agia EKEtvn 

~ c ? , > il e 

rat oralnvat ) orkia Ekelyn 
ye ea \ \ 

Ep EQAUTOV Kal MEmEplaTat, ou suena orabnvat, adda rehoc 

7 > 7 , \ \ 
EXEL. 27% oy Ouvarat oudere * Ta 

\ > \ Sp > 

eAQworv ELC TV OLKLAV auTou 

saravac caravav exPadrAcw ; ° * kal 

25 Nis Nes ow? Dei 
Kal €aV OLKLA aD euvrayy pepioOy, ov Ovva-~ 

Ze Kal El 0 

* oKEUN TOU tox upon etc 

10. ch. iv. 11 

ea _ il 
rconstr. || and 

Matt. x. 21. 

Acts xiii. 50. 
ol ouaTa- 
Mevot ey” 

éavTov, _Xen. 
* garavac avéorn 

t Gen. xxvii.3. 
Deut. i. 41. 

u Gen. xxxiy. 
27, 29. 

" Ciapmaoat, ¢ cay wy) TPWTOP TOV V Isa. xxii. 14. 
Matt. vi. 12. 

w Hos. x. 8. > \ , \ , ~ 
Se ial enon, Kal TOTE THY oiklav avuTou * Staomace. Sit iii. 29. 

28 Guy Neyo vit Ort Tavra 

pare TOC VLIOIC TOV ie aa Kat * *  PAavgnptat 

av Prasgnunowow™ * 

pa TO ayLov, ouK ey et 

Notrot.—for é£éorn, ticrarat (sic) abrobe Dy: 
éotava D. — 26. for pep., éueoic0n B L.—aft. 

éavtov’ ov Ovvatat oTrabnvae 7» Baciiea 
atvrov D abed.— 27. ovécic dbvaraa ADEFHKSV 55 al. abev. 

arn’ ob Obvarat ovdeic B C.—eic tiv oik. Tov icy. sic TA ok. BCL. 

25. durvycerar BL av.—orivae B. 
CaT., catavay ixBadrE, pepéororar ed 

dvvarat L. Arm. 
txt A D.—dtapraoy (2nd) A E F G K V many const. mss. 

txt D.—ica B D. 28. bef. B\ac. ins. at ABCEGH al. 

vy? Oy Nor ws , Matt. xxvi. 
ape NOETAL Ta AUAOT= 65. 

Ke Vy a and Dr. 
Vv. 

O0QC 2 Heb. ix.22. 
ws y x ~ x.18. Deut. 

9 Oc av Ig) acpnunoy Etc TO TVEU=— xv.3. 
e a Exod. xxii. 2. 

zi - * ABs UNNS Anke Heb. ii. 15 apeaw sl¢ TOV awa, a SN epee 

exentiat eos abd. — 23. éxBadety D.— 

GX’ ovdsic 

Ovaprage D. txt BC.— 
txt A C. — 29. boa 0¢ 

tic D.—éic om. D ab, but not d.—eic roy aiéva om. D ab Cypr.—iora D L ae Cypr.— 

in the open air (Matt., ver. 23), and now 
they retire into the house. The omission 
of this, wholly inexplicable if Mark had had 
either Matt. or Luke before him, belongs 
to the fragmentary character of his Gospel. 
The comm ccounts of the compilation 
of this Gospel are most capricious and ab- 
surd. In one place Mark omits a discourse 
—‘ because it was not his purpose to relate 
discourses ;’ —in another he gives a dis- 
course, omitting the occasion which led to 
it, as here! The real fact being, that the 
sources of Mark’s Gospel are generally of 
the highest order, and most direct, but the 
amount of things contained very scanty and 
discontinuous: see Prolegg. — waduv] re- 
sumed from ch. ii. 2. — dste ph §., show- 
ing that one of the adroit is the narrator. 
— 21.] Peculiar to Mark — oi wap’ aitov 
= ‘His relations,’ beyond a doubt—for the 
sense is resumed by ovv in ver. 31: see 
reff. — é&MA0. (perhaps from Nazareth,— 
or, answering to John ii. 12, from Caper- 
naum), ‘set ont:’ see ch. v. 14. They 
heard of His being so beset by crowds: see 
vv. 7—l1. — €Xeyov—i.e. His relations— 
not rivéc.— éf€orn, ‘He is mad:’ thus 

H.V.; and the sense requires it. They 
had doubtless heard of the accusation of 
His having a devil: which we must sup- 
pose not to have first begun after this, but 
to have been going on throughout this course 
of miracles.—The understanding this that 
Fis disciples went out to repress the crowd, 
for they said, ‘Itis mad’ (!), is as contrary 
to Greek as to sense. It would require at 
least avrove and é&iornoay, and would 
even then give no intelligible meaning. — 
22.] ot yp. ot aa. ‘Iep. . . peculiar to Mark: 
see note on Matt. ver.24. Here Matt. has 
ot Papic.—Luke rivéc ¢& avrwy, i.e. TOV 
oxA. — Stu B. €y.] This addition is most 
important. If He was possessed by Beel- 
zebub, the prince of the dévils, He would 
thus have authority over the inferior evil 
spirits. — 23.] mposkad. avtovs is not in- 
consistent (De Wette) with His being in 
an house—He called them to Him, they 
having been far off. We must remember 
the /arge courts in the oriental houses.— 
év wap., namely, a kingdom, &c., a house, 

&c., the strong man, &c. — catavas oar. 
The external unity of Satan and his King- 
dom is strikingly declared by this simple 
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’ 0 

oXoc éoTW aiwwyviov * Kpioewe" 30 Ort éXeyou Ivevpa aka=- ABCD 
J 

b ver. 22. Oaprov » EXEL. 
1 > © 3 \ Vere , > ~ \ ty 

Koyovrat OvV OL aceA Pot Kal 1] {TNO auTOV, Kal “oe 
e ~ > J ‘ > ‘ KK Cc ~ 

c=Matt.xx. EOTWTEC améotetAav so eg auTov, pg aks auTov. 
32. John xii. , 

17 al. 32 wea Exalyro Ox Aoe TEol auTOV. EiTOV b& aurw fee 7 

pntnp cov Kal ol ade) pot cov t [Kat al epee sou] é 

dsMatxxvi. GNTOVOL ot. , Z kal amexpiOn avToic Aeywy Tica saad 7 

pTnoe pov nH OU acdeA pot LOU 5 SF KaL men preYapevog 
Ke 

e 1 Kings arb 
6. Isa. xlix. 2 

nae \ fe) [he 85 8 \ n f ie ‘ / 

ce OU «KOLOU acer pot juou. oc yao av ToMsy TO HeAnwa 
19 al. ~ 0 ~ ¢ 10 x , \ ND \ , meta) , 

f 3Kingsv.8. Tou Ysou, ovtog adcAdocg prov Kat adeAgyn pou Kat pnTnO 
g 3 Kings iv. , , 

29. eoTl. 

hd ‘ \ Ca / / a 8 c , 

KUKAw TOUCG TEOL auTOY Ka0npuévouc Neyer Ide 4) penTne 

h Matt. xxii. 
2 Te iii \ i2 ” , ‘ ‘ , 

be Net LV rea noSaro dwackeay © rapa tHv Oadac- 
i =ch. iii. 10 : \ Se 
aaa cay" Kat 

k ch. vi. 32 al. 
1 = Rev. xviii. 

19. 

j " 

: ouvnxOn T™00C avTov Oy Aoe * todde, | were 

; avrov enPavra etc “70 mAowoy Kabyobat | ev 7 Jarason’ 
= Luk = 

SSE: kat mac 0 oxroc 5 moog thy Yadaccay emt THe yng nv. «OS 
_ 

~— 

John xx. 11. 
n Ps. xlvili. 4. n Ps. slvii. 4 > icqy ediOaoKer auTove ey © mapaPoXauc ToANA, Kal edeyev 

Eph. iv. 28 5 5 3? Son a 
gees ta eve ev ™ U aXy ey KOvETE. L OU. EGHAUED o = 

p Ps. cxli le \ 

any * omeigwy Deae OTELOAL. * Kat eyévero ev Tw oTsloey, wa 

for koicewc, dpapthpatog BL. dpapriac Dabed. So unusual an expression as this can ‘ 
hardly have crept into the text, but is very likely to have been altered into the more usual 
Kpicewc. txt A C?.—30. tye D. Exery adroy C.—3B1. kai oy. BCL. rat épyevar D. 3 
—tornkorec GL. oriKkovrec B C._—for gwv., radotyvteg BCL. Znrotyrec A. txt D. 
— 32. for dy. mr. adr., mod¢ Tov byAov D.—rec. om. Kai at adeAhai cov, with BC L . 
Copt. Arm. 2th. Syrr., but ins. A D E F GMS U V, many mss. ade. Ihave inserted _ 
these words, as being more agreeable to the particularity of Mark, and as having very ~* 
high MSS. authority. — 33. for 7, cai BC L V aladv. txt A D c.—pov (2) om. B D 
Arm. — 34. 7. wepi air. kicX. BC L Copt. rode cicdky D. txt A.— 35. yap om.B. 
—ra Oehjpara B. q 

Cuav. IV. 1. for mapa, rpic D.—ovrhyOnoay A Syrr. cvvayserar BCL. txt 
D abe.—for wodve, meisotoce BCL. txt A D.—76 bef. 7X. om. K L M al.—for év 
tT. 0., wepav Tig Oadacone D. also for _ ToC t. 9. afterwards.—é7t rT. _Y+ om. D.— § 
2. woAXaic D. — 3. rod om. om. D. rot om. B. add rdy ordpoy adrov F.—4. étyé- 

way of putting the question : see note on arose,—and their united strength, derived) 
Matt.—26.] adda Tr. ex. peculiar to Mark. from their independence and variety. Coe 
— 29.] Most likely Gpaptias or apapTy- Cuap. IV.1—9.] No fixed mark of da 
patos is the right reading, and copicewc a “Matt. xiii. 1—9. Luke viii. 4—8. There 
gloss to explain it: see on Matt. vv. 31,32. is the same intermixture of absolute verbal 
— 30.] explains the ground and meaning identity and considerable divergence, as we 
e this awful denunciation of the Lord. have so often noticed: which is wholly in- 

31—35.]| Matt. xii, 46—50. Luke viii. explicable on the ordinary suppositions. In 
19—21.— ew €or. am. . . . . ‘one of this case the yehicles of the parable in Matt. 
Mark’s precise details. —32.] kat ék... te Mark (see Matt. vv. 1—3. Mark vv. 
another such. — 84.] Matt. here has some 2) bear a strong, almost verbal, resem- 
remarkable and graphic details also: é«7et- place. Such a parable would be carefully 
vag TH xEip. avr. im. 7. pabnracg adr. treasured in all the Churches as a subject 
. . . . Both accounts were from eye-wit- of catechetical instruction ; and, in general, 
nesses, tHe one noticing the outstretched in proportion to the popular nature of the 
hand; the other, the look castround. Deeply discourse, is the resemblance stronger in 
interesting are such particulars,—the more the reports of it. — 3.] "Axovere—this so- / 
so, as showing the way in which the records lemn prefatory word is peculiar to Mark. | 

; 
o 
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1 Sir. prol. 
1 Cor. v. 12, 
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vero om: D be.—rov ovpavov om. ABC EF HK LS V 56 mss. dcp Syrr. Copt. Aith. 
Arm. 
A v.—rije yijc B. 
7. for sic, éxi C D 8. 

txt D a.— 5. adda D, and éxecay.—ra weToWdn D bev.—kai ori D be. 
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txt A B dv. — 8. ad\X\a BC L Copt. 
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older MSS. ev would be uncertain).—9. rec. é\. avroic, but txt ABCDEFGKLMV 
many mss. abev Syrr. Copt. Auth. Arm.—for 6 éy., d¢ yee B D.—aft. axovérw, ins. kai 
6 cuveiwy cuveéro D.— 10. for ot epi aut. ody T. 6., 0t pabyrai airov Dab. ot 
meo. avT. om. L.—rae rapaBodac B C L Copt. 

ins. D ac.—ra puvor. G Syr. Copt—tor éw, ll. yrévac om. ABC KL al. Copt. 
Tic 9) map. a’tn Dade. txt A. — 

éZw0ev B.—ra om. D K al.—for yiv., Aeyerar D abe. —12. bef. BAETwWor ins. pH) 
E F GH Orig. 
dphow D**, 

—4—8.] Matt. and Mark agree nearly 
verbally: only & pév Matt. = 0 pév Mark, 
&c.—In ver. 7 Mark adds kai kaptrov ovK 
€Swxe, and in ver. 8, avaBatvovta kK. av- 
Eavovta. 

10—12.] Matt. xiii. 10O—17. Luke viii. 
9, 10.—In Matthew, these words, vv. 11, 12 
are spoken in answer to dcari é év map. hee 
Asic adrote ; — 10. } ot Tr. aur. avy T. 508. 
= ot pad. abrow Luke.—11.] 7d pwortyprov 
= rd puorno.a Matt. and Luke. — tots 
€&» added here (= rotc Aoiroig Luke) 
means the multitudes—those out of the 
circle of His followers. In the Epistles, 
all whoare not Christians,—the correspond- 

(twice.)—ovvwor D*.—ageOjoera A K al. 
txt BC Orig.—ra dapaor. om. BCL 6 Orig. Copt. 

15. for 6zo0v, oi¢ Dd.—for cai (1) ot B.A—axovwor G.—-for aiper, ageper D. 

apeOnoopar D*, 
ins. A D ac. — 

apwaZeu C. 

Orig. 

ing meaning for those days, —are designated 
by it. —12.] Matt., as usual, quotes a pro- 
phecy; Mark_ Hardly ever—except..at.the 
beginning at -his-Geapet + ‘Luke, very _sel- 
dom.— a. avr. tT. dp. = idowpar adrove 
Matt. 

18—21.] The three explanations of the 
parable (see Matt. xiii. 18 —23. Luke viii. 
9—15) are very nearly related to one an- 
other, with however differences enough to 
make the common hypotheses quite unten- 
able. Matt. and Mark agree nearly ver- 
batim, Matt. however writing throughout 
in the singular (6 omapeic KT AY ): Mark 
has some additions, e.g. 6 ometpwv, Tov 

oorreemesrscet 



r Job xix. 28. 

s Heb. xi. 25. 
2 Cor. iv. 18. 

t Sir. xxiii. 8. 

u Sir. x xxiv. 1. 

uu = ch. vii. 
15.18. 

v jonly and 
ver.7 t- 

w Acts xvi. 21. 
1 Tim. v. 19. 
Exod. xxiii. 
Le 

x Hab. iii. 17. 
Rom. vii. 4. 

y 1 Kings x. 3. 
z Matt. XXvi. 

22. 
a = Acts xi. 5. 

Wahl. but ? 
b Luke ii. 7. 

Matt. v. 15. 
c Dan. x1. 43. 

d Col. ii. 8. 
Heb. iii. 12 
al. 

e Matt. vi. 33. 
Luke xvii. 5, 
but? 

txt A B v.—for év r. «. atr., tv avtotg C ec. 

A Ath. txt D abd. —16. dpoiwc om. D ade Orig.—aft. o7. 

EY ATTEAION EVs 

¢ >) , HOE oS ¢ - \ x » ‘ 

oTav akKovowoLy, EvVEwC EOXETAL O oatavac Kal “ alogt TOV ABCD 

, \ > / Kw? — 4 I) ~ % 16 ‘ 

Aoyor roy éoTappéevonv * Ev TALC KapOLaLG aUTwY ™. Kau 

Ly teed ec Ul CF | ‘ 7 , a 

OUTOL ELGLY OMOlWE OL ETL TA TET PwWON GTELOOMEVOL, OL OTAV 

= | , os) 7 , /, \ ~ 34 

akovowot TOV AOYor, evliwe peta Yapac Aap Pavovow 

> ‘ vere \ De 7 r ¢ iz ’ © - oy AX ‘is , 

auTov, Kal ovk Eyovot " pilav ev savroic, aAAa = Tpoc- 

, ? s / 0 ! * 8 - \ ‘ 

Kalool Elowy, ELTA yevouEvnC Athewco 1 Clwyhou cia TOV 

, aya ! 18 eee SE rae re € 24 

Aoyov evOéwe  okavoaXiCovrat. Kat ™ ovTOL <loLyv Ol ELC 

\ > , , = 7 > € Ny , 

rac akav0ac o7reipomevot, [ovrot cia | ou TOY oyou 

> , \ e , ~ I~ , x 

* Gxovovtec, '? Kal at “ peotuevar TOV alwyoc [rovrou| Kal 

ce 3 z. - / \ e \ \ XK 3 ! uu ?” 

h awarn Tov TAOUTOU Kal al TEpL TA Norra exuBuueat “ Etc- 
, , , \ , A of. ! 

TOOEVOMEVAL ‘ GULTVLYOUGL TOV Aoyov, Kal akapTog YylvE- 

20 \ x ig U > Sy \ - ‘ ‘ 

rat. -°Kat * ovrol Eloty ou Ewe THY nV THY KaAyv oTa- 

/ e/ ) , ‘ , \ 7 / 

pévrec, olTWEC UKOVOVEL TOY Aoyov Kat Y qapaceyovTat, 

\ " ~ ‘\ , Aa eves \ 

Kal * KapTopopovow ‘ey TovakovTa Kat ev elnKkovTa Kat 

a e ? 21 Ny oh ? vm) Zz , ¢c , a’ 

EV EKATOV. Kat eXeyev avtolc Mart o Avyvoe © EoXE- 

ef € A b ‘A as Oy vn c ‘ \ / ’ e 

rat iva UTO TOV pocLoY TEDH NY UVTO THY KAWHY, OVX Wa 

oN XN nN ! * 3 An 5 ey ¥ fa ’ U ‘ t 

emt ety vXvlav ™ ETITE v > fon yao eorl TH KpumTov ; 
, Bs 

cav * wn paveowOn’ OvdE EYEVETO * aTokoupor, avr 

ef , \ oS 4) 93 of of sz ? , > , 

iva ELC paveoov EAD. cITIC EXEL WTA AKOVELY, MKOVETW. 

24 Wweids >) = d NY: U > , , ¢ , 

kat EAsyev avroic © BAgmere Te akovete. Ev y METPYY 

[ rote 
, > = \ id 

doOnoerar avTw, Kal OC 

~ , ed \ , c 7 

[LET OELTE petonOnoerat UNLV, Kal ‘ mpocteOnoerat URLLY 

7 25 & N SE Naples 

akovovow |. oc yap “av &yy, 
> of Wy xa ae > , Ci >) - 26 XN of 

OUK EX El, kat O EVEL aoOnoer at am auTou. Kat € eyev 

amd Tie Kaodiag avtov 
ins. Noyou M.—evdéwe 

etc avtove B. 

om. D.—17. for pilav, Jéwp V.—for 7, kai D. — 18. for obror, GAAot. BC D K L be. 

txt ANC2. 
iB Cap ah: 

oproi etoww om. ABC? EK MSV many MSS. Syr. Copt.—dkotcavrTeg 

txt A.— 19. for at@voc, Biov D b.—rotrov om. BC DL bed. ins. A.— 

arara tov Kécuov D (seculi ab).—kai.... iai0. om. D abe.—dxaprot yivovra D. 

—20. for oro, éxeivot B C LCopt. txt A D be Orig.—rijv Kadijy yiv C.—*y (2 and 3) 

om. B. — 21. for éox., drerac D c.—bef. ody ins. cat D.—for émr., T6097 BCDKL 

45. txt A. —22. 710m. B D K M 39 6 Cept. 

aN iva DO. 
pavepw07 B.—24. kai... akov. om. D G b Copt. 

A.—25. éxee 

ins. A C.—for 0 tay pur, day pr) twa B. 

6 ABCD KL al._for tic 9. &., 

roic akov. om. B C Le Aath. ins. 

(omg. av) B C K L abed (with dv) D. txt A.—for 500., tpocreOjoera D. 

idy pry AC. rec. 6 tay, but om. 

Adyov om, ver. 14,—aft. A am. Tod mh., 

ver. 19, kal at mw. Ta A. emrvO. :—and some 

variations, e.g. watavas for Matt.’s 0 7ro- 

ynooc, and Luke’s 6 dta/3.— Such matters 

are not trifling, because they show the 

gradual deflection of verbal expression in 

different versions of the same report,— 

nor is the general agreement of Luke’s, 

which seems to be from a different hearer. 

21—25.] Luke viii. 16—18; and for ver. 

25, Matt. xiii. 12. The rest is mostly con- 

tained in other parts of Matt. (v. 15. x. 26. 

vii. 2), where see notes. Here it is spoken 

with reference to teaching by parables :— 

that they might take care to gain from them 

all the instruction which they were capable 

of giving :—not hiding them under a blunted 

understanding, nor, when they did under- 

stand them, neglecting teaching them to 

others, ver. 22, od yap éor. k.7.A.—ver. 23, 

ivy @ perp. K.T.A. — TPOST. tpiv T. ak., 

‘ more shall be demanded of you who hear’ 

(the mysteries of the Kingdom of God) ; 

‘addition shall be made,’ i. e. of account : 

‘shall be laid on,’ as we say. Others (as 

Meyer) understand mpost., more shall be 
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Ppwroc 

f Ps.cxxy. 6. 
g here only. 

vUKTa Kal nnéoay, Kal 0 oTOo0¢ * Braordry Kat Straps 

KUUNTaL WC OUK olds Ev auroc. aan avropary i, n yn ' Kae- _anly _ 

meaos mpwrov * XOpTOM, eira ora uy cira * phon Fatt xi 

oiTov ev TW OTAX UL. 9 Grav Os mapas O KagTOC, 1 — ire only 

evliwe ™ ere es TO Spéravov, ome TaAgeaTNKEY on ee Is, xvii. 

Deoispoc. °° Kat eXeye * The " 
tov Ocov; 7 év Tol Bory ov Ocov 5 7 Ev Toia Tapaf0Ay 

— 26. tay om. BD Lal. 
gerat EFGM al. 

Omowmowpev THY Bacirslav 
, 5} if 

*° TapaPadwpev avryy § 

ins. A C abed.—bef. ox. om. roy D. 
éyep07 D.—Bdaorg BCD L al. 

m here only. 
Joel iii. 13. 

n Matt. xiii. 24 
al. Cant. i. 9. 

o = here only. 

—27. xabebdee x. tyet- 
txt A.—pykiverat BD. — 

28. ore adropt. D.—+rece. ins. 140, with dc. om. ABC DL Syr. Copt. Orig.—oraytac D. 
—7Anone ciroc B. wr. 6 ciroc D. 
txt A C. — 30. for rin, még BCL OB. 
rapaBpoy Oopev BL b Orig. 

added—i.e. more knowledge ;—but I pre- 
fer the former interpretation. 

26—29.] Peculiar to Mark. By com- 
mentators of the Straussian school it is sup- 
posed to be the same as the parable of the 
tares, with the tares left out (!!). Ifso,a 
wonderful and most instructive parable has 
arisen out of the fragments of the other, in 
which the idea is a totally different one. 
It is, the growth of the once-deposited seed 
by the combination of its own development 
with the genial power of the earth, all of 
course under the creative hand of God,— 
but independent of human care and anxiety 
during this time of growth. — 26.] av@pw- 
qos—some difficulty has been felt about 
the interpretation of this man, as to whether 
it is Christ, or His ministers. The former 
is excluded, it is thought, by the kabevdy, 
ver. 27 aaah latter by a atoor. TO Sp., ver. 
29. But I believe it will be found that 
the parable in its wide-embracing sense 
contemplates both these, as well as the case 
of individual sowing and reaping in spi- 
ritual things. (1) There is the general 
reference to the Lord as the Sower—who 
having sown the seed of His Spirit in the 
Church, absents Himself — answering to 
the farmer leaving the field which he has 
sown, and working by day and sleeping by 
night,—i. e. elsewhere employed, while the 
seed springs up, not in this case he knows 
not how,—but, from bodily absence, he 
watches not how, witnesses not how. (2) 
There is the reference to the ministers of 
God—who sow the seed when a saying or 
a prayer sinks into the heart of their hear- 
ers, and then perhaps are comparatively 
long absent. (3) Also to individual exer- 
tion in the same way—we are often sowers, 
when by meditation, or prayer, or reading, 
we deposit the seed in the soil of our hearts 

Vox. I. 

txt A C. — 29. cai oray D acv. = Frapadet BaD: 
txt A D e Orig.—opowiow K.—éy rin abriy 

txt A C? D.—3l. for we, dpoia éorw De. KOKKOV 

—but of course in subjection to Him who 
is the Sower. — BaAn, ‘shall have cast’— 
past tense, whereas kaQev5y and éy. are 
present. — 27.] «a0. k. éy.—i. e. employs 
himself otherwise—goes about his ordinary 
occupations. The seed sown in the heart 
is in its growth dependent on other causes 
than mere human anxiety and watchful- 
ness :—on a mysterious power implanted 
by God in the seed and the soil combined. 
— 28.] No trouble of ours can accelerate 
the growth or shorten the stages which 
each seed must pass through.—It is the © 
mistake of modern Methodism, for instance, 
to be always working at the seed, taking 
it up to see whether it is growing, instead 
of leaving it to God’s own good time, and 
meanwhile diligently doing God’s work else- 
where: see Stier, iil. 
favour his system, explains kaBev8y Kat ey. 
vUKT. K. Hp. exactly contrary to the mean- 
ing of the parable—‘ that is, has it con- 
tinually in his thoughts” (! !). — 29.] mwa- 
pada, ‘offers itself:’ see reff., and Winer, 
Gr. Gramm. § 39, 1. —dqmoortéAXer, he 
puts in—i.e, the sower, whichever inter- 
pretation we take: see Ps. cxxvi. 5. The 
Lord, at the great harvest ;—the minister, 
also then, but partially and occasionally 
even here (see John iv. 36);—the indi- 
vidual, from time to time, when he reaps 
comfort, joy, and peace in believing, but 
especially in the day of the Lord. See 
Joel iii. 13, to which this verse is a refer- 
ence :—also Rev. xiv. 14, 15, and 1 Pet. i, 
23—25, as applicable to the higher inter- 
pretation. 

30—34.| Matt. xiii. 31—35. Luke xiii. 
18, 19. —30.] This Rabbinical method of 
questioning before beginning a discourse is 
also found in Luke, ver. 18,—without how- 
ever the condescending plural, which em- 

R 

p- 16. Wesley, to . 
Pena erereennne 
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p John xi.24. 31 
1 Cor. xv. 37. 

q Judg. vi. 15. 

EYATTEAION 

‘ 

IV. 31—41. 

we * P KOKKW OLVATEWC, oc oray omagy Tl m™¢ ye, ABCD 

Matt.xiul. 4 Tiaeeporepoe TavTwy TV omeppharoy éorl TwWY él TC yue® 
¥ ver. 7. 
s Gen. i. 12. 
t Ps, ciii. 12. 

Dan. iv. 18. , 
u Matt. xvii. 1, rane 

Wal. 
v = here only. 

Gen. xli. 12. 
see Acts xix. 

> Kal OTav oTapy, 
K ty \ 

fLELGWVY, KGL 

t ~ 

KaATAOKYHVOUY. 
w 3 Kings 

XViii. 

" avapsatvee Kal yiverat Tavrwy T@Y 
s ~ , , e 
mout KAaeove peyaXove, WCTE 

, c ‘\ A . , ~ ee . ~ , ~ 

duvac0at UTO THY OKlaVY aAUTOV TA TETELVA TOV ovpavou 
« \ , ~ ~ 

$2 Kai TOLAVTALC tapa[3oAaic 7oAXate 

St > 7, > eX % fe \ 7az ? id a 

xt. op EAGAEL aUTOLG TOV Aoyov Kalwe nee ere cICQUEta Xe- 
1 

va Ps. civ) 20. ole Oe TapapoAne ove tAaXe avroic’® “ 
Matt. xiii.36. 

z Num. xxii.4l. 
Matt. xvii. 1. 

a John vi. 51. 
ce Jer. Xxxii. 

(Xxv.) 32. > 
Luke viii. 23. © HL Luke viii. 23. AréXOwpuev ec 
only. 

d= here only. 
constr. ver. 
29. see ch. 
Xiv. 72. 

e Matt. v.15 
and reff. 

f here only. 
1Esd.iii.8. * 
Ezek. xiii. 
18, 20. ens 

g Matt. i. 24. er il TO 
John vi. 18. 
2 Macc. xv. 

palyrate auTou 

“8 

avo won yspicecOar*. 

? , 
it. xvi. 22. ato\vpeba 5 

i ch. i. 25. 
Matt. x xii.34 i Mat eds: €UTE 7 Oadacoy, Stw7a, * 
ch. vi. 51 
only. Gen. 
vill. 1. Jonah 

ay Ao 

ACEFGHKLMSV all. 
puuxpdorepoce péy tor D?, 
tzi tT. y- Dacd. ow. C 6.—32. cai. 
—peiloy ALC TV. 

EOTE * ouUTw ; 

°9 

é7éBadey L al. 

x= NS / TO Téoay. Kal 
Zz , oN c « ’ ~ , 
TaoadaupPavovow avtov we ny Ev TH TAO, 

~ sg ’ > -~ 

mAota die aga 
jLou Hee Ta Oe KUpaTa 

‘mpockepaAaoy Kkalevowyv. Kat 

auToyv Kal ee auto AtéacxaXe, ov 

Ka dieyeplce 

avEewoc, Kal eyévero yadnyn peyadn. 

* zOC OUK 

éBarev D.—aft. dere, HOn yepitecBar rd wdotoy BC D L abev Copt.) 
txt A. — 38. rec. iwi. tv ABCD Lal. —TpocKepadaion D. .—Ouyeipavrec D (omg. rai). 

KaT  (elav Oe TOL 

Vth, V3 
eméAvE TaVTa. 

5 \ / > - , > / et e / 9 / / 

$3 Kat rE EL GQUTOLC EV EKELVYY) TY IJMENA OWLAC EVOMEVYC 
U v ‘ t 

ES y apevTEc TOV oxyAov 
Ve 

“Kal adha 
\ U 

57 kat yverac * Natrtad ave- 
Ty ele TO TAoIOY, WOTE 

Skat qv avtoe Fev TH Toomyy 
* Steyeipovew 

, ° 

pedse sou ort 
h? ’ 
 ETETYUNGE rT! aviquy Kal 

Tues, Kal * Exomagey o 
Ne 

° Kal eimev avroie Th 
on el \ 

EX ETE TlOTW 3 Kat 

txt B D. —puxporepoy oy B. puxporepov tor D*. | 
txt AC, but A ins. éorey aft. yij¢.—for rey ei Tr. Ys a Eiow) 

... ava. om. D.—o7apei K, and bef. in ver. 31. 
txt BD L.—33. Toate om. Lal. be Copt. Eth. Arm.—34. kat 

xwpic B.—for pea. avr, iSiowe peo (add atrod B) BCL. 
.—dé om. B L ev Syr. ae —rec. 7otdo.a, but) 

Toia ix B C D K M al.—aft. wX. ins. wo\Aad D.—for 7) iv, yoav D 

txt A D.—for zavra, 

.— 37. peyddov C: 

—39. for lz. tT. Oar. TH Oar. wai eiz. D be.—for re9., cat dywwOnre D. — 40. for’) 
cttw; m&c, ovrw BDL abcv Copt. 
BCL. txt A D.—airq¢ om. D. 

braces the disciples, in their work of preach- 
ing and teaching,—and indeed gives all 
teachers an example to which they may 
liken the Kingdom of God.—81.] The 
repetition of expressions verbatim in dis- 
courses is peculiar to Mark: so émt tis 
yijs here, and od 8vv. orabAvat ch. iii. 24, 
25, 26.— Kal trovet KX. pey. is also pecu- 
liar.—See notes on Matt. and Luke —33.] 
Ka0as 75. ax., ‘according to their capacity 
of receiving :’—see note on Matt. xiii. 12. 
— 84.] kar iSiav $e . . . . . Wehave 
three such instances—the sower, the tares, 
Matt. xiii. 36 ff., and the saying concerning 
defilement, Matt. xv. 15 ff. To these we 

may add the two parables in John,—ch. x. 
1—18, which however was publicly ex- 

txt A C.— 4]. ot dvepor D E ab.—iraxove - 

plained,—and ch. xv. 1—]2;—and_per- 
haps Luke xvi. 9. xviii, 6— rie 

41] Matt. viii. 18. 23—9 uke 
viii. 22—25. Mark’s words bind this oc- 
currence by a precise date to the preceding. 
It took place in the evening of the day on 

which the parables were delivered: and 
ur account is so rich in additional particu- 

lars, as to take the highest rank among thes) 
three as to precision. — 86.]| as Hy —with- 
out any preparation—‘ as he was,’ E. V. — 
ad 8é wd. These were probably some of the 
multitudes following, who seem to have been.” 
separated from them in the gale. — 37.) 
Aaid. av. is also in Luke, whose account is in 
the main so differently worded. — éréBad- 
Aev—not 6 AaiAaw EwéBaXre Ta Kvp.—but 

ra 
—_ 
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"ep onOnoay poBov peyan, Kat edeyou moe aAAHAovE| 1 sonan 0. 

Tic ¢ apa ovToe EoTL, OTl Kal O avEMoC kat 1 Oaracca 

* eee AUTO 3 3 

V.' Ka Nhe ec 

XYooav tov *T 2 

m 
TO mépay TC Gahasene etc mY m ver. 36. 

eae XXX. 
A e 

ek TOU n Matt. Viii. 23, 
&e. John xy. 

Kal efeA ove ” avrTw 

* ¢ arnvrnoev " auTw mAotov cvléwe EK TOY [LYHLELWY 
fe) Zon i. 23 

avo oc ev P rvevmate axalaprw, %0ce rhy KaTolKnoLW HY: see LU CWT c = i P t? ¢ 77) ]OLVv Matt. xii. 27, 
3 > ~ q , 2 \ x ” Taco > ( , *K ’ 8 \ 28. 

eixev Ev Toc “pvypetoic, Kat ™ oure ‘advaecw ™ oveete p Zech. xiii». 
q_ || Mat 4 \ \ 32 uw , ! | ; 

‘Ota TO avTov woAAaKic Téate * EPH a 
s Acts xxiii.10 S ~ 

ducoTracOat only. Jer. ii. 
20. 

‘ suvreroip lat, kal ovdeig aUTOY RTs 36. 
ev. li. 27, 

Dent. vii. 5. 
nmepac u Luke vi. 48. 

Phil. iv. 13. 

ar SN - 

novvato avuTov oneat, 

Kal dcoco bat 
¢€ , \ XN LO 

eirects Kal Tac 7éoac 

€ 7 \ c ? > ~ Q 

advoeot ae UT avuTou Tac 

\ 
“to Xus Sapacat, > kat * dtamravrog VUKTOC kat 

> 

év Tole ooo Kal &v os puvtacw av. Kpatwv kal 

5 iSwv dé TOV ‘Tnoovy * amo pakoo- 

Matt. viii. 28. 
v Matt. xviii. 

10 al. 
w here only. 

 katTa- 

KOTTWY EaUTOV ABote. 
0 oy Nay, , > ~ 7 2 clos 

c KXXiV.7. EV € OaUE Kal TT OOCEKUVNGEV auTW, Kal Kpatac porn = MAE 

aN is Zz Ti 2 \ \ \ aT ~ @ 58. Ps. 
heya 4] ELTTE U EMoOe Kat oOOl yoOOU VIE Tou £0U Tou CXXXVii. 6. 

y2 mes xiv. 
33 * eheye 

¢e 

vYpiorov 5 " opKile os tov Osov Bn fl: Pasavioye. 

yao auTw "ESE Oe TO mena TO axaQaprov EK Tov av- 
Z2 Kings Xvi. 

10 al. 
a constr. Acts 

9 cae iey tl 
Qo wmov. ° Kal emnowra avrov Ti cou Ovomas Kal ame- Thess. v.27, 

nh. 1V.0.6 
, b \ ” 7 xe AY) (fe eD att. 

coin Aéywv *® Acyewv ovoma pou™, Ore woAAot Eopev, » land Matt 
10 Xe oc , sea Noo N p) N > EN c Matt. viii. 5 

Kal mapeKanet QUTOV ToAAa (va [4X}) AUTOUVE ATOOTEL n al. 

ae ~ , 11 % 8: 2 - \ + ~ ” oy ny 

cote TNC Kapa Nv O& EKEL mece a opel aie 2 
Ud . 

KOlOWV peyadn Bookopméevy a2 Kal Tapekadsoay avuToOv 

Cuap. V. 1. 7\0evy CE LM al. Syrr. Copt. Arm. —aft. Oar. ins. cai D.— 
Teoacnviy BD bev. Vepyecnyvéy L al. Copt. Auth. Arm. Orig. (expressly), as also 
Theophyl. txt A C.— 2. é&\OdyvT0c avrotd BC LO. sEeNOdyrww avroy De. txt A. 
—e9. om. B c.—irnvrncey BCDL al. txt A. —3. for prnpeioc, prnpace 
ABCEFGKLSV 39 all. txt D.—for ovre, ovdé BCD. txt A. —aricae BCL e. 
ins. ovkévte BC DL bev. txt A.—for yody., tropa I M. — 4. or Toate avbrov 
Oedepévoy wédate Kai addoeow ty aig éOncav av’royv dOuomakivat cai rac médag 
suvreTpigivat, Kai pndéva adbriv ioyvey dapaca D d. for dapdoat, Ojnoa A. — 
5. Otatavroc om. D.—vovk. 6é x. 7). D be. —penpetou D.—6. azéd om. AK L M al. — 
7. for iW., Zévrog A. —8. for tx, awd A c.—9. txnowrnoev A ac.—att. dvopa, ins. 
tor D abe.—réiywyv om. D ab.—reywrv BCD L Syr. Copt. txt A.—aft. pot ins. 
éorv A BD abcv. om. C.— 10. mapexadovy A.—ai7ra BC. adrov K L.—11. ree. 
mo0c¢ 7a don, with many mss., but txtA BC DEF GHKLMS V 33all. Syrr. Copt. 
Ath. Arm.—peyadn om. D L b Copt.—Bockopévwy A L bd. — zapexadovy A D K M 

and the same, and having passed through 7a kK. é7éSadX\ev,—intransitive: see reff.— 
others who had learnt one or two minute 38.] to mposk., the cushion or seat at the 

stern, used by the Lord as a pillow. Pol- 
lux, Onomasticon (cited by Kuinoel,:h. 1.), 
proves from Cratinus that the word is put 
for the cushion used by rowers. — 39.] 
Lida, mwed.: these remarkable words are 
given only here. On the variations in the 

‘“s.accounts, see on Matt. ver. 25. 
Cuap. V. 1—20.] Matt. viii. 28—35. 

Luke viii. 26—39. The accounts of Mark 
and Luke are strictly cognate, and bear 
traces of having been originally given by 
two eye-witnesses, or perhaps even by one 

additional particulars. Matthew’s account 
is evidently not from an eye-witness. Some 
of the most striking circumstances are there 
omitted. See throughout notes on Mat- 
thew, w there the narrative is common. — 
6. ] ato pak. ep. peculiar to Mark. — 7.] 
épk. oe 7.0. = déopai cov Luke. — 8.] 
Mark generally uses the direct address in 
the second person: see ver. 12. — €deye] 
not imperf. for pluperf., either here or any 
where else; ‘for He was saying to him,’ 
&c.—9.] Stu woAAoi éo. has perhaps given 

R 2 “ 
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[mavrec ] [ot Saipovec | Aéyourec Tléupor mpeg cic TOUC ABCD 

Xvlpove, twa etc avrouc ice Deoper. e Esth. ix. 14. 
Matt. viii. 21. 

aurToic [evféwe | 0 

f = || and Acts 
vii. 57. xix. 
29 only, 

axaBapra eccnA0Vov ELC 

‘Tysove. 

EYATTEAION V2 

kat * emérpepev 

Kal ebe\ovra Ta mie Ta 

TOV YXolpovE, Kat ‘ wopnoey n 

ritcieccnly. ay éXn Kata TOU Konevov etc ry Qaraccav L tioay ot | we 
Jer. xXxi. 
40 alex. 

g 1 Kings xvi. 
15. See Matt. aR 
xviii. 28, TEC 

’ 
ToAw kat 

“cote TO Yeyovec. 

retin see, 

rouc * 
‘ 

ELC nO 
h ver. 19, 29. 

ch. ii. 4. Rev. . 
Xvi. 21 al. 

i ch. iii. 11. 
John ix. 8 al. 

j || Lukeonlyt. opévov Kat 
k= 2 Cor. v. 

errs 
1 = ch. ili. 22. 
m Ps, xlvii. 13. 

Kal epoPnOnoar. 

n Matt. xviii. 17 Kal noSavTo 
29 al. S CHEN 2) ie 8 ‘e 

OOLWY aUTWYV. Kal 

, De N € Ne ach ca Ores) ~ 
Tapskanst auTOvVv O Sarpovisbete tva n ET auTouv. 

‘Insove * oun ° o = Matt. xxiii. 
14, 

* emviyovro ev 7) Oaracy. 

‘Oewpover TOV SaoriZouevoy kafipevov [xai] * 

"swppovavira, TOV 

1 cap eo 

4 on oe Pockov- 

Xolpouc Eguyov Kal + darhryyerdar ec mv 

aypove. 

Kal épXovrat TOC Tov 

kar * endow LOELY rt 

Rgds: Kal 

(uari- 

‘EoXnkora Tov Aeyswva, 

ouryhoavro avroic ol Wovrec 

TWC ee TW datpoviZopive, Kal TEL TOY Xolpov. 

" Tapakadey avuTov ame Dew amo TWDV 

Tt éuBatvovroc avtov «ic TO TAoLoVv 

* 0 oe 

apncey auTo, adda AéyEt auTw “"Yaaye 

ete Tov OLKOV OOU TOC Touc Hue Kal * dndeyyedov auroic 

boa ool 0 KUpLoc * g 
/ 

eTolnae Kat nAENoE cE. Kat aTnArADs 
ag ra , ’ = , ¢ oy , ] ~ 

Kal nOCSaTO KY PvVooElV Ev ™ Asxa7roAXet OOd ETOLNGEV auTw 
c ~ \ , , ' 

oO Inoove, KAL TAVTEC eavaaZov. 

p Dent. xxx. 
13. 

bv. txt BC.—zvarv7ec om. BC DK LM al. bc Copt., 
also, and therefore could not well have wayrec. 
—aréehOwpev D.— 13. for éx. ad., EreuWev adrote D H. 

"1 Kat ? Quamepacavtoe TOU ‘Incov ev to TAotw wadw 

but BC L Copt. om. ot dat. 
txt A a.—ra datpovma D.—tirovra D. 

add éie rode yotpove D.— 
bef. éxen. D. ins. es0iwe Kipiog “Incovc.—ed9. om. BCL bv Syr. Copt. Aith. Arm. 

txt A.—ra aca0. om. A*¥F.—7oav 0& om. B C D Lébcv Syr. Copt. 
(qu. weet?) — 14. for rode y., avrode BC DL abev. 

ins. AW—wc.. 6. B 
txt A.—rec. avnyysti\ay with 

many const. MSS., but txt ABC DKLMall.—15. j\@0v A BK LM Syr. Copt. 
txt C D dc.—aft. Oewo. ins. abroyv D be.—kai aft. cab. om. B D L M bev. 

. \ey. om. D be Ath. — 16. bef. Tip Oat. TOV... 

ins. A C.— 
ins. arp D.—17. for ip&. zap., 

mrapexddouy D.—for azeX., tva azehOy D cv.—18. rec. iuBavroc, but txt ABCD KLM 
be.—for wapek., jofato mapakaXeiy D be.— 19. kai,omg. 6 “Inc. ABKLM al.v 
Syrr. Copt. «aid "Ino. C. 

rise to the report of two demoniacs in Matt. 
—On Xeyedv see note, Luke, ver. 30. — 
10.] amoor. €&. +t. x. = émiraty adr. tic 
T. &Buocor are Oety Luke: see on Matt. 
ver. 30. —13.] Hoav 8 ds Sisx. Peculiar 
to Mark, who gives us usually accurate de- 
tails of this kind: see ch. vi. 37,—where 
however John also mentions the sum, ch. 
vi. 7. — 15, 16.] Omitted by Matthew, as 
also vv. 18—20.—18.] Euthym. and Theo- 
phyl. suppose that he feared a fresh incur- 
sion of the evil spirits: which could hardly 
be, on account of the destruction of the 
swine.—19.] There was perhaps some rea- 

txt D be.—arayyenov BC. 
kuo., Q66¢ D.—for ézoinoe, wevoinke ABCEGHLMSV 365 al. 
nAréNo. ins. br. D. — 20. for boa, & C.— 21. tv TH WA. 

txt A.—for 
txt D.—bef. 

om. D abe Arm. txt (ri 

son, why this man should be sent to pro- 
claim God’s mercy to his friends. His 
example may in former times have been 
prejudicial to them:—see note on Matt. 
ver. 32 (4). — 20.] Gadara was one of the 
cities of Decapolis: see on Matt. iv. 25.— 
O pév xptorog PETPLOPpOVOY, TY TaTpi TO 
Epyov aviOnxer” 6 O& OeparrevbEic evbyvw- 
provOrv, TP xotsT~p TovTO averiOer. Euthym. 
He commands the man to tell this, for He 
was little known in Perea where it hap- 
pened, and so would have no consequences 
to fear, as in Galilee &c. 

21—43.] Matt. ix. 18—26. Luke viii. 

duayyeroy D. 
eS ll 
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Pele ro wécav SwuvgyOn SyNoc wodde en’ abrév' cal | gl¢ TO TEOaV SeaithN mae ee GUTOV" Kat ny 4 Matt, xxii 

34 
Tae 4s xiii. 15 > Kal [tov] £ Sp ee cig TOV AANUs "Se ee 

U ‘Taetpoc, Kal LOWY avToOV § mlaTEt sExodiv.25, 
ee Kat * 

Tapa my Oaracoay, © 

ouvayoryov ovomare 

TapekaXger avtov ToAXA, 
Néywv OTL TO Eyes” 
eMOca emtOnc aury Tac XElpac Tt iva own, Kat * Choerat. p. 58, c- 

Kal arihGe per avTov, Kal nKoAOVEL avT@ oyXoe TONE v Level dale 

™poc TOUC mooac aurou, 

ve 
oo hou VQ t ch. vii. 24 

only +t. 
Athen. xiii. 

Lie / 
ETKATWC 

wv S i Sth 25 \ 7 - ‘ constr. Eph. 

Kal cvvebX Sov auTov. ‘Kat yuvn [rwc | OUGG sep ete only. 
& 2 es 4 suo So Gin aN x \ ~ c Sir. xxiv. 
pucel amuatog ETH OWwOEKa, kat woAXa ralovoa wo (xxxi) 14, 

x = || Luke. 
Matt. vi. 29. 

~ , ~ \ 7 \ xx > ¢ ~ , 

ToANov LaTOWY Kal OaTavncaca Ta Tap eauTNC TAVTA, seetev. xr. 
kal pneey ngpednbeioa adXAa padAXov ete TO XEtpov ap ne Ses itee 

éA\Oovoa év oxrw 

\ LZ n“ 

yao OTL Kav 

"Inoov, Tou TW 
27 

akovcaca TE 
e ~ 

omia0ev, naro TOU atiou auTou' 

7 

% swloopat. 

28 édeye 
~ e , 3 eae We, 29 \ > Q/ ; TWY MLaTLWY auvTOU apopat Kat evfléwe y= Actsiv.9 , 
? 7 c bt = al 

ch. iv. 6. eenpavOn ee myn Tou aiparog auTne, Kal EVV OT Aree ses 
> ec Ps. cv. 9. 

OWMATL OTL iaTat aro TC * Haoreyoc. Kal evléwe O aJet.ix,1. 
; am d> LN - Lev. xii. 7. 

Inoove emLyvoue év eauTy THY eG aurou Ouvapuy eéed- Tee 
a uke. 

Qovouv, ae ey TW oxy eheye Tic pov Paro envi ina 
~ reff. 

TWV mario 5 ' Kat tdeyov aut ol pabnrat AUTOU 4 Matt. xiv. 25. 
e Luke i. 17, vi. 

BXérac tov oyAov | cvvOdBovra OE, Kal Aéyete Tic pLOU pye os ont 
er \ 

are, ? eat mepuePAErero. LoElY THY TOUTO Tomoacay. 
on Oe youn Sieuleer Kal one, Eloula O ye yoven kets was 

. ich, ii. i 3 : 
eae auTw Kat simev aurw@ Eons a 

Xviii. 15. 

[ex] em | aury, HAGE Kat 

1A STO lObaE Ot ; Tacay Thy La nUeiay. O O€ euev auTy UY CmED: 1) 1 2 Kings xv. 9. 
, FF i, z l , 1 Kings 1. 17 

TlOTLC GOU GEOWKE OE uTaye ELC slonvny, Kar ™ tot a lee a 

om. B) A B C v.—for éx’, wpo¢ D abe.—rai jv om. D be. — 22. dod om. B D L abv 
Syr. 4ith. ins. A C c.—dévépart “Idepoc om. D a.—for idwy abrov rire, 7ooceTEecEY 
D abe. — 23. wapacakei AC L. capakadkéy Dab. txt B c.—zoXXad om. D be.—xai 
Néywv D ab.—ioyarwe icyatwe exer C.—éOé, Gar adbrijg tk THY yet—opdyv cov D b. 
txt (rac y. airy BC L. air@ rac xy. AK) A BC K L.—rec. b2wWe. tva A BC D Lal. 
—fnoy BCDL abdv. txt Ac.— 24. for arydAOe, brijyey D. nKeorovOnoey C. — 
25. Tic om. ABCLéec. txt D ad.—for rai, i) D bed.— 26. for ra zap’ é. 7., Ta 
éavriye m. D abe Syrr.—airng AF GK UMS V 39 all. (wap’ airiy B). —27. aft. 
cob. ins. ra B.—for ¢ imar., Kpacrédou M. — 28. aft. yao, ins. éy eaury DK ac.—Tov 
ipatiov tavtov D. — 30. év avr om. D. év om. V.—for é&, aw’ D. — 33. aft. rpép., 
ins. 616 erounxer AaOpa D ad Arm.—bef. airy om. éx’ BC DLa Syr. Copt. iv 
airy F. abr (nom.) Dd. txt A.—zpocextiynoey airov C.— 34. aft. airy, ins. 

41—56. The same remarks apply to these 
three accounts as to the last. Matt. is even 
more concise than there, but more like an 
eye-witness in his narration: see notes on 
Matt. and Luke,—Mark the fullest of the 
three. — 21.] ovvix0..... = amedigaro 
avr. 6 byX. ne es iSov is of rare 
occurrence in Mark, and probably should 
be omitted here. — 23.] éoyx. fxeu = apre _ 
irehevtnoey Matt. — 24.] Matt. adds, cai 

ot paOnrai air.—28.] eye yap is not to 
be pressed to mean that she actually said 
it to some one—év éavry may well be un- 
derstood. — 29.] On these particulars see 
notes on Luke. — éyvw tO oop., elliptic 
—Iknew by feeling in her body. — 32.] 
Peculiar to Mark, and indicative of an eye- 
witness. — 34.] kat vo@t . . . . cov pecu- 
liar to Mark, and inexplicable, except be- 
cause the Lord really spoke the words, as 



o Matt. ix. 36 
var. read. 
Luke yii. 6. 
Viii. 49 onlyt. 

p abs. ch. xv. 
82 al. 

q = Matt. xxiii. 
14 

r Luke xxiii. 
4v only. Num 
xxxil. ll. 

5 ver. 15, 
t 1 Cor. xiii. 1 

only. = Jer. 
iv. 8. 

a= Acts xx. 
10. || Matt. 

v 2 Chron. 
xxx. 10. 
{M.L. 

w Matt. xvii. 1. 
Num, xxii. 
4l. 

x gen., || M.L. 
ch. 1.31. Gen. 
xix. 16. 

y 1 Kings ix. 
11. ch. vi. 22. 
28. 

z 1 Esdr. i. 438. 
Luke ii. 42. 
Acts iv. 22al. 

a Gen. xxvii. 
33. ch. vi.51. 
Ezek. xxvi. 
16 

b Ezek. iii. 18, 
21. Actsxy. 

=Lnke xii. 3. 
ch. x. 49. 
mapa XXXy. 

aMiatt. xiv. 16. 

e ser. xxvi. 16. 

EYAITTEAION V. 35—43. 

vyme amo 76 BaoTLyo¢ cov. 

Epxovrat amo TOU dpxiovvaye you Aeyouree 6 ort 1) Ouyarno 

* oxvAXete Tov cwackarov; 0 bE 

‘Inoove [vbéwe] akovoac TOV oyov Aad ovpevov Neveu 

TW sid ae gob Mn pof3ou, povoy ? mioreve. 37 Kai 

Bey | agnkev oveiva auTw : suvaxodovincat EL ft) levee 

oOU am Vave’ rl ert 

“Kal ‘TaxwPov Kal Taaintie Tov aceA pov TaxoBov. * 5 kal 
» ¥ ~ \ 

} Eoyovrat lc TOV OlKOV TOU apxisuvaywyou, Kat 

foovPov, 

eiceADwov éyer avroig Tt 

* kNatovrac Kat ‘aAdadaZovrac roAAa. * Kat 

rs DopuBetobe Kal KAaleTEs TO 

matloyv ovk ariVavev, adAa Kabetear. *° Kat 
*K € 

v , 
kateyéAwy 

oO Oe ekPaov amravrac auTov. “ rapadapPave Tov 

Tatépa TOU Tatdlov Kal THY pNTEPA Kal TOvE jLET aUTOU, 

Kal EicTOpEvETaL OTTOU TV TO matolov [avakeimevoy|. +! Kat 

* KoaThoac Tne XELpoc TOU TaLolou Aeyet aut} Tadiba 

KOUML, 2 ert peleppnvevopevoy liar 
eyepe. 4 

nV Rea 

a1 | SteateiAaro auroig ToXXa tva pndetc * 

* Kopaotov, sol Aeyw, 

> kal evléwe a aveorn | 70 Kopaotov Kal mepieTaret’ 

ETWV dwdeka. Kal eSéornoay EKOTAGEL peyady. 

yvw Touro, 

oni eae doOnvat avry) “ pay ey. 

VI. ! Kat e&ndA0ev eceiley Kat * 7ADEY ete THY *ratoloa 
, ~ vy et ~ ’ e \ ? ~ 9 \ 

auTOVU, Kal axoAovNovow auTW ol palnrat avuTOU. Kat 

* Pewoet 

Oapoe C. — 35. aft. Néyovrec ins. ait@ D be. — 36. evOéwe om. B D L bev Copt. Aath. 
Arm. txt AC ad.—for axotcac, tapaxotcac B L.—rotroy roy Noyov D.—rov \aX.B. 
— 37. for avr@, per adrov BC L Copt.—dkodovOjoa A K al. zapaxodovOjca D al. 
—rov Tér. B C.—for “larwBov, adrov D a.— 38. rec. Eoxerau, but txt ABCD Fv 
Syr. Copt.—bef. ckhatoyrag ins. kai ABC LM al. v Syrr. Auth. Arm. kdatddyvTwy cai 
d\aitalovrwy D a. — 40. for 6, adroge BCD Labev. txt A.—for dravrae, ravrac 
ACKLM V al. rove dxdoug D. add &Ew D. —aft. avrov, ins. dvrac D.—ticzoped- 
ovra M. 
4l. rv xeioa D.—aft. avr y, ins. paBPi D 
BCLal. 

tice ropEvEro D.—for 6zrov, od A. Suing om, BD Lal. ad. ins. A Ce.— 
-—Tareda B. OaBira D. txt A.—rodpu 

txt AD be.—ree. éyeipat, with many const. mss., but txt ABC DGHKLSV 
all. — 42. for yap, dé D abe. ins. wcei C.—aft. tZéo7. ins. ravTec D c.—evbdc B L Copt. 
— 43. for yv@, yvoi A B D Lal. 

Cuap. VI. 1. for 7\0., Epxerat BC L. 

a solemn ratification of the healing which 
she had as it were surreptitiously obtained : 
see note on Luke, ver. 48. — 37.] How ca- 
pricious, according to modern criticism, 
must this Evangelist have been, who com- 
piled his narrative out of Matt. and Luke, 
adding minute particulars—in leaving out 
here eid6rec Ort azréPavey (Luke) a detail 
so essential, if Mark had really been what he 
is represented. Can testimony be stronger 
to the untenableness of such a view, and 
the independence of his narration? And 
yet such abound in every chapter. — 41.] 
Tad. kotpe = 9p NID.—ol Aéyw is 
added in the translation.—The accuracy of 

txt C.—adriy K. 
txt A D. — 2. for yev. caB., rpéipa oa 

Mark’s reports often gives occasion to the 
insertion of the actual Syriac and Aramaic 
words spoken by the Lord: see ch. vii. 11. 
34. xiv. 36. Talitha, in the ordinary dialect 
of the people, is a word of endearment ad- 
dressed to a young maiden = Kcopaotov. — 
42.] wal weper. Peculiar to Mark. — The 
whole account is very probably derived from 
the testimony of Peter, who was present. 
— 43.]| betokens an eye-witness, who re- 
lates what passed within. Matthew says 
nothing of this, but tells what took place 
without, viz. the spreading abroad of the 
report. 

Crar. VI. 1—6.] Matt. xiii. 54—58, 

> ere avuTou Aarovyrog ABCD 
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Yevopsvou oafsParou npSaro Ev Ty cuvaywyy owaoKkey, Oe 
it k 43. Kal toAAol akovovrec at Dae AEyourec : dev Bele 27. 
Luke xxiv. 

Toure ravra, Kat “* TIC n copia } obeica avtw, [ort] hb Matt, ae 
\ 22 al. 

Kal " duvdnite routurat "Ota Tov Xetowy avrov * yivoyrat; i Gen, xxxix. : zB: 
* ovX ovTOe EoTW O TéKTWY, 0 vLoc Mapiac, ade poe Oo ay 
? , \ “% ? "I v8 al. 

lax@Pov kat *"Twon Kat Y a Kat Siuwvoe 3 Kat OVK 1 — Matt | and 
xiii. 56. ce Ca \ ~ cath Ci tS Wynn x 

clolv at adcApal avrov wos | Toc mac; Kae “ eokav- Sat eon 
, ? Oe to 4 : $3 v D ’ 1. 1 Johni. 2. 

daXiZovro ev auTy. eAey € O& avroic O ‘Insovc OTL © OVK m Matt. xi.6 c 
ZoTl mpopnrnc arog Dict pn év ™ pe avrou Kat °éy ee ae 

~ o = Matt. xi. 
ToIC avy yevior * kal ev TH olKla avrov. ° Kat ovk ° 70v- Hale sp 

p | Cor. xi. 30. 
« Mal. i. 8. vaTo &KEL ovosutav Sivaquy Tomoat, él pa orl you = een 

q278 22 

r Matt.iv. 23 al. 
s Gen. Xxxv.5. 

ch. iii. 34. 
t Gen. xi. 6 al. 

7 \ u Gen. vi. 20. 
KQ@l vii. 2,3 al. 

here only. 
see ver. 39, 
40. 

v Sir. xvii. 2. 
John xvii. 2 
al. 

appwsrorc emibetc tac yepac Beoarevce. Kat abate 

ova eer amtotiay avToy. 

6 Kai " TEOLITYE Tac Kwuac 

ToockaXzirat TovG OwoEKa, Kal 

Ae 

Barwy D.—bef. zodXot ins. ot B L al.—aft. &erX. ins. iri rg Stdayy adrod D dv Arm. 
—hbef. ratvra ins. ravra C.—for ait@, robry B L.—ore om. ABE FGHLMS v 

, a7 

KuKAw OleacKwv. 
tv ‘2 ? ‘ > / 

noSato avtove amootéA- 
, te: \ bd / ? = Te Pee , ~ 

" Svo ovo, Kal édloov avroic * ESOVCLAVY TWY TVEU- 

many mss. iva cai DK.... Kai C.—ai Ouvapec B. —yiwervrarC DK al. yw6- 
pevac BL. txt A abe.—3. Sine ie 0 TOU TEKTOVOC viog kai ab ASth. Arm. Origen says 
of Celsus : ov PrErwy, OTL obdapod TOV év Taic ékk\noiae PEepopéevwy evayyediuy 
TEKTWY avToc O "Inoove avaytyoanrat, —TIwontoc BD La Copt. txt AC. ‘Iwop 
bv Hth.—for cai ob«, ovyi cai D acv.— ade om. M.—4. bef. maro. ins. idia A L Orig.— 
ovyyevetory BD? EFGLV. txt ACD—aft. ovy. ins. abros BC K Léd. txt AD. 
— 5. for amworiay, rior D (but incredulitatem d).—7. for 7jpé. adr. az., déorethev 

airove D abe.—for dio dio, ava B D.—for kai 20i6., dodg D—rév (both times) 

where see notes. —1.] e&7\O. éxet@., not, 
from the house of Jairus,by the expression 
THY Tarpio. avr. in the corresponding 
clause. I may go out of my own house 
into a neighbour’s, but I do not say, I go 
out of my own house into Lincolnshire ; 
the two members of such a sentence must 
correspond ;—I go out of Leicestershire 
into Lincolnshire—so, as corresponding to 
T. TaTpio. avr., éxetOev must mean from 
that city, i.e. Capernaum. This against 
Meyer, who tries on this misinterpretation 
to ground a difference between Matt. and 
Mark. —3.] 6 téktwv. This expression 
does not seem to be used at random,—but 
to signify that the Lord had actually worked 
at the trade of his reputed father. Justin 
Martyr, Dial. p. 316, C, says, ravta yap 

TA TEKTOVIKG EOya EipyalsTo ev avOoWTOLC 
Oy, dporpa kai Zvyd. — 5.] odK« ySvvaTo. 
—The want of ability spoken of is not 
absolute, but relative. The same Voice 
which could still the tempests, could any 
where and under any circumstances have 
commanded diseases to obey; but in most 

cases of human infirmity, it was the Lord’s 
) 
\ 

practice to require faith in the recipient of 
aid: and that being wanting, the help could 
not be given. However, from what follows, 
we find that in a few instances it did exist, 
and the help was given accordingly. — 6. j 
eSavpale—this need not surprise us, nor 
be construed otherwise than as a literal 
description of the Lord’s mind: in the 
mystery of His humanity, as He was com- 
passed by human infirmity,—grew in wis- 
dom,—learned obedience,—knew not the 
day nor the hour, ch. xiii. 32,—so He might 
w onder at the unbelief of His countrymen. 
— kat mepijye—see Matt. ix. 35. 3 

7—18.] Matt. x. 1—15. Luke ix. 1—5: 
see also Matt. ix. 36—38, as the introduc- 
tion to this mission. The variations in the 
three accounts are very trifling, as we might 
expect in so solemn a discourse delivered 
to all the twelve.—See the notes to Matt. ; 
—and respecting the subsequent difference 
between Matt. (ver. 16 ff.) and Luke,— 
those on Luke x. —7.] 8vo 8vo (sce reff.) 
is a Hebraism. These couples are pointed 
out in Matthew’s list of the Apostles—not 
however in Mark’s, which again shows the 

} A 
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wea: iii. parwy TOV axabagrov, 

x = Matt. iv.6. pdtv * 
Gen. xliv. 1. 

y | and Luke bn) aotov to etc mY Covny Yaron, SB 
Xxii. 35, 367. 

z 2 Chiron. 
xxviii. 15. 

a Isa. Xx. 2. 

amo kad. kal 4) 

ewe ay eLeAOnre exeler. 
b Isa. lii. 2. 

Rey. xviii. 
19only. Ten 
v.13. | ™ TOV  Xovv Tov 

c “a Kings fA 

d Gen. xxi. 30. 
e || and Matt.x'. 

22, 24 only t. Sr sauce n if OLOppotc év 
PSAs KIVA Se 5 ’ 
g Jam. v.14, cee 
Gen.xxxi, SXELV 1). 
13. 

h ver. 5. 
i Acts vii. 18. 

1 Cor. iii. 13. moAXAove " 

Paorreve 

se 

Howeye 

alpwow ELC ooov El wy paBeow hovoy, uy 

/ > ~ , 7s > os. ’ Sigur 

eheyev avTOLc : Ozrov Eav evceAOnre ELC ~OLKLAYV, 

pads akOVowoW UW, EKTOPEVOMEVOL exsiOev 
“vroKatw Twv mode Uno 

TUPLOY avTOLC. [aunv Tes vty, 

2 kat e&eAObvrec 
13 kau Samoyed moAAa ebePaddov, le 

: Kat sf maony yetdev avrotc iva ABCD 
y 7 

7THhoav 

"baronea amen 

*+ evdvonobe Ovo YtTwVvac. ° Kat 
’ ~ , 

EKEL [EVETE 
ll \ iad * a oee e ~ 

Kal ooo av wn OsSwrvrat vac 
b? , 
 extiacare 
d ’ 

ec pap- 
/ 

© ave KTOTEpOV EOTAL 
, 

“mE pd oloenia n 7) woAEt 
> , 

* EKNovocoy iva * weravonowou 

ees ehatyy 
, , 

appwsrove Kal eOeoaTevor. kal nKovaev Oo 

' paveoov yep he TO ovoja 

aurou" Kal eNeyev ort ‘Lwavyne Oo Panrizoy EK vexpov 

k = || Matt. 
only. 

1 | only. 

* nye 00, Kat dia TovTO Evepyouory at 

5 addAoe t de EAgyor OTL ‘HAtac ¢ eoTiv" 

Ort Toopntnc cory T we atc TW TOOPHTwY. 

* duvapete é év aut” 

adAou Of EAE yov 
32 sae akovoac 

1Kingsxxxi 82 6 ‘Howéne ELTEV OTL OV eyo ‘ amexepadtoa ‘Twarvny, 
9 complut. 

om. C.—8. dowow C.—for sic 66., 2v rH 60g K ac.—9. rec. tvdtcacPa with B? S. 
txt (tvdvcac0e B) ABCD EF V al. Copt. Arm. 

tvdcdicOar L.— 10. fc ofkiay om. D a. —11. for door adv fy O. v., O¢ ay 
txt A CD abe.—rov troKcarw om. D abv 

. éxeivy om. BC DL bev Copt. Arm. 
txt A abd.—peravowor BD L. 

2dvoeoGe K. 
Tromoc py Oséqrae BLal. 
Arm. /Eth.—apjyv ... 
Syrr. — 12. éxypvtay BC DL Syrr. 

OtZovrat K. 

ne induerentur Jc. nolite indui a. 

txt A a Euseb. canon. 
txt A C.— 

13. 2£¢Badov C D.—dXeiWavtec D, omg. rat. — 14. aft. ‘Ho. ins. r7v axonjy "Incov 
K M Orig. —theyor Bab. tiéyooay D. 
éynyeora tx ve. BDL al. abed. ée v. 

txt A C c.—Barrtisti7¢ DS al. abev Syr.— 
aviorn A Kal. txt (but my. ee v.) C.— 

15. aft. @\Xor (Ist) rec. om. dé with many const. MSS., but txt ABC DEKLMS 
all. abev Syr. Copt.—zoog. tor. we om. D dd. 
MSS., but om. ABCDEGHKLMSV 20 pv Syr. Copt. Ath. Orig. 

6 ‘Hp. om. C.—éyo om. D Copt.—torm adroc om. B D Lal. e Orig. txt Bits 16: 

total absence of connecting design in this 
Gospel, such as is often assumed. — 8. | 
Striking instances occur in these verses, of 
the independence of the three reports in 
their present form.—p dé papdor Matt. = 
ei py p. povoy Mark, = pyre paBdove 
Luke (or pador).—See notes on Matt., 
also in the next clause. — 9.] iwobeBepe- 
vous, scil. (évat, or some equivalent infini- 
tive. We have another change of construc- 
tion in év8vonobe. —13.] HArerov éLaiw 
—this oil was not used medicinally, but as 
a vehicle of healing power committed to 
them ;—a symbol of a deeper thing than 
the oil itself could accomplish. That such 
anointing has nothing in common with the 
extreme unction of Romanists, see proved 
in note on James v. 14.—See for instances 
of such symbolic use of external applica- 

rec. bee we ins. 7, with many const. 
(tory om. 

tions, 2 Kings v. 14. Mark viii. 23. John 
ix. 6, &c. 

14—29.] Matt. xiv. 1—12. Luke ix. 7 
—9. (The account of John’s death is not 
in Luke.) Our account is, as usual, the 
fullest of details.—See notes on Matt. — 
14.] Herod was not king properly, but only 
tetrarch :—see as above. He heard most 
probably of the preaching of the twelve. — 
15.] ‘ He is a prophet, like one of the pro- 
phets ;—i. e. in their meaning, ‘ He is not 
The Prophet for whom all are waiting, but 
only some prophet like those who have gone 
before.’—Where did our Evangelist get this 
remarkable expression, in his supposed com- 
pilation from Matt. and Luke ? —16.) On 
this repeated declaration of Herod, with its 
remarkable attraction of construction, De 
Wette observes, Mark here combines the 

EE 
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” Avroe yep 

TOV ‘Twdveny Kal m ai xii. 11 
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concev auTov ev T puAaky ola “Howéiada my ete 

@DiXimzov TOU adsA pou avurou, OTL auth eyapnoev* 
/ € > Cn | , Woy 

® edeye yap Oo Twavine mw H owen oe ouK ESEOTL GOL 

"Exe Thy yuvaira TOU Foes agi 

° evetyev auTW, Kal nbeXrev avuTOov cmoKretvat, Kal 
& 

Nouvato. 206 
INA AS ” ' tO \ 

ELOWC auTOv avopa SliKatoy Kal aylov, Kal 

yao ‘Howdne epoeiro Tov 

96 O& “Howetac n oe XX viii. 

OUK o= ite xi.53 
only. Gen. 
xlix, 23. ‘Twavvny, 

P SUVETHOEL Be = here only. 
ee Luke ii. 

, \ a) , > ~ Ay / \ ~ 

auTov, reat eisqucae autov 7oAXa ERO tet Kat 1 noiwe auTou 16 eee 
” g ch. xii. 37. 
NKOVE. ‘Ka EVOMED éoa ‘ evKat ov ore How 2 Cor. xi, 19 
m a B ne ne ¢ i a ? vdnc ee o winee: 

TOLC * yeveotorc avtouv Osimvov érrolét TOI peyloraow ee 
, 

avrou Kal TOLC 
/ 

Aatac, 

“Hpweradoc Kal opxnaapivnc Kal 

Kal Toc 

Airnoov BE 0 éav Herne, Kal wow col. 
>? i Ae) 

auTy OTL 0 

Bees prov. 

Ti fF airnowpar; 
OF 

PBamtorov. 
A / td 7 / 

TOV BactXéa nTNCATO Aéyousa 
3 hee > \ 

aQuTNC ETL 
26 

" y Lay otc Kal Tolc mowroc tne Ladt- 2. 

2 Kal etcehDovanc TNC Guyarpoc 
aie) , ~ , 
apecaonc Tw Hoody! 

" GuvavaKermevorc, eumev O PaotXeve Tw * “Kopaoty al. 

cav te airhouc dHow sol, 

a &¢ Morea cle TH unTol aUTNC 3s. 

nH Of eire Thy Kepadny *"lwavvov tov 

*O0aw wa [roe dwe 
c / ‘ ‘ ,’ , - 

make THY Kepadny Iwavvov tov Parrioron. | 

only. Ps. ciii. 

2 s |jonly +. dat. 
ee > * of time, ch. ii. auTyC Tne 

only. 
Jonah iii. 7. 

Dan. vy. 1. 
a = Rey. vi. 15. 

Esth. ii. 4, 9. 23 
Kal wpooev w 8 Mace. v. 

yv 
ah 41, 42. ewe nipicouc mC =a v. 3. 
= Matt. xxvi. 

Luke 
oS XXii. 51. 

. z Exod. xii. 11. 05 a ’ 0 ~ Qe Z N Be 

Kael eicer OVOA EVUEWC META OT OVO?NC TOOC ach. x.35. 
; John x vii.24. 
ee C b Acts x. 33 al. 

Phil. ii. 23. 
~ || and Luke 

xi. 39 +. 
d Ps. xli. 5,11. 

Kal “Ee tAvroe yevomuevoc 6 actAgve, Ola TOUC O KOUGoa Q Yevou ’ O 38. 

A C.—ix vex. om. BL Copt. azo rev »v.C. txt A.—17. 6 yap ‘H. L Copt. —ép 
gud. x. 66. abr. A. kai £0. adrov, c. {Bader sig pur. D ab.—rec. bef. gud. ins. 77, but 
om. ABCEFGKLS My all.—I18. for cot, ce D a.— 19. for H0eXrEv, eonr ec C* abcd. 
—a7odecar C. — 20. aft. dic. ins. eivat D—cai dy. om. B.—for ézoiet, nzdoee BL 
Loe txt AC D abv.— 21. yeveOXior1e D?. yeveydAtote D.—atrotd om. D abv.— 
22. for aire The, avrou BD Lal. txt A.—for apecacne, toesev, and afterwards 
66 B.ciz.BCLe. txt A D abv. — 23. airy om. L.—aft. airy, ins. toANa D a. — 
“i Tidy D.—pe om. L.—ijpicswe 8S. apicovK. jutcouv L. Kxaird Hurcov D. txt ABC. 
—24. for 7 0é (Ist). kai B—ree. airjoopa. txt ABCD G L.—famriZorroc BL Syr. 
and in ver. 25.— 25. ev0éwe om. DL abe Copt. Arm.—ypera or. om. D abe.—for 

ns. Ode D. — 26. aft. 6 Bac. ins. we ijkovoey D c.—aft. dpe. cai, ins. dia D abv.— 
as. Ney., eizev D ab Syr. Arm.—Oédw om. D ab.—déc¢ por D ab.—zé airij¢e om. D. 

text of Luke with that of Matthew (! ).— 
‘The principal additional particulars in the 
following account of John’s imprisonment 
and execution are,—ver. 19, that it was 
_ Herodias who persecuted John, whereas 
- Herod knew his worth and holiness, and 
listened to him with pleasure, and even 
- complied in many things with his injunc- 
| tions (on évetxev see reff. and note Luke 
- xi. 53):—that the maiden went and asked 
- counsel of her mother before making the 
_ request :—and that a o7ekovAdTwo, one 

of the body-guard (not from spiculator,— 

‘ Speculatoribus .... cervicem porrexit,’ 
Senec. de Benef. iii. 25, cited by Kuinoel) 
was sent to behead John. — 20.] cuver. ; 
‘preserved him,’ not,‘esteemed him highly :’ 
—kept him in safety that he should not 
be killed by Herodias. — 21.] evxat. not, 
a festal day, as Hammond and others in- 
terpret it, for this use of ev«arpoc is later 
—but, a convenient day (see ver. 31 and 
Acts xxiv. 25) for the purposes of Herodias: 
which shows that the dance, &c. had been 
all previously contrived by her. — peyt- 
otaves, a Macedonian word, which came 
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29 \ Sexe / ’ Oy aN 0 ~ 
f — here only KL TOUCGC GUVAVAKELMEVOUC ous yYUEANOEV auTyHNVY avETHOAL. 

I » 

ghasmiys Kat evOewe aTroorethag 0 Pasireve tT * omexovAaropa 

h constr. here 3 emétacev évey Onvat THY Kepadny avr ov. 0 e& ameA0ov 
only. ~ y , > A 9 - ns 

i ver. 16. ‘amekepatoey aono Ev ™ puraky * 5 kat aveyKe my 
d 

d ver. 22. Kepadny avurTou em Tlvakt, kal eOwKey autny 7 Kopaaly, 
29 Son 

kat TO Kopaswoy LOWKEY auth 7) pent pt avTne. Kat 

e Mat Xv. GKOUTAVTEC OL palnrat avTov 7 Oov Kal noav 70 “Tropa 
8, 9 only. Stn \ SN 19 ' 30 K \ 
Jndg. xiv. 8. aurou Kat eOnkav anne EV pYNMEW. al ouvayovrat 

f Matt. xxii. 
34 al. 

g Matt. xi. 28 
al. 

ou amoatoAou mac TOV 

h Matt. xvii. 1, 
19 al. > wavra IE Kat | doa eroinoav Kal Oca Eoloagay. 

Tnoovr, Kal ny aa avrw 

kal 
i Matt. x xvi. 3 2 = g - € td ? on ? Lot 2 yd 

45. Luke elmev avtoi © Asure vpsic avtol Kar totay sg epnnov 
xii. 19. , \ en A GOS 5 

j Prov. xxiv. = * 1 J a 
ane ae TOTOV, ae avarravecbs odtyov. Hoav yap ou Ep XO 
k 1 Cor. xvi. 12 

Actsx vil.21+. 
constr. here 

MEVOL Kal ol vmayovrec ToAXol, Kal ovoe payew *s nvKat- 

only. 32 5 Ltt xiv.95 POU.” kat amnADov atc Eompov TOTOV rT]! wAolp Kar 

me Kings xv. LolaY. Kal ELoov auTOUC UmayovtacT Kat eTEYVWOAY 
17 vat. Matt. —————. Ge NaN Maree Ta \ \ yo > \ ~ ~ , 

azydsonts * avrov moAAol, Kat “aweln ato tacwy tov TodEwY 
see 1 Pet. iv. 
4only. | 
Judith vi. 16. 

4 
avaxemévove B L.—27. for cai, adda 

* Guvédoaporv EKEL Kal moond0ov avtovc, * Kal cvvnAbov 

D ac.—6 Bac. om. D abe.—rec. orexovaTwoa 
with qu.? txt (orexokaropay D) ABDEFKLS Vall. orexovdadr .. pa C.—tviyrat 
B.— add éme wivake C cv.—tfor 6 dé, cai B C L aedv. — 28. adrov om. D a.—airnpy (Ist) 
om. L 4 Syr. Arm.—adrjyv (2nd) om. D acv Syr. Arm. — 29. ry pynp. D. — 30. bef. 
éca om. kai BC D EL V abcdv Syr. Copt. Aith. Arm. 
braywpey Dae (add seorsum a). —avaratvcacbe AC 
evcaipovy ABE FL V al. MKaiows elyov 

sic 70 TAVIOY, Omg. TP 7H. aft. D acd.—aryjdOev E F GH V 

txt A. — 31. for ip. ad. x. i0., 
>M al. txt BD (-@ae D).— 

txt C: — 32. aft. cai, ins. avaBayreg 
33. rec. aft. vray. 

D. 

ins. ot OyAot, with many modern const. mss., but om. AB DEGHKLMSUV all. 
abedy Copt. Aith. Arm.—éyvwoay B D. 
A KL Mall. Syrr. Copt. Aith.—rai wponr. ad. 
B Lal. cv Copt. Arm. kai cuvnAVov adrov 

into use at the Alexandrine conquest. — 
23.] The contracted Hptoovs belongs to 
later Greek, as does also a0etéw, ver. 26. 

30—44.] Matt. xiv. 13—21. Luke ix. 
10—17. John vi. i 
the very few points of comparison between 
the four Gospels during the ministry of our 
Lord. And here again I believe Mark’s 
report to be an original one, and of the 
very highest authority. Professor Bleek 
(Beitrage zur Evangelien Kritik, p. 200) 
believes that Mark has used the Gospel of 
John,—on account of the 200 denarii in 

our ver. 7 and John ver. 7 ;—and that he 
generally compiles his narrative from Matt. 
and Luke, ibid. p. 72—75, which has been 
elsewhere shown to be wholly untenable. 
I believe Mark’s to be an original full 
account —Matthew’s a compendium of this 
same account, but drawn up independently 
of Mark’s :—Luke’s a compendium of an- 
other account ; John’s, an independent nar- 

txt A.—airoyvy om. B D abe. adrove 
om. D al. bd.—kai ovy. w. a’. om 

D bd. kai ovvidpapoy mpdg adriy A. — 

rative of his own as eye-witness. — 80.] 
Mentioned by Luke, not by Matt. — 31— 
34. | One of the most affecting descriptions in 
the Gospels, and peculiar to Mark. Matt. 
has a brief compendium of it. Every word 
and clause is full of the rich recollections 
of one who saw, and felt, the whole. Are 
we mistaken in tracing the warm heart of 
him who said, ‘ I will go with thee to prison 
and to de: acti 2? — 33.] ely, not ‘ a-foot,’ 
but ‘by land.’ —34.] é&eNOoyv, ‘having dis- 
embarked,’ most probably. Meyer would 
render it ‘having come forth from His 
solitude’ in Matt.,—and ‘having disem- 
barked’ here: but I very much doubt this. 

There is nothing in Matt. to imply that He 
had reached His place of solitude before 
the multitudes came up. John indeed, vy. 
3—7, seems to imply this; but He may 
very well haye mounted the hill or cliff 
from the sea before He saw the multitudes, 
and this would be on His disembarkation. 

ABCD 
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= a Te oe *K a 9g (. ~ 
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* ? ~ (a s Pp / 29, c 

oxAov, Kal Seohudyeyiilatn eT auTOlc, OTL Yoav WC o || M. and 
Matt. xv. 32. 

63 ne Ta TOmMEVa, Kal HoSaTO CioaakELY aVTOVE P Num. xxvii. TpoPara py EXOVTa TOMMEVA, KaL NOSE uTouc P Ne 
7 95 \ ” er 

woAXvAa. * kat non ° oss a ghee Yevouevnc mpocen- 4 Hersonly: 
= owtas 

Oovrec auto ol paOnrat avtou Aeyousty 0 OTU Eonpioe cor o IM. 

TOTOC, Kal non wod woAAn °°" a7 d\voov avToue, iva x | M. and 
9 ? ; ‘ , > Matt. xv. 23. 

ameAOovrec etc Trove ° KUKAW aypoue Kal Kopac ayopa- s ver. 6 and 
reff. 

OWOLV EAUTOIC [aprove]: Tl yao paywow ov EXovow. 
c 

7 9 8: aroxpeic elev avrotc Adore avroic vpeic payer. 2 Chron: 
XXXVI 

Kal déyouow aut “AmeADovrec “ ayopacwpev Olakoolwy peice Sas 
u U ” \ *& ~ ? - 1554 88 £ v=1 anes 

Onvaplwv aoTouc, Kat owpev QUTOLC payew 5 Oe Eee 1 Cor. 
rz ’ - , vy» A eee? \ xiii. 9. 
eyel oar ns Ilocove aoTouc EV ETE 2 UTAYVETE Kal Bere. X ver. 27. 

xx const. Luke 

[xai] * yrovrec Aéyoust Ilévrs, Kat ovo ix vac. 9 kat Vii. 31. IL 
- 

Matt. viii. ll. 
XX I 1 

“ eméracbev uuTot avakAwat mavrac a oupmooua * oup- © Bsth. v7. 
40 b \ z constr. ver. 7. 

C Gen. vii. 2,3. moota emt a XAwow XopTY. ee * averesov mpariat Gen. vii, 2, 8. 
Ye = Ezek. xiv. 4, er ava EKATOV Kal ava TWEVvTHKOVTA. LOU) cer ee 

\ N , > , d? xy. 35. 

© \aPov TUE mevre aproue Kat TOUC Ovo x Ovac ava- bherelenl yas 
EIN AUF y ‘ + 3 

Prshac « etc Tov ovpavon ; evdoynge, Kat | kKatékAaoe Tove 4G X*',14 
e ch. xiv. 22. 

corove Kat EOQLOOU TOIC pave) avrou, wa * mapalwouy 1 Cor, x. 16. 
Gen. i. 22, 28. 

9 Se 

avToic, Kat Tove dvo txObac " EMEOIGE mast. * Kal épa- Lone ee 
, Ne 2 , 43 \ 8 k fe xix. 12. 

yov TavTec Kal eyoorac0noav Kal Hoav ~ KAaopaTwy g Gen. xiiii.31, 
32. 1 Cor. x. , 1 , , YD \ ~ , , é 

OwoeKa Koptvouc mAnpEte, Kal aTO Twy ix fvwr. ** kau ese 
Josh. xiii. 7. > e , N ” , ” 

qoav ol payovtTeg TOVE apTove t TEVTAKICY tALoL avepec. i eh. vii, 27 al 

® Kai evbewe nvayKace tovc pabntac avrov eupnvar ELC | [Judg. vi.19. 

34, éz’ avrove BDF bv. txt A. —36. for kiki, éyytora D.—eic tac Kkopac D.— 
for dprouc’ Ti y. $., Th gaywow BLaCopt. ri gaysiy D. txt A. — 37. ayoodooper 
L abe.—for d6pev, dwoopwer A Labedv. ddowpev BD. — 38. cai om. BD L be Syr. 
Copt. txt A a.—aft. wévre ims. dorovc D.— 39. dvakhiOhvac BG abed. wéaow 

dvakcdOjva Orig. txt A Dv.—for cup. cup., cata riy cuyrociay D. —40. aréirecay 
B E M V.—7zoazc. (once) om. Lal.—for avd, cara BD Copt. txt A, and Orig. (omg. 2nd 
ava.) — 41. tapariiow BLM al. txt A D.—for avroic, catévayte avtwyv D abdv. 
7) ox\p M.—43. cdAadopara B.—kopivwv zANopwpara B.— 44. oav om. M.—rec. 
bef. zevr. ins. cei, but om. ABDEFGHKLMSV all. (rote dor. om. D ad) 
abcv Syrr. Copt. Auth. — 45. aft. ev0. ins. éeyeo0eicg D abc.—aft. mpoay. ins. adrov 

—To show how arbitrary is the as- mot seen John’s account ;—for how could 
sumption of Mark having combined Matt. he, having done so, and with his love for 
and Luke,—see how easily the same might accurate detail, have so generalized the 
be said of Luke himself, with regard to particular account of Philip’s question? 
Matt. and Mark here:—é0epamevoe rodc That generalization was in the account 
appworouc aitoyv, Matt.;—ijo~ato dua- which he used, and the circumstance. was 
oxety avr. moX., Mark;—éAade aidtoig more exactly related by John, as also the 
wept T. Bac. T. 0., kK. TOVC xoEtay Ex. Pepa- following one concerning Andrew. — 40.] 
metac taro, Luke: = Matt. + Mark.— mpaovat Néyovrar Ta év Totc KHTOLC dLa- 
85.] See notes on John vi. 3—7, and Matt. gooa kopparta, év oic puredovtat duapopa 
xiv.15—17. The Passover was near, which zo\axkic \ayava. Theophylact. The dis- 
would account for the multitude bein tributive repetitions of these words are He- 
themore.— 37-1 This verse is to me rather braisms. — 41.] The dividing of the fishes, 
a decisive proof that (see above) Mark had and (ver. 43) the taking up fragments from 
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pudakny THC VUKTOC EOX ETAL Tpoc auTouc 

ners aoe Oe 
\ 

Kal 
De eae rd INN NY es ~ 2 a) ete 

auTouc OL oe LOOVTEC auTOvV TEOLTATOUYTA e7Tl THC VaAadGo~ 
7 ¢ t is > \ u? Ue. c A 50 , 

t|M.onlyt. ONC eo0cav pavracna élval, kal aVEK oa Cav TAVTEC 
wwied Xvii. . SA fs 93 , ff) \ > 6) oe 3 an = 
5. , c Je q EAGAT u 1 Kings iv. 6. ee auTOvV €éELOOY, Kal eTaoay Hoar Kat évvEeWc JOE 

> ~ \ / 

Vv sea) and MET QAUTWYV, Kal dey 
re 

w here only. 
Dan. iii. 22. 

x ch. y. 42 al. 
y const. here 

only. with €s, 
Ps. xxvii. 5. 
év, Neh. viii. 

12. éri with 
acc. Dan. xi. 
97 

c 

z ch. viii. 17. 
John xii. 40. 
2 Cor. iii. 14. 

a Matt. ix. 1 al. 
Isa. x Xiil. 2. 

b here only f. 
c Matt. xiv. 25 

\ ob / () 
Kal 7 OOCWOMLG yoayv. 

al. 
d Matt. iv. 24al. 
e Ezek. xxiv. 4. 
ee Rey. xii. 19. 

~ 

TOUC 

D al. Orig.—a7odve BL. 

>vy \ J , 

*eEloravto Kal eQavuaZov. 

! 7Qr c? , my oN 

mAolov ev0ewe ETLYVOVTEC UUTOV 

~ 7 

“ KaKwo exXoVTAaG TEpupéoey 

d7oXvoet K al. 

’ ~ ~ ’ , ’ x 

€L avuTOLC Oapcere, Eyw elull, = fA2) 
’ ‘\ ~ 51 \ , y, A ? SN D\ ~ A ‘ 

poeta. Kal avén mooe avrove ec TO wAolov, Kat 
y Cor: 5 \ / ’ ~ ’ c ~ 

‘ Exomacev 0 aveoc’ Kat Atay “ EK TEOLDGOU EV EaUTOLC 
52 > ‘\ y ~ ’ A ~ 

ov yap ~ ouvnkay et TOLC 

agerou" ny yao 7 Kapola aut@v ” TETWOWMENN. 
53 WA , ay 22M S ~ \ 

Kai * duavepacavrec nAOov ext thy ynv Tevynoaper 
~ ’ ~ Bag Ne , , Kat eSceADovrwy avtwy EK TOU 

° * reodpanovtec OANY 
s UJ ? , 7 ¢ oN 2 d 7 

THY TEPLYwWPOV EKELYHY NOCavTO ETL TOLC Koa[sParouc 
ee ¢ ” ¢ 

O7TOU YKOUVOV OTL 

txt A. — 47. aft. avroc O& atoAve D b. 
Hy ins. ada D. longe 6.—for éxi rij¢ yie, Hy eri THY ynv A.—aft. yij¢ ins. yy M.— 
48. for eidev, (Owv BD L abev.—for ty r. éd., kai tXatvovrag D.—bef. wepi, om. Kai 
B Lal.—zpoc avrovg om. D abe. kat... adrove om. G H.—éAnoey D. — 49. for 
. elvat, Ort pavraopa éotw BL.— 50. yao avr. €i0. om. D ab._for cai, 6 6? BL.— 
ev0iwe om. D cd.— 51. Niav om. D b.—ik weptoood om. BL Syr. Ath. Copt.— 
mepiscwc D.—kai ?aip. om. B Lv Copt. — 52. for 4 yap, adv’ Hv BLS Copt. — 
53. aft. dvazep. ins. éxeievy D.—levvijoap D b.—kai rpocwppicOnoay om. D abc Syr. 
— 54. aft. avrov ins. ot avdpeg TOU TomoUv éxeivou AG al. ec Syr. Arm. — 55. for 
mepty., xooay B L.—kai 0€avro B.—ézi ypaBarrow pipey mavrac Tove Kak Ex. 
mepiegepoy yao adrode D.—déipew M Copt.—omov dy ijxovoay roy ‘Ino. sivac D.— 

the fishes, are both peculiar to, and charac- 
teristic of Mark: but it would have been 
most inconsistent with his precision to have 
omitted ywpi¢ yuv. «. avd. in ver. 44, had 
he had it before him. 

45—52.] Matt. xiv. 22—33. John vi. 14 
f —21. Omitted in Luke. Matt. and Mark 

l 
ie 

very nearly related as far as ver. 47. John’s 
account altogether original, and differing 
materially in details: see notes there, and 
on Matt. — 45.] BynPcaiSav —this was the 
city of Peter and Andrew, James and John, 
—on the west side of the lake—and in the 
same direction as Capernaum, mentioned by 
John, ver. 17. The miracle just related 
took place near the other Bethsaida (Julias), 
—Luke ix. 10. — 46.] amoragdp. in this 
sense belongs to later Greek. — 48.] x. 79. 

map. avt. Peculiar to Mark.—50.] wavres 
.... @rapax@., ditto. After this follows 
the history respecting Peter, which might 
naturally be omitted here if this Gospel 
were drawn up under his inspection —but 
this is at least doubtful in any general sense. 
— 52.] Peculiar to Mark. — ov yap ovv. ] 
They did not, from the miracle which they 
had seen, infer the power of the Lord over 
nature. 

53—56.] Matt. xiv. 34—36. The two 
accounts much alike, but Mark’s the richer 
in detail: e.g. kat mposwppicOynoav ver. 
34, Kal dtrov acQevotvras ver. 56. 
— 58.] éwi tr. y. I'., off the land of Genn., 
not ¢o. ‘This is shown by what follows. — 
55.| meptd. implies that they occasionally 
had wrong information of His being in a 
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56 Vee 2 € ; f Matt. Viii. 5. 
kat O7OU av cicemopebero ete KMMac Hy 

> 

2 Macc. ix. 

> - > 

[exer | €0Tl. 
, Ne ‘ = ? 26. 

ToA Ec 1) aypouc, EV TALC ayooaic érMouy Tovc aoQevouv- ee 
TaEE 45. 1 Cor. 

mec: Kal mapeKadouy avTov iva Kav Tov Koacmédou a Matin oat 
*% ¢ James v.15 al. 
NTTOVTO h Matt. x xii.34, 

i Acts x. 14, 28. 
Rom. xiv. 14. 
1 Macc. i. 62. 

s ‘ JSS e = » k Matt. xv. 20 
OuUVaYyOVTaL T POC ang Ou Papicator KQL_ onlyt. 

9 , J here only. 
es Exod. xxi. 
Kat 18. Isa. vii. 

‘ Kowaic KEI, TOUTEG= m —=2 Thess. ii. 

7 Sas 

Tov marion auTou abwvrat, Kat Ooot ow 

avtou * éowlovro. 

VIL ot Kas 
= , > ' > 

Tivec TwOY yoammatéwy EOovTec amo ‘Tcpooohipo. 
? a A ~ - > - 

LOOVTEC Tlvac TWV ngage auTOu 
Sete 15. Rev. ii 

} See? ? ' rte 3 

Tw “avimroc, eofiovrac *  aprove [eueebavro | § ol yao Ba Uen ate 
~ \ ? e 14al.t See 

Maotoator Kat mavtec ot ‘Tovdator Jer. xxxii. 4. 
: $ ? Edy a Tuy o constr. Matt. 

xy. l. or per- 
haps ver. 28. 

Ons? es. a ot < p= Luke xi. 
av O ayooac Eav an 38 only, 4 

p A oF ep Kings v. 14. 

Barriowvta, ovK ecPiovot’ Kal aAXa ToANA EoTW a 45 OTS 23. xv. 3. 

4 qapeAaPov 
\ r = Heb. ix.10. 

Ss od \ 
Ecora@v Kal 

' \ ~ ’ > , 

pega tac yélpac, ovKk éeofiovat, KoaToUYTEc Thy 

" qapacooty TWY mpeo [ut Epwy” 
y \ 
Kal 

m * I 
Kparew, * Barrispove LN laa KQ@U Ss 68é Bados 

dvuvatat 
Xwopnaae 
féatas Ef. 
dvo, Jos. Ant. 

ii. 9. here 
only +. 

t here only +. 
Job xli. 22 
(-elov). 

v =| M. and Heb. xi. 2. 

t Xr t bayaN \ on ead 
xa KlWY KQAL KALYWY EeTELTA em EpWTWoW 

? X € ~ \ e - 

QuTOV Ol Paproator Kal Ol VOAPMaTELC Atart ol pablnrat 
> u ~ Q ‘ 7, ~ 

OOU OU ' TEOLTATOUGL KaTa THY Tapaooow TWV 

Burzowy, adAa 

“ moeo- 
* oP \ , , \ ” 

avl7TTOLC KEP OW eoGtovot TOV aoToyv é 

u = Rom. viii. 1, 4 al. 

txet om. BL cv Copt. ins. A.— 56. sicexopedovto M.—bef. dypove ins. sic B (both 
times).—for dyopaic, mareiatc D abev.—irifecay B L.—day (last) om. D.—ipbavro 
BDL. txt A dedv.—avror D. 

E Cuap. VII. 2. for idévrec, eiddte¢ D.—bef. cory. ins. 671, and éoPiovcr B L Copt.— 
—bef. drove ins. rode BDL al. om. A.—rec. éuéupavro, with very many MSS., 
but om. ABE AHLYV al. Copt. Atth. kcaréyywoay D. vituperaverunt acdv. (?) — 

“8. wu«py D. primo d. momento a. subinde 4. pugillo c. subinde, or crebro v. sedulo 
Syr. txt A B Orig.—aft. éc@. ins. aprov D ab, and add suum c. — 4. aft. @yop%e ins. 

) éay or bray éh\Owot D Arm.—fParrifovra Lal. Barricovrar K. pavtiowyrat B al.— 
a& mapthaPov adbtote Tnpsty D.—yakkeiwy A L.—kai cdty. om. B L Copt. — 5. for érerta,~ 
cat BD Labev. txt A.—for avirrotc, cowvaic BD v Copt. Arm. txt A dc.— 6. for 

4 Kings xx. 3. 

Sti — 

/ 

j place, and had to carry the sick about, fol- and Theophylact); ‘ineluding the hand 

Mt 

j lowing the rumour of His presence. — 6r. 
aK. OTL éx. éor., to the places, where they 
heard He was (there). —Orov ... éxei does 
not signify merely wi (as Grot., Wetst., 
&c.) by a Hebraism, for that is expressed 
by o0 .... écei, not 6mov, | Kings ix. 10; 

\ “and never occurs in N. T.: see reff. 
CiHar--VII. 1—23-}_Matt.-xv- 150. 

- The two reports differ rather more than 
usual in their additions to what is common, 
and are not so frequently in verbal agree- 
ment where the matter is the same. — 2.] 
is. Tw. T. pad.: see ii. 16. — tovtéoT. 
avitr. is supposed by some to be a gloss, 
explaining Kowats:—but avimroic is ne- 
cessary for what follows. — 3.] mvypq- 
This word has perplexed all the commen- 
tators. Of the various renderings which 
have been given of it, two are excluded by 

_ their not being grammatical—(1) that which 
makes it mean ‘up to the elbow’ (Euthym. 

as far as the wrist,’ Lightfoot : (2) ‘ having 
clenched the hand,’ ‘facto pugno’ (Gro- 
tius and others).—The two meanings be- 
tween which our choice lies are, (3) ‘ fre- 
quently’ (as H. V. ‘ oft,’ and Vulg. ‘crebro’), 
taking mvypy = wuKvy = wvKvec, which 
however is not very probable: or (4), to 
which I most incline, and which Kuinoel 
gives, ‘sedulo,’ ‘ fortiter,’ ‘diligently ;’ tvy- 
a}, he observes, meaning ‘ the fist,’ answers 
in the LXX to the word 12x, Exod. 26.0 1c 
18. Is. lviii. 4. But this same word -A2x 
is used to signify strength and fortitude, 
and strong men are called in the Rabbinical 
writings pox va, ‘lords of fists.’ And 

the Syriac interpreter renders it by the 
same Syriac word as he does ézipedwc, 
Luke xv. 8. —4.] am. ay. i.e. (as indeed 
some MSS insert: see var. read.) édy £\Owot. 
— Bamr. is variously rendered,—of them- 

re 
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ee al ace ee hd ¥ cate x td 
w>ch.xii,28 0 Of aToKoUWELC ELTTEV AVTOLE OTE KaAwe © rooEepntevoey 

a n\ er. ¢ x We coe ~ ¢ ~ € / e. 

cieexs1, Heaitac reo vnwv tw vToKpITwWY, Wo yeypaTTat Ovroe 
Isa. xxix.13. © \ ws y ' ' = CoN Sy a» ve 

yProv.vi.2. 0 Aaoe ToLC XEtrEot pe Tyla, N OF KADOLA aUTWY TO 
Mal. ii. 6. A 4 spi NT eae a F , 
a eo * amex el aw euou. ‘ maTny ve oéovral pe, o1dackov- 

Sie ‘ ! iy 2 oe Df) £4 Bic. ey 
a=Prov.ii17- TEC * OieackaAXtac ° evra\para av0pwrwyr. apevTecg 

Eph. iv. 14al. d - ny , 

pee [yee] THY evroAgy rou Qeou KoaTelTe THY Taoacosw 
23. Luke xi. e bs \ ; 
7 aera TOV avbporwy, * Barrispove Seoray Kal ToTNplwY, 

d ver. 3 and reff. . 9 \ ov 

€ ver. and reff kat adXa | Tapopova roavta Toa Tovetre. ° Kat EXeyev 
Ot ee ° ~ . 

g= 76x14 ayrow = Kadoc ' ' aersire Thy evtoAny tov Oeov, iva rhv 
Gal. iii. 15. 

i Matt. xix. 
: and passim. 1 ~ 

Soy ‘ratéoa cov Kal may pntépa cov, kat O KakoXoywv 
16. Prov. xx. 
20. 1 Kings Q a 11 ic Oe XE € g marépa H pntépa avary TE evra" vat € EVYETE 
iii. 13. Acts 

~ N Tmapadoow ULOY Tnphonre. Ao Mwonc yao ELE ‘Tina 

ays Lon a 

ee eBauseiny av0owmoc TW) Tatol TH Enee a KopBav, O 
see Matt. 
xxviilé. E€OTE Saigon, Oo éav ef EMou dpadadiie, | * [war] oukért 

n = Matt. viil. Se er , 8 2A\ ’ - 

Age eae  auupleTe Cad ovoev ° ToUgat TW mart C@UTOU TH enTeL 
al. es 

p—M.Gal.ii. avtou, |? akuoouvtec TOY Adyov zou Acov ry mapaSéaet 
17 only t. ol as ~ q \ 

q Luke 1. 2 al. ULwY H TapeowKareE. Kal Taoomoua Trotaura 7oAAa 
- \ , 

moire. |* Kal mpockadesapevoe * 

~ 

7 ‘ ” 

Bs TOV Ox Ov 

z\ Oude é eyev avroic "Axoveré fhov mayTEC, Kal ouviere. oY os 

EoTlw ecwlev TOU avOowmou eLeTOpEVOLEVOY etc avrTov Oo 
> > 

FIM. Heb, dvvarar avrov ‘Kowwoa adXa ta ExTropEvomeva * ag 
1x. 3. ev. ’ Ar AG ‘. ~ N ” v4 

xa 27},  @uTOU, EKELVa EOTL TA KOLVOUYTAa TOY avOowmov. 16 ciruc 
: oS % > , > , Wh A oe , fey! , cae 

s—Actsi.9 EXEL WTA UKOVELY, AKOVETW. Kau ore eicnAGey ete oikov 
322. X1.22, . » » , > € > ~ 

ee ca * amo Tou ox Aou, : ETNOWTWY avTov ol palnrat auTou 

wc yéy., kat elev D. qui dixit ab.—for ring, ayarg D abe.—for airéy, airou M.— 
for améyet, avéornkey D. camectiy L. éoriv abev Orig. txt A B.—8. ag..... Oeov 
is put after Bawr..... woteire in D abe.—ydap om. B D L Copt. Arm. ins. A.— Baz. 
-.... 7wovtre om. B Lal. Copt. Arm. ins. A D.—for wap .... wot, wapdpoa & 
moutra. tavra mo\\a D d. adda om. A.—9. Kai &X. ad. om. B.—rnoire B. 
oryonte D abe Cypr. Jer. — 11. for éav, d¢ dy A.— 12. kai (1) om. B D.—odx tv D. 
— 13. aft. tpoev add 7H pope D abc. —14. aft. mpockan., for mavra, mad BD L ab 
Copt. Aith. txt A.—axotcoare B D Lal. —mavrec om. L Copt. —abvere BL. ote D. 
txt A.—15. for 6 ddv. abr. Kot., rd Kowovv avroy B.—for az’ abrov, tk Tov avOpwrou 
BD Labdev Copt. txt A.—éceiva om. B L.—rdv om. B.—16. om. BL Copt.—17. etg 

selves, or the meats bought. It certainly Matt., but important, as setting forth their 
refers to themselves; as it would not be depreciating of God’s command in com- 
any unusual practice to wash things bought parison with human tradition, before their 
in the market :—but probably not to wash- absolute violation of that command in vy. 
ing their whole bodies: see below.—eor., 10, 11. —9.] kak@s—ironically—see reff. 
not from £éw, to polish, but a corruption of —10.] Mao. yap elw. = 6 yap | Qeds éve- 
sextarius. See the passage of Josephus reiharo Matt. —11.] KopBav = = PP nan 

cited in the reff. — xadk., brazen vessels; offering without a sacrifice. ot kopBav av- 
earthen ones, when unclean, were to be “ove svopdaavrec Tip Oey, — Sapov dé rov- 
broken, Lev. xv. 12. — These Bamrticpol, TO onpaver kara “P\AHvwrv yAorrayv—- 

as applied to kAw@v (meaning probably here Joseph. Antt. iv. 4, 4. —12.] See note on 
couches (triclinia) used at meals), were cer- Matt. ver. 5. —18.] kal wap., a repetition 
tainly not immersions, but sprinklings or from ver. 8:—common in Mark. —17.] 
affusions of water.— 8.] Not contained in  ¢g olkov] Not into a house, so that any 
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* mept 7c mapapodgrc. * 

VMELC 

19 ¢ 

v 
KotAlav' Kal ELC TOV 

Cov Tavra ra Podpara. 

KATA MAPKON. 

" asbverot core 5 OU vosire OTe Tay 70 eewOev eLC= V 

TooEvomEVvOY ELC TOV avPowrov ov Sovarat avrov Kowwoat, 

OTL OUK elcTropeberat auTov ec my kapolay avr’ ec ee 

" apedpova é EKTOPEVETAL * xalapt- 
ov \ c oT ’ ~ > , 

cheye Oe OTL TO EK TOU avow- y Jer. xiii. 27 

bo 
-~ 
959) 

\ 

8 kal Neveu auroic Ovrw Kat “Rm 3 x.19. Wisd. 
a5: 
1 Cor. vi. 13. 
Rey. x. 9,10. 
2 Kings xx. 
10. 

w _||on'yt. See 
ie xv. 19, 

x= = sree ix. 
47. ae 35. Ps. 
lv. 

al. Gal. v.19. 
\ ” 91 ov ED 

Tov EKTOPEVOHEVOY, exelvo Kooi TOV avOowmorv. 7! tow- Cot: CIE 
eG  Olee 

Y 1.15 bev Yap EK mC panei Tw avbporey ol > SaiNoyioyial OL a Gen. x1. 15. 

KaKot sxropebovrat, pou état, * qoovetat, povor, 72 *Kdo- 3 Fer xx. 
d Xxil. 27. 

Tal, * weovesiat, © Tovnolat, ddAoe, aséAyeua, * opba = ¢ Matt. xxii.18 
f ’ € , al. Isa. i. 16. 

0c TOVNOC, Praopnpia, 2 TG * agppootyn. Merde 
23 

TOV avOpwrov. 
5 \ = ~ 
4 Kat exeWev avacrac anndOev cic Ta * 

\ = 

Kat Lwwvoe. Kal ice Dov eC [ray] olKlay, 

f) ss Somrartt xx. 16;, 
wavra Traura Ta Tovnoa tow Ev EKTOOLUETAL Kal KOLVOL Sir. XxXXiv. 

iby 
f Matt. xii. 31 

al. 
g hereonly. 
Deut, xi. 12 “HeBépea Tipov 
a C 1 

ovoeva a 7 17, 21 aie 
ri 6. 

n0eXe yovat, Kal ovK novvnOny Aabety. 26% Ecodeane ikea 
x \ > ~ 

EOL QUTOU, yao yon 

a TVEUpLA alae eXOovca 

TOOac avrou" Sy O€ 1) n 
Jaen) , \ 

TW  YEVEL, KL 
m ch. y. 2 al. 

Tay oikiay D.—for Tepl Te Tay TV mapaBor\nyv BD L abev. 

k a Ri r eon év fk. THS 
NG ELYE TO Quyaro.ov UTNE ‘Apuevias 

a , . “i Kat Kam7a- 

oO E q dokias, Jos. é perrees TPOG TOUE doxias, Jos. 
Acts xv. 17 

yur" ‘EdAnvic, * Lupopoiniaca * Rev. vii Os 
1 Pet. ii. 24, ? 7 Jet SX of \ a 

e HOWTAa avTOV Lva TO Oatmoviov exBarry Uchieve 2s 
n Exod. iy. 35. 

only +. 

p = Luke vii. 36 al, 

txt A.— 18. for otrw, 

o = Jer. xxxviii.1l. 

ov7w Lal. —19. for 671 ob, ob yap D abd.—for rov aged. éxz., Tr. dxeTOV eEoyerat D. 
—Kabapitur | ABGH um iS X al. Orig. Chrys. 
DF al.—éceiva D. 22. Tooveta, 

Syr. Orig.—for je9., bora BD L Orig. 
om. 71) ABEGHKLMSV Xal. 
¢ akovoaca D (ut audivit d) bed. 
—atric om. D.— 
Copt. Arm. Bas. Chrys. 

inference can (Meyer) be drawn from it,— 
but within doors: see ch. ii. 1.—é€mr. . . 

ot pad. = azrocp. 6 Ilérpoc ei. Matt. — 
19.) Ka8apifov. There need not be any 

difficulty in this additional clause: what is 
stated is physically true. The portion car- 
ried off is that which by its removal puri- 
fies the meat; the part available for nou- 
rishment being in its passage converted 
into chyle, and the remainder (the «a@- 
appa) being cast out. If the reading ka- 
QapiZwv be adopted, it is in the nominative, 
although answering to apedp@va, by a con- 
struction of which there are examples (Mey- 

govicca D, 

4 

; er) in which the grammatical object of the 
t ¥ 

sentence is regarded as the logical subject : 
_—and much the same meaning will follow. 
'—21, 22.] Matthew’s catalogue follows the 
order of the second table of the decalogue. 
Mark’s more copious one varies the order, 

txt qu. ? _kabapizer D. — 20. éNeyov 
kAéupata, povxyetar, povoc, meovetia, OdXdoc, 

tovnpia D d.—BNaopnpica D be.—izepngaviac D b6.— 24. 2 AAOev L. nAOev M. 
txt Rohe xd. om. D ab Orig.—bef. oiriay 
ins. 

aN whObe axoticaca yuvy BL Copt. Syr. 
26. Yupapowixicca BEF GHSV. Svuoogowicicca AK LS 

goircca D?. 

D.—7dvvac8y B. — 25. yvv7 0& eb0éwe 
txt Aa. 

ovpagoivicca M. txt bedv.— 

and replaces Pevdopaprupiat by 7A., zov., 
OOX., agen., 690. wov., and BAacd. by 
Brasp. ., UTEON., adpoc. — Compare Eas : 

29. 
24—30.] Matt. xv. 21—28. A striking 

instance of the independence of the two 
narrations. Mark, who is much more co- 
pious in particulars, omits a considerable 
and important part of the history: this 
would be most arbitrarily and indeed inex- 
cusably done, if the common account of 
his having combined and epitomised Matt. 
and Luke is to be taken.—The Lord’s re- 
tirement was to avoid the Pharisees: see 
notes on Matt. throughout. — 24.] éxeidev 
is not, from the land of Gennesaret (Mey- 
er),—for ch. vi. 55, 56, has completely 
removed definiteness from the locality ;— 
but refers to the (unspecified) place of the 
last discourse. — o¥8. 749. yv.] Not (Fritz.), 

aw 
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EK TIC Roganiens auTyc. 

q ch. vi. 42 al. TOWTOY 
Ps. xvi. 15. 

r || M. only +. 

EYATTEAION 

"xopracinvat ra Téxva” 

VII. 27—37. 

7 6 Ot “Incove cimev aur} “Ages 

ov yao Kadov EOTL 

r ’ 
apBeiy Tov aptov Tey TEKVWV Kal Padety TOI ee 

n 0& amex otOn Kal Aéyee auTw Nai KU pte, Kal yao Ta 

s ch. vi. 11 al. 
Exod. xx. 4. 

1M andiuke ray Saere 
xvi. 21 t. * Kal 

av 

umaye® 

* kuvdaowa Donde TS rpaméine ealer a aro TOV 

ELTTEV 

‘ hiytov 
aury) Ata rovrov roy Aoyov 

st TO Saimoviov Ek THC Quyarpéc oou. 
30 res ~ , nN 3 > # \ 8 ' 

Kat amte\fovca etc TOV oOLKOVY auTHC, EVEE TO CamorLoY 

u = Luke xvi. 
20. - ’ 

Vv aa xlvii. KAtwne 4 
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amo Tou OX ov Kat 

e ch. viii. 23. 
John ix. 6 
only. Num. avrTou st 
xii. 14, 

one avTou, 
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Kal 

x st ’ ~ \ 

TU WTA AUTOVU Kal 

' PeBAnuévny ext tHe 

kat D- 

 Swvoe nAOe* * TOC tHv Oadracoav tHe VadiAatac, * ava 
32 \ , > na 

Kal peoovotv auTwW 
ss t 

y 

33 

= 209 ?- 
Tapakadovow avrov twa 

Nina) , te 

Kat “amoAaouevoc auto 
' {oof ‘ ' 

tolav, ‘ eBaXe Tovc dakTuAoue 

© rrvoac nwbaro Tne yAoo- 
\ 5) ’ \ , \ , , 

' Kal avaPpAbac €l¢ TOV OVOAVOV corevase, 

ixkBaly ADEKLS V al.—éx.... abrijc om. L. for éx, ad D.—28. vai om. D be. 
—for cai yao, cai B. adda cai D. — 29. bmaye OW Te Te Ne eEe\HAvde D.— 30. rnv 
Ovy. BEB. (rd maior BeBrAnpévoy B Lal.) éxi tr. K. (THY KAivyny BD. v70 ripy wr. L) 
k. 70 Oaip. EeAXnAvOdc BD Lz 
abe. txt A.—for modc, sic BDL. 
abcdv. — 32. aft. Kkwd. 

txt A.—3l1. for cai 3. 
txt A.—pécwy rT. dpiwy K. 

ins. kat BD abcv Ath. Arm.—poyy:Addoy BF? Lal. — 

WAGE, HAVE Orca SOHvoe BD L 
inter medios fines 

33. awricac ins. bef. gBate D abe. —34. avecréevakey D.— 35. ed0Ewe om. B D L ab. 

‘wished to know no man:’ but ‘ would 
have no man know it.’ — 25.] The woman 
(‘EdAnvis, a Gentile) had been following 
Him and His disciples before, Matt.—26. | 
Zvpod., because there were also AtBugoi- 
VUKEC, Carthaginians. — 27.] "Ades mpatov 
. .. This important addition in Mark sets 
forth the whole ground on which the pre- 
sent refusal rested. The Jews were first 
to have the Gospel offered to them, for 
their acceptance or rejection: it was not 
yet time for the Gentiles. — 28.] Kat yap 
. . see on Matt. — 30.] These particulars 
are added here. — BeBX. és. tT. «A.] which 
the torments occasioned by the evil spirit 
would not allow her to be before :—Kewpé- 
vnv év eionvy, Euthym. 

31—37.] Peculiar to Mark.—A miracle 
which serves a most important purpose ; 
that of clearly distinguishing between the 
cases of the possessed and the merely dis- 
eased or deformed. This man was what 
we call ‘deaf and dumb;’ the union of 
which maladies is often brought about by 
the inability of him who never has heard 
sounds to utter them plainly :—or, as here 
apparently, by some accompanying physical 

infirmity of the organs of speech. — 31.] 
We have the same journey related Matt. 
xv. 29; and cwdodc AaXovyrac, mentioned 
among the miracles, for which the people 
glorified the God of Israel. On Decapolis, 
see Matt. iv. 25.—He crossed the Jordan, 
and made a circuit to arrive at the lake. — 
33.] amoX. ait. No reason that we know 
can be assigned why the Lord should take 
aside this man, and the blind man ch. viii. 
23; but how many might there be which 
we do not know, —such as some peculiarity 
in the man himself, or the persons around, 
which influenced the Lord’s determination ! 
— It is remarkable that the same medium 
of conveying the miraculous cure is there 
used. Meyer, who blames all the other 
assigned reasons as being ‘aus der Luft 
gegriffen,’ assigns one of which the charge 
is eminently true, Comm. ii. p. 79.—€Bad. 
7. Sax. By the symbolic use of external 
means, our Lord signified the healing virtue 
for afflicted human kind, which resides in 
and proceeds from Him incarnate in our 
Flesh. He uses either His own touch,— 
something from Himself,—or the cleansing 
element to which He so often compares His 
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5 \ 
35 seqy f Exod. xiii.2. 

= 4 Kings vi. 
g Oso- 17. Luke 

c XxXiv. 31, 45. 
36 \ g Luke xiii. 16. 

Kat _ Phil. i. 13. 
h = here only. 
i Matt. xvi. 20. 

ch. ix. 9. 
k Matt. viii. 4 

€ 

al. 

1 2\Cor. x. 8. 
Heb. vi. 17. 

pan, with 
comp. Phil. i. 

m here only +. 
n Matt. vii. 28 

al. 
o = Acts iii. 12. 
p ch. ix. 17, 25 

only. Ps. 
XXXvii. 13. 

q here only +. 
Job xxxvi. 
31 Symm. 

r Matt. xiv. 14 
al. 

* 4 mauToAAov 

S huépar, 
|| M. and 
Luke ix. 28. 

t Acts xi. 3. 

u || only ft. 

3 NEES > 
Kat €aV ATO- 

4 \ 
Kat Vv Prov. XXV. 

w ch. Vii. 27. 
x John xxi. 1 

al. 
y Ps. xxxiv.11. 
z Luke v.14 

a? SU AS Ns t=) al. b 
AVATEGELY ETL TIC a uuuke xi. 37 

al. 
b Matt. xxvi. 

27. John xi. 
4) ft. 

c Jer. Xvi. 7. 
d Acts xvi. 34. 

Gen. xviii. 8. 
e || M. only ft. 
f ||, and Matt. 

XXVi. 26. 

Kb? , 
EVX AOLOTHOAC 

> , a 

aura.* * Eha- 

yHvoixOnoav L.—for do0éc, diserte adeo ut omnes stu- 
perent a. —36. aft. wydevi ins. pndiv D.—rEywourv B.—boov . . . . dteor. om. D be. 
—adbroc om. A BL X al. v.—bef. waAXow ins. adroi B D (ot 62 ad. D) Lbed. txt A.— 

mepiscoréowe D.— 37. aft. werot. ins. kai B.—bef. adaXd. om. rove B. 
CuHap. VIII. 1. for tapz., tadty zoho’ BD GL M al. ab. txt A.—adrov om. 

D abcy Syrr. Copt.— 2. ézi row dyAou rodrov D.—ree. ijpépac, with many const. MSS. 
ypipar AD EF GHKLS V many mss. 
more woé stoty D. proc om. B.—3. for iavam.... 
ov PéXw, jy ExAVOGow D.—kai tivec ad’rwyv B L Copt. 

amd pw. Lalso.—for fjrovor, Heaor AD. p. D. txt Av. 
D abc.—ém’ tonpiacc A K.— 5. éxnowrnoev M. 

npépare Tproi B.—for mpocy. p., eiory amd 
., amodvoa avrove, v. lg oiKoY 

éruekat Tivec && avT@Y aro 
cio. B L.— 4. Wde om. 

yowra B.—dprove om. X.—6. wao- 
ayyéAX\e B D abd. —bef. ebyap. ins. cai C DS Va. om. A B.—raparioor BC LM 
al. 
BCL Ath. 
Ojvac K. kai ratra raparieva BL. 

power. — 34.] He looked to heaven in 
prayer: see John xi. 41, 42. He sighed, 
as Chrysostom says (cited by Trench, Mir. 
351), tiv Tod avbpwrov piow idrEwr, é¢ 
Tolay TaTéivwow Hyayev abriy Ore ju- 
cbxaroc dtaBoXoe, kai THY ToWTOTAG- 
otwy ampocegia: see John xi. 36—38. — 
"Eppada = mby or mns7.—85.] 6 Secpos 
—the hindrance, whatever it was, which 
prevented him from speaking d9c before. 

Vou. I. 

txt A D. — 7. bef. &\oynoac ins. ravra A F KM al. abe Syrr. 
for edXd., evyapioriocac D.—for rapabeiva, wapareOjvar A. 

cal ravra mapadere C. 

aft. ins. avTa 
Tapa- 

‘ if . ’ , 

Kal avTovg EKéAEUGE 

36.] See ch. i. 45.—387.] kad@s trav. ter. 
—So wdvra,0ca éroince, Kad Nia, Gen. 
i. 31... This work was properly and wor- 
thily compared with that first one of cre- 
ation—it was the same Beneficence which 
prompted, and the same Power that wrought 
it. 

Cuap. VIII. 1—10.] Matt. xv. 32—38. 
The accounts agree almost verbatim. Mark 
adds tivig yap avT@y pak. HK. ver. 3, which 
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q here only. 
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rT Matt. xii. 39. 
s Heb. iii. 11. 
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Luke xii 1. 

z Exod. xii.15. 
a 1 Macc. xi. 8. 

ch. ix. 33. 
Lam. ili. 60, 
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2 Cor. iii. 14. 
Job xvii. 7. 
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10. Lukeix. 
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“et 800% i yeveg Tak eL OoUnoETaL TY yEved TAUTH 
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14 A / \ et ’ 

. TO plaice ae Y ereAalovro 
Ree (if gts ~ 

e) eautwv 

“ SteatéAXETO avroic NE eyw ‘Opare, 

* Counc TOWV Papioatwy Kal THC 

5 kat Selenide mpoc adAndoug 

* Ey omev. ‘Kal yvove Oo 

* dtadoyiZecOe Ort aproue ovK ¥ ie 
b 
TeTmowuEYNY 

“ opPadpove EXovrec ov Bré- 

ETE, Kal ora Exovrec OUK aKOUETE ; a Kal ov pvnoveverte, 

txkAaca “gic ToUC TEVTAKIC- 

XtAtouc, TOoOUC Koivouc mAnoELC kAacpatwv Npare ; 

TO Tepiooeupa 
txt A2 BC.—9. ot day. om. BL. — 10. tuBacg aizdc B. 

avro¢g aviBn D.—rd om. L al.—kai 7d0. D.—«ic Ta opta D.—Aadpavovvba B. 
Medayadd D*. 
12: 
13. 

Mayada D*. txt AC». 

sic TO 7X. 

AB. —16. NéyovTeg om. B D ab. 
17. dvar. tv raic kapdtate bpGy D abe Arm. Aith. 

txt A v.—mernpwpevyn (D.. zw. al. a. sic bed. 

abvrov om. D b.—fnrei on. BC DL abcd Copt. 
om. BC L.—7r6 om. AEF GMS V Xal. 

payrai De al.—kai om. D.—oi« om. D a. — 15. opare om. D. 

—-1l. ody air D abe.—rb onpetov D. — 
txt A? Orig.—dpiy om. BL. — 

txt D. — 14. ézeXd. ot 
opare kai C. txt 

txt AC v.—eiyay D. éyovor B. txt A C v.— 
ty éavroic M al.—ért om. BC DL 

. D?) éoruy 7 kapdia D. obtusa sunt 
corda vestra /ed. —19. zevrak. kai téoouc D M al. — 20. ore d& kai C.—émra aproug 

are not his own words, as in rec., but the 
Lord’s; and again omits ywole yuvair. K. 
maid. Matt. ver. 38. —10.] Matthew men- 
tions Magdala, ver. 39. Dalmanutha was 
probably a village in the neighbourhood,— 
see note on Matt. ;—a striking instance of 
the independence of Mark. 

11—13.] Matt. xvi. 1—4, who gives the 
account at more length; without however 
the graphic and affecting dvaor. TO trv. av. 
ver. 12.— ei 808.,, a Hebrew form of strong 
abjuration: see reff. 

14—21.] Matt. xvi. 4d—12. Our account 
is fuller and more circumstantial,—relating 
that they had but one loaf in the ship, ver. 

14; inserting the additional reproofs ver. 
18, and the reference to the two miracles of 
feeding more at length, vv. 19. 21.—Mark 
however omits the conclusion in Matt.,— 

that they then understood that He spake to 
them of the doctrine, &c. Possibly this 
was a conclusion drawn in the mind of the 
narrator, not altogether identical with that 
to be drawn from our account here—for the 
leaven of Herod could not be doctrine (Kat 
7. €. “Hp., ver. 15 —Mark only), but must 
ie understood of the irreligious lives and 
fawning worldly practices of ‘the hangers-on 
of the court of Herod. —14.] émeX. is not 
pluperfect: see on Matt. ver. 5. — 15.) 
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* eira mady i = Matt. v. 32. 
ch. 1.17. 

Kal k Matt. xii. 13. 
ch. iii. 5 al. 
Lev. xiii. 16. % k 

Re l= ; Acts XXii. Kal 

m here only t. 
See Job 
XXXVii. 21. 
Ps. xvii. 12. 
Lev. xiii. 23. 
Diod. Sic. i. 
p- 50 (Meyer). 

6 ka améoretdey 

C M?.—zécace opupioac (omg. zAnp.) D acv.—2)1. mac om. C Lal. —oirw ACDLMX 
al. acv Syrr. ovmwe K. txt 
BCD Lv Copt. Atth. Arm. 

Syr. Copt. 

B bd.—voeire B. 
venerunt abe. 

—23. NaPopu. Ty yetoa D.—éEnveyney abrov BL. 
txt B C D abe.—BXérreve C D Copt. Ath. 

cuvvoeite D. txt A C. — 22. éoyovrat 
txt A.—BnOcaida Cev. ByPaviay Da. 

txt A D v.—yéeigac avrov A Kv 
txt A B abedv. — 24. rec. avé. 

we Oév0. Teo. with many mss. and D abc, but txt ABCEFKLSV Xall. Theophyl. 
—25. cai wad. D be. —0ncev B.—for kai éx. av. 

txt A.—amsxareoradn AEF KMSVX al. OuePAE Ver B. 
aroxartoTy B. 
Wore avaBrtédar D abcdv. 
zavra D abev. 
—for pnoé.... 

kai éveBdeLev C Copt. 
amexatéoTn CL. 

épate is merely take heed, and does not 
belong to amd. — Ber. amd is not ‘ turn 
your eyes away from’ (Tittm. and Kuin. in 
Meyer), but as in reff. 

22—26.] Peculiar to Mark. This ap- 
pears to have been Bethsaida Julias, on the 
n.E. side of the lake. Compare ver. 13. — 
23.] The leading of this blind man out of 
the town appears as if it had been done 
from some local reason. In ver. 26 we 
find him forbidden expressly to enter into 
or tell it in the town, and with a repetition 
of Kp, which looks as if the place had 
been somehow unworthy of such a work 
being done there. (This is a serious objec- 
tion against Meyer’s reason, that the use of 
spittle on both occasions occasioned the 
same privacy here and in ch. vii. 33.)—Or 
we may perhaps find the reason in our 
Lord’s immediate departure to such a dis- 
tance (ver. 27); and say, that He did not 
wish multitudes to gather about and follow 
Him.— mrvoas ... émfels .. see above 
on ch. vii. 33.—We cannot say what may 

txt D.—kai évéBtere BL. ck. 
txt A C.—dnX\avyac C.—iiravra B C L Syrr. Copt. Arm. 

txt A. — 26. rec. rov oixkoy, but roy om. ABCDEFKLSV al. 
Koy, UTaye ic TOY oiKdY Gov, Kai pycEvi eiryE etc THY Kwpyny D. 

avaBr., Ho—ato avaBi\. D.—kat 

avépv\eWe F al. 

have induced the Lord to perform this 
miracle at twice—certainly not the reason 
assigned by Dr. Burton, ‘that a blind man 
would not, on suddenly recovering his sight, 
know one object from another, because he 
had never seen them before,’”’ and so would 
require a double miracle;—a second, to 
open the eyes of his mind also, to compre- 
hend what he saw. This assumes the man 
to have been Jorn blind, which he was not, 
from ver. 24; for how should he know 
how trees appeared? and besides, the case 
of the man born blind in John ix. required 
no such double healing. These things were 
in the Lord’s power, and He ordered them 
as He pleased from present circumstances, 
or for our instruction. — 24.] ‘I see men; 
for I see them walking as it were trees:’ 
i.e. not distinct in individual peculiarity, 
but as trees in the hedgerow flit by the 
traveller. — 25.] émotn. at. av. He caused 
him to look up: not, to recover his sight, 
which would be superfluous, from what 
follows. — 26-}-See-above-in_this_note, 
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‘ Tappnota TOV foyer ehane. kat 

€ ¥ eToT OaHpEelc Kal Lowy TOUC pabnrac avuTou 

yao av Ory THY 

* avaoTi- 

" Weoc- 
33 ¢ 

Aafiopevoc aurtov O Herpoc inpsaro emery aut. O 
/ 

Y eet ipnoe 
= / , cue 8) ~ > 

TW Tlerpw Aéywn Yraye OT LOW Lov oaTava, OTL OU 
4 ~ ~ > ‘\ x ~ > ? 34 \ 

Ta TOU Oeov, adAa TA TWYV avOowrwv. Kal 
‘ ~ ~ > ~ 

\ Aor ovv TOC peaOnratc aqQuTou 
> 

oTlow pou eADew, "aTap- 

yvnoaclw é EAUTOV Kal aoatw Toy oravpoy avrou Kal aKo- 

Puyiv avrov 
’ vn > ‘ “ 

0 av amoXion thy Pvyny 
c ~ oo ’ ~ \ ~ > , = , ? 

GQUTOU EVEKEV EMOU Kal TOU evay yeAtou, [ ovroc | OWOEL AU- 

B85 

b Prov. i. 19. Aovbeizw LOL. oc 
~ > v7 , 7 . 

owodl, amTroX gost avuT1)V 

pynde.... kop. om. BL. txt A C.— 27. 
amex. ins. airp AEyovrec BC D Lal. 

sic Katcaptiavy D.—ri 
txt A.—we tva D abev. 

txt A. — 29. érnowra abrobe BC DL a. 

pe A. K. — 28. aft. 
ore etc B C L Copt. 

txt A.—6 yp. 6 vide r. 0. L b Syr., but 
Origen distinctly says that these words are not in Mark or Luke. — 3l. b70 7. zoec. 
BCD K Lal. 

> 0 dy ar. airihy D*. 

27—30.] Matt. xvi. 13—20. Luke ix. 
18—21. With the exception of the intro- 
duction in Luke, which describes the Lord 
to have been alone praying and joined by 
His disciples,—and the omission of the 
praise of and promise to Peter by both 
Mark and Luke, the three are in exact 
accordance. On this latter omission no 
stress must therefore be laid as to the 
character of Mark’s Gospel, as has been 
done. (Theophylact in 1.—cited by De 
Wette. ) 

31—38.] Matt. xvi. 21—28. Luke ix. 
—27. Luke omits the rebuke of Peter. 

Mark adds, ver. 32, zrappnoia r. dX. EXaAew 

txt A.—rov any. BCDEHMYV. 
32. adrov om. D. — 33. ra (2nd) om. D. — 34. eizig O&X. BC D L abe Orig. 
—omioc. p. acodovbety DEF GHMS V all. ab Atth. one 
35. adodéoy THY Eavrov W. BEF GHKMS Vall. 
bc txt A C abc. — épov Kat jie D ab Orig. Arm. Aith.— 
ices om. A B D K L abev Syrr. Copt. Orig. 

txt A. alsoTrdy yo. txt A.— 
txtiAt 

txt A BC (. . Oey C\.— 
¢ 0 dvamr...wWvy. om. D*. 

ins. (but erased) C and nearly all const. 

and, in the rebuke of Peter, that the Lord 
said the words (dwy robe padynrac adbrov. 
In vv. 34, 35, the agreement is verbal, 
except that Luke adds ca0’ ijpépar aft. 
Toy or. avrov, and Mark cai rov evayy. 
after ov, ver. 35; and informs us, in ver. 

34, that the Lord said these words, having 
called the multitude with His disciples. 
This Meyer calls a contradiction to Matt. 
and Luke,—and thinks it arose from a 
misunderstanding of Luke’s wavrac. Far 
rather should I say that our account repre- 
sents every detail to the life, and that the 
mpoe wavrac contains traces of it. What 
wonder that a crowd should here, as every- J 

a 
ma 
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Ca on ‘ ce Matt. xxv.17. 
KEO ov) TOV = eer 

d = \ ‘ > - 37 , 9 Prov. xix. 19. 
CnpuwOy THY puxuy auTov ; n rt ae 

dvrahAayua TIC oxne durows oe 1 
~ £ Jer. xv. 13. 

* eracexuvOy [Le Kal TovE ELLOUEC Ao-youe év TH & Rom.i. 16. 
2 Tim.i. 8,12, 

" woryan (ot Kal 

mv. “Sr yap wopednoe * avowz7oy, EaV 

KOG[LOV dXov Kal 
e , ” 
Cwoet avenge’ 

yao av 

yevet TauT yn TH S en Job xxxiv. 
“amagror), Kal ‘i VLOC iW. 

‘ ~h = Matt. xii. 

TOU avOpdorou exausyvrOhoerau avrov, OTav ENOy * ‘ep eH) wii eva 

d0&y TOU Tar po autou pera TWV ayyé éXwy TOV  ayiwy, ge oe oe 
\ k Matt. xxv. , é 3tal. IX. "Kat eheyar avroic Api NE eye opty Ort EIS, | MI. Mate, 

* yevowvrat sa FOR Sas, 
Ps. 8. 

Davarou ¢ EWC av lower TV PactA&lav rou Qeov «€ eAnAvbutay Heb. fi 9 

TIE TWYV wee coTNKOTWY, ' olrivec ov un 

5 n Rom. i. Ae 
Col. i. 29. ‘ev Ouvapet. See Matt. 

2 \ eG a fo) , ? ~ N XXiv. 30. 
Ka pel) neEeoac ee TrapaXapPaver Inoove TOV o Matt. ii. 13 al. 

, Num. xxii. 
Tlé F \ \ A] p = \ ‘ ‘ul / 2 \ p > ty 

eTpov Kal Tov lakw)ov Kat Tov lwavynv Kal * ava 5 tiikexxiv.s7. 
, > N ? ” € ‘ > OF Q \ = avaf- A 9g (= avafpe peoet avrove sic o90c vpnAov “Kat Liay povove, Kat pafn Nm. 

r ? rf) sv ff) by SeteaeaiN Y G2 > ~ xxii. 41.) 
MLETEMOP HW y EMT POO EV AUTWY, kat Ta UuaTla auTOU q Matt. xiv.13, 

é éver : oO IAB rx 1 AL [ : S i i LM r jandhoe EIEN Cia Uy SE GE GR a OLE U aegis 
, ~ ~ > , - \ s = Matt. v.16, 

peve eml TNC YynNC¢ ov Suvarac *“ Nevkavar. * Kal> an” 
t here only. 

y ovAAaAour- Ezek. xl.3 al. 
u here only. 

oh Oe, ~ e ~ 3 

: woOn avrolc HXiae ouv Moose, kat nOav 

* arroxpibetc 0 Tlérpoc deyer Tw pi a) 
v Matt. vi. 10. 

= Rev.iv.s:al: “Kkadoy é eee mea WOE elvat, Kal Tong wir. ie 
lav kat Moos piay Kat “HXia ane e 

1 Cor. Xv. b= igav yep “poor, Sinleeienal 
iii. 2, 16. 

* EDN Oe y constr. Exod. 
XXXiv. 35. 

pwn eK THE vepernc [Aéyouca | Ovroce EoTW 0 vIdE MoU nee 
zred. Matt. xi. 25. a Matt. xxvi. 24. 1 Cor. vii. 8. Sir. xiv.3. b1 Kings x. 3. 

c Deut. ix. 19. Heb. xii. 11 only. d | Luke. e Luke i. 35. Acts v.15. Exod. xl. 35, f = John xii. 28. 

mss. — 36. weet B L a.—royv av0. ACD Orig. dvOpwrog EF GH LM X. txt B. 
—for édy kKeod., cepdjoat B. -cac L.—ZnpwOjva L. cat CypiwOijvar B. — 37. rt 
yap 0. BL Orig. 7 ri yap D*¥. txt A C abed.—doi B. — 38. dv om. A.—%¢ 0° dy D. 
—iratcyuvOncerar ene D. 

CHap. IX. 1. aft. éorne. ins. per’ tuov D ab.—yetoovrar K L Orig. — 2. for 
avao., avayst D.— 3. we xwwyv om. B C Ld Sahid. Arm. Aith. ins. A D abev. (we 70 
oa Orig.) we ob dvv. tic Neve. imi. y. Dbd. wc... deve om. Xa. aft. divarat 
ins. o¥rwe BC LCopt. Sahid. 42th. Arm. Orig.—4. o¢@ncav EK M Syr. Aith.—kKai ovv- 
e\adovy D a. — 5. bef. wot. om. cai X Sahid.—Oéd\ere rornow D b.—6. Radijoee 
ADFGHKSVX all. dzoxpi6y BCL. azmexpiOy Orig. txt ?.—%upoSo K. 
Ekg. yap éyévovro BC D L Copt. Chrys. txt Av. —7. tyévero guy. BC L. txt AD 
ab Copt. Arm.—éyouoa om. BCEGHKMS Vall. ins. AD abedv. — 8. kai 

~ >» ~ G \ 
tec tw Inoov. Kal 
’ ~ 

Incov ‘Pasi, 
x 

bev okynvac TOELC, ool 

puiav. * ov yao Hott ti *XaAnoy, * 
7 NV ee ol pegs 2 / 
Kal EVEVETO vepéAn ° erisktacovca auroic, Kat 

where else, have collected about Him and flected from it, and additional particulars 
the disciples ?— 38.] Mark and Luke here have found their way into our text. Luke’s 
agree: but Matt., ver. 27, bears traces of account is from a different source. If we 
this verse, having apparently abridged it in might conjecture, Peter has furnished the 
transcribing his report, not to repeat what accounts in Matt. and Mark :—this latter ./ 
he had before said, in ch. x. 33.—On prorya- being retouched,—perhaps by himself: 
Aidt, see Matt. xii. 39. 

Cuap. IX. 1—8.] Matt. xvi. 28. xvii. 
1—8. Luke ix. 27—36. Here again, while 
Matt. and Mark’s accounts seem to have 
one and the same source, they have de- 

ot 

while that of Luke may have had another 
origin. The additional particulars in our 
text are,—the very graphic and noble de- 
scription in ver. 3, orth. ... AevkKavat, 
and ov yap 7jder Ti Aad... . EkpoBor. } 
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1 ch. vii. 35, 36. 
m ch. y. 16 al. 
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Aun oray oO yeas TOU vOparou eK vexpwy 

|B 

\ Pek cad 

Skat | elamwa 

= , A ~ ow 

amo TOU O90UC 
1 , a F , 

Srynowyrat a ELOOV, él 

oe LO nb? \ 
avaoT)). Kal 

att. xx. 19. \ , = t 
aed v8. TOV Aoyou ° exparnoay ™ 06 EauToue, P guZnrovvrec TL 

= here only. , Noo ? , ace 
ary vier EOTL TO EK VEKOWV avaotnvat. Vicas 7 ETNPWTWY AUTOV 

1 . 
= f / e — (ud € , t - 

Praeaxi, Aéyouteg * Ort As foveey ot yeaypareig ort HXtav ‘det 
23 tT. - ~ Cr 

eee eAOcty TOWTOY 5 26 Oe amoxoubstc ELTEV avrote “HAtae 

r ch. viii. 27 al. 
S = ver. 28 
only. 

t = Acts xii. 82 

ev eGov TOWTOV at 
a! ‘ e 

e7l TOV VLOV 
al. fr. Dan. ii. hgh: 
28. w? 

u Mal. iv. 6. Kal * c 
Jer. xvi.l6. 5. , \ ae r 

M. 
Vv Rom. iv. 9. ehnAvde, Kal ée7TFOLnoayv 

Heb. vii. 18. yee ey 

1 Tim. i. 18. pa7Tat 7 QavuTov. 
w (@) Luke a 

xviii. 9 al. 
(4) here only. 

Judg. ix. 38 al. x Matt. xx.32. Gen. xx. 9. 

aroxabhara Ta vTa’ 

ELOEV Oy Aov moAuy TEDL auTove Kal yoampareic 

Kal TWC yé- 

TOU divOpiorou, i tva woAXa aly 

eovdevwy 5 1S adda dey vy, OTL Kal “HAtae 

auT@ boa nbiAnoay, kalloc ye 

Af, Kat éA0@v mpoc TovC Mans 

¥ oudn- 
y =ch. viii. 1). Acts vi. 9 f. 

ev0iwe D.—ei be) Tov ‘Ine. B D abcv Sahid. Copt.—pe0’ Eavroy aft. doy B. —9. pera- 
Bawvovtwy S.—ikx rou dpouc BD abe. txt A C.—duearédXero C. 
10. ri tor bray tke vexpOv avacry D abedv Syr. Jer. — 11. 

Ounynoovrar X. — 
exnowrnsay A a.—ot 

bapioator kai ypap. cv (but not C as Lachm. states).—dre (2) om. D b. — 12. abrote, 
et “HXtac D d.—pév om. 2 L abe.—dz7ocahioravee A BL al. 
aroxatacraver D. txt qu. ? 

sdov BL. txt AC D abe.—for wept, 

Mark omits ivy @ ebddcnoa, Matt. ver. i i 
(According to De Wette, Ex. Handb. 7 ey 
210. @s xtev is borrowed from Matt. 
xxvill. 3(!!) What a remarkable borrowery 
this Evangelist must have been!) — 
ovdéva] ‘none of those who appeared,’ 
but (sondern) Jesus alone. 

9—13.] Matt. xvii. 9—13. Two re- 
markable additions occur in our text ;— ver. 
10, which indicates Apostolic authority, 
and that of one of the Three;—and Kat 
.... €ovd. in ver. 12. —10.] éxpar. tr. A. 
not, ‘they kept the command’—for ovr. 
explains it to mean kept secret the saying, 
as in reffi—tt éori tr. ex v. av. does not 
refer to the Resurrection generally, for it 
was an article of Jewish belief, and con- 
nected with the times of the Messiah ;— 
but to His Resurrection as connected with 
His Death: the whole was enigmatical to 
them.—12.] Meyer and others place the 
interrogation after rod avOow7ov and re- 
gard tva wo\....as its answer. But not 
to mention that such a sentence would be 
without example in the Lord’s discourses, 
the sense given by it is meagre in the ex- 
treme. As if stands in the text it forms a 
counter-question to that of the Apostles in 
ver. 11. They asked, ‘How say the 

—for kai 7c, Kaboe AK Mal. —éovder ny Das 
A BC.—13. rai (1) om. Mal. a ae Arm.—iroi.. év avr K L.—}4. 

_-See_ further-innotes-on Matt. 

arokataornoe C. 
txt 

thOOvTEeg .. . | 

D.—ové. zpd¢ adrote BCL. cum illis abev. 

that Elias must first come ?’ 
swers it by telling them that it is 

even so; and returns the question by 
another: And how is it (also) written of — 
the S. of Man, that He &c.? then comes 
the conclusion in ver. 13 with adda A€éyw 
tpiv, stating that Elias has come, and 
leaving it therefore to be inferred that the 
sufferings of the Son of Man were close at 
hand. Notice how the yéyo. ém. avtov 
binds both together. Just as the first 
coming of the Son of Man is to suffer and 
to die, so has the first coming of Elias 
been as it was written of Him; but there 
is a future coming of Elias azora@toravew 
mavra, and of the Son of Man in glor 

14—29.] Matt. xvii. 14—21. 
37—42. The account of Mark is by far 
the most copious: and here, which is very 
rarely the case in the official life of our 
Lord, the three accounts appear to have 
been originally different and independent. 
The descent from the mountain was on the 
day following the transfiguration, Luke 
ver. 37. —14.] The Scribes were probably 
boasting over the disciples, and reasoning 
from their inability to that of their Master 
also. As Stier remarks, there is hardly 

The | 
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Luke ix. © 
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v 

z ch. xiv. 33. 

Cie fe A “a , pa , 7 xvi. 5,6 

eEcDapf3nOn, kat * T OOCTPEXOVTEC -nomacovro autoy. Qmyt, Sir 
\ N ~ , ~ \ ach. x.17. 

* rove ypampareic Tt ovlnreite mo0c Acts vill. 30 
? Lear 7 ae) \ fi o% ? ~ 5 SN Mea 

QUTOUC 5 kat aTroK Weic “gic &K TOU O Nov etre *© Atm, Xvi. Me b Luke i. 40 al. 
c ver. ll. , ” \ 4 , t ~ 

OacKaXs qveyKa TOV UVLOV [phou TOO0C Of EXxovTa TVEVUA 

® adaXov. 
a8 eeN ky , ee] y \ LI F, , es Ait 9 

auTOV, Kal apoicet Kal TICE TOUC oodoyvTac auTOvU Kal 

18 See n 
Kat O7TOU av auTO 

d Matt. viii. 19. 
e Matt. ix. 11, 

&e. 
f ch. v. 15 al. 

ver. 25& ch. 
vii. 35 only. 
Ps. xxxvii.13. 

t a 1 

‘katadapy, * pyocer 

1 = Matt. vii. 6. 

J) ts H . Neen 2 = 2 St hei 
Snoaiverat’ Kat el7ov ToC pabnraic cov tva auro »=hereonly. 

? , \ ’ / 
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ré @ wp ” qv , r \ Come oS 

evyee yevea “amiotoc, “two TOTE TOEOC VELAC ETO- 
A 7 , or > fi c ~ 3 y , ‘ fae 

plat; swe 7TOTE avétomat UVMWY 5 PEPETE GUTOV TOOE LE. 
2 \ ” SEES . See, \ 

Kal yVvEyKav auTov Tpocg avToV. Kal 
Og ‘ ~ * Art 2 , ee SN \ ‘ ’ 

EVVUEWC TO TVEUMA EOTAOACEY AUTUY, KAL TEGWY ETL TNC 

yne ~ exvAtero appizwv. 
’ ~ , 7 , \ we - x I Ear 

avtov Ilococ ypovoc éotty “ we tovTo * yéyovey auTw ; 
¢€ \ Oy 96 \ td 

o 62 eime *% Tladwbev? Kal woAAaKic avToYv Kal aC 
~ v <5 A > > at sh 

mvo eae Kal cic VOaTa Wa awoAéoy avTov’ add ee TE 

* Suvacat, BonOnoor nu 7 oThayyviabeic Ep nuac. 
w = Luke xii. 58. x John v.14. Acts vii. 40. 

~= _ Isa. xiii. 16. C i. 2 \ yw? 

20 Of atoKkobec *avrw k here only f- 
1 here only t. 
m = ch. iii. 1,3, 

Ps. ci. 4, 11. 
n = here only. 
oabs. Luke xiii. 

24. Phil. iv. 
tsi pants 13. 
LOWY AUTO » —Jonn xx. 

Yee 27. Isa. xvii. 
10. 

q Rey. vi. 10. 
Ps. xciii. 3. 2 WD , SS t 

2h Kal ETNPWTNGE TOV TaTEpa r Matt. xiii. 56. 
John i. 1, 2. 

s 2 Cor. xi. 1,19. 
Is. xlvi. 4. 

t constr. Rey. 
iii. 12. 

uch. i. 26. || L. 
2 Kings xxii. 

23 fF vhere only. 
O © Josh. x. 18. 

y here only +. z Matt. xv. 32 al. 

txt A D.— 15. (dovteg abrov 2€e0apByOncay BC DL (rov "Ino. 20éuBnoar D). 
txt A.—rporpiyovrec AC. zpocyi(ai)povrec D cd. txt Bv.—16. for rove yo., 
airotc BDL be. txt A C a.—=zpde iavrote A GM al.—iy ipiy D abe. — 18. pao- 
cet D. applontat d.—icyvoar é«Badeiy aitd D abd Arm. — 19. adr om. C. _abroic¢ 
A BD Lal. abey Syr. Copt. Arm. — 20. zpd¢ avrov om. D be.—sidéwg om. D ab.— 
for iondp., érdpatey Dabev. cvvecmdpaze BCL. txt A.—21. for wc, twg B.—?E 
ob CL. txt A D—i« radiu0er BCGL. é wade D Chryst. txt A.— 22. cat 
ToXX. adroy om. K.—cai (2) om. D abv Syr. Arm.—ro zip A GM V al.—ddvy BD L. 
txt A C.—aft. ijpiv ins. cope D ab. — 23. 7 om. D K Mal. Syrr. quid est si quid 4 

such another contrast to be found in the 
Gospel as this, between the open heaven 
and the sons of glory on the mount, and 
the valley of tears with its terrible forms 
of misery and pain and unbelief. — 16.] 
The Lord’s countenance probably retained 

_ traces of the glory on the mount; so strong 
a word as é&e8apByOn would hardly have 
been used merely of their surprise at His 
sudden approach ; see Exod. xxxiv. 29, 30. 
That brightness, however, terrified the 
people: this attracts them; see 2 Cor. iil. 
7—18.—16.] Stier thinks that tots yp. 
is not the right reading,—for that the Lord 
would not ask the Scribes, but His own 
disciples. But we may say on the other 
hand that He came to the help of His own 
disciples, and thus naturally addresses 
Himself to the Scribes. They however are 
silent, and the father of the child answers. 
—17.] mpds oe—i.e. intended to do so, 
not being aware of His absence. From 

_ Luke, ver. 38, we learn that he was his 

F ‘ 
only son.—aAadov, causing deafness and ~ 

= 4% dumbness, and fits of epilepsy; see Luke 
xi. 14. —18.] &mp. ‘wastes or pines away,’ 
as E. V. or perhaps ‘become dry’ or ‘stiff.’ 
—19.] yevea—not addressed to the man, 
as unbelieving,—nor to the disciples,—but 
generally, to the race and generation 
among whom the Lord’s ministry was ful- 
filled. The additional words cai dvectpap- 
pévn (Matt. Luke) are probably from 
Deut. xxxii. 5, 20, where dzuo7og is also 
expressed,—by vioi oig ov tore TioTIC ey 
avroic. The question is not asked in a 
spirit of longing to be gone from them, 
but of holy impatience of their hardness 
of heart and unbelief. In this the father, 
disciples, Scribes, and multitude are equally 
involved. —20.] ‘‘The kingdom of Satan, 
in small and great, is ever stirred into a 

fiercer activity by the coming near of the 

kingdom of Christ. Satan has great wrath, 

when his time is short.” (Trench, Mir. 

365.) —21.] The Lord takes occasion to 

‘ 
4 

. 

| 
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b rep. ch. vii. 
25 and reff. 

c ver, 2. d= ver. 11 only. 

potesa. txt A B C.—odirvy BD L. 

ac.—rec. Ilr. Kipus. 
A LM X al.—az’ atrov C abcd. 
txt A.—at’rov om. BC DLO. 
wo\Aovc A B. 

pias eit 
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enquire thus of the father, to bring in the 
trial of his faith.—vy. 21—27 are peculiar 
to Mark. — 22.] see Matt. ver. 15.—ei te 
Suv. This bespeaks, if any faith, at most 
but a very ignorant and weak one.—hpGs 
—the wretched father counts his child’s 
misery his own: thus the Syrophcenician 
woman, Matt. xv. 25, Bonber por. — 28.) 
70 ci 8. rio. The to involves this in some 
difficulty. The most probable rendering is 
to make it designatory of the whole sen- 
tence: Jesus said to him the saying ot 
thou canst believe, all things are’ &c. 
Some would set an interrogation after 
Ovivaca, and suppose the Lord to be 
citing the father’s words; ‘“ didst thou say, 
‘if thou canst ?’—believe:’’ &c. Others, 
as Dr. Burton, suppose it to mean 76, ‘ &i 
Ovvacat,’ misTrevoar (imperative) :—‘ Be- 
lieve what you have expressed by your ¢t 
te dvvaca &c.’—But both these render- 
ings involve methods of construction and 
expression not usual in the Gospels. The 
é( Ovvacat is a manifest reference to the et 
Obvaca before, and meant to convey a 
reproof, as the father’s tears testify. The 
sentence also, unless I am mistaken, is 
meant to convey an intimation that the 
healing was not to be an answer to the et 
Tt dtvaca, so that the Lord’s power was 
to be challenged and proved,—but an answer 
to faith, which (of course by laying hold 
on Him who zavra étévarac) can do all 
things. —24.] Nothing can be more touch- 

ne OL 7 npete OuK nouynOnuev exPadew auro 3 ze Kal 

txt A C.—ziorevoa om. B C L Copt. Arm. Aith. 
ins. A D abe.—24. edPéwe om. C.—pera dak. om. A BC L Copt. Ath. Arm. 

om. ABCD L Syrr. 4th. Arm. Chrys. — 25. 
txt A B D. — 26. kodfac.... 

txt A ac.—énr. 
txt C D abedv.—éyovrac D.— 27. rig yep. avrovd BD L al. abe. 

txt A. — 28. eicehOdvToce avrotw BCD Lal. 

ins. A? D 
bef. dyX. ins. 6 

orapatac BC DL. 

an’ avrov D abe.—we vex. D.—rov¢ 

txt A.— dra ri 

ing and living than this whole most mas- 
terly and wonderful narrative. The poor 
father is drawn out into a sense of the un- 
worthiness of his distrust, and “the little 
spark of faith which is kindled in his soul 
reveals to him the abysmal deeps of un- 
belief which are there”? (Trench, p. 367). 
“‘Thus,”’ remarks Olshausen, (B. Comm. i. 
534,) ‘does the Redeemer show Himself 
to the father as a patevTij¢ wioTEwe first, 
before He heals his son. In the struggle 
of his anxiety, the strength of Faith is 
born, by the aid of Christ, in the soul 
empty of it before.’””— There is strong 

analogy, in the Lord’s treatment of the 
“father here, for the sponsorial engagement 
in Infant baptism. The child is by its 
infirmity incapacitated ; it is therefore the 
father’s faith which is tested, and when 
that is proved, the child is healed. The 
fact is, that the analogy rests far deeper : 
viz. on the ‘inclusion’ of ‘the old man’ in 
Adam and ‘the new man’ in Christ; see 
Rom. v. 12—21.— 25.] This took place 
at a distance from the crowd, among those 
who had run forward to meet the Lord, 
ver. 15.—éy® ool ém. . .] emphatic, as 
opposed to the want of power on the part 
of the disciples. This is the only place 
where we have such a charge as pynKétt els- 
€X0. eis av.,—showing the excessive ma 
Lignity and tenacity of this kind (see ver. 
29) of spirit. This is also shown by ver. 
26.— 27.] as He had done on the mount, 

, 
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txt B. — 29. kai ynoreia om. B. ins. A C D acv.— 30. éixopev- 
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txt A v.—33. 7\00y B. 7\Oocar D. 
txt A.—31. amoxrar@sic om. D ac.— 

txt Au@e 
—zpdc éavrotc om. B C D L abedv Copt. ins. A.— 34. év ry 00 om. AD ab. txt 
B Ce Orig.—ric peiZwy yévnrar avtoy D abed. —35. wai Neyer avrotc..... Ouakovoe 
om. D.—for drak., dodA\og M.— 36. 7d wad. D.—avaykad. C. advKadicapevog D. — 
37. éy om. D X al—rév wai. rovrwy C.—for O&Enrac (2nd), c&éynrat Bae. txt 

Matt. xvii. 6, 8; see also Rev. i. 17. Dan. 
x. 9, 10. — 29.] The answer is given more 
at length in Matt. ver. 20, and the Lord 
there distinctly includes the disciples in 
the yeved adztoroc, by telling them dca 
TY artoTtiay ev. The assurance also 
occurs there, which was repeated Matt. xxi. 
21, where see notes.—rovto to yévos] 
That there are kinds, more and less mali- 
cious, of evil spirits, we find from Matt. 
xil. 45—and the pertinacity and cruelty of 
this one showed him to belong to the 
worst kind. The Lord’s saying here is 
rather for their after guidance, than their 
present ; for they could not fast while He 
was with them, ch. ii. 19. 

30—32.] Matt. xvii. 22, 23. Luke ix. 
43—45, where see notes, as this account is 
included in the two others. 

33—50.] Matt. xviii, 1—9. Luke ix. 
46—50. Here again the three accounts 
are independent, and differ in some par- 
ticulars unimportant in themselves, but 
very instructive for a right comparison of 
the three Gospels. First take Luke’s ac- 
count.—The disciples had been disputing ; 
—the Lord knowing the strife of their 
hearts, took a child, &c.:—then compare 

Mark—the Lord asked them, on coming 
into a house, what had been the subject 
of their dispute;—they were silent from 
shame;—He sat down, delivered His 
sentence to the twelve,—and then took 
the child, &c.—Lastly turn to Matthew. 
There, the disciples themselves referred the 
question to the Lord, and He took the 
child, &c.—Who can forbear seeing in 
these narratives the unfettered and inde- 
pendent testimony of three witnesses, con- 
sistent with one another in the highest 
form and spirit of truthfulness, but differ- 
ing in the mere letter? Mark’s account is 
again the richest and fullest, and we can 
hardly doubt that if the literal exact detail 
of fact is in question, we have it here. — 
33.] Between the coming to Capernaum, 
and this discourse, happened the demand 
of the tribute money, Matt. xvii. 20—27. 
— 34.] There is no real difference in the 
matter in question here (and in Luke), and 
in Matt. The kingdom of heaven was 
looked on as about soon to appear: and 
their relative rank now would be assumed 
as their relative rank then. The difference 
in the expression of this is a mark of in- 
dependence and authority. — 35.] see Matt. 
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xx. 26, and note. — 36.] évayk«. avt. This 
particular we learn from Mark. — 37.] see 
Matt. x. 40.—38.] only found in Luke, 
vv. 49, 50.—Notice the repetition of ov« 
akoX. Hp. as characteristic of Mark. The 
connexion of this remark with what goes 
before, is; ‘If the receiving any one, even 
a little child in Thy Name, be receiving 
Thee; were we doing right when we for- 
bade one who used Thy name, but did not 
follow us?’ ‘ Observent hoc,” says Bengel, 
“qui charismata alligant successioni cano- 
nice.’ This man actually did what the 
very Apostles themselves were specially 
appointed to do: and the Lord so far from 
prohibiting, encourages him; see Numb. 
xi. 26—29.— 39.] see 1 Cor. xii. 3. The 
very success of the miracle will awe him, 
and prevent him from soon or lightly 
speaking evil of Me.—We must beware of 
supposing that the application of this say- 
ing is to be confined to the working of a 
miracle—ver. 40 shows that it is general— 
a weighty maxim of Christian toleration 
and charity, and caution to men how they 
presume to limit the work of the Spirit of 
God to any secty-or.succession, or outward 
form of Church; see Phil. i. 16—18.— 
meer net r— 

txt A.—imi D.—rov 7p. tig THY 0. 6A79n D 

40.] This saying is not inconsistent with 
that in Matt. xii. 30. They do not refer 
to the same thing. This is said of owf- 
ward conformity —that, of inward unity of 
purpose—two widely differing things. On 
that saying, see note there. On this, we 
may say—all those who, notwithstanding 
outward differences of communion and go- 
vernment, believe in and preach Jesus 
Christ, without bitterly and uncharitably 
opposing each other, are hereby declared 
to be helpers forward of each other's 
work. O that all Christians would re- 
member this! — tp@v—tpev is probably 
the right reading —though I should not lay 
such stress on the change as Stier does. — 
41.| This verse does not take up the dis- 
course from ver. 37, as some think, but is 
immediately connected with ver. 40:— 
‘Even the smallest service done in My 
Name shall not be unrewarded—much 
more should not so great an one as casting 
out of devils be prohibited.’—év évépart 
6tt is probably the right reading, and 
signifies ‘by reason that,’ but not without 
an allusion to 7. dvopa prov, which 
furnishes the reason.—xpior. éoré] the 
only place in the Gospels where this ex- 
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pression is used. Paul has it; see Rom. 
viii. 9. 1 Cor. i. 12. iii. 4.—42.] see 
Matt. xviii. 6.—43—48.] These solemn 
repetitions of former declarations (see 
Matt. v. 29. xviii. 8, 9) are by no means 
to be regarded as arbitrary insertions by 
this or that Evangelist, but as the truth of 
what was uttered by the Lord—(see Pro- 
legomena.) — vy. 44, 46, 48 are only in 
Mark: they are cited from Isaiah (see 
reff.), where the prophecy is of the carcases 
of those who have transgressed against 
the Lord: see note on Matt. v. 22. This 
triple repetition gives sublimity, and leaves 
nodoubt of the discourse having been 
verbatim thus uttered. — 49.] In order 
to understand this difficult verse, it will 
be necessary first to examine its aos 
nexion and composition.—(1) What is yép? 
It connects it with the solemn™ assertions 
in vv. 43—48, kadév éoti cor... and 
furnishes a reason why it is better for us 
to cut off and cast away, &c.—és then is 
every one, absolutely: referring back both 
to the got, and the attév, above :—z7aoa 
Oucia is (not opposed to (Meyer, ), but) 
parallel with was, and kal equivalent to 
‘just as.’ (2) This being stated, let us 
now enquire into the symbolic terms used. 

ins. A C.—48. avr@v om. GS V Xe. 
ins. A BC (éy zw. c).—kai 7. Ov. adi adioO. om. 

ah the refiner’s fire of Mal. iii. 3, to 
which indeed there seems to be a reference, 
—the fire of Matt. iii. 11 and Acts ii. 3— 
of Ezek. xxviii. 14; (see my Hulsean 
Lectures for 1841.—pp. 9—12.) Fire is 
the symbol of the Divine purity and pre- 
sence ;—our God is a consuming fire, not 
only to His foes, but to His people :—but 
in them, the fire shall only burn up what 
is impure and requires purifying out, 1 
Cor: ais 1355 Pet. a. 72 iv. 25) sEhis 
very fire shall be to them as a preserving 
salt. The salt of the covenant of God 
(Lev. ii. 13) was to be mixed with every 
sacrifice; and it is with fire that all men 
are to be salted. ‘This fire is the Divine 
purity and judgment in the covenant, 
whose promise is ‘I will dwell among 
them.’ And in and among this purifying 
fire shall the people of God ever walk and 
rejoice everlastingly. Rev. xxi. 23. This 
is the right understanding of Isa. xxxiil. 
14,15. ‘Who among us shall dwell with 
the devouring fire? &c. He that walketh 
in righteousnesses’ &c. And thus the con- 
nexion with the preceding verses is,—‘ it 
is better for thee to cut off,’ &c.—‘ for it is 
part of the salting of thee, the living sacri- 
fice (Rom. xii. 1) that every offence and 
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Cuar. X. 1. dia rov om. C? D bev. for 6. 7., rai BCL Copt. th. txt A— 

ouvipyerat 7. 0 Oxo D be.—we eiv., kai D b. — 2. zpoocenO. ot &. om. D ab.—ot bef. 
6.om. ABDFGHKLM Sall. ins. C.—3. éretharo D.— 4. dodvar ypapa D. 
dare scriptum ed. dare }. — 5. for iptv, Mwione D be. —6. cricewc om. D b.—airove 
om. D 6.—6 0. om. BC Le Copt. ins. A D ab.—add rai cizev D al. be Ath. Arm. — 
7. adrov aft. tar. om. D, and aft. pyr. ins. éavtot D abe.—kai rpock. Tpd¢ T. Y- aur. 
om. B. for rpd¢ r. y., TH yuvatki A. yuvatki C. txt D v.—8. in carne una abedv. — 
9. odv om. D, but not d.—o bef. 0. om. A.—éZevEey D c. — 10. x. sic Tiy oiklay 

BDLé#. 

scandal must be burnt out of thee before 
thou canst enter into life.’ —50.] The con- 
nexion of this, (elsewhere said in other 
references, Matt. v. 13. Luke xiv. 34) is 
now plain. If this fire which is to purify 
and act as a preserving salt to you, have, 
from the nullity and vapidity of the grace 
of the covenant in you, no such power,— 
if can only conswme—the salt has lost its 
savour—the covenant is void—you will be 
cast out, as it is elsewhere added, and the 
fire will be no longer the fire of purifica- 
tion, but of wrath eternal.—I will just add 
that the interpretation of the sacrifice as 
the condemned—and the fire and salt as 
eternal fire,—except in the case of the 
salt having lost its savour,—is contrary to 

the whole symbolism of Scripture, and to 
the exhortation with which this verse ends: 
‘Have this grace of God—this Spirit of 

txt A C v.—zepi tov av. om. K al. mepi rovrov ABCLXal. a. txt 

adoption—this pledge of the covenant, in 
yourselves ;—and,’ with reference to the 
strife out of which the discourse sprung,— 
‘have peace with one another.’ 
Cap. X. 1—12.] Matt. xix. 1—12,— 

1.] 8a tod w. The Lord retired, after 
His discourses to the Jews in John x. and 
before the raising of Lazarus, to Betha- 
bara or Bethany (John i. 28) beyond 
Jordan, and thence made His last journey 
to Jerusalem; so that, with reference to 
this last journey, He might be said to go 
$.a Tod w.—Matt. has wéoay r. ‘Lop. with- 
out the éic& rov, which is probably spurious 
in our text and inserted for explanation— 

see. note there. —2—9.] see notes on 
Matt., With whose account ours is nearly 
identical. Compare however our vv. 3, 4, 
with Matt. vv. 7, 8, 9, and we hay 
testimony to the independence of the tw 

ee 
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reports—for such an arbitrary alteration of 
arrangement is inconceivable. —10—12. ] 
In Matt. this saying forms part of the dis- 
course with the Jews. Here again Mark 
furnishes us with the exact circumstantial 
account of the matter. On the addition, 

Matt. vv. 10—12, see notes there.—We 
may notice, that Mark omits Matthew’s 
KaTa 7aoayv airiay in ver. 2,—and his éi 
poy éxi wopveia in ver. 11. The one 
omission seems to involve the other. The 
report here gives the enquiry without this 
particular exception. As a general rule, 
Mark, so accurate in circumstantial details, 
is less exact than Matthew in preserving 
the order and connexion of the discourses. 
—12.] This verse corresponds to 6 azo- 
Aelupevnv yaunoacg poryarar in Matt. 
ver. 9—but it is expressed as if the woman 
were the active party, and put away her 
husband, which was allowed by Greek and 
Roman law (see | Cor. vii. 13), but not by 
Jewish (see Deut. xxiv. 1. Jos. Antt. xv. 
7, 10). This alteration in the verbal ex- 
pression may have originated in the source 
whence Mark’s report was drawn. On 
procyarat, Grotius remarks, ‘ Mulier, cum 
domina sui non sit, si, marito relicto, ad 
aliud matrimonium se conferat, omnino 

adulterium commiftit, non interpretatione 
aliqua, aut per consequentiam, sed directe : 
ideo non debuit hie addi, éz’ avroy.’ 

13—16.] Matt. xix. 183—15. Luke xviii. 
15—17. The three are nearly identical :— 
from Matt. we have the additional reason 
after tva ay. avt., cai moocevEnrat, and 
from Mark, évayraX. avra.—see on Matt. 

17—22.] Matt. xix. 16—22. Luke xviii. 
18—23. There are some very trifling but 
instructive variations, by which we may in 

' other cases form our judgment.—ei dé OéX. 
tic. tic Tt. 0. THO. T. evr. NEyEL adTHP, 
Iloiac; 6 6& "Ino. eize Té. (Matt.) = rac 
éytodae oidag (Mark and Luke) without 
any break in the discourse. Similarly, in 
Matt., the young (Matt.) ruler (Luke) 
asks, ver. 20, Ti re vorepG; but in Mark 
and Luke, Jesus says to him, (and here 
with the remarkable addition of én BA. avr. 
Hy. avr.), €v cor totepet (or Xeizer). 
Such notices as these show the point at 
which, but not short of which, we may 
expect the Evangelists to be in accord ; viz. 
in that inner truthfulness of faithful re- 
port which reflects to us the teaching of 
the Lord, but does not depend on slavish 
literal exactitude; which latter if we re- 
quire, we overthrow their testimony, and 

thse 

a 
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(above) F K al. 
txt B C. — 26. for wpdc Eaur., tpdc addyHdove M*. 

txt A Bv.—iorw mapa dé D abe.—rep bef. 0. om. 
txt A D.—re 

— 28. cai (1) om. ABCEFGHMSV al. 

— 27. adiv. rovro C D* db. 
BCEM V X all. Theophyl. 

most effectually do the work of our adver- 
saries. —19.] Mark here takes exactly the 
commandments of the second table,— py 
aroor. standing for the tenth. Matt. adds 
their summary, omitting (with Luke) p») 
aroor. perhaps on account of pr) Kd. 
having gone before. —21.] apas tov ot. 
is added here. — 22.] Hv yap €x. so also 
Matt. 

ins. D. — 25. troup. pad. (omg. 
txt B.—aft. pag., eicehOcty A E F MS V Xall. a Syr. Clem. Theophyl. 

txt AD.—rote bef. trwy. om. ABEFGHMSVX 
ins. C D.—doag roy or. om. B C D bcdv Hil. Clem. 

bef. cai devp0 G al. a Syr. Ath. Iren. Arm. — 22. 
ins. rayeoy Kapndog Std Tovpadridoe pagidoe 

ins. A, and 
txi roitw Ty D abe.—yprhpara D. 

— 24. rTexvia 
om. B.—roie om. 
The twice) ACD 

émi T. XO. 

mpdc avroy BCCopt. txt ADO. 

9. duvaroy, omg. wayta.... 0. D abe. 
ins. D abcv.—7jKodovOjxapev BC D. 

23—81.] Matt. xix. 23—30. Luke xviii. 
24—30. Here our ver. 24 is a most im- 
portant addition; the rest is much alike. 
There we have all misunderstanding of our 
Lord’s saying removed, and ‘the proverb,” 

as~Wesley well observes (Stier i: p. 333), 
shifted to this ground: ‘It is easier for a 
camel, &c. than for a rich man (0 cast off 
his trust in his riches.” Yet the power of 

My porxevonec, qn) povebonc, pa) ABCD 

pn Pevdopaprupnonc, 
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divine grace can and does accomplish even 
this.—téxva is remarkable, and a trace of 
exactitude ; see John xxi. 5 :—so also wrept- 
BA., ver. 23.— 28.] Here is an instance 
of a saying of Peter’s reported, without any 
distinction indicating that he had a share in 
the report.—See notes on Matt. for the 
promise here made to the Apostles. — 29, 
30.] Here our report is most important. 
To it and Luke we owe vwv év TO Katpo 
TovT®, without which the promise might 
be understood of a future life only ;—and to 
it alone we owe the particularizing of 
the returns made, and the words peo 

Stwypev, which light up the whole passage, 
and show that it is the inheritance of the 
earth in the higher sense by the meek 
which is spoken of ;—see | Cor, ili. 21, 22. 
—Observe fathers and mothers—nature 
gives us only one of each—but love, many. 
We do not read, wives: because Christ 

ot dé ak. ég. B. 
txt A B. — 34. cai praor. air. om. D. 

txt A.—aft. azoxr. om. adroy B L be Copt.—k. amok. 
txt A C a.—pera roeicg pioac BC DL b Copt. post tertium diem ae. 

txt A. — 33. mapadidorar K.— 
ins. 

does not promise aught which can point to 
sensual enjoyment, and because of that 
mystic relation to the soul united to Him, 
in which He Hinself stands.— Here follows 
in Matt. the parable of the Labourers in 
the vineyard, ch. xx. 1—16. 

32—34.] Matt. xx. 17—19. Luke xviii. 
31—34. The interesting particulars of 
ver. 32 are only found here.—This was 
(see Matt. xvi. 21. xvii. 22,) the third de- 
claration of His sufferings which the Lord 
had made to them, and it was His going 
before them, accompanied most probably 
by something remarkable in His .gait,.and 
manner—a boldness and determination 
perhaps, an eagerness, denoted in Luke xii. 
50,—which struck them with astonishment 
and fear. — 33.] The circumstances of the 
passion are brought out in all three Evan- 
gelists with great particularity. The ‘ de- 
livery to the Gentiles’ is common to them 
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deka ” noSavto “ayavaktew — TEpl laxwPov kat Iwarvov. 
42 ¢ \ ’ ~ , 5) N Ne > ~ 

o d& ‘Incove mpockadecapevog avrovc Atyel avTole 
o e c e ~ tel ~ 20 ~ g 

Oiéare OTL OL SoKOUVTEC aoyelv TWVY EVYWYV KkaTa~ 

, CY ent \ eaih s 3) Ses: i (e 7 

KUOLEVOVOLY AUTWY, Kat Ot peyador QAUTWV KaTESOVOLA- 

dee bod 3 > ¢ Nae yd > Coes > Xe a 

Zovew aAUTWYV. OvXx OUTW Oe EoTaL EV UJLLY a oc 

rN bé , 0 ? Goote 7 eS 7 Clit 

€av éAy yevio ar peyac Ev UMLLY, EoTal taKOVOC ULWY 

A ew ~ 7 ~ U 

cal o¢ av Ody *ipov * yeviolat ToWToC, eoTat TaV- 
~ 45 \ ‘ 3 eX r > , > as 

Twv dovdoc. Kal yao 0 veog TOU avfowmou ovK AVE 
A B oreo 

StaxovnOnvat, adAa Ctakovnsat, Kat Souvat THY ™ Yuyny 

avrou " \UTpoY avrTlt ToAAwY. 
\ ~ 

Kal EKTOOSVOMEVOU auTou 
ead 

c A \ ~ ~ > n 

leoryw Kal TWV uabytoy auTov Kal O 

28 Kai Eo OvTal ec ‘Teoryo. 

SELES 
aro Nov ° tkavou, 

35. of om. A M X al.—aft. of ins. dbo BC Copt. txt D abc Orig. 

airnoopey A C.—rec. om. ot, but ins. 

ri 0éX. Trornow CD ad. txt A BL. — 37. && 

txt A C D.—sov om. B D. ins. A C L.—add in gloriam dc. — 38. for 
txt A. — 39. piv om. BCL. 

txt A C.—rec. ins. pov aft. edwy. with 

mss., but om. ABC DEK LS V all. abcdv Copt. Arm. Syr. Theophyl.— 
advXjot C, — 

41. bef. déea ins. Nouroi D abe.—hyavaxrnoay A.—repi Tov Ovo ade\gov A.—42. kai 

karaxupeboovow D*, — 43. dé om. D ab.—torw BC D L be. 

44. for iar, tv tpty BC L abev Hil. 

Ambr. Jer. 
D ab Orig.—pera 7. ead. D abe.—bef. vide ins. 6 BC DLS. 

txt A.—forw C X. — 

txt AD d.—for yev., svar BC DL abev 

txt A.—for wéyr., bpov D.—46. Zoxerar D ab Orig.— for a7. ‘Tep.,teetOev _ 
txt A.—bef. rug. om. — 

difference in ver. 35. The two accounts of all.—84.] éuar. Mark and Luke :—oravp., 
Matt. only, which is remarkable, as being 
the first intimation, in plain terms, of the 
death He should die. The doag roy or., 
so often alluded to, might have had now 
for them a deep meaning—but see Luke 

_ ver. 34. After tots €v. the subject of the 
~ j verbs (épar., pact. &c.) is Ta ’Oyn. 
\ 85—45.] Matt. xx. 20—28, where see 
notes throughout, and especially on the 

the discourse are almost verbatim the same, 

and that. they came from one source is very 

apparent. Even here, however, slight de- 

viations occur, which are unaccountable if 

the one had actually before him the writing — 

of the other. —42.] ot Soxotvres apx. 

‘those who are reputed to rule’—‘ who 

have the title of rulers,’ not = ‘ those who 

rule,’ which God alone does. 
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vioe Tuatov Bapriwavoc [o] Tuphoc exaQnro mapa THY 

ooov * P mpOS maw: Kal a axoboac Ort ‘Inaove ¢ o Nal@w- Zohn ix. 8. 

paioe EOTLY, np&aro Koacew Kal Aéyew [Oo] *® yioe Aavisd C 

‘Tyo0v, eXéngov pe. “Kat 4 eretinwy auTw TOAXOL iva 4 Matt. xvi. 22. 

clwTnsy” 0 Ot Tohrw padXov éxpalev Yue Aavid éXénoov 
\ ‘ Cae 2 ~ bey SEN ~ \ 

pee. > Kal eae oO Incove ELTTEV SUEY ; pernbinvac. KQU rch. ix. 35 al 

pwvovst ae tupAov Aéeyourec aut Odooe, t Eyetpe, 

pwver O€&. NG Oe anoPadoy TO lta Lov avuTou * ¢ avaorac 

7A9e moo tov ‘Inoovv. *' Kat aroxowetc Aeyet aut 0 

“Inoove ie Ode ° ToUow ool ; S 0 Os Tupdoc eurev auTy s Matt. xx. 32. 
Gen. xx. 9. 

T PapBouri, ¢ iva "avaBhipen. 6 O& Incove etrev avry) t Matt. xi. 5. 

“Yraye, 1 ) Tlstic cov “céaowké ot. Kal evléwe Ene) en. u Matt, ix. 21 

Kal nKoAovber F avtw ev TH OOM. 
Deke Kar se eyyiCovow ELC *® sic 

BnOpayn kat BnOaviay TO0C TO 000¢ tov “EXawy, aro- 

otéAAEt Ovo Twy pabnroy avrob, 

OTE i OO0UG d\ 7 v jj and Luke 
ef CS xxiv. 28, 

© \ , > ~ € , 

2 Kal Aéeyet avroic Yra- 

KaTévayTe ULWY, Kal evfiwe w ch. xii. 41. 
-=ante- 

ee elc auThy EVONGETE 7wAov OedEMEvor, Ep vavtt, M. 
KX x intr. Matt. 

Xxiii. 2. 

yere Elc THY Kony amy" 

ov Kekabucs’ * ovodeic avOpoTwy * NX AvoavrTec auTov 

oBDL. ins. A C.—aft. rug. ins. tpocairne B L Copt. omg. mpocaurév. trairéy D. 
txt C?.— 47. NaZaponvoc B L abev. NaZoonvoc D. txt AC.—vi BCL. txt (0 om. 
D Orig.) AD Orig.—'Iy0. om. L. — 48. avroyv B.—vide D Orig. — 49. for cai @. T. 
Tug., ot 0é Aéyoust TO Tvpr@ D abd.—rec. é~yeipat, with ? but txt ABCDKLVX 
al. —50. for avacrac, avarninoag BDL abedv Copt. Orig. txt A C. —Sl. rec. 
6a38ovi with cy and many const. mss., but txt (kdpve pa/33ei D abd)ABCFGHKLMSVX 
all. Copt. Orig. paBovri E. = rec. tT ‘Inoov with Orig. txt ABCD L al. 
abedv Copt. Aith. Arm. Orig. 
Cap. XI. 1. ayytev D bev. Hyyeoav M. txt ABC Orig.— Tepoo6hupa BCDL 

al. abed Sahid. Orig. txt A.—kai cic AD abe. txt B C.—Bn0¢. cai om. D abcv Orig. 
idwpev O& repi THE BnOpayy piv kata MarOaioyv, BnOaviac 6 kata tov Mapkor, 
BnOgayn O& Kai BnOaviac, cara Tov Aovkay Orig. 3,743. txt (Bydpayy B. Bn Oopayy 
B?) A BC Orig. also.—ro rév étawy B.—érepev Ovo C abc.—2. sig abrny om. 
D abc Sahid.—atft. é¢’ Ov, or aft. ob6., or aft. avOp. ins. obxw BC K Lal. 6 Syr. Sahid. 
ovdsic muwrore A. txt D abe. — 2nd Ouse BC Orig. txt A D.—Xédoare abrov Kai _ 

16. 

46—52.] Matt. xx. 29—34. Luke xviii. 
On the three accounts referring 

to one and the same miracle, see on Matt. 
I will only add here, that a similar differ- 
ence of number between Matt. and Mark 
is found in the miracle in the neighbour- 
hood of Gadara, ch. v. 2.—46.] Bapr. 
patronymic. »~9272:—so Bartholomew, ch. 

iii. 18, Barjesus, Acts xiii. 6.—48.] see 
on Matt. vv. 30, 31. — 50.] amoB.—signs 
of an eye-witness, which make us again 
believe, that here we have the literally 
exact account of what took place. — 41. ] 
“PaBBovvt=r\31, My Master, see John xx. 

It was-said (Drus. in Meyer) to be a 
more respectful form than pai. — 52. ] 
In Matthew only, the Lord touches him. 

Vor. 1: 

The account here and in Luke seems to 
correspond better with the wonderful 
strength of his faith. The Lord healed by 
a word in such cases, see Matt. viii. 1]0O— 
13, Mark vii. 29, and other places. Luke 
adds, dofaZwy roy Qebyv,—and that all the 
people seeing him gave glory to God; see 
also Luke xix. 37. 

Cuapr. XI.1—11.] Matt. xxi. 1—17. Luke 
xix. 29—44. John xii. 12—36. On the 
general sequence of events of this and the 
following day, see note on Matt. ver. 1. — 
1, 2.] As far as evonoere the agreement in 
Matt., Mark, and Luke is nearly verbal; 
after that, Mark and Luke only mention 
the foal, and add éq@’ by ot6. 7H. av. KEK. 
Compare with this Luke xxiii. 53. The 

T 
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A CU] e , > ~ Ul 7 \ OE 8 

ELT ATE OTL O KUploc auTOU Kpslav EX El, Kat EVUEWC AUTOV 

* wee. T amooréAX Et 

Nov Cedgnevov * y = John xx. 
11. ch. xiv. 
54. Luke 
Xxii. 56. 

z = here only. 
Jer. xvii. 27. 

\ ’ 

Kal Avovow avrov. 

mpoc mv Dipav eS 

> ~ ’ ~ 
avuTOlc Ti TOLELTE Above TOV mwrov; ° 

: ann Oov o& Kal ebpov [rov ] TW- 
ie emt TOU “aupadou, 

> kal ids TOV EKEL aeneonay eheyov 

ol Oe elroy av- 
a John xv. 17 ~ ‘ Pa , Ci ad ~ A bet oe > , 
aaLee TOL KkaQwe “everciiato o Inoovc, Kat ° apnKkav avtove. 
a 8 See, \ ~ \ N Tl ~ \ 

Kal nyayov Tov 7wwAov ™Tpog TOV ynoovv, Kal 
e Luke y. 36. *Cc? £3 wa a Cy VE Riz > Pens ee aaa #559 

1 Cor. vii. 35. emre[. aXov auT™ Ta watia auTwY, Kat Ekalloey ET 
> - \ \ Ry 69? 3 dv > ‘ 

d | M. Esth. iv. 3 auTw. 8 torkAot Oe Ta YLaATLA AUTWY ~— EGTPWOUY ELC THY 
3. Jobxvii.3. cay ” \ , for , ~ “oA 

bid ees ane odor, aAXou be * © oropPpacac EKOTTOV EK TwY * devoowy 
ft oN a Ae” 4 - ‘ SESS 9 See an , \ 
24 al. [wae EOTOWVYVOV ELC THY ooor |, Kal OL ~ TpOayovTEC Kat 

g || M. and he ‘ ies 
Mati. xiv. OU axohovbovrrec expatoy | [Aéyourec] Qoavva, * evA\o- 

h | M.L.J Om D € 
‘only’ ymnevoc 0 EO OEevoc ev ovomart Kuplou, evAoynpevn n 

1 SA. CXVil / 
oF OF Ef Pe UN EPXoMErn Pacrrea [ev o ovopart Seah Tov TATOOC nay 

xxii 39. Aagytd, ‘Qoavva ty roie vwiororc. ! Kal icy \Oev elc 
‘oe e /? (Jee) ~ \ , ‘ e ta . ‘ 

Che 6 BA IcoocoXupa o Iyoove [ Kar] £l¢ TO LEOOV Kal ' reptAc- 
Job vii. 8. uy le > uw m ? wi nO - n if eenAUev m ad. (but?) apevocg TavTa, olacg non OVoNnE TNC Weag Eon 
here only tf. 

n Matt. xxvii. 
62. John i. 
29. 35 al. 
Nam. xi. 32, 

gioere BC Lv Copt. Sahid. Orig. 
aft. rowro ins. cai C? (rovro. 

>Ka ry 

txt A.— 4. bef. wad. 

txt A D. —3. 
.. €i7.)—ore om. B abe.—rec. azooreXet with a, but 

txt ABCDEFKLS V X al. be.—aft. azoor. 
om. TO” ABDEFGLMS V al Orig. 

cic BnOaviav pera tov Owodska. 
= > , 

"exavpiov e&eADovtwv avtwy aro Bylaviac 

Ti hvere TOY mHdov D ab Orig.— 

ins. 7a\tv B D L, and bef. azroor.C ? 
ins. 

C Orig. — 6. for évereid., elmev BC L Copt. Ath. Arm. Orig.—elpjeer airoic D abcd 
Copt. Sahid. Ath. —7. kai dyovot C al. 
Bardoveow BCD L bv Orig. 
BCDL. 
Sac D. oreiBadac E. 
txt A D abcv.—eic om. D. 

om. D 6.—aft. cup. 

Kat pépovo. BL Orig. txt A D cv.—ém- 
txt Ac.—ra tp. airov D.—xadeiZer Din’ adrov 

txt A.— 8. ty ry 00@ A KM al. ac Sahid. -—ortBadac BKL. tort 3a- 
txt A C Orig.—for dév0., ay pay BC L Orig. (twice) Sahid. 

ty ry 00 K M abv. 
txt A abcdv. —9. Méyovrec om. BCL c Copt. Sahid. Orig. 

ins. cai A D¥ d.— 10. év dvéuate kup. om. BC DL U al. abedv 

tr. 00. om. B C L Sahid. 
ins. A D abv.—ocarvva 

Kal oT. €. 

Orig. (twice.) txt A Jer.—11. kai bef. cfg 7. tgp. om. BC LM al. abed Orig. txt 
A D.—6i C.—rije éoac om. B. Tie om. D.—aft. dwd. ins. wabnrGyv D abe.—12. for 
eEeNOovTwy abray, dv t&eObyra D.—13. ouveiy piay K M.—rec. om. avd with many 

Lord’s birth, triumph, and burial were to 
be, in this, alike. ‘A later tradition, sprung 
from the sacred destination of the beast 
(for beasts never yet worked were used for 
sacred purposes, Num. xix. 2. Deut. xxi. 3. 
1 Sam. vi. 7).’ Meyer.—But does it never 
strike such annotators, that this very usage 
would lead not only to the narrative being 
so constructed, but to the command itself 
having been so given ? — 4.| The report of 
one of those sent; qu. Peter ?—see note 
on Matt. ver. 1.—apood. is the street : 
see reff. —8, 9.] On the interesting addition 
in Luke, vv. 37—40, see notes there. — 
otoB. = Bata Tr. powikwy John, ver. 13. 

—10.] evA. .... Aavid—peculiar to Mark, 
clearly setting forth the idea of the people 
that the Messianic Kingdom, the restoration 
of the throne of David, was come.—See 
Luke vy. 4J)—44, and notes.—11.] See 
Matt. ver. 12, and notes on ver. 1: also— 
on John ii. 13—18.— I am by no means 
certain that the solution proposed in the 
notes on Matt. is the right one, but I leave 
it for the present. When Mark, as here, 
relates an occurrence throughout, with such 
signs of an eye-witness as in ver. 4, it is very 
difficult to suppose that he has transposed 
any thing; whereas Matt. certainly does 
not speak here so exactly, having transposed 

: 

N22. Let of / = ~ 

* kal eav Tie ULV ELT) Ti wovre rovro; ABCD 

‘ 
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a8 ! 
ETELVAGE. 3 kal Sov ouKny °F amo paxpobev exovsay 0 Matt. iv. 2. 

p Matt. xxvi. 
Renee a 4g a enone Tl &v fee Kal edOdu 58. Ps. 

 Kat- i. 10. = Acts 

> 
CXXXVii. 6. 

SEL un piAda" * 
x.18. xix. 2. 

r vot q ellips. Acts 
ET auTnv, OveLY sltad 

 aroxptbetc 0 ele: elev aura Sane ie 

* ov yap ny Vill. 22. Rom. 

A 

poc™ 
s = Matt. = 

, 4 \ 
OUKWY. em 

, > ~ Vv 
2 27... Kits Mnxére eK oOU ELC TOV anova T wndstc kapTov paryou. = and Matt 

0 

Kal 1)KOv0Y ot pabnrai aurov. ” kat EpXovrat ele €90- ure. Matt. xi. 
25 al. 

ooAupa. Kal ice Joy 0 ‘Trove ELC TO lepov “np&aro ¥ join io 

exBadrEw rovg mwrovvtac Kal * ayopalovrac ev TW ie OMeeeeD 
e ~ \ ‘ x , os ~ \ 22. 

lspw, Kal Tac TpamréCac TWV ¥ koAAUP oT OY Kal aa x || and Luke 
) ~ , N N , 1 

kabidpag twv TwAObYTWY Tac TEOLGTEPAC “Rarear ope, s Jug. it 13 
16 \ ? a oy \ b / c ~ \ alex. 

Kal pe npiv wa Tic deveyKy ASBUUL Ova TOU ane 
. ie = a 

15 LEpov. 7 kal e0idacke Aeywr avrote Ov yeyparar OTL O b— here ontyt. 
d 1 Esdr. y. 55. 

olkoc pou oikoc mpocevy nc KAnOnoerat Tact Tole eUve: cere 
KO, Lil. 22. 

ow = vpete Oe € eTomoare auroy * omnAaoy Ageroy. ” 18 kat ee 
Io? ~ Isa. lx. 7. 

3 iovoay ou yoauparetc Kat OU dOXLEpELC, Kal Etro TOG ¢Iokn x ie 

auroy ie ey EpoPovvro yao avroy, ye oe 7 Se 
h? ~ y 1,11. Luke 

OxAoc ® cSerAnooero "etl T) duayy avrov. |* Kal xii.9.1 
nf x owe 2 * 74 f te os ”r 20 \ oy Malt si 38 al. OTE : oe eyevero, ™ e€emopeveTo ESw THC a ewe. Kal§ baci ai 

5 , s ‘ ~ Luke i. 29a 
TOWL TAOATOOEVOMEVOL ELOOV THy ovKny © e&noa EVP i ch. xiii. 35 al. 0 paTropevon i ny © cEnpappévny j oh xsi 303 

21 6. Jamesi. 11. 
\ 

Kal avapvnobec o Térpoc Aéyer avrm &Jamesi ll 
1 here cay Job xxxi. 12. 

const. mss., but ins. A B C D L M al. Orig. Theophyl.—7\Oev eidery tay ri tory D be. 
—id@. tx’ air. om. D be.—pndiv eipwyv D.—ovdAda povoy C.—é yao Kk. obK Ty obK. 
BCLSyr. txt (6 caro. D) A D abe Orig. — 14. cai om. D a Orig.—rec. oddeic, with 
many const. mss., but txt A BC DE K LS V all. Orig. (twice) Theophyl.—¢ayy D al. 
Orig. (twice.) —15. for pyorvrat, cicehOwy D. add wadvw L.—for eicged Ow, Ore Hv D. 

lek pilav. 

—iv tw teow D.—aft. éeBar. ins. cai A, éxeiOev D b.—rovc ayoo. AB CK LM. om. 

D Orig.—iv air A.—xaréocrp. om. Dc.—17. ob om. D be Copt.—zeoujcare BL 
Orig. 

mac yao BC Copt. 

the anointing in Bethany: see notes on ch. 
pxxvi. I. 

12—19.] Matt. xxi. 18—22. Our ac- 
count here bears strong marks of being that 
of a beholder and hearer: e. g. é€edO. av. 
amr. By. s—paxpdbev,—Exovoay ov\Aa,— 
Kal HKovoy ot pa. avt.— The times and 
order of the events are here more exact than 
in Matt., who places the withering of the 
tree immediately after the word spoken by 
the Lord. —18.] ot yap qv k.o. This 
tree was precocious in its being clothed with 
leaves: and if it had had on it winter figs, 
which remain on from the autumn, and 
ripen early the next season, they would 

have been ripe at this time. But there 
“were none—it was a barren tree. On the 
import of this miracle, see notes on Matt. 

txt ACD abec.—18. aft. yp. om. kai D abc.—rec. amohécovaty with? 
ABCDHV Xal. abcdv Orig.—atréy (2) om. A K al. e. 

txt A D abcdv. — 19. 
AE?GH V? X.— 2éezropetovro A BKM al. cd Syr. Arm. 
20. 76 mpwi D. — 21. 2€noavOn D Lal. Orig. 

txt 
populum a.—for 671 ac, 

drav BCKL al. txt A D.—éyivero 
txt C D.—ék D.— 

t€noarac Xal. Theophyl. txt A BC. 

—15—19.] Matt. xxi. 12, 13, where see 
notes: also Luke xix. 45—48.— ov« 7dvev 

. This was the court of the Gentiles, 
which was used as a thoroughfare; this 
desecration the Lord forbade. — oxevos is 
any vessel,—e. g. a pail or basket,—used 
for common life. —17.] maou tots e6v., 
omitted in Matt. and Luke, but contained 
in the prophecy :—‘ mentioned by Mark as 
writing for Gentile Christians’-—Meyer, but 
qu.? —40.] was 6 yd. . . .. This re- 
mark, given by Mark and Luke, is omitted 
by Matt.: probably because he has given 
us so much of the duday7 itself. —19.] See _ 
note on Matt. ver. 17. On the Monday ~ 
and Tuesday evenings, the Lord appears to | 
have gone to Bethany. | 
20 —26.] Matt. xxi. 19—22. The an-) 

T2 
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276 EYAITEAION XI. 22—=33: 

« M- o ~ \ , vr 9 \ 
m Matt. v.44. PaBpi rhea n ouKn nv ™ canal aca e€npavrat. *2 kal ABCD 

ames 11}. ¥. 1 = 

aie ae aroxprfeic 0 0 ‘Incove Neyer avTOLS | "Exere : morw cov. 
ii. lal. ° aun [yap] AEyW op OTL OG av eiTy TH opel TOUTW 

o Acts x. 20. “Aponte Kal PAnBare Ele THY Oaraccav, Kal ce ° Saxo. 
Rom. iy. 20. amnesia ~ : ay ae? pee: , 
ee Ey TH kapelg avrou, avva ° maT * Ort a Aéyet 

q C2 «A ‘ e Y 24 8 ‘\ ~ x , 

q=Gen.i.8 yivera, Zora auT@ Oo €av etry * (a TOUTO ey 
and pass. e 

PH: Tavra Oca [av] * rpocevy suev0u aireioe, TLOTEVETE 
25 

Ort * Aap Pavere, Kal tora yy. Kal orav * orhxnre 

r Matt. vi. 12. TPOCEVYXOMEVOL, ‘ apiere el TL * exere Kata CWE: iva Kat 
Isa. xxii. 14. 

s Matt. v. 23. t ? 
a a, 0 is) marTng Baa 0 ev Tog ovpavorc apy vu vd TA0aTTW= 

20. 
eat vi.l4 page Uma. Ore Oe U vpuetc OvuK aplere, Ovo’ 0 9) mario ULV 

ra ev Tole ovpavoic apnoe ra mapant@para Umer. 

27 Ka Epxovrat TaAw Etc ‘Tepogodupa. kat ev TW 
c ~ e 

Hew MELT ATOUVTOE aurou Epxovrat TOC auTov ot aoy- 

LEOELC Kal ot Yeaumareie Kal ot m920/3uTEpoL “Kat AéE- 

oe One Ue auTw il pe rola iCovata TravuTa TOUELC, Kal Tic 
siv c 

pk tr OL Thy ee pialat TavTny ore iva ravra Tous 3 oOo ae 
v 2 Kings xy. 

2.5 Kings Anoobc arox pete elTTEV avurouc ‘Exepurnow v vmac Kayo 
xiii o 

wigs makes eva " No-yov Kal aroxotOnré pol, Kal Epo bpty ev Troia 
XxXiii. 9. 

x = here only. eCovaia ravra TOW. 30 TO Pamrriopa t 70 ‘Iwavvou ee 
y ch. x. 26 al. 2 
Z chan f 31 ea ovpavov nv n eG avOporwy 5 5 amoxptOnré Hee: Kat 

ae EXO yitovro * Toc eavTove Aeyovrec ‘Eav elrwpev "RE 
23,24. Acts 9» 
1 ovpavou, sue Avatt [ovr] OvUK ETLOTEVOUTE auTw 5 He avn’ 

I % \ dul 
b Num. xxii.37. [eav | et eopiey "EE abooruy 5 5 * epoPovvro TOV Aaov 

47. 1Tim. Al bet = f ae amavrec yap * iy ov rov Lwavyny ore ” ovrwc TooPnTne 

— 22. & Exere D ab Arm. — 23. yap om. BD abev. ins. A C.—ért om. D.—zta revo X 
al. moTEby B L.—ro péddoy 0 tay ciry yevncerar adr D. omg. ore aX. yiv.—for 
@ Neyer, 5 AaAE B. OAa L.—d tay eizyom.BCL. txt A.— 24. dy om. BCD L. 
txt A K.—zpocedyeo0e cai air. BC D Lae Cypr. txt A d.—for \ap., E\aBere BC L 
Copt. Anpbeode D abe Cypr. txt A.—25. orneere ACDHVX. txt B Orig. — 
agere C.—Ov iv tr. ob. D abe Cypr.—roic om. K.—agiy X. agpyoe D.—ipar (2) 
om. D.— 26. om. B LS Copt. Arm. Theophyl. ins. AC D.—roicom.C DK 4. ins. A. 
—agyoe iuiv D abe Cypr. txt A C.—aft. vpér, ins. Neyw dé... . . dvorynoerac (as 
in Matth. vii. 7, 8) M al. — 27. éoxerat D X be Aith. —rpecB. tov Kaov D.—28. Kai 
Soae Tous om. D.—for cai, 7) B L. — 29. Kayo om. B L.—kai bef. azox. om. D abe 
Arm.—kai ty NEyw D. — 30. rec. om. TO bef. Iw. ins. A B C D L abe.—zdder jy C. 
Syr. AEth. omg. jy aft. ovp. — 31. duroyiSovro BCDKLMall. txt A.—aft. Ney. 
ins. Ti eirwpev D ad.—for tpei, Neyer ypiv D M abe Syr. Aith. Copt. Arm.—oidv om. 
ACLM Xal. abcd Copt. Asth. Arm. ins. B D v.— 32. rec. a\X’ tay with many const. 
mss, (tay D), but tay om. ABCEFGHKULMSV~X and very many mss.— 
poBotpey D. doBovpe0a D?.—rdy byAov B C.—for eiyor, ydeccav D abe Arm.—for 

\ 
swers are very similar, but with one im- you have seen Me do, in judicial anger con- 
portant addition here, viz. vv. 25,26: see demning the unfruitful and evil; but you t 
Matt. vi. 14, and 1 Tim. ii. 8. The con- must forgive.’ 
nexion here seems to be, ‘Though you 27—33.] Matt. xxi. 23—32. Luke xx. 
should aim at strength of faith,—yet your 1—8. Qur account and that of Matt. are 
faith should not work in all respects as very close in agreement, Luke’s has (see ( 

oo : 
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XII. 1—9. KATA MAPKON. Pay Wp 

x ' res) ~ ~ 4 
nv. * Kal amokolévrec Aéyouot TH ‘Inoou OvK oidajtev. 

Wee 

Kat 0 Tnsovc amoxpibetc Aéyet avroic Ovee eyo AEyw 

Ui ev Told eSovaty TauTa TOW. 

XI. ' koe} nptaro auToic év mapaPodatc Mea ©" Ap- d Matt. 38, 

TeAwva EPUTEVEEV “ avOowzoc, kal * weoeOnke ‘ ppaye 3 care 
aN Wait v h "S$. CKXIX. 12. 

ov, Kat wpucev vmohnvov, Kal (exoddpunce mupyoY, See oe ; 
kar *? eSédoro auTov Yewpyotc, Kat ‘amednpnse. * Dah Previio.” 

h here only. 
Isa. xvi. 10. 

=mpoAnvoy, 
Isa. v. 2. 

améoretAs TOC TovC Vsciene TW Kato SovAor, iva 

Taoa ToY yewoyov AGBy ™ aro Tov Kapirov Tou ap- i || only. Exod. 
~ Rs ee \ , S1UN ? iy Me ii. 21. 

TeAwvoe. ’ OL Oe AaPovrec auToOv : edcloav Kat ATEOTEL- _ Sir. Vii. 25. 

NX °o , 4 \ , i, Sty X . - a By k oe 

av meee Kal TQAALVY ATTEOTELAE TOOC auTOvuc a ahdov 1 Ps. i.8. Lam. 

iv. 18. 
m Matt. xv. 27 SovAov" Kakelvov al epe ioe | _‘ exepadaiwoay Kal 

1. €k, Rey RZ aoe al. €K; i 
amiorehay nr yunpevor > Kal [radw] aAAov a amé- Beside iy 

. Acts v. 40 al. ores’ KaKElVOV améKTELVaY, Kal modXove 6 aXdAouc, * rode o Gen, xxxi- 
\ / Ye , * , 42. Deut. xv. 

pey Ecpousices *® rouc ot cra amoktévvovrec. CETL ovv Eva 20: Lukei. 53. 
Pp Exod. Vili. 26 

al. Acts vii. 
ey 

VLOV exey * ayamntov Lavrov], améoretXe Kal avTov 7 00¢ 
58 al. 

avuTove EXATOV, Aéywr O ott * evtpamngovrat TOV VLIOV MOV. 1s eeene 
eles 2 C4 \ u ¢ Ny ¢ ois (xxxii.) 8. 
aay oe ou EW 9 él r here only f. YEwpyou ElTov TOC eavTove Ort ouToc riesoir, 

EoTW 0 " «Anpovopoc" eure dmoKretvener avroy, KGL ces 
Coe ie xX 8 pass. Exod.x. 
Huoy tora y “K noovonta. * Kat AaBovrec avuTov amré- - Lake xviii 

9 u ee = 33. 
Tl v Judg. xviii. 7. 

2 Kings xiv. 
7. Rom. viii. 
17. Gal.iv.1. 

oAéoe TouCc yewpyoue, Kal Owoel TOV apredova aAAote. my een: SB 

\ Iv) I.g eX 

Ktavav, Kat e&é3adrov F avrov ew Tov apyweA@voc. 
z , ¢€ 7 ~ ? ~ 5 ? , \ 2 

OUV Ue oO aoe TOU apmeA@voc § EAEVCETAL Kal aAT- 

évTwc, a\nOGcoD. dytTwe, drt BC L.—33. for adroic, avrg D.—eic moiay tZouvciay D. 
(év D?.) 

Cuar. XII. 1. Xadkeiv BGL bedv Syr.—iééOero K. tidero AC. txt BD L.— 
Totc yewoy. D.—2. mapa Toy yewpy. om. D abd.—\aBy om. D abd. insg. dwaovo. 
aire aft. aumekM@voc.—tay caprov BC LSyr. txt A.—3. cai A\aBdyvTeg BD L. 
txt AC. —tdnoay B?. — 4. zaduv om. X.—d008. om. B D L abedv Copt. txt A C.— 
for aréor. HTip., nripnoay BDL abcdv Gane txt A C.—5. radtw om. BCD L 
abcd Copt. Ath. txt A v.—ovde piv BDLal. ovd¢ 6 BL. adXovg 62 D. txt AC. 
—rec. a7oxréivoytec with? txt A BCDEGHKVX al. dzoxtivvovrrec L al.— 
6. ody om. B L.—avrov om. BC D L ab Syr. Arm. ins. A.—kai om. B L X Syr. Arm. 
— pbc avrov¢e om. D a.—kdkeivoy aréc., tox. D a.— 7. for éxetivor 0é ots ot 6 D abv 

Arm. — 8. 

ver. 6, 7c 6X. kar. np.) few and unim- 
portant additions: see notes on Matt. — 
32.| The tay being omitted as spurious, 
a note of interrogation must_be set after 
av@p.—a question which is answered by the 
Evangelist, ‘ quoniam haud facile quisquam 
sibi aperte timorem adscribere consuevit.’ 
Rinck. in Meyer. 

Cuapr. XII. 1—12.] This parable is, for 
the most part, identical with that in Matt. 
xxi. 33—46, and Luke xx. 9—19. The 
number, and treatment of the servants sent, 
is enlarged on here ;—and in ver. 4 there 
occurs the singular word kedadatdw, which 

rec. om. avréy. ins. ABCDM al. ace Syr. Copt.—9. ody om. B L.— 

appears to be used by a solcecism, for 
cegadiZw, ‘to wound in the head.’ Some 
have rendered it, ‘they made short work 
with him,’ which is the more usual sense of 
the word, but not probable here; for they 
did not kill him, but sent him away. — I 
must not allow any opportunity to pass of 
directing the attention to the sort of dif- 

e, in similarity, between these three 
para les,—and | observing that no origin of 
that difference is imaginable, except the 
gradual deflection of accounts from a com- 
mon, or a parallel, source :—see notes on 
Matt. throughout. — 9.] éXevoerat, &c., is 
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x Bsa. oxvil © ovde THY ypapny Tabrny aveyverre 5 AiBov ov * amedo- 
22. Jer. vi. 
30. ch. y 0. ch. viii. Kigagay ol oiKodopovvrec, ouTOC evyevnOn ig Kepadny 
17. 11z a 

y J Matt. xix. ywviac’ Tapa Kupiov eyévero avtTn, Kat tort Oav- 
‘ b , > _ € ~ 12 \ c 3 , , A 

Lak lal, 
2 catia pacTyn © &V opParpore TOY. Kat ‘° eCntrovv aurov 

Ps. x xvi. 4. 
1 Kings iv. 8. " kpatnoat, Kal EpoPnOnoav Tov oxAov" Eyvocar yap Ort 

b 1 Mace. i. 12. 

a orem © rooc avToug THY TaoapsoAny elTe. Kal agentes auTov 
oa 

: xii 1 
aa anndCov, * kal aTtoortAAovat mpoe avTov Tivac TwY 
e = Acts xxiii. 

30 ane = Papiainv Kal TwY “Hpweiaven, wa autoy "ayovowor 

g—land Acts & oy. ' 4 ot Oe eMovrec AEyousw aut AveackaXs olda- 
xiv.12. 2 Cor. fe 

eee ty Bey OTL adntic el Kal ov pede ool TEpL ovcevoc, ov yao 

h | M. and " Prérete ele Toocwmov avOporwy adr’ ‘en adnfetac 
2 Cor. x.7. ay fe ? : 
| an ce ~ 

lo ' 
iy. 29. Act zhv “odov tov Ocov StdacKec *. 1° eeort KNVvooV Kai- 
iv. 27. x. 34. ~ x ” 
Isa. SxxVil capt ™ Sovvat y OU 5 Swpev a pa Owen 5 0 6: ELowe 

k land acts, qurwy Tv bm oKpiow ELTTEV ennai Ti pen mepacers 5 
exvii. 15 al. 

1 [M. and. péperé jot Snvaprov i iva iw. * ot Oe 7 nveykay. Kal Aéeyet 
a XVil. 20 

A 

ef ana uke aurotc Tivoc nH ° ELKOV avrn Kal 1  exrypapn 3 : Ou oe 
XX1li. 2. 
Heb, vi 4. ElTrov aut Kaisagoc. 7 kat amtokoibele 0 O ‘Inoouc Elev 

n Matt. iv. 1. - e 

CRE auTOLG VArd8ore Ta Kaisapoc Kaioagr, ae Ta TOU Qeou 
| and ch. xv. Cs Poe inke TW Osw. Kal Babpasav em av7w. 1° Kat Epxovrat 
xxiii. 38 fF. 

q Rom. xiii. 7. Dig hooc dior TO0C auTOV, OlTLWEC ee avaotacw 
15 \ Cy V7.2 7, > ‘ , 

rLukeiv.22. fl) Elval, Kal exnpwrnaay avrov Néyovrec 1° © AvdackaXe, 
Acts ili. 12. 

ot See Mwone eyoapev nw orl éav ae adeh poe arobavy 

es DEUT-AXY.5. Kal KataXiny yuvaika kat TéKva pw) ‘apn, iva “Aapy a 0 
(—— att. XXIV. > Q , ~ a ~ > - \ Vv See 

Ss .14, a a genie” aceA\poce avurov THY grisea avrov Kau eCavacrnoy 
Hos. i. 3, 4. 90 ¢ \ > > \ z 

v | L.only. aor. “ oTréopa TW adeoy avutov. ~°exta [ ovr] adeApot Hoar. 
intr. Acts xv. 
5. Gen. xix. \ Zr t l 4 0 f UK 32, 34. ae 0 mpwrog "é a . yvuvatka Kal aTOUVYYOKWY OUK 

w=. Gen. iv. 2) Ue , u 2X 2* 2S \ 
26, 1x. 9. "apne oTéoua. Kal 0 EVUTEPOC EAaPEV auTyV Kat 

13. apd¢ abroy om. D ac.—zaywetowor D.—14. Kai ixnpwrwy avrov ot Papioaioat D. 
— avOparrov G K alayb: — aft. Odaoetc, ins. eizé ody Hpiv CDM abe. txt A B. 
—aft. etx. ody np. ins. ei C D abe. —15. pac Sodvar tmixepadatov cai D. — 06m. 
He) 6. om. D abe Ath.—idwv D be.—aft. wep. ins. vroxpirai G al. Arm. — 17. a0. 
otv Mal. abe.—ra rov K. r@ K. D.—2éebaijpalov B. ma caradiver C.—éyy D 
abed. txt A B (karaXeiry A).—rixvoy B L.—adrod (2) om. C.—Eavacrijoee A C.— 
20. oby om. ABC EFL V all. Syr. Theophyl. ins. D.—jcav rap’ piv D abe Copt. 

not the answer of the Pharisees, but a con- verses are—14.] éw’ G\n8., ‘ truly,’ ‘ indeed 
tinuation of the Lord’s discourse. — After —see ver. 32 and reff. — 15. ] Sopev q pH S.; 
ver. 11 comes in Matt. vv. 4¢ The originality of the report is shown by 
Meyer makes 6 dxXos the subject to €yvw- these words. They wish to drive the Lord 
cav, but I think improperly. The fear of to an absolute affirmation or negation. — 
the people is increased by the consciousness S$nyvap. Mark and Luke = 70 vépto. Tov 
on the part of the rulers that He had spoken kyo. Matt. 

_ the parable against them: they are as men 18—27.] Matt. xxii. 23—33. Luke xx. 
convicted before the people. 27—40. The three reports are very much 

13 —17.] Matt. xxii. 15—22. Luke xx. alike in matter, and now and then coincide 
20—26. The parable of the wedding-gar- verbally (Matt., ver. 27. Luke, ver. 32. 
ment, Matt. xxii. 1—14, is omitted. The Mark, ver. 23 end. Luke, ver. 33). The 
only matters requiring remark in these chief additions are found in Luke, vv. 34 — 

ABCD 
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omépua, Kal 0 Tpitoc 

enTa [eat] « ouk 

eaXarn TAVTWY amtéave Kal 1 yun * 
7 e > ~ ! > ~ 

avasraoet loray aVaOTWOL 3] amos Site 
v 

= d Mat EoTaL * yurn 3 ol yao emra “Eoxov aurny yuvaica. t kal x = | and Matt. 

aroxgbetc ¢ oO Tyoove eimev avtoie Ov dia touto Yoram y Boney, 
Isa. xlvi. 8. 

, € Matt. 4. vacbs Pa addrec rac yeapac pnde Tv Sovapy eno eye 
. 

- ot Qsov; ~ Orav yap é isis avacreow, ourE yamovow v'38. 9" 
” 

OUTE * yapioxovtat * 5 aAX Etoly we ayyedou [ou] Ep *hereonlyt. 
“5 , ~ D) 

TOLC OVEAaVOLC. a 

avéyvore ev 7 BiPprAw Mustwe 

TEOL de Twv see: OTL € Seles OUK 

a arov @ b | L. onl 
ne <4 ¢ see eee 

|» 2 
eT 

elTev auT@ 0 Dede Aéywv Eye [o] Oeoc ABoadp kat [a] xiv. 20. 

Q<dc Teatk Kal tl Qeoc “laxwop ; 

VEKOWY, adda t Coyrey" [ vpete 

*8 Kat mooceANov 

© cudnrovvtwy, ELOWC OTL 
> 72 by a 

ETNOWTNHOEV auTOV 

— 21. for r. ode abrog ap., [47 KaTaXuray BC L. 

gic TWY yoauparéwy axovoac auT@v 

KaAwe avrolc arexgiOn 
e ’ > \ 7 ie 
Tlota ort Towrn } wavrwy 

PH ose 
OUK eoTU 6 Ococ 

ouy | OND wAavacbe. 

bb Matt. xix.0. 
e ch, viii. 11. 
d = Matt. xv.7. 
e = Matt. xix. 

18. xxi. 23. 
¢ f Lev. iv. 13. 

Matt. v. 19. 

txt (ins. ov« bef. ag. D) A D ad. 

" evroAn 3 

—0o roiroc bef. ocabr. om. D and (22) kal after it. —éa Bor avryv om. BC LM. ins. 
A D.—aft. ait7y ins. weattwe cai A.—aft. extra om. kai B C L. 

éoxaroyv [dé] BC GH K Lall. 
— 23. ody om. BCE F HLS V X all. Copt. 

ins. A av.—bef. yuvv2) ins. 

jTavrT. om. D. 

avacr. om. BC DL e¢ Syr. Copt. 
24. for ei0., yevxwoxovrec D Orig.—aft. 0. ins. oidare D.— 

txt Origen.—oi ayy. B Orig. 
ins. A B. — 26. rou Barov ABCEFGHKLMSV 

txt A D abe.—aft. 0. (2nd) ins. eiye M al. Orig. 
2nd time K. 

éxyapioxovrar A FH. yaptZovow D. 
C DKLM all. abe Copt. Syr. 
all. txt D Orig.—zéc civey BC Lal. 
@. three times without 6 B D Orig. 

ins. A D ac.—éoy. 
txt A—«. 7) y.a7. BCDL. txt A. 
ins. (aft. avacr. D a) A D ac.—trav 

» A D*. om. B C.— 
25. ovre yapifovraa BC GL. 

aft. ayy. om. ot 

txt A C Orig. —27. bef. vexpdv 
ins. Qedc M al.—rec. bef. ZwyTwy ins. Oed¢ with nearly all const. mss. (Scholz), but om. 

 ABCDK Lal. abedv Orig. Syrr. Copt. Arm.—ipetg¢ ody om. B C L. 
— 28. idoy C D Lal. abe Syrr. Ath. Arm. Aug. 

oxaXe D be.—évrod} rpHTn ravtTwy BC. 

36, where see notes, and on Matt. through- 
out.—26. ] émt THs Batov (so also Luke) ;— 
either, ‘in the chapter containing the history 
of God appearing in the bush,’ or, ‘ when he 
was at the bush.’ The former is the more 
probable, on account of the construction of 
the verse in our text.—In Luke, if we had 
his account alone, the other rendering might 

- be admissible, ‘ Moses testified, at the bush:’ 
- but this will not answer in our text. 

28—34.] Matt. xxii. 34—40, but with 
differing circumstances. There the ques- 
tion appears as that of one among the Pha- 
risees’ adherents, who puts this question, 
metipalwy avToy,—and in consequence of 
the Pharisees coming up to the strife, after 
He had discomfited the Sadducees. I should 
he.disposed to take Mark’s as the “Accurate 
account, seeing that there is nothing in the 

“question which indicates enmity, and our 

ins. A D abe.— 
txt A B.—aft. avroy, ins. Néywy dda- 

tvT. 70. omg. TavT. D. rec. macHy with 

Lord’s answer, ver. 34, plainly precludes it, 
The man, from hearing them disputing, 
came up, and formed one of the band who 
gathered together for the purpose of tempt- 
ing Him; and Matthew’s account seems to 
assign his question to this motive, classing 
it with the other captious inquiries: Mark’s 
report however, which here is wholly un- 
connected in origin with Matthew’s, is that 
of some one who had taken accurate note of 
the circumstances and character of the man. 
— 28.] The motive seems to have been, ad- 
miration of the Lord’s wise answer, and a 
desire to be instructed further by Him. — 
mpwr. wavT. évt.;—this wasoneof the payai 
voptrat (Tit. iii. 9),—which was the great- 
est commandment. The Scribes had many 
frivolous enumerations and classifications of 
the commands of the law. — mwavtov, not 
Tacoy. — TpweTyH-TavTwv in both places is 

gore 
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‘peohiy | ’Axove Tae KUOLOC 0 bee aime KUpLoc Elc 

£& Eph. vi. 6. 
Col. iii. 23. 
Devt. vi. 5. 

ETI, 

h Eph. iy. 18. 

i Lev. xix.18. 2 évroAn. | 

wAnsiov ma ws SEMUTOY. 
~ , 

> Kal ELTev auTw 0 Yoanpar eve Kade owa- 
> o 

OUK é0Tl,. 

0 Wp , , ‘ , 
Kal addres: = KUOLOV TOV Ocov oOU 

' kat deurépa Opota avrn 

®e€ oAne Tie 
Kapolac cov, Kut ¢& OAne Tne puxns cov, kal & OAne 7™¢ 

” Stavolac Boe kat e& OAne m™e tax boc cou. [avrn mporn 
, 

Ayarioec Tov 

adXn evroAn pelo TOUTWY 

j ver. 14. oKale" Jem’ adnOciag eimac Ore eic eort [Bede J, Kal ouK 

for addoc 7Anyv avrou. 3 kal TO ayaray avrov & 

oAne TNE rape laes Kat & oXne TIC suvésewe, Kat ef odne 

carpets TG puyne, Kat 2 oAng TC lax voc, Kal TO ayaray Tov 

Hebe a TAnclov we *eavrov, * m)etov gore Tavtwy twv | OAo- 

Paha KAUTWMATWY Kal t Ouowy. “Kat o "Inoove LOWY aUTOV OTL 

m Her only “youvex@c amekolOn, eimev avr Ov ” fakody el amo 

Josh. ix.22. rnc BaotXstac tov Qeov. Kat ovdeic ovKére éroAma avTor 

many mss., but txt ABCEFGHKLSYV all. Syr. Theophyl. — 29. rec. racéyv 
with many later const. mss., but txt (rwavtTwy mp. omg. év7. D ab) ACDEFGHSVX 
all. (0. may. évtohy tomy airy C. mp. 
a7reKO- 
k. €& 6. r. W. cov om. K al. 
Copt. 
ratty D. 
Theophyl. a ins. (6 6. D) D ade Hil. —A@ oc om. D a.—33. ai . 

.. tox. om. D Arm.—we ceavrov A D. Copt.—kai . 

may. évt. A. mo. dvr. X).—for ver. 29, 
"Ino. bre wparn éoriy B. — 30. hag aod. B X.—rij¢ (three times) om. B.— 

k. && 0. T. Ola. o. Om. D e Cypr.—air. mo. évr. om. BEL 
ins. A D bed Cypr. Hil.—ro. wavtrwy K al.— 31. 

32. Kan. elec D abe Hil.—aft. cig tort om. Oeb¢ ABK LM SV al. Syr. Fath. 
dpota om. BL Copt.— 

. poy. om. B La 
txt B abev.—for 7A. +) TEDLTCO= 

tepov B L.—reec. bef. Ovo. ins. roy, with many mss., but om. A BD FGLS V al. — 
34. avroyv om. D L al. dev Arm. Hil.—ovdxére om. D. 

treated almost as one w ord, so that TaVTOV 
does not belong to rév éyr., but, q.d. ‘ first- 
of-all of the commandments.’ — 29. ] Mark 
cites the passage entire,—Matt. only the 
command itself :—compare the LXX.—In 
this citation the Vat. reading dravoiac and 
the Alex. rapdiac are combined ; and isyvoc 
= Svvdpewe. ‘Thou shalt love the Lord 
with spirit, soul, and body :”2..with the inner 
spirit,-and_ the_outer. life: This is faith 
working by love: for K.6 0. jpav is the 
language of faith.—31.] The Lord adds 
this second, as an application or bringing 
home of the first.—The first is the Swn, so 
to speak, of the spiritual life:—this the 
lesser light, which reflects the shining of 
that other. It is like to it, inasmuch as 
both are laws of love: both deduced from 
the great and highest love: both dependent 
on ‘I am the Lord thy God,’ Ley. xix. 18. 
— Stier (ii. 474) sets forth ‘beautifully the 
strong contrast between the requirements 
of these two commands, and the then state 
of the Jewish Church’: see John vii. 19.— 
82, 33.] The Scribe shows that he had 
entered into the true spirit of the Lord’s 

txt A B. — 36. yap om. BLa 

answer; and replies in admiration at its 
wisdom. — Observe ouvéoews = Oravoiac. 
— ddok. x. 0., the things to which the out- 
ward literal observers paid all their atten- 
tion. — 34.] vovvexos—Attice, vouveydr- 
Twc, opposed to appdvwe, Isocr. v.7 (Meyer). 
— Ov pakpav . . This man had hold of 
that principle in which Law and Gospel are 
one; he stood as it were at the door of the 
Kingdom of God. He only wanted (but 
what a want !) repentance and faith, to be 
within it. 
even outside His flock, those who can 
answer vovveyx@c—who have knowledge of 
the spirit of the great command of Law 
and Gospel, are nearer to being of His 
flock, than the formalists :—but then, as 
Bengel adds, ‘ Si non procul es, intra : alias 
prestiterit, pr ocul fuisse.’ — Kai ovdels 
. . . . This is apparently out of its place 
here, as it is after the question which now 
follows, that Matt. relates this discomfiture 
of His adversaries. We must not however 
conclude too hastily, especially where th 
minute accuracy of Mark is at stake. Thi 
question just asked was the last put to the 

The Lord shows us here that — 
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XXVii. 38. Kadov ex dekv@v pLou twe av Oo rove ¢ xIoobe GOV 1 Kings xxiii 
er , ~ - UTOTOOLOV TOY TOOWY Gov. * Abroc ral Aavié Aé- r Mat. a BBs 

Ss , \ Isa. Ixvi. 
yet avrov Kuplov, Kat " ro0ey vide avrov EST Kalco Pein: 
s x aN ” ” 38 rr = Lukei. 43. 

TO ve oxAo¢ nKovev auTou * 9Pewc" Kal eAeyev os here only. 
2 Cor. xi. 19. avroic év TH) owdayy avurou " BNémere a aro TOY Yeapparéwv uch. viii. 15 

TOY Oedévrey ev 

omovc ev Talc ayooatc 38 

aywyaic Kal 

¥ orolaic TepiTaTEW, Kal 

Kat “mpwrokabedotac é Ev TALC GUV- 
Wee eM  lay ae cehr ee SE 40 _¢ pwrokAtouag Ev TOLC Sa, ou 

only.a7ro = 
Matt.vii.15 al. 

Vv ch. xvi. 5. 
Luke xv. 22. 
Jonah iii. 6. 

w || and 1 Cor. 
Xvi. 22. Col. 

w 
aoTa- 

Zz 
KaT- 

' N O5AL ~ ~ \ iv. 18+. 
. 1 eobiovres Tac outage TWY PLES, sae * moopacet paKod z hey ace 

Tpocevyouevor’ ovrot AnY~ovrat TEpIssOTEpOV KOI. 22 or xi, 30. 
41 \ r e ~ b Gal. v. 15. 

Kat cabicac 0 Insove katévayte tov © yaCopuAakiou Isa. ix. 12. 
’ Ve ~ c y P ar . xi 

Mewpe THC O OxAoc “ Parr ° Xadkov LC TO yalopu- key is.” 
, \ E Phil. i. 18. 

Aakioyv. Kal a wAovctot 3adXov moAAa, 7 Kal. Acts xxvii. 
av!) as f , , Se sh x Pr o a Ate Hos. x. 

eAfovca “pia ynoa mrwyn EBadre ewra Ovo O eote * 
b ||and Dan. iv.33. Luke xii. 4. 1 Cor. xii. 23 al. 
c Luke xxi. 1. John viii. 20. 2 Macc. v.18 al. 

Copt.—krai obroc A. D Arm. (but et ipse d). 
ins. B DL.—r@ bef. ay 

txt BL abed.—kafioor B. 
Ojo D?.—for troz., broxatw BD Copt. 

ins. A v.—bef. zodA. om. 6 D.—kai abrov aKovey 6&we D bd. — 
txt A B v.—aft. yoap. ins. kai Toy TEdw- 

om. AE FGHKMSYV X al. 
tivev (2) Nye ADEGHKSV al. 
—for 96, @oow D. 
om. B D La Hil. 
38. 6 6& dWackwy dpa Edeyey abroic Da. 

bb ch. xi. 
d = || and John xii. 6. 

2. Luke xix. 30. Zech. xiv. 4. =amTévavtt, M. 
e=ch. vi. 8. f Matt. viii. 19 al. 

txt A be Hil—éyv om. B.—r@ bef. ved. 
. om. A. ins. B D.—for 

txt A D.—day om. D. 
txt A abed. — 37. otv 

vov D (qu. mistake for réy OX. originally, and thence incorporated with it ?).—ayopate 
movto0at D.—zpowrokd\ynoiag A. — 40. 
and 7év om. D.—aft. cai ins. dpparvGyv D al. abc. 

Tove. EBarov FV Lal. Theophyl.—42. z7wy7}0m, ... wAovotwr0om.Dd. éPaddov D. 

Lord, and therefore the notice of its being 
the last, comes in fitly here. The inquiry 
which follows did more than silence their 
questioning: it silenced their answering 

_ too; both which things Matt. combines as 
the result of this day, in his ver. 46. 
ga. 37. ] Matt. xxii. 41—46. Luke xi. 
41—44. The reports are apparently inde- 
pendent of any common original, and only 
agree verbally in the citation from the 
LXX.— See notes on Matt. —87.] «.6 
qo. Ox. aK. avr. 78. is peculiar to Mark. 
—Observe év TO Tv. TO Gyiw (Mark and 
Matt.) = év BiBrwo Wahpav Luke: a co- 

cidence not to be passed over. 
38—40.] Luke xx.45—47. These verses, 

nearly verbatim the same in the two Evan- 
gelists, and derived from a common report, 
are an abridgement of the discourse which 
occupies the greater part of Matt. xxili.— 
with the additions of Oe. év otoX. trepurr., 
-and otto. An. wepio. kpipa. The words 

KkatéoPovrec B. 

common origin, — 41.] tod 

karecQiovo.y D abed.—rac 
txt A B.— 41. azévayr7e B. — Barre, 

v Tq 818. avt. seem to imply that Mark 
understood it as a compendium. — karte- 
oiovtes, a change of construction not with- 
out example in the classics: Herod. i. 51, 
Aaxedatpoviuy papévwy eivat dvadepa, 
ovK dp0ac hEyovTEc. 

41—44.] Luke xxi. 1—4: probably a 
yal. This is 

ustially mderstood of thirteen elasts which 
stood in the court of the women, into which 
were thrown contributions for the temple, 
or the tribute (of Matt. xvii. 24). But it 
is hardly likely that they would be called 
To yal., and we hear of a building by this 
name in Joseph. Antt. xix. 6,1. Liicke, 
on John viii. 20, believes some part of the 
court of the women to be intended, perhaps 
a chamber in connexion with these chests. 
—The Lord had at this time taken His 
leave of the temple, and was going out of 
it—between Matt. xxiii. end, and xxiv. — 
42.] Newra = mon», the smallest Jewish 
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Le 8 , 43 \ , ‘ 0 ‘ > ~ 

g Matt. v. 26 KO ag Kal BipGERS MEP HEURE i ii Eas avtov ABD 
only fT. 

h eta Ta, aurTotc “Auny jy AEywW vp Ort 1 Xnoa avrn 7 wren 

ii. 36. 
iPhil.iv. wAgiov mavtwy * BéePAnce TWV t Baddovrwr ELC TO yaco- 

only +. h 
a uke vill. pudAakvov. - mayrec ap EK TOU TEpLasEvOVTOC avroic 

1 Mit, viii.19 , 
eBadov, auTn O& EK ane ‘VOTEPIGEWS aUTNC TaV’Ta oa 

eevee: Viii. , >, ies 

a7.) 1sobn evyev éarev, bAov ror * Biov auTne. 
iii. 1. 
a dies fe I eM ~ ¢ ~ t 
meet ok PLT ies) Kai EKTOPEVOMEVOU AUTOU EK TOU LEOOU, Eyer 
0 || Jud. ii. 23. > ~1# ~ ~ > ~ , 7 m \ 

p—Matt: = auT@ — slg TWY panr@v avrov Avackads ide ™ toraTrot 
Sek a , \ ‘oo , , «Come ~ > \ 

oia'ex. AUot Kat woraTrat " o1KOdomat. * Kai o Inoove aroxpOcic 
7. 2 Thess. 5 > , , ‘ , ? a , ? 
oe Acts €LTEV AUTH BAéretc TavuTac Tac peyarac OLKOOOLAaC 5 OU 

‘ , = , ? \ , a > ‘ ) eS 

cae ey) apeOy * NiOoc exit * AiIw oc ov py ! karadvOy. 
s Matt. xvii.l 3 \ , ? eh OS wey, ~ , ~ r I 
See 7, Kat KaOnpévou avTov “iC TO OME TWY EXawy * Karé- 

a rere ~ e¢ ~ , , Laan Ss 7 Or , \ 

ee pap Tir LEQOV, ETNOWTWY GUTOY KaT LOoLay Ilerpoc Kal 
Rom.ix.28 % 77 NT , Vee 8 / 4 Pu Ak Cet , 
or Jer. xvi, 4? lakwBoc Kat Iwavyncg Kat “Avépeacg * Eure ayiv more 

v Matt. xxvii. 

Pee = of, ere Nv ut ed ON , ~ 
w =||. CoLii. 8 TAUTA E0TAL, KAL TL TO ONMELOV OTaV be 4] TaAvVTa TavTa 

al. u ~ aa 5 (< oe | ~ > 7) \ > ~ vy» re, 

x‘VandMatt. “ouvteAsoOar; °o OF neous atokoulete aUnane nosaro 
xxii. 29. Isa. 
Hibs Micah Aéyay “ BNéemere wn wig vpag “qravnon ° moAdot yap 
i. 
= ch. ix. 39. ) 

* Luke xxiv. eheboovrat Y emt Tw Ovomatt pov, Nyovree é ote * eyw Elf, 
7. ss 7 ‘ 

Seer eon ak Kat 7woAAove a Naahgovaly. oTay o& “ aKovonre ToAEmoue 
5 (iii. 1). \ A ps 3 

Solin vik ss. Kal > axoac roAdguwv, un © Oposiabe, “ det yao yevicba, 
XVUI.0, 6,5. 95 > ” . , 3 /: A z 4 

a=landMatt.aXX’ ovmw to Téroc. **Eyepfycetac yao EOvoc emt 
Xxiil. 16. of \ ! ae ' \ 7 \ 

b Matt. iv. 24. eQvoc Kal Pacwleta €7l BaotAstay, [Kat] ECOVTAL a 
2 Kings xiii. 

¢ IM. Eo Kara TOTOUC, Kat Eaovrat Amor [Kat * Tapaxat). * aoxal 
ii. 2. Cant. XZ 8: Oe 

z hd nee © OOivwy raura. vino) ETTETE € VILELC EavTouc® Tapa (w= 
= Acts xii. 
32. Dan. ii. 38. e || M. Isa. xix. 2. f || and Acts xiv. 23. ii. 46. v. 42 al. g pres v. 4only t. 

h Ex. xv. 14. Job xxi. 17. Isa. xxi. 3. i constr. 2 John 8. k= Matt. x. 17. xxvil.18 

D abc Arm. ins. A B Orig. — 43. BeBX., Gate A BDL al. Orig.—rec. Badévrwr, 
with? tttABDELVX Orig. (twice.) — 43. aft. yap, ins. odrot D d. 

Cuap. XIII. 1. bef. rév pad. ins. ie AF Xal. txt B D.—aft. ofc. ins. rod tepou 
D dc.— 2. tix. abroic D ab.—BrEéErete D ad.—bef. ov ins. apy yw bpiv bre D abe 
al. Arm.—aft. age0y ins. Ode BD G Lal. abd. txt Av.—izi ov BGLMX al. 
txt A D.—aft. earadX. ins. kat Oud roy rpeoiv dddXoe avacTicEeTa avev YELOwY 
D abe Cypr.—3. éxnpwra BL.—o Mér. D.—4. elroy BDL. txt A.—pt\XNee DEM X 
al. txt A B.— 5. for 7p&. Néy., eiwev avroic D al. ad.—zXavjoa D. — 6. yap om. B. 
—kai om. B.—7. dxov_ere B.—p1} OopuBetaPat(e) D al.—yado om. B. — 8. bef. écovrat, 
om. cai B D Lal. Copt. ins. A abc.—aft. ré7. om. cai B L Copt. Arm.—éoovrat (2) 
om. D abe Arm.—kai rapayai om. B D L abedvy Copt. Ath. ins. AA—apy7) BDKL 
al. ab Syrr. Copt. Auth. Arm. txt A, and nearly all const. mss. (Scholz.) — 9. BAéw.... 

coin: see Lightfoot. Mark adds 6 éott kod. mented in Matt., where see notes; also 
for his Roman readers:—the Aerrdby—= those on Luke. —1.] motamot AiPor. — 
4 of an as.—demr. Svo0, as Bengel remarks, Josephus, B. J. v. 5, 2, 3, says, wétpac Oé 
are noticed, because she might have kept recoapdxovra mHyxetc Td peyeDoc oav Tov 
back one. — 43.] mwAetov—more, in God’s dophparoc. And again, vi. 4, 1, 2 npéoate 
reckoning ;—more, for her own stewardship abvadsiTTw¢ 1) orepporar n Tacwy §hEzr0- 
‘of the goods entrusted to her care. Aig TURTOVTAa TOY TOiXov obdty ivucev* 

Cuap. XIII.] Matt. xxiv. Luke xxi.5 adda cai TabTIC kai TOY G\Nwy 7d peye- 
—36. The accounts are apparently dis- @o¢ Kai » appovia TOV iOwy 9} yy apevor, 

_ tinct, and each contains some fragments —8.] Ilér. «. “Idk. . 2. . = ot padnrai 
_ which haye escaped the others. On the Matt., = rivéc Luke. —4.] wavra rt. im- 
_ matter of the prophecy, I have fully com- plies that they viewed the destruction of 
\ 
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XIII. 1—20. 

N eed ? ] BS \ ? ‘ m , 

OOUOL yee upac Etc OUVE pla, Kaul €&lC ouvaywyac oapi- 

Se , \ 

: €77l NYEHovan Kal Pacttéwy ; orabynoeabe 

>) 
pv ? ~ ’ q , - 

EVEKEV EMOV, ELC PaOTUOLOV avuTolc, 

\ 

cease, Kal 

Ul ~ ~ ~ 

ZOvn det TOWTOV KnovyxOnvac TO evayyéAtov. 1 Grav oe 

ia aywou vpac TAOAOLOOVTEC, 

onre [, pnde - peAetare |, ad O 
Lol Ly / 

TH woa rouro AaAsirE’ ov ya VILEL t AaXov ry OU | tre, OU Yap OTE UHELC ot Aadovyrec, 
- 9 

ada TO TvEv[LA TO AYLOV. 2 rapadwoe 6 * adeA hoc 
> \ > 7 \ N 

adeA pov cic Oavatov, Kat TaTno 
/ aEN re \ 

OOVTAL TEKVA ETL yovetc Kal 

of 7) , € \ , ‘ \ 

EOEDUE PLoOUMLEVOL UTO TAVTWV ova TO 

c , ? , o , 

UTOMELVAG ELC TéAoc, OUTOC owlnoerat. 

TO * Pdéduypa Tne ¥ gonumoewe 

-~ , * e ‘\ e ~) = 

TOU moopitov | EOTWC OTOUV OU Et 

a ' a , ©»? ~~» , 

VOELTW TOTE OL EV Ti) Tovdala 

15 Oo 

8 > NOE Ly , > - 7 =. 16 AY 

pence ELCE ETW aoal TL EK THC OLKLAC AVTOV Kal O 

‘ > \ ’ Wate. #2 , > 

TOV aypov [ov fp) emiotosWaTw ELC 

e > -~ 
7 

(LaTLOY GUTOU. 
n 

rate © OnAaZovoate ev ékelvatce Talc Huépate. 

\ ef ‘ 

xeob: os wa pn * yevntat 
9 7 ‘ e ’ a 

9 Eoovrat yao at npéoat EKELVAL 
i 7, 333 - k ! 

ToLavTN aT apXNG — KTLOEWC 
-~ - \ > ‘ 

rou vuv, Kal ov pm yévnTat. 
A € y} >) an > 4, 

Bwoe Tac nméoac, OVK av cowOn 
‘\ 2 . ‘\ > 

rove °&KAEKTOUG OUC ecedecato 

tavr. om. D al. a Arm.—tira vpac map. D 

10. ra bef. gv. om. D.—aft. evay. i 

ABDGKL Mal. Orig. Theophyl. 

al. ac Copt. ASth. 
BD Lac. txt A—ézavaorioera D. 

Arm. ins. A c.—éoric AEF V. 

ins. ré dvaywworet D ad. — 10. 

BL cCopt. txt ADv.— 16. 

rec. 

om. B.—pi) yetp@rvoc yévwrrat D ac. pu) 

iL. txt A—19. @dtbee A D abcde. 

ins. rotavrar D adv.—aft. cric., iv B CL. 

py yévorvrat D. odd’ ob yévnrar F Gal. 

the temple as part of a great series of 

eyents, which had now by frequent pro- 

phecy become familiar to them. ‘ All these 

things about which Thou so often speakest.’ 

; —9.] eis ovvay., a frequent construction— 

_ ye shall be taken into the synagogues and 

beaten there.’ So also in ver. 16.—11.] 

Mark has vv. 10, 11 peculiar to himself. 

KATA MAPKON. 

\ s oe / / 

pn © mpopeoyivate Th AaAn- 

w rf) , > \ 13 \ 
aVaATWOOVOLY AUTOUC, Kal 

uy Xie, \\ ~ , if A , > > , 

* Oe EWL TOU owparoc y tay) KatraBarw [ ete THY oixtay | at 
? > 

>) \ 

17® oval Oe TALC EV yaorol 

n puyn VOY XEUwVOC as 

*» @Anke, ‘ola ov YEYOVE x 

* ne EKTLOEV O Qe0c, é 

ns. éy aor 

txt A Orig. (apoped. Orig.)—for rovro, auto 
— 14. 

éorynkora BL. 
6 om. B F H.—xai 0 
éxi tov ayo. M. 

om. D. —17. 6é& om. D.—OnraZopévarcg D.— 18. rae 

txt B C.—oiat ov éyévovto D abcdv. 
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1 Matt.xxvi.59. 
John xi. 47 
al. + 

m ch, xii. 3. 
0 7 oo y . Acts v. 40. 

Kab CLC TTaAyTa Ta US Ach xxr. 
o Acts xxiy.20. 
p ch. x. 29. 
gq Zeph. iii. 8. 
r Matt. x. 18 al. 

Acts vi. 12. 
s here only t. 
t Acts iv. 25. 

Prov. viii. 7. 
u = Matt. xii. 

39. xvi. 4. 
v || M. only. 

Deut. xix. 11. 
Xxii. 26. 

w || and 2 Cor. 
vi.9. 1 Pet. 
lil. 18. 

x || M.Luke xvi. 
15.Dent.xxix. 
17 al. 

y | M. Jer. 
a. (xxv.-) 

IN u eG i > > fj 

€av 600» uplv ev EKELV)) 

0 ‘ N\vis , 
TEKVOV Kal E77 AVAOGT?)- 

” , ¢ \ 

ovopa LOU. 19) oe 

14¢ Noo 
Oray 8: ienre 

Si oziee \ en nN Z DAN. ix. 27. 

[70 * pnbev ume Aavina © xii. 
a || M. Acts vi. 

13. xxi. 28. 
Ps. Ixvii. 5. 

peu trwo y ? Sey) Lae aor 
a vi. 3. 

o/ ELC TA OPN wy Matt. ii. 23. 
Luke ix. 61 

e > 
10) avaylVvwoKWY 

»” ¢ Ezek. vii. 13. 
€lc d John vi..66 al. 

diy ee y , e Matt. xxiii. 
7 passim. 

TA OTLOW ANAL TO syatt.i.is, 23. 
2, fae , \ g¢ = Luke xxiii. 

Eyovoalc Kal 29. Gen. xxi. 
18 , 7. oe Matt. 

eo pe chtGh 
TT OOCEV h constr. Rom. 

nen xiii. 3. 
i pleon. Rev. 

vi. 14. ch. vii- 
25. 
= ch. x. 6. 

2 Pet. iii. 4. 
1 Exod. ix. 18. 

il’ 

EWC si 
m || M. 2 Kings 

20 Nee Su, ? , ane 

Kal € un KUotog ™ EKOAO-  Pevit-xxi 
n = Leva 2 \ . 18. xxii. 23. 

Tacd oaos adXAa oua n = Matt. xiii. 

’ , N oF 19 al. Gen. 

éKOAOWoE TAC NMEOAC. ae ee 

Wisd. iii. 9. 1 Pet. ii. 9. Col. iii. 12. 2 Tim. ii. 10. Tit-i 1. 

a.— yap om. B.—aft. yeudvwy ins. oe A K. 

roic 20vect D.—11. adywouy 

dyaywou, with qu. ?—pdé ped. om. BDL 

iro De. — 12. wai mapad. 

ro p. ox. A. 7. 79. om. BD L ab Copt. 

istnxoc D. txt qu. ?—aft. vosirw 

D. txt A.—sic Tv otk. om. 

Oy om. BD Lal. ins. A.—éic Ta 

i mpoceby. D a.—r $vyt) Ul. 
and add 7 caGBarov 

txt ABC. 

7. ext. 6 O. om. D ae. txt A C?.—ovdé 

txt A BC. — 20. aft. spac (1) ins. éxeivac 

x. Tavra yéernta La, 

Luke (vv. 14, 15) has something very like 

them—Matthew, nothing: but they occur 

Matt. x. 19, where see note. —12.] = Kat 

GAXANAovE Tapadw@oover Kai puonoovow 

addhdouc Matt. —14.] Sov ov Sei—see 

note on Matt. ver. 15.—18.] Matt. adds 

pdt tv caBBary. Mark wrote mostly 

for Gentile readers, and thus perhaps was 
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1 \ , +7 c -~ / ‘lo 4 ? 8 c A n Kk , a 

p ver. 8. Kal rons cay rte ULL ELT) OU WOE O Xptstoc n * tou 
q | only. 22 p q 

5 nee exe, mw) *® risTEVONTE. éyeoOhoovrat yp ' Pevddx prorot 

waco kal “ pevdorpopnrat Kat * Owoouct onpcta Kal ici mpoe 
Deut. 1. 

8 Kings xiil ro ‘amomAavay et Ovvartor [Kat | rove ekAEKTove. * ° Umeic 

thi. v.10 " BrE * (dod ‘wooeipnKa vupty way *aXrr é pained Pay: EMTETE’ poeipy july inthe v 
ii. 21. , / cm eo \ ‘ - ’ , ¢ 

uabs- ver.83 EKELVALC TALC mpepaeg pera THY Odupew ekeluny O nAtoc 
only. 

v Rom. ix. 29. 
w Luke xxiii. 

45. Rev.ix. 
2. Rosie xii. 

= e 

x constr. Matt. y- 
xix. 22. Heb. real a 
v. 12. 

y Isa. xxxiv. Pie 
Dan. viii. 10. 

z Matt. xi. 7. 
Luke vi. 48. 
Ps. xvii. 7- 

a Dan. vii. 13. 
Isa. XXXili. 
17. Acts 
XXvi. 12. 

b Matt. xxiii 
37. Luke xii. 
1. 2 Chron. 
xx. 26. Isa. 
lii. 12. 

e Zech. ii. 6. / \ 

d Deut.xxx.4, YEVITAL KAL 

* duvapetc au ev Tote oupavotc 

ace perd ouvapewe * 

amooreAEt TovG _ayyéhous | Lavrov | kat 

exekrove avrou eK TWDV 

yne £we aKoov ovpavov. 
SS , a Lie ” ¢ 7, 

THV mapa[sodny. OTaVv auT7ne nen ts) Khadoe 

‘expun Ta prrra, yrvwokere ort eyyve TO 
\ 

¥ Hexoriodncerar, Kal mn seAtun ov * dwoet TO peyyoe aurne, 

* Kal ol aoTéDEC 5 ba Eoovrat eK TOU ovpavov [ ex |aimrovrec, 

‘oadevPoovrat, 

Kal TOTE opovrat TOV VLOV TOU avPporov By év 

moAAne Kal doSne. * Kat Tore 
b 
emiouvacet Touc 

“ reaoaowy aveLoy, amr “a akoov 
5 > 

8° Amro Ob THe oUKNC uabere 
ec \ 
amanog 

Jer. xii. 12. , ’ , 29 ie 

Neh 1-9 féo0¢ eotiv" OUTW Kal UEC, OTay TaUTa 1 is yevoueva, 
e || only. Lev. 

14. te sf Ee : ae onty YWWOKETE OTL eyyoc éoTtv “Em Sopa. aun Neyo 
Ss. Cll €. = tA > ‘ 

sym. UpLLY OTL OV BT * raperOy n yeved avrn HEX UC ov Tayra 
g | M. Acts v. % ; 

9. Prov. ix. 31 Ke a 

9 trove TauTa ‘yevyrat. 0 ovpavoc eae n yn giles ee 

a t oe AO j EXO Oe h=Mattv.18. Tal, Ol O& AOYOL yee ov pn Paes WO. ? rept € 
2 Cor. Vv. . 
past ~ € U ? ! 

Be eo a ™e nNepac eKetvnc * Kat [rnc | woac ovdete oidey, ove’ 

ol ayyedou ol év ovpavy, OvoE 0 VLOC, El uy 0 TarTnp. 

EGM ¢ Syr. Copt. Arm.—déud r. ted. adrot D ab Arm.—21. idé (1) BL?. 
—7 om. Lal.—kai Bv Syr.—idé (2nd) BDL. om. C. 

txt B b al. — 22. Wevddyp. kai om. D.—for découct, touncovew D a.— 
ins. A C abcdv Orig. — 23 

txt (ot é« 7. ov. D. wizr. B D) A BC D al. Syr. 

al. Theophyl. 
bef. rodc éxA. om. cai B D. 
Cypr. — 25. rec. row ovp. éoorT. éxr. 
—ai dvy. roy ovoavey D ac. — 26. ty ved. om. X. 

txt C D ae. — 27. avrov om. BD La. kai 06. moAX. ABM Syr. A#th. Arm. 
A C c.—éimtovyvatovo. F L M Ath. 
with a. ékpun (uncertain) A B C. 
of éxpvn) D KE V edv al. —yuvwonera(e?) BD. 
Gépoc. TéAog K. — 29. wavra ravra D c.—yuwoera(e?) A BD. 

txt A C.—rapedkedoerat ACE F GHLMSVal.aArm. txt BD. brov B. Ewe ob Dal. 

an dkgwv D ab. 
txt (add éy adry D, thereby determining the sense 

txt A CDs 
txt A.— riorevere ACDFHLV 

.t0o} om. BLa. ins. ACD be 

txt AB C= 
ins. 

txt A B C. — 28. rec. ixpiy, 

txt Tov ved. D. 

txt A C. —ort On D. éyyd C.—for 
-ere C. — 30. péxotc 

—31. 0b py wapeXedoovrar BK Led. txt ACD a.— 82. for rai, A ABCEHKLMS?VX 
al. ¢ Syr. Basil. Cyr. 
Basil. ins. B C DL. mes év ovp. B. 
A D.—otéé 6 vide om. X 

not likely to report this. —19.] xticews, 
fs extusev . . . and éxXextovs ods éke- 
Ad~ato, peculiarities of Mark’s style—for 
greater solemnity. — 24.] év éx. +. tp. 
pera tT. OA. éx.—then those days come 
after that tribulation: see note on Matt. 
ver. 29.— 25.] Evovtat éxm. (= recovvrar 
Matt.), Mark’s usage.- Our Evangelist 
omits the mourning of the tribes of the 

txt Da Iren.—rij¢ om. bef. dp. AE MS 
oldev.. 

(but almost alone :—all the best MSS. versions and Fathers 

genies.’ 

V X all. Eus. T heophyl. 
..--AoC. txt (r@ odo. D) 

earth, and the seeing the sign of the Son of 
Man. — 30.] 4 yevea atrn—see on Matt. 
ver. 34. Meyer, who is strongly for the 
literal and exact yeved, states in a note that 
yeved never absolutely means ‘ nation,’ but 
that it may by the context acquire this sense 
accidentally trom its meaning as race, ‘pro- 

This is exactly what is here wanted. 
Never were a nation so completely one ye- 

ABCD 
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33 i 
| PAémere, aypumveirs [Kat mpocedy coe |: ovk oldate Ernie” 

yap TOTE O Kaupoc ‘ cor. 

™ apel¢ THY olKiav avrov [kat] ' ‘dove TOL Sovrotc avutou 
\ fe} at ’ \ A A \ 

TYHV ESOUVCLAV, Kil EKaOTW TO 

’ Pupwow everstharo iva 4 

*Ks x 

7 pecovuKTiov 1) 

FONT 

ALyw, Tact AEyw, yenyopeire. 

XIV. '*H»v & 76 

mepac, Kal 1 eeairovy ol do tepetc Kal ot Yappar ec Twe 

* ey oly * auroy 

a a Mné ev 7 c00TY), ° untrore Dopuoc * torat Tov Aaov. ® 

3 Kat o epee auTou ev ByOavia év Ty out Zipwvoe TOU 

Aepou, * UL évov avrov AGE yurn éyovoa 

Paorpoy pvpov “yapoou © 

i , SON 2 
suvtpibasa *70 adaPaorooy 

z= Luke xxi. 34. a Matt. xii. 11 al. 
e || only. 4 Kings xxi. 13. Herodotus iii. 20. 

1 Pet. iii. 4. Prov. i. 13. 

YeNyoPy- 
ovK oloure yap TOTE O Kuptoc Tne ouctac "epxerat, * 

‘aXexropopuviac n 

yi eGaipyne evoy U vmac Kkalcbdovrac. 

w 
maoXe Kal ra 

Kparhoavrec aroKreivwty" 

TLOTUKNC 
k , ? ~ \ 
KATEYEEV avuToOu [Kara | 

b = Ps. cxiii. 9 (cxv. 1). 
f John xii. 3 only. Cant. i. 12. iv. 13, 14. 

ich. v.4al. Jer. ii. 13. John xix. 36 

34 ] Heb. xiii. 17. 
we ivlpwroc aT oenuoc Ey Viii. 34 

k pres. Matt. 
xxvi.2. John 

z oy auTov, Kal Agrees at” Ft here only +. 
Nha Y me Matt iV. 

pegs our" n= Matt. Xvi. 

" rowt" 
a7 S Oh 

“aduua pera ovo 

* EXeyou 

~ 

19. xxv.15. 
oe Isa. xxii. 22. 

Om here only. 
p John x. 3. 

> un : Xvili. 16, 17 
ew only: e Kings 
ULV Vii. 

q Matt. xiv 
42 and reff. 

r Matt. xxviii. 
lonly. Gen. 
xxiv. 11. Isa. 
Veo: 

s Luke xi. 5. 
Acts xvi. 25. 
xx.7 only. 
Judg. xvi. 3. 

t here only +. 
Matt. xvi. 3 
al. Gen. 
XXXii. 24, 

v Luke ii. 13 al. 
Proy. vi. 15. 

ea ) as Le Kings xxi. 

h A 
moAureAouve, Kat * 4h Actsr- 

xXvi. 17. 
y = ch. xi. 18 

al. 

c constr. Col. ii. 8. Heb. iii. 12. d =ch.ii.15 al. 
gi J.onlyf. h1lTim.ii.9. 

k Gen. xxxix. 21. || M. é7i w. acc. 

contain or expressly quote it).—33. BA. obv D e.—kai zpocedy. om. BD ae. ins. A C.— 
éoruy om. D ac. — 34. arodnpeyv D X al.—bef. dode om. kai BC? D ae. 
35. 7) OW2 BC. txt A D.—pecovixrioy BC. 
EehOwv D. — 37. 6 
txt A. 

Cuap. XIV. 
~ BCD Lac Copt. 

ved, in all accuracy of meaning, as the Jew- 
ish people. —32.] This is one of those 
things which the Father hath put in His 
own power, Acts i. 7, and with which the 
Son, in His mediatorial office, is not ac- 
quainted: see on Matt. 

33—37.] Peculiar to Mark, and contains 
the condensed matter of Matt. vv. 45—47, 

and perhaps an allusion to the parable of 
the talents in Matt. xxv.—The 6vpqp. is 
the door-porter, whose office it would be to 
look out for approaching travellers, —an- 
swering especially to the ministers of the 
word, who are (Ezek. xxxili.) watchmen to 
God’s Church.—The construction of vy. 33, 
34 is remarkable: the participial clauses 
being in subordination to dpeic, and con- 
stituting part of the householder’s arrange- 
ments of departure, and the direct tense 
being assumed at évereiNaro, as signify- 
ing what took place at his very going out of 
the door, where the porter would be sta- 
tioned : as if it had been ageic Tr. olk. avTou 
(«ai &c.) évereikaTo.... 

txt A C?. — 
txt A D. —aXexropopwviou D.— 36. py) 

o6é BCK LX al. cv Syr. Copt.—étyw dé Néyw dy. yony. Da. 

1, cai ra GZ. om. D a.—brwe X.—é» 66\py om. D a. — 2. for dé, yao 
txt A.—pnrore éy r. &. 6p. eo. r. X. Dd.—for Eorat, yevnrat M als 

— 3. Tov adaB. X.—vapd. misr. wor. om. D. 
om. B L.—for svy7p., Poatcaca D.—rov adaB. AD EF KS V al. 

for woAuTeXr., toduTeipov A Gal.—kai — 
THY adap. BC L. 

Cuapr, XIV. 1, 2.] The account of the 
events preceding the passion in our Gospel 
takes a middle rank between those of Matt. 
and Luke. It contains very few words 
which are not to be found in one or other 
of them; but at the same time the varia- 
tions from both are so frequent and irregu- 
lar, as in my opinion wholly to preclude 
the idea that Mark had ever seen either. 
The minute analysis of any passage in the 
three will, I think, convince an unpreju- 
diced examiner of this.— Matt. xxvi. 1—5. 
Luke xxii. 1, 2.— On the chronological 
difficulties which beset this part of the 
Gospel history, see note on Matt. xxvi. 17. 
— 76 Twacya kai Ta af.| classed together, 
because the time of eating the passover was 
actually the commencement of the feast of 
unleayened bread. The announcement by 
the Lord of His approaching death (Matt. 
xxvi. 2) is omitted by Mark and Luke. 

3—9.] Matt. xxvi. 6—13. John xii. 1 
—8. (On Luke vii. 36—50 see note there.) 
The whole narrative has remarkable points 
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1 Matt. xxi.15 TH KE aAn ° 
= Wisd. xii. Ie ? ns 

m ch. x. 26 al. 
n Matt. xiv. 31. 

ATVs 

Ld / hee ~ ‘ 

; nOavV Oe TILVEC aYavaKTOUVTEC TooC ABCD 

m ¢ x \ t nT ft Vo 82 =e a ~ 
EAUTOUC [Kat Aéyourec | Ete Tt 7 aTwaAsta avuTYy TOV 

id / 5 297 ‘ ~ A , 

0 | -Levit-vis, MUDOU YEYOVED ; NOUVaATO yap Touro tro T pupov Toa- 
io ~ y ? U \ -~ ~ 

p= 1 Cor. xv. Onvar ° eravw TOLUKOGLWY ; onvaplwy Kat OoOnvat rote 
q Matt. xx. 2 

al 

r ch. i. 43. y iy ree oO 
Matt. ix.30. °” . 
see Lam.ii. 6. Agere auTnv Tt auTy 

s = Matt. xv. _ / 
14. 4Kings ELP'YAoaTO 
iv. 27. 

t Luke xviii. 5. Gal. vi. 17. Sir. xxix. 4. 

‘ KOmouc TapéeyEre ; 

“tev enol. 
u Matt. xvii. 12. Luke xxii. 37. 

~ \ r? 3 ~ > _ 6 € \ ? ~ s 

TTWYy ole. Kal EVE} PLLWVTO auT))- oO be Incove ELTTEV 
ss A 

KaXov Eoyov 

’ ravrore yao Tove TTWYOUC 

txt qu. ?—xard om. BC Lal.—ézi rij¢ k. abrov Dacv. txt A.— 4. for Ho. 0. TW. Ay. 
ot d& paOnrai abrod duexdvouy Dad. txt A B C.—xai déyovreg om. BC L Copt. 
ins. A C? ace. kai \eyor D.—yéyovey om. D a.—5. rec. om. 70 pdpoy with ¢ and 
(Scholz) most const. MSS., but ins. A BCD K L al. av Aith.—obs. C has not d:axosiwy 
(as stated by Lachmann and Scholz), but txt.—éveBo. év airy D. in eam cd.—6. kaddov 
yao Gal. c Arm.—1pyacaro D.—rec. tig tué with (Scholz) many const. mss., but tx 

of similarity with that of John,—and is 
used by Brofessor Bleek (Beitrage zur Evan- 
gelien-Kritik, p. 83) as one of the indica- 
tions that Mark had knowledge of and used 

’ the Gospel of John. My own view, as ex- 
plained in the general Prolegomena, leads 
me to a different conclusion. — I have al- 
ready remarked (note on Matt. xxii. 3), 
that while Matt. seems to have preserved 
taace of the parenthetic nature of this nar- 
rative, by his Tod 8é “I. yevopévou (ver. 6), 
and téte topevOets (ver. 14),—such trace 
altogether fails in our narrative. It pro- 
ceeds as if continuous.—vapdSov TLoTLKAs | 
It seems impossible to assign any certain, 
or even probable meaning, to murtiKys (a 
word found here and in John’s narrative 
only). The ancient commentators give us 
nothing but conjecture. Euthymius and 
Theophylact interpret it ‘ genuine ;’ kara- 
meriotevpevny tic kaapdryra, Euth.; 
Gbodov Kat pera TioTewe KaracKevacbei- 
sav, Theophyl.; ‘veram et absque dolo,’ 
Jerome. Augustine supposes it to refer to 
some place from which the nard came. 
Origen’s comment on the passage is lost. 
The expression nowhere occurs in the clas- 
sics, nor in Clement of Alex., who gives a 
long account (Péedagog. ii. 8) of ointments. 
The word can therefore hardly signify any 
particular kind of ointment technically so 
called.—The modern interpretations of the 
word are principally of two kinds: (1) 
agreeing with Euth. and Theophyl., ‘ ge- 
nuine,’ ‘unadulterated ;? which sense how- 
ever of the word does not anywhere else 
occur. It is used transitively for zeort- 
6c, ‘ persuasive,’ by Aristotle (Rhet. i. 2), 
and in some later writers for muorde, as 6 
miotikwraroc TaY YeparéyTwy, Cedrenus, 
Annal., cited by Liicke on John xii. 3. 
Euseb. also uses the word (Demonstr. Evang. 
ix. cited as above), but in the sense of ‘ per- 
taining to the faith,’ as his Latin translator 

renders it, or, as Liicke thinks, perhaps 
‘potable,’ as a derivative of wisrdc¢ (from 
mivw). — This brings us to the second mo- 
dern interpretation, which makes musriKdc 
‘liquid,’ —‘ potable,’ and derives it as above. 
There certainly was a kind of ointment which 
they drank ; for Athenzus (xy. 39, p. 689) 
quotes from Hicesius, rév pipwyv &@ péev 
gore xoimara, & 0 adeippara. Kai pddwov 
piv mpos mérov emitySerov, Ere O& pup- 
owvoy, yALWov' ToUTO dé éoTL Kai EvOTO- 
paxov Kai \nPapytKoic Yphoyoy ..... 
Kal 4) oTakTH 6 émutnderos mpdos téTov, 
évt O& vapdos. The only objection to this 
interpretation is, that the word is nowhere 
found—which however is not so decisive as 
in the last case, for as ztoTtKodc from more, 
‘ faithful,’ so there might be wtorikdc from 
moTéc, ‘ potable,’—and from being a term 
confined to dealers in ointments, might have 
escaped notice elsewhere. — Liicke (from 
whom the substance of this note is derived) 
seems to incline to Augustine’s conjecture 
(see above); but then surely the name 
would be more common, as ‘ balm of Gilead,’ 
&c. — The uncertainty being so great, the 
best rendering would be to leave the word 
untranslated, as (I think) Bp. Halli does 
somewhere in his Contemplations: ‘ narde 
pistik.’ — ovvtp. 7d aAaB.] can hardly 
mean only having broken the resin with 
which the cork was sealed. In both the 
N.T. places referred to, the word is used 
of breaking, properly so called: and I see 
no objection to supposing that the ada- 
Bacrpoy was crushed in the hand, and the 
ointment thus poured over His head. The 
feet would then (John xiii. 3) be anointed 
with what remained on the hands of Mary, 
or in the broken vase (see note on Luke vii. 
38). — 4, 5. twes] see notes on Matt. The 
Tptakoo. Sv. is common to our narrative — 

- 

and that of John. émavw does not govern — 
tp. Syv.: the genitive is one of pricy 

ert TN Be 

tees 

Ub 

ee 
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ee “ “2 
avuTOUG Lae Matt. iii. 

a 
~ - ~ Ca | \ > , , a ad e Watts 

ev ‘ Tolnoat, gue O& OV TAVTOTE EX ETE. conor” EOXEV aury * Sea 
; it ; 

eroinse, * mpothaf3e Y wupicat prov To owpa *sl¢ TOV 
P ‘ , c 7 ° 5) ~ 
gs evTapiagpoy. ° quny eee va, OTOU ay Knpvy On 

> - \ 
TO evayyéALov [rovro | ec OAOY TOV KOopMoY, Kal oO 

, bie 7, ~ 

éxotnosey autn AaANOycerat ° etc © pynuocuvoy auTic. 
c > - ~ 

Kat F Jotvéac [o] Iokapwrnc, * sic Tw OwoeKka, 
> ~ oN A > cm! e/ 

amnAQe mpoe TOUS dpxtEpetc, twa aes 

ol & “akovouvTEc eXapyoay Kal emnyyeiAavro roic. |! 
> ry) , ~ A \ Ios ~ 

auTW aoyuoelov Sovvat Kal ECnret TWC 
12 \ cS 7, € / ~ 2Yy7 a \ 

Kat TY TOWTY) nMEPa TWV alupwy, ORE CTO * 

Tere AC et FAN ay 2 of - k ’ , 

Kal Orov éav eicéA\Oyn eimate TH ~ oLKOdETTOTY 
&Sacxaroc Aeyer Ilov eote TO ™ KaTaAvpa™, 

> - € , ? ‘ , 2 , ¢ - ” 

auToUic Yrayere ELGG HV. ToAW, Kal ATAVTNOEL UULY avOow- 
J 7, wo i 4 ? Oy, > 

Toc KENAMLOV voaToc Baoralwv akoXou YOaATE aUTW, 1 

< w= John xiv. 
30. 

x 1 Cor. xi. 21. 
Wisd. xvii. 
17. constr. ch. 

a vii. 4al. 
y here only +. 

see Judith 
Xvi. 8. 

z = Luke ix. 
13 al. 

a || J. only t+. 
b= ch. i.39al. 
e | and Acts 

x. 4 only. 
Exod. xii. 14 
al. Mal. iii 16. 

d Matt. xvii. 
22 al. 

e = Acts vii. 12 
al.? 

f = Acts vii. 5 
g 2 Tim. iv. 2 

d 8 = oN ? 

Taoa w auTOV au- 

fa ’ UN 
EVUKALNWC auTOv 

i 2 Chron. 
_ Xxx. 18. 
j || L. only. 

Jer. xlii. 5. 
~ KMatt.xx.1 

al. F 
= John xi. 

e € ee 

OTL O mLukeii.7. 
. || Luke. 

* O7rov TO aes ix, 

ABCDEFGHKLIMSVall. Theophyl. — 7. p@’ ipav D—abroic 7. CDKL 
al. avrote mzavtore ev 7. B. txt A. — 8. rec. 6 siyev with most const. MSS., but txt 
ABCDEFGHKLS Val. Theophyl.—airy om. B a.—9. apy 6 BDKLV 

al. a. 
with? but om. A B C D L al. Orig. 
—cKcapwrne D. 
—atroyv tapadoi B L. 

txt A C ed.—rovro om. B D Lal. a. 
6 bef. "Ioxap. om. BC D Lal. Orig. ins. A C?. 

txt A B C? (C ?).—é etc B. 
mpodot avr. D ed. 

ins. A C c.— 10. rec. bef. Iotd. ins. 6 

sicom. Dacd. tier.6. om. A. txt C. 
txt (abr. 7. C) A C a Orig.—adroi¢g om. 

Dac Orig.—11. dxotc. om. D ac.—adpyipia A—rapadoi BC Dal. txt A.—12. Ero 

6.] adete adr., also common to John, but as 
addressed to Judas. —'t.| The agreement 
verbatim here of Matt. and John, whereas 
our narrative inserts the additional clause 
Kai bray GédXynre Obvacbe aiTove ed 7rol- 
jjoat, is decisive against the idea that Mark 
compiled his account from the other two. 
In these words there appears to be a re- 
proach conveyed to Judas, and perhaps an 
allusion to the office of giving to the poor 
being his.—8.] We have here again a 
striking addition peculiar to Mark—®6 €o-yev 
avn, émrotyoe—rightly rendered ‘ she hath 
done what she could:’ a similar praise to 
that given to the poor widow, ch. xii. 44— 
rayTa doa eixyev EBadev. We have also 
the expression mpoeAaBe pvupioat, show- 
ing, as I have observed on Matt., that the 
act was one of prospective love, grounded 
on the deepest apprehension of the reality 
of the Lord’s announcement of His ap- 
proaching death. —9.] See notes on Matt. 
ver. 13. 

10, 11.] Matt. xxvi. 14—16. Luke xxii. 
3—6. The only word requiring notice as 

oot De.—13, « 7. p. D ac.—imaye D.— 14. aft. carad. ins. pou BCD Lal.av. txt 

distinct, is émnyyetAavto, implying, as does’ 
cuvidevro in Luke, that the money was, 
not paid now, either as full wages, or as 
earnest-money,—but promised, and paid 
(most probably) when the Lord was brought 
before the Sanhedrim, which was what Ju- 
das undertook to do. 

12—16.] Matt. xxvi. 17—19. Luke xxii. 
7—13. Our account contains little that is 
peculiar.— 6te To 1. €vov, like Luke’s ex- 
expression éy 7 de. OvecOat 7d 7., denotes 
the ordinary day, when they (i.e. the Jews) 
sacrificed the Passover ;—for that the Lord 
ate His Passover on that day, and at the 
usual time, is the testimony of the three 
Evangelists : see notes on Matt. and Luke. 
—We may notice that if this Gospel, as 
traditionally reported, was drawn up under 
the superintendence of Peter, we could 
hardly have failed to have the names of the 
two disciples given ;—nor again would our 
narrator have missed (and the omission is 
an important one) the fact that the Lord 
first gave the command, to go and prepare 
the Passover — which Luke only relates. — 
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, Se ~ , Sts \ > s c- 
r|Lonlyt. TAXA META TWY uabntwy pov payw 5 °~ Kat avtog uuw 
pegs Sein cove een, aE s? ! ev Petter 1G 
| xa a. a octet avwyeov péya *eorpwpévoy eroov" EKEL ” Erot- 

sen, xiii. 16 Per € \ > ~ \ 4 
u Matt. ix. 10 pacare nu. * kat é&HAVov ot palntat avtov Kat HADov 
v Matt. x xvi. 

22 al. 
w John viii. 9. 

‘ > > - Ae , 

ELC Thy TOA, Kal cbpov Kkadwc eimev mpi Kal bss 

itom.xi.5. Gay TO Taoya. 7 cat opiac yevouévne eoxerat juera Tov 
ev. 1V 

\ 

Sea, owocka’ Kat * avarepeven auroy Kat éoOiovrwy etmev 
iv.29. Mal. ¢ » - , 
iii. 8. o Inoove Api Eyw Up OTL Etc eG Uw Tapacwoe 
ee ee cua ’ ss ee 9) eas 9} vo og X ~ ”) \ 

+: OtCté«iLE eo Oiwy ET EMOV. ol o&€ NpcavTo AvuTEGVal, Kal 
Z \only. Nam. aXdXoe, 

4239) \ = > = Ve ’ ~ 

O 0& aoe ELTEV aunote Ete ex rey 

vii. 13, 19. 
Sir.xxxiv. 14. 

a see reff. on || 
M 

- ? « : \ 
Aéyerv avtw “ sic kal’ cic *Mn me eyo; [Kat 

Mn TU eyo = 
b Dan, ix. 13. Ca , > ; 
e Matt. xxi dwdeKa on? Vegas per pou sic To * TpupAiov. 
al. c b d Matt. xviii. 2! sae oO pe viog Tou abparov * vrayet Kaloo yeypamrat 
Matt. xiv. 19. 

* Laake xxiv. Teo avrov’ © oval oé TW avbpany ¢ ekelvy & ov 0 vlo¢ TOU 
a ings ie , 

avOporou mapactoor at’ 1 Kadov 7 nv aut EL OUK eyevunOn 13. 
f M. att. xiii. 37. 

John xv. 1. 
1 Cor. x. 4. 
= Gen. xli. 
26, 27. Exod. 
x1i.11. Ezek. 
XX XvVii. 11. 

g Matt. xv. 36 
al. Wisd. 
Xviii. 2. 

h Gen. ix. 21. 

~ e 
Oo avOpwroc EKELVOC. a Kai eothovrwy auTwy aPoy Es 

* vhoynoac ZkAace Kal eSukey avroic Kal 

3 kal AaPov 

* evXagtaTioac LOwKEY avrolc, Kal emtov 

"Inoove a aptov, 

ele Aapere* TOUTO 

[ro | ToTnoLov 

fe 
€0Tl TO owud se 

t as ; f? 
soem ooisir -B ee auTou TavTEC. 74 cal elrev avtoie Touro ‘gate TO 

XXXViii. 31. \ 

2 Cor. iis 6. aima HOM, [ro] TNC [xawne] * deabhcne, 70 * TEOL ToA- 
aaa . ~ 3 , > 

all 33. Aor * * EKXUVOMEVOY. ° apny Eyw Up ore [ovxére | ou 
1 || and Luke ~ ree 

xii.18. Exod. py Tle EK TOU ' -yevvnpatoc TC aumédou ™ ewe THE nE~ 
xxi. 10. 

Heb. iii.17. ta y. T@V aypHv, Philo, p. 176. m Judg. i. 21. 

A P.—ayonar 76 macxa D al. a.—15. avayaov A?CDEGHKLYV al. txt 
(avm@yat(e)ov BSal.) BPS al. —aft. dvay. ins. oikoy D. —Eromoy om. A. ins. BCDP. 
(méyar é ero. D.)—16. for edpov, ixoingay Dac, txt ABC Pv.—18. roy toOrovTwy per’ 
Eov B. txtACDP ac.—l9. for cig kal’ ic, cic Exaorog C.—aft. éyw(1) ins. eipe ey in 
Kai ay. p. tT. tyo om. BCL Pv. txt A D a Orig. — 20. cig om. M.—é« om. B C L 
6 tuBarriZopevoc D.—aft. {uot ins. rHv yxeipa A ac Copt. Sahid. txt BCD pes = 
tvTovPALoy BC (. . TOUPALOY C). TouBadoy D. txt A D? P.— 21. for bray. -» Tapa- 
didore(ar) D a—torey YEYPAHMEVOY D.—o vi. r. av@, (2nd) om. D a.—jy om. B Le. 
ins. A C D P a Iren. — 22. roy dor. M.—rec. aft. X43. ins. Payere with many mss., 
but om. ABCD KLP al. acv Syr. Copt. Sahid. Auth. Arm. — 23. 70 bef. zor. om. 
BCD Lal. ins. A P.— 24. 76 aft. ov om. C D? ELV Xal, ins. AB DP.—kauijcg 
om. BC DL Copt. ins. A P ac.—izip wo\X. BC D Lal. txt AP (see I Matthew). 
—ixyvyvopevov ACD P. txt B. éxxvOnodpevoy £i¢ ager apaptiayv éauT@y La 
Copt. Sahid. — 25. od«étt om. C D L.—od pur} rpocOy muety D. txt A B.—yevjparog 

15.] In the midst of a verbal accordance feast—see notes there. After this comes 
with Luke we have here inserted €rowpov, 
indicating that the great chamber was al- 
ready prepared for the celebration of the 
Passover, as would indeed be probable at 
this time in Jerusalem. The disciples had 
therefore only to get ready the Passover 
itself. 

17.] Matt. xxvi. 20. Luke xxii. 14. 18. 
—The account of Luke supplies the im- 
portant speech of our Lord respecting the 
fulfilment of the two parts of the Passover 

in the washing of the disciples’ feet by the 
Lord, as related in John xiii. 1. 20. 

18—21.] Matt. xxvi. 21—25. Luke xxii. 
21—23. John xiii. 21, 22.— The words 6 
éoOiwy pet épov are peculiar to Mark, and, 
as we have seen before, bear a relation to 
John’s account, where the Lord had just 
before cited 6 rowywy per’ Emov KT.r., 
ver. 18. 

22—25.] Matt. xxvi. 26—29. Luke xxii. 
19—21. See notes on Matthew. 
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cae SaaS , nN ’ ~ ’ 3 
eac EKElyNC OTAaY aUTO TIVW KaLvoY Ev a) Paoureta TOU 

Ocov. % Kal ™ dunt 2émdO ; E0U. al pens e&nAUov ete TO opoc TGp nabs. || M.only 
Neh. xii. 24 

’ ~ 27 

éAXawv. 7" Kal eye avroic o ‘Inoove Ort mayrec ° GKAV- o constr Matt. 
r ~ xi. 6 al. 

SartaOnoeobe [ev € pot ev ™ VUKTL rary |" ort yeypa- p Zecn. xiii.7. 
\q Seip ese eh 

mrat Taragw rov TD ae foul Staskopmiobyaerar Td, His, Gene 
28 adX\a s a Viii. 21. 

mpopPara. a "pera TO eyeoOnvat [ue ‘ mooakw q Lukei. 91. 
we ’ . , 29 ¢ \ ; ” amar : ao See 

vuac ec THY TaXtAaiay. 0 OE [lérpoc epn autw * Kau Ze si7 
, ? > , > ’ \ (alex.). 

* mayrec oxavoahtongovrat, add ouK eyo. 30 kat r 1 Chron. ii 24. 
s Matt. xvii. 23. 

AEye auT@ O Tnsovc Api eyo GOL OTt tev] ed ee 

pov [ev] ra VUKTL TaUTY molv 7 n [orc | aXéktopa “ POU ares 

> 

él 

oat Tple  amapvioy ee. oO 0& &Kk * mepisoou Ney: eae 

e [uaddor] "Kay pe * de [batons Gol, OV MN GE w = ch. v. 26. 
att. V1. 20. 

: " arragynomat. wcavrwc oe Kal Tavrec édeyov. eo Kau se 

epxovrat ELC Xwpion ov TO Ovona * TeBonpavn, Kat Eyer Y conte eh. vi 
oO. ev. V1. 

Taig palrrratc autou Kafioare WOE  ew¢ Tpocewvowmat. SC eae 
\ aver. 19. 

> kal * rapadauiaver Tov Tago Kal TOV ‘Taxwpov eG 
xvi. 5, 6. 

"Lwaveny pel! EQUTOV, Kal nosato * exBanpeioOae KUL thi dsb. 

© aon ovely 4 cat Néyer Saas 'TIeotAuméc éorw 7 wy Phil 36. 
is : yy i ] xn d Ps, xli. 5, 11. 

puov ® Ewe Bavarou: pstvare ee Kal yonyopetre. 95 say , ch. vi.26. 
\ 

e Luke xviii. 
» 24. 

a3 m poe Boy puuxpov * Umeoey el Te yes Kal mpOCHU =r 0 = bakexxii, 
7 f 51. 
tva el Suvatov core maperOy ar auTou 7 woa, 7 eae Oe only. fe) 

fz om. viii. 

eAeys y © Apa a oO Tario, wavra Suvata cou " mapiveyKe cae 
= || L. onl 

TO “Torhipwy an suou TOUTO" arr’ ov “qi eyo bru, Judea 
i= att. an 

adAa “ri ov. 7 a Eoxerat Kal euploKel avrovc eaGege ee ay 
3 rE llé Sy 0 YAN és ? Judg. ix. 48 
ovTac, kat evel TW ETOW mee Ka EVOELC 5 OUK alex. | 

1 Matt. viii. 28. 

ox voac play wpav = yenyoonca ; *8 yon yopeire Kal DFS ae 

ACELV al. Sahid. txt B D.—27. rore XNéyer D e.—rartec bpeic D ac Syr. Sahid.— 
ty tu. tv rT. vy. TavVTYV om. BC DG HLS My al. ins. A ce.—aft. 7o68. add rijc Toimyns 
E F K Mal. ac.— 28. kai pera C.— 29. et kai ravtec BCG L al. Syr. Arm. «ai 

étav Dacd. txt A.— 30. bef. on. ins. ob} ABEGHKLMSYV al. Syrr. Copt. 
ZEth. Arm. Theophyl. om. C D. ofp.om.DSaArmm. ivom.BCDLa. txtAc. 
—dic om. C Dac. 7 dic om. D. txt A B.—3l. 6 6 Tlerooe ACGMS al. txt 
B D ac.—ixrepicoic BC Dal. txt A. epicoic L al—paddorv om. BC D L acdv 
Syr. Copt. txt A.—drapvjowpat F GK V X al.—bef. wavrec om. cai D. ins. d. — 
32. @ dvop. C.—T eOonpavet ACFLMSV al.v Copt. Sahid. Arm. Incapavei D d. 
txt B.—for rotc p. av., adrotc D a.—T pocevéouar DX. txt A B C.—33. dknde- 
poveiy D. txt D? and A B C.— 34. rore Ney. Dal. a. dEyeev GK al. —35. rpoe- 
eOoyv ACDEGHLSV X all. Syr. txt B acdv.—émin7rev BL. txt A C D ac. — 
add ézi zpdcwrov D G al. acd.—aft. éc7e ins. iva D G al. a.—aft. boa ins. adrn D. — 
36. cot eiow D d.—rapéveycar(e) A.—for ov ri, obx 0 D.—aXN eitt cd C. add Ort 
od G. add’ 0 od OAc Da. txt ABv Orig. —37. isytcare D d. — 38. én re B— 

26—81.] Matt. xxvi. 30—35. Our ac- also.—86.] aBBa = wax, an Aramaic form, 
count is almost verbatim the same as that and after Mark’s manner inserted, as Eph- 
in Matthew, where see notes. The few phatha, ch. vii. 34,—Talitha Cumi, ch. v. 

nenndlifferences are there commented on. 41.—6 warthp is not the interpretation of 
32—42.] Matt. xxvi. 36—46. Luke xxii. 4884, but came to be attached to it in one 

39—46. The same remarks apply here phrase, as a form of address: see reff. 
Vou. I. U 
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290 EYATTEAION IV: 

0 ® sictAO Tae 5 5 n=| and Luke mooced x £0 €, wa pn) ELCE UGE ate TELPAGMOV. TO 
XXxiv. 26. 39 

Heb iii. 4,8. iv rvevpa TooOumor, 7) de cans aclevne Kat aX nn Matt. vis. A I PoVUpPOY, 1 Qe Cc. at wWaAw 
F > ‘ a ‘ ye Bs ’ ? , \ 

Vtim: vi ameA0or mpocnvsato TOV auTOoV Aoyov emwv. 1 Kat 
o Luke ix.32.  ¢ , < > ‘ , 7a ef Le . 

2Cor.i. 8. v. UTOOTPEWae eUpEY avTovc TaAW Kalsbovtac’ oayv ya 
4. 1 Tim. v ! p 4 
16 ft. 
Eek vio. of o@O0aAuot auvtav *° <(Bapr Evou kat ovK peeicay rl 

P phil. ii, 1 al. : il. 1. a ~ 

1 Cor. vii. 29. a ghevi3 aut aToxoaat. ' Kal Epyerat TO TplTov Kal Aey EL 
eut. XXXili. 
yeti: avroie Kadetvoere = ANouroy Kat “avaravecbe* * arré- 
13, e el? ‘ s , ¢ eX , 

r = here only XEL nADev 7 n Woe Loov mapadioorat oO VLOG TOU avOp w= 
but? see 
Matt. vi. 
Numb. x 

Ezek. xxiii. EV" ioov O Tapaciwove me NY YUKe. “Kal wOéwe ere 
3 ¥ a Eo u ’ eed = = 

Oy thon, AUTOU Aadovyroc Tapaytverat lobdac *, tic T TwY 

“Tov etc rac eloac Twy anaptwAwy., © éyelocabc, ‘ ayw- X&e I ie Velo ’ y 

mconstr here dwdeKa, Kal per auTou 0x oc [rohve] * nerd paxarpor 

v Matt. xxiv. BORAT Kat EvAwy, “mapa TWDV eee kat TWY Yeamparewy 
17 12. 

wheeonly. Kal TOV ToEsBuTéowY.  edwKer of 0 Tapacioove avuToY 
Judg. xx. 38, ? sh oli a Ge A 

pte te " sboonpov auroic, Aeyw" Ov av * gtAnow avtoe éore 
x || M.andreff. y *% > X = 45 \ 
Gen. xxvii, Kpatnoate auTov Kal amayayere acda We. Kal 

y Ata. x eAYov svliwe 7 ey auTW Aeyet ‘Paps, [paP Pt, 

2 Gen, xxii. 12. Kal KarepiAnocy auroy" Son 88? me Barov ém@ auTov Tac 
s4uKe XX. Le S80} 47a 
PN XEloac auto Kal ExoaTnoav auTov. Ec Oé TLC TWD 

a Luke xxii.50. b , c 7 nN , dy x 
bch. xv. 35, 34. TAPEOTHKOTWY OT ACAMEVOC THY May alpayv ETALGE TOV 
John xviii. 22. eee ~ ~ ? , \! ee - > - SS epee 
Acts xvi. 27 3 * only. Num, ae aA cal pa et Kal apsidey auTOU TO WTLOV. 

<i. 23. 
=. oily: Kat : amoxpubele ¢ Oo ‘Ingove eumey auroic ‘Qc é ml "\yorny 

see Matt. 

xxvi.68. e&mAOere * peta jay arpwv kat SvAwv : puna(ens HE 5 
Rey. ix. 5. N | 2xiL 49 | aan € ” ‘ c ~ > one sd Q7 

a kal’ Hpmépay juny ™ weoc vac ev TH KEM CiedcKwY, 
e | M.L. \ > ’ , , > > ne — e 

ee Page Kal OUK EKOATIOATE be. aX tva TAnowlwow at ypa- 

> 

Lon, Pent dai. Kat °apévrec avTov mavtEc Epuyov. ‘leat *sic 
1 Kings v. 15. ' fe X MA) 2a Sip 3 >\ , q a 

Ered: Matt. TLC VEAVLOKOC YKOAOVUEL auTW meou <3 HUcCVvoe o.voova 

h Matt. xxi. 13 al. i ver. 43. k Josh. viii. 23. 1 Luke ix. 23. xvi. 19. Num.iv.16, Dan.i. 5. m Matt. ao 
656. Johni. 1. n ellips. John i. 8. ix. 3. xiii. 18. o = Matt. iv. ll al. p Matt. vi. 29, 31. ch. xvi. 
q Matt. xxvii. 59 and ||. Judg. xiv. 12. 

39. Tov adr. X. siz. om. Dac. — 40. for bzoorp., Tad 2MOOy BL. Aor D. txt 
A C y.—karaBapvvépevo. ABKLall. Bapuvopevor M. xataBapotpervor D. txt C. 
— 41. 70 bef. Nour. om. AC DELS V? X Theophyl. ins. B.—azéyer rd rédocg Kat 
7 boa D d.—bef. yeio. om. rac A K al. — 43. aft. "odd. ins. 6 Ioxaptwrne (6 om. D) 
ADK M Orig. txt B C.—ree. aft. cic ins. oy. txt A BC DK LS al. acd Orig. Syr. 
/Eth. Copt. Arm.—vzoktve om. BL a Syrr. Copt. Sahid. Arm. ins. AC D e Orig.— 
and Toy apy. B. — 44. tdweev D ac.—tor ovconpoy, onjeetoy D.—aiiroic om. D ac.— 
anmayevte BDL. txt AC. —add avroy D.— 45. pai is not repeated in BC DL Mv 
Copt. ASth. txt A.— 46. ix’ air@ B. air@ D. om. C. txt A, but in different order. 
a T. X- av. irr. av.) — 47. Tuc om. AB. kai tte roy D. txt C.—drapiwry BD. txt 
A C.— 48. we om. D. — 49. ixpareire B. — 50. for cai, rore ot pa. adrod Lc Sahid. 

43—52.] Matt. xxvi. 47—56. Luke xxii. q. d. ‘ He will know how to rescue Himself 
47—53. — 44.] ovconypov is a word be- —take care that you keep Him safe.’ This 
longing to later Greek.—amaydyete doga- of course depends upon the view taken of 
A@s] It does not quite appear whether the whole character and purpose of Judas, 
aodadds is to be subjectively taken, ‘with on which see note at Matt. xxvi. 14 and 
confidence ;’—or objectively, ‘safely.’ Some xxvii. 3.—45.] paBBi appears to have been 
suppose that it has an ironical meaning— the usual form in which Judas addressed 

ABC 
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r = Rev. xvii. 
16. Job xxxi. 
19. 
|| M. Ps. 
exxxvii. 6. 

t see Matt. 

> \ r Cole ps \ ~ , A e td 52 ¢ \ 

ETL yuHvou Kal KpaTouoly auTOV [ot veaviokor |, “Oo Oe 
AQ ? SS w ~ 

KataXuTwv THV awoova yupvoc epuyev [am autor |. 8 
5 \ > , ‘\ ? ~ 

> Kar amynyayov TOV Inoovy TOOC Tov apylepéa, Kal 
~ « ~ e 

XXVil. 51. 
if ) Va > \ 7 = 

GUVEPYXOVTAL AUTH TAVYTEC OL AOXLEDELC Kal OL TOEGPbTEOOL Tikes, 
\ c ~ r \¢ , > N , 5. 2 Chron, 

Kal Ol yoapparétc. ** kato [lérooc * amo paxoobev nKo- , xx.5. 
5 ‘0 ps ey a ? ‘ = . ey ‘ u sees 

OVUNOEVY AUTW EWC EOW ELC THY AVAIV TOV AOXLEDEWC, y \J.ana 
James ii. 16 
only.Hag.i.6, 

w = ch. xi. 4. 
John xx. ll. 

Saale 
1 Mace. xii. 
29. 

y Matt. v. 22. 
Acts v. 41. 

Z = Matt. xii. 
43. Luke xiii. 

NUS: 7 ‘ ~ ¢€ ~ ML Ny , 
Kal nv ovyKalnuevoc MéETa TWYV UTNOETWV Kal Oceopavo- 

55 AM > = \ \ 
OL O€ APXLEOELC Kat o\ov TO 

y LAN) zr \ ~ ? ~ , 

OUVECOLOV eCnrouv KaTQa TOU Inoov faoTuplay 

Ww ‘ \ x ~ 

flevog  mpucg TO pwe. 
“ , Ny 

“Ele TO 
x 

"@avarwoat avrov, Kal ovyx % eVoLTKOY. 56 toAXOL yao 
c? S , ? > ~ WY el ty/ e ' > 

eeu OfaOTUOOUY KaT aQuTOUV, Kal toat at UaoTvolat OUK Osi 7a 

= 7 , Be r 5 » aActs iii. 19. 

noav. Kal TLvsec AVaOTAVTEC ePevdopaptipouv Karn, Romie 
> - x / sc Qo ? , > = dX 0 b Matt. xxvii. 

avtov AeyovrTec OTL NMELC NKOVGaLEY auTOV AEYOVTOE 7. x.21 A. 
¢ ee Am 8 , x \ ~ N g ’ o Mate 

ot eve : KataAvow TOV re sel ay TOV ~ yELpOTFOLNTOY, Polak. 16, 
0 ~ c ~ > ' , =! ly? 

Kat "ova TOLWY NUEOWY aAdXov * ay elpoToinTrov OLKOOO= ec Actsi.15. 
60 Kal f Ezra v. 12. 

g Acts vil. 48. 

, 59 \ aoe ¢ of 3 € ! 2 ~ 
pyow. Kat OUVOE OUTWC LON NV HaoTuvola aAUTWY. 

avaora 0 aoylEoed Ket a é 2 , . Heb. ix. 11, 
U [ro | EO 1 24. Is. ii. 18. 

% = i t ox ° : 5 >AI Ss 1 ae oes ee ide h |i M.and Acts 

Inoovv Aéywv Ovk aroxpivy ovdev ‘ti ovrot cov “Kata- Gi itT! 
i 2 Cor. v. 1. 
Pee 

fe 2 \ ? , SN \ , es , keh. iii. 3 an 

Taw 0 UupylepEvG ETNPwWTA avTOV Kal NEEL avr Lv IL Jom 
m jj and Job xv. 6. 

* ~ 61 £ \ ? 7 \ 7 QO\ ? , 

MaGTUOOVOLY 3 i oO Oe EClLWTaA KAaL ovoev amTéekolvaTo. 
¢ 

1 ver. 36. 

Arm. —5l. ve. dé ruc D. ok. vs rc BC Lav Copt. txt A P.—for abry, abrot¢ D d.— 
—oi veay. om. B C* DL aev Syr. Copt. Theophyl. ins. A P.— 52. az’ atroy om. 
BCL ec. Syr. #th. Copt. Sahid. ins. A D P a. — 53. aft. dpy. ins. Kaidgay AK M 
al. Syrr. Sahid. Arm. Orig.—for ai7g, mpdc adroy C Syr. om. D Lal. ae Orig. txt 

tatcnrve “> 

are 

\ 

ABP a.—54. fw om. D ad.—ka0npevocg D.—bef. Oep. om. cai D ac. 
praor., Pevdopaorupiay A Copt. Sahid.—tva Qavarwowowy D. 

55. for 
txt A B C P.—niptoKkoy 

BDP. txt A C.—56. aft. éevd. ins. cai Zeyov D. — 58. karadiw A.—rovroy 

om. D.—a@\X. avacrnow ayxeipor. D ad. 
60. cic ptcov A BC P Orig. 

our Lord—see Matt. xxvi. 25. But we 
must not conclude from this with Bengel, 
that he never seems to have called Him 
Lord: see Matt. vii. 21, 22.—51.] It is 
impossible to determine, and therefore idle 
to inquire, who this was. It seems to have 
been some attached disciple of the Lord 
(probably well known to the readers of 
Mark), who had gone to rest, and had been 
aroused by the intelligence. The disciples 
were not laid hold of :—this person perhaps 
was throwing some obstacle in the way of 
the removal of Jesus; or he may have been 
laid hold of merely in wantonness, from his 

“unusual garb. 

~ 54, 63—65. John xviii. 24. 
~~ 638—65.] Matt. xxvi.57—68. Luke xxii. 

See through- 
out notes on Matthew. — 53.] apx.— Caia- 
phas, de facto, and in the view of our nar- 
rator ;—so Matt. and Luke: but Jesus was 

txt D.—ore otra B. 
kai D.—ov« avexo. oddév BC Lal. Orig. Copt. 

txt A BC Pv Orig. —59. cai om. A ce. — 
txt A C D P Orig. — 61. éotya 

txt A P c.—aft. 

| first taken before Annas, who was de jure 
the high-priest: see John xviii. 12—23. — 
56.] tcar—consistent with one another. It 
was necessary that two witnesses should 
agree. Deut. xvii. 6. (ioog should not be 
accentuated as in Homer, icoc, but as in 
later writers, icoc.) —57. | Tives,—two : see 

Matt. — 58.] Some have imagined (De 

Wette, Meyer) that they find in these words 

Xetpom. and ayetp. traces of later Chris- 

tian tradition, and an allusion to Heb. ix. 

11. Acts vii. 48; but such conjectures are 

at best very unsafe, and the words are 

quite as likely to have been uttered by the 

Lord as they here stand. The allusion is 

probably to Daniel ii. 34. — 59.] Perhaps 

the inconsistency of their testimonies may 

be traced in the different reports here and 

‘in Matthew. — ottws,—! in asserting this’ 

'—i.e. they varied in the terms in which 
U 2 

ovdevy amekpiOy D. 
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n Luke i. ed We 
ee n. ix. a 

och. x 6 z a relt. ili. 6 a ELTrEV 

p Matt. xxv. 
a al. Ps. cix. 

q = || only. 
r ver. 43 and ||. 
s Acts xiv. 14. 

Luke v. 7. 
Josh. vii. 6. 

pnsac ToUC 

EYATTEAION 

el 0 Xplsroc 0 voc TOU 

Kabnuevov ? ex ds&twov Tie 

"usta TWY vEepeAwY TOU ovpavou. 
t ~ , ~ , fe 

XiTwvac avTOU ag Ti eve 

XIV. 62—72. 

n cvAoyntou ; 6 d& ‘Incove 
> ‘\ ea ~ > , 

Eye ctf" Kal oweo le TOV vVLOV TOU avPowmou 
~ q 8 , \ , “a 

UVaMEWC Kal EDXOMEVOV 
€ \ 4 A s ’ 

o 0& apytepeve * dvap- 
7 

" ypelav Ey ousy 
, , - / $e 

; papTvowy 5 : NKOVOATE * TY oh Pras gnpiac. TL UpLLY 
XXXVii. 3. pl. ' 5 e 8 , an é x 
here only. palveTat > Ol GE TAVTEC MEA nate auToy Elval EVOYOV 

ul att. 1X. , ~ Navies A z 

y Wisd- xii116. Ja yvatov. °° Kat npsavro Tivec ° eumrvery aut Kat TEOL~ 
31. Ezek. Nu ‘ , ? nN reat 
xxxv.l2. KQAAUTTELVY TO TOOCWTOV avuTou Kal * KO agiey auTov, 
eee eer on aN NB? bee tes , : Nuysesic , bee 
my crepes ak yy Kal AEyety auTW Iloopnrevoov Kal Ol UTNOsTAL pamt- 

but w. dat. aN ra 66 K Af bo? ~ Il , , ~ 
y Matt. xx Omaclv avToV + € a[3ov. at OVTOG TOV éeTOOU EV TY 

30. ch. x. 34 
Num. xii. 14. 
Deut. xxv. 9. 

z || L. Heb. ix. 67 
4. 3 Kings 
Vii. 42. 

al Pet. iii. 20. 
1 Cor. iv. 11. 
2 Cor. xii. 7+ 

~ Sf ~ 

avAy KaTW, EPYETAL ula Twv 
\ 2 a A 7 

Kal woovca Tov Ileroov 
~~ \ ~ ~ 

autw Eyer Kai ov peta tov NaZapnvov 

© TaldioKWY TOU aoXlEpéwe, 

* Pcomawonevor, eupArchaca 
~ € 

‘Tnoov 00a. 
2 Ss 

PaAldaad ole Os novijcaro Néywu OvK« oloa, ovee ETLOTAMAL Tl ov AEyEtC. 
mae N 906 fi ? Ny , yee) , eee 

"G 16. Kat e&nrADev eEw sic TO * mpoavAtov, [Kat aXréktwo Epw- 
c | anc uke 

9 \ c Uy , ~ , \ , »” c 

ae 13. aut vnoe. | Kal 1) TatoloKn Lteovoa avuToV 5 wadw g npSaro 

ae a Aéyew roi *" TAaoEoTHKOGW Ore ovtoc 'e& autwy tot" 
a ver. o4, 

e here only t. (SN , Z = Nek \ aN , e a 
f od 1. 0 oe 7wadw npvelTo., Kal — pera peony mad OL Tape 
g att. XX Vi. > \ ‘ 

22, OTWTEC eAeyov TW sane "Adnbac é es aUTWY El Kal yap 
h ver. 47 and = = eee see ‘ 

oe PaNuXaioe [Kat KE Nadia cov ' oporicee]. ‘"o0 0€ 
eae ” ¢ mn? ff) iG Wes 2) io Y 
al. y 3 J ae noesato avaUewaticey Kat * omr vewv ore OvUK oloa TOV 

~ nc / 2 KO ’ / 

PC iaeasl. aone avOpwmroyr TOUTOV OV Néyere. fe Kat 3 EK OeuTéoou 

Heb. x. 37. kk || M. only. Cant. iv. 3. Job xxxiii. 1. 1 here only +. m Acts xxiii. 12,14, 21 t. see 
Num. xviii. 14. n = John vi. 71. o John ix. 24. Acts xi. 9. Heb. ix. 28. 

vid¢ ins. tov Ocot A Kal. txt BC D ac Orig. Hil. —62. rijc bef. duv. om. D.—kai 
tox. om. D.—ii roy v. Gal. a Syr. Sahid. — 63. rov yiréva 8.— G64. 2)K0b. TavTEc G 
Arm.—rijy Braopnpiay (add atrov D G) A D Gal. 
KareKou. abrip D.—+¢iva om. D. — 65. éurr. 
7p. avrov om. D ad.—ixodagpiZov D ac.—éeyov D c.—ot brnp. 
éBadXov, with M X ev, but <\aBov ABC K LS V all. 

txt B C.—for gaiv., docet D.— 
TP Toocwxw avTov D ad.—kai wep. Tt. 

om. D C.—TeCs, 
éapBavov D al. — 66. catw 

om. D ae Copt. Sahid.—épy. mpd¢ avriv D ac. — 67. bef. ob om. cai D d.—rod Naé. 
yo00a, rov’Incov BC L. Tov In. rov NaZopnvod jo0a Dac. txt A.—68. ove oid. BD ec. 
txt A C a.—add avroy M.—bef. 2€7X. om. cat D d.—ele trijv mroocavAjv D.—xai 
aékr. tpwv. om. B Le. 
B CKL. 

ins. A C D a. — 69. for ioSaro Néy., El7re B.—rapesraow 
txt AD.—7adw 02 0. aw. » mato. 6 (or 4?) O& madty Aovhcaro Kai 

HoSaro D.—«ai obroc D Lal. —70. ot rapeornxsrec D.—re@ I. om. D a. —aXn0. Kat 
ov Ma.—rkai ... 

BESLYV al. Xéyew D. 

it was expressed. —61.] tov evA. Heb. 
737, the ordinary Name for God. — 62.] 
The az’ dpre of Matt., and a7 row viv of 
Luke, are here omitted. — 63.] yttévas— 
not his priestly robe, which was worn only 
in the temple, and when officiating: see on 
Matt. ver. 65.— 65.]| Ilpopyr. Matt. and 
Luke explain this: ‘ Prophesy, who smote 
thee ?? —The reading €\aBov is harsh in 
sense, but the coincidence of {\apBavoy in 
D seems to stamp it with genuineness. The 

opotaZee om. BC DL al. e Copt. Sahid. 
txt A C.—om. rotroy D, but not d. — 72. 

ins. A. — 71. dprvdivae 

Kai Ev0de 

meaning must be ‘took Him in hand with,’ 
‘treated Him with.’ 

66—72.] Matt. xxvi. 
xxii. 56—62. John xviii. 17, 18. 25—27. 

See the comparative table, and notes, on 

Matthew. — 68.] ov ot8a scil. adrdy:— 
an union of two separate answers, which 

form the Ist and 2nd in Matt.—7r6 mpoavad. 
=rTov mvdAd@va Matt.—The omission of 
the words kat ad. éd. appears to be an 
attempt to harmonize the accounts. — 69. ] 

69—75. Luke 
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ahékTwo EPWVNGE. Kat avenvnoOn 0 Ilérpoc 5 TO 7; pnias 

¢ z 2 Ins ~ e \ - 

t WC ELTTEV aut Oo Inoove OTL TOW aXéktopa pwrvnoat dlc, p see 1 Macc 

araovinoy pe Tolc. Kat " eriBarov ekAate. 

XV. ! Kat evbéwe °? [emi ro] ToWwL ou PovAtov “7otn- 

GavTEC OL apXtepetc [ETA TWY ToeouTéowy Kal yoamua- 

Téwv, Kal OAOY TO " cuvédolov, Onoavrec tov Inoovv arn- 

veyKay Kat ° taptowkay [tw | Ttdarw. 7 Kat ETNOWTHGEV 

avrov 0 TltAdroc Sv si o Bacreve tov Toveaiwy 3 0 0: 

atoko etc elev auTW "Se Aéeyetc. 

avuTou OL apyteoeic mova. ‘06 08 MtAdroe raAw eTNOW- 

TNOEV aUTOY éywv Ov‘ amokolvy ove; ide Toca cou 

56 8 "Incovc ovKétt ovdey are- *Y katapaptupovew. 
' e 

KowOn, were OavuaZew rov TMiAarov. 
ans: ty > —_ vg y f iv bp) ~ 

améAvev avroc eva * deopuor, OVTEO YTOUYTO. 

(or -éwc) BDGL al. Syr. Ath. Arm. 
ABCDEFGHKLSVX all.—s DEFGHKSVX. 

. Toi¢ om. D a.—for tif. Exd., pEaro KNaiey D ac. 
ézi 76 om. BC D L av Orig. 

om. D.—ore. . 
Crap. XV. 1. 

iv. 2. 
pp Luke x. 35. 

Acts iii. 1. iv. 
5. Esth.v. 8. 

q ch. iii. 6 only. 
=C. Nap fa- 

verv, Matt. 
xii. 14 al. see 
Acts Xxlii. 
13. 

r ch. xiv. 55. 
s = Matt. v.25 

al. 

t Matt. xxvi.25. 
3 K Nar , Luke xxii.70, 

al KaTnyooouv u NRE 10 
al. 

v ch. xiv. 60. 
w | Luke ii. 41. 
eget xii. 
0 

x Matt. xviii. 
27. Actsiii. 
13. 
Acts xvi. 25. 
27. Eph. iii. 
1. Eccles. iv. 

6 es 
7 hv d& o 

°’ Kara 0: coprny 

txt AC.—rec. rod prparoc ov. txt 
oc ABC L.—airp 

txt A.for zoino., éroysdoartec CL. 
tzxoinoav D ae Orig. Sahid. txt A B.—xai Ojo. D ac Orig.—aanyayov tic Tiv abdyy | 

DG Orig. ac.—r bef. ThA. om. BC DL Orig. 
4. for carapapr., katnyopovow BC D acdy Copt. Ath. 

H wad... . madwv—in Matt. addy, in 
Luke érepos.—70.] peta pixpov = dia- 
oTrdone weet Woag puac, Luke. — 72.] 
émtBadov —no satisfactory meaning has 
yet been given for this word. 1) Ham- 
mond and Palairet supply rotc o¢0ahporvc 
Tp “Inoov—but besides this being most 
fanciful, the fact was not so: see Luke ver. 
61. 2) The vulgate, Syr. Euthym. Theo- 
phylact (2), Luther, Kuinoel, take ézt- 
Badrwy éxrate for éréParev Katey, ‘he 
fog to weep.’ But granting that this is 

ater meaning of the word (Kuinoel cites 
éréBadre TeoeriZerv, cantillare coepit, Diog. 
Laért. vi. 2, 4, and Suidas has é7éGBadev" 
joéaro) yet this participial construction 
will not bear that interpretation. Acts xi. 
4, which Kuinoel cites to support it, has 
quite another meaning—see note there. 
3) Grotius, Le Clerc, and others render it 
‘addens fievit’—i. e. he continued weeping, 
(so émiBadwy éowrav Theophr. Char. 8. 
éwtBarwov gnat Diod. Sic. p. 345 B) ;—but 
then his beginning to weep would have 
been noticed before. Grotius wants to give 
it the sense of ‘preterea. Bera, 
Raphel, Bretschneider, Wahl, and others 

“say, ‘quum se foras projecisset ;’? but al- 
‘though émuBadd\ew rivi or éxt Te may 
mean ‘to rush upon,’ it cannot stand alone 
in this meaning. The chief support of this 
sense is the ée\@wy é&w of Matt. and 
Luke: but this cannot decide the matter, 

} 

ins. A. — 3. catnyopovo.w D.— § 
txt A.— 6. rv éoor. D.— 

5) Theophylact and others supply rd 
ipadrioy Ty Kepady—, ‘ casting or drawing 
his mantle over his head ;’ but this, with- 
out any precedent for such an ellipsis, 
although it suits the sense very well, 
appears fanciful. 6) Wetstein and others 
take it for ‘attendere,’ and some supply ry 
aXexTopodwvia, others rp phywate: Wet- 
stein has however shown that the word is 
used absolutely in this sense, in Polybius 
and other late writers.—The above list is 
taken mainly from De Wette (Exeg. 
Handb. p. 247) who while preferring this 
last sense, yet thinks that it was before 
expressed in aveyvyjoOy. But ériBadwv 
contains more than aveny.—that was the 
bare momentary remembrance—the pijpa 
occurred to him—this is the thinking, or, 
as we sometimes say, casting it over ; going 
back step by step through the sad history. 
This sense, though not wholly oa. 
appears to me the best. 

Cuap. XV. 1—5.] Matt. xxvii. 1.11—l4. 4 
Luke xxiii. 1—5. John xviii. 28—38. Our 
account is very nearly related to that in. 
Matthew ; see notes there. 

6—15.] Matt. xxvii. 15—26. Luke 
xxiii. 17—25. John xviii. 39, 40. Our 

account is nearly cognate to, but distinct 

from that of Matthew, where see notes. 

The principal points of distinction will be 

noticed. —6.] éméXvev— imperfectum ubi 

solere notat, non nisi de re ad certum 

é 
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z here only t. 
Jos. Antt. 
xiv. 2,1. 

a = Luke ii. 4 
al. Deut. v. 
26. 

b here only. see 
John vii. 51. 

c ellips. 2 Cor. 
iii. 13. 

pevoc, 

aurole. 

d ver. 1. yap OTL OL plovov 

e Luke xxiii. MoH Oe ao lé ate 
* Sonlyt. Job x ? 

EYATTEAION 

Aeyopevog BapaPPac pera TWY 

* otrwee év TH OTAGEL povov 

* avaBonsac O OxAoe 7 no&aro aureiaOat 

aToA\vow vw TOV PaotAéa TOV ‘Tovdaton 5 

* poaysd Naoag i iva oravpwby. 

XV. 

Kz 

b , 8 \ 
TET OUKELOGY. Kal 

c A 3 WAG SF / 

KaQwe ast Eotst 

96 Oe MAaroc amex ptOn avrolc Neywv OéXere 

ee Eylvooke 

. TapaccowKets ay auTov ot WOX EDEL. 

® avéceioav TOV 0x Aov iva padAov Tov 

aa O 6s ThA@ros ie 
% ras he 

Toujow ov Acy 

Wry Oe madw ‘cae 

46 Od: TuAdroe éXeyev avroie Tt yao 
~ 7 

sls TEPLTTWC expaSav Lravpwoov 
€ 

tka- 

16 O1 

ii. 3 Aq. BapapsBav aroXbon auroic. 

Feonstr. | M. waAw etre auTolc Ti ovr [O:dere] | 
only. 

g ch. x. 26. + [ro | Bactréa * TOV "Tovdaiwy A 
Acts xxvi.7. S , che ve 
Isa. lvi. 12. =TAVPWOOV auTov. 

h here only. A . F . A 

i U.S Matt. KaKOV ETOLNGEY 5 OL Oe 
k | M. only t. a, e \ z, , ” ‘ 
I Matt: xxvi.58. AUTOV. *°°O 6 TAdrog BovAdmevoc 7H OYAW TO 
m || M.and J. ‘ b ay ’ , > - \ - Nis 

Acts xxili.35. 
Pe 

Phil. i3+¢. VOV GOBER, ame Nusey auTolig TOV BapaBpay, Kat 7ap 
n || M. (where ES “| 

see reff.) XJ. EOWKE TOV noovy 
o Luke 2816 22. 

Jer. x. 
p Luke ee 19. 

Rev. xvii. 4. 
Xviii. 12. a TOAlTMpLOV, Kal ouykahovoy odnv THY "omeioav, | "kal 

q Matt. xxi. 33. ; ay ates 

Pron. ei * ° eyovovow avTov ” Toppupay, Kal 4 rept Oéaow auTw 
xxvili.l4. _ r Nee oy er ft] ; 18 Ni er ? , 
Isa.xxvii.5. WwAESavTeg akavUivoyv oTEpar ov, Kal npSavTo ao7a- 

s || J. Is.. ais 4 - ~ ~ 5) ’ 1 \ 

ee is Ceoat auTov Xaipe * Paotr<v tav lovdatwy. ° Kat 
Be , . ~ ‘ \ t , \ Temes 2 

afiti.i.6. eruTTOy avtov THY Kepadny ‘Kaanw, Kat " Evettvoy ABC 

by mapynrovvTo A. dy dv gr. D. 
—ovov ...... éroinxicay C. 
B Dedv. ascendit et clamavit A®th. 

al. aapédwxayv DH Lal. Sahid. 
txevcav D cd.—ryp bxydp D. — 12 
ins. A D abd.—ov Aeyere om. AD. 
txt C. 

OE oTpariwrae amnyayov auTov tow Tne 

txt B C.—réyv oraciacréy BC D K Sahid. 
étevoinKkecoay FE. 

txt A C. 
—9. ipiv om. D d.— 10. émeyivworer A K. 

txt B C.—ot doy. om. B Copt. — 11. 
maduv om. D.—Oé\ere om. B C al. Copt. Sahid. 

ae Baowet D. 
rec. om. Tov with? but ins. A B C.—14. rec. repiccorépwe with many const. 

abdiic, | Oo Bec 

txt A. 
txt A B D.— 8. avaBde 6 dy. 

OAoe 6 byX. D ad.—att. air. ins. adroy D. 
joe D. txt B C.—zrapedixeicay A V 

for avéc., 

Ti oby Tommow NEyere TOY Bac. B. 

mss., but txts ABCDGHKM all. acd Sahid.—15. Bovd.... Toure om. D d. 
routy B.—16. Eow tic TV addy D M (om. éow) al. 
—karovouw D. —17. ivditoxrovotww BCD F. 
D ed. — 18. adrov kai Néyew C? al. Arm. Theophyl. 

txt B D.— 19. avror kan. AC? EFGH Kal. 

tempus restricta dicitur,’ Herm. ad Viger. 
cited by Meyer.—7.] The circumstance 
that Barabbas was one of a set of mur- 
derers is peculiar to our narrative, and 
shows that it is not compiled from Matt. 
and Luke.—8.] ‘This is also peculiar to 
Mark—in Matthew it is Pilate who first 
offers them the choice—in Luke they cry 
out, but it is alpe rovroy x. rT. X. ver. 18. 
aiteicGar Kabas—r. avroic woety, KaNwc. 
The reading a4vaBas would imply the rising 
of the crowd in excitement—or perhaps 
their coming up towards the palace, as 
curvnypévwy in Matt.—9.] Here our ac- 
count differs from Matt. and agrees with 
John, ver. 39. —12.] év Aéyere Bacrd. 7. 

txt A BC.—add rot Karaga M. 
txt A.—émiriaow D.—7Xtavrec om. 

éyovtec M c¢ al.—6 Baowrede 
(G7. Kk: Di (kat 710i. «am 

 —_— 
*[ovd. = ’Inoody roy eyopevoy xptaroy 
Matt. What remarkable copyists our 
Evangelists must have been! —13.] mwadkw | 
only refers to éeya¥av—they had not cried — 
out this before. —15.] 7d ix. rou. ‘to 
satisfy.’ Wetstein gives examples of the 
expression from Polybius, Diog. Laért., and 
Appian. 

16—19.] Matt. xxvii. 27—30 (omitted 
in Luke). John xix. 1—3. See notes on 
Matthew. —16.] atAjs, the court or guard 
room, but open—see note on Matt. xxvi. 
69.—17.| We have here a curious instance 
of a word used in two accounts in the 
same part of the narrative, but applied to 
different things, in mwepiti@gac, here sai 

. 
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> a Ny Hg \ , , > ~ 90 \ 
autw, Kat ~ riWévrEec Ta euere mpocexvyouy auto. KAU v Lokexxii-a zB Rte a5 fe Acts vii. 60 
OTE evérratcay aur, * €<Ouoay avtov Thy aaienay Kal at 

. w ch. x. 34. 

évédvoay avrov ta imatia * ra toua*, Kal * ebayouow sae 
2 Cor. v. 4. 

avuTov iva FT sravpmoovew auTov. 

“wapayoura Tiva Liuwva Kupnvaioy ¢ Ep XOmevoy aT aypou, § 

] \ 
Kat “ayyapevoua oan XXXVii, 

y Luke xxiv. 
50. 

z || M. and 
TOV maréoa “AXeEavdpou Kal ‘Poupou, ¢ iva aoy TOV OTAU= © Mati.v. 41 

22 
only ft. 

a = Matt. xx. pov aurou. Kal pépovow avTov ml Todyo0a rozov, 6 *5,™at? 8 
ae i) s / , 93 \oe¢ SN al. 

t * ue EOMNVEVOMEVOV KOQVLOU ToToc. Kal EOLtOOUD b Matt. i. 23 al. 
ce || M. Johniv. > ~ ~ s 

Cee [meetv] * eopupvicpévon Coy" 0 O& ovK ehuf3e. Ca Reve 
xvi. 6. 

d here only +. 
* kal oravowaavrec avrov qe EOE 7a aria dd || and Luke 

b) xxii. 17. Acts 

avrou, * Paddovrec KAr1p0V Cer aura 8 tic Tl apy. ay li. 45. | Psa. 
xxi. 18. 

e jlonly. Joel 
‘ \ ¢ 

Of Ww i ge ” Kal eotavowsay auTov. ty Kal 1)V 1 ; eT l- ili. 3. Obad 
ee 11. Jonahi. 7. 

ypagn TNC " atriag auTou emeyeypappern, © Baotrde TOV cee 

pueey: 2 
ellips. Luke Kal ovp auTw paves ovo Anorac, éva & clips 1 

h = Luke xix. 

é 28 43. Jer, Xxxi. ‘eK OsEtwy Kal éva e& SVWVUMWDY avuTou. [ai érAnowOn (xXXviii.) 12. 

i || L. Matt. xxii. 2¢ & |}. j || M. Acts xxy. 18, 27. Gen. iv. 13. k Matt. xxv. 33, 34. 

om. D.— 20. tvéz. avr@ om, D.—ra idca om. D. for ra t6., avrot BC edv. txt 
A P.—dyovow A.—iva .... adroyv om. B.—ree. cravewswo. txt AC DL P al.— 
avrov om. D.—22. dyovow D.—roy Todky. BC?. txt AD P. —HeBsopnvevdpevoc AB. 
txt C D P.— 23. wusiv om. BCL. txt AD (zeiv) P.—aft. 6 dé ins. yevodpevoc G. 
o¢ 6& B. for 6 62, kai D cv. —24. cravpovow B, and rai aft. adrov.—rec. dtepéptZov, 
with many inferior MSS. txt ABCD EF GHLMSV Pal. —Parovrec K LM al. 
—ric Ti apy om. D. — 25. for toratvowoay, tpiiacooy D.— 26. oirdce tor 6 3. D. 
— 27. totabpwoay Bd. cravpotyvta... Ayorat B. txt A C P v.—adrov om. D.— 
28. whole verse om. A B C D X al. ins. L P al. cv Euseb. canon.—29. ot mapayorTec D 

ee 

of the crown of thorns, in Matt. of the 
robe (see prolegg. ch. i. § 3, 4).—epdvpa 
is vaguely used, to signify different shades 
of red, and is especially convertible with 

“remap Matts-xxviie 3134. Luke 
| _ JXxill. Jonny x1xe8 Lon lye see 

notes on these. — 21] “AdefdvSpou xk. 
“Povgov. It is quite uncertain whether 
Alexander be the person of that name 
mentioned Acts xix. 33, or the one in 
1 Tim. i. 20, or different from both. There 
is a Rufus saluted Rom. xvi 13. The 
words épxép. am ayp. determine nothing 
as to its being a working day or otherwise, 
any more than ot zapazopevopevor, Matt. 
ver. 39 :—nothing is said as to the distance 
from whence he came. — 22.] ToAy. tém. 
—perhaps [ody. is genitive, as it would 
then answer to Kpaviou in the interpreta- 
tion.—7ov Tom. T. Kav. Kpavioy, Luke. 
— 23. éop. olv.] = d£0c¢ pera yodie pep. 

_ Matt. which see. —ebidouy, ‘they were 
giving,’ i.e. ‘ they offered.’ 

24—28.] Matt. xxvii. 35—38. Luke 
xxilil. 33, 34—38. John xix. 18—24.— 
25.| Spa tpity. This date is in agreement 
with the subsequent account, ver. 33, and 

i% crimson = koxkivn Matt. ee 

its || in Matt. and Luke, but inconsistent 
with John, xix. 14, where it is said to have 
been about the sixth hour at the time of 
the exhibition of the Lord by Pilate. I 
own I see no satisfactory way of recon- 
ciling these accounts, unless it can be, 
shown from other grounds than the diffi- 
gully before us, that John’s reckoning of 

differs. from that employed in the 
other Evangelists. The difficulty is of a 
kind in no way affecting the authenticity 
of the narrative, nor the truthfulness of 
each Evangelist—but requires some solu- 
tion to the furnishing of which we are not 
competent. It is preposterous to imagine 
that two such accounts as these of the pro- 
ceedings of so eventful a day should differ 
by three whole hours in their apportion- 
ment of its occurrences. So that it may 
fairly be presumed, that some different 
method of calculation has given rise to the 
present discrepancy. Meanwhile the chro- 
nology of our text, as being carried on 
through the day, and as allowing time both 
for the trial, and the events of the cruci- 
fixion,—is that which will I believe be 
generally concurred in.— All the other 
solutions (so called) of the difficulty are 

age 
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, I \ Apirenas > Ui 20 sear 
1 Isa. liii. 12. 1 yan 1 Aeyousa Kat META AVOUWY éoyioMn. | Kal 
m ent rehire an ae - Pyare a * 

2U. Deut. il. = =i Cor. ee ol TapaTropEvoperot eBrAacgnmovv auTov, KLVOUVTEC 

lk its iii. ‘ \ ri IS ae 7 
2.2Kings TAC KEpartac avTwY Kal AEyouTEc ” Ova o ’ katadvwv 

xi 14. 
oo here only. ‘ \ , SN ~ ~ 31 ¢ ’ S \ 
pch.xiv.58. O€AUTOV KAaL KaTapa a7voO TOU OTAVOOUV. OMOLWC [ é | kat 

Ezra v. 12. ,’ ~ , ~ 

qabs.Luke gy APY LEDELC “eumralZovrse TO0C adAnAove peta TOY ypap- 

\ \ \ ’ \ Chews > 3 ~ 30 ~ 
TOV vaoyv Kat [ev | TOLOLY YMLEP Ale OLKO OPWY, OWOOV 

XVili. 32 al. 
r abs. ch. xvi. / 7 7 7 e \ > , 
aaa, Haréwy eeyou AXXove Eowoev, eavTov ov dvvaTat Gwoat. 
eee 4 Bamdsde [sob] “Topai KaraBarw 
ee 8) XpLIT OC 0 ADLAEVC TOU oa KaTapaTt voy 

t ch. vi. 21 al. 
Luke vi. 13. amo TOU oraugoy, iva wpe Kal ‘ morebowper™. Kat 

u peeeacr. iS 33 t 

Bae e ol _ouveor avowpevot aut Wel Gov auroy. yevoperne 
[7A 

wane a ae ca weac exrne TKOTOC eyEveTO Ep odnv TH yi, “EWC 
Wisd. iv. 17. - 
x |M.2 Cor.” woac evvarnc. * Kal TY Wea TY Evvary iTy €Bonoev 0 ‘Inoove 

Ved. % im. 

iv. 10, 16. r SK Heb. xii. 5. pwrvy peyadry AEywv 'EXwl eAwt Rana * * caBay Part ; 
Ge 2 , ye w 

Deh eees ONEOTE peOepunvevopevov “"O 60 Oe oe 0 Ode pov, ELC 
35) oes *Y bs. Matt, ! ca, LN > 

wixl6. «TL ME * EyKaTéduTEC 3 * Kal TIVic TW 
b ch. iv. 37. > , , ~ 3 Ny \ 

» Gn zIV-17. AKOUGAVTEC ie "Téod ‘HXtay “gwve. *° dSpanwy oe 
| and Matt. a 7 \ d » ! 
cus. | ete [kai] yEmtoac . omOyyov ofove * meobetc TE 

U 

"Kadduw %émdrilev avrov, ey "Agere lOwpen et EpyXe- 

TAOEOTNKOT WY 

e , h - rye fA Cy Na? ~ rhe) \ 
rau HXtac “ KkabeXsty avrov. ve ct Inoove ‘adgetc pw- 

Paes > 7 keeicey yl l ~ 
1Cor. iii. vay jeryadny elim vevoe. kal TO | KatTaTéracua TOU 
Gen. xxi. 19. 

h Acts xiii. 29 289 FAN ~ m Neos 7 , 39 
* Josh, viti,29, YAOU _foxtaon et ovo “amo avwlev two KATH. LOWY 

kik only oe 0 ° KevTupiwy 0 TAVESTNKWC Pe& evavtiag avTov Ort 
vi.19. Exod. xxvi. 35 al. m Isa. xlviii. 21. Zech. xiv. 4. n Ezek. i. 27. 

o here and ver. 44 only. p Titusii. 8 only. 

Euseb.—?y bef. rpiciy om. ABD. txt C P.—30. for cai car., karaBac DB. kat 
karaBbnOe P. txt AC Led. — 31. d¢ om. ACDEGKLPSV 20». ins. B— 
dpoiwc om. D.—si¢g adr. D. — 32. bef. Iop. om. ro) BD K Lal. ins. A C P.—aft. 
mw.oT. ins. avrp DF GHP V all. Sahid. Arm. txt A B C.—ouveor. ody air. BL. 
avrm om. D. txt A C.—33. bdAne THE yg D. — 34. igevnoey D. aveBdnoey M. 
7Asi yeti D ed.—d\ypa AEFGHKMP. Depa SV al. Agua C LC Copt. Syr. 
Napa BD Xd.—oiBacPavei A. caBayOavei C. CagOavei D d. capa. oan ss 
txt B.—pov (Ist) om. A EF K al. Euseb. ‘Theophyl. 6 8. pov om. B. —for pe tycar. &e., 
oveioacg pe D c.—35. for rapeor., éKei éorykoTwr A. toryKérwr B. rapsorwtuy D. 
rt P.—akovoarrec om. C.—idé BF al. Ore C Arm. om. De. Ore idod K. txt 
A P.—aft. puvet ins. ovroc D. — 36. bef. yepioac om. cai BD ev. ins. A C. —rc BL. 
—7Ajoac omoyy- D.—inieic D.—agic D Ved al. Copt. Arm. — 38. aft. dvo ins. 

péon D c.— 39. wapecrnkwe ixet D d.—adriy ottwe Kkodtavra Kai ikervevoey D 

not worth relating. —28.] This verse is respect, as in Dio Cassius, lxiii. 20, where 

‘ supported by only one first-class authority the Romans shout after Nero, on his tri- 
(P). Certainly all internal evidence is umphal entry after his victories in the 
against it ;—such citations are not in Mark’ 8 Grecian games, dAup7Lovica, odd, ~u0to- 
manner, nor is the expression 7 yp. H vika, ovd avyovoTe, avyousrs.—82.] kK. 
Aéyouvoa :—see John, ver. 24. ol cvveor.—see notes on Luke. ; 

29—32.] Matt. xxvii. 39—44. Luke 33—87.] Matt. xxvii. 45—50. Luke xxiii. 
xxiii. 35—37. 39—43. (John xix. 25— 44—46. John xix. 28—30. Our account 
27).— narrative, derived from a com-_ is nearly verbally the same with Matthew. 
mon source with that of Matt., omits the —384.] é\wt and Aappa are the Syro- 
scriptural allusion ‘ He trusted in God,’ &c. chaldaic forms, which t. has only pre- 
Matt, ver. 43.—ova, an expression of re- served in caBayPavi. —36.] On the dif- 
proach ;—sometimes, one of admirationand ference in Matthew, see notes there. — 

ABC 
DP 
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ouUTW koakac ekervevoev, eivev Adnloc 6 avlowmoc 
2 q en s ~ 

ouvtoc “voc nv Oeov. 
i” \ -~ ~ 

0"Hoayv o& Kal yuvaikec " aro pak po0ey Dewoovoa, 

év aic my Kal Maoia 1) Mayéadnry Kal Maoia TOU 
7 ~ s§ - ‘ See - , \ 7 

laxéBov tov * pikoov Kat Iwon pntnp Kat Laoun, 

= [at] Kal OTE HV EV TH PadtXata nkoAovlouy aut [Kal 
t - q = 
Sinkovovy avTw], Kal adXAat TorXAal at “ ovvavafsaca 
’ i=) , c , 

aut ac Leo0c0Xupa. 
é \ > i) r 

© Kae non owiac : YEvouENC, 

éore *¥ roooa3Partov, *° * 
0 ! Zs , a S a \ > 

alac, ~— svoY Mwy BovAsuTic, Oc Kal auToc nv 
8 re ‘ , ~ - Cc , 
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q = Matt. xiv. 
33 

r Matt. xxvi.58. 
Ps. CXXXVii. 
6. 

s Acts viii. 10 al. 
t Matt. xx. 28 

al. 
u Acts xiii. 31, 

2 Chron. 
XVili. 2. 

Vv ver. 33. 
w = Lukei. 43 

al. Matt. 
XViii. 32. 

x || and John 
ae: 14 
here only t. 

3 Judith wii. 6. 
z = Acts xiii. 

50. xvii. 12. 
1 Cor. vii. 35. 
Proy. xi. 25. 

a || L. only. 
Job iii. 14, 

Be xii. 17. 
eicnaAQe b = Luke xii. 

© 36. ii. 25,38. 

NS %, b 
T™O0C- 

2 Mace. 
4 iv. 2. ae 

ver.6. Matt. 
* Xiv.7. 

e constr. Acts 
x. 18. iv. 19. 
=Luke x. 13. 

h 2 Pet.i. 3, 4only. Gen. xxx. 20. 

' ada 

koaéac om. B. txt Ac.—eireyv om. D d.—40. jv om. B L.—rai om. D al. Syrr. Copt.— 
Maotay BC al. 

A B.—'Iwojjroc BD LCopt. txt AC. 
kai Ou. avr. om. C D. ins. A B e.—for adda, Erepar A. — 42. érerdy A. 

moc caBBaroyv ABEL V al. —zpiv caBParor D. 
all. Copt. Arm. Theodoret. 

txt A D.—Map. May. De.—7 rod om. DF L 9. 

txt D edv.—’ApipaBiac D cv. 

9 Tax. C K. txt 
7) Iwo} B.—41. atom.A CL. ins. B D.— 

txt B D. 
txt C.— 43. 200rv ABC K L 

txt A B C.—for eiciX., 
NAGev D.—roy WX. B.—zrroépa D. — 44. reOvyjcer D (twice).—for radar, 7j6n BD 

388—41.] Matt. xxvii. 51—56. Luke 
xxlii. 45. 47—49. Omitted by John.— 
See notes on Matt. — 39.] 6 e& évav. avr. 
—a minute mark of accuracy, so common 
in Mark.—értt ottw Kp.—otrw OsomoriKGg 
éxvevoe, Theophyl. There was some- 
thing in the manner of this last cry so 
unusual and superhuman, that the Centu- 
rion (see on Matt.) was convinced that He 
must have been that Person, whom He 
was accused having declared Himself to 
be. — 40, 41.] tod prxpov—either in age, 
or in stature, so distinguished from James 
the son of Zebedee. This Mary is the 
wife of Alpheus or Clopas; see John xix. 
25.—Sahopn = 1) pntynp Toy vidy ZeBe- 
Satov, Matt. : our Evangelist mentions that 
they had accompanied Him to Jerusalem ;— 
and we may observe a .curious variation of 
the wording, in #Kolov0ouvy aire Ste A 
& 7H L., and yeorotOncay rep ‘I. ame 
ams I'.—the former rendering necessary 
the additional clause, at ovvavaBacat k. 
7. X. 

42—47.| Matt. xxvii. 57—61. Luke 
xxill. 50—56. John xix. 31—42.—For all 
notes on the substance of the common 

Se narrative see Matt.—42.] mapack. 6 
e 

add atrov D. 
4 

éor. mpoodB. The Friday afternoon, be-' 
fore sunset, at which time the Sabbath | 
would begin, and the taking down, &c. 
would be unlawful. The three Evangelists 
do not imply that this zapack. had any 
thing especial in it, as John does, ver. 31. 
It is yery remarkable, that émet occurs only 
here inthis_Gospel, but is found in the 
corresponding clause of John, ver. 31, 
showing perhaps in this place a community 
of source in two accounts otherwise so 
essentially distinct. —438.] 7A@ev is com- 
mon to Matt. Mark, and John, but in dif- 
ferent connexion—see on Matt.—evox7- 
p.av—probably in its later sense of ‘noble,’ 
‘honourable,’ i.e. in station.—Bovdevtis, 
a member of the Sanhedrim;—see Luke ver. 
51.—ds kx. att. Av mposd. tr. B. tT. 0. 
common to Mark and Luke; and a phrase, 
having kal avtos in it, derived from their 

‘original source.—ropyoas cis. | character- 
istic of Mark’s narrative. —44.] There is 
no inconsistency, or but very trifling, with 
the order in John, ver. 31, to break their 
legs and take them down. The circum- 
stances related there had taken place,— 
but no report of them had been made to 
Pilate. And the Body of the Lord had 

/ 
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kK ver. 36. \ en 

There only.“ cabeAwv avroy, | a ™ ‘owoom. Kat *™ Karé 
ings Xxi. 

9. 
m = here only. 
n Matt. viii. 28. 

Isa. xxvi. 19. 
o | M. only. 

Isa. xxil. 16. 47 

p iM. only t. ~ = 
q Acts xxv.13. 7OQU + reQeirat. 

XXvii. 9. 
r || and 4 Kings 

xx. 13. 
s ch. vi. 13. 
2 aeings xii. 

XVI. 

, Tie cere: tw. adv. ch. vi. nyopacay aowpaTa, 

uActsXX-7. 9 Wot Ne OL - 
Kal lav TOWL TNC 1 Cor. xvi. 2. 

Ezra iii. 6. 
v intr. Matt. iv. 

16 al. 
w ch. x. 26 al. 
x | M.L. Gen. 

xxix, 10. 

TIwoy B. — 46. 6 0: "Iwonp AaBwr D. 
ei¢ THY o1vd. D.—kai €Onxev B D Lal. 
aft. pynsiov, add 
"Tworp A. “lacwBov D. 
ABCD Lal. 
CrAr PeViLy efor soraveren so 

2. toy. mpwi piac caBPBarov D d Syr. Arm. 
Téy Bv Syr. 

[LvnLLELOV 
c _ ’ 

“ cavrac Tic 

not been taken down, for some reason 
which does not appear, but which we can 
easily guess;—if Joseph had declared to 
the soldiers his intention of begging the 
Body, nay, had immediately gone (perhaps 
with them) to Pilate for that purpose,— 
and toApyjoas eisqA. looks like a sudden 
and unannounced application,— they would 
have left the Body for him to take down.— 
@wpycato] The passage cited (Meyer, De 
Wette) from Cicero (in Verrem, v. 45) to 
show that if was customary to give money 
on such occasions, is not to the point; 
‘mortis celeritatem pretio redimere coge- 
bantur parentes’ is not said of the body 
after death, but of a fee given to the officer 
‘ne diu crucietur.’ — 46 ] ayop. Therefore 
it was not the first day of unleavened 
bread, which was one of sabbatical sanctity 
—as indeed the whole of this narrative 
shows,—but such expressions as this more 
strikingly.—év pvnu. It is not said, but 
implied, both here and in Luke and John, 
that the tomb was his own—tor how should 
he place the Body there otherwise? The 
newness of the tomb is not mentioned here 
—but by the other three Evangelists. — 
47.| M. *Iwo7y—understand, mother—see 
ver. 40. That she is so called here, and 
Mapia 4 Tov “IaxéBov in the next verse, 
points to a difference of origin in the two 
accounts here, of the crucifixion and Re- 
surrection.—The mother of the Lord had 
previously departed.—Luke generalizes, and 

\ , ! a SN , ~ 
Kat P rpoceKvAtce Aor ETL TTY Ovoay TOU 
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Kal eAeyou TO0C 

EK TNC Qvoac 

txt A C.—éveinr. 
txt C.—r@ pv. D. rij¢ zérp. D. 

kc. M. 7 “Iwoyjroge BL. 
txt 

. Larwun, mopevOsioat D.—é\Ootcar om. D ec. — 
TH mid TOV Oo. L. Tig prac roy K. ug 

avaté\X\ovrog D ed. — 3. for 

says, the women who came with Him from 
Galilee—Some have understood by M. 
"Iwo or ‘Iwond, the wife or daughter of 
Joseph of Arimathea—some, the mother 
of the Lord: but both unnecessarily, Be 
without proof. 

Cuap. XVI. 1—8-} Matt. -xxviit- 1— 
Luke xxiv. 1—12. John xx. 1—10. 
the general difficulties of this portion o 
the Gospels and my view respecting them, 
see notes on Matt. —1.] 8:ay. 7. caf. 
was strictly when the Sabbath was ended, 
i.e. at sunset, that they bought the spices. 
Luke xxiii. 55, places it on the evening 
before the Sabbath ; a slight bet, valuable 
discrepancy, as showing the independence 
of the accounts. To suppose two parties 
of women (Greswell) or to take #ydpacay 
as pluperfect (Beza, Grotius, &c.) is equally 
arbitrary and unwarranted.—aAely. This 
had not been done as yet. Nicodemus— 
John xix. 40—had only wrapped the Body 
hurriedly in the spices with the linen 
clothes. —2.] avaretkavtos Tt. HA. This 
does not agree with Matt. 77 émtpwor. 
éic puiay oaj3.;—Luke, bdo090v Babéoc; or 
John, oKoriag érTt ovonc:—nor indeed 
with Alay rowt of-qur narrative itself. If 
the sun was up, it would be between 6 
and 7 o’clock; which in the East espe- 
cially, where even public business was 
transacted very early, could not be so 
called. The reading of D, avaré\Xovtos, 
would not help us much, as it was evi- 

ee 
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Incovy Xiv. 33 only. 
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opodpa, Kat EpyovTat Kai evpiocovo amoKEKUNGLEVOY Tov AiMov D ed Euseb. 
KvAcorac B. txt A C.— 5. 

peer oaf3Barou Epayn moWToV 

ap nC exBePANKEL & ETTAa Oal- pieoans 

Exel avTov OecOe, a =Matt. xiv. 
22 al. 

f ~ 

Skat e&eOovoat + epvyov amo rov 

"rpomoc Kat 
OVOEVL OVOEV ELTOV, epoPovvro yap. 

7 8 EKOTAOIC, Kal e = here only. 
f1 Cor i. 3. 

Exod. xv. 15. 
g ch. v, 42. 

Acts iii. 10. 
Pee XXViii. 

txt A B.—4. vy yap peyac 
avake- 

éOovoa B. —6. rai X. abrotc 6 ayysXoe D.—py) poPei- 
o8a(e) D.—roy Nag. om. D. —etidere Exel (rov D? ) réz0v abrov D*.—7. cai tix. C¥ D 
(. - . C*).—for rooaye, idob mooayw D. 
eionka D, — 8. rec. aft. é&eAO. ins. Taxv, 

ABCDFKLMSV al. Syr. Copt. Auth. Arm.—for 62, yap B D ev Syr. Copt. 

brayer C.—for airoyv, pe D—for cirer, 
with many const. MSS., but om. 

txt 
A C.—$6Bo¢ «. ék. D.—9. From ayvaor. to end of chapter om. B Euseb., and a note is 
added in several MSS. that it is wanting in some copies; but it is generally added, that it 
is found in the best and most ancient. * All the Greek MSS. except B contain it ;—all 
the Evangelistaria ;—all the versions, except the Roman edition of the Arabic ;—and the 
following Fathers:—Clem. rom., Iren., Hippol., Ammon., Tatian. : Celsus (Orig. agst 
Celsus 2, 70), Clem. alex., Cyril of Jerus., Nestor, Damasc., Photius, Theophyl., Ambr., 
Aug., and others. 
See notes.—oaBBarwy K al.—ipaviowcey rowroe D. 

dently some time before sunrise. Even 
Greswell virtually acknowledges a difficulty 
here. — 8, 4.] It had been rolled away by 
an angel, Matt.—fv yap péy. od. is stated 

-as a reason why they could see that it was 
rolled away on looking up, possibly at some 
distance. This explanation is according to 
Mark’s manner of describing minute cir- 
cumstantial incidents; but to refer this 
clause back as the reason why they ques- 
tioned who should remove the stone, is not 
only harsh, but inconsistent with the usage 
of this Gospel. — 5.] In Matt.—an angel, 
sitting on the stone which he had rolled 
away. Here he is described as he ap- 
peared, and we are left to infer what he 
was. In Luke,—two angels txtornoay 
avraic in the tomb. The incident to 
which these accounts point, must be dis- 
tinct from that related John xx. 11, which 
was after Mary Magdalene returned from 
the city. It is not worth while to detail 
the attempts which have been made to 
reconcile these various reports of the inci- 

The inference is, that Irs AUTHORITY IS HARDLY TO BE DOUBTED. 

txt A C cv.—Mapiap C.—rq 

dent; they present curious examples of 
the ingenuity, and disingenuousness, of 
the “Harmonists. I may mention that 
Greswell supposes the angels in Matt. and 
Mark to be distinct (!), and accounts for 
the é&eBapByOyocav in our text thus: 
“After seeing one angel without already, 
they were probably less prepared than be- 
fore to see another so soon after within’ (! !) 
(Dissert. vol. iii. p. 187).—6.] From the 
Oevre of Matt. T ahawt be inclined to 
think that his is fie strictly accurate ac- 
count. This word implies that the angel 
accompanied the women into the tomb— 
and if so, an imperfect narrative like that 
in the text might easily describe his whole 
appearance as taking place within. —7. ] 
kai 7O IT. It is hardly perhaps_Jikely 
that the denial of Peter was the ground of 
this message, though it is difficult not to 
connect the two in the mind. The men- 
tion of him here is probably merely official 
—as the ‘ primus inter pares.” We cannot 
say that others of the Apostles may not 
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have denied their Master besides Peter.— 
It must not be concluded from this that we 
have a*trace of Peter’s hand in the narra- 
tive. —8.] The idea of our narrative here 
is, that the women fled in terror from the 
sepulchre, and did not deliver the message 
at that time,—for they were afraid. All 
attempts to reconcile this with the other 
Gospels are futile. It is a manifest evi- 
dence that our narrative is here suddenly 
broken off, and that no more information 
about the women was in the possession of 
its author. The subsequent verses are 
quite disconnected from this; and contain 
the substance of their author’s information 
respecting the other appearances of the 
Lord. 

9—18.] In this form, peculiar to Mark. 
An authentic addition to the narrative, but 
of a compendious and supplementary cha- 
racter, and bearing traces of another hand 
from that which has shaped the diction and 
construction of the rest of the Gospel.—This 
however must not be too readily assumed. 
The reasons for and against the inference 
will be found in the course of this note, and 
a general statement of them at the end of 
it. —9.] mpotn caBBatov = pia oaB- 
Barwy ver. 2, and is remarkable as occurring 
so soon after it (see Luke xviii. 12). — ag’ 
CLO Glo Oe This notice, coming so late, 
after the mention of Mary Magdalene in 
ver. 1, is remarkable. The instances quoted 
by De Wette to show that this unexpected 
introduction of notices contained in the 
other Gospels is in Mark’s manner, do not 
seem to me to apply here. This verse 
agrees with John xx. | ff. but is uncon- 
nected with the former narrative in this 
chapter. —10.] éxeivos is nowhere found 
used absolutely by Mark—but always em- 
phatically (see ch. iv. 11. vii. 15. 20. xiv. 
21); whereas here and ver. 11 it is abso- 
lutely used (not in vv. 13 (bis) and 20, 
where it is emphatical). — mopev@. This 

word, never used elsewhere by Mark, is 
three times contained in this passage (vv. 
12. 15).— Tots per avtod yev., though 
found in the Acts (xx. 18), never occurs in 
the Gospels. —11.] see John xx. 18. Luke 
xxiv. 1]1.—e@ea8y tm atrijs is a construc- 
tion only found here in N. T., and Oedopat 
is not used by Mark, except here and ver. 
14. — amoréw is only used here and in 
ver. 16 by Mark, and only in Luke xxiy. 
throughout the Gospels. —12.] peta tatTa 
is not found elsewhere in Mark, though 
many opportunities occurred for using it. 
This verse epitomizes the events on the 
journey to Emmaus, Luke xxiv. — év érépa 
popdy—a slight difference from Luke xxiy. 
15, 16, which relates the reason why they 
did not know Him to be that their eyes were 
holden, His being in His usual form being 
declared by avréc 6 Incovc: but see notes 
there. —13.] kaxetvor—as Mary Magdalen 
had done before. —-tots Aoirots—k. Toi¢ 
per’ abrov yevopévor. — odd. éxetvors 
émiotevoav — not consistent with Luke 
xxiv. 33, 34. — Here again the Harmonists 
have used every kind of distortion of the 
plain meaning of words to reconcile the 
two accounts—assuming that some believed 
and some doubted, that they first doubted 
and then believed—or, according to Benge 
first..believed and then doubted (!). eel 
The following narrative, evidently intended 
by its author to represent what took place 
at one and the same time, joins together in 
one, at least fowr appearances of the Lord : 
—(1) that related in this verse and Luke 
xxiv. 36—49; (2) that on the mountain 
in Galilee, when the words in ver. 15 were 

spoken; (3) some unrecorded appearance 
when the rest of these words (vv. 16—18) 
were spoken,—unless we consider the whole 
to have been said on the mountain in Galilee; 
and (4) the appearance which terminated 
with the ascension.—The latter part of this 
ver. 14 appears to be an epitome of what 
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Mal. i. 8- 

—bef. «np. ins. cai D. — 16. 671 6 7. D.—17. adeodovOnoer C (from ver. 15 to end are 
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es Lord said to them on several occasions 

eananentias 

—see Luke xxiv. 25. 38. John xx. 27. 

Matt. xxviii. 17.—15.] tov kécpov aravta 
= ravra ra €0vn, Matt.: see note there. 
—Kyptaocew To evayyéAtov, without the 
addition of ri¢ Baoisiac (Matt.) or row 
Qeov (Luke), is in Mark’s manner (see i. 
15. xiii. 10). It only once occurs in Matt., 
and that passively, xxvi. 13. — mwéoy TH 
xt. Not to men only, although men only 
can hear the preaching of the Gospel; all 
creation is redeemed by Christ—-see Col. i. 
15. 23. Rom. viii. 19—23. ‘ Hominibus, 
primario, ver. 16, reliquis creaturis, secun- 
dario. Sicut maledictio, ita benedictio pa- 
tet. Creatio per Filium, fundamentum re- 
demtionis et regni,’ Bengel in loc.—xrtiows 
appears never in the N.T. to be used of 
mankind alone. Bengel’s ‘reliquis crea- 
turis secundario’ may be illustrated in the 
blessings which Christianity confers on the 
inferior creatures and the face of the earth 
by bringing civilization in its wake.—By 
these words the missionary office is bound 
upon the Church through all ages, till every 
part of the earth shall have been evan- 
gelized. —16.] These past participles must 
be noticed, as carrying on the thought to a 
time beyond the work of the preacher ; 
when ow9. and kataxp. shall take place ; 
and reserving the division of mankind into 
these two classes, till that day. On Barr. 
see note on Matt. xxviii. 19. — There is no 
kai pr) Barr. in the second clause here. 
Unbelief—by which is meant the rejection 
of the Gospel in heart and life, not weak- 
ness or doubt as in ver. 14—shall condemn 
a man, whether baptized or unbaptized. 
And, conversively, it follows that the Lord 
does not»set“forth here the absolute, but 
only the general necessity of Baptism to 
salvation; as our Church also teaches. But 
that general necessity extends to all to whom 
Baptism is accessible—and it was well said 
‘Non privatio Baptismi, sed contemtus, 

damnat.’—These words cannot be taken, 
as those in Matt. xxviii. 19, 20, as setting 
forth the order in which faith and baptism 
must always come—4Zelief and disbelief are 
in this verse the great leading subjects, and 
murtevoas must on that account stand first. 
—On 6 mor. co8. compare Acts xvi. 31. 
This is a solemn declaration of the doctrine 
of ‘salvation by faith’ from the Lord Him- 
self—but such a faith as is expanded, Matt. 
Xxvili. 20, into dWdacKovTec adrovc tHpEtv 
TavtTa boa éveTethapny vptv’ which is its 
proper fruits. —«katakp. ‘will be con- 
demned’—i. e. in the most solemn sense: 
for the sin of unbelief :—for those are now 
spoken of, who hear the Gospel preached, 
and reject it. —17.] This promise is gene- 
rally made, without limitation to the first 
ages of the Church. Should occasion arise 
jor its fulfilment, there can be no doubt 
that it will be made good in our own or 
any other time. But we must remember 
that onpeta are not needed where Christi- 
anity is professed ; nor by missionaries who 
are backed by the influence of powerful 
Christian nations.—There are credible tes- 
timonies of miraculous powers having been 
exercised in the Church considerably after 
the Apostles’ time. — Sa.p. éxB. | The Lord 
Himself has declared how weighty a sign 
this was, Matt. xii. 28. For fulfilments of 
the promise, see Acts v. 16. viii. 7. xvi. 18. 
— yao. X. katv.] See 1 Cor. xiv. 22. Acts 
ii. dal. On the gift of tongues, see notes 
at those places. — 18.) op. ap.—see Acts 
xxviii. 3—5. — kav Oav. ..... Brady. 
We have no instance of this given in the 
Acts: but later, there are several stories 
which, if to be relied on, furnish examples 
of its fulfilment. Eusebius, H. E. iii. 39, 
SAYS)... . Erepov Tapadvéoy Epi LovaTov 
TOV ExuchyOevra BapoaBav YEyovOC, Og 
OnANT HOLY PappaKor éumlovToc Kai undey 
anoéc ua TY TOU Kupio Xap Orr opet- 

vavToc. —éwt app.] xEipac émtO. ( et 
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riva is in Mark’s manner: see ch. viii. 
25. x. 16. There is no mention of the 
anointing with oil here, as in James v. 14. 
—19, 20.] The pév oy is not to be taken 
here as if there were no 8é following: the 
péy answers to the dé as in Luke iii. 18, 19 
—and the ody is the connecting link with 
what went before. —6 ktptos, and 6 Kiptog 
"Incovc, are alike foreign to the diction of 
Mark, in speaking of the Lord: we have 
6 képtoe in the message (common to all 
three Gospels) ch. xi. 3—but that mani- 
festly is no example.— peta To Aad. can 
only in fairness mean, ‘when He had spoken 
these words.’ All endeavours of the Har- 
monists to include in them o& povoy rovg 
Adyoue TovToUC, AAAG TaYTAaC doouE éha- 
Ane (Euthym.) will have no weight with 
an honest reader, who looks to the evident 
sense of his author alone, and disregards 
other considerations. That other words 
were spoken, we know; but that this author 
intended us to infer that, surely is not de- 
ducible from the text, and is too often 
allowed in such cases to creep fallaciously 
in as an inference. We never shall read 
or comment on Scripture with full profit, 
till all such subterfuges are abandoned, and 
the Gospel evidence treated in the clear 
light of intelligent and honest faith. We 
have an example of this last in Theophylact’s 
exposition, ravra 62 Aadnoac. — aven. 
I should hardly say that the author of this 
Fragment necessarily implies an ascension 
from the place where they were then as- 
sembled. The whole of these two verses 
is of a compendious character, and as é«ad. 
é« 8. 7. 8. must be understood as setting 
forth a fact not comprehended in the cycle 
of their observation, but certain in the be- 
lief of all Christians, so aveAnd. may very 
well speak of the fact as happening, not 
necessarily then and there, but (see remarks 
above) after these words were spoken; pro- 
vided always, that these words are recog- 
nized as the last in the view and informa- 
tion of our Evangelist. I say this not with 

~ 

any Harmonistic view, but because the words 
themselves seem to require it. (See on the 
ascension, notes on Luke xxiv. 51.) — 20.] 
éEehOdvres—not, from the chamber where 
they were assembled (Meyer)—which would 
not answer to éixkyjovay mayvraxov, but 
would require some immediate action of 
that very day to correspond to it (see Matt. 
xii. 14);—but used in the more solemn 
sense of Rom. x. 18 (cited from Ps. xviii. 
4 LXX), cic racav rijy yiv e&mdOev 6 
p96yyog ab’ray: see reff. — ravtaxov] 
No inference can be drawn from this word 
as to the date of the fragment. In Acts 
ix. 32 Peter is said dupyopevoy dia rav- 
Twy, xaredOeiy . . . .;—the expression 
being only @ general one, indicating their 
performance, in their time and degree, of 
the Lord’s eis tov Kéopov aravta. — Tod 
kup.] ‘The Lord,’ i.e. Jesus: see Matt. 
xxvili. 20. Heb. ii. 3, 4, which last passage 
some have absurdly supposed to have been 
seen and used by our Evangelist.—émakoX. 
and tmapakoX. are both foreign to the dic- 
tion of Mark, often as he uses the simple \ 
verb. 
A few concluding remarks may be added } 

respecting vv. 9—20. (1) On external ' 

| 
} 

atl 

grounds (see var. read.) its authenticity 
and authority are beyond any question. 
Our only inquiry then is-as to its genuine- 
ness as a work of the Evangelist Mark. 
And here (2) internal evidence is, I think, 
very weighty against Mark’s being the 
author. No less than seventeen words and 
expressions occur in it (and some of them ; 
several times), which are never elsewhere 
used by Mark,—whose adherence to his 
own peculiar phrases is remarkable. (3) 
The inference therefore seems to me to be, 
that it is an authentic fragment, placed as 
a completion of the Gospel in very early 
times: by whom written, must of course 
remain wholly uncertain; but having just 
the same claim to reception and reverence 
as the rest of the Gospels. 
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d here only. Hab. ii. 6. Sir. ix. 15, 2 Macc. ii. 32. 

Cuap. I, 

Cuape. I. 1—4.] The peculiar style of 
this preface,—which is purer Greek than 
the contents of the Gospel, and also more 
laboured and formal,—may be accounted 
for,—partly, because it is the composition 
of the Evangelist himself, and not trans- 
lated from Hebrew sources like the rest,— 
and partly because prefaces, especially when 
also dedicatory, are usually in a rounded 
and artificial style. —7oddot] Much de- 
pends on the meaning of this word, as 
guiding, or modifying, our opinion on the 
relation and sources of our Gospel histories. 
(1) That our present Gospels exclusively 
cannot be meant, is evident—since, even 
supposing Luke to have seen all three, one 
at least (that of John) was the production 
beyond dispute of an eye-witness and mi- 
nister of the word,—which would leave 
only two for the woddot. (2) Apocryphal 
Gospels exclusively cannot be meant: for 
they would not be ‘ narrations of matters 
Sully believed among us,’ nor ‘ delivered by 
eye-witnesses and ministers of the word,’ 
a great part of their contents being ewv- 
cluded by this very author from his own 
Ommynotg. (3) A combination of these two 
may be intended—e.g. of the later sort, 
the Gospel according to the Hebrews,—of 
the former, that according to Mark—but 
then how shall we make out the modAot ? 
Our present Apocryphal Gospels arose far 
later than any likely date which can be as- 

B emexelonoay ° 

* retAnpopoonuévwy é Ev nuw 7Toay- 

1. év piv om. F al. —2. ca’ & D.—rapidwoar A. 

avaracacbat : here only +. 
Esth. ix. 25. 

ar ar ix. 29. 
c here only +. 

e Rom. vi. 21. xiv. 5. 2 Tim. iy. 5, 17 only. Eccles. viii. 11. 

-cav K.—4. for 

signed to Luke’s Gospel: see Prolegomena 
to Luke, § 4. (4) I believe the only pro- 
bable interpretation of the words to be, 
that many persons, in charge of Churches, 
or otherwise induced, drew up, here and 
there, statements (narratives, diy.) of the 
testimony of the eye-witnesses and v7np. T. 
X. (see below), as far as they themselves 
had been able to collect them. (I do not 
believe that either the Gospel of Matt. or 
that of Mark are to be reckoned among 
these ; or if they are, that Luke had seen or 
used them.) That such narratives should 
not have come down to us, is no matter of 
surprise: for (1) they would be absorbed 
by the more complete and sanctioned ac- 
counts of our present Evangelists; and (2) 
Church-tradition has preserved very few 
fragments of authentic information of the 
Apostolic age. It is probable that in al- 
most every Church where an eye-witness 
preached, his testimony would be taken 
down, and framed into some ¢ujynotc, more 
or less complete, of the life and sayings of 
the Lord. — étrexetpyoav] ‘have under- 
taken ;’ or, as E. V., ‘ taken in hand.’ This 
does not necessarily imply the insufficiency 
of such dinyijoec, as Orig. Theophyl. &c. 
have imagined. ‘This is indeed implied in 
Luke’s description of his own work—but 
that, more because it possessed complete- 
ness (whereas they were fragmentary) than 
from any difference in kind.—évaragacGar | 
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Xvi. 20 al. 1=1 Tim. iv.6. 2 Tim. iii. 10. 
XXiv. 3. x xvi. 25. p 1 Cor. xiii. 12. Jer. v. “De 

‘to draw up,’—‘to arrange.’ — Sijy.] a 
narration—history. — mwewAnp.] according 
to some, ‘ fulfilled.’ De Wette supports 
this by the meaning of wAnodw Acts xix. 
21. xii. 25, which is beside the purpose. 
The more likely rendering is that of E. V., 

‘certainly believed.’ (Meyer would render 
it, ‘which have found their completion among 
us,’ i. e. “us of the Apostolic times ;’? mean- 
ing ‘ Theophilus and himself,’ &c. This, I 

think, gives too emphatic a sense to év jpiv, 
which can only mean as ordinarily, ‘ among 
us,’ unless accompanied with some quali- 
fying expression. See reff. and note on 
2 Tim. iv. 5. 17.)—The use of the cognate 
noun zAnpopopia supports this view: see 
1 Thess. i. 5. Heb. vi. 11. —ptv] to us 
Christians, to you and me, and all members 
of the Church of Christ—so also the ypiv 
by-and-by.—2. Kka8as tap.| The Apostles, 
&c., delivered these matters orally to the 
Churches in their teaching (see below on 
kKaTnx-), and others drew up accounts from 
that catechetical instruction. —It appears 
from this, that Luke was not aware of any 
Siyynots drawn up by an eye-witness or 
tm... He cannot therefore have seen 
(or, having seen, not recognized as such, 
which is highly improbable) the Gospel of 
Matthew. CORES 1 John i. 1—3.—arr° 
apx7s] not, ‘from the very beginning,’ i.e. 
the birth of the Lord, &c., but the official 
beginning: see Acts i. 21.—It differs from 
advwbev below. —avr. x. dmnp. Tov A.] avT. 
most probably stands alone: but it may 
well be taken with r. X. (see below. )—trnp. ’ 
—see reff.,—‘ ministering servants ’— but 
in connexion with dz’ apox7¢. —T. Adyou 
—not, ‘the Adyoc’ (i.e. Christ), which 
would be altogether alien from Luke’s 
usage—nor ‘the matter,’ so that a7. Tr. X. 
would signify those who by their labours 
contributed to bring the matter about, ‘ qui 
ipsi interfuerunt rebus, tanquam pars ali- 
qua’—for this is alien from Luke’s usage 
of bmn y—see Acts xxvi. 16;—but, ‘the 
word,’ —the word preached: — so that 
Uanoerne T. oy. = drakovoc T. Noy. Acts 
vi. ].—8. Sof kapot] Luke by Aik elelenes 
himself with these zoAXoi, and shows that 
he intended no disparagement or blame to 
them, and was going to construct his own 
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history from similar sources. There is 
here no expressed claim to inspiration, but 
at the same time no disclaimer of it. Some 
of the versions add, after ckapoi, ‘et spi- 
ritui sancto,’—which makes the following 
clause an absurdity.—7rapyx. | having traced 
down (by research), and so become accu- 
rately acquainted with. The word is used 
in just this sense by Demosth., epi r. or., 
p- 285: éxetvog 6 Kawpde Kal 1) npépa 
éxeivyn ov povoy evyouy Kai mobotoy dy- 
dpa eeadet, ada ral TapyKkohovOnkéTa 
Tolg mpaypaow be aoxne, Kai ouNé)o- 
yeopévoy op0Gc¢ rivoc évexa TauT émpar- 
Tev O PIX, Kai Ti BovdAdpEVOC. — avabev | 
from the beginning —i. e. as in ver. 5 ;—as 
distinguished from those who only wrote of 
the official life of the Lord, or only frag- 
ments perhaps of that.—KaQegjs, ‘consecu- 
tively:’ see reff. By this word we must not 
understand Luke to lay claim to any espe- 
cial chronological accuracy ;—which in- 
deed is not found in his Gospel.—The word 
is of later usage, e.g. by Plutarch, A°lian, 
&e. The classics have égefjc. — kpar. 
Oe6¢.] It is wholly unknown who this per- 
son was. The name was a very common 
one. The conjectures about him are end- 
less, and entirely without value. It ap- 
pears that he was a person of dignity (see 
reff. on koaris7.), and a convert to Christi- 
anity.—The idea of the name being not a 
proper, but a feigned one, designating ‘ those 
who loved God,’ is too modern for the usage 
of Luke, and not modern enough for the 
present state of Scripture crit:cism. — 4.] 
émtyv@s—here in its stricter sense, of ac- 
quiring additional, more accurate knowledge 
—see reff. — katynx.] Theophilus had then 
been orally instructed in the narratives 
which form the subject of this Gospel: and 
Luke’s intention in writing it is, that he 
might have a more accurate knowledge of 
these histories — xatnx9nys — literally, 
catechized, ‘ catechetically taught.’—ddyev 
is not to be rendered ‘things:’ neither it, 
nor pia, nor 727, ever have this meaning, 
as is commonly but erroneously supposed. 
In all the commonly-cited examples of this, 
‘things expressed in words’ are meant: 
here, ‘ the histories,’ ‘ accounts.’ (See Pro- 
legg. to the Gospels, i. 3.) 

ABC 
DP 
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b ver. 5. 
f here only. Exod. xxx. 7, 8. 
, Exod. xxx. 1, j = Matt. ii. 3. xiv. 26. Gen. xly. 3. 

c here only. Gen. xix. 13 al. 
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5.] The style now totally alters and be- 
comes Hebraistic, signifying that the fol- 
lowing is translated or compiled from an 
Aramaic oral narration, or perhaps (from 
the very distinct character of these two first 
chapters) document. — é& éb. °AB., which 
was the eighth of the four and twenty 
courses of the priests (see reff.). These 
courses kept their names and order, though 
not their descent, after the captivity. The 
courses, though called é¢npeoia, were of a 
week’s duration each: az6 caBBarov ézi 
caBBurov, Jos. Ant. vii.14,7. Meyer ob- 
serves that if any use is to be made of this 
note of time to fix the date, our reckoning 
must be made backward from the destruc- 
tion of the temple, not forward from the 
restoration of the courses by Judas Macca- 
beus, because it is not certain what course 
then began the new order of things; whereas 
we have a fixed note for the destruction of 
the temple, that it was on the 9th of Ab, 
and the course in waiting was that of Je- 
hoiarib. Comm. ii. p. 194. —’EAuo.] the 
LXX rendering, Exod. vi. 23, of piz>>x, the 
wife of Aaron: signifying, Deus juramen- 
tum. — 6.] mop. év, a Hebraism, as also 
apoB. év T. np. . . . . ver. 7, and éyéveto 
év T@ ltep..... €Aaxe, ver. 8.— This 
last is a construction frequent in Luke. 
—9, 10.| tov Oupracar (not Pvpiicat). 
—This was the most honourable office 
which was allotted among the priests each 
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day, and the same person could not serve 
it more than once.—od 6. eisehOav — = Ito 
go in and to burn incense.—tév vadv] ‘the 
holy place :’ see Heb. ix. 1—6, and Exod. 
xxx. 7.—An account of John Hyrcanus the 
high- -priest having a vision at the time of 
offering i incense occurs Jos. Antt. xiii. 10, 3: 
gai yap Ore kar’ txeivny TY rpépay, 
kal’ iv ot matdec avrov tT) Kvducnyp 
ouvéparor, arog ty TY va Dupo po- 
voc, wy 6 apxtepede, akovcele Purie, og 
ot maidec avrev VEVEKNKACLY adoring TOV 
"Avrioxoy. kai TovTo mpoehOwy ex Tov 
yaov mavti TY ANGE havEpdy éExoincse 
kai suvéPy ovTwe yevécOa. Here also we 
have the people outside:—their prayers 
were offered while the incense was burnt, 
as the smoke was symbolical of the ascent 
of prayer,— Rev. viii. 3, 4.—11.] The altar 
of incense, Exod. xxx. 1, must not be con- 
founded with the large altar of burnt- 
offering : that stood outside the holy place, 
in the court of the priests. It was during 
the sacrifice on the great altar that the 
daily burning of the incense took place: 
one of the two priests, whose lot it was to 
offer incense, brought fire from off the altar 
of burnt-offering to the altar of incense, 
and then left the other priest there alone,— 
who, on a signal from the priest presiding 
at the sacrifice, kindled the incense: see 
Exod. xl. 5. 26.— This is no vision, but 
an actual angelic appearance. The right 

x 
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is the favourable side: see Matt. xxv. 33. 
—18.] He had then prayed for a son—but 
as appears below, long since—for he now 
had ceased to look for an answer to his 
prayer. — *Iwdvvyv | ym, Iwavar 
LXX, 1 Chron. iii. 24;—’Iwva, 4 Kings 
xxv. 23 ;—’Iwayne, 2 Chr. xxviii. 12 ;— 
‘ God’s favour,’ or ‘ God is favourable.’ — 
15. évérr. «.] signifying the spiritual nature 
of his office and influence. — The priests 
were similarly prohibited to drink strong 
drink; and the Nazarites even more ri- 
gidly: see reff. —ot., from 72%, inebria- 
tus est,—‘ any strong liquor not made from 
grapes.’ — mv. ay. 1A. is a contrast to, and 
a reason for, the not drinking wine nor 
strong drink: comp. Eph. v. 18.— Ols- 
hansen and Meyer think that (comparing 
ver. 44) the meaning is, the Holy Spirit 
should in some wonderful manner act on 
the child even before his birth. But (see 
reff.) this is not necessary,—nay, would it 
not rather be in this case év koiNia . . 2? 
The é« seems to fix the prior limit of the 
indwelling of the Spirit, at his birth.—16.] 
The work of John was one of preparation 
and turning men’s hearts towards God.— 
For full notes on his office, see on Matt. 
xi.—It may suffice here to repeat, that it 
was a concentration of the spirit of the 
law, whose office it was to convince of sin: 
and that he eminently represented the law 
and the prophets in their work of preparing 

mopevoerar F.—rp cupip A.—19. for wape 

the way for Christ. —17.] év. avtot —i. e. 
kupiov Tov 0. a’r&y, manifest in the flesh. 
De Wette denies this interpretation, as con- 
trary to all analogy: and yet himself ex- 
plains the expression by saying that what 
the Messiah does, is in Scripture ascribed 
to God as its doer (similarly Meyer). But 
why ? because Messiah is Gop witH us.— 
This expression is besides used (see Zech. 
xiy. 5), in places where the undoubted and 
sole reference is to the Messiah.—év tv. x. 
Suv.] As a type, a partial fulfilment, of the 
personal coming of Elias in the latter days 
(see note on Matt. xi. 13, 14). — émtortp. 
. ... | The first member only of the sen- 
tence corresponds with Malachi, and that 
not verbatim. The angel gives the exposi- 
tion of the second member,—kai rapdiay 
avOpwmrov mode Toy TANnGIoy avrov,— for 
of course that must be understood in the 
better sense, of the good prevailing, and 
the bad becoming like them.— év is elliptic 
for cic TO eivacéy ... see reff. — Augustin 
de Civ. Dei, xx. 29,—‘ est sensus, ut etiam 
Jfilii sic intelligant legem, id est, Judei, 
quemadmodum patres eam intellexerunt, id 
est Prophetze, in quibus erat et ipse Moyses:’ 
so also Kuinoel, but erroneously, for both 
articles would be expressed,—r@yv 7rartowy 
tri ra récva,—18.] The birth of John, 
involving human generation, but propheti- 
cally announced, and supernatural, answers 
to the birth of Isaac in the O. T.—But 
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Abraham’s faith was a strong contrast to 
the unbelief of Zacharias: see Rom. iv. 19. 
De Wette, without noticing the above re- 
mark (which is Olshausen’s), says, ‘‘ the 
same doubt, which Abraham also enter- 
tained in a similar case” (!); so that we 
have here, as often elsewhere, in the inter- 
pretation of Scripture (Gen. xvii. 17. xv. 
6. 8. xviii. 12), De Wette versus Paul (!) 
(Rom. as above) :—the fact being, that the 
case Gen. xv. 8 was not similar. — mpeo- 
Biryns] The Levites (see Num. iv. 3. viii. 24) 
became superannuated at the age of fifty ; 
but it appears, by extracts from the Rab- 
binical writings given by Lightfoot, that 
this was not the case with the priests. — 
19.] TaBpryA = >yrq223, Man of God: see 
Dan. viii. 16. ix. 21, also Tobit xii. 15.— 
The names of the angels, say the Rabbis, 
came up with Israel from Babylon. We 
first read of both Michael and Gabriel in 
the book of Daniel. But we are not there- 
fore to suppose that they were borrowed 
from any heathen system, as Strauss and 
the rationalists have done ;—the fact being, 
that the persons and order of the angels 
were known long before, and their names 
formed matter of subsequent revelation to 
Daniel: see Professor Mill’s Vindication of 
Luke i. and ii. § 4, and note A; also Josh. 
v. 13—15.— 6 wapeor. év. tT. 8.] one of 
the chief angels near the throne of God. 
They are called seven in Tobit (ibid.): see 
Dr. Mill’s Tract, as above.—20.] We must 
not consider this dumbness solely as a 

punishment—it was also a sign, as Zacharias 
had required. It is impossible for us to 
say what the degree of unbelief in Zacharias 
was, and therefore we can be no judges as 
to his being deserving of the punishment 
(against Strauss and the rationalists). — 
owt. K. . Suv. Aad.] This is not a repe- 
tition, but an intensification, of cw7@v.— 

av@ ov is not a Hebraism, but good Greek: 
see Passow, and Matthie, § 480. — 21.] It 
was customary for the priest at the time of 
prayer not to remain long in the holy place, 
for fear the people who were without might 
imagine that any vengeance had been in- 
flicted on him for some informality ;—as he 
was considered the representative of the 
people.— 22.| They knew, by some excite- 
ment visible in his manner. It was not his 
office to pronounce the benediction, but that 
of the other incensing priest; so that his 
‘not being able to speak,’ must mean, iz 
answer to the inquiries which his unusual 
appearance prompted. This answer he gave 
by a sign: and the question was also by 
signs; for (see ver. 62) he was deaf, as 
well as dumb, which indeed is the strict 
meaning of kwdds—ovre adGy, ob7’ 
dxotwyv, Hesych. — 28.] as érdyjo. The 
week during which his course was on duty. 
Mr. Greswell, by much elaborate calcula- 
tion, has made it probable, but only as one 
out of several alternatives, that this week 

was Tisri 18—25, = September 30—Oc- 

tober 6, of the sixth year before the Chris- 

tian era (Prolegg. p. 85 sq.).—A deaf and 
X 2 
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dumb person, we thus see, was not pre- 
cluded from some of the sacerdotal minis- 
trations. 

24, 25.] mepiekpuBev—either, to avoid 
defilement: see Judges xiii. 13, 14,—to hide 
her pregnancy from her neighbours till it 
was certain and apparent,—or, from the 
precaution which the first months of preg- 
nancy require.—Kuinoel suggests, that the 
reason may have been, that she might de- 
vote herself more uninterruptedly to exer- 
cises of devotion and thankfulness, and that 
this is expressed by the words following.— 
If so,—6tTt must mean ‘for,’ as indeed is 
the usage of these first chapters: see below 
on ver. 45; but it seems here to be only 
the usual particle by which a speech is in- 
troduced: see Gen. xxix. 33. — émetdev] 
There is no ellipsis of éué or éz’ épé, nor is 
the meaning, ‘ hath looked upon me ;’ but 
tz. is to be taken with the infinitive follow- 
ing—‘ hath condescended to remove:’ so 
épopaw, Herod. i. 124.— 7d dverdos] of 
barrenness: see Gen. xxx. 23. — 26.] T@ 
ékto—referring to the wéy7e in ver. 24. — 
Nafapér] In this particular the informa- 
tion of our Evangelist appears to be fuller 
than that of Matthew, who seems not to be 
aware of any residence at Nazareth pre- 

txt A B D (adr. 

vious to the birth of our Lord: but see 
note on Matt. ii. 23. — 27.] é& otkouv A. 
refers to Joseph in this place, who (see 
Matt. i.) was of the direct lineage of David. 
That Mary was so, is nowhere expressed in 
the Gospels, but is implied in ver. 32, and 
has been the general belief of Christians. 
The Son of David was to be the fruit of 
his body (Ps. exxxii. 11); which He would 
not be, unless His virgin mother was of the 
house of David. See notes on the gene- 
alogy in ch. iti. — 28.] keyapttwp., not 
‘gratia plena,’ as the Vulg. ;—for, though 
Xapirow is not found in classical writers, 
the analogy of all verbs in -éw must rule it 
to mean, the passing of the action implied 
in the radical substantive on the object of 
the verb—the ‘ conferring of grace or fa- 
vour, upon.’ And this is its meaning in 
the only other place (see reff.) where it 
occurs in the N.'T.—6 «. pet. god] k. 
éoriv: see Judges vi. 12 LXX. — evAoy | 
has a double meaning: that of blessed,— 
Jrom above —blessed among women, i. e. 

beyond other women; and praised,—from 
below—i. e. called blessed by women. The 
former is the best rendering here: and then 
év y. will be the Hebrew superlative, as in 
Jer. xxix. 15 (LXX), and Cant, i. 8. — 
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82.] Aavid tov mw. att. This announce- 
ment would make it probable that Mary 
also was of the house of David. No asto- 
nishment is expressed by her at this part 
of the statement, and yet, from the nature 
of her question, it is clear that she did not 
explain it by supposing Joseph to be the 
destined father of her child. See 2 Sam. 
Valls IB TREE Ikeecbe BH 2% IIRL be 7/6 dieie 
xxx. 15. — 34, 35.] This question differs 
from that raised by Zacharias above. It is 
merely an inquiry after the manner in which 
so wonderful a thing should take place— 
not, how shall I know this ?—it takes for 
granted that it shall be,—and only asks, 
How ? —mvevpa ay.| the Holy Spirit— 
the creative Spirit of God, of whom it is 
said, Gen. i. 2, that He émedipero étravw 
vdatoc. But as the world was not created 
by the Holy Ghost, but by the Son, so 
also the Lord was not begotten by the Holy 
Ghost, but by the Father; and that, before 
the worlds. ‘‘ No more is here to be at- 
tributed to the Spirit, than what is neces- 
sary to cause the Virgin to perform the 
actions of a mother. . . As Christ was 
made of the substance of the Virgin, so He 
was not made of the substance of the Holy 
Ghost, Whose essence cannot at all be 
made. And because the Holy Ghost did 
not beget Him by any communication of 
His essence, therefore He is not the Father 
of Him, though He were conceived by 
Him.” (Pearson on the Creed, p. 165, 166.) 
—émiokidoet] The figure is not from a 

txt A C.— 38. for amjQX0., aze- 

bird (as Grotius), but from a cloud: see 
reff. — &ytov|] Some take this for the pre- 
dicate of 76 -yevv., ‘shall be called holy, 
the Son of God.’ But it is more simple 
to take it as E.V., ‘that holy thing,’ &c., 
making T6 yevv. ay. the subject, and vi. @. 
the predicate. On the latter expression, 
see note on Matt. iv. 3, and Luke xxiii. 47. 
—36.] ovyyevys. What relation, nowhere 
appears in Scripture: and traditions are not 
worth recounting. Elizabeth was of the 
tribe of Levi; but this need not hinder 
connexion by marriage with other tribes. 
Aaron himself married into Judah, Exod. 
vi. 23. We find in Judges xvii. 7 a young 
man of the family of Judah, who was a 
Levite. Philo de Monarch. ii. 11 (vol. ii. 
p- 229), says, mpocéraée TM piv apyeepet 
prvacba pry povoy yuvatka ap0éevor, 
ada Kat tépevav t& tegéwy é7re- 
roamn O& Toic dAXote Kai pu) LEpewY Yapneiv 
Ovyarépac. — 37.] The future, in Hebrew, 
expresses that which does not belong to any 
fixed time, but shall ever be so. — pypa] 
see reff., and above on ver. 4, — 38.] Her 
own faithful and humble assent is here 
given to the Divine announcement which 
had been made to her. I believe that her 
conception of the Lord is to be dated from 
the utterance of these words. She was no 
unconscious vessel of the Divine will, but 
(see ver. 45) in humility and faith, a fellow- 
worker with the purpose of the Father ; 
and therefore her own unity with that pur- 
pose was required, and is here recorded. 
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So Euthym. on aw avris,—ion ovdXa- 
Bobonce dua r~ Oyp adbrov.—89.] The 
situation of Elizabeth was not before this 
known to Mary: and on the intelligence of 
it from the angel she arose and went to 
congratulate her kinswoman.—But before 
this the events related in Matt. i. 18—25 
had happened.—Mary being betrothed to 
Joseph, had no communications with him, 
except through the pronube ; who, on the 
first indications of her pregnancy, repre- 
sented it to him. This would not take 
longer time than the expression év tats 
hp. Tad. might include—possibly three or 
four weeks. Then happened Matt. i. 19, 
20; and immediately Joseph took her home. 
As a betrothed virgin she could not travel ; 
but now immediately, and perhaps for the 
very reason of the circumstances under 
which Joseph had taken her home, she 
visits Elizabeth—remaining with her about 
three months, ver. 56.—So that we have,—- 
five months, during which Elizabeth hid 
herself, 4+- the sixth month, during which 
takes place the Annunciation, the discovery 
of Mary’s pregnancy, her taking home by 
Joseph, + three months visit of Mary = 
nine months, nearly her full time: see ver. 
57.— mwédw *lov8.] may possibly mean 
the city of Juta, which (Josh. xxi. 13. 16) 
was given, together with Hebron and other 
neighbouring cities; to the children of Aaron 
the priest, and was in the hill country of 
Judea: see Josh. xxi. 11.—But it may also 
mean ‘a city of Judah,’ and this is perhaps 
more likely, as no place of residence is 
mentioned for Zacharias in ver. 23,—and 
one would hardly be introduced so abruptly 
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here. See for Iovda thus used, Matt. ii. 6. 
Josh. xxi. 11. — It is not Jerusalem; for 
that would not have been described as in 
the hill country. — 41.] The salutation ut- 
tered by Elizabeth is clearly implied to have 
been an inspiration of the Holy Spirit. 
No intimation had been made to her of the 
situation of Mary. The movement of the 
babe in her womb (possibly for the first 
time) was part of the effect of the same 
spiritual influence. The known mysterious 
effects of sympathy in such cases, at least 
lead us to believe that there may be cor- 
responding effects where the causes are of 
a kind beyond our common experience. — 
7. aoTacp.| not ‘the salutation of Mary’ 
(the Annunciation), but ‘ Mary’s saluta- 
tion:’ the former construction is not ac- 
cording to Luke’s usage. — 43.] The word 
kupiov, as applied to the unborn babe, can 
no otherwise be explained than as uttered 
in the spirit of prophecy, and expressing 
the Divine nature of the Lord: see espe- 
cially Ps. cx. 1.—45.] Either (as E. V., 
Vulg., Erasm., Beza, Meyer) ‘blessed is 
she that believed, for’ &c.—or ‘ blessed 
is she that believed that there shall be’ &c. 
— The last is maintained by Bengel and 
De Wette, and supported by Acts xxvii. 25. 
But I own it seems to me very improbable 
here; the sense and the period would both 
suffer ;—and the usage of these first chapters 
is to render a reason by br: see vv. 37.48, 

49. 68.—I much prefer the former render- 
ing, as agreeable likewise to the analogy of 
Scripture, where Jaith, in the recipient of 

the Divine purposes, is so often represented 
as a co-ordinate cause of the fulfilment 
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of those purposes. — 46—55.] Compare 
throughout the song of Hannah, 1 Sam. ii. 
1—10. — As connected with the defence of 
the hymns contained in these two chapters, 
we may observe, taking the very lowest 
ground, that there is nothing improbable, 
as matter of fact, in holy persons, full of the 
thoughts which permeate the O. T. prophe- 
cies, breaking out into such songs of praise 
as these, which are grounded on and almost 
expressed in the words of Scripture (see 
Dr. Mill, Historical Character of Luke i. 
vindicated, p. 40 ff.). The Christian be- 
liever however will take a higher view than 
this, and attribute to the mother of the 
Lord that same inspiration of the Holy 
Spirit which filled Elizabeth (ver. 41) and 
Zachariah (ver. 67).—  woyyn—tvedpa] the 
whole inner being: see on 1 Thess. v. 23. 

—owrtfpt] not merely, ‘ Deliverer from 
degradation, as a daughter of David ’—but, 
in a higher sense, ‘author of that salvation 
which God’speopleexpected.’—48. rarretv. | 
‘low condition ;’ not humility: the noun is 
an objective one. — 51—55.] These aorists 
express, not the habit of the past, but the 
consequences involved for the future in 
that which the Lord had done to her.— 
ver. 55 is not rendered in the E. V. accord- 
ing to the construction; from Ps. xcvii. 3 
it will be seen that pvno@yAvar éh€ovs TO 
°AB. are to be joined together, and there- 
fore kaQwe . .. 70x will be parenthetical. 
See Micah vii. 20. 

57—80.] — 59. éxddovy — they were 
calling—wished to call: see Matt. iii. 14 
for this use of the imperfect. The names 
of children were given at circumcision, 
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because, at the institution of that rite, the 
names of Abram and Sarai were changed 
to Abraham and Sarah,—Gen. xvii. 5. 15. 
—60.] There is no reason for supposing, 
with Theophyl., Euthym., Meyer, that E/i- 
zabeth had had the name supernaturally 
intimated to her. She must necessarily 
have learnt it, in the course of communica- 
tion by writing, from her husband. — 62. | 
The natural inference from this verse is, 
that Zacharias was deaf as well as dumb; 
nor do I think Kuinoel, De Wette, Meyer, 
and Olshausen have succeeded in inyali- 
dating this inference. There could have 
been no reason for beckoning, had Zacha- 
rias been able to hear articulate words. — 
63. mvaktd.| A tablet smeared with wax, 
on which they wrote with a_ style. — 
sypawe Aéywv] a Hebraism: see 2 Kings 
bLG. — Bavp. mavtes] This also confirms 

the view that Zacharias was deaf. There 
would be nothing wonderful in his acceding 
to his wife’s suggestion, if he had known 
it: the coincidence, apparently without this 
knowledge, was the matter of wonder, — 

txt A.—ijv om. D. cum illo est b. 
ins. 

txt ABC ec. 
A.—7rov om. BD L. ins. AC. —70. ray 

64.] For now first had the angel’s words, 
Kkadéoetc TO Ov. avr. Iwavyny, ver. 13, re- 
ceived their fulfilment. —65.] For the constr. 
qTEPLOLK. avTovs, see Herod. v. 78. Xen. 
Anab. v. 6, 16.—66.] dpa refers back 
to the circumstances which have happened 
—‘ What then shall’ &c.: see ch. vill. 25. 
Acts xii. 18. — kat yelp x... . |] a remark 
inserted by the Evangelist himself: not a 
further saying of the speakers in the verse 
before, as Kuinoel and others maintain.— 
68.] This Hymn of thanksgiving appears to 
have been uttered, as the Magnificat, under 
the immediate influence of inspiration of 
the Holy Ghost. It is entirely Hebrew in 
its cast and idioms, and might be rendered 
in that language almost word for word. It 
serves, besides its own immediate interest 
to every Christian, to show to us the exact 
religious view under which John was edu- 
cated by his father. — 69.] xépas—a meta- 
phor from horned beasts, who are weak and 
defenceless without, but formidable with 
their horns: see reff. There is no allusion 
(Selden, &c.) to the horns of the altar— 
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the mere notion of a refuge is never con- 
nected with the Messiah’s Kingdom. — 
70.) Meyer cites robe az’ aiwvoc pyropac, 
Longin. 34. — 72.] mwoujoar . . . for the 
infinitive, see ver. 54.—73.] Spkov ov. . for 
Ooxov, Ov . . . see Gen. xxil. 16—18. — 
74, 75.] The attempts to remove the Jew- 
ish worship by Antiochus Epiphanes and 
by the Romans, had been most calamitous 
to the people.—This év 6ou. k. StKatoc. 
sufficiently refutes the idea of some, that 
the whole subject of this song is the tem- 
poral theocratic greatness of the Messiah. 
—'7.] The remission of sin is the first 
opening for the yy@otc owrnpiac: see ch. 
iii. 7. The preposition év has its literal 
meaning, ‘in.’—78. avarod7] is (see reff.) 
the LXX rendering for max, a branch or 

sprout—and thus, ‘ that which springs up 
or rises,’ as Light :—which, from the clauses 
following, is the meaning here. — é& wtp. 
may be taken with avart., as in H. V.:—or 
perhaps better with the verb émudavar. — 
79.| See Is. ix. 1. Matt. iv. 16. Care must 
be taken on the one hand not to degrade 
the expressions of this song of praise into 
mere anticipations of temporal prosperity, 
nor, on the other, to find in it (except in 

so far as they are involved in the inner and 
deeper sense of the words, unknown save 
to the Spirit who prompted them) the mi- 
nute doctrinal distinctions of the writings 
of St. Paul. It is the expression of the 
aspirations and hopes of a pious Jew, wait- 
ing for the salvation of the Lord, finding 
that salvation brought near, and uttering 
his thankfulness in Old Testament language, 
with which he was familiar, and at the same 
time under prophetic influence of the Holy 
Spirit. That such a song should be incon- 
sistent with dogmatic truth, is impossible : 
that it should unfold it minutely, is in the 
highest degree improbable. — 80.] A very 
similar conclusion to that in ch. ii. 40, and 
denoting probably the termination of that 
record or document of the birth of the Bap- 
tist, which the Evangelist has hitherto been 
translating, or perhaps transcribing already 
translated.—That this first chapter is such 
a separate document, appears from its very 
distinct style. Whether it had been pre- 
served in the holy family, or how other- 
wise obtained by Luke, no trace now ap- 
pears. It has a certain relation to, and at 
the same time is distinguished from, the 
narration of the next chapter. The Old 
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Testament spirit is stronger here, and the 

very phraseology more in unison with He- 
brew usage. — Tats ép.] The dpe) of Ju- 

dea was very near this wilderness, and from 

the character of John’s official life after- 
wards, it is probable that in youth he would 

be given to solitude and abstemiousness. 

It cannot be supposed that the Essenes, 
dwelling in those parts, had any, or only 

the most general kind of influence over 

him, as their views were wholly different 

from his. — évad.] opening of his official 

life: see note on x. I. 
Cuap. II. 1—20.] —1, 2. We go back 

again now to the birth of John, or shortly 
after it—In annotating on these verses, I 

will first state the difficulty in which they 

are involved,—then the only way in which 

it appears to me that a solution can be 

sought. —The prima facie view of these 

verses would be this—that a decree went 

forth, &c., and that this (kind of) enrol- 

ment first took place when Cyrenius (Qui- 

rinus) was governor of Syria. It would 

then appear, either that this very enrolment 

took place under Quirinus,—or that the 

first did so, and this was subsequent to it. 

Now both of these senses are inadmissible. 

For Quirinus was not governor of Syria 

till the year 758 v.c., after the banishment 

of Archelaus, and the addition of his terri- 

tory to the province of Syria. rij¢ d& ’Apy. 

ywooac broredove ToocvEnnOELane TH Lv- 

pwy, Téurerat Kupiog wrod Kaicapoc, 

AVHO UTATLUKOC, aroryintopevoc Ta &y 

Supig, wai roy ’Aoxyedaov aTrodwaopmevoe 

oicov. Joseph. Antt. xvii. 13, 5. And the 

birth of our Lord occurred at least eight 

years before this, previous to Herod’s death, 

and when Sentius Saturninus was governor 

of Syria. "The prima facie view of the text 

then cannot be the right one.—I believe we 

must seek our solution in the word pty. 

Had Luke intended to say, ‘this a7oy. 

took place when Quirinus was governor of 

Syria,’ this word mporn would not have 

been used. Why then has it been inserted ? 

It is evident that on if the whole force of 

the sentence depends, and the reason why 

the memorandum has been placed here. I 

can only assign to it one of two possible 

meanings—(1) that the azroy. was not com- 

pleted now, but eight years afterwards, when 

Quirinus was governor of Syria; thus lay- 

ing the stress on éyévero,—(but not read- 
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: atoypapeabar Avyovarou 
2 avrn [)] * atoypagn Tpwrn 

ing avr, as has been proposed (Ebrard 
and others), which would be contrary to 
usage, and the sense contrary to fact—for 
the enrolling itself did clearly take place, or 

begin to take place, now): (2) that rpwry 
may, by a usage otherwise confined to John 
among the Evangelists, be used for ‘ be- 
fore,’ and thus the sense be,—this enrol- 

ment took place before (that better known 
one, when) Quirinus was governor of Syria 
(Perizon., Usher, Petav., Storr, Tholuck, 

Huschke, Wieseler).—I own that neither 
of these solutions satisfies me: all I wish 
to assert is, that if we are to seek one, this 

word must be interpreted, as being the key 

to the sentence.—The only other resource 
is, to infer that we are not to seek a solu- 
tion in the text, but suppose either that 7 
is corrupt, oy that the date assigned is in- 
correct.—Corruption of the text by inter- 
polation of ver. 2 is not probable, and must 
not be assumed to help us out of a diffi- 
culty, when MSS. give no countenance to 
the supposition. As early as Tertullian 

(about 190 A.p.) the difficulty in this pas- 
sage was recognized. ‘“‘ Sed et census con- 
stat actus sub Augusto nunc in Judea per 
Sentium Saturninum.’’ Ady. Mare. iv. 532 
(Gresw. Diss. i. 452). And omission of this 
verse in any citation (as e.g. in one by 
Gregory Naz., quoted by Valcknaer) is no 
evidence, on account of its parenthetical 
character.—The other alternative, that the 

date assigned is incorrect, is only tenable 
on the supposition that Luke confounded 
this earlier census with that under Qui- 
rinus; and this, considering the accuracy 

of this Evangelist, we should be very slow 
to concede. Moreover, it appears from 
Acts v. 37, that Luke himself has related 
Gamaliel’s reference to an event which hap- 
pened in the taxing of Quirinus; and al- 
though that is without mark of date, yet 
it would be absurd to suppose that two 
public events, which happened in the me- 
mory of living men, could be thus con- 
founded by one who was a diligent in- 
quirer after historic truth. (It is remark- 
able however that Justin Martyr three 
times distinctly asserts that owr Lord was 
born under Quirinus, and appeals to the 
register then made, as if from it the fact 
might, if necessary, be confirmed : pp. 75 d. 
83 b. 303 d.) The supposition that the 
aoyo. here spoken of is that of Quirinus, 
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p Gen. xxv. 24. 
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Ezek. xvi. 4. 
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and that Luke has committed a parachro- 
nism by placing it here, will only be re- 
sorted to by those who disbelieve this part 
of the Gospel history ; inasmuch as it would 
tend to invalidate the account following. 

On the whole, I believe that an azoypag1) 
or enrolment of names, with a view to 

ascertain the population of the empire, was 
commanded and put in force at this time, 
unaccompanied by any payment of money. 
Mr. Greswell (vol. i. p. 511) cites a passage 
of Suidas—ére Atyovoroc Kaicap, ddéay 
aur, Tavrac Tove oiknropac Pwpatwy (?) 
Kata Todcwroy aovOuet, BouhOpevog yvo- 
vat Tocov tort 7ANGoe: and has made it 
probable that, notwithstanding a difficulty 
in the numbers, this was a census of the 
empire, and not of the city. We know 
(see Tacitus, Ann. i. 11. Sueton. Aug. 28, 
101. Dio liti. 30. lvi. 33) that Augustns 
drew up a rationarium or breviarium totius 
imperii, which took many years to arrange 
and complete, and of which the enrolment 
of the inhabitants of the provinces would 
naturally form a part. Of the data for this 
compilation, the enrolment in our text 
might be one—and its completion may not 
have taken place immediately (the death of 
Herod and irregularies of Archelaus hin- 
dering it), but after the removal of Arche- 
laus, under Quirinus. — That Judea was 
not a Roman province at this time, is no 
objection to our text; for the breviarium 
of Augustus contained the ‘regna’ of the 
Roman empire, as well as the ‘ provincias.’— 
See Wieseler, Chronol. Synops. i. 73—122. 
Jn Dio Cassius, where we might expect to 
find information, this portion of the reign 
of Augustus is apparently defective. — 

om. A B D L Just. — 8. for 

Kvupynyv. | P. Sulpicius Quirinus (not Quiri- 
nius, for Kupnvioc is the Greek form of Qui- 
rinus, Meyer ii. 222: see Sueton. Tib. 49. 
Tacit. Ann. iii. 48) was consul in A.vu.c. 
742: see Winer, Realworterbuch, ii. 347. 
—38—5.] There is a mixture here of Roman 
and Jewish customs, which is not at all 
improbable, considering the circumstances. 
In the Roman census, men, women, and 
children were all obliged to go and be en- 
rolled. Dion. Hal. iv. 15, dmavrac éxé- 
Aeuce (6 T bAXo¢) Tove Opomayouc Kata 
KEpariy Mio pevor vomiopa Tt TUVELCHE- 
peu, ETEQOY pey Tt as arvbpac, € Ereooy O& 
TLTaC yvvaiKac, aXXo Oé TL Tobe AYHBovE. 
But then this census was made at their 
dwelling-place, not at that of their extrac- 
tion. The latter practice springs from the 
Jewish genealogical habits, and its adop- 
tion in this case speaks strongly for the 
accuracy of the chronology. If this en- 
rolment was by order of Augustus, and for 
the whole empire, it of course would be 
made so as to include all, after the Roman 
manner : but inasmuch as it was made wnder 
the Jewish king Herod, it was done after 
the Jewish manner, in taking this account 
of each at his own place of extraction.— 
Mary being herself sprung from the lineage 
of David (see ch. i. 32), might on this ac- 
count go to Bethlehem, being, as some sup- 
pose, an inheritress; but this does not 
seem to be the Evangelist’s meaning, but 
that, after the Roman manner, she accom- 
panied her husband.—No stress must be 
laid on pepvyor., as if she were only the 
betrothed wife of Joseph at this time ;— 
she had been taken to his house before 
this: the history in our text happening 
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om. D. txt A a.— 
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during the time indicated by Matt. i. 25.— 
7.] On mpwtétoKoy see Matt. i. 25. The 
use of the word by both the Evangelists is 
remarkable, and seems to confirm the view 
advocated in this commentary with regard 
to the brethren of the Lord: see on Matt. 
xiii. 55. Ancient tradition states the birth- 
place of the Lord to have been a cave: 
thus Justin Martyr, p. 303, ézet “Iwond 
ovK eixey ty TH KwOpy EKEiYy TOU KaTaXU- 
oat, tv omnhaty Twi obveyyue THC KWOUNC 
Kkaréhuge Kal TOTE, OvTwY auTav eet, éTE- 

roet 7) Mapia roy xouoroy, Kai év garvy 
avrov treGeixer. And Origen, against Cel- 
sus, i. p. 40: dkeohovOwe¢ Ty by TH ebayyE- 
ha mepl THC YEVETEWC avurou ioropia,. Oetk- 

VUTAL TO ev BnOheep omnAatoy évOa éyev- 
ynOn, kai 7) év TY ornaip gdaryn, tvOa 
torrapyavwn. Similarly Eusebius, Atha- 
nasius,and others. This tradition is nowise 
inconsistent with our text—for caves are 
used in most rocky countries as stables. — 
KaTahvpate | mavooxetov, ch. x. 34. 
‘A public inn, or place of reception for 
travellers ;’ not ‘a room in a private house,’ 
for then the expression would be, They found 
no caradvpa. Of what sort this inn was, 
does not appear. — 8.] Mr. Greswell has 
made it highly probable (Diss. x. vol. i.) 
that the Lord was born on the evening of 
(i.e. which begun) the 5th of April, the 
10th of the Jewish Nisan: on which same 
day of April, and the 14th of Nisan, he 
suffered thirty-three years after. Before 
this time there would be abundance of 
grass in the pastures—the spring rains 
being over; but much after it, and till 
after the autumnal equinox again, the pas- 
tures would be comparatively bare: see 
note on John vi. 10.— a&yp.] spending the 
night in the open field. — vA. dvAakas 

7. v.] either, ‘keeping watch by night,’ or, 
‘keeping the watches of the night.’ From 
ref. (where however gv\ardc has the art.) 
the latter seems most probable. On these 
watches, see note at Matt. xiv. 25.— 9.] 
86&a—the brightness of the Lord’s presence 
—the Shechinah, which also accompanied 
His angels when they appeared to men: 
see reff. It is agreeable at least to the 
analogy of the Divine dealings, to suppose, 
with Olshausen, that these shepherds, like 
Simeon, were waiting for the consolation 
of Israel.—l0, 11.] wavti 7@ X., not (E.V.) 
‘to all people,’ here: but ‘ to all the peo- 
ple’—the Jewish people. To them was the 
first message of joy, before the bursting in 
of the Gentiles—just as here the one angel 
gives the prefatory announcement, before 
the multitude of the heavenly host burst in 
with their ‘ peace on earth,’ and ‘ good-will 
towards men.’—owrnp | a Saviour, as E.V., 
—the name being particularized afterwards. 
—xp. kvp.] This is the only place where 
these words come together. In ch. xxiii. 2 
we have you. Baowdéa, and in Acts ii. 36 
kipioy cai yp. (In Col. iii. 24 we have, 
in a somewhat different meaning (said to 
servants), Tp yao Kupl xoLoT@p Covded- 
ere.) And I see no way of understanding 
this KUptos, but as corresponding to the 
Hebrew JeEnovau.—12, | Olshausen hazards 
a conjecture that the stable or cave may 
possibly have delonged to these shepherds. 
But I think the words éws B., by-and-by, 
do not look as if B. were their home. It 
seems clear that the place was somehow 
known to them by the angel’s dese ription. 
— Bpépos—not ‘ ¢he child ;’—the angel in 
giving the sign, generalizes ‘the term—they 
were to know the truth of his words, by 
finding a child wrapped in swaddling clothes, 
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lying in a manger.—14.] The disputes about 
this short song of praise are (with one ex- 
ception, see below) so much solemn trifling. 
As to whether ior or €oTw should be sup- 
plied, the same question might be raised of 
every proclamation which was ever uttered. 
The sense of both these is included. It 
is both, ‘There is,’ and ‘ Let there be,’ 

‘Glory, &c.’ The song is in three clauses, 
forming a Hebrew parallelism, in which the 
third clause is subordinate to and an ampli- 
fication of the second, and so is without a 
copula to it. — evSoxia (see reff.) is that 
good pleasure of God in Christ by which 
He reconciles the world to Himself in Him 
(2 Cor. v. 19).—The reading «2, doxias, which 
would destroy the whole structure of the 
parailelism, is of very insufficient authority, 
but has been rendered famous by its adop- 
tion in the Vulgate, and consequently by 
the Romish Church. But even should it 
be preferred, we must render av@p. e€v- 

txt D and most const. mss.—k«ai om. 

Soxtas ‘the elect people of God,’—not 
‘men of peace’ or ‘ good-will,’ which intro- 
duces a violation of the meaning of evdoxia, 
as well as palpable error of doctrine. And 
even then, av@. ev8. is an unexampled con- 
struction. —15.] ot av@. ot +.—better, ‘the 
shepherds’ merely, than (with De Wette 
and Meyer) to suppose ot av@. to be used 
as distinctive of the shepherds from the 
angels. — Such distinctions are not usual, 
whereas the redundant &v@p. is: see reff. 
19.] ovver. in her memory. — pyp. may 
have its literal sense, ‘ words:’ viz. those 
spoken by the shepherds ;—or its Hebraistic, 
as above ver. 15, which is more probable— 
‘all these things now spoken of.’ — cup. 
‘revolving them’—comparing one with an- 
other. 

21.] The second kat must not be ren- 
dered ‘also.’ It is simply redundant, as 
in reff.—The Lord was made like unto His 
brethren (Heb. ii. 17. iv. 15) in all weak- 
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ness and bodily infirmity, from which legal 
uncleannesses arose. The body which He 
took on Him, though not a body of sin, 
was mortal, subject to the consequence of 
sin,—in the likeness of sinful flesh: but 
incorruptible by the indwelling of the God- 
head (1 Pet. iii. 18). In the fulfilment 
therefore of His great work of redemption 
He became subject to legal rites and purifi- 
cations—not that they were absolutely ve- 
cessary for Him, but were included in those 
things which were zpéovra for Him in 
His humiliation and ‘ making perfect :’? and 
in His lifting up of that human nature, for 
which all these things were absolutely neces- 
sary, into the Godhead. (Gen. xvii. 14). 

22 — 38.] — 22. See Levit. xii. 1—8, 
where however ¢he child is not, as here, 
expressly included in the purification. (It 
is hardly possible that Joseph should be 
implied in the avte@v, as Euthym., Meyer, 

interpret it.) The reading avtov is re- 
markable, and hardly likely to have been a 
correction. airic, adopted by the E. V., 
is wholly without authority, being only 
found in the Complutensian edition; and a 
manifest correction. — Bengel denies that 

— 27. eicayew A.—for ciOtop., E00¢ D. — 28. adrov J M 13 mss. 

either the Lord or His mother wanted puri- 
fication; and mentions that some render 

avroyv ‘of the Jews,’ but does not approve 
of it (compare however John ii. 6). See the 
last note, on the necessity of purification 
for both. — 23.| God had taken the tribe 
of Levi instead of the first-born that open- 
eth the womb, Num. iii. 12; but notwith- 
standing, required that such should be re- 
deemed (Num. xviii. 15) with five shekels 
of the sanctuary. — 24.] The offering (see 
reff.) was, a lamb for a burnt-offering, 
and a pigeon for a sin-offering: but if 
the parties were too poor to bring a 
lamb, then two pigeons. — 25.] It appears 
that this Symeon might have been Symeon 
the son of Hillel,—and father of Gamaliel, 
mentioned in Acts vy. But we have no 
means of ascertaining this. It is no ob- 
jection to it that he is here merely dv@ow- 
moc.—Gamaliel himself is only paptoatécg 
vic in Acts vy. 34.—rapadkd.] see Acts 
Xxvill. 2 It was a common form of ad- 
juration among the Jews, ‘ Ita videam con- 
solationem, si’ &c., referring to Is. xl. 1.— 
On the general expectation of deliverance 
at this time, see on Matt. ii. 1. — 26.] Of 
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the nature of this intimation, nothing is 
said. Symeon was the subject of an especial 
indwelling and leading of the Holy Ghost, 
analogous to that higher form of the spi- 
ritual life expressed in the earliest days by 
walking with God—and according to which 
God’s saints have often been directed and 
informed in an extraordinary manner by 
His Holy Spirit. — 29.] dmodvets, not rot 
Cry, or ke THC yHc,—but as being roy dov- 
Nov cov—He thinks of his death as the 
termination of, and so dismissal from, his 
service. Meyer. — 82.] see Isa. xlix. 6. — 
33.] The true reading is probably 6 zarijo 
avrov «. ¥ ww, which for doctrinal reasons 
has been changed to the present one. in 
verse 45 we have Joseph called by this 
name. Our Lord Himself would not speak 
of him thus, see ver. 49; but in the nar- 
rative we may read ot yoveic avrov and 
such expressions, without any danger of 
forgetting the momentous history of the 
Conception and Nativity. —34, 35.] Ketrar 
eis, ‘is appointed for’—see Phil. i. 17. 
1 Thess. iii. 3; not (Meyer) ‘lies here, in 

my arms.’ — TT@cw, as a stone of stum- 
bling and rock of offence (Is. viii. 14. Rom. 
ix. 33), at which they should fall through 
unbelief. — avaéor., ‘raising up’—in the 
sense of ver. 52 of ch. i.— by faith and 
holiness ;—or, the mr@ous and avacr. may 
refer to the same persons—as it is said by 
the Lord, ‘ He that humbleth himself shall 
be exalted.’ I prefer this last interpreta- 
tion, as cohering best with the next verse : 
see note on it. — 85.] This prophecy I do 
not believe to have its chief reference to 
the deep sorrows of the mother of our Lord 
on beholding His sufferings (Euthym. al.), 
much less to her future death by martyr- 
dom (Epiphan., Lightf.) ; for they stand in 
a totally different connexion. The pro- 
phecy is, of the struggle of many in Israel 
through repentance to faith in this Saviour 
—among which number even His mother 
herself was to be included. The sharp 
pangs of sorrow for sin must pierce her 
heart also; and the end follows—that the 
reasonings out of many hearts may be re- 
vealed — that they who receive the Lord 
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Jesus may be manifest, and they who reject 
Him: see John ix. 39. — 87.] vnot. Kai 
Sey. Not merely i in the ordinary hours of 
prayer, at nine and three, or the ordinary 
fasts on Monday and Thursday, but in an 
ascetic — devotional method of life. —vixra 
is put first, because fasts were reckoned 
from one evening to another. Meyer. Is 
it not rather because the greater solemnity 
and emphasis rests on the religious exercise 
by night ? — 38.] It was very possibly at 
the hour of prayer, —as she spoke of Him to 
numbers, who would at such a time be 
flocking to the temple. 

39, 40.] — 39. Certainly the obvious 
inference from this verse is, that Joseph 
and Mary returned from Jerusalem to 
Nazareth direct. But it is only an 7in- 
Jerence, and not the assertion of the text. 
This part of the Gospel History is one 
where the Harmonists, by their arbitrary 
reconcilements of the two accounts, have 
given great advantage to the enemies of the 
faith. As the two accounts now stand, it 
is wholly impossible to suggest any satis- 
factory method of uniting them; every one 
who has attempted it has, in some part or 
other of his hypothesis, violated probability 
and common sense. But, on the other 
hand, it is equally impossible definitely to 
say that they could not be reconciled, by 
a thorough knowledge of the facts them- 
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selves; and such an assertion, whenever 
made, shows great ignorance of the origin 
and course of oral narration. How many 
things will a relator say,—being unaware of 
certain important circumstances outside his 
narrative,—which seem to preclude those 
circumstances? How often will points of 
time be apparently brought close together 
in such a narration,— between which, events 
most weighty to the history have occurred ? 
The only inference from these two accounts, 
which is inevitable, is, that they are wholly 
independent of one another. If Luke had 
seen the Gospel of Matthew, or vice versa, 
then the variations are utterly inexplicable ; 
and the greatest absurdities of all are in- 
volved in the writings of those who assume 
this, and then proceed to harmonize. Of 
the dwelling at Nazareth before the Na- 
tivity, of the circumstances which brought 
Joseph and Mary to Bethlehem,—of the 
Presentation in the temple, Matthew’s ac- 
count knows nothing ; of the visit of the 
Magi, the murder of the Innocents, the 
flight to Egypt, Luke issunaware. In all 
the main circumstances of the Conception 
and Nativity, they agree, or are easily and 
naturally reconciled (see further, note on 
John vii. 42). — 40.] nvEave—in body. — 
éxp., in spirit, even if wv. be omitted.—7Ay., 
becoming filled: see ver. 52 and note there. 

41—52.| — 41. See Exod. xxiii. l14—17. 
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Women, according to the maxims of the 
school of Hillel, were bound to go up once 
in the year—to the Passover. — tq €opT7q | 
‘at,’ or ‘in the feast’—not ‘ to the feast ;’ 
nor ‘on account of the feast.’—42.] At the 
age of twelve, a boy was called by the Jews 
mMminz 73, ‘son of the law,’ and first incurred 

legal obligation. At that time, then, com- 
mences the second step (see note on ver. 52) 
of the life of the Lord—the time when the 
Ta mpérovra for Him begun—His course 
of blameless legal obedience (see note on 
ver. 21)—in His own person and by His 
own will. Now first (ver. 49) appear those 
higher consciousnesses to have found ex- 
pression, which unfolded within Him, till 
the full time of His public ministry arrived. 
— 43.] Tas hp., seven days, Exod. xii. 15. 
17. — 44.] BES the company forming 
the caravan, or bard of travellers;—all who 
came from the same district travelling to- 
gether for security and company. — 90. 

. avel. | The interpretation that ‘ they 
went a day’s journey, seeking Him,’ is simply 
absurd: for they would have turned back 
sooner—a few minutes might have sufficed 
for the search. It was not till they laid up 
for the night that they missed Him;as at 
that time (géperg pyrépe aida) they would 

Vote Sos 

naturally expect His return to their own 
tent. Olshausen remarks, that being ac- 
customed to His thoughtfulness and obe- 
dience, they were free from anxiety, till 
they discovered He really was not in the com- 
pany.— 49. {nrovvtes avtov] as they went 
back, all the way. —46.] Some (Grot., 
Kuin.) interpret the three days of their 
one day’s journey out, one back, and one 
in Jerusalem: but they were more likely 
three days spent in search in Jerusalem (De 
Wette); or, at all events, reckoned from 
their discovery of His not being with them 
(Meyer). — év t@ tep.] In one of the 
rooms attached to the temple, where the 
Rabbis taught their schools. A tradition 
mentioned by Lightfoot, that till the death 
of Gamaliel the scholars stood in these 
schools, appears to be false, as Kuinoel has 
shown.— No stress must be laid on év 
péow—it is only ‘ among.’ Nor must it 
be supposed from étrepwt. that the Lord 
was acting the part of a master. It was 
the custom in the Jewish schools for the 
scholars to ask questions of their teachers ; 
and a great part of the Rabbinical books 
consists of the answers of the Rabbis to 
such questions. — 48—50.] The salient 
point of this narrative appears to lie in 

Ye 
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6 watyp cov contrasted with tod matpds 
pov. ‘This was the first time that those 
wonderful words of self-consciousness had 
been heard from the Holy Child—when 
He began to be a ‘‘son of the law,’ He 
first calls Him His Father, Who gave Him 
the work to do on earth, of perfectly keep- 
ing that Law.—Every word of these verses 
is of the first importance to modern com- 
batants for sound doctrine. Let the ad- 
versaries answer us,—why should His mo- 
ther here have spoken and not Joseph, if 
he were really .. . but I will not finish the 
sentence. Again, let the mythical school 
of Strauss give us a reason, why an incident 
altogether (in their view) so derogating to 
the character of the subject of it, should 
have been inserted, if the myths arose out 
of an exaggerated estimate of the dignity 
of that character? —6 wat. cov| Then 
up to this time Joseph had been so called 
by the Holy Child Himself—but from this 
time, never. Such words are not chance— 
had Mary said »)eic, the strong contrast 
with what follows could not have been 
brought out.—rt étt éf.;] This is no re- 
proachful question. It is asked in all the 
simplicity and boldness of holy childhood 

. . ‘did ye not know?’ . . it appeared as 
if that conviction, the expression of which 
now first breaks forth from Him, must 
have been a matter known to them before. 
—8ei] this is that dei so often used by the 
Lord of His appointed and undertaken 
course. Analogous to this first utterance 
of His conviction, is the dawn, amongst 
curselves, of the principle of duty in the 
youthful and well trained spirit about this 
same age,—this ‘ earing time’ of human pro- 
gress: see below on ver. 52. — év Tots Tov 
a. | primarily, ‘in the house of My Father ;’ 
but we must not exclude the wider sense, 
which embraces all places and employ- 
ments of My Father's. The best rendering 
would perhaps be,—‘among My Father’s 
matters.’ The employment in which He was 
found, learning the word of God, would 
naturally be one of these. — avr. od ovv. | 
Both Joseph and His mother knew in some 
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sense, Who He was: but were not prepared 
to hear so direct an appeal to God as His 
Father: understood not the deeper sense 
of these wonderful words. Still (ver. 57) 
they appear to have awaked in the mind of 
His mother a remembrance of cAnOnoerae 
vidc Oeov, ch. i. 35. And probably, as 
Stier remarks (i. 5), the unfolding of His 
childhood had been so gradual and natural, 
that even they had not been forcibly re- 
minded by any strong individual notes, of 
That which He was, and which now showed 
Itself.—It is a remarkable instance of the 
blindness of the rationalistic commentators 
to the richness and-depth of Scripture nar- 
rative, that Meyer holds this ob svvijcay to 
be altogether t inconceivable as coming after 
the angelic announcement to Mary. Can 
he suppose that she cvyiKe that announce- 
ment itself?—De Wette has given the right 
interpretation, ‘fie verftanden nidt den 
tiefern Ginn,’ and refers to ch. xviii. 
34: so also Olsh., Ebrard.—61.] The high 
consciousness which had manifested itself 
in ver. 50 did not interfere with His self- 
humiliation, nor render Him independent 
of His parents. This voluntary subjection 
probably showed itself in working at His 
reputed father’s trade: see Mark vi. 2 and 
note.—From this time we have no more 
mention of Joseph ;—the next we hear is of 
His mother and brethren (John ii. 12): 
whence it is inferred that, between this 
time and the commencement of our Lord’s 
public life, Joseph died. — Kat 4 pyrt.] 
These words tend to confirm the common 
belief that these opening chapters, or at least 
this narrative, may have been derived from 
the testimony of the mother of the Lord 
herself. She kept them, as in wonderful 
coincidence with the remarkable circum- 
stances of His birth, and its announcement, 
and His presentation in the temple, and 
the offerings of the Magi; but in what way, 
or by what one great revelation all these 
things were to be gathered in one, did not 

yet appear, but was manifested to her after- ( 
wards, Acts i. 14: see note there. — 52.] 
qAux., probably not only ‘stature,’ but 
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‘age,’ which comprehends the other: so 
that cod. k. HA. would be ‘ wisdom, as well 
as age.’— During these eighteen mysterious 
years we may, by the light of what is here 
revealed, view the Holy Child advancing 
_onward to that fulness of wisdom and Di- 
vine approval which was indicated at His 
Baptism, by éy @ evddcnoa. We are apt 
to forget, that it was during this time that 
much of the great work of the second Adam 
was done. The growing up through in- 
fancy, childhood, youth, manhood, from 
grace to grace, holiness to holiness, in sub- 
jection, self-denial, and love, without one 
polluting touch of sin,—this it was which, 
consummated by the three years of active 
ministry, by the Passion, and by the Cross, 
constituted “ the obedience of one man,” 
by which many were made righteous. We 
must fully appreciate the words of this 
verse, in order to think rightly of Christ. 
He had emptied Himself of His glory: His 
infancy and childhood were no mere pre- 
tence, but the Divine Personality was in 
Him carried through these states of weak- 
ness and inexperience, and gathered round 
itself the ordinary accessions and experi- 
ences of the sons of men. All the time, the 
consciousness of His mission on earth was 
ripening —‘ the things heard of the Father’ 
(John xv. 15) were continually imparted to 
Him; the Spirit, which was not given by 
measure to Him, was abiding more and 
more upon Him; till the day when He was 
fully ripe for His official manifestation,— 
that He might be offered to His own, to 
receive or reject Him,—and then the Spirit 
led Him up to commence His conflict with 
the enemy. As yet, He was in favour with 
man also—the world had not yet begun to 
hate Him; but we cannot tell how soon 
this feeling towards Him was changed, for 
He alleges (John vii. 7), ‘‘ Me the world 
hateth, because I testify of it that its deeds 
are evil;’’ and we can hardly conceive such 
testimony, in the years of gathering vigour 
and zeal, long withheld. The incident of 
ch. iv. 28, 29 can scarcely have arisen only 
from the anger of the moment. 

Cuar. III. 1—22.] Matt. iii. 1—17. 
Mark i. 4—11.—1.] These dates are con- 
sistent with the akptB@s mapakodovdetv 
which Luke predicates of himself, ch. i. 3. 
In Matt. iii. 1 we have the same events 

indicated as to time by only éy raic¢ yp. 
éxeivatc.—The fifteenth year of the sole 
principate of Tiberius begun Aug. 19, u.c. 
781, and reckoning backwards thirty years 
from that time (see ver. 23), we should 
have the birth of our Lord in v.c. 751 or 
about then—for @sei rocak. will admit of 
some latitude. But Herod the Great died 
in the beginning of the year 750, and our 
Lord’s birth must be fixed some months at 
least before the death of Herod. If then 
it be placed in 749, He would have been at 
least thirty-two at the time of His baptism, 
seeing that it took place some time after 
the beginning of John’s ministry. This 
difficulty has led to the supposition that 
this fifteenth year is not to be dated from 
the sole but from the associated principate 
of Tiberius, which commenced most pro- 
bably at the end of u.c. 764. According 
to this, the fifteenth of Tiberius will begin 
at the end of u.c. 779—and our Lord’s 
birth would be vu.c. 749 or 50: which 
will agree with the death of Herod. This 
latter explanation has usually been adopted. 
Our present «ra was fixed by Dionysius 
Exiguus, in the sixth century, and places 
the birth of our Lord in 754 v.c. It may 
be doubted, however, whether in all these 
reckonings more accuracy has not been 
sought than the Gospel narrative warrants 
any expectation of our finding. The wset 
ét@v Tp. is a wide expression, and might 
cover any age from thirty (see note there) 
to thirty-two or thirty-three.—See note on 
Matt. ii. 2, where it appears probable from 
astronomical considerations, that our Lord 
was born as early as u.c. 747. Mr. Gres- 
well has devoted several Dissertations to this 
inquiry ;—see his vol. i. p. 189 ff.—nyep. 
II. IvA.] Pilate was only Procurator of 
Judea—the words cognate to 2) yeuwy being 
used promiscuously of the leading officers 
of the Roman government. Pontius Pilate 
was the sixth procurator from the deposi- 
tion of Archelaus, and came to Judea 
about u.c. 779. He held the province ten 
years, and was sent to Rome to answer for 
his conduct by Vitellius, prefect of Syria, 
u.c. 789, the year of the death of Tibe- 
rius.— Hpdé8ov] See note on Matt. xiv. 1. 
Herod Antipas became tetrarch of Galilee 
after the death of his father Herod, v.c. 
750, and continued till he was deposed in 
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Baruch vy. 7. 
c 1 Cor. xv. 45, Gen. ii.7. 

ach. xxiii. 30 onl 

aBndrnvigce Bal. &c. 

Tov, with many const. mSs., but om. 
ABCDFKLMSV Xal. Clem. Orig. — 3. rv om. A B Lal. Orig. ins. C D. — 
4. BiBAip B.—réyovroe om. BD L 3 abe. ins. A C. —hef. Kup. ins. tov A (not C, as 
in Lachm. and Scholz) 4. 

792.—®vXtrTov| Son of Herod the Great 
by Cleopatra, a woman of Jerusalem, 
Joseph. Antt. xvii. 1, 3. He was brought 
up at Rome, and after his father’s ‘death 
in v.c. 750 was made tetrarch of Batanza, 
Gaulonitis, Trachonitis, Panias, Auranitis, 
(Batanzea +- Auranitis = Itureea)—and con- 
tinued till his death in u.c. 786 or 787. 
He built Ceesarea Philippi. He was by far 
the best of Herod’s sons, and ruled his 
portion mildly and well. He must not be 
confounded with his half-brother Philip, 
whose wife Herodias Herod Antipas se- 
duced. This latter was disinherited by his 
father, and lived in privacy. See note on 
Matt. xiv. 1.—Avoay. t. "AB. tetp.] Abi- 
lene, the district round Abila, a town 
eighteen miles north of Damascus, now, 
according to Pococke, Nebi Abel. It must 
not be confounded with Abila in Decapolis. 
Josephus, Antt. xix. 5, 1, mentions it as 
among the districts which Claudius gave to 
king Agrippa I. under the name of “Aa 
% Avoaviov, and in B. J. ii. 11, 5, as érépa 
BacXsia » Avoaviov kcadXovpéivn. In 
Antt. xx. 7, 1, he has “ABiAg Avoavia 6 
abrn tysyover Terpapyia. This Lysanias 
however was son of Ptolemy, the son of 

Minneus (B. J. i. 13, 1), and was killed 
by Antony, at Cleopatra’s instigation (B.c. 
34). The Lysanias here mentioned may 
be some descendant of the other, since we 
find him here only ruling Abilene, whereas 
the other is called by Dio (xlix. 32), king 
of Iturea. Now at his death we learn 

txt B C D Orig.—for avrov, ipaov D, —5. ebOeiag BDL 

that the olkoc rov Avo. was farmed by one 
Zenodorus (Antt. xv. 10, 1), whom (ib. 
§ 3) Augustus deprived of his ézapyia, 
and at his death, which immediately fol- 
lowed, gave the principal of his districts, 
Trachonitis, Auranitis (Antt. xvii. 11, 4), 
&c., to Herod, p.c. 23. Among these 
Abilene is not named,—and it therefore is 
possible that it may have been granted to 
a descendant of the former possessor. The 
silence of Josephus is no reason against 
this supposition, as he does not minutely 
relate the fortunes of districts which do not 
lie in the path of his history. The appella- 
tion of “ABiva 7 Avoaviov again in the 
time of Claudius, after this appellation has 
disappeared so long, looks as if there had 
been another Avoaviac between. See 
Wieseler i. 175 ff. Meyer Comm. in loc. 
—2.] Annas (=Ananus, Joseph. Antt. 
xviii. 2, 2) the high-priest, was deposed by 
Valerius Gratus (u.c. 779), and after se- 
veral changes, Joseph or Caiaphas (Joseph. 
as above), his son-in-law (John xviii. 13), 
was made high-priest. It would appear 
from this verse that Annas, as ex-high- 
priest, and possibly retaining in the view 
of the Jews the legitimate high-priesthood, 
was counted still as having the office; he 
certainly (John xviii. 13) ewercised the 
power,—and had influence enough to pro- 
cure the actual high-priesthood for jive of 
his sons, after his own deposition, Jos. 
Antt. xx. 9, 1.—A substitute, or deputy to 
the high-priest, appears to haye been 

ABCD 
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abe Origen (expressly). txt A C.—6. for 9., kvpiov D d. —7. for ody, 68 D7.—for 
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apéjobe A.] Omnem excusationis etiam 
conatum precidit, Bengel. — 10 —14.] 
Peculiar to Luke. — 10.] Olshausen refers 
to the answer to a similar question under 
the N. T. dispensation, Acts ii. 37. Deeds 
of justice and charity are the very first 
fruits of repentance ; see Micah vi. 8.—12.] 
Ted@vat, see on Matt. v. 46.—14.] otpa- 
Tevdpevot,—properly, ‘men on march.’ 
Who these were, we have no means of 
determining. Certainly not soldiers of the 
army which Herod Antipas sent against 
Aretas, his father-in-law ;—see notes on 
Matt. xiv. 1 ff—8tacelery and ovkod., 
see reff. and Lexicons. —15—17.] ver. 15 

usual,—see 2 Kings xxv. 18 (called }20) ; 
and Annas would thus be able to evade the 
Roman appointment and keep the autho- 
rity.— pp. 8.] See John i. 33. —3—6.] 
|| Matt. it. 1. Marki. 4. See notes there 
on Bar. pet.—d, 6.] are peculiar to 
Luke. They are verbatim from the LXX. 
(Alex.) except at tpaxetar eis 68. del., 
which = 7) rpaxeia cic wedia, LXX. After 
this there is omitted kai d¢0ncerat 1) OdEa 
kupiou, and then cai OW... «.7.A. as LXX, 
7—9.] Matt. vv. 7—10. John’s speech is 
verbatim as Matt., except that dd&nre 
Matt. = apénobe Luke. This indicates a 
common origin of this portion—which 
however is still thus slightly deflected— 
and let it be borne in mind that the 
slighter the deflection, the more striking 
the independence of the Evangelists.—py 

peculiar to Luke, but = John i. 19—25. 
mposSoxavtos|] not, ‘lingering about’ 
(Bretschneider), but ‘being in expecta- 
tion,’—i.e. that John would declare him- 
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arexpivaro .... éywv,—tmiyvove ra Ovavohpara abroy erev D d.—aft. ipa ins. ei 
perdvouay CD abe, but om. A Bv Orig., who says—povoc MazOaiog roocreOeKe 70 Etc 
Heravoway.—for épxerat 6, 6 ipxdpevoc D. ins. dziow pou L 2 Syr.—aft. pou add 
éoriv D.—roti brodnparoc D.— 17. évaxkabapar Ba Iren.—ouvayayew B.—ryv bef. 
a700. om. D d.—airov om. D. — 18. for Tapak., Tapaivav D.— 19. Pi\ir7o0v om. 
BDEFGHLMS  V 48 al. abe Arm. Lucif. 
TovTO om. Kat B 2 ab Lucif. 
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self. Meyer. —16, 17.] || Matt. iii. 11, 12. 
Mark i. 7, 8. John i. 26, 27. The four 
accounts are cognate, but vary in expression 
and arrangement,—ver. 17 is verbatim (ex- 
cept that avrov is after otrov in Matt.) as 
Matthew. —18—20.] Luke only : contain- 
ing the corroboration of the account in 
Mark vi. 20 of John’s boldness in rebuking 
Herod, with this slight variation, that 
whereas in Mark Herod heard him gladly 
and did many things in consequence, here 
the rebuke for general profligacy seems 
to have contributed to his imprisonment. 
These accounts however, though perfectly 
distinct, are by no means inconsistent. 
The same rebukes which stung Herod’s 
conscience and aided the desire to imprison 
John, might work on that conscience, and 
cause the wish to hear more from the man 
of God. This verse is in anticipation of 

ins. A C and other const. mss.—20. bef. 
ins. A C D c.—for cai karéxevoe, Exhucey D.—ry om. 

ins. A C.— 21. avoryOijvar D. — 22. for éx’, sig D abed.—\Eyovoay om. 
ins, A.—for od ei. ..... nbddKnoa,—vidg pov él od, Eyw onpepoy yeyevynKa Ee 

what follows; which is in Luke’s manner; 
see ch. i. 80.— 21, 22.] || Matt. ili, 13— 
17. Mark i. 9—11. Luke’s account is 
much more concise than usual, and wholly 
independent of the others; see note on 
Mark i. 10: we have here however three 
additional particulars— 1. that all the people 
had been baptized before the Lord’s bap- 
tism: 2, that He was praying at the time 
of the descent of the Spirit: 3. that the 
Spirit appeared in a bodily form. On (1) 
we may remark that this is necessarily the 
meaning of éy TT) Banx.—for Luke when 
he means ‘during,’ &c. invariably uses the 
present; see for the past tense with éy rw, 
ch. xiv. 1. xix. 15. xxiv. 3\\—for the pre- 
sent, ch. y. l. viii. 5, &c., and for a com- 
parison of the two, ch. viii. 40 and 42.— 
On (3), see note at Matt. iii. 16. § 2. 

23 —88.] Peculiar to Luke. — 23.] 
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‘Jesus was about thirty years old when He 
begun His ministry;’ not, ‘begun to be 
about,’ &c., which is ungrammatical. apyo- 
pevog Tig etc TOY Nady avadei~ewe avTov, 
qTot THE OldackaXiac. Euthym., so also 
Orig. Bengel, Kuin. De Wette, Meyer, 
Wieseler; see also Acts i. 1.—This aset 
tp. admits of considerable latitude, but 
only in one direction—viz. over thirty 
years. He could not well be under, seeing 
that this was the appointed age for the 
commencement of public service of God 
by the Levites ; see Num. iv. 3. 23. 43. 47. 
—lIf no other proof were in existence of 
the total independence of the present 
Gospels of Matthew and Luke, their gene- 
alogies would furnish what I conceive to 
be an undeniable one. Is it possible that 
either of these Evangelists could have set 
down his genealogy, with that of the other 
before him? Would no remark have been 
made on their many and (on such a suppo- 
sition) unaccountable variations? It is 
quite beside the purpose of the present 
commentary to attempt to reconcile the 
two. It has never yet been accomplished ; 
and every endeavour to do it has violated 
either ingenuousness or common sense. I 
shall, as in similar cases, only indicate the 
land-marks which may serve to guide us to 
all that it is possible for us to discover con- 
cerning them. (1) The two genealogies 
are both the line of Joseph, and not of 
Mary. Whether Mary were an heiress or 
not, Luke’s words here preclude the idea 
of the genealogy being her’s; for the de- 
scent of the Lord is transferred putatively 
to Joseph by the @s évoptfero, before the 
genealogy begins; and it would be unna- 
tural to suppose that the reckoning, which 
begun with the real mother, would, after 
such transference, pass back through her 
to her father again, as it must do, if the 
genealogy be her’s.—The attempts of many, 
and recently of Wieseler, to make it appear 
that the genealogy is that of Mary, reading 
vidg (We évop. Tod "Iworp) rod “HXi, the 
son (as supposed, of Joseph, but in reality) 
of Eli, &c., are, as Meyer (Comm. in loc.) 
has shown, quite unsuccessful; see Dr. 
Mill’s Vindication of the Genealogies, p. 180 

txt A. avva X. 

ff. for the history of this opinion. (2) 
Luke appears to have taken this genealogy 
entire from some authority before him, in 
which the expression vidc Mov as applied 
to Christ, was made good by tracing it up 
as here, through a regular ascent of pro- 
genitors till we come to Adam, who was, 
but here again inexactly, the son of God. 
This seems much more probable than that 
Luke should for his Gentile readers have 
gone up to the origin of the human race 
instead of to Abraham. I cannot imagine 
any such purpose definitively present in 
the mind of the Evangelist.—This view is 
confirmed by the entirely insulated situa- 
tion of the genealogy here, between ver. 23 
and ch. iv. 1. (3) The points of di- 
vergence between the genealogies are, in 
Matt., the father of Joseph is Jacob—in 
Luke, Eli—this gives rise to different lists 
(except two common names, Zorobabel and 
Salathiel) up to David, where the accounts 
coincide again, and remain identical up to 
Abraham, where Matt. ceases. (4) Here, 
as elsewhere, I believe that the accounts 
might be reconciled, or at all events good 
reason might be assigned for their differ- 
ing, if we were in possession of data on 
which to proceed; but here as elsewhere, 
we are not. For who shall reproduce the 
endless combinations of elements of con- 
fusion, which might creep into a genealogy 
of this kind? Matthew’s, we know, is 
squared so as to form three tesseradecads, 
by the omission of several generations ; 
how can we tell that some similar step un- 
known to us may not have been taken with 
the one before us? It was common among 
the Jews for the same man to bear different 
names; how do we know how often this 
may occur among the immediate proge- 
nitors of Joseph? The Levirate marriage 
(of a brother with a brother’s wife to raise 
up seed, which then might be accounted to 
either husband) was common; how do we 
know how often this may have contributed 
to produce variations in the terms of a 
genealogy ?—With all these elements of 
confusion, it is quite as presumptuous to 
pronounce the genealogies discrepant, as it 
is over-curious and uncritical to attempt to 
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een 43 IV. 

i ch. ii. 27. 

— 25. r. pard. r. 
magge c. 
ion b. — 28. 2Apadap B. 
patra? A. matthate a. mattatham ec. 
enan B.—r. pevva B ec. 
A) D. obeth ad. 

35. rec. capody, with qu. ? 
Copt. Auth. Arm.—garéty AEH KS 10a. 

Cuap. IV. 1. éy ry épnuy BDL ad. 

reconcile them. It may suffice us that 
they are inserted in the Gospels as au- 
thentic documents, and both of them 
merely to clear the Davidical descent of 
the putative father of the Lord. His own 
real Davidical descent does not depend on 
either of them, but on ch. i. 32. 35, and is 
solely derived through His mother. See 
much interesting investigation of the various 
solutions and traditions, in Dr. Mill’s tract 
referred to above. —27.] 1. Yada. rt. 
Nypt: in Matt. i. 12, “Ieyoviag tyévynoe 
tT. Yaa, —81.] Na@av: see 2 Sam. v. 
14. 1 Chron. iii. 5. Zech. xii. 12.— 36.] 
Kaivav. This name does not exist in our 
present Hebrew text, but in the LXX. 
Gen. xi. 12, 13, and furnishes a curious 
instance of one of two things—either (1) 
the corruption of our present Hebrew text 
in these chronological passages; or (2) the 
incorrectness of the LXX, and notwith- 

apwe om. abe.—for éodi, sedi b. 
nance a. txt B.—26. 7. pad? om. abe.—27. iwavay A B 2al. 

txt A.—2. 

'Ingouc Oe myevparoc aylov ‘wAnone § vata 

pe Wev a amo TOU ‘Topdavov, Kal " nryeTo * ev TW TVvEvMATL * ete 

seddi a.—rayai A. maggie 4 
iwavvav X 8. 

txt A. — 29. for "Iwon, “Incot BL abev Copt. Arm.— 
txt B.—30. Sieov B a.—31. for pedea, enam a. 

om. A ab. — 32. iw3nd A F M X 5 Copt. Aath. 
txt D.—rec. ook with C, but txt A B D E M X add. al.—for caXu., 

cada B. — 33. for apap, apvei B.—éopwy, Bacowy D. 
txt (sepodx D) ABDEFGHKLMSVX 25 al. Syrr. 

BX (A and 

txt A ac.—r. Papéc om. A. — 

txt B D. — 38. for 670, onp A. 
for diaB., carava D.—aft. abraév 

standing that, the high reputation which it 
had obtained in so short a time. Lightfoot 
holds the latter alternative: but I own I 
think the former more probable. 

Cuar. IV. 1—13.] Matt. iv. 1—1I1. 
Mark i. 12,13. Ver. 1 is peculiar to Luke, 
and very important. The Lord was now 
full of the Holy Ghost, and in that fulness 
He is led up to combat with the enemy. 
He has arrived at the fulness of the stature 
of perfect man, outwardly and spiritually. 
And as when His Church was inaugurated 
by the descent of the Spirit in His fulness, 
so now, the first and fittest weapon for the 
combat is ‘‘the sword of the Spirit, which 
is the word of God.’’ The discourse of 
Peter in Acts ii. like the Lord’s replies 
here, is grounded in the testimony of the 
Scripture.—The accounts of Matt. and 
Luke (Mark’s is principally a compendium) 
are distinct; see notes on Matt. and Mark. 

ABD 
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BL Copt. Sahid. txt A.—aft. i. add Atay D.—for rij¢ oik., Tov Kdopov D d (D seems 
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—2.] Luke, as also Mark, implies that 
the temptation continued the whole forty 
days.—ov« €p. ovd. testifies to the strict- 
ness in which the term ‘fasted’ must be 
taken. —3.] t@ X. 7. pointing to some 
particular stone—‘command that it be- 
come a loaf.’ —4.] The citation is given 
in full by Matt.—5.] There can be little 
doubt that the order in Matt., in which 
this temptation is placed Jast, is to be 
adhered to in our expositions of the Temp- 
tation. No definite notes of succession are 
given in our text, but they are by Matt. : 
see notes there.—6.] Satan is set forth 

ins. B al._—évred0ev om. HGH 10.—11. ort om. DEFGHSV 
ins. A B cv.—12. for eipnrat, yéypaxrat D abe. txt A B v. —15. abréc 

to us in Scripture as the prince, or god, 
of this world,—by the Lord Himself, 
John xii. 31. xiv. 30. xvi. 11:—by Paul, 
2 Cor. iv. 4 (Eph. vi. 12). On the signi- 
fication of this temptation, see notes on 
Matt.— 8.] The reading which omits tr. 
om. p. o. is much the most probable. 
With these words here, Luke could hardly 
have left the record as it stands: being the 
first direct recognition by the Lord of His 
foe, after which, and in obedience to which 
command, he departs from Him.—10.] 
Tov Siad. oe is wanting in Matt. The 
LXX adds éy macate rai¢g ddoi¢ cov.— 
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p Matt. vi. 2. John viii.54. Judg. ix. 9. q = 1 Macc 
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13.] &Xp. Katp. see on Matt. v. 11, and 
note on ch. xxii. 43. 

14—82.] Peculiar (probably) to Luke. 
—14.] év rq 8. 7. mv., ‘under the power 
of that full anointing of the Spirit’ for His 
holy office, which He had received at His 
baptism—and also implying that this power 
was used by Him in doing mighty works. 
—Here the chronological order of Luke’s 
history begins to be confused, and the first 
evident marks occur of indefiniteness in 
arrangement, which I believe characterizes 
this Gospel. And in observing this, I would 
once for all premise, (1) that I have no bias 
for finding such chronological inaccuracy, 
and have never done so where any fair and 
honest means will solve the difficulty; (2) 
that where internal evidence appears to me 
to decide this to be the case, I have taken 
the only way open to a commentator who 
would act uprightly by the Scriptures, and 
fairly acknowledged and met the difficulty ; 
(3) that so far from considering the testi- 
mony of the Evangelists to be weakened by 
such inaccuracies, | am convinced that it 
becomes only so much the stronger (see 
Prolegomena to the Gospels). : 

These remarks have been occasioned by 
the relation of this account vv. 14—30 to 
the Gospels of Matthew and John. Our 
verses 14 and 15 embrace the narrative of 
Matthew in ch. iv. 12—25. But after that 
comes an event which belongs to a later 
period of our Lord’s ministry. A fair com- 
parison of our vy. 16—24 with Matt. xiii. 
53—58, Mark vi. 1—6, entered on without 
bias, and conducted solely from the narra- 
tives themselves, surely can hardly fail to 
convince us of their identity. (1) That two 
such visits should have happened, is of itself 

not impossible—though (with the sole ex- 

ception of Jerusalem for obvious reasons) 

the Lord did not ordinarily revisit the places 

where He had been rejected as in our vv. 

28,29. (2) That He should have been thus 

treated at His first visit, and then marvelled 

at their unbelief on his second, is utterly tm- 
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possible. (3) That the same question should 

have been asked on both occasions, and 

answered by the Lord with the same pro- 
verbial expression, is in the highest degree 

improbable. (4) Besides, this narrative itself 
bears internal marks of belonging to a later 
period. The dca qKovc. yev. év TH Ka- 
mepv. must refer to more than one miracle 

done there ;—indeed the whole form of the 

sentence points to the plain fact, that the 

Lord had been residing long in Capernaum. 

Compare too its introduction here without 
any notification, with its description as 16- 

Aw THs Tak. in ver. 31, and the separate- 

ness of the two pieces will be apparent: 

see further remarks in the notes below. 

— Here however is omitted an important 

cycle of the Lord’s sayings and doings, 
both in Galilee and in Jerusalem; viz. 
that contained in John i. 29—iv. 54 in- 
cluded. This will be shown by comparing 

Matt. iv. 12, where it is stated that the 

Lord’s return to Galilee was after the cast- 

ing of John into prison, with John iii. 24, 
where, on occasion of the Lord and the 
disciples baptizing in Judea, it is said, John 
was not yet cast into prison: see note on 
Matt. iv. 12. — yp] The report, namely, 
of His miracles in Capernaum, wrought €v 
+4 Suv. +t. mv., and possibly of what He 
had done and taught at Jerusalem at the 
feast. — 15.] Olshausen well remarks (Bibl. 
Comm. i. 190), that this verse, containing 

a general undefined notice of the Lord’s 
synagogue-teaching, quite takes from what 
follows any chronological character. Indeed 
we find throughout the early part of this 

Gospel the same fragmentary stamp. Com- 
pare éy roic caBBact, ver. 3l—tv Tw ere- 
ceiaOat, ch. v. —iv ry elvar adr. ty pg T. 
woX., ch. v. L2Q—éy pug 7. Hpep@r, ch. v. 17. 
viii. 22—iy éréow cafs., ch. vi. 6—év raic 
iy. Tabr., ch, vi. 12, &c., &c.—16.] ob Fv 
TeOpappévos = tv TY Tarpidt cov, ver. 23: 
see John iv. 44 and note.—Kara 76 eiwds 
refers to the whole of what He did—it is 
not merely that He had been in the habit 

ABD 
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of attending the synagogues, but of teach- 
ing in them: see ver. 15. It was appa- 
rently the first time He had ever so taught 
in the synagogue at Nazareth.—avéc. ava- 
yv.] The rising up was probably to show 
His wish to explain the Scripture; for so 
avay. imports. Ezra is called an ava- 
yvworne Tov Oeiov vouov, Joseph. Antt. xi. 
5,1. The ordinary way was, for the ruler 
of the synagogue to call upon persons of 
any learning or note to read and explain. 
That the demand of the Lord was so readily 
comphed with, is sufficiently accounted for 
by vv. 14, 15. See Acts xiii. 15, also Neh. 
villi. 5. —17.] It is doubtful whether the 
Rabbinical cycle of Sabbath readings, or 
lessons from the law and prophets, were 
yet in use: but some regular plan was 
adopted ; and according to that plan, after 
the reading of the law, which always pre- 
ceded, the portion from the prophets came 
to be read (see Acts xiii. 15), which, for 
that sabbath, fell in the prophet Isaiah. 
The roll containing that book (probably, 
that alone) was given to the Lord. But it 
does not appear that He read any part of 
the lesson for the day; but when He had 
unrolled the scroll, ‘found’ (the fortuitous, 
i.e. providential, finding is the most likely 
interpretation, not the searching for and 
finding) the passage which follows.—No 
inference can be drawn as to the time of 
the year from this narrative: partly on ac- 
count of the uncertainty above mentioned, 

and partly because it is not clear whether 
the roll contained only Isaiah, or other books 
also. — 18—20.] The quotation agrees 
mainly with the LXX:—the words aro- 
otethat TeOp. év adéeoer are inserted from 
the LXX of Is, lvii. 6. The meaning of 
this prophetic citation may be better seen, 
when we remember that it stands in the 
middle of the third great division of the 
book of Isaiah, that, viz. which comprises 
the prophecies of the Person, office, suffer- 
ings, triumph, and Church of the Messiah 
(see ch. xlix—lxvi.) ;—and thus by implica- 
tion announces the fulfilment of all that 
went before, in Him who then addressed 
them. — mvetpa «.] see Is, xi. 2. xii. 1. 
— ov ety.] ‘ because,’ = yy’.— arr. pe] see 
Is, xlviti. 16, and compare Matt. v. 3. — 
aixp. ad. | see ch. xiii. 15. — tu@A. ay. | 
see John ix. 39. The Hebrew words thus 
rendered by the LXX, minnie OPON}, sig- 
nify, ‘ to those who are bound, the opening 
of prison :’ so that we have here the LXX 
and literal rendering both included, and the 
latter expressed in the LXX words of ch. 
lviii. 6.—éviavt. Kup. Sex.] see Levit. xxv. 
8—17, where in ver. 10 we find that liberty 
was proclaimed to all in the land in the 
year of jubilee.—«npvgar = cadeoar LXX. 
—No countenance is given by this expres- 
sion to the extraordinary inference from it 
of some of the Fathers (Clement of Alex., 
Origen), that the Lord’s public ministry 
lasted only a year, and something over. 
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ronly in Luke, r ? ' phe ed waite Ba St XZ ‘ ’ ‘ C7 

an eae arEviCovTEC auTwW. yogaTo E eyely TOOC auTovc OTL 

Hi 18s) A A 3 

dat. ch. x Xii. Ce. Nea, ONMEPOV TeTAHOWTAL n 

12 al. 292 \ , , , 5) ‘ a ' wae ~ 

ita at Kal TaAVTEC ELLA OTUOOUY auTW, Kat € avuacoy é7l TOLC 

64, 56. a ~ 

uch. i. 44. Job was Aoyouc THC 

v Mark xii. 17. 
ch, ix. 43. 

w= Eph iv. 
29. Ps. xliv. 
2. Prov. x. 
32. 

x Matt. xv. 11, 
18. Eph. iv. 
29. Ps. 
Ixxxviii. 34. 

y Acts xviii, 21 
Xxi. 22. 
Tobit xiv.8t. 

z constr. Acts 
vii. 12. xxiv. 
10, ch. viii. 
46. 

zz ch, Vi. 39. 

20. xv. ll. 
a ver. 19, and 

reff. 

b ch. xxii. 59. see Mark xii. 32. Job ix. 2. 

e Acts xiii. 31 al. Heb. xi. 30. 

Aug. — 21. d7c om. D. — 22. oyi BD L. 

sic THY kK. B. 
apy D 2.— 20. dé om. D K abe 5 

Compare John ii. 13. vi. 4. xiii. 1. — 20.] 

éxd@ice. It was the custom in the syna- 

gogues to stand while reading the law, and 

sit down to explain it. The Lord on other 

occasions taught sitting, e.g. Matt. v. Ue 

Mark iv. 1. xiii. 3.—The tmnpérys was the 

in, whose duty it was to keep the sacred 

books. — 21.] 4p§. 8. A.—implying that the 

following words are merely the substance 

of a more expanded discourse, which the 

Lord uttered to that effect: see another 

occasion in Matt. xi. 4, 5, where the same 

truth was declared by a series of gracious 

acts of mercy. —% yp. k.T-A., not ‘ this 

scripture which you have heard’—as the 

Syriac (cited by Dr. Burton) ; which would 

be 2) yp. avrn 1 év 7. w., and even then 

an unusual form of construction :—but, és 

fulfilled in your hearing, by My proclaim- 

ing it, and My course of ministry. — 22.) 

épapt. av., ‘ bore witness that it was so.’ 

The Aéyou t. x. must be the discourse of 

which ver. 21 is a compendium. — €Xey. | 

i.e. wavrec, not rivec. While acknowledg- 

ing the truth of what He said, and the 

power with which He said it, they won- 

dered, and were jealous at Him as being 

the son of Joseph—asking 7é0ev roirp 

ravra; see Mark vi. 2—4. Between this 

verse and the next, the éoxavdadiZovro év 

avrg is implied, for that is in a tone of 

reproof. — 23.] Gep. o.—not, ‘ raise thyself 

from thy obscure station,’ but, ‘ exert thy 

powers of healing in thine own country,’ 

as presently interpreted ; the Physician 

being represented as an inhabitant of Naza- 

, ~ of *K ? is , e ES: 

puaTog auTou, Kal eAzeyov Ouvk ovroe EoTlv O VLOG 

‘ Tol0L Ov. 242 ire Oc Auny AEyw VEY 
> 

c Matt. xxiii. 13 al, Gen. xx xviii. 11. 

? - > , , ~ ' 
a Xaptrog TOL; * EKTOPEVOMEVOLC EK TOU OTO- 

"Twond : 

23 \ g, ‘ ’ ‘ y / ’ ican 4 ‘ 

Kal €l7eé TOO0C auTouc Tlavrwe EPELTE prot THY 7Taoa~ 

_ ‘ > \ ‘ Fg A Zz? , 

Bodnv TaUTYY, laroe Oeoamevoov O£avTOY OOa NKOVOAMEV 

(A sk ? *K o uN Ul LS ? ~ 

yevopeva rs“ ™) Kameovaoup, TOMOOV Kal WOE EV Ti Ta- 

¢ 79 \ , 
OTL OVOELC TooPNTNe 

fp , > - , ~ 5b? ? 7) , \ 

“ Sexroc EoTWW EV TH Tat lol avrov. ~ er adnbeiac oe 

, c ~ a \ c -~ S ’ - e / “AX 

Aéyw ULL, TOs at Xnpat yoav EV TALC NMEPALC Lov 

fa wes, \ ¢ d»? ! € ? \ Pen U / 

xii. 16. ae Ev TW Iopan Ome exArstaOn 0 ovpavoc fic emt | ETN Tpla 

net \ Ce . D EN N oe. 

Kal unvac 2S we EyEVETO Aoc peyac emt Tacav THY ynV 

d= Rey. xi. 6. 

txt A.—23. yewdpeva D.—iv cat. AK 5. 
5 

sic x. D L 5.—bef. ry wart. o. om. ev L, and in next verse. — 24. apyy 

Arm. Ambr.—zi bef. érm om. B D 4. ins. A C.— 

reth, and ceavrdy including His own citi- 

zens in it. On the miracles previously 

wrought in Capernaum, see note on ver. 14. 

That in John iv. 47—53 was one such: 

but gaa can hardly be said of one only, as 

Stier maintains. — év tq K.] Whether we 

read éy or éic, the preposition is equally 

local in its signification, in Capernaum, not 

‘in the case of Capernaum,’ or ‘ to Caper- 

naum.’ — 24.] See John iv. 44 and note.— 

ewe 88] A formula usual with Luke—see 

reff.; and indicating, if I mistake not, the 

passing to a different source of information, 

or at least a break in the record, if from 

the same source. — 25.] The Lord brings 

forward instances where the two greatest 

prophets in Israel were not directed to act 

in accordance with the proverb, ‘ Physician, 

heal thyself :’ but their miraculous powers 

exerted on those who were strangers to 

God’s inheritance. — éty tp. . . - - | So 

also in James v. 17;—but in 1 Kings xviii. 1 

we find that it was in the third year that 

the Lord commanded Elijah to show him- 

self to Ahab, for He would send rain on 

the earth. But it does not appear from 

what time this third year is reckoned,—or at 

what time of the year, with reference to the 

usual former and latter rains, the drought 

caused by Elias’s prayer begun; and thus, 

without forming any further hypothesis, we 

have latitude enough given for the three and 

a half years, which seems to have been the 

exact time. This period is one often re- 

curring in Jewish record and in prophecy : 

see Daniel vii. 25. xii. 7. Rev. xi. 2, 3. 
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7) Topana |" kat t ovdeic auToV exaagio0n, El can * Necuav 
28 

6 Sopoc. Kal 

ne yu aKovouTEc TauTa, ae 
te 

auToy Ew ™m¢ TOAEWC, kat myayov autov 

" op oboc TOU ooouc ep ov ” moAtc avTov 

* etc TO 2 
~ 

[éoov auTwy eTOOEVETO, 

moAw TC eee Kau 3 

oaSPac. 
Rts) 

€v eSovota nV 0 Aoyoe auTou. 

26. capep0a B K M S Arm. Orig. Theophyl. 
o.o@voc. 
"IopajvA BCDL 6 abev. txt A.—idtcaiov AD abc. 
ACD? KL6. vaiwacg Dd. naaman be. 
cavtec D 4 Syr. Theophyl. — 29. bef. d¢ptoc om. rg ACG HK LS V 30. 
tov D?.—dcre karacp. B D L 7 Orig. 

xii. 6. 14. Lightfoot (ii. 123) produces 
more instances from the Rabbinical writers. 
—26.] Sarepta, now Sirafend, see Robin- 
son, lil. 413,—a large village, inland, halfway 
between Tyre and Sidon :—the ancient city 
seems to have been on the coast. — 27.] 
Stier remarks that these two examples have 
a close parallelism with those of the Syro- 
Phoenician woman (Mark vii. 24) and the 
ruler’s son at Capernaum (John iv. 46). — 
28—30.] The same sort of rage possessed 
the Jews (Acts xxii. 22), on a similar truth 
being announced to them. This whole oc- 
currence, whenever it happened in the Lord’s 
ministry, was but a foreshadowing of His 
treatment afterwards from the whole nation 
of the Jews—a foretaste of eic ra Ota WADE, 
kai ot tdtor abrov ob rapéAaBoy (John i. 
11). And it is remarkable that the expres- 
sion of St. Paul, Rom. xi. 25, wwpwoug amo 
pépovg Twp “Ioan yéyovey, corresponds 
with the judicial infliction on these Naza- 
renes, by means of which the Lord passed 
out from among them.—The modern Naza- 
reth is at a distance of about two English 
miles from what is called the Mount of 
Precipitation ; nor is it built literally on the 
brow of that mount or hill. But (1) nei- 
ther does the narrative preclude a consider- 
able distance having been traversed, during 
which they had the Lord in their custody, 
and were hurrying with Him to the edge of 
the ravine; nor (2) is it at all necessary to 
suppose the city built on the dgpdec, but 
only on the mountain, or range of hills, of 

‘em \ioOnoav mavrec Oupon ¢ 

Kal avaotayrec 

casement aurou: 

' Kat KkatnAQev gC Karepvaovp 12. 

Ev) TL OUV a= * hs. 76. 
Dan, iii. 19. 

areceGaNed 
g Acts vii. 58. 
Mark i. 12. 

£wWe [rine | 

)K 000 WKO OMNTO, 

Matt. xxi. 29. 

h here only, 
t. 

dueAPav dra 30 
avTog Oe ihere only. 2 

Chron. xxv. 

nV dacKkwy avrove ev rote | j ch: ii; $3 al 
< Matt, vii. 28 

k 
* Kat ele Anjooovro on 7 (bay auToU, OTL 1 Sine only. 

* see ver. 36, 
1 Cor. ii. 4. ° Kal ev ™ ouvaywyy) ny Eon 

*"Apep0a L6. txt A C D ae Orig.—ree. 
txt (o.oviag D) ABCD V 10 be Orig. — 27. aft. zoopnrov om. tv rp 

txt Bie Orig. — Natpay 
txt B Orig. — 28. for rai, ot 6& D.—axod- 

ins. B D. 
txt A C. —31. aft. Tadudaiag ins. ry mapa- 

which the é¢ov¢ forms a part — which it 
is: see Robinson, iii. 187. — The Lord’s 
passing through the midst of them is evi- 
dently miraculous ; the circumstances were 
different from those in John viii. 60, where 
the expression is éceoiPy Kai t&Oev éx Tr. 
iepov, OuehOwy did picov adto@y: see note 
there. Here, the Nazarenes had Him ac- 
tually in their custody. —31.] The view 
maintained with regard to the foregoing 
occurrence in the preceding notes, of course 
precludes the notion that it was the reason 
of the Lord’s change of habitation to Ca- 
pernaum. In fact that change, as remarked 
on ver. 14, had been made some time be- 
fore; and it is hardly possible that such an 
expression as 70. e(¢ rijy N. ob av TeApap- 
pévoc should be used, if He still resided 
there. That Luke regarded this occurrence 
as the reason, is possible, but not certain. 
The words mwéAvw THs I’. come in unnaturally 
after the mention of Ka7reov. in ver. 23, and 
evidently show that ¢his was originally in- 
tended to be the first mention of the place. 
—What may have been the reason of the 
change of abode is quite uncertain. It 
seems to have included the whole family, 
except the sisters, who may have been 
married at Nazareth:—see note on John 
ii. 12, and Matt. iv. 13.—Kar7A\8., because 
Nazareth lay high, and Capernaum on the 
sea of Galilee. 
32 — 37.] Mark i. 21—28, where see 

notes. The two accounts are very closely 
cognate—being the same narrative, only GUE EAS 
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m Mark iii. 30. 
Vii. 25. 
Vili. 7. 

n Mark i. 24 al. 
o || Mk. Mark 

vi. 19. Judg. 
vii. 20. 

p Matt. viii. 29. 
2 Kings xvi. 
10 al. 

q Matt. xvi. 22. 
Zech. iii. 3. 

r || Mk. and iv. 
39. Prov. 
XVii. 28. 

s Acts ii. 43. v. 
11. ch, i, 65. 

tch.v.9. Acts 
ili, 10 only. 
Cant. iii 8. 

u Matt. xvii.3 
Acts xxv. 12 

vy 2 Kings i. 4. 
w = here only. 

see V. 32. 
al Kat ef, 

Mark i. 27. 
x || Mark. ch. 

viil. 25. Gen. 
xlix. 33. 

y = here only. 
z% = here only. 

see Acts il. 2. 
Heb. xil. 19. 

a Matt. iv. 35. 
Deut. iii. 15, 
14, 

b | M. Mk. 

XXViii. 22. 

xvii. 9, 20. 
f ch. ii. 9. Gen. 

xxiv. 43. 
g 2 Kings i. 9. 

Rev. vi. 8. 

Acts 9 

7 a) ‘\ ‘\ 2: / 0 

g nyayov auTcuc TOOC auTov 

“xelpac 

e John xvi. 26. 

EY AITEAION IV. 34—44. 
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e 
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OoTt 
ETITADOEL TOLC axalaoroug 

7 WARAS , 2% 
Kal ~ ECETOOEVETO = 1X OE 

\ > ~ , 2 - a , SB 2s 

TEOL AVTOV ELC TAVTA TOTOV TNC TEOLY WOU. Avaorac 
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€ ™ &K TNC GUVAayWYNC eccndA0ev ELC THV OLKLAVY SlpLWVvoc. 

[7] b 2 Os ‘ oe - Sv s Cc , d < = 

] ; TEV Epa aE Tou Llwwyog nV ; OUVEXOMEVY) Rdg: 

e , , XN , ~ ‘ ’ \s 

peyary kal “nowtTnoav auTOV TEOL auTyC. : Kat €é7lLOTAaC 

DEF 2 14 h ? ! = - Nop ts 9s Re 

S eravw auTyC  ETETILNOE TW TUPETY), KGL ; apnkey auTnV 

k - 38 ’ - 5 , > ~ 40 WY St 

Tapay Ona € avaoTaoa OlijKOVEL avuTolc. SuvovToc E 

~ ¢ ' , e Si > = , i 

TOU nAtouv TAVTEC OGOL ELYOY acQsvouvtac vocotc ToktAate 
€ \ ce e , , i XS 

Oo oe EVE EKAOTW auTWV Tac 

, f) \ <Q) , > Zz 41 WAL 8 \ 

emTLUEic € EPATEVOEV auTouc. EQNPXKETO € Kal 

‘ 
> ~ \ 

damoved amo ToAAov, * koalovra Kal Aéyovra OTL ou 

s € \ € ea ~ ~ A ’ ~ > nA 

él [o yowsroc | O vlog TOU feov. Kal ETITIULWY OUVK &la 

¢ 1 >) \ a » ‘ \ 9. aX > 

auTa AaAgtv, OTL qoeioay TOV XoloTov auTOv- €élval. 

Xx. 3. f 
h = Matt. viii. 26 and ||. Ps. cv. 9. 

Oaddootoy tv dpioig CaBovwy k. 

xveijia) D abed (¢ om. axad.). 

ACD abcd. — éa om. D abe Ath. 

2£, aw’ BDLMV 23 Orig. 

34 Orig. sic TO p. om. ab. 

Bravac D. — 36. aft. OapB. ins. peyac 

i= Matt. iv. 11, 20 al. 

vepOadreip D 
txt A B C.—34. Aéywy om. BL V Copt. Orig. ins. 

ins. AB C Q v.—ijpae de arodheoar D. — 35. for 

txt AC Q.—pivag D'.—rd bef. pécoy om. DE FGHKSV 

txt A B C Q.—aft. péo. ins. 

D b.—37. for t&er., eEjrdOev D.—for 7xXo¢, 

) aor) D. — 38. for ix, avd BC DL Q 10 Origen. 

Dipwvoe ins. cai avdoai(e)ov D be.—bef. wev0. om. 

k Matt. xxi. 19 al. Num. vi. 9. 

d.— 33. datpdviovy axabaproy (omg. 

avaxpavyasav te D d.— 

txt A abev.—ij\Oev D 12.—aft. 

)»ABDGHKLMQSV X21, 

ins. (but 9 6é ev.) C 5.—karexonivn D. — 39. imusrabeic D.—for wapay « «+ + s— 

cre dvactacay avriy Svacovety avr. 

jyyayov A. epepov D. jyov Orig. 

rideic B D Q 8 bev Orig. 

slightly deflected; not more, certainly, 

than might have arisen from oral repeti- 

tion by fwo persons, at some interval 

of time, of what they had received in the 

same words.—At end of ver. 32, kai ovx 

we ot yoappareic (Mark) is here omitted : 

see Matt. vii. 28.—383.] mv. is the influence, 

Sap. the personality, of the possessing 

demon. —35.] pnd. BAdyp. avr. is here 

only. Mark’s owapégay may mean ‘ having 

convulsed him’—and our text, ‘ without 

doing him bodily injury.’ 

38 —41.] Matt. viii. 14—17. Mark i. 29 

—34, Our account has only a slight ad- 

ditional detail, which is interesting however 

D. — 40. dtcarvroc D be. 

txt B C Q.—aft. éeaor., om. adTor D be.—émt- 

txt A C. — 41. koavyafovra ADEV 22 Orig. 

txt A B C Q a.—xkat 

txt BC, 

as giving another side of an eye-witness’s 

evidence —it is émroTtas éravw adris. Now 

this is implied in laying hold of her hand, 

as she was in bed; which particulars are 

both mentioned by Matt. and Mark :—this 

being one of those many cases where alter- 

ation (of kpaTnoag T. KELP. + + + into éztor. 

tr. abr.) is utterly inconceivable. — 38. 

arvp. peyado] An epithet used by Luke, 

as a physician ;—ovvyOec Hon Totg tarpotg 

dvopatery... Tov péyay TE Kat puxpoy TUpe- 

rév. Galen de different. febr. i. (Wetstein). 

—40.] évi éxdo. abt. T. X. em. is a detail 

peculiar to Luke, and I believe indicating 

the same as above: as also the xpag. x. 

ABC 
DQ 
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yevouévne os Nps epac eke ov emooeb Oy ELC EONMLOV Len, v.19 
"T emettirovy auroy, Kal nAVov ” 

m Acts xii. 19. 
1 Kings xx.1, 

n = Actsix.38. 
? o = Philem. 13. 

£WC 
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aurou, Kal ° KaTELY OV avurov ° rou pn Tovevecbat aT Gen. xlii. 19. 
ed \ > S ? “ ] \ ~ e¥ xxiv. 56, 

auTWYV. OE ELTTE T POC auTOucg O7l Kat Talc ETEOULC 00 ch. xxiv. 
yy andxet 

p ch. xvi. 16. mwoAcow P evayyedioac0at pe Ot THY Pacwrstav tov beov, 
* oO isd ? ~ 

OTL él¢ TOUTO amTre coraA pat. 

Tac ouvaywyaic * enc * VadtAatac. 

Vi 1’ Eyévero O& 
* a pe ‘ , ~ ~ 

TOU AKOVELY TOV Aoyov TOU Geou, 

—0o x0. 

\ 

44 kat 

r? o ‘ ” 

&v TW TOV oyAov 

om. BC DF L X 3 Copt. Arm. Orig. 

Vili. 1. 
» qver. 31. ch.ii, 

* 33 al. 
r Matt. xiii. 4. 

XXVii.12. Is, 

Or , 

Tay Knovoowy 

XXXvii. 1. 
5? ~ > ~ s=here only. 
eriketa Oat QAUTW Job xix. 3. 

v XXi. 27 
LA paps apes... AMAR un aearory Ae a TIT bats 
KQ@L QUTOC HY EOTWC 2 Kingsi. 1. 

ins. A Q. — 42. rec. iCnrovy with many 
const. MSS., but txt ABC DFLMQSV X 40 abe Theophyl. .—imetyor avrov D.— 
43. for raic ér. 7OX., é¢ Tac G\XNac OAC D.—ézi TovTo BL 4. 
yao D) AC D.—areorahny BCDLX8. 

"Tovdaiac C L Q 10 Copt. Syr. 
1. for athe cai A B X 2, et audierunt c. 

txt A C abed.—for Tan., 
Cuap. V. 

NEVeln es «14 implied in the others, but not 
expressed. — 41.] Nadeiv, éTt. . . to speak, 
because they knew, &c.; not, ‘to say that 
they knew :’—AaX¢iy is never ‘ to say,’ but 
‘to speak,’ ‘ to discourse.’ 

42, 43.] Mark i. 35—38. The dissimi- 
litude in wording of these two accounts is 
one of the most striking instances in the 
Gospels, of variety found in the same nar- 
ration. While the matter related is nearly 
identical, the only words common to the 
two are éi¢ Epnpov Tomoyv. — 42.] ot oxAor 
= 0 Sivwy k. ot per’ abrov, Mark. — The 
great number of sick which were brought 
to the Lord on the evening before, and this 
morning, is accounted for by His departure 
having been fixed on and known before- 
hand. 

44.) Mark i. 39: see Matt. iv. 23—25 
and notes. — kat Rv Knp. . . . is a formal 
close to this section of the narrative, and 
chronologically separates it from what fol- 
lows. 

Cuar. V.1—11.] The question at once 
meets us, whether this account, in its form 
here peculiar to Luke, is identical in its 
subject-matter with Matt. iv. 18—22, and 
Mark i. 16—20. With regard to this, we 
may noticethe following particulars. (1) Con- 
trary to Schleiermacher’s inference (Trans. 
p- 75, 76), it must be, I think, that of most 
readers, that a previous and close relation 
had subsisted between the Lord and Peter. 
The latter calls Him émurrata (= paBpi), 
and KvUpue: evidently (ver. 5, end) expects 
a miracle; and follows Him, with his 
partners, without any present express com- 
mand so to do.—Still all this might be, and 
yet the account might be identical with 
the others. For the Lord had known Peter 
before this, John i. 41 ff.; and, in all pro- 

txt (sic TOUTO 
txt A. — 44. ei¢ Tag ovvaywydc BD Q 4. 

txt A B D abe. 
txt C D X ab.—for kai adr. Hv 

bability, as one of His disciples. And al- 
though there is here no express command 
to follow, yet the words in ver. 10 may be, 
and are probably intended to be, equivalent 
to one. (2) That the Evangelist evidently 
intends this as the first apostolic calling of 
Peter and his companions. The expressions 
in ver. 11 could not otherwise have been 
used. (3) That there is yet the supposition, 
that the accounts in Matthew and Mark may 
be a shorter way of recounting this by per- 
sons who were not aware of these circum- 
stances. But then such a supposition will 
not consist with any high degree of autho- 
rity in those accounts, which I believe them 
to have: see note on Mark. (4) It seems 
to me that the truth of the matter is nearly 
this :—that this event is distinct from, and 
happened at a later period than, the calling 
in Matt. and Mark—but that the four Apo- 
stles, when the Lord was at Capernaum, 
followed their occupation as fishermen. 
There is everything to show, in our ac- 
count, that the calling had previously taken 
place; and the closing of it by the expres- 
sion in ver. 11 merely indicates what there 
can be no difficulty in seeing even without 
it, that our present account is an imperfect 
one, written by one who found thus much 
recorded, and knowing it to be part of the 
history of the calling of the Apostles, ap- 
pended to it the fact of their leaving all 
and following the Lord. As to the repe- 
tition of the assurance in ver. 10, I see no 
more in it than this, which appears also 
from other passages in the Gospels, that 
the Apostles, as such, were not called or 
ordained at any special moment, or by any 
one word of power alone; but that in their 
case as well as ours, there was line upon 
line, precept upon precept: and that what 
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John iv. 40. ! a ag = ' 

x = here only. AowWwy Oo nv [rou | Tiwvoc, 

2 Mace. xii.4. 
y intr. Matt. v. 

, &c. 
2 Gen. XVili.33. 
a Jer. xlv. 6. 
Mark ii. 4. 
= ch. il. 3. 
ver. 17. 

ce ver. 9 only t. 
d Matt. xi. 28. 

Ps. cxxvi. 1. 
e = Acts iii. 16. 

BD) 
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rs Viii. 29. 
n here only t+. 
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Ps. xliv. 7). 
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txt (wh. 6. B) B D bev.—éxhvvov 

D abe.—rod bef. Sip. om. BDL 

TouoavTec,—ov 4a) 
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Ove »¢t ny a Ol » ~ Cc 

ppnro dé ro dix. abray C. 

étrAnoOnoar B 3. 

—hbef, Bubiz. ins. wapa te D. 70 C.—adra om. D.—8. Mérpog om. D ab.—for 

roic y. 7. "Ino.,—abrov toig mociv D.—aft. Aéywy ins. tapacah@ D c Syr.—9. Kat 

was said generally to all four on the former 

occasion, by words only, was repeated to 

Peter on this, not only in words, but by 

a miracle. Does his fear, as expressed in 

ver. 8, besides the reason assigned, indicate 

some previous slowness, or relaxation of 

his usually earnest attachment, of which 

he now becomes deeply ashamed ? 

is also to be noticed that there is no chro- 

nological index to this narrative connecting 

it with what precedes or follows. It can- 

not well (see ver. 8) have taken place after 

the healing of Peter’s wife’s mother; and 

(ver. 1) must have been after the crowd 

had now become accustomed to hear the 

Lord teach. (6) Also, that there is no 

mention of Andrew here, as in ver. 10 there 

surely would have been, if he had been 

present. (7) It will be seen how wholly 

irreconcileable either of the suppositions is 

with the idea that Luke used the Gospel of 

Matt., or that of Mark, in compiling his 

own. —2.] arémdvvav, ut peracto opere, 

Bengel: see ver. 5. — 5.] vuktos,—the or- 

dinary time of fishing :—see John xxi. 3.— 

(5) It- 

6.] Svesp.—was bursting—had begun to 

burst. Similarly BuOifec@ar, ver. 7. —7.] 

They beckoned, on account of the distance; 

or perhaps for the reason given by Euthym.: 

pu) Ouvapevor NaXT oar ard TiC éx@Ansewe 

kai Tov d6Bov.—8.] eehGe arr’ epod, de- 

part from my ship.’ The speech is in exact 

keeping with the quick discernment, and 

expression of feeling, of Peter’s character. 

Similar sayings are found Exod. xx. 18, 19. 

Judg. xiii, 22. Dan. x. 17. Isa. vi. 5. — 

This sense of unworthiness and self-loathing 

is ever the effect, in the depths of a heart 

not utterly hardened, of the Divine Power 

and presence. ‘ Below this, is the utterly 

profane state, in which there is no contrast, 

no contradiction felt, between the holy and 

the unholy, between God and man. Above 

it, is the state of grace, in which the con- 

tradiction is felt, the deep gulf perceived, 

which divides between sinful man and an 

holy God,—yet it is felt that this gulf is 

bridged over,—that it is possible for the 

two to meet,—that in One who is sharer 

with both, they have already been brought 

ABCD 
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vivificans ab. — 12. for 7A. Aémp., AEwpoe D. —imecev é7rt Tp6cw. Aeywr D. — 13. for 
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the commencement of the Apostolic course; together.” Trench on the Miracles, p. 132. 
that, at how different, and how fitting a The same writer remarks of the miracle 

itself, ‘‘Christ here appears as the ideal 
man, the second Adam of the eighth Psalm; 
‘Thou madest Him to have dominion over 
the works of Thy hands: Thou hast put all 
things under His feet: . . . . . the fowl of 
the air, and the fish of the sea, and what- 
soever walketh through the paths of the 
seas’”’ (vv. 6. 8). —10, on Cwypav :— 
compare, and indeed throughout this mi- 
racle, the striking parallel, and yet contrast, 
in John xxi.—with its injunction, ‘feed My 
lambs,’ ‘ shepherd My sheep,’ given to the 
same Peter ;—its net which did not burst ; 
and the minute and beautiful appropriate- 
ness of each will be seen — —this, at, or near, 

Von. I. 

time ! 
12—14.] Matt. viii. 2—4. Mark i. 40— 

45. In Matth. placed immediately after 
the Sermon on the Mount; in Mark and 
here, without any note of time: see notes 
on Matt. — m)ypys A. implies the soreness 
of the disease. —14.] A change of con- 
struction from the oblique to the direct, as 
in Mark vi. 8, 9. Acts i. 4 al. —15.] The 
reason of this is stated in Mark, ver. 45, to 
be, the disobedience of the leper to the 
Lord’s command. —16.] kat mposevx. is 
peculiar to Luke, as often: see ch. ii. 21. 
vi. 12. ix. 18. xi. 1.—These words break 
off the sequence of the narrative. 

Z 
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17—26.] Matt. ix. 2—9. Mark ii. 1—12. 

This miracle is introduced by the indefinite 

words, kai éy. éy pug 7. 1M. In Matthew, 

viii. 5—end, a series of incidents are inter- 

posed. The Lord there appears to have 

returned from the country of the Gerge- 

senes and the miracle on the demoniac 

there, to ‘ His own city,’ i.e. Capernaum. 

The order in Mark is the same as here, 

and his narrative contains the only decisive 

note of sequence (ch. iv. 35), which deter- 

mines his order and that in the text to have 

been the actual one, and the events in Matt. 

viii. to be related out of their order.—17. ] éx.
 

ar. Kop. not to be pressed : as we say ‘ from 

(QD) LMX 15 Cyril. Theophyl. txt ASB. 

all parts.’ —8vv. kup. Does this mean the 

power of God—or the power of the Lord, 

i.e. Jesus? Luke uses Kvpwo¢ frequently 

for Jesus, but always with the article: see 

ch. vii. 13. 31..x. 1. xi. 39. xii. 42, al. fr. : 

but the same word, without the article, for 

the Most High; see ch. i. 11. 38. 58. 66. 

ii. 9. iv. 19; whence we conclude that the 

meaning is, ‘ the power of God (working in 

the Lord Jesus) was present to heal them.’ 

For constr. see reff. — 18.] Borne of four, 

Mark. —19.] This description is that of 

an eye-witness. — 20.] On A mloris ait. 

see note on Matt. ver. 2; also on adéwv- 

ror. — 24.] ele TH TOP., probably not 

° youwo- ABCD 
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(see prolegomena on itacismus) manducat et bibit abe. edit et b. d. 
rau C?(...... iere.... C1). — — 32. 

abe.—for éo8. x. mivovot, 

? , \ ’ 
éoOierTe Kai TiveE- 

ov« mAOov D 5 Theophyl. — 33. dvari om. BL 2 
Copt.—aft. Iway. ins. kat ot pad. TOV Papioaiwy D1. omg - Opoine . nt Pages. as do 

ovdéy TOUTWY ToLovo. D. a Ovvavrar ot vioi (omg. 

qTouoae aft. D abe.—io bcov Eyovow Tov vupdioy mel Eavtov D.—yrvyorevoa B 1.— 1 } i H 
35. kai om. 

parenthetic: see in Matt.—26.] mwapddofa 
= Oavpaora, amoocdoKnra, Hesych. Com- 
pare the close of ‘the accounts in Matt. and 
Mark. 

27—39.] Matt. ix.9—17. Mark ii. 13— 
92. For all common matter,—the discus- 
sion of the identity of Matthew and Levi, 
&c.—see notes on Matt. and Mark. I here 
only notice what is peculiar to Luke. — 
27.] eBeao., not merely ‘ He saw,’ but ‘ He 
looked on,’ ‘ He observed.’ — 28.] kar. 
Gmav., not merely, ‘ having left his books 
and implements,’ but generally used, and 

CFLM 12 bc Syr. Arm. ins. A B D a.—ins. kai bef. rére M be 8. — 

importing not so much a present objective 
relinquishment, as the mind with which he 
rose to follow. — 29.] This fact is only ex- 
pressly mentioned here—but may be di- 
rectly inferred from Mark, and remotely 
from Matt. See on Matt. ver. 10. — 33.] 
On the difference in the persons who ask 
this question, see on Matt. and Mark. — 
Kal Sejoers arov.: see ch. xi. 1. These 
prayers must be understood in connexion 
with an ascetic form of life, not as only the 
usual prayers of devout men.— 84. | T have 
remarked on the striking contrast between 
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Cot | Mt.and @UTOUVG OTL OU €ic 

a Matt. vi. 1. 
b Matt. xxvii. 

51. ch. xxiii. \ fs re Pi AG 
45. Kal TW Tata OU 

c = here only. 2 7 \ 5) \ 
Acts xv.15. KQLVYOU. Kal OVOELC 

d Mark vii. 33. 
John xviii.ll. 

EYAITEAION V.37—39. 

ey e , ~ , , 

ert Anua * yuattov Katvou * em Barre 

’ \ ¢ , \ , = a 2 SKN 7 \ ‘ A b * ’ 

éml yratioy Tudatoy “El OF NYE, Kal TO kavov ” * oyilet, 
/ > Ul ‘ , ‘A ~ 
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, 5 , ’ > x 
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e Pate. > \ (f Ly aa ¢ , s ‘ > \ 

aaAuOOE EL Oe IVE, Puce v YEOR OLVEe TOUl GUN 
c “J 38 adda 

[ev0éwe | 

O madatoe * XpnatoTEpoc éoTW. 

[Seureporoary | dua- 

nZrtAAov Ot 

Ps. cxxv. 6. 

Vat. E \ eS ? , \ We oa ~ 

© Jand Josh. Kal AUTOC exulnoera Kat OL AOKOL amoAouvrat 

f |i Mark a ly. 5 1 > > \ N f , Wer) , 

f \Markonly- Giyoy véov ELC UoKOUC KaLvoUuc BAnréov|, Kal apporEepot 

Dan. vil. 28. g = 39 \ > \ ‘ ‘ 

are: cuyrnpovvrat|. [Kat | OVOELE TL mTaXatov 

i=here only. b f)/ Pe NUE ‘ 
i=hereonly. © Mz eu veov Neyer yao 

1 Pet. ii. 3. r k? n eer) , 

- genial vi. V | ae E-yevero Oe Ev oupPary 

kK ; iii 4 >] \ \ C) ! \ 

keonstr-ch-it. po oeyvecIat aUTOY oud [roy | ™ oTropluwY, Kal 

1 here only t. 
x 

m || Gen. i. 29. 
Lev. xi. 37. 

n || Devr. xxiii. 25. 

36. bef. war. ins. azo 
BD L6 Syr. 
txt ABC DL 10.—é7iPAnpa om. 

Badr\e C.—pyooe C b.—aft. aoKovc 

‘Ambr. — 38. for BAnréov, BadAovew D ab 
D abe Euseb. canon?—kai om. 

ins. A.—for xyonsror., pra oc rat Da) AC D abev. — 39. om. 

siéwe om. BC L 5 Copt. Arm. 

Copt. txt A Cv. 
Cuap. VI. 1. devteporpwry om. 

bef. o7rop. om. THY ABL/7al. ins. C D. 

mouqoa vynoreve and vyoTevoovoty, on 

Matt. ver. 15. —36.] The latter part of 

this verse is peculiar, and is to be thus 

understood: ‘ if he does, he both rends the 

new garment’ (by taking out of it the ézt- 

BXnua), ‘and the piece from the new gar- 

ment will not agree with the old.’ The 

common interpretation (which makes 70 

cawvov the nom. to oxiZer, and understands 

rd maXaoy as its accus.) is inconsistent 

with the construction, in which rd Kawvov 

is to be coupled with iparcov, not with 

iriPAnpa: see the var. read., where this 

constr. comes out even more plainly. In 

Matt. and Mark the mischief done is dif- 

ferently expressed. Our text is very sig- 

nificant, and represents to us the spoiling 

of both systems by an attempt to engraft 

the new upon the old:—the new loses its 

completeness ; the old, its consistency. — 

39.] This peculiar and important addition 

at once stamps our report with the very 

highest character for accuracy. Its appa- 

rent difficulty has perhaps caused its omis- 

sion from some very ancient MSS. It con- 

tains the conclusion of the discourse, and 

the final answer to the question in ver. 33, 

which is not given in Matt. and Mark. 

The mudvres tradardv are the Jews, who 

had long been habituated to the old system ; 

—the véos is the new wine (see on Matt.) 

of the grace and freedom of the Gospel ; 

B D L bev Syr. Copt. 

txt A C.—oyioe BC DL4a. 
AEFKMSV 42. 

ins. rove madawtc D 

c.—kai app. cuvt. om. BL 6. 

BL be 6 Copt. 
—ot dt pabnrai abrod ipEavro ridvew D 0b. 

0) \ > eo oO , N Mah 0 Pp 7 - 

a Tal avuTOU TOUC aTayuac Kal 10 tov Ww ov7ec TALC 

o \\'and Mark iv. 28 only. Gen. xl. 6, 6, p here only +. 

txt A Ca Iren.—aft. eavvod ins. sxioac 

txt A be.—rec. cupgwvet with be, but 

ins. BC DL. — 37. émt- 

Copt. Arm. Iren. Tert. 
txt (rn p0vr- 

B. ins. AC v.— 
B. xoenorég L 2 

ins. A C D.—zopeveoOar X.— 

and the Lord asserts that this new wine 

was not immediately palatable to the Jews, 

who said 6 mwadavds xpyoTotepés €or. 

Observe (against De Wette, &c.) that there 

is no objective comparison whatever here 

between the old and new wine ; the whole 

stress is on OéAet and Aéyet yap, and the 

import of yonordorepoc is subjective :—in 

the view of him who utters it. And even 

if we were to assume such an objective 

comparison, it makes no difficulty, being 

provided for by the word ev@éws, which is 

here emphatical.—In time, the new wine 

will become older ;—the man will become 

habituated to its taste, and the wine itself 

mellowed: and the comparison between 

the wines is not then which is the older, 

but which is intrinsically the better.—Stier 

observes (i. 372), that the saying is a lesson 

for ardent and enthusiastic converts not to 

be disappointed, if they cannot at once 

instil their spirit into others about the 

Cuap. VI, 1—5.] Matt. xii. 1— 

ii, 23—28. Between the discourse just 

related here and in Mark, and this inci- 

dent, Matthew interposes the raising of 

Jairus’s daughter, the healing of the two 

blind and one dumb, the mission of the 

twelve, and the message of John.—I need 

not insist on these obvious proofs of inde- 

pendence in the construction of our Gos- 

pels.—On the question of the arrangements, 
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Xepat. 2 Tivie O& THY Dapicatwy eirov avroic Ti rousire 

0 ovK eceort [ rovsty ev] roig o4PPact 3 
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[ovrec]; ‘Loe] eicnAQev ele TOY OiKOY TOU Deov Kal Tove 

* agrove TIC moobkoewc éAaf3_e Kat epaye, Kal EOWKE [xat]*) a | Mk. and 

TOW Ee) avrou, ovc OUK EXeore payely el un) povoug TovE 

LEQELC 5 > kat eheyev avToic OTL KUL got GO voc TOU 

avOowrou Kal Tov capsParov. GPs Eyévero bs [Kat | Hey came oe 

\ b] 

3 Kal amoxoifeic 

— 2. for ri rot.,—etoé Ti Totodary of paOyrai cov Toic caBBacy 6 odK Eeorw, having 
read airp before D.—zouiv éy om. B. ins. A C.—3. ovdérore for ovdt DH L.— 
rovro om. L.—tre éxeiv. BC DL 10. txt A.—ot ctv air D.—ov7ec om. B D L X. 
ins. A C abedv. — 4. for we, tHc L X 9 ab Copt. (not C, as Scholz and Lachm. cite it). 
@eom. BD. txt AC. —mpocbéaewc D. —éape cai om. D.—aft. éOwee om. kai BL abe 
Tren. ins. A D.—for ove, cig D.—2fbv ny D be. txt A Ba. —pévotc Totc tepevary D abe. 
—5. D dread this verse aft. ver. 10, and instead of it here, 77 avrg mpEOR Oeaodpevoc TWA 
Epyalouevoy Tp saBBary, eivev avTip’ dvOowze kt bev otdac Ti Totetc, uaKapLoe EL’ EL OF JL) 
oldac, émikaTaparoc Kat Tapaparne (travaricator d) ei rod vépov. — 6. D dread this verse 

see on Matt. —1.] S8evtepompdtw. This 
word presents much difficulty. None of 
the interpretations have any certainty, as 
the word is found nowhere else, and can be 
only judged of by analogy. (1) It is not 
altogether clear that the word ought to be 
here at all:—see var. read. Schulz sup- 
poses it to have arisen from putting to- 
gether two separate glosses, in the margin 
of some M§§, one devriow, the other zpw- 
Tw ;—originally inserted,—the first, to dis- 
tinguish this sabbath from that in ch. iv. 31, 
—the latter, from that in ver. 6.—(2) Chry- 
sostom, Hom. xxxix. on Matt., p. 431, D, 
says, 0 0é Aovede ono, tv caaBare Oev- 
TEDOT OUT. Tt dé tory, & Deurepon pe 
Te; Oray didi} 7 ayia dh Kal TOU oa 
Barou Tov Kuplov, Kai ETépac EopTIC Ota- 
Oexopévne. Paulus and Olshausen also 
take this interpretation.—(3) Theophylact 
understands,—a sabbath, the day before 
which (rapacksvy) had been a Feast-day. 
— (4) Isidore of Pelusium, Euthymius, and 
others, think that the first day of unlea- 
vened bread is meant, and is called dev- 
Tepom., because it is devtépa Tov wacya, 
which had been slain on the evening be- 
fore.—(5) Scaliger and Petavius interpret 
it to mean the sabbath following the second 
day of the Passover, from which the seven 
weeks to Pentecost were reckoned. This 
has been commonly followed ; but is liable 
to the objection that the assumptive oa3/. 
deureporp. = caBB. THe € adoc Oev- 
TEepoTpwTov = caBB. THe £30. mpwrne 
pera TH OsuTépay Tov aZipwy, is an un- 
justifiable one,—(6) To omit many other 

CQ 
* 

conjectures, I may mention that Wieseler 
(Chronologische Synopse der vier Evange- 
lien, p. 231 ff.) suggests that it may mean the 
first sabbath in the second of the cycle of 
seven years, which completed the sabbati- 
cal period. He shows, by a passage from the 
knovyua Térpou (cited by Clem. Alex., 
Strom. vi. 5, p. 760), that the Jews did 
call the first Byers of the year 7p@rov— 
and that the years were reckoned as the 
first, second, &c., of the septennial cycle 
(see a decree of Julius Cesar in Jos. Antt. 
xiv. 10, 6). Thus the first sabbath of the 
first year would be tpw767pwroy or 7ew- 
Tov, that of the second oR neem &e. 
And according to his chronology, which 
fixes this in A.v.c. 782, this Be: was the 
second of the sabbatical cycle. If we fol- 
low this conjecture, this day was the first 
sabbath in the month Nisan.—The point 
so much insisted on, that this must have 
been after the presentation of the first- 
Jruits which took place on the 16th of 
Nisan,—on account of the prohibition in 
Levit. xxiii. 14,—is of no weight, as it is 
very uncertain whether the action mentioned 
here is included in the prohibition. — pox. 
T. X. is a detail peculiar to Luke: ‘rubbing 
them and blowing away the chaff.’ —2. ] In 
Matt. and Mark, the Pharisees address the 
Lord, ‘Why do Thy disciples,’ &c. — 8.] 
ovde . . ‘Have ye not read so much as 
this ?? E.V. ‘Are ye so utterly ignorant 
of the spirit of Scripture ?’ see Mark xii. 10, 
where the same expression occurs. we 
remarkable substitution in D d for ver. 
seems to be an interpolation, but hardly an 
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thus :—kai eiceAO0dvt0¢ abrov wadw sic THY svvaywyhy caBBary, ty y avOowmoc 
Enoay Eywy tiv yeioa.—att. dom. kai BL X 10 ac Syr. Copt. A&th. { x XEU y I ins. A v.—7. rec. 

mapeTnpouv. txt AB DLM X 17.—éé om. D.—atirév om. AE F KS V 29 ab. ins. 
B D.—@rparevee ADL3. txt B—ins. abrov M X 5.—kcarnyopjoa D. Karnyopetv 
Sx9 Syrr. txt A B.—bef. at’rov ins. car’ F K L 14 Copt. Arm. Theophyl. — 8. for 
yet, ywwokwy D. —T@ avoopt BL7. om. Dd.—éyepe A B E K LV X 12. 
txt qu.?—éy ram péow D abe. 
txt A.—ézreopwro B Lv. 
—rp caBBary BD Le. 

byetnoy 1D) 
txt A B. —tor abn D. — 9. for ody, 6 B D L 5 abedv. 

txt A D abe.—for ri, ei B D L acv Copt. 
txt A ES 29 Syrr.—for azodéoa, avoxreivar AK FK MSV 

txt A E'S 29 Syrr. 

46 Aath. Theophyl., but txt B D L.—aft. azroX. ins. ot d& toumrwy D. —10. bef. eizre 
tp av@. ins. ¢vy boyy D X 11 abe.—for ae av@p.,airp A BE F K MS V 41 Syr. Copt. 
Arm. Theophyl. all. 
19 al. txt B.—rec. bef. we ins. vyije. 

cauy BL 7. -ovay Q. moumoeey A. 

invention of a later time. Its form and 
contents speak for its originality and, I be- 
lieve, authenticity. 

6—11.] Matt. xii.9—14. Mark iii. 1—6. 
See note on Matt. —6.] From Matt. and 
Mark we might suppose that it was on the 
same day. The circumstances related in 
ch. xiv. 1—G6 are very similar to these; and 
there Luke has inserted the question of 
Matt. vv. 11,12. I should be disposed to 
think that Mark and Luke have preserved 
the exact narrative here. Matthew, as we 
see, describes the watching of the Pharisees 
(rove dtadoyispodc abra@y, Luke, ver. 8) 
as words actually spoken, and relates that 
they asked the question; which certainly 
arises from an imperfect report of what 
took place, the question itself being ver- 
batim that which the Lord asked on that 
other occasion, Luke xiv. 3, and followed 
by asimilar appeal about an animal. There 
can hardly be a doubt that in Matthew’s 

txt D abe.—rai ‘eberewev D abe.—ar7exarecrabyn ADBEKLSVX 
txt A BD K LQ 14 abev Syrr. Copt. 4th. 

Arm. Theoph.—we 1) d\n om. BL 4 acv Copt. 
D d ins. ver. 5. — 11. for duedadovr, dteXoy'Zovro D. 

we kai 7) GAX. D. txt A Q.—here 
tX\aXouy K.—for roijotvar, roun- 

THC dTohowow ad’rov D (see || Mt. Mark). — 

narrative the two occurrences are blended : 
and this may have taken place from the 
very circumstance of the question about an 
animal having been asked on both occa- 
sions; Luke omitting it here, because he 
reports it there—Matthew joining to it the 
question asked there, because he was not 
aware of another similar incident. — 4 Seé. 
is a mark of accuracy, and from an eye- 
witness. — 9.] These words admit of two 
constructions: ‘I will ask you what is al- 
lowable on the Lea ar do good, or to 
do evil?” (é7. bp. ri &&. w.7.X. )s or, Twill 
ask you a certain thing: Js it,’ &c. (ém. dy. 
mu é£. «.7.\.) This latter is preferable, 
both on account of the future émep., and of 
its similarity to towrfjow tudo Kayo Eva 
Adyor, ch. xx. 3. After the question, Mark 
adds ot 6& éouw»rwy—as they did after the 
question just referred to in ch. xx., because 
they were in a dilemma, and either answer 
would have convicted them. —10.] Mark 
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adds per’ dpyijc, cu\AuTobpevoc emt Ty 
Twowse THE Kapdlac a’twv—one of the 
most striking and graphic descriptions in 
the Gospels.—It was thus that He bare 
(see Matt. viii. 17), even while on earth, 
our sins and infirmities. Their hearts were 
hardened,—but He grieved for it. —11.] 
avotas, madness, rage of a senseless kind: 
see reff.; also Herodot. vi. 69. Thucyd. iii. 
48. — 8eAad.—viz. the Pharisees and He- 
rodians: Mark, where see note. 

12—19.] Peculiar (in this form) to Luke: 
see Matt. xii. 15—2]. Mark ii. 7—19. 
We may observe that Matt. does not relate 
the choosing of the Apostles, but only takes 
occasion to give a list of them on their 
being sent out, ch. x. 1, 2; and that Mark 
and Luke agree in the time of their being 
chosen, placing it immediately after the 
healing on the sabbath,—but with no very 
definite note of time. —12.] év rT. hp. T. is 
vague in date, and may belong to any part 
of the period of the Lord’s ministry now 
before us. I believe it to be a form of 
acknowledgment on the part of the Evan- 
gelist, that he did not know exactly into 
what part of this period to bring the inci- 
dent so introduced. Indeed the whole of 
this paragraph is of a supplementary and 
indefinite character, serving more as a pre- 
face to the discourse which follows, than as 
an integral part of the narration in its pre- 
sent sequence. This of course in no way 
affects the accuracy of the circumstances 
therein related, which nearly coincide in 
this and the cognate, though independent, 
account of Mark. — é&@\0ev—viz. from Ca- 
pernaum. — 76 dpos—see on Matt. v. 1.— 
am posevé.—see note on v. 16. — k. Hv Siav. 
..+.. ‘and spent the night in prayer to 
God,’ as E. V. The whole context, and 

txt A Q.—kcai om. BL abe Syr. Copt. Ath. ins. A D Q.— 17. for 

the frequency of the objective genitive (see 
Winer, § 30, 1), should have prevented the 
commentators (Hammond, Olearius, &c.) 
from making the blunder of imagining tpos- 
evxy here to be a proseucha or house of 
prayer: seenote on Actsxvi. 13.—18. mposed. 
7. ph. avt.] expressed in Mark, zoogcaNei- 
Tat ove H0edkEv a’toc—i.e. He summoned 
to Him a certain larger number, out of 
whom He selected Twelve. We are not to 
suppose that this selection was now first 
made out of a miscellaneous number—but 
now first formally announced ; the Apostles, — 
or most of them, had had each their special 
individual calling to be, in a peculiar man- 
ner, followers of the Lord, before this. — 
— ovépace] not at a previous, or subse- 
quent period, as Schleiermacher suggests 
(Trans. p. 89); but at this time. Mark 
gives the substance, without the form of 
the word amrdartodkos—iroinge Owdeka, tva 
.. . GmwootehAy avrove Knpicoev ... . 
iii. 14. —14.] On the catalogue, see notes 
on Matt. x. 1. —15.] *Iov8as “IaxéBov— 
usually, and I believe rightly, rendered 
Jude the brother of James. For, besides 
the reasons for this which otherwise exist, 
I believe it will hardly be found that ’Iovd. 
"lax., without any articles, can, in a sen- 
tence where the person is absolutely desig- 
nated for the first time, bear the meaning 
of Jude the son of James. The two in- 
stances which seem to show the contrary 
are, (1) where Judas Iscariot is called, John 
vi. 71, Tov L006. Tipwrvoe loxapwrny, and, 
ch. xii. 4, Todd. Sipwrvoe Ioxapwrne:— but 
in these places the local adjective precludes 
the insertion of réy Tov or 6 Tow, just as 
we should have Ida«wog AXgaiov (not od 
Tov “Add.) Nafwpaiog: and (2) Sipwy 
*Iwva, John xxi. 15, 16,17, in the vocative, 
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where articles are out of the question.— 
Certainly, when we find anarthrous proper 
names elsewhere thus connected in the N.T., 
it is not son or daughter that is to be sup- 
plied: compare Mark xv. 40 and 47.— 
And even if the above distinction be set 
aside, it is improbable that lotdag Larwf., 
coming so soon after IdcwBo¢ 6 Tov ’AX- 
aiov, should have the same meaning. On 

the question who this James was, see on 

Matt. x. 2, and xii. 55,—17.] Having 

descended from the mountain, He stood on 

a level place—i.e. below the mountain: 

see on Matt. v. 1. Whether Luke could 
thus have written with the Gospel of Mat- 

thew before him, I leave the reader to 

judge: premising the identity of the two 

discourses. —19.] Luke uses the same ex- 
pression concerning the Lord in ch. viii. 
46. 

20—49.] Peculiar (in this form) to 
Luke, answering to Matt. v—vii. In 
Matthew I cannot doubt that we have the 
whole discourse, much as it was spoken; 
the connexion is intimate throughout; the 
arrangement wonderfully consistent and 
admirable. Here, on the other hand, the 
discourse is only reported in fragments— 
there is a wide gap between ver. 26 and 27, 

and many omissions in other parts ; besides 

which, sayings of the Lord, belonging 

apparently to other occasions, are inserted ; 

see vv. 39, 40. 45; at the same time we 

must remember that such gnomic sayings 

would probably be frequently uttered by 

Him, and might very likely form part of 

this discourse originally. His teaching was 

not studious of novelty like that of men, 

but speaking with authority, as He did, He 

would doubtless utter again and again the 

same weighty sentences when occasion 

occurred. Hence may have arisen much 

of the difference of arrangement observable 

in the reports—because sayings known to 

have been uttered together at one time, 

might be thrown together with sayings 

spoken at another, with some one common 

link perhaps connecting the two groups.— 

20. cis Tovs p.. | The discourse was spoken to 

the disciples generally,—to the twelve par- 

ticularly,—to the people prospectively ;— 

and its subject, both here and in Matt., is, 

the state and duties of a disciple of Christ. 

awtwxot] To suppose that Luke’s report of 

this discourse refers only to this world’s 

poverty, &c.—and the blessings to antici- 

pated outward prosperity in the Messiah’s 

Kingdom (De Wette, Meyer), is surely 

quite a misapprehension. Comparing these 

expressions with other passages in Luke 

himself, we must have concluded, even 

without Matthew's report, that they bore a 

spiritual sense; see ch. xvi. 11, where he 

speaks of ‘the true riches’—and ch. Xil. 

21, where we have eis Qedv mAouTwr. 

“And to suppose any Ebionitish tendency 

in Luke would be quite inconsistent, as 

Meyer observes, with his connexion with 

the Apostle Paul.—Besides, who would 

apply such an interpretation to our ver. 21 ? 

—See on each of these beatitudes the cor- 

responding notes in Matt.—) Bac. t. 0.} 

=1) Bas. r. ovpavay Matt., but it does not 

thence follow that odpavoi = ede, but the 

two are different ways of designating the 

same kingdom—the one by its situation— 

ABDQ 

ABD 
PQ 
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John vi. 12. 
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Matt. xxiv. 
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t Gen. xii. 3. 
Matt. v. 44. 

nu Rom. xii. 14 
al. dat. here 
only. Herod. 
iv. 184, 6. 

a Matt. v. 44. 
1 Pet. iii. 16. 

b Matt. v. 39. 
Hos. xi. 4, 
Isa. 1.6. 

c = here only. 
d = Matt. xxi. 

43. xxv. 28, 
29. Gen. xl. 
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constr. Gen. 
Xxiii. 6. Acts 
x. 47. 

9. Matt. xx. 32 

xapere P. 
txt A P Orig. 
X 13 Copt. 
ot yer. vov 

ins. D dd Iren.— 
ins. ABPQ 

abcv.—yap om. D abe.—ot rarépec abr. om. D. — 28. for ipiv, ipac AD KM P ad. 
txt BC Orig.—rec. aft. duty, ins. kai, with many mss., butom. ABDEKM PSV 47 abe 
Copt. Arm. Orig.—for izép, epi B L. 
ins. adrp D abc. — 30. d& rH om. BO. 

in heaven, where its wodurEia is (7) avo 
‘Tepovoadnp, Gal. iv. 26), the other by 
Him, Whose it is. —22.] adopiowor and 
éxBad. must not be understood of Jewish 
excommunication only, but of all kinds of 
expulsion from society.—T6 év tp.—literal : 
‘your name ;’—either your collective name 
as Christians,—to which Peter seems to 
refer, 1 Pet. iv. 14—16;—or, your indi- 
vidual name. — 23.] év é«. T. Hu., not in 
the most solemn sense of the words (see 
Matt. vii. 22), but ‘in the day when men 
shall do thus to you.?—24.] Of course 
(see Prolegomena to the Gospels) I cannot 
assent to any such view as that taken by 
Meyer and others, that these ‘woes’ are 
inserted from later tradition (gehdren gur 
Formation der fpatern Ueberlieferung) 5 in 

txt A D P. — 29. éi¢ 7. ot. D be.—aft. wapexe 
txt A D Pac. —31. for tpiv, vuae A.—kat 

other words, were never spoken by the 
Lord at all :—either we must suppose that 
they ought to follow Matt. v. 12, which is 
from the context most improbable,—or 
that they and perhaps the four preceding 
beatitudes with them, were on some occa- 
sion spoken by the Lord in this exact form, 
and so have been here placed in that form. 
—26.] Not said to the rich, but to the 
disciples. The very warning conveyed in 
wevSorrpod. shows this, and should have 
prevented Meyer from making the blunder. 
The mention of zoog. and Pevdozood. has 
reference to the disciples’ office as the salt 
of the earth. The address in ver. 27 is 
not (Meyer) a turning of the discourse to 
His own disciples, but tpiv héeyw Tots 
a&kovovotw = éyw oé AEyw dpiv, which in- 
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troduces the same command Matt. v. 44,— 

and roic akobousw serves the purpose of 

the y@—‘ to you who now hear Me.’ The 

discourse being mutilated, the strong anti- 

thesis could not be brought out. — 29.] 

See Matt. v. 39 ff.—31.] Matt. vii. 12, 

but here it seems somewhat out of con- 

nexion, for the sense of vv. 29, 30, has 

been ‘resist not evil,’ whereas this precept 

refers to the duty of man to man, injury 

being out of the question. — 82.] This 

verse again belongs to ver. 28, not to ver. 

31; see Matt. v. 46 ff. — 383 ff.] Xapis = 

pusQdc, Matt. (see note on Matt. v. 12.) — 

35.] aaedmilovres. Three renderings have 

been given—(1) the ordinary one, pendéiv 

an’ abrav tdrilovrec, Euthym. ;—but this 

meaning of the word is unexampled, 

though agreeing with the context. (2) 

‘ causing no one to despair,’ i.e. refusing no 

one (reading pndév’ ;—so the Syr. renders it. 

(3) ‘not despairing,’ i.e. * without anxiety 

about the result.’ This last sense of the 

word is best supported by examples, both 

from Polybius,—and the Apocrypha,—see 

reff, But as it is an dak Neyopevoy in 

txt B C P v.—bef. jut) warader. ins. cai BLSX5. txt ACD P— 

the N. T., perhaps the force of the context 

should prevail, and the ordinary meaning 

be adopted, as there is nothing in analogy 

(araira, arodapBav, . ..) to forbid the 

meaning ; and so Passow gives it in Lexic.— 

viol inpiotov}] Meyer maintains that this 

must mean ‘sons of God’ in the sense of 

partakers of the glory of the Messiah’s 

Kingdom, but without reference to the 

state of believers in this life, which last he 

says is ‘Paulinifd, aber nicht fynoptifd.’ 

But surely this is sufficiently answered by 

6 mario buoy in the next verse, where 

the actual present sonship to our heavenly 

Father is a reason why we should imitate 

Him.—26. oixripp.] =7éAetor, Matt. v. 48, 

which last is the larger description, com~- 

prehending in it charity and mercy; see 

note there. — 87.] = Matt. vii. 1,2. The 

saying is much enriched and expanded 

here; perhaps it was so uttered by the 

Lord on some other occasion ; for the con- 

nexion is very strict in Matt., and would 

hardly bear this expansion of what is not 

in that place the leading idea. — 38.] The 

similitude is taken from a very full measure 

ABDP 
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11 Cor. i. 10. 

Heb. xiii. 21. 
2 Cor, xiii. 11. 
Ezr. iv. 13. 
| and Gen. 

Vili. 11. 
n | and Gen. 

xix. 8. 
o || and Ps, 
xciii. 9. 

rr 
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of some dry thing such as corn. That no 
liquid is intended by wzepery., as Bengel 
supposes, is evident—for the three present 
participles all apply to the same pér. kad. 
and form a climax.—8ecovew] impersonal 
—answering to the agents of perpnOjoerar 
understood—such agents being indefinite, 
and the meaning thereby rendered solemn 
and emphatic; see on ch. xil. 20. If we 
are to find a nom., it should be the Angels, 
who are in this matter the ministers of the 
divine purposes (so Meyer).—This saying 
is found with a totally different import 
Mark iv. 24; one of the many instances 
how the Lord turned about, so to speak, 
the Light of Truth contained in His de- 
clarations, so as to shine upon different 
departments of life and thought. — 39.] 
From this verse to the end is in the closest 
connexion, and it is impossible that it 
should consist of sayings thrown together 
and uttered at different times.—(The con- 
nexion with what went before is not so 
evident, indeed the ize 0& 7. av. seems to 
show a break.) The parabolic saying, 
implying the unfitness of an uncharitable 
and unjustly condemning leader (the Lord 
was speaking primarily to His apostles) to 
perform his office, leads to, ver. 40, the 
assertion that no Christian ought to assume 

BrXerwv, — Kai tdov 7) Conde év TH a 690. droKeitar D abcd. 
— 43. caprotc carpotc,—Kap7ove kadovc D abc.—aft. odd? ins. radiw B Lb 6 

txt ABC». 
6 Copt. 

in this respect an office of judging which 
his Master never assumed; but rather will 

every well instructed Christian strive to be 
humble as his Master was. Then follows 
the reproof of vy. 41—43; and vv. 44, 45 
and 46—49 show us, expanded in different 
images, what the beam in the eye is, to 
which our first efforts must be directed. — 
tuph. tT. 68.] See this in quite another 
connexion Matt. xv. 14, where Peter an- 
swers, Podoov 7ptv THY TapaBoAnyY TavTHY 
—meaning apparently the last uttered 
words, which the Lord however explains 
not specifically, but by entering into the 
whole matter. I believe this wapa(oX7 
to have been one of the usual and familiar 
sayings of the Lord.— 40.] see above. 
katnpTticpévos (see reff.) —' fully instructed’ 
—‘perfect,’ in the sense of ‘ well-con- 
ditioned,’ knowing what is his duty, and 
consistently endeavouring to do it. De 
Wette, Kuinoel, &c., have given a strange 
rendering of this clause, making KatyprT. 
as 6 8. ait. the predicate—‘ every disciple 
will be instructed as his Master.’ But if I 
mistake not, the position of KatypT. as 
first in the sentence forbids this rendering. 
—41.] De Wette imagines a break in the 
sense here and a return to Matt. vii. 3 f. ;— 

but the whole is in the strictest connexion ; 
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19 only. Deut. 
XxXiy¥. 21. 

c || andRey.xiv. 
18 only. Gen. 
x1. 10, 11. 

d Matt. ii. 11. 
Isa. xX xxiii. 6. 

e here only t. 
Tobit ix. 5. 

f || and 2 Cor. 
viii, 14. see 
Mark viii. 8}. 

g ch. xii. 5. 
Acts ix. 16. 
xx. 80. 2 
Chron. xv. 3. 

h = ch, xiii. 8. 
Xvi. 3 only. 
Isa. v. 6. 

ihere only. Ps. 
xci. 5. 

k ch. xiv. 29. 
1 here only. 

Job xl. 18. 
m || and Heb.i. 

10, Jos. vi. 26. 
n here only t. 
o here only. 
Amos vi. 12. 

q Gen. xx. 8. 
r= 2 Tim. iv. 

li. 
s Matt.iv.24al. 

Ezek. xxxiv. 
4, 

t = Phil. ii. 29. 
1 Pet. ii. 4, 6. 
see ch. xiv.8. 
1 Kings xxvi. 
21 

a ch. xi. 37. 
Acts xxiii. 20. 

v = Matt. xiv. 
36 only. see 
Job xxi. 10. 

EYArTEAION VI. 44—49. 

.Y ~ A ‘ 44 v A / ’ 

caTpoy ToLoUY KapToOY kaAov, *' ekaoTov yao Sevopov ék 
~ + ~ 

4 ~ 

TOU LOLOU KapTrou ywooKerat. ov yao z& 'axavOav * ovd- 

XE 2 DIN NG 5 a (QZ b ~ c ia 

éyouot ouKa, over ex “Patou ° TEVYWot orapuAny. 
45 ¢ > ‘ ” , ~ , ~ d ~ ~ 

Oo ayalloc avOpwrog EK TOU ayabov OQnoaveov THC 
~ , \ id 

Kapolac avuTou ° Teopeper TO ayabor, Kal oO Tovnooc 
/ - - ~ ~ ’ ~ 

[avOowroc | EK TOU TOVNOOU [Oncavoov TC Kapolac av7ou | 

, ‘\ Powe ’ Bs \ ~ f , ~ , 

TpopEper TO mrovnpov" eK yao [rou] TEpLooEyMaTOE [zne] 
' - > ~ ; ~ pad 

Kapolac adsi TO oropa avrov. *° TH Og pe KaAgite Kugte 
\ ~ \ ~ c - 

KUOLE, Kal ov movetre a NEY 5 7 rac u EPYXomEevoc T poe 

\ ~ \ ~ 

we Kal akovwY pov T@Y ADyYwY Kal TOLWY avrove, ° UTo- 
¢ Le 

} "2 Cs Uy ? \ ¢ , > 9 , 

eigW ULV TLVL EOTLY OMOLOC. OMOLOC EOoTILV aV 0WTW 

, ~ > ’ ray how \ aS, , \itasr 

OLKOOOMOUYTL OLKLAVY, OC eokawWe Kal ' Babuve Kat eOnke 

k I 3 N \ t aera , \ ! 

OcueXvov emt THY TWETOAY 7AnMUp AC oe VEVOLEVNC 

¢ ~ \ 
n pe \ ee) 4 U ? 7 

mooceppngev O TOTAMOC TM” OLKLa EKEely)), Kal OUK LO XUOE 

* ~ s \ 

carsvca avrnv’ ™* rebeucAiwro yao em THV TET pay & 
£ 49 0 

*% > , Pte, ’ \\ \ fod \ 0 ' G Lo 

OLKOOOpHoaVTL OLKLaVv él THY yu Kwotc eueA lou U1) 
’ / \ 

EVEVETO TO 

\ ? 7, \ ‘ 7, (va 7, , > , 

6: akovoac Kal pn Tomoag ofLolog EOTLV avOparw 

n yore c € \ \ b) , oo \ 

Tpoceppnssv 0 ToTAaMoC, Kal ew0éwe ETEGE, KUL 
en ~ eo} ’ , 

° pnyua TIC oiKLac EKELYN|C peya. 
1 * , \ \ P ’ , , A 472 , ~ 

VII. Exe d¢ PexAnowos wavta Ta pynuara auTOU 
q , Q r? 4 od - > 4) ? 7 

sic tac "akoac Tov Aaov, acnr9ev vc Kazeovaoup. 

Dee: U4 / Ne s = 7 ” 

EKATOVTAOYOU Sé tTivoc covAoe *Kakwe Exywy nusdAAE 
, v: \ \ ~ 

5 akovcag OF TEOL TOU 

~~] 

~ a e Deere bese 

reAsutav, oc Vv auTW EVTLULOC. 

> ~- >? , A > \ , - ’ , 

Inoov amreoTElA& TooC avuTov mpeauTEpouc TWV lovdaiwy, 

u? ~ > \ e ’ ‘\ Vv , \ 8 ~ , ~ 

EOWTWY avUTOV OTWC eMOov oLaswoy TOV ovAov auTou. 

Arm. om. A C D ae. — 44. yap om. D abe.—rovd Kaprov avrov D abe.—ixdéyovrat 

2£ aeav0. D abe.—orapirac L.— 45. for mpogepet, 

kaod. abr. (2nd time) om. 
meoitoevparog Kapdiag A BD K. 

Aéyere D.—for &, 6 B. — 47. rote Noyoue CF MX. 

7d Kade oikodopetoOar adriv BL 2. 

xoocpéper L. V 3.—Onoavp. THE 

BD L3aCopt. Arm. ins. A C c, omg. also ayv@p. before.— 

rie k. VX. txt C.—kadet D. — 46. NaXeire K.— 
— 48. for reO. y. émir. wér., Ord 

txt A C D abe. — Eth. joins both readings. 

49. oicodopodyrt Cabed. txt ABD.—y om. D abe.—ev0éwe om. D ac.—ovvirecer D. 

Cuap. VII. 
prpara D abed. 
7c D¥. raic D?.—rijuog D.— 3. 7p0¢ avrov om. 

\ 

1. ged?) ABC*? txt C? v. Kat 

ézrevdy) O& K.—for eig 7. ax. TOU X., KaGv 
D abe.—iowrevras 

yévero Ore érédecev TAUTA ra 
D.—7\Oev D.—2. for dodAoe, 

X. — 4. mpo¢ 

see above. —43.] The kaprés campos = 

the dondg év rp 690. Tf thy life is evil, it 

is in vain to pretend to /each others. —45. | 

Again the closest connexion of sense and 

argument; and ver. 45 is not (De Wette) 

put here because of the similarity of the 

preceding verses to Matt. xii. 33 reminding 

the compiler of ver. 35 there. Do these 

expositors suppose that the Lord only once 

spoke each of these central sayings, and 

with only one reference ?—46 ff. ‘The con- 

nexion goes on here also—and the Lord 

descends into the closest personal search- 

ing of the life and heart, and gives His 

judicial declaration of the end of the hypo- 

crite, whether teacher or private Christian ; 

—see notes on Matt. 

Cuap. VIL. 1—10.] Matt. viii. 5-13. 

In Matthew also placed after the Sermon 

on the Mount, but with the healing of the 

leper in our ch. v. 12 interposed. Our 

narrative is fuller than that in Matt. in the 

ABCD 
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VII. 1—12. 

bye” 

KATA AOYKAN. 

” eraparyevopevor TOC Tov "Incovy, 
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“ mapekaouy w ver. 20. ch. 
viii. 19. Acts 

7 ? 

avrov * orovoaiwe, Néeyovres 0 Ore * akwe ne oO a Taoesy ee eee 
~ wane \. x Matt. viii. 5 

ea a ara a TO EOvo 1 WV, Kal 7) v opie WYyIV al. 1 Kings yamg yap cme yeryny at King 
So os auToc deoddpnaer nye. 

avroic. Hon os avTou ov pakpay 

ouklac, emenips * mode auTov oO 

Aeyou auto Kvot po) © oKkvAAov" ov W80 ae 

© UTro TV oTeyny jou aiceIyc, 
ay, , ’ ~ 

“nStwoa mooc oe eAOev" 
e ~ 

0 waic pov. ° 
, 

enone Oe exwv vm 

Toure TlopetOnrt, Kal TopEvETal, Kal adrXw ’ ‘Epxou, Kal 

EON ET AU, Kal Tw Oovly pov Toincov TOUTO, Kal TOLEle 

3 oe ae akovucag &€ TauTa oO noouc 
\ Cie) ~ > 

oTpapec Tw axoAovbovurvrt auTwW 

’ \ , det x 4 / ? 

ove’ Ev TW) IooanA TOOQAUTHV TLOTLY EvOOV. 
> 3 @ ‘\ 

orpébavtec ot Teupbevrec ELC TOV OLKOV evoov TOV 
- ~ ¢ / 

VOUVTa SovAov Cee oe 6 
Ao dy 4 ? isl Mot 

' Kau eyévero ev j% Ty e&ne, & 
/ A \ 

Aovpevnvy Naiv, Kat 
> ~ 

auTOuU 

Tov ‘Inc. om. D ac.—for raper., nowrwy D L 4.—rec. rapéie. 

oyAw ELITE Aéyw UY, 

, ? , 
abla tne ELC TOoAWw Kka- 

: [tkavot | Kal oyAoc wove. 

‘Tnooie ETopevero oop Yuiuias: 
z constr. here 

b only. 
amex ovroc aro TIC amiddle. Acts 

0 Xix. 24 
Titu 7 ekarovragXoc pidove, eee 

b=ch. xxiy. 
ucavoc iva 13 only. 

Poe 9) zee eo 
c Matt. ix. 36(? tO OU 3 ésavToV Mari a oe 

ch. viii. 9 adda emt oye, kal cabhoera only 4 
6 ne d i Exod. iv. 

0. Kal yap eyo av pwc cle ure " Govatar e iliGen aie 8: 

7 tMatt. xxvii, 8. 
equr ov orpariurac, Kal En, @  ch.i. 35. 

\ g =hereonly. 
Gen. xxxi. 
28. 

h ||. = Matt. 
XXVili. 18, 

, Rev. xvii. 12, 
13. * Bavpacey avuTov, Kal 

iconstr. here 
only. 

10 ys 

Kal UTO-. : 
ye? iisee ch an O72 

Hit jp.o + oe Ie 
aabe- xxv. 17. 

xxvii. 18. 
k ch. xxiv. 15 

1 al. 
1 — Mark x. 36. 

~ e 1 Mec: xiii. k > 

GUVETOPEVOVTO auTW OL pabnrat 49. 
~~ 

ks NY YE TH 

txt Aub: Ceili owes 

Pwo OE nEeee Xxxii. 
19. 

—d. otkoddpnoev C D.—6. per’ adr@yv Dac.—a7d om. D 5.—for rpc (om. B), évi A. 
ixi@a ys tOL0 éMOciy om. D abe.—iabynrw BL. txt A D abed. — 8. iz’ 
tpavurou F.—zopetov D X 1. —9. avrov om. D X abcv.—aire@ om. D.—bef. NéEyw dp. 
ins. apajy D ac.—aft. ipiy ins. Ore A—odbdérore D. — 10. acbevovyra om. B L 3 abe 
Copt.—dovAov om. D (rdv om. D'), but ins. doddAor bef. edpor. 

txt BC D (év om. D).—ézroped0n B 3.—icavoi om. BDF La Tm AEGHLV X31. 
beginning of the miracle, not so full at the 
end. See notes on Matt. — Ta pypata... 
eis ak. for ra pynOivra cic... — 3.] 
mpeoB. not elders of the synagogue (who 
in Luke are apyicvvaywyot, Acts xiii. 15), 
but of the people. —4.| If the received 
reading mapééer be retained, it must be 
remembered that it is not the second person 
of wrapétopuat (for which det, BowXer, ole 
are no precedents, being peculiar conven- 
tional forms), but third pers. fut. act. The 
second person in ec does not occur in later 
Greek, with the above exceptions. — 5. ] 
avTos, at his own expense.—thv o. ‘our 
synagogue.’ — 7.] 816, on account of his 

unworthiness, and because entering his 
house would entail ceremonial uncleanness 
till the evening. Matthew does not ex- 
press this clause, having the narrative in a 
form which precludes it. See notes there, 
—9.] After this there is an important addi- 
tion in Matt. on the adoption of the Gen-» 
tiles, and rejection of Israel who showed no 

txt A C.— 11. for r7, 

such faith. —10.] Here Matt. simply states 
the fact of the healing, not knowing of the 
ou Tew. 

11—16.] Peculiar to Luke. —11.] év rq 
é§.... With regard to the variety of reading 
here, Schulz remarks, that Luke when 
xodvw is understood, uses é€v TG KadeEqs, 
see ch. viii. 1. On the other hand Meyer 
observes that when 2}é0@ is understood, he 
never prefixes év:—see reff. :—so that inter- 
nal evidence is divided.—Naiv occurs no 
where else in the Bible. It was a town of Ga- 
lilee not far from Capernaum, and a few 
miles to the south of Mount Tabor. A poor 
village has been found in this situation with 
ruins of old buildings. See Robinson, iii. 
226. The coun cadovpéivyn Naiv (or Natc) 
of Josephus, B. J. iv. 9, 4, on the borders 
of Idumea, is a different place. See Winer, 
Realwoérterbuch.—This is one of the three 
aceliel recorded miracles of the Lord: of 
which it has been observed, that He raised 
one (Jairus’s daughter) when just dead,— 
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n Gen xxiv. 15 mudy tia ToAewe, ” 

EYATTEAION 

Kal tdov 

VIE 

qa * \ , 
o here only +. vide  povoyeriic ca maT pl avurou, Kal Sil Knee 

= = ekpépw, 9 Wir. ‘ 
Acts v. 6 al. - 13 

p—ch vii A. Kal oxho¢ TIC ee et ikavoc [yy] avy auTy. Kall ae 

ix. 38. eb. ? 
xi. 17. (and auTny 0 pups 
constr.) Tobit 

My KAaté. iii. 15. 

f Bacralovrec 
q = ch. ii. 36. 

Acts ix. 36. 

5 \ 

19 Kat 
a Matt. xiv. 14 

al. 
b here only. 

Gen. 1. ae 
Job xxi. 32. 

c = Matt. iii. 
11. Mark xiv. 
13 

d = Mark x. 
49. ch. xviii. 
40. 

ech, v. 24. 
fch. viii. 54 al. 

Isa. xxvi. 19. 

“eyeoOnre. 

ontne meyac 

ede TOV Aaov avrov, 
= Acts ix. 

Pave: oAy 7 
h=ch.y.26. jg 

1 Cor, x. 13. Kat 
Exod. xv. 15. 

i Matt. xxiv. 11, 24. Isa. xli. 25. 
m Matt. xiv. 35 al. Gen. xix. 17. 

Copt. ith. Arm. 

k = ch. i. 78. 
n = Matt. viii. 33. 

om. Ac. ins. B C D ab.—yno. ovoy D. 

df \ 9. ’ 
EoTHOaV. KAL ELTTE Neavioke, 

& * DO 

aXe. Kal cowxev aurov TH parol auTou. 

‘lovdata Teo auTou Kal Le] Tas mY 

“ea Aayx viodn er aur, ka clrev aury 

*Kat ™poceADwv nbaro tHe * copou" ol Ss! 

e \ , 
Ol Néyw, 

c ‘ \ ” 

avexalioen i a Kal noSaro 

ort éa/3e be 

poBoc amavrac, Kal Ayia oe tov Meo AéyorTec Ort 7 po- 

“FT nyépn Ev nly, Kat OTt 
k ? , e 

emeckeWaTo vu 
5 pr x is 
’ kal ‘en Oev Oo Aoyoe ouToc é 

m vt 
TEPLX WP). 

- \ , 
” amhyyyethay ‘Twavvy ot pabyrat avrou TEOL TaV= 

Heb. ii. 6. Gen. 1. 24. 11 Cor. xiv. 36. Isa. ii. 3. 

txt A C.—aft. zodve, ins. Tij¢ T6Xewc K 6 Copt. (not C as stated by 
Scholz).—12. éyévero 6, we tyytéev D abe. txt A B Cv.—kai idod om. D.—reOvnkwg 

Kk. aur. Hv xnoa ACL V abev 7 Syr. Arm. 
txt B.—zodte byXoeg Tig TOAEWE ovvEANALOL airy D.—ijv om. AC EG HM V X 21 
abe. ins. B.—13. ém’ adryny K 4.—14. 
txt AC D. une qui erat bc.—amédweey Ac. — 16. 
(2EnyeoOn D) L 
BL 1 be. 

veavioxe veavioxe D a.—15. Exabicey B. 
rec. éynyeptar. txt ABCD 

4,—aft. avdrov ins. ic ayaboy M X 10 abe. — Ji. bef. may om. éy 
ins. A D.—for vv. 18, 19, D reads éy oi¢ kai péype iwavvov Tou Parriorov, 

dc Kai TpocKadecapeEvoc Oto THY pabnTra@y avrovd eye" TopEvOEVTEC EimaTE adTp od 

one on the way to burial, —and one (Laza- 
rus) who had been buried four days. —12.] 
efex. The Jews ordinarily buried outside 
the gates of their cities. The kings how- 
ever of the house of David were buried in 
the city of David; and it was a denuncia- 
tionon Jehoiakim that he should be buried 
with the burial of an ass, drawn forth and 
cast beyond the gates of Jerusalem. Jer. 
xxii. 19.— k. att. x7p. some read this in 
the dative, kat abry ynoq: but it is more 
agreeable to Luke’s usage to take if as a 
nominative. See ch. ii. 25. 36, and ac- 
centuate, as there, aJrn.—14.] The copds 
(= dora’, Jos. Antt. xv. 3, 2) was an 
open coffin. - There was something in the 
manner of the Lord which caused the bear- 
ers to stand still. We need not suppose 
any miraculous influence over them.—All 
three raisings from the dead are wrought 
with words of power,—‘ Damsel, arise,’— 
‘Young man, arise,’—‘ Lazarus, come forth.’ 
Trench quotes an eloquent passage from 
Massillon’s sermons (Miracles, p. 241),— 
‘ Blie ressuscite des morts, c’est vrai; mais 
il est obligé de se coucher plusieurs fois sur 
le corps de l’enfant qu il ressuscite : il 
souffle, il se rétrécit, il s’agite: on voit bien 
quil invoque une puissance étrangére : 
qu ‘il rappelle de empire de la mort une 
dme qui n’est pas soumise a sa voix: et 

qu’il n’est par lui-m¢me le maitre de la mort 
et de la vie. Jésus-Christ ressuscite les morts 
comme il fait les actions les plus communes : 
il parle en maitre @ ceux qui dorment d’un 
sommeil éternel : et l’on sent bien qu il est 
le Dieu des morts comme des vivans,— 
jamais plus tranquille que lorsqu’il opére 
les plus grandes choses.’ —15.] €8. adr. TH 
p. av. Doubtless there was a deeper reason 
than the mere consoling of the widow, (of 
whom there were many in Israel now as 
beforetime,) that influenced the Lord to 
work this miracle: Olshausen (vol. i. p. 271) 
remarks, ‘ A reference in this miracle to the 
raised man himself is by no means excluded. 
Man, as a conscious being, can never be a 
mere means to an end, which would here be 
the case, if we suppose the consolation of the 
mother to have been the only object for 
which the young man was raised.’ He goes 
on to say that the hidden intent was pro- 
bably the spiritual awakening of the youth ; 
which would impart a deeper meaning to 
€Swxev avr. TH p. av. and make her joy to 
be a true and abiding one. —16.] 6Bos, 
the natural result of witnessing a direct 
exhibition of divine power: comp. ch. v. 8. 
— pod. péy. For they had only been the 
greatest of prophets who had before raised 
the dead, Elijah and Elisha, and the Pro- 
phet who was to come was doubtless in 

F eCexopilero [r<Ovnkwc,| ABCD 

ABD 
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19 \ oO , , ‘ ~ 

Kul To0cKaXsaamevoc dvo Tivac TWwyV 

\ ? Zz a x 

Iwavvne exeuve moog tov 

, 
TWV TOUTWY, 

~ > a € ? ~ 

pabnrwyv auTOu O * Inoovr 

? Neywr Sv cio 

°* Tlapayevopevor Oe Tpoc aUuTOV Ot 
7 ¢ 5) ‘ > , t ~ , / 

avyne o Pamrorne amTéotaAkev Nuac TOO GE Aeywr 

cL O & ” tAdov TpocdoK E 21tey autn [de] elo PXouevoc, n a poc pev : vy avuty [oe 

* soar evoe moXAove ano voowy Kal 

" Tovnowy, Kal tupAoic 7oAAotc 

’ Uy x Uy ~ 

q EPXOHEVOC, 7) aAXov : TOOCOOKWMED § 
‘ U z 

avopec eirov Tw- 

Day 

Ty wo “ waort- 

yee Kal TVEVHATWY 

* Exapioaro [ro] BArgrev. ” Kat amoxowdetc 0 _lisove 

evrev avroic Toosvbévrec amayyetAarte ‘Twavyy o a EloEre 

Kal NKOUGATE [ore] tupAot avaf3Xézovet, yor! TEoUTa- 

* Kwoot 
~ \ ! ? , 

zovor: Aerpot KabapiZovrat, aKOvOUSI, 
’ y \ , nN L 

eyetpovraty Maer euay ye icovrat, 

VEKOOL 
3 \ Ls, 

Kat pakap.oc 
» > , 

*t ame Oovroy 
~ ’ ? , 

EOTLY oC éav n * okavoaAtOn €v éuol. f ie 
OE TOV ayyéAwv "Twavvou np&ato Agyew pos TOUC oyXoue 
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o Acts xxiii. 
23. Gen. 
XXvili. 1. 

p = Mark xiv. 
14, 

q || Matt. and 
reth. 

r || Matt. and 
reff. 

sch, viii. 19. 
Acts xx. 18. 
Exod. ii.17, 

t ch. xii. 12. 
xx.19. Dan. 
Vive 

uch. v. 15. 
Viii. 2. 

v = Mark iii. 
10. v. 29, 34. 
Ps. XXXiv. 
15. 

w = ch. viii. 
2al. Acts 
xix. 12 al. 
Luke only. 

x = Rom. viii. 
32 al. 2 Mace 
iii. 33 +. 

y Isa. 1xi. 1. 

z || Matt. and 
rett, 

Nie 3 

wept Iwavvov Ti * eedmrvOare gC THY Zonuov feaoa- , 55 Be 
> 

oar; KaXanov v0 avépov “ oaevonevor 5 PNA, TL pico seeeie: 
b c Acts xx. 33. 

T c&nAOare LOEW 5 avOpwrov ev paNancis iar toc ne- eee 
Ss. 1V. 0. 

Ppleamevoy 5 lov ol Ev * (marion ’ evdoge Kal = TOUT man sons 
tie ee , = g ' DN 262 N ’ ’ Vion 
uTapYXoVTEg EV TOLC PaorXctore ELOLY. adda Tl tee eee 

, ee i ly. Gen. 

nABDaTe wetv 5 mpognTny 5 vat, rE ae vuiy, Kat mepiaao- B20 4, 
7 f = ch. xvi. 23. 

Tepov ToopHTov. ~'" oVTOC ort TEpl Ov yeyearrat TOod | rnin: 
g = here only. 

[eye] atooréAXAw TOY ayyedov [Lov 700 TOOCWTOV COD, ;, Eth t.18 
h. i. 17. 

0c | KatacKkevacet my odd oou eum poo 0ey oouv. 8 Nye "Nim. xxi. 

yap UUW, peidwy ev * yevuntoic yuvatkov [rpopnrne | x fit, ae 

ei «.7.A. —19. for “Ino., kvocov BL3 a Ath. Arm. 
BX 6, and in next verse. — 20. améorewWev B 2 —T06¢ ce om. K a. — 21. 
abe. 
16.—kat Tupode é érroise Brérery D ed. 
K. Hk. & eidoy bporv ot 6p0adpoi Kai & HKovoav ipay ta wra D d. 
ozs om. BL X 5 abe Orig. ins. A D v.—bef. cwgoi ins. cai B D. 

txt A bc.—for Gov, ErEpoy 
éé om. B 2 

ins. A Dv. —1 BEDE L.—k. rv. zov. om. MS 2.—76 bef. BE. om. ABEGHKSV 
txt. qu.?— 22. for amay., cizare D.—for a etd. 

txt A B abe.— 
txt A. — 24. for 

ayyédwy, pabnroyv KX 8 Syrr. Arm. —ijpEavro K.—én\Oare ADK LM 14 all. txt B. 
in wy. 25, 26. é&ndO. B likewise .—25. for urapx., diayovrec D K 8.— 26. aft. too¢nrov 0? pop 
D ins. ver. 28 (omg. déy. yap vp. as far as goriv). — 27. tywom. BDL 5 abe. ins. A 
Orig.—oov (Ist) om. D. (2nd) om. 
BK LM X 13 adc Orig. (thrice) Copt. Ath. Euthym. Theophyl. 

their minds. Bornemann supposes the two 
étt to be not merely ore loquentis, but ‘ for 

that,’ and to be connected with éd6faZov. 
(but qu. ?) 
18—35.] Matt. xi. 2—30. The incident 

there holds a different place, coming after 
the sending out of the twelve in ch. x. ;—but 
neither there nor here is it marked by any 
definite note of time. —mévtav TovTwv 
here, may extend very wide: so may ra 
épya Tov xptorov in Matthew. On the 

X.—turpoc. cov om. Da. — 28. roogyrne om. 
ins. A D (in ver. 26) v. 

common parts, see notes on Matt., where I 
have discussed at length the probable reason 
of the inquiry. — 21.] This fact follows by 
inference from Matt. ver. 4: for they could 
not tell John @ €BXezov, unless the Lord 
were employed in works of healing at the 
time. Observe that Luke, himself a phy- 
sician, distinguishes between the diseased | 
and the possessed. — 22.] verbatim as 
Matt. The expression vexpot éy. does not 
necessarily imply that more than one such 
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miracle had taken place: the plural is gene- 
ric. — 23—28.] see Matt. — 29, 30.] It 
has been imagined that these words are a 
continuation of the Lord’s discourse, (Gro- 
tius, De Wette, Meyer,) but surely they 
would thus be most unnatural. They are 
evidently a parenthetical insertion of the 
Evangelist, expressive not of what had 
taken place during John’s baptism, but of 
the present effect of the Lord’s discourse 
on the then assembled multitude. Their 
whole diction and form is /istorical, not 
belonging to discourse. Besides if akovcac 
were meant to signify ‘when they heard 
him’ (John), then fazric@. should be 
BarriZopevor. — 31—85.] see on Matt. 
vy. 16—19. 

It is hardly 
possible to imagine that this history can 
relate to the same incident as that detailed 
Matt. xxvi. 7. Mark xiv. 3. John xii. 3. 
The only particular common to the twofis 
the anointing itself; and even that is not 

a@ Néyer BL NéEyorTec D abd. 
ins. A B P ab. — 33. yap om. F 1 al. ae Arm.— 

txt A B D.—p2) dproy B.—toOwy B D. 
éoQwy D. — 35. ravtwv om. DF LM X 15 Arm. — 36. roy oikoy 

txt A P.—niXoapev P.—aft. 

txt A P.—aproy and oivoy 

strictly the same. The character of the 
woman,—the description of the host,—the 
sayings uttered,—the time,—all are differ- 
ent. And if the probability of this occur- 
ring twice is to be questioned, we may fairly 
say, that an action of this kind, which had 
been once commended by the Lord, was 
very likely to have been repeated, and espe- 
cially at such a time as ‘six days before 
the last Passover,’ and by one anointing 
Him for His burial.—I may add, that there 
is not the least reason for supposing the 
woman in this incident to have been Mary 
Magdalene. The mention of her so soon 
after (ch. viii. 2), and what is there stated 
of her, make the notion exceedingly im- 
probable. — 36.] The exact time and place 
are indeterminate—the occasion of Luke’s 
inserting the history here may have been 
the rekwvGy gitog kK. a4papTwAOy in ver. 
34. Wieseler places it at Nain, which cer- 
tainly is the last adé\:¢ that has been 
named; but if is more natural to suppose 
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Ty 7OAe to refer only to ry otkia before— 
‘a woman in the place,’ viz. where the 
house was.—Meyer thinks that the definite 
article points out Capernaum.—apaptwdos, 
in the sense usually understood—a prosti- 
tute: but, by the context, penitent.—7v is 
not however to be taken as a pluperfect— 
she was, even up to this time (see ver. 39), 
a prostitute—and this was the first mani- 
festation of her penitence. ‘‘ Quid mirum, 
tales ad Christum confugisse, cum et ad 
Johannis baptismum venerint ?””? Matt. xxi. 
32 (Grotius). Itis possible, that the woman 
may have just heard the closing words of 
the discourse concerning John, Matt. xi. 
2&8—30; but I would not press this, on 
account of the obvious want of sequence in 
this part of our Gospel. The behaviour of 
the woman certainly implies that she had 
heard the Lord, and been awakened by 
His teaching. — édaB. p.: see on Matt. 
xxvil. 7. The Lord would, after the ordi- 
nary custom of persons at table, be reclin- 
ing on a couch, on the left side, turned 
towards the table, and His feet would be 
behind Him. She seems to have embraced 
His feet (see Matt. xxviii. 9), as it was also 
the Jews’ custom to do by way of honour 
and affection to their Rabbis (see Wetstein 
on this passage), and kissed them, and in 
doing so to have shed abundant tears, 
which, falling on them, she wiped off with 
her hair. It does not appear that this 
latter was an intentional part of her honour- 

Vou. I. 

7) arTopévyn avtou D Orig. —40. sizory D. add 6 0 eimey D X (6 6. "Ino. siz. X). 
6 om. BD LP 5 a Orig. ins. A 6.—for 

ing the Lord: had it been, there would 
hardly have been an article before Saxpvot. 
As it stands, tots 8Sdxpvot is ‘the tears 
which she shed,’—not merely ‘her tears,’ 
which would be Oakovot only.—The oint- 
ment here has a peculiar interest, as being 
the offering by a penitent of that which had 
been an accessory in her unhallowed work 
of sin. —39.] ctw. év éav. Aéywv. This 
phraseology is perhaps a mark of transla- 
tion from the Hebrew.—The Pharisee as- 
sumes that the Lord did not know who, or 
of what sort, this woman was, and thence 
doubts His being a prophet (see ver. 16) ; 
—the possibility of His knowing this and 
permitting it, never so much as occurs to 
him. It was the touching, by an unclean 
person, which constituted the defilement. 
This is all that the Pharisee fixes on: his 
offence is merely technical and ceremonial. 
—40.] amoxp.8eis—perhaps to the disgust 
manifested in the Pharisee’s countenance. 
for that must have been the ground on which 
the narrative relates ver. 39. We must not 
however forget that in similar cases idwy 
0 Ins. rac évOupynoee adroy is inserted 
(Matt. ix. 4), and doubtless might also have 
been here.—There is an inner personal ap- 
peal in the words addressing the Pharisee. 
The calling by name—the especial €xw cot 
Tv eitrety, refer to the inner thoughts of the 
heart, and at once bring the answer Si8ao., 
eimé, so different from ottos, ei jv mpo- 
dvirns. — 41.] We ae remember that 
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the Lord is here setting forth the matter 
primarily with reference to Simon’s sub- 
jective view of himself, and therefore not 
strictly as regards the actual comparative 
sinfulness of these two before God. Though 
however not to be pressed, the case may 
have been so: and, I am inclined to think, 
was so. 'The clear light of truth in which 
every word of His was spoken, will hardly 
allow us to suppose that such an admission 
would have been made to the Pharisee, if it 
had not really been so in fact. But see 
more below. — Avo yp. The debtors are 
the prominent persons in the parable—the 
creditor is necessary indeed to it, but is 
in the back-ground. And this remark is 
important—for on bearing it carefully in 
mind the right understanding of the parable 
depends. The Lord speaks from the po- 
sition of the debtors, and applies to their 
case the considerations of ordinary gratitude 
and justice. And in doing so it is to be 
noticed, that He makes an assumption for 
the purpose of the parable :—that sin=the 
sense of sin, just as a debt is felt to the 
amount of the debt. That disorganization 
of our moral nature, which renders the 
greatest sinner the least ready for penitence, 
—that deadly sedative effect of sin in lulling 
the conscience, does not here come into con- 
sideration ;—the examples being two per- 
sons, both aware of their debt.—This as- 
sumption itself is absolutely necessary for 
the parable: for if forgiveness is to awaken 
love in proportion to the magnitude of that 
forgiven, siz in such a connexion must be 
the subjective debt which is felt to exist, 
not the objective one, the magnitude of 
which we never can know, but God only: 
see on ver. 47 below. — mwevtaxdo.a .... 
mevTykovTa —a very different ratio from the 
ten thousand talents and the hundred pence 
in Matt. xviii. 21—35, because there it is 
intended to show us how insignificant our 
sins towards one another are in comparison 
with the offence of us all before God. — 
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42.) ph éxov. . . . . €xapioato. What 
depth of meaning there is in these words, 
if we reflect Wuo said them, and by what 
means this forgiveness was to be wrought ! 
Observe that the ph ex. is pregnant with 
more than at first appears :—ow is this 
incapacity discovered to the creditor in the 
parable? how, but by themselves? Here 
then is the sense and confession of sin; 
not a bare objective fact, followed by a de- 
cree of forgiveness—but the incapacity is 
an avowed one—the forgiveness is a per- 
sonal one,—é&potepors. — Tis ov... . | 
The difficulty usually found in this question 
and its answer is not wholly removed by 
the subjective nature of the parable. For 
the sense of sin, if wholesome and rational, 
must bear a proportion, as indeed in this 
case it did, to the actual sins committed : 
and then we seem to come to the false con- 
clusion, ‘The more sin, the more love: let 
us then sin, that we may love the more.’ 
And I believe this difficulty is to be re- 
moved by more accurately considering what 
the love is, which is here spoken of. It is 
an unquestionable fact, that the deepest 
penitents are, in one kind of love for Him 
who has forgiven them, the most devoted ; 
—in that namely, which consists in per- 
sonal sacrifice and proofs of earnest attach- 
ment to the blessed Saviour and His cause 
on earth. But it is no less an unquestion- 
able fact, that this love is not the highest 
Sorm of the spiritual life; that such persons 
are, by their very course of sin, incapaci- 
tated from entering into the length, breadth, 
and height, and being filled with all the 
fulness of Christ; that their views are gene- 
rally narrow—their aims one-sided ;—that 
though ayaz7n be the greatest of the Chris- 
tian graces, there are various kinds of it— 
and though the love of the reclaimed pro- 
fligate may be and is intense of its kind, 
(and how touching and beautiful its mani- 
festations are, as here!) yet that kind is 
not so high nor complete as the sacrifice of 
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the whole life,—the bud, blossom, and fruit, 
—to His service to whom we were in bap- 
tism dedicated. For even on the ground 
of the parable itself,—in that life there is a 
continually freshened sense of the need, and 
the assurance, of pardon, ever awaking de- 
voted and earnest love.—In the tmodap- 
Bavw of Simon, we have, understood, “ that 
is, if they feel as they ought.’ — 4446. ] 
It would not appear that Simon had been 
deficient in the ordinary courtesies paid by 
a host to his guests—for these, though 
marks of honour sometimes paid, were not 
(even the washing of the feet, except when 
coming from a journey) invariably paid to 
guests ;—but thathehadtaken no particular 
pains to show affection or reverence for his 
Guest. Respecting water for the feet, see 
Gen. xviii. 4. Judg. xix. 21. Observe the 
contrasts here -—U8wp,—Sdxpuow (‘ fudit 
lacrymas, sanguinem cordis,’ Aug. Trench, 
Parables, p. 270),—iAnpa ovK ek. (on 
the Jace),—Katadihovoa ToUs dda ;— 
éhatw THV Ked., —pvpw (which was more 
precious) TOUS ay as.— ad 7s eis 9. | 
These words will explain one difficulty in 
the circumstances of the anointing,—how 
such a woman came into the guest-chamber 
of such a Pharisee.—She appears by them 
to have entered simultaneously with the 
Lord and His disciples. Nor do vv. 36, 37 
at all preclude this idea ;—émtyvotoa tu 
a@vaKerrat may mean, ‘ having knowledge 
that He was going to dine,’ &c. If she 
came in His train, the Pharisee would not 
exclude her, as He was accustomed to gather 
such to hear Him: it was the touching at 
which he wondered. — 47.] This verse has 
been found very difficult to fit into the 
lesson conveyed by the Parable. But I 
think there need be little difficulty, if we 
regard it thus.—Simon had been offended 
at the uncleanness of the woman who 
touched the Lord. He, having given the 
Pharisee the instruction contained in the 
parable, and having drawn the contrast 
between the woman’s conduct and his, now 
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assures him, ‘ Wherefore, seeing this is so, 
I say unto thee, she is no longer unclean— 
her many sins are forgiven: for (thou seest 
that) she loved much; her conduct towards 
Me shows that love, which is a token that 
her sins are forgiven.’ Thus the 6rtt is not 
the causative particle, ‘ because she loved 
much ;’ but, as rightly rendered in E. V., 
‘for she loved much:’ ‘for she has shown 
that love, of which thou mayest conclude, 
Srom what thou hast heard, that it is the 
effect of a sense of forgiveness.’ Thus Ben- 
gel, ‘ Remissio peccatorum, Simoni non co- 
gitata, probatur a fructu, ver. 42, qui est 
evidens et in oculos incurrit, quum illa sit 
occulta ;’ and Calov., ‘ probabat Christus a 
posteriori.’ — But there is a deeper con- 
sideration in this solution, which the words 
of the Lord in ver. 48 bring before us. The 
sense of forgiveness of sin is not altogether 
correspondent to the sense of forgiveness 
of a debt. The latter must be altogether 
past, and a fact to be looked back on, to 
awaken gratitude: the former, by no means 
so. The expectation, the desire, and hope 
of forgiveness, the wiortc of ver. 50, awoke 
this love; just as in our Christian life, the 
love daily awakened by a sense of forgive- 
ness, yet is gathered under and summed 
up in a general faith and expectation, that 
‘in that day’ all will be found to have been 
forgiven. The addecic TH apapridy, into 
which we have been baptized, and in which 
we live, yet waits for that great agéwyrat 
cov at auapria, which He will then pro- 
nounce.—The aorist }yaryoev is in appo- 
sition with the aorists throughout vv. 44— 
46, as referring to the same facts.— Remark 
that the assertion regarding Simon is not 
ai dXiyataptwyrat,—but drt yor agierar;— 
stamping the subjective character of the 
part relating to him;—lhe felt, or cared 
about, but little forgiveness,—and his little 
love showed this to be so. — 49.] This ap- 
pears to have been said, not in an hostile, 

but a reverential spirit. Perhaps the Kal 
alludes to the miracles wrought in the pre- 
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k Matt. iii. 10 ai 

Jer. xvii. 8. 
i || Matt. + Tobit iii. 8. 1 Matt. 
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sence of John’s messengers. — 50.] See on 
ver. 47. The woman’s faith embraced as 
her’s, and awoke her deepest love on ac- 
count of, that forgiveness, which the Lord 
now first formally pronounced. — eis ei- 
pyynv, Di, 1 Sam. i. 17; not only ‘in 
peace,’ but implying the state of mind ¢o 
which she might now look forward. 

Cuav. VIII. 1—3.] Peculiar to Luke. 
A general notice of the Lord’s travelling 
and teaching in Galilee, and of the women, 
introduced again in ch. xxiii. 55. xxiv. 10, 
who ministered to Him. —2.] Satpdv. 
émta: see ver. 30.—3.] Prof. Blunt has 
observed in his Coincidences, that we find 

a reason here why Herod should say to his 

txt D ac.—ay. kai xadyjv D ed Syr. Arm.— pviv Kat 

servants (Matt. xiv. 2), ‘This is John the 
Baptist,’ &c., viz.—because his steward’s 
wife was a disciple of Jesus, and so there 
would be frequent mention of Him among 
the servants in Herod’s court. — This is 
Herod Antipas. — 8iyx.] providing food, 
and other necessary attentions. 

4—15.] Matt. xiii. 1—8, 18—23. Mark 
iv. 1—21. For the parable and its ex- 
planation, see notes on Matt., where I have 
also noticed the varieties of expression here 
and in Mark. On the relation of the 
three accounts to one another, see notes 
on Mark.—The Lord had retired to Ca- 
pernaum, and thither this multitude 
were flocking together to Him.—vvidvtos 

and Heb. 
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Ep  Jamesi. 2. 

Deut. iv. 34. 
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a ||. Sir.xxxiv. 

ie 
= || only +. 
see ver. 42. 
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Jos. Antt. i. 

14 X (eae \ we ey2 
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6, 3. 
d=ch. ii. 4. 
John viii. 25, 
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? 18. 
Ey f=1 Cor. xv.2. 

>» «  & ||. Rom. vii. 
4. Hab. iii. 
17. 

ich. xi. 33. xv. 8. xxii. 55. Judith xiii. 13. 
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Tv wétpay D FX Orig.—otiro om. D. Syr. Arm.— 14. aft. dodo. ins. rov Adyov 
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L.—aft. bop. ins. ratra NEywy épwver’ 6 ExwY Ora akovey, acoverw F H M X 35.— 

is the present participle, which the EH. V. 
overlooks. — Tév kata méAW—‘ ex quavis 
urbe erat cohors aliqua,’ Bengel.—évrop., 
coming up one after another. It was the 
desire of those who had been impressed by 
His discourses and miracles, to be further 
taught, that brought them together to Him 
now.—He spoke this parable sitting in a 
boat, and the multitude on the shore. — 
14.] id must not be taken (Meyer) as be- 
longing to wopevdpevon (U70 pep. aT TOU 
pera pep., Euthym.), for no such usage of 
the preposition is found in the N.T., and 
the sense would be tame and frigid in the 
extreme; but w70 belongs to cvprviyor- 
Tat, and zooevopevoe (which Meyer con- 
tends would have no meaning in this 
case (!) ) is in its ordinary sense of ‘ going 
their way,’ namely, after having heard the 
word: see for this usage of zopevopat 
Matt. ii. 8. ix. 13. xi. 4 al. (but not Mark, 
except xvi. 10 ff., where see note,) and 
Luke vii. 22. ix. 13 al. freq. It is sur- 
prising that such a critic as Meyer should 
have upheld so absurd an interpretation as 
that impugned above. =70¥ Biov belongs 
to all three substantives.—15.] It has been 

said, on Matt. ver. 23, that all receptivity 
of the seed is from God—and all men have 
receptivity enough, to make it matter of 
condemnation to them that they receive it 
not in earnest, and bring not forth fruit ;— 
but there is in this very receptivity a wide 
difference between men ;—some being false- 
hearted, hating the truth, deceiving them- 
selyes,—others being earnest and simple- 
minded, willing to be taught, and humble 
enough to receive with meekness the en- 
grafted word. It is of these that the Lord 
here speaks; of this kind was Nathanael, 
the Israelite indeed in whom was no guile, 
Johni. 48: see also John xviii. 37, ‘‘ Every 
one that is of the truth, heareth My voice,” 
and Trench on the Parables, p. 58. — kados 
kaya8os has here nothing to do with its 
classical sense of evyevyjc, but is purely 
ethical,—and to be rendered as in H. V., 
‘honest and good.’ —év vrop.] ‘in pa- 
tience’—consistently, through the course 
of a life spent in duties, and amidst dis- 
couragements—6 wzopeivac eic TéAoC, ov- 
Toc owOnoerat, Matt. xxiv. 13. 

16—18.] Mark iv. 21—25, where see 
notes. The sayings occur in several parts 

\ 
: 
i 
: 
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19. Tapeyevero D X. — 20. AeyovTwy om. BD L abev 7. 
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om. ABDLV 13 al. abcv Ath. Arm. Syr. Theophyl. — 22. 
avéBn F LM 26 Theoph.—ro zAotov M V 9. — 

23. aft. avép. ins. todd D.— 24. for ézuc. tzto.,—kipie, kvgte D.—cueyepOeic B L 4. 

of Matt. (v. 14. x. 26. xiii. 12), but in 
other connexions. Euthym. remarks well, 
eixdc O& KaTa Ovapdpove Katpode Ta TOLAdTAa 
Tov xptoroy eizeivy. On the meaning of 
the separate sayings, see notes on the pas- 
sages in Matt. Observe that ver. 18, mas 
axovere = Ti axovere Mark, and Soxet 
éxew = éxer Mark. 

19—21.] Matt. xii. 46—50. Mark iii. 31 
—35. The incident is introduced here 
without any precise note of sequence ; not 
so in Matt., who says, after the discourse 
in ch. xii., ére O& avdrov NadovdyToE Toig 
bxAowg ..... and Mark épyovrar ody... 
having before stated, ver. 2], that His re- 
lations went out to lay hold of Him,—for 

_ they said, ‘‘ He is beside Himself.’’ We 
_ must conclude therefore that they have it 

| 
\ 

' 

in the exact place, and Luke only inserts 
it among the events of this series of dis- 
courses, as indeed it was, but without fixing 

its place. His account is abridged, and , 
without marks of an eye-witness, which the 
others have. eo 

22—25.] Matt. viii. 18—34. Mark iv. 
35 —y. 20. The chronology of this occur- 
rence would be wholly uncertain, were it ~ 
not for the precision of Mark, who has in- 
troduced it by éy éxeivy ry mpiog obiac | 
ovanc,—i. e. on the same day in which the 
preceding parables were delivered. How 
it has come to be misplaced in Matthew, 
must ever be matt scurity. The 
fact that it is so, is no less unquestionable, 
than the proof that it furnishes of the inde- 
pendence of the two other Evangelists. — 
22.) év pig t. Ap. This serves to show 
that Luke had no data by which he could | ~ 
fix the following events. If he had seen 
the Gospel of Mark, could this have been 
so ?—23.] adv. belongs to the later Greek, 
and even there more commonly signifies 

y > 

> 
4 
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Vi. 25. t here only t. Job xl. 20 Aq. 
v ||. Mk. only. Ps. civ. 18 al. 

r dat. Acts viii. 11. cor Xvi. 25. 

w Matt. xxvi. 65. ch. v. 6. Tete vii. 6. 

s Acts vi. 12. xxvii. 15 only. Prov. 
k, Eph.vi. 20. Acts xii.6,7. 2 Chron. iii. 16 compl. 

x Acts xvi. 26, xx. 23 only. 
u ||y 

—rov to. om. D.—izatcoaro F G 10 c al. Syr. —yan. pey@n K 17 6 Copt. Ath. — 25. 
aft. rov om. éorrv A BL X 9. 
abev. 

mépay MS4. txt B. — 27. Kat é&. 
yeoyeonvey L X 6 Copt. Aith. Arm, 

Gite ot Y: 

ins. D abe.—kai v7. abr. om. B. — 26. Teoacnvéy BD 
txt A. —ayTiTépa ADGHKYV X 24. 
cai D. — aft. oaqvr. om. anr@ B3 

Arm. —rc¢ om. Da Aith.—fywr Cap. BA—ard ypovwv D.—o¢ war. D.—for éx yo. ix. 
kai, kai xo. wav BL 3 Copt. Aith. Arm.—oikw D.—épewev A.—pynpetore D. 

. AiMorg (from Mark y. 5) x. — 28. aft. Ino. om. cai BD LX 4 
for avex. mpoc. abt., avixopazev D.—Inoov om. D 7 Copt.—rov 0. 

om. D.— 29. zapnyyehdev ACG K LV X 5. 
—itedMe C1? D.i—an’ airov L.— édeopetero BL X 1. 

prenp. ins. Kai... 
abev. ins. A. 

‘to awaken.’ —katéBy—from the sky—or 
perhaps from the mountain valleys around: 
see Matt. vii.27.—ovverA. They (= their 
ship) were ‘ filling.” — 24.] see notes on 
Matt.— 25.] In Matt. this reproof comes 
before the stilling of the storm. But _gur 
account, and that in Mark, are here eyvi- 
dently exact. 
~26—39.] Matt. viii. 28—34. Mark v. 1 

—20, in both of which places see notes. — 
26.] avr. tr. I'., a more precise description 
than 76 zéoay Matt., or ro mw. THe Cad. 
Mark. — 27.] é« tas OX. belongs, not to 
omnyr. (Meyer and E. V.), but to avjp ric 
—‘a certain man of the city.’ The man 
did not come from the city, but from the 
tombs.—I put to any reader the question, 
whether it were possible for either Mark or 
Luke to have drawn up their account from 
Matt., or with Matt. before them, seeing 
that he mentions fwo possessed through- 
out? Would no notice be taken of this? 
Then indeed would the Evangelists be but 

aft. 

éXeyey D. txt B—rep daipovip D. 
txt AC D.—dépnace D. 

poor witnesses to the truth, if they could 
consciously allow such a discrepancy to go 
forth. 
demons in the accurate accounts of Mark 
and Luke, is the real key to the duality of 
persons in the evidently not so full nor | 
precise account of Matt. — ipdr. ovdk« év. is 
to be taken literally. The propensity to 
go entirely naked is a well-known symptom 
in certain kinds of raving madness: see 
Trench, Miracles, p. 167, note +. — 29.] 
There is no occasion to render wapyyy. as 
a pluperfect: perhaps the imperfect is the 
better reading, ‘Jesus was ordering,’ &c. 
On xpévots trod. see reff. Plutarch, Thes. 6, 
uses yodvotc moAXoic Vorepov'—not, ‘ for 
many years,’ still less, ‘ oftentimes,’ E. V., 
Grot. ;—but ‘during a long time.’ — ovv- , 
npt., ‘it seized him and carried him:’ see 
reff. —eBeop. : notice the imperfect, giving 
the sense, ‘it was attempted to bind him.’ 
— S.app.7. 8. The unnatural increase of 
rouscular strength is also observed in cases 

I believe that the plurality of the 

, 
/ 
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_ iy. 24 al. + AD ~ Nye , fe ele) 2 \ > os 
iconstr.chv. tov Incov, Kat epoRBnOnoav. * amnyyeAav 6& avrowc 

3. Johniy. Z 
40. Acts iii. \ € 2Q7 ff ~ er 2 cil ! 3 \ 

saa [Kat] ot toovtec * wwe * eowln o Sapoviabetc. ” Kat 
K Matt. xX1v = ie on i ew EN 7] \ ~ “~ k cf = 
Tey acess * NOwTHOaY avTOY aTUY TO mAnVoc THe TEOLXYWPOU TUYV 

ces Tadapnvev armed Oe amt avuTov, OTe PoPw peyary 
Job iii. 24. 

t t 

xxxi. 23. 
m ch. ii. 20, &e. 

' ously ovTo" autoc 6s eupac ELC [ro | awAowov, ™ viré- 

diapnocwy AC. txt B—a7d 7.6. B. txt A C D.—datpoviov C D bev. txt A B.—rijy 
fonpov D.—30. Aéywy om. B 3 abe Syr. txt A C Dv.—iorwy om. C.—aft. Aey. ins. dvopa 
pot Ded Ath.—zoddr\a yao oay datpovia D.— 31. mapexadovy C D F Ld al. 
A B. —imiraéea A. — 32. for tx., moA\@v X. 

txt A C P bcd.—aft. iva ins. pu) A. 
aredOciy G. — 33. etcpOov AC EGHKLMP VX 23.—déppunoar D. 
aft. dopo. ins. waoa (as in || Matt.) X.—amerviyovro C. anexviynoayr S. 

Eth. 

txt 
om. D c.—Bockopéevn BD K 8 a Syr. 

iva sic Tove xoipove sige\Owow D e. 
txt -B: 

txt ABD. 
— 34. rec. rd yeyevnpévoy, with many const. MSS., but txt A BC D K L P 24.— 
ared0ovrec om. AC DEF GH KLMPSV 30 abdev Syrr. Copt. Arm. Euthym. 
Theophyl. ins. B.—for ver. 35, rapayevopévwy C& ék Tig TOW Kai OEwoncayTwY 
caOipevov tov SaporviZopevoy ow. k. iu., KAOHpEVOY 7. T. 7. TOU ‘Ins. EPoBHOncay 
D d—rby tv0. cai P 5 be.—ééndGev B. — 36. for 62, yap D.—rai om. BC DL P. 
ins. A v.—for 6 daip., 6 Anyawy D.—37. jpornoey ABC KM PX (érnp. X)7 a. 
txt D bev.—for dzay Tr. Tr. T. TEP., TOY "Inoovy TayTEC Kai 7 ywpa D.—yepyeon- 
vov L P X 10 Copt. (not C, as Wets., Lachm., and Scholz assert.) yspacnvav BCD 
abev. txt A.—atrdc om. D.—dé om. A. 

of raving madness: see Trench as above.— 
80.) Lightfoot (on Mark vy. 9) quotes in- 
stances of the use of 75, for a great num- 

ber, in the Rabbinical writings. The fact 
of many devils haying entered into this 
wretched man, sets before us terribly the 
utter break=up-of his personal and rational 
being. The words will not bear any figura- 
tive rendering, but must be taken literally 
(see ver. 2 of this chap., and ch. xi. 24 ff.); 
viz. that in the same sense in which other 
poor creatures were possessed by one evil 
spirit (see note on || Matt.), this man, and 
Mary Magdalene, were possessed by many. 

txt B C P abcv.— 7rd om. BC L X 18 al. 

—81.] mapexahet—most probably ium 
—for the plural is used of the deemons in the 
next verse. There is throughout this nar- 
rative an interchange of the personality of 
the man and the devils: see on Matt. as 
above. —t. @Bvogov. This word is some- 
times used for Hades in general (Rom. x. 
7), but more usually in Scripture for the 
abode of damned spirits: see reff. This 
last is certainly meant here—for the request 
is co-ordinate with the fear of torment ex- 
pressed above (see Greswell on the Parables, 
v. (pt. 2) 365, and note on ch. xvi. 23).— 
35.] é&mX., viz. the people in the town and 
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see Matt. xiii. 
a 22 and ||. 

| Mk. Matt. 
oiKov avrou, acl Vi. 29. ch. 

Xxiii. 44, 
Rom. iv. 10. 

dd |j Mark only. 

OTL Ouyarnp ° povoyanc ny auTw We éTwWV 

Owoeka, Kal avtn am eOoker. * * ap- 
© 

ray Oe To umayey 

TOV, OL oxro . ouveTviyov auTov. 43 kat yur ovoa a év 
f= Matt, viii. 

puost aiwaroe © amo ETwV OwoeKka, nrwc (tT LaT vlc Tpoc- at Matt 

avalwoaca OXov Tov Biov] ovK ‘tox vee * um ovdevoc Keni 23. 
OcparevOnvat, * ‘ mpocehBovea omtobev mparo TOU ® koa 3. Nim vi 

omTéOOU TOU iwartou avtov, Kal " Taoayona ‘Zorn puauc LF pees 

ins. A P.— 38. idciro BL X. idesiro AP. npwra dé D. txt C. — airdy D. — 
for éivat, tva y P.—dzéoreite L. — 39. for tzéor., Topevou D cd.—rpic rove ove 
(as in || Mark) X.—for kai Ouy., dunyotpevoc Deaton doa, &@ D.—6ca cor 6 Kb proc 
ETON KEY Kat nAEnoev oe C. txt A, and (with oot éz.) B L P X 4 ae.—arehOwv cara 
T. TOdLY EkNpuccey D.— 40. Ev a TY droorpepery BL4 (éroorpivar L) Syr. Copt. 
Sahid. Ath. Arm. txt ACD Deo éEac0ar D. wredeEatro X 1.—royv oydoy D. 

o om. C1,— 4]. for id. 7AO., EAOOv D c.—adipoe D, but iairus d. for @ ov. la. Kai, 
THC ouvaywyii¢ meowy D*.—for abroc, ovroc B D Tad. txt AP Sb (C uncertain). — 
UTHOXEY kaiom. Dc Syr. Sahid. iadpywy cai K 1.—t7é 7. 760. D d. — 42. for O71, 
qv yap D. —aiT@ povoy. (omg. ay and wc) D.—for kai air. aré0., aro0vicKovca 
D.—for éy 6 
é0\Bov C L 12. 
Bioy om. B D. 

txt A B D (-ay D) P 

A P.—ovdé tic icxvey Ocparetoa D. 

country, = aoa 7 76dtc, Matt.; here un- 
derstood in awny. €ig T. TON. kK. Eig T. ay. 
—tapa T.7.T. In. This particularity de- 
notes an eye-witness. The phrases common 
to Mark and Luke, e.g. iw. Kai ow@., ot 
idéyvrec, denote a common origin of the 

_-two narratives, which have however become 
considerably deflected, as comparison will 
show. — 38, 39.] see notes on Mark. 

40—56.] Matt. ix. 1. 18—26. Mark v. 
21—43. Our account is that one of the 
three which~brings out the most important 
points, and I have therefore selected it for 
full comment.—40.] év t@ or., ‘when Jesus 
had returned.’—azr., ‘ welcomed Him :’ see 
reff. — joav y.: here we have an eye-wit- co 
ness again. — 41.) apxwv—a ruler = ¢ic 
T&y apx.cvvaywywy Mark;—in Matt. only « most accessible part: 
dapxwy. — 42.] povoy., peculiar to Luke, 

. 7. U.j—kal éyévero év mopevecOar CDP abcd. 
— 43. for #rtc, iv (quam) D d.—iarp 

ins. A C P.— rec. sig tarpod¢ with many const. 
ACEFGHKLM PSV 62 al.—aft. Bioy ins. abrij¢ C X 3 abe Copt. Arm. 

a7’ ovdevic A B. 

txt A B C3.—ovr- 

MSS., but txt 
om. 

txt C P. — 44. zpocehPovoa 

but perhaps implied in rd @vyarooy of 
Mark.—arré@v., was dying. In Matt. she 
is represented as already dead. He is not 
aware of the subsequent message to Jaeirus, 
and narrates concisely and generally.—The 
crowd seems to have followed to see what 
would happen at Jaeirus’s house: see ver. 
54. — 43.] mposavah. having, besides all 
her suffering, spent, &c. Mark adds, that 
she grew nothing better, but rather worse. 
— 44.] Her inner thoughts are given in 
Mark, ver. 28.— There was doubtless a 
weakness and error in this woman’s view; 
—she imagined that healing power flowed 
as it were magically out of the Lord’s per- 
son; and she touched the fringe of His 
garment as the most sacred, as well as the 

see Matt. xxiii. 5. 
Num, xv. 37—40. But she obtained what 
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m=ch.vil. Qoygav aw euov. * toovsa oe 1) yun OTe ovK EAabe n [ Mark. ch. . x 4 ) 
. 19. ad ~ > > re , e 

i Toémovea nAVE, Kal TOOCTETOUVGA aUTY ou nv atrlav nbaro 
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0 ch. xii. 9, avrouv amnyyéeAsy [avr] ° evemiov mavto¢g tou Xaov, 
sth. ii. 9. Cae So ms c \ 5 > ~ , 

See a, ROEWE ia0n mapayonua. 8G Of elmev avTy [ Oapcet | 
q ch. vii. 50 aH € ' yo) of EAD, q , ’ eT, 
and reff. vyarep, 1 TlotTic Gov * ceowKke oe, * TOpEVOU ELC ELONYHY. 

.. Omobev C. 

avr. om. B. 

dmc). om, D.—rov cpaor. om. D a. — 45. 6 62 Ino. yvodg ry tEeX- 
Ootcay t€ abrov Otvapiy trnowra’ ric pov iaro D d. 

kai ot ody airy A C D P abe.—ric pov taro (2nd) D bev. 
A B C? P. — 46. 2ZeAnAvOviavy B L Orig. 

txt A B C P.—kai ot per’ 
txt 

txt AC DP Orig. — 47. for rpép., 
évrpopoc ovca D.—ijpWaro abrov om. A'.—aft. dmnyy. om. air~ A BD L X 10 Syr. 
Copt. Arm. ins. C! (probably) P.—for we, 6re D.— 48. Odpoe om. BD L adedv. 

she desired. She sought it, though in error, 
yet in faith. And she obtained it, because 
this faith was known and recognized by the 
Lord. It is most true objectively, that 
there did go forth from Him, and from His 
Apostles (see Mark vi. 56. Luke vi. 19. 
Acts v. 15. xix. 12), healing virtue; but it 
is also true that, in ordinary cases, only 
those were receptive of this whose faith 
embraced the truth of its existence, and 
ability to heal them. The error of her 
view was overborne, and her weakness of 
apprehension of truth covered, by the 
strength of her faith. And this is a most 
encouraging miracle for us to recollect, | 
when we are disposed to think despond- | 
ingly of the ignorance or superstition of 
much of the Christian world: that He who | 

| itself. 
error and weakness, may also accept them. ) 
accepted this woman for her faith even in 

—45.] We are not to imagine that the 
Lord was ignorant of the woman, or any 
of the circumstances. The question is asked 
to draw out what followed.—See, on the 
part of Jesus Himself, an undeniable in- 
stance of this, in ch. xxiv. 19—and note 
there. The healing took place by His will, 
and owing to His recognition of her faith : 
—see similar questions, 2 Kings v. 25, and 
Gen. iii. 9. — 6 THér. k. ot p. ad.] a detail 
contained only here.—On the latter part of 
this verse many instructive remarks have 
been made in sermons—see Trench, Mir., 
p. 192 note—to the effect that many press 
round Christ, but few touch Him, only the 
faithful. Thus Augustine, ‘ Sic etiam nunc 

est corpus ejus, id est, Ecclesia ejus.. Tan- 
git eam fides paucorum, premit turba mul- 
torum’ (Serm. lxii. 4). And Chrysostom, 
6 morebwy cic TOV Lwrhpa dmrerat ad- 

row 6 Ob amior&y ONE abrov Kai AuTEtD 
—47.] It is not necessary (though perhaps 
probable), from the apy. 8€ wdavtwv ver. 45, 
that the woman should also have denied 
with them. She may have hidden herself 
among the crowd. The Lord (Mark, ver. 
32) looked around to see 71jy TovTO TroL- 
yoacav—a wonderful precision of expres- 
sion, by which His absolute knowledge of 
the whole matter is set before us. — Tpép. 
+ eidvia 6 yéyovev ix’ abry, Mark—which 
is implied here. All this is omitted in 
Matt. ;—and if we had only his account, we 
should certainly derive the wrong lesson 
from the miracle ;—for there we miss alto- 
gether the reproof, and the shame to which 
the woman is put;—and the words of the 
Lord look like an encomium on her acé 

Her confession év@m. trav. T. X., 
is very striking here—as showing us that 
Christ will have Himself openly confessed, 
aud not only secretly sought: that our 
Christian life is not, as it is sometimes 
called, merely ‘a thing between ourselves 
and God;’ but a good confession to be 
witnessed évwmtoy may. r. \.— 48.] How 
lovingly does the Lord re-assure the trem- 
bling woman ;—her faith saved her—not 
merely in the act of touching, but now 
completed by the act of confession ;—it 
saved her mediately, as the connecting link 
between herself and Christ: but the ddva- 
pug &evdoa az’ adtov, working through 
that faith, saved her energetically, and as 
the working cause;—Tq xapitt, Sia THs 
miotews, Eph. ii. 8. — eis eip.] see ch. vii. 
50 and note.—Mark’s addition, tof vy. 
amd T. paoTryo¢ Gov, is important, as con- 
veying to her an assurance that the effect: 
which she felt in her body should be per- 
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ins. A C P.—@vyarno B.—iyv ionvy D abc. — 49. Zoxovrat D.—ric om. D abe.—for 
txt B C P.—Xétyovrec D.—for pj, peneéte D. mapa, aro AD 5. 

A C P.— 50. axotoac riv Aéyov D.—morevoov B L. 
txt B D d.—for obdéva, tiva oby ait (or o. 

txt (obdéva ody adr. L) A L Iren.—xai Iway. om. Iren.—rod 
ACFHKLMS 55 abcv Theophyl. 
a.t.)BCDX5 abcv. 
kopaciov D.— 52. ov yao azé0av. B C D L X 12 ae Copt. Sahid. 
aft. add ro kopactoy F L M X 11 ec Copt. — 53. idovrec X. — 54. EB... . 

ins. (&w om. C) AC K S al. — éyewe BCD X 2. 
D.—éztratey D.— 56. ot dé yoveic adrijcg OswpovvTec tkéoTyoay 

BDLX4. 
A.— 55. bméor 
D c (Oswp. om. c). —for pydevi, pndé D. 

ee eae the healing about which she 
might otherwise almost have doubted, as 
being surreptitiously obtained, was now 
openly ratified by the Lord’s own word. — 
49.] Little marks of accuracy come out in 
each of these two accounts. Here we have 
€pxetat Tis, which was doubtless the exact 
fact:—in Mark foyovrat, — generally ex- 
pressed. In Mark again we learn not only 
that Jesus heard, —but heard roy Adyor Aa- 
Aodpevor, i.e. it was not reported to Him, 
but He overheard it being said, which is 
a minute detail not given here. Nothing 
could more satisfactorily mark the inde- 
pendent authority of the two narratives. — 
50. kat ow. is only here.—51.] The Lord 
had entered the house, where He found 
Od6ouBor, Todc aidnrde, Kai TOY OyX. .« 
(Matt., Mark), who were all following Him 
into the chamber of death. On this He 
declared who were to follow Him (ovb« 
agnKev, «.T.d.),—and uttered the words 
dvaywpeits ob yap K.7.\.—Then He en- 
tered with His three Apostles and the pa- 
rents. I say this, not for the 
monizing, but to bring out the sequence in 
our narrative here, which, unless we get the 
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vi. 37. Acts 
ix. 40), 

d | Mk. Gen. 
xix. 16. 

e = ver. 8. ch. 
xvi. 24. Dan. 
iv ll. 

f Judg. xv. 19. 
3 Kings Xvil. 
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VI 
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txt A & Orig. 
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right meaning for agjxe, seems disturbed. 
—53.] The maiden was actually dead, as 
plainly appears from the etSdtes dtu aed. 
The words ovx az. aX. kK. are no ground 
for surmising the contrary: see note on 
Matt. ver. 24.—54.] Mark gives the actual 
Aramaic words uttered by the Lord, rad0a 
coupe. —If we had only Luke’s narrative, 
we should suppose, by the éxBadwv tw 
aavtas, that the Lord was alone with the 
maiden. — 55.] ‘ Her spirit returned :’-— 
see reff., in the former of which death had 
not taken place, but in the latter it had ;— 
so that no inference adverse to her actual 
death can be derived from the use of the 
word.—The command fo give her to eat, 
shows that she was restored to actual life 
with its wants and weaknesses; and in that 
incipient state of convalescence, which would 

re nourishment. — The testimony~of 
Mark here precludes all idea of a recovery 
from a mere paroxysm — kai 7epieTaret. 
One who icxyarwe cixey at the time of the 
father’s coming, and then died, so that it 
could be said of the minstrels and others 
who had time to assemble, «(dd7€¢ OTe a7ré- 
Oavevy, — could not, supposing that they 
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rac, acbeveic AD L 5 abe. 
22 abe Syr. Sahid. Atth. Arm. 

pad., azoordd\ove C L X 6 acv Copt. Auth. Syr. 

*" Smpyovro Kara Tac Kopac ‘ evayyehiLouevor Kal Oepa- 

7 NKOUGE O& Hpodne oO TETPaGOXNC 
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Tavra, Kat OmTopa Sia TO déE- 
* eynysorar EK vEKOWY, 

*umo twwyv oe OTe HAiac epavn, adAwy 6 Ort Toopntne 
ca ee 

9 Kal ElTEV O Howéne Ie 
, Ae. , I BD ie \ @ 2 AS 
avyynv eyo amekepadtoa, TLC Og EGOTLY OVUTOC TEOL Ou [eyo | 

paQ. abrov om. 
txt B C2. — 2. for ac8evoir- 

txt C.— 3. paBdov C! D E' F KLM 

ins. A D. — éyere F L 2 abev Syr. Copt. Arm. — 4. 0 dv M X.— 5. ééxwvrat 
ABCKLV10. 
Sahid. Arm. ins. A bv. —ixrivagare Tas Ts) aie Upov De. 

txt C* D abe.—for azo, tx D.—bef. roy «. om. cai BC DL X ae 
amoriaoocere B.—éirr’ 

avroic X.—6. for duno. . +s KMPLAC,—KaTa TOELC KALYPXOVTO (karioxovro =) aD: trans- 
ibant d.—7. tx’ avrov om. BC DL3 abd Sahid. Arm. Copt. 

te v. avéorn D cd. 
txt A bev.—tyw tavra acovw D. 

om. D abe.—7yép0m BC L 7 ab. 
om. D.—9. re BCL X 11. 

were mistaken and she was only ina trance, 
have risen up and walked, and been in ao 
situation to take meat, in so short a time « 
after. Every part of the narrative com- 
bines to declare that the death was real, 
and the miracle a raising from the dead, in 
the strictest sense. — 56.] The injunction 
however was not observed; for we read in 
Matt., 2&7 Ov 1) pny abrn cic O\ynv THY 
yiy exeivny. 

p. IX. 1—5.] Matt. x. 5—14. 
Mark vi. 7—13. Mark’s account agrees 
nearly exactly with the text. The dis- 
course is given at much greater length in 
Matt., where see notes. —1.] eparevery 
belongs to 8¥v. Kal éEouao. as in 1 Cor. ix. 
5; some join it with €Swxev, as in John v. 
26. Matt. xiii. 11.—3.] pyr. ava 8v. x 
éxe.ww—a mixed construction ;—the former 
clause having been in the second person, 
this is added as if it had been in the infin., 
aipe. The infinitive for the imperative 

ins. A C* ev.—ravra 
txt A. — 8. adddAo. 6 D.—eic 

tyw om. BCL. ins. 

would not be in place here,—see Winer 
Gram. § 45, 7.—It is remarkable that in 
lI Mark, there is also a mixed construction, 
iva pndéy aipwow wees GAN DrodedEpé- 
VOUC +++. Kat 1) ivdbanode . ...-—On 
ava, see reff. —5.] ém avrots, ‘against 
them ;?— more determinate than av’roic, 
Mark. 

7—9.] Matt. xiv. L—12. Mark vi. 14 
—29. How inexplicable would be the 
omission of the death of John the Baptist, 
by the Evangelist who has given so par- 
ticular an account of his ministry, (ch. iii. 
1—20,) if Luke had had before him the 
narratives of Matt. and Mark!—7.] tm 
avrov, if it is to remain in the text, pre- 
sents no difficulty. Herod (see Mark) 
heard the account of the miracles wrought 
by the twelve; but even then it was 76 
évona avtov which was spread abroad. 
These works were done in their Master’s 
Name, and in popular rumour passed for 

ABCD 
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Dan. iii. 16. 
= Rev. xxii. ie oe npepa ‘nptaro k 
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Aare Esth. ii. 12. 
Matt. xxiv. 

> 7 ? Set 2 7 45. 
* ame Oovrec él¢ TAC KUKAW KWUAC 1 pew, 

\ p q?2 \ 29only. Judg. 
xix. 11. ald. 
comp. 

m = Matt. xiv. 
15 al. 

n Mark iii. 34, 
Vi. 6, a6. 

Gen. xxxv.5. 
O = chi xixs7. 

Gen. xxiv 23, 
95 

¢ 
EVOWOLV ETTLOLTLO MOV, 

13 i \ ‘\ nd ‘ 

ELTTE OE 7ooc avuTOUC 

p = Acts vii-ll. 
Rom. iy. 1. 

q here only. 
Gen. xlii. 25. 

s \ \ 
ELTTE Oe TooCc 

> N x x ! r ||. 2 Chron. 
auTOUG KAtolac xxviii. 15. 

BO s 2 Cor. xiii. 5. 

avekAway oie ee 
t Gen. xi. 7. | u ver. 3. Mark viii. 19, 20. John vi. 9. v || and Judg. iii. 29. w ch. xiv. 8. xxiv. 30 only- 

1 Kings xvi. 11. x here only. Yichekat. z || Mk. ch. ii. 7. Matt. viii. 11. 

A D.— 10. aft. éxoinoay ins. cai bca édidatay A.—avexwonoey D.—eic mod Kkadov- ] xwen ¢ 
péevny BL X Copt. Sahid. 
BDLX 1s. 

DC? ins. AB abcdv.—13. wréEov D. 
dvdoec, avopec we D a.—aft. ediciac, ins. wcet BC D L Orig. 
dvix. dm. om. DX. caréxdivay L.— 16. 

His.—9.] The repetition of éy® implies 
personal concern and alarm at the growing 
fame of Jesus; see notes on Matt. 

10—17.] Matt. xiv. 13—21. Mark vi. 
1—13. Compare the 

notes on each of these. —10.] He went in 
a ship (Matt. Mark, John), of which our 
Evangelist seems not to have been aware ; 
for we should gather from our text, that it 
was by land. A great difficulty also attends 
the mention of Bethsaida here. It is appa- 
rently meant to be the well-known Beth- 
saida, on the western bank of the lake, not 
far from Capernaum. But (1) the Lord 
was on this side before,—see ch. vill. 37 ; 

and (2) Mark (ch. vi. 45) relates that after 
the miracle of the loaves He caused His 
disciples to cross over to Bethsaida. But 
there were two places of this name :— 
another Bethsaida (Julias) lay at the top 
of the lake, on the Jordan. Now it is 
very likely that the Lord may have crossed 
the lake to this Bethsaida, and Luke, find- 
ing that the miracle happened near Beth- 
saida, and not being aware of the crossing 
of the lake, may have left the name thus 

ec KOpNY Aeyouevny D. 
txt A C.—aft. avroic ins. ra M 6.—aft. Oeoa7., ins. avrov mavrag D. 

— 12. for » Ot, 76n B.—for amedOorrec, TopevOivrec ACDKL6. 
eant et b. txt B.—for rovc ayp., villas bdv. 

msiouc M.—ézra dpror C.— 14. for acel 

txt A C.— 11]. amodeEapmevoc 

euntes acd. 
rovc om. B X 6.—kai .... émiotT. om. 

om. A bc. — 15. Kai 
aft. ovp., ins. rpocntiato cai D.—eddoy. 

without explanation, as being that of the 
other Bethsaida. Mark gives us the exact 
account: that the Lord and the disciples, 
who went by sea, were perceived by the 
multitude, who went by land, wey, and 
arrived before Him. How any of these 
accounts could have been compiled with a 
knowledge of the others, I cannot imagine. 
—1l.] see note on Mark ver. 34.—SeEdp.. 
This word includes what Mark tells us of 
His going forth from His solitude, or perhaps 
landing from the ship, and seeing a great 
multitude, and having compassion on them: 
—‘having received them,’ i.e. not sent 
them away.—12.]| As the three agree in 
their account here, and John differs from 
them,—see the difference discussed in notes 
there. In his account, the inquiry pro- 
ceeds from the Lord Himself, and is ad- 
dressed to Philip, and answered by Philip 
and Andrew.—18.] et pytt—unless in- 
deed we were to go and buy, &c. On the 
constr. see ] Cor. xiv. 5. Rev. xi. 5, and 
Winer, § 42. p. 243. —14.] KAuolas— by 
companies ante accusative of the manner, 
or situation, or time, in which; see Winer, 
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eat 5 ? o en 
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) ch. viii. 56. \ 
*Toh.vié. Kat 7 arodoxyacbnvar ¢ amo TOV mpeoBurépiov Kal | dpXte- 
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32 an. ii. 
28. 

q || Mk. ch. xvii. 25. Heb. xii. 17. Ps. cxvii. 22. 

tx’ avtove D ab. 

péwy Kal yoampatéwy, Kal amtokravOnvat, Kal 7) toiTn 

abrove om. X Syr. AEth.—kai car. om. D.—zapabcivac BC X 
txt A DE —1i. TO Tepisoevpa TOY KKacpaTrwy D.—dexddvo D.— 18. for adroy 
TPOCEVX., airove D.—for byot, dvOowzor A 3 Sahid. —19. for ad\Xou.... 

prophetam surrexisse magnum ¢. — 20. bef. rov 9., ins. ail tva THY ro0dnray D d. 

aviorn, 

viov D Orig. ms. — 22. kai pel? ipépac rpeic D b6.—avacrjva A C D F! K 14 Ong. 

§ 32, 6.—ava mw. Mark gives avd éxarov 
kat ava 7m. with his usual precision. 
Besides these companies, there were the 
women and children, wnarranged ; see on 
John vi. 10.—16.] On the symbolic im- 
port of the miracles, see notes on John 
vi.—17.] kAao. in Matt. is joined with 
TO meouscevov,—in Mark with Kkopivoug 
mAnotic: here it may be taken with 
70 mwepto. (ordinarily, and De Wette) or 
xég. (Meyer), but best, it appears to me, 
the latter,—because the article is not ex- 
pressed as in Matt.—Immediately after 
this miracle, Matt. Mark, and John relate 
the walking on the sea, which, and the 
whole series of events following as far as 
Matt. xvi. 13,—the healings in the land of 
Gennesaret, the discourse about unwashen 
hands, the Syrophenician woman, the heal- 
ing of multitudes by the sea of Galilee, 

the feeding of the 4000, the asking of a 
sign from Heaven, and the forgetting to 

take bread,—are wholly omitted by our 
Evangelist. Supposing him to have had 
Matt. before him, how is this to be ex- 
plained ?—It is also an important observa- 
tion, that the omission by Luke of the 
second miracle of feeding is not to be 
adduced against its historical reality, as 
Schleiermacher has done (transl. p. 144), 

since it is only omitted as occurring in the 
midst of a large section, which the accounts 
gathered by Luke did not contain. We 
see also, that the characteristic koptvovus of 

the first feeding is preserved, without any 
confusion of terms: o7uoidag being always 
used in relating and referring to the second 
—Matt. xv. 37. xvi. 10. 

18—27.] Matt. xvi. 13—28. Mark viii. 
27—ix. 1. The Lord had gone into the 
neighbourhood of Czesarea Philippi;—see 
notes on Matthew. —19.] Ott mp. tis 7. 
apx. av. see ver. 8. There is no impro- 
bability, nor contradiction to John’s ac- 
count that the multitudes sought to make 
him a king, in the Lord’s ‘asking this 
question. We must remember that such 
inquiries were not made by Him for in- 
Sormation, but as a means of drawing out 
the confessions of others, as here. 
See the important addition, the promise to 

Iuke! The almost verbal agreement of 
the three in so solemn and sad an an- 
nouncement, is what we might expec 
Such words would not be easily forgotten. 

ve 

——— 

Peter, in Matt. vv. 17—20.— 22.] as far 
as atoxtay. is verbatim with Mark: the 
last clause verbatim with Matt. And yet, 
according to the commentators, Mark has 
compiled his account from Matt. and 
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iorwroyv ACDEFGHKMSV 41 Orig. txt BP.—oirivec A K Orig.—rec. yev- 
oovrat, with many const. MSS., and abcdv Orig., but txt ABC DFKLPS V 15.— 
for rijv B. r. 0.,—rTOyv vidy Tov advOpwrov toxopsvoy ty TH O6£y abrov D d Orig. 
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—23.] mpos mwavtas—‘ having called the 
multitude with His disciples,’ Mark. There 
is no allusion to what He had said to Peter 
in this mavrac. — 25.] éavtov = Tijy 
wWuxny avrov, Matt. Mark :—‘his /ife,’ in 
the highest sense. — 26.] after Adyous, 
Mark adds év ry yev. tTabry TY pol- 
yadide kai apaptwp.—Meyer remarks: 
‘the Glory is threefold : (1) His own, which 
He has to and for Himself, as the exalted 
Messiah: (2) the Glory of God, which 
accompanies Him as coming down from 
God’s Throne: (3) the glory of the angels, 
who surround Him with their brightness.’ 
— 27.] see note on Matt. ver. 28. 

28—36.] Matt. xvii. 1—8. Mark ix. 2 
—8. Ihave commented on the relation of 
the three accounts in the notes on Mark, 
and on the Transfiguration itself in those 
on Matt., which treat also of the additional 
particulars found here. —28.] éyévero— 
‘it was,’ see Matt. xv. 32.—dset Hp. ox. 
= peO’ ap. €& Matt. and Mark, the one 
reckoning being exclusive, the other in- 
clusive.—mposev&. see on ch. v. 16. This 
Gospel alone gives us the purpose of the 
Lord in going up, and His employment 
when the glorious change came over him. 
—81.] This 080s could be no other than 
His death—see reff. — rAypotv—to fulfil 
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Syrr. «at é\. M dv Arm. 

EYAI'TEAION 

, / Wolke & Se 
a Kyévero oe ° ev ™m snc nmeoa, 

> A ~ , , 

a0 TOV OOODUC “GuYHVTHGEY aUTW O 

Neon ae Pp? yD > 
Kal foyt¢ aATTOV WOEL av  auTov 

1 Mark i. 26. ix. 20, 26 only. 2 Kings xxii. 8. 
p Matt. vii. 23. Acts xiii. 13 only +. 2 Macc. iv. 33. 

ot éXeyov P Sahid. 

IX, 

~ , ff) ‘ Se ce éQ + al a5 t \ 

ae Hele at T HV poRtiey a » spe aaa Kat 
’ ~ 

2. “auTou ecolrynoayv Kat OVOEVL amnyystAav €v é€KElvyalic Talc 
c , =P = e 7, 

NEP ALE oveev WV EWOUKAOLY. 
c ~ , , 

& kateAQovtwy avtwv 
ogee 
"KGL 

CJ le 

Aoe TroAXtvc. 

oxAou aveDonse AEyw AéackaXs, 
Ud U cae | STEN \ 7 cu i 

Scouat cov © * exiBreLov emi Tov viov jov, OTL * Movo- 
s \ / ? , 39 \ io ‘ eS i iN , “ > 

yevne €oTl MOL, Kal LOQVU TVEULA appsavet auTOv Kal 

kee , Na) 2 Seas m None ~ 
efarpvng Koace Kal OTAPAGOEL aUuTOV Meta appov, 

~ / 

q ovvrpipov QUuTOV. 

40 Kal coer Inv TWV pabyray oOuU iva T ekBadwow auro, 

m see Matt. x xvii. 66. 

txt A B a Orig.—for &£00., consum- 
mationem a.—péddec D.—eig¢ ‘Iep. D. — 33. StaywptoOjvat D.—for éxic., dwWaoxade 
X.—for kai womowpev,—Oérec Toujsw woe D d.—for 

txt A D P.—35. for dyam., ixdeheypévog B a —iv rep eicehOety abrode BL. 

ny 
6, d D.— 34. éivecriaZey Ba. 

Copt. Sahid. — addéy @ ebddeynoa C in marg. D M 3. — 36. rec. 0 "Ino. with qu? txt 

ABCDHSVW 11 al.—twpacay BL X. tGéacav D'. -ayvro D?.—37. év om. B.— 

for iv... %pt.,—ded THe ypéoac D ab Sahid.—xaredOdvra adroy D.—cvvedOey aur. 

bxXov zroddy D d. 
16 al. Theophyl. 
D. 
—kai ovvrpipe D. 

by Divine appointment. — 32.] Srayp. not 
‘when they were awake,’ as E. V.—but 
‘having kept awake’ through the whole. 
The word is expressly used to show that it 
was not merely a vision seen in sleep. 
Meyer quotes from Herodian 3, 4, 8, 
TaoNe THC VUKTOC.... Olayonyopiaayrec. 
— 33.] ‘while they were departing’—with 
a desire to hinder their departure.—p eid. 
6 A.—from fear and astonishment —icayv 
yao ~xpoBor, Mark.—384.] There is no 
difference in the accounts, as Meyer thinks : 

the év T@ Siaxwpil...., ver. 33, is only an 
additional particular, and the rest is exactly 

38. tBonoev BCD LG al. 
txt B D. — 39. cai dod om. D.—Aap. yap adr. aid. rv. kK. pnooet 

aft. coaZ., ins. kai phooee X Copt. Auth. Arm. 
txt A B C. — 40. rec. éeBad\wowy, with many const. MSS, 

txt AW—éimiPrd\eva. ACGHKLMSV 

txt A B C.—pédtrc B. txt AC Dz 

8 

in accordance. — 36.] Luke gives the re- 
sult of the Lord’s command to them; the } 
command itself is related in Matt. ver. 9,~ 
—and.. Mark. 40 te-Qe ne re 

37—42.] Matt. xvii. 9—21. Mark i, 
9—29. The narrative in Mark is by far 
the most copious, and I have commented \ 
at length on it. — 37.| evr. €& mp. The 
Transfiguration probably took place at 
night,—see on Matt. xvii. 1,—and this was 
in the morning. Luke omits the whole 
discourse concerning Elias (Matt. and 
Mark vv. 9—13).— 88.] pov. éoti pou is 
peculiar to Luke. — 39.] «péfer—i. e. the 
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\ 

Kal ovk novynOnoav. ' aroKpuOetc oF 0 Tnsove Elrrep ©. Isa. xvii- 
"Q Nib tld \ 39 s || Mae. ch. 

perce pS Kal leoTpunpern, “Ewe TOTE Esoptat xxiii. 2. Acts 
w xis 8, IC. 

" pos vuac kal * aveSomar YOY 5 : mpocayaye WOE TOY pent cea: 
~ Led Oe t ||. Rev. vi.10. 

viov gov. 77% ert OE UE SO ene avrou eppnsev QUTOD | Ps. xcili3 
y ¢ \ u PR mS 

TO Sapovioy Kal ouveoraoasev™ * emeripnoe of O Thsove 1.2 cor. ai. 
1,19. Eph. 

Tw mvevpare 7 acalaory, Kal lacato Tov maloa Kal ives) Le. 
a ~ b? xlvi. 4. 

Ga Since auroy TW) TaTpl avrov. *°” elem Anjsoovro Oe ¥ i acigeetr e 
c d 9. 

TAVTEC em ™ peyahadrnrt Tou Qeov. TAVTWY Oe Qav- x = Mark ix. 
Z Sy N od ° ’ ’ G8 ~ cI Q 18. Isa. Xiil. 

palovrwy e7Tl AAaAOtV OLC t E€TOLEL O Inoove, ELTTE Too0Cc teas iis 

~ Q ‘\ a = 44e O¢ Q Chee ¥ Sie 2 Cas ‘ Diatecet 22. 
TOUC MaUHTaAC aAvTOVU EOUE UMELC ae Ta WTa ‘ie TOUC = Zech. iii. 3. 
eS , wayne N eX ~ > Oac 20 Gait “ 

Y = att. vii. 28. youc alia oO ee vloc TOV aV ee Me ob ‘Tapa 2 Eocles. vii.17. 

45 = ch. i. 29. 
ol 0: 8 * nyvoouv 7O\ Sac rete 

2 Pet. i. 16 
only. Jer. xl. 
9, 

dt6ocbat gC XEeipac av0owruy. 
h / 

pryea Touro, Kal nv spacey ee amr auray : oe 
e =ch. xxi. 14. 

un alofwvrat auto" Kal EpoPovvro * EowT TAL avrov TEU! aca a 
en OF , xix. 21. 

mau prinaroc TOUTOU. _ Hage. ti 19. 
a of 

Eten de o Sadoyspoc € sv avroic, “TO Tle av eu cn 
27. seel 

psiZwv auTov. Oo 6& Inoove * Lowy TOY Stadoyis pov 7™¢ Ki ngs XXVi. 
21. 

/ ’ ~ 

kapoiag auTwy, Seay Pen ree Tavolov, EOTNGEY AUTO Hhere only. Ezek.xxii.26, 

2. xii. 40and ||. a = here only. see ch. xxiv. 38. b Matt. xv. 19 al. Ps. xciii. 11. cch.i. 62. 
XXii. 2, 4, 23, 24. Actsiv. 21. Rom. viii. 26. d= Matt. ix. 4. Lam. iii. 60. e Matt. xiv. 31. Joel ii. 9. 

aradX\aéwow D. dimittantd. txt ABCKLS V W 36 all.—adroyv D d. —4l1. for 
kai (2nd), wg more K X 15 al.—ade om. D d. — 42. ovverdapatey D d.—tor iacaro 

Bae adTov,—agijKev avroy Kai drédwKe Tov watda D.—43. rec. éxotncev. txt 
A BCDLW1lal—é "Inc. om. D abc.—ins. dixit ei Petrus, Domine, propter quid. 
nos non potuimus ejicere illud? quibus dixit, quoniam hujusmodi orationibus et jejuniis 
ejicietur c. — 45. TAPAaKEKoUpLEVvOY Exes rékaNuppivor D.—éxepwrijca CDK M 6 al. 
txt A B.—adrov om. D d.— 47. eidwe F K 9 al. Syrr. Ath.—zadioy D.—zap’ éaurov 

i = Johni ix. 

child—there is a rapid change of subject, 
see ch. xix. 4. xvii. 2 al. and Winer, § 65, 
7.—ovvtpiBov is perhaps literal— bruising 
him.’ 

43—45.] Matt. xvii. 22, 23. Mark ix. 
30—32.— 48 ff.] mdvres—the multitude 
—in contrast with dpets of ver. 44.—Tots 
dX. t., not (Meyer), ‘the foregoing dis- 
courses and wonders :’'—that would give 
no sense,—for the disciples were thinking 
exclusively of those already: nor strictly 
(Stier) ‘what I am about to tell you,’ so 
that rove d. 7. should be || with 7d pijya 
below: but ‘these sayings,’ of which this 
was now the second ;—‘ these intimations 
which I make to you from time to time 
respecting My sufferings and death.’ The 
Resurrection, expressly mentioned in the 
others, is omitted here, —45.] tva—not to 
be evaded by forcing it to mean ‘so that 
they did not...,’ but to be rendered 
‘that they might not,’ as in Matt. i. 22 al. 
It was the Divine purpose, that they should 
not at present be aware of the full signi- 
ficancy of these words. 

46—50.] Matt. xviii. 1—5. Mark ix. 
33—40. The most detailed account is in 

Vion: 

Mark, where I have discussed the differ- 
ences in the three narratives. —46.] There 
is not the least occasion to confine StaX. to 
the sense of an inward doubt and question- 
ing in the heart of each; indeed I will 
venture to say that no interpreter would 
have thought of doing so, had not the 
narratives of Matt. and Mark, by mention- 
ing an outward expression of this thought, 
offered a temptation to discover a discre- 
pancy,—of which Meyer, as usual, has not 
failed to avail himself. Had our narrative 
stood by itself, we should have understood 
it, as I do now, of a dispute which had 
taken place or was taking place, and which, 
though not actually spoken out before the 
Lord, was yet open to His discerning eye, 
so that not only the words, but the dis- 
puting of their thoughts, was known to 
Him.—The idea of 76 tis Gv ety p. mean- 
ing that each one thought ‘“‘ Who is greater 
than I ?”’ (Meyer in loc.) is absurd enough. 
Still more absurd however is the Harmon- 
istic attempt of Greswell, to make two dis- 
tinct events out of (1) the incident in Mark 
and Luke, and (2) that in Matthew; one, 
‘absente Petro,’ the other, ‘reverso Petro, 
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370 EYATTEAION ; TX. : 

f = John xix f res ~ 748 Nee Bae. 1g 26) rs 4 a 
= X1X. 

- « 
= 

25. aoohe TAO faduTW Kal &l7EV AUTOLC Cc &av ue TOUTO TO ABCD 

xix. 7. a gon oat ee ’ san 3 A wr f 

= iy. Matt. TWAlOLOY © ETL TH ovopart fLov, EME C&YXETAL Kal og eav equ 
xix. 9. Acts 

Bh ik pat deSntat, éyerau Tov amooreiAavra He: o yao  puKpo- 
. / 

ich vil 3 TEDOC Ev TaoLy vay aTaX WY, ovroc * tora méyac. 
and re ? ” / 

x MK art oe aroxowetc Of ¢ o ‘Twavvne & cimev ' Extorara, cioomév twa 
RV a! nc . , \ ] > , 

Actsiv.17, 2) ry Ovomatt cov éExadAovrat oamovia, Kat | eKwAd= 18. it pb > 
1 || Mk. ch. xi. aX t > > ~ hate 50 a) a 
62. “Acts xie TUMEY GUTOV, OTL OUK axorovbet pel tyr. Kal €L7rE 

tape ‘ aN canes, -~ \ , ee ae \ > oS 

mMatt-xiii4 aooc avtov 0 Inoovc, Mn KkwAvere* vc yao OvK éoTt 
8. 9) 20 enim fo 0 ce > 

n—Adctsii1. KAO’ | vor, urio T uw Eotw. 
see Dan. ix. \ 

2. ch. viii. 23 ole nee \ m? ans ~ Nicat Selaoy aie 
aie x Kyévero Oe ev TW cup Anpovalat Tac Hnuspac THC 

D. txt A BC.— 48. avroic om. D abed.—aft. déyerat (1st),—Kai toy arocreihavra 
pe Dd, omg. 0¢ tay . . . Oéyerat.—for 2nd déy., non me recipit, sed abe.—iwapywv 
om. D abe Cypr.—iort B C L X ae 5 Orig. (who however notices fora). txt A Dd 
Cypr. — 49. for ézi, év BL X dal. inabe. txt A C D.—rec. before dai. ins. ra with 
many MSS., but txt ABCDEHKLSV X 86 all —ixwdtoney B Lab. txt ACD e. 

— 50. mpde avrov om. D. ad illos de.—aft. ewdvere ins. avrby CD L Mal. adroic 
X. txt A B.—vec. i)paév, vrép 7p4Gr, with (Scholz) most const. MSS. ipa, dr. npdy 

yi and the codex Leicestrensis. txt BC DK LM 15 al. abcv Syrr. Aith. Euthym. — 

discipuli sponte contentionem suam ad minds: let the student judge from the | ; 
/ Jesum referunt; de qua Ille uti prius, sed above sample, what they are generally 

uberius, disserit.’’ (!) (Harmony p. 192, 3.) worth. Schleiermacher has some excellent 
He has been led into this partly by the remarks on this discourse and the cir- 

H lower, literal-harmonistic spirit which per- cumstances, Essay on Luke, translation, 
; vades his school,—and partly by theassump- pp. 159—162.—49, 50.] On the con- 
: tion which connects this strife and dis- nexion of this answer with the preceding, 

course immediately with the incident about see on Mark. It is even more strikingly 
the tribute-money,—for which there is not brought out here. The Lord had declared 
the least ground in the text of Matt.—48.] the absolute equality of all sent in His 
The discourse as here related has the name—and that if there were any differ- 
closest connexion and harmony :—the dis- ence, it was to be made by a deeper self- 
pute had been,—who (among the twelve) renouncing. Then arises the thought in 
should be greatest,—i.e. greatest in the the mind of the ardent son of Zebedee, 
kingdom of heaven :—for other greatness is of the exclusive and peculiar dignity of 
not to be thought of,—as the minds of those who were thus sent, the azéaroou: 
the disciples were always on this, as just and he relates what they had done, as a 
about to appear (against De Wette and proof of his fully appreciating this exclusive 
Meyer) ;—the Lord reminds them that no dignity. The link to what has preceded, 
such precedence is to be thought of among _ is in the words émt t@ dv. cou.. See Bs 4 
those sent in His name—for that even a_ rest in Mark. 
little child, if thus sent, is clothed with 51—56.] We now enter upon a long ona \ 
His dignity—and, if there be any distinc- most important portion of our Gospel, pecu- 
tion among such, it is this, that he whois liar in this form, and most of it entirely ‘ 
like that child, humblest and least, i.e. peculiar, to Luke. The matter so described ; 
nearest to the spirit of his Lord, he is the extends from ch. ix. 51 to ch. xviii. 14, , 
greatest.—‘ The whole discourse in Luke where he again aia ‘the narrative of Matt. Y 
is without connexion,” De Wette (!!); and Mark within a few verses of where he 
who also says, kK. 6¢ tay éyué O&&...is bor- parted from them.—Respecting this por- 
rowed from Matt.x.40; and that 6 yap puxo. tion, I will observe, without entangling my- 

.. ovTog torat... ought to stand at the self in the harmonistic maze into which 
beginning of the discourse, as in Matt. (!!) most of the interpreters have ventured, 
I quote this as one among continually re- (1) that the whole of it is to be understood 

/ curring specimens of the criticism which here as belonging to the Lord’s last journey 
_ would cut our precious and most truthful from Galilee to Jerusalem; see below on 
_ Gospels into fragments without meaning or ver. 51. (2) that evidently that journey 
connexion. We live in times when such was not a direct one, (see ch. x. 1. xiii. 

criticisms are making way among shallow 22, 31. xvii. 11. xvili. 31, and notes,) 
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48 —53. 

2A , , ~ 

°avadynWewe avrou, 
. ~ ? e 

Veornpie * Tov topevecbar evo Leoovcadip. 
> ‘ ) ~ 

otet\ev ayyeAouc zee mpocwmou avrov, Kat mopelevrs c 

stenrtloy ELC KO Lapaperwn, 

kal OuK éoecavrTo auTov, Ort TO 

r Matt. xiii. 3, &c. 

KATA AOYKAN. 

Sadia 
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P l 1 0 D q > 3, T ly 
Kal auTOC TO 7 pOCwToY aurov o here only ¢. 

see Acts 1. 2, 
9 Woy 11, 22. Mark 
KQL ATE xv.19. 

1 Tim. ili. 16, 
4 Kings ii. 10. 

p =ch.1i.15al. 
= Hi here only. 

auTw. Jer. xxi. 10. 
Ezek. vi. 2 al. 
7 mings xii. 

sa ‘ , 
WCTE STOYLAGAL 

t , b) 
TOOCWTOV auTou Vv 

s constr. here only. Matth. G. G. § 532. var. aan ch. iv. 29. 
t see Jer. xlix. 15, 2 Kings xvii. 11. 

Ambr. Aug. Jerome. — 51. tAnpo0vc0at D.—avrov (both) om. B.—orijpice BL V X? 

either in time, or in the road chosen. 
(3) that in each of the two other Gospels 
there is a journey placed at this very time, 
described Matt. xix. 1, perijpevy amd rie 
Tattvaiag wai nAOev eic Ta Bola THe 
"lovdaiacg mépay Tov ‘lopdavou, and Mark 
x. 1, éeeiOev avacrac Epyerat tic Ta Optra 
The ‘lovd. dia rov wéoay Tov ’lopdavov, 
—which, in their narrative also, is the last 
journey from Galilee to Jerusalem. (4) 
that in John x. 22, we find the Lord at 
Jerusalem, at the feast of dedication, in the 
winter (about the end of December), with- 
out however any hint as to how or whence 
He came there. (5) that the whole time 
between that feast and His Passion is spent 

ch. x. 31, He retired to Bethabara (or 
Bethany) beyond Jordan ;—was summoned 
thence by the message from Martha and 
Mary to Bethany near Jerusalem, where He 
raised Lazarus ;—retired to Ephraim, some- 
where beyond Jericho, on the borders of 
the desert ;—six days before the passover 
came to Bethany, and the anointing took 
place, &c.;—this whole time being three 
months and a few days. (6) I believe then 
that we have obtained a fixed critical point 
in all the four Gospels for the last journey 
from Galilee, after which He never returned 
(in_the flesh) thither again. And this last 
journey was ¢o the feast of dedication, or 
at all events brought Him in time for that 
feast (for it does not look like a journey 
specially to a feast, at Jerusalem. It was 
between the feast of tabernacles in John 
vii. 1, to which He went up privately (ver. 
10), and the occasion when we find Him 
in Solomon’s porch, John x. 22. (7) The 
three first Evangelists know nothing (I 
mean by this, relate nothing) of the being — 
in Jerusalem at the feast of dedication, or 
indeed at all, except at the last passover. 
We therefore find in them nothing of the 
retirements to Bethabara (Bethany) and 
Ephraim ; but the removal of the Lord 
from Galilee to the confines of Judza 
through the parts beyond Jordan is de- 
scribed as uninterrupted. (8) Weare now 
I believe in a situation to appreciate the 
view with which our Evangelist inserts this 
portion. He takes this journey, beginning 

1 

_‘ When the time was come, 

its narrative at the very same place where 
the others do, as comprehending—as indeed 
in strict historical fact it did—the last solemn 
farewell to Galilee (ch. x. 13. 16), the final 
resolve of the Lord to go up to Jerusalem 
(ch. ix. 51), and,—which in its wider sense 
(that sense being, however, unknown to our 
Evangelist) it did,—all the records which he 
possessed of miracles and discourses be- 
tween this time and the triumphal entry. 
(9) As to arranging or harmonizing the 
separate incidents contained in this portion, » 
as the Evangelist himself has completely by 
his connecting words in many places dis- 
coed it (see ch. ix. 57. x. 1. 25. 38. 

a Le Was sate Ue xa 0) 22) xive V2. 
xv. ]. xvii. 1. 5. 11. 20. xviii. 1. 9),—I do 
not suppose that we, at this distance of 
time, shall succeed in doing so. The sepa- 
rate difficulties will be treated of as they 
occur. — 51.] cup. not past—not, ‘when 
the days were fulfilled ;’ but ‘were being 
JSulfilled :’ i.e. approaching their fulfilment. 

7 EB. Vi... is! too 
strong: ‘when the days were come’ would 
be better, for that would include the whole 
of the journey in those days. See reff. — 
ava Wis can have but one meaning, (which, 
as the word itself is not found elsewhere, 
must be determined by the sense of the 
cognate verb ; see reff.)—‘ His assumption,’ 
i. e. ascension into heaven. 7pepac THS 
avarnvewc aitov Eyer TOY Katpoy TOY 
apopiabivra péxoe THC avadnWewc adTou 
THC amo ye etc ovpavov., Euthym. — 
avTos resumes the subject, not without 
some emphasis impiying His own voluntary 
action. —7T0 mpds. av. éot., a Hebraism, 
see reff., implying determinate fixed pur- 
pose. — 52.] ayyéAous, who have been 
assumed without reason to have been James 
and John.—=2epep. On the enmity of the 
Jews and Samaritans, see note John iv. 9. 
The publicity now courted by the Lord is 
in remarkable contrast to His former avoid- 
ance of notice, and is a feature of the close 
of His ministry, giving rise to the accusa- 
tion of ch. xxiii. 5.— @ste ér. adt@, must 
mean something more, surely, than to pro- 
vide board and lodging ; there is a solemnity 
about the sentence which forbids that sup- 
position. It must have been to announce 
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al. Syr. Copt. Arm. 

\ _ tus, non divine motionis. 
terrogative—‘ Know ye not what manner of 
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a constr. Matt. 
vii. 4, 

b = Mark x. 49. 
ch. xix. 15. 

c Matt. vii. 25, 
27. ch. viii. 
23. 

d Gal. v.15. 
2 Thess. ii. 8 

lev TU . Karapsyvat 
? ‘ dd 

auToue, 

EYATTEAION 

, , = | Nn 

TOOEVOMEVOYV etc eovovoa a) 

we Kal “HAtac ETOLNGE 5 

IX, 54—62. 

5 , , \ e \ 

idovreg 6& ot pabyrat 

avrov lakw/3oc kat Iwavyne cimov Kipte, * Merce > citw- 
*K b) \ - > ~ A 

avTO TOU Ovupavou Kal 
L 2. 

‘ avaAwoat 
5 > \ 

a “ oT papElc oe | éverl- 
only. Joel ii. 
3 

dd 4 KinGsi. 
10, 12. 

e Matt. vii. 6. 
Xvi. 23. 

f Matt. xvi. 22. 
Zech. ili. 8. 

g = Matt. xxvi. » 
Al. 1 Pet. iii. 
4al. 

h = | Mt. viii. 
19, xiv. 25. 

k || Mt. only ft. 
1 Mark vi. 36. 

Josh. viii. 20. 
m Luke xxiv. 

5. John xix. 
80. 

a ge 
MnoEVv AUTOLC. 

core t 3] 

auTw 0 

weTewva TOU oupa vou 

— 52. for Were, wo B. — 53. for zrop., euntis dv.—54. for dd, ée C D Chrys. be. 
ins. AC D abe.—5d. waisiz7...... A B.—woc x. ‘H. éz. om. BL al. v. 

\ = > 7) 
[Kat eimev Ovk oldare otov 

56 ee ah) > ey , 

+ kat ETOOEY NOUV ELC de gat yelp 

, ¢ CE ee 
AxohovOnow OOL OTOU ay aTEOXN [xbpte]. 

‘Tnsove At aX\orexec 
k € ~ 

7 KaTaoKNVWsEC, O Of vloc TOU 
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Opwrov ovK eye Tou Thy Kepadny 
A A ? , 
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VETO Oe TO OEVOMEVWY QUTWV EV ™7 saga ELE TiC TOC avroy 
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Kal cimev 
k N 7 
pwrouc EX OUVOL Kal Ta 

O\ > 
av- 

' 9% \ 
ie KAwy. ELTE Of& 

e \ wy , > ' 7 

o o& eime Kooue exitpabov 
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txt 

tore is inserted 
by rec. on the auth. of D adc, and some few MSS. verss. and fathers, Clem. Alex. Cypr. 
Aug. Ambr. (zroiou D. aft. éove rec. ins. bpeic, but om. D abe), butom. ABC EGHLSVX 
33 ‘al. Copt. Ath. Eus. (apparently) Theophyl.—s6. ree 
ove AVE Wvxdc avGpwrwy amoéoat, a\\a coca, with 
ABCDEGHLSV X all, and those cited above. —57. for éyév. d¢,—Kai BC L X 

kai tyiv. D —for azép., urayee D.—xio. om. BDL 5 al. acd 
ins. A C. — 59. ame Ociy AK 7 al. Copt. Arm. 

the coming of Jesus as the Messiah, which 
He did not conceal in Samaria,as in Judea 
and Galilee,—see John iv. 26 ;—and the 
refusal of the Samaritans must have been 
grounded on the jealousy excited by the 
preference shown for the Jewish rites and 
metropolis.—They expected that the Mes- 
siah would have confirmed their anti-Jewish 
rites and Gerizim temple, instead of going 
up solemnly to Jerusalem, and thereby 
condemning them. — 54.] The disciples 
whom He named ‘sons of thunder,’ Mark 
iii. 17. They saw some insult of manner, 
or actual refusal to allow theories enter 
their village. That a collision of this kind 
did take place is plain from the last verse, 
and implied from the occasion alluded to by 
the two Apostles, where the fire was in- 
voked in the presence of the offending per- 
sons. J¢ happened also in Samaria. — 
mvp, not lightning, but fire, as in the pas- 
sage alluded to, and in | Kings xviii. 38. — 
55.] Besides the mistaken ways of explain- 
ing this question of the Lord (e. g. Do you 
not see what a (bad) spirit you are showing ? 
Bornemann) there are two senses which it 
may bear: (1) affirmative—‘ putatis vos 
agi Spiritu tali quali olim Elias...... sed 
erratis. Habetis quidem Z7\oy sed od kar’ 
triyvworr, et qui proinde humani est affec- 

Grot. ; or (2) in- 

Spirit ye belong to? (are of?) the Spirit 

. ins. 0 yap vid¢ Tov avOpwrou 
many mss., but om. 

ame\Oovra D. txt BC.—G60. 

meant being the Holy Spirit. The Spirit 
in Elias was a fiery and judicial Spirit, as 
befitted the times and the character of 
God’s dealings then; but the Spirit in Me 
and Mine is of a different kind—a Spirit 
of love and forgiveness.’—The latter of 
these is the better suited to the context. — 
The remainder of this verse, as ordinarily 
read, is a gloss which has crept into the 
text on next to no authority.—It is very 
interesting to remember that this same 
John came down to Samaria (Acts viii. 14 
—17) with Peter, to confer the gift of the 
Holy Spirit on the Samaritan believers. 
57—62.] Matthew (viii. 19—22) relates 

the contents of vv. 57—60, but at a totally 
different period of the Lord’s ministry, viz. 
His crossing the lake to go to Gadara. It 
is quite impossible to decide which Evan- 
gelist has placed the incidents in their 
proper chronological place. When we once 
begin to speculate on such things, it is 
easy to find a fitness, in whichever side of 
the argument we range ourselves. Only 
(see notes on Matt.) we must not adopt 
the wretched subterfuge. 
and maintain that the two events took 
place twice, each, time consecutively, and 
each time with the same reply from our 
Lord (!) — 57, 58.) see notes on Matt.—_ 
59.] This command is implied in Matthew’s — 
Kipie, exirpepoy pot mpwroy... . which 
words could hardly be spoken without a } 

{ 
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60 7 n = Matt. 
ELTE = xxiii. 14. 

o Rom. ix. 17. 
Exod, ix. 16, 
Acts xxi. 26. 

> = Mark vi. 
46. Acts 
Xvill. 18, 20. 
ch. xiv. 33. 

pp ch xi. 7 and 
jaf) ee s reff. 

ELC TOV g = here only. 
Deut. xii. 7, 
18 al. 

r here only. Is. 
ii. dal 

s John vi. 66. 
xx. 14. 

t ch. xiv. 35. 
Heb. vi. 7. 
Ps. xxxi. 6. 

a Acts i. 24 
only. Hab. 
iii.2. =2 
Mace. ix. 23. 
see ch. i. 80. me J 

ov eucXev beh ix. 14. 
bb = Matt. xxviii. 16. 

bb 

6’Inc.om. BDLa. ins. A C.—for deXO., ropev0eic D.—61. for dzor., nuntiare ab. 
renuntiare cv Tren. — 62. zodc¢ adr. om. B.—ovdeig tig ra diow BrYéTWY Kai EmtPar- 
Awy THY X. avTOU ixi dootpov Dd abe Cypr. 

txt A C D. 
kbptoc,—arédertey J D abe.—xai (Ist) om. B L.—éB6. 

txt A C 6 Iren. Euth. Ambr. Hier.—ava dv0 

A BC Origen.—r7 Baordsig B L al. 
Crap. X. 1. for pera ... 

dto BM. ‘of: D acd Arm. Hil. Aug. 

reference in the zpwroy to it. — 60.] 
GRE CooG peculiar to Luke, and shows 
the independence of his source of informa- 
tion. Am I wrong in supposing also, that 
it connects this incident with the sending 
out of the seventy, which follows imme- 
diately afterwards ? — 61, 62.] Peculiar to 
Luke.—tois eis .... a mixture of two 
constructions—a7répyec8ar eis rT. olk. mov 
kai amoraé. roic ty T. ok pov. The 
meaning is, to bid farewell to the persons, 
not to set in order the things, as some 
have rendered it.— The answer of the 
Lord again seems to refer to the sending 
out into the harvest (ch. x. 2), for which 
the present seventy were as it were the 
ploughmen, first breaking up the ground. 
The saying itself is to be explained simply 
from agricultural operations—for he who 
has his hand on the plough, guiding it, 
must look on the furrow which his share is 
making—if he look behind, his work will 
be marred. Hesiod’s precept is very similar, 
Zoy. ii. 60, (Weiny aban’ éhabvor, pyKete 
mamraivev pe0 durdtkas, add’ Et Epyw 
Oupoy Exwv. — evOertos, not, ‘fit,’ but, 
‘well adapted,’ ‘the right sort of workman.’ 
The sense is more immediately applicabie 
to the ministry of the Gospel of Christ, 
which will least of all things bear a divided 

service and backward looks,—but of course 
_ affects also every private Christian, inas- 

much as he too has a work to do,—ground 
to break, and a harvest to reap. = 
~ CHar. X. 1—16.] It is Welt-that Luke 
has given us also the sending of the twelve ; 
—or we should have had some of the com- 

| mentators asserting that this was the same 
j 

avrov om. B (émyBadAwy A?). txt 

mission. 

to the twelve, as the similarity of their 
errand would lead us to suppose it would — 
be. But there is, as Stier has well re- 
marked (iii. 101), this weighty difference. _ 
The discourse in Matt. x. in its three great — 
divisions (see notes there), speaks plainly — 
of an office founded, and a ministry ap- 
pointed, which was to involve a work, and 
embrace consequences, co-extensive, both 

The discourse addressed to the — 
seventy is in substance the same as that | 

in space and duration, with the world. — 
Here, we have no such prospective view 
unfolded. The whole discourse is confined 
to the first division there (vv. 1—15), and 
relates entirely to present duties. Their 
sending out was not to prove and strengthen 
their own faith, as Hase supposes (Leben 
J. p. 194),—but to prepare the way for this 
solemn journey of the Lord, the object of 
which was the announcement of the near — 
approach of the kingdom of God,—and 
the termination of it, the last events at 
Jerusalem. Their mission being thus 
temporary, and expiring with their return, 
it is not to be wondered at that we hear 
nothing of them in the Acts. This last is 
surely an absurd objection to bring against 
the historic truth of their mission, seeing 
that the Acts is written by this same Evan- 
gelist, and the omission is therefore an 
argument for, and not against, that truth. 
—1.] pera tatta—chronological—‘ after 
these things,’ not ‘besides these things’ as 
Schleiermacher and Olsh. render it.—avé6., 
an official word; see reff.—kal ér. €B8., 
not, ‘other seventy also,’ but ‘others also, 

seventy in number,’ see ch. xxiii. 32. The 
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ae we aovag Ev meow) Nvxkwv. * py ' Baoradere * ® Badav- 

f = here only. h , OG , 2 \ , \ N 
gch. xii.33 and TLOV, jw) 7noav Bil: vroonuara Kal punoéva Kata TyHV 

is) 

xxii. 35, 86 7 / ’ ey, ~ 

only. Job O80 aamaanols. * BC nv © ay orklayv * acéoynals, Tw 
h ||. ch. xxii. / sa Ld 6 Tis 

16. tov Aéeyere Etonvyn tw vikw TOUTM. Kau cay [nev] 9 v 
= = es ae > ~ € i es ? , k? , Jee) 

cee eee [o] vlog ELpyVvnc, eTavaTavasTal eT aUTOV n 
Eph. ii. 2. | <I \ , Fs SS Sas Cd > , Y fae 
v6 elonvn Uae" L of pny, ep mac “avakawbea. | ew 

k = here only. w? ' \ ! ah » 

Num. xi. 25. aury d& TH oLKla pévere, “eaNovrec Kat Tivoytec Ta " Tap 
se e Rom. ii. 

1 Matt. vi. Lal. auT@v" ae yao 0 Epyarne TOU wen avrou [éore]. 

Mece Matta tie m ° erafatve & ou E K 8 k ele av } | 12. Exod. a be VETE ES ac ic ouklay. al ic i 
XXXii. 27. 

n John xvi, 7. av woOAW eicéoy nob: Kat 0€ EX WVTUL vpac, eoliere Ta " Tapa- 
Phil.iv. 18. eae A 

elie ete rb iueva ULL, 9 Kal Qeoarsvere Tove ev aury) aabevetc, 
Mark vi. 41. , ee 7 ea Aa = ; is 

P Gen. xvii. 3. Kal Aeyere avrotc 4 aan ep vpac » BuotAsia Tov 
q 7 here only 10 

and ver. 11. Ozov. 
Matt.iii.2al. , 5 , ioe ek , \ *y 
Lam. iv. 18. cS 5 , 11 rit Band | UMaC, ee ovrec sc TAC maretac aurTng eimarE Kat roy 
reff. 

ees: ci. 5. Kovioptoy TOV * coAAnOevra np kK ™¢ ToAcwe Uno 
b here only +. a b 
ee Xie Tete Touc modac * aTopagcopela vu" awAny TOUTO 

“ere onl. yt VWOKETE OTL my yecey [< p vpac | i n Baordcta be Orou. 
ch. xxi. 28 al. 

d Matt.x. 15. oa devo [82] » vay ort Tocomore & év Ty mega exslvy 4 GweK- 
xi. 22, 24. 
Biork vin TOTEPOV toTat Hy 77 ToAE exctvy. 3 ovat cou Xopally, only. 

ELC nv } av roAw * eicepy noe Kal mw) OfXwvrat 

dvo B 13 al.—eie mavra Tomoyv Kat 770A. D abc. —2. for ody, 6 BC DL 10 al. ae. 
txt A.—pév om. D ac.—ody om. D.—éxBadry A C D Ep KLMSVX34al. txt B.— 
3. iyo om. A B al. a Arm. ins. C D be.—for dpy., rodBara A M Sal. txt BCD. 
—for éy péow, picov D. — 4. Bad\avrvoy ACDEFKLV. txt B.—5. etgé\Onre 
mpwTov otk. TW. eicéAO. oiKt. TO@TOY B. txt (eiceAOnre C v) AC v. etcehOnre 
(besides) FL X6 al. d Aug. — 6. pév om. ACDEFKLMSV 21 al. abev Syrr. 
Orig. ins. B. —0o bef. vidg om. AC DEF LS V 28 al. Orig. ins. B—for avaxap., 
émuoroeWer 1 eionvn tpov D d.— 7. toovrec BD. txt i C.—iore om. BD LX. 
ins. AC. — 8 8 om.CDEGMSV 22 al. ins. A B.—déyovrar K X 25 al. — 
9. aobevovvrac D. — 10. eicehOnre BCDL@Zal. txt A.—d&Ewvrat D abcv.—tec. om. 
etc Tove médac, with qu.? but ins. A BC D kK LM 20 all. Syrr. Copt. Arm. aft. w6dag 
ins. pov ACKIM all. txt BD.—ig’ tpac om. BDL al. abedv. ins. A C. — 
12. dom. ACE KL 34 all. Syr. be. ins. BD a.—for ty 7. ay. ée.,—év Ty Bacideig 
rov 0. D. txt (but aft. Zorae A al. Syr. Copt. Arm.) A BC. in regno ab.— 13. yopo- 

ABCD 

érép. may refer, either to the twelve, ch. ix. was now one of greater danger than at the ' 
1, or perhaps, from the similarity of their mission of the twelve; therefore ver. 3 is 

mission, to the dyyeXor in ch. ix. 52. But bound immediately up with their present 
perhaps the first is more probable, from sending, whereas in Matt. x. 16 it regards 
the similarity of the discourses. —The a time yet distant in the future; also one 
number of seventy might perhaps have requiring greater haste—which accounts 
reference to the seventy elders of Israel, for the addition, pydeva K. T. 69. Gov. 

Exod. xxiv. 1. Numb. xi. 16:—all sorts These reasons also account for merely the 
of fanciful analogies have been found out healing the sick being enjoined, ver. 7. — 
and insisted on, which are not worth re-  6.] 6 vios eip., persons receptive of your 

\ _ counting. ov for oi,—see reff.—2.] see message of peace;—see reff. —7—12.] see 
“Matt. ix. 37 and notes. —38, 4.] The time on Matt. x. 11—15. The particular direc- 
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EeTAVW OpEwYV Kal 
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p constr. 1 Cor. vii. 37. 
Rey. ix. 3,5, 10 only. Deut. viii. 15. 

Zaiv D abe and Latin Fathers.—Byndcatda A a. 
txt A C.—rafnpevor ABC LW X al. 

txt A C cv.—iPobioy BD L ab Eth. txt 
BDL 4al. 
15. for 7), p17) BD. numquid ad, quid 4. 
A C ev. —hbef. § Ewe ins. a (aut) D abd. —Karapnoy BD. 

* , 4 

Kabnpevar HETEVONOAY. 

* COS, ~ b] ~ 

nN EWE TOV ovpavov * 

0 6: Eue aero aberet Tov, W. 

Yréorpefay O& OL (Peounxovra 

wera xapac peyPaascl Kipre, Kal ra Samora 

™ ey TW ovopari oou. 

19 Sov * Clow v bul my Povotay TOU 

oKopTiwy, Kal €7l jTacay Try Suva 

q ch. xxi. 24, Rev. xi. 2. Isa. xlii. 5. 
t = here only. 

14 Vi. 12. xi. 3 
TAY Tiow Kat _ only.isxx.2. 

! N ¢ # ey = \ < 6 = Matt, xii. 

eee TUE Kal OV jen’i. 62. 
Oct Acts xiii. 17. 

ibe ses £we adou 2 Cor. xi. 7. 

Ge “ ue Chron. xvii. 

oO aKovwy Uaioe EMLOU akovet* KQL i | Mt. only. 

Ezek. xxxi. 

k = ch. vii. 30. 
Jobn xii. 48. 
Gal. ii. 21. 

mn Isa. xxiv. 16. 
vTro- 1=ch.ix.10 

a Josh. ti. 
ay 

elie oe avroic Ich. viii. 13 al. 
m ch. ii. 51. 

18 

® asrpamiy Ek TOU ovoavon mm Acts iv. 10 
al. 

n ch. xxiv. 39. 
Tare Mark iii. 11 

al. Josh. viii. 
20 

Cc q 

o Matt. xxiv. 
20 “ 27 al. Exod. 
mAnv xix. 16. 

r Matt. v. 14 al. Is. xiv.14. sch. xi. 12. 
u = Rey. vi.6-andal. Isa. x. 20. 

Bevo. D. txt BC.—éyeviPnoay 
txt D.— 14. é» 7. ep. om. D.— 

txt A C.— 16. for 6 6& épé 
hn Cet , 0 O€ &s0v akovwy ak. Tov arroaTeEIX. pe D abd. —17. aft. &B6. ins. dbo Bac. 
—ot ‘03° D. 

tions here are different. —9.} 7yyuKev ed’ 
tpas 7 B. T. 6. is a later announcement than 
generally yy. 7 Bac. 7. otp. Matt. x. 7. 
—18.] In these words, which the Lord 
had uttered before (Matt. xi. 21 ff.), He 
takes His solemn farewell of the cities 
where the greatest number of His miracles 
had been done, and discourses uttered: 
they being awful examples of the 4 méAts 
éxetvy just described. It is wonderful how 
De Wette can write of these four verses 
‘falfche KReminifcenz, s. z. Matt. xi. 20’— 
and this when he believes Luke to have 
had Matt. before him (!)—16.] see Matt. 
x. 40 and notes. 

17—24.] As in ch. ix. 6—10, Luke 
attaches the return of the seventy very 

closely to their mission. They probably 
were not many days absent. They say 
nothing of the reception of their message,— 
or it is not brought out in the Gospel, as 
not immediately belonging to the great 
central object of narration; they rejoice 
that more power seems to be granted to 
them than even Hiswords promised,—which 
commissioned them only to heal the sick, 
not to cast out devils, as He did the apostles, 
ch.ix.1. That this was a ground of joy not 
to be prominently brought forward, is the 
purport of the Lord’s answer; the whole 
of which as far as ver. 24 incl. is in the 
strictest connexion, and full of most weighty 
and deep truth. —17.] The év t@ év. cov 

txt A C.— 19. d&édwxa BC L X al. & Orig. Hil. Lucif. (Origen once cites 

is perhaps too much lost sight of in the 
jpiv here—though I would not lay so 
much stress on this as Stier has done. — 
18.] This verse has been generally mis- 
understood, and its force lost, by imagining 
it to refer to some triumph just gained, 
which the Lord announces as the reason 
for their newly manifested power. The 
truth is, that in this brief speech He sums 
up proleptically, as so often in the dis- 
courses in John, the whole great conflict 
with and defeat of the Power of evil, from 
the first even till accomplished by His own 
victory. The é@edp. tT. o. refers to the 
original fall of Satan, when he lost his 
place as an angel of light, not keeping his 
first estate; which fall however had been 
proceeding ever since step by step, and 
shall do so, till all things be put under the 
feet of Jesus who was made lower than the 
angels. And this @@epovv belongs to the 
period before the foundation of the world 
when He abode in the bosom of the Father. 
He is to be (see ver. 22) the Great Victor 
over the Adversary, and this victory begun & 
when Satan fell from heayen.—os aor. 
not the suddenness only of the fall, but the 
brightness of the fallen Angel is thus set 
forth;—the description is not figurative, but 
literal :—i. e. as far as Divine words can be 
said to be literal, being accommodated to 
our sensuous conceptions. See on this 
verse, Is. xiv. 9—15, to which the words 
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dedwedroc vp., and once ipiv doyra) Cyril. Copt. Ath. Ambr. 
Tv B.—ovt 

datovia D.—uadXov om. AC DEF GH KLV 28 all. abe 
Syrr. Copt. Auth. Arm. Orig. Eus, Ath. Chrys. Ambr. Aug. 
txt A C D.—r@ ovo. D abe Hil.— 21. ratty A.—év rp mv. D ab. 
ayiy BC DK LX 7 al. abe Syr. Copt. Auth. Arm. Aug. 

6p. x. TOV ox. D.—aft. _Obvap. 
txt C.— 20. for zy., 

ins. 

abe. ins. A C.— 22. kai.. 

have a reference—and Rev. xii. 7—12. — 
19.] The Lord here,—including all the evil 
and poison in nature in the 8vvapis Tot 
é€x9.,—from the power given Him over that 
Enemy, gives to them, extended afterwards 
to all believers (Mark xvi. 18), authority 
to ‘bruise the head of the serpent’ (Gen. 
ni. J5). There is an evident allusion to 
Ps. xci. 13.—20.] The connexion is— 
‘seeing that the power which I grant to 
you is so large, arising from My victory 
over the enemy,—make not one particular 
department of it your cause of joy, nor 
indeed the mere subjection of evil to you 
re ane this,—the positive and infinite 

f God’s mercy and goodness to you, 
tla He hath placed you among Flis re- 
deemed ones. —T4 avevp. is something dif- 
ferent from ta Satpdévia in these words 
above, and denotes a wider range of in- 
fluence—influence over spirit for good— 
whereby the rvevparica Tie Tovnpiag are 
subjected to the believers in Christ.’—The 
éypady év Tots ovpavois is an expression 
in various forms frequent in Scripture, and 
is opposed to ézi rice yhe yoadirwoar, 
Jer. xvii. 13, said of the rebellious. But 
no immutable Predestination is asserted by 
it ;—in the very first place where it occurs, 
Exod. XXxXxil. 32, 33, the (OuneanS implied, 
REPELS wUxIx.p 2060 LS; lVends Wan. mle, 
Phil. iv. 3. Heb. ay 23. Rev. iii. 5. 

xiii, 8. xx. 12. 15. The ta dvép. tp. 
seems to be a reference to év T@ dv. Gov 
above, which perhaps was with them a 
medium of self-praise, as so often with 
Christians. The Lord says, the true cause 
of joy for you is, not the power shown 
forth by or in you in My Name, but that 

..ei7e om. D L ab 16 al. Copt. Ath. Arm. 

txt A D e Iren.—réy 
py om. D.—aédienoee A BD Orig. 

ins. B.—éyyéyopamra B LX. 
aft. wv. ins. ry 

txt A.—6 "Inc. om. BD 
ins. A B C.— 

you, your names, are in the book of life— 
to be known by the wvetpa which cvp- 
paprvost TH TY. WHY OTe eopév TEKVA 
Geov, Rom. viii. 16. And this brings us 
to ver. 2], where the Lord rejoices in the 
revelation of these things even to the babes 
of the earth by the will and aie b\ 
the Father :-—these things—not, the power 
over the Enemy—but all that is implied in 
éypady ev T. ovp.—This, which is the true 
cause of joy to the believer, causes even 
the Saviour Himself to triumph, antici- 
pating Is. liii. 11.—The ascription of praise, 
and the verses following, are here in the 
very closest connexion, and it is 

imaginable that they should have been 
inser Ea “he arbitrarily. The same has 
been said of their occurrence in Matt. xi. 
23; and, from no love of harmonizing or 
escaping difficulties, but from a deep feel- 
ing of the inner spirit of both discourses, 
I am convinced that the Lord did utter, 
on the two separate occasions, these 
weighty words; and I find in them a most 
instructive instance of the way in which 
such central.sayings were repeated by Him. 
It was not a rejoicing before (in Matt.), 
but age aba a the whole dis- 
course and Yotes.—That the introductory 
words év ék. T. Op. —év tx. TP Kato, may 
have been introduced from one passage 
into the other, and perhaps by some one 
who imagined them the same, I would 
willingly grant, if needful; not that, in the 
presence of such truths, such a trifle is 
worth mention, but that the shallow school 
of modern critics do mention, and rest 
upon such—on vy. 21, 22. See notes on 
Matt. xi. 28—27, observing here the gra- ~ 
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dual narrowing of the circle to which the 
Lord addresses Himself,—ver. 22, otpad. 
mp. T. p..,—then ver. 23 the same, with 
car idtay added. — 23.] This verse should 
not be marked off from ver. 22 by a new 
paragraph, as is done in the E. V.: much 
less, as in the Gospel for the 13th Sunday 
after Trinity, joined with what follows: 
except perhaps that the lesson taught us 
by its occurring there is an appropriate 
one, as showing us how the grace of Chris- 
tian love, which is the subject of the follow- 
ing parable, fulfils and abounds over, legal 
obedience. It is in connexion with the 
preceding, and comes as the conclusion 
after the thanksgiving in ver. 21. A 
similar saying of the Lord occurs Matt. 
xiii. 16, 17, but uttered altogether on a 
different occasion and in a different con- 
nexion.—24.] mpod. x. Bao. David united 
both these, also Solomon. There may be 
an especial reference to the affecting last 
words of David, 2 Sam. xxiii. 1—5, which 
certainly are a prophecy of the Redeemer, 
and in which he says, ver. 5, ‘‘ This is all 

my salvation, and all my desire, though 
He make it not to grow,” see also Gen. 
xlix. 18. 

25—37.] As Stier remarks (iii. 112), it 
is well that Luke has related the other 
incident respecting an inquiry of the same 
kind, for the critics would be sure to have 
maintained that this incident was another 
report of Matt. xix. 16. Such clear cases 
as this should certainly teach us caution, 

. 

6& tic vop. D d.—«ai (2nd) om. B.—évéa- 

om. D abe. txt 

where no such proof is given of the in- | 
dependence of different narratives: and 
should show us that both questions ad- 
dressed to the Lord, and answers from 
Him, were, as matter of fact, repeated.— 
See however a case to which this remark 
does not apply, ch. ix. 57 ff.—25.] No 
immediate sequence from ver. 24 is implied. 
—voptkes, a kind of scribe = vopodidd- 
oxaXoc, ch. v. 17—whose especial office it 
was to teach the law, see Tit. iii. 13; = tie 
TOY ypappatéwy, Mark xii. 28.—There is 
no reason to suppose that the lawyer had 
any hostile intention towards Jesus,— 
rather perhaps a self-righteous spirit (see 
ver. 29), which wanted to see what this 
Teacher could inform him, who knew so 
much already. 'Thus it was a tempting or 
trying of Jesus, though not to entangle 
Him ;—for whatever had been the answer, 
this could hardly have followed.—rt trouy- 
oas—he doubtless expects to hear of some 
great deed—but the Lord refers him back 
to the Law of which he was a teacher. — 
26.] was av.; | A common rabbinical for- 
mula for eliciting a text of Scripture — 
m@s is not merely = ri, but implies how ? 
i.e. to what purport—so that the answer 
should contain a summary of his reading 
in the Law. — 27.] The first part of this, 
together with Deut. xi. 13 ff., the Jews 

had written on their phylacteries, and re- 
cited night and morning:—but not the | 
second; so that Kuinoel’s idea that Jesus - 
pointed to the phylactery of the lawyer, 
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will not hold—Meyer thinks the man 
answered thus, because he had before heard 
the Lord cite these in connexion, and with 
an especial view to asking the question ri¢ 
éort seov zAnoiov; It may have been so; 
—but I should rather believe the same 
spirit with which he begun, to have carried 
him on to this second question. The 
words 6€\. Sux. éavt. seem to imply this, 
but see below. — 29.] Meyer explains this ; 
The questioner, having been by the Lord’s 
inquiry, 7@¢ avay., himself thrown into 
the position of the answerer, yet, 0é\wy 

kai émBeBacacg D abe. 
om. B C. — 33. aft. ov om. 

txt A B C.— 35. rz 

xvi. 1) which was notorious for the rob- 
beries committed there. ‘Arabas.. . quie 
gens latrociniis dedita, usque hodie incursat 
terminos Palestine, et descendentibus de 
Hierusalem in Hiericho obsidet vias, cujus 
rei et Dominus in Evangelio recordatur.’ 
Jerome, Comment. on Jer. iii. 2. The 
same Father mentions that a part of the 
road was so infamous for murders, as to 
be called the red or bloody way, and that 
in his time there was a fort there garrisoned 
by Roman soldiers, to protect travellers 
(De locis Hebreis, under Adommim).— 

tk. éav., wishing to carry out the purpose meptém. exactly ‘fell among.’ They sur- 
with which he asked at first, and to cover rounded “him.—ék8vo., not merely of his 
what otherwise would be his shame at clothing, but of all he had ;—‘ despoliave- 
being answered by so simple a reply, and runt eum,’ Vulg.—tvyyxavovta is not = 
that his own,—asks tis...—I may ob- dvra: dyra is understood with hurd. ‘in a 
serve that we need not take the whole of state of (being) half-dead.’—381.] Many 
this explanation, but may well suppose priests journeyed this way, for Jericho was 
that d.ucatcoty éaur. may mean, ‘to get him- a priestly city; this man is perhaps repre- \ 
self out of the difficulty :’ viz. by throwing sented as having been up to Jerusalem in £ 
on Jesus the definition of 6 zAnaioyv, the order of his course, and returning x 
which was very narrowly and technically (katéBavvev).—The Law and Prophets en- - 
interpreted among the Jews, excluding joined this act of mercy which this priest ; 
Samaritans and Gentiles. — 30.] wtmod., refused; see Exod. xxiii. 4, 5. Deut. xxii. ; 
‘taking him up’—implies that the question 1—4. Is. lviii. 7, not, it is true, literally, f 
was made an occasion of saying more than —and therefore he neglected it.—avtumap- a 
the mere answer. See Herod. vii 101. HAvev, he did not even go up’to him to ¢ 
Thucyd. v. 49. — xatéB., both because examine him—but passed by on the oppo- : 
Jerusalem was higher, and because ‘to go site side of the road. —382.| The Levite, - 
up’ is the usual phrase for journeying the inferior minister of the law, did even J 
towards a metropolis. — am. ‘Iep. els worse; when he was at the place, he came 
“feptx®, about 150 stadia distant. The and saw him;—came near—and_ then 
road passed through a wilderness (Josh. passed, as the other. — 33—35.] The 
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Samaritans were entirely, not half, Gen- 
tiles (= adXoyerijc, ch. xvii. 18).—Why 
the Lord mentions the name here, see 
below.—éomAayyv. This was the great dif- 
ference between the Samaritan and the 
others ;—the actions which follow are but 
the expansion of this compassion.—é€Aatoy 
k. olvov. These were usual remedies for 
wounds in the East; Galen, cited by 
Wetstein in loc., prescribes thus for a 
wound in the head, éXatae giAXa Ta ana- 
Awratra Tpivac mapgxet éXatov Kai otvov 
péavoc kat Rarcpie a :—see also Isa. ne 
6.—éml 76 18. «Kr. ‘upon his own ass :’— 
thereby denying himself the use of it.— 
mavdoxetov, the Attic form is tavdoxeior. 
This is the only place where an inn, as we 
understand the word, a house for reception 
of travellers kept by a host, as distin- 
guished from an empty carayanserai, is 
mentioned. The Rabbinical writings fre- 
quently speak of such, but under a name 
adopted from this word, pay2 (Wetstein). 

—é€edO. . . . when he went on his journey. 
—8to Syv. some see in this, two days’ 
wages (Matt. xx. 2).—36.] It will be 
observed that the Lord not only elicits the 
answer from the questioner himself, but 
that it comes in an inverted form. The 
lawyer had asked, to whom he was to 
understand himself obliged to fulfil the 
duties of neighbourship? but the answer 
has for its subject one who fulfilled them to 
another. The reason of this is to be 
found,—partly in the relation of ueigh- 
bourship being mutual, so that if this man 
is my neighbour, I am his also;—but . 
chiefly in the wish of the Lord to bring 
out a strong contrast by putting the hated 
and despised Samaritan in the active place, 
and thus to reflect back the épotws more 
pointedly. — 37.] The lawyer does not 
answer—‘ The Samaritan ;—he avoids this ; 
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but he cannot avoid it in conviction and 
matter of fact.—roiet 6p., i.e. ‘count all 
men thy neighbours and love them as thy- 
self.’ The student accustomed to look at 
all below the surface of Scripture, will not 
miss the meaning which lies behind this 
parable, and which—while disclaiming all . 
fanciful allegorizing of the text—I do not 
hesitate to say that the Lord Himself had 
in view when He uttered it. All acts of 
charity and mercy done here below, are — 
but fragments and derivatives of that one — 
great act of mercy which the Saviour came 
on earth to perform. And as He took on 
Him the nature of us all, being ‘not 
ashamed to call us brethren,’ counting us 
all His kindred,—so it is but natural that 
in holding up a mirror (for such is a 
parable) of the truth in this matter of 
duty, we should see in it not only the 
present and prominent group, but also 
Himself and His act of mercy behind. 
And thus we shall not (in spite of the 
scoffs which are sure to beset such an in- 
terpretation, from the superficial school of 
critics) give up the interpretation of the 
Fathers and other divines, who see in this 
poor traveller, going from the heayenly to 
the accursed city (Josh. vi. 26. 1 Kings 
xvi. 34),—the race of man,—the Adam 
who fell;—in the robbers and murderers, 
him who was a murderer from the be- 
ginning (John viii. 44) ;—in the treatment 
of the traveller, the deep wounds and de- 
spoilment which we have inherited from 
the fall;—in the priest and the Levite 
passing by, the inefficacy of the law and 
sacrifice to heal and clothe us: Gal. iii. 21. 
(Trench remarks, (Parables, 285, note) that 
the Church, by joining the passage Gal. iii. 
16—23 as Epistle, with this Parable as 
Gospel for the 13th Sund. after Trinity, has 
stamped this interpretation with her ap- 
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proval)—in the good Samaritan, Him of 
whom it was lately said, ‘‘ Say we not well 
that thou art a Samaritan, and hast a 
devil?” (John viii. 48)—Who came to bind 
up the broken hearted, to give them the 
oil of joy for mourning (Is. 1xi. 1 ff.) ;— 
Who for our sakes became poor, that we 
through His poverty might become rich,— 
Who, though now gone from us, has left 
with us precious gifts, and charged His 
ministers to feed His lambs, promising 
them when the Chief Shepherd shall 
appear, a crown of glory that fadeth not 
away (1 Pet. v. 2.4). Further perhaps it 
is well not to go;—or, if we do, only in 
our own private meditations, where if we 
have the great clue to such interpretations, 
—Knowledge of Christ for ourselves, and 
a sound mind under the guidance of His 
Spirit,—we shall not go far wrong. But 
minutely to allegorize, is to bring the 
sound spiritual interpretation into disre- 
pute, and throw stumbling-blocks in the 
way of many, who might otherwise arrive 
at it. 
88 — 42.] It surely never could be 

doubted who this Martha and Mary were, 
nor where this took place,—but that the 
harmonizing spirit has so beclouded the 
sight of our critics Bengel believes them 
not to e sisters of Lazarus, but 
another Martha and Mary somewhere else ; 
—and this in spite of the deep psycho- 
logical identity of characters which 
us in John xi. — Greswell believes the 
persons to be the same, but that they had 
another residence in Galilee (!), and endea- 
vours to establish this from John xi. 1 
(where he says a7d only indicates resi- 
dence, é« origin; and the Kkwp is not 
Bethany but the village in Galilee (!), see 
notes there). I shall, as elsewhere, take 
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the text in its most obvious and simple 
interpretation—and where nothing definite 
is asserted in it, throw light on it from 
what we know from other sources. And I 
believe most readers will agree with me in 
taking these for the sisters of Lazarus, and 
the village for Bethany.—88.] év to trop. 
need make no difficulty—the whole of the — 
events related in this section of the Gospel 
are allotted, as in the widest sense they 
belonged, to the last journey of the Lord 
Jrom Galilee, which ended in the triumphal 
entry into Jerusalem ;—see note on ch, ix. 
51. The Lord, as we know that He after- 
wards did, so now probably, when at Jeru- 
salem (at the feast of Dedication), abode 
at Bethany. He ‘loved’—(only used in 
this sense by John with regard to this 
family, and to himself)— Martha and 
Mary and Lazarus—and this word implies 
surely hospitality and intercourse.—yvvy 
tius—it does not follow that Martha was a 
widow—the incident brings out the two 
sisters, and therefore no others are men- 
tioned. She may have had a husband or 
a father living. At all events it is a con- 
sistency belonging to real life, that we find 
the same person prominent in the family 
in John, as here. —89.] It does not appear 
that the meal had begun—far rather is it 
likely that Martha was busy about pre- 
paring it. Mary sat at Jesus’ feet, as His 
disciple, while He was discoursing. — 40.] 
mepieomr. is a word of later Greek. It 
exactly answers to the Latin ‘torqueor’ 
used in the same connexion by Horace, 
sat. ii. 8, 67, and to our midland pro- 
vincial expression ‘to be put about,’ mean- 
ing, ‘to be distracted with officious care.’— 
értot. generally, but not always, used by 
Luke of a sudden coming into presence. 
It looks here as if the Lord were teaching 
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in another apartment from that where the 
dtakovia was going on :—this appears also 
in the katéAure. — 41, 42.] The repetition 
of her name indicates reproof.—pepipvgs 
expresses the inner anxiety (from peoiZw), 
tupBaly the outer bustle and Confusion. — 
mwohha, ‘many things’ —€vos, ‘of one 
thing :’ perhaps we should not express the 
two words more definitely, for fear of 

_ narrowing the wide sense in which they 
are spoken. I can hardly doubt that the 
Lord, in the first and most obvious mean- 
ing, indicated that simpler preparation 
would have been all that was needful, but 
the woAXa leads to the év, and that to the 
Gya07 pepts, the gy being the middle term 
of comparison between the natural zodda 
and the spiritual aya0y epic. So that 
the whole will imply—only within the 
circle of Christ’s disciples, those who act 
from love (mistaken or otherwise) to Him, 
—much as John vi. 27,—and set before us 

the bread which perisheth on one hand, 
and that which endureth to everlasting life 
on the other. The a&ya67 pepis, ‘the good 
portion,’ is the vy which is needful—see 
John vi. 53,—the feeding on the bread of 
life by faith,—which faith cometh by hear- 
ing, and hearing by the Adyo¢ Tov ‘Incov 
which Mary was now receiving into her 
soul, and which (John vi. 54) shall never 
be taken away, but result in everlasting 
life —The two types of character have ever 
been found in the Church; both, caring 
for Him,—and for love to Him doing what 
they do: but the one busy and restless, 
anxious and stirring; the other, quiet and 
humble, content to sit at His feet and 
learn. We see here which of the two He 
praises. But on the other hand we must 
not derive any argument hence against an 

active Christian life of doing good: this 
zs, in fact, to sit at His feet and learn—to 
take His yoke on us, and learn of Him. 
It is the bustling about the zod\d of 
which there is no need, which is blamed; 
not the working out the fruits of the Spirit, 
which are needful,—being parts themselves 
of the ayaG7) pepic. 

Cuap. XI. 1—13.] The locality and 
time of the following incident are alike in- 
definite. The only limits are those of the 
great journey which is the subject of this 
section. There is no reason for supposing 
this to be the only occasion on which the 
Lord delivered this prayer to His disciples. 
In the Sermon on the Mount, it stands in 
close connexion with what goes before ;— 
and here also. In so weighty a summary 
of His teaching as that was, He was not 
likely when speaking of prayer, to omit it ; 
—when asked by His disciples to teach them 
to pray, He was not likely to depart from 
the form once given them. Such are ordi- 
nary probabilities, antecedent to every 
question affecting the two Gospels: and 
those critics who throw aside all such, are 
far more prejudiced in reality, than those 
who allow them full weight. ‘The pecu- 
liar and abridged form in Luke,” says 
Meyer, “is a proof that the Apostolic 
Church did not use the Lord’s Prayer as 
a form.” Rather, we may say, a proof of 
the fidelity with which our Evangelist re- 
produced his original reports, not correct- 
ing them as others after him did (see var. 
read.) to suit the forms most probably in 
use. If the Apostolic Church did not use 
the Lord’s Prayer as a form,—when did its 
use Legit, which we find in every known 
Liturgy ? (see Bingham, Antiqq. xiii. 7.)— 
1.] xa8. k. "Iw. . . . of this fact we know 

“ 
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nothing beyond the allusion here. —2.] 
Stay mpos. déy. ... more definite than 
otrwe mpog..--in Matt. On the prayer 
itself, see notes on Matt. vi. 9—13.— 
8.] 7d cad’ yp... . ‘for that day’s need,’ 
or ‘for that day,’ i. e. ‘day by day.’ No 
substantive need be supplied after +6. — 
4.] wal yap air... . expressed here more 
strongly than in Matt., as the plea for the 
exercise of the Divine forgiveness to us,— 
‘ for it is our own practice also to forgive: 
but notice the difference,—there is no 
Gpaptia here between man and man, only 
the ordinary business word of this world, — 
—. ddethovte Hp. This may serve to 
show how far ‘ Luke’s reporter’ (De Wette) 
was from misunderstanding the words of 
the Lord: that reporter, as Stier well ob- 
serves, (Reden Jesu, iii. 142,) being no 
other than the Holy Spirit Himself, whose 
special guidance was promised in bringing 
to mind the things said by Jesus (John xiv. 
2;). — 5.] Now follows a parable on con- 
tinuing instant in prayer, of the same nature 
as that in ch. xviii. 2ff. In both parables, 
the argument is ‘a fortiori;’ ‘if selfish 
man can be won by prayer and importunity 
to give, and unjust man to do right, much 
more certainly shall the Jountiful Lord 
bestow, and the righteous Lord do justice.” 
Trench, Parables, p. 291, who further re- 

ABCD 

—_ 

marks, that here intercessory prayer is the 
subject of the Parable: there, personal. 
And, that we must remember that all reluc- 

tance on the part of God to answer our 
prayers is not real, but apparent only, and 
arises from deeper reasons working for our 
good: whereas the reluctance in these two 
parables is real, arising from selfishness 
and contempt of justice—The interroga- 
tive form continues to oot, ver. 8, ‘Who 
of you shall be in these supposed circum- 
stances ?? Aé€yw tp. . . «.7.A. — 6.] trap. 
é& 68. In the East it was and is the custom 
to travel late at night, for coolness’ sake.— 
Why tpets dorove, does not appear. I 

* forbear to give the allegorical interpretations 
of the number, which abound: the signi- 
ficance of the thing asked for, see below on 
ver. 13. — 7.] We have an interesting frag- 
ment of domestic life here given us. The 
door is ‘ barred,’ not only ‘ shut:’ there is 
the trouble of unbarring it: the father and 
children are in bed (eis tT. «. eto. ellipt. 
for ‘have gone éi¢ rT. «. and are éy 77) kK.’ 
see reff.) ; (observe how in all the parables 
which place the Father, or the Husband, 
before us, the Mother, or the Bride, does 

not appear ;) and he cannot (i. e. will not, 
cannot from being overcome by reluctance) 
rise and give to him. —8.] dvatSeva is too 
mildly rendered by ‘importunity, BE. V. 
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It should be ‘shamelessness.’ It is pre- 
supposed here that the postulant goes on 
knocking and asking. —9.] What follows 
is in the closest connexion, and will not bear 
the idea that it is transferred here merely 
as being appropriate. The aireiv, Cnretv, 
cpovev, all answer to the features of the 
parable. —10.] declares to us not merely 
a result observable here among men, (in 
which sense it is no¢ universally true,) but 
a great law of our Father's spiritual King- 
dom; a clause out of the eternal covenant, 
which cannot be changed. — 11—13.] The 
Lord sets forth the certainty of our obtain- 
ing the Holy Spirit (the unspeakable gift, 
in which all other ayaa ddpuara are in- 
cluded,) from our Father, by another ‘a for- 
tiori’ argument, drawn from the love of 
earthly parents, so far less careful and 
tenderly wise than He is over His children. 
—The construction, as before (ver. 5), is a 
mixed one: half interrogative, half hypo- 
thetical. For the rest, see notes on Matt. 
vil. 7 ff. The egg and scorpion are added 
here. The serpent and scorpion are the 
positively mischievous ; the samples, ch. x. 
19, of the duvapuc Tov éyPo00:—the stone, 
that which is simply unfit for food. So 
that God’s answers to our prayers consist 

K. QUT. 

of neither useless nor mischievous things, 
but of His best gift—His Holy Spirit— 
in all the various and fitting manifestations 
of His guidance and consolation and teach- 
ing in our lives. This is (because this 
takes of and imparts to us, by leading us 
continually to Him who is,) the dproe of 

the parable ; — the ‘ paterfamilias’ is our 
Father in Heaven, with whom however the 
night is as the day, who never slumbers 
nor sleeps. It has been noticed how by 
the hungry traveller coming to the man, 
may be imported, in the depth of the para- 
ble, the awakening in a man’s own soul 
(which is so precious to him) of that hunger 
which he has nothing to satisfy, and which 
none but God can satisfy. The student 
may, as in the foregoing parable, follow out 
this clue for himself (proyided it be done 
soberly) with much interest and profit.— 
Notice that when we address God (ver. 2), 
He is 6 warno 6 év r. o}p.—when He an- 
swers us, He is 6 warno 6 €& ovo. In the 
former case we go up into Him and His 
abode; in the latter He comes down to us. 
The construction is not (Meyer) 6 év otpa- 
vp t& ovo. dwoet: but the one so common 
in good Greek, 6 éx eAutovyfoou 7OXe- 
poe, denoting the quarter whence the in- 
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fluence implied in the substantive comes, 
which here is the result of that relation im- 
lied in zarno. 
14—86.] Matt. xii. 25—45. Mark iii. 

23—29. The reasonings of Greswell to 
show that Luke relates an entirely different 
incident from Matt. and Mark, able and 
well conducted as they are, fail to carry 
conviction to my mind.—The marks of 
identity are too many and striking to be 
mistaken ; and on the plan of discrimina- 
tion which he has adopted, I am persuaded 
that we might prove four distinct Cruci- 
fixions and Resurrections to have happened, 
just as easily. Besides, it is quite impos- 
sible to carry the hypothesis throughout 
this section of Luke’s Gospel: and when 
it has been once given up, a considerable 
difference is made othe way of regarding 
the various narrations. On the side of 
which Evangelist the strict accuracy lies, 
it is next to impossible for us now to de- 
cide. I am inclined to think with Schleier- 
macher (transl., p. 190), that the section 
from xi. 14 
is a connected whole, or, at all events, is 
intended to form such. But then the whole 
is introduced (ver. 14) without any mark of 
connexion with the preceding, and termi- 
nated as abruptly.—On the other hand, the 
narrative in Matt. is introduced by his 
usual réte, following upon a very general 
description of a retirement of the Lord, 
and His being pursued by multitudes, all 
of whom He healed; but whether the ot 
éxAot are the same, and the ré7e meant to 
specify that this incident occurred then and 
there, is by no means certain. Nor is the 
close of the section (xii. 50) bound very 
closely to xiii. 1, which commences ev 
éxeivy Ty 1)épq, and can hardly be said 
with certainty to define ¢he very same natu- 
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ral day. We may observe that the at- 
tendant circumstances, as introduced and 
closed in Mark ii. 20. iv. 1, are equally 
indeterminate. I therefore leave the diffi- 
culty where I found it, and where I believe 
it will ever remain, during our present state 
of imperfection; only observing, that the 
important incident and discourse grounded 
on it is no way thereby invalidated in au- 
thority. It seems to have been a portion 
of the evangelic history, the position of 
which was not exactly and_ satisfactorily 
fixed; of which there have been already 
some instances (see ch. ix. 57—62) and 
there are, as will be seen, yet more as we 
proceed. —14.] kwdov—and blind, Matt. 
ver. 22, where see notes on all the common 
matter. —15.] twés é& ait. No inference 
can here be drawn that these persons were 
not Pharisees (as Greswell has done), and 
consequently that the charge proceeded 
from a different quarter. —16.] This is not 
mentioned here by Matt., but further on 
in the discourse, ver. 38. No distinction 

(Gresw.) can be drawn between onp. and 
onp. é& ovp., for (1) the Lord answers the 
demand in both places by the same reply, 
—the sign of Jonas, see also Matt. xvi. 1 
—4; and (2) the ordinary Jewish idea at- 
tached to onp. would imply é& ovp.: see 
notes on Matt. xvi. 1.—17.] ei8as: so 
Matt., also ver. 25. — otk. éml olx.] The 
ordinary rendering, ‘and house (divided) 
against house, falleth,’ is certainly right. 
Before Meyer charged this interpretation 
with haying entirely arisen out of harmo- 
nistic considerations, he should have ascer- 
tained whether such an expression as a — 
Kingdom falling oixog ézi oixoy is even — 
tolerable, The ruling idea of the saying 
having been given D Bao. ed’ éEautiqv, 
the emphatic pronoun need not be ex- 

ABCD 
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pressed again. Similarly we have, 1 Cor. 
ii. 11, Tic oldey avOparwy Ta Tod avOpu- 
TOV, él Hy TO wv. TOU avOowrov TO Ev 
aiz@ ; the 6 avo. being the same through- 
out. — 20.] ev SaxtUho 0. = év mvevpare 
@. Matt. No distinction can be established, 
as Gresw. attempts. The one expression 
explains the other. What was done (He- 
braistically speaking) by the finger of God, 
was done by the Spirit of God. We have 
much greater variations than this in sayings 
demonstrably the same. And as to what 
the same author maintains about the rela- 
tive magnitude of the works of the finger, 
hand, and arm of God, a reference to Ps. 
viii. 4, where the heavens are ‘the works 
of Thy fingers,’ will sufficiently show how 
little reliance is to be placed on such sub- 
tilties. — 21.] This parabolic sentence is 
in close connexion with many prophetic 
sayings, Is. xl. 10 marg. liii. 12, and most 
pointedly Is. xlix. 24, 25. It will be re- 
membered that the Baptist called the Lord 
by this name, 6 isyupdreopoc—placing after 
it, it is true, pov, but still using it as in- 
dicative of the Almightiness of the Son of 
God, rather than in comparison with him- 
self. See Col. ii. 15.—The ioyvpds is the 
adversary, Satan; his avAy, this present 
world,—John xii. '31. xiv. 30. xvi. 11. His 
goods, or tools, or spoils,—ra imapxovra 

Vox. I. 

= Ta oKevn = Ta oKva,—are the sons of 
men,—2 Tim. ii. 26. 1 John v. 19 (Greek). 
With these is he clothed and armed, or 
rather with their evil capacities, which he 
furbishes and brightens for his use: with 
the zavorXia rov dtaddov, compare, 
by way of contrast, the tavorNia row Geod, 
Eph. vi. 11. 20. Without these arms and 
tools he would be powerless :—the evil one 
must have evil men—something receptive 
of evil—to work upon. But these the 
isxupdrepoc takes from him, and divides 
his spoils, Is. lili, 12. In Col. ii. 15 we 
have the word azexdvodpevoc—referring 
probably to this very saying of the Lord. 
He divides his spoils—turns to His own 
use and that of His followers all that good 
which the enemy had corrupted into evil. 
— The Stronger had already come into the 
strong man’s house—the Saviours into the 
world—and was robbing him of his cap- 
tives, and making them into His own dis- 
ciples,—e. g. Mary Magdalene and others: 
—but the work was not fully completed 
yet, till the Lord, by and in His death, 
overcame him that had the power of death, 
i.e. the devil.—And that His great victory 
is still proceeding ;—He is still taking from 
him one and another,—rescuing the sons 
of men by the power of His Gospel, till 
the end, when He shall (Rey. xx. 1) bind 
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him in the abyss; and though loosed for 
the final conflict by His sufferance, shall 
cast him overthrown into the lake of fire 
for ever,—Rev. xx. 14. —23.] see on Matt. 
ver. 30. — 24—26.] see on Matt. xii. 43. 
—27, 28.] This little but most instructive 
incident, here interposed, serves to show 
the originality of Luke’s account, and that, 
whatever its position may be, it is itself of 
the highest authority. The woman appa- 
rently was influenced by nothing but com- 
mon-place and unintelligent wonder at the 
sayings and doings of Jesus:—and she 
broke out, with true womanly feeling, into 
a blessing of the mother who bare such a 
wonderful Teacher. Such seems to be the 
account of the incident itself—The Lord’s 
reply is indeed wonderful :—(1) In reproof. 
He corrects in her the unapprehensiveness 
of His word, which had caused her to go 
no further into the meaning of it than this 
ordinary eulogy imported,—and gives her an 
admonition how to profit better by it in 
future.—(2) In humility:—He disclaims 
all this kind of admiration for His human- 
ity: and says not ‘My word,’ but ‘the 
word of God,’ which is in fact the same, 
but takes the view off from Him in His 
abasement, unto the Father who sent Him. 
—(3) In truth: He does not deny the 
honour hereby pronounced upon His mo- 
ther, but beautifully turns it to its true 
side—viz. that which was given her long 
since—paxapia 4} motevoaga, ch. i. 45. 
—Her blessedness consisted not so much in 

faithful observance of the word of the Lord 
spoken to her. On gvAdooew adrov, see 
ch. ii. 19. 51. — Nor again does He deny 
that to have borne Him was an honour— 
pevovrye is ‘imo vero’—‘ yes indeed, but.’ 
—(4) In prophetic discernment. It will 
be seen that this answer cuts at the root of 
all Mariolatry, and shows us in what the 
true honour of that holy woman consisted, 
—in faith and obedience. As the mother 
of the Lord, she represents our human 
race, unto whom a child is born, a son is 
given; no individual exclusive honour is 
due to her, any more than to Cornelius, 
who was singled out from the Gentile world, 
and honoured by an angelic message relative 
to the divine purposes :—if she were, as 
there is every reason to conclude she was, 
a believer in her Son, the Son of Man, she 

being His mother, as in her lowly and \\ 

\ 

bore Christ in a far higher and more blessed /> 
sense than by being His mother in His 
humanity. And this honour may all be- 
lievers in Him partake of with her—there- 
fore the Lord says not 1) axovovca r. X. 
.... but ot axovorrec. — 29.] This is now 
in answer to those who sought of Him™a 
sign from Heaven.—rtav OyX. éradp. ... 
perhaps in expectation, as He paused in 
His discourse, that the sign was now about 
to be shown:—see notes on Matt. for the 
main subject.—Here we have one part of 
the sign of Jonas brought out, which is not 
touched on in Matt., viz. his preaching 
after his resurrection to the Ninevitery 
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s = Matt. vii. 17, 18. Rev. Xvi. 2. Jer. xxiv. passim. 

uu indic. Col. ii. 8. Heb. iii. 12. Gal. iv. 11. 
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55. Judith 
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q Matt. vi. 22 only. Prov. x. 9. r Matt. xvii. 
t || only. Prov. iv.19. 

v = here only. Deut. xxxii. 41. 
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announcing—for that would necessarily be 
involved in that preaching—the wonderful 
judgment of God in bringing him there, 
—and thus making his own deliverance, that 
he might preach to them, a sign to that 
people; which sign (ver. 32) they received, 
and repented :—but a greater than Jonas, 
showing and preaching a greater sign by 
far, this generation shall reject.—82. m\etov 
"Iva, not, ‘a greater than Jonas,’ or ‘ than 
Solomon ;’ but Jonah = ¢he sign of Jo- 
nah,—so that m\etov is He who is the sign 
to this generation:—a sign, 7\etov, both 
in its actuality,—its significance,—and its 
consequences. The order, here, seems to 
be for the sake of climax ;—for the under- 
valuing and not appreciating His wisdom, 
will not lie so heavy on them in the judg- 
ment, as the rejection of His preaching of 
repentance. — 38—86.| The Lord goes on 
to speak of His teaching and miracles, which 
this generation despised, and demanded a 
sign from Heaven in preference; He tells 
them that they will not see the significance 
of them, because they shut the eyes of 
their understanding, which should be the 
light of the soul ;—this is set before them 

. in a parable concerning the light of the 

éorty cKorivoy tort D.—for vv. 35, 36, D abd have ei ody To pH TO éy col 
illuminabit cv. — 37. aft. 

body, which is the outward eye. The sen- 
tences are repeated from the Sermon on 
the Mount, see Matt. v.15. vi. 22 f. (where 
see notes on all that is common,) and Luke 
viii. 16: but, as has been shown, the truth 
shines from a different side of them here. 
—33.] kpvmrnv, (for so it should be ac- 
centuated,) ‘a crypt,’ or covered passage ; 
THY aTroKovgor oikiayv, Euthym. Athenzeus, 
v. 205, describing a splendid ship built by 
Ptolemy Philopator, speaks of a kova7Tn 
poaypotc kal Oupicr eS il mavrobey. 
—35.] oxdmwer.. pi... ‘ take heed, lest’ 

. and the éotiy, more forcible than 4, 
implies the actual existence, in the hearers, 
of the state against which they are cau- 
tioned :—oxé7et, pi) 0 vouC 0) guTaywyo¢ 
The Wuxne cov oxoria0g 4 7d TOV TaDdr. 
Euthym.—36.] ‘‘ Tautological : the second 
member contains the same assertion as the 
first’’ (De Wette).—Let us examine this. 
‘When thine eye is single (ver. 34),—1. e. 
simple,—straight and single-seeing,—thy 
whole body will be light.’ Then (ver. 36), 
—‘if this be so,—if thy whole body be 
light, having no part dark,—then it shall 
all be light as when a lamp with its bright- 
ness illuminates thee.’ Of what is the Lord 
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{ speaking ? Of His teaching, as apprehended 
| by the simple, single-seeing soul. If then 

the soul be so,—having no part darkened 
by prejudice or selfish lusts, and approach 
thus to His teaching, it shall be wholly 
illuminated by it, as by the candle of the 
Lord searching its inward parts. So this 
saying, which, even as it stands, is not 
tautological,— for the second clause ex- 
presses the further result and waxing on- 
ward of the shining light, arising from the 
singleness of the eye,—becomes, in its spi- 
ritual significance, a weighty declaration of 
truth, answering to ch. viii. 15:—see also 

_ John viii. 12. 
37—54.| There can be no antecedent 

improbability in the supposition that the 
Lord spoke on various occasions, and with 
various incidental references, the compo- 
nent parts of that great anti-pharisaic dis- 
course contained in Matt. xxi: hat was 
spoken in the temple, during the last week 
of His ministry ;—it formed the solemn 
close of His public teaching,—and at the 
end of it He departed out of the temple to 
return no more. I do not think it possible 
to suppose any part of that discourse in 
Matthew to be related otherwise than in 
its true place; all probability is against 
such an idea,—and so is the character of 
the reports of discourses in that Gospel, 
in general so strictly coherent and exact. 
There is then but one supposition left, un- 

rere 
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afterwards solemnly closed His public mi- 
nistry. See throughout, notes on Matt. 
xxlii.—37.] aptotyoy, the morning meal. 
—eised. 8. avémeoev] i.e. without any 
delay ; as soon as He had entered, He sat 
down.—38.] The expression of this wonder 
is not stated, but is probable. The Lord 
would hardly have so suddenly begun, tpets , 
ot &., unless something had been said, to 
which by assent they were parties. See 
His proceeding when nothing was said,— 
ch. vii. 39, 40.—éBamr. . . . This use of 
the word shows that it did not imply ne- 
cessarily immersion of the whole body ;— 
for it was only the hands which the Phari- 
sees washed before meat. — 39.] There is 
not the least improbability or incongruity 
in the Lord’s having thus spoken as a guest 
at a meal (as Strauss, Schleiermacher, De 
Wette, &c., 

of reproof and teaching was never sus- 
maintain) ;—His solemn work \ 

pended out of mere compliment,—nor were _ 
the intentions of the Pharisees towards Him tf 
so friendly as these invitations seem to im- 
ply. They were given mostly from defer- 
ence to popular opinion, and from no love 
to Him ;—sometimes even with a directly 
hostile object: see vv. 53, 54, and comp. 
also ch. vii. 44—46. Observe also, that 
the severest parts of the discourse in Matt. 
(vv. 13—22. 33) were not uttered on this 
occasion.—yvvy, i.e. as instanced by your 
present conduct—‘ Here is an instance of 

less we suppose Luke to have put together your’ &c.— ToU wor. kK. T. miv.—under- 
at random a number of fragments, and to stand, ‘in the proverb’—or perhaps the 
have inserted them here, creating an occa- 
sion for them (for it amounts to this), which 
is equally inconceivable. And that is, that 
the Lord spoke at this meal, the occasion 

application is left to be enthymematically 
filled up, for the next clause presupposes 
it.—To €€wbev and To €owbev of a man, are 
not the outside and inside of the body— 

‘t 
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j being the wonder of the Pharisee at His 
./ not washing before sitting down to meat, 

_ parts of that discourse, with which He 

\ 

but the outside apparent conduct, and the 
inner unseen motives. —40.] seems clearly 
to me to be a question, and to mean, as~ 
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E. V., ‘ Did not He, who made the outside, 
make the inside also ?’—i. e. if His works 
have become unclean and polluted through 
sin, what is the use of only partially purg- 
ing them,—not accomplishi he purga- 
tion ?—must not the cleansing, to be good 
for any thing, extend to the whole ?—The 
making 6 toijoas to mean ‘he who has 
cleansed,’ and a negative, instead of an 
interrogative sentence—‘ ye fools, he who 
has cleansed the outside has not cleansed 
the inside also’—gives, especially as the 
same was more strongly implied in ver. 39, 

the most frigid sense imaginable; and I 
can only wonder that Stier, after Kuinoel 
and others, should have adopted it. — 41.] 
Here again I am compelled entirely to differ 
from Stier, who, with Erasmus, Lightfoot, 
Kuinoel, Schleiermacher, &c., understands 
this as zronical—‘ but ye give alms of their 
contents, and behold, all things are clean 
(in your estimation) to you.’ But (1) this 
is inconsistent with the imperative Sdre. 
(2) It would require ix roy évdyTwy, for 
the Pharisees did not give Ta évévra in 
this sense. (3) It would be altogether ir- 
revelant to the matter in hand, which was 
reproof to the Pharisees for their care about 
outward cleanliness, when the inside was 
left unclean. (4) It would be altogether 
contrary to the Lord’s usual habit of speak- 
ing about giving alms, to make Him cast a 
slur on it, as this would do: see Mark x. 21. 
Luke xii. 33, where the expression is very 
similar to this.—The command is a rebuke 

for their covetousness (see ch. xvi. 14), 

txt A B ac. — 44. broKourai om. BC L 9al. ac 
ucif’) 6 Syr. AXth, al—éoré prnpeia adnra 

Gi @ e\elre 

which follows in close connexion with ap- 
mayy and movypia, ver. 39. The ta év- 
évra are the contents of the vessel, which 
vessel (ver. 39) is dpets : = therefore in 
its meaning the Ta dTapxovTa of ch. xii. 
33,—and the wavra kaBapa é eoTLy answers 
to the @jaavpos év ovpary of that verse, 
the result of which is the Kkap8ia év ov- 
pav:—and such persons being Ka0apol 
TH Kapdia,—to them, as Tote KaQagoie, 
wavTa KkaQapa (Tit. i. 15).—42.] ‘ But 
woe unto you, for ye do not this,—but 
make the most trifling payments,’ &c. 
The connexion, which is thus so close, is quite 
destroyed by thie ironical interpretatign of 
ver. 41. See note on Matt. xxiii. 23.—43.] 
Matt. xxiii. 6, 7. There doubtless was 
ample illustration of this at the time and 
place when it was spoken.—44.] see Matt. 
ver. 27 ;—but here the point of comparison 
is different. There (see note) the sepul- 
chres are whited, that men may not pass 
over them unawares; and the comparison 
is to the outside fairness, and inside abomi- 
nation. Here, the graves are not seen, 
and men thinking they are walking on 
clean ground are defiled by passing over 
them. Perhaps the difference of expression 
may have been occasioned by the greater 
wealth and splendour and display of the 
Pharisees in the metropolis, where Matt. 
xxiii. was spoken.—45.]| This man appears 
to have been not a common Pharisee merely, 
but besides, a vopedc, whose duty it espe- 
cially was to interpret the law. Perhaps 
he found himself involved in the censure 
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avTOL OUK + eicnAOare, Kal ToUC ELCEO~ 
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"ABeX ins. rou dukaiov K M 8 al. c.—rou (2nd) 

ins. A C.—Z. viov Bapaxiov D al. d Copt. —for Tov am. per. s—by . 
épovevoay ava péicov D a.—for oixov, vaod D d.— 52. for 7h0- > éxovare D abed.—xai 
avrot D abe.—ree. eicndOere. 

of ver. 42; or generally among the other 
Pharisees. — 46.] see on Matt. ver. 4. — 
47.] see on Matt. ver. 29—32. — 48.] see 
on Matt. vv. 34—36.—We have here a re- 
markable variation of expression in ver. 49. 
H godia tod Geod cimev here, = éyw, 
Matt. Various explanations have been 
given of this. The difficulty is not the 
variation just noticed, so much as that no 
such passage exists in the O.T. But I 
have little doubt that the true explan- 
ation is this:—the whole saying is a refer- 
ence to 2 Chron. xxiv. 18—22, and so 
marked a one, that I am surprised no com- 
mentators but Olshausen and Stier should 
have observed it, and they not thoroughly. 
That passage opens with remarks of the 
sacred historian on the delinquency of 
Judah and Jerusalem after the death of 
Jehoiada the priest:—then, ver. 19, ‘He 
sent prophets to them, to bring them again 
to the Lord; and they testified against 
them: but they would not give ear. And 
the Spirit of God came upon Zechariah 
the son of Jehoida the priest, which stood 
above the people, and said unto them...... 

txt ABC DEL M 8 al.—elcropevopivovc D.—d3. for 

And they conspired against him, and stoned 
him with stones at the commandment of 
the king in the court of the house of the 
Wordise. sj). .- And when he died, he said, 
The Lord look upon it, and require it.’ 
The words in our text are not indeed a 
citation, but an amplification of ver. 19 
there—a paraphrase of them,—giving the 
true sense of what the wisdom of God in- 
tended by them; — enlarging the mere 
historical notice which laid hold of God’s 
purpose only by one thread let down to the 
earth,—into the Divine revelation of the 
whole purpose of God as the counsel of His 
will in heaven. In Matt. the Lord Jesus 
Himself, as became the solemnity of that 
final and awful close of His testimony to His 
own who received Him not, stands forth as 
the Doer of this work,—the Sender of the 
Prophetsand Apostles. (On ‘son of Barachias’ 
see on Matt. ver. 35.)—Perhaps the strangest 
solution of the difficulty above noticed is 
that of Meyer (second ed.), who supposes 
the words to have been inserted here from 
Matthew, and introduced as a quotation by 
» ood. T. 0. eivey (!!), which Luke puts 
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txt (om. avrov and add 
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many mss., butom. ABC DEGH KLM VX loall. abe. 
for @np..... oTOmaroc,—agpoppyy tiva NaBety D abe.—karnyopnoovor A. 
kaTynyopijcatavrou D. txt BC abev. 

Cuapr. XII. 1. for iy . 
and add ad eum ec. 

\ into the mouth of Jesus Himself, ‘ laft bier 
Sefum felbft reden.’?— 52.] Hp. rhv 
KA. THS yv. = KAEieTE THY Bac. T. ov. 
éumooc0ey 7. avO. Matt. ver. 14, which 

—the key of knowledge (i. e. not of, as ad- 
words are the best explanation of our text: 

0 

/ 

of the usual dative: 
mapbévouc, Jos. Antt. v 

Ve Ap. XIT: 19) A 

mitting to, knowledge—but the key is the 
knowledge), being that right understanding 
of the Law and Prophets, which should 
show Him to the people, of Whom they 
testified; this the expounders of Scripture 

_ had taken away, neither themselves enter- 
ing, nor permitting those to enter who 
were otherwise doing so,—and thus shut- 
ting the kingdom of heaven in men’s faces. 
— 53.) évéx., arm understood, see reff., 
‘to press vehemently upon Him’ with a 
hostile view. — a&troo. — dmooropariZey 
faci Tov OudaoKadoy, bray Kedever TOY 
maida Néyeg atra azd oréparoc, Suidas. 
So it will mean, to examine Him,—to 
question Him,—especially, we may sup- 
pose, on such things as would require 
answers out of, or expository of, the Law, 
as they catechised in schools. — 54.] évedp. 
avtév. The accus. is Hellenistic, instead 

So évndpevoay Tac 
Baye OE pazisis 
A discourse spoken 

immediately or very soon after the former, 
and in connexion with it ;—consisting for 
the most part of sayings repeated from 
other occasions, and found nearly verbatim 
in Matt. It is impossible that there should 
be any reasonable doubt of this view, when 
we remember that some of them have ap- 
peared before, or appear again, in this very 
Gospel.— While the Lord was in the house 

cnr. om. B L al. Copt.— 
evowowy 

. . 0xAOV,—TOAAGY O& byAwY upTEpLEydvTwY Kick D bed, 
txt A B C.—écre add. ovyrviysty D d.—ijr. to. vroKp. TOV Pap. 

of the Pharisee, the multitudes appear to 
have assembled together again; if, that is, 
the concluding verses of the last chap. are 
to be understood of an attack then and 
there made on Him by the Scribes and 
Pharisees. If so, év ots will mean, ‘ during 
which things,’ viz. those related above.— 
He comes forth to them in the spirit of the 
discourse which He has just completed, 
and cautions His disciples against that part 
of the character of the Pharisees which was 
most dangerous to them. ‘The connexion 
of these twelve verses may be thus enun- 
ciated :—Beware of hypocrisy (ver. ]), for 
all shall be made evident in the end (ver. 2), 
and ye are witnesses and sharers in this 
unfolding of the truth (ver. 3).— In this 
your work, ye need not fear men; for your 
Father has you in His keeping (vv. 4—7) 
—and the confession of My name is a glo- 
rious thing (ver. 8), but the rejection of it 
(ver. 9), and especially the ascription of 
My works to the evil one (ver. 10), a fear- 
ful one.—And in this confession ye shall 
be helped by the Holy Spirit in the hour 
of need (vv. 11, 12). —1.] mpa@tov. I am 
not. convinced by Olsh., De Wette, and 

_.-Meyer, that this belongs to mposéx. .. Every 
instance which they quote of zodror being 
thus used, is where some definite matter 
is subsequent to the thing said or done; 
e.g. Matt. vi. 33. But here is no such 
matter :—7p. would only mean, ‘ earnestly’ 
—‘be sure that you’ . which meaning 
I do not think it bears. I have therefore 
coupled it with Tots p. avt., as distinguish- 
ing this section from what "follows spoken 
to the crowd, ver. 13 ff. On the rest, see 
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on Matt. xvi. 6. — 2—9.] see on Matt. x. 
26—33.—3.] av@ dv, ‘wherefore.’—4. | rots 
didois pov: 
see on Matt. xii. 31. — 11,12.] see on 
Matt. x. 19, 

13—21.] 
man was evidently not a disciple, nor pre- 
paring to be one, (as Schleierm. thinks,) 
but some hearer in the crowd, whose mind 
had been working in him during the Lord’s 

ticgtowow BL X 9. 
mpomenpvare D. pepipynonre L Q X Orig. al. 

txt A Q. —elc 1b); 
txt A.—7) ri om. 

last sayings about the care of Providence 
for his friends, and he thought this was 
just the care his circumstances wanted ;— 
being, as appears, oppressed by his brother 
in the matter of his patrimony. Possibly 
too he had an idea that the Messias, or the 
great Rabbi to whom he was listening, was 
come to set all things right ;—and with that 
feeling which we all have of the surpassing 
injustice of owr own wrongs, broke out with 

see John xv. 13—15.—10.] 

20. 
Peculiar to Luke. —18.] The 
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this inopportune request. — 14.] avOp. +, @ including time and eternity. This is self- 
word of solemn reproof; see Rom. ii. 1. 
ix. 20. The av@p. also forms a definite 
subject for jas to refer to, . . . ‘men,’ i.e. 
mankind in general. This question is ex- 
pressed in almost the very words of the 
Egyptian rejecting the arbitration of Moses, 
Exod. ii. 14 ;—and may show us the essen- 
tial difference of the two offices of Moses 
and Christ. — 15.] atrovs, i.e. roy dyXov. 
He saw into the coyetousness of the man’s 
disposition, and made it an instructive 
warning for His hearers. — maons mA. 
There is a meaning in waons—every kind 
of wr. This kind, of which they had an 
example before them, was by no means one 
of the worst; but a// kinds must be avoided. 

‘not, because a man 
has abundance, does his life (therefore) con- 
sist in his goods.’ That is, ‘no man’s life’ 
tory ix THY UTapy., ‘consists in what 
he possesses ;’ (odx tm’ dotw povw Cyoerat 
advOpwroc).... ‘nor’ tv Tw TEpLTTEvELY 
tin, ‘by his having abundance, can this 
be made to be the case.’—Man’s life is of 
God, not of his goods, however abundant 
they may be. And this is the lesson con- 
veyed by the following parable, and lying 
at the foundation of the still higher les- 
son conveyed in ver. 21.—{w7 is life in 
the pregnant sense, emphatically his life ; 

evident from the parable and its application. 
—16.] The Lord in this parable sets before 
us one arrived at the very height of worldly 
prosperity, and that by no unfair means ; 
‘non limite perturbato, non spoliato pau- 
pere, non circumvento simplice.’ Augus- 
tine (Trench, p. 303). It was by God’s 
blessing that he became thus rich, which 
might have been a real blessing, if he 
had known how to use it.—17.] ‘cha- 
racter animi sine requie quieti, egregie 
expressus.’ Bengel. — ov €xw Tov ovv. 

. Habes apothecas—inopum sinus, vi- 
fia domus, ora infantum..... Istee 
sunt apothece que maneant in eternum. 
Ambrose de Nabuthe, ch. vii. —18.] ‘‘ His 
folly is fourfold :—he forgets the Giver, 
(my fruits, my goods,)—he greedily reserves 
all for himself, (cuvvagw éxet mavra,)—he 
imagines such things to be food for his 
soul, (Wuxy ..... dvat., p., 1., evpp.)— —he 
forgets death, which is every day possible.” 
(Stier, iii. 166.) A very striking similarity 
is found in Sir. xi. 1g-T0 tere m\ouTaY 
amo TPOCOXIIC Kat opryyiac adrou, Kat 
airy y] Heic TOU pioOov avrou év tT 
elm ety avrov Evpov avaTavaw, Kai vuv 

payopar tk TOY ayalav pou, kal ovK olde 
Tig Kaupoc Tapehevoerat, Kat KkaraXetWer 

avra érépotc Kai doOaveira. Stier thinks 

ae 
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schivi eva, ATALTOVGLY ATO Gov’ ace ITOmMacac, * Tint Eotat; 7! ov- 
xvi. 8. Deut. ce ' € bed \ a te? \ u 
x23 TW. 0 Inoavoicwy eavT@ Kae py tc Ocov “wXourov. 

«x COr. Xl. 9 
Ps, xxxviii. 
6 ‘ > cite oe ™ poe Tove paric avuTou Ata ToUTO vu re yy”, 

tt = Eph.i.5. 
ware 2 

Vv 7 

x8 an weoytvare vy doynt rl payne = pnd: TW owpare Tl * Ev= 
ch. i 53 ; Ou 0) 23 VV Ww Nei ‘ 7 eis 9 Ouanae. 1) Quyn mwAsiov tote THC Toopne, Kat 

vvVv= |. Exod. \ ~ oo? / , \ , 
xxi.33. TO CWpa TOU evouuatoc. 7! Katavonoare Tove Kooakac, 

w = Matt. xii, < , ra\ 1 = d / a he <i azand | OTL OV GTELOOVTLY OvoE * OcpiZovew, ol¢ OUK EoTL “ Tapeloy 
Zeph. i. 8. inl yt , Nae “ / , , , ~ 

y Actovit 3i. ovee ’ amobnKn, Kat o Oeoc TOEPEL avroug. TOoW HaddXor 
Is c ~ c , ~ d ~ a ieD) 

a James ¥. 4. UMELC ua péoere TWV TETELVODY 5 9 ric Oe ef vpov BEpt- 
= here onl - , cs 

eTeut ‘xvii MVOy dvvarat mpocBewar * eml THV ‘nAuctav avrou 7X vv 
8. see Matt. ¢ , 

» vi Sand reft. Eva ; 26 et ouV OUTE ehaytorov ouvaab:, Ti TEpl twv Aourwy 
> ver. 7. aha , ‘ ! fo eae pe AE 
d 1. Matt, xiii, pEeoyuvare 5 ae KaTavonoate Ta Kola, Sarwe avgave’ ov 

a. Ezek. ih Bh TOE RTA RE Wigs 791 Az ale , ood. Komen ovde * ne” Aeyw of Uslv, ovdse LoAomwv ev Tracy 
te 3 SNS i eal , € \ , , \ . 
oe TH d0§y auTou meoueaXeETo we ev rourwy. a Oe Tov 

ars puch , ’ = ’ ~ , ” ney > 

ab a eh ooTOV! ~ Ev [ro | ayew onepov ovTa Kal ™ avoLov sic 
g = Matt. xii. n DN ' VX , ¢€ 0) \ ¢ Ko? iJ , 
4, Mark v.  K (Bavov Ba omevov 0 Yeoe ovtwc apuplevvuat, TOoW 

a. 

h ch. v.5. Matt. xi. 28. Ps. cxxvi. 1. ij) only. Exod. xxxyv. 25. k Acts xii. 8 al. Esth. v. 1. 1 ||. Gen. ii. 5, 
m Acts xxii. 15. Isa. xxii. 13. n |jonly. Gen. xv. 17. © ||. Matt. xi. 8 and ||. Job xx xi. 19. 

apoov B. txt A DQ X al. —airovow BLQ i—rivog D abe Iren. Cypr. txt ABQ 
Orig. — 21. om. D ab.—aft. odrwe ins. ob M.—éy éavr@ L al.— 22. ree. aft. Puy. ins. 
dpov, with qu. ? but om. A B DL Qal. dev Arm. Ambr.—aft. cop. ins. buoy B16 
al. a, &c. — 23. 7) yao uv. BDLMSVX 16 be Syr. Copt. Auth. Clem. txt A a.— 
mAétov D.—24. for rode k., Ta reread Tov oioavod D.—aira D.—for moo. Har, 
ovxt D c.— 25. peousvGy om. D.—tva om. B D Sahid. —for ver. 26, rai Epil TOV 
Nour. Th HED. D abe.—27. for TOC ave. ob K. ov0.~ vid. y—7 OC ovre vrOEr ovTE dpaiver D. 
—28. roy x. Tov aypov onp. dvr. DHX al. 

this a_convincing proof that our Lord did 
occasionally refer to the Apocrypha (?).— 
20.] adpey, opposed to his worldly pru- 
dence ;—rtavty TH Vv. to the érm moAAa ;— 
the Wvx7 in the one case, at its ease, eating, 
drinking, and making merry, to the Wux 
in the other, demanded, rendered up, 
judged.—‘ God said unto Him,’ perhaps 
it is meant, by some unmistakeable judg- 
ment; but more likely, as occurring in a 

parable, the words are to be literally taken. 
By supposing merely a divine decree to be 
meant, without personal communication, 
as Grotius, Kuinoel, and Trench do, we 
lose the impressive part of the parable, 
where the man’s selfishness and folly is 
brought into immediate contact with the 
solemn truth of his approaching death, 
which certainly the Lord intends us to 
contemplate. — amattovow, not strictly 
impersonal ; there are those whose business 
it is, even the angels, the ministers of the 
Divine purposes: see ch. vi. 88 and note. 
—@ Hrotpacas, which thou hast made 
ready ; but not for thyself. —21.] otrws, 
thus: in utter confusion, and sudden desti- 
tution of all help and provision for eternity. 

T. X- on. tv ayo. bvT. AQ? abe. év ayp. 

There is no éorat: because the case, alas ! 
is an every= one in every place.— 
€avT@ .... eis Beov .. The meaning of 
these expressions mn be brought out thus : 
He who is rich for olf, laying up trea- 
sure for himself, is br so much robbing his 
real inwardlife, his life in and toward God, 
of its resources: he is laying up store for, 
providing for, the flesh; but the spirit, 
that which God looketh into and searcheth, 
is stripped of all its riches.—These words 
may also, as remarked on ch. vi. 20, show 
that Luke does not, as supposed by some 
recent critics, use ‘riches’ as merely this 

world’s wealth, but with a deeper spiritual 
meaning. 

22—381.] In the closest connexion with 
the preceding ;—81a todo, ‘que cum ita 
sint,’ since worldly riches are of so little 
real use, &c.: see Matt. vi. 25—33, and 
ndtes. — 24.] tovs képakas, who are often 
spoken of in Scripture as the objects of the 
divine care; see Job xxxviii. 41. Ps. exlvii. 
9. — 26.] éhaxtorov: this shows the truth 
of the interpretation of Aux. given in the 
note on Matt. A cudit would not be éAa- 
xtsroyv to add to the stature, buf a yery 

ABDQ 
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Kal vpsic py Cnretre Tl imatt. viii. 26, 
, Sap MOT Ne Sih ’ 30 ~ \ xiv. 31. xvi. 
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ae N z0 ~ , %& mM ? ‘ con Gan et 8: S ‘ see Micah iv. 
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ch. xi. Fr 
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marnp ULOV Sovvat v vay THY Paotrslav. 

~ ena ULOV, Kal OOTE eAenpoourny. 

eauToic * 
? we ’ i c 
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xA\ Zz A 
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ULWV, EKEL KQAL Y Kapola v UMODV LOT. 

GC sD , c / \ 
au OG PUES TepiCwopévat Kal 
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EAUTOV TOTE 7 avadvoe 

uch. x. 4, xxii. 35, 36 only. Job xiv. 17. 
x here only +. 

vi.14. 1 Pet.i. 15. 
only. Wisd. ii. 1. 

ech. xvii. 8 al. Dan. x. 5, 
f=ch. x. 6. John iy. 6. 

T. xX. OvT. onp. B 
Copt. Sahid. A&th. 
A Q.—oidev yao 
Sahid. A®th. 

apogee D L. 

" roluviov, 

" Badavria py “maXatoupeva, ~ 

* SuapOeiver. 34 Grou _y4p corl 0 Onoavooc 

Kal vpeic OfLOLOL avd gumotc moocdey opevorc TOV KUpLOV 

2 
EK ThV apr, 

v Heb. i. 11. viii. 13. Ps. ci. 26. 
y ch. xviii. 41. xxiv. 15. Gen. xxvii. 26. 

d Matt. v.15al. ch. xv. 8. Exod. xxv. 37. 

apguaZe B. 
txt A D abe. — 30. émiZnrovow BL X al. —onret D Clem. 

6 xz. v. D abe. — 31. @. 6 Da—for 7. 0., avrod BD! L ac Copt. 
txt A Q D’.—rdvra om. BEHLQ?SV 15 al. a. 

32. bef. «vd. ins. éy adr@ D. in eo d. — 33. Bat\\avrra ADK QY X al. 

Judg. xi. 7. 

> svooknasy 0 0 = Matt. xi. 
22. Judg. iv 
9. TWANCATE TA p”). col iis, 

t , 1 Pet. iii.11. 
a q = ch. xvii. 5. 

Tobit v. 15. 
qq Matt. xxvii. 

enaaencus * aveK- 29, Mark x. 
7, 47. ch. xviii. 

Y eyyi EL 

ort 

33 

11, 13 al. 
r Acts xx. 28, 
2. 1 Pet. v. 

, 3 only. 
357 pe xiil. 17. 

EOTWOAYV ULwY s constr. 1 Cor. 
i. 21. Gal.i. 
15,16. Ps. 
Ix viii. 16. 

t = Matt. xix. 
25 a By) 

Cl ? la 

ou Avy vo eon evat: 

iva eAGovrToc tte. ‘xvi. “Qand 

w Matt. ii. 11. sn xiii. 12, 
a = Rev. viii. 9. b Eph. 

e = here 
z || only. Isa. li. 8. 

txt A Q?— 29. for 7, cai B L Q al. 
txt 

ins. A D dc. — 
txt B.— 

OcapOepet D.— 35. Eorw dp. 1} dopde wEpieswopévn D d.—36. avaticy ADEHLQSV6 

large increase. — 29.] petewpif., certainly 
not ‘nolite in sublime tolli,’ Vulg. ; which 
Meyer approves, and Luther has adopted. 
For what have high thoughts to do with the 
present subject,—which is, the duty of dis- 
missing anxiety and over-carefulness, in 
confidence on God’s paternal care? It is, 
‘be not anxious,’ ‘at sea,’ tossed about 
between hope and fear. So Thucyd. (book 
ii. 8) describes Greece as being zaoa 
peréwoog When the two first cities were at 
war. 

32—34.] The Lord gives to His own 
disciples an assurance of the Father’s 
favour as a ground for removing all fear 
from them, and shows them the true 
riches, and how to seek them.—t6 px. 1. 
Thus He sets Himself forth as their Shep- 
herd (John x. 1 ff.), and them (as in Is. 
xli. 10—14) as a weak and despised people. 
—33.] Meyer endeavours to evade the 
force of this, by supposing it addressed only 
to the Apostles and then existing disciples. 
But it is said to the puxpdy zoipviov, who 
are all the elect people of God.—ex. 
This is the true way of investing worldly 
wealth :—‘ He that giveth to the poor, 
lendeth to the Lord.’ See on Matt. vi. 19 
—21. 

35—48.] The attitude and employment 

of the puxpdov moturioy is carried on— 
even to their duty of continual readiness 
for their Lord’s coming. These verses are 
connected with ver. 32—‘ since your Father 
hath seen fit to give you the kingdom, be 
that kingdom, and preparation for it, your 
chief care.’ There are continual points of 
similarity, in this part of the discourse, to 
Matt. xxiv. 42 ff., but no more :—and the 
close connexion quite forbids us to imagine 
that the sayings have been collected merely 
by the Evangelist. — 85.] There is a slight 
reference to, or rather another presentation 
of the truth set forth in, the parable of 
the virgins, Matt. xxv. 1 ff. But the image 
here is of servants waiting for their lord 
to return from the wedding ;—left at home 
and bound to be in readiness to receive 
him. There is only a hint at the cause of 
His absence—He is gone to a wedding: 
yapot may mean almost any feast or enter- 
tainment —and the main thought here only 
is that He is away at a feast, and will 
return. But in the back-ground lies the 
wedding in all its Truth—not brought out 
here, but elsewhere, Matt. xxii. 1 ff. xxv. 
1 ff.—at da. Tep. see John xiii. 4. Eph. 
vi. 14. 1 Pet. i. 13.—ot Adxvot, see note 
on Matt. xxv. 1.—36.] kat tpets—em- 
phatic—distinguished from the de. and 
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g Mark vi.48. 
h see ch, xxii. 

26. 
i Matt. x. 25 al. | 
1 = Matt. xxiii. 

14al. 
m = Matt. vi. 

19. Job xxv. 
16. 

och. xvi. 1 al. 
1 Cor. iv. 2. 
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Prov. XVii. 
10. 
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4 oikovopiog Kat 
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" Ocoamrsiac 
r = Matt. xxiv. 45 only. Gen. xlv. 16. 

txt B P.—aft. rpovoavroc ins. abrov A.—37. evpy D abcv Iren. Cypr. — 38. for 
Kat tav &Oy,—Kav B L al.—aft. deur. om. gun. B L al.—for év 7. 0. ¢., «. tv T. TP. gb, 
—ry Eorregtyy) . D be Iren.—kai 2\Owv evpy ovrwe AK. Kai evpnoee ovr. D bc Iren. 
txt (sipnoee PE) eBae, Q.—aft. g@vXak) ins. TON oe’ kai tay ty Ty Oevrépa, Kai TH roids 
poakapuoe . 

BP. (2nd) om. K PS al.—agijrer . 
om. B Q dev Copt. Sahid. 62 D. 

- D cd.—oi dovdot om. BD. — 39. éypn. dv, kai om. D d. 
.. avrov om. D d. —duopux Piva B al. — 40. ody 
txt A P d.— 41. 7 kai mpoc 7. om. D.— 42. rai 

av (1st) 

eizev BDLal. txt APQ.—éorat A Iren.—bef. dpdv. for cai, 6 BDEGHKPQSVO 
txt; “A. 

Avx. above: — ‘ye yourselves,’ i. e. yourwhole 
conduct and demeanour.—kpoto. avt.... 
avT@—a very common constr. of the Gen. 
abs.; see ch. xvii. 12. xxii. 10 al.—and 
Winer, § 30, last Anm., for classical ex- 
amples. — 37.] See Rev. iii. 20, 21, where 
the same similitude is presented, and the 
promise carried on yet further,—to the 
sharing of his Throne. The Lord Him- 
self, in that great day of His glory,—the 
marriage-supper of the Lamb,—will invert 
the order of human requirements (see ch. 
xvii. 8), and in the fulness of His grace 
and love will serve His Brethren :—the 
Redeemer, His redeemed,-—the Shepherd, 
His flock.—apeh0., coming in turn to 
each. Compare the washing of the dis- 
ciples’ feet in John xiii. 1 ff. which was a 
foreshowing of this last great act of self- 
abasing love. —38.| Olsh. observes that 
the first watch is not named, because the 
marriage itself falls on it: but his view 
that because the fourth is not named, the 
Lord follows the ancient custom of the 
Jews and divides the night into three 
watches, is probably incorrect: it is more 
likely (Meyer) that the fourth is not 
named, because the return was not likely 
to be so long delayed :—for the decorum 
‘of the parable. — 39.] I am surprise 

add 0 ayaltg D.—riv Oepareiay D.—rod om. D L Q X Orig. txt ABP 

Schleiermacher re imagined (transl. 
p- 198) that this ve¥8 has been inserted so 
as to break the connexion, and by a later 
hand. Nothing can be more exact and 
rigid than the connexion as it now stands. 
The Lord transfers, to show the unex- 
pected nature of His coming, and the 
necessity of watchfulness, the relation be- 
tween Himself and the servants, to that 
between the thief and the oikodermdrnys. 
For the purposes of this verse, they repre- 
sent the oikodeamé6rnc—collectively, as put 
in charge with the Lord’s house and house- 
hold (thus the verse is intimately connected 
with ver. 42):—and in the further appli- 
cation, individually—each as the oiko- 
Osomérne of his own oxevoc, to be kept 
with watchfulness against that day :—He 
is represented by the thief—idod fpyopat 
we K\éirrne, Rev. xvi. 15. iii. 3.—Ols- 
hausen’s view that the ofcod. is the doywyr 
Tov Kéop. Tovrou, is surely quite out of 
keeping with the main features of the 
parable. That he should be put in the 
place of the watching servants (kal pets 
ovr) seems impossible: besides that the 
mites oikovépnos below is this very oiKod., 
being such in the absence of his Lord, but 
the oikovépos when He appears. —- 41.] 
Thy Tap. T. not, the two last verses (Stier) ; 
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e constr, 2 Thess. ii. 15. Mark x. 38. 
g = here only. Tobit iv. 20. 

18. 
TH}— c = here only. 

‘tn n d Matt. xxi. 35 
my ale erOVerkKe 

TEOLO 8 Aq. 

Rev. xvi. 9. f ch. xi. 16 and ||. 
h ver. 4 and reff. 

Orig.—r6 bef. oir. om. B. — 438. end, ovrw rotodvra abrov D.— 44. dprjy X. D.—ir. 
abr P. — 45. rumeivy D.—iobiwy TE K. Tivwy peOvoxdpevoc D. — 46. for rov 0. éx., 
avrov D Iren.—47. for née, 7) B. 

but the whole:—‘ Who are they that are 
thus to wait and watch, and to be thus 
honoured at the Lord’s coming ?’—This 
question, coming in so suddenly and un- 
connectedly and remaining apparently un- 
answered, is among the many proofs of the 
originality and historic reality of this dis- 
course (against De Wette, &c.).— 42 ff. ] 
The Lord does not answer the question 
directly, but proceeds with His discourse, 
so as to furnish it with an answer ;—viz. 
that in its highest sense it applies to His 
Apostles and Ministers, inasmuch as to 
them most has been given as the ofkovdpor 
—but that its application is gradationally 
downwards through all thos SRO 
their Master’s will, even to the lowest, 
whose measure both of responsibility and 
of reward is more limited. For the com- 
ment on vv. 42—46 see on Matt. xxiv. 45 
—5l. Notice that amtotwv here = v7o0- 
koir@yv in Matt. — 47, 48.] primarily, in 
reference to the question in ver. 41, ot 
yeovres = = Hpets, the disciples. ot py 
yvovres = waytes, the multitude : :—but the 
application is not limited to this :—the 
truth is one of universal extent. The 47th 
verse needs little explanation ;—after both 
mok\\ae and éAiyac, wAnyas is to be 
supplied, see reff.—érous., not éavror, 
but ‘matters,’ mpdc r. 0. av.:—it refers back 
to the yivecOe Erouor of ver. 40; this 
readiness being not only preparing himself, 
but the matters over which he has charge, 

ér. nd. om. D Orig.—48. for 2660n, éOwxav D.— 

ver. 35. There is reference to Deut. xxv. 
2.—6 8 py yv. The case is of one (a 
disciple in the first reference, but then 
generally of all men) who bona fide is 
ignorant of his Lord’s will. That such 
persons shall be punished, is both the 
sentence of the law, see Levit. v. 17—19, 
and an inference from the truth set forth 
ver. 57, and Rom. i. 19, 20. 32. ii. 14, 15, 
—that the natural conscience would have 
prevented the p2) wowjoat. (Observe that 
the two classes not included here, are 0 
yrove Kai mowoac, and 6 pa) yvovc Kat 
Touoac, as far as that can be said (see 
Rom. il. 14) ;—the | reference here being 
only to the a Tomoac in both cases, or 
rather to the p27) 7. in the first case and its 
equivalent 7. afta ~Anyer in the second). 
But the difficulty seems to be to assign @ 
spiritual meaning to the Saprjaetat Shiyas. 
That such will be the case, would @ priori 
be consonant to the justice of the Judge of 
all the earth: and we have it here de- 
clared, that it shall be so;—but how, is 
not revealed to us. It is in vain for the 
sinner to encourage himself in sin from 
such a declaration as this: for the very 
knowledge of the declaration excludes him 
Strom the exemption. “ Our ears have 
heard the voice divine; We cannot be as 
they.” (Christian Year. )—mavrl @, attr. 
for mapa mavroc and wap’ éxeivou, j.— 

aoXv, Tok. The second od» is not the 

mwo\v that has been given, but a propor- 
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tionable amount of result of diligence,—a 
zo\d which he is to render.—tepigo., not, 
more than from others; but (most likely) 
more than had been deposited with him, 
viz. that, and the interest of it;—see Matt. 
xxv. 15 ff. 

49—53.] The connexion appears to be 
this: the immense and awful difference be- 
tween the faithful and unfaithful servants 
brings the Lord to the ground of that dif- 
ference, and its necessary development in 
the progress of His Kingdom on earth. — 
49.] mip. It is extraordinary that the 
official announcement of the Baptist (ch. ili. 
16)—adroc v bpac Barrio ty wv. ay. Kar 
aupt— connected with the mention of a 
baptism here,—with the promise Acts i. 5, 
and the appearance Acts ii. 3, so strikingly 
expressed as StapeptLdpevar yAGooar weel 
aupos,—have not kept the commentators 
in general from falling into the blunder of 
imagining here that the fire is synonymous 
with, and means no more than, the discord 
and division which follow. The fire is, the 
gift of the Holy Spirit,—the great crown- 
ing result of the sufferings and triumph of 
the Lord Jesus. To follow this out in all 
its references belongs to another place :— 
see notes on Mark ix. 49, and Acts ii. 3. 
This fire, in its purifying and separating 
effects on the mass of mankind, causes the 
Stapepiopos afterwards spoken of.—The 
construction of ri @éX. et 48. av. has been 
ever a matter of dispute, while the meaning 
is on all hands nearly agreed. The three 
prevalent explanations of it are: (1) which 
is Origen’s (apparently), and is adopted by 
Grot., and defended dy Meyer and Stier,— 
making «f = ee and rendering, ‘ And what 
will 1? would that it were already kindled !’ 
—Certainly here is nothing forced in 

\ the construction ; —we have ei for ‘ utinam’ 
‘ joined with an aorist in Jos. vii. 7 ;—but 
the abrupt short ejaculation seems unlike 

the usual character of our Lord’s discourses. 

It is true the structure of John xii. 27 af- 

txt D be.—for cai... 
txt AB DK LM 18 Orig. —5l. for dotvat, rovjoat D. mittere © 

advng., Kai et0e O& éxan Orig. — 

\ 

fords an instance of a similar question, cat \ 
Ti el7TwW 3. . and under similar circum- 
stances, of His soul being troubled. — (2) 
Which Theophyl., Kuinoel, Olsh., De Wette, 
&e. adopt, taking ri = we, as some do in 
Matt. vii. 14 (but see note there), and «i = 
ort, and rendering, How I wish that it were 
already kindled! But here we have serious 
difficulties of an idiomatic kind :—7rt is ap- 
parently never thus used (see as above)— 
and ei only after words of wondering, being 
grieved, &c.: see Mark xv. 44.—(3) That 
of Euthym., Beza, &c., and the E. V., 
‘What will I, if it be already kindled ?’ 
i.e. Ti wAkEtoy Oédw tay avygOn ; Ti wdEiov 
avapévw tv TY Koop; Euth. This also 
presents no constructional, but a very great 
contextual dealt efor by ver. 50 it evi- 
déntiyrtas not yet kindled; and even if 
this were overcome, the expression, evi- 
dently a deep one of personal anxiety (and 
be it remembered Who said it), would be 
vapid and unmeaning in the extreme.—I 
cannot say that I am satisfied with either 
of the above explanations,—but adopt the 
first, as the best at present suggested, brack- 
eting the note of interrogation as doubtful. 
—50.] The symbolic nature of Baptism is 
here to be borne in mind.— Baptism = Death. 
The figure in the Sacrament is the drown- 
ing,—the burial, in the water, of the old 
man, and the resurrection of the new man: 
see 1 Pet. iii. 20—22, and notes. The 
Lord’s Baptism was His Death, in which 
the Body inherited from the first Adam (éy 
Opowpare caoKde c&papriac) was buried, 
and the new Body (76 cHpa TiC dene 
avrov) raised again: see Rom. vi. 1—11, 
but especially ver. 10. And He was ‘ strait 
ened’ (the best possible rendering) till this 
was accomplished:—i.e. in anxiety and 
trouble of spirit.—The 8 here implies, bué 
Jirst, i.e. before that fire can be shed 
abroad. Here we have then, as Stier ex- 
presses it, a ‘ passio inchoata’ of the Lord ; 
—the first utterance of that deep anguish, 
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which afterwards broke forth so plentifully, 
—pbut coupled at the same time with holy 
zeal for the great work to be accomplished. 
— 61—54.] The work of this fire, as it 
burns onward in the world, will not be 
peace, but division; see Mal. iii. 2, 3. 18. 
iv. 1, where we have the separating effect 
of this fire in its completion at the great 
day: see also Matt. iii. 12—On the pas- 
sage itself, see notes on Matt. x. 35, 36. 

54—69.] The connexion of this with the 
foregoing is natural and close. azo Tov 
voy (ver. 52), the distinction shall begin to 
be made ;—the discord and division between 
those who discern Tov kaupoyv Tovroy (ver. 
56) and those who do not. The Lord then 
turns to the crowd and reproaches them 
(1) for their dindness, in not being able to 
discern it, as they did the signs in the 
natural heavens; and (2) for their want of 
prudence (vv. 57—59), in not repenting 
and becoming reconciled to the law of God 
while yet there was time. Schleiermacher 
and De Wette can discover no connexion (!), 
and yet the latter thinks Luke inserted the 
sayings of vv. 54—56 out of Matt. xvi., 
because of ver. 49 ff. (! !) —54.] There is 
a somewhat similar saying of the Lord at 
Matt. xvi. 2 ff., but differing both in its 
occasion and its substance. —thv ved., just 
as Tac vepédXac,—‘ the cloud,’—that usually 

txt A.—after zarpi ins. airov: OrapepiaOhoovrat : 
also r7)y pyrépa. 

txt A D.— 57. ri dé om. D. —58. dradddyCa A. 

. ey pot D.— 53. CrapenoOyoovrat BD L be Hil. Euseb. 
. + Dc Ambr.—for @vyazpi, 

txt A.—atrijc (2nd) om. BDL. ins. 
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ins. A B v.—ov« otdare doxysaZey B L.1 Copt. Sahid. 
rovrovy Ded 1]. txt 

admadXayjva D. txt B. 

rises there: see | Kings xviii. 44. The west, 
in Judea, would be the direction of the 
sea.—55.] Stav, sc. idnre. — 56.] TO mp. 
74s yqs—perhaps referring to other signs 
of rain or heat from the appearance of the 
hills, &c.—tov S€ K.T. ..... The signs 
of this time were very plain ;—the sceptre 
had departed from Judah;—the general 
expectation of the coming of the Messiah 
is testified even by profane authors ;—the 
prophets had all spoken of Him, and the 
greatest of them, the Baptist, had announced 
His arrival. — 57.] In what follows, the 
Lord takes occasion from the request about 
the inheritance, which had begun this dis- 
course, to pass to infinitely more solemn 
matters. There i is, I think, no denying that 
the kptvew To Six. and the 6 avriSuxds or. 
have a reference to that request, in the 
ability and duty of every man to ‘ judge 
what is right :’—but the sense of the words 
far outruns that reference, and treats of 
loftier things.—‘ Why do ye not discern 
of yourselves your true state—that which 
is Just—the justice of your case as before 
God? You are going (the course of your 
life is the journey) with your adversary 
(the just and holy law of God) before the 
magistrate (God Himself) ; therefore, by 
the way, take pains (dd¢ épy., da operam— 
a Latinism: there is no reference to interest 
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of money, as Theophylact,—who also has 
the other interpretation,—supposes) to be 
delivered from him (by repentance, and 
faith in the Son of God, see Ps. ii. ult.), 
lest he drag thee to the judge (koizm¢—who 
adjudges the case and inflicts the fine ;— 
that is, the Son, to whom all judgment is 
committed), and the judge deliver thee to 
the exactor (see Matt. xiii. 41), and the 
exactor cast thee into prison’ (ditto, ver. 42). 
—59.] see on Matt. v. 25, and, on AezTOv, 
Mark xii. 42. 

Cuap. XIII. 1—9.] Peculiar to Luke.—év 
aut. T. Katp., may mean ‘at that very time’ 

—viz. as He finished the foregoing discourse; 
—but it is not necessary to interpret thus,— 
for, Matt. xii. 1. xiv. 1, the similar expres- 
sion, éy éksivy T. k., is certainly indefinite.— 
ED ait « v0 amayy., ‘came with the news.’ 
—not, as Stier supposes, were in the crowd, 
and remarked to the Lord concerning these 
Galilzans, in consequence of what He had 
said ch, xii. 57 :—such a finding of con- 
nexion is too fine-drawn, and is a fault 
which we may excuse in Stier, for his many 
services in_ interpreting the Lord’s dis- 
courses, but must not imitate. It is ob- 

vious that no connexion is intended be- 
tween this incident and the foregoing dis- 
course.—ept t. I’. The historical fact is 

otherwise unknown. The way of speaking 
here shows that it was well known to the 
writer. It must have occurred at some 
feast in Jerusalem, when riots often took 
place (see Jos. Antt. xvii. 9, 3. 10, 2), and 
in the outer court of the temple. Such 
slaughters were frequent, and would not 
be particularly recorded by the historians. 
This mingling of their blood with their 
sacrifices seems to haye been thought by 
the narrators evidence that they were very 
depraved sinners,—for this was their argu- 
ment, and is unconsciously that of many 
at this day,—‘ the worse the affliction, the 
more deserved :’ see Gen. xlii. 21. Acts 
xxvii. 4. — 2.] The Lord perceives this to 
be their reasoning—they did not express 
it, as is plain by the Soxetre Str . . . He 
does not deny that all the Galileans were 
sinners, and deserved God’s judgments, but 
that these were pre-eminently so. The os- 
avtws (the force of which is lost in the 
Be Wisc likewise *) should be rendered ‘ in 
like manner,’ as indeed the Jewish people 
did perish, by the sword of the Romans. — 
4, 5.) The Lord introduces this incident as 
showing that whether the hand of man, or 
(so called) accidents, lead to inflictions of 
this kind, it is in fact but one Hand which 

doeth it all—Amos iii. 6. There is also a 

* wstavonre, 

ABD 

ee ed eee 
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transference from the Galileans—a despised 
people—to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, 
on whom the fulness of God’s wrath was 
to be poured out in case of impenitence. 
Of the incident itself, or of the tower in 
Siloam (probably the™district.in which the 
fountain, John ix. 7, was situated,—though 
on the whole matter, and the situation of 
the fountain itself, there is considerable 
uncertainty), we know nothing. Josephus 
says of the wall of the ancient city, wpde¢ 
VOTOY Ue THY Diwap emtoTpi~oy mHYHY, 
B. J. v. 4, 2: see also Neh. iii. 15. In 
B. J. vi. 7, 2, he uses péyoe rod LTAwap, 
as here, meaning apparently a district of 
the city: see on John 1. c. — dderdérar, 
‘sinners,’—see Matt. vi. 12 ;—perhaps the 
same thought pervades the saying as vy. 
58, 59 of the last chapter. (No such idea 
as that the tower was a prison for debtors (!) 
is for a moment to be thought of.)—6p.otws 
is emphatic: see on wcaitwe above,— si- 
milarly’—in the ruin of your whole city. 
This does not render it necessary that these 
words should have been spoken to actual 
dwellers in Jerusalem : for nearly the whole 
nation was assembled there at the time of 
the siege. —6—9.] This Parable has per- 
haps been interpreted with hardly enough 
reference to its own peculiar context, or to 
the symbolic language of Scripture in other 
places. Ordinarily (also in Trench, Par. 
314 ff.) the owner of the vineyard is ex- 
plained to be the Eternal Father; the 
dresser and intercessor, the Son of God— 
the fig-tree, the whole Jewish people—the | 
vineyard, the world. But it may be ob- 
jected to this, that the owner comes to seek 
the fruit, which can be properly said only 
of Him who eig ra iva \4e—who is even 
in Matt. 6 eAnoovdpoc—and by implication 
there, the possessor of the vineyard bray 
é\Oy (for that destruction He universally 
represents as His coming). The other ob- 
jections will come out in the direct expo- 
sition of the Parable, which I take to be 
this :—The link which binds it to the fore- 
going is édy uy) meravoire . .;—and it is 

Vor. I 
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addressed rather to individuals than to the 
whole nation—though of course to the 
whole nation as made up of individuals. 
The vineyard is not the world, which would 
be wholly inconsistent with Scripture sym- 
bolism (for Matt. xiii. 24 the comparison 
is to » Bao. r. ob0.—the Gospel dispensa- 
tion, in which the field—not the vineyard 
—is the whole world) ; but, as in Is. v. qe 
the house of Israel, and the men of Judah 
(see notes on Matt. xxi. 33 ff.). The fig- 
tree planted in the vineyard—among the 
vines—(an usual thing) denotes an indi- 
vidual application, — fixing each man’s 
thought upon one tree—and that one, him- 
se/f;—just as the guest without the wedding- 
garment in Matt. xxii. He who had the 
tree planted in His vineyard (—‘ All things 
that the Father hath, are Mine’—John xvi, 
15), came seeking fruit, and found it not: 
see Matt. xxi. 19 and note. (The Vine- 
dresser, see below.) He commands it to 
be cut down, as encumbering the soil (ex- 
hausting it, rendering it inactive : see reff.) ; 
three years has He been coming and seek- 
ing fruit in this tree, and He findeth none. 
Then, at the intercession of the vinedresser, 
He consents (for this is implied) to spare 
it this year also, until it has been manured; 
if that fail, the Intercessor himself has no 
more plea to urge—it is to be cut down.— 
Now who is this Intercessor? First look 
at the matter of fact. Who were the vine- 
dressers of God’s vineyard? They were 
many. Moses, the Prophets, the Baptist, 
the Lord Himself, the Apostles and Teach- 
ers after Him. But what One Personality 
might be set forth as pervading all these, 
‘striving with man’ in them all—as being 
6 apeoupyds? Clearly, it seems to me, 
THE Hoty Sprrir or Gop. In the passage 
just alluded to, Gen. vi. 3, we can hardly 
but recognize the main features of our 
present parable; especially when the days 
of Noah are compared by the Lord Himself 
to His own coming to vengeance. The in- 
tercessory office of the Spirit (6 zapaxAn- 
Tog, see on John xiv. 16), pleading with 

Dob 
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k Matt. iii. 10. 
vii. 19. Dan. 
iv. ll. 

1 Matt. ix. 4. 
XXVii. 46. 
ch. Xiii. 7. 
Gen. iv. 6. 

m 1 Cor, xiii. 8. 
Rom. iii. 3. 
Ezra iv. 21. 

n= Matt. 
XxKiv. 2. 
4 Kings xxiii. 
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’ Ne >] , 

* exxoWeue auTnv. 

o ch. vi. 48. 
xvi. 3 only. 
Isa. v. 6. 

p = John xviii. 
11. James iii. 

od 
3 / gi2 , 
UVVALEVY) 

3. 
pp here only t. 

see 1 Kings ii. 
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q aposiop. ch. 
xix. 42. xxii. 
42. Acts 
Xxiii. ¥. 
i Kings xii. 
14 

r 1 Tim. vi. 19. 
ch. iv. 31, vi. 2 only. 
only. Job x. 15. 
see Acts xvi. 35, 36, also Gen. xv. 2. 

abedy Copt. Arm. 
obv A L X 4 al. aber Copt. Sahid. Auth. 
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AéAvVoa * TNC acevelac cov. 

a constr. ch. i. 10,20al. Jer. xx xiii. 20. 
e see 1 John iy. 6. Acts xvi. 16. 

h Heb. vii. 25 4. Jos. Ant. vi. 2, 3. 
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2 ev Of autny 
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Oo Iinoove TOOCEPWVNGE Kal €l7TEV avT) Lvuvat, aTvTro- 

13 oo es 2 am 
Kat excOnkev auT}) Tac 
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xX O Cc; at Tapay Ona avwo WUHn KaL €& ocace TOV 

b =ch. v.17 al. Deut. xix. 5. c Mark ii. 23, 24. 
f here only. Job ix. 27. eg ch. xxi. 28. John viil. 7 

ich. xxiii. 20. Acts xxi. 40. k= hereonly. 
1 Acts xv. 16. Heb. xii. 12. Ps. xvii. 35. 

aft. kxow. ins. 
om. B D. — 8. for cai 7. rd Eroc,—éTe TOUTOY 

ae ‘ ; - 
rov évavrov D.—rec. korpiay with many MSS. Kégivov Kotpiwy D abe. txt 

ABLMS V 35 all. Orig. Ath. Naz. Theoph.—9. cap7oy eig TO peddAov" ei O& pNyEe..- 

BL 2 Copt. Cyr. txt A D.— 10. 

txt A c.—ovvearrovea D'. 

man and for man, and resigning that blessed 
conflict when met with inveterate obduracy, 
is often set before us in Scripture. (See 
the whole history of Saul; Zech. vii. 12— 
14: Prov. i. 23—32; Is. lxiii. 10; Neh. 
ix. 20; Rom. viii. 26,27.) —7.] tpta em 
épx. I have little doubt that an allusion 
is intended to the three years of our Lord’s 
ministry. The objection to this, that the 
cutting down ought then to have taken 
place at the end of rovro 70 Eroc, does not 
apply; for all is left indefinite in the request 
and the implied answer. In the individual 
application, many thousands did bear fruit 
this very year ; and of those who did not, 
who shall say when the Spirit ceased plead- 
ing with them, and the final sentence went 
forth ?— «at tT. y. Kat., ‘ Why, besides 
bearing no fruit, is it impoverishing the 
soil ??—8.] ox. kal Bad. «., dig holes about 
the root, and fill them with manure, as is 

done (Trench, p. 319) to orange-trees in 
the south of Italy. —9.] After kapzrov, 
Nsizet, 70 ed Eyer, Euth., but not without 
reason: to fill up the aposiopesis did not 
belong to the purpose of this parable.— 
eis tO péAdov, not frog (Meyer), but in- 
definite (see reff.), ‘ hereafter :’—and_ pur- 

posely so ;—because, in the collective sense, 
the sentence lingered. — éxxdwers, Thou 
shalt cut it down—not éxcovw; and I 

find in this an additional proof of the cor- 
rectness of the foregoing interpretation. It 
is the Kdptoc T. dpumeAGvog Who brav EdOy, 

cvvedumrovca D?.— 12. zpoced. Kat bh 

iv om. D dc. ins. A B.—oaBBary D.—11. hv 

om. BL X al. Sahid.—év dofeveia jv rvetpartoc D. txt A—déca éxro B.  .uy. D. 
om. D.—aft. 

Kakovde Kakwe amohéoet abrovc. All judg- 
ment is committed to THE Son :—it is not 
the work of the Holy Spirit to cut down 
and destroy, for He is the Lord and giver 
of life.—The above interpretation is par- 
tially given by Stier, who has however in 

my view quite missed the dap7e\oupyoc, 
understanding by him the husbandmen in 
Matt. xxi.—forgetting that they are de- 

stroyed in the sequel of that parable, and 
that their position, that of the tenants of 
the vineyard, does not appear at all in this, 
any more than does the dpe\ovpyo¢ in 

that. . 
10—21.] Peculiar to Luke, except th 

parables, which are in Matt. xiii. 31—33. 
Mark iy. 31. —10.] Time and place alike 
indefinite. —11.] mv. 408. Her weakness 
was the effect of permitted power of the 
evil one (ver. 16); but whether we are to 
find here a direct instance of possession, 
seems very doubtful. There is nothing in 
the Lord’s words addressed to her, to im- 
ply it: and in such cases He did not lay 
on His hands, or touch,—but only in cases ~ 
of sickness or bodily infirmity. — eis to 
mavtedes belongs to avaxipat, not to 
dvvap.: see note on Heb. vii. 25.— 12.] 
There is no reason to suppose any emi- 
nence of faith in her —though we may 
fairly conclude that she was there with 
some expectation of a cure: see on ver. 14. 
— daohéX. expresses the setting free of 
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al. Tavratc ouv nn = Acts 
Xvill. 3. 

0 = Mark xi. 2, 
&c. Matt. 
XXi. 2. 

p ch. ii. 7, 12, 
16 only. Job 
XXXix. 9. 

g Matt. xxv. 

Kal elev, sl Yrrokgira, 

‘orice 5 9 48 and|M. 
Gen. xxi. 19. 

r = Matt. xxiii. 
34. Acts ii. 
7 al. 

1 Cor. xvi. 9. 
Zech. ii. 1. 

ss Matt. xviii. 
13 al. 

es Z t ahere only. 
¢ 2xod, XXxiv. 

evdogouc 10. see ch. 
vii. 25. Eph. 

Tie saute Kal TauTa 
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ETL Tat TOL 

* Eheye ce Tit o opota early a v.27. 
19 u Matt. xx. lal. 

Isa. x1. 18. 
ojvota y ||. John xi. 

 EPaXev ELC 37. Lam. iv. 
ae not = 

avfpwroc * 

Mark x. 34. 
Ps. cxxv. 6. 

20 Deut. xi. 

y Mitt. xxi. 42 
b - ‘ ? (from Ps. 
AaBovca yurn * ¢ ey exuit. 22) 

an . v 2 £2? , 7] er 
ewe ov eCunwln orov. 7}; Acts ti 26- 

b Matt. xiii. 31, 33. Num. iii.6. c ||. Matt. only. Gen. xviii. 6. 
Gen. xviii. 6 Aq. and Symm. f |. 1 Cor. v. 6. Hosea yii. 4. 

Od€01g br’ abrov YEvouEvoLc D dc. txt (yevou. B) A B.— 18. for 62, ody BL 5 abdv 
Copt. Sahid. —19. rov Kk. abrotd D.—bef. dévd. om. etc D abd. 

txt A.—kKateoxynvwocayv D. 
Opota éotiv 1 Baciieta Tov OEov, Kai Tine Opowow abrny 

ins. B.— 21. éepubey BK L 21 all. Theophyl. 

om, péya BD Lad. 

AEKMSV X 34all. 

them down,—and then, ver. 13, the laying 

on of the Diyine Hands confers upon her 
strength to rise and stand upright. It 
would be, in such a case, one thing to be 
loosed from the stiffening of years,—and 
another to have strength at once conferred 
to stand upright. —14.] The ruler speaks 
not Gea to Jesus or to the woman—but 

rtly and soxandl , to the multitude. 
Stier e .self-stultification of this 

speech, in ie OsoamrevecOat, a recep- 
tion of Divine grace and help, a species of 
éoyalec0ar! —16.] wroxpita. The Lord 
saw the real thoughts of his heart, that 
they were false, and inconsistent with his 
pretended zeal. A man hardly could give 
forth a doctrine so at variance with com- 
mon sense and common practice, without 

some by-end, with which he covered his 

ins. AN B.—aft. devo. 
-vouy A. 

txt A D.— 

violation of truth. That by-end here was 
enmity to and jealousy of Jesus.—The in- 
stance chosen exactly fits the circumstances. 
A beast tied to the manger is 
down as this poor woman was. —16.] The 
contrast. is strongly drawn — between a 
dumb animal, and (not merely a human 
creature, but) a daughter of Abraham— 
one of the chosen people (I cannot see any 
necessity for a spiritual daughtership (Gal. 
iii. 7) being here implied),—between a few 
hours, since the watering of the morning, 
and ‘lo these eighteen years’ (comp. ver. 
7, od rp. ér.).—17.] So far am I from 
thinking a description of this kind to be a 
mere general close, put in by the Evan- 
gelist, that I would take it as an accurate 
and graphic account of the immediate effect 
of the Lord’s power and irresistible words, 

Dd 2 

35, &c. xxvii. 
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x John xviii. 1, 
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and the following parables as spoken am- 

mediately thereupon, showing the people 

the ultimate conquest which the Kingdom 

of God should obtain over all opposition, 

however strong. On the parables them- 

selves, see on Matt. xiii. 31—33. 

<— 22—30.] The Lord repeats, occasion 

being given by a question peculiar to Luke, 

/ parts of His discourses spoken elsewhere, 

/ as referred to below.—22.] This notice in- 

cludes what follows in the cycle of this last 

: journey, but disclaums any definiteness of 

; place or timeOPTe. But certainly it seems 

i to follow in natural order after the Lord’s 

: solemn warnings to repentance at the be- 

; ginning of this chapter.—The inquirer can 

have been a disciple of Jesus (see 

ver. 28), but most likely a Jew from the 

multitude, who had heard His discourses, 

and either from Jewish pride, or perhaps 

from real desire to learn from Him, put 

this question.—23.] avrots, the multitude. 

Similar sayings have occurred in the Sermon 

on the Mount, but the connexion here is 

intimate and strict.— 24.] see on Matt. vil. 

13.—The description of the broad and nar- 

row ways is not here inserted, as probably 

by this time oreviy) vA Was a familiar 

image. — nr. éts. k. ovk lox., not, ‘shall 

seek to enter by it, and shall not be able.’ 

The emphasis of the command is, ‘ seek to 

' enter at the strait gate: for many shall 

seck to enter (elsewhere), and shall not be 

able’ After etsed@. is to be supplied in 

both places, etc cwTnolay, OY tC T. Bac. 

Qeov. —25.] A reason why this aywrite 

«avis so important ;—because there will b 

a day when the gate will be shut. Th 

figure is the usual one,—of a feast, at which 

the Householder entertains (in this case) — 

the members of his family. These being 

assembled, he rises and shuts the door, and © 

none are afterwards admitted. —The ad 

od extends to éoré, end of ver. 25,—and © 

the second member of the sentence begins © 

with téTe. — ¢&w éotavar and kpovetv both 

depend on ap&yo%e. “Hearing that the 

door is shut, ye begin to stand and knock.’ 

On the spiritual import, see note on Matt. . 

xxv. 1]. — ovk ot. ip. mw. éoré, ‘Ye are : 

none of my family—have no relationship — 

with me.’ — 26.] édy. év. vou K. ém. As 

applied to the ¢hen assembled crowd, these 

words refer to the miracles of feeding,— 

perhaps also to His having so often sat at 

meat in the houses of various persons 

(the «. émlopev must not be pressed as 

* meaning any thing different from épay. ;— — 

the expression is a general one for taking 

a meal) ;—as applied to Christians, to the 

eating and drinking whereof those miracles 

were anticipatory.—Both these are évorrdv 

cov merely,—in His presence ;—very differ- 

ent from the drinking pe6" vpev of which 

He speaks Matt. xxvi. 29, and from i 

deervnow per’ avToo, Kai abroc per’ Emo 

Rey. iv. 20.—év 7. WA. Ap. &5., applicab 

directly to those to whom the words were 

aoe” 
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spoken,—and further, in its fuller sense, to 31—35.] Peculiar to Luke:—the apo- 
all among whom the Gospel is preached,  strophe in vv. 34, 35 was spoken by the 
even till the end.—27.] épyat.t.a8. This Lord also on another occasion, Matt. xxiii. 37 
unusual expression seems to mean, persons —39.— 81.] év ait. T. Hp. not necessarily 
engaged in the hire and receiving the  definite,—nor even if pq is read.—These 

Pharisees appear to have been sent by 
' 23, where ot épyaZopevor 7. avopiay is || Herod for the purpose of getting rid of 
to it. This meaning of épyarne is very Jesus out of his jurisdiction. Considering 
seldom found: see reff.— 28, 29.] See his character, it is hardly possible that he 
Matt. viii. 11, 12, and notes. The verses should really have wished to kill one who 
occur here in a different connexion: ‘Ye was so popular ;—he refused to do so when 
Jews, who neglect. the earnest endeavour Jesus was in his power afterwards in Je- 
to enter now, shall weep and gnash your rusalem;—but, as great multitudes were 
teeth when ye see all the saints, Jews and now following Him about, and superstitious 
Gentiles, in the Kingdom of God, and your- fears, as we know, agitated Herod,—he 
selves excluded’ (see ch. xvi. 23).—In wished to be quit of Him, and took this 
these two verses is the real answer tothe means of doing so. I think this view is 
question of ver. 23 given:—‘ they shall be necessary to justify the epithet applied to 
many—but what is that to you, if you be Herod, which certainly implies cunning on 
not among them ??—30.] Asthe wordshere his part. Stier thinks the Pharisees zn- 
stand—somewhat different from those in vented the tale about Herod: but then how 
Matt. xx. 16—they seem to be a prophetic can the epithet applied to him be explained? 

declaration of what shall be in the course I cannot for a moment believe, as he does, 
of the ingathering of these guests;—viz. that that the Lord saw through the lie of the 
some who were the first, or among the first, Pharisees, and yet adopted it, meaning the 
to believe, shall fall from their high place, ahorné to signify themselves.—A fixed 
and vice versd. This former has, as Stier locality is given to the incident, as having 

\ notices (iii. 200), been remarkably the case happened in Galilee—see ch. xvii. 11. — 
‘with the Oriental Churches, which were 32, 33.] The interpretation of this answer 
the first founded and flourishing:—and, is difficult, for two reasons—(1) that the 
we may add, with the mother church of signification of the ovp., avp., and 4 tpity 

~ Jerusalem, which has declined, while her is ; doubtful—(2) that the meaning of Tedet- 
Gentile-oftsets have flourished. 

f 
J 

fs 

ovpar is also doubtful.—The days men-_ 

Pe een 
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- > ” t n acts xiv-19. amodeabar “eSw Ieoovcadnp. *4 Ieoovcadne Tepovoad nm, 
Neh. xiii.20. ,¢ 

o |. Matt. xxi. 77 
35 al. Exod. 9 es / \ q ) Ss 
viii. 36 

; 

q =ch. i. 45. amet aA mEvouc 7 pOc auTy 5 

Iasxe-0) 4.6 NN t a , 
Heb, Rev. we Ta TEKVA GOV OV pode OY 
XViii. 24. a 

r ||. Matt. xviii. oud UTO Tac mrepuyac, Kat OUK n0cdAnoate ; - 35 ov 

EYATTEAION 

> ’ ‘ , \ 

“ ATOKTELVOVGa TOVE TPOPITAC Kal 

ALITY. 34°35: 

ABD 

° A\WoBorovca trove 
r , rn Bae. 
mooakic nOéAnoa * éxtcuy- 

Vv 
voo- 

w aip- 

trey oe vay OTL 

u» ‘ € ~ 

opvic THY sarees 

21 only. Ps. - 

she Mark a3. C6 (erat vey 0 aucoe UL@Y [Epnoc]. 
ch. xii. | : y xxiv.3l. OV py ple LonTE Ewe [ay 7 T vAoynpEevo 2th ae: Mh n ¢ [a Ahi an yeu Ore etnre 9 E ynpevoc 
2 €{. ba. xiv.20, © cox aHewos ev ovomare Kuptov. 
24. Dan. ii. 45. = || only. 

x = John ii. 4. 2 Pet. iii. 10." y PSA. exvii. 26. 

34. azoxrévvovea A K 4 al. 
(r. v. a. D) AD K M9 al. Sahid. 

with qu. BY 
—£we eimnre B. Ewe Heer Ore elm. D. 
dicatis c. rec. £9 with qu. ? 

tioned are ordinarily supposed to be pro- 
verbially used ; omp., for His present work- 
ing—avptov, for that between the present 
time and His arrival at Jerusalem— Tp., 
for that arrival, and the end of His work 
and course by His Death.—Against this, 
is (1) the positive use of the three days, in 
an affirmative sentence,—of which no in- 
stance can be brought where the proverbial 
meaning is implied :—(2) the zopeteaOar 
belonging to all three in ver. 33, whereas 
thus it only belongs to the two first.—The 
interpretation adopted by Meyer is this :— 
In three days (literal days) the Lord’s 
working of miracles in Galilee would be 
ended, which had excited the apprehension 
of Herod: and then He would leave the 
territory, not for fear of Herod, but be- 
cause He was going to Jerusalem to die. 
The objection to this is, that the sense—of 
ending these present works of healing, &c. 
does not seem a sufficient one for reerov- 
pat. Meyer takes it as middle—but qu., 
is a middle present ever thus placed alone ? 
Is not such a form, when standing thus, 
necessarily passive? And though the word 
Te\evcovpat is not found earlier than the 
writings of the Fathers in the sense of 
‘ suffering martyrdom,’ it is found in that 
of ‘ being perfected’—which, as applied to 
the Lord, included His death:—see reff. 

I own that neither of the above interpreta- 
tions satisfy me,—and still less the various 
modifications of them which have been pro- 
posed (e.g. by Stier and Wieseler; De Wette 
adopts none). Nor can I suggest any less 
open to objection:—but merely state my 
conyiction, (1) that the days mentioned 
must have some definite fixed reference to 
three actual days: (2) that reeodpat is 
the pres. pass., and is used in the solemn 
sense elsewhere (reff.) attached to the word. 

v here only. =voccia || Mt. Gen. vi. 14, 

-Tévovoa X 17 al. 

w = Matt. iv. 11, &c. 

txt BD Orig.—ra atrije voocia 
txt B. — 35. gpnuoe om. ABK LS V 83] all ». 

Copt. Sahid. Arm. Euth. Theoph. Cypr. Orig. txt D abe Iren. rec. apy 6 éyw, 
txt A B DEGHKMSV X 28 all. abev Syrr. Copt. Sahid. Arm. Theoph. 

éwe Av Hee bre tix. A V al. donec veniam et 

—If Luke’s Gospel had been a chrono- 
logical calendar of the Lord’s journey, the 
meaning would probably have been clear: |* 
but as we have none such, it is, and I 
believe must remain, obscure. — TH €x. = we 
7) Tpity above—and is not less precise ns 
(Stier). — wopeveoGar, to journey—the pe 
very word in which they had addressed — = 
Him, wop. tyrsiOev. — ov évd., aanono-— 

not without exceptions—for John had 
been put to death by Herod out of Jeru- ‘ae 
salem. But the Lord’s saying is not to be \| - 
so literally pressed ;—He states the general > 
rule, which in His own case was to be ful- : 
filled. There is no reference to the power 
of the Sanhedrim to judge and condemn 
false prophets (as Grot., Lightf., &c. think), a 
for the fact of dmodéo8ar only is here in — 
question ;—and the Lord never would place — 
Himself in such a category (Meyer). — 84, — 
85.] These verses are in too close connex- 
ion with the preceding to allow of the sup- 
position that they are inserted unchrono- | 
logically, as Grotius, Meyer, De Wette, 
Neander, and even Schleiermacher suppose: 
and their variations from those in Matthew 
(xxiii. end) are striking and characteristic. 
For yap, which there accounts for the 
tonpia of the temple, then for the last time 
left by the Lord, does not appear here, but 
oé, introducing a fresh saying, having I 
believe another meaning; and the words” 
am’ aptt, which follow idnre there, mark-— 
ing that moment as the commencement of 
the dereliction, are here omitted. Surely 
these differences indicate an uttering of the 
words prophetically, previous to their ut- 
terance in the act of departure. He over- 
leaps in prophetic foresight the death just 
set forth as certain, and speaks of the age 
to come, during which the Holy City shoul 
be desolate and trodden down of the Gen- — 
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XIV. Ka EyEVvETo ev tw EAOcty avToV sig OLKOY TLVOE * iI 20 
rey apxovray TOV Dapioaiwy saf3Bary yay dproy, b Mark iii, 2 

ch. vi. 7. XX. 

kal avrol *yoay TaoaTnpoumevor avTov. ~ Kat Lood 2B, 

avOowmoc TUG nV * vdpwmiKoc "eurooabey auTou. * cad adtateye 18 
al. 2 Kings 

ee oO noove ELIE mo0c TovG 
ae 

oalouc [Aeywr | [Ed] 
4 e Se hee vA 

Ol 0& Nouyaoay. 
kee 
amréAvos. 

* dvoe 7 u Pove etc gpeap 

Z dvaoraoet avrov [ev | ™) 

OUK 

aocdeNesta Vs, nore 

p = Matt. viii. 28 al. 
1 Tim. iv. 16. see Job xviii. 2. 
3U only. 1 Kings xvi. 11. 

CuHap. XIV. 
—e«i om. B D L Copt. 

ua ch. vii. 

voc ABEGHMS V 23 all. Syrr. Sahid. Theoph. Euth. 
weceirat A 13 al.—ry yp. 7. caf. bef. cai obx« vO. D. 

avr. avt., amecolOncay D. 

~ tiles. — That the very words ev\. 6 doy. 
k.7.A. were used by the multitude at the 
Lord’s entry into Jerusalem, I should much 
rather ascribe to a misunderstanding by them 
and the disciples of this very declaration, 
than for a moment suppose that these words 
found any sufficient fulfilment in that entry 
Erasmus, eats, Wicker). 

AP. Vv. 1-67 ‘Peculiar-..to..Luke, 
1: év TO 200. avT., viz. during the 
mopever Oat, ‘ch. xiii. 38. —7. apx. T. ®., 
‘of the chief men of the Pharisees ;’ not 
‘of the Pharisees who were rulers,’ which 
would be ungrammatical. Though the 
Pharisees had no official rulers as such, they 
had men to whom they looked up, as 
Hillel, Schammai, Gamaliel, &c. (Meyer.) 
—.dpt. The Jews used to give enter- 
tainments on the Sabbath, see Neh. viii. 
9—12. Tobit ii.1. The practice latterly 
became an abuse,—‘ Hodiernus dies sab- 
bati est: hunec in presenti tempore otio 
quodam corporaliter languido et fluxo et 
luxurioso celebrant Judei.’ Aug. Enarr. in 
Ps. xci. 2. Again, ‘observa diem Sabbati, 
non Judaicis deliciis....’? Enarr. ii. in 
Ps. xxxii. 6.— «al, usual after eyévero: 
not ‘also,’ or ‘even.’ — 2.] _ eprp. avr. 
not asa guest; see ver. 4. yy torapevoc 
Kal jy TOApOY pév Cnrnoat CepaTeiay Ord 
TO oaBB. Kat Tobc Pap. pavydpevoc dé 

, eo > ‘ , ’ ~ > , 

povoyv, tva wy oikrepnoy TovToY ap 

erect TW safsary * § Ocparrcvew ; ? 

> Kal aroKpibeic moe avrove ete Tivoc mov 

? umTEcetr at, Kal ovK auGhe 

* npeog TOU SUES OD 5 

a isxvoav arpun uke ionue auTw mo0e TauTa. 

d& TOE TOUC ice Anjevone mapagodny. eTéywv TWC TAC 

‘ TowroKk)istac ebeAeyovro, Aeywr mpoe avrovce °“Oray 

KAnOne v0 Tuvoc EC yapouc, [1 

" EVTIMOTEPOC cou 7 eunueiee 
q = here only. see Rom. ix. ie Judg. v. 29 alex. 

5 Matt. xxiii. 6 and |.t. t ch. 
- Phil. ii. 29. 1 Kings xxyi. 21, 

1. eiceAOcity D. —2. ric om. D al. be.— 3. Néywy om. A D a. 

e N \ 
VOMLKOUC Kal Dapi- e = Matt. xxii. 

35 al. + 

f ch. xiii. 23 
and reff. 

Kal endaPouevoe | \acaro avUTOY Kal & = h- vie7. 
h= ‘Acts xi,18. 
sf 14, Neh, 
Be 

i= Wes iX.27. 
Matt. xiv. 31. 

\ Judg. xix.25, 
Kat k = Matt. xiv. 

15 al, 
1 John iv. 11, 

‘eheye's >, Rey. ix. 

,2 only. Gen. 
a 14 al. 

= ||. Exod. 
eit 33. 
n Acts xi. 10 

\ only. Hab.i.15, 
TV oe xiii. 14, 16 

1. Exod, 
* araxd Oye Fata 

pares 15 
alex. 

r constr. here only. Acts iii. 5. 
x. 42, Gen. xiii. 11. u ch. ix. 14, xxiv. 

ins. B. 
txt A.—5. for dvoe, 

mooBaroy D. txt abev.— 
tv om. ADK LX 8 al. be. 

avrp om. BL.— 7. aft. dé 

éavrou Kai atadd\aty Tov Boowmog. Eu- 
thym. It does not appear, though it is 
certainly possible, that he was set there by 
the Pharisees on purpose. This was before 
the meal (ver. 7).—5.] There is a strict 
propriety in the comparison: the accident 
and disease are analogous. The reading 

_@wies is strange enough, and certainly fur- 
nishes a fair case for internal evidence to 
determine. It is surely hardly possible that 
the Lord can have so spoken. The argu- 
ment a minori ad majus would thus be 
completely invalidated. Besides, see Exod. 
xxi. 33. 

7—11.] The three first divisions of this 
chapter consist of separate doings and say- 
ings of the Lord, all occurring at this Sab- 
bath feast. It does not appear that the 
foregoing miracle gave occasion to this 
saying; so that it is no objection to it, that 
it has no connexion with it. The Lord, as 
was His practice, founds His instructions 
on what He saw happening before Him.— 
As Trench remarks, (Par. 321,) it is pro- 
bable this was a splendid entertainment, 
and the guests distinguished persons (ver. 
12). —7.] mpwtokd., see Matt. xxiii. 6, the 
middle place in the triclinium, which was 
the most honourable. At a large feast 
there would be many of these. —8] The | 
whole of this has, besides its plain reference, ~ 
a deeper one, linked into it by the pregnant 

ter, ~ 
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v Mark iii. 5 
al. 1 Chron. 
XxXix. 22. 

w = Matt. xxi. 
38 

x ch. xi. 37. 
Xvii. 7 al. 
John xiii, 12 
al. Judith 
xii. 16, 

y here only. 

EYATTEAION 

7 , Ww r 

EoXaTOV TOTOV " KATEXELW. 

XIY. 

€ ’ b] ~ 9 \ ? ) A c \ \ r \ i: , , ~ 

ut auTov, Kal eX WV O GO& Kat AUTOV KaAECaAC EOEL oOoL 

\ , , \ , ts vo > , , ‘ 

Aoe TOUTW TOTOV, KAL TOUTE apey LET aloyuvne TOV 

ard’ orav KANOHC, Topev- 
\ ee , ‘ 7 , ad er 7 ce 

Oeic + QVQATEOE ELC TOV eoyaToyv TOTOY, \YVa OTAV eAOn oO 
A 7 > 

Exod. xix.23. KEKANKWC OE, * elary ca PDids, * rpocavapsyO avorEpov" 
yy = Acts vi. 5 

> , 7 ay , 

a me Tere EOTAL COL d0ga 
%Matt.ix.10 J] 
and |. ver. 
Roch. is 4 < - 7 

zz ch. i. 52 al. ; it : 

Matt. xi. 23. as Ee vpwOnoerat. 
Gen. xviii. > ¢ ~ aa 

i 6autoy “Orayv one 
a 2 Cor. xi. 7. 

Isa. xl. 4. 

VP Deh - Zz , ! 
cf EVWTLOVY TWV GUVAVAKEUMEVWVY GOL. 

er ~ C27 Ie ~ € \ a 7, wae 

OoTl Tac O vpwy E€avUTOV rarsvwlyserat, Kal O TATElL~ 
97 \ \ — 

ug eA eye o& Kal TW KEKANKOTL 
” x ~ Sb , 
aopisTov 1 Oct vo, yn pwvet 

we AU Tove pidouc oou punoe ToUc aoeA pove Gov pence Tove ouvy- 
aa ch. xi. 38. - \ ! ' 7, \ es] ’ 

Mie xnied YEVELC GOV pNoE yelTovac TAOVGLOVG’ MNTOTE Kal avTOL GE 
only. 2 Kings 
xxiv. 15, 

b = here only. 
e here only t. 
d Rom. xi. 9. 

Ps. cxxvii. 4. 
e = Matt. xxii. 

2. Mark vi. 
21. ch. v. 29. h 
John xii. 2. 
Gen. xxi. 8. 

fch. v. 29 
only. Gen 
xxvi. 30. 

ce? / \ 

avrikaAdéowot, Kal 

OTav 

/ 

yévyntat cou 
e = f S , ‘\ 

TOC Sox, KaAét TTWYOUC, 
x AN y A ee Ee \ 7 Bd 

Xwadouc, tupAove Kat makaplog Ey, 

i , ~ 5 , 
AVAOTAGCEL TWV OLKALWY, 

ghere and ver. 21 only t+. 2 Macc. viii. 24. h Rom. xi. 35 al. Isa. xiii. 7. isee John vy. 29. Rey. xx. 5,6. 

8 EAN 
g? , 
ava7Tnoouc, 

> LU 

d> , 
avraTocoua. 

OTL OUK EXovow 
> ~ f 5 > , , ’ 

avraTooouvat ool avramooo0ncerat yap oot év 7) 

ins. kai D a. — 8. b76 rTevog om. D.—yapoy D.—for 7 Kerd., Eee D.—ir’ adbrov 
om. D abc. — 9. for ap&y, Eoy 

> D.—rév om. D'.—10. rec. avarecoy with (Scholz) 
many recent MSS., but txt (-cac BLM 12 all) ABE H K LV X37 all.eie r. oy. 
rom. avaninre (omg. topevOeic) D.—for eizy, pet BL X 5 al. txt A D.—aft. tvwz. 

ins. ravrwv A BL X 10 al. Syrr. Copt. Sahid. A&th.—ooi om. D abe.— 11. tazetvov- 
Ta D. bbovra D.—aft. pidove om. cov D a,—pndé tr. svy. cov om. D a Cypr.—bef. 
yeit., py Be. pndé tr. yeit. pndé rode mAovotovg D abc Cypr. Arm. — 13. avamsipovg 

word ydpoue, relating to the Kingdom of 
God. Both meanings are obvious, and only 
one remark needed ;—that all that false 
humility, by which men put themselves 
lowest and dispraise themselves of set pur- 
pose to be placed higher, is, by the very 
nature of the Lord’s parable, ewcluded : for 
that is not bona fide rarewody éavTov. 
The exaltation at the hands of the Host is 
not to be a subjective end to the guests, 
but will follow true humility. —9] oé Kat 
avtov, not, ‘ thyself also,’ (see ch. ii. 35,) 
but ‘thee and him,’ as E. V.— épet, not 
dependent on py), but future. — apy kar. 
The form of expression sets forth the reluc- 
tance and lingering with which it is done. — 
10.] tva, not expressing the view with 
which thou art to do it (Meyer, ‘ bezetcynet 
die Abficht des avazec.’), but a conse- 
quence which may follow; as the pazore 
in ver. 8. —11.] As an example of the first 
clause, see Isa. xiv. 13—15; of the second, 

Phil. ii. 5—11. 
12—14.] The composition of the com- 

pany before Him seems to have given occa- 
sion for this saying of the Lord. The Pha- 
risee his host had doubtless, with the view 

mentioned in ver. 1, invited the principal 
persons of the place, and with the inten- 
tion of courting their favour and getting a 

return. The Lord rebukes in him this 
spirit ;—and it has been well remarked, that 
the intercourse and civilities of social life 
among friends and neighbours are here 
pre-supposed, (inasmuch as for them there 
takes place an avrazédopa, and they are 
struck off the list by this means,) with this 
caution,—that our means are not to be 
sumptuously laid out upon them, but upon 
something far better,—the providing for 
the poor and maimed and lame and blind. 
When we will make a sacrifice, and pro- 
vide at some cost, let us not throw our 

money away, as we should if an avrazo- 
Sopa is made to us in this world: but give 
it to the poor, i. e. lend it to the Lord ; 
and then, as in ver. 14, there will be an 
avramroo. ty r. avac. tr. Otx.,—which shall 
not be amere equivalent, but a rich reward. 
—14.] avaor. 7. 8ux., the first resurrec- 
tion, here distinctly asserted by the Lord ; 
otherwise 7. dic. would be vapid and un- 
meaning. See 1 Cor. xv. 22 f. 1 Thess. iv. 
16. Rev. xx. 4, 5. 
15—24.] One of the guests takes this 

literally, and imagines the great feast to 
which the Jews looked forward to be 
meant. He spoke as a Jew, and probably 
with an idea that, as such, his admission to 
this feast was sure and certain.—The Lord 

ABD 
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k ver. 10, and 
~ reff. 

1 = ver. lal. 
Exod. ii. 20. 

n here only. 
constr. Matt. 
XVili. 35, 
Rom. xi. 25 
al. 

0 Acts xxv. 11. 
1 Tim. iv. 7. 
see Esth. iv. 
8. 

p Matt. xiii. 44. 
2 Chron. 
XXxXiv. 11. 

q ch. xxiii. 17. 
Jude 3. 

r = Matt. xviii. 
28. xx.1, Xe. 

s = John xii. 
21. ch. xix.3. 

t constr. ch. 
xix. 20 only. 

ul Pet.i.7 al. 
5 Pslexvios 

x v =1 Cor. iii. 
KQ@L 13. 2 Cor. 

viii. 8. 
1 Thess. v. 21 
al. Prov. xvii. 
3 

20 a2 5 
Kal &TEG0C EL TTE 

2) 

> 

a = Josh. xviii. 
> 

oO. "EEAOs TAY EWC ac tac °mAarsiae Kat bdiatt. iis. 
a ey ~ oN \ \ SS Niskeye? , pupac TNC TOAEWC, KAL TOUC TTWYOUC Kal ava7T1POUC 

d Matt. vi.2. Acts ix. 11. xii.10 only. Isa. xy. 3. 

Gen. xiv. 13. 
c ch, xiii. 26. 

Isa. Xv. 3. 
e ver. 13, and reff. 

FASB D5 dertc BL PX 9al. txt A D.—for adotov, dowrov EK MSV 34 al. 
_ Arm, Clem. Bas. Euthym. Theoph. — 16. rie om. P Orig.—péyay BD llal. txt AP 
Orig. —17. rode dotAovg P.—ry w. r. deiz. om. P.—rdyra om. B L be. —18. bef. 
(deity om. kai BD L. ins. A P abe. —19. for éowr. o. EX. pl. Tao. 
2\@civy D abe and some mss. mentioned by 
éynp., EAaBov D.—for x. dra r., dvd D. — 21 
Arm. 

answers him by the parable following, 
which showed him that true as his asser- 
tion was, (and He does not deny it,) the 
blessedness would not be practically so 
generally acknowledged nor entered into. 
— The Parable, whatever analogy it may 
bear with that in Matt. xxii. 1 ff., is wholly 
different from that in many _ essential 
points. —16.] The Setr. péy. is the Baor- 
eva 7. Oeov, the feast of fat things in Isa. 
xxv. 6; completed in the marriage-supper 
of the Lamb ; but fully prepared when the 
glad tidings of the Gospel were proclaimed. 
—ékah. mod.; these first cecAnpévor are 
the Pharisees and Scribes and learned 
among the Jews. —17.] The So0d)as is one 
spirit, one message; but not necessarily, 
in the three cases, one and the same person. 
The three messages were delivered (1) by 
John the Baptist and the Lord; (2) by 
the Lord and the Apostles; (3) by the 
Apostles and those who came after. The 
elder prophets cannot be meant, for 
round éor. mwavta was the message = 
HyyiKev 9 Bac. r. ovp.—18—20.] azo 
ude, suppl. yvwpng: so add rie tone, 
Thucyd. i. 15; so (ch. vii. 30) they had 
rejected John’s baptism, and (John vii. 48) 
the Lord Himself. The saying is not to 
be taken strictly without exception, e. g. 

-y— 010 ob dvvapat 
Orig. — 20. for trepoc, éAdoc D abe.—for 
- éxetvoc om. AD K LP 9 al. abev Copt. 

ins. B.—zadvra ravra D d.—for Tore, cai D.—avareipovg B D P.—rai y. om. 
Nicodemus ; but generically. So also ver. 
24.—The temper of these self-excusers is 
three-fold ; the excuses themselves are 
three-fold ; their spirit is one. The first 
alleges an avaykyn,—he must go and see 
his land: the second not so much as this, 
only his own plan and purpose—zopstopat : 
the third not so much as either of these, 
but rudely asserts od divapat (i. e. oF Bod- 
Aopat) éXOeiv. Also the excuses themselves 
‘are three-fold. The first has his worldly 
possession (‘one to his farm,’ Matt. xxii. 5) 
to go and see: the second his purchase 
(‘another to his merchandize,’ ibid.) of 
stock to prove: the third his home engage- 
ments and his lust to satisfy. _Ad/ are de- 
tained by worldliness, in however varied 
forms. — 21.] rs médeus, still, in the city 
(Matt. xxii. 7) ; still, among the Jews.— 
thar. kK. p¥p., the broad and narrow streets ; 
perhaps the wéAscc¢ «. k@pat through which 
the Lord and His Apostles journeyed 
preaching.—Here appear again the very 
persons of ver. 13; the representatives of 
the wretched and despised; = 6 zodte 
6xAoc, Mark xii. 37: not perhaps without 
a hint, that only those who knew them- 
selves to be spiritually poor and maimed 
and halt and blind would come to the 
Gospel feast. — 22.] The palace is large, 
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and the guest-room : ‘nec natura nec gra- 
tia patitur vacuum ;’ Bengel. — 23.] The 
calling of the Gentiles, outside the city; 
in the country (Matt. xxiii. 9, 10). — avay- 
Kagov eis. Is there not here an allusion 
to Infant Baptism? for remember, the 
sicehO6yrec are good and bad. (Matt. 1. c.) 
— 24.] I think with Stier, (iii. 231,) that 
the Lord here speaks in His own Person.— 
vpty will fit no circumstance in the parable ; 
for the householder and his servant .are 
alone: the guests are not present.—The 
“Bord speaks, with His usual Néyw ydp opty, 
to the company present: and _ half-con- 
tinuing the parable, half-expounding it, sub- 
stitutes Himself for the master of the feast, 
leaving it hardly doubtful who avBpes éxet- 
vou of KekAnpévot are. 

25—35.| The Lord is, at some time 
further on in the journey, going forward, 
and speaking to the multitude on counting 
the cost before any man becomes His dis- 
ciple. — 26, 27.] see Matt. x. 37, 38, and 
note. The remark there made of the s/range- 
ness of this sound of the Cross, still ap- 

plies : the Lord had not yet announced His 
death by crucifixion. — proet. It is well to 
inquire what sense this word here bears. 
That no such thing as active hatred can be 
meant, is plain: the Lord Himself is an ex- 
ample to the contrary,—John xix, 25—27; 

the hate is the general, not personal, feeling 
of alienation in the inmost heart,—so that 
this world’s relationships, as belonging to : 
the state of things in this world, are not 
the home and rest of the heart. This is 
evident from the éru 8@ «. T. éav. puxav 
which follows. Let the hate begin here, 
and little explanation will be further wanted. 
This addition also shows that the saying was 
not meant only for those times, in which 
more perhaps of the disruption of earthly 4 
ties was required, but for all time: for 
%) EavTow Wuyx2) is equally dear to every 
man in every age. It hardly need be ob- 
served that ¢his hate is not only consistent 
with, but absolutely necessary to the very 
highest kind of love. It is that element in 
love which makes a man a wise and Chris- 
tian friend,—not for time only, but for ; 
eternity. — 28—30.] Peculiar to Luke. 1a 
The same caution is followed out in this t | 
parable. This is to be borne in mind, or tf 
it will be misinterpreted. The ground of ij 
the parable is, that entire self-renunciation 
is requisite, to become a disciple of Christ. } 
This man wishes to build a tower (there is : 
a reference doubtless to the attempt at} | 
Babel, to raise a tower which might le 
to heaven). He is advised to count the 
cost, to see whether he have enough 
thoroughly to finish it. If he begin, lay 
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the foundation,—however seemingly well it 
may be done, it is not well done, because 
he has not enough to complete it: and the 
attempt can only lead to shame. So it is 
with one who would be Christ’s disciple : 
but with this weighty difference, lying in 
the background of the parable—that in his 
case the counting the cost must always 
issue in a discovery of the utter inadequacy 
of his own resources, and the entire re- 
linquishment of them all, and the scheme 
itself. For the tower must not be com- 
pared with the Christian life ;—this is not 
meant: the building of the tower is alto- 
gether a vain idea, to be relinquished as 
soon as the discovery is made that he has 
not funds to finish it. To raise a tower on 
earth that may reach to heaven, is not the 
Christian’s aim,—but to follow and go up 
into Christ. The train of thought is alto- 
gether different from that in Matt. vii. 24 ff. 
— 81—33.]| This same lesson is even more 
pointedly set before us in the following 
parable, which, as well as the other, is 
frequently misunderstood. The two kings 
here are,—the man desirous to become a 
disciple, to work out his salvation,—and 
Gop, with whose just and holy law he is 
naturally at variance ;—it is his avridtkoc, 
see ch. xil. 58, and note;—these two are 
going to engage in war :—and the question 
for each man to sit down and ask himself 
s, ‘Can I, with (év, because it is all that I 

txt A B D X al. — 32. éowT@ ic 
pacem abe.—33. mwaor om. D.—34. aft. caddy ins. ody BL X3 

< a.— 35. tH yiv D. 

have, all my instrument of war) my ten 
thousand, stand the charge of Him who 
cometh against me with (not év—but pera, 
being only as many as He pleases to bring 
with Him for the purpose—see Ps. Ixviii. 
17) twenty thousand ?’—see Job xv. 24— 
26.—Here the inadequacy of man’s re- 
sources is plainly set forth, not left, as in 
the former parable, to be inferred.—Then, 
finding that he has no hope of prevailing, 
—€ti avtov méppw dvtos, while there is 
yet time,—he sends an embassy, and 
sues for peace, abandoning the conflict: 
—throwing himself upon the mere mercy 
and grace of God ;—amotagodpevos Tact 
Tots €avTov UTapxovewy, in both cases.— 
The ordinary misinterpretation of this 
parable is in taking the king with twenty 
thousand to be the dpywy Tov Kédcpov 
rovrov—which destroys all the sense ;— 
for with him the natural man is at peace, 
but the disciple of Christ at war.—81.] 
eis dX. belongs to cvpB., not to wopevdp. 
—ovupBarkiv modc payny occurs Polyb. x. 
37, 4 (the instance from Xenoph. Cyrop. 
vii. 1, 20, cited by Meyer, does not apply, 
being oup[. moe TO ax Spevor ). ). — 82. ] 
Ta Tpos eip. So, ru mpdc moAepnov, Xen. 
Anab. iv. 3, 10, but there ‘the resources 
of war ;’—here ‘ conditions, preliminaries, 
of peace.’ — 84, 35.] For the third time, 
the Lord repeats the saying concerning 
salt:—see Matt. v. 13, Mark ix. 50, and 
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notes. The salt, in Scripture symbolism, 
is the whole life-retaining antiseptic in- 

_ fluence of the Spirit of God :—this, work- 
ing in the _pov_sivas. paQyrijc, is good: 
but if the mere appearance of this, and 
not the veritable salt (which is the savour), 
be in you,—wherewith &c. Such a dis- 
ciple is €m BAnréos. Salt was not used 
for land, Ps. cvii. 34, nor for mingling with 
manure: it is of no use for either of those 
purposes, but must be utterly cast out. 

Cuap. XV. 1—10.] It does not appear 
where or when this happened,—but cer- 
tainly in the progress of this same journey, 
and, we may well believe, consecutively on 
the discourses in the tact, Chapters hs 
first parable had been spoken by the Lord 
before, Matt. xviii. 12—14; but, as Trench 
has remarked, (Par. p. 331,) with a dif- 
ferent view: there, to bring out the pre- 
ciousness of each individual little one in 
the eyes of the good Shepherd; here, to 
show that no sheep can have strayed so 
widely, but He will seek it, and rejoice 
over it when found. The second is pe- 
culiar to Luke.—1.] qoav éyy. ‘were 
busied in drawing near’— were continually 
about Him,’ struck perhaps with penitence, 
—found, by His seeking them :—having 
come from the husks of a life of sin, to 
the bread of life;—so the three Parables 
seem to imply.—avres, a general term, 
admitting of course of exceptions, see ch. 
xiii. 33 and note. — 2.] mposd€x. into His 
circle of adherents.—ovveo9., allows them 
to sit at meat with Him ;—on the journey, 
or at entertainments, as in Matt. ix. 10. 

Stier remarks (iii. 243) that this Gpapr. 
a posdex. is an important and affecting 

testimony, from the mouth of the enemies 
of the Lord, to His willingness to receive 
sinners. — The 8.eyydy. implies either 

to another,—responsively.’ —8—7.] T 
man having the hundred sheep, is plainly 
the Son of God,—the Good Shepherd. 
This had been His prophetic description, — 
and that in this very connexion,—ot seek- ; 
ing the lost,—Ezek. xxxiv. 6, J1—15. | 
This it is which gives so peculiar an inter- — 
est to David as a type of Christ—that he — 
was a shepherd ;—ibid. ver. 23. The Lord 
plainly declares then by this parable—and 
that I take to be the reason why it is placed _ 
Jirst (see below)—that the matter in which 
they had found fault with Him was the 
very pursuit most in accordance with His 
divine Office of Shepherd. —4.]| It is the 
Owner Himself who goes to seek—see 
Ezek. v. 11 ;—God in Christ.—The éxatov 
apoB. are the house of Israel, see Matt. x. 
6; but in the present application, man- 
kind: (not, ‘believers in Christ ;’ see on 
ver. 7.)—The argument is to their self- 
interest: but the act on the part of the 
good Shepherd is, from the nature of the 
case, one of Jove; or, as Stier remarks, 

also human love for His own; for in Him, 
Love, and His glory, are one and the same 
thing.— Karak. ta évv. These pass alto- 
gether into the background, and are lost 
sight of. The character of the good Shep- 
herd is a sufficient warrant for their being 
well cared for.—The €pnpos is not a barren 
place, but one abounding in _ pastures 
(John vi. 10 compared with Matt. xiv. 15). 
—65.|] Not mere self-interest, but Jove 
comes forward here ;—see Is. xl. 1] :—no 
blows are given for the straying,—no hard 
words ;—mercy to the lost one,—and joy 
within Himself,—are the Shepherd’s feel- 
ings; the sheep is weary with long wander- 
ing,—He gives it rest. Matt. ix. 36. xi. 

‘throughout the journey ’—or rather, ‘ Te 
h 

26.—6.] In this return to His house, ~ 
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must be understood the whole course of 
seeking and finding which the good Shep- 
herd, either by Himself or His agents, 
now pursues in each individual case, even 
until He brings the lost sheep home into 
heaven to Himself—not in reality, so that 
it should not take place till the death of 
the penitent—but proleptically,—till the 
name is written in heaven ;—till the sinner 
is penitent. This is clear from the inter- 
pretation in ver. 7. The didor Kat yet- 
Toves = the angels (and spirits « of just men 
made perfect ?).—1d mpdB. TO dmrodwdds 
breathes a totally different thought from 7. 
Opaypy iy arwXsoa. There is pity and 
love in it, which, from the nature of the 
case, the other does not admit of. —7.] 
A€yw tpiv. In these words the Lord often 
introduces His revelations of the unseen 
world of glory ;—see Matt. xviii. 10.—On 
these Stator see note at Matt. ix. 12, 13 
They are the subjectively righteous, and 
this saying respects their own view of 
themselves. (Or if it be required that the 
words should be literally explained, seeing 
that these ninety-nine did not err,—then 
I see no other way but to suppose them, in 
the deeper meaning of the parable, to be 
the worlds that have not fallen ;—and the 
one that has strayed, our human nature, in 
this our world.) But we have yet to in- 
quire, what sort of sinner this parable re- 
presents: for each of the three sets before 
us a different type of the sinner sunk in 
his sin. Bengel, in distinguishing the 
three, says, ‘ Ovis, drachma, filius perditus 
—peccator (1) stupidus,—(2) sui plane 
nescius,—(3) sciens et voluntarius.’ This 
one is the stupid and bewildered sinner, 
erring and straying away in ignorance and 
self-will from his Shepherd, but sought by 
the Shepherd, and fetched back with joy. 
— 8—10.] In the following wonderful 
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parable, we have the next class of sinners 
set before us, sought for and found by the 
power and work of the Spirit in the 
Church of Christ. I will be seen, as we 
proceed, how perfectly this interpretation 
comes out, not as a fancy, but as the very 
kernel and sense of the parable. The yuvy 
cannot (as probably in Matt. xiii. 33) be 
the Church absolutely, for the Church her- 
self is a lost sheep at first, sought and, 
found by the Shepherd. Rather is the ) | 
oixia here the Church—as will come out | 
by-and-by,—and the yuvy the indwelling 
Spirit, working in it. All men belong to 
this Creator Spirit—all have been nee 
with the image of God. But the sinner_ 
lies-in the dust of sin and death and cor- 
ruption—‘sui plane nescius.’? Then the 
Spirit, 
(Prov. xx. 27. Zeph. i. 12), searching” 
every corner and sweeping every unseen. 
place, finds out the sinner ;—restores him’ 
to his true value as made for God’s glory. 
This lighting and sweeping are to be under- 

a 

stood of the office of the Spirit in the oe 
Church, in its various ways of seeking thel pp 
sinner—by the preaching of repentance, by’ 
the Word of God read, &c. 
the joy again.—at dtdar kK. yeltoves are 
invited—but there is no return home now ~ 

—nor in the explanation, ver. 10, is there. 
any év obpava, because the Spirit abides in... 
the Church—because the angels are pre- 
sent in the Church,—see 1 Cor. xi. 10:— 
nor is it ora (as in ver. 7 at the return of 
the Redeemer then future) but yiverar— 
the ministering spirits rejoice over every 
soul that is brought out of the dust of 
death into God’s treasure-house by the 
searching of the Blessed Spirit.—In this 
parable then we have set before us the 
sinner who is unconscious of himself and 
his own real worth—who is lying, though 

Then comes f?_ 

lighting the candle of the Lord , ..» 

om os 
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that 23. moe THY ovsiay avrou Cov # agwTnc. ; sa daavysavroc 

Xv. 6. Exod. O& auTov TavTa EYEVETO Ammog * “toXup0e Kata THY Ywpav 
u Matt. xxi. 33 t. v=ch. xix. 12. Prov. va 19. 
x here only ¢. see Prov, xxvili.7. y= James iv. . Judith xii. 4 +. 

w = ch. xvi. 1 only. see Ps. cxi. 9. 
z = Matt. xiy. 30, Gen. xJi. 31. 

$10. yapd Eorar D abev Eth. Arm. Jer. —bef. ayy. om. tov B.—12. for cai, 6 dE AB. 
| txt D abe. — 13. rai ob pera D abe.—for rijv od. ad., EavTov Toy Bioy D. 

_ in reality a precious coin, in the mire of 
- this world, lost and valueless, till he is 

searched out by the blessed and gracious 
Spirit. And that such a search will be 
made, we are here assured. 

11—32.] Peculiar to Luke. ‘If we 
might venture here to make comparisons, 
as we do among the sayings of men, this 
parable of the Lord would rightly be called 
the crown and pearl of all His parables.’ 
Stier, iii. 260.—We have here the glad and 
welcome reception of the returning sinner 
(sinner under the most aggravating cir- 
cumstances) in the bosom of His Heavenly 
Father : and agreeably to the circumstances 
under which the discourse was spoken, the 
Oicacoe who murmured at the publicans 
and sinners are represented under the 
figure of the elder son :—see below. —11. } 
av0. tis — Our Heavenly Father —the 
Creator and Possessor of all: not, Christ, 
who eyer represents Himself as a Son, 
although frequently as a possessor or lord. 
—8vo viots, not, in any direct sense of 
the Parable, the Jews and the Gentiles: 
that there may be a partial application to 
this effect, is only owing to the parable 
grasping the great central truths, of which 
the Jew and Gentile were, in their relation, 
illustrations,—and of which such illustra- 
tions are furnished wherever such differ- 
ences occur.—The two parties standing in 
the foreground of the parabolic mirror are, 
the Scribes and Pharisees as the elder son 
—the publicans and sinners as the younger: 
—all, Jews: all belonging to God’s family. 
The mystery of the admission of the Gen- 
tiles into God’s Church was not yet made 
known in any such manner as that they 
should be represented as of one family 
with the Jews ;—not to mention that this 
interpretation fails in the very root of the 
Parable, —for in strictness the Gentile 
should be the e/der—the Jew not being 
constituted in his superiority till 2000 years 
after the Creation.—The upholders of this 
interpretation forget that when we speak 

’ 

14. isyvpa 

of the Jew as elder and the Gentile as 
younger, it is in respect not of birth, but 
of this very return to and reception into 
the Father’s house, which is not to be con- 
sidered yet. The relations of elder and 
younger have a peculiar fitness for the 
characters to be filled by them, and are I 
believe chosen on that account; vewrepoy 
Of dvopaler Toy dwapTwddy we ynmidppovea 
kal eveEaTrarnroy. 
The part of the parable relating to the 
prodigal himself divides itself into three 
parts—l. his sin: 2. his misery: 3. his 
penitence. In these verses his sin is de- 
scribed. It consists in a desire to depart 
from his Father’s house and control, and 
to set up for himself,—to live a life of 
what the carnal man calls liberty. —12.] 
7d émtBaddov pépos is classical Greek— 
aTohkayovrTég TOY KTHMaTwWY TO ETLBah- 
doy, Herod. iv. 115.—Such a request as 
this is shown by Orientalists to haye been 
known in the East, though not among the 
Jews.—Bios = ovota:—no distinction is 
implied, as some (Paulus, Stier) have 
thought. The first-born had two-thirds of 
the property—see Deut. xxi. 17. The 
Father, as implied in the parable, reserves 
to himself the power during his life over 
the portion of the first-born—see ver. 3l. 
—The Parable sets before us very strikingly | 
the per mission of free will to man. —18.] 
paxpav—not adverbial (Stier), but agreeing 
with ywparv, see reff.—The images of both 
the preceding parables are united here :—in 
aredypynoev we have the straying sheep— 
in his state when he got into the far 
country, the lost piece of money. But in 
this case the search is to be carried on 
within him—we are now on higher ground 
than in those two parables. —‘ Regio longin- 
qua est oblivio Dei,’ Augustine. (Trench 
p- 351.)—aoeerws. The old English word 
‘retchless’ expresses perhaps best the mean- 
ing, which is not ‘unsparingly’ (in which 
sense of ‘saving money’ I doubt owZw ever 
being used), but ‘incorrigibly,’ past hope 
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15 \ ff) \ 
Kal peas ig: a = 2 Cor. xi. 

8. Phil. iv. 
© y 12.S 4, ° ex oA HOn evl ro Tmodrw TC Xwouc exetvnc, Kal ae 

emrepibey auTov ee TOUC aypouc aurou Booxew Xoipove. o Mak ona 
Gen. xlv. 17 

16 y > \ is ; 

Kal et eOoer ee “yeu uloat my KowNlay avtov aro *® roy eGR - 
d / € ” € ’ ~ dhere only ft. 
KEpaTlwY WY nofioy ot Xoroot, Kal OVE EOLOOU AUTH, € hereonly. see 

ye”? e ‘ si ’ \ s ! foray, o tA ieee i ic eautov oe eXPwy sire Llocot ‘ wicbior Tou TaTpoc ‘Yr oN, 
* , ” RB , \ \ PSY , & subj Phil. iv. 

pe ee TEplocevovaw aprwy" eyo oe * Aap arohAvpat. “1 $2 Goris, 
18 | 4 

‘avaarac Topevaopat irooe TOV martod ae Kal éow hNiork x1, 
? Xxii. 3, 19. 

autw Tlarep, Tua oT Ov ‘etc TOY TT Kal “ Evwrloy i Matt, xviii. 
t une 1 Cor. vi. 

19 4 ered, 2a \ 
OOU, [Kat] OUKETL ELLLL acioc KAnOnvat VLOC oov’ 

k = here only. 1 Kings xx. 1. 

. Tru AMS 11 al. 
xooracOjva te BDL 6 al. 

txt D Q.—bef. or aft. Ayu ins. de B D 10 al. 

ABD Lal. 
om. D.— 16. 

(de abc). — 17. zeotccevovra A BP. 

txt Q.—bef. torep. ins 
for yew. T. K. av. ard,— 

abe Syr. Copt. AXth. Arm. Chrys. Ambr. 

of reclaim :—dowroc, 6 Ov atiriv amo\Xt- 
pevoc. Aristot. Eth. iv. 1.—14—16.] His 
misery is set forth in these verses. He 
soon spends all:—there is a fine irony as 
Stier remarks in Samavyjcavtos, as com- 
pared with 8veoxdpmice before—he spent 

his money for that which was no bread.— 
Apes iox. ‘This-famine-is the Shepherd 
“ seeking his stray sheep—the woman sweep- 
ing to find the lost. The famine, in the 
interpretation, is to be subjectively taken— 
he begins to be in want (no stress on avroc, 
which is inserted on account of the change 
of subject from the last clause),—to feel 
the emptiness of soul which precedes either 
utter abandonment or true penitence. — 
15.] He sinks lower and lower—becomes 
the despised servant of an alien (is there 
here any hint at the situation of the pudli- 
cans ?) who employs him in an office most 
vile and odious to the mind of a Jew. 
—ékoAAynOy—no emphasis—see reff. ‘he 
attached himself.’ — 16. ] érreBuper — not 
merely ‘he desired,’ see ch. xvi. 21, where 
the fact is surely implied that Lazarus did 
eat of the crumbs. The mistake has arisen 
from supplying a wrong object to edi8ov, 
and that from misunderstanding Kepatta. 
‘These are not the husks or pods of some 
other fruit, as of peas or beans, but them- 
selves a fruit, that of the carob tree (Kepa- 
Twvia)..... They are in shape something 
like a bean pod, though larger and more 
curved, thence called kepartoy or little 
horn, ...they have a hard dark outside 
and a dull sweet taste... the shell or pod 
alone is eaten.’ Trench, Par. 355. His 
appetite even drove him to these for food ; 
—for—xati, (implying his state of destitu- 
tion) no man gave (aught) to him. Meyer, 
De Wette, Greswell, and others supply 

see 2 
Tolnoov Kings xii. 13. 

1 = Matt. iv. 19 al. Gen. xly. 8. 

txt B D P Q.— 15. adrow 
txt A P Q abe 

om. A PQ. — 19. kai om. Jer. Aug. 

keoarea after édidov, but wrongly, I think; 
the absolute use of dtdwpt being very 
frequent, and the other construction harsh 
and unusual.—We see him now in the 
depth of his misery,—the sinner reaping 
the consequences of his sin in utter shame 
and extremity of need. —17—20.] His 
penitence. And here we have a weighty 
difference between the permitted rational 
free will of man, and the stupid wandering 
on of the sheep, or the inanimate coin 
lying till it is picked up,—both these being 
however true, did not God seek and save 
the sinner: ‘the grace of God by Christ 
preventing us that we may have a good 
will, and working with us when we have 
that good will.’ Article X. of the Church 
of England.—eis éavtov eA@dv. Similar 
expressions occur in the Heb. Deut. xxx. 
1. 1 Kings viii. 47. Is. xlvi. 8. Before 
this, he was beside himself. The most 
dreadful torment of the lost, in fact that 
which constitutes their state of torment, 
will be this efe éavrov e\Ociv, when too 
late for repentance.—He now recalls the 
peace and plenty of his Father’s house.— 
pic@ror, for he now was a picQoc, but in 
how different a case! —18.] dvacras, 
see ver. 24, vexpdc vy Kal avéicnoe. This 
resolution is a further step than his last 
reflection. In it he nowhere gives up his 
sonship: this, and the watep, lie at the 
root of his penitence:—it is the thought 
of haying sinned against (in the parable 
itself, Heaven and) Thee, which works now 
in him. And accordingly he does not re- 
solve to ask to be made éva rHy pucO. but 
os tva Tr. p.:—still a son, but as an 
hireling. “And what is it that gives the 
sinner now a sure ground of confidence, 
that returning to God he shall not be 
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c ver. 17 only. 
d Acts xxii. 21. 

Mark xii. 34. 
e=ch. vii. 6. 

xxiv. 13, 
Matt. xv. 8. 
Isa. lv. 9. ,? 

f Matt. xv. 32 

act 3 21 g Acts xx. 37. 
Gen. xlvi. 24. avrov. 

heh vii. 38, 45. 
Gen. xly. 15. 

i Mark xii. 38. 
Jonah iii. 6. 

ii = Matt. xxii. 
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m here only. 
Gen, xli. 42. 
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o Matt. iii. 11. 

Gen. xiv. 23. 
p VY. 27, 30 

only. Jer. 
Xxvi. 21. 

q = Matt. xxii. 
4. 1 Kings ’ , 
xxviii. 24. EOQYO 

rch. xii. 19. 5 x pevos 
xvi. 19. Deut. xiv. 26. 

xxxiv. 4, 6. u ver. 1 and reff. 
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NKOovGE cupnpwrviac Kal 
Rev. xx.5+. t= Matt. xv. 24. xviii. 11. Ezek. 

ins. P v. — 20. ov 
paxpay P X.—évéirecey D.— 21. bef. odeért om. vrai AB DKL 4 al. abev Copt. 
Sahid. Auth. Arm. ins. P hee viog gov add qoinody pe we Eva THY puLdPiwy cou 
BD6 
eth. Arm. Jer. 

al. Auth. Syr. — 22. bef. éZevéy. ins. rayd or rayéwe BD L X al. abev Copt. 
txt A P Q.—rec. bef. cron. but om. A B D' LP QQ. ins. T)yv with D?’, 

—hef. dédre om. cai A. (bef. yetp., Ty is not om. in B, as Scholz and Lachmann state.) 
—23. for évéykayrec, péoere BL X. 
—24. eZnoev B. 

ivéyware D. 
txt A D P abcv.—rec. bef. azroX. ins. rai. 

txt A P.—rov otrevroy p. Kai D. 
om. A BDLPX 13 al. 

abcv Copt. Arm. Theoph. Jer. Ambr. Aug.—jjyv om. D al.—aft. edp. ins. dere D. — 

repelled, nor cast out? The adoption of 
sonship which he received in Christ Jesus 
at his baptism, and his faith that the gifts 
“and Calling of God are without repentance 
or recall.’” Trench, Par. 360.—20.] What 
he has resolved, he does: a figure not of 
the usual, but of the proper course of such 
a state of mind. —20—25.] pakp. amex. 
Who can say whether this itself was not a 
seeking ? whether his courage would have 
held out to the meeting >—On what follows, 
see especially Jer. xii. 13. James iv. 8. 
Gen. xlvi. 29. 2 Sam. xiv. 33.— 21 ] The 
intended close of his confession is not 
uttered ;—there is no abatement of his peni- 
tence—for all his Father’s touching and re- 
assuring kindness,—but his filial confidence 
is sufficiently awakened to prevent the re- 
quest, that he might be as an hired ser- 
vant. — 22.| All these gifts belong to his 
reception, not as a servant, but as a son: 
the first (best) robe, for him who came in 
rags,—Is. lxi. 10. Rev. ii. 18:—not—the 
robe which he used to wear—his former 
robe—this would not be consistent with the 
former part of the parable, in which he 
was not turned out with any disgrace, but 
left as a son and of his own accord.—The 

ring,—a token of a distinguished and free 
person,—see James ii. 2. Gen. xli. 42.— 
The shoes, also the mark of a free man 
(for slaves went barefoot), see Zech. x. 12. 
Eph. vi. 15. These are the gifts of grace 
and holiness with which the returned peni- 
tent is clothed by His gracious Father, see 
Zech. iii. 4, 5.—23.] 7. pdoyx. T. ott. So, 
Judg. vi. 25, Gideon is commanded to kill 
TOV pocxyoy Tov TavpOY ¥¢ OTL TH Tarot 
sov:—some calf fatted for a particular 
feast or anniversary, and standing in the 
stall. No allusion must be thought of to 
the sacrificing of Christ :—which would 
be wholly out of place here,—and is pre- 
supposed in the whole parable.—evdppavd. 
So ver. 6, ‘joy in heaven ;’—all rejoice.— 
Some of these are dvvAou who have entered 
into the joy of their Lord. Matt. xxv. 21, 
23. — 24.] ver. x. avél.,—the lost money : 
Gtrohwd. Kal evpébn,—/the lost sheep ; see 
1 John iii. 14. Eph. ii. 1. J Pet. ii 
npgavro, a contrast to the 7jofaro in ver. 
14. — 25—28.] As far as regards the peni- 

. 25.— 

tent, the parable is finished ;—but those 
who murmured at his reception, who were 
the proud and faultless elder son, —always 
in the house and serving, but not, as will 
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ore: XViii, 36. 
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3 e 3 e . y Soa 
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€ amrokoWeic ELTE TH . 2). 
c = Matt. xviii. d Ss oo e , \ 32. seeG Tooauvta ern *dovAsvw cot Kal Seen 
d = John xiy. 

9. Heb. iv. 7. 
€ = Phil. ii. 22. 
a =ch. xi. 42, 

Jer. xli. 18. 
b here only. 

see Matt. 
i 20 26 r Re XXV. 32,33. mal uy a \ +s 
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txt P v.—for waper. air., tpEato abrov Sahid. Jer. 
dé ABDLX 4 be Syr. Copt. 
D. —29. rec. aft. zarpi om. 

for ovy, 

avrov but ins. A BD P 14 all. abedv Syr. Sahid. AEth.—zapéB3nv cov évrod}v D.— 
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bef. zooy. ins. roy A D. 
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txt A P abe.—31. réxvov 

ins. A B P.—ijv om. A BD L X 9 al. Theophyl. ins. P. 

appear, either over-affectionate or over- 
respectful,—they too must act their part, 
in order to complete the instruction. As 
regards the penitent, this part of the 
parable sets forth the reception he meets 
with from his fellow-men, in contrast to 
that from his Father; see Matt. xviii. 27, 
30. — 25.] év aypo—probably working, in 
the course of his douAevery as he expresses 
it, ver. 29.—é€pxép., at meal time.—ovpd. 
.«. xop. This is one of those by-glances 
into the lesser occupations and recreations 
of human life, by which the Lord so often 
stamps his tacit approval on the joys and 
unbendings of men. Would these festal 
em nents have been here mentioned by 
Him on so solemn and blessed an occasion, 
if they really were among those works of 
the devil which He came into the world to 
destroy? Let our rigid pietists answer 
this. — 28—82.] Stier well remarks (iii. 
292) that this elder is now the. lost son: 
he has lost all childlike filial feeling ;— he 
betrays the hypocrite within. The love 
and forbearance of the Father are eminently 
shown—the utter want of love and humility 
in the son strongly contrasted with them. 
— 29.] i8ob too. éry SovX. aot, the very 
manner of speech of a Pharisee: as is 

Vou. I. 

the continuation,—ovSér. évt. cov tap. 
Could the Jewish nation be introduced 
saying this even in the falsest hypocrisy ?— 
€pol ovdérote eSwxas answers to the 
younger son’s 66¢ pot in ver. 12;—it is a 
separation of the individual son from his 
Father, and, as there pointed out—the very 
root and ground of sin.—épidov, of less 
value than a calf.—t. tA. pov—who are 
these? this elder son also then has friends, 
who are not his Father’s friends, see Matt. 
xxil. 16, 7. pa@nrdc airéyv peta tov 
“Hpwd.avev. — 80.] 6 vi. cov ovtos, the 
last degree of scorn and contempt,—just 
such as was shown by the Pharisees towards 
the publicans and sinners (see xviii. 11). ‘I 
will not count such an impure person my 
brother.’—aov +. Biov, a covert reproach 
of his Father for having given it to him.— 
BETA Topvav, a charitable addition on the 
part of the elder brother, such as those re- 
presented by him always take care to make 
under similar circumstances.—e€0v. av. T. 
p. T. o. parallel with apaotwAodbe zpoc- 
O&yeTat, Kai ocuvecOier avroic, ver. 2. 
‘Thou hast not only made him equal to me, 
but hast received him into superior favour.’ 
—81.] wavrote p. ep. et, as a reason why 
no extraordinary joy should be shown 

EE 
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vi. 24. 
Keh. xy. 13 

only. see Ps. cxi. 9. 1 Matt. xix. 21 al. Job xviii. 7. 

over him;—other reasons might be as- 
signed, and lie indeed in the background, 

suggested by his tone and words: but this 

is the soft answer to turn away wrath.— 

mavT. T. ep. oa €o., because the portion 

of goods which remained was his. — 82. | 

%er—not oe, but generally—‘ it was right.’ 

The Father still asserts the restored son- 

ship of his returned prodigal—é adedd. 
gov ovtos.—We may remark that the 
difficulties which have been found in the 
latter part of the parable, from the wucon- 
tradicted assertion in ver. 29, if the Phari- 

sees are meant,—and the great pride and 

uncharitableness shown, if really righte- 
ous persons are meant,—are considerably 
lightened by the consideration, that the 
contradiction of that assertion would have 
been beside the purpose of the parable,— 

that it was the very thing on which the 

Pharisees prided themselves,—that, be- 

sides, it is sufficiently contradicted in fact, 
by the spirit and words of the elder son.— 

He was breaking his Father’s command- 

ment even when he made the assertion,— 

and the making it is part of his hypocrisy, 

see Trench, Par. pp. 374—376.—The result 

of the Father’s entreaty is left purposely 

uncertain :—is it possible that this should 
have been the case, had the Jewish nation 

been meant by the elder brother? But 

now, as he typifies a set of individuals who 

might themselves be (and many of them 

were) won by repentance,—it is thus 

broken off, to be closed by each individual 

for himself. For we are all in turn ex- 

amples of the cases of both these brothers 

—containing the seeds of both evil courses 
in our hearts;—but, thanks be to God, 

under that grace, which is sufficient and 
willing to seek and save us from both. 

Cuar. XVI. 1—5.] Peculiar to Luke. 
No parable in the Gospels has been the sub- 

ject of so much controversy as this: while, 
at the same time, the general stream of 
interpretation is well defined, and, in the 

main, satisfactory. It would be quite be- 

yond the limits of a note to give any thing 

like a recension of the different views re- 

specting it: the principal ones which differ 

from that which I have adopted, will appear 

in the course of my remarks. — 1.] €Aeye 

$¢ xat—a continuation, I believe, of the 

foregoing :—certainly closely connected in 

subject with it, as is the second parable in 

this chapter also :—see below.— Tpds T. 

av., not to the twelve only, but to the 
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multitude of his disciples,—and more im- 
mediately perhaps to the publicans, whose 
reception by Him had been the occasion of 
His discourse. I say this because I believe 
them to hold a place, though not a princi- 
pal or an exclusive one, in the application 
of the parable which follows.—dév®p. 7. qv 
amdovG. ..-- The history in this parable 
is, in itself, purely worldly. "The master is 
a vide Tov ai@vo¢g Tovrov as well as his 
steward: bear this in mind :—the whole 
parabolic machinery is from the standing- 
point of the children of this world.—In 
the interpretation, this rich man is the 
Almighty Possessor of all things. This is 
the only tenable view. Meyer, who sup- 
poses him to be Mammon, (defending it 
by the consideration that dismissal Srom 
his service=(ent{pricht) being received into 
everlasting habitations, which it does not, 
—see below) is involved in inextricable 
difficulties further on. Olshausen’s view, 
that he —the Devil, the doywy Tov Koopov 
rovrov, will be found equally untenable. 
Schleiermacher’s, that the Romans are 
intended, whose stewards the Publicans 
were, and that the debtors = the Jews, 
hardly needs refuting ;—certainly not more 
refuting, than any consistent exposition 
will of itself furnish.—oikovépov, a gene- 
ral overlooker—very much what we under- 
stand by an agent, or a ‘man of business,’ 
or, in the larger sense, a steward. They 
were generally of old, slaves; but this 
man is a freeman, from vv. 3, 4. This 

steward=especially the Pudblicans, but also 
ail the disciples, i. e. every man in Christ's 
Church. We are all God’s stewards, who 

commits to our trust His property :—each 

one’s office is of larger or smaller trust and 

responsibility, according to the measure 

entrusted to him. I say, especially the 

Publicans,—because the twelve, and pro- 

bably others, had relinguished all and 

followed Christ, and therefore the appli- 

cation of the parable to them would not be 

so direct: and also because I cannot but 

put together with this parable, and consider 

as perhaps prompted by it or the report of 

it, the profession of Zacchzus, ch. xix. 8. 

Other interpretations have been—the Pha- 
risees (Vitringa, and recently Zyro, Theol. 
Stud. und Krit. for 1831)—but then the 
parable should have been addressed to 
them, which it was not,—and this view 

entirely fails in the application :—Judas — 

Iscariot (Bertholdt), of the vindication of 
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which view I am not in possession, and 
therefore can only generally say, that it 
is perfectly preposterous : — Pontius Pilate 
(!), &e. &c. — SreBAHOn —not wrongfully, 
which the word does not imply necessarily 
—but maliciously, which it does imply. 
The reason why it has come so generally to 
signify ‘wrongful accusation,’ is, that ma- 
licious charges are so frequently slanderous. 
The steward himself does not deny it.— 
Meyer (see above), in carrying out his 
view, would interpret this charge as an 
accusation by the Pharisees against the 
disciples that they wasted the goods of 
Mammon by entering the service of Christ ; 
—but then (1) this other service never 
once appears on the face of the parable; 
and (2) surely it would hardly be within 
the bounds of decorum that this dracKop- 
miZetv should = the entering Christ’s ser- 
vice ;—this would bring a train of false 
interpretations with it, and even hold up 
the adtcia of the steward, as such, for 
imitation. — Stackopmifwv — not that he 
had wasted (EH. V.), but ‘was wasting,’ his 
goods. we tackopTiguv=ore OueoKdomZe. 
—So, dueBadAov we Aupacydpevor THY 
woXtreiayv, Xen. Hell. ii. 3, 23. In this 
charge (spiritually) we may see the real 
guilt of every man who is entrusted with 
the goods of our Heavenly Father. We 
are all ‘scattering His goods.’ If some 
one is to be found to answer to ot dvaf3ad- 
Aovrec, the analogy of 6 81aBodos, ‘the 
accuser of the brethren,’ is too striking to 
escape us. —2.] ti tovto .. . It makes 
very little difference either in admissibility 
of construction or of sense, whether we 
render ‘why do I hear this of thee ?’ i. e. 
‘ what is the ground of this report ?—what 
occasion hast thou given for this being 

brought to me?’ or, ‘ What is this that I 
hear of thee?’ i. e. ‘give some account of 

‘ 

txt A. — 3. az’ om. DK L (ue Ti}C oikovopiac pov K). 
avo Tr. ot. L X 2. 

ins. AU BP: 
txt A P.—éavrdév BP X. 

it.’ I prefer rather the former—because 
no opportunity of explanation what it is, 
is given him—but he is commanded to 
produce his books, to show how it has 
arisen.— G@arddos . . . ‘give up the account 
of thy stewardship ; for (taking for granted 
the correctness of the report, the steward 
not denying it) thou wilt not be able to 
retain thy stewardship any longer,’—in ordi- 
nary English, ‘thou canst not,’ &c., — ov 
Suvyoyn—in the nature of things—‘ thou 
wilt be precluded from.’—The interpreta- 
tion of this announcement to the steward, 
is the certainty, spoken by God in every 
one of our consciences, that we must give 
up and give an account of our stewardship 
at death. The great truth lies in the 
background, that that dismissal, death it- 
self, is the consequence of the évacKkopzi- 
Ze Ta Urapyovta avrov,—the wages of 
sin. —3.| The steward sets before him- 
self the certainty of poverty and misery. 
He has not by his waste of his lord’s pro- 
perty been laying up any store for himself ; 
—that is not the point of the parable ;—he 
has lived softly and effeminately, and can- 
not do an honest day’s work :—oKamrevv, 
for all manual labours, so Aristoph. Av. 
1432, cxamrey yap obk éxtorapa. This 
speech, of digging and begging, must not 
be sought for in the interpretation—it be- 
longs to the truth of the parable itself as 
introducing the scheme which follows, but 
has no ulterior meaning. —4.] éyvav— 
not=£yyvwxa, which would be, ‘ T know, as 
part of my stock of knowledge, I am well 
aware,’—but implying, ‘ I have just arrived 
at the knowledge,’ ‘an idea has just struck 
me’—‘I have a plan.’ — Séfwvrar — viz. 
those who are about to be spoken of,—the 
yYorwerdérac. He has them in his mind. 
—Observe, the aim of his scheme is, that 
they may receive him into their houses— 
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h Matt. vi. 24. ver. 13 only. constr. ver. 8s 

give him shelter. This is made use of 
afterwards in the interpretation, for which 
see on ver. 9.—5.] It is more natural to 
suppose that these xpewptAérar had bor- 
rowed, i. e. not yet paid for these articles 
of food out of the stores of the rich man, 
than that they were contractors to the 
amounts specified.—tod kK. €avtov, of his 
own lord—showing the unprincipled bold- 
ness of his plan for saving himself; as we 
express the same when we say, ‘ he robbed 
his own father.’ —Batovs —06 6 Baroc 
Sivarar xwonoa crag *EBdopyeovra 
dbo. Jos, Antt. viii. 2, 9;—the same for 
liquids as the ephah for solids.—8é§ar o. +. 
yp. The steward, not yet out of office, has 
all the vouchers by him, and returns each 
debtor his own bond for him to alter the 
figure (not, to make another, which would 
imply the destruction of the old bond, not 
its return). —«a0. Tax. Kalioac is gra- 
phic. rayéwe implies the hurry with which 
the furtive business is transacted. The 
debtors seem to be all together, that all 
may be implicated and none may tell 
of the other. —7.] Képovs — 0 dé Kopoc¢ 
Obvarat pedipvovge arTKOvE Oéka. Jos. 
Antt. xv. 9, 2. There does not appear to 
be any designed meaning in the variation 
of the amount deducted. We may easily 
conceive a reason, if we will, in the different 

circumstances of the debtors. —8.] 6 
Kvptos—of course, the lord of the steward. 

The E. V. ought to have been expressed 
his lord, and there would have been no 

ambiguity.—T. otk. THs 48., not ‘ the stew- 
ard for his injustice,’ but (see reff.) ‘ the 
unjust steward.’ He is not praised for his 
injustice, see below.—8tt dpovipws érr., 
because he had acted shrewdly, cleverly 
for his own interest. The point brought 
out is not merely the shrewdness of the 
steward, but his lord, whose injury was 
wrought by this very shrewdness, praising 
it: ‘for,’ our Saviour adds, ‘the chil- 
dren of this world,’—to which category both 
belonged—he who conceived and he who 
praised the shrewdness— are more shrewd, 
eis T y. T. €av.’—for the purposes of their 
self-interest, —‘ than the children of light.’ 
But this very thv €av. indicates that there 
is a better and a higher yevea, the family 
of light (John xiii. 36; Rom. xiii. 12; 1 
Thess. v. 4; Eph. v. 8), whose interests 
require a higher and better wisdom and 
foresight. — 9] We now pass to the 
application at once—from the mouth of 
the Lord Himself. All that is dishonest 
and furtive in the character of the steward 
belonged entirely to him as a vid¢ tov aiw- 
voc Tovrov:—but even in this character 
there was a point to praise and imitate. And 
the dishonesty itself is not inserted without 
purpose—viz. to show us how little the 
vioi T. at. T. seruple to use it,—and how 

natural it is to them. Now, however, 
we stand on higher ground: — ra@apoig¢ 
ravta kaQapa:—in bringing up the ex- 
ample into the purer air which the children 
of light breathe, its grosser parts drop off, 
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and the finer only remain.—kéay® tiv X. 
seems fo recognize a necessary difference 
in the two situations :—‘ although yow are 
children of the light and the day, and can 
do no such Surtive acts, yet I say to you’ 
: . This view will explain how we may 
make lAovs ék Tov pap. THS ad. just as 
we can make an example for ourselves 
out of the otkovdpos THs adic. — that 
which is of itself THs &8uKtas—which be- 
longs to, is part of a system of, aétkia,— 
which is the very piZa tayTwy TOY Kako, 
the result, and the aptest concretion, oi 
that system of meum qua Ein ¥ (see ch. xv. 
12) which is itself the result of sin having 
entered into the world. And we are to use 
this Mammon of unrighteousness to make 
ourselves,—not palaces, nor barns, nor es- 
tates, nor treasures,—but friends ;—i. e. to 
bestow it on the poor and needy—(see ch. 
xii. 33, which is the most striking parallel 
to our text—compare 6tav ékAtryte, with 
Onoavoiv avéxXerzroy there) that when 
we fail (die, see reff.),—or, according to 
the reading éxAetwy, when if fails,—they, 
i. e. the gikoc—(compare the joy in heaven 
ch. xv. and Baxter’s remark cited there by 
Stier—‘Is there joy in heaven at thy 
conversion, and will there be none at thy 
glorification ?’) may receive you into the 
(or their) everlasting tabernacles. See also 
ch. xiv. 13, 14.—God repays in their 
name. They receive us there with joy, if 
they are gone before us:—they receive us 
there by making us partakers of their 
prayers, which ‘ move the Hand that moves 
the world,’ even during this life.— Deeds of 
charity and mercy are then to be our 
spiritual shrewdness, by which we may 
turn to our account the aducoyv papwrva, — 
providing ourselves with friends out of it ; 
—and the debtors are here perhaps to be 
taken in their literal, not parabolic sense 

—we are to lighten their burdens by timely 
relief—the only way in which a son of 
light can change the hundred into fifty, or 
fourscore, see Isa. lviii. 6—8. — 10—12.] 
Closely connected with the foregoing ; 
(against De Wette and Strauss) :—the faith- 
fulness in the least is the same as the 
prudence and shrewdness just spoken of ;— 
in the case of the children of light they run 
up into one—ric¢ iorw 6 motes oiko- 
voploc Kal dpdvipos, ch. xii. 42 ;—the éAd- 
XisTov=6 duoc papwvac—To addS6TpLov 
—the wealth of this present world, which is 
not the Christian’s own, nor his proper inhe- 
ritance. The moAt=7o GAnOivov=Td tpe- 
tepov—thetrue richesof God’sinheritance: 
of which the earth (see Matt. y. 5) forms 
a part, which 6 @ed¢ (implied in the 
7(c—for there will be none to give it you 
if you be untrue during this state of proba- 
tion;—He will not be your God) shall 
give to you. The wealth of this world is 
a\Xorproy — forfeited by sin—only put 
into our hands to try us, and to be ren- 
dered an account of.— 18.] See note on 
Matt. vi. 24. The connexion here is,— 
that we must, while put in trust with the 
aducoe papwrvic, be serving not it, but 
God. The saying here applies (as Olshau- 
sen remarks) admirably to the Pharisees 
and Publicans : the former were to outward 
appearances, the servants of God, but: 
inwardly served Mammon;—the latter,—dy 
profession in the service of Mammon,— 
were, by coming to Jesus, showing that they 
inwardly served God. 

14—31.] The Pharisees were not slow i in 
perceiving that the scope of tadta wavrTa 
was to place this world’s goods, and all that 
the covetous seek after, at a very low price. 
It will be observed that the sayings which 
follow, are in reference to matters men- 
tioned during the discourses, or arising out 
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| of the character of the Pharisees as com- 
| mented on in them. —15.) see last note, 
end. — Bikarotytes . . . evo. T. av P.— 

a contrast to ijwaptov étvwry gov, ch. Xv. 
| 18; and BSehvy. évetriov T. Veot to yapa 

évwmioyv T. ayy. Tov Oeov, ch. xv. 10.— 
16.] see Matt. xi. 12 and note. After mpod. 
supply tpoepyrevoar, not (Meyer) éxnova- 
sovro, which would be inapplicable to the 
law and the prophets.—The connexion is, 

—‘ Ye are they that justify yourselves be- 
fore men;—ye are no publicans and sinners, 
—no poor and needy,—but righteous, and 
increased with this world’s goods.— But, 
since John, a kingdom has been preached, 
into which every one, publicans and sinners 
too (ae || mavrec, ch. xv. 1), are press- 
ing in. The true relation however of that 
kingdom to the law is not as ye suppose, 
to destroy the law (Matt. v. 17), but to 
fulfil.” Then, as an example, the Lord 
reiterates the decision which He had before 
given on a point much controverted among 
the Jews—the law of adultery. But this 
He does, not without occasion given, and 
close connexion with the circumstances, and 

with what had before been said. As early 
as Tertullian, cont. Mare. iv. 34 (Meyer), 
it was remarked, that an allusion was meant 
here to the adultery of Herod Antipas with 
his brother Philip’s wife, which the Phari- 
sees had tacitly sanctioned, thus allowing 
an open breach of that law which Christ 
came to fulfil. To this mention of Herod’s 
crime the we Iwavyvov gave relevance. 
See on Matt. v. 32. — 19— gf} The Lord 

in this closing parable grasps the whole 
covetous and self-seeking character of the 
Pharisees, shows them a case in which it 
is carried to the utmost, by one who ‘ made 
no friends’ with the unrighteous Mammon, 
—-places in contrast with it a case of ex- ~ 
treme destitution and poverty,—the very 
thing which the ¢A\dapyvpo¢ most abhorred; 
—and then passes over into the region be- 
yond the grave, showing them the contrast 
there also—and ending with a mysterious 
prophetic hint at the final rejection of the 
Kingdom of God and Himself by those for 
whom the law and prophets were insuffi- 
cient to bring them to repentance. And 
while it does not appear that the ¢t\ap- 
yvpia of the Pharisees showed itself in this 
particular way, the Lord here grasps the 
depravity by its root, which is, a godless 
and loveless self-seeking — saying in the 
heart, ‘There is no God’—and acting ac- 
cordingly.—‘ The explanation of particular 
points,’ see below. —19.] 8é connects this 
directly with what goes before ;—being an 
answer, not immediately to any thing said 
by the Pharisees, but to their scoffs at Him; 
—q. d. ‘ hear now a parable.’ — av@p. mA. 
Tertullian thought (1. c.) that Herod was 
meant, and by Lazarus John; and this view 

has been taken by Paulus and Schleier- 
macher also: but surely with no proba- 
bility. The Lord might hint with stern 
rebuke, as in ver. 19, at the present noto- 
rious crime of Herod, —but can hardly be 
thought to have spoken thus of him. That 
the circumstances will in some measure 
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apply to these two, is owing, as above in 
ch. xv., to the parable taking the general 

- ease, of which theirs was a particular in- 
stance. — Observe, that this rich man is not 
accused of any flagrant crimes ;—he lives, 
as the world would say, as became his means 
and station ;—he does not oppress nor spoil 
other men ;—he is simply a vidc Tod aiwvoc 
rovrov, in the highest form. —ropd. k. 
Bvo., the Tyrian costly purple—and the 
fine linen (for under clothing) from 
Egypt. —evop. Aapt., probably the E.V. 
is right — ‘fared sumptuously:’ ‘epulaba- 
tur laute,’ Vulg. Others render it ‘ en- 
joyed himself sumptuously.’ — 20.] The 
significant name Lazarus (= Eleazarus = 
3yox, Deus auxilium) should have pre- 

vented the expositors from imagining this 
to be a true history.—Perhaps by this 
name the Lord may have intended fo fill 
in the character of the poor man, which 
indeed must otherwise be understood to be 
that of one who feared God.—eBéB., ‘ was,’ 
or ‘had been cast down,’ i.e. was placed 
there on purpose to get what he could of 
alms. — uA@va, see on Matt. xxvi. 71: 
it was the portal, which led out of the zpo- 
avXwov into the at\yn.— 21.] It would 
seem that he did obtain this wish, and 
that, as in ch. xv. 16, the ée8. must mean, 
he ‘ looked for’ it, ‘ willingly took’ it.—The 
GAG Kal seems also to imply, that he got 
the crumbs: this verse relating the two 
points of contrast to the rich man: his 
only food—the crumbs, with which he 
longed to fill his belly, but could not :— 
his only clothing—nakedness and sores, 
and instead of the boon companions of the 
rich man, none to pity him but the dogs, 
who aaréXeryov—certainly in pity, not ‘ do- 
lorem exasperantes’ (Bengel)—his sores, as 
they do their own. Such was the state of 
the two in this world.—22.] The burial of 
Lazarus is not mentioned, dia TO arnpé- 
AnTov Tie THY TTwWXwY Tadic, Euthym. 

This is the only admissible reason. Meyer 
rejects it as arbitrary, and not consistent 
with the received notions about Hades, in 
which not the soul only, but the whole 
man was after death—believing it to be 
meant that the angels carried Lazarus bodily 
into Paradise. But then his interpretation 
halts, when he comes to the burial of the 
rich man, whom he makes go down out of 
his grave into Hell. The fact is, that in 
both cases the material corpse remains on 
this earth, buried or unburied ;—while that 
Personality’ to which universal consent 
rightly attributes sensibility to bliss and 
woe, and the feelings and parts of the 
body, the man’s real se/f, is translated 
into the other world. (If, when parts of 
the body are removed, we still believe that 
we possess those limbs, and feel pain in 
them, why may not the disembodied spirit 
still subjectively exist in, and feel the sensa- 
tions of, that corporeal system from which | 
it is temporarily separated ?) — amevey. 

In the whole of this descrip- 
tion, the following canon of interpretation 
may be safely laid down :—Though it is 
unnatural to suppose that the Lord would 
in such a parable formally reveal any new 
truth respecting the state of the dead,— 
yet, in conforming Himself to the ordinary 
Janguage current on these subjects, it is 
impossible to suppose that He, whose es- 
sence is Truth, could have assumed as ex- 
isting any thing which does not exist. It 
would destroy the truth of the Lord’s say- 
ings, if we could conceive Him to have used 
popular language which did not point -at— 
truth. And accordingly, where such lan- 
guage was current, we find Him not adopt- 

ing, but protesting against it: see Matt. 
xv. 5.—The bearing of the spirits of the 
just into bliss by the holy angels is only 

analogous to their other employments: see 

Matt. xiii. 41. Heb. i. 14. — 7. KéAq. 1. 

’"ABpadp. The last remark does not apply 

. 
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31 and j Mk. TmaoakaAstrat, ov Of OduVacaL. Kat €&7l TAGL TOUTOLC 
Deut. iv. 32. 

e constr. Matt. xvi. 28 al. see Winer, § 30, 5. 
Isa. xxix. 6. 
Gen. xxiv. 67. 

ich. xxiii. 41. Num. xxxiv. 14. 

"ABp. om. roy B D L X Orig. 

f here only. Gen. xviii. 4. 
k= ch. xii. 18, 19. Gen. xlv. 18, 20. 

o = ch. iii. 20. Col. iii. 14. 2 Chron. xxix. 10. 

g@ch.ii. 48 al. Isa. xl. 29. h Acts vii. 30. 
m = Acts xx. 12 al. 

ins. A Orig.—rp Ko\7p D abe.—aft. abrow add ava- 
mavopevoy D be Arm. Orig.—24. évgwyjcac D.—25. od (Ist) om. DG H K L 11 al. ae 
Copt. Sahid. Auth. Arm. Ath. Ephr. Chrys. Cyr. Theophyl. Cypr. Hil. Ambr. Aug. txt 
A B (A puts it aft. ra ay 

here—for this, as a form of speech among 
the Jews, was not even by themselves un- 

derstood in its strict literal sense; and 
though the purposes of the parable require 
this, ver. 23, no one would think of pressing 

.it.into.a truth, but all would see in it the 
graphic fillmg up of a state which in itself 
is strictly actual. The expression %W 5772 
DN signified the happy side of Hades, 
where all the Fathers were conceived as 
resting in bliss. In 4 Mace. xiii. 16 (cited 
by De Wette) we have otrw yao Oavovrag 
ypac ABpaap K. lo. kK. lak. brodéEovrat 
si¢ TOV KOATOUC av’TwY.— No pre-eminence 
is signified, as in John xiii. 23;—all the 
blessed are spoken of as in Abraham’s 
bosom. See also John i. 18.—The death 
of the rich man /ast should be remarked ; 
Lazarus was taken soon from his suffer- 
ings ;— Dives was left longer, that he might 
have space to repent.— x. éragy. There 
can be no doubt that the funeral is men- 
tioned as being congruous to his station 
in life,—and, as Trench observes, ‘in a 
sublime irony,’—implying that he had all 
things properly cared for—the purple and 
fine linen which he wore in life, not spared 
at his obsequies. See Meyer’s interpreta- 
tion above.—23.] év 7. ddy. Hades, inv, 
is the abode of all disembodied spirits till 
the resurrection—not, the place of torment, 
—much less hell, as anderstood commonly, 
in the E. V.—Lazarus was also in Hades, 
but separate from Dives,—one on the bliss- 
ful, the other on the reprobate side. It is 
the gates of Hades, the imprisonment of 
Death, which shall not prevail against the 
Church (Matt. xvi. 18) ;—the Lord holds 

. ov).—rec, Ode Tapa. 
Syrr. Copt. Sahid. Aith. Ephr. Ath. Chrys. 

tt A BDHKUMSVX 24 all. 
hie abcde Cypr. Hil. (doubtful.) —26. for — 

the key of Hades (Rey. i. 18) ;—Himself 
went into the same Hades, of which Para- 
dise is a part. — év Bacwdvors—not eternal 
condemnation ;—for the judgment has not 
yet taken place; men can only be judged 
in the body, for the deeds done in the body: 
—but—the certainty and anticipation of 
it. —émdpas, not necessarily to a higher 
place, though that may be meant :—see 
reff. — 24.] ‘superbus temporis, mendicus 
inferni.’ Aug. (Trench, p. 420.)—On TaTEp 
“ABp. see Matt. iii. 9. — pdoyi, not sub- 
jective only, though perhaps mainly. The 
omission of the article before Bacavote 
points no doubt to subjective torments ;— 
but where lies the limit between inner and 
outer to the disembodied? Hardened sin- 
ners have died crying ‘ Fire !’—Did the fire 
leave them, when they left their bodies ? 
—25.| The answer is solemn, calm, and 
fatherly ;—there is no mocking, as is found 
in the Koran under the same circumstances; 
no grief, as is sometimes represented affect- 
ing the blessed spirits for the lot of the 
lost. (Klopstock, cited by Stier, iii. 368: 
‘Wehmuth der Himmilijchen die verlornen 
Seele begleitet.’) — pvjoOyt..... Ana- 
logy gives us every reason to suppose, that — 
in the disembodied state the whole life i , 

~ earth will lie before the soul in all its 
thoughts, words, and deeds, like a map of 
the past journey before a traveller. — aa-" 
é\aBes—not sufficiently expressed by ‘ re- 
ceivedst,’ E. V.;—it is analogous to arr- 
éyovot, Matt. vi. fr.—and expresses the 
receipt in full—the exhaustion of all claim 
on,—Those that were good things fo thee, 
Ta ay. cov, came to an end in thy lifetime : 
there are no more of them,—W hat aweighty, 
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ézi, gv B.—ree. évrevber. txt A BEGHL MS V 27 all. Chrys. Ephr. om. D cd.— 
bef. txeifey om. ot BD. ins. A.—for wpd¢ mp. dvaTep@ow,—ob_e SvaTepdoat D. — 
27. mateo ABoadp D.—iva om. D. — 29. rec. aft. AEy. om. 6é, but ins. A B D (éizer 
6é D ad) KLVX l6all. ad Copt. Arm. Syr.—30. é« vexo. D 9 al. abe ‘Theophyl. Aug. 
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. precious word is this cov: were it not for it, 
_ De Wette and the like, who maintain that 

the only meaning of the parable is, ‘ Woe 
to the rich, but blessed are the poor (!!)’ 
—would have found in this verse at least a 
specious defence for their view :—though 
even then ta ay. would have implied the 
same, in fair interpretation. — Ta kaka— 
not avrov—for to him they were not so.— 
mapakad.: see ch. vi. 24.—26.] Even if it 
were not so,—however, and for whatsoever 
reason, God’s decree hath placed thee there 
—thy wish is impossible.—ydopa péya. 
In the interpretation,—the irresistible de- 

cree—then truly so, but no such on earth 
—hby which the Almighty Hand hath sepa- 
rated us and you. In the graphic descrip- 
tion, a yawning chasm impassable.—éorn- 
pixtat, is fived for ever. This expression 
precludes all idea that the following verse 
indicates the beginning of a better mind in 
the rich man. — 27.] This is the believing 
and trembling of James ii. 19. His eyes 
are now opened to the truth—and no wonder 
that his natural sympathies are awakened 
for his brethren.—That a dost spirit should 
feel and express such sympathy, is not to 

_ be wondered at; the misery of such will be 
very much heightened by the awakened and 
active state of those higher faculties -and 
feelings which selfishness and the body 
kept down here.—29.] 1 wioruc && axoje, 
4 0& akon Ord PpHyywatoc Beov. Rom. x. 17. 
‘ Auditu fideli salyamur, non apparitioni- 
bus.’ Bengel. This verse furnishes a weighty 
testimony from the Lord Himself of the 
sufficiency then of the O. T. Scriptures for 
the salvation of the Jews. Itis not so now. 

—80, 31.] ovxi—not, ‘ they will not hear \ 
them :’ he could not tell that, and besides, 
it would have taken away much of the ground 
of the answer of Abraham :—the word de- 
precates leaving their salvation in such un- 
certainty, as the chance of their hearing 
Moses and the prophets seems to Him to 
imply.—‘ Leave it not so, when it might be 
at once and for ever done by sending them 
one from the dead.’—Abraham’s answer, 
besides opening to us a depth in the human 
heart, has a plain application to the Pha- 
risees, to whom the parable was spoken. 
They would not hear Moses and the Pro- 
phets :—Christ rose from the dead, but He 
did not go to them ;—this verse is not so 
worded, ‘they would have rejected Him, 
had He done so :’—the fact merely is here 
supposed, and that in the very phrase which 
so often belongs to His own resurrection. 
They were not persuaded—did not believe, 
though One rose from the dead. To deny 
altogether this allusion, is to rest contented 
with merely the surface of the parable.— 
Observe, Abraham does not say, ‘they will 
not repent’—but, ‘they will not believe, be 
persuaded :’ which is another and a deeper 
thing.— Luther does not seem to conclude 
rightly, that this disproves the possibility of 
appearances of the dead. It only says, that 
such appearances will not bring about faith 
in the human soul: but that they may not 
serve other ends in God’s dealings with 
men, it does not assert. There is no gul 
between the earth and Hades: and the very 
form of Abraham’s answer—setting forth 
no impossibility in this second case, as 
in the former,—would seem to imply its 
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possibility, if requisite-—We can hardly pass Church, as in the world, the love of man 
over the identity of the name Lazarus with waxing cold,—not being strong or warr 

_ that of him who actually was recalled from enough for this éztvijwnoov—is the cause 
"the dead, but whose return, far from per- why offences abound. — 6.] The only ex- 
} suading the Pharisees, was the immediate ample in the Gospels in which the Apostles 

_ exciting c cause of their crowning act of un- are marked out as requesting or saying 
® belief. anything to the Lord. They are amazed 

Cuar. XVII. 1—10.] The discourse ap- at the greatness of the faith which is to — 
pears to proceed onward from the foregoing. overcome oxavéada and forgive apaprh- 
—1l.] 7a ox. is perhaps owing to some para as in vv. 3, 4 :—and pray that more 
offence which had happened ;—the depar- faith may be added to them, —6.] see on 
ture of the Pharisees in disgust,—or some Matt. (xvii. 20) xxi. 21. On this occasion 
point in their conduct, such as the previous some particular tree of the sort yas close — 
chapter alluded to. — avév8extov éott = at hand, and furnished the instance, just as © 
ov« évdexerat, ch. xiii. 33. — 2.] see Matt. the Mount of Transfiguration in the former : 
xviii. 6, 7, and notes. — T@v juuk..7., per- of those passages, and the Mount of Olives 
haps the Publicans and sinners of ch. xv. 1; _ in the latter. — oveauwos is the mulberry- 
—perhaps also, repeated with reference to tree ;—not very common in Palestine, but 
what took place, Matt. l.c. — 3, 4.] see on still found there. It must not be con- 
Matt. xviii. 15. 21, 22.—The mposéyete founded with cvconwoaia, ch. xix. 4, which 
éavt. here is to warn them not to be too is the Egyptian fig,—see note there. — 

readily dismayed at ondvdaXa, nor to meet ékpt{s0.] ‘cum ipsis radicibus, in mari 
them in a brother with an unforgiving mansura. Tale quiddam fit ipsis fidelibus.’ 
spirit. — émutip.| dyad begins with a\y- Bengel. —7—10.] The connexion is,—‘ Ye 
Ocbecv, Stier;—who remarks, that in the are servants of your Master ;—and there- 
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uch. xii. 37. 
v ch. xi. 37. 

xiv. 10 al. 
John xiii. 12 
al. Judith 
xii. 16. 

w = Matt. xv. 
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fore endurance is required of you,—faith 
and trust to endure out your day’s work 
before you enter into your rest.— Your 
Master will enter into His, but your time 
will not yet come ;—and all the service 
which you can meanwhile do Him, is but 
that which is your bounden duty to do,— 
seeing that your body, soul, and spirit are 
His.’.— 7.] ev@éws in the E. V. is wrongly 
joined with épet: it corresponds to peta 
Tavta in ver. 8. Construendum; ‘ cito 
accumbe ; cito cupiunt accumbere qui 
missis czeteris officlis fidem sibi summam 
conferri oportere putant.’ Bengel. — 8.] 
gos >. k. t., ‘till I shall have eaten and 
drunken :’ see ch. xii. 37, where a different 
assurance seems to be given. But the Lord 
is here speaking of what we in our state of 
service are to expect—there, of what in our 
state of manumission (‘ mense servos adhi- 
bere manumissionis erat species.’ Grotius, 
citing from Ulpian) and adoption, the won- 
ders of His grace will confer on us. Here 
the question is of right: there, of favour. 
—9.] The Lord is not laying down rules 
for the behaviour of an earthly master to 
his servants,—but (see above) is speaking 
of the rightful state of relation between us, 
and Him Whose we are, and Whom we 
serve. —10.] This shows the sense of the 
parable, as applying to our own thoughts 
of ourselves, and the impossibility of any 
claim for our services to God.—In Rom. 
vi. 23 (see also the foregoing verses) we 

om. dra D. txt A.—12. for 

et ecce be.—atirq om. B D Labe. ins. A v.—for ot, rai D.— 

have the true ground on which we look for 
eternal life set before us ;—viz. as the gift 
of God whose servants we are,—not the 
wages, as in the case of sin, whose we are 
not. In the case of men this is different— 
a good servant is sx pnorog (Philem. ver. 
11), not aypetog,i.e. ob a) Eye TIC YpElaY, 
—Etym. Mag. Acts xvii. 25.— The case 
supposed introduces an argument a fortiori : 
‘how much more, when ye have failed in 
so many respects.’ ‘ Miser est quem Domi- 
nus servum inutilem appellat Matt. xxv. 
30, beatus, qui se ipse.’ Bengel. — Thus 
closes the series of discourses which begun. 
with ch. xv. 1. P= 

11—19.] It does not appear to what part 
of the last journey this is to be referred. 
There is no reason for supposing it to have 
been subsequent to what has just been re- 
lated :—this is not implied. It may have 
been at the very beginning of the journey. 
From the circumstance that these lepérs 
were a mixed company of Jews and Sama- 
ritans, 81a p. S. «. [. probably means ‘ de- 
tween Samaria and Galilee,’ on the frontiers 
of both. Meyer supposes atrés to mean 
‘ He for his part’—separate from the others 
going up to the feast, who would go direct 
through Samaria.—Xen. has ¢vd pécov Cé 
si ToUTwY Torapoc, i.e. ‘between these 

walls.’ Anab. i. 4, 4.—This seems to be || 
with Matt. xix. 1.—The journey mentioned 
there would lead Him 61a pécou 7. ¥. x. PD. 
—12.] moppwbev, see Levit. xiii. 46. Num. | 
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g Matt, xxiv. GUTOU, ~~ EVYADLOTWY aUTW* Kat auToE VY Lapaperne. 
31. Heb.v. 7a 
7. 

h = Matt.v. i6. 
Isa. xliii. 23. 

j 2 Chron. 
k Rom. xvi. 

4+. Judith 
Viii. 25. 

lred. Matt. xi. 
25. 

m = 2 Cor. v. 
3. 1 Kings 
xiii. 15. 

n John ix. 24. 
Ps. Ixv. 2. 

o here only. Job xv. 19. 
r constr. pres. Matt. xi. 3, xvii. 11. John vi. 14. 
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p Mark x. 1. Gen. xxii. 3, 19. 
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n PBactrtsia tov Oeov, amex owOn avrolc Kat €tmev Ouk 
q Matt. xii. 10 al. Judg.i.1. 

avéornoav B. —13. for ho. ¢., Exoakay gwrvy peyady D. — 14. aft. airoig ins. reOe- 
oavevicbe Dd. — 15. for taOn, éeabapicOn D dal. b Syr. Aith.— 16. zod¢ 7. z. D ad. 

, 
= x. adr. om. D.— jy 62 &. D.— 17. tier abroig D.—for odxt ot; ob 701 (hi) D abed. 
txt (ody ot BL) A B L v.—aft. déea ins. ob701 A.—dé om. A D abe Syr. Copt. ins. B.— , 
18. 2 abréyv oddeic ebpéOn broorpigwy be dwoe OE. 7. 0. D abev Ambr. 

19. a) 7. cov céc. ce om. B. ins. (67 9 w... D abe) A D abe. — 21. idod (2nd) 

vy. 2.—The Rabbinical prescriptions as to 
the distance are given in Wetstein.—Their 
misery had broken down the national dis- 
tinction, and united them in one company.— 
On the nature of leprosy and its significance 
see on Matt. viii. 2.—14.] One of the 
Lord’s first miracles had been the healing 
of a leper; then he touched him and said, 
‘Be thou clean:’ now HesiwkS as it were 
the healing, and keeps it in the back- 
ground;—and why so? There may have 
been reasons unknown to us;—but one we 
can plainly see, and that is, to bring out 
for the Church the lesson which the history 
yields. In their going away, in the ab- 
sence of Jesus they are healed: what need 
to go back and give Him thanks? Here 
was a trial of their love—faith they had, 
enough to go, and enough to be cleansed : 
but dove (with the one exception)—grati- 
tude, they had not. — émBet§.] see note on 
Matt. viii. 4. —év t@ Unr. avr. ] i.e. ‘while 
on their way ;’—the meaning evidently 
being that they had not gone far, and that 
the whole took place within a short time. 
They had not been to the priests, as some 
suppose. —15.] The i8av 87. id@y, and 
Uméotp. p. p. pey. 5. 7. Bedv, set before us 
something immediate, and, I should be in- 
clined to think, witnessed by the narrator. 
—avt. qv Lap.] Strauss supposes (and 
Hase, but doubtfully) from this that the 
whole narrative arose out of a parable about 

_ Jews and Samaritans (!!). Such an absurd 
‘notion is however not without its use for 

eee 

txt AB.— 4} 

believers.—Every miracle is a parabl 
the Lord did not work mere feats of super 
natural power, but preached by His mi- 
racles, as well as by His discourses. — 17. 
Were not the ten cleansed ?—18.] 6 adXoy. — 
ott. The Samaritans were Gentiles ;—not 
a mixed race, as is sometimes erroneously ~ ¥ 
supposed. They had a mixed religion,— 
but were themselves originally from other 
countries: see 2 Kings xvii. 24—41. There © 
may have been a reason for the nine Jews 
not returning,—that they held the cere- 
monial duty imposed on them to be para- 
mount, which the Samaritan might not 
rate so highly. That he was going to 
Mount Gerizim does not appear: from hi 
being found with Jews, he probably would 
act as a Jew.—19.] céowké oe —in a higher . 
sense than the mere cleansing of his lepro 
—theirs was merely the beholding of the 
brazen serpent with the outward eyes,—but 
his, with the eye of inward faith; and this 
faith saved him ;—not only healed his body, — | 
but his soul. ! 

20—37.] In this discourse we hay 
several sayings which the Lord afterwards 
repeated in His last prophetic discourse to 
the four apostles on Mount Olivet; but 
much also which is peculiar to Luke, and 
most precious (‘eine foftlidje Perle,’ De ' 
Wette). — 20.] The question certainly is 
asked by the Pharisees, as all their ques- 
tions were asked, with no good end in 
view: to entangle our Lord, or draw from 
Him some direct announcement which 
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might be matter of accusation.—per. wapa- 
Typ-.|] ‘with (accompanied with) antici- 
pation,’ or ‘observation.’ The word is 
used ch. xiv. 1 of the Pharisees ‘ watching’ 
Jesus.—21.] ov8é ép..... Its coming shall 
be so gradual and unobserved, that none 
during its waxing onward shall be able to 
point here or there for a proof of its 
coming. — 21.] ‘for behold the kingdom 
of God is (already) among you.’ The mis- 
understanding which rendered these words 
‘within you,’ meaning this in a spiritual 
sense, ‘in your hearts,’ should have been 
prevented by reflecting that they are ad- 
dressed to the Pharisees, in whose hearts 
it certainly was not. We have the very 
expression Xen. Anabi. 10, 3,—aAda Kai 
Tabriy Eowoay fot’ "EN vee), kai dda 
omdoa évTos avTeav «Kai Xonpara Kat 
avOowmor tyévovto Tavra écwoay :—see 
also John i. 26. xii. 35, both of which are 
analogous expressions.—The kingdom of 
God was begun among them, and continues 
thus making its way in the world, without 
‘observation of men;—so that whenever men 
can say ‘lo here or lo there,—whenever 
great ‘revivals’ or ‘triumphs of the faith’ 
can be pointed to, they stand self-con- 
demned as not belonging to that kingdom. 
Thus we see that every such marked event 
in the history of the Church is by God’s 
own hand as it were blotted and marred, 

so as not to deceive us into thinking that 
the kingdom has come. So it was at the 
Pentecostal era :—so at that of Constantine ; 

the two are not convertible. —22.] This 
saying is taken up from éyroc bpor tory. 
—‘ He is among you, who is the Bride- 
groom,—the Son of Man ;’—during whose 
presence ye cannot mourn, but when He 
shall be taken from you, you shall wish in 
vain for one of these days of His presence. 
—Stier (iii. 419) thinks this addressed to 
the Pharisees also, and to apply to their 
recognizing too late in their future misery 
the Messiahship of Jesus:—but this does 
not appear from the text.—Meyer tries to 
prove this interpretation altogether wrong, 
from the év Tr. 2)pépatc rT. vi. r. avO., ver. 
26. But the words have the general mean- 
ing of the days of the Son of Man’s Pre- 
sence, and this extends on to His futwre 
Presence, or zapovcia, as well. Of course, 
if they hereafter desired to see one of the 
days of His Presence, it would be a second 
or future Presence.—23.] Kat ép. vp. ‘ Ye 
shall not see one;—therefore do not run 
after false reports of My coming.’ A 
warning to all so-called expositors, and 
followers of expositors, of prophecy, who 
cry (00d de and idod éxei, every time that 
war breaks out, or revolutions occur.—See 
on these verses 23, 24, Matt. xxiv. 23—27 
and notes.—é« THS.... ets THY. .| supply 
Xwoag.... xwoav. — 25—30.] The events 
which must precede the coming: and (1) 
ver. 25, as regards the Lord Himself,— 
His sufferings and rejection, primarily by 
this generation,—but in implication, by 
the world ;— and (2) vv. 26—380, which un- 
fold this implication as regards the whole 
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nie OD LD 
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—so at the Reformation.—The meaning 
among you,’ includes of course the deeper 
and personal one ‘ within each of you,’ but 

world, which shall be in its state of care- 
lessness and sensuality at that time ;—see 
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notes on Matt. xxiv. 37—39. The ex- 
ample of the days of Lot is added here,— 
and thereby the sanction of the Lord of 
Truth given to another part of the sa- 
cred record, on which modern criticism 
has laid its unhallowed hands. — épotws 
Kal (ver. 28), similarly also. Bornemann 
joins dpoiwe with dzavrac—but thus the 
parallelism (see ver. 29, end) is broken.— 
éBpeke, impersonal, not 6 Oed¢ E80. — 81.]} 
refers immediately to the example of 
Sodom just related. In Matt. xxiv. 16— 
18 it finds its place by a reference to the 
destruction of Jerusalem, see there. — 82. } 
A solemn caution is here added, binding 
the warning to the example before.—pj 
éematpepatwa—remember her who did.— 

33.] see on Matt. x. 39, and ch. ix. 24. 
In connexion here, it leads the way to vy. 
34, 35.—{yntyon should be rendered 
literally—‘ shall have sought,’ i.e. during 
his preceding life,—‘ shall lose it’ then. — 
34—36.] see on Matt. xxiv. 40, 41. Here, 
there are two references: (1) to the ser- 
vants of the Lord in the midst of the 
world out of which they shall be separated : 
(2) to the separation of the faithful and 
unfaithful among themselves.—34.] indi- 
cates a closer relationship than that of 
mere fellow-workmen, and sets forth the 

division of even families in that day. — $7.] 
mov, not ‘how?’ (Kuinoel) but literal— 
‘where shall this happen?’ The disciple 
know not the universality of this which 
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Lord is announcing to them, and which 
His dark and awful saying proclaims, see 
note on it Matt. xxiv. 28.—Observe, there 
is not a word, except so far as the greater 
coming includes the lesser, in all this, of 

the destruction of Jerusalem. The future 
aapovcia of the Lord is the only subject : 
and thus it is an entirely distinct discourse 
from that in Matt. xxiy., or our ch, xxi. 

Cuarv. XVIII. 1—8.] This parable, 
though not perhaps spoken in immediate 
unbroken sequence after the last discourse, 
evidently arose out of it:—perhaps was 
the fruit of a conversation with the dis- 
ciples about the day of His coming and 
the mind with which they must expect it. 
For observe that in its direct application it 
is ecclesiastical ; and not individual, but by 
a legitimate accommodation. The widow 
is the Church; the Judge, her God and 
Father in heaven. The argument, as in 
the Parable of the steward THC adixiac, SO 
in this of the «pirijc Tig adtciac, is a 
fortiori: ‘If such be the power of earnest 
entreaty, that it can win right even from a 
man sunk in selfishness and fearing neither 
God nor men, how much more will the 
right be done by the Just and Holy God in 
answer to the continued prayers of His 
Elect :’ even though when this very right 
is asserted in the world by the coming of 
the Son of Man, He may hardly find 
among his people the power to believe it— 
though few of them will have shown this 
unweariedness of entreaty which the poor 
widow showed. — 1.] mpos, ‘ with reference 
to,’ see reff.—mdvtote] see 1 Thess. v. 17. 
—The mind of prayer rather than, though 
of course including, the outward act, is 
here intended. The earnest desire of the 

heart, is prayer. —éyxaxetv = ixkacety, 
2 Cor. iv. 1;—to languish,—to give wp 
through the weight of overpowering evil, 
— 2.] see Deut. xvi. 18 and Matt. v. 21, 
22.—rov 0. ph >. k. vO. py évr.] a com-— 
mon form of expression for an unprincipled 
and reckless person—see instances in Wet- 
stein.—8. éxdtx.] ‘deliver me from’ — the 
justice of her cause bemg presupposed— 
this adversary being her oppressor on ac- 
count of her defenceless situation—and 
she wanting a sentence from the judge to 
stop his practices. —4.] émt xp... . for 
some time, not, ‘for a long time.’ Tire, 
pitou, kai ptivar’ eri yoovoyr, Il. B. 299: 
—‘for a while, E. V.—The point of this 
part of the parable is, the extortion of 
right from such a man by importunity. 
His act was not an act of justice, but of 
injustice—his very éxdiknotg was adckia, 
because he did it from se/f-regard, and not 
Srom a sense of duty. He, like the steward 
above, was rij¢ aduxiac,— belonging to, 
being of, the iniquity which prevails in the 
world. —5.] eis tedos belongs to épxo- 
pevy, as in E. V., but has a stronger force 
than there —‘lest coming for ever, she’ . 
vrwmidfy| from vrwrorv, the part of the 
cheek immediately beneath the eyes, signi- 
fies literally ‘to smite in the face ;W—and 
proverbially (see ref.), ‘ to mortify or inces- 
santly annoy.’ It answers exactly to the 
Latin obtundo, which Terence has in this 
sense, Ne me obtundas hac de re sepius, 
Adelph. i. 2, 33; and al. fr—lLivy, Neque 
ego obtundam, sepius eadem nequicquam 
agendo. ii. 15. The Greek word does not | 
appear to be anywhere used in this sense ; - 
—so that the use of it here may be a” 
Latinism, as Grotius thought. Meyer inter- 
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prets it literally—‘lest at last she should 
become desperate and come and strike me 
in the face’ (!). It has been observed that 
the apostles acted from this very motive 
when they besought the Lord to send away 
the Syrophcenician woman,—‘ for she cried 
after them.’ Matt. xv. 23.—6.] on 6 kp. 
T. ad. see above, and on chap. xvi. 8. — 7.] 
The poor widow in this case (the forsaken 
Church, contending with her adversary the 
devil, 1 Pet. v. 8) has this additional claim, 
in which the right of her cause consists,— 
that she is the Elect (2 John 1. 3 John 1.) 
of God,—His Beloved.—Boav. mp. ait... . | 
This answers to the wayrore.... in ver. 
1, but is an amplification of it.—K. paxpo- 
Ovpet...] ‘and He delays His vengeance 
in their case:’ ‘and He, in their case, is 
long-suffering.’ ‘ Est in hac voce dilationis 
significatio, que ut debitori prodest, ita 
gravis est ei qui vim patitur.’ Grotius. 
The rec. reading, pakpobupev, conveys the 
same meaning, kat being understood as 
kaivep. This is perhaps what the E. V. 
means by ‘though He bear long with 
them,’ which is ambiguous as it stands. 
The paroo8. has no doubt a general refer- 
ence also to God’s dealing with man, see 
2 Pet. iii. 9, 15.—8.] év raxer will not 
bear the meaning ‘ swiftly,’ i.e. ‘suddenly, 

when it comes,’ but (see reff.) is ‘shortly’ 
—‘soon,’ ‘speedily,’ as E. V. And this is 

no inconsistency with jraxpofvpet :—see 
2 Pet. iii. 8, 9.—wAhv....] see the be- 
ginning of this note. This can hardly be, 

as Meyer interprets it, that the painf 
thought suddenly occurs to the Lord, how 
many there will be even at His coming 
who will not have received Him as the 
Messiah: for 4 amlotis, though ‘faith’ 
generally, is yet ‘faith’ in reference to the 
object of the parable—faith which has en- 
dured in prayer without fainting. 

9—14.] This parable is spoken not ¢o 
the Pharisees, for the Lord would not in 
their presence have chosen a Pharisee as 
an example; nor concerning the Pharisees, 
for then it would have been no parable— 
but to the people, and concerning some 
among them (then and always) tots rer. 
6tt eit Six.,— who trusted in themselves 
that they were righteous, and despised 
other men.—The parable describes an every 
day occurrence: the parabolic character is 
given by the concurrence and grouping of 
the two, and by the fact that each of these 
represents psychologically a class of per- 
sons. — 9.] ampos, fo, not concerning: it 
was concerning them, if is true ;—but this 
word expresses that it was spoken ¢o them. 
The usage of zpdc in ver. 1 is no example 
for the sense concerning, for it is not there 
so used of persons, but with a neuter arti- 
cle and infinitive: sime rpdc abrove map. 
is too general a phrase, to allow of a 

other interpretation than the ordinary o 
where the context will bear it. — emovd. 
éd’ é€avt., not ‘were persuaded of them- 
selves,’ as Greswell renders; but as E. V. 
see reff. — 10, 11.] mpds éavrov belongs 
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to mposnvx. Mark xiv. 4, not to oraeis : 
that would be ca@’ éavroy, see James ii. 
17. ‘He stood (in the ordinary place), 
and prayed thus with himself,’ as HE. V.,— 
‘apud animum suum :’—such a prayer he 
would not dare to put up aloud. (Meyer.) 
The Church has admirably fitted to this 
parable the declaration of thankfulness in 
1 Cor. xv. 9, 10 (the two being the Epistle 
and Gospel for the Eleventh Sunday after 
Trinity), also made by a Pharisee, and also 
on the ground ‘ that he was not as other 
men:’— but how different in its whole 
spirit and effect! There, in the deepest 
humility, he ascribes it to the grace of God 
that he laboured more abundantly than they 
all ;—‘ yet not 7, but the grace of God that 
was with me.’ —12.] vqor. Sis t. o. This 
was a voluntary fast, on the Mondays and 
Thursdays; the only prescribed fast in the 
year being the great day of atonement, 
see Levit. xvi. 29. Num. xxix. 7. So that 
he is boasting of his works of supereroga- 
tion. — am. wavt.] Here again, the law 
probably only required tithe of the fruit of 
the tield and the produce of the cattle, see 
on Matt. xxiii. 23. — kr@par] not I pos- 
sess, which would be céxrnpat—but TI ac- 
quire; ‘of all my increase.’ His speech 
shows admirably what his wezotOnotc éd’ 
éaut@ was. —18.] pakpd0ev—far from the 
Pharisee ;—a contrast in spirit to the other’s 
thanks that he was not as other men is 
furnished by the poor Publican in his hu- 
mility acknowledging this by an act. — 
ovee +t. 660.—another contrast,—for we 
must here suppose that the Pharisee pray- 
ed with all significance of gesture, with 
eyes and hands uplifted (see Matt. vi. 5). 
There is a slight but true difference also in 
otafels of the Pharisee—‘ being put in 
position ’ (answering to ‘ being seated’ of 
the other usual posture) and éotas of the 
publican,—‘ standing ;’—coming in merely 

Vor: 

and remaining, in no studied place or pos- 
ture. So Tacitus, Hist. iv. 72, ‘ stabant 
conscientia flagitii moeste fixis in terram 
oculis :’—see also Ezra ix. 6.—é€rvm. €is T. 
ot.] see ch. xxiii. 48, ‘pra dolore animi: 
ubi dolor, ibi manus.’ Bengel.—There is no 
stress on T@ bef. apapt., not ‘me the sin- 
ner,’ Gresw.,—see reff. ;—nor are we to find 
any doctrinal meanings in thao @.—we know 
of one only way, in which the prayer could 
be accomplished: but the words here have 
no reference to that, nor could they.—14. | 
The sense is, One returned home in the sight 
of God with his prayer answered, and that- 
prayer had grasped the true object of 
prayer,—the forgiveness of sins—(so that 
8e5. is in the usual sense in the Epistles of 
Paul, ‘justified before God’— see reff.), 
the other prayed not for it, and obtained it 
not. Therefore he who would seek justifi- 
cation before God must seek it by humility 
and not by self-righteousness. On this 
usage of 7, see reff.—Lachmann adopts 
map’ éxeivoy—the sense of which is the 
same. 7 yao éxeitvoc must be interroga- 
tive, which would be inconsistent with 
Niyw bpiv.— ott was. . . —tpov Eavt. 
has been illustrated in the demeanour of 
the Pharisee ;—tatrewww9. in his failure 
to obtain justification from God :—taret- 
vev éavt. in that of the Publican ;— 
Volo. in his obtaining the answer to 
his prayer, which was this justification. 
Thus the particular instance is bound up 
with the general truth. 

15—17.] Here the narrative of Luke 
again falls in with those of Matthew and 
Mark, after a divergence of nearly nine 
chapters, see note on ix. 51.— Matt. xix. © 
13—15. Mark x. 13—16. The narrative’ 
part of our text is distinct from the two: 
the words of the Lord are verbatim as 
Mark ; see notes on Matt. The place and 
time indicated here are the same as before, 
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24. mepiX. yey. om. BL. —ei¢ B. 7. 0. sicropedovTa B L. — 25. for te pag. -» TON- 
prarocg BeXOvne BD. 
ADM P 12al. abed. 
7KoX. B (and r. td. ap.) D L al. 

TpuprHparoc Bed. L. 
txt B. — 26. axovovrec D abc. — 28. 

txt A P.—for ticehOety (Ist), OredOeiv 
HfL. sates Ta ta 

txt A P. — 29. oixiac D H 2 al. Syr.—aft. adeAgodc 
add 7) adekgac D X A Cypr.—aft. récv. add ty rp Kap roirw D. — 30. for d¢ od p. 

from xvii. 11. —15.] kat ra Bpépy— their 
infants also ;’ not the people came only, 
but also brought their children.—Bp. points 
out more distinctly the tender age of the 
children than zawdia. 

18—238.] Matt. xix. ]6—22. Mark x. 
17—22. The only addition in our narra- 

tive is that the young man was a ruler,— 
perhaps of the synagogue: see notes on 
Matt. and Mark. 

24—30.] Matt. xix. 283—30. Mark x. 
—31; where see notes. — 30.] 8s ob py 

—so Mark xiii. 2. 
31—34.] Matt. xx. 17—19. Mark x. 32 
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i here only ft. 
j Rom. iii. 26. 
sae 18. Eph. 

7 pve QUTOUC k Matt: xvii. 1, 
1°Ta_ 8 > ’ , e , \ Num. xx 

Idov avaPaivousy etc “Ieoocddupa, Kat ™ redeoOhoerat wk as ae 
, ‘ , n ‘\ ~ ~ ~ tn~ ad at 7 z mth cies 

mavta Ta yeyoaupéva “Oud THY Tpodntoy ° TW VU TOU Rue 
Ezra i. 1 ’ 7 

avo WiTOU’ 2p _rapadoinasrat yao roc eMveot, Kat * Efl~ 0 Matt. i 
Acts ii N ae ene acoe 

savy Shcerat Kal ‘UPpisPicerar Kal * eurrvabioerat, > kat? nee aeR: 
31,1. 

hagteywoaytec Breer yosous avrov, Kal Ty TEEPE TY p= Buck. 
Xxiii. 28. 

ABD Tpiry avasThserat. * kal avrot ovdey TOUTWY ouviikav, Seas = 
1 nd ||. G : 
Q Kab fv +o pnuc TOUTO KEK OUMMEVOV amr auTwY, Kal OUK xs, 17. 

Ge f x ? rch. xi. 45 al. 

eylvwokov Ta Aeyoueva. eee 
35? D eo ~ s Matt. xxvi. 
> Eyévero & “ev tw " eyyidey avTov sc ‘Teptyo, 67 and |. 

Num, xii. 14, 

TupAdc TLC exaOnro mao THV ooov *™ TpocatTwy* te 
36 ’ , [ty th 2 Mz t. xiii. 4 akovoac ot OxAov * ctaTropevopévov, exuvOavero ? rh ein “MRK, 
Touro. oa x aha de aut Ore Incove 6 Na@wpat v Matt. xxi.1 : ; ny iNay de aur oo nGOUE O fs BEES ge 

ABDQ TAOEOY ETAL. 5 kal * Bone AEywr Incov vie Aavid, 7 |: Maoh 
39 \ g , h? ' eect ix. 8 only. 

4 Job xxvii. 14. ehénooy pe. Kal ol TOOAYOVTEC “ ETETYLWY AUTW twa , Job xxvii 

Seat He. 

4 
\ 

* 

eXEnoov ps. ° Grableic Of 
b] ~ A ’ , 

ay Onvat ToO0¢ avuToY. 

TNOEV aUTOV 
> / 
avaBrebw. 

m ¢/ 
iva Kuor, 

h Matt. xvi. 22. Zech. iii. 3. w. (va, Matt. xx. 31. 
m |. John vi. 7. xvii. 24. 1 |. dat. ch. i. 49. 

a7on., éav ur) KABy Dz 

owTnoy" avutoc 6¢ Tokdw padXov exoaZev Vie Aavie,, .& 

"Inoove exéAcucev avroy 

 eyyloavroc o avrou 

2 \ cS ~ 5 > ~ 

Kat o Inoove sire auTw &o 

dc odyi ey LaBy B. 

Gen. XXiv. 

b ch. viii. 9. 
xv. 26. 

¢ ch. xiii. 1 al. 
dw.acc. Mark 

vi. 48. Judg, 
M7 

k ? , 
eTNOW- 

; AEywv Ti cou BéXete ' rouse 5 O O& ElTE e = Hos. vil. 
g= Matt. xxi. 

ich. xii. 33, xxiv. 15. k Matt. xii. 10 al. 
n Matt. xi. 5. Gen. xv. 5, but not =. 

txt A P.—érraz\aciova D abe Iren. 
Cypr. Ambr. Aug. — 31. for r@ vi., epi Tov viod D abev Syrr. Copt. Aith. Arm. — 
32. ore rap. D.—kai ip. om. D L Gal. abe Syr. Arm.—rai guar. om P. —34. arn’ 
qv TO p. D abed.—rovro om. D 4 abe. —35. txairoy BDL Orig. txt A PQ.— 
36. Ti dv sn DK LM QX Orig. txt A B P bev. — 37. NaZaonvic D al. a Orig. — 
38. cpaZev P.—’Inoot om. A E K Orig. ins. B D P Q abe. — 39. rapayorrec A K a. 
txt B D P Q cv Orig.—otynoy BD L P* Orig. txt A Q Orig.—zoddw om. D c.—vtoc Dd. 

—34. The narrative of the journey now 
passes to the last section of it,—the going 
up to Jerusalem, properly so called ;—that 
which in Matt. and Mark forms the whole 
journey. We know from John xi. 34 that 
this journey took place from Ephraim, a 
city near the desert. — 31.] The dative Té 
vio belongs to yeypappéva—as in EK. V. 
—82.] The betrayal is omitted here, 
which is unaccountable if Luke saw Mat- 
thew’s account, as also the omission of the 
crucifying,—this being the first announce- 
ment of it; see a similar omission in ch. ix. 
45.—384.] Peculiar to Luke.—ov8év tovTav 
—i. e. neither the sufferings nor the resur- 
rection. All was as yet hidden from them, 
and it seems not to have been till very 

“shortly before the event itself that they 
‘had any real expectation of its happening. 

35—43.] Matt. xx. 29—34. Mark x. 46 

—52, where see notes.—I have on Matt. 
spoken of the discrepancy of this narrative 
from the two others. The supposition that 
they were two miracles is perfectly mon- 
strous ; and would at once destroy the cre- 
dit of Matthew as a truthful narrator. If 
further proof of their identity were wanting 
to any one, we might find it in the fact 
that the following expressions are common 
verbatim to Mark and Luke.—In Matt. of 
course they are in the plural, as he has 
two blind men. — éeabnro mapa Tt. oddv 
mpocaitoy— "Ingove 6 Nalwoaiog—ée- 
Tipwov abe iva owrhoy — ene (0, 
Mark) d& roddq paddov Expaley vie A. 
éXEnoov pe. sant cot Ose oinow (0. 7. 
o. Mark) — kvoue (pa; Bovi, Mark as usual) 
wa avaBrEpo—r TIOTLC TOU GETWKE OE.— 
86.] ti ety. Luke generally inserts ay—see 
ch.ix. 46. Actsv.24.x.17 al. and v. readings. 
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o John ix. 24. 
Ps. Ixy. 2. 

p i only. Ps. 
Vili. 

gq ch i. “il. 
: here only T. 
sk ovr ch. 

mac © Xadc towy ° 

xx. 28. 
t = ch. vi. 19. 

Exod. ii. 15. 
u Mark i. 24. 
Jobn viii. 53. 5 

Kal ovtoc nv TAOVGLOC’ 

EYATTEAION 

“AvaBralov" a TISTLC GOV GEGWKE CE. 

avePrede, Kat nKoAovbet any dobalwy TOV Lata kal 

COWKEV 

eiceADov dmpxero THY ‘Teprye. 

ant KaXovpevoc Lae yai0 te kat avroc ny 

XVII. 43: 

43 

P XIX. 
\ q ? i 9 AY TP \ > 

meee tov avip Ovo- 

alvov TW Bew. 

rt > 

aoyitewrye, 
-* > ~ 

v = Matt. Skat ‘élnre wev tov ‘Inoovr 
Xvili. 7 al. st a ’ \ 5) 297 Viele aes ~ » ¢ Me 

eee en sy, 6. TiC EOTL, KAL OUVK YHOvVaTO avo TOU oxAou, OTL TH 

27? ch. xii. 
25? Ezek. 
xiii. 18. 

x John xx. 4 
only. 1 Kings 
ae eg Tobit 

rae ! “ s 
“qAucta pucpog 1. 

rey) Cpe OY Ras 

7 avin ext *™ 

nueddg Sepyeoban. 

Prebac o 
Zaky ate, ” omevoac 

y= = Soe: 28 
only. 

2 = ch. v.19. 
zz here only t. 
a constr. ch. v. 
19. dec TOtas. d » = 
aa = Mk. xv. oOU Et be MéetV al. 

1d. Gen. oN , 
Xvi. 2. 

b ch. ii. 16, ON, Xateer. 
Acts xxii. Be g ‘ 
18. Gen. YovtTéec OTL Tapa 
XViii. 6. 8 

bb = Matt. 
Xxiv. 17 al. 

c Matt. vi. 11 al. Gen. iv. 14, d ch, xiii. 33. 
fch. xv. 2 only. Exod. xv. 24. 

—40. zod¢ air. om. Da. — 43. mae 0 dydog Q Orig. 
aiy.) Dd. 

CuHap. XIX. 2. 

Ooapwy EH? FGHLV 86 al. 

\ 
* kal 

5 ee S ee es ‘ , 

Kat WC nAOEv e7l TOV TOTOY, 

cf ce NS 

"Incove ELOEV auToyv, 
b , 5 
KarapnOe 

6 \ , U 

Kal o7évoac Kate 
7 \ »y7 ¢ 

si LOOVTEC aTAVTEC 

orallcic Of Zakyatoc ELITE T poe TOV KUOLOV 

ech. x. 38. Acts xvii.7. James ii. 
g¢ =ch. xi. 37. Acts x. 6. 

“tpodpanwv * Eumooolev 
A ' is poets ¢ + a2 

OVUKOUWOCLAY, LV LOY AUVTOV, OTL EKELVHC 

aa ? 
ava- 

\ 3 N > A 
Kal ETE 7 poc auTov 

7, ‘ > it 7 

“onuspov yao Ev TW OK) 
Neue we 

Hn, Kal v7EedegaTo 

: dueyoyyulov AéE- 

" apagto dy avdot acne KataAvoat. 

"Téo0 
25 only. Tobit vii. 8. 

h Matt. ix. 13. 

txt A B D.—ddéay (for 

Kkaovpevoc om. D G abev Syr. th. Ambr.—aft. Z. om. rai D.— 
ovtoce D abcv.—kai otr. om. D.—iv om. B K 4 bv Arm. txt AQ ac.—4. rpoc- 

movXaBwy D. antecedens ab ante d.—bef. é7o. ins. et¢ TO 
BL. -—svKopwpéay BD Q (Scholz, Lachm. Tisch. ed. 2, not Muralt.) gucopwpaiay (or 
-wpopatay or -onopaiavy) AE! FG@KMSUV 10 al.—vec. bef. txeivac ins. Ov’, with (Scholz) 
many const. MSS., but om. ABDEGHKLAQSV 10 al. 
70. emt T. TOm.—éyéveTo ty TO duepxerOau avutov D abcd. 
"Ing. om. D abe.—eidey airiyv xai om. BL. 

—89.] ot mpody.=6 dyoc Matt.=zodXoi 
Mark. —48.| Peculiar (except qKodovOer 
avt@, which all three relate) to Luke ;—his 
usual way of terminating such narrations, 
as it certainly was the result of such a mi- 
racle—see ch. xiii. 17. ix. 43. v.26. He, of 
the three evangelists, takes most notice of 
the glory given to God on account of the 
miraculous acts of the Lord Jesus. 

Cuap. XIX. 1—10.] Peculiar to Luke, 
and indicating that though in the main his 
narrative is coincident with, yet it is wholly 
independent of those of Matt. and Mark. — 
" Zaxxatos = 33, pure, Hzra ii. 9. Neh. 

i. 14; also found in the Rabbinical wri- 
Baas, see Lightfoot. He was not a Gen- 
tile, as Tertullian supposed, (contr. Mare. 
iy. 37. Meyer,) but a Jew, see ver. 9. — 
2.|] &pxir. Probably an administrator of 
the revenue derived from balsam, which was 
produced in abundance in the neighbour- 
hood. ~ &) mpodp. eurp. so Joseph. Antt. 
vil. 8, 5, T poememPev tuTooc0ev. — ovKo- 
pop.| The E gyption fig, a tree (Pliny xiii. 
14. Dioscor. i. 182, cited by Winer), like 
the mulberry in appearance, size, and foliage, 

txeivy D.— 5. for we 
txt A B Q v.—avaBr. 6 

ins. A D Q.—bre onp. D abe.— 8. ra 

but belonging generically to the fig-trees, 
It grows to a great size and height “see 
Winer, Realworterbuch, under Maulbeer- 
feigenbaum. See also on ch. xvii. 6. Notice 
the changes of subject here,——avépy (Zakx.) 
Soa ea) 7 abror, Ore éxeivne 7pedrE 
(6 "Iyo.) dtép. wai we iO. (Zary.) See 
ch. xv. 15.— 5.] The probability is, that 
the Lord’s supernatural knowledge of man 
(see John i. 48—50) is intended to be un- 
derstood as the means of his knowing Zac- 
cheus: but the narrative does not abso- 
lutely exclude the supposition of a personal 
knowledge of Zacchzeus on the part of some 
around Him. But of what possible import 
can such a question be, when the narrative 
plainly shows us that Jesus saw into his 
heart ? Cannot He who knows the thoughts, 
call by the name also ? — petvat, probably 
over the night. See John i. 40. — Set, ‘ it 
is my purpose,’ or even more, ‘I must; "t 
for especially in these last days of the 
Lord’s ministry, every event is fixed and — 
determined by a Divine plan. —7.] The © 
murmurers are Jews who were accom-— 
panying Him to Jerusalem, on the road to 

¢ 
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XIX, 1—13. 

kek 2 Sa cee ~ 
TA HilloH TwY 

Ch \ 7 , m? , 

TTWY OC KG EL UvOG Tt EOUKOPAaVTIOA, 

° om > \ ‘ 5) 
tetpatAovr. a EliTe Oe TooCc avuTOv oO 

KATA AOYKAN. 

ye , we 
UTAOXOVTWY lov, KuoL, 

4.37 

, ~ 

SLOW fUL TOLE here only, 
ny Sis 1 = Matt. xix. 

a7vTootl WILL 21 al. Job 

\ ¢ | ~ o , pier ie 1 
m ch. il. 

17)}00UC OTL ONMEOOYV only Eccl. 

q 0) , \ oa ey iv. Lal. 
KaUOTL KAL QUTOC VLOC n=ch. x. 35. 

, = A iA > / 

GWTNPLa TW OLKW TOUTW * EYEVETO, 

"ABoaau eotw. 1° HADe 
= \ ~ 

"Unrnoat Kat owoat To *amoAwAdcc. 
, ~ ~ t ‘ Ly ‘ \ ‘\ ’ \ 

auTwY srauTa moocBec lire TapapoAny, dua TO eyyuc 

yap 0 

en iB ; 0 . nee ae: 
o hereon . 

vlog TOU av OWTOU p = dat. here 

only. w. mt, 
ch. iii. 2. 

Karc, ch. x. 
82. Tpos. 
John x. 36. 

M’Axovdyvtrwy os 

es o e ‘ \ os > A iv 

auToOv slvat IeoovcaX nu Kal Soke auTouc OTt Tapayonua q ch. i. 7. 

pedAa  Paorreta tov Oeov “ avapatvecat. 
Acts ii. 24. 

r= Matt. 
xviii. 12. ch. 

(ow: ‘s 

ELTEV OUV 
aN 0 , iq) te) ‘ > 60 ? 7 Ww Q xv. 8. ee 

1 OWTOC TiC EvyeEVNC ETOOEU Hy €lC Kwoav fakoav s{ HeNeak 
~ ~ 3 76. 

AaPew EaUTW BaotXeiav Kal * UTootpéepat. 13 kadéoac Oe t5,°8, 5:13 
u Acts xxi. 3 only. Cant. vi. 4. 

jpicea BL. 

D d.— 12. for odv, d¢ D.—étavrp om. D 

which Zacchzeus’s house lay..(see ver. 1). — 
Tapa ap. avdpt belongs to katadtoat. — 
8.] This need not have taken place in the 
morning ; wmuch*more probably it was im- 
mediately on the Lord’s entrance into the 
house, while the multitude were yet mur- 
muring in the court, and in their presence. 
The Lord’s answer, oypepov ... TO olkw 
tovtTw, looks as if He were just entering 
the house, not just leaving it; and the ojp. 
must be the same with that in ver. 5. —Ta 
jpton]| see note on ch. xvi.9. Zacchzeus 
may well have heard of that parable from 
one of his publican acquaintances, or per- 
haps repentance may have led him at once 
to this act of self-denial. — érv«od. | There 
is no uncertainty in ei Te: it =O Te: 
‘whatever I have unfairly exacted from any 
man ;’ see Lexicons. —9.] mpés, to him, 
not ‘concerning him.’ The announcement 
is made to him, though not in the second 
person. — owtyp.| in the stronger sense, 
‘ salvation.’ — vies *AB. éotiw} not, has 
become (yéyovev) a son of Abraham by his 
repentance (Kuinoel, &c.), but is a son of 
Abraham: though despised by the multi- 
tude, has his rights as a Jew, and has 
availed himself of them by receiving his 
Lord in faith and humility. —10.] For, 
the greater sinner he may have been, the 
more does he come under the description of 
those (sheep) whom the good Shepherd 
came to seek and save. 

11—27.] Peculiar to Luke. By the in- 
troductory words, the parable must have 
been spoken in the house of Zaccheus, 

i. e. perhaps in the open room looking into 
the court, where probably many of the mul- 
titude were assembled. — A parable very 
similar in some points to this was spoken by 
the Lord in His last great prophetic dis- 

v1 Cor. i. 26. Jobi. 3. 

12. Gen. iv. 2. 

w =ch. xy. 13. Prov. vii. 19. x = ch. ii. 40, 43. 

Ta ypiceaQ. Tatjpvoon D'. ra ypionD?. ra ijprovA. txt EFGKMU 
al._—ra ny. pov TOY UT. Kio. TTwyxotc Oidwut B.—9. év Ty olK. AD. 

ab Lucif. Ambr. — 13. rec. fw¢ Epy. txt 

course, Matt. xxv. 14—30.—Many modern 
commentators (Calv. Olsh. Meyer (on 
Matt.), but not Schleierm. or De Wette) 
maintain that the two parables represent 
one and the same: if so, we must at once 
give up, not only the pretensions to his- 
torical accuracy on the part of our Gospels, 
(see ver. 11,) but all idea that they furnish 
us with the words of the Lord any where : 
for the whole structure and incidents of the 
two are essentially different. If oral tra- 
dition thus varied before the Gospels were 
written, in the report of the Lord’s spoken 
words, how can we know that He spoke 
any thing which they relate? If the Evan- 
gelists themselves altered, arranged, and 
accommodated those discourses, not only is 
the above the case, but their honesty is 
likewise impugned (see Prolegomena to 
Gospels). Besides, we shall here find the 
parable in its very root and point of com- 
parison, individual and distinct. Compare 
throughout the notes on Matt.—11.] The 
distance of Jericho from Jerusalem was 
150 stadia = 15 English miles. — 6te 
mapaxp.| They imagined that the present 
journey to Jerusalem, undertaken as it had 
been with such publicity and accompanied 
with such wonderful miracles, was for the 
purpose of revealing and establishing the 
Messianic Kingdom. —12.] The ground- 
work of this part of the parable seems to 
have been derived from the history of 
Archelaus, son of Herod the Great. The 
kings of the Herodian family made journeys — 

On to Rome, to receive their BacAiay. 
Archelaus’s doing so, the Jews sent after 
him a protest, which however was not 
listened to by Augustus. Joseph. Antt. xvii. 
11, 1ff. The situation was appropriate ; 
for at Jericho was the royal palace which 

11. avrode om. » 
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y here only. 
} ee 1x.19. 

. 22 Vat.) 
Z ah xiv. 32 

~ 

i. 
ech. x. Sa A 

Gen. 1. 
dch. viii a 

Gen. xxiv. 
30. 

e = ch. ix. 54. 
Mark x. 49. 
v.43. Exod. 
<x xy. 1. 

f dat. here only. 

7 ep nae. 5 kat 

AaBovra Thy BactXktav 

Eyéve 

EYATTEAION 

\ , / = 

TOUS dSovAove TOUTOVE ole 

XIX. 

Of eo e re. Sef; ; - , > \ 5 

ake dob Ovc EaUTOV, eOwKev urale c&ka Mvac Kal et7me ABD 

* ow de 
Aav 7” * roca (elay 

omiow ancou fe oe taal be Ov ‘dons TOUTOV Paorrevoar 

b 
av <i auroy TO ev Tw! * ver Ost 

‘ povnbinvar aur” 

* ZOWKE TO sa a iva * ye 

“eat ° ere oy 

g here onlyt. x rxeQd 16h 38: 
ech. xh. bl. * TLC TL ouToa LAT EVTATO. TaosyeveTo Of 0 TOWTO 
Josh. xviii. 8 

¢ 

1 lyt. . i here only ¢. AGO Kogts, n pva cov _Mpocepyacaro ofka puvac. 
~ 

12 al. 
l constr. i. 10. 

20. Jer. 
XXxiil. 20. 

m Rey. xiv. 18. 
xx. 6. 

n = John iii. 
31 only. see 

Ms ™ 
‘ ’ , 

TLOTOC EYEVOD, 

’ Kal Eire aury) * BO ayabl ovrs, 6 OTL 

éLovclay Exwy z: 
9S c ~ 

Skat nADEY o debrepoc Neyo Koons, 7 puva Gov 

k 
év ehay tory 

t 
3548 , , 

eTravw oka TOASwY. 
’ / 

® ETOLNGE 

Gen. xl. 17 a 19 Oe Kat ( ETA ota Xi IZ. TEVTE MAC. elme Oc Kal TOUTW al ov you exavw 
16. Dent. t / Pp SEN aN 
16. Dent.  révre ToAEwy. 7° Kat * ErE00C athe AEywv Rept Loou 

p Col. i. 5. c ~ \ 3 > ' > ’ 
jot ail n va Gov av eiyov * avokemevny ev © gavdapin., * ' Eho- 

er »” Yr > A > 

q John xi. 44, Botpny yap Ge, OTL avOpwrroc avornpoc oy, * aipete Oo 

Bix: Bomist. ouk ‘eOnxac Kal " Depicac 0 OUK EoTrELpUc. * Aeyet oe 

set aurw; Bik Tou oToMaTOC GOU koe oe, Tovnge OovAe. 
s = Mark xy. 

9. 

t ch. xiv. 19. 
see John x. 
18. 

u James v. 4. 
Ruth ii. 4. 

v ch. xv. 22 
Rey. viii. 3. 
Lev. Xxv.37. 

w || Mt. only. 
axons XxX. 

apyvowov ties eml [ray] 

w 
TOKW av “ expata auto 3 

ie am avrov Ty py 
sae iii. 13. Dan. xi. 20. 

ABDKL 9 al. Orig. dum bedv Lucif. 
Lucif.—for dzéor., tvirempay D. — 15. 
rovr. D Orig.—dedwxee B DL a. 
paresoavtro B DL Copt. Or. (Tisch. ed. 2. 
BD bev Orig. 

Kat GeoiZwy 0 ouK tomreipa’ p Pp 

txt A be.—yvoit BD L. 

txt A.—18. o Erepoc D dc Lucif.—20. 6 ¢r. BD L 2. 

dae 8 OTt eyo avOewroc avarnpoc ELL, alow 0 OUK tOnka 

23 kat dvari ovK ‘ ZowKue TO 
\ 

Tpamelay, Kal eyo 
24 ~ 

EADorv _ovy 

2 Kat TOLC TapEoTwoLy elev 

av, Kal Sore TW rac o&Ka puvac 

donec a. — 14. adirov (Ist) om. D & 
ty Ty om. D A.—adrov rove 6., omg. 

txt A Orig.—ri dtexpay- 
Tic Th B Lachm.) txt A abe.—17. dye 

txt A.—22. aiow 
Phe Depicw D abed.—23. dvari oby D. TV om.ADEFGLM SU VA 22 all. ins. B. 
— 24. riv pray om. D a.—for ddre, aevéyxate D.—25. om. D b Lucif. al.—26. yao 

Archelaus had built with great magnificence. 
Jos. Antt. xvii. 13, 1. —18.] 8éka, see on 
Matt. xxv. 1. The giving the pva to each, 
is a totally different thing from giving to 
one five, to another two, and to a third one 
talent. The sums given are here all the 
same, snd all very small. The (Attic) 
mina is J; of a talent, and equal to about 
£3 of our money.—In Matt. the man gives 
his whole property to his servants; here 
he makes trial of them with these small 
sums (\aytorov, see ver. 17). —menye. | 
= loyalecbe, Matt.—év @ €pyx.] ‘ while 
I go and return,’ ‘till I come.’ — 14. ] The 
nobleman, Son of a King , evyevins, is the 
Lord Jesus ; the Kingdom i is that over His 
own citizens, the Jews. They sent a mes- 
sage after Him; their cry went up to 
Heaven, in the persecutions of His servants, 

&c.: ‘we will not have this man to reign 
over us.’ The parable has a double im- 
port: suited both to the disciples (ot dodXoe 
tavrov), and the multitude (ot moNirae 
avrov). —15.] tls tt, see Mark xv. 24. — 
Sierrp. | ‘what business each had carried | 
on:’ not, ‘what each had gained.’ Dion. 
Hal. iii. 72, has the word signifying ‘to 
arrange a matter,’ which however was not 
then executed. The sons of Ancus having 
often arranged (dvatpayparevoapéivwr) a 
plot to kill Tarquinius . . 16—23.] 
see on Matt. It is observable here how- 
ever how exactly and minutely in keeping 
is every circumstance. ‘ Thy pound hath 
gained ten pounds ;’ the humility with 
which this is stated, where no account of » 
idia Otvaptc is taken as in Matt., and 
then the proportion of the reward,—8éxka v, 

4 \ 

ae 
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a x Any TOUC exPpove Eee * exelvouc TovC nn Oedn- ¥ Be. dug. i. 

oavrac je BaotAcvoat * er nurene wyayere WOE Kal *KaTa- ae i. 33. 
xii. 14, 

bh I opatars “Eur pootév Gee Skal eutwv TavTa emogehero eos at 
d a) d “k aN 29 c = Matt. v.16 
gump0o EV, avaBaivwv ec cooooAuma. Kal eyé- al. 2 Kings 
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VETO WC 
. _ i. 31 alex. 

dd = ch. xviii. 
3lal 

* ny yuoev ec BnOpayn kal BnOaviay mpoc To ayer. 
vo ‘ A ’ ~ ~ 

op0¢ TO kaXovpevov Edawy, améoretAe Ovo TOV pabyTOr ech. xviii.35. 
Ps. xxvi. 2. 

avtov °° amwv “Yrayere gic THY ‘KatévayTe KOuny® Ev 1 fl Mk. and xii. 

LC TOPEVOHEVOL apprners TWAOY OEdEmevor, ep ov oie Sererer 
eee avfowmey * exalioss *" Auoavrec avTov ayayere. hae 

‘at eav TIC vpac Eowrd Atari AveTES OUTWEC EpEiTE aUTM, 
” 59 v i Matt. vi. 8. 

Ore 0 KUpLOC avrou 

> ~ X\ ~ s e 

autTwy Tov mwAoY EtTOV OL 
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Te Nvere Tov Sunes ; 

Xpetay eet. 

: Xpstay eX El. 
, 

ameotaA mévot evpoV Kkalloc ELTTEV auToic* 

4 e os > e e , > ~ 

Ol O€& sae fore oO age shite 

oe ae o& Ol Prov. Xviii.2, 

33 Nvovtwyv Oe 
k 4 > ~ \ > \ e ~ 
KUOLOL GuTOV TOO auUTOUE * = Matt.xx. 

8. Exod. xxi. 
28. 

> Kal mryayov autov mp0¢ TOV "Incovy, Kal 1=here only. 
N , 

= 20,22. met. “ Empptbavrec eauT@V ie (area etl TOV a ere 20, 22. m 
iv. 22. acav tov Inoovy, °° ropevouévou S& avTov * UTEGTOWV= meh. ¥ 34 

Cube Cy , - ¢q~ 37? ' \ > ~ Acts xxiii. 
vuoy Ta aTIA aUTWY EV TY 00W. eyyiZovtoc O& avTov 24.2 Kings 

°o , ~ oo» ~ > ~ woe ae 
nen Tp0¢ TH karaPacet Tov Ogove THY ehatwv npsavro Aero 

o here only, 
amay TO Dn tov pabnrov yatoortec atvetv TOV Dov © Josh. viii. 24. 

om. B L 6 a Copt. Arm. Theophyl. autem dcv Lucif.—for do0jcerat, tpocriberar D.— 
ax avrov om. BL 7 al. Lucif. —27. for éxeiv. rovrove BK L Mal. txt A D abe 
Orig. Lucif.—aft. ratacg. ins. adrodc B F L 3.—aft. pov ins. cai tov aypeioy ovdrov 
éxBaXere sic TO KOT OC TO éLwrepov" EKél EoTat O khavOpoc kal 6 Bpvypoc Tov 
dddvTwv D d.— 28. Eum pos. om. D ac.—dvaBaivwy oé eic 7. ‘I. D. — 29. BnPagayy 
B8al. BnOavia D*.—réyv thawy Kxadotipevoy D. — 30. for iv 4, cai D.—dedep. 
om. D.—zwzore om. D Orig. (once) Ambr. txt A B.—cai Nic. BDL. txt A. — 
31. Grart AvEeTE Om. D c. —32. for vv. 32—35 incl., D d have cat atedObvrec ar- 
exo(Onoay 6 OTL OK. av. xX: EY. Kal I enEeS TO TOA. emrepp. Ta ip. av. tx avroyv, Kai 

éveB. Tr. Ino. — 34. rec. om. Ore bef. 6 x. with c, but ins. AB DK LM 7 al. av Syr. 
Orig. — 36. év 77 66. om. D. — 37. byylovrwr 6 ab7rév D.—ijén om. D M a.—ryyv 

moXeLs,—so according with the nature of what 
the Prince went to receive, and the occasion 
of His return. — 25.] is parenthetical, 
spoken by the standers-by in the parable, 
in surprise at such a decision: then in ver. 
26, the King answers them. — 27.] This 
command brings out both comings of the 
Lord,—at the destruction of Jerusalem, 
and at the end of the world: for we must 
not forget that even now ‘ He is gone to 
receive a Kingdom and return :’ ‘we see 
not yet all things put under His feet.’ 

28.] Not immediately after saying these 
things ;—see on ver. 5: unless they were 
aid in the morning on His departure. 
29—88.] Matt. xxi. 1—9. Mark xi. 1— 

10. John xii. 12—26, where see notes.— 
29.] The name, when thus put, must be 
accentuated _ éXatov, for when it is the 
“genitive 0 of é\aia the article is prefixed 
(ver. 37). Luke uses this same expression 
again Acts i. 12. Josephus has dtd row 
éharWvoc dooucg, Antt. vil. 9, 2.—33.] riwéeg 
T@Y éket EcTHKOTWY said this, as in the 
probably more precise account of Mark :— 
ot KUptot avr. is the natural infer ence as 
to who they were. — 37.] mpos T. K. not 
merely local, ‘at the dec livity of,’ but ex- 
pressing the result of éyyiZovrec—' just 
about to descend the Mount of Olives.’— 
TO TAO. T. p.] in the widest sense; = ot 

dyAor, Matt. —The ¢dvapic, which dwelt 
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y = Matt. Vii. 
22 t. 

Cate xiii. 35. 
Ps. cxvii. 26. 

ach. xiii. 35 al. 
b |. Ps. xcii. 4. 
c Matt. xvi 

Zech. iii. 8 
d abs. ch, 

33 al. 
e=ch.j.2 
Lam.i 

f = Matt.x.< 
Mark i, 27. 

& k. YE Acts 

ii. 18. 
h = ch. i. 80. 

2 Cor. vi. 2. 
ich, xiv. 28, 

32. Acts 
XX Vili. 10. 

j Deut. vii. 20. 
John xii. 36. 

k= Matt. x xiii. 
36. ch. i. 12. 

1 = Matt. xxvi. 
45. 

m = here only. 
Ezek. iv. 2. 

n here only. 
Ezek. iy. 2 al. 

o here only. 
4 Kings vi. 14. 

p = here only. 
1 Kings xxiii. 
8. 

q here only. Isa. iii. 26. Hos. x. 14. xiv. 1 al. 
u = Johni. 10. Rom. vii. 7. 

caraBacw D.—guvry peyady om. D.—for Tas-, Travrwy BD. 
y-vopévwyv D.—38. 6 tox. 6 Bac. B 
40. cwwrynoovow ABL 38. 

22. 
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vnv [ cov |" vuv oe! 
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eee amo ay ap SOU. 
mod Neal \ ~ e .9 , 
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Oo XG ' \ p 12 , 

oouv TeotKuKAWoOVGL oe Kat * cuVESovGL 
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apnoovow ev oot AWov ext AtOw, 
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oe avrolen, 
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oO, fat OUK av@’ wv 
, vy? ~ 

OUK ETLOKOTNC GOV. 
t ch. i. 20. Dent. viii. 20. 

“ eyvwc Tov Katoov TNC 
r= Matt. xxiv. 2. 

v1 Pet. ii. 12. Job x. 12. see ch. i. 67. 

txt A.—for duvap., 
. 60x. év Ov. KU. EVAOyNMEVOC O Bac. Dac. txt A.— 

ory hoovow D1. txt aedv Orig.—xpaZovrar D. xpa- 
Eovow B L Orig. (once.) — 41. rec. éx’ airy with Orig. (once.) txt AB DH LA 12 
Orig. (thrice) ren. Bas. Theophyl. — 42. aft. Eyvoc,—tv Ty Hp. TAUTH Kat ob Ta TOS 
eto. B L Orig. txt (kai ye om. D d) A D d.—ree. aft. fe. ins. cov, with ac, but om. 
ABDL 4 al. Syr. Copt. Arm. Orig. Eus. Bas.—aft. a om. cov BL Orig. Iren. 
ins. (co. D) A D ae Orig. — 43. TapemBarovow C! L Badovow D. txt A B C?.— 
sou om. D ac. — 44. év coi (Ist) om. D Orig. Eus.—ézi diWoy év OAy cor D2e— 

mostly on their minds, was the raising of 
Lazarus,—Jobn xii. 17, 18:—but as this 
perhaps was not known to Luke, we must 
understand him to mean, all that they had 
seen during their journey with Him. — év 
ovpave = éy wwWiorotc, and was probably 
added by them to fill out the parallelism. 

389—44.] Peculiar to Luke.—39.] These 
Pharisees could hardly in any sense be 
paQnrai of Jesus.—Their spirit was just 
that of modern Socinianism: the prophetic 
expressions used, and the lofty epithets ap- 
plied to Him who was merely in their view 
a OwWaoKxadoc, offended them. — 40.] A 
proverbial expression—but probably not 
without reference to Habakkuk ii. 11.— 
41.] The Lord stood on the lower part of 
the Mount of Olives, whence the view of 
the city even now is very striking. What 
a history of Divine Love and human ingra- 
titude lay before Him !—When He grieved, 
it was for the hardness of men’s hearts ; 
when He wept, in Bethany and here, it 
was over the fruits of sin. — 42.] et €yvws 
—ewaow ot KMaloy rec Emiko TEGO TOvC 
Abyoug Vd Tic Tov TaVovE aHodpdrnroc. 
Euthym. Perhaps in the actual words 
spoken by the Lord there may have been 
an allusion to the name Jerusalem :— Uti- 

~ 

nam que diceris Jerusalem re ipsa esses 
Jerusalem, ac videres ea, que pacem tibi 
prestare possent.’ Wetstein. — Kat ov] 
‘thou also,’ as well as these My disciples. 
—kat ye] et guidem—‘ even.’ — 48.] ott 
declares, not ‘the things hidden from thine 
eyes,’ so that it should be rendered, ‘namely, 
that the days shall come,’ &c. : but the aw- 
ful reason which there was for the fervent 
wish just expressed—‘ for,’ or * because.’— 
Xapaka] a mound with palisades. The 
account of its being built is in Joseph. B. J. 
v. 6,2. When the Jews destroyed this, 
Titus built a wall round them (Ib. 12, 2),— 
see Is. xxix. 2, 3, 4,—to which the Lord 
here tacitly refers. — ‘44, éSad.] is used in 
two meanings ;-—‘ shall level thy buildings 
to the foundation, and dash thy children, 
against the ground:’ see reff. — 7a Tékva 
is not ‘ infants,’ but thy children, in general. 
—ovK adyo.]| see Matt. xxiv. 2 and note. 
— av@’ av... . | not, ‘ because of thy sins 
and rebellions ;’—those might be all blotted 
out, hadst thou known, recognized, the time 
of thy visiting by Me.—émox. is a word of 
ambiguous meaning—visitation, either for 
good or for evil: see reff. It brings at 
once here before us the coming seeking 
Jruit, ch. xiii. 7—and the returning of t 

\ 
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c =ch. vi. 19. 
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1 d = Mark ix. 

XX. ' Kai eyevero ev “med TOY Oey [exciver ], OUI) 
5 we dav - e here only, 

l “Eetlae avrov tov Aaov ev TW leg Kal “evayyediLo- Gen. xliv. 30, 
f Deut. xii. 14, 

pevou, ° eréoTnoay ol dpxrepetc Kal ol _ypapparetc ouv pe ee 
see Isa. lxi. 1. 

Tow mocoPurépotc, > Kal Eloy TOOC avroy Atyourec Euré gen. ii, 9, 38. 
h? XXiv. 4. Acts 

nw, ev ' qrola eCovota TauTa TOLELC, 7 Tic éoTw O Gobe hie eis i 
ch. i. 17 al. 
Isa. xx¥ix. 2. 

i 2 Kings xy. 2. 
k see ch. xxiii. 

9. Acts 
c 2 2 , XXviii. 25. 4 A , ? , ’ nN ¢ - 

TO Parriopa Iwavvou ES oupavou ay ip ES avpwmey ; Jer. xly. 14, 
hae \ m here only. — 
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for roy Kato. Tijc, ic Katpov D.—royv om. C.— 45. thOav O& D.—év arp cai ay. 
om. B L. Copt. Orig. expressly. é airp@ om. C. txt A D ac?—add kai +. rpa7éd. 
TOV KOANUB. eéeveev, K. T. Kabéido. TOY wwr. TF. TEpicT. D 1 acd Aith. — 46. Kai 
forat 6 ok. p. ok. 70. (omg. éorty) BL 8 ec Copt. Arm. Orig.—o7u 6 ok. 7.2. 
ACD KM 7al. v Syr.—for tori, wd\nOjoerar C?. — 48. ro om. D U A 9 Orig.—aft. 
moun. ins. adt@ D ¢ Syr. Alth.—axkovew airov DM ac. 

Cuap. XX. 1. éxeiywy om. BD LQ 8 al. ac Syr. Copt. Ath. ins. A C.—tepeic 
AEGKUV A 30 al.—2. Néyovrec om. C D Syr. Copt. Arm.—xat Tic tor. Da.—3. éz- 
epwthnow D.—tvaom. BL 6 cSyr. ins. AC DK MQU.—for rai, by D.—5. ovvedoyi- 
Zovro C D ae.—odv om. BEGLUVA 22 all. ¢ Syr. Copt. Aith. Euthym. Theophyl. ins. 
ACD Qa.—6. kai éav D ae. —ore e& av. (apparently) C.—AWaca D.— -vor yap eiow 
D ac. —yeyovivat Dacd al.—7. adrove 760ev C. avr. 70 760ev D. txt AB Q.—29. for 
pk. Néy., EXeyev D (omg. mpdc 7. Xr. Aéy.)—TIc om. BC DEK LUMAQS V 23 ae 

Lord of the vineyard, ch. xx. 16.—It is Mark xi. 27—33, where see notes. (The 
however the first or favourable meaning of 
ttoxo7n that is here prominent. 

45, 46.] See on Matt. xxi. 12. Mark xi. 
15—17. 

47, 48.] A general description of His 
employment during these last days, the 
particulars of which follow. It is rightly 
however placed at the end of a chapter— 
for it forms a close to the long section 
wherein the last journey to Jerusalem has 
been described. 
CH  1—8.] Matt. xxi. 23-27. 

history of the fig-tree is not in our text.) 
—1.] trav jp. without éceivwy woul be— 
of the days, viz. of this His being in Jeru- 
salem. — éréor.] without a dative (see ch. 
ii. 38) does not signify any suddenness of 
approach. — 2.] 4—‘or, to speak more 
definitely.’ 

9—19.] Matt. xxi. 33—46. Mark xi. 1 
—12. See notes on Matt. for the sense; 
and for comparison of the reports, on Mark. 
9.] The parable was spoken mpos, to, the 
people — but (ver. 19) apoc, at, ‘with 
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a Gen. 
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xxvii avuTove THY Taoa[soAnv TAUTNY ELUTE. 
Exod.ii.15. 5 Matt. xxvi. 50. Gen. xxii. 12. tch. vii. 21. xii.12. uch. xviii. 19 and reff. 

Orig. ins. A.—bef. azed., adrog 6? D.— 10. évy om. BD. ins. A C Qe. ty TW kK. 
C Q al.—dvoovew A BLM Q 4 al. 
11. for cai wpoc. 7 ra Es Er eppev D. — ae 
dt om. D ac. — 13. for icwe, rhyov 
Ambr. ins. Av. — oa4. 
om. ABKMQ 7 al. ac Arm. Syr. 

txt C D —deipayrec O& adr. (omg. ot dé y.) D.— 
for «. mpoc. 7. T0., ToiToy Emepev D.—oi 

D.—iddnrec om. BC DLQ 4 ae Copt. Arm. 
ot y. om. D.—zpdc adAndove BD LG. txt A C Q.—detre 

ins. C D Orig.—rai ap. Eorat C c Copt. — 
15. AaBovrec abroy tEBadov C.—adrvic om. D ac.—rov du. om. Q. — 16. rodrovg 

reference to,’ the chief priests and scribes. 
Bengel suggests that He addressed it to the 
people, to guard against interruption on the 
part of the chief priests. —11.] mposé6. 7. 
a Hebraism: see Gen. iv. 2, Hebrew and 
Greek, and ch. xix. 1].—14.] t8évr. 8... 
This is taken up from the tovroy t8dvres of 
the verse before—and is emphatic—‘ On 
the contrary, when they saw him’ ....— 

17.] The ovv infers the negation of pr yé- 
voto —How then, supposing your wish to 
be fulfilled, could this which is written come 

to pass ?—19.] Kat bef. 260370. is not 
but: the clause signifies the state of mind 

in which this their attempt was made 
they did so in fear of the people.’ 

20—26.] Matt. xxii. 15—22. Mark xii. 
13—17, where see notes as before. — 20.] 
Tapatynp., having watched an opportunity. 
—éykad., see reff., men suborned, instructed 
and arranged for that purpose.—ém X., not 
the spies, but the chief priests. — avrod is 
not the genitive after Adyov, as in E. V., 
but after émd., as in EriapBaverat abrow 
TH¢ trvoc, Xen. Anab. iv. 7, 12, ‘that they 
might lay hold of Him by some saying ;" 
= abrov aypriowor oyy, Mark. — rH 
apxq, to the Roman power (genus) — TH 
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Kat ? rapatnonoavtec avéoreAay ‘eyKabérouc " vTro0- 

, € ‘ ’ i ef cs > 

KOWOMEVOUE EaUTOUE Stkaiove elvat, wa * éemtAaDwrrat 
- > 

avuTOuv 

‘KATA AOYKAN. 

t * , , SST - eS rare ~ 

* Noyou, *® cic TO Tapadovvat auTOv Ty) s aoy 7 

+12 
q here only. 

Job xxxi. 9. 
xix. 12. Jos. 
B. J. vi. 5, 2. a \ ~w ZE , nr oe , 2) Note 2. , > x 

Kal ™ é ovola TOU nyenovoc. Kal ETNOWTNOAV GQUTOYD ¢r here only =}. 

Aeyortec Aveackane, oidapey ore opfae éeyerc Kal Owa- 2 
2 Macc. v. 
25 

s = here and 
ver. 26 only. \ ? 9 

oKetc, Kal ov * Aan PBaverc ToOCwToV, GAN * ex adnGetac t— Matt. v-37. 
nN CAN ~ ~ ar 

tThv “odoyv rou Oeov erdaoketc. 
x‘ ” BipneZ c o 

gopov Svvvat, 1) 0v; 
e U \ b ‘ ' fs , 

Tavoupylav ELTTE TOOC auTOUC Tu Me TEloacste 5 

ts D I , 
OsiSaTé pot ' Onvaouoy. 

, A >’ / \ an / 

yoagny; amoxpevrec de eirov Kaioagoc. 
? - ] an 50 ll ’ \ U ! \ \ 

avuroic modote  Ttolvuy ta Katoapoc Katoapt, kat ra 

TOU Oeou TW) Osu. 
> ~ ts 0? , ~ yi ~ \ , P ’ \ 

auToOu PupeaTog EVAVTLOVY TOU aovu, Kal Qavpacaytec eT 
~ , , B) etl | 

Ty : aTOKPLOEL AUTOU Eolynoay. 
~ r e no 

Twv LaddovKaiwy, oc *™ 
x 

4 (mad 7 , ‘ 

eyoapey nuiv, cay TIvoG adeAHoc 
\ ~ ” > , my] 

Kal ouTOC ° aTEKVOC avofavy, iva ° 
. 

TIV 
298 o 3 vig emTa “ ovv acsApot jnoay. 

~ > , ” \ € , \ 

ValkKa améQavev aTEKVOC, Bs Kat eAaPev O OeUTEPOC THY 

~ A \ 7? a ” 31 yet we ! 
yuvatka Kat OvuTOC améJavev aTEKVOC, > Kat O TOLTOC 

7 Tes Sey, AS ? \ \ 
eAa(ev QvUuT1)V WCAUTWC a Kat O 

’ \ ? , » y ef 

rekva, Kat avéBavov. * * 

o = Markii.12. Acts viii. 32. Gen. vi. 8. 

XXXV.35. 
Is. xlix. 21. ss || Mk. Gen. iv. 19. Hos.i.3, 4 
iv. 5. 1 Cor. vii. 26. v Matt. xx.5. Judg. viii. 8. 

om. D a.— 19. ot yp. kK. ot gapisatoe C. 

2 te A led ie fh. 

eSeotv ™ uty Katoagr 

, a 

Tlvog EXEL 

Dean ae) Kat ovuk ™ 

ze Tlooceh Oovrec Of TiVEc 

- Wot 22 i) , 
vvaika Kal eCavaoTyoy OTEO UA TW 

Nig ~ ‘ 
kal O T PWTOC AaBov Us 

Oe Ls > , 
voTEPOV € TAVTWV am cOave 

11 Cor. ix. 26. James ii. 24. Heb. xiii. 13, Isa. ili. 10. v. 13. 
p ch. iv. 22. Acts iii. 12. Isa. lii. 15. 

r Acts xiii 45 al. Hos.iv 4 with 4, here only. see 1 John ii. 22. 
t || Mk. only. aor. intr. Acts xv. 5. Gen. xix. 
w Mark xii. 19. Zech. xi. 17. 

xxii. 15 

8. dike, / ee a \ : 
KaTaAVONGaAC CE AUTWVY THV v=Sudever. 6. 

w = ch. xxii. 
53. Rey. xii. 

go > 

ET(-  j0, 
x Matt. xii. 10 

24% 

1 ee \ ? 
ELKOVa Kal €7l— ab 

y Gal. ii. 6. Ps. 
1xxxi. 2. 

z || Mk. ch. iv. 
25. Acts iv. 
17. x.34, 

évy an. || Mt. 
and reff. 

a |i and Acts 
XViii. 26. Ps. 
exvil. 15 al. 

b ch, xxiii. 2. 
Rom. xiii. 6, 
7. Judg. 1.28. 

: Na 
29 9 O€ ime 

ioxvoay 3 evtAaPséobar 

ra NE Sy  c=|jand ch. avTt EYOVTEC aVaOTaOLV [Lh Xxi1. 2. Heb. 

“8 Néyovtec AwackaXrs, Mwoie av init vis. 
Isa. v. 12. 

avoQavy wy vyuvatka, ©} £9 iii 19 
Ting =D | , al. Josh.ix.4. 

s s sya) 5) > ~ fMatt.iv. 1 al. 
AaBn 0 adeA poc GQUTOU Exod. xvii.2. 

g || Mt. ch. 
xvii. 14 and 
reff. 

h || Mk. Matt. 
Xx. 2 al. 

i ||. Rom.i. 23. 
Heb. x. 1. 
Gen. i. 26 al. 

k | and Mk. 
xy.26. ch, 

adeA pw aUuToU. 

e nN xxii. 38+. > [i I: 
t exra™ Fou “KarTéAcTov 1. Rom.xiti.7. 

Dent. xxiv. 
15: 

m = Matt. viii. 28 al. Deut. xiii. 45. n ver. 20 only. 
ii. 47. John i. 22. Job q ch. ii. 4 

rr DEUT. xxv s here only. 
2,34. u= John 

2. Jer. xxix. 2. ww Matt. xiii. 

k. ot doxovtrec A BLM al.—20. for zapar., 

aroxywpncavrec D a.—eivar om. D.—airod rov Noywy D. adbroy éyor C. avrov 

Adyoy B. txt A.—for sie 70, Were BC DL. txt A.—for ry... . NyEsovoe,—T~ 

Hyenove D.—21. for ob, ob0evog D Aug.—22. nuac ABL6 Aug. txtC D Pac.—23. for 

katav., emtyvove D.—zovnotay D.—zi pe Tetp. Om. B L.—add trorpirai C.—eigare 

ABDLMP l4al. txt C.—for dny., rd vopiopa D. figuram d.—aft. dyy. ins. ot dé 

ZoaEay cal eimev C L 19 al. ¢ Copt. Ath. Arm. Syr. om. A B D P av.—k. 7ijv éxcy. D. 

om. P.—25. rotyvyom. Da. rtoiv. awé6. BL.—ra tov K. rg K. C'DLal. Just. 7a K. 

Tp K. C.— 26. iad. Tod phpatoc B L.—adrotd pipa émdraB. D. — 27. AEyorTec 

BCD L6Gal. Syr. Copt. Ath. txt A P a.—28. for azo0. (2nd), 7 B L7 Copt. Arm.— 

Grexvoc txwy yuvaica D.—iavacrnca A EH 9 al.—29. aft. oar ins. map ypiv De. 

—30, 31. cai 6 debr., Kai 6 rpirog’ weabTwe ot ExTa OdK apijKay TEKVOY Kai a7é0. D. 

—«ai 6 0. cai 6 To. Z\aBev adtny’ wcabtoc, &c. BL. txt AP.—rece. bef. od karéX. ins. 

cai with GHKMU, but om. A B DELS VA 15 all. Copt. Theophyl. — 32. 6 tayr. 

éé. r. 4., to the authority of the governor 
(species). The articles render the separa- 
tion of the two necessary. — 22.] @épov = 
kijvoov, see on Matt. :—differs from réoc, 
‘ vectigal,’ ‘customs’ duties.’ 

27—40.] Matt. xxii. 23—33. Mark xii. 
18— 27, and notes. — 27.] ot avttdéyovTes 
—attr. for rav dayriWeyovTwrv.— Winer, 

§ 63, 4, states that he does not know 
another example.— The use of av7idéy. 
py (or ro py) is frequent in Xenophon: 
see Wetstein. —28.] kat otros: see ch. 
xix. 2.— 29.] otv, ‘well then’—i.e. ‘as 

an example of this law,’ . - . - — 
31.] The od Kar. ték. coming before Kat 
éré0. is by a mixture of constructions— 

Sap CaO 
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Are , ’ (2 s > , U i} ~ ' 

x= |. Matt Kal n yun. 3 ty mY OU avaoTacel TLVOE aUTwY YyivETat 
xiv. 4. Deut. - of ah ~ 34 ‘>? 
XXViii. 30. yuri : ol yao ima *eoXov aurny ‘yuvaika. Kal aTro- 

y = ch. x. “ts 

aye ee ao ipsec elmev avroic 0 Insove Ot * viol Tov atwvog TovTOU 
li. 2. BY ’ 35 ZZ 

2 | Mt. and yamovat Kar ** EX AMISKOVTAL, ot oe ” KatakSwwOévrec Tov 
XXIV. dé “ I~ ’ , r ~ ‘ ~ > , ~ ’ 

ae “auwvoc ekelvou “* TUXELW Kal TNC avaoTasEwC THC EK 
zz and constr. 

ch. xxi. 36. 
Acts y. 41. 
2 Thess.i. 5 = of , 

only +. see aroBavety ETL Sovavrat, ° 

2 Mace. xiii. 

a = Matt. xiii. 
32 al. 

ae mote XXiV. 

~ ” ~ ” 
aren eet OUTE Yaplovolv ‘ety 

EloL TOU Dcov, TNC dvasTacewe 
b ~ 

cycipovrat ol veKpot Kal Moone 

es a 
* ¢ 36 oure yap 

y 8 VLOL 

oe 

TNC 

exyapioKovr au’ 

isayyeAou yap ELot eat 

Y viol ovrec. oT 
\ ’ 

* Eurvuocev emt 

piicreoniy ta [ror] [rov] b here only 4 es Ba TOV, We Aeyet KUOLOV zov | Oeov AB pasie Kal v 

Piet oes Meov “loadk kat [tov] Beov Tacos 8 Yeoe O& OVK EoTL 
eu he, > «~ ~ 29? 

ete gece VEKOWY, adAra Covrwy’ mavrec yao “aut Zoow. *° aro- 
2 ™M acc. ili. 7. , 5 , 

a Mk. only. KoWévrec O€ TIVEc TWP youumatéwy elTov AveacxaXs, 
20. mate NG 9 40 _? 7 Vea 7 , ~ SiaAN 
xxxiii.6. KaAWC elTac. OvUK ETL Ce erohpuy ETEOWTAY aUTOV 

e Rom. vi. 10. 
iy xii. 10 41 

Or 
ouvoev. 

rohit: 9. vii. 15. 1 Cor. xy. 12. 

om. B D L7al. Syr. Copt.—33. 1 yuvy oby tv ry a. BL. 

ELTE O& mooc avrovc, *Iwe Xéyovar Tov 

txt A D ae.—for yiv., orate 
DG Lal. ac.—34. aft. rodrov ins. yevvovrar kal yevy@ouv D acd Orig. Cypr. Aug.— 
txyauicovra AK MPU A I2al. yapiscovraa BL al. Orig. yapotyrae D. 
EGH? QS? V.—35. ixyapis. AEGHKMPQUV all. 

txt 

yapit. DLAal. YapioK. B 6. 
txt qu. ?—36. for dvvayrat, pédXovow D. —ol vioi A.—r@ ep (omg. cai viot stow) D. 
—37. bef. Mw. om. cai D ae Cypr. —for é Euny. ., 20nAwoev D.—rov bef. 0. (thrice) om. 
BD. ins. AP Q.—39. for ypap.,caddov‘aiwy Q.—40. for di, yao BL 4.—41. aft. Ney. 

‘and they had no children by her, and 
died, leaving none :’—not merely from the 
emphasis being on the leaving no children 
(as in Meyer). It is meant to express the 
absence of offspring before their death, and 
after. — 34.]| ot viol Peculiar to 
Luke, and important. For this present 
state of men, marriage is an ordained and 
natural thing; but in rp aldve éxeivy, 
which is by the context the state of the 
Jirst resurrection (nothing being said of 
the rest of the dead, though the bare fact 
might be predicated of them also), they 
who are found worthy to obtain that state 
of life and the resurrection from the dead, 
are no longer under the ordinance of mar- 
riage: for neither can they any more die; 
i. e. they will have no need of a succession 
and renewal, which is the main purpose of 
marriage.—The iodyy. ydp eior is alleged, 
not as showing them to be amaQeic x. agu- 
Ajoovoe (Euthym.), but as setting forth 
their immortality.—viot t. 8. is here used, 
not in its ethical sense, as applied to be- 
lievers in this world,—but its metaphysical 
sense, as denoting the essential state of the 
blessed after the resurrection :—‘ they are, 
by their resurrection, essentially partakers 
of the Divine nature, and so cannot die.’ 
When Meyer says that the Lord only speaks 
of the risen, and has not here in His view 

the ‘quick’ at the time of His coming, it 
must be remembered that the ‘ change’ 
which shall pass on them (I Cor. xv. 51 
—54) shall put them into precisely the 
same a¢Vaocia as the risen (compare ver, 
42 ibid.). He refers to some striking re- 
marks of Kaiiffer in the Saxon Studien for 
1843, p. 202 ff. (to which I have not ac- 
cess) as showing that vioi Meow is used by | 
Matt. and Luke, on/y of the state after the 
Lord’s coming. — 87.] kat M., that very 
Moses, whom you allege as showing by i in- 
ference the contrary.—38. On wavr. y. avr. 
£. see on Matt. vv. 31—33: but we have in 
this argument even a further generalization 
than in Matt. and Mark. There, it is a 
covenant relation on which the matter 
rests: here, a life of all, living and dead, 
in the sight of God,—so that none are an- 
nihilated,—but in the regard of Him who 
inhabiteth Eternity, the being of ad/ is a 
living one, in all its changes. — 39, 40.] 
Peculiar to Luke ;—implied however in 
Matt. ver. 34, and Mark ver. 28. 
41—44.] Matt. xxii. 41—46. Mark xf. 

35—37, where see notes. Luke omits the 
question of the lawyer, which occurre 
mediately on the gathering together 
Pharisees after the last incident. TI 
tion of the Lord seems to hay 
close on that, which (and not, 
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KATA AOYKAN. 
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\ Ay 

Kal auras Aavid Neyer é EV £8 PsA. cix. 1. 
att. xxv. 

1 Kings 

az i jj. and Matt. v. 

44 
Tow Ours Aavid ouv KUOLOV aurov KaXet, Kal TOC k Matt. vii. 15 

vlog auToU EaTW ; 
SR ais 

Toic paOnraic avrov 

TOV OeAOvtTwv mepuTarely ev 
n \ 

aoTacjLovE ev Talc ayopaic Kal 
e \ 

Talc Shae yh aie Kal 

47 

“Haxpd MPOCEVXOVTAL, 

* kota. 

\ ~ > ? \ 
Ta dwpa QAUTWY éel¢c TO 

Kal Tiva 

abrn awAElov mary éBadev" 

paeiovras Of 7 

C ’ , - ! 
“mperoKAustac Ev oe OElvowc’ " 

ovrot AnWovrat 

XXI. }*AvaPrshae Be cide rode * BadrXovrac 
a , / 

yalopudakvoy a Aovatove, 

* Xfpav b TEVvLyoay Paddoveay EkEl Ovo ° Aewra, only. 

ABDQ° Kat eimev 

al. Ley. 
XX. 2. TaAvTog TOU Aaov ELITE 

l mas xvi. 6. 

* Hpocéyere a aro Toy pappemce!Y ee 
1 m = Matt. 
ctoXaic, Kat " gdovytwr xxii. Rev. 

XX. Lo, 

 rowtoKkabedpiacg ey fv. xxix. 
n ||. and 1 Cor. 
Xvi. 22. Col. 
iv. 18+ ‘\ 

ot " KatecMiovct Tac oiKtac T@V Xnowv, Kal * moopacer Flint 
q ||. and ch. xiv. 
7,8. 

" TEpLaGOTEOY r |]. 2 Cor. xi. 
20. Gal. v.15. 
Isa. ix. 12. 

s Phil. i. 18 
Dae \ Acts ° 
elOe Of, 30. Honea. 

= || Mark 

w ||. and ch. xii. 
4 1 Cor. xii. “AdnBac Aéyw aE oTl 1 Xtoa n TTwXI 23 al. Dan. 
iy. 23. 

4 GmayTec yao ouToL Kk Tov X ||. ch. xxiii. 
40. xxiv. 20). 
Deut. xxi. * TEpLaTEvOVTOC avrous eBarov_ ELC ra owpa TOU Ocou, avr ?) aes 

Bye 
be kK Tou VoTEONMaATOC 

s o 
Ely eV eBare. 

a || Mk. John villi. 20. 2 Macc. v.18 al. 
d= ch. xii. 44, Johni. 48 al. Jer. xxxv. 6. 

2 Cor, viii. 13, 14 al. 

ins. rec A K M al.—eivar om. D. — 42. x. adr. yao Q. 

auTne amavra 

b here only. Exod. xxii. 25 al. 
e | MK. John vi. 13 al. 1 Kings ii. 36, 

ff ch. viii. 43 al. Cant. viii. 7. 

py aT ib -6 be 
5. Gen. xviii- TOV iov ov 

5 ' , \ ~ e ~ e 

Kat twwv Aeyovtwy TEPl TOV LEOOV, OTL 2=I. anischs xii. 6, 

c || Mk. ch. xii. 59 only t. 
f here only in Gospels. 

avric yap B.—rév v. D P. 
om. A B Q. — 43. 7106 D.—for tzoz., imoxnarw D ac. — 44. ody om. D ac.— 45. for 
TOL fl. av, 
moocevxopevor DP. txt ABQ. 

moog avrovc Q. — 47. ot KatéicGovtTec D. -Oiovrec P X. txt ABQ— 

Cuap. XXI. 2. caiom. BK LM X 10 al. Orig.—riwwa rat A EG HS UVA 16 al. 
txt DP a.—éxei om. D ac Orig.—aft. Nez7a ins. 6 éoTiy Kodpaytne D.—3. trAKiw DQ XS 

40 here) was their last to Him, Mark xii. 
34.— 41.] mpds avtots, i.e. the Scribes. 
The same thing is signified by wie NEyovow 
ot yp.in Mark. In Matt. the question is 
addressed to the Pharisees. I mention these 
things as marks of the independence of the 
accounts. The ~nderlying-fact is, the Lord 

jarisees and Scribes on a 
iew which they (the Scribes, the Pharisees 

agreeing) entertained about the Messiah. 
Hence the three accounts diverge. 

45—47.| Matt. xxiii. 6, 7. 13. Mark xii. 
°38—40, with which latter our text almost 
verbally agrees: see notes there. — 49. ] 
This particular, axovov. 8. 7. tT. X.,—and 
that the words were spoken to His disci- 
ples,—are only in Luke. 

Cuap. XXI. 1—4.] Mark xii. 41—44, 
where see note.—1.] davaBAéas. The 
Lord as yet has been surrounded with His 
disciples (see ver. 45 of last ch.), and speak- 
ing to them.—He now lifts up His eyes, and 
sees at a distance, &c.— mova. belongs to 
tovs BaX., and dyrac is not to be supplied, 

nor a comma put after yaf. It was not 
the rich only, which that would imply— 
but 6 dyAoe (Mark), who were casting 
gifts in. —4.] eis ta SOp., among (into) 
the gifts of (to) God; not gue donarent 
(Beza), ‘as, or ‘for, gifts,’ which would 
require the omission of the article :—nor so 
that 76 d@p. = ra yal. 

5—36.] Matt. cae: 1— 51 (xxv. 1—46). 
Mark xiii. 1—37. See notes on both, but 
especially on Matt. Meyer says truly in 
loc. that there is no trace in Luke of the 
discourse being delivered on the Mount of 
Olives—but he adds, that it belongs to the 
discourses in the temple which begin ch. 
xx. 1, and that therefore Luke alone men- 
tions dvaOyjpara. He seems to have oyer- 
looked the break after ver. 7,—correspond- 
ing to the change of scene. All three speak 
of the opening incident as happening while 
He was departing from the temple ;—and 
Matt. and Mark, of the inquiry being made 
afterwards, on the Mount of Olives,— 

i.e. in the evening, when He had retired 

a ae 
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ehereonly. AtOote Kadoie Kal © avabypact " KeKoopnrat, ceive ° TavtTa ABDQ 
Lev. xxvii. 
28, 29 var. r. 

h ch. xi. 25and 
|| Mt. 1 Tim. 
ii.9. Ezek. 
XXiii. 41. 

ich. x. 18. 
XxXiv. 39. 
Markiii.llal. + N 

k Jer. xvi.l14. TL TO 
1]. Judg. ii. 23. 

Ezra v. 
12. 

n ||. Matt. xii. 
38. Exod. 
iii. 12. Bed + 

oj. Col.ii. Sal. TY YEKE- 
p |. Matt. xxii. vw >? , 

29. xxiv. 24. 
Isa. xlvi. 8. 

y |. ch. ix. 49. 
Acts iv. 17, 
18. 

rell. || Mk. 
John viii. 58. 
xviii. 5, 6, 8. 
Dent. XX Xii. 
3Y. 

t ver. 20. =ch. 
Xxii. 1. 

u = Matt. xvi. 
24. 3 Kings 
xix. 20. 

v ||. Matt. xi. 2. 
Acts XXiil. 
16 al. 

w here only in 
Gospels. 
1 Cor. Xiv. 
33 al. Prov. 
XXVi. 28. 

x ch, xxiv. 37 
only. Deut. xxxi. 6. 

zz here only. Isa. xix. 17. 
Exod. xxiii. 28. d= Matt. v. 25 al. Gen. xl. 3. 

g = Phil.i. 19. Job xiii. 16. h |. Zeph. iii. 8. 

réAoc. 

y = Acts xii. 32. Dan. ii. 28. 
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a= Matt. xxvi. 50 al. Gen. xxii. 12. 
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9’ EyeoOncerat LOvoe ent 
wo \ ! o> 58 ' ' 7 
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Zz \ 7 4 \ \ DY \ 7 KK zz 7, , 

KaTa@ TOTOUC KAL Awot Kal OLMOL EOOVTAaL, ~ poBnrod ie 

2 7 po a TOUTWY 

amvavrwy *emyBadovew ep vac Tac XEloac auT@v Kal 

» Suoover, ° raoadiwovrec ELC cuvaywyac Kat ° purakae, 

* ayopevouc Sent BactAktc Kal nyEovac, Evekev TOU OVvOLa- 

TOC Lov. 3S amoBnaera os UL cle papTupLov. MEME 
yy || Mt. Mk. Isa. xix. 2. z |. Acts ii. 46. v. 42 al. 

b = Matt. v. 10, 11. Ps. vii.1. c Matt. xvii. 22. 
e =ch. xxii. 54. 2 Chron. xxii. 9. f ||. Acts ix. 21 al. 

ich. ix. 44 and reff. 

al. — 4. rod 0. om. B L X 3 al. Copt. — 5. dvafipvaow A DX. —6. aft. iO ins. Ode 
B Lal. Copt. év roixyp be D ac. —7. aft. abroy ins. ot pa@nrat D.—odv om. D ae 
Copt. th. Arm.—for bray péd. 7. yiv.,—rTij¢ aij¢ thedoewe D d.—8. ody om. BD LX 
al. Copt. Arm. ins. A.—9. for zro., poBnOqre D acd. — 10. ror. éX. adr. om. D a.— 
aft. éyeo9. ins. yap D ac.—ll. re om. A L.—kai kara ré7. B L.—goSnfpa BD. txt A. 
—an’ obp. cai onp. D acd.—12. tig rag vv. D.—arrayopéivovg BDL. txt A.—14. Oére 

thither (ver. 37).—5.] Meyer has made the 
same mistake here, and spoken of the rivec 
as those to whom the discourse was deli- 
vered. The ava0jpara were many and 
precious. Tacitus, Hist. v. 8, calls it im- 
mense opulentie templum ; and Jos., B. J. 
v. 5,4, gives an account of the gilding, and 
golden vines (presented by Herod the Great) 
with bunches of grapes as large as a man, 
&c. in the temple: see also Antt. xv. 11, 3. 
—6.] ratta a 8.,—nom. absolute. — 7. ] 
That Luke’s account alone gives us no trace 
of a different scene or a different auditory, 
is a proof of its independence of the others; 
for how could any rational writer have 
omitted so interesting a matter of accurate 
detail, if he had been aware of it ?—otv, on 
account of what the Lord had said ver. 6. 
—8.] 6K. Hyy-, i.e. the time of the King- 
dom.—They are the words, not of the Lord, 
but of the wodXot: see on Matt. vv. 4, 5. 
—10.] tér. €A. avr. perhaps implies a 
break in the discourse which the other re- 
ports do not notice.—11.] am’ odp. belongs 
to both déByr, and onp.: so does peyada. 

6ByTp. cannot stand alone, especially with 
re Kat.—12.] Why the words mpd 8é 7. Gar. | 
should have made any difficulty, I am at a 
loss to imagine. The prophecies of vy. + 
7, 8 in Matt.,—ver. 8 in Mark,—and vv. 
10, 11 here,—are a parenthetical warning 
of what shall happen before the téXos. And 
then having stated, doy) woivwy tavra,— 
these things shall be the very beginning of 
the actual pangs themselves (see note on 
Matt.), the prophetic chronology is resumed 
from ot7w TO 7éAo¢ in all three accounts ; 
here, by distinct statement, xpd 6 roérwy 
amavrwy: in Mark by implication, Bé- 
were O& bp. ad. Tap. yap du, by which dé 
and yap, the following words, are thrown 
back to the PdAéwere and yao before :—in 
Matthew by the gathering up of the par- ; 
enthetical announcements as 7ayrTa Taura, ,. 
and thus casting them off, as the apy) wdi- 
vwy belonging to the ré\oc, before the dis- 
course proceeds with the téte taken up 
from ver. 6. The whole difficulty has arisen 
from not rightly apprehending the force of 
Odivev, as the death-throes of the end. 
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04 h XXXii. 13. 

Aaw TOUTM, kar & mesouvTaL oTopare paxaipac Kal * a 

‘aixpadwreodhcovrat ei wavra Ta Ovn, Kal ‘Tepovoadiu 

eorat 

e = Luke xxiii. 29. Gen. xxi. 7. 
Jer. xx. 4. h Heb. xi. 34. Josh. xix. 47 al. 
Jer. Xxxiii. 20 1 = Rev. xi. 2. Is. xlii. 
n = Acts vii. 23, 30 al. Gen, xxv. 24, 

ADLMX1. 

1 
TaToupevy vTo Ovo, 

f = 1 Cor. vii. 26. 2 Cor. vi. 4 al. Ps. xxiv. 17. 
i Rom. vii. 23. 2 Cor. x. 5. Ezek. xii. 3 alex. 

5. seech. x. 19. Zech. xii. 3. 

b ch. Xviii.7,8. 
Hos. ix. 9. 

ome xxii. 31. 
" rAnowIaor nae i. 18, 

g = Heb. iii. 17. rae Xiv. 32. 
k ch. i. 10, 20. 

m constr. Rey. Xy. 8. xvii. 17 only. 

Ne 
ws 

™ aype 

txt B.—ree. sig rac kapdiac, with Orig. and (Scholz) many MSS., but txt 
A BDL X al. acv Cyr. Cypr.—zpopedXerovrec D.— 15. for ovdé, 7 A KLM 8 all. 
Orig. txt B.—ayvr. od. om. D ac Cypr. — 19. erjoeoGe (or -avt) AB 5 al, acv Syrr. 
/&th. Orig. Tert. 
pay D d. — 
23. 6& om. B D Lac. 

txt D d. — 20. tiv om. BD. 

22. thy oOnvac ABDEGHKLMSV19 ae Theophyl. 
ins. A Orig. — 21. bef. éeywp. ins. 

txt © Xa=— 
ins. A C v.—@ndaZopévatc D.—rec. bef. rp Law ins. ¢v, with 

many MSS., butom. ABC DK LM 7 al. acv Copt. Arm, Eus. — 24. éy orép. D ac 
Eus, al.—for pay.) popgaiac D.—dypte (or dypr) od BC DL 5al. Hus. 

(Luke follows a later modification of the 
tradition, ex eventu, Meyer (! !) ;—similarly 
De Wette.) —138.] eis papr., viz. of your 
faithfulness; and (Mark), avroic, against 
them. — 15. il Luke only. dvreur. corre- 
sponds to otdépa, avtirt. to copia. — 16. ] 
kai—t non modo ab alienis,’ Bengel.—@av. 
e& vp., of the Apostles. One of the four 
who heard this discourse was put to death, 
Acts xii. 2.—18.] Not literally, but really 
true; not corporeally, but in that real and 

~ only ‘li ife which the disciple of Christ pos- 
sesses. —19.] By your endurance (of all 
these things), possess ye your souls: this 
endurance being God’s appointed way, ev 
(in and by) which, your salvation is to be 
put in your possession. — KTH. as Edpioc., 
Matt. xvi. 25,—owZev, Luke ix. 24.—20.] 
xvukX., not circumdari, but participial, gra- 
phically setting forth the scene now before 

/ 

txt A.—ratp. 

them, as it should then appear. On the 
variation of expression from Matt. and 
Mark, see note on Matt. ver. 15. — 21.] 
avTys belongs to the adrije of ver. 20, and 
signifies not Juda, but Jerusalem. — traits 
xép., the fields—not ‘the provinces.’— 
22.] éxdix., a hint perhaps at ch. xviii. 8. 
The latter part of the verse alludes probably 
to the prophecy of Daniel, which Luke has 
omitted, but referred to in 2) gojpwore ad- 
TiC, ver. 20. — 23.] ét. T. y., general—tod 

. TovT®, particular. The distress on all 
the earth is not so distinctly the result of 
the Divine anger, as that which shall befall 
this nation. —24.] A most important addi- 
tion, serving to fix the meaning of the other 
two Evangelists,—see notesthere,—and car- 
rying on the prophetic announcement, past 
our own times, even close to the days 0 
the end.—mecotvtTat . . . aixp.., viz. this 

ee eas 
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g ch. xvii. 8 al- 
k here only t. see Isa. xxix. 0. 1 here 

ni Thess. v. 3 only +. W: isd. xvii. 15. 
q 1 Tim. iii. 7. vi. 9. 2 Tim. ii. 26. Rom. xi. 9 cit. fr. 

t Eph. vi. ae Heb. xiii. 17. Job xxi. a 
= Rev. vi. 17. Wisd. v. 

20y. (Scholz, Lachm. Tisch. ed. 2, not Pe Ecovrat 
txt A C.—7jyouc OaX. ABC LM X 9 al. ace Syr. Tert. 

27. tv vepehace C al. ¢.—for pera 6.2.24. , kai Suvaper TONAH Kai 
txt D. — 26. at tv rp 

ddky D. — 30. for 7jdn BX..... Oép. tariv,—rov KagTov auray, yivooxsre On Ore EyydEC 
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BapnPooy ABCGKLS V 27 all. Bas. Kuthym. 

txt A C.—zavrac om. D. — 36. for ody, 6 B Da. and yap aft. everc. 

people. —€otar mwat.—see Rev. xi. 2.— 
The present state of Jerusalem. Meyer 
maintains that the whole of this was to be 
consummated in the lifetime of the hearers, 
on account of the avakiWare, &c. ver. 28 (!). 
What views of the discourses of the Lord 
must such an expositor have !—a)np. kat- 
ot é0v.—Who can suppose that Katpot 

€0vav should have been interpreted (by 
Meyer) the appointed time until the Gen- 
tiles shall have finished this judgment of 

—33. wapededoerar CK 4 al. 
txt A C.—34. 62 om. D 8.— 

txt D. — 35. éqetceNcdoerat BD, 
txt A C.—for 

wrath—to be ended by the zapovsia, 
within the lifetime of the hearers (!) ?— 
The katp. é@v. (see reff.) are the end of the 
Gentile dispensation,—just as the raipoc¢ 
of Jerusalem was the end, fulfilment, of the 
Jewish dispensation ;—the great rejectio 
of the Lord by the Gentile world, answer- 
ing to its type, His rejection by the Jews, 
being finished, the xavpds shall come, of 
which the destruction of Jerusalem was a 
type. Kaipoi = Katpoc: no difference is | 

ABCD 
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ce John ix. 22. 
Acts xxiii.20. 
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e jlonly. Ps. ix. 9. 1 Macc. xi. 42. 
g ver. 35 only +. 2 Macc. xii. 15. h = Acts xxiv. 18. 

Karakiw0., katisxvonre BL 6 Copt. Ath.—for crajvat, orjoec0e D abc. — 37. Tag 
oé v. €&. om. D. 

Cuap. XXII. 2. for avid., arodktowowv D.—for yap, dé D 2 bcv Syr. al. — 3. bef. 
coar.om.0 ACDKLMPS V 2lall. Orig. 
4. aft. apy. ins. kai rote yoappatedou (rotc om. P) C P3 

ins. B? U.—kadotpevoy B D L X 3 al.— 
al. abe. om. A B D v Orig. 

k. Tr. oro. om. D X ? abe Ath.—roic om. AE GH KLUM PV X? A Qall. Orig. ins. 
B? CPSU.—aft. oro. ins. row teood C P dal. Syrr. Eus.—70 om. D.—zrapadot D.—airoicg 
om. D a.—d. apyipra AC K U X 9 al. Syr. Eus. Theophyl.—6. é%wp. cai om. C abe. 
k. wor. D. xk. omod. P. 

to be insisted on. It is plural, because the 
20yn are plural.—25, 26.] The greater part 
of these signs are peculiar to Luke. — kat 
bef. cadhkov—‘ vocem angustiorem annectit 
latiori.” Kypke (in Meyer).—The same may 
be said of the kat bef. mposSox. in ver. 26 
—28.] amok., i.e. ‘the completion of it 
by My appearing.’ — 34—86.] Peculiar to 
Luke.—éavtots and tpe@v are emphatic, 
recalling the thoughts to themselves, after 
the recounting of these outward signs.— 
35.] There is meaning in ka®yp.,—‘ sitting 
securely.’ — 36.] ora0., to be set,—i. e. by 
the angels—see Matt. ver. 31—before the 
glorified Son of Man. ’ 

37, 38.] Peculiar to Luke. These verses 
close the scene of the Lord’s discourses in 
Jerusalem which begun ch. xxi. 1. It does 
not appear, as Meyer will have it, that Luke 
believed the Lord to have taught after this 
in the temple. Nothing is said to imply 
it—a general closing formula like this ap- 
plies to what has been related. —38.] apOp. 
is literal,—not figurative, ‘ came eagerly,’ as 
De Wette, &c. think, from several places 

in the LXX. There is no occasion for a 
~~ figure here.—Luke appears to know nothing 

of any visits to Bethany. He has the name 
incidentally in ch. xix. 29 and ch. 
xxiv. 50, where see note.—Here some MSS. 

% Vou. I. 

txt AB v.—iva mapad P be.—aidroic om. D a.—7. bef. np. 

insert the much controverted passage of 
John, ch. vili.,—the history of the woman 
taken in adultery.—On the whole question 
regarding it, see notes there. ian hiasll 

Cuar. XXII. 1, 2.] Matt. xxvi. 1—5.— 
Mark xiv. 1, 2. The account of Matt. is 
the fullest ;—see notes there. The words 
here give us a mere compendium of what 
took place. 

3—6.] Matt. xxvi. 14—16. Mark xiy. 
10, 11. Our account is strikingly pecu- 
liar and ind@pendent of the others. The 
expression eis7\8. 8. 6 oar. is found in 
John xiii. 27,—and certainly im its proper 
place. Satan had not yet entered into 
Judas,—only (John xiii. 2) put it into his 
heart to betray the Lord.—kat tots otpa- 
myots is peculiar to Luke: the others 
have merely the chief priests —On orpar., 
see Acts iv. 1. The Levitical guard of the 
temple would be consulted, because it had 
been of late especially in the temple that 
the Lord had become obnoxious to them 
(see ver. 53). The words ovvé8. and é&- 
wpod. here seem clearly to imply that the 
money was not now paid, but afterwards, 
when the treachery was accomplished ; ;—see 
note on Matt. xxvi. 15.—atep 6xA.=KaTa- 
pdvac, Theophyl., or perhaps xwpic Oo- 
pvBov, Euthym. 
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Oe aft. TOL. 
TaoXa B. txt AC abv.—l0. eigeoxopévwr D abe.—arravrnjce D 4. 

ins. cot DP 3 e Sahid. oo. payeiy 70 
t , 

vravrnce CX.— 
ov fav AK MP2. txt D all.—I11. cot om. D U X.—aft. 

rec. avoyeov with X, but txt (rela a 
ABCDEGHKLM PS?’V A 10 al.—for péya, Gino). 15: etoncer BCDL 1 

om. D X, and as appears C. 

7—14.] Matt. xxvi. 17—19. Mark xiy. 
12—16. Our account is the fullest of the 
three, related however nearly to Mark’s.— 
HAVe is not ‘appropinquabat,’ but ‘ venit.’ 
—On this whole subject, see note at Matt. 
xxvi. 17.—év 7 eer, the legal time of the 
Passover being sacrificed. So the narra- 
tors in the three Gospels evidently intend. 
—8.] It was a solemn message, and for 
it were chosen the two chief Apostles.—In 
the report of Matthew the suggestion is re- 
presented as coming from the disciples 
themselves. The question, mov 0€A. was 
asked, but only in reply to the command 
of the Lord. —10.] There can, I think, 
be no question that this direction was 
given in superhuman foresight, just as that 
in ch. xix. 30:—see also 1 Sam. x. 2—8, 
and Matt. xvii. 27. This person carrying 
water would probably be a slaveyand the 
time, evening, the usual hour of fetching in 
water.—ll.] The oixodeo7. was a man of 
some wealth, and cou identical with 
the~water-carrier (see notes on Matt.).— 
KaTaA, is not here, as in ch. ii. 7, an inn, 
but a room.set apart at this season of the 
feast, by residents in Jerusalem, in which 
parties coming from the country might eat 

ins. A B P.—ovcére om. A BC! L 4 a Copt. Sahid. 
ins. A C P al. v. — 16. 

the Passover. The question therefore 
ould be well understood ;—and the room 

bamng éotpwpéevoy, andas Mark adds, éror- 
pov, would be no matter of surprise. — 
14.] The dpa was evening, Matt. xxvi. 20. 
—15—18.] Peculiar to Luke. The desire 
of the Lord to eat this his last Passover 
may be explained from ch. xii. 50: not 
merely from his depth of love for His dis- 
ciples, though this formed an element in if, 
—see John xiii. | sq. ~Phe yap in ver. 16 
gives in the leading reason — ma%ety— 
this is the only instance in the Gospels, of 
the absolute use of wacxw, as in the 
Creed, ‘ He suffered.’ We have several 
times wod\Aad rafsiy, ch. ix. 22. xvii. 25. 
Matt. xvi. 21. al. ravra wai, ch. xxiv. 
26, and otrwe zaeivy ditto ver. 46.— 16.] 
The full meaning of this declaration is to 
be sought in the words totto 76 wacya. 
It was that particular Passover, not merely 
the Passover generally,— though of course 
that also,—that was to receive its fulfil- 
ment in the kingdom of God. And to this 
fulfilment the Lord alludes again in yer, 
30, va ioOinre Kai mivyre eri THC Tpa- 
mélnc pov iy ry Paorsig pov. It is to 
this marriage supper of the Lamb that the 
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17 \e , 

Kal debamuevoc d= aon ace 
John iii. 29 
al 

e =ch. ii. 28. 
xvi. 6. Eph. 
vi. 17. Jer. 
XXxXii. 28. 
- Matt. xv. 
36 al. Wisd. 
XViii. 2. 

g ch. xi. 17. 
xii. 52, 53. 
Acts ii. 3. 
Judg. v. 30. 

* Mies  hichenelSiale 
él¢ THY EMNY hh ch. xiii. $ al. 

4 Kings ii.17 
alex. 

i Matt. xiv. 19 
al. Jer. xvi. 
7 

> 4 Q1t < k=Gen. xii. 
EKY UVOMEVOY. TANY 26, 27. Ezek. 

HK A XXXvVii. 11. 
Matt. xiii. 37. eT aie Cae 

22 Neca oN Stein + , end eee 
Kal O fev vlog TOV aVvUOWTOU ~ TOPEVETAL 1 Cor. x.4. 

. \ NW Cf / ‘ sy \\ NS , Ell) > 1= Marki, 4. 
KaTa TO  WOLOMEVOY, wAnY oval TW avOoorw EKELVW) Ou Matt. viii.34. 

abs > Nn ol, Ww ~ N eo saMeun! 
Kal auTol noSavro ovdnrew TOOC 1 Cor. xi. 35. 

n Heb. x. 3. 
Num. x. 10. 

N xe ! ” of 2 Tie ms G ~ , 
€aUTOUC TOR CLG apa Ely) EG AUTWV OG TOUTO pidrAwy 

Matt. xxvi. 32 al. Gen. v. 4, 7, &c. 
s ||. Matt. xxiii. 35. Acts i. 18. Gen. ix. 6. 

v Acts ii. 23. x. 42 al. Num. xxxziv. 6. 

o ch. xx. 31. Judg. viii. 8. 
Jer. XXxXviii. 31. r Zech. ix. 11. 

u = Gen. xy. 2 Symm. John xiv. 2, 28. 
ix. 29+. xch.i. 62. ix. 46 al. vv. 2, 4. 

C2 D P.—for ob pr) ¢., 2) ¢ayopac D.—airo BC!? L 4 Copt. Sahid. 
txt A C? P?—for zAnp., caivov Bow9y D.—17. 76 wor. ADK M U 2. 

q ||. 2 Cor. iii. 6. Heb. viii. 8. Exod. xxiv. 8. 
t = Matt. xi. 22. Judg. iv. 9. 

w Marki. 27. ix. 16. Acts 

an avrov D 4, 
txt B C.—eic 

éavrove C L (av.) M 8 al.—18. 671 0m. BC DG Lal. Ath. ins. A abe.—aft. ziw ins. © 
dzo Tou voy BK LM 4al. and bef. od p. 7. D G. txt A C abcv.—éwe 03 BL 4 al. 
and C?.—19. aft. Méy. ins. \aBere A.—rovTd éore 7b GHpa prov. ANY, &c. (omg. all as 
far as éxeyvvopevov) D ab, but ins. ABC cv—21. per’ tuod om. D 1 Syr.—22. for cai, ore 
BDL 1 Copt. Sahid.—r@ av@. om. D.—23. 

parable Matt. xxii. 1—14 in its ultimate ap- 
plication refers: nor cam we/help thinking 
on the faithless apostle at this very supper, 
jirevv. 11—13 :—see notes there. — 17.] 
Some (e. g. De Wette) suppose that it is here 
implied that the Lord did not drink of the 
cup Himself. But surely this cannot be 
so. The two members of the speech are 
strictly parallel: and if he desired to eat 
the Passover with them, He would also 
drink of the cup, which formed a usual 
part of the ceremonial. This seems to me 
to be implied in Se€dpevos: AaBwr is the 
word used by all afterwards, when He did 
not partake of the bread and wine. This 
most important addition in our narrative, 
amounts I believe to a solemn declaration 
of the fulfilment of the Passover rite, in 
both its usual divisions,—the eating the 
flesh of the lamb, and drinking the cup of 
thanksgiving. Henceforward, He who ful- 
filled the Law for man will no more eat 
and drink of it. I remark this, in order 
further to observe that this division of the 
cup is not only not identical with, but has 

ence to, the subsequent one in 
ver. 20. That was the institution of a 
new rite ;—this the abrogation of an old 
one, now fulfilled, or about to be so, in 

76 om. DL 1 Copt. Sahid. Orig.—éé abray 

the person of the true Lamb of God.— 
This is generally supposed to have been 
the first cup in the Passover-meal, with 
which the whole was introduced.—On the © 
possible connexion of this speech of the 
Lord with the celebration of the Passover 
at this particular time, see note on Matt. 
xxvi. 17.—After these verses, in order of 
time, follows the washing of the disciples’ 
Jeet in John xiii. 1—20, referred to in our 
ver. 27. 

19, 20.] See notes on Matthew.—ré 
Umép Upav éxxuvdpevov. These words can- 
not be said of zoryjproyv, ‘nam poculum 
plenum non effunditur, sed bibitur’ (Ben- 
gel), but are said zp0¢ TO onpatyopevor, 
which is the wine poured out from the 
grapes (TO yévynua THe apaéXov) and = 
the Blood poured out from the Lord’s 
Body.—Here follows a second declaration, 
respecting not drinking any more of this 
Sruit of the vine, Matt. ver. 29, Mark 
ver. 29. 

21—23.] See notes on Matt. xxvi. 21— 
25. I would not venture absolutely to 
maintain that this announcement is iden- 
tical with that one; but I own the ar- 
guments of Stier and others to prove 
them distinct, fail to convince me. The 
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1 Matt. xxv. 44. 
Acts xix. 22 ied ’ é eipu 

m Matt. ix. 10. 
fem ii. 46. 

ver. 55. Matt. a Xvili. 20. 
och. i. 22. Gal. 
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p ch. viii.13. 
James i. 2. 
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* ro tle ABD 

* cablionols é trl Dodvwy * KpivovTec Se 
t = 1 Cor. vi. 2, 3. Gen. xlix. 16 al. 

om. D ab.—24. for avréy Ook. eiv., dy ein D ad Syr. A2th. Sahid. —26. for vew., pucoo- 
repo¢ D acd.—D d read the following thus : kai é nY: wc 0 Sudxovog HadXov 7 0 
dvakeipevoc’ tym yap tv piow buGy HOov odx WE O avaKEipevoc adX’ we 6 dtaxover. 
Kat bpeic NbenOnre Ev TH Ovaxovia pov we 6 dtaxovGy, ot Stapenevynndrec per’ Ep. 
&c.—29. drariOnue A, and add dtaOyKny A Syr. Orig.—pov om. D.—30. EoOnre BDI. 
txt A D? Q. seienceobe (or -atl) AK Q. 

txt qu.? 

expression tAnv idSov bears marks of verbal 
accuracy, and inclines us to believe that 
this announcement was made after the in- 
stitution of the cup, as here related. ‘ Not- 
withstanding this My declaration of love, 

in giving My Body and Blood for you, 
there is one here present who shall betray 
Me.’—émi rt. tp.] viz. in dipping into the 
dish with the Lord. 

24—30.] Without attempting to decide 
the question whether this incident is strictly 

narrated in order of time, or identical with 
one of those strifes on this point related 
Matt. xviii. 1. xx. 20, I will offer one or 
two remarks on it as it here stands. (1) 
Its having happened at this time is not 
altogether unaccountable. They had been 
just inquiring among themselves (ver. 23), 
who among them should do this thing. 
May it not reasonably be supposed, that 
some of them (Judas at least) would be 
anxiously employed in_ sel/f-justification, 
and that this would lead, in some part of 
the table, to a dispute of the kind here 
introduced? The natural effect of the 
Lord’s rebuke would be to give rise to a 
different spirit among them, and the ques- 
tion, ‘‘ Lord, is it 1?’’ may have been the 
offspring of this better mind ;—but see note 
on Matt. v. 20—25. (2) That it is sur- 
prising to find the very declaration of the 
Lord on the former strife related in this 
Gospel (ch. ix. 46—48), repeated as having 
been made at this Paschal meal,—by John 
xiii. 20. May not this lead us to suppose 

E (« Kkabélnobe D. 

—bef. @p. ins. “43° D X 13 al. xii. abe Arm. Syr. Sahid.—Opdvove D. — 31. iz. 
kaliceoVe BE LS V 30 all. 

that there has been a transposition of some 
of the circumstances regarding these various 
contentions among the apostles, and that 
these words occurring in John may possibly 
point to a strife of this kind? (3) The 
ty eiue tv péiow voy we 6 dtaxov@r is 
too clear an allusion to the washing of 
their feet by the Lord, to have escaped 
even those Commentators who are slow to 
discern such hints (e.g. De Wette). The 
appeal, if i¢ had taken place, is natural and 
intelligible; but not otherwise. (4) The 
diction is repeatedly allusive to their then 
employment; avaxeipevoc — Ovaribenar— 
toOiewy Kai Tiveew—év TH Baoisig pov— 
all these have reference to things present, 
or words spoken, during that meal.—l 
therefore infer that the strife did happen at 
this time, in the order related here. — 25. | 
see on Matt. xx. 25. The expression here 
ot é& avr. ev. Kad. also seems to be con- 
nected with what had just taken place. 
‘Among them the evepyérat are those who 
2EovuotaZovow adr@y—but among you, I, 
your evepyérne (see vv. 19, 20, d7ép dudr, 
his), do not so, but am in the midst of you © 
as your servant.—Ptolemy eveoyérne at ; 
once occurs to us;—numerous other ex- 
amples are given by Wetstein. — 26.] 
ovTws, i.e. éceo0e.—27.] compare John xiii. 
13—17.— 28.] These words could hardly 
have been spoken except on this occasion, 
when ra wepi mov réXog ExEL, Ver. 37. — 
29, 30.] see above, and note on Matt. xix. 28, 
see also Rey. ii. 27. The word Baoiwsiay 
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; 
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= Matt. xiii. 
15 and |? 
Ps. 1xxxiy. 6. 
= Rom.i. 11. 
Xvi. 25. Ps. 
1.12. see 
1 Pet. v. 10. 
DiPete ints. 
iii. 17. 

d ||. ch. xii. 9. Isa. xxxi. 7. see Gal. y. 7. 1 John ii. 22. 

6.d«. om. B L Copt. Sahid. ins. A D Q abe Cypr.—32. éxehityg DK LMU X loal. \ 
txt A B Q.—for kc. od ror, ob 0 D.—ézuorp. kai D Sahid.—orjpicoyv ABK LM Q2 \ 
al. émoriptooy X. txt D.—34. po) om. BL QX. ins. A D.—for zpiv 7), fue B Lal. 

7 \ ? 7 ‘ c =z = 

atnoisoy rove adeApove cov. “6 8 simev adres 
Gy x ~ ve , td \ ? ‘ \ 2 UplE, ETA GOU ETOIMOG EL Kal aC PvAAKIV Kal EC, 
04 ? fa) 84 ¢ oe ay , , 5) avatov mopevecbat. o o¢ eime Atyw cor, Térpe, ov 

Q b , / ? NE whee \ x» Sean chia , [un] ’pevica onucooy adéxrwo TOW 1 TELC “aTapYvicy 
b | only. Jer. xvii. 11. c Matt. i. 18 al. 

* i 
belongs to both verbs—not, ‘ I appoint to 
you (as my Father hath appointed to me 
a kingdom) that ye &c.,’ but, ‘ I appoint to 
you, as my Father hath appointed to me, a 
kingdom, that ye &c.’—émt THs Tp., see 
above ver. 21, and note on ver. 16. 

31—34.] I cannot help believing that 
here again Luke’s narrative proceeds con- 
tinuously. There are marks in these words 
of the Lord, of close connexion with what 
has gone before. His way which the 
Father due8ero to Him, is to His kingdom 
—but it is through rewacpot. To these, 
who have been with Him in these trials, 
He diariderar Bacieiav,—but His way 
to it must be their way,—and here is the 
métopagpoc,—the sifting as wheat.—The 
sudden address to Simon may perhaps 
have been occasioned by some remark of 
his,—or, which I think more probable, 
may have been made after a slight pause, 
in consequence of some part taken by him 
in the preceding strife for precedence. 
Such sudden and earnest addresses spring 
forth from deep love and concern awakened 
for another. é&j7y.] not only ‘hath de- 
sired to have you,’ E. V., but ‘hath ob- 
tained you ;’—his desire is granted.—vpas 
—all. This must include Judas, though it 
does not follow that he was present ;—The 
sifting separated the chaff from the wheat, 
which chaff he was, see Amos ix. 9.—82. ] éy@ 
dé é5. a. cov. As Peter was the foremost, 
(the rest are here addressed through him,) 
so he was in the greatest danger. It must 
not be supposed that the Lord’s prayer 
was not heard, because Peter’s faith did 
fail in his denial; éxAetary implies a total 
extinction (see reff.) which Peter’s faith 
did not suffer.—Though the vpas included 
Judas, he is not included in the prayer ;— 
see John xvii. 6—12. We may notice 
here, that the Lord speaks of the total 
failure of even en Apostle’s faith, as possi- 
ble.—émuotpépas] There can, I think, be 

little doubt that this word is here used in 
the general N. T. sense, of returning as a 
penitent after sin,—turning to God,—and 
not in the almost expletive meaning which 
it has in such passages as Ps. lxxxiv. 6, 6 
fede, ob émiorpidac Cwwoetc apie (al- 
though even here it may have a somewhat 
similar sense to the above—see Acts vii. 
42).—oryptifov] The use of this word 
thrice by Peter in his two epistles (see 
reff.), and in the first passage in a con- 
nexion with the mention of Satan’s tempt- 
ations, is remarkable.—33, 34.] Whether 
these words are in close connexion with 
the preceding, may I think he doubted. 
They may represent the same reply of the 
Lord as we have recorded in John xiii. 38. 
—One thing seems clear, without any at- 
tempt at minutely harmonizing: that two 
announcements were made by the Lord to 
Peter of his future denial,—occasioned by 
two very different professions of his. 
This,—during the last meal, i.e. before 
going out, and occasioned by Peter’s pro- 
fessed readiness to go to prison and to 
death (= to lay down his life) for and with 
the Lord :—the other,—on the way to the 
Mount of Olives, after the declaration that 
all should be offended, and occasioned by 
Peter’s profession that though all should be 
offended, yet would not he. Nothing is 
more natural or common than the repe- 
tition, by the warm-hearted and ardent, of 
professions like these, in spite of warning : 
—and when De Wette calls such an inter- 
pretation ‘eine Nothhilfe,’ all that we can 
say is, to disclaim any wish to clear up dif- 
ficulties, except by going into their depths 
and examining them honestly and dili- 
gently. If the above view be correct, I 
conceive that the account in John of this 
profession and the Lord’s answer, being in 
strict coherence, and arising out of the 
subject of conversation, must be taken as 
the ewact one: and Luke~must be sup- 
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txt A.—bef. «id. om. px?) BLM QX dal. ins. A D.—36. for 
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posed to have inserted them here without 
being aware of the intermediate remarks 
which led to them. 

35—38.] Peculiar to Luke. The mean- 
ing of the Lord in this much controverted 
passage appears to be, to forewarn the 
Apostles of the outward dangers which 
will await them henceforward in their 
mission :—unlike the time when He sent 
them forth without earthly appliances, up- 
held by His special Providence, they must 
now make use of common resources for 
sustenance, yea and even of the sword 
itself for defence. This they misunder- 
stand, and point to the two swords which 
they have,—for which they are rebuked 
(see below). —35.] see ch. x. 4. ix. 3, also 
Matt. x. 9.—386.] atpew was the very 
word used in the prohibition before.— 
There is a question what should be sup- 
plied after py €xwv. Very many authorities 
make paxatpay understood (as in E. Vis) Is 

~=pbut the simpler construction and better 
sense is to place po) éywy in contrast with 
éywy, ‘He who has a purse, &c., and he 
who has none, let him &c.’ see reff. Thus 
the sense will be complete—for he who has 
a purse, can buy a sword without selling his 
garment.— pdxatpa must be here used in 
the sense of a sword,—compare ver. 49: 
—and not a knife to eat with, which some 
have understood. The ‘sword of the 
Spirit’ (Olshausen and others) is wholly 
out of the question. The saying is both a 

m of their altered situ- 
ation with reference to the world without, 
and a declaration that self-defence and self- 
provision would henceforward be necessary. 
It forms a decisive testimony, from the 
mouth of the Lord Himself, against theviews 
of the Quakers and some other sects on these 
points. But it does not warrant aggression 

by Christians, nor spreading the Gospel by 
the sword. —87.| The connexion is this: 
‘your situation among men will be one of 
neglect and even of danger ;—for I Myself 
(see Matt. x. 24, 25) am about to be 
reckoned among transgressors. —By the 
very form of the expression it is evident 
that the sword alluded to could have not 
reference to that night's danger, or the de- « 
fending Him from it.—ta wept ép. Tédos 
éxev|] The prophecy cited closes the section 
of Isaiah which eminently predicts the 
Lord’s sufferings (ch. lii. 13—liii. 12).— of 
téXos exer does not merely mean ‘ must be 
Sulfilled,’ which would be an assertion with- 
out any special reference here,—but (as 
E. V.) ‘have an end ;’—are coming to the 
completion of their accomplishment.—So 
Tetéheotat, John xix. 30.—ta qept pod 
—supply yéyoappéva, or perhaps more 
generally, ‘determined in the counsel of 
God.’ — 38.] Two of them were armed,— 
either from excess of zeal to defend Him, 
excited by His announcement of His suf- 
ferings during this feast,—or perhaps be- 
cause they had brought their weapons from 
Galilee as protection by the way. The 
road from Jericho to Jerusalem (see ch. x. 
30) was much infested with robbers ;—and 
it was the custom for the Priests, and even 
the quiet and ascetic Essenes, to carry 
weapons when travelling. Chrysostom 
(Hom. in Matt. lxxxiv. p. 797 E) gives a 
curious explanation of the two swords: 
eixdc ody Kai payaipag elvat éxei Oud 7d 
covioy, This certainly agrees with the 
number of the disciples sent to get ready 
the Passover: but it has nothing else to 
recommend it. They exhibit their swords, 
misunderstanding His words and supposing 
them to apply to that night. The Lord 
breaks off the matter with tkavév éott,— 

améorstAa ABDQ 
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txt Acv.—38. for tx. éor., dpret D. —39. éwrooevero D al.—40. éic- 
&\Onre D. — 41. azecraOn D. — 42. ci Bovr.... 

; yevioOw, omg. mAnv.—vv. 43, 44, are omitted in A B al. 
. am éu. om. here D ec, and ins. aft. 

‘nec sane ignorandum a nobis 
est et in grecis et in latinis codicibus complurimis vel de adveniente angelo vel de sudore. 
sanguinis nil scriptum reperiri.’ Hil. 
Tren. Eus. Jer.—az rod oto. D QU.—44. 

e ‘Tt is enough ;’—not, ‘they are sufficient ; 
—but, ‘ It is well,—we are sufficiently pro- 
vided—it was not to this that My words 
referred.’ The rebuke is parallel with, 
though milder than, the one in Mark viii. 

what. sim 
‘ 9—46.] Matt. xxvi. 36—46. Mark xiv. 

- 32—42. John xviii. 1. For all comment 
- on the general narrative, see notes on 
- Matthew. Our account is compendious, 
£ combines the three prayers of the Lord 
i into one, and makes no mention of the 
: Three Apostles being taken apart from the 
g rest. On the other hand it inserts the very 
é important additional details of vv. 43, 44, 
: besides the particularity of wcei iov 
F Body, ver. 41. —42.] et is not ‘utinam,’ 
; ' but ‘si,’ and the sentence is broken off at 
: énov. Some suppose wapeveyKety to be an 

inf. for an imperative, but incorrectly. — 
43.] The omission of this and the follow- 
ing verse in A B, &c. may have arisen from 
doctrinal motives, as De Wette, &c. sup- 
pose: but this is an assumption with 
which we have no means of dealing, and 
the authority of ancient MSS. must weigh 
independently of it. See prolegg. to various 
readings. If there be a question raised as 
to the source whence the account of the 
angelic appearance and the bloody sweat 
could be derived, I will only remark (1) 
that the same difficulty rests on several 
portions of our narrative ; and (2) that the 
close agreement between Luke and Paul in 

{ the words of the institution of the Lord’s 
Supper (compare vv. 19, 20 with 1 Cor. xi. 

17,—as phe misunderstanding was_some- 

txt DFGHKLMQUX abev Just. Chrys. 
for wcei, w¢ D. txt Q.— zi rij¢ yij¢ QU. 

23—25) may perhaps indicate a source 
beyond human testimony; though I am 
far from supposing that Luke used this 
source considerably or continuously.—The 
strengthening—by~ means of the angel is 
hysical—and the appearance likewise.—It 

‘Is strange how Olshausen can have so far 
deceived himself as to imagine that ay 
avT@ can imply a merely inward and spi- 
ritual accession of strength from above. It 
is strange likewise that the analogy of the 
ministration of angels in the Lord’s former 
temptation should not have occurred to 
those modern commentators who have ob- 
jected to this circumstance as improbable. 
—This strengthening probably took place _ 
between the first and the second prayer ;— é 
and the effect of it is the éxrevéotepov — 
amposnvxeto of ver. 44, and the entire re- 
signation expressed i in the second and third 
prayer of Matthew’s narrative. —44.] The 
intention of the Evangelist seems clearly to 
be, to convey the idea that the sweat was 
(not fell like, but was) like drops of blood ; 
—i.e. coloured with blood,—for so I 
understand the weei, as just distinguishing 
the drops highly coloured with blood, from 
pure blood. Aristotle, speaking of certain 
morbid states of the blood, says, éEvypac- 
vopévov O& Nav vooovoww" yiverat yao 
ixwoosrdéc, Kai Otvoppovrat, oTwe WeTE 7}0N 
rivéic icav aipatady iSpara. Hist. 
Anim. iii. 19. To suppose that it only fell 
like drops of blood (why not drops of any 
thing else? and drops of blood from what, 
and where?) is to nullify the force of 
the sentence, and make the insertion of 
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tindOere K M X 9 Orig. Hus. 

aiparog not only superfluous but absurd.— 
We must not forget, in asking on what 
testimony this rests, that the marks of 
such drops would be visible after the termi- 
nation of the agony. An interesting ex- 
ample of a sweat of blood under circum- 
stances of strong terror, accompanied by 
loss of speech, is given in an article by Dr. 
Schneider in Casper’s Wochenschrift for 
1848 ; and cited in the Medical Gazette for 
December of that year.—45.] azo rijc 
himne—the effect of anxiety and watch- 
ing. The words may possibly express an 
inference of the evangelist (Meyer): but I 
would rather understand them as exactly 
describing the cause of their sleeping. 

47—53.| Matt. xxvi. 47—56. Mark xiv. 
43—52. John xviii. 2—11. Our narrative 
is here distinguished even more than before 
by minute and striking details (see on the 

txt A. — 53. 

for tepov, Aaov D.—?EnAOare B D L 7 al. 

To Ka’ xp. D.—7 bef. ¢&. om. D.—rd 

whole the notes to Matt.).—The first of 
these is the address to Judas ver. 48, call- 
ing the traitor by name, and setting before 
him the whole magnitude of his crime in 
the very words in which the treason had 
lately (Matt. ver. 45. Mark ver. 41) and so 
often (Matt. xxvi. 1. xx. 18. xvii. 22) been 
announced.—Another is in ver. 49, where 
the disciples seeing TO éodpevov, ask 
KUpte, el mata’. év payatipa; which ques- 
tion refers to, and is the filling up of their 
misunderstanding of the Lord in ver. 38.— 
Again ver. 51 is peculiar to Luke.—éare 
éws tovrov I understand as addressed, not 
to the disciples, but to the multitude, or 
rather to those who were holding Him ;— 
His hands were held,—and He says, 
‘Suffer, permit Me, thus far:’ i.e. to touch 
the ear of the wounded person. If this 
interpretation be correct, it furnishes an 
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additional token of the truthfulness of our 
narrative—for the previous laying hold of 
Jesus has not been mentioned here, but in 
Matthew (ver. 50) and Mark (ver. 46).— 
53.] There is an important addition here 

_ to the other reports of the Lord’s speech ; 
—aAN....oKdtovs. It stands here in- 
stead of the declaration that this was done 
that the Scriptures might be fulfilled (Matt. 
ver. 56. Mark ver. 49). The inner sense 
of those words is indeed implied here—but 
we cannot venture to say that our report is 
of the same saying.—The Lord here dis- 
tinguishes between the power exercised 
over Him by men, and that by the Evil 
One ;—but so as to make the éZouvcia 
which rules over them to be that of dark- 

-ness—while His own assertion of this 
shows that all was by the determinate 

In 

to the time—midnight. 

54.] Matt. xxvi. 57. Mark xiv. 53. John 
xviii. 13. Our narrative leaves it undecided 
who this high-priest was,—inasmuch as, 
ch. iii. 2, Annas and Caiaphas are men- 
tioned as high-priests. From John we find 
that it was Annas ;—who having questioned 
Jesus, sent Him bound to Caiaphas, before 
whom His trial took place. Luke omits 
this trial altogether—or perhaps gives the 
substance of it in the account (vv. 66—71) 
of the morning assembly of the Sanhedrim. 
See notes on Matt. 

55—62.] Matt. xxvi. 69—75. Mark xiv. 
66—72. John xviii. 17, 18. 25—27. See 
throughout, table and notes in Matthew.— 
58.] €repos. In Matt. it is dAXy,—in Mark 
7) Tadickn .. . madcv.—G1.] See extract 
from Robinson’s notes on Matt. ver. 69. 
If, as there supposed, the trial was going 
on in an open chamber looking on the 
court (avy), the look might well have 
been given from a considerable distance, 

0 neere 
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txt A.—68. cai om. B D L 2 al. Syr. Cyr. om. D. eizoy BL. 

We need not inquire, Zaw-the Lord could 
hear what was going on round the fire in 
the court, as some commentators have done. 
But even were such an inquiry necessary, 
I see no difficulty in answering it. The 
anathemas of Peter, spoken to ot zap- 
tor@rTec with vehemence, and the crowing 
of the cock,—were not these audible? But 
the Lord needed not these to attract His 
attention. 

63—65.] Luke does not, as some com- 
mentators say, place this mocking before the 
trial in Caiaphas’s house, but in the same 
place as Matt. vv. 67, 68, and Mark ver. 65, 
viz. after what happened there. The trial 
he omits altogether, shaving found nazebort 
of it. How those who take this view of 
Titke’s arrangement can yet suppose him 
to have had Matt. and Mark before him 
while writing, I am wholly at a loss to con- 
ceive. 

66—71.] (probably) Matt. xxvi. 59 —66. 
Mark xiv. 55—64. J must own that Stier, 

ith all his discovery of meaning and per- 
tinence in each word here related, has failed 
entirely to convince me that Luke here 
gives us a second and formal judgment held 
in the morning. I still incline to the belief 
that this hearing is identical with that re- 
lated in Matt. xxvi. and Mark xiv., as taking 
place before Caiaphas. The similarity of 
the things said is surely too striking for us 
to imagine them said twice over: and we 
must also bear in mind how generally un- 
proces as to arrangement the narrative of 

é in this part of the Gospel history has 
been, and not attribute to it a precision 

ine ae avnyayov auTov £¢ TO 
ec ae | 

ELTTE 

\ > ey A xn p > 

ay atokpOnré jrow 9 * aro 

t =| only. 

txt A.—dépov. om. D abe Syr.— 

txt A.—airav 
txt A B.—67. ciom. D L V.—eizé 7p. 

ins. A v.—éav D.— 

here which demonstrably it had not before. 
I_believe~the grand mistake here, as so 
often, has arisen from supposing Luke to 
have had the other Gospels before him, in 
which case it became necessary to assign 
this narrative its particular place, accord- 
ing to the supplementary theory.—66.] os 
éy. jp. Some trace of a meeting of the 
Sanhedrinfafte®” daylight I believe our 
Evangelist to have found, see-Matt. xxvii. 
1—and to have therefore related as then 
happening, the following account of what 
really took place at the former meeting.— 
héyovres—but first took place the pap- 
rupia referred to in ver. 71; and the per- 
son who said this was the high-priest, and 
with an adjuration, Matt. ver. 63. — 67.] 
The ordinary rendering is the most natural 
and correct: ‘If thou art (not if thou de) 
the Christ, tell us.’ The others, ‘ Tell us 
whether thou be the Christ;’ and, ‘ Art 
thou the Christ? tell us’ (see the question 
in ver. 49), are forced and unusual. — 68. ] 
I believe these words to have been said as 
a-formal protest on the part of the Lord 
against the spirit and tendency of the ques- 
tion asked Him, before He gives an answer 
to it: and as such, I regard them as an 
original and most valuable report.—‘ It is 
with no view to examine and believe that 
you ask this question: nor, were I to 
attempt to educe from your own mouths 
my innocence, would you answer Me, nor 
let Me go. Iam well aware of the inten- 
tion of this question; but (ary, Matt. 
ver. 64) the time is come for the confession 
to be made :—aaroé Tov viv k.7.A.’—Kad. é« 
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poo. 7%) azoX. om. BL Copt.—69. rec. aft. 
sixov ovy A KM al. Arm. Syr. Cyr. Ambr.—70. 

71. paptipwy D.—7Kov. yap D abe (omg. 
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o¢ TOU ae 0 a mpoe 

eyo ett. 

avTol yap nkovoapev 

' Kat 
2 \ \ , 

auTOV éml TOV TliAarov. 

‘ol O& ElTTOV * ch. xxi. 8. John viii. 58, 
1 Matt. vi. 8. 

Proy. Xviii. 
» 

m Mark x. 1]. 
Gen. xxii. 3, 
19, 

n ch. ix. 41, 
Deut. xx xii. 
20. 3 Kings 
XViii. 17. 

o = Matt. xix. 
pa 1 Tim, iy. 

[iets \ 
avaoTav 

30 08 oes XxX. 22. 
Rom. Peis 6, 
7. Jud g.i. 28. 

=) an =o elo Bacdeve q Matt. xii. 10 
>>) Neyetc. : T ||. only. 

s vy. 14, 22. 
Acts xix. 46 
only. 

t here only +. 
* airiov ev 7 avboomy TOUTW. 5 ot O& | 1Mace. vi. 6. 

u Mark xy. 11 

“ avacstet TOV Manis o1oacKkwy es Ee 

viv om. 6é, but ins. A B D L X ab Copt. 
txt B D.—ody om. D K al. — 

aurot). 
txt 

aft. voc ins. 
jpov BDKLM 13 bev Syrr. Copt. Sahid. Ath. Arm. Euth. Aug. om. A.—¢dpor 
A K M 4 Copt. Sahid. 

- §. +. Suv. is common to all three: only 
_ Luke adds tot @cot.—On ad 7. v. see 

notes on Matt. —'70.] We find 6 vids r. 0. 
used as synonymous with 6 vt. T. av0. Kad. 

«x 8. THs Suv. Tod 0., i. e. with the glo- 
rified Messiah.—On vp. A€y. . . . see note 
on Matt. ver. 64. —71.] How would it 
have been possible that these words should 
have been said, if no paprypia had been 
brought forward at this examination, and if 
the very same question had been asked at 

_the termination of the former one ? 
Cuap. XXIII. 1—5.] Matt. xxvi. J. 

11—14. Mark xv. 1—5. John xviii. 26— 
38. ur account, not entering at length 
into the words said, gives a particular and 
original narrative of the things transacted 
at this interview. —2.] This charge was 
intended to represent the result of their 
previous judgment, evpowev :—whereas in 
fact no such matter had been before them: 
but they falsely allege it before Pilate, 
knowing that it was the point on which 
his judgment was likely to be most severe. 
The words themselves which they use are 
not so false, as the spirit, and impression 
which they convey. The kwAvovta K. ¢. 
8.8. was, however, false entirely. and is 
just one of those instances where those who 

determined to effect their purpose by 
falsehood do so, in spite of the fact having 
been precisely the contrary to that which 

_ they assert. —3.] This question is related 
‘in all four Gospels. But in John the 

txt B D bc.—kai Ney. BL b Syr. Arm. Aug. Ney. O&€ D. txt 
gure Ae \ 

answer is widely different from the distinct 
affirmation in the other three, amounting 
perhaps to it in substance—at all events 
affirming that He was ‘a King ’—which 
was the form of their charge. I believe 
therefore that the three give merely the 
general import of the Lord’s answer, which 
John relates in full. It is hardly possible, 
if Jesus had affirmed the fact so strongly 
and barely as the three relate it, that Pilate 
should have made the avowal in ver. 4— 
which John completely explains. —4.] The 
preceding question had been asked with- 
in the. pretorium—a fact of which our 

narrator is not aware,—representing the. 
whole as a continuotis conversation in pre- 
sence of the Jews; see John ver. 38. We 
may remark (and on this see Matt. ver. 18. 
Mark ver. 10) that Pilate must have known 
well that a man who had really done that, 
whereof Jesus was accused, would be no 
such object of hatred to the Sanhedrim. 
This knowledge was doubtless accompanied 
(as the above cited verses imply) with a 
previous acquaintance with some of the 
sayings and doings of Jesus, from which 
Pilate had probably formed his own opinion 
that He was no such King as His foes 
would represent Him. This is now con- 
firmed by His own words (as related by 
John); and Pilate wishes to dismiss Him, 
finding no fault in Him.—5.] Possibly 
they thought of the matter mentioned ch, 
xii, 1, in introducing Galilee into their 
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a ch. iv. 14. 
Acts ix. 31. 
x. 37. Luke 
only. 

b Matt. xx. 8. 
Acts i. 21. 
viii. 35 al. 

bb adv. John ii. 
7. Matt. 
xxvii. 51. 
Mark xiy. 54. 
xv. 38. 
2 Chron. 
Xxvi. 8. 

c ver. 3. 
dconstr. John 

ii. 9 al. 
e Acts xxii. 29. 

XXViii. 1. 
Jer. v. 5. 

f=Eph.ii.2. *g ~ 
4 Kings xx. LOEL 
13. 

g vv.11, 15. 
Philem. ver. 
11 only ft. 

h ch.i. 10, 20. 
Jer. XX Xi. = > S 

au: KaTNYOPOVYTEC AUTOV. 
isee Acts xx. 

1 
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* exnowrnoev EL O avOpwroc Tadtvtatéc “éort, Kal ° éme- 
Beas!) 

® aveweupev 
> \ \ e , ” \ > ‘ J c , 

QUTOV TooC Hpedny, OVvTa Kal GuTOV éEvV [so0coX bore 

2 0 Oe ‘Howdne Lowy Tov "Inoovv 

ite Sees ? , ! = h ‘ / Pee ae = 2A 

éyaon Atay nv yao Oédkwy *c& * tkavov wos avrov 
il x A , ‘ \ > - N, “of: , k ~ 

Sia TO akovev ToAAG TEP avTOU, Kat ATICE TL “ oNMELOV 
9? , \ as > 

ETNOWTA be auTOv év 

m ¢ es ON \ ye > ’ > ~ 

tkavolc, auvTOC Oe OUOEV aTEKOLVATO auTW. 

] e , a1 Jee) - \ e -~ ae 
+: ELOTIJKELOAYV OF OL aANXLEOELC Kat Ol yoapparetc Fy EVUTOVWC 

llo eLovlevnsac of avToy O ‘Howédne 
ie \ oe ie , > ~ \q2 te r i N 

ii Matt. xiii.5. OUV TOLC OTPATEVMAGLY auTOv Kal “ €uTraloac, Teoufsa WV 
xxiv. 12 oar x ~ > \ ~ 

keh. xxi.25al ayrov eaOnra * Naumoay, avereppey auTov TW TiAarw. 
Exod. iii. 12. 

Ich. x. 15. 
Acts viii. 13. 
Gen. ii. 4. 

Ich. xx. 3 
and ||. Acts 
XXViii. 25, m = Matt. xxviii. 12 al. 

p = Acts xxiii. 10, 27. 
s Acts x. 30. Rey. xv. 6. xix. 8 

= € t t ye) rl , X - u sel wed ‘ 

T™)) HMEOR LET a HAWY T POUTNPKXOV y4e Ev 

n Acts xviii. 28 only. Josh. vi. 7 (or 8). 
q Matt. xx. 19. Exod. x. 2. Ps. ciii. 26. 

t = Matt. xx.2 1 Cor. vi. 6. 

€ ~ 

eyévovro O& piror 6 re IltAdroe Kat o ‘Hpwone éy auTy 
, a ) 

Kee 
o ch. xviii. 9. Prov.i. 7. 

r John xix. 2. ch. xii. 27 and ||. Esth. vy. 1. 
u Acts viii. 9 only. Job xii, 17. 

A ac.—3. jour. B.—5. tvicyvov D H 1.—for ’Lovd., yi¢ D d.—xai ap&. B L Copt.— 
aft. &de c adds et filios nostros et uxores avertit a nobis: non enim baptizatur sicut nos. 
Marcion also read the former part of this addition after dvdévae in ver. 2.—6. Tadt\aiay 
om. B L Copt.—ei ad rig T. 6 dv@. tor. D ab. —7. rH “Hop. D. moog Tov ‘Ho. B.— 
byte aig D.—ixeivate D. — 8. 2& tkeavdéy xosvwy BDL e Sahid. txt A.—zod\A\a 

om. BD KLM.—9. ot« D.—10. ot bef. yp. om. A.—11. airdy (2nd) om. B L al.— 
12. bvrec dé iv andia 6 Tiddrog Kai 6 ‘Howdne éyévovto pihor év aby TH peng Ded. 

charge.—émtoy. ‘they strengthened, re- 
doubled, the charge’—or perhaps intransi- 
tive, ‘they became urgent.’ 
. 6—16.]| Peculiar to Luke, see remarks 
on ver. 12. Pilate, conscious that he must 
either do the duty of an upright judge and 
offend the Jews, or sacrifice his duty to his 
popularity, first attempts to get rid of the 
matter altogether by sending his prisoner 
to Herod, on occasion of this word Galilee. 
This was Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee 
and Perza (see ch. iii. 1 and note), who had 
come up to keep the feast.—7. avémeprpev. 
““Propriam Romani juris yocem  usur- 
pavit. Nam remittitur reus qui alicubi 
comprehensus mittitur ad judicem aut 
originis aut habitationis. Itaque Pilatus 
Herodi, ut Tetrarchz ejus loci unde esse 
Jesus dicebatur, potestatem permisit Jesum 
abducendi in Galilaam, ibique, si vellet, 
cognoscendi de ejus causa: ut fieri inter 
Romanos provinciarum rectores solebat.” 
Grotius. So Vespasian, in judging the in- 
habitants of Taricheze (Jos. B. J. iii. 10, 
10), allowed Agrippa to dispose of those 
tke rice éavrov Baowsiac.—8, 9.] The 
reason of the Lord’s silence is sufficiently 
shown in the account of Herod’s feelings 

at seeing Him. ‘ Noluit Christus mira- 
culis et sermonibus, ut non ad auditorum 
curiositatem aut propriam jactantiam, ita 
nec ad suam ipsius a morte liberationem 
uti.”’? Drusius. —10.] The accusations, of 
worldly kingship and of blasphemy, would 
probably be here united, as Herod was a 
Jew, and able to appreciate the latter. — 
11.] otpar. are the body-guard in attend- 
ance upon Herod.—éo@yTa app. Vari- 
ously interpreted :—either purple, as be- 
fitting a king,—and why should this not be 
the very yAapic¢ Koxxivy afterwards used 
by Pilate’s soldiers (Matt. xxvii. 28; wartoy 
zopgupovyv, John xix. 2)?—or white, as 
apo. is used Acts x. 30.—12] The 
cause of the quarrel is uncertain: appa- 
rently something concerning Herod’s power 
of jurisdiction, which was conceded by 
Pilate in this sending Jesus to him, and 
again waived by Herod in sending him 
back again. From chap. xiii. 1, Pilate 
appears to have encroached on that juris- 
diction.—The remarks of some commen- 
tators about their uniting in enmity against 
Christ, are quite beside the purpose. The 
present feeling of Pilate was anything but 
hostile to the person of Christ; and Herod 
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8 TTiAaroc oe ae ee aerslog Son ear 
TOUS apXtepeic Kal Tove apxovTac Kat tov Xaov, |! 

al. 
ELIre x = ch. xii. 11 

only. 

" Tgocnvéycaré Lot Tov avOpwmov Tourop ¥ 5, here only. 
Josh. xxii, 

& y amoar x \ yy 16 al, 
c pepovra Tov 0, Kau \dov eyo EvwmToy yy = ch. v. 25, 

¢ = Z = Acts iv. 9. 
, PS X1i. 19. xxiy. se * avaxpivac oveev evpov €v TW jandoomp TOUTW 8. xxviii 1. 

alTLOv wy Kat nyoosire KaT avrou. aN Bs (Orne 
22 Ver. 4, 29, 

‘Hoedne * © avewenpa yap vuac TOC avrov™, Kal too ce eine 
AN ” cote 

oveey “ aStov Oavarov ort memparynevoy AVGa Ho war at permet f 
5 only. Matt. 

devoac ovyv avtov aToXbow. dle: avayeny oe cbyer cae al 
Ruy 18 i deen aro Nbeww avr oi care cooT ay va. ] avixgabay Of: Aneto: 

e = ver. 22 

map hyBet l Neyoures | Aipe pouEou amtoAvoov 6s mputy colvensee 
eb. xii. 7, 

Tov BagaBBay, ™ Octic HV Oia ™ oraow Twa evans evnv to 2 Cran 
Ay \ xix. 18. 

ey Ty ue el Kal povov Be p. nuevo ELC puAakny. ° radu fi. Matt. xviii. 

oe o IliAaroc » Mpocepwvase * OéeXwv amoAdvoa Tov ,)* 
27. Acts iii. 

g ch. xiv. 18, 
2 ~ l € \ Jude 3. 

Incovv. 7' ot && ° erepavouy Aeyourec * Zratowsoy, hI. i ii. a1. 
*% , 5 29 5 p a acc. Xii. 

aravewooy auTov. oe Tplrov ETE Tp0G avToUc i Maik ee 
> Judg 20. 

fy yao Kakov évolnoev oUTOC 3 ovdEY alTLov Davarou pers 
- ’ su es , 5 > \ 3 5 see 2 Macc. 

evpov Ev auTy* mTalcvoac ovv avtov amoAvcw. 7 ol 12 Matt. xxiv. 
\ bd , = r 7 s ? , b) oY. Acts 

oe 4 exéxewvro pevate peyadAate auroupevor avrov 36. Is. isl 
m = || Mar ~ \ 

otavpwhnvat, Kal 

n ch, xiii. 12. Acts x xi.40. 
XXvVii. 20. 

t 
kat layvov at 

r Matt. xxiy. 31 al. s constr. Acts iii. 14. 

txt A B.—zpoiz... 
De. — 14. karnviyKare D.—for kai id. 
aire D.—oyv....avrov om. D.—kar’ 

o Acts xii. 22. xxii. 24+. 2Macc. i. 23. 

~ 

pwvat aQUTOY Kal Tov ee 
p ch. xx. 12. q = here only. see Acts 

t Matt. xvi. 18 only. Exod. xvii. 11. 2 Chron. xiy. 11. 

. taut. om. Dd, but not c.—13. cuveadécac D.—kai wavra T.A. 
ty..—Kayw 6& D d.—otdéy Evpov aitioy év 
om. A L 5 al.—15. avemeuey yap avTov 0. 

vpag B. ditto with ac H K L M dal. Copt. Sahid. 
avt@ D X 15 al. e Theophyl.—17. om. A B K L a Copt. Sahid. 
also (as in txt) bcv and Euseb. canon. unum vinctum c.—18. dvixcoayoyv BL2. 

txt A D abe.—idod om. D.—év 
ins. (aft. ver. 19) D. 

txt A D.— 

aipe 7. is repeated in D.—rov om. AEFGHKMVA 14 Theophyl.—19. BAnGeic év 7A 
guvraky BLX al.—20. for civ, 6 ADL 2 abcv Syr. Copt. Sahid.—aft. rpoced. ins. adroic 
BL abe 
and once ab. 

by his treatment of Him, shows that he 
thought Him beneath his judicial notice.— 
This remission of Jesus to Herod seems 
not to have been known to either of the 
other three Evangelists. It is worthy of 
notice that they all relate the mocking by 
the soldiers of Pilate, which Luke omits,— 
whereas he gives it as taking place before 
Herod. This is one of the very few cases 
where the nature of the history shows 
that both happened.— Let the student ask 
himself, How could John, if he composed 
his Gospel with that of Luke before him, 
have here given us a narrative in which so 
important a fact as this is not only not 
related, but absolutely cannot find any 
place of insertion? Its real place is after 
John ver. 38 ;—but obviously nothing was 
further from the mind of that Evangelist, 

avrove Dd. txt A P.—21. éxpakay D Sahid. a (twice) B D Orig. £ 
txt A P.— 22. ovdeuiay airiay D b. ovdty dtwyv L. txt AB P=. 

for he represents Pilate as speaking con- — 
tinuously. —18 ff.] The second declaration 
of the Lord’s innocence by Pilate,—in 
John’s account united with the first, ver. 
38. In the three first Gospels, as asserted 
in our yer. 14, the questioning takes place 
in the presence of the Jews; not so, how- 
ever, in John (see xviii. 28).—15.] éoti ter. 
avTG—is done by him—not to him—see 
ch. xxiv. 35, éyvwo0n avdroic.—16.] ‘ Hic 
coepit nimium concedere Pilatus.’ Bengel. 
If there were no fault in Him, why should 
He be corrected at all >—The Jews perceive 
their advantage, and from this moment 
follow it up. 

17—25.] Matt. xxvii. 15—26. Mark xy. 
6—15. John xviii. 39, 40. . Our account, 
while entirely distinct in form from the 
others, is in substance nearly allied to 
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1 Kings i. 17 2 t 4 " 
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w Matt. xvii TANEOWKE TW OcAnmate avTwr. Kat wo * amnyayov 
XXili. 28. ’ \ Zz? , TF , , ’ 

x— John i.13. AUTOV, emtAa[opmevot * Siuwvoe tTwoe Kvuonvatov tT é0- 
2 Pet.i. 21. 

y = Matt. xxvi. 
57. abs. Acts 
xii. 19. 

z ch. ix, 47. 
Joel ii. 9. 

a John xix. 2. 
Acts xv. 28. 

b = Matt. xv 
23. Gen. 
XViii. 10. 

c Matt. xi. 17 
al. Gen. 
XXili. 2. 

d constr. here 
only. John 
Xvi. 20. 

Xone vou * 

pépery 

ix. 17. 
e = Matt. xxi. i 
Bawes: ust 

a 
P 

cxxxvi. 8 ak 
Is x. 32 f = Rey.i. 7. Matt. xv. 32. Acts vii. 54. 

Gen. xi. 30. i =ch.i. 41, 42. John iii. 4. Ps. xxi. 10. 
1 ch. xi. 27. Rev. i. 13 only. Job iii. 12. 
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~ ~ ~ \ ~ a \ c? , ‘ 
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eOpnvouv avuTOv. oTpapetc Oe TeO0C avuTuc oO Inoove 
S e a) / *{| Xn bY a U f 222 Os Sie ‘ 
ELITE vyatepec lepovoaAnm, py KAaleTE ET ELLE, 7Anv 
cee e A / \ ? \ ‘ / c ~ 99 ¢ , 4 

Ep EavuTac KAalere Kat €7l TA TEKVA VUWYV, 7) OTL Loov 
b \ 
OTELOAL, Kal 

! A ? KO 2 ey. V4 \ aA > 
KotAtat at OUK eyevynoay, Kat feaoTou Ol OUK 

g Matt. xi. 22. Judg. iv. 9. h ch. i. 7. Gal. iv. 27. 
k = ch. i. 13, 57. John xvi. 21. Gal. iv. 24. 

edipiccw Dbv.—23. avr. cravpdcoa B. txt (or. av. D) ADP.—kxair. dox.om. BL al. abv 
Copt. Sahid.—25. avroic om. ADEFGH? LPSUVXA 24 all.aCopt.Sahid. ins.B? KM 

be.—rov tveca pvov D.—riyv om. BDFK 5 al. Orig. ins. A C P.—26. azijyov B.— 
oipwVva Tiva Kupnvatov toy Opevov G o. CD) BCDLXal. txt A P.—+rec. bef. tox: ins. 

rov, but om. ABCDGHKLPSV 19 Theophyl. — 27. for avr. od. 7r.,—70 7A 0g 

airy D.—yuvaixec De.—xai bef. ékoa7. om.A BC! DLX 3 al. abv Syr. Copt.Sahid. Arm. 

Theophyl. ins. C’EFGHKMPSUVA.—28. ézi (thrice) om. D ab.—aft. Zé ins. pndé 

aevOeire D.—for 7\2)v, add’ D bc Ambr. Hier.—29. idot om. D ab.—édedaovrat D abe. 

at cowrvW. BCX 7. 

them. Ina few points it approaches John 
«very nearly, comp. ver. 18 with John ver. 

40, also €va ver. 17 with John ver. 39. — 
23.] katioyxvov—got the upper hand, pre- 
vailed. see reff.—25.] Tév-8.-o-«.T.A. The 
description is inserted for the sake of con- 
trast;—see Acts iii. 14. Luke omits the 
scourging and mocking of Jesus. It is just 
possible that he might have omitted the 
mocking, because he had related a similar 
incident before Herod: but how shall we 
say this of the scourging, if he had seen 
any narratives which contained it? The 
break between vv. 25 and 26 is dar 

ctreme, and if Luke could have filled 

it up, Ou 
26—33.] Matt. xxvii. 31—34. Mark xv. 

20—23. John xix. 16, 17. _Our account is 
original—containing the affecting narrative 
vv. 27—32, peculiar to itself. — 26.] épxo- 
évov am’ ayp. see on Mark.—omuoev Tr. 
In. is peculiar to Luke, and a note of 
accuracy. — 27.] These were not the 
women who had followed Him from 
Galilee, but the ordinary crowd collected 
in the streets on such occasions, and con- 
sisting, as is usually the case (and espe- 
cially at an execution), principally of 
women. Their weeping appears to have 

ES 

been of that kind of well-meant sympathy 

e 

txt A D P ?—paZoi C.—for 0nX., @pevay BC' L 1. 

have no doubt he would.. adil 

e€OoeWav 

which is excited by any affecting sigh 
such as that of an innocent person de 
livered to so cruel a death. This descrip- 
tion need not of course exclude many who 
may have wept from deeper and more per-— 
sonal motives, as having heard Him teach, 
or received some benefit of healing from 
Him, or the like. —28.] otpadets—after 
He was relieved from the burden of the 
Cross. This word comes from an eye- 
witness.—ém’ éue—His future course was 
not one to be bewailed—see especially on 
this saying, Heb. xii. 2.—0¢ dyri rij¢ 
TooKemméevnc avTw@ Yaodc, Uremewe oTav-~ 
pov, aisyoyvng Kkaradpovynoac. Nor again 
were His sacred sufferings a mere popular 
tragedy for street-bewailing ;—the sinners 
should weep for themselves, not for Him. 

—tavtTas Kal Ta Tékva tu@v—see Matt. 
ver. 25, where the people called down the 
vengeance of His blood on themselves rai 
ra Téxva npov. Many of those who now 
bewailed Him perished in the siege of 
Jerusalem. Those who now were young 
wives would not be more than sixty when 
(A.D. 70) the city was taken. But to ¢heir 
children more especially belonged the 
miseries of which the Lord here speaks. — 
29.] €pxovrat np. Between this and then 
would be time for that effectual weeping, 

a he es 
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19 & |. 
Gen Xxi. Ue 

ev g Matt. xxvi. 
22al. Gen. 

a OTRIEE 

Erp? vyoW Stdy Tavra nem, ev Tw Snow Tl yevarat ; 24 XVili. 27. 
1 

iyovro Oe kat érepou ovo * 

aipeOnvat. 3 Kal OTE ® [am |ndOov Trl 

7 ch. iii. 5 only. 

Kakoupyou oy aut ay- 1Xingsx. 
< ich. xxii. 37, 

TOV Tomov TOV John xiv. 30. 
1 Cor. ix. 15. 

kadovpevov Koavior, EKEL eotabowoay avrov Kal Tove *2 Tim. iio 

Kakovoyouc, 

alto: or 
>Ov per 

"Inoove eXeye Tlareo, 

oldact ti motovot. | 1 drapspiZopevor de Ta 
0 ch. xxii. 69, 

only. Prov. 
i. 15. 

° &k deSiwv ov Oe e& COLGTEDMV. 1= Mat. ii. 16. 

P ~ > ‘ Exod. xxi.29. 

apec avroic" ov yao m = Matt. xiv. 
25 al. 

~ n Matt, xiii. 8 
ata GaUTOU "al. 

p =Matt.vi.12. Is. xxii. 14. q |. ch. xxii. 17. Acts ii. 45. Ps, xxi. 18. 

C?D2d. txt AP.—30. dpSwrra A A 1.—zécare LQX A 2.—31. bef. vY0- om. TD 
BC. 

Sahid. 

ins. A D P Q.—yevnoerac D K 7 al. abd Hil. 
33. joy (or -av) BC DL Q 5 al. abev. 
opov D d.—for aouor., ewrvipwov CL QZ al. — 34. 

facient c. — 32. kak. dvo B. — 
txt A.—eyopevoy C G X.—aft. eax. ins. 

to zotovor om. Bad’ and D'd 
ins. A C Q al. e and D? Euseb. canon. Iren. Hil. Ambr. Hier. al.—for “Iyo., 

kiptoc Q.—marep om. A. ins. C D?Q ec Iren. Hil.—xcAjpove AX 6 al. av Aug. — 

which might save both themselves and 
their children ;—see Acts ii. 37, 38,—but 
of which few availed themselves. These 
few are remarkably hinted at in the change 
to the third person, which excludes them— 
€povot, i.e. not ‘men in general,’ nor ‘ My 
enemies ’—but ‘ the impenitent among you, 
—those who weep merely tears of idle 
sympathy for Me, and none of repentance 
for themselves ;—those who are in Jeru- 
salem and its misery, which My disciples 
will not be.’—On the saying itself, compare 
the whole of Hosea ix., especially vv. 12— 
16.—30.] This is cited from the next 
chapter of Hosea (x. 8).—This was par- 
tially and primarily accomplished when 
multitudes of the Jews towards the end of 
the siege sought to escape death by hiding 
themselves in the subterranean passages 
and sewers under the city - - ov¢ 0 ev 
Tots brovepowc dampebveoy, ' Kal TO tdagoc 
avappnyvuvrec Ocoue pev everbyxavov 

aveidov..evpiOnoay O& Kai éKéi vEKpOL 
m\giove ducxtiiwy. Jos. B. J. vi. 9, 4 
But the words are too solemn, and too 
often used in a more awful connexion, for 
a further meaning to escape our notice ; 
see Is. ii. 10, 19, 21, and Rev. vi. 16, where 
is the striking expression ad rig Opyrnc 
Tov apviov—of Him who now was the 
victim about to be offered! And the 
whole warning—as every other respect- 
ing the destruction of Jerusalem—looks 
through the type to the antitype, the great 
day of His wrath. Now, épxovra: Hpépar 
—... then AAGev H Hpepa 1) peyadn Tij¢ 
doyi¢ avrov. Rey. vi. 17.—It is interest- 
ing to see how often David, who had passed 
so long in hiding among the rocks of the 
wilderness from Saul, calls the Lord his 
Rock ;—(see Ps. xviii. 2, 46. xlii. 9, &c.) 

They who have this defence will not need 
to call on the rocks to hide them. — 81. ] 
This verse—the solemn close of the Lord’s 
teaching on earth—compares His own 
sufferings with that awful judgment which 
shall in the end overtake sinners—the 
unrepentant human kind—the dry tree. 
These things—rtavra—were a judgment 
on sin;—He bore our sins ;—He,—the 
vine,—the green tree,—the fruit-bearing 
tree,—of whom His people are the branches, 
—if He, if they in Him and in themselves, 
are so treated, so tried with sufferings,— 
what shall become of them who are cast 
forth as a branch and are withered? Read 
] Peter iv. 12—18;—ver. 18 is a para- 
phrase of our text. Theophylact’s com- 
ment is excellent: ef ratvra mowovow éy 
Epoi éycapry Kai aeOadei cai aelow Oud 
THY OedrynTa, Tt yevnrac ev bpiy aKapTouc 
Kal raone OuKaicivne Cworod torEepn- 
pévoucg ;—The explanations which make the 
green-tree = the young, and the dry = the 
old (Bengel),—or the green-tree = the 
women, comparatively innocent, the dry = 
the guilty (Baumgarten-Crusius), at the 
destruction of Jerusalem,—are quite un- 
worthy of the place which the words hold, 
—and, which is worse, at variance with the 
whole of Scripture symbolism. — 32.] €ér. 
8. kak. do not go together, see ch. x. 1 and 
note;—the comma usually placed after 
‘two’ in the E. V. is right, although not 
required in the Greek because implied in 
érepot. The best translation is ‘ two others, 
malefactors.’ 

83—38.] Matt. xxvii. 35—38. Mark xv. 
24—28. John xix. 18—24; with however 
some particulars inserted which appear 
later in the other gospels. — 34.] Spoken 
apparently during the act of the cruci- 

ant 
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fixion, or,immediately that the crosses were 
set up. Now fitst, in the fullest sense, 
from the wounds in His Hands and Feet, 
is His Blood shed, ei¢ adeow apapriov 
(Matt. xxvi. 28), and He inaugurates His 

-intercessional office by a prayer for His 
murderers,—adges avroic. This also is a 
fulfilment of Scripture, Isa. lili. 12 ;—where 
the contents of our verses 33, 34 are re- 
markably pointed out.—His teaching ended 
at ver. 3]. “His High Priesthood is now 
begun. His first three sayings on the 
Cross are for others: see ver. 43, John 
xix. 26, 27.—1atep. He is the Son of 
God, and He speaks in the fulness of this 
covenant relation —étyw woe Ort wavroré 
pov akoverc :—it is not merely a prayer— 
but ¢he prayer of the Great Intercessor, 
which is always heard. Notice that 
though on the Cross, there is no aliena- 
tion, no wrath of condemnation, between 
the Father and the Son.—daqgec adbtots— 
who are here intended? Doubtless, first 
and directly, the four soldiers, whose work 
it had been to crucify Him. The trototor 
points directly at this: and it is surely a 
mistake to suppose that they wanted no 
forgiveness, because they were only doing 
their duty. Stier remarks, ‘ This is only 
a misleading fallacy, for they were sinners 
even as others, and their obedient and 
formal performance of their duty was not 
without a sinful pleasure in doing it, or at 
all events formed part of their entire stand- 
ing as sinners, included in that sin of the 
world, to which the Lord here ascribes His 
Crucifixion” (vi. 501). But not only to 
them, but to them as the representatives of 

that sin of the world, does this prayer 
apply. The nominative to TOLOUTL is ot 

dv0ow7o1—mankind,—the Jewish nation, 

as the next moving agent in His death,— 
but all of us, inasmuch as for our sins He 

was bruised.—ovd yap otSact TL morovot. 
Primarily, as before, spoken of the soldiers, 
—then of the council who delivered Him 
up, see John xi. 49, dpeic ovK otdate 
ovdév,—then of all whose sin is from lack 
of knowledge of the truth, of what sin is, 
and what it has done — even the cruci- 
fixion of the Lord. But certainly from 
this intercession is excluded that one sin— 
strikingly brought out by the passage just 
cited as committed by him who said it, viz. 
Caiaphas,—and hinted at again by the 
Lord, John xix. 11—and perhaps also by 
the awful answer Matt. xxvi. 64, od elmas 
—thou hast said it—viz. in prophecy, 
John xi. 49, see also Matt. xxvi. 25, and 
on the sin alluded to, Matt. xii. 31. 1 John 
v. 16.—Observe that between the two 
members of this prayer lies the work of 
the Spirit leading to repentance — the 
prayer that they may have their eyes 
opened, and know what they have done: 
which is the necessary subjective condition 
of forgiveness of sins, see 2 ‘Tim. ii. 25, 26. 
—35.| The insults of the people are by 
no means excluded, even if ody ad’roic be 
omitted. To find a discrepancy with Matt. 
and Mark here, is surely unfair. (Meyer— 
De Wette.) The people’s standing look- 
ing on, does not describe their mind to- 
wards Jesus: Luke reports no more than 
he knew: and the inference may be drawn 
that those whom he has related to have 
cried out an hour ago, ‘ Crucify Him,’— 
would not have stood by in silence.—On 
ver. 48, see note there.—-ot apXovTes are 

the chief priests and members of the San- 
hedrim. Matt. ver. 41.—6 7. 0. ékA. = 6 
diytoc Tt. @. ch. iv. 34, see also ch. ix. 35, 
— 36.] A different incident from that re- 
lated Matt. ver. 48. Mark ver. 36. John 
vv. 28, 29. It was about the time of the 
mid-day meal of the soldiers,—and they in 
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Copt. Sahid. txt (é7’ a. y.C X 5al.) C X ac. —yoam. - EPo. om. BC L a Copt. 
Sahid. ins. («ai (twice) ae D) ADQ al. .—o Bac. r. hy ovToc (omg. éortv) BL ae, 
ditto (adding tory) D. 6B. T. Iovd. Ce (omg. the rest). ies AQ} Orig. —39. cpeu. om. D. 
—atbroyv Méywy om. B.—ei.. mpac om. D. odxi od ei 6 yo. BC! L ab Copt. Sahid. Arm. 
Aith. txt AQ c.—40. éritmdy airy Eon BC'LX Copt.. ee ADQ abe.—for ob6é, bre 
ob D.—for <i, copev C1 Syr. Copt. Sahid. Chrys. i, cai iypete iopev D.—41. cai om. C. — 
for aToT., Tovnpov D. — 42. aft. kai ins. orpapsic zp0g Tov Kiptov D.—éXeyev ‘Ino 
BCL Sahid. —xvove om. BDLM3 a Orig. (once) Copt. Sahid. (and as appears C.) ins. 

ool, onsoov jer EL0U éoy) ev TW * rapadelow. 

A Q C? Hil. —bray é\9. om. D Q. 
Ambr. év 77 )pépg THC thevoewe D. — 43. 
(éximhijoovre D?. 

mockery offered Him their posca or sour 
wine, to drink with them. — 38.] see on 
Matt. ver. 37.—ém aité, over Him, on 
the projecting upright beam of the cross. 

39—43.] Peculiar to Luke.—Matthew 
and Mark have merely a general and less 
accurate report of the same incident.— All 
were now mocking—the soldiers, the rulers, 

the mob:—and the eyil-minded thief, 
perhaps out of bravado before the crowd, 
puts in his scoff also. — 40.] Bengel 
supports the notion that this penitent thief 
was a Gentile. But surely this is an un- 
warranted assumption. What should a 
Gentile know of Paradise, or of the king- 
dom of the Messiah as about to come ?— 
The silence of the penitent is broken by 
the nas of the other compromising him 
in the scoff.—ovBé alludes to the multitude 
—Dost thou too not fear God? 6t.—(as 
thou oughtest to do), seeing that... — 
41.| jets. He classes himself with the 
other in condemnation, but not in his 
prayer afterwards.—atomov, ‘ unseemly.’ 
This is a remarkable testimony to the in- 
nocence of Jesus from one who was pro- 
bably executed for his share in those very 
tumults which He was accused of having 
excited. — 42.] The thief had heard of the 
announcements which Jesus had made,— or 
at all events of the popular rumour con- 
cerning His Kingdom. His faith lays hold 
on the truth that this is the King of the 

Von. I. 

ins. A BC abev. —eic Thy Bac. B Le Copt. Hil. 
amok. 6& 6 “In. tim. att To émAyoovre 

qui objurgabat eum d) @dapoe (animequior esto d) onp. &e. D d.— 

Jews, in a higher and immortal sense. 
There is nothing so astounding in this 
man’s faith dogmatically considered, as De 
Wette thinks ; he merely joins the common 
belief of the Jews of a Messianic Kingdom, 
in which the ancient Fathers were to rise, 
&c.,—with the conviction that Jesus is the 
Messiah. What is really astounding, is 
the power and strength of that faith, which 
amidst shame and pain and mockery could 
thus lift itself to the apprehension of the 
Crucified as this King. This thief would 
fill a conspicuous place in a list of the 
triumphs of faith supplementary to Heb. 
xii—év t. Bao. The Vulgate, which is fol- 
lowed by Luther,—and the EH. V.,—renders 
this as if it were sic Tv Bac., which is a 
sad mistake, as it destroys the force of the 
expression. It is ‘in thy Kingdom ’— 
‘with thy Kingdom,’-so Oy év ry d6&y 
avrov, Matt. xxv. 31, which we (EK. V.) 
have translated rightly. The above mis- 
take entirely loses EhOys—making it merely 
‘comest into’ just as we say to ‘ come into’ 
an estate: whereas it is the chief word in 
the clause, and éy ry (3. cov its qualifica- 
tion, ‘at Thy coming in Thy Kingdom.’— 
Tt will be seen that there is no necessity 
for supposing the man to have been a dis- 
ciple, as some have done.—It is remarkable 
how, in three following sayings, the Lord 
appears as Prophet, Priest, and King: as 
Prophet, to the daughters of Jerusalem— 

Hu 
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Priest, interceding for forgiveness—King, that moment—for change of state, to the ; 
acknowledged by the penitent thief, and disembodied, is all that change of place ; 
answering his prayer. —43.] a&pyv X. got implies—they were in the Paradise of God, : 

. The Lord surpasses his prayer in the —in the blessed heavenly place, implied : 
answer; the apy AEyw oot, oypepov, is by the word, 2 Cor. xii. That this is not 2 
the reply to the uncertain 6tav of the fulness of glory as yet, is evident ;—for : 
thief.—onpepov, ‘This day:’ before the the glorified body is not yet joined to their 
close of this natural day. The attempt to  spirits,—they are not yet perfect (Heb. xi. 
join it with A€yw oor, considering that it ult.) ;—but it is a degree of bliss compared : 
not only violates common sense, but de- to which their former degree was but as \ 
stroys the force of the Lord’s promise, is imprisonment.—This work of the Lord I 
surely something worse than silly; see believe to have been accomplished on the 
below.—per €400 €oy—can bear no other instant of His death, and the penitent to 
meaning than ‘thou shalt be with Me,’ in have followed Him at his death—some 
the ordinary sense of the words. ‘JI shall little time after—into the Paradise of God. 
be in Paradise, and thou with Me.’—év 76 That the Lord returned to take His glori- 
map. On these words rests the whole exe- fied Body, was in accordance with His de- 
gesis of the saying. What is this Para- sign, and He became thereby the jirst- 
dise? The word is used of the garden of fruits of the holy dead, who shall like Him 
Eden by the LXX, Gen. ii. 8, &c., and put on the body of the resurrection, and 
subsequently became, in the Jewish theo- be translated from disembodied and im- j 
logy, the name for that part of Hades, the perfect bliss in the Paradise of God, to .<~— 
abode of the dead,—where the souls of the the perfection of glorified humanity in His. 
righteous await the resurrection. But it glory, and with Him, not in Paradise, but | ‘ 
was also the name for a supernal or hea- at God’s right hand. : 
venly abode, see 2 Cor. xii. 4. Rev. ii. 7— ».44—46.] Matt. xxvii. 45—50. Mark xv. _ 
The former of these is, I believe, here 33—37. John vy. 28—30. Our account ~ 
primarily to be understood ;—but only as 
introductory, and that immediately, to the 
latter. By the death of Christ only was 
Paradise first opened, in the true sense of 
the word. We Himself when speaking of 
Lazarus (ch. xvi. 22) does not place him 
in Paradise, but in Abraham’s bosom—in 
that place which the Jews called Paradise, 
but by an anticipation which the Lord did 
not sanction. I believe the matter to have 
been thus. The Lord spoke (as Grotius 
has remarked) to the thief so as He knew 
the thief would understand Him; but then 
He spoke with a fuller and more blessed 
meaning than he could understand then. 
For that day, on that very evening, was — 
‘ Paradise’ truly ‘regained’—opened by the 
death of Christ. We know (Eph. ii. 17. 
1 Pet. iii. 18, 19. iv. 6) that the Lord went 
down into the depths of death, —announced 
His triumph (for His death was His tri- 
umph) to the imprisoned spirits,;—and in 

is very short. and epitomizing—containing 
however, peculiar to itself, the last word 
of our Lord on the cross—The impression 
conveyed by this account, if we had no 
other, would be that the veil was rent 
before the death of Jesus ;—but the more 
detailed account of Matthew corrects this. 
—45.] It does not quite appear whether 
pei 6 AA. is intended tS describe a new 
sign, or what took place during the dark- 
ness. —46.] The use of gwvyq peyady 
shows that this was the ery to which Matt. 
and Mark allude. The words are from the 
LXX, according to the common A) 2 

i7 rapadhoopeat. The Hebrew (77s 
yresent.—These words haye in th ee 

¢1 ant and deep meaning. They ac- 
company that which in the Lord’s case was 
strictly speaking the act of death. It was 
His own act—no ‘ feeling the approach of 
death,’ as some, not apprehending the 
matter, have commented—but a determi-_ 
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e7l THV fewotav TAUTHV, 
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TUTTOVTEC [ cavrwr | Ta ornOn uméoTpepov. 
\ * ety a e 

J VVWOTOL aurou O& TaYTEC OL 

ai ** 
TaurTa. 

Kat woov avo 

> 
ap PX® VY, 

7 

TW ThAarw Sathoato 

i EON hevrol 

h ||. Acts xiii. 29. Josh. viii. 29. 

Exar Ovrap x o¢ TO yevouevov 

"Ovtwes 0 avIpwroc ovroc 8 =! John. 

bee 2 ’ N 
ovomatt lwon, 

> ‘ > \ \ Ul 

avyo ayaloc Kal dix atoc” 

TO owma ao 

' evervAtcev avro 

i || Mt. and John xx. 7 only t. 

7 al. abed Just. Orig. Theodot. Eus. Cyr. Hil. 

KATA AOYKAN. 467 

r || Mk only t. 

Matt. y. 16 

 SunTapayevouevot OxAor t Mark xi. 92. 

* Gewpovvrec Ta 
1 Tim. vy. 3. 
Num. xxii.37. 

Iu ne re only. 
9 s. 1xxxii 8. 
stoTH Keay Vv Matt iii. 13. 

x ch. ii. 20, 43. 
Gen. xiv. 7. 

y ch. ii. 44. Ps, 

yevoueva 

“pax oodey, Kat yevaicec 

encanta Oloudes aut amo tH¢ VadtAaiac, 6 oowaat aman we 
Ps, XXXVii. 
11. 

a Mark v. 37 
ly. * Pouheurnic * vm- ouly,, Num 

gs bch.i.5al. fr. 
au c || Mk. only. 

51 
ouTO 

S ohh iii. 14. 
ovK 

> 

BiyeteeeHeintvoe 7 Bovdry Kal 7) Bas auTo@V' aro Bee 

“Aomalatac TOAEWE TwWY ‘lovsaiwy, ¢ oc [at] ' T pocsoE EX ETO 

[kat avroc | Thy Paotdetay TOU Ocov, 

Acts iii. 2 al. 
Luke only. 

e hereonly. 

2 guToc Pe seh — Exod. XXiii. i. 
\ f =ch. ii. 25. 

5 kat "Inoov. Titus ii. 13. 
Jude ver. 21. 

* owwd0M, Kal eOnxev = Matt. xiv. 

k || Mark xiv. 51. a xiv. 12. 

mapariOnpe D!.—rovro be BCD al.c. txt 
A (rovro KM P) Q v.—47. éxarovraoyne B 2.—rb yeyovdc C.—kai 6 Ex. gwrnoac D. 
—48. ot cup7. vi Oewpeia bydot D cd. —Oewpnoavrec BCDLX C. 
Ta y. om. A.—réa or. ABCL (omg. Eav.). 
P Q C?. —49. ot yr. auTy ABLP al. 

av. C. 
AB P.—aft. 6¢ om. cai BCD Lad. 
BCDKMPU Xal. 

nate delivering up of His spirit to the 
Father.—zapidwxe 76 TvEt pa, John; see 
John x. 18—ovdeie aioe: adrijy an’ ipod, 
aN’ éyw Typ. aithy am éwavTod. 

although that expression is ever after used 
_ of His death stated as one great fact :—but 

it is, apie TO wy. Matt. éervevoev, Mk. 

None of the Evangelists say ‘he died :’ 

i 

Luke. zaptdwke 70 rvevpa, John.—The 
mvevpa here is the Personality — the 
human soul informed by the Spirit, in 
union: not separated, so that His soul 
went to Hades, and His Spirit to the Father 
(Olshausen). Both are delivered into the 
hand of the Father—by whose Eternal 
Spirit quickened (Cworo:nMeig TH TvEdb- 
patt, quickened im the spirit—dby the 
Spirit is understood in CwozounPeic) He 
worked His great victory over death and 
Hell.—See again 1 Pet. ui. 18, 19, and 
Rom. viii. 10, 11.—The latter part of the 
verse in Ps. xxxi. ‘for Thou hast redeemed 
me, O Lord thou God of truth,’ is not 
applicable here. The whole Psalm is not 

_ strictly prophetic, but is applied by the 
~ Lord to Himself. 

~ 47—49.] Matt. xxvii. 54—56. Mark xv. 
38—41. Our account, as well as that of 

“Wites 

Ta oT. Kat Ta petwra D. 
txt C D abedv.—ard pax. BDL al. txt 

ACEGHKM PSUVXA.—ai y. B.—cuvakod\ovlotcat BCLX. 

txt PQ a. om. A.— 
txt (ra é. or. P) 

txt AD P.—50. rai o 
ayvijo om. D ab.—ayabde, diravog B.— 51. cvycararWéipevog CDLXA bal. txt 

in. AEGHKMPSUVXA al.—kai avroe om. 
txt (bef. wooc. MP? X) AEGHMP?SVA al.—52 

'—53. ado (Ist) om. BCDL. ins. AP.—for airé (2nd), 7d cop. tT. In. D.—év oivd. D. 
. for obr., kai D? d. 

Mark, ascribes the impression made on the 
centurion to that which took place at the 
death of Jesus,—i. e. drt otrw Kpatac 2é- 
émvevoey. Something in the manner and 
words convinced him that this man was the 
Son of God;—which expression he uses 
doubtless with reference to what he had 

before heard, but especially to the words 
just uttered—‘ Father, into Thy hands I 
commend my spirit.”” Luke has not so 
exactly expressed the words,—but the E. V. 
has wrongly and ungrammatically rendered 
them, and made ‘ a righteous man’ = ‘ the 
Son of God;’—whereas they only give the 
general sense of the persuasion of the cen- 
turion, ‘ Truly this man was innocent :’-— 
and if innocent (nay, more, dikatoc, just, 
truthful), He was the Son of God, for He 
had asserted it.—48.| Peculiar to Luke.— 
7a yevoweva are the darkness and other 
prodigies, after which we have no more 
raillery—men’s tempers are changed, and | 
we here see the result. —- ruwrovtTes .... 
a sign of self-accusation, at least for the 
time,—which is renewed on the preaching 
of Peter, Acts ii. 37. — 49.| see on Matt.- 
and Mark. 

50—56.] Matt. xxvii. 57—61. Mark xv. 
Hh2 

ta 
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ne ee , Ce 7 s ? 
e Mark v. 5. * auto ev © wynpare " Nakeurw, ov oun “nv * ovoérw 

Ac s li. 29. \ ¥ \ = A Pi. \ iene 

fhereonly. | QUOELC KELMEVOC. > Kal neon nv ** zapackevy’ [Kat] oa|3- 
see Exod. ley m 55 v : fi xxxiv.l,4. PaTov | ETEpwoke. KatakoAovPnoacat o& F yuvatKec, 

g Acts vili.3¥al. 
h constr. ch. i. er “ 10, 20. Jer. QLTLVEC WMOAV 

XXXiii. 20. a4) , DS os 
i | only ft. EVEAOAVTO TO MVNLELOV 
k no art. John 560 ¢ ’ ny G ! p 

v.9. - 2 ] Matt. xxviii. uTooTpeWacat € NTOLMLAGAY 

1 only f. ‘ \ , Lee 
mActsxvi.l7 TO [LEV oapBarov nouyaoayv 

only. Jer. 
Xvil, 16. 

n Acts xxi. 16. 
Exod. xxxil. 

" cuveAnAvbutat auTw tk tne LadtAatac, 
\ c 207 \ ~ > ~ 

Kal We EveOn TO OWULA GAUTOU, 

> , \ q , \ 

aoWNlaTa Kat pdt spe se 

evToAny, 
‘\ s ‘ 

Kata THY 

5, © vy O& ua TOWV saSParwv : 09 oou *Y Pabéoc 

ABC 
DP 

26. nAVoy ext TO pia ds a iiroiwacay Apsara, kat ABCD 
o ver. 48. > 9 

BOS 2 eiugs DEES ouy auraic “FUgOD Oe TOV Aor * am@oKeKuAt- 

Ma it 7 3 a Nat 07 Ghévov azo Tov * uvnustov, °* Kat eiceAOovaat ouvxX cVOov 
r =here only. 
s Matt. xix. 17. 

1 Tim. vi. 14. 
t = Acts xx. 7. 

1 Cor. xvi. 2. wopeioBat aurac meal 
Gen. i. 5. ’ 
Ezra iii. 6. 

u Jobn viii. 2. 
Acts v. 21. v = here only. Plato, Crito, § 1. 

xiii. 4. Ezek. ix. 8. a Acts v. 24. 
d ch. xvii. 24. 2 Kings xxii. 15. 

—i9. avroy BC D abv. 

‘ ~ ~ ’ ? ~ 

TO OWUAa TCU KUOLOU Insov. 

“émréotnoay avtaic “Ev 
x |. 

b ch. viii. 1 al. Gen. xxiv. 30. 

txt A P c.—for daé., Aeharounpévep D.—odzw A BD. 

\ , Zz ? ~ 

4 kal EYEVETO “ev Tw * [oc Ja- 
b \ FAN , ” S 

eee Kal toou ovo av PEC 
Ay * d >? , 

*® tg noEowv aOTVATTOUGALC. 
Gen. xxix. 10. y Matt. viii. 28. Is. xxvi. 19. z Matt. 

cch. ii. 9. xx. 1. ce here only ¢. 

txt 
(od. ovdeic) CK MPU al. —add cai Oévroce abrov txtOnney TY pynpetp AiOor, Oy moytc 
eikooe xvAroy D cd Sahid. — 54. ay d& rpéoa mpocaBParov (add coene pure ¢) De, 
omg. the rest.—zapacKeviig BCL (kai om. AC;GHKMPSUVX <A 23 all.) txt AP: 
—dd. rec. kai yuy. but txt ACDEFGH?KLMS?UVXA 20 all. abcdv Syrr. Sahid. Eus. 
Theoph. cé at yuvy. BP L 12 al. 
De.—prjpaD.—rKra.. 

CuHap. XXIV. I. 

6? dvo yuv. D abd.—airwp om. C'?D c.—ard 
- cpa om. D.—56. kara r. tyr. om. D. 

pug 6 D.—Babiwg AB? CDGLMXA 16 al. Eus. 
B?EKPUVH?S?—ijpxovr0 D.—prynpetoy C'FXA 
avr. om. BC! L abe Copt. Auth. Kus. Aug. 

txt 

—apwpara om. D abe.—xai 7. o. 
ins. A D.—add édoyiZovro dé ty éavraic, 

tic dpa avokvXice Tov AiMov D ¢ Sahid.—2. éhOovoar dé edpov D ¢ Sahid.—3. sicedd. 
6 B C! D L 3 ab Copt. Sahid. Eus. 

42—47. John xix. 38—42: 
Matt. — 51.] ottos Peculiar to 
Luke. The meaning is, he had absented 
himself, and taken no part in their (the 
council’s) determination against Jesus. — 
54.] mapacxevn—the day before the sab- 
bath, which now émédwoxe, ‘drew on ;’— 
a natural word, used of the artificial day 
beginning at sunset. There is no reference 
to the lighting of candles in the evening 
or on the sabbath. Lightfoot (in loc.) 
has shown that such a use of the word 
was common among the Jews, who called 
the evening (the beginning) of a day >)x, 
‘light.’ — 55.] Only Mary Magdalene and 
Mary the mother of Joses (‘the other 
Mary,’ Matt.),—Mark.—66.] They bought 
their spices, &c. in the short time before 
sunset. The peév bef. ca(3. answers to 8e, 
ch. xxiv. 1, which ought therefore to con- 
tinue the sense as I have 

see notes on 

HAP. XXIV. 1—12.] Matt. xxviii. 1— 
Mark xvi. 1—8. John xx. 1—10: see 

‘deep 
i.e. just beginning to dawn (in 

10. 
notes on Matt.—1.] 6p9p. Baé., 
dawn,’ 

txt A v.—rod x. Inc. om. D ab. — 4. aropetoPar 
BCDL. txt A—atroi D.—zapasrynKecay abraic C!.—ioOnti dorparrovcy B 

Plato, Crito, § 1, we have od wow éru 
toTiy; Tavu piv ovy. TViKka padwora; 
bp0poc Babic) = cKoriac Ett ovone, John, 
and 77) ézipwor. tie piay oa. Matt., and 
Aiay owt, Mark; but not avareiiavroc 
Tov 7X. Mark also : see notes there.—7A@ov 
—the same women as those afterwards 
mentioned (ver. 10), who told the Apostlés 
the intelligence. The reference is to yu- 
vaixeg atrivec, &c. ch. xxiii. 55. — apo- 
pata, which (ch, xxiii. 56) they had made 
ready before the sabbath: in Mark xvi. 1, 
had bought the evening before, dvayev. row 
ca3.—xal ti. ovv avt. If genuine, these 
words imply perhaps that some women from 
Jerusalem siianaiel them. There would 
have been no occasion to interpolate this 
clause to harmonize with Mark, who men- 
tions Salome; for she is included in the 
Erepat 7roAXai of ch. viii. 2, and the ai 
Nourai of ver. 10. — 2.] This agrees with punctuated it in i yer. 10. e is agrees wi 

‘the 1 ‘««eesthe more detailed account in Mark :—and, 
as regards the greater number of the women, 
may also with that in Matt.:—but not as 
regards the two Maries. — 4.] éméor. does 
not determine the position of the angels 

aaa 

~ 
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Ww \ = HK 4 
KALVOUGWYV TO V Acts x. Gal. 

Rev. xi. 13. 
1 Mace. xiii. 2. 

w John xix.30. 

» add’ * ovK cory WOE x = ch. xxii. 
37. Jobn vi. 

y ch. xxiii. 56. 
Z = Matt. viii. 
“ Ee ah! Lalla, 

TOU avlowrrou Tapa- 3: 

a = here only? 
see Matt. iv. 

8 kat enunoOnoar b 

Acts ii. 8. 
Matt. iii. 16. 

d here only t. 
dd ver. 41. 
e Mark x. 1. 

Gen. xxii. 3, 
19. 

Kal Mapia + * n TaxoPov, Kat at Molec avy auraic T f= Matt. xxi. 
%. Ch. SU. 

eheyov mpoc ges anoarooug raura. |! Kat EPAYNGAY g toin xx. 5, 
11. James i. 

eveoTtov auToY © weet “ipo Ta phate aUTOY, Kal oR 
dd > = 12 2. en. 

not ouy auraic, [o 38 Ilérooc ° avaotac ECOAILEY 5 johns. 40. 
fe me Nears: , , SA xx. 5, 
emt TO pumpetoy, ea Baaa ioe PAéren ta ‘ ofona _ dude xiv “8. 

, sk ONN XVI. 02 

* cetueva * ene Kat arnrdde ' m0G eauTov Davpacen Fos 
n , 3 Kat isov Su n Lukei. 10, 20, 
yeyovoc.] | at wou vo & avtwv “joav TOOEVOMLEVOL Jer. oneht 

’ > ~ ~ c , > , o? / / 20 vii. © 

ey auTy TH NuMEOM ELC KwWENnV amTeyovoav GTacioue ° Fe ee 

abcv Syr. Eus. txt AC.—5. ra zodcwzra BC!DGLX 4 Syrr. Sahid. txt A abe.—oi Cé 
, 

siz. D cd. — 6. ovn.. 
sale NEy. 

- yep. om. D abc.—adW’ om. C.—py. 62 D. —ioa D cd (not C). 
TOY UL. T. Ey. ., OTe O€t B. —apapr. om. D b.—9. azo rT. py. om. D abe.—l0. 

yoay d¢om.A D 14 al. ins. B c.—Map. 1) Mayo. D bed.—rec. bef. "lak. om. 1), but ins. 
ABDKMSUVX4 8 al. Syr. Sahid. Theophyl. —rec. at &\. with KMSUVX ae. txt 

ABDEFGHLA 17 all.—I1. for adrév, ratra BDL abe Syr. Copt. Sahid. Aith.—12. 
om. D ad Euseb. canon. ins, A B all. c.—keiueva om. B Copt. Sahid. Theophyl.—pova 

is merely ‘came upon them,’ under or- 
dinary circumstances ;—‘ appeared to them,’ 
in a supernatural connexion: see reff. On 
the two angels here, see note on Mark 
ver. 5; to which I will just add, that the 
Harmonistic view, as represented by Gres- 
well (loc. cit.), puts together the angel in 
Matthew, and the angel in Mark, and makes 
the two angels in Luke (! !) :—see Acts i. 
10.—av8pes—to all appearance; the Evan- 
gelist does not mean that they were such, 
as clearly appears from what follows. — 5. | 
tov Lavra, simply ‘ the living,’ ‘ Him who 
liveth,’ as addressed to the women: but 
Olshausen’s view of a deeper meaning in 
the words (Bibl. Com. ii. 47) should be 
borne in mind ;—7r0 kupiwe Ziv mapa povw 
Kuoiy Tuyxave. Orig. in Joan. (Olsh. loc. 
cit.) —6, 7.] see ch. ix. 22. xviii. 32. The 
mention of Galilee is remarkable, as occur- 
ring in the angelic speeches in Matt. and 
Mark in quite another connexion. Here 
it is said to the women, as being from 
Galilee, see ch. xxiii. 55-— and meaning, 
‘when He was yet with you.’—9.] see 
note on Mark ver. 8. —10.] It seems as if 
the testimony of one of the disciples who 

went to Emmaus had been the eee \ 
of the whole former part—perhaps of the 
whole—of this chapter. We find conse- 
quently this account exactly agreeing with 
his report afterwards, vy. 23, 24. —Joanna 
was the wife of Chuza, Herod’s steward, 
ch. viii. 2.—It will be observed that the 
omission of the rec. at, will make this verse 
mean: ‘It was Mary, &c.; also the rest 
with them told the Apostles these things.’ 
—11.] ébavygay, a plural, with ra pyp., is 
not without meaning. The pryara were 
the (perhaps slightly differing) accounts of 
many persons. —12.] This verse cannot 
well be interpolated from John xx., for in 
that case it certainly would not mention 
Peter alone. That Cleopas says, ver. 24, 
that ‘some of us went,’ &c. must not be 
pressed too much, although it does cer- 
tainly look as if he knew of more than one 
(see note there). The similarity in diction 
to John xx. 10 (wapakibac PXéret Ta 
60dvia Keipeva, and ame zod¢ EavT., 
being common to the two ver ses) indicates 
a common origin, and, if I mistake not, 

one distinct from the rest of the narrative 

in this chapter. The meaning of mpos ~ 

i 
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bat eds BI An (Mae "E ‘ 14 5 \ , \ 

pactsxx.u, ESNKOVTa aro EcovaadAn, 1) has og ABEOUE, Kal avTot ABD 
XXiv. 26 

only. P w@ptAour moc AN dowe rept Tayvtwy Tov “oup- 
q Mark x. 32. 

Acts iii. 10. r -) ‘ 

Gen shia: BePnkorwy rourwy. | Kat eyéveto ev TW opirAsiv gd 
r ver. 4. 
s Mark i. 27. 

ch. xxii. 23. 
t red. ch. viii. 

\ . ~ A > ‘ ¢ ? ~ 5 

kat Sovdnrewv, ‘Kat avroc [o| Incove " eyyisac * ovy- ABDP 
, > oF 16 c 6: , ff \ \ > ~ w 

lal. Gen. ee us ou o& OPVaApot auTwy EKQATOUTO 
XxXiv. 30. x 7 oF a ‘ 

u ch. xii. 33. Tou pn? > emryvevat autor. a ELTTE OE TOOC autovue *Tivec 
Xvili. 4). 

vitae od ol Aoyou OUTOL, ovc * avTadXere ™poc adAnAove TEOL- 
v ch. vii. 11. - fo? aa ee Y 18) 2 
aah 25. ; aa ee Kal E0TE skv0ow7ot 3 aroxpubetc Oe 
udg. xi. c ne ary) , Ct S > bb alex. 7 . ) 

w = here only. [ail ELC w OvOELa KAcozac, El7TeE 7oO0Cc aurov Xo pasion 

x ch. iv. 42. 

Acts x. 47. © Tapourele [ev] Acpoveadny Kal OUK yyw vd yevopeva 
Exod. vii. 14, 
Se y= Matt-xiv. cy auTy év Tac mpepac rabrauc 5 5 Kal <iTey avrole 

2 = Mark i. 27. 

vi at Ilota; ot d& eizov auTw Ta TEpL ‘Incov rou NaZwoaiov, 
a c . 

2 Macc. xi.13. aa Matt. vi. 16 only. Gen. xl.7.  b Matt. xxiv.40. bb —=1 Cor. xiv. 36. Col. iv. 11. 2 Tim. iy. 11. 
c Heb. xi. 9 only. Gen. xii. 10. xvii. 8. Exod. vi. 4. 

om. AK. txt Cv.— 13. cai id. om. D.—for 7)p., Gog A.—dvopare obdappaodve D d. 
nomine cleofas et ammaus ) Ambr.—14. wpidr. dé (omg. avroi) D.—7p. Eavtode D, and 
ver. 17.—15. avréic om. D a.—o om. ABL. ins. D P.—17. zpd¢ abrote om. D.—for 
tore, coTa0noay A?B Sahid. égornoay L Copt. Sahid. Aith. kai éor. om. D P abe.— 
18. 60m. DE LN P 10 al. Sahid. ins. A B. ins. 2 atrév P 6 abd Syrr. Arm. txt 
ABD c.—évoparit BLN X b6.—pévorg D'.—évy om. ADEFGHKLMNPSUVXA 16 
all. Syrr. Theophyl. ins. B? abd Orig. Hil.—rai om. D abe. — 19. 6 Cé simey ait 

€avtov, as belonging to awe and not to 
Oavpalwy, is fixed by the expression in 
John ver. 10. 

13—35.] Peculiar to Luke:—the inci- 
dent (but from another source) is alluded 
to in the fragmentary addition to Mark xvi. 
(ver. 12).—18.] é& attav, not of the Apo- 
stles—the last-mentioned were ot EvdeKa 
kal wavrec ot NotTrol, ver. 9: see also ver. 
22, 2£ yor. One of them, ver. 18, was 
called Kleopas (= KXedzrarpoc, an alto- 
gether different name from KAwzac, John 
xix. 25 (5m) ). Who the other was, is 

idle to conjecture. Origen, in several places, 
calls him Simon; apparently from having 
read Aéyovrec in ver. 34, and referring 
op0yn Tr. X. to the present appearance.— 
-Epiphanius says it was Nathanael; Theo- 
phylact, Luke himself. This may show 
what such reports are worth. Our 
rative seems to have been from the report 
of Cleopas. —’Eppaods] Joseph. B. J. vii. 
6, 6, mentions this Emmaus as sixty stades 
from Jerusalem. There were two other 
places of the same name: (1) a town after- 
wards called Nicopolis, twenty-two Roman 
miles from Jerusalem, where Judas Macca- 
bus defeated the Syrian general Gorgias : 
see 1 Mace. iii. 40—57. (2) Another Em- 
maus is mentioned Jos. B. J. iv. 1, 3, xpd 
THC TyBepradog—where he adds, HeOeoun- 
vevonevn be "Appaorg Oeoma Aéyour’ ay, 
EaTt yao iv arg zyt Osopay sddrwy 
moog dkeow trirnoewog. This was the 
case also with the other places of the name. 

ur Emmaus is now called Cubeibi (?). 
al éyév. .... kat .., the ordinary 

construction. The last cai does not mean 
‘also.’ — avtds 6 “In. Jesus Himself, of 
whom they had been speaking. But this 
expression forbids the supposition that He 
was here, strictly speaking, tv Eréoge poppy, 
as we find it less precisely expressed in 
Mark xvi. 12. The reason why they did 
not know Him was (ver. 16), that their 
eyes were supernaturally influenced so that 
they. could not,—-see also ver. 31. No 
change took place in Him—nor apparently 
in them, beyond a power upon them, which 
prevented the recognition just so much as 
to delay it till aroused by the well-known ~ 
action and manner of His breaking the | 
bread. The cause of this was the Will of © 

the Lord Himself, who would not be seen | 
by them till the time when He. saw fit.— 
éyyltoas—from behind: see ver. 18, where — 
they take Him for an inhabitant of Jeru- 
salem.—17.] He had apparently been walk- 
ing with them some little time before this 
was said.—avTtBddAAew Adyous implies to 
dispute with some earnestness: but there 
is no blame implied in the words. Pos-_ 
sibly, though both were sad, they may have 
taken different views :—and in the answer 
of Cleopas we have that of the one who 
was most disposed to abandon all hope.— 
18.] pdvos map. They took Him (but we 
must not think of a peculiar dialect as ‘ 
giving that impression) for one who had ae 
been at Jerusalem at the feast :—and asked, ; 

cet te 
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Dost thou lodge alone at Jerusalem ?— 
Tapouk. (wit ut €y, see reff.) in the 
LXX is to sojourn in—not to dwell in. — 
19—24.] Stier well remarks, that the Lord 
here gives us an instructive example how 
far, in the wisdom of Love, we may carry 
dissimulation, without speaking untruth. 
He does not assert, that He was one of 
the strangers at this Feast at Jerusalem, 
nor does He deny that He knew what had 
been done there in those days, but He puts 
the question .by,.with ‘What things ??—ot 
Se cim.] Either, one spoke and the other 
assented ; or perhaps each spoke, sometimes 
one and sometimes the other ;—only we 
must not break up these verses and allot 
an imagined portion to each. They con- 
tain the substance of what was said, as the 
reporter of the incident afterwards put it 
together. — ds éy. av. mp. «.T.A.: see a 
similar general description of Him to the 
Jewish people, Acts ii. 22. They had re- 
peatedly acknowledged Him as a Prophet: 
see especially Matt. xxi.11,46. The phrase 
Suv. év Adyous K. Epyors occurs of Moses, 
Acts vii. 22. — éyévero, ‘was,’ not ‘ be- 
came’ (or ‘was becoming’), as Meyer ren- 
ders it. They speak of the whole life of 
Jesus as a thing past. — 20.] dws depends 
on ovK €yvws, ver. 18.— pov. Therefore 

__the two disciples were Jews, not Hellenists, 
as some have supposed. They say ‘ our,’ 
not as excluding, but as including the 

stranger. —rapédwxav, to Pilate. — 21.] 
mA. is a word of weakened trust, and 
shrinking from the avowal that they ‘ be- 
lieved’ this. —Avtpove8ar1—in the theo- 
cratic sense—including both the spiritual 
and political kingdom: see ch. 1. 68, 69. 
75, and compare Acts i. 6.—otv w. T., 
rightly rendered in E. V. ‘ beside all this :’ 
see reff.— ayer, not impersonal, nor to be 
supplied with a nom. case @sd¢, or 0 HALog, 
&c., but spoken of Jesus. ‘ He is now in 
the third day, since’ &c. This is the usage 
of later Greek :—and the words are spoken 
not without a reference, in the mind of the 
speaker, to His promise of rising on the 
third day. — 22.] a@AAG Kal, ‘but more- 
over’—equivalent to ‘ certainly, thus much 
has happened, that’ .... — 6p8prat is an 
Attic form—the latter is 609otvai, which is 
probably the right reading. —é§& qpov— 
‘disciples, as we are.’ The Apostles are 
distinguished presently as ot ody npiy, ver. 
24, — 23.] This agrees exactly with Luke’s 
own narrative, but not with Matthew’s, in 
which they had seen the Lord Himself. 
There seems however to be some hint that 
the women had made some such report, in 
the abroy 6& ob« eldoy said below of the 
rivic Tov oby mpiv. —24.] Tes .-- - 
see ver. 12 and note. It is natural, even 
in accordance with ver. 12, that the anti- 
thesis to revéc before, and the loose way of 
speaking to a stranger, who (they believed) 
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was not acquainted with any among them, 
might cause them here to use ruvéc, with- 
out any reference to Peter being accom- 
panied. But what wonder if the reports 
of such a day of anxiety and confusion 
were themselves disjointed and confused ? 
—25.]| avéynrou, ‘without understanding :’ 
—Bp. rt. x., ‘sluggish—in disposition—to 
believe :’ these were both shown in their 
having not apprehended, from the fulfil- 
ment of the sufferings and death of Christ, 
the sequel of that death, the resurrection. 
—26.] maGeiv kal ciseA. The sufferings 
were the appointed way by which Christ 
should enter into His glory. za@eiy cai 
eiceX. = waOovra eiceX. It was not the 
entering into His glory, but the suffering, 
about which they wanted persuading. — 
27.| apgep. belongs to both the following 
clauses, and cannot, as Stier would take it, 
stand by itself, leaving aro in both clauses 
to be construed with Simpp. A similar 
expression is found Acts iii. 24. He began 
with Moses first;—He began with each as 
He came to them. De Wette remarks, 
““Tt were much to be wished that we knew 
what Prophecies of the death and triumph 
of Jesus are here meant. There are but 
few that point to the subject.” But I 
take the 7a mepl €avTod to mean something 
very different from mere prophetical pas- 
sages. The whole Scriptures are a testi- 
mony to Him:—the whole history of the 

_ chosen people, with its types, and its law, 
and its prophecies, is a showing forth of 
Him ;—and it was here the whole,—racat 
at yp.,—that He laid out before them. 

This general leading into the meaning 0 
the whole, as a whole, fulfilled in Him, 
would be much more opportune to the 
place, and time occupied, than a direct ex- 
position of selected passages.—‘ The things 
concerning Himself’ (E. V.) is right: not, 
‘the parts concerning Himself.’—Observe 
the testimony which this verse gives to the 
Divine authority, and the Christian inter- 
pretation, of the O. T. Scriptures: so that 
the denial of the references to Christ’s death 
and glory in the O. T. is henceforth nothing 
less than a denial of His own teaching.— 
28. | poser, imperfect : ‘ He was making 
as though’ &c.—mapeB., aorist: ‘they 
constrained Him.’ It is not implied that 
He said anything to indicate that He would 
go further—but simply, that He was pass- 
ing on. — pe” Hpe@v does not imply that 
they lived at Emmaus, merely ‘in the same 
quarters with us.’ — 30.] I believe that 
there was something in the manner of His 
breaking the bread and_helping-and giving 
it to them, which was His own appointed 
means of opening their eyes to the recog- 
nition of Him. But we must not suppose 
any reference to, much less any celebration 
of, the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper. 
Neither of these disciples StaE EE pels at 
its institution; and certainly if had never 
been celebrated since. With this simple 
consideration will fall to the ground all 
that Romanists have built on this incident, 
—even to making it a defence of adminis- 
tration in one kind only (! !)—The Lord at 
thewameal takes on Him the office ‘ of the 
master of the house (which alone woul 
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show that it was not their house, but an 
inn), perhaps on account of the superior 
place which His discourse had won for Him 

_ in their estimation:—and as the Jewish 
rule was, that ‘‘ three eating together were 
bound to give thanks”’ (Berac. 45, 1, cited 
by Meyer), He fulfils this duty. In doing 
sd, perhaps the well-known manner of His 
taking bread, &c., perhaps the marks of 
the nails in His hands then first noticed, 
or these together, as secondary means,— 
but certainly His own will and permission to 
be seen by them, opened their eyes to know 
Him. — 31.] adavros, not avroic, which 
would imply His body to have remained 
but invisible to them: but az’ adraéy, im- 
plying, besides the supernatural disappear- 
ance, a real objective removal from them. 
—32.] ‘Was there not something heart- 
indling in His discourse by the way, which 

would have led us to suppose that it was 
“none but the Lord Himself?’ not that they 
did suppose it,—but the words are a sort 
of self-reproach for not having done so. 
Comp. Matt. vii. ult. — eddder Hpiv, as 
Bengel remarks, is more than cuvedder 
YL. :—‘ He spoke ¢o us,’ not merely ‘ with 
us,’ as E. V. — 33.] ‘Jam non timent iter 
nocturnum, quod antea dissuaserant ignoto 
comiti.’ Bengel. — 34.] The whole eleven 
were not there—Thomas was not present, 
if at least the appearance which follows be 
the same as that in John xx. 19, which 
there seems no reason to doubt. Some 
have derived an argument from this incom- 
pleteness in their number for the second of 
the travellers being also an Apostle; Wie- 
seler (Chron. vol. i. p. 431) believes it to 
have been James the son of Alphzeus or 
Clopas or Cleopas (but see above) journey- 
ing with his father, and the appearance on 

the road to Emmaus to be the same as 
099n 'LaxwBw, 1 Cor. xv. 7.— Who these 
ot ovy avrotc are, we learn from Acts i. 14. 
—34.] This appearance to Simon (i. e 
Peter—the other Simon would not be thus 
named without. explanation;—see ch. v 

3 ff.) is only hinted at here,—but is as- 
serted again, 1 Cor. xv. 5, in immediate con- 
nexion with that which here follows. It is 
not clear whether it took place before or 
after that on the way to Emmaus. — 35. ] 
‘And they’—the travellers, distinguished 
from the others—not ‘ they also,’ for then 
the clause would be left without a copula. 
—év Tq kX. We can hardly after éyvaoby 
exclude that sense of ‘ in,’ which gives that 
which follows a share in the instrumentality. 
The example cited by De Wette, éy 77 
avaotacet, Matt. xxii. 28, for the sense, 
‘ during the breaking,’ &c. does not apply, 
inasmuch as there is no verb: John xiii. 35 
is far more to the point, and almost decides 
for the other sense. That this should have 
been so, does not exclude the supernatural 
opening of their eyes: see above, on ver. 
31. 

24, The identity of these appearances 
need hardly be insisted on. On Mark’s 
narrative see notes there. That of John 
presents no difficulties, on one supposition, 
—that he had not seen this of Luke. The 
particulars related by him are mostly ad- 
ditional, but not altogether so.—86.] earn 
év péco—while they were speaking of these 
things,—possibly not entirely crediting the 
account, as seems hinted at in Mark xvi. 
13,—the Lord appeared, the doors being 
shut, in the midst (John xx. 19 and notes). 
—eip. tp., the ordinary Jewish salutation, 
D2> Didw, see ch. x. 5, but of more than 

36—49.] Mark xvi. 14. John xx. 19— 
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ordinary meaning in the mouth of the 
Lord: see John xiv. 27.—387.] On account 

of His sudden appearance, and the likeness 
to one whom they knew to have been dead. 
—trvevpa is a ghost or spectre—an appear- 
ance of the dead to the living ; not exactly 
as gavracpa, Matt. xiv. 26, which might 
have been any appearance of a super- 
natural kind. — 38.] 8:adoy., not merely 
‘ thoughts,’ as BE. V., but ‘ questionings.’— 
39.] There seems to be some doubt whether 
the reference to His hands and feet were 
on account of the marks of the nails, to 
prove His identity,—or as being the un- 
covered parts of His body, and to prove 
His corporeity. Both views seem sup- 
ported by the text, and I think both were 
united. The sight of the Hands and Feet, 
which they recognized as His, might at 
once convince them of the reality of the 
appearance, and the identity of the Person. 
The account of John confirms the idea that 
He showed them the marks of the nails, 
both by His side being added, and by the 
expressions of Thomas which followed. 
The same seems also implied in our ver. 
40.—The assertion of the Lord must not 
be taken as representing merely ‘ the popu- 
lar notion concerning spirits’ (Dr. Burton) ; 
He who is the Truth, does not speak thus 
of that which He knows, and has created. 

a 

He declares to us the truth, that those ap- 
pearances to which He was now likened by 
the disciples, and spirits in general, have 
not flesh and bones. Observe caoKa k. 
écréa—but not aiva. This the resurrec- 
tion Body had not,—as being the animal 
life :—see notes on John vi. 51, and John 
xx, 27.—41.] Wetstein quotes Livy, xxxix. 
49, vix sibimet ipsi pre necopinato gaudio 
credentes. — 42.| This was done further to 
convince them of His real corporeity. The 
omission of the words kat . . . «yptov in 
the best MSS. is remarkable: it may per- 
haps have originated in the kal. . . ./ 
kal ... 3 or perhaps from an idea in some 
transcriber that this meal is the same as 
that in John xxi. 9. The words could 
hardly have been an interpolation. — 44. | 
Certainly, from the recurrence of 8é, which 
implies immediate sequence, Luke, at the 
time of writing his Gospel, was not aware 
of any Galilean appearances of the Lord, 
nor indeed of any later than this one. 
That he corrects this in Acts i, shows him 
meantime to have become acquainted with 
some other sources of information, not 
however perhaps including the Galilean 
appearances (see Prolegomena to Luke).— 
The following discourse apparently contains 
a summary of many things said during the 
last forty days before the ascension ;—they 

- 
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cannot have been said on this evening; for 
after the command in yer. 49, the disciples 
would not have gone away into Galilee. 
Whether the Evangelist regarded it as a 
summary, is to me extremely doubtful. 
Knowing apparently of no Galilzean appear- 
ances, he seems to relate the command of 

ver. 49, both here and in the Acts, as in- 
tended to apply to the whole time between 
the Resurrection and the Ascension.— 
ovtou ot X., ‘ behold the realization of the 
words,’ &c. — ots €A.: see ch. xviii. 31— 
xxii. 37. Matt. xxvi. 56 al. ; but doubtless 
He had often said things to them on these 
matters which have not been recorded for 
us. So in John x. 25 we have apparently 
a reference to a saying not recorded.—This 
threefold division of the O. T. is the ordi- 
nary Jewish one, into the Law (7m), Pro- 
phets (0x22), and Hagiographa (O}1n3),— 
the first containing the Pentateuch ;—the 
second Joshua, Judges, the four books of 
Kings, and the Prophets, except Daniel ;— 
the third the Psalms, and all the rest of the 
canonical books:— Daniel, Esther, Ezra, 
and Nehemiah being reckoned as one book, 
and the Chronicles closing the canon.— 
47.] apEdp.., a neuter absolute—‘ it having 
begun :’ see reff. The substance of the 
preaching of the Gospel literally corre- 
sponded to this description—see Acts i li. 38, 
pETavonoare, kai Barrio0nrw EKAOTOC / 
bpav tri Tp dv. “Inood xp. Eig apeoiy 
apapti@y,—were the words of the first © 

“and Res ee of the nakedness of — sermon preached at Jerusalem. eee |] bpets. 
From what follows, Acts i. 22, if these 
words are to be taken in their oe sense, 
they must have been spoken only to the 
Apostles ;—they may however have been 
more general, and said to all present.— 
49.] This promise is explained (Acts i. 5) 

ins. 
txt A C D abe Cypr. Hil.—for etc, 

txt AC7 FK MUA (HV ?), &c.—48. dé 

to be the baptism with the Holy Ghost 
and the time is limited to ‘not many days 
hence.’ — éy® atoo. The procession of 
the Holy Spirit from the Son is clearly here 
declared, as well as that from the Father. 
And consequently we find Peter, in Acts ii. 
33, referring back to these very words, in 
ascribing the outpouring of the Spirit to 
the now exalted Saviour. 
also the éy of this is filled up by 77 dsécg 
Tov Osov vweic—the proper supplement 
of it here also.—The promise itself is not 
found in the three Gospels, but expressly 
and frequently in John xiv—xvi: see ch. 
xiv. 16. 26. xv. 26. xvi. 7—11. 13, 14.— 
The present, &tootéAXw, is not = a fu- 
ture, but implies that the actual work is 
done, and the state brought in, by which 
that sending is accomplished ;—viz. the 
giving of the maoa éEouvcia ty otjpavy x. 
éwi yijc, Matt. xxviii. 18.—No stress need 
be laid on kaSiocare: see reff.—The word 
‘lepouc. is probably interpolated by some 
who, believing these words to represent 
the Galilean discourse, placed it here for 
an explanation: or perhaps Acts i. 4 gave 
occasion to it. This command must have 
been (historically) uttered after the return 
from Galilee: see above.— évdue. Though 
the expression (see reff.) is used in the 
O. T. of inspiration by the Spirit, it here 
has its full Bane of abiding vee ae 

Seema, 

son. 

the Fail. — 50.] The ascension appears to 
be related as taking place after the above 
words were spoken—but there is an uncer- 
tainty and want of specification about the 
narrative, which forbids us to conclude that 
it is intended as following immediately upon 
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them. This however can only be said as 
taking the other Gospels and Acts i. into 
account :—if we had none but the Gospel of 
Luke, we should certainly say that the 
Lord ascended after the appearance to the 
Apostles and others, on the evening of the 
day of His resurrection. — e&ny. €&a, i. e. 
from Jerusalem: see Matt. xxvi. 75. — €ws 
eis B.—not quite to the village itself, but 
over the brow of the Mount of Olives 
where it descends on Bethany: see Acts i. 
12. (The synonymousness of these two 
expressions may show that the same is 
meant, when, Mark xi. 11, the Lord is said 
to have gone out at night to Bethany, and, 
Luke xxi. 37, to the Mount of Olives.) — 
51.] 8véoTy—not, ‘ He went a little dis- 
tance from them’ previous to His ascension, 
—as Meyer would interpret it; but the 
two verbs belong to one and the same in- 
cident,—‘ He was parted from them and 
borne up into heaven.’ We need not un- 
derstand, ‘ by an angel,’ or ‘by a cloud,’ 
nor need avep. be middle; the absolute 
passive is best.—The tense is imperfect, 
signifying the continuance of the going up 
during the mposkuv. of the next verse.— 
The more particular account of the Ascen- 
sion is given Acts i. 9—12, where see notes. 
That account is in perfect accordance with 
this, but supplementary to it.—52.] amposk. 
This had been done before by the women, 
Matt. xxviii. 9, and by the disciples on the 
mountain in Galilee. This however was a 
more solemn act of worship, now paid to 
Tim as exalted to God’s right hand.—68. ] 
StamavtTos, ‘continually ’—not ‘all their 
time ;’—daily, at the hours of prayer: see 
Acts i. 13. iii. 1. 

A few words must be appended here on 
a point which has been mca in 
Germany even among the more orthodox 
commentators; the HISTORIC REALITY OF 

THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE Ascenston\ 
On those among them who doubt the fact 
of an Ascension at all(!), 1 have nothing to 
say,—standing as I do altogether on differ- 
ent ground from them.—The Lord Himself 
foretold His Ascension, John vi. 62. xx. 
17:—it was immediately after His dis- 
appearance from the earth expressly an- 
nounced by the Apostles, Acts ii. $3, 34. 
y. 31 :—continued to be an article of their 
preaching and teaching, 1 Pet. iii. 22. Eph. 
ii. 6. iv. 10. 1 Tim. iii. 16. So far should 
we have been assured of it, had we not 
possessed the testimonies of Luke, here 
and in the Acts:—for the fragment super- 
added to the Gospel of Mark merely states 
the fact, not the manner of it. But, to 
take first the a@ priori view,—is it probable, 
that the Lord would have left so weighty 
a fact in His history on earth without 
witnesses? And might we not have con- 
cluded from the wording of John vi. 62, 
that the Lord must have intended an 
ascension in the sight of some of those to 
whom He spoke, and that the Evangelist 
himself gives that hint, by recording those 
words without comment, that he had seen 
it ?—Then again, is there any thing in the 
bodily state of the Lord after His resur- 
rection which raises any even the least 
difficulty here? He appeared suddenly 
and yanished suddenly, when He pleased : 
—when it pleased Him, He ate, He spoke, 

He walked; but His Body was the Body 
of the Resurrection;—only not yet His 
cima tic Od&ne (Phil. iii. 21), because He 
had not yet assumed that glory: but that 
Tle could assume it, and did assume it at 

His ascension, will be granted by all who 
believe in Him as the Son of God. So 
that it seems, on a priori grounds, probable 
that, granted the fact of the ascension, it 
did take place in some such manner as our 
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‘accounts relate:—in the sight of the dis- 
ciples, and by the uplifting of the risen 
Body of the Lord towards that which is 
to those on this earth the visible Heaven. 
—This being so, let us now, secondly, regard 
the matter d posteriori. We possess two 
accounts of the circumstances of this ascen- 
sion, written by the same person, and that 
person a contemporary of the Apostles 
themselves. Of the genuineness of these 
accounts there never was a doubt. How 
improbable that Luke should have related 
what any Apostles or apostolic persons 
might have contradicted! Wow impro- 
bable that the universal Church, founded 
by those who are said to have been eye- 
witnesses of this event, should have re- 
ceived these two accounts as authentic, if 

fay 
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they were not so! That these accounts 
themselves are never referred to in the 
Epistles, is surely no argument against 
them. If an occasion had arisen, such as 
necessitated the writing of 1 Cor. xv.,— 
there can be little doubt that Paul would 
have been as particular in the circum- 
stances of the Ascension, as he has been 
in those of the Resurrection. The fact is, 

that by far the greatest difficulty remains 
to be solved by those who can imagine a 
myth or fiction on this subject to have 
arisen in the first age of the Church. 
Such a supposition is not more repugnant 
to our Christian faith and reverence, than 
it is to common sense and historical con- 
sistency. 
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Cuar. I. 1—18.] Prologue: in which is 
contained the substance and subject of the 
whole Gospel. Tor ErerNAL Worp oF 
Gop, THE SOURCE OF ALL EXISTENCE, 
LIFE, AND LIGHT, BECAME FLESH, DWELT 
AMONG US, WAS WITNESSED TO BY JOHN, 
REJECTED BY HIS OWN PEOPLE, BUT RE- 
CEIVED BY SOME, WHO HAD POWER GIVEN 
THEM TO BECOME THE SONS OF Gop. HE 
WAS THE PERFECTION AND END OF Gop’s 
REVELATION OF HIMSELF; WHICH WAS 
PARTIALLY MADE IN THE LAW, BUT FULLY 
DECLARED IN JESUS CHRIST. 
1—5.] The eternal pre-existence of 

the héyos: His personal distinctness ; but 
essential unity with God. , His working in 
Creation, and in the enlightening of men, 
before His manifestation in the flesh ; His 
non-apprehension by them.—1.]| Before 
commenting on the truths here declared, it 
is absolutely necessary to discuss the one 
word on which the whole turns: viz. 6 
Adyos. (a) This term is used by John 
without explanation, as bearing a meaning 
well-known to his readers, The inquiry 
concerning that meaning must therefore be 
conducted on historical, not on mere gram- 

matical grounds. And the most impor- 
tant elements of the inquiry are, (I.) the 
usage of speech as regards the word, by 
John himself and other biblical writers: . 
and (II.) the purely historical information 
which we possess on the ideas attached to 
the word.—(3) From the first consideration 
we find, that in other biblical authors, as 

> ace ie Mts c 
ee es apy) 1” 0 Aoyoc, KaL O Aoyoc nv © TO0C Tov ABD 

nN \ 3 ¢ , 9 , ) ~ 
cov, Kat Vsoc Hv oO Aoyoc. ” ovToc HY EV apXn TOC Tov 

c = Matt. xiii. 56. xxvi. 65. Mark vi. 3. ix. 19, 

well as in John, the word is never used to 
signify the Divine Reason, or Mind; nor 
indeed those of any human creature. These 
ideas are expressed by wvedpa, or kapdia, 
or vovc, or 7) copia Tov Meov. In the clas- 
sics the word \dyog never signifies the sub- 
jective faculty of reason, but the reason to 
be given, objectively, of any thing or things. 
The usual scripture meaning of Adyog is 
speech, or word.—6 éyos tod 8. is the 
creative, declarative, injunctive Word of 
God. (y) That this is also the import in 
our prologue, is manifest, from the evident 
relation which it bears to the opening of 
the history of creation in Genesis.—6 Aéyos 
is not an attribute of God, but an acting 
reality, by which the Eternal and infinite 
is the Great First Cause of the created and 
finite. (¢) Again this Aéyos is undoubt- 
edly in our prologue, personal:—not an 
abstraction merely, nor a personification,— 
but a Person: for 6 \éyocg Av mpds Tov 
Ocdv, and 6 Adyoc oapé éyevero.—(e) More- 
over, the Adyog is identical with Jesus 
Curist, as the pre-existing Son of God. 
A comparison of vy. 14 and 15 will place 
this beyond doubt.—(Z) And Jesus Christ 
is the Word of God, not because He speaks 
the word (as if 6 Adyog = 6 AEywy, which 
is contrary to all usage, in which it = not 
6 AEywr, but 7d AEyopevor) ;—nor because 
He is the One promised or spoken of, = 
6 Ney6pevoc,—which is even less according 
to analogy ;—nor because He is the Author 
and source of the Adyo¢g as spoken in the 
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Scriptures, &c.,—any more than His being 
calied fom and as implies only that He 
is the Giver of life and light ;—but because 
the Word dwells in and speaks from Him, 
just as the Light dwells in and shines from, 
and the Life lives in, and works from, Him. 
(n) This Aéyos which became flesh, is not 
Jrom, nor of, Time nor Space (ch. iii. 31. 
viii. 58); but eternally pre-existent,—and 
manifested in Time and Space, for the 
gracious ends of Divine Love in Redemp- 
tion (ch. iii. 16,17). (6) This Adyos spoke 
in the law and prophets, yet partially and 
imperfectly (ver. 17. ch. v. 39, 46); but in 
the personal Néyoc, spoke forth in fulness 
of grace and truth. It was He who made 
the worlds (ver. 3); He, who appeared to 
Isaiah (Isa. vi. comp. ch. xii. 41); He, 
whose glory is manifested in His power 
over nature (ch. ii. 11); He, by reception 
of whom the new birth is wrought (ch. i. 
12, 13); Who has power over all flesh (ch. 
xvii. 2),—and can bestow eternal life (ibid.) ; 
whose very sufferings were His glory, and 
the glorifying of God (ch. xvii. 1 al.) ; and 
Who, after those sufferings, resumed, and 
now has, the glory which He had with the 
Father before the world begun (ch. xvii. 24). 
—II. (1) We are now secondly to inquire, 
how it came that John found this word 
Adyos so ready-made to his hands, as to 
require no explanation. The answer to 
this will be found by tracing the gradual 
personification of the Word, or Wisdom of 
God, in the O. T. and Jewish writings. 
(c) We find faint traces of this personifi- 
cation in the book of Psalms: see Ps. xxxiii. 
4.6. cxix. 89.105. cvii. 20. cxlvii. 15. 18. 
But it was not the mere offspring of poetic 
diction. For the whole form and expression 
of the O. T. revelation was that of the Word 

‘ of God. The Mosaic History opens with 
‘God said, Let there be light.’ Spoken 
commands, either openly, or in visions, were 
the communications from God to man. It 

is the Word, in all the Prophets; the Word, 
in the Law; in short, the Word, in all 
God’s dealings with His people: see fur- 
ther, Isa. lv. 10, 11. xl. 8. Jer. xxiii. 29 al. 
(A) And as the Word of God was the con- 
stant idea for His revelations relatively to 
man, so was the wisdom of God, for those 

which related to His own essence and at- 
tributes. That this was a later form of 
expression than the simple recognition of 
the Divine word in the Mosaic and early 
historical books,—would naturally be the 
case, in the unfolding of spiritual knowledge 
and Divine contemplation. His Almighti- 
ness was first felt, before His Wisdom and 
moral Purity were appreciated. In the 
books of Job (xxviii. 12 ff.) and the Pro- 
verbs (ch. viii., ix.) we find this Wisdom 
of God personified; in the latter in very 
plain and striking terms: and this not 
poetically only, but practically; ascribing 
to the Wisdom of God all His revelation of 
Himself in His works of Creation and 
Providence. So that this Wisdom em- 
braced in fact in itself the Power of God; 
and there wanted but the highest Divine 
attribute, Love, to complete the idea. But 
this was reserved for the N. T. manifesta- 
tion. (w) The next evidences of the gradual 
personification of the Wisdom of God are 
found in the two Apocryphal Books, the 
Wisdom of Jesus the son of Sirach, and 
the Wisdom of Solomon. The first of these, 
originally written in Hebrew (see Winer, 
Realworterbuch, i. 652 ff.), belongs pro- 
bably to the latter half of the second cen- 
tury before Christ. In ch. i. 1—10, Wis- 
dom is said to be zapd kupiov, Kai per 
avrov sic Tov ai@ya: and in ver. 4, 7po- 
Tipa mayTwy EkTistat copia. Then in 
ch. xxiv. 9—21, the same strain is con- 
tinued; 70 Tov al®vog ax’ apyiig Exricé 
pe x.7.A., and the passage concludes with 
these remarkable words, ot éoiovréc pe Ere 
TeVaoovol, Kai ol TivoyTég pe Ere Ovpr)j- 
covo.v.—In the book of the Wisdom of 
Solomon, dating probably about 100 a.c., 
we find (in ch. vi. 22—ch. ix.) a similar 
personification and eulogy of Wisdom. In 
this remarkable passage we have Wisdom 
called rapedooc THY oHy Opdvwy (ch. ix. 
4)—said to have been zapovoa bre ézroiec 
Toy Kécpoy (ch. ix. 9)—parallelized with 
6 Aéyoe cov (ch. ix. J, 2. see also ch. xvi. 
12). Inch. xviii. 15, 16 the wavrodiva- 
prog Adyog is set forth as an Angel coming 
down from heaven, and destroying the 
Egyptians. — It seems highly probable 
that the author’s monotheistic views were 
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b = Phil. iii. 12, 
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already confused by the admixture of Plato- 

nism, and that he regarded Wisdom as a 

kind of soul of the world. He occasionally 

puts her for God, occasionally for an attri- 

bute of God. But he had not yet attained 

that near approach to a personal view which 

we shall find in the next step of our in- 

quiry. (v) The large body of Jews resident 

in Alexandria were celebrated for their 

gnosis, or religious philosophy. The origin 

of this philosophy must be referred to the 

mixture of the Jewish religious element 

with the speculative philosophies of the 

Greeks, more especially with that of Plato, 

and with ideas acquired during the captivity 

from Oriental sources. One of these Alex- 

andrine writers in the second century A.C. 

was Aristobulus, some fragments of whose 

works have been preserved to us. He tells 

us that by the Qeia gwv7 we are not to 

understand a pyro¢ Adyoe, but tpywy 

catackevac—the whole working of God in 

the creation of the world.—But the most 

complete representation of the Judeo- 

alexandrine gnosis has come down to us in 

the works of Philo, who flourished cir. a.D. 

40—50. It would be out of the province 

of a note to give a review of the system of 

Philo: the result only of such review (see 

Liicke, vol. i. 272—283) will be enough. 

He identifies the Xéyoc with the sogia of 

God; it is the eikwy Oeov (Mangey, vol. i. 

p. 6 al. fr.) ; the dpxérumog k. mapadeiypa 

gwric, avrog 6é ovdEevi TOY yEYOVOTWY 

Gpotoe (i. 632)": 6 moecBUTEPOG THY yéve- 

ow siiyporwy (i. 437) : moeaBuTEpoe ViOC 

rob roy bvtwy Twarpdc (i. 414): 0 mpwrd- 

yovoc abrov, 6 dyyehog mpEecBbraroc, wE 

apxayyedog ToAVMYY[LOC vrapywy (i.427); 

oxid Geod, @ Kabaep doyavyp KONTapEVvoc 

feooporroiet (i. 106): de ob 0 Kdopo¢ Kar- 

eoxevdsOn (i. 162): rw Oé aoxayyéy &. 

mpesBurary hoy Swpedy éaiperov E0w- 

Kev 6 Ta OA YEVYNTAE TATIO, tva peOoptoc 

orde TO yevomevoy CLakpivy ToU TETOLN- 

Koroc.—ayddXerar 68 eri TY OwpEd, .. +. - 
obre ayévrnrog We 6 Oede Wy, OVE yevvy- 

Toe We VpleiC, AAA péoe THY aKowy, appo- 

répoic Opnoevwy (i. 51, 2):—dvo yap, 

woe Couey, tepad Oeov, tv pév 00€ O Kdopoc, 

iy @ Kai apyepede 0 Mpwrdyovog avTov 

Oeiog Abyor (i. 653) :—6 Tov Oeod brapxoc 

(i. 308): meptexer Tavra, Kal TEeTANPWKEY 

(ii. 655) :—devTepoe Oe0c, be tor éxeivou 

Aoyog (ii. 625, fragment, from Eusebius 

Prep. Evang. vii. 13). These instances, 

the number of which might be much en- 

larged, will serve to show how remarkably 
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near to the diction and import of some 
passages in our Gospel Philo approached in 
speaking of the \éyoc.—At the same time 
there is a wide and unmistakeable differ- 
ence between his Adyog and that of the 
Apostle. He does not distinguish it from 
the Spirit of God (Liicke, i. p. 278), nor 
does he connect it with any Messianic ideas, 
though these latter were familiar to him. 
Besides, his views are strangely compounded 
of Platonism and Judaism. The Adyog 
seems to be one comprehending, or ruling, 
the dvvapetc or idéar of God, which, al- 
though borrowed from Plato, he Judaically 
calls dyyeXot, and the Adyoc their apx- 
dyyedog. We see by this however how fixed 
and prepared the term, and many of its 
attributes, were in the religious philosophy 
of the Alexandrine Jews. (On the question 
whether the X\dyog of Philo is to be taken 
as strictly personal, see Dorner’s remarks 
on Liicke, in his Lehre von der Person 
Christi, i. p. 22 note.) (0) Meanwhile the 
Chaldee paraphrasts of the O. T. had 
habitually used such expressions as 8], 
or nP2W, or NPD, ‘ the glory,’ or ‘the 

presence,’ or ‘ the word,’ of God,—in places 
where nothing but His own agency could 
be understood. The latter of these—the 
Memra, or word of God,—is used in so 
strictly personal a sense, that there can be 
little doubt that the Paraphrasts under- 
stood by it a Divine Person or Emanation. 
(x) From these elements, the Alexandrine 
and Jewish views of the Néyog or cogia of 
God, there appears to have arisen very 
early among Christians, both orthodox and 
heretic, formal expressions, in which these 
or equivalent. terms were used. Of this 
the Apostle Paul furnishes the most emi- 
nent example. His teacher Gamaliel united 
in his instruction both these elements, and 
they are very perceptible in the writings of 
his pupil. But we do not find in them any 
direct use of the term déyos, as personally 
applied to the Son of God. This shows 
him to have spoken mainly according to 
the Jewish school,—among whom, as Origen 
states, he could find none who held 76, roy 
Aéyor elvat Toy vidy Tov Oeod (cont. Cels. 
ii. 31). (0) We find a much nearer ap- 
proximation to the Alexandrine method of 
speech in the Epistle to the Hebrews, writ- 
ten, if not by Apollos, by some other dis- 
ciple intimately acquainted with the Alex- 
andrine gnosis (see the opening verses, and 
especially gfowy Ta mavra TP PHpate TIC 

, > Cuvdpewg avrov). But even there we have 
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not the édyos identified personally with 
the Lord Jesus Christ, nor indeed per- 
sonally spoken of at all,—however near 
some passages may seem to approach to 
this usage (ch. iv. 12, 13. xi. 3). (0) The 
Alexandrine gnosis was immediately con- 
nected with Ephesus, where the Gospel of 
John was probably written. Apollos (Acts 
xviii. 24) came thither from Alexandria ; 
and Cerinthus is related by Theodoret (fab. 
her. ii. 3, cited by Liicke, i. 284) to have 
studied and formed his philosophic system 
in Egypt, before coming to Ephesus. 
(r) These notices will serve to account for 
the term Aéyos being already found by 
John framed to his use; and the anti- 
gnostic tendency of his writings will fur- 
nish an additional reason why he should 
rescue such important truths as the pre- 
existence and attributes of the Divine \éyo¢ 
from the perversions which false philosophy 
had begun to make of them. (v) In all 
that has been said in this note, no insinu- 
ation has been conveyed that either the 
Apostle Paul, or the writer to the Hebrews, 
or John, adopted in any degree their teach- 
ing from the existing philosophies. Their 
teaching (which is totally distinct from any 
of those philosophies, as will be shown in 
this commentary) is that of the Holy Spirit; 
—and the existing philosophies, with all 
their follies and inadequacies, must be re- 
garded, in so far as they by their terms or 
ideas subserved the work which the Spirit 
had to do by the Apostles and teachers of 
Christianity, as so many. providential pre- 
parations of the minds of men to receive 
the fuller effulgence of the Truth as it 
is in Jesus, which shines forth in these 
Scriptures. 

The substance of this note has been de- 
rived from Dr. Liicke’s Commentary, vol. i. 
p- 249—294; De Wette’s Handbuch, on 
John i. 1; Dorner, Lehre von der Person 
Christi, i. p. 15 ff.; Olshausen, Comm. ii. 
p. 30 ff. 

év apxy] = mpd Tov Toy Kdopoy eivat, 
ch, xvii. 5. The expression is indefinite, 
and must be interpreted relatively to the 
matter spoken of. Thus in Acts xi. 15, it 
is ‘the beginning of the Gospel:’ and by 
the same principle of interpretation, here 
it is ‘the beginning of all things,’ on ac- 
count of the wdvra Ov adr. ty. ver. 3.— 
These words, if they do not assert, at least 

Vox. I. 

txt AC D.—6. hy ov. airy D* abcv Iren. 

imply, the eternal pre-existence of the Di- 
vine Word. For éy apyq Hv is not said of 
an act done év adoxy (as in Gen. i. 1), but 
of a state existing év dpyy, and therefore 
without beginning itself. — jy, not equi- 
valent to goriv (see tyw eipt, ch. viii. 58 
al.), as Euthymius and others have sup- 
posed; but Origen has given the true rea- 
son for the indefinite past being used,—7yr 
piv Kupwrepov éxi tov Osou oyou Td 
€otw eizeiv’ ad’ tei mpdc dtapopdy 
TiC évavOowrHoEwWCS yEvomévne Ev TiVE 
Kalop, avTi Tov €aTtWw Tw HV 6 EvayyeE- 
Atori¢ Kéxonrat (in Catena, Liicke, p. 296). 
The existence of an enduring and unlimited 
state of being implied in yy is contrasted 
with éyévero in ver. 3, and especially in 
ver. 14.— Kat 6 A. Hv mpos Tt. 0.) The 
usage of apog here, as ‘ with’ (i.e. ‘ chez’), 
is sufficiently borne out: by the reff. — 
Basil remarks (Liicke, i. 297) that John 
Says mpoc Tov @., not éy Tw 0., iva TO 
idtdlov ric brocTdoewe TapacThoy,..... 
tva pn rodpacw Op Ty ovyxboe Tie 
vrostdcewe. Both the inner substantial 
union, and the distinct personality of the 
Aédyog are here asserted. The former is 
distinctly repeated in the next words.—x. 0. 
jv 6 X.] ‘and the Word was God.’ No 
other rendering will satisfy the grammatical 
construction. The omission of the article 
before the predicate, when the predicate 
stands before the copula, is the usage of 
the N. T. writers. We have a striking 
example of this in Matt. xiii. 37—39: 6 
oréiowy ... EoTy 6 vidc T. dvO.—4 dypdc 
fori 0 Koopoc—é&c. &c.; but 6 d& Oep- 
o0c, suvrédeta TOU aiwyoc totiv" ot dé 
Oeororai, dyyeXdot eiowv. I make this re- 
mark merely to justify the above render- 
ing, as far as the form of the sentence is 
concerned (see also wvebdpa 6 Ode, ch. iv. 
24). But the sense to be conveyed here is 
as weighty a consideration as the form of 
the sentence. Had John intended to say, 
‘ God was the Word,’—what meaning could 
his assertion possibly have conveyed? None 
other than a contradiction to his last asser- 
tion, by which he had distinguished God 
from the Word. And not only would this 
be the case, but the assertion would be 
inconsistent with the whole historical idea 
of the Aéyoc, making this term to signify 
merely an attribute of God, just as when it 

is said 0 020¢ ayarn éoriv. ay to men- 
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tion the unprecedented inversion of subject 
and predicate which this would occasion ; 
6 Noyog having been the subject before, and 
again resumed as the subject afterwards.— 
The rendering of the words being then as 
above, their meaning is the next question. 
The omission of the article before Qed¢ is 
not mere usage; it could not have been 
here expressed, whatever place the words 
might hold in the sentence. 6 Adyoe yr 6 
Qed¢ would give a sense liable to the ob- 
jections first stated, and destroy the idea 
of the Adyog altogether. @ed¢ must then 
be taken as implying ‘ God,’ in substance 
and essence,—not 6 @¢dc, ‘ the Father,’ in 
Person. It does not = @éioc, nor is it to 
be rendered a God—but, as in oap& éyé- 
veto, capé expresses that state into which 
the Divine Word entered by a definite act, 
so in Oeds Hv, Yedc¢ expresses that essence 
which was His éy apy7:—that He was 
very God. So that this first verse might 
be connected thus: the Logos was from 
eternity,—was with God (the Father),— 
and was Himself God. — 2.] In order to 
direct the mind to the difference (in unity) 
between this X\éyoc and 6 Osdc, John recalls 
the reader’s attention to the two first clauses 
of ver. 1, which he now combines, in order 
to pass on to the creative work, which dis- 
tinctly belongs to the Adyoc. Thus also 
this verse fixes the reference of adrovd in 
ver. 3, which might otherwise, after the 
mention of Oédc, have seemed ambiguous. 
—3.] mavra = ra mavra (1 Cor. viii. 6. 
Col. i. 16), = 6 Koopoc, ver. 10. ‘This 
parallelism of itself refutes the Socinian 
interpretation of adyra, ‘all Christian 
graces and virtues,’ ‘ the whole moral world.’ 
But the history of the term Adyoe forbids 
such an explanation entirely. For Philo 
(i. 162) says, evpnoete airioy piv avrov 
(rov Kdojov) Tov Ody, Dp od yéyovEY 
Udny 62, Ta TEcoapa oToLxeta, & WY ouY- 
expan Spyavov 8&, Adyov Ccot, SV ov 
Kateokevacn: see also Col. i. 16, and 
Heb. i. 2. Olshausen observes, that we 
never read in Scripture that ‘ Christ made 
the world;’ but ‘the Father made the 
world d:a the Son,’ or ‘ the world was made 
7d the Father, and dua the Son:’ because 
the Son never works of Himself, but always 
as the revelation of the Father; His work 
is the Father’s wil/, and the Father has no 

Will, except the Son, who is all His will 
(¢v  evddxnoe). The Christian Fathers 
rightly therefore rejected the semi-arian 
formula ‘The Son was begotten by an act 

k constr. ch. ix. 3. xiii. 18. Mark y. 23. 

of the Father’s will;’ for He is that Will 
Himself. — wai ywp. ait.) This addition 
is not merely a Hebraistic parallelism, but 
a distinct denial of the eternity and un- 
createdness of matter as held by the Gnos- 
tics. They set matter, as a separate exist- 
ence, over against God, and made it the 
origin of evil:—but John excludes any such 
notion. Nothing was made without Him 
(the Aéyoc); all matter, and implicitly 
evil itself, in the deep and inscrutable pur- 
poses of creation (for it od« jv ty 7TH apyy 
adda yéyovev), 8 avrod éyévero.—The 
punctuation of the end of the verse is un- 
certain, if we regard solely MSS. authority, 
but rests on the sense of the passage, which 
is rendered weak, and inconsistent with 
analogy, by placing the period after ovdé 
ty :—weak, because in that case we must 
render ‘ That which was made by Him was 
life (i. e. having life), and that life was the 
light of men;’ but how was that life, i. e. 
that living creation which was made by 
Him, the light of men ?—inconsistent with 
grammatical analogy, for John never uses 
yevioOa ty for ‘to be made by.’ TI have 
determined therefore for the ordinary punc- 
tuation, still marking it as doubtful. It is 
said to have been first adopted owing to 
an abuse of the passage by the Macedonian 
heretics, who maintained that if the exclu- 
sion was complete, the Holy Spirit can also 
not have been without His creating power, 
i.e. was created by Him. But this would 
be refuted without including 0 yéyover, 
for the Holy Spirit qv, not éyévero. — 4. ] 
éy avr. Lowy Av—compare | Johny. 11. i.1, 
and ch. vi. 33.—fo} is not merely ‘ spi- 
ritual life,’ nor ‘the recovery of blessed- 
ness, —as Tholuck, Kuinoel, &c. explain 
it: —the Adyoc is the source of all life to 
the creature, not indeed ultimately, but 
mediately (see ch. v. 26. 1 John y. 11).— 
Kk. 7 Coh Av T. bas T. avO.] This is not to 
be understood of the teaching of the Incar- 
nate Logos, but of the enlightening and 
life-sustaining influence of the eternal Son 
of God, in Whom was life. In the material 
world, light, the offspring of the Word of 
God, is the condition of life, and without it 
life degenerates and expires :—so also in 
the spiritual world, that /ife which is in 
Him, is to the creature the very condition 
of all development and furtherance of the 
life of the spirit. All knowledge, all purity, 
all love, all happiness, spring up and grow 
from this life, which is the light to them 
all.—It is not p&c, but td PH¢ :—because 
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this is the only true light: see ver. 9, also 
1 John i. 5.—5.] As light and life are 
closely connected ideas, so are death and 
darkness. The whole world, lying in death 
and in darkness, is the oxotta here spoken 
of :—not merely the éoxoricpévor (Eph. v. 
7, 8), but the whole mass, with the sole 
exception (see below, ver. 12) of 6o0t 
éXaBov abroy (compare ch. iii. 19. 1 Johh 
v. 19). — This gatver is not merely the 
historical present, but describes the whole 
process of the light of life in the Eternal 
Word shining in this evil and dark world ; 
both by the O. T. revelations, and (see ch. 
x. 16. xii. 52) by all the scattered fragments 
of light glittering among the thick darkness 
of heathendom. — kal .... karéd.] ‘ and 
the darkness comprehended (understood, 
apprehended) it not.’ That this is the 
meaning, will be clear from the context. 

John states here as a general fact, what he 
afterwards states of the appearance of the 
Incarnate Word to the chosen people, ver.11. 
The sentences are strictly parallel. 70 ¢. 
tv TH OK. daiver || Ei¢ Ta idvca Oe, and 
K. 1) OK. AUTO Ov KaTEX. || Kal ot tOLoL adrov 
ov wapé\aBov. In the first, he is speak- 
ing of the whole shining of this light over 
the world; in the second, of its historical 
manifestation to the Jews. In both cases, 
the Divine Word was rejected. mapthaBov 
is used in the second case as expressing 
the personal assumption to oneself as a 
friend or companion: see reff.—Liicke ob- 
serves (i. 313), that the almost tragic tone 
of this verse is prevalent through the Gos- 
pel of John and his first epistle, see ch. iii. 
19. xii. 37 ff. al.; and is occasionally found 
in Paul also, see Rom. i. 18 ff.—-The other 
interpretation of karéAaBev, ‘ overtook, 
came upon’ (for that of ‘ overcame’ (Orig., 
Theophyl., Euthym.) is not admissible, the 
word never importing this), is unobjection- 
able as far as the usage of the word is con- 
cerned (see ch. xii. 35. Mark ix. 18) ; but 
yields no sense in the context.—The con- 
nexion of the two members of our verse by 
kal is not, “‘The Light shineth in the 
darkness, and therefore (i. e. because dark- 
ness is the opposition to light, and they 
exclude one another) the darkness compre- 
hendeth it not :’”’ but, ‘The Light shineth 
in the dark, and yet (notwithstanding that 
the effect of light in darkness is so great 
and immediate in the physical world) the 
darkness comprehendeth it not:’’ see Kai 
below, ver. 11. 
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6—18.] The manifestation and working 
of the Divine Word, Jesus Christ, the Son 
of God, incarnate in our flesh. —6.] The 
Evangelist now passes to the historic mani- 
festation of the Word. perednAvbw¢ ext 
TY émipaveay Tov viov, Tiva dv sdpev 
apxiy étéoay, h Ta Kata Toy ‘lwavyyny; 
(Theodor. Mopsuest. cited by Liicke, p. 
314.) He enunciates briefly in these verses 
6, 7, what he afterwards, vv. 19—36, 
narrates with historical detail—éyéveto— 
not belonging to dmeorahpévos, but to 
av@p.: the ordinary opening of an historical 
period, see Luke i. 5. No stress on éyé- 
vero, as distinguished from jy, ver. 1: 
(Olshausen), see ch. iii. 1. There was—a 
man sent, &c. In a@meot. mapa Scot we 
have possibly a reference to Mal. iii. 1.— 
7.] The purpose of John’s coming was to 
bear witness to a fact,—which fact (ver. 
33) was made known to him by divine re- 
velation. ‘va paprt. «.7.A. is an expansion 
of eis papt. :—the subject of his testimony 
was to be ‘the Light,’—and the aim of it, 
that all might believe (ei¢ 7d pc, see ch. 
xii. 36) through him, i.e. John: not tov 
gwro¢ (Grot.), which confuses the whole, 
for then we must understand ec Oeov after 
am.ot. which is here out of place).—8.] 
John was himself 6 Avyvos 6 Kardpevoc 
kai gaivwy (ch. v. 35), see note on Matt. 
y. 14, but not +o d@s.—On ‘va see reff. : 
it belongs to qv, not to 7APe above. —9.] 
The word adnOwor (see reff.) in this con- 
nexion imports ‘ original,’ ‘ archetypal,’ and 
is used of the true genuine sources and 
patterns of those things which we find here 
below only in fragmentary imitations and 
derivations. Such an original was the 
Light here spoken of ;—but John was only 
a derived light,—not lumen @/uminans, but 
lumen illuminatum.—The construction of 
this verse has been much disputed. Is 
épxdpevov cis tT. x. to be taken with avOpw- 
mov (as Orig. Syr. Chrysost. Cyril. Theo- 
phyl. Euthym. Vulg. and most of the 
ancient comm. and EH. V.), or does it 
belong to Ta d@s TO GA.?—The former 
construction can only be defended by a 
Rabbinical usage, by which dip ya 52 
means ‘all men’ (Schéttgen, i. 223). But 
it is very questionable whether John ever 
speaks thus. Certainly he does not in any 
of the passages commonly cited to defend 
this rendering, xviii. 37 (which is spoken 

by Christ of Himself and His Mission), 
xvi. 21. 28. xii. 46. And evenif he had, 
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—how harsh and how unmeaning is the 
sentence; whether with Euthym. we lay 
an emphasis on 7y, or with E. V. &c., 
supply rovro before it! If this latter had 
been intended, surely it would have been 
more distinctly expressed; and even when 
it is supplied, we have in this verse only a 
less forcible repetition of ver. 4.—It seems 
then that we must join épy. eis tT. x. with 
T. @s T. &Ayn9.—But even then, three 
ways of rendering are apparently open to 
us.—The first of these, which is that of 
Socinus, takes €pxdép. «.7.A. as meaning, ‘ at 
its coming into the world.’ This however 
—besides the sense being inconsistent with 
ver. 4—leaves the opening clause without 
a demonstrative pronoun, as before. Then, 
secondly, épxdpevov might seem to be used 
in the sense in which we sequently have 
épxXopevoc, as a quasi-future, ‘who was, or 
is, to come ;’ see Matt. xi. 4. Mark x. 20 
al. fr. ch. vi. 14. xi. 27, in which last two 
places it is joined, as here, with eic roy 
Kkécpov. But if this be adopted (which 
even constructionally is very doubtful), the 
only sense will be that the true light, &c. 
was to come;—i.e. had not yet come; 
which manifestly is not correct ;—for it 
had come, when John gave his witness; 
and the whole of these verses 6—13 relate 
to the time when He had appeared, and 
come to His own.—We are driven then to 
the only legitimate rendering, which is to 
take ay éoyopuevor as equivalent to an im- 
perfect, ‘came.’ This usage is frequent in 
the N. T., see Mark ii. 6, 18. xv. 43. Acts 
viii. 28. xxi. 3. John i. 28 al. fr. :—i.e. at 
the time when John bore this witness, the 
true light which lighteth every man, came 
—was in process of manifesting Himself,— 
into the world.—Tholuck objects to this 
construction that 7y is too far from épy6- 
peevov: —but Liicke answers, that moar 
and yyarevorrec are nearly as far separated 
in Mark ii. 18.—6 wt. wavra avé. is a 
further expansion of Td &AnPudv. —10.] 
The xécpos is the created world, in which 
He was (ver. 9), which was made by Him 
(ver. 3), which nevertheless (i.e. as here 
represented by man, the only creature who 
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yuveoket) knew, recognized Him not.—at 
is as in ver. 5.—avwtov, not avrd, because 
though 76 ¢&¢ has been the subject, yet 
the 80 avtod éyévero brings in again the 
creative Adyoc, Who is the Light. The 
three members of the sentence form a 
climax ;— He was in the world (and there- 
fore the world should have known Him), 
and that very world was made by Him 
(much more then should it have known 
Him), but the world knew Him not. —11.] 
7a i8ta here cannot well mean the world, 
or ot t81ot mankind in general: it would 
be difficult to point out any Scripture usage 
to justify such a meaning. But abundance 
of passages bear out the meaning which 
makes ta t8ta His own inheritance or 
possession, i.e. Judea; and ot t8ro1, the 
Jews ; compare especially the parable Matt. 
xxi. 33 ff. and Sir. xxiv. 7 ff. And thus 

HAGe forms a nearer step in the approach 
to the declaration in ver. 14—He came to 
His own. On trapéx. see reff.,—and above 
on ver. 5.—-12.] The écor.. . primarily 
refers to the é«Aoy1) among the Jews who 
have just been spoken of: but also, by im- 
plication, being opposed to both 6 Kécpos 
and ot (rou, the é«Aoy,) in all the world.— 
€\aBov = mapékaBov above—as many as 
recognized Him as that which He was— 
the Word of God and Light of men.— 
wxev avt. eEova.| éfove. is not merely 
capability = divapiy (Liicke),—still less 
privilege or prerogative (Chrysost. and 
others),—but power (De Wette) ; involving 
all the actions and states needful to their 
so becoming, and removing all the obstacles 
in their way (e.g. the wrath of God and 
the guilt of sin).—rékva 0. yevéoGat}] The 
spiritual life owes its beginning to a birth 
from above, ch. iti. 3—7. And this birth 
is owing to the Holy Spirit of God; so 
that this is equivalent to saying, ‘As many 
as received Him, to them gave He His Holy 
Spirit.’ And we find that it was so: see 
Acts x. 44.—tékva 6. is a more compre- 
hensive expression than vioi r. 0. which 
brings out rather our adoption, and hope 
of inheritance (Rom. viii. 15, 17), whereas 
the other involves the whole generation 

ABCD 
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and process of our life in the Spirit, as 
being from and of God,—and consequently 
our likeness to God, walking in light as He 
is in light ({ John i. 5—7)—free from sin 
(1 John iii. 9. v. 18) and death (ch. Viii. 
51). —tois m. eis T. bv. adt.] TO Svopa 
ait. is His manifestation as a Saviour 
Srom sin; see Matt. i. 21, cadécee to 
dvopa avtod “Incovv' atréc yap owoe 
Tov adv abrov ard THY apapTiAY 
air@yv.—13.] The Jews grounded their 
claim to be children of God on their de- 
scent from Abraham. John here negatives 
any such claim, and asserts the exclusive 
Divine birth of all who become children of 
God by faith. It is to be noticed that the 
conjunctions here are not the disjunctive 
ones oUre... ore, which would necessi- 
tate the giving a special and distinct refer- 
ence to each clause, but ovdé... ov, 
which merely couple together the negative 
anor (see examples of obre, Matt. xii. 
2: of oid, Matt. vi. 26). This remark 

is important, because many Interpreters 
have seen in 6é\npa avdpde the male, and 
in OAnpa ocapxdc the female side of 
human concupiscence (so Augustine, Theo- 
phylact, &c.); or in the former the higher 
and more conscious, in the latter the lower 
and animal side (Bleek). Besides the 
above, objections lie against both these in- 
terpretations,—(1) that cdav& is never so 
used (Eph. v. 29 is no instance in point) ; 
(2) that 6\npa is ascribed to both. Eu- 
thymius seems to give the right interpreta- 
tion ; eimwy O& OTL ovK z& aiparwr, it- 
nyays paver TEpOY Ore ovde eK OeAhparoc 
oapKéc: tira Kai ToUTO TedewrEpov éo- 
NPLNVEVCE, mpocbeic ¢ OTL OUK éK Pehjparoc 
avoooc aipa yap Kai cape, 6 avn 0éXy- 
pa c& viv vost Thy éxiOupiay, THY ovY- 
ovaiay : in loc. ii. 421.—The plural usage of 
aipatev is only found in one other place 
in this signification,— Eurip. Ion, 693 
Dind. 705 Herm. éye dddov riyay 0 
6 matic | GX\wy Toageic ap’ aiparor. 
The other usage of the plural, for murder, 
is frequent in the LXX and the classics.— 
avnp, in the sense of man generally, i is not 
uncommon ; we have in plur. za77p ap- 
Opay TE des ve, in Hom. passim; and in 
sing. I]. xiii. 321. xviii. 432, A33.—éx, re- 
marks De Wette, denotes, the first time, 
the material ;—the second and third time, 
the mediate cause,—the fourth time, the 
immediate cause, of the generation. — 14. ] 
kat must not be understood (Chrysost. 
Grot. Lampe, Theophylact, al.), as giving 

WC *povoyevouc 34,4 
h = Matt. vii. 29. g = Luke ix. 32. xxi. 27. 

i = ver. 18. ch. iii. 16,18. 1 John iv. 9 only. Luke vii. 12 al. Ps. xxi. 20. 

a reason for the verse before; it is only 
the same copula as in vy. 1, 3, 4, 5; pass- 
ing on to a further assertion regarding the 
Word.—oapé éy.] became flesh: the most 
general expression of the great truth that 
He became man. He became that, of 
which man is in the body compounded. 
There is no reference here to the doctrine 
of the Lord Jesus being the second Adam, 
as Olshausen thinks; but although there 
may be no reference to it, it lies at the 

ground of this wideness of expression. 
The doctrine in this form may have been, 
as Liicke observes, alien to John’s habits 
of thought, but not that which is implied 
in the doctrine,—the taking of the nature 
of man by the Eternal Word.—The sim- 
plicity of this expression is no doubt 
directed against the Docete of the Apo- 
stle’s time, who maintained that the 
Word only apparently took human nature. 
Therefore he says capé éyéveto, absolutely 
and literally became flesh :—see 1 John iv. 
2. The expression is not guarded against 
the interpretation of the Apollinarian here- 
tics, who held that the Lord had not a 
human soul (Wuyn); but this error was 
not in the Apostle’s view, and is abun- 
dantly refuted elsewhere (see Matt. xxvi. 
38 and note on 36—46, and the references 
there made to John’s Gospel).—éoxjve- 
oev] There is no reference to the flesh 
being the tabernacle of the Spirit ;—but 
the word is one technically used in Scrip- 
ture to import the dwelling of God among 
men. See besides reff., Levit. xxvi. 11, 
12. Ezek. xliii. 7. xxxvii. 27. Sir. xxiv. 
&, 10. —Apty hominibus, qui caro sumus. ~~ 
Bengel.—kat é0. rT. eee ait.] we saw, see 
1 John i. 1. 2 Pet. i. 16.—This is the 
Apostle’s testimony as par see Acts i. 21. 
—The mention of 86§a seems to be sug- 
gested by the word éokyvecev, so fre- 
quently used of the Divine Presence or 
Shechinah and cognate in its very form 
with it: ‘ezdem littere in AyDw et ocyrn.’ 
Bengel.—This glory was seen by the dis- 
ciples, ch. ii. 11. xi. 4: also by Peter, 
James, and John, specially, on the mount 
of transfiguration: to which occasion the 
words we povoyevove mapa TaTpoc seem 
to refer: but mainly, in the whole converse 
and teaching and suffering of the Lord, 
which was full of grace and truth: see 
below. — On as, Chrysostom remarks 
(Liicke, p. 343), ody OpowoEwe, ode 
wapaBodnc, ada BeBarwoewe Kai advape 
gioByrhrov Owpispov" weavei Edeyev" £0. 
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défav, otav émpewe Kai elxos Exetw po- 
voyeviy Kai yvijo.oy vidy OvTa TOU 7 y= 
rwy Bacitewe Oeov (see reff.).— povoy. | 
This word applied to Christ is peculiar to 
John: see reff. In the N. T. usage ‘it 
signifies the only son:—in the LXX, Ps. 
xxi. 20, the Jeloved, and Ps. xxiv. J6, one 
deserted, left alone. It has been attempted 
to render the word in John, according to 
the usage in Ps. xxi. 20. But obviously 
in the midst of ideas reaching so far deeper 
than that of regard, or love, of the Father 
for the Son, the word cannot be interpreted 
except in accordancé with them.» It refers 
to, and contrasts with, the récva Tov Oeov 
in vv. 12, 13. They receiye their Divine 
birth by faith in Him, and through Him ; 
but He is the povoysv7ec of the Father in 
the higher sense, in which Hevis yevvnOei¢ 
the Son of God.— rapa matpos belongs to 
provoyevouc, not to Sdéav as Theophyl. 
Erasm. Grot. suppose.—The ellipse is to 
be supplied by considering the state in 
which the Adyo¢c here appears,—that of 
having become odoé and dwelling among 
us; see reff.—amdypys x. «K. GA.] These 
words have been variously connected. The 
view of Erasmus, who places the period at 
marpoc, and connects these words with 
*"Iwavyne, scarcely needs refutation, whe- 
ther we regard the construction, or the 
meaning of the sentence. The reading 
Anon has probably arisen from a correc- 
tion, to connect the adj. with dd&ar. 
Some do this even with wAnone, but both 
the construction and the sense are against 
it. It was not the dda, but He Himself, 
that was m\non¢e xX. K- ad.: see below, 
ver. 17. Others suppose zArjone to refer 
directly to povoyevove, and justify this by 

. Eph. iii. 17... But besides the unnecessary 
harshness of this, the sense is against it 
also; for it cannot be said ‘we saw His 
glory, the glory as of one who was full of 
grace and truth;” we must have the w¢ 
referring, in the sense of otay épeze (see 
above), to some mysterious hidden cha- 
racter which the glory testified, whereas 
the wAnpne x- «. aX. is itself a mere 
matter of fact, to which the Apostles 
themselves could (ver. 17) bear witness. 
The only legitimate construction is (as 
usually done and in E. V.) to take kai. 
martpoc¢ as parenthetical,and connect 7A jong 

immediately with éoxjyvwoeyv. Such paren- 
theses are common in the style of this 
Gospel: see ch. vi. 22, 24. xi. 2. xix. 23, 24. 
ib. 31.— xap. k. GA.] not = ydpitoe ady- 
Orie, which destroys the precision of the 
expression, and itself conveys no sense 
whatever; but setling out the two sides of 
the Divine manifestation in Christ,— dps, 
as the result of Love to mankind,—4aAy- 
@cra (see reff. and ch. xiv. 6), as the unity, 
purity, and light of His Own Character. 
—15.] The testimony of John, so impor- 
tant as being the fulfilment of the very 
object for which he was azecradpévocg 
mapa Qeov, is in this prologue ranged, so 
to speak, parallel with the assertions and 
testimony of the Evang. himself. So that 
this verse does not interrupt the train of 
thought, but confirms by this important 
testimony the assertion 6 Adyog caps 
éy., showing that John bore witness to 
His pre-existence. Then (ver. 16) the 
m\np. xX. Kk. ad. is again taken up. 
Euthymius paraphrases: «i cai pu) tyo, 
gynot, OoK® Tio towe aktdrioToc, adda 
moo nov 6’lwdvyng paprupet Tepi THC 
OedrnT0¢ avrov, lwavyne éxtivoc, ot TO 
Ovopwa péya Kai mepiBdnroy maga aot 
Totc ‘lovdaiowe. — kékp. éy.] gave out 
openly, see ch. vii. 37. — ovTos Fv bv 
elmov ...]| This form of the words seems 
to show, as indeed would appear from the 
announcement of his own office by the 
Baptist, that he had uttered these words in 
the power of the Spirit concerning Him 
whose forerunner he was, before he saw and 
recognized Him in the flesh. Then, on 
doing so, he exclaimed, ‘ This was He of 
whom I said,’ &c. This view seems to be 
borne out by his own statement, ver. 33, 
and by the order of the narrative in Matt. 
iii. 11, 12, 138. — dmiow p. épx.] In point 
of time; not of birth merely or princi- 
pally, nor of commencement of official life ; 
but, inasmuch as John was His Forerunner, 
on account of official position. — éampoobev 
p. yéyovev] The E. V. is here very accu- 
rate,—‘ is preferred before me ;’ the yéyo- 
vey setting forth the advancement to official 
dignity before which John’s office waned 
and decreased (ch. iii. 30), which took 
place even while John’s course was being 
fulfilled. This sense of éu7pooer (besides 
ref.) is justified by classical usage in Plato, 
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who uses éuzrooo0ev 7iOéva for preeponere, 
Legg. vii. 805. See also i. 651. v. 743. 
Also Demosthenes, cata Atovucodwoou, 
p- 1296, 26... race airiacg THY HOtiKnKiTwY 
EuTpooey ovoac Tov Oucaiov. — 6TL Tpa- 
76s pov HV] The only sense which these 
words will bear, is, ‘ because (or, for) He 
was (not éyévero, but Av as in ver. 1) before 
me;’ i. e. ‘ He existed, was in being, be- 

fore me.’ The question raised by Liicke 
and De Wette, whether it is probable that 
the Baptist had, or expressed, such views 
of the pre-existence of Christ, is not one 
for us to deal with, in the face of so direct 
a testimony as is given to the fact, here 
and in ch. iii. 27 ff. In all probability, the 
Evangelist was himself a disciple of the 
Baptist: and if he has given usa fuller and 
somewhat differing account of his testimony 
to Christ, it is because his means of in- 
formation were ampler than those of the 
other Evangelists. The questioners seem 
to forget that the Baptist was divinely raised 
up and commissioned, and full of the Holy 
Ghost, and spoke in that power; his de- 
clarations were not therefore merely con- 
clusions which he had arrived at by natural 
means,—the study of the prophecies, &c. 
(Liicke, p. 353); but inspirations and reve- 
lations of the Spirit. This last is fully 
recognized by Olshausen (ii. 61).—16.} 
Origen (in Evang. Joan. vi. 2,) blames 
Heracleon for terminating the testimony of 
John at the end of ver. 17, and makes it 
continue to the end of ver. 18. But this 
can hardly be, for then wavrec 7peic would 
bear no very definite meaning, and the 
assertions in ver. 17 would be alien from 
the character of the Baptist, belonging as 
they do to the more mature development 
of Christian doctrines. I cannot doubt that 
this and the following verses belong to the 
Evangelist, and are a carrying onwards of 
his declarations concerning the Divine 
Word.—Ver. 15 is not parenthetical, but 
confirmatory of ver. 14, and this verse 
grounds itself on the fact of ver. 14, cor- 
roborated by the testimony of ver. 15,— 
that we saw His glory, and that He dwelt 
among us, full of grace and truth. —7o 
wAypopa is His being wdypys, ver. 14, 
and is not connected with the Gnostic 
pleroma at all. See reff. — wavres jpeis] 

All who believe on Him; see ver. 12. — 

€XaBopev] ‘have received, and that’.... 
‘our relation to Him has been that of reci- 
pients out of His fulness, and the thing 
received has been’.....— xdpw avr. 
X4pitos] The ancient interpretation, r7jy 
kawiy OvaOqKny avi Tig Tadade (Eu- 
thym.) is certainly wrong, for the \aBopev 
is spoken entirely of the times of the In- 
carnate Word; and besides, 6 vépoc and 
xa@pi¢ are distinctly opposed to one another 
in the next verse.—The prep. avti is pro- 
perly used of any thing which supersedes 
another, or occupies its place. This is in 
fact its ordinary usage when exchange is 
spoken of; the possession of the thing 
gotten succeeds to, supersedes, the posses- 
sion of the thing given in exchange, and I 
possess rovro avi éxeivov. Thus also we 
have received yao ayri yaptroc, continual 
accessions of grace; new grace coming 
upon and superseding the former. Thus 
in Theognis, Sentt. 343 ff. (Liicke), reQvainy 
0 st py Tt KakOy dpravpa peopvéwy | 
evooiuny, doing 0 avr aviav avias. And 
Chrysostom, de Sacerdotio, 6, 13, (Bengel,) 
od O& pe ix7éiumerc, Erépav av0 érépas 
ppovrida évOeic. Also Philo, i. 254, speak- 
ing of this very word yaptc :—rTd¢ tpwracg 
dei yapurac...... émitxwy Kai TaplEev= 
oapevog eicavOrc Erépas avtt éxeivwv Kai 
Tpitas avti Seutépwv, kai dei véas avtt 
madaotépwy, TéTE priv Otapopovicac, Tore 
0 av Kai rac adrdc ixiidwot. —17.] The 
connexion of this verse with the foregoing 
lies in the words rov tAnowp. adrod (ver. 
16), and in yaouc Kc. ad. (ver. 14.) ‘We 
received from His fulness continual addi- 
tions of grace, because that fulness is not, 
like the law, a positive enactment, finite 
and circumscribed, of which it could be 
said that it €860y, but the bringing in of 
grace and truth, which éyéveto by Jesus 
Christ. — 2060n and éyévero have been 
variously distinguished,—avevricdy piv 
7 éyéveto, dovdikdy 0 7d €860y, Theophyl. 
Similarly Bengel, ‘ Mosis non sua est lex: 
Christi sua est gratia et veritas.’ Clem. 
Alex. Ped. i. 7, says: Ow Kat gnow 
ypagn “6 vopog 8a Mucéwe 2060n,” od7x 
tre Mwotwe, a\Xa vrd piv Tov Oyo, 
Oia Mwoiwe O& Tov Osegamovto¢g avrov" 
60 Kai mpdcKkatpoe éyévero, 1) O& atdwoc 
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xaprg kai 9 adnPea dua “Inood xororov 
éyévero, k.7.A. Origen (ed. Lommatzsch, i. 
184) speaks very similarly. But the dis- 
tinction laid down above, which is hinted 
at by De Wette, seems to me to be the 
most obvious, and best suited to the con- 
text, where the mwAypwpa of Christ is set 
against the narrowness of positive enact- 
ment in the law. Certainly, the distinction 
must not be lost sight of, nor denied, as 
Liicke attempts to do: for Bengel truly 
observes : ‘ Nullus philosophus tam accu- 
raté verba ponit, differentiamque eorum 
observat, quam Johannes, in hoe preesertim 
capite.’ — xdpis x. &A.] I must again cau- 
tion the student against any such wholly 
inadequate explanations as that these words 
are put ‘per Hendiadyn’ for yapte a\n- 
Quy (!).’ It is in this way that the depths 
of Scripture haye been covered over by the 
rubbish of expositors. Such was not the 
method of investigation pursued by the 
great men of former centuries : witness 
Origen in loc.: et ydp ‘Inoovg tory 6 
gackwy “iyo tie 7 adyPera’” oC 7 
anfea Ova ‘Ingou XOLTTOU yivEerat ; av- 
Toc yap TW Ov éavTov ov yiverat. ad\X\a 
vontéoy ort uy avro an Deva 7 7] odamone Kal 
i” otrwe timw TowrdtuToc TIC év Taic 
AoyiKaic Puxaic adn Peiac Sane tend ovxi Oa 
"Inoov xprorou byévero, ovd due Ova TLVOC, 
adr’ b7d Oeov éyévero- we Kai 0 Oyo ou 
Oud TUVOC, 6 év apxy mpoc Tov Oedv, kai 9 
codia, iy EKTLOEV apxnv day avTov oO 
Occ, od Oia TLvoC, obrwe ovde 1) adn PELa 
Oud Tivog. 4 O& ao’ advOpwroe adnOea 
Oud “Inoov xousrrov éyévero" olovy 4 ev 
Tlaidw aX. kai roicg adroorédare Ova "In- 
cov xoutrov éyévero (ed. Lomm. i. 184, 5). 
—18.] The connexion is: ‘ Moses could 
not give out of the 7A/jpwya of grace and 
truth, for he had no immediate sight of 
God, and no man can have: there is but 
One who can bEnyeioOar Oedv, the povo- 
yeve utoc, who is no mere man, but abides 
in the bosom of the Father.’ — 6. o¥8. édp. 
a.| The sight of God here meant, is not 
only bodily sight, (though of that it is true, 
see Exod. xxxiii. 20,) but intuitive and 
infallible knowledge, which enables Him 
who has it to declare the nature and will of 
God: see ch. iii. 11. vi. 46. xiv. 7.—The 
Evangelist speaks in this verse in accord- 
ance with the sayings of the gnosis whose 

txt A be Orig. 

phraseology he has adopted : ric éépaxev 
avroy Kai ékdinynoerar; Sir. xliii. 31. — 
6 pov. vids] see var. read. The received 
text is according to the usage of John, see 
ch. iii. 16, 18. 1 John iv. 9. The reading 
Qeoc would constitute an drat eyopevor 
of the harshest character.— 6 dv eis T. 
ké\trov] The expression must not be un- 
derstood as referring to the custom of 
reclining éy 7p KéA7q, as in ch. xiii. 23: 
for by this explanation confusion is intro- 
duced into the imagery, and the real depth 
of the truth hidden. The expression sig- 
nifies, as Chrysostom observes, cuyyévera 
Kai EvoTNE Tic OvCiac :—and is derived from 
the fond and intimate union of children and 
parents.—The present participle, as in ch. 
iii. 13, is used to signify essential truth, 
without any particular regard to time.— 
On the use of éfc, see reff. It is not ‘ put 
for’ ¢y: indeed it would be well for the 
student to bear in mind as a general rule, 
that no word or expression is ever ‘put for’ 
another : words are the index of thoughts, — 

and where an unusual construction is found, 
it points to some reason in the mind of the 
writer for using it, which reason is lost in 

the ordinary shallow method of accounting 
for it by saying that it is ‘put for’ some 
other word. So here, «i¢ roy KoAzov is 
not = év 7 KoA7yw, but is a carrying on 
of the thought expressed in ver. 1, by zpdc¢ 
Tov Oedv: it is a pregnant construction, 
involving in it the begetting of the Son and 
His being the Adyoe of the Father,—His 
proceeding forth from God. It is a similar 
expression, on the side of His Unity with 
the Father, to eiui mapa Tov Oeov, on the 
side of His manifestation to men. — éket- 
vos] ‘He, and none else: an emphatic 
exclusive expression. — é&nyyjoato| 2é- 
nyéopat, tEhynorc, and tEnynrije are tech- 
nical terms used of the declaration of 
Divine matters. Wetstein has collected 
abundance of passages in illustration of this 
usage.—See also Miiller’s Eumenides, Ex- 
cursus D. on the é&nynrai. But Liicke 
(and I think rightly) believes it more in 
accordance with the simple style of John to 
take the word here in its ordinary, not its 
technical meaning.—The object to be sup- 
plied after the verb is most likely airov, 
i.e. Tov Oe6v. De Wette thinks this too 
definite, and supplies ‘that which He has 
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seen,’ as in ch. iii. 1]. Liicke supplies 7?) 
xdo.ra K. ad, as being ‘ that which He has 
seen ;’ but De Wette well observes that 
xa@o.c is more matter of revelation by act, 
than of é&jynowe. Euthymius’s explana- 
tion, 2didakiy Gre Oedy oddsic EWpaKe TH- 
more, is certainly wrong. See Matt. xi. 27. 

19—28.] The witness borne by John to 
Jesus before the deputation from the San- 
hedrim.—19.] arn is the subject, } pap- 
tupta the predicate, in the present form of 
the sentence. So ovroc pny Exroc toriv, 
Luke i 1.36. So Euthym., airTn .-. wept 
He elrety perder TOW, . « « Y YEVOMEVN 
OnX\ovore OTe amEGT. K.T.X.: see reff.—ol 
*TovSator] John alone of the Evangelists 
uses this expression ;—principally as desig- 
nating the chiefs of the Jewish people, the 
members of the Sanhedrim. It is an inter- 
esting inquiry, what this usage denotes as 
to the author or date of our Gospel. Prof. 
Bleek, Beitrage, pp. 245—249, has satis- 
factorily shown that no inference can be 
deduced from it against the Jewish origin 
of the author, as Bretschneider and Fischer 
endeavoured to do: but it is rather con- 
firmatory of the belief that the Gospel was 
written after the Jews had ceased to be 
politically a nation,—and among Gentiles ; 
—the author himself contemplating these 
last as his readers. — é& ‘Iep.] does not 
belong to ot ‘Iovd.,—nor to tep. x. Aev.,— 
but to azéore:kay :—‘ sent from Jerusalem 
priests,’ &c.: so £amrooré\Xw, Acts vii. 12. 
xi. 22 al. — tep. «. A.] This was a formal 
deputation ;—priests and Levites, consti- 
tuting the two classes of persons employed 
about the service of the temple (see Josh. 
iii. 3), are sent (Matt. xxi. 23) officially to 
inquire into the pretensions of the new 
Teacher (ver. 25), who had collected about 
him such multitudes (Matt. iii. 5), and had 
awakened popular expectation that he was 
the Messiah (Luke iii. 15).—od tis e;] 
with reference to the popular doubts respect- 
ing him; asked in an unbelieving and in- 
quisitorial spirit,—compare Matt. iii. 7 ff., 
which had already taken place. Even 
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OTE nver.7. 

, oO constr. ch. 
xii. sea Rom. 
xi. 
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Iwavvov, 

9 

a Kat P wpo~ p = Mat. Vii. 
PS 

HAtae avtov Tt ovy 5 
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5. ch. vi. 14. ‘O moogntne eb ous Kae ee, 
Luke ii. 47, 

" amToKkolow xx. 26 only. 
Prov. xv. 1. 

* s=ch. xix. 9. 
Job xxxy. 5. 

al. Syr. Copt. 42th. Arm. Chrys., and aft. 

among the learned, as well as among the 
people, there were considerable differences 
as to the prophecies respecting the Mes- 
siah: see ch. vii. 40—52.— 20.] a@podd- 
ynce, he openly and formally confessed. ~ 
This emphatic notice of his declaration 
seems to be introduced not with any view 
of removing too high an estimate of John’s 
work and office, as sometimes supposed, 
but rather to show the importance of his 
testimony, which was so publicly and offi- 
cially delivered,—that the Messiah was come 
(see ch. v. 33—35).— 21.] tt ody, viz. 
éort; ‘what then ?’—not, ei; ‘what then 
art thou?’ (see Rom. vi. 15.) The reading 
of B, ov ovv ti; would be equivalent to 
Ti NEyELG TELL OEavTOv; Ver. 22. —’HX. eb 
ov;| The whole appéarance of John re- 
minded them of Elias :—see Matt. iii. 4,— 
and comp. 2 Kings i. 8. Besides, his an- 
nouncement that the Kingdom of God was 
at hand, naturally led them to the pro- 
phecy Mal. iv. 5. Lightfoot cites from the 
Rabbinical books testimonies that the Jews 
expected a general purification or baptism 
before the coming of the Messiah (from 
Ezek. xxxvi. 25, 26, and Zech. xiii. 1), and 
that it would be administered by Elias.— 
k. A. OK eipt] The right explanation of 
this answer seems to be the usual one,— 

that the deputation asked the question in 
a mistaken and superstitious sense, mean- 
ing Elias bodily come down from heaven, 
who was expected to forerun and anoint 
the Messias. (The Lord seems to refer 
to the same extravagant notion in Matt. 
xi. 14, ei dete SéEacPat, adric oT HX. 
0 péhwy EoyecOat.) In this sense, John 
was not Elias; nor indeed in any other 
sense, was he Elias ;—but only (Luke i. 17) 
év wvevpate Kai Ovvaper “HXiov, —6 wp. 
et o¥;] From the prophecy of Moses, Deut. 
xviii. 15. 18, the Jews expected some par- 
ticular prophet to arise,—distinct from the 
Messiah (this distinction however was not 
held by all, see ch. vi. 14),—whose coming 
was, like that of Elias, intimately con- 
nected with that of the Messiah Himself: 
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Aevir. A X Orig. — 21. 
Orig. 

od ovy Tis HAlac El; 
ins. A? abev. — 25. rec. ovre (twice), but obdé (twice) A BC L 5.—o bef. 

B. — 24. ot om. A! BC! L Copt. 

moop. om. C A. — 26. d€ om. BC! (apparently) L Arm. Heracl. Orig. (ten times, but 
once ‘as txt.) ins. A abe Orig.—orjKcer BG L Orig. 
om. BC L3 a Orig. Copt. ith. Cyr. Ambr. 
pw. yéy.om. BC L 4 & Orig. Copt. ith. Arm. Cyr. Ambr. 
CL 10 al. Copt. Arm. Heracleon. Clem. Orig. Chrys. Cypr. Ambr. 

see ch. vii. 40,41. In Matt. xvi. 14 we 
have ‘ Jeremiah, or one of the prophets’ 
apparently = this expected prophet. There 
seem to have been various opinions about 
him ;—all however agreeing in this, that 
he was to be one of the old prophets raised 
Srom the dead (see also 2 Mace. ii. 1—8). 
This John was not ;—and therefore answers 
this also in the negative. —23.] These 
words, which by the other Evangelists are 
spoken of John as the fulfilment of the 
prophecy, appear from this place to have 
been first so used by himself. They intro- 
duce the great closing section of the pro- 
phecy of Isaiah (ch. xl—Ixvi.), so full of 
the rich promises and revelations of the 
Messiah and His Kingdom. — evOvvare is 
used as compendiously expressing érotpa- 
oaTe evOeiac wouire.—By im- 
plication, the Baptist, quoting this opening 
prophecy of himself, announces the ap- 
proaching fulfilment of the whole section. 
—24.| The reason of this explanation being 
added is not very clear. Liicke, with whom 
De Wette agrees, refers it to the apparent 
hostility of the next inquiry: but I confess 
I cannot see that it is more hostile than 
the preceding. Might it not be to throw 
light on their question about baptizing, as 
the Pharisees were the most precise about 
all ceremonies, lustrations, &c.? Origen, 
who read the verse without ot (see var. 
read.), makes this a new deputation; but 
he is plainly wrong: see the otv below. 
Euthymius gives another reason yet: é7r- 
eonpnvaro Kai THY aioe abtor, tupat- 
vor TO TEDLEPYOY TONTWY Kai GKoALOY.— 
If the ot is abandoned, as I think it should 
be, we must render, ‘And they were (or 
had been) sent by the Pharisees ;? which 

txt A C Orig. — 27. airécg torw 
txt A be Orig.—o6 om. B Orig.—be Eur. 

ins. A ac Cypr.—éyw om. 
ins. A B de. — 

will make it more probable that the ex- 
planation refers to the nature of the fol- 
lowing question.—25.] On ov8é. . . od8é, see 
note on ver. 13. This question shows pro- 
bably that they did not interpret Isa. xl. 3 
of any herald of the Messiah. They re- 
garded baptism as a significant token of 
the approach of the Messianic Kingdom, 
and they asked, Why baptizest thou, if 
thou art no forerunner of the Messiah ?— 
26, 27.] The _probable reading of these 
verses, pécoc bpav EOTHKEY, OV bpeic obK 
oidare, 0 drigw pov Loxopevoc, ob tyw 
x.7.A., gives 0 dziow pov éox. as the sub- 
ject of the sentence; He that cometh after 
me, &c., stands among you.—The inser- 
tions have perhaps been made by some one 
not aware of this, and also wishing to square 
the verse with ver. 15.—The answer of the 
Baptist seems not to correspond to the 
question in ver. 25. This was noticed as 
early as Heracleon (Origen, ed. Lom- 
matzsch, i. 222), who said, azokpiverat 6 
"Iwavyng totic ék Tov Paptoawy TrEp- 
p0ciow, od poe 0 éExeivor ernowrwy, a\N’ 
6 adrd¢ *BobiXero. This however is im- 
pugned at some length by Origen, but not 
on very convincing grounds. The truth 
seems to have been apprehended by Ols- 
hausen,—that the declaration of John that 
the Messiah was standing among them at 
that moment unknown to them, was an 

answer to their question demanding a 
legitimation of his prophetic claims; a 
onpetoyv that he was sent from God :—see 
ch. ii. 18. Olsh. also suggests that this 
may clear up the saying of the Jews in ch. 
x. 41 (see note there). In repeating this 
saying at other times (see Matt. iii. 11 and 
||), the Baptist plainly states of the Mes- 

ABC 
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1 Pet. i. 19. Isa. lit. 7. 

62. Mark xi. 
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* alowy TV ch. vi. 22. xii, 
g=1 John i ii. 5. Col, ii. 14. see Exod, 

ame 34 (38). Levit. x. 17. 1 Kings xv. 25. xxv. 28. 

28. rec. ByPaSapa with C? K U (6:8aBnpg U) 19 mss., and the approval of Orig. Eus. 
Suid. Jer. &c., in many of whom the variety is noticed, but txt A B Cl1EGHLMSVXa4 
69 all. abe Syrr. Copt. Sahid. Heracleon. Chrys. —aft. Barr. ins. 76 moeroyv C 1.— 
29. rec. aft. SAéw. ins. 6 “Iway. with many const. mss., and be Orig. Cypr., but om. 

siah that He should baptize them with the 
Holy Ghost and fire, as here in ver. 33. 
Here, in speaking to those learned in the 
offices of the Messiah, he leaves that to be 
supplied. — Adow adtod tr. t see 
note on Matt. iii. 11. — 28.] The common 
reading, By8aBapa, is owing to a conjec- 
ture of Origen, the grounds of which he 
thus states: Oru piv oxeov év Tao Tots 
avtiypddous Ketrae “ravra tv By Pavia 
éyivero” ouK ayvoovper, Kat £0uKé TOUTO 
kat é7e modTEpoy yeyovevary Kai Tapa 
‘Hoarhéwve your | Bnfaviav aveyvoper. 
éreioOnpey O& py Oeiv Bnavia dvayt- 
vookeay,a\d ByPaBapa, yevopevor ty Totg 
TOTroIC os toropiay THY iyv@v 'Inood cat 
TOV pabynrGv ab’rov Kai TOY ToOPHToY. 
BnOavia ye, we 0 avroe ebayysdaT IC 
oneot, marpic Aalapov kat Mao@ae «ai 
Mapiac, amexer TOV ‘Tepogohtpoy oTa- 

diove déka révte He moppw tatty 6 loo- 
ddvne Torapoc, we ard oradiwy marEt 
oy px’ (180). GAN obdE Spwvupoe rH 
ByPavia romoc éotiv wEpi Toy ‘lopdayny’ 
SeixvvcGar Sé Aéyovor rapa TH dyO7 Tow 
‘Topdavov ra BynOaBapa, evOa toropovat 
Tov ‘lwavyny BeBarriévac (ed. Lom- 
matzsch, i. 238). He goes on to show from 
the etymology of the names that it must 
have been Bethabara; an argument which 
modern criticism will not much esteem. 
It will be seen that his testimony is deci- 
sive for the universality and authority of 
BnOavia, while for the other he only pro- 
duces a tradition, and that only at second- 
hand; ‘they say that such a place is 
shown.’ That no Bethany beyond Jordan 
was known in his time, proves but little ;— 
for 300 eventful years had changed the faee 
of Palestine since these events, and the 
names and sites of many obscure places 
may have been forgotten. I abstain from’ 
enumerating modern conjectures on the 
identity of the two, or the etymology of 
the names, as being indecisive and unpro- 
fitable. The objection of Paulus, that 7é- 
pay Tov ‘lopddvov the Sanhedrim had no 
authority, appears not to be founded in 
fact: see Liicke’s Comm. i. 394 ff—The 
question whether this testimony of the 

Baptist is identical with that given by the 
three other Evangelists, especially by Luke 
(iii. 16), is, after all that has been said on 
it (Liicke, De Wette, Olshausen, &c.), not 
of great importance. The whole series of 
transactions here recorded, from ver. 15 
onwards, certainly happened after the bap- 
tism of our Lord ;—for before that event 
John did not know Him as 6 zoxopevoe: 
and pécoc tpov Eatnkey ver. 26 shows 
that he had so recognized Him (see below 
on 77 ézavp.): whereas the testimony in 
Luke iii. 16 and || is as certainly given 
before the baptism. But since the great 
end of John’s mission was to proclaim Him 
who was coming after him, it is not only 
probable, but absolutely necessary to sup- 
pose, that he should have delivered this 
testimony often, and under varying circum- 
stances : before the baptism, in the form 
given by Luke, ¢ EpXETaL 0 ioxup. Hou K.T. ey 
and after it in this form, odro¢ Hy Ov elaas 
(ver. 15), where his former testimony is 
distinctly referred to. And among John’s 
disciples and the multitudes who frequented 
his baptism, many reports of such his say- 
ings would naturally be current. So that 
there is neither a real nor even an appa- 
rent contradiction between John and the 
other Evangelists.—It is a far more im- 
portant question, in what part of this nar- 
ration the forty days’ Temptation is to be 
inserted. From ver. 19 to ch. ii. 1 there 
is an unbroken sequence of days distinctly 
marked. Since then ver. 19 must be un- 
derstood as happening after the baptism, it 
must have happened after the Temptation 
also. And in this supposition there is not 
the slightest difficulty. But when we have 
made it, it still remains to say whether at 
that time our Lord had returned from the 
Temptation or not. The general opinion of 
Harmonists has been, that the approach of 
Jesus to John in ver. 29 was His return 
after the Temptation. But this I think 
questionable, on account of the pécoc buoy 
Eornkeyv, ver. 26; which I can only under- 
stand literally. I therefore believe that 
the return from the Temptation to Bethany 
beyond Jordan had taken place before the 
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deputation arrived. (On the probable rea- 
son of our Evangelist omitting the Tempta- 
tion, see Prolegomena to John.) 

29—34.] Another witness borne by 
John to Jesus; apparently before his dis- 
ciples, or the multitude (?). — 29.] Tq 
émavptov, ‘the day after.’ Those who 
wish to introduce the Temptation between 
vy. 28 and 29, interpret it, ‘on some day 
after.’ Thus Euthym. tq ét., pera rijy 
azd tonpov Ka0odov adrov SndXovort. 
But this sense of 77 é7., although certainly 
found in the LXX,—see Gen. xxx. 33, —is 
not according to the usage of John (see 
reff.), and would be quite alien from the 
precision of this whole portion of the 
narrative, which, ver. 39, specifies even the 
hours of the day. I understand it there- 
fore literally, both here and in vy. 35 and 
43.—épy. m. avt.] It is not said whence, 
or why, or whether for the purpose of an 
interview, or not; the fact merely is re- 
lated, for the sake of the testimony which 
follows. I mention this, because on these 
points difficulties have been raised.—t8e 6 
apy. t. 8.] This is one of the most im- 
portant and difficult sayings in the N. T. 
The question to be answered is, In calling 
Jesus by so definite a name as 6 dpvos TOD 
Geot, fo what did John refer? And this 
question is intimately connected with that 
of the meaning of the following words, 
6 alpwv Thy Gpaptiavy Tov Kdcpov. («) 
The title must refer to some known and 
particular Lamb,—and cannot be a mere 
figure for a just and holy man, as Kuinoel 
and Gabler suppose. It is inconceivable, 
that 6 drvdc¢ Tov Oeod should, in a testi- 
mony so precise and formal as this of the 
Baptist, be nothing but an hyperbole, and 
that one wholly unprecedented, and to his 
hearers wnintelligible. Had no doctrinal 
considerations been at stake, we may safely 
say that this interpretation would never 
have been proposed. In its bearing on 
the latter clause of the verse, it is equally 
untenable. These interpreters make 06 
aiowy T. ap. T. Koo. to mean, ‘qui pra- 
vitatem hominum per vitam suam graviter 
quidem etsi innocens experietur, sed agni 
instar mala sibi inflicta patiente et man- 
sueto animo sustinebit’ (Gabler) ; or, ‘ Hic 
removebit peccata hominum, i.e. pravi- 
tatem e terra.’ The first of these mean- 
ings of aipsw is altogether without ex- 
ample :—that cited from 1 Mace. xiii. 17, 
not being applicable. The second, though 
common enough in other connexions, is 

never found with dpapriay: see reff.— 
The common sense account of this part of 
the matter is:—John wished to point out 
Jesus as the Messiah: he designates Him 
as the Lamb of God; he therefore referred 
to some definite Lamb,—revealed by God, 
—sent by God,—pleasing to God,—or 
in some meaning especially, tod @eov. 
Whence did this idea come ?—(3) Can 

John have referred to the Paschal Lamb ? 
Further than the very use of the name 
brings in with it the general typical use of 
the animal, and thus this particular use 
may lie in the background, J think not,— 
and for this reason;—The dominant idea 
in the Paschal sacrifice has no connexion, 
in any sense of the words, with atoey riv 
apaptiay. However by the light now 
thrown back on it since the Spirit has 
opened the things of Christ, we discern 
this typical meaning in the sprinkling of 
the blood (see 1 Cor. v. 7),—in the Jewish 
mind, no mention being made of sin or the 
removing of sin in any connexion with the 
paschal lamb, the two could not be brought 
forward, in such an announcement as this, 
in close connexion with one another.—(y) 
Can the reference be to the /amb of the 
daily morning and evening sacrifice? or 
to the sacrificial lamb generally ? With the 
same reservation as above, I think not: 
for (1) this expression is too definite to 
have so general and miscellaneous a re- 
ference; (2) of many animals which were 
used for sacrifice, the lamb was only one,— 
and that one not by any means so promi- 
nent as to serve as a type for the whole: 
and (3) the lamb (with only two exceptions, 
Levit. iv. 32. Num. vi. 14, in both which 
cases it was to be a female, as if for express 
distinction from the ordinary use of the 
lamb) was never used for a sin-offering, 
properly so called and known. The ques- 
tion is not, whether Christ be not typified 
by all these offerings, which we now know 
to be the case (1 Pet. i. J9 al.), but whe- 
ther the Baptist is likely to have referred 
to them in such words as these. (6) There 
remains but one reference, and that is, to 

the prophetic announcement in Isa. liii. 7. 
The whole of that latter section of Isaiah, 
as before remarked on ver. 23, is Messianic, 
and was so understood by the Jews (see 
my Hulsean Lectures for 1841, pp. 62— 
66). We have there the servant of God 
(=the Messiah) compared to a lamb 
brought to the slaughter (liii. 7), and it is 

said of Him (lili. 4), odrog Tas Gpaprias 

ABCP 



30, 31. 
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mpwroe {cov iV. * Kayo OUK 

oto B C! Orig. 

may depen kai wept pwv ddvva GT a—ver. 
5, abroc oé érpavpariobn 81a. Tas apap- 
thas hpev—ver. 6, Kat KTpLOC mapidwxey 
abroy Tals  Gpaptiats hpov—ver. 8, aips- 
Tat awd THe yo 9 wy adbrod, ard THY 
ayvopidy Tov aod pov 7XAn We Qavarov 
—ver. 12, cai adroc Gpaptias modAdv 
GvyveyKke Kai Ova Tag dvopiac abrwy 
mapeoo0n. So that here, and here only, 
we have the connexion of which we are in 
search, between the Lamb and the bearing 
or taking away of sin, expressly stated, so 
that it could be formally referred to in a 
testimony like the present. And I have 
therefore no doubt that this was the re- 
ference. (e) We have now to inquire into 
the specific meaning of 6 alpwv thy apap- 
tlav Tov Kégpou (see above under (a) ). 
aipeww answers to the Heb. xiv3 which is 
used frequently in the O. T. in connexion 
with nor or iy, in the sense of peccati 

penas luere ;—see Levit. xxiv. 15. Num. 
y. 31. xiv. 34. Hzek. iv. 5. xxiii. 35 al.:— 
and variously rendered in the LXX by 
avapéoery, as above, Is. lili. 11,—or pipe, 
ib. ver. 12,—or AapuPaverv, Ezek. iv. 5. 
xviii. 19,—or AapBavecOar, as Numb. v. 
31. xix. 34. Levit. xxiv. 15. The word is 
also used in the sense of ‘ taking away of 
sin and its guilt,’ but taking it away by 
expiation: see Levit. x. 17. Exod. xxxiv. 
7. Num. xiv. 18.—The word in our verse 
will bear either of these meanings, or both 
conjoined ; for if the Lamb is to suffer the 
burden of the sins of the world, and to 
take away sin and its guilt by expiation, 
this result must be accomplished by the 
offering of Himself. But (Z) it is objected, 
that this view of a suffermg Messiah and 
of expiation by the sufferings of one, was 
alien from the Jewish expectations ;—and 
that the Baptist (see Matt. xi. 3 and note) 
cannot himself have had any such view. 
But the answer to this may be found in 
the fact that the view, though not generally 
prevalent among the Jews, was by no 
means unknown to many. The application 
by the early Jewish expositors of Is. liii. 
to the Messiah, could hardly have been 
made without the idea of the suffering and 
death of their Messiah being presented to 
their minds. The same would be the case 
in the whole sacrificial oeconomy :—the 
removal of guilt (which was universally 
ascribed to the Messiah) by suffering and 
death would be familiarized to their minds. 
Traces of this are found in their own 
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writings. In 2 Mace. vii. 37, 38 the last 
of the seven brethren thus speaks before 
his martyrdom : iyo 0& kaQarrep ot a6 depot 
pov Kai o@pa sai Puxiy moodidwpt mepl 
TOY TaTpiWY vopwy, émikadobpevocg Toy 
Ocov Newry raxd Tip eOvet yevéobau, kat 
ot méTa ETAGPWY Kal Paotiywy &&0410N0- 
noacba, Ovore HOvoe abrocg Osc éorty. 

ev emo o& Kai Tog adeXpoic pov or Hvar 

THY TOU TavToKPaTopoe dpyny ri ti TO 
ciprav pov yévoc OiuKaiwe trnypevyny. 
And Josephus de Maccab. § 17, says of 
these same martyrs, that they were avTi- 
Pouxov THC Tov EOvovE apapriac. Kal Ova 

TOU aiparoc THY EvTEBOL é éxeivwy kat Tov 
iNaoTypiov tov Oavarov abrwev % sia 
Toovora tov “IopanX mooKkakwhévra 6r- 
éowoe. The whole history of the sacrifices 
and devotions of the heathen world abounds 
with examples of the same idea variously 
brought forward; and to these the better- 
informed among the Jews could be no 
strangers. And as to the Baptist himself, 
we must not forget that the power of the 
Holy Spirit which enabled him to recog- 
nize by a special sign the Redeemer, also 
spoke in him, and therefore his words 
would not be the result of education 
merely, or his own reasoning,—but of that 
kind of intuitive perception of Divine 
truth, which those have had who have 
been for any special purpose the organs 
of the Holy Ghost.—And as regards Matt. 
xi. 3, the doubt on the mind of John 
there expressed does not appear to have 
touched at all on the matter now in ques- 
tion,—but to have rather been a form of 
expressing his impatience at the slow and 
quiet progress of Him, of whom he ex- 
pected greater things and a more rapid 
public manifestation.—See this whole in- 
quiry pursued at greater length in Liicke’s 
Commentary, vol. i. pp. 401—416, from 
whence the substance of this note is taken. 
—80.] see on ver. 15.—381.] On the 
apparent discrepancy between this state- 
ment, ovK dev avToy, and Matthew’s 
narrative, I have stated my view on Matt. 
ili. 14. Both accounts are entirely con- 
sistent with the supposition that John had 
been from youth upwards acquainted with 
our Lord, and indeed may have in his own 
mind believed Him to be the Christ :—but 
haying (ver. 33) a special sign appointed 
him, by which to recoguize Him as such,— 
until that sign was given, he, like the rest 
of the people (kay, I also, see ver. 26), 
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had no certain knowledge of Him. Liicke’s 
whole note proceeds upon the unworthy 
view of the historical character of the 
Gospels which his school has adopted. 
The same may be said of Neander, Leben 
Jesu, pp. 86 ff.—De Wette gives the sense 
well: ‘This testimony (ver. 30) does not 
rest upon my long personal acquaintance 
with Him, but on that which happened 

Obvapiv tiva, péxorg av ikOwy ‘HXtag 
Xoioy avroy, Kai mavepov wact Toijoy, 
p. 226 B. But our narrative is not built 
upon any such Jewish belief, for it is 
evidently only as a spiritual preparation, 
through repentance, for the knowledge of 
Him, that John regarded his baptism, not 
as any thing éxeivoy pavepoyv maou Tolovy. 
— 2, 33.] Que sequuntur, erant festi- 
monii; que ex ver. 29 sq. dicuntur, erant 
demonstrationis ex testimonio. Cohe- 
rentibus Baptiste verbis Evangelista quasi 
parenthesin interponit; cai iuapripnoev 
"Iwavyn¢e éywv. Bengel.—The occur- 
rence related by John happened at the 
baptism of Jesus, which is therefore here 
pre-supposed as known. Although this 
has been questioned (Usteri, Nachrichten 
iiber den Taiifer J. u.s.w., cited by Liicke 
i. 423), I cannot see how it can be reason- 
ably doubted. We cannot surely suppose 
that such a sign was ¢wice shown. On the 
appearance itself, see note Matt. ii. 16. 
The account here given confirms the view 
which I have there maintained, that the 
appearance was confined to our Lord and 
the Baptist: he was to receive the sign, 
and then to testify to the others, who were 
not themselves yet the hearers, but the re- 
cipients of testimony. kara Twa TvEv- 
paricny Cewpiay WpOn povy TH lwavyy 
(Theod. Mops. in Catena, Liicke, ib.).— 

gpewev er avt.] By some appearance 
which is not described, the Holy Spirit was 
manifested to John as not removing from 
Jesus again, but abiding on Him. But 
we are not to understand that he had seen 
the Spirit descending on others, and not 
abiding; for (see ch. vii. 39. Acts i. 5. 
xix. 2 ff.) the gift of the Holy Spirit did 
not ordinarily accompany John’s baptism, 
but only in this one case: and its occur- 
rence was to point out to him the Messiah. 
—ovutds éot. 6 B. év mv. ay.] Here again 
we seem to have a reference to the synoptic 
cycle of narratives, for our Evangelist has 
not before mentioned this office of the 
Messiah. — 34.] A solemn reiteration of 
his testimony, after the mention of the 
giving of this token by Him who sent him ; 
—And I saw (accordingly), &c.—The token 
must have been given to the Baptist by a 
special revelation, which also revealed to 
him his own errand and office; so Luke iii. 
2, tyévero pypa Oeod éxi lwavyny roy T. 
Z. vidv ty ry éojup.—pepaptvpyKa is 
stronger than paptvpa—‘ I have seen and 
have borne testimony’—it is a reference to 
his testimony at the time, as a thing on 
record in their memories.—o vt. tT. 0.] see 
ver. 18 =the Adyos made flesh, the 
Messiah.—On the import of the Descent 
of the Spirit on Jesus at His Baptism, 
those who can do so should consult Liicke’s 
very able Excursus, i. 433—443. In this 
commentary, see notes on Luke ii. 41 —42. 
—I may just remark, that the Personal 
Logos, which capé ?yévero in the Lord, 
and which was subjected to all the laws of 
human development in infancy, childhood, 

youth,—evermore in an especial degree 
under the leading of the Holy Spirit by 
Whose agency the Incarnation had taken 
place,—was in the Lord the Recipient 
vo Osyopevoy) of this fulness of the in- 

dwelling of the Holy Ghost: and that 
herein consisted the real depth and pro- 
priety of this sign;—the abiding of the 
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Spirit without measure (ch. iii. 34) on Him 
indicated beyond doubt that He was the 
Noyog cap—E yeyorwe,—for no mere human 
intelligence could be thus receptive of the 
Holy Spirit of God ;—we receive Him only 
as we can, only as far as our receptivity 
extends,— by measure; but He, into the 
very fulness and infinite capacities of His 
Divine Being. 

35—43.] On account of the testimony 
of John, Andrew, and another of his dis- 
ciples, and through Andrew, Simon Peter, 
become first acquainted with Jesus. — 35. ] 
7 €m. see on ver. 29. I can hardly sup- 
pose with De Wette, that these two had 
been absent on the preceding day. Rather, 
what they then heard seems to have made 
a powerful impression on their minds, so 
that the repetition of the notice is now the 
signal for them to follow Jesus. (On the 
second disciple, see below on ver. 41.) — 
37.] We must not understand yKoX. in the 
narrower sense which it bears when they 
left all and followed Him; but here only of 
mechanical going after Him, Bovddpevor 
metpayv AaBety avrov, Huthym. — 39.] On 
tt Cyr. Euthym. remarks, od« dyvowy, 6 
Toig Noytopotc THY avOpuTwyY éuPaTEedwr. 
GN wa oa rie Lowry aewe oikemonrat 
TobTous, kai Tapacyy Oappety. ioc yao 
abrovc ovOoray ére kai aywray, we a- 
yvarac. —40.] They ask rod p., Bovdd- 
pevor Karapovac évTvyeiy avTyp ea pel 
yovyxiac. Kuthym. They inquire after His 
place of lodging for the night, intending to 
visit Him there ; or perhaps He was then 

mane (zpwi?) b. 

apparently going thither, as it was late in 
the day. But He furthers their wish by 
inviting them to follow and see. — as 
Sexdry] i. e. 4 P.M., according to the Jew- 
ish reckoning ; not, as some have thought, 
10 a.M., according to that of the Romans. 
Our Evangelist appears always to reckon 
according to the Jewish method, see ch. iv. 
6, 52. xix. 14, and notes, but especially 
ch. xi. 9. And as Liicke remarks, (i. 446,) 
even among the Romans, the division of 
the day into twelve equal hours was, though 
not the civil, the popular way of computing 
time. So Persius, Sat. ii. 3. Stertimus 
...+.quinta dum linea tangitur umbra.— 
They remained with Him the rest of that 
day, which would be four or five hours, 
and need not strictly be limited by sunset. 
— 41.] Who the other disciple was, is not 
certain : but considering (1) that the Evan- 
gelist never names himself in his Gospel, 
and (2) that this account is so minutely 
accurate as to specify even the hours of the 
day, and in all respects bears marks of an 
eye-witness, and again (3) that this other 
disciple, from this last circumstance, cer- 
tainly would have been named, had not the 
name been suppressed for some especial 
reason, we are justified in inferring that it 
was the Evangelist himself. And such has 
been the general opinion. Euthymius gives 
‘an alternative which is hardly probable: 
}) OvoTLOvK VY TOY émtonpwry Kai yrwpi- 
pwy éxétvoc, t Ott adroc nv 6 TadTa ypa- 
gwy. — 42.] The reading mp@rov has been 
probably a correction for the apparently 
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more difficult rp@tos. It is implied that 
both disciples went together to seek Simon, 
but that Andrew found him first. So ch. 
xx. 5, mpotdp. TaX.oy Tov [lérpov, kK. nAOE 
TPOTos ec TO py ypEtoy, — ‘roy ] not 
merely ‘for the possessive pronoun’ (ac- 
cording to Winer, § 22, 7) but referring 
to zp@roc, and furnishing a reason for it. 
— peootav] = = xn = not 0 xptordc, 
but yourrdc. — 43. ] This is evidently the 
first bestowal of the new name on Simon: 
and it is done from the Lord’s prophetic 
knowledge of his future character; see note 
on Matt. xvi. 18. —Kyoas =|22{Aramaic, 
2 Hebrew, ‘a stone.’ The Greek name 

Peter became the prevalent one in the 
Apostolic Church very soon : Paul uses both 
names indiscriminately. It is uncertain 
whether *Iwva or Iwavov should be read, 
here and in ch. xxi. 15 ff., but in Matt. xvi. 

_17 all the MSS. read ’Iwva@.—I own I can- 
not but think with Bengel, Paulus, and 
Strauss, that the knowledge shown by the 
Lord of Simon is intended to be miraculous. 
So also Stier, i. 35, “ I know who and what 
thou art from thy birth till thy present 
coming to me. I name thee, I give thee a 
new name, I know what I will make of 
thee in thy following of Me and for My 
Kingdom.”” The emphatic use of éuBdAéWac 
is hardly accountable except on this ex- 
planation of supernatural knowledge. Simi- 
larly Abram, Sara, Jacob, received new 
names in reference to the covenant and 
promises of God to them. 

44—52.] The calling of Philip and 
Jathanael. — TH érwavp.| Apparently, the 

day after the naming of Peter; and if so, 
the next but one after the visit of Andrew 

All these, except (F H ?) M insert it aft. adr. — 46. aft. Ino. 

and the other disciple, and the fourth day 
after ver. 19.—The Lord is on the point 
of setting out from the valley of the Jordan 
to Galilee, and finds Philip, with whom 
there is every reason to believe He was pre- 
viously acquainted (see ver. 45). Here we 
find Jesus Himself calling a disciple, for 
the first time. But adkoAov@er does not 
here bear its strict Apostolic sense; the 
evonkapey afterwards, and the going to 
search for others to be disciples, unites 
Philip to the company of those who have 
been before mentioned, who we know were 
not immediately or inseparably attached as 
followers to Jesus. — 45.) On the futility 
of Mr. Greswell’s distinction between amo 
as signifying mere habitation, and ék, nati- 
vity, see reff, and note on ch. xi. ]. This 
is Bethsaida on the Western bank of the 
Lake of Gennesareth; another Bethsaida 
(Julias) lay at the top of the lake, on the 
Jordan. See note on Luke ix. 10. — 46.] 
It does not appear where Nathanael was 
found: but he is described, ch. xxi. 2, as 
6 aro Kava rig Vadtiaiac: and as we 
find Jesus there, ch. ii. 1, it is probable the 
call may have taken place in its neighbour- 
hood. Nathanael is mentioned only in 
these two places. From them we should 
gather that he was an apostle; and as his 
name is no where found in the catalogues 
of the twelve, but Philip is associated in 
three of them, Matt. x. 3. Mark ii. 16. 
Luke vi. 14, with Bartholomew, it has been 
supposed that Nathanael and Bartholomew 
were the same person (see note on Matt. 
x. 5). This is however mere conjecture. — 
Moojs év t. v.| probably in Deut. xviii. 
15; but also in the promises to Abraham, 

AB 
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Gen. xvii. 7 al.; and in the prophecy of 
Jacob, Gen. xlix. 10, and the prophets, 
passim ; see the reff. in E. V.— tov viov 
Tov Iwo. Tt. do N.| This expression seems 
to show previous acquaintance on the part 
of Philip with Jesus. No stress can be 
laid, as has been most unfairly done by 
Liicke, De Wette, and others, on Jesus 
being called by Philip ‘the son of Joseph,’ 
as indicating that the history of His birth 
and childhood, as related by Matt. and 
Luke, was unknown to John. Philip ex- 
presses what was the prevailing belief, in 
the ordinary words, as Olshausen remarks. 
In an admirable note, Leben Jesu, p. 23 ff., 
Neander remarks, that by combining the 
two declarations of John, that in Jesus the 
Eternal Word of God became flesh, (ch. 
i. 14,) and that ‘ that which is born of the 
flesh is flesh’ (ch. iii. 6), we cannot escape 
the inference that a supernatural working 
of God in the conception of the Man Christ 

- Jesus is implied. —47.] As Liicke ob- 
serves, the meaning of this question is sim- 
pler than at first sight appears. It is im- 
possible that Nathanael, himself a Gali- 
lzan, could speak from any feeling of con- 
tempt for Galilee generally: and we have 
no evidence that Nazareth was held in 
contempt among the Galileans. He alluded 
therefore to the smallness and insignificance 
of the town in proportion to the great 
things which were now predicated of it. 
Nazareth is never named in the O. T., nor 
in Josephus. — 48.] The Evangelist cer- 
tainly intends a supernatural insight by the 
Lord into Nathanael’s character to be here 
understood ; and there is probably no 
reference at all to the question which 
Nathanael had just asked. To suppose 
that Jesus overheard that question, is just 
one of those perfectly gratuitous assuamp- 
tions which the very commentators who 
here make this supposition are usually the 

Vor, I. 

first to blame. Compare ch. ii. 25.—adn6. 
‘lop. ] ‘An Israelite who truly answers to 
the inner and honourable meaning of the 
name.’ When we reflect what was con- 
tained in that name, and Who it is that 
speaks, we can hardly agree with De Wette 
that the words are spoken merely in the 
spirit in which every nation attaches some 
peculiar virtue, and especially those of open- 
ness and straightforwardness, to itself, as 
“peutfd) herausfagen,’ ‘ deutfche Sreue,’ 
or Cicero’s ‘Romano more loqui.’— Our 
Lord probably referred to Ps. xv. — 49.] 
The remark was overheard by Nathanael, 
and recognized as indicating perfect know- 
ledge of his character. The question 760. 
p-. yuv. is one of astonishment, but not per- 
haps yet of suspicion of any thing super- 
natural. The Lord’s answer first opens 
this to him. — mpd Tot «7. ] It would 
be doubtful whether évta tmo 7. o. belong 
to dwvqcat or to ctSdv ce, did not ver. 51 
decide for the latter construction.—The 
whole form of the Lord’s answer seems to 
indicate that the place where Philip called 
Nathanael was not now in sight, nor had 
been. The declaration that Jesus had seen 
him there, at once brings the conyiction 
which he expresses in the next verse. This 
would not have been the case, unless the 
sight had been evidently and unquestionably 
supernatural: and unless the words é6vTa 
vd Tv ouvKyy involved this. Had Jesus 
merely seen Nathanael without being seen 
by him, (De Wette,) or had ¢idéy ce only 
expressed ‘I knew thy character,’ at first 
sight, ‘although at a distance’ (Liicke), 
no such immediate conviction would have 
followed. — 50.) = ‘Thou art the Mes- 
siah;’ see Ps. ii. 7. ch. xi. 27. Matt. xvi. 
16. Luke xxii. 70. Olshausen (ii. 77 ff.) 
maintains that o vt. 7. @. was not a Jewish 
appellation for the Messiah,—on account of 
the Jews taking up stones to cast at Jesus 

KK 
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when He so called Himself, ch. x. 33. But 
as Liicke observes (i. 456, note), it was 
not for the mere use of this Name,—but for 
using it in a close and literal sense which 
was unintelligible and appeared blasphe- 
mous to them, éyw «. 0 maTijo é€v éopev,— 
that they wished to stone Him; see note 
on ch. x. 36. It was certainly not so 
common a name as ‘the Son of David,’ for 
the Messiah.—Nathanael can hardly have 
meant the Name in other than its popular 
meaning; and the synonymous and better 
known appellation which he adds, confirms 
this. — 61.] The Lord says this not in 
blame, rather in praise of the simple and 
honest expression of Nathanael’s convic- 
tion; but principally to show him that if 
he believed by reason of this comparatively 
small proof of His divine power, his faith 
would increase from strength to strength 
at the greater proofs which should from 
that time forward be given.—It is perhaps 
best to set a question at wuoreverc 3 but see 
notes on the parallel sentences, ch. xvi. 31, 
and ch. xx. 29. — 52.] apiyv a&pyv is pecu- 
liar to John. The other Evangelists use 
apy once only in such asseverations. The 
LXX do not use it in this sense. Stier 
remarks (i. 40), that the ‘ Verily, verily, I 
say unto you’ of the Lord, answers to the 
‘Thus saith the Lord’ of the prophets. — 
wpiv] The words following are then spoken 
to all the disciples present, not only to 
Nathanael. — am’ dpru is probably genuine, 
and has been erased because it would not 
square with the literal interpretation of 
what follows. Its meaning is the usual 
one, ‘from this time forward.’ The glo- 
ries of a period beginning from the opening 
of the Lord’s public ministry, and at this 
day not yet completed, are described. For 
it is not the outward visible opening of the 
material heavens, nor ascent and descent of 
angels in the sight of men, which the Lord 
here announces; but the series of glories 
which was about to be unfolded in His 
Person and Work from that time forward. 

ins. A.—oPeoOar A. 

Luther, cited by Liicke, i. 458, beautifully 
says: ‘‘ When Christ became man and had 
entered on His ministerial office and begun 
to preach, then was the heaven opened, and 
remains open; and has from that time, 

since the baptism of Christ in the Jordan, 
never been shut,—and never will be shut, 
although we do not see it with our bodily 
eyes.... Christ says this: Ye are now 
heavenly citizens, and have your citizenship 
above in the heavenly Jerusalem, and are 
in communion with the holy angels, who 
shall without intermission ascend and de- 
scend about you.’”’—The ‘ opening of hea- 
ven’ is a symbolical expression signifying 
the imparting of Divine grace, help, and 
revelation. See Gen. xxviii. l1O—17. Ezek. 
i. 1]. Isa. vi. ]. Mak ii. 10. Isa. lxiv. 1: 
also Deut. xi. 17. 1 Kings viii. 35.—The 
words have a plain reference to the /adder 
of Jacob, and imply that what he then saw 
was now henceforth to receive its fulfil- 
ment: that He, the Son of Man, was the 
dwelling of God and the gate of Heaven, 
and that through Him, and on Him in the 
first place, was to descend all communica- 
tion of help and grace from aboye.—That 
no allusion is meant to the Transfiguration, 
or the Agony, is plain; for a// those here 
addressed did not witness these appear- 
ances, but Peter and John only; nor to 
the Ascension, for they did not see heaven 
opened, nor did angels ascend nor ee 
—The above has (remarks Olsh. ii. 79) 
been the interpretations of all cooneeee 
tors of any depth in all times: Origen as 
well as Augustine, Luther as well as Calvin, 
Liicke as well as Tholuck: and I may add, 
De Wette as well as Stier.— rév vt. rT. 
av@.] An expression originally (as appears) 
derived, in its Messianic sense, from Dan. 
vii. 13, 14, and thenceforward used as one 
of the titles of the Messiah (see ch. xii. 34). 
It is never predicated of our Lord by any 
but Himself, except in Acts vii. 56 by 
Stephen, in allusion apparently to Matt. 
xxvi. 64, and—which is hardly an exeep- 
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jtion—in the passages of the Revelations 
(ch. i. 13. xiv. 14) which are almost cita- 
tions from Daniel. 

Cuap. II. 1-—11.] The first fulfilment of 
the announcement in ch. 1. 52: see ver. 11. 
—1.] tq tpity—reckoned from the day of 
Nathanael’s calling. There would thus be 
but one day between that event and the 
marriage.—Kav@ t. I’., see ch. iv. 46 ;—not 
far from Capernaum. Josephus (Life, § 16) 
calls it kun THE Tadvvaiac. There is a 
Kanah in Josh. xix. 28, in the tribe of 
Asher, which must be distinct from this. 
Jerome however in his Onomasticon be- 
lieves it to have been the same. It was 
the residence, and probably birth-place, of 
Nathanael. If his calling took place in its 
neighbourhood, the Lord may have gone 
on and spent the intervening day at Naza- 
reth.— Dr. Robinson, Bib. Res. iii. 204 ff., 
satisfactorily establishes that Kana-el-Jelil, 
about 3 hours N.2 5. from Nazareth, is 

the site of this miracle. The name is iden- 
tical, and so stands in the Arabic version of 
the N. T. He shows this to have been 
recognized in early tradition, and its honour 
to have been only recently usurped by Kefr 
Kenna, a village 13 hour N.£. from Naza- 
reth, on one of the roads to Tiberias.— 
4 Typ T. "I.] John never names her, as 

ucke); or per- 

connexion with her in pursuance of the 
injunction ch. xix. 26,27. He never names 
his own brother, James. — 2.] ékA76y, not 
for a pluperfect :—‘ was invited :’ the histo- 
rical past. — Kk. ot pad. att. It does not 
appear who these were, unless we assume 
that they were those called in ch. i., which 
seems most probable. John himself was 
most likely present. He does not relate so 
circumstantially anything which he had not 
witnessed.—In this case, there must have 
been some other reason for the invitation, 
besides mere previous acquaintance. This 
would be the probable reason for Jesus 
Himself being asked,—but the disciples, 
being from various places in the district, 
can hardly all have been (De Wette) friends 
of the family. The fact of Jesus having 
attached disciples to Himself must have 
been known, and they were doubtless in- 
vited from consideration to Him. The 
Lord at once opens His ministry with the 
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character which He gives of Himself Matt. 
xi. 18, 19, as distinguished from the asce- 
ticism of John. He also, as Trench ad- 
mirably remarks (Miracles, p. 98 note), 
gives us His own testimony against the 
tendency which our indolence ever favours, 
of giving up those things and occasions to 
the world and the devil, which we have not 
Christian boldness to mingle in and purify. 
Even Cyprian, for instance, proscribes such 
festivals, —‘ nuptiarum festa improba et con- 
vivia lasciva vitentur, quorum periculosa 
contagio est.’ De Habitu Virginum, ch. iv. 
And such is the general verdict of modern 
religionism—which would keep the leaven 
distinct from the lump, for fear if should 
become wnleavened.—The especial honour 
conferred upon marriage by the Lord 
should also ve noticed. He here “‘ adorned 
and beautified it with His presence, and 
first miracle that He wrought.’”’—3.] There 
is no necessity to suppose that the feast 
had lasted several days, as De Wette and 
Liicke do. It has been suggested that the 
unexpected presence of the disciples may 
have occasioned a failure in the previously 
sufficient supply.—The mother of Jesus 
evidently is in a position of authority (see 
ver. 5) in the house, which was probably 
that of a near relative. The conjectures 
and traditions on the subject are many, but 
wholly unsatisfactory.—A graver question 
arises as to the intent with which this otvev 
ov éx. was said. She cannot have had 
Srom experience any reason to suppose that 
her Son would work a miracle, for this 
(ver. 11) was His first. Chrysostom sug- 
gests (so also Theophyl., Huthym., and 
Neander, L. J. p. 271) that, knowing Him 
to be Who He was, she had been by the 
recent i nowledgment of Him and 
His calling disciples to Himself, led to. 
expect the manifestation of His Messianic 
power about this time; and here seemed 
an occasion for it. Some of the other 
explanations are: ‘that she had always 
found Him a wise counsellor, and men- 
tioned the want to Him merely that He 
might suggest some way of remedying it.’ 
Cocceius, cited by Trench. ‘ Velim dis- 
cedas, ut ceteri item discedant, antequam 
penuria patefiat.’ Bengel. ‘Ut pia aliqua 
exhortatione convivis tedium eximeret, ac 
simul levaret pudorem sponsi.’ Calvin, 
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cited by Liicke. ‘Jesus had wrought mi- 
racles, but in secret, before this.’ Tholuck. 
—On the whole, the most probable ex- 
planation is that of Liicke, which some- 
what modifies the first here mentioned,— 
that the Lord Himself had recently given 
some reason to expect that He would show 
forth His glory by wonderful works. So, 
very nearly, Stier, R. J. i. 43. —4.] The 
answer of the Lord is ion one 
of reproof, and disclaimer of participation 
in the grounds on which the request was 
made. See instances, besides reff., in Josh. 
xxii. 24. Matt. viii. 29. Mark i. 24. Luke 
viii. 28. And so all the early expositors 
understood it. Irenzeus says, ‘ Dominus 
repellens ejus intempestivam festinationem, 
dixit,’ &c.;— and Chrysostom, éBobXero 
Keen Ppa NaptToorépay Trotijoar Ova 
Tov watooc, and therefore He ofodpérepor 
amexgivaro. Hom. xxi. in Joh., cited by 
Trench, Miracles, p. 101. The Romanist 
expositors mostly endeavour to divest the 
answer of any aspect of rebuke, and main- 
tain that it was so uttered for our sakes 
alone, to teach us that He did not perform 
His miracles from regard to human affinity, 
but solely from love and His object of 
manifesting His glory (Maldonatus, cited 
by Trench, ib.). And this is true :—but 
first among those to be taught this, was 
she herself, who had tempted Him to work 
a miracle from that regard.—lt has per- 

_ haps not been enough noticed, that in this 
answer the Lord declares His period of 

subjection to her as His earthly parent to 
be at an end. Henceforth His thoughts 
are not her thoughts. At twelve years of 
age, see Luke ii. 49, He answers ‘ thy father 
and I,’ by ‘ My Father :’—now, He is to 
be no longer before the world as Mary’s 
Son, but as sanctified by the Father and 
sent into the world :—compare Matt. xii. 
48. 50 and Luke xi. 27, 28, and see Stier’s 
admirable remarks, R. J. i. 44, also Ols- 
hausen’s, ii. 81. — yvvav] There is no re- 
proach in this term; but rather respect. 
The Lord henceforth uses it towards her, 
not calling her ‘mother,’ even on the Cross 
(see ch. xix. 26), doubtless for the reason 

alleged above.—ovm. 7x. } Gpa pov] This} 
expression is generally used in John of the 
time of the death ot Christ :—see ch. vii. 
30. viii. 20. xii. 23. 27. xiii. 1. But it is 
only so used because His Death is in those 
passages the subject naturally un 
the narrative. It is, any fixed or appointed 
time ;—and therefore here, the appointed 
time of His self-manifestation by miracles. 
This time was not yet come, but was close 
at hand. Some have supposed that the 
wine was not yet wholly exhausted, and 
that the Lord would wait till the miracle 
should be undoubted (so Trench, p. 102) ; 
but Stier well remarks that the known 
depth of all His early sayings forbids us 
from attaching only this meaning to it;—and 
he sees in it a reference to the great mar- 
riage-feast and the new fruit of the vine in 
the Kingdom of God (i. 46). If this be 
so, it can be only in the background; the 
words must have had a present meaning, 
and I believe it to be: ‘ My time, the time 
at which, from the Father’s appointment 
and My own concurring will, I am to begin 
miraculous working, is not yet arrived: 
forestall it not.’ Very similarly He speaks, 
ch. vii. 6, to His brethren, and yet after- 
wards goes up to the feast.—-5.] There 
certainly seems beneath this narrative to 
lie some incident which is not told us. 
For not only is Mary not repelled by the 
answer just given, but she is convinced 
that the miracle will be wrought, and she 
is not without an anticipation of the method 
of working it: for how should He require 
the aid of the servants, except the miracle 
were to take place according to the form 
here related? I believe we shall find, when 
all things are opened to us, that there had 
been a previous hint given her,—where or 
how I would not presume to say,—by the 
Lord, of His intention and the manner of 
performing it, and that her fault was, the 

too rash hastening on of what had been 
His fixed purpose. —6.] These vessels 
were for the washings usual at feasts: see 
Mark vii. 4. There could be no collusion 
or imposture here, as they were water- 
vessels, and could have no remnants of 
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elsewhere than in Jerusalem ; but generally 
there, and in the temple. The very fact of 
the market being held there would produce 
an unseemly mixture of sacred and profane 
transactions, even setting aside the abuses 
which would be certain to be mingled with 
the traffic. It is to the former of these 
evils that the Lord makes reference in this 
Jirst cleansing : in the second, to the latter. 
—The cxowia were probably the rushes 
which were littered down for the cattle 
to lie on. Whether the Lord used the 
scourge on the beasts only, or also on the 
sellers of them, is not distinctly said; the 
impression conveyed is that it was on both. 
He deals more mildly with those who sold 
the doves, which were for the offerings of 
the poor.—This cleansing of the temple 
was in the direct course of His manifesta- 
tion as the Messiah. Immediately after 
the prophetic announcement of the Fore- 
runner, Mal. iii. 1, is that of the Lord’s 
coming suddenly to His temple and puri- 
Sying it. This act also answers (but like 
the fulfilment last mentioned, only in an 
imperfect and still prophetic sense) to the 
declaration of the Baptist ‘‘ Whose fan is in 
His hand,” &c., Matt. iii. 12—His pro- 
ceeding was not altogether unexampled nor 
unauthorized, even in an uncommissioned 
person: for all had the right to reform an 
abuse of this sort, and the zealots put this 
right in practice. The disciples by their 
allusion in ver. 17 seem to refer the action 
to this latter class. —16.] tod mwatpds pov. 
By this expression thus publicly used, 
the Lord openly announces His Messiah- 
ship. Nathanael had named Him ‘the Son 
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of God’ with this meaning,—see on ch. i. 50, 
—and these words, coupled with the expec- 
tation which the confession of John the 
Baptist would arouse, could leave no doubt 
on the minds of the Jews as to their im- 
port :—see on ch. iii. 2.—oik. éyar.] not yet 
omnatoy Ayoredy, as at the end of His 
ministry ; see above.—17.] épvycPycav, 
at the time, not afterwards, which would 
have been expressed, as in yer. 22. —18.] 
On the demand of the Jews, see Deut. xiii. 
1—3. It was not only to justify His 
haying driven out the abomination; 
.any.one_might have done ;—but to justify 
the mission and the whole course of action 
which the words rov zarpé¢ pov implied. 
They used the same expression at the end 
of His ministry, Matt. xxi. 23. — 19.] 
This answer of the Lord has been involved 
in needless difficulty. That He pointed to 
His own Body, is inconceivable :— for thus 
both the Jews and His own disciples must 
have understood Him, which (see vy. 20, 
22) neither of them did. That He implied 
that their lawless proceedings in the temple 
would at last bring it to an end, is equally 
inconceivable; both on account of the 
latter part of His declaration, which would 
thus have no meaning,—and because of 
the use of the word vads,—which was the 
holy and the holiest place, the temple 
itself,—as distinguished from to tepdv, the 
whole enceinte of the sacred buildings. 
Stier has well remarked (i. 53—55) that 
the Lord in this saying comprehended in 
the reality,—His own Body,—iis type and 
symbol, the temple then before them. 
That temple, with all its ordinances and 
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holy places, was but the shadow of the 
Christian Church ;—that, the type of the 
Body of the Lord, represented the Church, 
which is veritably His Body. And so the 
saying was fulfilled by the slaying of His 
actual Body, in which rejection of Him the 
destruction of the Jewish temple and city 
was involyed,—and the raising of that 
Body after three days, in which resurrec- 
tion we, all the members of His new glori- 
fied Body, are risen again. It is for want 
of keeping in mind this width and depth 
of the Lord’s sayings, that so many com- 
mentators have fallen into error here and 
elsewhere in interpreting them. Most of 
the best German expositors, e.g. Liicke, 
Neander (L. J. 283), and even Olshausen, 
find insuperable difficulty in the exposition 
given by the Evangelist of these words, 
and even contend that it could not have 
been the right one. But surely those who 
believe the Apostles to haye been under 
the special influence of the Holy Spirit in 
their work of witnessing to and bringing 
out the truth of the sayings and doings of 
the Lord, cannot take this ground. Itisa 
wholly distinct matter from a chronological 
inaccuracy or varying report of the same 
occurrence in minor details; such things 
the Spirit may have, and has as matter of 
fact, for special reasons permitted in the 
Evangelists; but we have here,—assumed 
the genuineness of our Gospel, on which 
none of these writers have a doubt,—the 
positive declaration of an Apostle (and 
what an Apostle!) of the meaning of the 
Lord’s saying ;—which I do not think we 
are at liberty to question, on any, even the 
most moderate view, of the inspiration of 
the Scriptures. The difficulties attending 
the interpretation are,—besides the double 
meaning which I have treated above,—(1) 
the use of the imperative, as applied to the 
death of Christ. Olshausen contends that 
it must be mandatory, and cannot be hypo- 
thetical. But surely Matt. xii. 33 is an 
instance in point, as adduced by De Wette, 
for the hypothetical meaning: and usages 
exactly like that in our text are found in 
the two last reff. (see Winer, Gram. § 44. 

2.) (2) The words éyep® avtov,—seeing 
that the resurrection of the Lord is ever 
spoken of as the work of the Father. Yes, 
—but by power committed to Christ Him- 
self ;—see ch. x. 18, where this is distinctly 
asserted: and ch. vi. 39, 40, 44, where it is 
implied, for He is the first-fruits of them 
that sleep,—and (though the whole course 
of His working was after the will of the 
Father,—and in the Spirit, which wrought 
in Him) strictly and truly raised Himself 
from the dead in the sense here intended. 
(3) The utterance of such a prophecy at 
so early a period of His official life. But 
it was not a prophecy known and under- 
stood,—but a dark saying, from which no 
one could then draw an inference as to His 
death or resurrection. The disciples did 
not understand it; and I cannot agree with 
Stier that the Jews could have had any 
idea of such being His meaning.—Liicke 
remarks that the circumstance of the words 
being spoken so long before His trial by 
the Sanhedrim, would make it more easy 
for the false witnesses to distort them. 
This they did, but not so as to agree with 
one another. They reported it, ‘I can 
destroy,’ &c. which makes a wide differ- 
ence, and represents the Lord as an enemy 
of the temple (Matt. xxvi. 61), and some 
added to tov v. T.,—7T. yeworrornToy, and 
that He would raise another ayepo7otn- 
tov (Mark xiv. 58).—20.] The building 
of the temple by Herod the Great is stated 
by Josephus, in Antt. xv. 11, 1, to have 
been begun in the eighteenth year of his 
reign; in B. J. i. 21, 1, in the fifteenth ; 
the difference being made by counting his 
reign from the death of Antigonus, or 
from his appointment by the Romans, see 
Antt. xvii. 8, 1. Reckoning from this 
latter, we shall have twenty years till the 
birth of Christ, and thirty years since that 
event, from which fifty, however, four must 
be taken, since our era is four years too 
late. This gives forty-six. The temple 
was not completed till a.p. 64, under 
Herod Agrippa II., and the procurator 
Albinus ; so that @xoSopy%q must have its 
proper sense of ‘has been in building.’ — 
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22.] Tq ypay, by all analogy, must mean 
the O. T. scriptures. That the resurrec- 
tion of the Lord is the subject of O. T. 
prophecy, we find in several passages of the 
IN-wsee\ choexx. 9: Luke! xxive 26; 27. 
1 Cor. xy. 4. At first sight it appears 
difficult to fix on any passage in which it is 
directly announced: but with the deeper 
understanding of the Scriptures which the 
Holy Spirit gave the Apostles and still gives 
the Christian Church, such prophecies as 
that in Ps, xvi. are recognized as belonging 
to Him in Whom alone they are properly 
fulfilled ; see also Hos. vi. 2. 

23—25.| Many believe on Jesus at the 
Passover: His knowledge of their charac- 
ter, and withholding of Himself from them. 
—23.] as analogous with év T@ wdox. TH 
éopTy—see vi. 4. — Bewp. avT. T. o. & err. | 
eatorevov sic avTov, adr’ od BeBainc, 
éxeivor yao cept Bear epoy érriorevor, Oot 
poy) Ora Ta onpeta povov, ada Kai Cia THY 
OwWackaXiay abrov triorevoy. Kuthym.— 
24, 25.] The repetition of émior. has been 
regarded (Liicke, De Wette) as a sort of 
play on the word. But I should rather 
set it down to the simplicity of John’s 
style-—The meaning is, ‘ He did not trust 
Himself to them,’—i. e. treat them as true 
and earnest disciples. The fact of this 
being narrated shows that it made an im- 
pression on the Evangelist, and led him 
perhaps first to the conclusion which he 
here expresses, and which higher knowledge 
enabled him afterwards to place, as he here 
does, on its right ground ;—His knowing 
what was in man. Nothing less than Di- 
vine knowledge is here set forth; the words 
are even stronger than if rév av0. and éy 

totc av@. had been used. Then some re- 
ference might have been imagined to the 
persons here mentioned ; but now, the sin- 
gular is, and must be on all hands, purely 
generic,—as in KE. V.— What miracles these 
were, is not related :—certainly some no- 
table ones, see ch. iii. 2—The mention of 
them precludes us from understanding ch. 
iv. 54 as indicating that the healing of , 
the ruler’s son was absolutely His second — 
miracle. 

Cuapr. IIT. 1—21.] The Lord’s discourses 
with Nicodemus,—one of these believers on 
account of His miracles,—of the spiritual 
nature of the Kingdom of God, and the 
necessity of the new birth. —1.| We have 
in the Talmud (see Lightfoot, Hor. in loc.) 
a Nicodemus ben Gorion, who was pro- 
perly called Bonai, and said to have been 
a disciple of Jesus: but he is found living 
at the destruction of Jerusalem. This might 
certainly have been; still it must be quite 
uncertain whether he be the same with 
this Nicodemus.—He is mentioned again 
ch. vil. 50. xix. 39. He was a member of 
the Sanhedrim (apxwv, see reff.), and, be- 
sides, a vopodwWaccaXdog (ver. 10). =n 
vuktos,—for fear of the Jews: see ch. xii. 
42. The discourse seems to have taken 
place between the Lord and Nicodemus 
alone, —and may have been related by 
Jesus to the Evangelist afterwards. If this 
be deemed improbable (though I do not 
see why it should),—of the two other alter- 
natives I would rather believe that John 
was present, than that Nicodemus should 
have so minutely related a conversation 
which in his then position he could not 
understand. — oi8apev. This plural may 

— 
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be merely an allusion to others who had 
come to the same conclusion, e.g. Joseph 
of Arimathea; or it may express that Nico- 
demus was sent in the name of several who 
wished to know the real character of this 
Person who wrought such miracles. It is 
harsh, in this private conversation, to take 
the plural as merely of singular import, as 
Lightfoot seems to do. His other render- 
ing, ‘ vulgo agnoscitur,’ is better,—but not 
satisfactory,—for the common people did 
not generally confess it, and Nicodemus, as 
an dpxywyv, would not be likely to speak in 
their name (see ch. vii. 49). I would rather 
take it to express the true conviction re- 
specting Jesus, of that class to which Nico- 
demus belonged—the dpyovrec: and see 
in it an important fact, that their persecu- 
tions and murder of the Prince of Life 
hence found their greatest aggravation, that 
they were carried on against the conclu- 
sions of their own minds, out of bitter 
malice, and worldly disappointment at His 
humble and unobtrusive character, and the 
spiritual purity and self-sacrifice which He 
inculcated. Stier (iv. 12 ff.) seems to think 
that Nicodemus, by using the plural, is 
sheltering himself from expressing his own 
conviction, so as to be able to draw back 
again if necessary.—éAnAvOas. Stier (and 
Schleiermacher, cited by Stier, iv. 15 note) 
thinks that there is involved in this word 
a recognition by Nicodemus of the Mes- 
sianic mission of Jesus :—that it expresses 
His being 0 éoyopevoc (Matt. xi. 3 al.). 
It is never used of any but the Messiah, 
except by the Lord Himself, when speaking 
of John the Baptist as the subject of pro- 
phecy (see Matt. xi. 14 al.).—8iSdoKados. 
In this and the following words, Nicodemus 
seems to be cautiously withdrawing from 
his admission being taken as expressing too 
much. For who of the Jews ever expected 
a teacher to come from God? They looked 
for a King, to sit on David’s throne,—a 
Prophet, to declare the Divine will ;—but 
the Messiah was never designated as a 
mere teacher, till the days of modern So- 
cinianism. So that he seems trying to 
qualify or recall his £A\jAv@a¢ by this ad- 
dition.—The following words exhibit the 
same cautious inconsistency. ‘No one can 
do, &c. unless —’ we expect some strong 
expression of the truth, such as we had 
from Nathanael in ch. i. 49, but the sen- 
tence drops to merely—‘ God be with him,’ 
which is a very poor and insufficient ex- 
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ponent of a7d 0. éknAvGas. Against this 
inconsistency,—the inner knowledge that 
the Kingdom of God was come, and He 
who was to found it, on the one hand,— 
and the rationalizing endeayour to reduce 
this heavenly kingdom to mere learning, 
and its Founder to a mere Teacher, on the 

other,—is the following discourse directed. 
—8.] We are not to imagine that anything 
is wanting to complete the sense or con- 
nexion. The Lord replies, It is not learn- 
ing, but life, that is wanted for the Mes- 
siah’s Kingdom ;—and /ife must begin by 
birth. Luther (Stier, iv. 21) says: ‘* My 
teaching is not of doing and leaving un- 
done, but of a change in the man (nicht 
pon hun und Laffen, fondern von 
Werden) ;—so that it is, not new works 
done, but a new man to do them; not 
another dife only, but another Jirth.”” And 
only by this means can Nicodemus gain 
the teaching for which he is come,—idetv 
7. B. r. @.,—become a disciple of Christ :— 
tor, TouTéste vornocor, Theophyl.,—‘ un- 
derstand by sharing’—‘have any concep- 
tion of.’ — dvabev—ot piv tx Tov obpavov" 
gaowy, ot o& 2§ apyie. Chrysost.,—who, as 
also Huthym., explains yev. av. by wadty- 
yevecia :—Origen, Cyril, and Theophyl. 
taking the other meaning.—The true mean- 
ing is to be found by taking into account 
the answer of Nicodemus, who obviously 
understood it of a new birth in mature 
life. ‘ Born afresh’ would be a better ren- 
dering than ‘born again,’ being closer to 
the meaning of avwlev, ‘from the very 
beginning ;’/—‘ unless a man begin his life 
anew altogether (7a\uv dywev, Gal. iv. 9), 
he cannot’ &c.—It is not impossible that 
the other meaning may lie beneath this,— 
as the Baoi\eia is Tov Beov, and so must 
the birth be ;—but Grotius has remarked 
that in Hebrew and Aramaic (in one of 
which languages our Lord, discoursing with 
a Rabbinical Jew, certainly spoke) there is 
no word of double méaning corresponding 
to dvw0ev:—so that He must have ex- 
pressed it, as Nicodemus understood it, of 
an entirely new birth. That John never 
uses the word elsewhere in this sense 
(Liicke) is here of little weight, for he only 
uses it three times more, and never with a 
verb cognate to yevydopat. The Evan- 
gelist most likely chose the Greek expres- 
sion yev. av. as strictly corresponding to 
the term avayevvac0a, which, when he 
wrote, was in common use in the Church : 

AB 
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see 1 Pet. i. 3. 23. On the birth itself, 
see below, ver. 5.—4.] It is impossible 
that Nicodemus can have so entirely and 
stupidly misunderstood the Lord’s words, 
as his question here would seem to imply. 
The idea of new birth was by no means 
alien from the Rabbinical views. They 
described a proselyte when baptized as 
‘sicut parvulus jam natus.’ Lightfoot in 
loc. I agree with Stier in thinking that 
there was something of the spirit that 
would not understand, and the disposition 
to turn to ridicule what he heard. But 
together with this there was also consider- 
able real ignorance. The proselyte might 
be regarded as born again, when he became 
one of the seed of Abraham: this figure 
would be easily explained on the Judaical 
view: but that every man should need 
this, was beyond Nicodemus’s comprehen- 
sion. He therefore rebuts the assertion 
with a reductio ad absurdum, which in 
spirit expresses, as in ch. vi. 60,—‘ This is 
an hard saying ; who can hear it ?? —yépwv 
®v: probably he himself was old, and he 
instances his own case.—95.] The Lord 
passes by the question of Nicodemus with- 
out notice, further than that this His second 
assertion takes as it were the ground from 
under it, by explaining the token and 
means of the new birth.—There can be no 
doubt, on any honest interpretation of the 
words, that yevvnOaver é& USaros refers to 
the token or outward sign of baptism,— 
y- « mvevpatos to the thing signified, or 
inward grace of the Holy Spirit. All at- 
tempts to get rid of these two plain facts 
have sprung from doctrinal prejudices, by 
which the views of expositors have been 
warped. Such we have in Calvin: ‘ spi- 
ritum, qui nos repurgat, et qui virtute sua 
in nos diffusa vigorem inspirat ccelestis 
vite ;’— Grotius: ‘spiritum aque instar 
emundantem’ (!) ;—Cocceius: ‘ gratiam Dei, 
sordes et vitia abluentem ;/—Lampe: ‘ obe- 
dientiam Christi’ (!) ;—Tholuck, who holds 
that not Baptism itself, but only its idea, 
that of cleansing, is referred to;—and 
others, who endeayour to resolve Udaroc 
Kai TVvEvparoc into a figure of Ev dia Ovoty, 
so as to make it mean ‘ the cleansing or 
purifying Spirit.’ All the better and deeper 
expositors have recognized the co-existence 
of the two, water and the Spirit. So for 

the most part the ancients: so Liicke (in 
his last edition), De Wette, Neander, Stier, 
Olshausen (on yer. 5), &c.— This being 
then recognized, to what does tdwp refer ? 
At that time, two kinds of baptism were 
known: that of the proselytes, by which 
they were received into Judaism,—and that 
of John, by which, as a preparatory rite, 
symbolizing repentance, the people were 
made ready for Him who was to baptize 
them with the Holy Ghost. But both 
these were significant of one and the same 
truth; that namely of the entire cleansing 
of the man for the new and spiritual life 
on which he was to enter, symbolized by 
water cleansing the outward person. Both 
were appointed means,—the one by the 
Jewish Church,—the other, stamping that 
first with approval, by God Himself, — 
towards their respective ends. John him- 
self declared his baptism to be incomplete, 
—it was only with water ; One was coming, 
who should baptize with the Holy Ghost. 
That declaration of his is the key to the 
understanding of this verse. Baptism, com- 
plete, with water and the Spirit, is the 
admission into the Kingdom of God. Those 
who have received the outward sign and 
the spiritual grace, have entered into that 
Kingdom. And this entrance was fully 
ministered to the disciples when the Spirit 
descended on them on the day of Pente- 
cost. So that, as spoken to Nicodemus, 
these words referred him to the baptism of 
John, which probably (see Luke vii. 30) 
he had slighted. But they were not only 
spoken to him. The words of the Lord 
have in them life and meaning for all ages 
of His Church: and more especially so 
these opening declarations of His ministry. 
He here unites together the two elements 
of a complete Baptism which were sundered 
in the words of the Baptist, ch. i. 33—in 
which united form He afterwards (Matt. 
xxviii. 20. Mark xvi. 16) ordained it as a 
Sacrament of His Church. Here He speaks 
of spiritual Baptism, as in ch. vi. of spi- 
ritual Communion, and in both places in 
connexion with the outward conditions and 
media of these sacraments. It is observ- 
able that here, as ordinarily (with a special 
exception, Acts x. 45), the outward sign 
comes first, and then the spiritual grace, 
youchsafed in and by means of it where 
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duly received. — eiseNOety eis is more than 
idsiv above, though no stress is to be laid 
on the difference. The former word was 
perhaps used because of Nicodemus’s ex- 
pectation of teaching being all that was 
required: but now, the necessity of a real 
vital change having been set forth, the 
expression is changed to a practical one— 
the entering into the Kingdom of God.— 
6.] The neuter denotes not only the uni- 
versal application of this truth, but (see 
Luke i. 35) the very first beginnings of life 
in the embryo, before sex can be predi- 
cated. So Bengel: ‘notat ipsa prima sta- 
mina vite.’—The Lord here answers Nico- 
demus’s hypothetical question of ver. 4, by 
telling him that even could it be so, it 
would not accomplish the birth of which 
He speaks.—In this oapé is included every 
part of that which is born after the ordi- 
nary method of generation; even the spirit 
of man, which, receptive as it is of the 
Spirit of God, is yet in the natural birth 
dead, sunk in trespasses and sins, and in 
a state of wrath. Such ‘flesh and blood’ 
cannot inherit the Kingdom of God, 1] Cor. 
xv. 50. But when the man is born again 
of the Spirit (the water does not appear 
any more, being merely the outward form 
of reception, — the less included in the 
greater), then just as flesh generates flesh, 
so spirit generates spirit, after its own 
image, see 2 Cor. iii. 18 fin. ; and since the 
Kingdom of God is a spiritual Kingdom, 
such only who are so born can enter into 
it.—7.] The weightiest word here is tpas. 
The Lord did not, could not, say this of 
Himself. Why ?—Because in the full sense 
in which the flesh is incapacitated from 
entering the K. of God, He was not born 
of the flesh. Ue inherited the weakness 
of the flesh, but His Spirit was not, like 
that of sinful man, alien from holiness and 
God; and therefore on Him no second 
birth passed; when the Holy Spirit de- 
scended on Him at His baptism, the words 
spoken by the Father were indicative of 
past.approval, not of renewal. His obe- 
dience was accepted as perfect, and the 
good pleasure of the Father rested on Him. 
Therefore He includes not Himself in this 

necessity for the new birth.—The py 8av- 
paons applies to the next verse, in which | 
Nicodemus is told that he has things as 
wonderful around him every day in the 
natural world. — 8.] The Lord might have 
chosen any of the mysteries of nature to 
illustrate the point:—He takes that one, 
which is above others symbolic of the action 
of the Spirit, and which (in both languages, 
that in which He spoke, as well as that in 
which His speech is reported) is expressed 
by the same word as it. So that the words 
as they stand apply themselves at once to 
the Spirit and His working, without any 
figure ;—spiritus ubi vult spirat. Bengel, 
after Origen and Augustine, takes To tv. 
of the Holy Spirit exclusively: but this 
can hardly be. The form of the sentence, 
as well as its import, is against it. The 
TVEl, GKOVELS, OLdas, are all said of well- 
known facts. And the comparison would 
not hold on that supposition—‘ As the 
Spirit is in His working on those born of 
Him, so is every one that is born of the 
Spirit.’ But on the other interpretation, 
we have ‘ The wind breatheth,’ &c.:—so is, 
i.e. ‘so it is with’ (see a similar construction 
Matt. xiii. 45) every one born of the Spirit. 
—Notice it is not 6 dvepoc here, but To 
avevpa, the gentle breath of the wind ;— 
and it is heard, not felt ;—a case in which 
the ov« oi8as «.7.\. is more applicable 
than in that of a violent wind steadily blow- 
ing. It is one of those sudden breezes 
springing up on a calm day, which has no 
apparent direction, but we hear it rustling 
in the leaves around.—The éaov @édeu, in 
the application, implies the freedom (2 Cor. 
iii. 17) and unrestrained working of the 
Spirit (1 Cor. xii. 11). — mas 6 y. The 
Lord can hardly, as Stier explains (iv. 58), 
mean Himself by these words; or, if He 
does, only inclusively, as being y. €« T.1Vv.,— 
not principally. He describes the mystery 
of the spiritual life ;—we see its effects, 
in ourselves, and others who have it; but 
we cannot trace its beginnings, nor pre- 
scribe to the Holy Spirit His course: He 
works in us and leads us on, accompanying 
us with His witness,—His voice, spiritually 
discerned.— Homo in quo spiritus spirat, 
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e spiritu respirat.’ Bengel.—This saying of 
the Lord—in contradiction to all so-called 
Methodism, which prescribes the time and 
manner of the working of the Spirit— 
assures us of the manifold and undefinable 
variety of both these. ‘The physiognomies 
of those who are born again, are as various 
as those of natural men’ (Driseke, cited by 
Stier, iv. 61). — 9.] The question of Nico- 
demus is evidently still one of unbelief: see 
ver. 12. —10.] I believe the E. V. is right 
in rendering 6 818. ‘a teacher ;’ the article 
is inserted as required by row before ’Ic- 
pay, which is expressed as giving a so- 
lemnity to "Ico. as the people of God. Or 
it is possible that 6 didacKaXocg may merely 
be meant as one of ot duaoxaXdor. I prefer 
either of these reasons for the presence of 
the article, to supposing it to have any 
emphatic meaning. wixod us was mani-— 
festly in no supereminent place among the 
aoxovTec: see ch. vii. 50—53. Still less 
can I with Bp. Middleton, Gr. Art. p. 242, 3, 
believe any blame conveyed in the title.— 
11.] Henceforward the discourse is an an- 
swer to the unbelief, and in answering that, 
to the question (was 8. T. yev.) of Nico- 
demus: by showing Him the appointed 
means of this new birth, and of being up- 
held in the life to which it is the entrance, 
viz.—faith in the Son of God.—6 otdapev 
Me: Why these plurals ? Various 
interpretations have been given : 7 TE 
éauToo kai TOU watpos TOUTS gnow, 7} 
mepi gavrov povov (Euthym.) ;—‘ Loquitur 
de se et de Spiritu’ (Bengel) <2 of Himself 
and the Prophets (Beza, Tholuck) ;—of 
Himself and John the Bapt. (Knapp) ;— 
of Teachers like Himself (Meyer) ;—of all 
the born of the Spirit (Lange, Wesley) ;— 
of the three Persons in the Holy Trinity 
(Stier) ;—or, the plural is only rhetorical 
(Liicke, De Wette). I had rather take it 
as a proverbial saying ; q. d. ‘ I am one of 
those who,” &c. The Lord thereby brings 
out the unreasonableness of that unbelief 
which would not receive His witness, but 
made i¢ an exception to the general pro- 
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verbial rule. — ov apBavere, addressed 
still to Nicodemus, and through him to the 
Jews: not to certain others who were 
present, as Olsh. supposes. —12.] The 
words paptuptav AapBadverv prepared the 
way for the new idea which is brought 
forward in this verse—muorteve.v. Faith 
is, in the most pregnant sense, ‘the re- 
ceiving of testimony;’ because it is the 
making subjectively real the contents of 
that testimony. So the zusrevew eis 
avtov is, the full reception of the Lord’s 
testimony ; because the burden of that 
testimony is, grace and truth and sal- 
vation by Himself. This faith is not 
reasoning, nor knowledge, but a reception 
of Divine Truth declared by One who 
came from God; and so it is far above 
reasoning and knowledge: — muorevopev 
above oiSapev.— But what are the émi- 
yeta? The matters relating to the new 
birth which have hitherto been spoken of ; 
—called so because that side of them has 
been exhibited which is upon earth, and 
happens among men. & rotc¢ émi yije Ett 
CvarpiBovow avOour7og Ovvara brap~at 
Te Kai vonOjvat. Origen. That the para- 
ble about the wind is not intended, is 
evident from x. ov miotevete, which in 
that case would be ‘do not understand.’ 
And the érovpdavia are the things of which 
the discourse goes on to treat from this 
point: viz. the heavenly side of the new 
birth and salvation of man, in the eternal 
counsels of God regarding His only-begotten 
Son.—Stier supposes a reference in this 
verse to Wisd. ix. 16. kai podc sina Zopev 
Ta éTt THC YAS, kai Ta ty _Xépoty eV0ICKO- 
pev pera movov, Ta O& év ovpavoic Tic 
éEcyviace ; —18.] The whole verse seems 
to have intimate connexion with and refer- 
ence to Prov. xxx. 4; and as spoken to a 
learned doctor of the law, would recall that 
JE as the further question 
is there asked, ‘Who hath gathered the 
wind in His fists ?’ (y2732 7 FN ), and 

‘What is His name, and what His Son’s 
name?’ See also Deut. xxx. 12, and the 
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citation Rom. x. 6—8.— All attempts to 
explain away the plain sense of this verse 
are futile and ridiculous. The Son of Man, 
the Lord Jesus, the Word made Flesh, was 
in, came down from, heaven,—and was 
in heaven (heaven about Him, heaven 
dwelling on earth, ch. i. 52), while here, 
and ascended up into heaven when He 
left this earth;—and by all these proofs, 
speaking in the prophetic language of 
accomplished Redemption, does the Lord 
establish, that He alone can speak of ra 
éroupavia to men, or convey the blessing 
of the new birth to them. Be it remem- 
bered, that He is here speaking prolepti- 
cally, of results of His course and sufferings 
on earth,—of the way of regeneration and 
salvation which God has appointed by Him. 
He regards therefore throughout the pas- 
sage, the great facts of redemption as 
accomplished, and makes announcements 
which could not be literally acted upon 
till they had been so accomplished. See 
ver. 14 ff., whose sense will be altogether 
lost, unless this avaBéSnceyv be understood 
of His exaltation to be a Prince and a 
Saviour.—6 &v év 7. ovp.] see ch. i. 18 
and note. Doubtless the meaning involves 
‘whose place is in heaven;’ but it also 
asserts the ‘being in heaven’ of the time 
then present: see ch. i. 51.—To explain 
such expressions as dvaPaive Eic T. ovp., 
&c. as mere Hebrew metaphors (Liicke, De 
Wette, &c.) is no more than saying that 
Hebrew metaphors were founded on deep 
insight into Divine truth :—these words 
in fact express the truths on which Hebrew 
metaphors were constructed. Socinus is 
quite right, when he says that those who 
take ava. tic r. ob. metaphorically, must 
in all consistency take 0 karaac é« 7. 
ovp. metaphorically also- * qualis descen- 
sus, talis etiam ascensus.’—14.] From this 
point the discourse passes to the Person of 
Christ, and Redemption by His Death.— 
The Lord brings before this doctor of the 
Law the mention of Moses, who in his day 
by Divine command lifted up a symbol of 
forgiveness and redemption to Israel. — 
xa0as. We must avoid all such ideas as 
that the Lord merely compares His death 
to the elevation of the brazen serpent, 

as if only a fortuitous likeness were laid 
hold of by Him. This would leave the 
brazen serpent itself meaningless, and is 
an explanation which can only satisfy those 
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who do not discern the typical reference of 
all the ceremonial dispensation to the Re- 
deemer.—It is an important duty of an 
expositor here, to defend the obvious and 
only honest explanation of this comparison 
against the tortuous and inadequate inter- 
pretations of modern critics. The com- 
parison lies between the exalted serpent of 
brass, and the exalted Son of Man. The 
brazen serpent sets forth the Redeemer. 
This by recent Commentators (Liicke, De 
Wette, and others) is considered impossi- 
ble: and the tertium comparationis is held 
to be only ‘the lifting up.’ But this does 
not satisfy the construction of the com- 
parison. ‘The brazen serpent was lifted 
up: every one who looked on it, lived,’ = 
‘The Son of Man must be lifted up: 
every one who believes on Him, shall live.’ 
The same thing is predicated of the two ; 
—both are lifted up;—cognate conse- 
quences follow,—body-healing, and soul- 
healing (as Erskine, On the Brazen Ser- 
pent). There must then be some reason 
why the only two members of the com- 
parison yet unaccounted for stand where 
they do,—considering that the brazen ser- 
pent was lifted up not for any physical 
efficacy, but by command of God alone. 
Now on examination we find this cor- 
respondence fully established. The ‘ser- 
pent’ is in Scripture symbolism, the devil, 
—from the historical temptation in Gen. iil. 
downwards. But wy is the devil set forth 
by the serpent? How does the bite of the 
serpent operate? It pervades with its 
poison the frame of its victim: that frame 
becomes poisoned ;—and death ensues. So 
sin, the poison of the devil, being instilled 
into our nature, that nature has become 
oap& adpaoriac,—a poisoned nature,—a 
flesh of sin. Now the brazen serpent was 
made in the likeness of the serpents which 
had bitten them. It represented to them 
the poison which had gone through their 
frames, and it was hung up there, on the 

banner-staff, as a trophy, to show them 
that jor the poison, there was healing ;— 

that the plague had been overcome. In if, 
there was no poison; only the likeness of 
it. Now was not the Lord Jesus made éy 
Omowmpare capKdc apaoriac, Rom. viii. 3? 
Was not ‘ He made Sin for us, who knew 
no sin?’ (2 Cor. y. 21.)—Did not He, on 
His Cross, make an open show of, and 
triumph over, the Enemy, so that it was as 

AB 
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if the Enemy himself had been nailed to 
that Cross (Col. ii. 15)? Were not Sin 
and Death and Satan crucified, when He 
was crucified 2? ixet pév, érei Ov dpewe 
BAGBy, Ov bpewe Kai 7) Osparrela’ tvTadtOa 
O&, txei Ov avOowmrov 6 Oavaroe eichdADEv 
tig Tov Kdopov, Ov avOpw7ov Kai 1 fw 
mapeyévero. Kuthym.—8et, it is neces- 
sary, in the Father’s counsel—it is decreed, 
but not arbitrarily ;—the very necessity of 
things, which is in fact but the evolution of 
the Divine will, made it requisite that the 
pure and sinless Son of Man should thus 
be uplifted and suffer; see Luke xxiv. 26. 
—itobjvat. In this word there is more 
than the mere crucifixion. It has respect 
in its double meaning (of which see a re- 
markable instance in Gen. xl. 13, 19. E.V.) 
to the exaltation of the Lord on the Cross, 
and through the Cross to His Kingdom ; 
and refers back to avaBéBnkev sic rT. odp. 
before. Stier quotes the Christian proverb, 
Crux scala coeli.—15.] The corresponding 
clause applying to the type is left to be 
supplied—‘ And as every one who looked 
on it was healed, so....’—aor. eis adTov | 
This expression, here first used by the 
Lord, implies His exaltation,—see ch. xii. 
32. It is a belief in His Person being 
what God by His sufferings and exaltation 
hath meade Him to be, and being that to 
ME. This involves, on the part of the be- 
liever, the anguish of the bite of the fiery 
serpent,—and the earnest looking on Him 
in Whom sin is crucified, with the inner eye 
of faith.—pq am. ad’ €xy C. at. Just as 
in the type, God did not remove the fiery 
serpents,—or not all at once,—but healing 
was to be found in the midst of them by 
looking to the brazen serpent (7de 6 de- 
Onypévog Owv avroy Cyaerar, LXX),—so 
the temptations and conflicts of sin shall 
not leave the believer,—but in the midst 
of these, with the Eye of Faith fixed on the 
uplifted Son of Man, he has eternal life ; 
perishes not of the bite, but ¢joerar.—See 
on this verse the remarkable passage, 
Wisd. xvi. 5—13, where as much of the 
healing sign is opened as could be expected 
before the great Antitype Himself appeared. 
—16.| Many Commentators—since the time 
of Erasmus, who firstsuggested the notion,— 
have maintained that the discourse of the 
Lord breaks off here, and the rest, to ver. 
21, consists of the remarks of the Evange- 
list. (So Tholuck, Olshausen, Liicke, De 

e Matt. xix. 16, 29. Acts xiii. 46, 48. Rom. ii. 7 al. 
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Wette; which last attributes vv. 13, 14 
also to John.) But to those who view 
these discourses of the Lord as intimately 
connected wholes, this will be as incon- 
ceivable, as the absurd idea of Matthew 
having combined into one insulated sayings 
of his Master. This discourse would be 
altogether fragmentary, and would have 
left Nicodemus almost where he was be- 
fore, had not this most weighty concluding 
part been also spoken to him. This it is, 
which expands and explains the assertions 
of vv. 14, 15, and applies them to the pre- 
sent life and conduct of mankind.—The 
principal grounds alleged for supposing the 
discourse to break off here seem to be, (a) 
that all allusion to Nicodemus is hence- 
Jorth dropped.—But this is not conclusive, 
for it is obvious that the natural progress 
of such an interview on his part would be 
from questioning to listening; and that 
even had he joined in the dialogue, the 
Evangelist would not have been bound to 
relate all his remarks, — but only those which, 
as vv. 2, 4 and 9, were important to bring 
out his mind and standing point. (3) that 
henceforth past tenses are used ; making it 
more probable that the passage was added 
after the great events alluded to had taken 
place. But does not the Lord speak here, 
as in so many other places, proleptically, 
of the fulness of the accomplishment of 
those designs, which in the Divine Counsels 
were accomplished? Is not this way of 
speaking natural to a discourse which is 
treating of the development of the new 
birth, itself not yet brought in till the 
Spirit was given? See a parallel instance, 
with the Evangelist’s explanation, ch. vii. 
37—39. (y) on account of the use of 
povoyevis, vv. 16, 18, which is peculiar to 
John. But, as Stier well inquires (iv. 101), 
whence did John get this word, but from 
the lips of his divine Master? Would he 
have ventured on such an expression, ex- 
cept by an authorization from Him? (6) 
It is asserted that John often continues the 
Lord’s discourses with additions of his 
own ;—and ch. i. 16, and ch. ii. 31, are 
alleged as instances. Of these, ch. i. 16 is 
beside the question :—for the whole pro- 
logue is spoken in the person of the Evan- 
gelist, and the Baptist’s testimony in ver. 
15 is merely confirmatory of ver 14, and 
then the connexion goes on with ver. 16. 
On the untenableness of the view with 
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regard to ch. iii. 31 ff., see notes there.—It 
would besides give us a very mean idea of 
the honesty or reverence of one who sets 
forth so sublime a view of the Divinity and 
Authority of the Lord, to suppose him 
capable, in any place, of attributing to his 
Master words and sentiments of his own 
inyention. And that the charge amounts 
to this, every simple reader can bear testi- 
mony. The obyious intention of the Evan- 
gelist here is, that the Lord shall have said 
these words. If the Lord Se not—say 
them, but the Evangelist, we cannot stop 
with the view that he has added his own 
remarks to the Lord’s discourse, but must 
at once pronounce him guilty of an im- 
posture and a forgery. (See Stier, iv. 99 
—107). I conclude therefore on all these 

_ grounds that the words following, to ver. 
21, cannot be otherwise regarded than as 
uttered by the Lord in continuation of 
His discourse.—nyargoev. The indefinite, 
signifying the universal and eternal exist- 
ence of that love which God Himself is 
(1 John iv. 8). —rtov Kécpov, the world, 
in the most general sense, as represented 
by, and included in, man,—Gen. iii. 17, 18, 
and i. 28;—not, the elect, which would 
utterly destroy the force of the passage ; 
see on ver. 18.—The Lord here reveals 
Love as the one ground of the Divine 
counsel in redemption,—salvation of men, 
as its one purpose with regard to them.— 
Tov povoy. The reference is to the offer- 
ing of Isaac, of whom (Gen. xxii. 2, Heb.: 
—the LXX have ayaryrov) this term is 
used: and Nicodemus would at once be 
reminded by it of the love there required, 
the substitution there made, and the pro- 
phecy there uttered to Abraham, to which 
tva was 6 mot. so nearly corresponds.— 
€dwxev—absolute, not merely ry Koopm— 
‘gave up, —zaptdwkev,—Rom. viil. 32; 
where, as Stier remarks, we have again, in 
the ov« épeioaro, an unmistakeable allusion 
to the ot« ideiow said to Abraham, Gen. 
xxii. 16.—tva... By the repetition of 
this final clause verbatim from ver. 15, we 

have the identity of the former clauses 
established: i.e. the uplifting of the Son 
of Man like the serpent in the wilderness 
is the manifestation of the Divine Love in 
the gift of the Son of God:—o vide rov 
avOowzou of ver. 14, =in the strictest 
sense, 0 vldc adr. 0 povoy. of ver. 16. — 
17.] The «écpo0c—the Gentile world—was 
according to Jewish ideas to be judged and 
condemned by the Messiah. This error 
the Lord here removes. The assertion ch 
ix. 39, eis Kpiwa éyw ic T. Koo. TOUT. 
7y\9ov is no contradiction to this. The 
kota there, as here, results from the 
separation of mankind into two classes,— 
those who will and those who will not 
come to the light; and that result itself is 
not the purpose why the Son of God came 
into the world, but is evolved in the accom- 
plishment of the higher purpose, viz. Love, 
and the salvation of men. Observe, the 
latter clause does not correspond to the 
former—it is not iva coly ov Kdo pov ,— 

but tva owOq 6 Kdopos St’ avtov:—the free 
will of the xdcpoc is by this strikingly set 
forth, in connexion with vy. 19, 20. Not 
that the Lord is not the cwrio tov Kéopou 
(iv. 42), but that the peculiar cast of this 
passage required the other side of the truth 
to be brought out. —18.] Onc. eis adr. 
see above, ver. 15.—ov xptvetat—see ch. 
v. 24, where the same assertion is made more 
fully ; and note there.—78y Kéxpitat, im- 
plying,—by no positive act of judgment of 
Mine,—but by the very nature of things 
themselves. God has provided a remedy 
for the deadly bite of sin; this remedy the 
man has not accepted, not taken : he must 
then perish in his sins; he is already 
judged and sentenced. — ph wemiorevxev. 
The perfect implies more than ‘that faith 
is a definite act in time’ (Liicke, De 
Wette) ; it sets before us the deliberate 
choice of the man, q. d. ‘he hath not chosen 

to believe’ (Lange, in Stier iv. 113); see 
2 Thess. ii. 11, }2. — eis +6 Gv. not with- 
out meaning: that name was ’Iyoovc, av- 
Tog yao awoe Tov aby abrod amd Tov 
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apapriay abrey, Matt. i. 21.—The povo- 
yevovs also here sets before us the hope- 
lessness of such a man’s state; he has no 
other Saviour.—19.] The particular na- 
ture of his decided judgment is now set 
forth,—that the Light (see ch.i. 7, and 
notes) is come into the world, (éhndvbevr, 
in reference perhaps to éAjAv@ac, ver. 2,) 
and men (= 6 kécpoc, men in general; an 
awful revelation of the future reception of 
the Gospel) loved (the perversion of the 
affections and will is the deepest ruin of 
mankind) the darkness (see note on ch. i. 
5; = the state of sin and unbelief) rather 
than (not = ‘and not,’ but as Bengel says, 
Amabilitas lucis eos perculit, sed obhese- 
runt in amore tenebrarum, see ch. v. 35. 
xii. 43. 2 Tim. iii. 4) the light, because their 
deeds were evil (their habits, thoughts, prac- 
tices,—all these are included,—were per- 

_ verted). — yyarnoav and jy are the inde- 
jinite Aorists, implying the general usage 
and state of men, when and after the gic 
tdyjdvbev sic 7. Koo. — 20.] This verse 
analyses the psychological grounds of the 
preceding. The gwc is not here ‘the com- 
mon light of day,’ nor light in general : but 
as before, ‘the Light;’ i. e. the Lord 
Jesus, and His salvation: see ver. 21 fin. 
—There i is here a difference between davAa 
mpaccety, and trouety 77)y a\nOevav, which 
is too remarkable to be passed over,—espe- 
cially as the same distinction is observed 
in ch. v. 29,—olt ra ayaba TOUoavTes, €iC 

avaoracw Cwic ot 0& ra data mpdgav- 
Tes, tic av. Kpioewc. Bengel, who noticed 
this, hardly I think gives the right reason 
for it: ‘ malitia est irrequieta, est quiddam 
Operosius quam veritas :’ nor does Stier 
fully reach it, ‘ that zpao. signifies more a 
subordination, a being the servants of sin, 
éoyarat ti¢ adiciac, Luke xiii. 27.’ I 
think the distinction is rather perhaps this, 
—that zpdocew is more the habit of action ; 
so that we might say ‘he that practises 
evil :’ but zroiy the true doing of good, 
good fruit, good that remains. He who 
mpaccet, has nothing but his mpaypa, 

Vou. I. 

p | Cor. vii. 39. 
xi. 11.1 John 
iv. 16. 

Acts xii. 19. xv. 35. 

" déroude per auT@V Kal 

r ch, xi. 64, 

which is an eyent, a thing of the past, a 
source to him only of condemnation, for he 
has nothing to show for it, for it is also 
gpavAov, worthless ; whereas he that 7rovet, 
has his zoinwa,—he has abiding fruit; his - 
works do follow him. So that the expres- 
sions will not admit of being interchanged. 
There may possibly be a hint at the coming 
by night of Nicodemus, but surely only by 
a distant implication. He might gather 
this from what was said, that it would have 
been better for him to make open confes- 
sion of Jesus; but we can hardly say that 
the Lord reproves him for coming, even as 
he did. — 21.] Who is this wot@v 7. adn. ? 
The end of ch. i. will best explain to us: 
év @ OdXog ovK éort, see also Luke viii. 15, 
and Ps. xv. The mpacowy zovnod is 
crooked and perverse; he has a light, which 
he does not follow; he knows the light, 
and avoids it; and | so there is no truth, 
singleness, in him; he is a man at variance 
with himself. But the simple and single- 
minded is he who knowing and approving 
the light, comes to it; and comes that he 
may be carried onward in this spirit of 
truth and single-mindedness to higher de- 
grees of communion with and likeness to 
God. ‘The good man seeks the Light, and 
to place his works in the Light, not from 
a vain love of praise, but from a desire for 
communion wherein he finds strength and 
security.” De Wette. But this is not all: 
the manifesting his works that they are 
wrought in God, is and can be only by the 
candle of the Lord being kindled within 
him and he himself born again in the King- 
dom of God; see Ps. cxxxix. 23, 24.—We 
hear nothing of the effect produced on 
Nicodemus by this interview. It certainly 
did not alienate him from Jesus, see ch. vil. 
50. xix. 39, also ch. xii. 42. ‘It speaks 
for the simplicity and historic truthfulness 
of our Evangelist, that he adds nothing 
more, and even leaves untold the imme- 
diate result which the discourse had.” 
(Baumgarten-Crusius, in Stier, iv. 124.) 

22—36.| Removal of Jesus and His 
Lu 
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disciples into the neighbourhood of the 
Baptist, who, upon occasion given, bears 
another notable testimony to Him. — 22.| 
pet. TaVTa :—the sequenceisnot immediate ; 
for this, John uses pera rovro. — 7. “Iovd. 
y- The rural districts of Judea, in distine- 
tion from the metropolis. —éBdqr., viz. 
by means of His disciples ;—see ch. iv. 2, 
and note. The place is not named: per- 
haps He did not remain in one fixed spot. 
— 23.] The situation of these places is 
uncertain. Eusebius and Jerome place 
Salim eight Roman miles south of Scytho- 
polis, and Anon at the same distance, on 
the Jordan. If Scythopolis was the ancient 
Bethshan, both places were in Samaria: 
and to this agree Epiphanius and the Sama- 
ritan chronicle called Abul Phatach. In 
Judith iv. 4, we find mention of 6 aihuov 
Sao} in Samaria. An Ainon in the wil- 
derness of Judah is mentioned Josh. xv. 
G1, and ib. ver. 32, ow and py, Ledrcein 
x. Aiv (Alex.), both in Judah, where it is 
certainly more probable, both from the text 
here and from a priori considerations, that 
John would have been baptizing, than in 
Samaria. The name jy is an intengitive 

form of py a fountain, which answers to the 

description here given. Both places were 
West of the Jordan, see ver. 26, and com- 
pare ch. i. 28.—-wapey. x. éB., i. e. the 
multitudes. — 24.] There is much diffi- 
culty, which probably never will be cleared 
up, about the date of the imprisonment of 
John, and its reference to the course of 
our Lord’s ministry. Between Matt. iv. 
11, 12, there seems to be a wide hiatus, in 
which (see note there) the first chapters of 
this Gospel should be inserted. But the 
records from which the three synoptic 
Gospels have arisen were apparently uncon- 
scious of any such interval. Our Evan- 
gelist seems here to refer to such records, 
and to insert this remark, that it might not 

all. Syrr. Eus. Cyr. Chrys. Euth. Theophyl. 

be imagined, as it would be from them, that 
the Lord’s public ministry (in the wider 
sense, see below on ver. 26) begun with the 
imprisonment of the Baptist. — 25.] The 
circumstances under which this dispute 
arose seem to have been these :—John 
and our Lord were baptizing near to one 
another. (On the relation of their baptisms 
see below on ver. 26.) They were both 
watched jealously (see ch. iv. 1) by the 
Pharisees. One of these (Iov8atos, i. e. 
*Iovd. ric) appears to have entered into dis- 
pute with the disciples of John about the 
relative importance of the two baptisms ; 
they perhaps maintaining that their mas- 
ter’s ka0apiopoc preparatory to the Messiah 
was absolutely necessary for all, and he 
(the Iovdaioc) pointing out to them the 
apparent inconsistency of this Messiah 
Himself authorizing a baptism in His name, 
and alleging that if so, their master’s bap- 
tism was rendered superfluous. We are 
driven to these conjectures because the text 
gives us no further insight into the fact 
than what the circumstances and the an- 
swer of John render probable. — 26.] 
comp. ch. i. 28. — wavres épx.] Not, pro- 
bably, any who had been baptized already 
by John; but multitudes of persons. The 
baptism now carried on by the disciples 
appears to have stood very much in the 
same position as that of John. It was 
preparatory to the public ministry of the 
Lord properly so called, which began in 
Galilee after the imprisonment of John. It 
was not accompanied with the gift of the 
Spirit, see ch. vii. 39. As John’s com- 
mission was now on the wane, so the Lord’s 
was expanding. The solemn cleansing of 
the temple was its opening; and now it is 
proceeding onwards, gathering multitudes 
around it (see ch. iv. 1).—27.] The sub- 
ject of this answer is,—the divinely ap- 
pointed humiliation and eclipsing of the 
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Baptist himself before the greater Majesty 
of Him who was come after him. Accord- 
ingly he begins in this verse by answering 
to the zeal of his disciples, ‘ that he cannot 
go beyond the bounds of his heaven-ap- 
pointed mission.” ‘ Non possum mihi arro- 
gare et capere que deus non dedit.’ 
(Wetstein.) Some apply the words to 
Jesus :—el dé Aapmporepa Ta ékélvou, Kat 
TAYTEC moog avroy EoxovTat, OavpaZev 
ov xXpH. Toadra yao Ta Oia. Chrysost. 
But the whole tone of the answer makes 
the other view more likely. Of course the 
remark, being general, may in the back- 
ground have reference to the greater mis- 
sion of Jesus; but not primarily. The 
parallelism of ady@pw7oc here and himself 
as the subject of cizoy in the next verse, 
also supports this view; see Heb. v. 4. — 
28.] ‘ Not only so, but I have always given 
the same consistent testimony; that I was 
only the prerunner of One greater than 
myself.’ Feeve0-toes not refer to 6 ypu- 
oroc, in which case it would have been 
airov (see, however, apparent exceptions to 
this, ch. vii. 45. Acts iii. 13; see also 
Winer, Gr. § 23. 1): but to Jesus, as the 
subject of ver. 26; and thus is not merely 
a general testimony with regard to the Mes- 
siah, but a personal one to Jesus. —29.] 
Here first, (and here only in our Gospel,) 
comes, from the mouth of the Forerunner, 
the great symbolical reference which is so 
common in the other Gospels and in the 
Epistles. It is remarkable that the Lord 
brings it forward in His answer fo the dis- 
ciples of John respecting fasting, Matt. ix. 
15; where see note on the further import 
of the terms used.—The piiog Tov vup- 
giov (Heb. ji) was the regular organ 
of communication in the preliminaries of 
marriage, and had the ordering of the mar- 
riage feast. It is to this last time, and not 
to any ceremonial custom connected with 

the marriage rites, that this verse refers. 
The friend rejoices at hearing the gwvy Tod 
vupdiov, (see Jer. vii. 34. xvi. 9. xxv. 10. 
Rey. xviii. 23,) in his triumph and joy, at 
the marriage. He xap@ yatpeu (see reff. 
1 Thess. iii. 9, is not a parallel case as to 
construction, for 7 there is only by attrac- 
tion) because he hears in the voice of the 
Bridegroom an assurance of the happy com- 
pletion of his mission, and on account of 
the voice itself, THY obrw yAveetay, THY 
ovTw¢ Exépastor, THY ovTW TwWTNOLOY. — 
éoTyk@s Kal belongs merely to the prepa’ 
setting forth of the similitude. — airy 
mem)yp. mapaddvToc Exeivp THY vopgny, 
Kal TETANPWKOTOL, WC ELONTAL, THY Ey XEL- 
praOetody prot Ovakoviay. Kuthym. — 80.] 
éharrotcbat,—we, xiov avareiiayroc, 
éwepopov. HKuthym. See note on Matt. xi, 
2.—31.] Many modern critics, beginning 
with Bengel and Wetstein, and including 
Liicke, Kuinoel, Olshausen, Tholuck, De 
Wette, and others, maintain that after ver, 
30 we have the words, not ef the Baptist, 
but of the Evangelist, iicke and De 
Wette assume that the Evangelist has put 
his own thoughts into the Baptist’s mouth, 
or at least mixed them with his words. 
The reason of this arbitrary proceeding is, 
(a) That the sentiments of the following 
verses seem to them not to be congruous 
with the time and position of the Baptist. 
But some of them confess (e. g. Liicke, 
De Wette) that this very position of the 
Baptist is to them yet unexplained, and are 
disposed to question the applicability to 
their idea of it of very much which is un- 
doubtedly recorded to have been said by 
him. So that we cannot allow such a view 
much critical weight, unless it can be first 
clearly shown, what were the Baptist’s 
convictions concerning the Person and Office 
of our Lord. (8) That the diction and 
sentiments of the following verses are so 

L12 
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entirely in the style of our Evangelist. 
But first, I by no means grant this, in the 
sense which is here meant. It will be seen 
by the reff. that the Evangelist does not so 
frequently repeat himself as in most other 
passages of equal length. And even were 
this so, the remark made above on vv. 16— 
21, would apply here also; that the Evan- 
gelist’s peculiar style of theological ex- 
pression was formed on some model; and 
on what more likely than in the first place 
the discourses of his Divine Master, and 
then such sententious and striking testimo- 
nies as the present ? But there is a weightier 
reason than these for opposing the above 
view, and that arises from what modern 
criticism has been so much given to over- 
look,—the inner coherence of the discourse 
itself; in which John explains to his dis- 
ciples the reason why He must increase ; 
whereas his own dignity was to be eclipsed 
before Him. This will be seen below as 
we proceed.—And there is nothing incon- 
sistent with what the Lord Himself says of 
the Baptist in these verses. He (the Bap- 
tist) ever speaks not as a disciple of Jesus, 
not as within the Kingdom,—but as know- 
ing the blessedness of those who should be 
within it; as standing by, and hearing the 
Bridegroom’s voice.—Nor again is there 
any thing inconsistent with the evident 
weakening of his own faith afterwards in 
the onward waning of his days in prison ; 
see note on Matt. xi. 2.—6 advo. épx. 
This gives us the reason why Un must 
increase: His power and His words are 
not from below, temporary, limited ; but 
are divine and inexhaustible ; and, ver. 32. ] 

His witness is not, like John’s, only of 
what he has been forewarned to expect, 

but of that which He has seen and heard. 

But ovSeis,—i. e. in reference to the roopog 

into which He is come, the oxorta in which 

His light shines,—no one comparatively,— 
receives His testimony. The state of men’s 
minds at Jerusalem with regard to Jesus 
must ere this have been well known to the 

Baptist. — 88, 34.] This exception shows 
the correctness of the sense just assigned to 
ovdtic.—b AaBwy ad’rov Tv papTpiay 
kai miotebwy adr@, *BeBaiwoev, eMeker, 

bre 6 Oede adnOrje EoTiy 6 aroarEiiag 
abroy, obrivéc tore ra pypara & adi O 
d& po) AaBUy adriy, Kai amtoTGY avTY, 
rovvavrioy Trott, Kai ovdéy ETEDOY 7) T™O0- 

dHrAwe Osopayet. Euthym.—The middle 

opoayiZopat is more usual in this significa- 

tion. See instances in Wetstein. — &An OAs, 
not as Wetstein, ‘ Deum veracem esse, et 

qui per prophetas promiserat, preestitisse 37 
this does not suit the context, and besides 
would require wusrdc, not adnOr}c¢ (see 
1 John i. 9): but, as above from Euthym., 
‘true.’ — ov yap ék p. . .. Seeing that the 
contrast is between the wnlimited gift of 
the Spirit to Him that comes from above, 
and the limited participation of Him by 
those who are of the earth; we must not 
understand the assertion generally, but 
supply avr@, as has usually been done, 
after 5i8wor. ‘ Spiritus sanctus non habi- 
tabit super Prophetas, nisi mensura quadam ; 
quidam enim librum unum, quidam duos 
vaticiniorum ediderunt.’? (Vajikra rabba, 
in Wetstein.) This unmeasured pouring 
of the Spirit on Him accounts for His 
speaking the words of God. —35.] This, 
again, is the ground why the Father ‘ gives 
not the Spirit by measure to Him :’ see 
Matt. xi. 27—-29, with which this verse 
forms a remarkable point of connexion, 
showing that what is commonly known as 
the Johannic form of expression was not 
confined to him, but originated higher, 
having its traces in the synoptic narrative, 
which is confessedly, in its main features, 

a ¢7 se ~ 
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t= Luke XX. 
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XXXiii. 37. 
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d= Luke xi. 6. xii, 36. ch. xiii. 4, or Matt 
f= Acts xx. 11. xxvii.17. see Heb. vi. 15. 
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independent of him.—36.] Comp. ch. i 
12, 13. ili. 15.—arevO@v may mean disbe- 
lieving, see reff. Unbelief implies dis- 
obedience.—péver. It wason-him,;-see ver. 
18; urhty state of darkness and nature,—and 
can only be removed by faith in the Son 
of God, which he has not. 

Cu 1—=42.| The Lord, on His 
way back to Galilee through Samaria, dis- 
courses with a Samaritan woman. Con- 
Session of His Messiahship by the Samari- 
tans.—1.]| An inference may be drawn from 
this, that the Lord knew the anger of the 
Pharisees to be more directed against Him 
than against the Baptist,—probably on ac- 
count of what had passed in Jerusalem.— 
Sti Ingots, not brs avroc .. . because the 
report which the Pharisees ‘had heard is 
given verbatim: the étt is ‘ recitantis’ 
merely.—2.] Probably for the same reason 
that Paul did not baptize usually (1 Cor. 
i. 14—16) ; viz. because His office was to 
preach and teach ;—and the disciples as yet 
had no office of this kind. To assume a 
further reason, e.g. that there might not 
be ground for those whom the Lord Him- 
self had baptized to boast of it, is arbitrary 
and unnecessary.—‘ Johannes, minister, sua 
manu baptizavit; discipuli ejus, ut videtur, 
neminem. At Christus baptizat Spiritu 
Sancto.’ Bengel. — 4.] If He was already 
ov the borders of Samaria, not far from 
Enon (see note on ch. iii. 23), the direct 
way was through Samaria. Indeed without 
this assumption, we know that the Gali- 
leans ordinarily took this way (Jos. Antt. 
xx. 6, 1, beginning). But there was pro- 
bably design also in the journey. It could 
not have been mere speed (ravrwe ide 
Tovg Taxd Bovdropévove amedOeiy Ou’ Exet- 

ins. BC DL M abe.—5. rec. otyap with ec. 
Arm, Cyr. Chrys. Theophyl. Ambr.—od édwx. C* DL MS 14 Chrys. 

txt ABC DK LS V 36 a Copt. 
txt A B.—7@ 

vne mopevecOat, Jos. Vit. 52),—since He 
made two days’ stay on the way. — 9.] 
Sychar is better known by the O. T. name 
of Sychem (Suyép), or ra Dictpa (Jose- 
phus, Euseb., &c.), or 2) Yueiwa (LXX, 
3 Kings xii. 25). It was a very old town 
on the range of Mt. Ephraim, in a narrow 
valley between Mt. Ebal and Mt. Gerizim, 
Judg. ix. 7. The name Sychar has been 
variously derived: from >), a lie, or 13, 

drunken (Is. xxviii. 1), by some (Reland, 
Lightfoot), who believe it to have originally 
been an opprobrious name given by the 
Jews, but by this time to have lost its 
signification, and become the usual appel- 
lation: by others from Luyéu, by mere 
corruption of the terminating liquid pz into 
o, Olsh.— Very near it was afterwards built 
Flavia Neapolis (Suyép, viv épnpoc, 
Oeikvutat 0¢ 6 Tém0c ty TpoaoTEiowc viac 
moX\ewe. Euseb. Onomasticon, in Winer, 
sub voce). There is a long and interesting 
history of Sichem and the Samaritan wor- 
ship on Gerizim, and the Christian church 
in the neighbourhood, in Robinson’s Pales- 
tine, iii. 113 —136.—rod yup. 6 eux. .... 
This is traditional: it finds however sup- 
port from Gen. xxxiii. 19, where we find 
Jacob buying a field near Shechem, and 
Josh. xxiv. 32, where, on the mention of 
Joseph’s bones being laid there, it is said 
that it became the inheritance of the chil- 
dren of Joseph. This form of the tra- 
dition is supposed to have arisen from 
the mistranslation by the LXX of Gen. 
xlvili. 22, éyw dé didwpt cor Dicyoa t£aipe- 
Toy (Gow D3, ‘one share’) dzép rode aded- 
pove sov. The Lord does not allude to it 
in the conversation, though the woman 
does. — 6.] Robinson (iii. 112) can only 
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solve the difficulty of the present well 
standing in a spot watered by so many 
natural fountains, by supposing that it may 
have been dug, according to the practice of 
the patriarchs, by Jacob, in connexion with 
the plot of ground which he bought, to 
have an independent supply of water.— 
oUTws—see reff.—refers to KekoTLaKas ek 
7. 69., and may be rendered ‘ accordingly.’ 
There is no authority for the meaning 
aTdGe we Ervye, ‘just as he was,’ or ‘ just 
as it happened,’ i.e. on the bare stone.— 
@pa .. . €«ry, mid-day. Townson sup- 
posed the sixth hour, according to John, 
to mean sia in the evening, ‘ after the way 
of reckoning in Asia Minor :’— but, as 
Liicke observes (i. 580), this way of reck- 
oning in Asia Minor is a pure invention of 
Townson’s. <A decisive answer however to 
such a supposition here, or anywhere else 
in our Evangelist, is, that he would natu- 
rally have specified whether it was 6 a.m. 
or p.m. The unusualness of a woman 
coming to draw water at mid-day is no 
argument against its possibility; and her 
being alone seems to show that it was not 
the common time. —'7.] é« T. &., i.e. a 
Samaritan — so yur) Xavayv. ard Toy 
Optwy ékeivwy 2EeMOovoa, Matt. xv. 22.— 
8.] The disciples had probably taken with 
them the baggage, among which would be 
the advr\npa,—see ver. 11.— The Rabbis 
say that a Jew might not eat the bread or 
drink the wine of a Samaritan: but that 
appears from this verse to be exaggerated. 
—9.] “Iov8atos dv. She knew this per- 
haps by His dress, more probably by His 
dialect. There seems to be a sort of play- 
ful triumph in the woman’s question, q. d. 
‘even a Jew, when weary and a-thirst, can 
humble himself to ask drink of a Samaritan 
woman.’ — ov yap ovyxp...... are the 
words of the Evangelist to explain her 
question. ovyyxodaopat is properly spoken 
of trade,—but here is in a wider signifi- 
cation. Wetstein quotes from Polybius, 
mapa Tapavrivwy kai Aokp@y avyxen- 

2 ouyXpwvrar "Tovdaioe Zapapetratc. 

‘Tnoove Kal elmey avr Eu HOELC TH 

> , 
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txt ABCD L1al.—9. od 'Iovd. dy ric 
with qu.? but aft. Say. A BC L Cyr.— 

OUMEVOL TEVTNKOVTOPOVE Kal TpLNpELC.— 
The question of the woman shows a lively 
naive disposition, which is further drawn 
out and exemplified by Him who knew 
what is in man, in the following dialogue. 
—10.] The important words ‘the gift of 
God’ have been misunderstood by many 
commentators. Some suppose them to 
mean ‘our Lord Himself,’ and to be in 
apposition with the next clause, cai ric 
tory «.7.X. Others, ‘ this opportunity of 
speaking with Me.’ Doubtless both these 
meanings are involved, — especially the 
former ; but neither of them is the primary 
one, as addressed to the woman. The 
WATER is, in this first part of the dis- 
course, the subject, and serves as a point 
of connexion, whereby the woman’s thoughts 
may be elevated, and her desire aroused. 
The process of the discourse in this par- 
ticular is similar to that in Acts xiv. 17. 
From recognizing this water as the gift of 
God, in its limitation, ver. 13, and its 
parabolic import, ver. 14, her view is di- 
rected to Him who was speaking with her, 
and the Gift which He should bestow,— 
THE GIFT OF THE Hoty Spirir: see ch. 
vii. 37—39.— Tis éotw] These pregnant 
words form the second step in the Lord’s 
declaration. He who speaks with thee is 
no ordinary "Iovdaioc, nor any ordinary 
man, but One who can give thee the gift 
of God; One sent from God, and God 
Himself. All this lies in the words, which 
however only serve to arouse in the woman’s 
mind the question of ver. 12 (see below). 
—wtdwp fav] Designedly used in a double 
sense by the Lord, that the woman may 
lay hold of the material meaning, and by 
it be awakened to the higher one (see reff.). 
The words bring with them, and in the 
Lord’s inner meaning involved, the per- 
formance of all such prophetic promises as 
Ezek. xxxvi. 25. Zech. xiii. 1 (see also Jer. 
ii. 13); but, as regarded the woman, the 
ordinary sense was that intended for her 
to fasten on, which she does accordingly. 

avrhnoat vow. Neyer ABCD 
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On the question, how this living water 
could be now given, before Jesus was glori- 
fied, see on ch. vii. 38.—11.] Though kvpte 
is not to be pressed as emphatic, it is not 
without import; it surely betokens a dif- 
ferent regard of the Stranger than od 
*TovSatos Gv did:—xipioy aitoy mpoc- 
NYOVEVTE, vopioaca péyay eivat Tiva. 
Euthym. The course of her thoughts 
appears to be: ‘ Thou canst not mean 
living water (dvaBXUZov Kai addOpeEvor, 
Kuthym.), from this well, because thou 
hast no vessel to draw with, and it is deep; 
whence then hast thou (knowest thou of, 
drawest thou) the living water of which 
thou speakest ? Our father Jacob was con- 
tented with ¢his, used it, and bequeathed 
it to us: if thou hast better water, and 
canst give it (notice the fdwxey in both 
verses), thou must be greater than Jacob.’ 
There is something also of Samaritan na- 
tionality speaking here. Claiming Jacob 
as her father (6ray piv eb moarrovrac 
BrErwor rode lovdaiove, cvyyevEic azro- 
Kadovowy, we t& "Iwonmov piyrec, orav oé 
TTaicavtac tdwov, ovdapdbEev avroic 
mpocnke Aéyovowy. Jos. Antt. ix. 14, 3), 
she expresses by this question an appro- 
priation of descent from him, such as 
almost to exclude, or at all events set at a 
greater distance, the Jews, to one of whom 
she believed herself to be speaking.—13, 
14.] The Lord, without noticing this, by 
His answers leaves it to be implied, that, 
assuming what she has stated, He is greater 
than Jacob: for his (Jacob’s) gift was of 
water which cannot satisfy; but the water 
which He should give has living power, 
and becomes an eternal fountain within. 
This however, ‘that He was greater than 
Jacob,’ lies only in the background: the 
water is the subject, as before.—The words 

apply to every similar quenching of desire 
by earthly means: the desire springs up 
again ;—is not satisfied, but only postponed. 
The manna was as insufficient to satisfy 
hunger,—as this water, thirst, see ch. vi. 
49. 58: it is only the vdwo Cav, and the 
doroc THS Cwis, which can satisfy.—The 
6 wtvwv sets forth the recurrence, the 
interrupted seasons of drinking of earthly 
water ;—the os 8 av miy—the once having 
tasted, and ever continuing in the increasing 
power, and living forth-flowing, of that 
life-long draught. — ov py Supyoy, shall 
never have to go away and be exhausted, 
and come again to be filled;—but shall 
have the spring at home, in his own breast, 
—so that he can ‘ draw water with joy out 
of the wells of salvation’ (Isa. xii. 3) at his 
pleasure. ‘ Ubi sitis recurrit, hominis, non 
aquee defectus est.’ Bengel. — yevyoetat 
anyyn. All earthly supplies have access 
only into those lower parts of our being 
where the desires work themselves out— 
are but local applications ; but the heavenly 
gift of spiritual life which Jesus gives to 
those who believe on Him, enters into the 
very secret and highest place of their per- 
sonal life, the source whence the desires 
spring out ;—and, its nature being living 
and spiritual, it does not merely supply, 
but it dives and waxes onward, unto ever- 
lasting life, in duration, and also as pro- 
ducing and sustaining it.—I\t should not 
be overlooked, that this discourse had, 
besides its manifold and wonderful meaning 
for us all, an especial moral one as applied 
to the woman,—who, by successive draughts 
at the ‘ broken cistern’ of carnal lust, had 
been vainly seeking solace :—and this con- 
sideration serves to bind on the following 
verses (ver. 16 ff.) to the preceding, by an- 
other link besides those noticed below.— 
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15.] This request seems to be made still 
under a misunderstanding, but not so great 
an one as at first sight appears. She ap- 
prehends this water as something not re- 
quiring an dyvr\npa to draw it;—as some- 
thing whose power shall never fail ;—which 
shall quench thirst for ever ;—and half in 
banter, half in earnest, wishing perhaps 
besides to see whether the gift would after 
all be conferred, and how,—she mingles in 
with the rovro 76 vdwo,—implying some 
view of its distinct nature,—her ‘not coming 
hither to draw,’—her willing avoidance of 
the toil of her noonday journey to the well. 
We must be able to enter into the com- 
plication of her character, and the impres- 
sions made on her by the strange things 
which she has heard, fully to appreciate 
the spirit of this answer. —16.] The con- 
nexion of this verse with the foregoing has 
been much disputed ; and the strangest and 
most unworthy views have been taken of 
it. Some (Grotius) have referred it to the 
supposed indecorum of the longer con- 
tinuance of the colloquy with the woman 
alone (!); some (Cyril Alex. in Catena, 
Liicke, p. 588) to the incapacity of the 
female mind to apprehend the matters of 
which He was to speak (! !). Both these 
need surely no refutation. The band of 
women from Galilee, ‘last at the cross, 
and earliest at the tomb,’ are a sufficient 
answer to them.—Those approach nearer 
the truth, who believe the command to 
have been given to awaken her conscience 
(Maldonatus and al.) ; or to show her the 
Divine knowledge which the Lord had of 
her heart (Meyer). But I am persuaded 
that the right account is found, in viewing 
this command as the first step of granting 
her request, db¢ por Tovro TO bdwe. The 
first work of the Spirit of God, and of 
Him who here spoke in the fulness of that 
Spirit, is, to convince of sin. The ‘ give 
Me this water’ was not so simple a matter 
as she supposed. The heart must first be 
laid bare before the Wisdom of God: the 
secret sins set in the light of His counte- 
nance; and this the Lord here does, The 

command itself is of course given in the 
fulness of knowledge of her sinful condition 
of life. In every conversation which our 
Lord held with men, while He connects 
usually one remark with another by the 
common links which bind human thought, 
we perceive that He knows, and sees 
through, those with whom He speaks. 
Euthymius, though not seeing the whole 
bearing of the command, expresses well 
this last remark :—éyxemévne Kai Cnrov- 
onc aPety, Eyer’ Uraye K.7T.A. TpOC- 
TOLOVMEVOS OTL KOI) KAKELYOY KOLWwWYTCaL 
TavTy Tov Owpov. Kai OTe piv odK Eyer 
aviopa vopupov, zyivwoKev, wo mavra 
eidwe’ EBovdeTo 62 Tavrny éirety Ort odK 
éxw aveoa, iva NoiTby, Toopacewc Opa- 
Eapevoc, mpopnrevoyn Ta KaT airijy, Kat 
Sup0wonrartavrny. Oéde yao Toy TpOp- 
pnoewy Kai Tov Oavparwy Tac apoopac 
map avTov NapBavey TOY TpOCLOYTWY, 
Were Kai THY TOV KEvodoksivy brovoiay 
Ovagedyew, Kai oikecovaAar paddoy av- 
tovc. —17.] This answer is not for a mo- 
ment to be treated as something unexpected 
by Him who commanded her (Liicke). He 
has before Him her whole life of sin, which 
she in vain endeavours to cover by the 
doubtful words of this verse. —18.] There 
was literal truth, but no more, in the 
woman’s answer: and the Lord, by His 
Divine knowledge, detects the hidden false- 
hood of it. Notice it is d\nfés, not ands: 
this one word was true. — wévte yap avd. 
éox. These five were certainly lawful hus- 
bands; they are distinguished from the 
sixth, who was not ;—probably the woman 
had been separated from some by divorce 
(the law of which was but loose among 
the Samaritans),—from some by death,— 
or perhaps by other reasons more or less 
discreditable to her character, which had 
now become degraded into that of an 
openly licentious woman. The conviction 
of sin here lies beneath the surface: it is 
not pressed, nor at the moment does it 
seem to have worked deeply, for she goes 
on with the conyersation with apparent in- 
difference to it; but the Lord’s words in 
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vy. 25, 26 would tend to infix it more 
deeply, and we find at ver. 29, that it had 
been working during her journey back to 
the city. —19.] In speaking this her con- 
viction she virtually confesses all the truth. 
That she should pass to another subject 
immediately, seems, as Stier remarks (iv. 
152), to arise, not from a wish to turn the 
conversation from a matter so unpleasing 
to her, but from a real desire to obtain 
from this Prophet the teaching requisite 
that she may pray to God acceptably. 
The idea of her endeavouring to escape 
Srom the Lord’s rebuke, is quite incon- 
sistent with her recognition of Him as a 
prophet. Rather we may suppose a pause, 
which makes it evident that He does not 
mean to proceed further with His laying 
openof hercharacter.—20. év rovTw TO Sper 
—Mount Gerizim, on which once stood 
the national temple of the Samaritan race. 
In Neh. xiii. 28 we read that the grandson 
of the high-priest Eliashib was banished by 
Nehemiah because he was son-in-law to 
Sanballat, the Persian satrap of Samaria. 
Him Sanballat not only received, but 
(Joseph. Ant. xi. 8, 2—4) made him high- 
priest of a temple which he built on Mount 
Gerizim. Josephus makes this appoint- 
ment sanctioned by Alexander, when at 
Tyre ;—but the chronology is certainly not 
accurate, for between Sanballat and Alex- 
ander is a difference of nearly a century. 
This temple was destroyed 200 years after 
by John Hyrcanus (B.c. 129), see Jos. 
Ant. xiii. 9, 1; but the Samaritans still 
used it as a place of prayer and sacrifice, 
and to this day the few Samaritans resident 
in Naplus (Sichem) call it the holy moun- 
tain, and turn their faces to it in prayer. 
—They defended their practice by Dent. 
xxvii. 4, where our reading and the Heb. 
and LXX is Ebal, but that of the Sama- 
ritan Pentateuch, Garizim (probably an 
alteration): also by Gen. xii. 6, 7. xiii. 4. 
xxxill. 18. 20. Deut. xi. 26 ff—‘ Our 
fathers’ most likely mean not the patri- 
archs, but the ancestors of the then Sa- 
maritans.—6 tétos. The definite place 

spoken of Deut. xii. 5.—She pauses, having 
suggested, rather than asked, a question,— 
seeming to imply, ‘ Before I can receive 
this gift of God, it must be decided, where 
I can acceptably pray for it;’? and she 
leaves it for Him whom she now recognizes 
as a prophet, to resolve this doubt. — 21.] 
The Lord first raises her view to a higher 
point than her question implied, or than 
indeed she, or any one, without His pro- 
phetic announcement, could then have 
attained.—otte .... ore are exclusive ; 
‘Ye shall worship the Father, but not (only) 
in this mountain, nor in Jerusalem :’—had it 
been ovdé... ovdé, it would have meant, 
‘Ye shall not worship the Father, either 
in this mountain, or in Jerusalem.’—The 
mposkuvyoete, though embracing in its 
wider sense all mankind, may be taken 
primarily as foretelling the success of the 
Gospel in Samaria, Acts viii. 1—25.—rTo@ 
mwatpt, as implying the One God and 
Father of all. There is also, as Calvin 
remarks (Stier, iv. 155), a ‘tacita oppositio’ 
between 6 watyp,—and 6 7. 2p. laxrwB, 
ver. 12, ot warépec 1dr, ver. 20.— 22.] 
But He will not leave the temple of Zion 
and the worship appointed by God without 
His testimony. He decides her question 
not merely by affirming, but by proving 
the Jewish worship to be the right one. 
In the Samaritan worship there was no 
leading of God to guide them, there were 
no prophetic voices revealing more and 
more of His purposes. The neuter 6 is 
used to show the want of personality and 
distinctness in their idea of God:—the 
second 6, merely as corresponding to it in 
the other member of the sentence.—The 
jpets is remarkable, as being the only 
instance of our Lord thus speaking. But 
the nature of the case accounts for it. He 
never elsewhere is speaking to one so set 
in opposition to the Jews on a point where 
Himself and the Jews stood together for 
God’s truth. He now speaks as a Jew. 
The nearest approach to it is in His 
answer to the Canaanitish woman, Matt. 
xv. 24, 26.—h owt. ék T.’1.éor. It was 
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in this point especially, the promised salya- 
tion by the great Deliverer (see Gen. xlix. 
18), that the Samaritan rejection of the 
prophetic word had made them so deficient 
in comparison of the Jews. But not only 
this ;—the Messiah Himself was to spring 
from among the Jews, and had sprung 
from among them ;—not éorat, but éotiv. 
—See Isa. ii. 1—3.—6t1, because; this is 
the reason why we know what we worship, 
because the promises of God are made to 
us, and we possess them and believe them ; 
see Rom. iii. 1, 2.—23.] The discourse 
returns to the ground taken in ver. 21, but 
not so as to make ver. 22 parenthetical 
only: the spiritual worship now to be 
spoken of is the carrying out and conse- 
quence of the cwrnoia just mentioned, and 
could not have been brought in without it. 
—kal viv éotiv— Hoc (versu 21 non addi- 
tum) nune additur, ne mulier putet, sibi 
tantisper sedem in Judea querendam 
esse.’ Bengel. — ot &An9. mposk., as dis- 
tinguished (1) from hypocrites, who have 
pretended to worship Him: (2) from all 
who went before, whose worship was neces- 
sarily imperfect.—The év mvevpati Kat 
G&AnVeta (not without an allusion to év 
TovTw T® Ope) is, in its first meaning, 
opposed to éy et cai Webder,—and de- 
notes the earnestness of spirit with which 
the true worshippers shall worship; so Ps. 
exliv. 18, éyybe Kio.iog maar Toig éwuKa- 
oupévorg adrov év adnOeia. A deeper 
meaning is brought out where the ground 
of this kind of worship is stated, in the 
next verse.—{ytet—not only ‘requires,’ 
from His very nature, but ‘seeks,’—‘is 
secking,’ ‘This seeking on the part of the 
Father naturally brings in the idea, in the 
woman’s answer, of the Messiah, by Whom 
He seeks (Luke xix. 10) His true wor- 
shippers to gather them out of the world. 
—tovs mposk. The construction is, the 
Father is seeking for such to be the ot 
moockuvovrvreg abrov,—for ot mpoucK. adr. 
of this kind. — 24.] mvetua 6 Oeds, was 
the great Truth of Judaism, whereby the 
Jews were distinguished from the idola- 
trous people around them. And the Sama- 
ritans held even more strongly than the 

Jews the pure monotheistic view. Traces 
of this, remarks Liicke (from Gesenius), 
i. 599 note, are found in the alterations 
made by them in their Pentateuch, long 
before the time of this history. This may 
perhaps be partly the reason why the Lord, 
as Bengel remarks, ‘ Discipulis non tradidit 
sublimiora,’ than to this Samaritan woman. 
—God being pure Spirit (perhaps better 
not, a Spirit, since it is His Essence, not 
His Personality which is here spoken of), 
cannot dwell in particular spots or temples 
(see Acts vii. 48. xvii. 25);—cannot re- 
quire, nor be pleased with, earthly material 
offerings nor ceremonies, as such: on the 
other hand, is only to be approached in 
that part of our being, which is Spirit,— 
and even there, inasmuch as He is pure 
and holy, with no by-ends nor hypocritical 
regards, but in truth and earnestness. But 
here comes in the deeper sense alluded to 
above. How is the Spirit of man to be 
brought into communion with God? In 
templo vis orare; in fe ora. Sed prius esto 
templum Dei. Aug. (Stier, iv. 165.) And 
how is this to be? Man cannot make him- 
self the temple of God. So that here 
comes in the gift of God, with which the 
discourse begun,—the gift of the Holy 
Spirit, which Christ should give to them 
that believe on Him. So we have, ‘praying 
ty mvevmati ayip, Jude ver. 20. So 
beautifully does the expression 6 TaTh 
here bring with it the new birth by the 
Spirit,—and for us, the readers of the 
Gospel, does the discourse of ch. iii. reflect 
light on this. And so wonderfully do 
these words form the conclusion to the 
great subject of these first chapters: ‘ God 
is become one flesh with us, that we might 
become one Spirit with Him.’ — 26.] 
These words again seem uttered under a 
complicated feeling. From her ‘saying,’ 
ver. 29, she certainly had some suspicion 
that He who had told her all things, &c., 
was the Christ: and from her breaking in - 
with this remark after the weighty truth 
which had been just spoken, it seems as if 
she thought thus,—‘ How these matters 
may be, I cannot understand ;—they will be 
all made clear when the Christ shall come.’ 
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The question of ver. 20 had not been an- 
swered to her liking or expectation: she 
therefore puts aside, as it were, what has 
been said, by a remark on that suspicion 
which was arising in her mind.—It is not 
certain what expectations the Samaritans 
had regarding the Messiah. The view here 
advanced might be well derived from Deut. 
xvill. 15;—and the name, and much that 
belonged to it, might have been borrowed 
from the Jews originally.—o Aeydp. xpt- 
ards appear to me to be the words of the 
woman, not of the Evangelist : for in this 
latter case he would certainly have used 6 
peooiacg again in ver. 29. See also the 
difference of expression where he inserts 
an interpretation, ch. i. 42. xix. 13.17. It 
is possible that the name 6 yotsrdc had 
become common in popular parlance, like 
many other Greek words and names.— 
avayyéAdw is used especially of enounc- 
ing or propounding by divine or superior 
authority,—see reff. — 26.] Of the reasons 
which the Lord had, thus to declare Him- 
self to this Samaritan woman and through 
her to the inhabitants of Sichem (ver. 42), 
as the Christ, thus early in His ministry, 
we surely are not qualified to judge. There 
is nothing so opposed to true Scripture 
criticism, as to form a pre-conceived plan 
and rationale of the course of our Lord in 
the Flesh, and then to force recorded 
events into agreement with it. Such a 
plan will be formed in our own minds from 
continued study of the Scripture narrative : 
—hbut by the arbitrary and procrustean 
system which I am here condemning, the 
very facts which are the chief data of such 
a scheme, are themselves set aside. When 
De Wette says, ‘This early and decided 
declaration of Jesus is in contradiction with 

txt A D be Orig. —for otroc, éxeivoc D. — 30. cai 2&nd\O. C D 6 Syrr. Z#th. 
2&mOov, omg. cai or ovv or 6, A Be Orig. txt qu. ? 31. 62, om. C'D L. ins. A B. 

Matt. viii. 4, and xvi. 20,’—he forgets the 
very different circumstances under which 
both those injunctions were spoken :—while 
he is forced to confess that it is in agree- 
ment with the whole spirit of the Sermon 
on the Mount. He who knew what was 
in man, varied His revelations and injunc- 
tions, as the time and place, and individual 
dispositions required.—eyo eipt. The verb 
involves in it the predicate.—o Aahv cou 
has a reference to her words avayyeXéi 1). 
aavta— 1 am He, who am now speaking 
to thee,’—fulfilling part of this telling all 
things, see also her confession, ver. 29. — 
27.] peta yuv., ‘with the woman ;’ as E. V. 
No inference can be drawn as to the in- 
definiteness of the noun, from the omission 
of the article after a preposition, see Bp. 
Middleton, ch. vi. § 1.—7t {.... .] either, 
—to the woman, ‘What seekest thou?’ 
and to the Lord, ‘Why talkest Thou with 
her ?’—or perhaps both questions to Him ; 
and then we must suppose a mixture of 
two constructions, of ri Z. map’ adrie; 
and ri Aadeic per adrijc ;—I rather prefer 
the former interpretation. — 28—80.] She 
does not mention to the men His own 
announcement of Himself,—but as is most 
natural under such circumstances rests the 
matter on the testimony likely to weigh 
most with them,—fher own. We often, 
and that unconsciously, put before another 
not our strongest, but what is likely to be 
his strongest reason. At the same time 
she shows how the suspicion expressed in 
ver. 25 arose in her own mind.—ypxovTo 
—‘were coming, —had not arrived, when 
what follows happened. — 81, 32.] The 
bodily thirst (and hunger probably, from 
the time of day) which the Lord had felt 
before, had been and was forgotten in the 
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carrying on of His divine work in the soul 
of this Samaritan woman. Although éyo 
and tpets are emphatic, the words are not 
spoken in blame, for none was deserved : 
but in fulness and earnestness of spirit ;— 
in a feeling analogous to that which comes 
upon us when called from high and holy 
employment to the supply of the body or 
business of this world.—Bp@ors, generally 
distinguished, as ‘eating,’ from Boda, 

. ‘food’ (see 1 Cor. viii. 4), is here equivalent 
to it. —838.] It is very characteristic of the 
first part of this Gospel to bring forward 
instances of unreceptivity of spiritual mean- 
ing ; compare ch. ii. 20. iii. 4. iv. 11. vi. 42, 
52.—They probably have the woman in 
their thoughts. — 34.] Christ alone could 
properly say these words. In the believer 
on Him, they are partially true,—true as far 
as he has received the Spirit, and entered 
into the spiritual life ;—but in Him they 
were absolutely and fully true. His whole 
life was the doing of the Father’s will. We 
can ‘eat and drink, &c. to the glory of 
God,’—but in Him the hallowing of the 
Father’s name, doing His will, bringing 
about His Kingdom, was His daily bread, 
and superseded the thoughts and desires for 
the other, needful as i¢ was for His hu- 
manity. —tva is not = d7. The latter 
would imply what was true (but not here 
expressed), that the absolute doing, &c. 
was His food ;—as it now stands, it implies 
that it was His food to carry onward to 
completion that work: to be ever, step 
after step, having regard to its being com- 
pleted. My meat is (not to do, as Eng. 
Ver., but) that I may do, &c. In the 
TeMELOaW aVTOV TO Epyov, the way is pre- 
pared for the idea introduced in the next 

verse. These words give an answer to the 

questioning in the minds of the disciples, 
and show that He had been employed in 

the Father’s work during their absence.— 

35.] The sense of these much-controverted 
words will be best ascertained by narrowly 

observing the form of the sentence. ov x 
ipets A€yere, STL . . . . surely cannot be 
the introduction to an observation of what 
was matter of fact at the time. Wad the 
words been spoken at a time when it wanted 
four months to the harvest, and had the 
Lord intended to express this,—is it con- 
ceivable that He should have thus intro- 
duced the remark? Would not, must not, 
the question have been a direct one in that 
case—‘are there not four months?’ &c. 
I know not how to account for this ox 
pete NéEyerE, OTL. . . except that it intro- 
duces some common saying which the Jews, 
or perhaps the people of Galilee only, were 
in the habit of using. ‘Are not ye accus- 
tomed to say, that’ 
of no such proverb elsewhere, is not to the 
point ;—for such unrecorded sayings are 
among every people. That we do not 
know whence to date the four months, is 
again no objection :—there may have been, 
in the part where the saying was usual 
(possibly in the land west of the lake of 
Tiberias, for those addressed were from 
thence, and the tpéig seems to point to 
some particular locality), some fiwed period 
in the year, — the end of the sowing, or 
some religious anniyersary,—when it was @ 
common saying that it wanted four months 
to harvest. And this might have been the 
first date in the year which had regard to 
the harvest, and so the best known in con- 
nexion with it.—If this be so, all that has 
been built on ¢his saying, as giving a chro- 
nological date, must fall to the ground. 
(Lightfoot, Meyer (1), Wieseler, i. p. 215 ff., 
and others, maintain, that since the harvest 
begun on the 16th of Nisan, we must reckon 
four months back from that time for this 
journey through Samaria, which would 
bring it to the middle of Chisleu, i. e. the 
beginning of December.) — To get the 
meaning of the latter part of the verse, we 
must endeavour to follow, as far as may 
be, the train of thought which pervades the 

ABCD 
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ins. ABD be Orig. Iren. — 38. adzéaradkka D.—6 om. D d (Lach. L Tisch.) —éko- 

discourse. He that soweth the good seed 
is the Son of Man: the Lord had now been 
employed in this His work. But not as in 
the natural year, so was it to be in the 
world’s life-time. One-third of the year 
may elapse, or more, before the sown seed 
springs up; but the sowing by the Son of 
Man comes Jate in time, and the harvest 
should immediately follow. The fields were 
whitening for it ;—these Samaritans (not 
that I believe He pointed to them ap- 
proaching (Chrys. and most expositors), 
but had them in His view in what He said), 
and the multitudes in Galilee, were all 
nearly ready. In the discourse as far as 
ver. 38, He is 6 oveipwy, the disciples (see 
Acts viii.) were the ot Qep(Zovrec :—He was 
the Kkexomtakwe, they were the eic roy 
KOToV avrow eiceAnA\vOdrec. The past is 
used, as descriptive of the office which each 
held, not of the actual thing done. I can- 

not also but see an allusion to the words 
spoken by Joshua (xxiv. 13), on this very 
spot ;—‘I have given you a land for which 
ye did not labour’—q@’ jv ob« ékomiacate 
tx’ avrije.—Taking this view, I do not 
believe there was any allusion to the actual 
state of the fields at that time. The words 
émdpate «.7.\. are of course to be under- 
stood literally ;—they were to lift up their 
eyes and look on the lands around them ; 
—and then came the assurance; ‘ they are 
whitening already towards the harvest.’ And 
it seems to me that on this view—of the 
Lord speaking of spiritual things to them, 
and announcing to them the approach of 
the spiritual harvest, and none else,—the 
right understanding of the following verses 
depends.—lt is of course possible that it 
may have been seed-time ;—possible also, 
that the fields may haye been actually 

whitening for the haryest;—but to lay 
down either of these as certain, and build 
chronological inferences on it, is quite un- 
warranted. — 748m belongs certainly to 
ver. 35, and refers back to éru. Taken 
with ver. 36, it would not agree with the- 
truth of the comparison. The harvest was 
not yet come. —36.] The pioQds of the & 
GepiLwv is in the yaya here implied, in 
having gathered many into eternal life, just 
as the Bowore of the oreipwy was His joy 
already begun in His heavenly work.—37. } 
6 Nby. 6 AX. éot, i.e. has place, applies 
= ovupPéBnce in 2 Pet. ii. 22. So Winer, 
Meyer (1), Stier, but contr. Liicke, De 
Wette, who question the propriety of the 
art., and take (0) a\n@vodc for the predi- 
cate, and as = adnOyjc. John’s usage 
however is to join 6 Ady. 6 dXnAuv6c: see 
ch. xv. 1.— 38.] Here, as often, the Lord 
speaks of the office and its work as accom- 
plished, which is but beginning (see Isa. 
xlvi. 10).—By @Adot here He cannot mean 
the O.T. prophets (Grotius, Bengel, Lange), 
for then His own place would be altogether 
left out ;—and besides, all Scripture analogy 
is against the idea of the O. T. being the 
seed of which the N. T. is the fruit ;—nor 
can it be right, as Olshausen maintains, to 
leave Him out, as being the Lord of the 
harvest :—for He is certainly elsewhere, 
and was by the very nature of the case 
here, the Sower.—The plural is I believe 
merely inserted as the correspondent word 
to vpeic in the explanation, as it was d\No¢g 
—d)Xoe, inthe proverb. (So Liicke, Tho- 
luck, Stier. De Wette denies their inter- 
pretation, but gives none of his own.)— 
39—42.] The truth of the saying of ver. 
35 begins to be manifested. These Samari-. 
tans were the foundation of the church 
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afterwards built up there. It does not 
seem that any miracle was wrought there: 
avroi dkynkoapey was enough to raise their 
faith to a point never attained by the Jews, 
and hardly as yet by the disciples,—that 
He was the Saviour of the world. Their 
view seems to have been less clouded by 
prejudice and narrow-mindedness than that 
of the Jews; and though the conversion of 
this people lay not in the plan of the offi- 
cial life of the Lord, or working of His 
Apostles during it (see Matt. x. 5),—yet 
we have abundant proof from this history, 
of His gracious purposes towards them. 
A trace of this occurrence may be found 
ch. villi. 48, where see note. Compare 
throughout Acts viii. 1—25. (In ver. 42 
Aadta is not to be distinguished from 
Adyoc before: see ch. viii. 43.) 

43—54.| The second miracle of Jesus 
in Galilee. The healing of the ruler’s son. 
—43.] tas should have been expressed in 
E. V. ‘after the two days.’—We find no 
mention of the disciples again till ch. vi. 3, 
see note there. — é§m@ev eis is more in 
John’s style than the received text (see ch. 
i. 44) ;—probably kat amqOev is interpo- 
lated: see var. read.—44.] Much difficulty 
has been found in the connexion of this 
verse, but unnecessarily. Some have sup- 
posed that the Evangelist means Judea by 
9 tia marpic (Orig. Liicke (second edit., 
but see below), Ebrard, &c.),—which can- 
not be, for there is no allusion to Judea 
at all here, as He came from Samaria, and 
the verse manifestly alludes to His journey 
into Galilee:—some, that Capernaum is 
meant, or Nazareth, and ‘ He went into 

Galilee,’ as distinguished from one or other 
of these places (Chrys., Euthym., Cyril, 

Olsh.) ;—but neither can this be, for our 
Evangelist does not so lightly pass over the 
reasons of the remarks he makes, and there 
is no allusion to any city in Galilee, but to 
His going into Galilee in general.—Some 
again suppose it to be a reason why He 
did not go into Galilee before, but remained 
in Judea and Samaria (Theophyl., Meyer 
(1), and somewhat similarly Neander (L. J. 
385) and Jacobi); this however would be 
equally alien from the simplicity of John’s 
style, and not in accordance with the fact 
of almost all His teaching and working 
being in Galilee. Nor is yap to be rendered 
‘although’ (Kuinoel)—a sense (Liicke, i. 
613) which it never has. The only true 
and most simple view is (Tholuck, Liicke, 
third ed., De Wette), that this verse refers 
to the next following, and indeed to the 
whole narrative which it introduces. It 
stands as a preliminary explanation of the 
‘Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will 
not believe ;’ and as indicating the contrast 
between the Samaritans, who believed on 
Him for His word,—and His own country- 
men, who only received Him because they 
had seen the miracles which He did at 
Jerusalem. Such use of yao is not unex- 
ampled (see Hartung, Partikellehre, i. p. 
457; Liicke, 467; Thol.; De Wette; and 
Matthie, Gr. Gr. § 615). In Herod. i. 124 
we have ® zat Kap Bicew, oi yao Geol 
tropéwou ov yap dy Kote é¢ Tocovroy 
Tiyne azixev’ ot viv 'Aorudyea Tov 
TEWUTOU povéa tioat. Soph. Antig. 393: 
GAN, ) yap éerd¢ wai Tap’ 2\midac xapa 
| é Zoucey addy pnKoc ovdiy ydovy | Kw 

k.7.4. And the ody in the next verse is a 
particle connecting it with this preliminary 
reason given. —But épaptipycev is not to 

°c ovv 7ADov ABCD 
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be taken as a pluperfect. — 45.] They re- 
ceived Him, but in accordance with the 
proverbial saying just recorded ;—not for 
any honour in which they themselves held 
Him, or value which they had for His 
teaching; but on account of His fame in 
Jerusalem, the metropolis,—which set them 
the fashion in their estimate of men and 
things. — kai avrot yap, inserted for those 
readers who might not be aware of the 
practice of the Galileeans to frequent the 
feasts at Jerusalem. — 46.] ovv, because of 
the receptivity of Him from signs and 
wonders merely,—not as a Prophet from 
His teaching. — Baotttkds. 7) éx yévoug 
Basrtieov, } wc akiwuad Te KEeKTHPEVvoE 
ag ove éxaNeiro Baowexoc (Euthym., 
Chrys.), 7) &¢ ianoérne Baoitxde (Eu- 
thym.). Origen thinks he may have been 
one of the household of Cesar, having some 
business in Judea at that time. But the 
usage of Josephus is perhaps our surest 
guide. He uses Bao. to distinguish the 
soldiers, or courtiers, or officers of the 
kings (Herods or others), from those of 
Rome,—but never to designate the royal 
family: see B. J. vii. 5,2. Antt. xv. 8, 4. 
So that this man was probably an officer 
of Herod Antipas. He may have been 
Chuza, Herod’s steward, Luke viii. 3: but 
this is pure conjecture. The man seems to 
have been a Jew: see below. — 47, 48.] 
This miracle is a notable instance of the 
Lord ‘not quenching the smoking flax :’ 
just as His reproof of the Samaritan woman 
was of His ‘ not breaking the bruised reed.’ 
The little spark of faith in the breast of 
this nobleman is by Him lit up into a clear 

and enduring flame for the light and com- 
fort of himself and his house. — kataBq : 
see on ch. ii. 12. — The charge brought 
against them, éav py &c., does not imply, 
as some (Raphel and Storr) think, that 
they would not believe signs and wonders 
heard of, but required to see them (thus 
laying the stress on t§nTe)—for in this case 
the expression would certainly have been 
fuller, idn7e Tote d6¢0aXpotc, or something 
similar ;—and it would not accord with the 
Lord’s known low estimate of all mere 
miracle-faith, to find Him making so 
weighty a difference between faith from 
miracles seen and miracles heard. The 
words imply the contrast between the 
Samaritans, who believed because of His 
word, and the Jews (the plural reckoning 
the Baoidtkdc among them), who would 
not believe but through signs and prodi- 
gies :—see | Cor. i. 22. And observe also 
that it is not implied that even when they 
had seen signs and wonders, they would 
believe :—they required these as a condition 
of their faith, but even these were rejected 
by them: see ch. xii. 37.—But even with 
such inadequate conceptions and conditions 
of faith, the Lord receives the nobleman, 
and works the sign rather than dismiss him. 
It was otherwise in Matt. xvi. ] ff. — 49.] 
Here is the same weakness of faith,—but 
the Lord’s last words have made visible 
impression. It is like the Syrophcenician 
woman "srejoinder,— —‘ Yea, Lord; but. 
only the faith is of a far less noble ind 
than hers. He seems to believe it neces- 
sary that Jesus should be on the spot ;— 
not that there was any thing strange or 
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blameable in this, for Martha and Mary did 
the same, ch. xi. 2]. 32 :—and to think that 
it would be too late when his child had 
expired ;—not imagining that He to whom 
he spoke could raise the dead. — 50.] The 
bringing out and strengthening of the man’s 
faith by these words was almost as great a 
spiritual miracle, as the material one which 
they indicated.—We may observe the dif- 
ference between the Lord’s dealing here 
and in the case of the centurion (Matt. viii. 
8 and ||). There, when from humility the 
man requests Him to speak the word only, 
He offers to go to his house: here, when 
pressed to go down, He speaks the word 
only. Thus (as Trench observes, after 
Chrysostom) the weak faith of the noble- 
man is strengthened, while the humility of 
the centurion is honoured. — 61.] He ap- 
pears to have gone leisurely away—for the 
hour (1 p.m.) was early enough to reach 
Capernaum the same evening (twenty-five 
miles): in confidence that an amendment 
was .taking place, which he at present 
understood to be only a gradual one.— 
52, 53.] Kop es exe in this sense is 
found in Arrian. Dissert. Epictet. iii. 10, 
cited by most of the commentators. bray 
6 larpoc eicéoxnTat, py) poBeia0at Tl cir yy” 
pnd’ dy eirry, Kkopapas EXELS 5 - UT EOXMIDELY 
ers . » pnd ay eizy, KaK@s EXELS, 
adOupey . . .— abFKev avt. o wup. 
This was probably more than he expected 
to hear; and the coincidence of so sudden 

txt B.—airoy om. B? 
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ACD abe Orig.— 
ins. D. — 54. rovr. 
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a recovery with the time at which Jesus 
had spoken the words to him (aft. éeeivy 
Ty Hog understand agijkey abtov 6 TupE- 
T0c), raises his faith at length into a full 
belief of the Power and Goodness and the 
Messiahship of Him, who had by a word 
commanded the disease, and it had obeyed. 
The érriotevoev, absolutely, implies that in 
the fullest sense he and all his became 
disciples of Jesus. It is very different from 
ixiorevoe TY AOyw w ei. “Ino. in ver. 
50—as believing on Him must be always 
different from believing on any thing else in 
the world, be it even His own word or His 
own ordinances.—54.| The meaning of the 
Evangelist clearly is, that this was the 
second Galilean miracle (see ch. iii. 2. 
iv. 45). But (1) how is that expressed in 
the words? I believe the wdaXuy to refer 
(not in the construction, but in the sense) 
to th\Owy éx rT. "I., &e., and to mean,—‘ on 
His second Galilean manifestation of Him- 
self.’ ‘ This second miracle did Jesus, again 
(on His new visit to Galilee), after He had 
come,’ &c. And then (2) why should this 
so particularly be stated? It would seem 
as if John, as well as the other Evangelists, 
regarded, in some sense, Galilee as the 
proper theatre of the Lord’s manifestation 
of Himself; though, on account of the 
usual apostolic records dealing so much 
with Galilean events, he relates only those 
which served the purpose he had in view. 
Or it may be that he was anxious to 
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deliver a definite chronological testimony 
to the succession of the early miracles in 
Galilee, just discriminating these two, and 
then leaving those recorded in Matt. viii. 
and || to follow. — It is an interesting 
question, whether or not this miracle be 
the same as the healing of the centurion’s 
servant (or son, Matt.?) in Matt. viii. 5. 
Luke vii. 1. Irenzus appears to hold the 
two narratives to be the same history (ap- 
pears only; for his words are, ‘ Filium cen- 
turionis absens verbo curavit dicens Vade, 
filius tuus vivit.’ Heer. ii. 22: which remark 
may be simply explained by his having 
cited from memory, and thus either made 
this BaowtKde a centurion,—or, which is 
more probable, having understood the zai¢ 
in Matt. viii. as a son, and made the Lord 
there speak very similar words to those 
really uttered by Him, but which are in 
reality found here): so Eusebius also in 
his canons. Chrysostom notices, but op- 
poses the view :—and it has never in modern 
times gained many advocates, being only 
held by Semler, Seiffarth, and the inter- 
preters of the Straussian school. Indeed, 
the internal evidence is all against it: not 
only _(Chrys.) amd TOU Hainierare adda 
kal a70 THC TloTEwe, does the man in one 
case differ from the man in the other. The 

_ inner kernel of the history is, in our case 
here,—the elevation of a weak and mere 
wonder-seeking faith into a deep convic- 
tion of the personal power and love of the 
Lord ;—in the other, the commendation 
of a noble confession of the Lord’s divine 
power, indicating great strength and grasp 
of faith, and inducing the greatest personal 
humility. And the external point brought 
out in the commendation, otf: éy rp 
"IopaiA, is not only different from, but 
stands in absolute contrast with, the de- 
preciating charge here, é éav He) onpeta Kat 
TépaTra (OnrTe, ov py TioTEvonTe. — Ols- 

_hausen (whose commentary on John is far 
ess elaborate than on the other Gospels, 

~ which may account for my referring less 
often to it) well remarks, that this nar- 
rative may be regarded as a sequel to the 

~~__ foregoing one. 
Cuapv. V. 1—47.| Healing of a cripple 

at the pool of Bethesda, during a feast ; 
and the discourse of Jesus occasioned by 
the persecution of the Jews arising there- 
upon. —1.] peta Tatra. Liicke remarks 
that when John wishes to indicate imme- 
diate succession, he uses preva TovTO0, ch. li. 

Vo. I. 

1. 1) top. CE F LMA (HS?) 30 al. Copt. Sahid. Cyr. Theophyl. 

> Zor O& EV TOIC a We 

txt 

12. xi. 7, 11. xix. 28; when mediate, after 
an interval, wera radra, ch. iii. 22. vy. 14. 
vi. 1. vii. 1. xix. 38. So that apart from 
other considerations which would lead us to 
the same conclusion, we may infer that 
some interval has elapsed since the last 
verse of ch. iv. —€éopty tT. “lovd. Few 
points have been more controverted, than 
the question, what this feast was. I will 
give the principal views, and then state my 
own conclusion. (I have abridged the fol- 
lowing statement principally from Liicke’s 
note, ii. I—15.) (J) Ireneus understands 
it (Her. ii. 39) to be the second Passover 
of the Lord’s ministry. Origen (whose 
commentary on this chapter is lost) men- 
tions this view, (tom. xiii. 39,) but appa- 
rently does not approve it. This is the 
view of Luther, Calovius, Scaliger, Grotius, 
Lightfoot, Lampe, Kuinoel. (2) Cyril 
Alex. and Chrysostom think it to be the 
Pentecost; similarly Euthym. and Theo- 
phyl. This opinion prevailed in the Greek 
Church ; and has been defended by Eras- 
mus, Calvin, Beza, &c., and more recently 
by Bengel in his Harmony. (3) Kepler 
first suggested the idea that it might be 
the feast of Purim, (Esth. ix. 21, 26,) 
almost immediately preceding the Passover 
(the 14th and 15th of Adar). This was 
adopted by Petavius, and has been the 
general view of the modern chronologists. 
So Lamy, apparat. chronol., Hug, Liicke 
(Ist ed.), Olshausen, Meyer, Wieseler, Stier, 
Neander, Winer. (4) The feast of taber- 
nacles has been suggested by Cocceius, and 
is suppor ted by one MS. (131) which has 
nv E0vT) 4 oxnvornyia TOV “Tovdaiwy. 

(5) Kepler and Petavius thought it also 
possible that the feast of Dedication (see 
ch. x. 22) might be meant.—So that a/most 
every Jewish feast finds some supporters. — 
I believe with Liicke (3rd ed.), De Wette, 
and Tholuck, that we cannot with any 
probability gather what feast it was. 
Seeing as I do no distinct datum given in 
ch. iv. 35, nor again in ch, vi. 1, and find- 
ing nothing in this chapter to determine 
the nature of this feast, I cannot attach any 
weight to most of the elaborate chronolo- 
gical arguments which have been raised on 
the subject. It can hardly have been a 
Passover, on account of the omission of the 

article before éoorn (see ch. vi. 4), and 
because if so, we should have an interval of 
a whole year between this chapter and the 
next, which is not probable. Nor can it 

Mm 
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have been the Dedication, in the winter; 
for then the multitude of sick would have 
hardly been waiting for the moving of the 
water. The feast of Purim would nearest 
agree with the subsequent events ; and it 
seems as if the Lord did not go up to Jeru- 
salem at the Passover next following (ch. vi. 
4. vii. 1), so that no difficulty would be 
created by the proximity of the two feasts, 
unless, with De Wette, we believe that the 
interval was too little for what is related 
ch. vi. 1—3 to have happened. But it 
may be doubted, (1) whether it was a gene- 
ral practice to go up to Jerusalem at the 
Purim: (2) whether our Lord would be 
likely to observe it, even if it was.—No 
reason need be given why John does not 
name the feast; it is quite in accordance 
with his practice of mentioning nothing that 
does not concern his subject-matter. Thus 
the Passover is mentioned ch. ii. 13, be- 
cause of the buying and selling in the tem- 
ple; again, ch. vi. 4, to account for the 
great multitude; the feast of Tabernacles, 
ch. vii. 2, because of the practice alluded to 
by the Lord in ver. 37 ; that of the Dedi- 
cation, ch. x. 22, to account for His being 
in Solomon’s porch because it was winter ; 
but in this chapter, where there is nothing 
alluding to the time or nature of the feast, 
it is not specified.—6 *Inaots] and probably 
His disciples ; for the same expression is 
used ch. ii. 13, whereas we find, ch. iii. 22, 
that His disciples were with Him; com- 
pare also ch. vii. 10 and ch. ix. 2.—2.] 
éoti has been thought by Bengel and others 
to import that John wrote his Gospel Je- 
Sore the destruction of Jerusalem. But 
this must not be pressed. He might have 
spoken in the present without meaning to 
be literally accurate at the moment when 
he was writing (see Proleg. to John, § iy. 6). 
—éni Tq tpofs., probably, ‘ near the sheep- 
gate,’ mentioned by Nehemiah, iii. 1, 32. 
xii. 39. The situation of this gate is un- 
known ;—it is traditionally supposed to be 
the same with that now called St. Stephen’s 
gate; but inaccurately, for no wall existed 
in that quarter till the time of Agrippa 
(Robinson, i. 472). Eusebius, Jerome, and 
the Itinerarium Hieros. speak of a zpoBa- 
TK?) KoAvpLBHO0a, so also probatica piscina, 
Vulg.—The reading deyopévn would be 
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more usual; perhaps émvtA. implies that it 
had another name. — Bnéeoda = Syr. 
Naor m3, ‘the house (place) of mercy, or 
of grace.’ Its present situation is very un- 
certain. Robinson established by personal 
inspection the fact of the subterranean con- 
nexion of the pool of Siloam and that called 
the Fountain of the Virgin (i. 501 ff.) ; and 
has made it probable that the Fountain 
under the grand Mosk is also connected 
with them (i. 509 ff.) ; in fact that all these 
are but one and the same spring. (See 
also some interesting particulars respecting 
an attempt made subsequently to prove 
this connexion, and mention of a fourth 
fountain with the same peculiar taste as 
the water of Siloam, in Williams’s Holy 
City, pp. 381 ff.) Now this spring, as he 
himself witnessed, (i. 506,) is an inter- 
mittent one, as indeed had been reported 
before by Jerome, (on Isa. viii. 6,) Pruden- 
tius (in Trench, Mir. 247), William of 
Tyre, and others. There might have been 
then, it is obvious, some artificially con- 
structed basin in connexion with this spring, 
the site and memory of which have perished, 
which would present the phenomenon here 
described : see below.—The spot now tra- 
ditionally known as Bethesda is a part of 
the fosse round the fort or tower Antonia, 
an immense reservoir or trench, seventy- 
five feet deep. But, as Robinson observes 
(i. 489), there is not the slightest evidence 
that can identify it with the Bethesda of 
the N. T.—This pool is not mentioned by 
Josephus. — wévte otoas €éx.] Probably 
these were for the shelter of the sick per- 
sons, and were arches or porticos, opening 
upon and surrounding the reservoir. oroa 
éoTLv 1) Tap’ piv NEyonévyn Kapapa, } Kai 
6 06doc. Euthym. —3.] pay, those who 
were afflicted with the loss of vital power 
in any of their limbs by stiffness or para- 
lysis. Of this kind was the man on whom 
the miracle was wrought. — éxSex...... 
kivnoiv. This clause (as well as ver. 4) 
labours under strong suspicion of spurious- 
ness; see var. read, The authority in 
their favour is about equal: D alone of the 
first class MSS., containing ¢his clause, and 
A alone, ver. 4. In many MSS. both are 
marked with an obelus or asterisk. And 
those which contain them vary exceedingly 
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in their readings, which, in so short a pas- 
sage, is a bad sign. KE. g. A has instead of 
KateBatvey, tdovero.—Internal evidence 
is very strong against the whole. For in 
this short space (see reff.) there are no less 
than seven words either used here only, or 
here only in this sense.—Still the addition 
found its way very early into the text. For 
Tertullian refers to it in a way which leaves 
no doubt that he read it entire. ‘ Piscinam 
Bethsaidam (see var. read.) angelus inter- 
veniens commovebat: observabant qui vale- 
tudinem querebantur. Nam si quis pre- 
venerat descendere illuc, queri post lava- 
crum desinebat.’ De Bapt. c. 5. (Liicke ii. 
22.)—The genuineness of the passage must 
therefore remain doubtful. If spurious, it 
was the expression of the belief of the Jews, 
remembered in the early days of the Chris- 
tian Church, and noted in the margin ; and 
thus has found its way into the text: which 
would account for the variations observed 
init. If genuine, it is a declaration by the 
Evangelist of a matter which must neces- 
sarily be understood to express the popular 
(but not therefore inaccurate) belief respect- 
ing the cause of the healing virtue expe- 
rienced on the moving of the water. It is 
not implied that the angel was visible, even 
if €kovero be received into the text. In 
the deeper truth of causes and effects in 
Nature, which the mere rationalist always 
overlooks, divine appointment and divine 
interference are ever present in the faithful 
Christian’s mind ; and believing as he does 
that the holy angels are the ever-acting 
ministers of God’s will, he will find no 
difficulty in receiving the account before us, 
nor any inconsistency in its forming part of 
the sacred text.—It certainly is in favour 
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{as Stier remarks) of the genuineness of the 
passage, and the miraculous view of the 
whole, that so many different kinds of 
afflicted persons lay here: and another 
strong argument is that noticed by De 
Wette, that the connexion of the account 
almost requires this passage as its explana- 
tion. For why should the sick be lying 
there ; and why should the man have been 
so anxious to be put in, unless some known 
effect followed on the troubling of the 
water, which he himself (ver. 7) mentions 
as the time when he would be put in, but 
could not? —Katad Katpov, here, appa- 
rently, ‘ at intervals ;’ and those irregular 
ones, or the sick need not have waited there 
for them. — katéBaivev. If the passage 
be retained, éAoveto should be read. I 
have not admitted it, because A is our only 
first class authority.—o otv mp. épB.: 
certainly the intention here is to set forth 
a miraculous healing, consequent on being 
the first to goin; andI see not how we 
can clear ver. 7 of a similar implication. 
The man was not healed, because he could 
not get in first.—The idea of the virtue of 
the water being exhausted by the first who 
stepped in, is wholly unsatisfactory and 
absurd. — 5.] There are two ways of taking 
the construction of €xav: (1) to regard 
exwy éy 7H aod. as = acbevGc Exwy, and 
ToLaKkovra OKTW ETH as the accus. of dura- 
tion ; which is objectionable on account of 
the article 77, (not on account of the pre- 
sent participle, as De Wette, for it is often 
found with duration of time,) and as being 
alien from John’s usage, which is (2) to 
place éyw in this sense with an accusative 
of the time ; see reff., and ver.6. So that 
the construction is éywy rptak. oxr. Ty év 

M m2 
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TH «o0.—Observe, he had been lame thirty- 
eight years, not at Bethesda all that time. 
JEG yous, i.e. ty éavr@, as on other 
similar occasions. The Lord singled him 
out, being conscious of the circumstances 
under which he lay there, by that super- 
human knowledge of which we had so 
striking an example in the case of the 
woman of Samaria.—@édets vy. y. ; Light- 
foot and Semler would supply, ‘ licet sit 
sabbatum.’ But this is very improbable, 
see ver. 17. The Lord did not thus appeal 
to His hearers’ prejudices, and make His 
grace dependent on them. Besides, the 
vyuje yevéoOar had in the mind of the man 
no reference to a healing such as there 
would be any objection to on the Sabbath ; 
but to the cure by means of the water, 
which he was there to seek.—The question 
is one of those by which He so frequently 
testified His compassion, and established 
(so to speak) a point of connexion between 
the spirit of the person addressed, and His 
own gracious purposes. Possibly it may 
have conyeyed to the mind of the poor 
cripple the idea that at length a compas- 
sionate person had come, who might put 
him in at the next troubling of the water.— 
It certainly is possible that the man’s long 
and apparently hopeless infirmity may have 
given him a look of lethargy and despond- 
ency, and the question may have arisen 
from this: but there is no ground for sup- 
posing (Schleiermacher) b/ame conveyed 
by it, still less that he was an impostor 
labouring under some trifling complaint 
(Paulus and others), and wishing to repre- 
sent it more important than it was. — 7. 
Bauer asks why the person who brought 
him there every day, could not have put 
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him in? But no such person is implied. 
The same slow motion which he describes 
here, would suffice for his daily coming and 
going. — 8.] The Gpov rt. kp. gov has been 
treated (Stier, iv. 199. Trench, Mir. 251) 
as making a difference between the man 
lame from his birth in Acts iii. 8, who 
walked and leaped and praised God; and 
this man, who, since sin had been the cause 
of his disease (ver. 14), is ordered to carry 
his bed, ‘a present memento of his past 

sin.’ Possibly; but the Lord must have 
had in His view what was to follow, and 
have ordered it also to bring about this 
His first open controversy with the Jews. 
—10.] ot Iovdator, never the multitude, 
but always those in authority of some 
kind, whom John ever puts forward as 
the representatives of the whole people 
in their rejection of the Lord. — ovx 
éfeott. The bearing of burdens on the 
Sabbath was forbidden not only by the 
glosses of the Pharisees, but by the law 
itself. See Neh. xiii. 15—19. Numb. xxxi. 
13—17. And the Lord does not, as in 

another case (Luke xiii. 15, 16), appeal 
here to the reasonableness of the deed 
being done on the Sabbath, salvo sabbato, 
but takes altogether loftier ground, as being 
One greater than the Sabbath. The whole 
kernel of this incident and discourse is 
not, that it is lawful to do works of 
mercy on the Sabbath: but that the Son 
of Man is Lord of the Sabbath. — 11.] 
The man’s excuse is simple and sufficient ; 
and for us, important, inasmuch as it goes 
into the depth of the matter, and is by 

the Jews themselves accepted. 
had power to make him whole, had power 
to suspend that law which was, like the 
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healing, God’s work. The authority which 
had overruled one appointment of Provi- 
dence, could overrule another. I do not 
mean that this reasoning was present to the 
man’s mind ;—he very likely spoke only 
from intense feeling of obligation to One 
who had done so much for him ;—but it 
lay beneath the words, and the Jews re- 
cognized it, by transferring their blame 
Jrom the man to Him who healed him. — 
—12.] Not, ‘who is he that healed thee ?’ 
but they carefully bring out the unfavour- 
able side of what had taken place, as mali- 
cious persons always do. —138.] Difficulty 
has been found here from the supposed 
improbability that some should not have 
told him, seeing that Jesus was by this 
time well known in Jerusalem. But this is 
wholly unnecessary. His fame had not 
been so spread yet, but that He might 
during the crowd of strangers at the feast 
pass unnoticed. —efévevoev, ‘passed on 
unobserved :’ just spoke the healing words, 
and then went on among the crowd; so 
that no particular attention was attracted 
to Himself, either by the sick man or 
others. The context requires this inter- 
pretation: being violated by the ordinary 
one, that Jesus ‘conveyed Himself away, 
because a multitude was in the place:’ for 
that would imply that attention had been 
attracted towards Him which He wished 
to avoid; and in that case He could hardly 
fail to have been known to the man and to 
others. Observe, éZévevoey has for its 
understood object, the man, subjectively ; 
—‘had escaped his notice:’ not referring 
to any thing which Jesus had done Him- 
self.—14.] The knowledge of the Lord 

ins. A D al. — 13. for 6 dé iaO., 6 doOevav D! bd.—rte 
eize C L 4 al. a Syr. Copt. Cyr. 

extended even to the sin committed thirty- 
eight years ago, from which this long sick- 
ness had resulted, for so it is implied here. 
The xetpév tu, as Trench observes (Mir. 
254), ‘gives us an awful glimpse of the 
severity of God’s judgments ;’—see Matt. 
xii, 45.—15.] The man appears to have 
done this partly in obedience to the au- 
thorities; partly perhaps to complete his 
apology for himself (Bengel). We can 
hardly imagine ingratitude in him to have 
been the cause; especially as 6 zroujoac 
avrov vy speaks so plainly of the benetit 
received; comp. ver. 11 and note. — 16.] 
édiwkov is not used in the sense of legal 
prosecution in the N. T.:—‘ persecuted’ is 
the best word for it. —17.] The true keep- 
ing of the rest of the Sabbath was not 
that otiose and unprofitable cessation from 
even good deeds which they would enforce : 
the sabbath was made for man ;—and, in 
its Jewish form, for man in a mere state of 
legal discipline (which truth could not yet 
be brought out to them, but is implied in 
this verse, because His people are even as 
He is—in the liberty wherewith He hath 
made them free); whereas He, the only- 
begotten of the Father, doing the works of 
God in the world, stands on higher ground, 
and hallows, instead of breaking the 
Sabbath, by thus working on it. “ He 
is no more a breaker of the Sabbath than 
God is, when He upholds with an energy 
that knows no pause the work of His 
creation from hour to hour, and from 
moment to moment; ‘ My Father worketh 
hitherto, and I work;’ My work is but 
the reflex of His work. Abstinence from 
outward work belongs not to the idea of a 
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Sabbath, it is only more or less the neces- 
sary condition of it for beings so framed as 
ever to be in danger of losing the true 
collection and rest of the spirit in the 
multiplicity of earthly toil and business. 
Man indeed must cease from his work if a 
higher work is to find place in him. He 
scatters himself in his work, and therefore 
he must collect himself anew, and have 
seasons for so doing. But with Him who 
is one with the Father, it is otherwise. In 
Him the deepest rest is not excluded 
by the highest activity.” (Trench, Mir. 
p- 257.) —18.] The ground of the charge 
is now shifted; and by these last words 
(ver. 17), occasion is given for one of the 
Lord’s most weighty discourses.—The Jews 
understood His words to mean nothing 
short of peculiar personal Sonship, and 
thus equality of nature with God. And 
this their understanding was the right one, 
the discourse testifies. All might in one 
sense, and the Jews did in a closer sense, 
call God their, or our, Father; but they 
at once said that the individual use of ‘My 
Farner’ by Jesus had a totally distinct, 
and in their view a blasphemous, meaning. 
Thus we obtain from the adversaries of 
the faith a most important statement of 
one of its highest and holiest doctrines. — 
19.] The discourse is a wonderful setting 
forth of the Person and Office of the Son 
of God in His Ministrations as the Word 
of the Father. It still has reference to 
the charge of working on the Sabbath, and 
the context takes in both the Lord’s answer 
to this, ver. 17, and to the Jews’ accusa- 

tion, ver. 18. In this verse, He states that 
He cannot work any but the works of 
God: cannot, by His very relationship to 
the Father, by the very nature and neces- 
sity of the case;—the a’ éavtod being 

txt B. — 20. ayarq@ D Orig. Chrys.—éeeviee D.—a& av D.—rouy D.i— 

an impossible supposition, and purposely 
set here to express one :—the Son cannot 
work of Himself, because He is the Son: 

His very Person pre-supposes the Father’s 
will and counsel as His will and counsel,— 
and His perfect knowledge of that will and 
counsel. And this, because every creature 
may abuse its freedom, and will contrary 
to God: but THE Son, standing in essential 
unity with God, cannot, even when become 
Man, commit sin,—break the Sabbath ; for 
His whole Being and Working is in, and of, 
God.—a@ yap av... This clause converts 
the former proposition, and asserts its truth 
when thus converted. ‘ For it is the very 
nature of the Son to do whatever the 
Father doeth.’ Also, to do these works 
opotws—after the same plan and proceed- 
ing, so that there can be no discord—but 
unity. — 20.] For (this last is ensured by 
the fact, that) the Father, loving the Son, 
shows to Him (in this the Lord sets forth 
to us the unfolding of the will and purposes 
of the Father to (Mark xiii. 32. Acts i. 7), 
and by Him, in His Mediatorial office) all 
things which He Himself does (all the 
purposes of His secret counsel;—for with 
the Father, doing is willing; it is only the 
Son who acts in Time); and this manifes- 
tation will go on increasing in majesty, that 
the wonder which now is excited in you by 
these works may be brought out to its full 
measure (in the acceptation or rejection of 
the Son of God—wonder leading naturally 
to the rip) of ver. 23).— 21.] It is very 
important to observe the distinction here 
between the working of the Eternal Son 
(in creation, e.g.) as He is éy ovpard, 
with God, and His working in the state of 
His humiliation in which the Father should 
by degrees advance Him to exaltation and 
put His Enemies under His feet. Of the 
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latter of these mention is made (ver. 20) 
in the future, of the former in the present. 
The former belong to the Son as His 
proper and essential work: the latter are 
opened out before Him in the process of 
His passing onward in the humanity which 
He has taken. And the unfolding of these 
latter shall all be in the direction of, and 
in accordance with, the eternal attributes of 
the Son; see ch. xvii. 5; resulting in His 
being exalted to the right hand of the 
Father. So here,—as it is the Father’s 
essential work to vivify the dead (see Rom. 
viii. 11. ] Sam. ii. 6 al.), so the Son vivifies 
whom He will: this last odc @é\er not im- 
plying any selection out of mankind, nor 
said merely to remove the Jewish prejudice 
that their own nation alone should rise 
from the dead,—but meaning, that in every 
instance where His will is to vivify, the 
result invariably follows.—Observe, this 
Cworroret lays hold of /ife in its innermost 
and deepest sense, and thus finds its illus- 
tration in the waking both of the owf- 
wardly and the spiritually dead. — 22.] 
In the ovdé yap is implied that the Father 
does not Himself, by His own proper act, 
vivify any, but commits all quickening 
power to the Son :—so is it with judgment 
also. And judgment contains eminently in 
itself the ove @é\er,—when Zwoz. is under- 
stood—as it must be now—of bestowing 
everlasting life. Again, the raising of the 
outwardly dead is to be understood as a 
sign that He who works it is appointed 
Judge of quick and dead, for it is a part of 
the office of that Judge :—in the vivifying, 
the judgment is ade ;_see below, ver. 29, 
and Ps. Ixxii. l— 3.] This being so, 
the end of all is, He honour of the Father 
in and by the Son. He (the Son) is the 
Lord of life, and the Judge of the world; 
—all must honour Him with equal honour 
to that which they pay to the Father :— 
and whosoever does not, however he may 
imagine that he honours or approaches 
God, does not honour Him at all;—be- 
cause He can only be known or honoured 
by us as ‘THE FaTHER WHO sENT His 
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Son.’ — 24.] What follows, to ver. 30 
incl., is an expansion of the two assertions 
in vy. 21, 22,—the {wororoty and the 
kptve.v,—intimately bound up as they are 
together. There is a parallelism in vy. 24 
and 25 which should be noticed for the 
right understanding of the words. 6 ror 
Adyov pov akovwy in one, answers to ot 
VEKOOL GkKOVGovTAL TIC Pwvijg TOU viov 
Tov @eov in the other. It is a kind of 
hearing which awakens to life,—one ac- 
companied by miorevery Tp mew WarTi pe. 
And this last is not barely ‘Him who 
sent Me,’ but Him, the very essence 
of belief in Whom is in this, rHar Her 
HATH SENT ME (see ch. xii. 44). And the 
dative here after wtcrevw expresses that 
belief in the testimony of God that He 
hath sent His Son, which is dwelt on so 
much 1 John v. 9—12, where, ver. 10, we 
have the same 6 pu) mioTetWwy TY OEg~.— 
exeu t. at so ") John ya 12) ae ihe 
TLETEVOV Ft the exe £. ai. are commen- 
surate ;—where the faith is, the possession 
of eternal life is:—and when the one re- 
mits, the other is forfeited. But here thee 
faith is set before us as an enduring faith, 
—and its effects described in their com- 
pletion (see Eph. i. 19, 20).— eis xpiow 
ovK EpxeTar] Kpicic being the separation, 
—the effect of which is to gather out of 
the Kingdom all that offendeth ;—and thus 
regarding especially the damnatory part of 
judgment,—he who believes comes not into, 
has no concern with, coiore. Compare Ps. 
exlii. 2. The reckoning which ends with 
ev dyalé dovXe, is not Kpicw.: the reward 
is of free grace. In this sense, the be- 
lievers in Christ will not be judged accord- 
ing to their works; they are justified before 
God by faith, and by God—@edc 6 dicaroy, 
Ti¢ 0 Katakpivwy ; Their ‘ passage over’ 
from death into life has already taken 
place,—from the state of spiritual death 
into that Zw1 aivvie¢, which in their be- 
lieving state they éyouvor already. It is to 
be observed that the Lord speaks in very 
similar terms of the unbelieving being con- 
demned already, in ch. iii. 18.—The perfect 

well 
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sense of petaBéByxey must not be weak- 
ened nor explained away,—see | John iii. 
14. — 25.] This verse continues to refer to 
spiritual awakening from the dead. The 
épxeTar dpa «. viv éotwy is an expression 
(see ref.) used of those things which are 
to characterize the spiritual Kingdom of 
Christ, which was even now begun among 
men, but not yet brought (until the day of 
Pentecost, Acts ii.) to its completion. Thus 
‘it cometh,’ in its fulness,—and ‘ even now 
is begun.’ — ot vexpot,—in reference to é« 
Qavarov of the preceding verse, —‘ the 
spiritually dead :’—see below on yer. 28.— 
TAS pwvys, His call to awake, in its 
widest and deepest sense ;—by His own 
preaching, by His Apostles, His ministers, 
&c., &c. In all these He speaks to the 
spiritually dead. — ot axovo., not axov- 
cavrec merely, which would be ‘ and having 
heard it, shall live:’ but ot akotc., ‘and 
THEY WHO have heard it (or, who hear it) 
shall live.’ This determines the verse to 
be spoken of spiritual, not bodily awaken- 
ing. — Ot dxovoavtes are the persons to 
whom the Lord cried so often 6 éywy wra 
dkovety, dkovérw :—the persons who stand 
opposed to those addressed in ver. 40, od 
Oédere EMOeiv mode pe, va wry ExNTE— 
{yoovrat is explained in the next verse.— 
26, 27.] We have here again Cwozroety 
and «oivery bound together as the two 
great departments of the Son’s working ;— 
the former, as substantiating the Cjoovrat 
just uttered; the latter, as leading on to 
the great announcement of the next verse. 
But the two departments spring from ¢wo 
distinct sources, united in the Person of 

che Incarnate Son of God. The Father 
hath given Him to have life in Himself, as 
He is tHe Son or Gov. We have none of 
us life in ourselves: in Him we live and 
move and have our being. But He, as the 
Father is, is the source of Life. Then 
again the Father hath given Him power 

-swot L al. —29. t&eXevoovrar D.—bef. ra ¢. 

to pass judgment, because He is THE SON 
or Man; man is to be judged by Man,— 
by that Man whom God hath appointed, 
who is the inclusive Head of humanity, and 
to whom mankind, and man’s world, per- 
tain by right of covenant-purchase. This 
kpiow arovetv leads the thought to the great 
occasion when judgment shall be executed ; 
which accordingly is treated of in the next 
verse. —28.] pn 6., as ch. iii. 7, introduces 
a matter of even greater wonder to them ; 
—the astounding proof which shall be given 
in the face of the universe that this is so.— 
épxetar dpa, but not cat viv tor this 
time,—because He is now speaking of the 
Great Day of the resurrection: when not 
merely ot vexooi, but mavres év Tots pvy- 
petous, shall hear His voice, and ot daxow- 
cayrec are not specified, because a// shall 
hear in the fullest sense. Observe that 
here, as elsewhere, when the judgment 
according to works is spoken of, it is the 
great general resurrection of Matt. xxv. 31 
—46, which (and the notes) compare. So 
here we have not of wiorevouyrec and ot 
pu) morevoarrec, but the categories reach 
far wider, including indeed in this most 
general form the first resurrection unto life 
also,—and the two great classes are de- 
scribed as ot tT. Gy. twoujoavtes and ot 
7a datd\a mpatavtes.—On the difference, 
here most striking, between 7zotéw and 
moacow, see note on ch. iii. 20, 21.— 
Observe, that fwy and kptots stand op- 
posed here, as in ver. 24 :—not that there 
is no such thing as an avacracic Oavarou 
(Schleiermacher, in Stier, iv. 233), but that 
it is involved in this xoiotc.—Olshausen 
observes (ii. 153), that this, and Acts xxiv. 
15, are the only direct declarations in the 
N.T. of a bodily resurrection of the unjust 
as well as of the just. It is implied in some 
places, e. g. Matt. x. 28, and less plainly in 
Matt. xxv. 34 ff. Rev. xx. 5.12, and di- 
rectly asserted in the O, T., Dan. xii. 2. In 
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1 Cor. xv.—as the object was to convince 
believers in Christ of the truth of the re- 
surrection of their bodies,—no allusion is 
made to those who are not believers.—30. | 
Here begins (see Stier, iv. 243) the second 
part of the discourse,—but bound on most 
closely to the first,—treating of the festi- 
mony by which these things were substan- 
tiated, and which they ought to have re- 
ceived. This verse is, however, perhaps 
rather a point of transition to the next, at 
which the testimony is first introduced.— 
As the Son does nothing of Himself,—but 
His working and His judgment all spring 
from His deep unity of will and being with 
the Father,—this His great and last judg- 
ment, and all His other ones, will be just 
and holy (He being not separate from God, 
but one with Him); and therefore His 
witness given of Himself ver. 17, and called 

by them blasphemy, is true and holy also. 
—Observe, the discourse here passes into 
the jirst person, which was understood 
before, because He had called Himself the 
Son of God,—but is henceforth used ex- 
pressly. — 31.] This assertion is not to be 
trifled away by an accommodation, or sup- 
posed to be introduced by ‘ Ye will say to 
Me :’—see by all means ch. viii. 12—14 
and notes.— The words are said in all 
earnestness, and are strictly true. If such 
a separation, and independent testimony, 
as is here supposed, could take place, it 
would be a falsification of the very con- 
ditions of the Truth of God as manifested 
by the Son,— Who being the Adyos, speaks, 
not of Himself, but of the Father. And 
in this sense ch. viii. 14 is eminently true 
also, the ¢@c¢ being the azatbyacpa rijc 
66Ene Tod maTpdc. — 82.] adXoe can, by 
the inner coherence of the discourse, be no 
other than THE FATHER, of Whom so much 

has been said in the former part, but Who 
is hinted at rather than mentioned in this 
(warpdc in ver. 30 is spurious). Jt cannot 
be John,—from whom (ver. 34) the Lord 

took not His testimony. Similar modes of 
alluding to the Father occur ch. viii. 50. 54: 
see also ch. viii. 18, and Matt. x. 28 and ||. 
Many interpreters however understand it of 
John,—Chrysostom, Nonnus, Theophylact, 
Kuthym. :—and lately De Wette has de- 
fended the view with some acuteness. But 
he has certainly missed the inner coherence 
of the passage. The reason why the Lord 
mentions John is not ‘as ascending from 
the lesser witness to the greater,’ but pur- 
posely to remove the idea that He meant 
him only or principally by these words, 
and to set his testimony in its right place: 
then at ver. 86 He returns again to the 
a\Xoc pao. wept éuov. — kal otBa . . . 
This is the Son’s testimony to the Father’s 
truth: see ch. (iii. 33.) vii. 28 viii. 26. 55. 
It testifies to the full consciousness on the 
part of the Son, even in the days of His 
humiliation, of the righteousness of the 
Father: and (for the testimony of the 
Father to the Son is contained in the 
Scriptures) also to His distinct recognition 
and approval (Ps. xl. 6—8) of Psalm and 
type and prophecy, as applied to Himself 
and His work. — 33.] See ch. i. 19. The 
connexion is,—‘ another testifies of Me’ 
(ver. 32)—‘not John only, although he, 
when sent to, did certainly testify to the 
truth; for’ &c. — tq GAnPefa, not merely 
(Grot.) modeste dictum ;—but necessarily.” 
énoi would have been asserting what the 
next verse denies. — 34.] ‘I take not My 
testimony (the testimony to Me of which 
I have spoken) from man, but I mention 
John’s testimony, that you may make the 
intended use of it, to be led to Me for 
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salvation.’ — 35.] This 7y shows, as Stier 
rightly observes, that John was now cast 
into prison, if not executed. —o Adxvos. 
The article has been taken by some (e.g 
Bengel, Liicke, Stier) to point to the pro- 
phecies concerning John. But we have no 
passage in the O. T. which designates Elias 
in such terms. In Sirach xlviii. 1, we read 
of him, avéorn mpodyntng we TUp, Kai O 
A6yog abrov weg apmac éExaieTo, which 
Stier thinks may be referred to here. We 
may, as indeed he also suggests, believe 
that those words represent or gave rise to 
a common way of speaking of Elias, as 
certain Rabbis were called ‘The candle of 
the Law,’ &c. (Lightf.) De Wette takes 
the article as meaning, ‘the lamp which 
was to lead you,’ &c. — Katdpevos, not 
Katwy, as it is 6 Adyvoc, not 7d duc: 
lumen illuminatum, not lumen illuminans : 
see note on Matt. v. 14. — kat datvev (lit 
up), ‘and shining.’ The description sets 
forth the derived, and transitory nature of 
John’s light.—tpets 8€ . . . . * But you 
wished only to disport yourselves in his 
light for a time—came out to him in crowds 
at first,—and—like silly children who play 
with the fire till if burns and hurts them, 
and then shrink from and loathe it,—when 
he began to speak of deep repentance as 
the preparation for God’s Kingdom, and 
laid the axe to the root of the trees, you 
left him.’ No one cared, when he was 
imprisoned and put to death. And even 
those few who remained true to him, did 
not follow his direction to Christ. For the 
mass of the people, and their leaders, his 
mission was in vain (Liicke, ii. 75). — 36. ] 
éxo Thv p. petl. The witness which I 
have is greater.-— vod *Iwayv., not, than 
that of Jobn;—but, than John himself. 
John was a testimony. — Ta yap épya, not 
His miracles alone, although those princi- 
pally ; but the whole of His life and course 
of action, full as it was of holiness, in which, 
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and as forming harmonious parts of which, 
His miracles were testimonies of His divine 
mission. His greatest work (ch. vi. 29) 
was the awakening of faith, the Cwozotsiy 
-of which we have heard before, to which 
the miracles were but as means to an end. 
—G éSwke ... iva TeX.: see ch. xvii. 4 and 
note.—avta T. €p.& wo@. The repetition 
is to show that His life and working was 
an exact fulfilment of the Father’s will. 
‘The works which the Father hath given 
Me to do, those very works which I am 
doing,’ . .. — 37—89.] The connexion of 
these verses has been much disputed. I 
believe it will be found to be this: ‘The 
works of which I have spoken, are only 
indirect testimonies: the Father Himself, 
who sent Me, has given direct testimony 
concerning Me. Now that testimony can- 
not be derived by you, nor any man, by 
direct communication with Him; for ye 
have never heard His voice nor seen His 
shape. (Or perhaps have not heard His 
voice, as your fathers did from Sinai,—nor 
seen His yisional appearance, as the Pro- 
phets did. ) “Nor (ver. 38), in your case, 
has it been given by that inward witness 
(ch. iii. 33. 1 John iv. 13, 14) which those 
have (and had in a measure, even before 
the gift of the Spirit—see inter al. Ps. 
li. 11), in whom His word abides; for ye 
have not His word abiding in you, not 
believing on Him whom He hath sent. 
Yet (ver. 39) there is a form of this direct 
testimony of the Father, accessible even to 
you ;—search the Scriptures,’ &c. Chry- 
sostom, Euthymius, Lampe, Bengel, &c., 
understand gwvy to refer to the voice at 
the Lord’s baptism: but, as Liicke observes, 
amore forbids this. I may also add that 
the perfect, axyKdare, excludes it. Had 
reference been to a distinct event, it must 

have been »xojoare,—and (Liicke) ry 
gwviv.—Observe that the testimony in the 
Scriptures is not the only, nor the chief 
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one, intended in ver. 37, but (as De Wette 
well maintains) the direct testimony in the 
heart of the believer ;—which, as the Jews 
have not, they are directed to another form 
of the Father’s testimony, that in the Scrip- 
tures. — épevvare, either indicative (Cyril, 
Erasm., Beza, Lampe, Bengel, Kuinoel, 
Liicke, Tholuck, Olshausen, De Wette), 
‘Ye search the Scriptures, for ye believe 
ye have &c., and they are they that testify 
of Me: and (yet, ver. 40) ye will not come 
to Me that ye may have life :’—or impera- 
tive (Chrys., Theophyl., Euthym., August., 
Luther, Calvin, Wetst., Paulus, Stier), in 
which case generally a period has been 
placed after éxov, and a fresh sentence 
begins at kat ov 6€A.—I believe the im- 

' perative sense only will be found to cohere 
with the previous verses :—see above, where 
I have given the context. And no other 
sense will suit the word égoevvare, which 
cannot be used, as in the indicative it would 
be, with blame attached to it,—‘ye make 
nice and frivolous search into the letter of 
Scripture ;’? but, as in Ps. cxviii. 2, implies 
a thorough search into the contents and 
spirit of Scripture. — tv tp. 80x. Ye 
imagine that in them ye have eternal life 
(Schéttgen quotes testimonies from the 
Rabbis: Qui acquirit sibi verba legis, is 
acquirit sibi vitam eternam, &c.);—but 
they, like all other secondary ordinances, 
have a spiritual end in view, and that end 
is to testify, from first to last (it is their 
office, ix. Elo at paptupovear), of Mr.— 
40.| I would connect these words with the 
former, and regard them as describing the 
inconsistency of those who think that they 
Cwv éxetv in the Scriptures, and yet will 
not come to Him of whom they testify, 
iva Conv éxworv. So that «ati will be 
spoken in a fine irony, ‘ And ye will not 
come to Me!’—Observe, this command to 
the Jews to search their Scriptures, applies 
a fortiori to Christians; who yet are, like 
them, in danger of Bibliolatry, believing 
that in the Bible they have eternal life, 
and missing the personal knowledge of Him 
of whom the Scriptures testify.—The od 

G€ere here sets forth strikingly the freedom 
of the will, on which the unbeliever’s con- 
demnation rests: see ch. iii. 19.—41—44. ] 
The connexion seems to be ;—the standing- 
point of the Lord and the Jews was not 
only different, but the two were inconsistent 
with and exclusive of one another. He 
sought not glory from below, from man’s 
praise or report: the Father testified to 
Him, in all the ways which have been 
specified; but this testimony they could 
not receive, nor discover Him in their 
Scriptures, because human regards and 
ambition and intrigue had blinded their 
eyes, and they had not the love of God 
(the very first command in their law, Deut. 
vi. 4, 5) in their hearts. — od AepB., not 
merely ‘TI do not desire,’ ‘non capto ;’— 
but, ‘I do not receive ;’—‘ no such praise 
nor testimony accrues to Me, nor has in 
Me that on which it can lay hold.’ ‘ My 
glory is altogether from another source.’— 
ada draws forcibly the distinction, setting 
Himself and them in strong contrast.— 
éyvwoxa tp. By long trial and bearing with 
your manners these many generations : 
and personally also:—Hoc radio penetrat 
corda auditorum. Bengel.—aydaarnv. Which, 
if they had it, would teach them,—the whole 
heart, and soul, and mind, and strength being 
given to God,—to seek honour from Him 
only,—and thus to appreciate the glory 
which He hath given to His Son, and His 
testimony concerning Him.— 438.] The first 
clause is clear. In the latter we have a 
prophetic declaration regarding the Jews in 
the latter days. This ddXoc is in strong 
contrast with the dAXoe of ver. 32. ‘The 
testimony of that Other, who is greater 
than I, ye will not receive; but if another 
come in his own name, him ye will receive.’ 
The words are spoken of the false or Idol. 
Messizh, the Antichrist, who shall appear 
in the latter days (2 Thess. ii. 8 
whose appearance shall be kar’ éveoysiav 
Tov carava (their father, ch. viii. 44), atro- 
Seuxvds €avtov ote éatr Beds, 2 Thess. 
li. 4;—and, doubtless, im that their final 
reference, embracing also all the cases in 
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which the Jews have more or less received 
those false Messiahs who have been Pret 
shadowers of the great Antichrist. — 44. 

e is grounded on od Oé\ere— 
is the consequence of the carnal regards in 
which they lived. — AepBdvovres here im- 
plies ‘ captantes.’—rapa Tod pdvov Beod, 
not, from God only (E. V. and De Wette), 
which is ungrammatical (requiring povou 
to be either after Qeov, see Matt. iv. 4. 
xii. 4. xvii. 8, or before rov Oeov, Luke 
y. 21. vi. 4. Heb.ix.7. Liicke); but, from 
the only God: in contradistinction to the 
idolatry of the natural heart, which is ever 
setting up for itself other sources of honour, 
worshipping man, or self,—or even, as in 
the case alluded to in the last verse, Satan, 
—instead of God. The words rou povov 
Qsov are very important, because they form 
the point of passage to the next verses; in 
which the Jews are accused of not believing 
the writings of Moses, the very pith and 
kernel of which was the unity of God, and 
the having no other gods but Him. — 45.) 
The work of Christ is not katnyopetv, even 
as He is Judge;— but kptvew, by the 
appointment of the Father. And _ there- 
fore—though He has said so much of the 
unbelief of the Jews, and charged them in 
the last verse with breach of the central 
law of God—He will not accuse them; 
nay, it is not needful ;—for Moses, whom 
they disbelieved, while vainly hoping in 
him (see above on ver. 39), — éxava- 
Tavopmevor TY VOU, Rom. ii. 17,—already 
accused them: see Deut. xxxi. 21. 26, and 
ch. vii. 19.—46.] rept épod éypaev—nus- 
quam non, Bengel. This is an important 
testimony by the Lord to the subject of the 
whole Pentateuch ;—it is wept épov. It 
is also a testimony to the fact, of Moses 
having written those books, which were 
then, and are still, known by his name.— 
47.) ypappaci here does not =, in the 
sense, ypapaig: for raig txeivou ypapaic 

muorevere B al. txt A abe Orig. [ren. Cypr. 

could not be used ;—the ypaoh being 7) 
Oeia YPapr, not 7 Tov Mwoéwe yoapy,— 
but the ypdppara were those of Moses ;— 
the outward expression of the ypa¢7,—the 
letters, and words, as found on paper ;— 

just as the pyjara in the other case are 
the outward expression of the Adyoc. The 
meaning is: ‘men give greater weight to 
what is written and published, the letter of 
a book, than to mere word of mouth ;—and 
ye in particular give greater honour to 
Moses, than to Me: if then ye believe not 
what he has written, which comes down to 
you hallowed by the reverence of ages,— 
how can you believe the words which are 
uttered by Me, to whom you are hostile ?’ 
This however is not all:—Moses leads to 
Christ :—is one of the witnesses by which 
the Father hath testified of Him :—‘ if then 
ye have rejected the means, how shall ye 
reach the end?’ ‘If your unbelief has 
stopped the path, how shall ye arrive at 
Him to whom it leads ??—Those who can,’ 
should by all means consult Stier, whose \.— 
exposition of the above important discourse 
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is very elaborate and valuable ;—Reden 
Jesu, vol. iv. pp. 202—268. 

Cuav. VI. 1—15.] Matt. xiv. 13—21. 
Mark vi. 30—44. Luke ix. 10—17, in each 
of which compare the notes throughout. 
Here we have another example of John 
relating a miracle with the view of intro- 
ducing a discourse. —1.] pera Tatta gives 
us no fixed date;—see on ch. vy. l. As 
Liicke remarks, the ammd0. wépav tis 
6...., if connected with the preceding dis- 
course, would be unintelligible,—and can 
only be understood by the fragmentary 
character of this Gospel, and the well- 
known fact being pre-supposed that His 
Ministry principally took place in Galilee. 
—Matt. gives this passage over the lake in 
connexion with the execution of John the 
Baptist: Mark and Luke, with the return 
of the twelve from their mission. (The 
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twelve were probably gathered, or their 
gathering finished, in the interval since ch. 
v. 47, during which time their mission also 
had taken place) —rfs IT. tis TB. The 
last appellation is probably inserted for the 
sake of Gentile readers, to whom it was 
best known by that name: thus Pausan. y. 
7, 3, avroc oida “Idpdavoy Xipyny TiPBe- 
pida bvopaZopévny dtodetovra: but it 
was more usually called, as by Josephus, 
Tevyyoap or Vevvnoapiric, 1 Mace. xi. 57, 
Strabo xvi. 2 (Ptolem. v. 15, Liicke).— THs 
T.B. cannot mean that He came from 
Tiberias, however true that may have been. 
That would have been 470 or éx TiPeord- 
dog. It is possible, though not likely, 
that ts TuB. may have been a gloss, and 
have found its way into the text very early. 
But at all events we must not adopt the 
reading of D, &c. sic Ta pépn 7. T13.,—for 
the fact was just otherwise; compare vv. 2 
and 23.— 2.] It is evident from this that 
a circuit in Galilee and works of healing 
are pre-supposed (see Matt. ver. 13. Mark 
ver. 33. Luke ver. 11).—3.] Td Spos, 
perhaps ‘the hill country’ on the shore of 
the lake = éonpoy té7o0v Kar’ idiay, Matt. 
The expression is used by John only here 
and in ver. 15, but no inference can be 
drawn from that, for this is the only por- 
tion of the Galilean Ministry related by 
him. —4.] This will account, not for so 
great a multitude coming to Him, but for 
the circumstance that the people at that 
time were gathered in multitudes, ready to 
set out on their journey to Jerusalem. — 
5.] Here there is considerable difficulty, on 
account of the variation from Matt., Mark, 
and Luke, who relate that the disciples 
came to the Lord after He had been teach- 
ing and healing the multitudes, and when 
it was now evening,—and asked Him to 
dismiss the multitudes, that they might 
buy food ;—whereupon He commanded, 
‘Give ye them to eat:’—whereas here, 

_ apparently, on their first coming, the Lord 
~. Himself suggests the question, How they 

were to be fed, to Philip. This difference 
is not to be passed over, as it has usually 
been by English commentators, without 
notice. Still less are we to invent im- 
probable and hardly honest harmonistic 
shifts to piece the two narratives together. 
There can be no doubt, fairly and honestly 
speaking, that the narratives, in their mere 

letter, disagree. But those who are not 
slaves to the mere letter will see here that 
inner and deeper accordance of which 
Augustine (de Consensu Evang. ii. 46) 
speaks in commenting on this passage: 
‘Hx qua universa varietate verborum, re- 
rum autem sententiarumque concordia, satis 
apparet salubriter nos doceri, nihil que- 
rendum in verbis nisi loquentium volun- 
tatem; cui demonstrandz invigilare debent 
omnes yeridici narratores, cum de homine 
vel de angelo vel de Deo aliquid narrant.’ 
I repeat the remark so often made in this 
Commentary,—thatif we were in possession 
of the facts as they happened, there is no 
doubt that the various forms of the literal 
narrations would fall into their places, and 
the truthfulness of each historian would be 
apparent :—but as we cannot at present 
reconcile them in this way, the humble and 
believing Christian will not be tempted to 
handle the word of God deceitfully, but to 
admire the gracious condescension, which 
has given us the evidence of so many 
independent witnesses, whose very differ- 
ence in detail makes their accordance in 
the great central truths so much the more 
weighty. On every point of importance 
here, the four sacred historians are en- 
tirely and absolutely agreed. That every 
minor detail related by them had its 
ground in historical fact, we fully believe ; 
it is the tracking it to this ground in each 
case, which is now beyond our power; and 
here comes in the simplicity and reliance of 
faith: and the justification of those who 
believe and receive each Gospel as they 
find it written. —mpos t. ©. Why to 
Philip, does not appear—perhaps some 
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reason lay in the wetpdfwv avtdv, which 
is now lost to us. From his words in ch. 
xiv. 8, we cannot infer, as has been done 
by Cyril Alex. (in Cramer’s Catena) and 
others, that he was weaker in faith, or 
tardier in spiritual apprehension, than the 
rest. Of all the Apostles who appear in 
the sacred narrative, something might be 
quoted showing equal unreadiness to be- 
lieve and understand. I would take the 
circumstance as simple matter of fact, im- 
plying that Philip was nearest to the Lord 
at the moment.—6.] He knew :—such 
remarks as this must be received as the 
testimony of one who had perhaps more 
right than any living man to speak with 
confidence of the thoughts and purposes of 
Him of whom He wrote. But even apart 
from this, what believer in Christ could 
not himself have supplied the remark ? — 
7.| See notes on Mark. —8.] In the three 
other Evv., the loaves and fishes appear as 
the disciples’ own ;—and we have thus a 
very simple but very instructive instance of 
the way in which differences in detail arose. 
They were their own,—but not till they 
had bought them;—of which the other 
Evv. were not aware. —="«ptOtvous;~ ~the 
usual barley “bread of the lower orders.— 
odpia = fy Aida, Suidas; but of later 
Greek usage :—at first used to signify any 
thing subsidiary to bread as a relish, such 
as meat of all kinds, and condiments. 
Later however, from fish being in the 

deeply coast-indented country of Greece 
the most common animal food, it came to 
be applied to that alone or principally—(see 
art. Opsonium in the Dictionary of Gr. 
and Rom. Antiquities). —10.] ydépros 
to)vs, in accordance with the time of year, 
the latter end of spring, after the rainy 
season.—On dvategety see Mark and 
Luke, who describe the manner. — ot 
avdpes. This is a particular touch of 
accuracy in the account of an eye-witness 
which has not I think been noticed. Why 
in the other accounts should mention be 
made only of the men in numbering them ? 
Matt. has, it is true, ywpic yur. x. maid., 
leaving it to be inferred that there was 
some means of distinguishing ;—the others 
merely give weet dvdoeg Tevraxicy. with- 
out any explanation. But here we see 
how it came to be so—the men alone were 
arranged in companies, or alone arranged 
so that any account was taken of them: 
‘the women and children being served pro- 
miscuously ; who indeed, if the multitude 
were a paschal caravan, or parts of many 
such, would not be likely to be very 
numerous ;—and here again we have a 
point of minute truthfulness brought out. 
—11.] On the process of the miracle, see 
notes on Matt. Probability is against the 
words in brackets, internal as well as ex- 

ternal ;—it is more like John to describe 
the diadootg aS~being=the act of the Lord 
Himself, and leave the intervention of the 
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disciples to be understood.—evyaproryoas 
here answers to evAdynsev in the other 
Evy. It was the ‘ grace’ of the father of 
the family; perhaps the ordinary one in 
use among the Jews. John seems to con- 
nect with it the idea brought out by Luke 
eiX. avTots, i.e. rode apTove: see ver. 23. 
—12.] Peculiar to John. The command, 
one end of which was certainly to convince 
the disciples of the power which had 
wrought the miracle, is given by the Lord 
a moral bearing also. They collected the 
fragments for their own use, each in his 

Kogivoc, the “ordinary furniture of the 
travelling Jew (quorum cophinus foenum- 
que supellex, Juy. Sat. iii. 14), to carry his 
food, lest he should be polluted by that of 
the people through whose territory he 
passed; see note on Matt. xv. 32.—14.] 
On 6 mpod. see note on ch. i. 21,—6 zpo09. 
t ot;—15.] After such a recognition, 
nothing was wanting but that the multi- 
tudes who were journeying to the Passover 
should take Jesus with them and proclaim 
Him King of the Jews in the holy City 
itself.— The three other Evv., while they do 
not give any intimation of this reason of 
the Lord’s withdrawal, relate the fact, and 

D.—for ovc, otxw BDL 5 al. ab Copt. Ath. Cyr. txt A e.— 

Luke preserves in the very next verse a 
trace of its motive,-—by the question 
‘Whom do the people say that I am?’ and 
the answer, expressing the very confession 
of the people here (see ver. 26 and note). 

16—21.] Matt. xiv. 22—33. Mark vi. 45 
—52. Omitted by Luke.—16.] dia, the 
second, or real evening: see on Matt. xiv. 
15.—xatéByoav. By the command of 
Jesus (Matt., Mark). —17.] jpxovro—de- 
noting the unfinished action—‘ they were 
making for the other side of the sea, in the 
direction of Capernaum ; 7pdc¢ BnOoaidar, 
Mark, which would be the same thing. It 
would appear as if the disciples were lin- 
gering along shore, with the expectation of 
taking in Jesus; but night had fallen, and 
He had not come to them, and the sea 
began to be stormy (ver. 18). Having 
therefore (otv) set out (ver. 19), and rowed, 
&c.—The ovy seems to me to render this 
supposition necessary,—to bind their having 
rowed twenty-five or thirty stadia, with the 
fact that the Lord had not come, and it 
was dark, and the sea Ak ope into a storm. 
The lake is (Jos. B. J. iii. 10, 7) forty 
stadia wide: so that, as we can hardly 
assume the passage to have been to a point 

\ 
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directly opposite, they were somewhere 
about pécoy ric Padaoonc, Matt. ver. 24. 
—mep. THs 8ad. There surely can be 
no question in the mind of an unprejudiced 
reader, that it is John’s intention to relate 
a miracle;—nor again,—that there could 
be in the minds of the disciples no doubt 
about that miracle,—no chance of a mis- 
take as to what they saw. I have_treated 
of izi rijc OadX. on Matthew, ver. 25.— 
“They were afraid;—but upon being re- 
assured by His voice, they were willing to 
take Him into the ship; and upon their 
doing so, the ship in a comparatively short 
time (or perhaps immediately, by miracle, 
but I prefer the other) was at the land to 
which they had been going, viz. by the 
storm ceasing, and the ship making smooth 
way (ékomacev 0 avenoc, Matt., Mark).— 
It seems to me that the above interpret~ 
ation of 8eAov ovtv AaPety is absolutely 
necessary to account for the ovv, and quite 
in accordance with the Johannic usage of 
0éXw (ch. 1.44. v.35).—Some of the German 
commentators (even De Wette among them) 
have created a difficulty, by rendering 7)0:\ov 
‘they wished ’ (implying, ‘but did not’), 
but (cai !!) the ship was immediately, &c. 
—i.e. they were already close to the land, 
and so there was no occasion. “Prefe-Bleek 
(Beitrage, pp. 103, 4) half adopts this view; 

—adding to it, -anm-sorry..to._see, that per- 
haps Jesus was on the land, and the disciples 
in the storm and darkness thought Him to 
be on the sea (—!). 

22—59.] The multitudes follow Jesus 
to Capernaum, where, in the synagogue, 
He discourses to them on the Bread of 
Life. —22—24.]| These verses are involved 
and parenthetical in construction, but very 
characteristic of the minute care with which 
the Evangelist will account for every cir- 
cumstance which is essential to his narrative. 
—6 dxdos. We are not to understand the 
whole multitude who were fed,—but that 
portion of them which had remained on 
the coast over the night. Many had pro- 
bably dispersed to the villages about, or 
perhaps taken up their night quarters more 
inland. — tépav tis @., i.e. on the east 
coast. We are supposed to be at Caper- 
naum. — Hv is not pluperfect in sense—the 

meaning is regulated by i8ov, ‘ having been 
aware that there was no other ship, &c., 
and that Jesus did not’ &c. Then the 
MAVe afterwards, belonging to the same set 
of facts, is in the same tense, but not 
pluperfect : ‘ came,’ not ‘ had come.’ The 
mordpia had perhaps brought some of 
them thither, or the spot éyyts tT. Té1ov, 
&c. might have been some landing-place of 
merchandise. — 25.] mépay rt. 0. is now the 
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west bank ;—we-have been crossing the sea 
with the multitude.—ére, as Stier remarks, 
includes 7c in its meaning. The Lord 
leaves the question unanswered, because it 
was not for a sign to these people that He 
had miraculously crossed the lake. — 26.] 
The seeking Him, on the part of these 
people,—to Him who saw the hearts,—was 
merely a low desire to profit by His won- 
derful works,—not a reasonable consequence 
of deduction from His miracles that He 
was the Saviour of the world. And from 
this low desire of mere satisfaction of their 
carnal appetite, He takes occasion in the 
following discourse to raise them to spiritual 
desire after Himself, the Bread of Life. The 
discourse forms a parallel with that in ch. iv. 
—27.] épyaf., imperative : another instance 
of the constr. which I have advocated in 
ver. 39.—The E. V., ‘ Labour not for,’ does 
not give the sense of oya@. ‘They had not 
laboured in this case for the Bp@atc azod- 
Aupévn, but it had been furnished mira- 
culously. A better rendering would be, 
‘ Busy not yourselves about,’ ‘ Do not weary 
yourselves for,’—which they were doing, by 
thus coming after the Lord. — thy amoAX. 
‘whose nourishing power passes away,’ 
De Wette. Rather perhaps more literally, 
‘which perisheth,’ H. V.:—the useless part 
of it, in being cast out;—the wseful, in 
becoming part of the body which perishes 
(see 1 Cor. vi. 13).— adda tr. Bp. It is 
important to bear in mind that the éoya- 
Zea@ar spoken of above, which also applies 
to this, was not a ‘ working for,’ or ‘ bring- 
ing about of,’ but a following Christ in 
order to obtain. So the meaning will be, 
‘but seek to obtain, by following after 
Me’... .—And thus pr)... adda keeps 
its true literal force, ‘Do not . . . . but.’ 
—Thv pév. eis £. ai.: see ch. iv. 14. If 

Vot. I. 

this Bodowce remains to eternal life, it must 
be spiritual food—tyv ... . Seoer: see 
ch.iv.ib. #v agrees with Bpdovw, not with 
Cwyv. Seoce, future, because the great 
Sacrifice was not yet offered: so in ch. iv. 
—6 vids T. av@p., emphatic here, since it 
is of His Flesh that He is about to speak. 
—tToUTov yap ..... ‘For Him hath 
the Father sealed, even God.’ — éodpdy., 
by undoubted testimony, as at His bap- 
tism ; and since, by His miracles, see ch. 
x. 36: not, ‘stamped with the image of 
His Person,’ which is altogether beside the 
present subject, and inconsistent with the 
meaning of c¢oayiZw. — 28.] The people 
understand His éoyaZeo0e literally,—and 
dwell upon it. They quite seem to think 
that the food which is to endure for ever 
is to be spiritually interpreted; and they 
therefore ask this question,—referring the 
éoyaZ. to the works of the law. — Ta Epy. 
tov Qcov must not be taken to mean ‘ the 
works which God works,’ but, as in Jer. 
xlviii. 10 (xxxi. 10 LXX). 1 Cor. xv. 58, 
‘the works well pleasing to God.’ — 29.] 
The meaning is not,—that faith is wrought 
in us by God, is the work of God; but 
that the truest way of working the work 
of God is to believe on Him whom He hath 
sent. — épyov, not Zoya, because there is 
but this one, properly speaking, and all the 
rest are wrapt up in it (see James i. 25).— 
This is a most important saying of the 
Lord, as containing the germ of that teach- 
ing afterwards so fully expanded in the 
writings of Paul. ‘I know not,” says Schlei- 
ermacher (cited by Stier, iv.277),“ where we 

can find any passage, even in the writings 

of the Apostles, which says so clearly and 

significantly, that all eternal life in men 

proceeds from nothing else than faith in 

Christ.” — 30, 31.] This answers to ch. 
NN 
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iv. 12, ‘ Art thou greater than our father 
Jacob,’ &c. It is spoken in unbelief and 
opposition, not, as many have supposed, as 
a request for the Bread of Life, meaning 
it by the sign, but in the ordinary sign- 
seeking spirit of the Jews. Stier says well, 
‘They have been hesitating between better 
and worse thoughts, till at last unbelief 
prevails.’ The onpetov here demanded is 
the sign from heaven, the proof of the 
sealing by God; such a proof would be, in 
their estimation, compared with His pre- 
sent miracles, as the manna (bread from 
heaven) was, compared to the multiplied 

loaves and fishes.—The manna was extolled 
by the Jews as the greatest miracle of 
Moses. Josephus calls it Ocioy kai wapa- 
Oo~ov PBpGpa: see also Wisd. xvi. 20, 21. 
‘They forgot that their fathers disbelieved 
Moses almost from the time when they 
begun. to eat the manna; and that the 
Psalm from which they quote most strongly 
sets forth this;—that they despised the 
manna, and preferred ordinary meat to it.’ 
Stier.—82.] The Lord lays open the course 
of their argument. They have not men- 
tioned Moses,—nor was the giving of the 
manna a miracle performed by Moses ;— 
but He knew that the comparison between 
Moses and Himself was in their minds, and 
answers by exposing the error which repre- 
sented Moses as the giver of the manna. 
Neither again was that the true bread from 
heaven. It was, in one sense, bread from 
heaven ;—but not in ¢his sense. It wasa 
type and shadow of the true bread from 
heaven, — ‘which My Father is giving 
(didwow) to you.,—The Lord does not 
here deny, but asserts the miraculous cha- 
racter of the manna. — 33.] 6 apros Tov 
Geod = 6 dprog dy Cidwoww 6 warn pov. 

ae 

The words 0 kataf. .... are the predicate 
of 6 adproc, and do not apply, in the con- 
struction of this verse, to Christ personally, 
however truly they apply to Him in fact. 
The E.V. is here wrong: it should be, 
‘ The bread of God is that (not He) which 
cometh,’ &c. Not till ver. 35 does Jesus 
first say, ‘I am the bread of life.’ The 
manna is still kept in view—éray caréByn 
WM OPOGOCs.«\ 00. = « KkatéBawwe TO pavva ex” 
avrijc, Num. xi. 9. And the present par- 
ticiple, here used in reference to the manna, 
is dropped when the Lord Himself is spoken 
of: see vv. 38. 41. 58, and especially the 
distinction between ver. 50 and ver. 5] (so 
Liicke, De Wette, Stier, Bengel). — 34.] 
ch. iv. 15 is exactly parallel. The Jews 
understand this bread, as the Samaritan 
woman understood the water, to be some 
miraculous kind of sustenance which would 
bestow life everlasting : — perhaps they 
thought of the heavenly manna, which the 
Rabbis speak of as prepared for the just in 
the future world ;—see quotations in Liicke, 
ii. 132, also Rev. ii. 17. —85.] As in ch. 
v. 30, so here, the Lord passes from the 
indirect to the direct form of speech. Hence- 
forward it is ‘I,’ ‘Me,’ throughout the 
discourse. In the genitive tas Cos is 
implied 6 kataBdac tk Tov ovo. wai Cwrjy 
dWotg 7. Koop. So tdwp ZHv in ch. iv.— 
On the assurance of never hungering or 
thirsting see note at ch. iv. 14. It is pos- 
sible that the Lord placed the all-satisfying 
bread of life in contrast to the manna, 
which was no sooner given, Exod. xvi., than 
the people began to thirst, Exod. xvii. ;— 
but I would not lay any stress on this.— 
© épxép. wp. pe is in the same sense as in 
ch. v. 40—that of acceptance of and faith 
in Him. — 86.) elrov tpiv—zére dé rodro 
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eimev avroic ; eikdc, TovTo pnOjvar piv, 
fy yeaphvar o&. Kuthym. But perhaps, 
as Euthym. himself seems to suggest, and 
as Liicke and De Wette are inclined to 
think, the reference may be to ch. v. 37 
—44, and the tiv may be said generally. 
Stier and others think that ver. 26 is re- 
ferred to: but this is far-fetched. We have 
instances of reference to sayings not re- 
corded, in ch. x. 26. xii. 34.—‘ Ye have 
seen the true Bread from heaven, the 
onpetoy greater than the manna, even Me 
Myself: and yet have not believed.’ —87. ] 
‘Known unto God are all His works from 
the beginning ;’? and the whole body of 
believers on Christ are spoken of by Him, 
here and in ch. xvii., as given to Him by 
the Father. But Bengel’s observation is 
very important: ‘mav—vocula momento- 
sissima, et, collatis lis que sequuntur, con- 
sideratu dignissima. Nam in sermonibus 
Jesu Christi, quod Pater ipsi dedit, id, et 
singulari numero et neutro genere, appella- 
tur omne; qui ad ipsum, Filiwm, veniunt, 
ii masculino genere vel, etiam plurali numero 
describuntur,—omnis, vel illi. Pater Filio 
totam quasi massam dedit, ut omnes quos 
dedit unum sint; id universum Filius sin- 
gulatim evolvit, in exsecutione. Hine illud 
in ch. xvii. 2, ut omne quod dedisti ei, det 
eis vitam zternam.’ See also 1 John v. 4. 
—See further on way 0 didwai prot 6 warno, 
on ver. 44.—ov py éxB. €&@ does not refer 
here to the office of the Son of God as 

ins. BT al. a.—add év AD K LS U Sal. abe Clem. 

TOU TT. 

txt B C T. — 41. for 

Judge,—but is another way of expressing 
the grace and readiness with which He will 
receive all who come to Him.—38, 39, 40. ] 
His reception of men is not capricious, nor 
even of His own arbitrary choice; but as 
He came into the world to do the Father’s 
will, and that will is that all who come to 
Him by faith shall have life, so He receives 
all such ;—loses none of them;—and will 
raise them all up (here, in the fullest and 
blessed sense) at the last day. (dmrodkéow 
again is not ‘destroy,’ ‘condemn,’ but 
‘lose:’ see ch. xii. 25. xvii. 12. tva pj 
2& éuije airiae amwédyrai ree. Euthym.) 
Olshausen remarks, that ‘in ch. iv. we had 
only the inexhaustible refreshing of the 
soul by the water of life; but this discourse 
goes further ;—that not even death itself 
shall destroy the body of him who has been 
nourished by this bread of life’ (ii. 167).— 
avacTyow refers to the only resurrection 
which is the completion of the man in his 
glorified state ;—it does not set aside the ; 
avaorasic Kpicewc, but that very term is’ ” 
a debasement of advdcracic: its true sense 
is only dvdoracrc Cwij¢.—In this declara-* 
tion (vv. 39, 40) is contained the key of 
the following discourse, vv. 44—59. The 
end of the work of God, as regards man, is 
the glorification of his restored and sancti- 
fied nature,—body, soul, and spirit,—in 

eternity. Without this,—salvation, resti- 
tution, would be incomplete. The adop- 
tion cannot be consummated without the 

Nn2 
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redemption of the body. Rom. viii. 18—23. 
And the glorification of the body, soul, and 
spirit,— of the wholeman,—cannot take place 
but by means of the glorified Body of the 
second Adam. ‘ He who does not see this, 
will never understand either the Holy Com- 
munion, or this testimony of the Lord in 
its inner meaning.’ Stier, iv. 291.—The 
Gewpav here is a different thing from the 
mere oogv of ver. 36. It is the awaken- 
ing of the attention preparatory to faith— 
answering to the looking on the serpent of 
brass :--Totc é6p0adpoic the Wuyijc, Hu- 
thym.; but afterwards he makes the Oew- 
pély = muoreverv, to which it is only pre- 
paratory. — 41.] Not different hearers, nor 
does the scene of the discourse here change: 
they were the same,—perhaps the principal 
among them, the official superintendents of 
the synagogue ;—for John generally uses ot 
*Tovdaior in this official sense. —42.] They 
rightly supposed that this kataBfvar é« 
TOU ovpavod must imply some method of 
coming into the world diverse from ordi- 
nary generation. —43.] The Lord does not 
nswer their objection, because it lay far 

from His present purpose to disclose aught 
of those mysteries which the answer must 
have indicated. It was not till the faith of 
the Apostolic Christians was fully fixed on 
Him as the Son of God, and the outline 
of the doctrine of His Person was firmly 
sketched out, that the Spirit brought out 
those historical records which assure us of 
His supernatural conception (see Nitzsch, 
cited by Stier, iv. 293).—44.] The con- 

ins. A.— dxcotwvy DEGHMSVA 29 all. 

nexion seems to be this: They were not to 
murmur among themselves because He had 
said this; for the right understanding of 
what He had said is only to be gained by 
being taught of God,—by being drawn by 
the Father, who alone can give the desire to 
come to Christ,—and bring a man to Him. 
That this ‘drawing’ is not irresistible grace, 
is confessed even by Augustine himself, in 
his Tractatus on this passage. ‘ Si trahitur, 
ait aliquis, invitus venit. Si invitus venit, nec 
credit: si non credit, nec venit. Non enim 
ad Christum ambulando currimus, sed cre- 
dendo; nec motu corporis sed voluntate cor- 
dis accedimus..... Noli te cogitare invitum 
trahi; trabitur animus et amore.’ And just 
before: ‘ Intrare quisquam ecclesiam potest 
nolens,—accedere ad altare potest nolens, 
—accipere sacramentum potest nolens :-— 
credere non potest, nisi volens.’ He quotes, 
‘trahit sua quemque voluptas’ (Virg. Ecl. 
ii. 65), to show that the drawing is that of 
delight and choice, not of obligation and 
necessity. Calvin, Beza, and Lampe under- 
stand irresistible grace to be here meant: 
‘Falsum est et profanum, non nisi volentes 
trahi’ (Caly., Liicke, ii. 144 note). The 
Greek expositors, Cyril, Chrysostom, Eu- 
thymius, Theophylact, take the view which 
I have adopted above. Chrysostom says, 
© Kai abro ob To ig’ ypiv avaiper, AANa 
peadrov Fpgaiverrpmac BonVeiac deopévouc. 
See Article X. of the Church of England in 
fine.—This drawing towards Christ may 
be exemplified in the legal dispensation, 
which was to the Jews a waWaywyia ti¢ 
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xptorov. It now is being exerted on all 
the world,—in accordance with the Lord’s 
prophecy ch. xii. 32 (see note there), and 
His command Matt. xxviii. 20,—by Chris- 
tian preaching and missions; but, after all, 
the individual will must be turned to Christ 
by the Father, —Whose covenanted promise 
is, that He will so turn it in answer to 
prayer. ‘Nondum traheris? ora ut tra- 
haris’ (Augustine, ibid.). — 45,] év tots 
mpod. may be a general form of citation 
(Mark i. 2. Acts vii. 42. xiii. 40), or may 
mean that the sense is found in several 
places of the prophets: see besides reff., 
Jer. xxxi. 33, 34. This clearly intimates 
the kind of drawing meant in the last 
verse ;—the opening the eyes of the mind 
by Divine teaching.—dkovoas k. paQav is 
an expansion of d:daxréc. — €px. pds pe] 
This is the final decision of the human will, 
acted on by the Divine attraction to Christ. 
The beginning is, The Father draws him : 
the progress, he hears and learns —here 
is the consenting will—‘ Speak, Lord, for 
thy servant heareth :—the end, he cometh 
to Christ—here is the will acting on the 
whole man. — 46.] The connexion is: the 
mention of akotcac mapa Tov marTpdc 
might lead them to think of a personal com- 
munication from the Father to each man, 
and thus the necessity of the mission of the 
Son might be invalidated. This was the 
only way in which a Jew could misunder- 
stand ver. 45; he could not dream of a 
seeing of the Father with bodily eyes. — 
6 dv Tapa T. Beov, is Jesus Himself; see 
ch. vii. 29. His knowledge of the Father 
is complete and immediate; ours, partial, 
and derived through Him only. — 47.] 
The Lord now recurs to the subject of their 
murmurs, and gives the answer for which 
He has been preparing the way, repeating 
nearly ver. 40, and adding, — 48.] If so, 

(see ver. 47,) there is full reason for My 
naming Myself the Bread of Life. — 49. ] 
That bread from heaven had no power to 
keep off death, and that, death owing to 
unbelief :—the ‘Lord by thus 1 mentioning ot 
Tarépec Upav and their death, certainly 
hints at the similar unbelief of these Jews. 
And the same dubious sense of a7o@avy 
prevails in ver. 50. Death is regarded as 
being swallowed up in the glory of the 
resurrection, and the second death—which 
was hidden in the former a7i@avov—has 
over him who eats this Bread of Life, no 
power : nay, he is brought, even here, into 
a resurrection-state from sin and death; 
see Rom. vi. init. and Col. iii. init. — 51.] 
6 fav, ‘ containing life in itself,’ not merely 
supplying the waste of life with lifeless 
matter; see on ch. iv. 13, 14.—k«al 6 
Gptos.. From this time we hear no 
more of dproc: this figure is dropped, and 
the reality takes its place.—Some difficult 
questions arise regarding the sense and 
reference of this saying of the Lord. (1) 
Does it refer to His Death? and, (2) is 
there any reference to the Ordinance of the 
Lord’s Supper ?—(1) In treating this ques- 
tion I must at once reject all metaphorical 
and side-interpretations, as, that the teach- 
ing of Christ is the Bread, and to be taught 
by Him is feeding upon it (so Grotius, and 
the modern rationalists): that the Divine 
Nature of Christ, or His sending of the 
Holy Spirit, or His whole life of doing 
good on earth, can be meant: all such 
have against them the plain sense of the 
words, which, as Stier observes, are very 
simple ordinary words ; the only difficulty 
arising, when we come to iuquire into their 
application to His own Person. The Bread 
of Life is Himself: and, strictly treated, 
when we come to inquire what, of that 
body, soul, and spirit, which constituted 
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Himself, this Bread specifically is, we have 
His answer that it is His Flesh which He 
will give (for this will be the meaning, 
whether the words qv éy® Sdéow are spu- 
rious or not) on behalf of the life of the 
world. We are then specifically directed 
to His Flesh as the answer.—Then, what 
does that Flesh import ? The flesh of ani- 
mals is the ordinary food of men: but not 
the blood. 'The blood, which is the life, is 
spilt at death, and is not in the flesh when 
eaten by us. Now this distinction must be 
carefully borne in mind. The flesh here, 
(see ver. 53,) and the eating of the flesh, 
are distinct from the blood, and the drink- 
ing of the blood. We have no generalities 
merely, to interpret as we please: but the 
terms used are precise and technical. It 
is then only through or after the Death of 
the Lord, that by any propriety of lan- 
guage, His Flesh could be said to be eaten. 
—Then another distinction must be remem- 
bered: The flesh of animals which we eat 
is dead flesh. It is already the prey of 
corruption ; we eat it, and die (ver. 49). 
But this Bread, is living Bread ; not dead 
flesh, but living Flesh. And therefore man- 
ducation by the teeth materially is not to 
be thought of here; but some kind of 
eating by which the living Flesh of the Son 
of God is made the living sustenance of 
those who partake of it. Now His Flesh 
and Blood were swndered by death. Death 
was the shedding of His precious Blood, 
which He did not afterwards resume ; see 
ch. xx. 27, and Luke xxiv. 39. His Flesh 
is the glorified substance of His resurrec- 
tion Body, now at the right hand of God. 
It is then in His Resurrection form only 
that His Flesh can be eaten, and be living 
food for the living man. I cannot therefore 
see how any thing short of His Death can 
be here meant. By that Death, He has 
given His Flesh for the life of the world: 
not merely that they who believe on Him 
may, in the highest sense, have life; but 
that 6 Kéopos may have life. The very 
existence of all the created world is owing 
to, and held together by, that Resurrection 
Body of the Lord. In Him all things are 
gathered together and reconciled to God: 
Ta Tavra ty abt ovvéotyKe. Col. i. 17. 
—(2) The question whether there is here 
any reference to the Ordinance of the 
Lord’s Supper, has been inaccurately put. 
When cleared of inaccuracy in terms, it 
will mean, Is the subject here dwelt upon, 

the same as that which is set forth in the 
ordinance of the Lord’s Supper ? And of 
this there can surely be no doubt. To the 
ordinance itself, there is here no reference ; 
nor could there well have been any. But 
the spiritual verity which underlies the 
ordinance is one and the same with that 
here insisted on; and so considered, the 
discourse is, as generally treated, most im- 
portant towards a right understanding of | 
the ordinance.—On the history of the exe- — 
gesis of this passage, see Liicke ii. pp. 149 — 
—159 (8rd ed.), and Excursus ii., in his 
2nd ed. (omitted in his 3rd) ;—also Tho- 
luck and Olshausen, in loc. To attempt to 
recount the various opinions, would exceed 
the limits of a note in an edition of the 
whole Testament: for the present subject 
is one in which the manifold dogmatical 
variations of individual belief have in- 
fluenced Commentators to such an extent 
as to render accurate classification impos- 
sible. I may roughly state, that three 
leading opinions may be traced: that of 
those who hold (a) that no reference to 
the Holy Communion is intended,—among 
whom are Origen and Basil, of the an- 
cients; and of the moderns, the Swiss 
Reformers, Zwingle and Calvin (the former 
however not very decidedly, see Olsh. ii. 
173 note); Luther, Melanchthon. ((@) That 
the whole passage regards exclusively the 
Holy Communion,—among whom are Chry- 
sostom, Cyril, Theophylact, Euthymius, 
the Schoolmen, and the Roman Catholic 
expositors, with a few exceptions. (y) That 
the subject and idea of the Holy Commu- 
nion, not the ordinance, is referred to: to 
which class belong the best modern com- 
mentators in Germany, e. g. Liicke, Tho- 
luck, Olshausen, Stier. Bengel’s note to 
the same effect is important: ‘Jesus verba 
sua scienter ita formavit, ut statim et sem- 
per illa quidem de spirituali fruitione sui 
agerent proprie; sed posthac eadem con- 
sequenter etiam in augustissimum §. Coenze 
mysterium, quum id institutum foret, con- 
venirent. Etenim ipsam rem hoc sermone 
propositam in 8. Coenam contulit; tantique 
hoc sacramentum est momenti, ut facile 
existimari possit, Jesum, ut proditionem 
Jude ver. 71, et mortem suam hoc yersu, 
ita etiam S. Coenam, de qua inter hee 
verba certissime secum cogitavit, uno ante 
anno preedixisse, ut discipuli possent pree- 
dictionis postea recordari. Tota hie de 
carne et sanguine J. C. oratio Passionem 
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spectat, et cum ea S. Coenam. Hine sepa- 
rata carnis et sanguinis mentio constanter. 
Nam in passione sanguis ex corpore eductus 
est, Agnusque mactatus.’ —8déo: com- 
pare ro b7ip buoy SSdpevov, Luke xxii. 
19.—The construction is an involved one, 
iv éy@ Owow having to be supplied again 
before wzép, which no doubt has led to its 
insertion in the later MSS. — 52.] The 
inference conveyed in dayety, which first 
comes from the Jews themselves, is yet a 
right one. If He is the Bread, and that 
Bread is His Flesh, we must eat His Flesh, 
though not in the sense here meant by 
them. They contended against one another, 
probably some having more insight into 

' the possibility of a spiritual meaning than 
others. — 53.] The Lord not only ratifies 
their gayeiy, but adds to it a more won- 
derful thing ; that they must also do that 
against which a prohibition might seem to 
have existed from Noah downwards,—drink 
His Blood. But observe, this Blood is not 
to be eaten in the Flesh, which was the 
forbidden thing (Gen. ix. 4. Levit. xvii. 
10—16,) in its strict literal form; but to 
be drunk, separate from the flesh: again 
presupposing death. Now as the Flesh of 
Christ (see above) is the Resurrection Body 
which He now has, and in which all things 
consist ; so is His Blood, (‘‘ the blood is 
the life,” Lev. xvii. 11, 14,) the Life which 
He gave up, paid down, as the penalty for 
the sin of the world. By the shedding, 
pouring forth, of that Blood, is remission 
of sin.—It is quite impossible that these 
words should, as De Wette maintains, be 
merely an expansion of r7)v capKa payeiv. 
Even had the idea of 76 aia wivery been 

‘ one familiar to the Jews, the construction 
_ would not have allowed such an interpreta- 

tion:—but new as it was, and abhorrent 
JSrom their habits and law, we must regard 
it as specially and purposely added.—But 
what is this eating and drinking? Clearly, 

\ not merely faith: for faith answers to the 

\ 

hand reached forth for the food,—but is 
not the act of eating. Faith is a necessary 
condition of the act, but we must not say, 
‘crede, et manducasti’ (Aug.); but ‘ crede 
et manducabis.’ Inasmuch as Faith will 
necessarily in its energizing lead to this 
partaking, we some incorrectly say 
that it 7s Faith:—but for strict accuracy | 
this is not enough. To eat the flesh of 
Christ, is to realize, in our inward life, the ; 
mystery of His Body now in heaven,—io 
digest and assimilate our own portion in 
that Body.—TYo drink His Blood, is ¢o 
realize, in our inward life, the mystery of 
His satisfaction for sin,—to digest and assi- 
milate our own portion in that satisfaction, 
the outpouring of that Blood. And both | 
these definitions may be gathered into one, | 
which is: The eating of His Flesh and 
drinking of His Blood import the making 
to ourselves and using as objectively real, 
those two great Truths of our Redemption 
in Him, of which our Faith subjectively 
convinces us.—And of this realizing of ; 
Faith He has been pleased to appoint cer- ; 
tain symbols in the Holy Communion, | 
which He has commanded to be received ; 
—to signify to us the spiritual process, and 
to assist us towards it.—ov« ex. Cwhy év 
éavt. Ye have not in you that spring of 
life which shall overcome death, and lead 
— 54] to the resurrection in the true sense 
(see above, ver. 44).—tpwyev. It is not 
necessary to see any more literal ‘eating’ 

= 

rtp 

catio,’ the possession of eternal life is certi- 
fied.—55.] adnOrje, if here received, would 
give, in its ordinary sense, an inapplicable 
meaning. It must = aAnOuvoc, as this 
latter = adn Oc, iv. 37. xix. 35. But the 
comm. reading seems the best, which in 
sense = adnOvdc,—‘ is really meat,’ &c. 
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édy ui) AGByTE TO oGpa Tov viod Tod avOpwTov we Tov prov Tij¢g Cwijc, obK EXETE 
Zwiyv éy avr, and partly a. — 57. axtaradkev D 8.—L6 a T.—for Towywy, Aap- 
Bavov D.—fnoex BC? K L T 9 al. Eus. Orig. Cyr. Chrys. 7 D d (and C! apparently). 
txt qu. ?—58. && dp. BCT. txt D Orig.—é¢. ot 7. «. awéO. C T Orig. &¢. ot 7. Op. 
ck. am. D. é.0t7. 70 p. xk. av. B.— Zoe CEGH?LSTVA 31 Orig. Cyr. Chrys. txt 
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\. All other food perishes in the using ;—this identified it with Himself. If tpav rd 
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only endures, and becomes, by that inner pdvva is to stand, the constr. must be 
between Christ and the believer (see filled up od kaOwe 7d p. 0 &p. K.7.A, ;—if 

ver. 56), the source of eternal life. This not, kaQwe must = ToLovToe, Ov. 
verse is decisive against all explaining away 60—65. ] Murmuring of some of the 
or metaphorizing the passage. Food and disciples at the foregoing discourse, and 
drink are not here mere metaphors;— the answer of Jesus to them. — 60.] 
rather are our common material food and Lampe, cited by Stier (iv. 322, note), shows 
drink mere shadows and imperfect types of by reff. and other citations that oxAnpdc¢ 
this only real reception of refreshment and non tam absurditatem quam impietatem 
nourishment into the being. — 56.] He designat. It seems clear that it was not 
who thus lives upon Me, abides in Me (see _ the difficulty so much as the strangeness of 
ch. xv. 5 and note);—and I (that living the saying which scandalized them. It is 
power and nourishment conveyed by the the whole discourse,—the turn given to it, 
dptog The Cwij¢ which = éyw) abide in —the doctrine of the Bread of Life,—the 
him. — 57.] The same expanded further—_ giving His Flesh dnd Blood to eat, —at 
see ch. vy. 26. The two branches of the which they take offence.— dxove, to 
feeding on Christ are now united under the listen to it—‘ Who can stay and hear such 
general expression, rowywy pe.—8.a ex- sayings as this?’ not, ‘to understand it.’ — 
presses the efficient cause. The Father is 61.] év éavt@, by His Divine Knowledge. 
the Fountain of all Life: the Son lives in _—62.] éav ovty Oe., ‘what then, if ye 
and by the Father; and all created being see’ . .. not meaning ‘ will ye not then be 
generally, lives (in the lower sense) in and much more scandalized ?’ or, ‘ what will ye 
by Him; but he that eateth Him, shall say (or do), then ?’—but appealing to an 
(eternally and in the highest sense) live by | event which they should witness, as a 
Him. — 58.] forms the solemn conclusion certain proof of one part of the ox\npd¢ 
of the discourse—referring back to the’ Adyo¢, with which indeed the rest of it was 
Bread with which it begun, its difference bound up,—His having descended from 
from the perishable food which they had heaven. All attempts (as those of Liicke, 
extolled,—and its effects from those of that De Wette, and others) to explain 
sustenance.—ovtds éotwy, ‘such is..—kata- otherwise than of His ascent into heaven 
Bas,—past, now: because He has clearly are simply dishonest,—and spring from 
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laxity of belief in the historical reality of 
that event. That it is not recorded by 
John, is of no moment here: see Prolego- 
mena. And that none but the Twelve saw 
it, is unimportant; for how do we know 
that the Lord was not here speaking to 
some among the Twelve ?>—To explain it of 
His death, as part of His going up where 
He was before, is hardly less disingenuous. 
Liicke maintains that Oewpety need not 
mean bodily sight; which is true enough 
in e constructions in John (ch. viii. 51 
= SCR reac with avaBat- 
vovra, it must. The whole exegesis of the 
passage in the above-named Commentators 
is a remarkable instance of the warping of 
the judgment by unsoundness of belief in 
the historical truth of the ~Evangelistic 
testimony. — 63.] mvevpa, oap§;~do not 
mean the spiritual and carnal sense of the 
Joregoing discourse, as many commentators 
explain them: for the Lord is speaking, 
not of teaching merely, but of vivifying ; 
Heis explaining the life-giving principle of 
which He had been before speaking. ‘Such 
eating of My flesh as you imagine and find 
‘hard to listen to, could profit you nothing, 
—for it will have ascended up, &c.; and 
besides, generally, it is the Spirit that only 
can vivify the spirit of man; the flesh (in 
whatever way used) can profit nothing to- 
wards this.’ He does not say My Flesh 
profiteth nothing, but ¢he flesh. To make 
Him say this, as the Swiss Anti-sacra- 
mentalists do, is to make Him contradict 
His own words in ver. 51.— Ta pyp. & éyo 
AeAddnka] viz. the words pov Thy capKa 
and pov To aia, above. They are mvevpa 
and Zw :—-spirit, not flesh only :—living 
food, not carnal and perishable. This 

meaning has been missed by almost all 
commentators: Stier, as far as I know, 
first suggested it; and it seems to me de- 
yond question the right one. The general 
interpretation is, ‘the words which I have 
spoken,’ i.e. ‘My discourses,’ are 7vevpia, 
‘to be taken in a spiritual sense,’ @.2this 
sense of zvevpa) ‘and are life,’ But this is 
any thing but precise, even after the forcing 
of. mvevpa.— 64.] ad ciolv... ‘This 
accounts for your murmuring at what I 
said, that ye do not believe.’ — Seu yap ... 
De Wette remarks, that the foreknowledge 
of the Lord with regard to Judas renders 
it impossible to apply the ordinary rules of 
moral treatment, as ‘Why did He then 
continue him as an Apostle? Why did He 
give Him the charge of the purse, knowing 
him to be a thief ?? &c.,—to the case: and 
it is therefore better not to judge at all on 
the matter.—The fact is, we come here to 
a form of the problem-of Divine fore- 
knowledge and human free-will, which, in 
any of its endless combinations of ex- 
pression, it is equally impossible for us to 
solve.—e§& apxis, from their first coming 
to Him ;—the first beginning of their con- 
nexion with Him. — 65.] These unbe- 
lievers had not that drawing to Christ 
which leads (ver. 44) to true coming to 
Him. Observe the parallelism between 
y Oedopévoy avr@ here and 6 didwot pou 
ver. 37. Both these gifts are in the 

Father’s power. 
66—171.] Many of the disciples leave 

Him. The confession of the Twelve 
through Peter: and the Lord’s warning 
to them.—66.] modXot, viz. of the pr) 
musrevovrec: but not all. — 67.] The first 
mention of the Twelve by John. The 
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question is asked in order to extract from 
them the confession which follows, and 
thus to bind them closer to Himself. We 
must not forget likewise, in the mystery.of 
the Lord’s human nature, that at such a 
moment of desertion, He would seek com- 
fort in the faith and attachment of His 
chosen ones. —68.] Peter answers quickly 
and earnestly for the rest, as in Matt. xvi. 
16.— pos tiva. What they had heard and 

‘seen had awakened in them the desire of 
being led on by some teacher towards 
eternal life—and to whom else should they 
go from Him who had, and brought out of 
His stores for their instruction, the words 
(see ver. 63) of eternal life ?— 69. wemuorev- 
Kapev seems to be used absolutely, as in 
ver. 64: ‘we believe, and bave ever done 
so.’—In the following words the readings 
vary ; the common text having been to all 
appearance introduced from Matt. xvi. 16. 
The circumstance of the Lord not being 
elsewhere called 6 dytocg 7. Peo by John,— 
is of course in favour of the reading. The 
idea however is found (ch. x. 36). I re- 
gard the coincidence with the testimony of 
the demoniacs, Mark i. 24. Luke iy. 34, as 
a remarkable one. Their words appear to 
have been the first plain declaration of the 
fact, and so to have laid hold on the atten- 
tion of the Apostles. —'70.] The selection 
of the Twelve by Jesus is the consequence 
of the giving of them to Him by the 
Father, ch. xvii. 6,—in which also there 
Judas is included. So that His selecting, 
and the Father’s giving and drawing, do 
not exclude final falling away.—8.4Bodos. 
It is doubtful in what sense this word 
should be taken. Whether we render it 
dtaBoruwdg (= rou dtaBddAov wrovupyoc), 

"Ioxapwrnv with qu.? txt 
txt B C' D L Syr. a 

or éiPovdoc, (both given by Euthym.) it f ) 
will be an dag Xeyouevoy in the N. T. 
Of the two however the latter is the 
harsher, and less analogous to N. T. diction. . 
Certainly, in the dark act here prophesied, — 
Judas was under the immediate instigation — 
of and yielded himself up to Satan; and I _ 
would understand this expression as having | 
reference to that league with and entertain- — 
ment of the Evil One in his thoughts and— 
purposes, which his ultimate possession by 
Satan implies. This meaning can perhaps 
hardly be rendered by any single word in 
another language. The E. V. ‘a devil,’ is 
certainly too strong; ‘devilish’ would be © 
better, but not unobjectionable. Compare “i 
6 vide Tig aTwXeiac, ch. xvii. 6.—71.] On ™ ka 
the name ‘Isxap.wirng (here applied to ae: 
Simon, Judas’s father), see on Matt. x. 4. ~~) 
el edXev, not, ‘intended ;’ see ch. xiii. 

: but simply future, = hv 6 tapacdowy 
avroy, see ch. vii. 39. xi--51 al 
“CHAP?-VIE-A=13.] Jesus goes up to the \ 

Feast of Tabernacles at Jerusalem, but \ 
secretly, and after His brethren. The \ 
judgment of the people concerning Him.— 
1.] The chronology of this period is very \ 
doubtful. I have remarked on it in my : 
note on Luke ix. 51. Thus much we may 
observe here, that peta tadra cannot ; 
apply emphatically to ch. vi., but must be : 
referred back to ch. v., as indeed must the : 
Jews’ seeking to kill Him, and the miracle | 
referred to in ver. 23. But it will not 
follow from this, that ch. vi. is not in its ; 
right place: it contains an independent . 
memoir of a miracle and discourse of the 
Lord in Galilee which actually happened in j 
the interval, and only serves to show us 
the character of this Gospel as made up of 
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such memoirs more or less connected with 
one another. I would understand this 
verse as merely carrying on the time from 
ch. v. and ch. vi., —and its contents as 
introductory to the account of Jesus not 
going up at first to the feast. Ch. vi. is in 
some measure presupposed in our ver. 3, 
as indicating that He had not constantly 
observed the festal journeys of late. — 2. ] 
See Deut. xvi. 13—17. Josephus, Antt. 
viii. 4, calls this é0pr7?) dywwraTyn Kat 
peyiorn. It begin on the 15th (evening 
of 14th) of Tisri, and lasted till the evening 
of the 22nd ;—see below on ver. 14.—3—6. ] 
Respecting the brethren of the Lord, see 
note on Matthew xiii. 55. They seem to 
have had at this time a kind of belief in 
the Messianic character of Jesus, but of 
the very lowest sort, not excluding the 
harsh and scoffing spirit visible in these 
words. They recognized His miracles, but 
despised His apparent want of prudence 
and consistency of purpose, in not showing 
Himself to the world. In the tva kat ot pad. 
gov x.7.\. there is perhaps a reference to 
the desertion of many of His disciples just 
before. — In ver. 5 (as well as by ot pa- 
Onrai cov, ver. 3), we have these brethren 
absolutely excluded from the number of 
the Twelve (see ch. vi. 69); and it is 
impossible to modify the meaning of ézic- 
Tevoyvy so as to suppose that they may 

al. abe Copt. Sahid. Cyr. Chrys. 
txt 

have been of the Twelve, but not believers 
in the highest sense. This verse also 
excludes all of His brethren: it is incon- 

ceivable that John should have so written, 
any among them believed at that time. 

The expression, ovSé yap ot 48., is a 
strong corroboration of the view that they 
were really and literally brethren ; see also 
Ps. Ixix. 8. —6—9.] © Katp. 6 ep. can 
hardly be taken as directly meaning ‘the 
time of My sufferings and Death,’—but as 
7) oa pov in ch. ii. 4; ‘ My time for the 
matter of which you speak, viz. manifesta- 
tion to the world.’ That (ch. xii. 32) was 
to take place in a very different manner. 
But they, having no definite end before 
them, no glory of God to show forth, but 
being of the world, always had their oppor- 
tunity ready of mingling with and standing 
well with the world. Then (ver. 7), ‘ you have 
no hatred of the world in your way: but 
its hatred to Me on account of My testi- 
mony against it, causes Me to exercise this 
caution which you so blame.’—In ver. 8, it 
is of little import whether we read ov« or 
ovtrw : the sense will be the same, both on 
account of the present, avaBaivw (not 
avap3noojat, which would express the dis- 
avowal of an intention to go up), and of 
ovmw afterwards. ov« avap. would mean, 
“T am not at present going up. ‘—ovT@ 
awemAnp., ‘is not yet fully come;’ see 

oo 
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Euth. Theophyl. ins. 
—15. rec. cai ¢@. with qu. ? 

Luke ix. 51 and note. —10.] od dav. i. e. 
not in the usual caravan-company, nor 
probably by the usual way. Whether the 
Twelve were with Him, we have no means 
of judging: probably so, for they appear 
ch. ix. 2; and after their becoming once 
attached to the Person of the Lord as 
Apostles, we find no trace of His having 
been for any long time separated from 

\ them, except during their mission Matt. x., 
¥ which was long ago accomplished. —11.] 

a 

‘ 
i 

These *Iov8. are, as usual, the dpyovrec, 
as distinguished from the multitudes. Their 
question itself (éketvos) shows a_ hostile 
spirit. —12.] ot 6xA. would include the 
Galilzan disciples, and those who had been 
baptized by the disciples in Judzea,—whose 
view a@ya9ds éortw would represent,—as 
expressed mildly in protest against His 
enemies. — rAav@ Tov dxAov, possibly in 
reference to the feeding of and then the 
discourse to the multitude, which had 
given so much offence. —13.] wapp. This 
_was true only of the side who said aya0ds 
éotw : they dared not speak their mind: 

. the others spoke plainly enough. Here 
again ot ‘loud. are distinguished from the 
OxXAoL. 

14—25.]| Jesus teaches in the temple. — 
14, 15.] +. €op. peo., about the middle of 
the feast. Probably on a sabbath (see 
Wieseler, Chron. i. 309). It appears to 
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s 
have been the first time that He édidacke — 
publicly at Jerusalem; whence (ovv) the 
wonder of the Jews. —ypdppata: gene- 
rally ‘letters;’ but also 
‘ Scripture-learning,’—because this was all 
the literature of the Jews ;—see reff. Pro- 
bably His teaching consisted in exposition 
of the Scripture. — py pep.: never having 
been the scholar of any Rabbi. He was 
QeodtOaxroc. These words are spoken in 
the true bigotry and prejudice of so-called 
‘Jearning.’—16.] Here only does the Lord 
call His teaching diay, as being now 
among the duddoxaXor, the Rabbis, in the 
temple. It is often so called by the Evan- 
gelists, see ref_—The words may bear two 
meanings :—either, ‘ the sense of Scripture 
which I teach is not My own, but that in 
which it was originally penned-as a revela- 
tion from God;’ or, ‘My teaching (gene- 
rally) is not Mine, but that of Him who 
sent Me.’ The latter is preferable, as 
agreeing better with what follows, and 
because the former assumes that He was 
expounding Scripture, which, though pro- 
bable, is not asserted. —17.] OéXew To 0. 
avT. totety is equivalent to riyv ayarhy 
rou Ocov Exe tv Eavroic, ver. 42. The 
0éXevy should not have been slurred over 
in the E. V., for it is ee ar ont any — 
man’s will be, to do His will,’ &c. As it 
now stands in the E. V. a wrong idea is 
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conveyed ; that the bare performance of 
God’s outward commands will give a man 
sufficient acquaintance with Christian doc- 
trine :—whereas what the Lord asserts to 
the Jews is, that if the will be set in His 
ways, if a man be really anxious te do the 
will of God, and thus to fulfil the first 
great commandment of the law,—this sin- 
gleness of purpose, and subjection to the 
will of God, will lead him on to faith in 
the promised and then apparent Messiah, 
and to a just discrimination of the divine 
character of His teaching.—18.] This gives 
us the reason why he who wishes to do 
God’s will will know of the teaching of 
Christ ;—viz. because both are seeking one 
aim—the glory of God:—and the humility 
of Him, whose will it is to do God’s will, 
can best appreciate that more perfect humi- 
lity of the Divine Son, who speaks not of 
Himself but of Him that sent Him,—see 
ch. vy. 41 —44, of which this verse is a 
repetition with a somewhat different bear- 
ae TIS g general sense, it asserts that 
self-exaltation and self-seeking necessarily 
accompany the unaided teaching of man, 
but that all true teaching is from God. 
But then we must remember that, simply 
taken, the latter part of the sentence is 
only true of the Holy One Himself; that 
owing to human infirmity, purity of motive 
is no sure guarantee for correctness of doc- 
trine ;—and therefore in this second part it 
is not Tow Oeov, which would generalize it to 
all men, but Tov mépip. avrov, which con- 
fines it to Himself.—l9.] There is a close 
connexion with the foregoing. The 0édey 
TO O&Anpa abrov Toety was to be the 
great key to a true appreciation of His 
teaching : but of this there was no example 
among ¢hem,—and thereforeit was that they 
were no fair judges of the teaching, but 
bitter opponents and persecutors of Jesus, 
‘of Whom, had they been anxious to fulfil 
the law, they would have been earnest and 
humble disciples (ch. y. 46). The law was 

22 Sia troutro Mwonce dsowkev vu THVv 
l here only in 

Gospels. Acts 
Vii. 8 al. 
epist. Paul 
passim. 

TEOL- 

txt T. — 20. cai eizve om. B L. T X Copt. 

to be read before all Israel every seventh 
year in the feast of tabernacles (Deut. xxxi. 
10—13) :—whether this was such a year is 
uncertain: but this verse may allude to the 
practice, even if it was not. — {nrette 
amoxt. In their killing the Lord of Life 
was summed up all their transgression of 
God’s law. It was the greatest proof of 
their total ignorance of and disobedience to 
it.—20.] The multitude, not the rulers, 
replied this. It would not now be ¢hezr pur- 
pose to represent Him as possessed.—21. ] 
The ‘one work’ was the sabbath-healing in 
ch. v.—6ta tovto is variously placed ; 
either at the end of this verse, so as to 
come after QavpaZere, (Theophyl., Beza, 
and many of the moderns, Liicke, De 
Wette, Stier, Lachmann, &c.)—or at the 
beginning of ver. 22 (Euthym., Chrys., 
Cyril, Grotius, &c.). I prefer the latter 
arrangement :—because (1) I believe rovro 
would not be used in the sense required by 
the other, but ard: and (2) because I 
find dca rovro joined with 67x to be a usual 
mode of speaking with our Evangelist, see 
v. 16. 18 (vi. 65), vili. 47, (Oavpacey Oud 
re is used Mark vi. 6. Rev. xvii. 7, see also 
John iii. 29). (3) I see an appropriate- 
ness of meaning in ver. 22 with the dua 
Touro, which it has not without it. ‘ Moses 
on this account gave you circumcision, not 
because it is of Moses, but of the fathers ; 
—i.e. it is no part of the law of Moses, 
properly so called,—but was adopted by 
Moses, and thereby becomes part of his 
law. Now you circumcise on the Sabbath, 
to avoid breaking the law of Moses,’ &c. 
If the Lord had said these last words (in 
ver. 23) merely, the argument would not 
have been_strict: they might have an- 
swered, that circumcision was not only a 
pong of the law, but anterior to it; 
whereas ver. 22 takes this answer from 
them; reminding them that though they 
regarded its sanction as derived from 
Moses, it was in fact older,—and tacitly 
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approving their doing it on the Sabbath. 
Then the argument is, If this may be done 
on the Sabbath ;—if an ordinance strictly 
Mosaic (which the Sabbath in its Jewish 
.obserwation was) may be set aside by 
another, Mosaic also, but more ancient, 
and borrowed from a more general and 
direct command of God (‘circumcisio est 
antiquior rigido otio sabbato per Mosen 
imperato ’—Grotius), how much more may 
it by a deed of mercy, a benevolent exer- 
cise of divine power, the approval of which 
is anterior to and deeper than all ceremo- 
nial enactment ?—23.] tva pH AvOg—not, 
—‘ita ut non solvatur,’—‘salva lege;’ which 
is ungrammatical ;—but ‘in order that the 
Law of Moses may not be broken,’ viz. 
that which (oftee athe atiathene) ordains 
circumcision on the eighth day. — édov 
av@p. The distinction is between circum- 
cision, which purified only part of a man, 
by which he received (€A\aje) ceremonial 
cleanness, —and that perfect and entire heal- 
ing which the Lord bestowed on the crip- 
ple. Stier (after Bengel) thinks the 6Aor 
refers to body and soul,—see ch. v. 14,— 

whose healing is a much greater benefit 
than circumcision, even viewed as a sacra- 
ment: ‘nam circumcisio est medium, sana- 
tio anime finis.’ But this is perhaps too 
subtle. The Jews could not have appre- 
ciated this meaning, and the argument is 
especially addressed to them. Besides, it 
is by no means certain from ver. 14 that 
such was the case. — 24.] No stress must 

—28. étxpaZev D abcv.—29. 02 
ins. D be Hil. 

be laid on the article (rhv) with kpivere: 
it is merely expressive of habit,—Let your 
judgment (4 Ko. vudyv) be a just one. 
With «pivare, it might imply, the right 
judgment on the present occasion: the 
aorist directing the attention on what had 
happened, whereas the present regards a 
habit. 

25—86.] Surmises and questionings of 
the people concerning Him. The Phari- 
sees send officers to take Him. — 285, 26. 
The inhabitants of Jerusalem know bette 
than the 6yAo¢g the mind of their rulers 
towards Jesus; and suspect some change 
in their purpose on account of His being 
thus permitted to teach freely. — 27.] Per- 
haps they refer to the idea (see Justin 
Mart., Dial. c. Tryph. 226 and 336) that 
the Messiah would not be known (a@yvward¢ 
tore kat ovdé abrog EavToy Tov ériaTaTat) 
until anointed by Elias, when He would 
suddenly come forth from obscurity.—They 
may allude to Is. lili. 8.—The place of the 
Messiah’s birth was known, ver. 42.—At all 
events, we see here, that the Jews regarded 
their Messiah not as a mere man, but one 
to be supernaturally sent into the world.— 
28, 29.] expagev,—in the same open undis- 
guised manner referred to in zappnaia 
AaXst above; but didaocwy, in the course 
of His teaching. — Kape ot8are ... . It 
has been questioned whether these words 
are to be taken ironically, interrogatively, 
or affirmatively. I incline to the latter 
view, for this reason :—obyiously no very 
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high degree of knowledge ‘ whence He was’ 
is implied, for they knew not Him that 
sent Him (see also ch. viii. 14. 19), and 
therefore could not know ‘ whence He was,’ 
in this sense. The answer is made in their 
own sense :—they knew that He was from 
Nazareth in Galilee, see ver. 41,—and pro- 
bably that He was called the son of Joseph. 
In this sense they knew ‘ whence He was ;’ 
but further than this they knew not. — kat 
an ep. ‘and moreover’—‘ and besides 
this’—not = but.—The sense of an Ouves 
must be gathered from the context. ‘I 
have not come of Myself, but He who sent 
Me is ad\78wdc—ye know Him not, but I 
know Him,—for I came from Him, and He 
sent Me.’ The matter here impressed on 
them is the genuineness, the reality of the 
fact ;—that Jesus was sent, and there was 
One who sent Him, though they knew Him 
not, and consequently knew not 7zo@ev 
toriv. The nearest English word would 
be ‘real:’ but this would not convey the 
meaning perspicuously to the ordinary 
mind ;—perhaps the E. V. ‘true’ is better, 
provided it be explained to mean odjectively, 
not subjectively, true; ‘really existent,’ 
not ‘truthful,’ which the word adn@.woc 
will not bear, although it is so maintained 

Chrys., Theophylact, 
Lampe, Baumgarten-Crusius, Tholuck, and 
many others. — The 82 is better omitted 
for the sense, which becomes more em- 
phatic. It was probably inserted on account 
of the apparent want of connexion, as has 

_ been the case throughout the Gospel. I 
am persuaded that John wrote almost with- 
a al aa 

ins. T. — 34. aft. evo. ins. we B T X Syrr. Copt. Sahid. om>D 

out copula. — 80.] Namely, the rulers,— 
instigated by what had been above re- 
marked by the people, vv. 25, 26. There 
“Was some secondary hindrance to their 
laying hands on Him,—possibly the fear of 
the people: but the Evangelist passes at 
once to the real cause;—that God’s ap- 
pointed time was not yet come. — 81.] The 
Sé here contrasts with what went before— 
‘nay, many,’ &c. — The indefiniteness of 
étav €AOy implies their belief that the Christ 
had come.—I have left 671 and rod7vwy in the 
text in the deficiency of satisfactory first- 
class evidence, and because both were more 
likely to have been purposely omitted than 
inserted.—32.] The wavering of the multi- 
tude appears to the Pharisees a dangerous 
sign; and the Sanhedrim (oi ®. «. ot aox.) 
send officers specially to lay hold on Him. 
—3, 34.] The omission or insertion of 
avroig (see above) makes very little differ- — 
ence. The words were spoken, not to the 
officers only, but to all the people. — étt 
pe X- This appears to be said in 
reference to ver. 3), to show them the use- 
lessness of their attempting to lay hands on 
Him till His hour was come, which it soon 
would — pos T. w. pe. It has been 
Wei Jesus thus specified where He 
was going, how could the Jews ask the 
question in ver. 35?’ but De Wette answers 
well, that the Jews knew not rov zép- 
ered avroy, and therefore the saying was 
a dark one to them. — fn. p. K. odX €bpe. 
These words must not be pressed too much, 
as has been done by many interpreters 
(Chrysost., Theophyl., Euthym., Meyer, 
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Tholuck, but not in his sixth ed.), who 
would make them mean ‘ Ye shall seek My 
help and not find it’ (viz. in your need, 
at the destruction of Jerusalem) ; for this 
would not be true even of the Jews, any 
one of whom might have at any time turned 
and looked on Him whom he had pierced, 
by faith,—and have been saved ;—nor again 
must it be taken as meaning, ‘ Ye shall 
seek to lay hands on Me, and shall “not be 
able,’ (Orig., Grot.)—which is vapid and 
unmeaning. Neither of these interpre- 
tations, nor their cognates, will agree with 
the parallel place, ch. xiii. 33, where the 
same words are used to the disciples. The 
meaning is simply (as in reff.), ‘ My bodily 
presence will be withdrawn from you; I 
shall be personally in a place inaccessible 
to you:’ see ch. xiii. 36.—eipt, ‘am,’ not 
slut, ‘go,’ which i is never use 
Nor need we supply rére (as even “Stier 
does, which I am surprised at) ; the present 
tense is used in the solemn sense of ch. iii. 
13, and ch. i. 18, to signify essential truth. 
—Compare ov divacbe addressed to the 
Jews, with od divaca viv, tarepoy O&... 
to Peter, ch. xiii., and it will be evident 
that the Lord had their spiritual state in 
view: ‘ Ye cannot, as ye are now, enter 
there.’—On the whole, see Luke xvii. 22. 
—35, 36.] The Jews understood not His 
Death to be meant, but some journey 
which He would take in the event of their 
rejecting Him.—The 8taom. 7. “EAA. must 
not be interpreted ‘the Hellenistic Jews,’ 
for the “E\Anvec are always distinguished 
from the Jews ;—and this would convey 
hardly any meaning. The sense of d:a- 
o7opa is,—see James i. l. 1 Pet. i. 1,— 
‘the country where Jews lay scattered,’ as 
qualified by the succeeding genitive, where 
one occurs, as here. So here 7 8. 7. “EA. 
means ‘ the Gentileworld :'—and their intent 
is, to convey contempt and mockery. They 
do not however delieve the hypothesis ;— 
but ask again, tis oti obdTos 0 Adyos ; 

d_in the N. T.. 

txt B D abcv.—att. evo. ins. pe B (Tisch. not Lachm.) G T.—37. 77 1p. 

37—44.] Discourse on the last day of 
the feast. Further contentions of the 
Jews concerning Jesus. — 37, 38.) It is © 
not certain what is meant by this 4 éox.- 
Hp: H pey- The command, Levit. xxiii. 34, 
was to keep the feast seven days; the first 
to be a solemn assembly and a feast- 
sabbath,—then on the eighth day another 
solemn assembly and a feast-sabbath :—so 
also ib. ver. 39. (But in Deut. xvi. 13 
nothing is said of the eighth day.) In Neh. 
viii. 18 the feast is kept seven days, and on 
the eighth is a solemn assembly, ‘ accord- 
ing unto the manner.” In Numb. xxix. 
12—38, where minute directions are given 
for every day of the feast, the eighth day 
is reckoned in, as usual. Josephus, Antt. 
ili. 10, 4, gives a similar account. In 
2 Mace. x. 7, we read 7péoac dxTw, oKn- 
vuwpatrwy tporov. But the eighth day 
was not properly one of the feast days ; 
the people ceased to dwell in the taber- 
nacles on the seventh day. Philo says of 
it, Exrd O& pépare dySony éxisopayi~erat, 
Kadéoac é£00toy avriy, ouK éxeiyne we 
E0uKe, WOVOY THE EopTHC, AANA Tacwy TOY 
érnoiwy, doac KaOnoiWunoaper” TEAEVTALa 
yap tort Tov ivtavrov. De Septenario, 
§ 24. And though this, as Liicke observes 
(ii. 224), may be pure conjecture, it is 
valuable, as showing the fact, the reason 
of which is conjectured ; viz. that the eighth 
day was held in more than ordinary esti- 
mation. 'The eighth day then seems here 
to be meant, and ‘ the last of the feast’ to 
be popularly used, as in some of the cita- 
tions above. But a difficulty attends this 
view. The Lord certainly seems to allude 
here to the custom which prevailed during 
the seven days of the feast, of a priest 
bringing water in a golden yessel from the 
pool of Siloam with a jubilant procession 
to the temple, standing on the altar and 
pouring it out there, together with wine, 
while meantime the Hallel (Ps. exiii— 
cxvill.) was sung. This practice was by 
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some supposed—as the dwelling in taber- 
nacles represented their life in the desert 
of old—to refer to the striking of the rock 
by Moses:—by others, to the rain, for 
which they then prayed, for the seed of the 
ensuing year :—by the elder Rabbis (Mai- 
monides, cited by Stier, iv. 395), to Isa. 
xii. 3, and the effusion of the Holy Spirit 
in the days of the Messiah. But it was 
universally agreed (with the single excep- 
tion of the testimony of R. Juda Hakkadosh, 
quoted in the tract Succa, which itself dis- 
tinctly asserts the contrary), that on the 
eighth day this ceremony did not take 
place.— Now, out of this difficulty I would 

- extract what I believe to be the right 
interpretation. It was the eighth day, and 
the pouring of water did not take place. 
But is therefore (as Liicke will have it) all 
allusion to the ceremony excluded? I think 
not: nay, I believe it is the more natural. 
For seven days the ceremony had been 
performed, and the Hallel sung. On the 
eighth day the Hallel was sung, but the 
outpouring of the water did not take place: 
‘ desideraverunt aliquid.’ Then Jesus stood 
and cried, &c. Was not this the most 
natural time? Was it not probable that 

_ He would have said it at such a time, rather 
“even than while the ceremony itself was 
going on?—An attempt has been made to 
alter the punctuation thus: éay rec dla, 
E0xé00w mTpdc pe, Kal TIVETW O TITTEVWY 
etc Ens KaQwe every 1) yp-, ToTapol K.T.X. 
Of this I can only say, that it is surprising 
to me how any one accustomed to the style 
of our Evangelist can for a moment sup- 
pose it possible. The harshness of kai 
TiveTw O 7. &ig Ene is beyond all example. 
The ordinary punctuation, making 6 zo. 
eic éué a nom. abs., see ch. vi. 39, is the 
only admissible one,—even were it beset 
with far greater difficulties than it is—On 
the first clauses see notes on ch. iy. 13, 14. 
—Kabas ei. 4 yp. These words must 
apply to worapoit ik 7. kK... .. , since 0 

_ mor. ti¢ éué could not form part of the 
Vou. I. 

citation. But we look in vain for such a 
text in the O. T., and an apocryphal or lost 
canonical book is out of the question.—I 
believe the citation to be intimately con- 
nected with the ceremony referred to, and 
that we must look for its place by consult- 
ing the passages where the flowing out of 
water from the temple (see above) is spoken 
of. The most remarkable of these is found 
in Ezek. xlvii.1—12. There a zorapoc of 
water of life (see ver. 9 especially) flows 
from under the threshold of the temple. 
Again in Zech. xiv. 8, é&eAetcerar vowo 
fav 2& ‘Iepovcadyp. I believe these ex- 
pressions to be all to which the citation 
applies, and the é« kowWiac avrov to be the 
interpretation of the corresponding words 
in the prophecies. For the temple was 
symbolic (see ch. ii. 21) of the Body of the 
Lord; and the Spirit which dwells in and 
flows forth from His glorified Body, dwells 
in and flows forth from His people also, 
who are made like unto Him, Gal. iv. 6. — 
Rom. viii. 9—11. 1 Cor. iii. 16.—39.] The 
difficulties raised concerning this inter- 
pretation of the saying of the Lord have 
arisen from a misapprehension. John does 
not say that the words were a prophecy of 
what happened on the day of Pentecost ; 
but of the Spirit, which the believers were 
about to receive. Their first reception of 
Him must not be illogically put in the 
place of all His indwelling and working, 
which are here intended. And the sym- 
bolism of the N. T. is fully satisfied by the 
interpretation. Granted that the water is 
the water of life—what is that life, but the 
life of the Spirit? rd gpéyvnyua Tov zveEv- 
paroc, Cwy, Rom. viii. 6; and again, 76 
amvevpa, Con, ib. ver. 10.—It is lamentable 
to see such able and generally rightminded 
commentators as Liicke carping at the in- 
terpretation of an Apostle, and the one 
Apostle who perhaps of all men living had 
the deepest insight into the wonderful ana- 
logies of spiritual things. —ovmw qv. The 
additions dedopévoy (which ae con- 

) 
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trary to his own principles, has admitted 
into the text), do8éy, éx’ adroic, are all 
glosses, to avoid a misunderstanding which 
no intelligent reader could fall into. It is 
obvious that y cannot refer to the essen- 
tial existence of the Holy Spirit, as this 
would be not only in flat contradiction to 
ch. i. 32, 33. iii. 5. 8. 34, but to the whole 
O. T. in which the agency of the Spirit in 
the outward world is recognized even more 
vividly than in the N. T.—The yy implies 
not exactly dedopévoy, but rather é Evepyav, 
or some similar word: ‘was not,’—‘ had 
not come in;’ ‘the dispensation of the 
Spirit was not yet.’ — ogden, through 

_ death. The glorified Body of the Lord is 
_ the temple from under whose threshold the 

Holy Spirit flows forth to us; see Rom. 
viii. 11. Col. ii. 9. John i. 16.—40.] 6 mpo- 
dytys is here clearly distinguished from 
° xXptotds: see note on i. 21, and Deut. 

xviii. 15. — 41—438.] The mention of the 
question about Bethlehem seems to me 
rather to corroborate our belief that the 
Evangelist was well aware how the fact 
stood, than (De Wette) to imply that he 
was ignorant of it. That no more remarks 
are appended, is natural. John had one 

6 &@. rp. ait. modrepov BL T a Sahid. Cyr. 0 & 1p. aT. 

great design in writing his gospel, and does 
not allow it to be interfered with by ex- 
planations of matters otherwise known. 
Besides, we may note that De Wette’s 
“probability, that John knew nothing of 
the birth at Bethlehem,’ reaches much 
futher than may appear at first. If John | 
knew nothing of it, and yet the mother of 
the Lord lived with him, the inference must 
be that she knew nothing of it,—in other - 
words, that it never happened ! — oxitopa 
implies a violent dissension,—some taking 
up His cause, some wishing to lay hands 
on Him. — 44.] These were from among 
the multitude. 

45—52.] Return of the officers to the 
Sanhedrim ; consultation on their report. 
——Either these officers had been watching 
Jesus for some days, or the present section 
goes back a little from what has preceded. 
The latter is more probable. — 49.] There 
is no intention to pronounce a formal bann 
upon the followers of Jesus;—the words 
are merely a passionate expression of con- 
tempt. The putting a stop at vépov, and 
supplying tzriorevoey sic adroy, and then 
making éaruk. etou! an exclamation (Paulus, 
Kuinoel) is not to be thought of. — 50.] 
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The Jews had, since the sabbath-healing, 
condemned Jesus, and were seeking to kill 
Him. But in Exod. xxiii.]. Deut. i.16, 17, 
justice is commanded to be done in the way 
here insisted on by Nicodemus.—There is 
no need of supplying kotr1¢ before acotcy 
and yvij—the judge is implied in 6 vdpoe. 
He is only its representative and mouth- 
piece. — 52.] They taunt him with being 
disposed to join those (mostly Galilzans) 
who had attached themselves to Jesus.— 
Whether we read éyeioerar or éynyeorat, 
the assertion is much the same: for zrpod. 
cannot mean ¢he Prophet,— or the Messiah. 
It was not historically true ;—for two pro- 
phets at least had arisen from Galilee: 
Jonah of Gathhepher,—and the greatest of 
the prophets, Elijah of Thisbe; and per- 
haps also Nahum and Hosea. Their con- 
tempt for Galilee made them lose sight 

(Bretschneider lays 
the inaccuracy to the charge of the Evan- 
gelist ! !) 
‘68—cuap. VIII. 11.] The history of the 

woman taken in adultery.—See var. read. ; 
and a very complete discussion of the au- 
thorities for and against the passage in 
Liicke (third edition), ii. 243—256. I am 
disposed to agree with his conclusion, that 
it was an authentic fragment of apostolical 
teaching, which was esteemed too valuable 
to be lost, and was therefore in or soon 
after the fourth century adopted into the 
sacred text. The very uncertainty of its 

\. position (after Luke xxi., or after John 
. 

Wy 

txt DM S I] al. 

viii. 15, or at the end of John) tells strongly 
against its genuineness,—as also the cir- 
cumstance (wnparalleled in John) of there 
being three distinct and inconsistent texts 
of it,—the received one,— that of D,—and 
that of a large portion of the other mss. 
which contain it. The other particulars 
of internal evidence will be noticed as we 
proceed. — 53.] The circumstance that this 
verse is included in the dubious passage is 
remarkable, and seems to show that the ~ 
doubt has not arisen from any ethical 
difficulty, as Aug. hints (var. read.),—for 
then the passage would have begun with 
ch. viii. 1. Nor can this verse have been 
expunged to keep up the connexion with 
ch. viii. 12—for that is just as good with 
it,—if understood, as usually, of the mem- 
bers of the Sanhedrim. We must now 
regard it as fragmentary, forming the be- 
ginning of the account of the woman taken 
in adultery. It is therefore not clear to 
what the words apply. Taken in conjunc- 
tion with what follows (see on ver. 5), I 
should say that they indicate some time 
during the last days of the Lord’s ministry, 
when He spent the nights on the Mount 
of Olives, as the date of the occurrence. 
Certainly the end of Luke xxi. seems to be 
its fitter place. — Cuar. VIII. 1.] John 
never elsewhere mentions the Mount of 
Olives (not even in ch. xviii. 1); and when 
he introduces a new place, it is his habit 
to give explanations (see ch. i. 45. v. 2, 
and Aeyopuévny ch. iv. 5. xix. 13. 17).— } 
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mooevopat with ic is not found elsewhere 
in John; but only in Matt. and Luke, and 

- nor rapayivopat tic: 

a ever mention ot yo. 

the frag. Mark xvi. fin. Nor is d00pov, 
nor 6 Aade in this 

sense, but always 0 bxyAoe (see 6 Aadg ch. 
xi. 50. xviii. 14); nor such an expression 
as kaQioac édidackey avdrove:—but all 
these are found in Luke. It is not in 
ohn’s manner to relate that Jesus taught 

them, without relating what He taught.— 
.| John does not usually connect with &, 

more commonly with ody: but dé is found 
thus used here, vv. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 (twice), 7, 
9, 10, 11 .(twice). DZbhence, there is not 
one 6é of mere connexion (ver. 35 is no 
exception) through the remaining forty- 
eight verses of the chapter.—Nor does he 

pareic elsewhere, but 
usually calls the opponents of Jesus ot 
"Tovdatot, or ot dpyovrec. ot yp. K. ot ®. 
is a very common expression in the synop- 
tic narrative-—The account gives no light 
as to the capacity in which these Scribes 
and Pharisees brought the woman. Pro- 
bably, only as tempting Jesus, and not in 
the course of any legal proceedings against 
her. Such would have required (Ley. xx. 
10. Deut. xxii. 22) that the man also 
should have been put to death. —5.] I 
will just remark that the very fact of their 
questioning thus, ‘Moses commanded,.... 
but what sayest Thou?’ belongs to the 
last days of the Lord’s ministry, and can- 

not well be introduced chronologically where \ 
it here stands.—The command here men- 
tioned is not to be found, unless ‘ putting 
to death’ generally, is to be interpreted as 
= stoning; — compare Exod. xxxi. 14. 
xxxv. 2, with Num. xv. 35, 36, in which 
the special order given by God would sanc- 
tion such a view. But the Rabbis taught 
‘omne mortis supplicium in scriptura abso- 
lute positum esse strangulationem.’ Tract 
Sanhedr. ch. x. (Liicke, De Wette). The 

D 

a} 

passage Ezek. xvi. 38. 40 proves nothing,© — 
or proves too much; for it is added, ‘ and 
thrust thee through with their swords.’— 
I would rather suppose that from Deut. 
xxii, 23, 24, an inference was drawn what 
kind of a death was intended in yer. 22, 
the crime being regarded as the same; 
“he hath humbled his neighbour's wife.” 
We have similar indefiniteness in ib, ver. 
25, where evidently the same punishment 
is meant: see the whole matter discussed 
in Liicke, ii. 257 ff. —6.] The difficulty is 
even greater than the last, to say, in what 

sense this was a temptation, to lead to His 
accusation. 'The principal solutions of it 
have been, (1) that the command of the 
law had fallen into disuse from the fre- 
quency of the crime, and to re-assert it 
would be contrary to the known mildness 
of Jesus (Michaelis (first part), Aug., Eu- 
thym.). But what reason had any of His 
sayings,—Who came to fulfil the Law, not 

ee 
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to destroy it,—given them to expect such 
mildness in this case? And suppose He 
had re-asserted the law,—how could they 
have accused Him? (2) That some politi- 
cal snare was hereby laid for Him, whereby 
the Roman power might have been brought 
to bear against Him (Grotius and others). 
But this does not in any way appear; for 
(a) the Romans certainly allowed to the 
Jews (by connivance) the power of putting 
to death according to their law,—as they 
did in the case of Stephen: (3) our Lord’s 
answer need not have been so worded as 
to trench upon this matter: and (y) the 
accusers would have been more deeply 
involved than Himself, if such had been 
the case, being by the law the prominent 
persons in the execution.—So that I leave 
the difficulty unsolved. Liicke (whose dis- 
cussion on it see, ii. 261 ff.) observes: 
‘Since Jesus seems to avoid every kind of 
decision on the question put to Him, it 
follows that He found in it no reference 
to the great subjects of His teaching, but 
treated it as a purely civil or political 
matter, with which in His ministry He had 
no concern. Some kind of civil or politi- 
cal collision the question certainly was cal- 
culated to provoke: but from the brevity 
of the narration, and our want of more 
accurate knowledge of criminal proceedings 
at the time, it is impossible to lay down 
definitely, wherein the collision would have 
consisted.’ p. 267. — Katéy. eis T. yqv] 
Omep eiwAaor mohAaKic Toleiy ot py 
Oédovreg avaxpivecOar mode Tove épw- 
T@YTac dkupa Kai avatia. yvob¢ yap 
avTayv THY wNnXaViY TposeTroLeito ypa- 
perv tic THY ynV, Kai pr TpocexEry oc 
éXeyov. Euthym. The habit was a usual 
one to signify pre-occupation of mind, or 
intentional inattention ;—see instances in 
Wetstein and Liicke. The one ordinarily 
cited from A®lian is irrelevant: see Liicke, 
ii. 269 note. The additions zpogzovod- 
pevog or p17) 7pogm. are glosses.—It does 

not follow that any thing was actually 
written. Stier refers to Jer. xvii. 13, but 
perhaps without reason.—This minute cir- 
cumstance speaks strongly for the authen- 
ticity of the narration. —7.] dvapdpr. is 
common in the classics: see instances in 
Liicke. It is not here used in the general 
sense, ‘without sin’ (EH. V.), nor in the 
strictest, ‘ free from the crime of adultery’ 
(it can hardly be that any of the Pharisees 
should have held themselves sinless,—or 
that all should have been implicated in 
adultery) :—but—as apaprwrdc, Luke 
vii. 37,—of the sin of uncleanness gene- 
rally. Stier, who contends strongly for the 
genuineness of this narrative in this place, 
finds in ver. 46 an allusion to this saying. 
I cannot say that his attempts to establish 
a connexion with the subsequent discourse | 
are to me at all satisfactory—The Lord 
Jesus was not sent to be a ruler and a | 
judge in this or that particular case of — 
crime, but the Ruler and Judge of all: 
and His answer expresses this, by convict- 
ing them ail of sin before Him: see Luke 
xii. 14.—7év, if correct, refers to the first 
stone, which by Deut. xvii. 7 the witnesses 
were to cast. — 8.] iva pj, BAEroVTOC Eig 
abrove, atoxivwyrat, pdov ovTwe éXey- 
XOévrec, Kai iva, we abrov OnOEv acyo- 
Aoupévov Eig TO ypagey, &éy abrotc Vrava- 
Xwpncat Tod daveowrépac KaTayvacEws’ 
kal avrdy yap étpeidero de vrepBodrv 
xonorornroc. Euthym. The gloss in U 
(see var. read.) is curious: compare the 
citation of Jer. xvii. 13 above. — 9.] They 
had said, ra¢ Tovavtas—they now per- 
ceive that they themselves were vovovrot. 
There is no historical difficulty in this con- 
duct of the Pharisees, as Olshausen finds ; 
—they were struck by the power of the 
word of Christ. It was a case somewhat 
analogous to that in which His éyw eipe 
struck His foes to the ground, ch. xviii. 6. 
—The variations of reading are very wide 
(see var. read.) in the latter part of the 
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ee Certainly wpeoB. looks like a gloss 
At all 

events we can lay no stress on if, as has 
been done. If the consciences of older 
sinners have heavier loads on them, those 
of younger ones are more tender. — pdvos, 
i.e. with the multitude and the disciples ; 
the woman standing between Him and the 
disciples on one hand,—and the multitude 
on the other. —10, 11. ] av is only found 

) here in John.—kataxpive also is not found 
elsewhere in John, who uses xpivw in its 
strict sense for it. The question is evi- 
dently so worded for the sake of oddé éyw 
o& Karaxpivw: but it expresses the truth 
in the depth of their hearts. The Lord’s 
challenge to them would lead to a con- 
demnation by comparison with themselves, 
if they condemned at all; which they had 
not done. The words of Jesus were in 
fact a far deeper and more solemn testi- 
mony against the sin than could be any 
mere penal sentence. And in judging of 
it we must never forget that He who thus 
spoke knew the hearts,—and what was the 
peculiar state of this woman as to peni- 
tence. We must not apply in all cases a 
sentence, which requires His Divine Know- 

_» ledge to make it a just one. 
12—20.] Further discourses of Jesus, in 

the treasury at Jerusalem. —12.| The 
attempts of Bengel, Schulthess, and Stier, 
to establish a connexion with the preceding 
verses are forced and harsh. It was, say 
they, the early morning (ver. 2) and the 
sun was just rising, to which these words 
TO pwHG Tov Kéo. allude,—and the walking 
in darkness is an allusion to the woman, 

whose deed of darkness had been detectec 
in the night. But not to dwell on other 
objections to this view,—-e. g. that such an 
allusion to the woman would be wholly out 
of character after the Lord’s previous treat- 
ment of her,—how come these Pharisees, 
who on the hypothesis of the above comm. 
are the same as those who accused the 
woman, to be again so soon present ? 
Was this at all likely?—On the other 
hand, this discourse comes in very well 
after ch. vii. 52. The last saying of Jesus 
(ch. vii. 37, 38) had referred to a festal 
usage then just over: He now adds another 
of the same kind. It was the custom 
during the first night, if not every night, 
of the feast of tabernacles (see authorities 
in Wetstein) to light up two large golden 
chandeliers in the court of the women, the 
light of which illuminated all Jerusalem. 
All that night they held a festal dance by 
the light.—Now granted that this was on 
the first night only,—what is there impro-— 
bable in the supposition that the Lord—_ 
standing in the very place where the 

BDT 

candlesticks had been or perhaps actually | 
were—should have alluded to that practice, 
as He did to the outpouring of water in ch. 
vii. 837, 38? Surely to say in both cases, 
as Liicke and De Wette do, that the allu- 
sion could not have been made unless the 
usage took place on that day, is mere 
trifling. While the feast lasted, and the 
remembrance of the ceremonies was fresh, 
the allusion was perfectly natural.—ro ods 
7. «. Seeon ch. i. 9, and xi. 9, 10. See 
also Is. xlii. 6. Mal. iv. 2; and on 76 gg 
THG Cwipe, ch. i. 4, and vi. 48. —18.] “a 
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ch. vy. 31. The assertion there was, that 
His own wnsupported witness (supposing 
that jossible) would not be trustworthy, 

hat His testimony was supported by, 
re in fact coincident with, that of the 
Father. The very same argument is here 
used, but the other side of it presented to 
us. He does witness of Himself, because 
His testimony is the testimony of the 
Father ;—He being the dyoe rot Oeod, 
and the Father witnessing in Him.—14. 6tv 
otda «.7.\.—see on ch. vii. 29. This reason 
binds His testimony to that of the Father ; 
for He came forth from the Father, ch. xvi. 
28, and was returning to Him.—‘,Lumen,’ 
says Augustine (Liicke, ii. p. 284), ‘et alia 

eipsum. Testimonium™ sibi 
perhibet lux ; aperit_sanos- oenlos et” sibi 
oe testis est. *=Then again, he only who 
knows can witness: and Jesus only knew 
this.—Notice 7APov and épxopat,—I know 
whence I Le ia goes back to the éy 
aoxg jv of ch. i. 1; but ye know not 
whence I aie do not recognize even My 
present mission. ==We must not for a 
moment understand kav éy® papt. with 
Grotius, ‘even though T should witness,’ 
&c., ‘etiamsi nulla essent de Me pregressa 
prophetarum, nulla Joannis Bapt. testi- 
monia.’—It does not suppose a case, but 
allows the fact.—15, 16.] There is no 
allusion to the foregoing history; the train 
of thought is altogether another.—‘ The 

end of all testimony, is the forming, or pro- 
nouncing, of judgment. Ye do this by 
fleshly rules, concerning Me and My 
mission: I judge no man, i.e. it is not 
the object nor habit of this My mission on 
earth: but even if I be called on to ex- 
ercise judgment, My judgment is decisive :’ 
not ad7Oyc, but &dnPy, genuine; which 
a judgment can only be by being ¢rwe and 
final ; see ch. y. 30 and note.—17.] The 
tpetépw seems to give this sense to the 
clause:—‘ So that if you will have the 
mere letter of the law, and judge my testi- 
mony by it, I will even thus satisfy you.’ 
tpet. thus implies, ‘The law which you 
have made so completely your own by 
your kind of adherence to it.” — 19.] 
Augustine (Stier, iv. 441) and others ima- 
gine that the Jews thought of a human 
Sather, in thus speaking. But surely 
before this, as Stier remarks (ib.), the Jews 
must have become accustomed to 6 zarjp 
pov too well to mistake its meaning. It is 
rather a question asked in mere scorn, by 
persons who know, but will not recognize, 
the meaning of a word uttered by another. 
—ei ép. 48. see ch. xiv. 9 ff. and notes. — 
20.] yaf. see Luke xxi. 1, and note on 
Mark xii. 41. It was in the court of the 
women.— otmw éd. ... see ch. vil. 8. 30. 

21—59. | Further discourses of Jesus. 
The Jews attempt to stone Him.—This~ 
forms the great conclusion of the series of 
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discourses to the Jews. In it the Lord 
testifies more plainly still to His divine 
origin, and sinlessness, and to the cause of 
their unbelief; until at last their enmity is 
worked up to the highest pitch, and they 
take up stones to cast at Him. It may be 
divided into four parts: (1) vv. 21—24,— 
announcing to them the inevitable con- 
sequence of persistence in their unbelief 
on His withdrawal from them: (2) vv. 24 
—29,—the things which He has to say 
and judge of them, and the certainty of 
their own future recognition of Him and 
His truthfulness: (3) vv. 30—47,—the 
first springing up of faith in many of them 
is by Him corrected and purified from 
Jewish pride, and the source of such pride 
and unbelief detected: (4) vv. 48—58, 
the accusation of the Jews in ver. 48, gives 
occasion to Him to set forth very plainly 
His own Divine dignity and preexistence. 
—21.] The time and place of this dis- 
course are not definitely marked; but in 
all probability they were the same as 
before. Only no stress must be laid on 
the otv as connected with ver. 20, for it is 
only the accustomed copula in J ohn’ s style. 
—tnr. HE includes the idea ‘and shall not 
find Me,’ which is expressed in ch. vii. 36: 
—‘ye shall continue seeking Me.’—«at év 
7. ap...and shall die (perish) in (not 
because of (Lampe, Kuinoel)) your sin. 
This sin is not wnbelief, for, ver. 24, it is 
clearly distinguished from that: but, ‘ your 
state of sin, unremoved, and therefore 
abiding, and proving your ruin’ (see on 
ver. 24).—The words do not refer to the 
destruction of Jerusalem but to individual 
perdition. In these discourses in John, 
the public judgment of the Jews is not 
prominently brought forward, as in the 
other Evy.—6rrov éy. tm.. . . —is the con- 
sequence, not the cause (by any absolute 
decree) of dying in their sins (see ch. vii. 
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34. xiii. 33). This latter sense would have 
required b7ov yap.— 22.] It is at least 
probable that they allude to the idea 
mentioned by Josephus, himself a Pharisee, 
in his speech at Jotapata, B. J. iii. 8, 5:— 
bcotc Ot Kab’ EauTay Eudyynoay at xElpEC, 
ToiTwy piv Gdns déxerae Tag Wuyac 
oKoTL@TEpos :—and with the bitterest ma- 
lice taunt Him with thus being about to go 
where they, the children of Abraham, 
could never come. 6 ‘Hoakéiwy.... 
noiv ore movnpc dradoyiZopevor ot 

Tovdaior TavTa E€XEyov, Kal peiZovag 
éavrove aT oparvopevor Tov Lwrnpoc, Kai 
brohapBavorrec ort avrot péev amredev- 
oovrat mode TOV Oedv eic avaravo 
aiwviov, 0 o& Zwryo cic p00pav Kai Etc 
Pavaroy EauTov drayergrsapevoc, Omou 
éaur ov¢ ovK édoyiZovro amehOeiy. Orig. 
Tom. xix. c. 4.—De Wette thinks this too 
refined, and that such a meaning would, if 
intended, have been marked in the Lord’s 
answer. — 23.] ‘Ye cannot come where I 
am going, because we both shall return ~ 
thither whence we came: I to the Father 
from Whom (é tév avw) I came: ye to, 
the earth and under the earth (for that) 
more awful meaning surely is not excluded) | 
whence ye came’ (ék Tav katw).—Then 
6 Kécpos ovTos of course does not only 
imply ‘this present state of things,’ but 
involves the deeper meaning, of the origin 
of that state of things (see ver. 44) and its 
end, ver. 24. — 24.] Since this (ver. 23) is 
the case,—‘if ye do not believe that I am 
He, the Deliverer, and be renewed by 
Faith, ye shall die in your sins’ (plural 
here, as ck nearer home to their con- 
sciences, and implying individual acts of 
sin, the results of the carnal state). On 
éy® elute see note, ch. iv. 26.— 25.] Their 
question follows on éy® é« T@v avw eipl, 
ver. 23, and the dubious elliptical ex- 
pression éy® eipt of the last verse. It is 
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intended to bring out a plain answer on 
which their enmity might fasten.—The 
Lord’s reply has been found difficult, prin- 
cipally from the ambiguity of ore and 6 7+. 
No sense can however be given by ore 

- which will at all harmonize with the con- 

text. Liicke’s interpretation (3rd edit.) 
after Euthym. ‘ Why do I speak with you 
at all?’ is not only ungrammatical, but most 
alien from the whole character of the 
Lord’s discourses.—I assume then that 0 
te is to be read. Then comes another 
question: what does AaA@ mean? It has 
been usually rendered ‘say’ or ‘¢ell:’ 
“even the same that I said unto you from 
the beginning,’ E. V. But as De Wette 
has observed, AaA@® will not bear this. It 
is never ‘ ¢o say’ simply, but ‘ to discourse,’ 
or ‘to hold converse,’ ‘to speak.’ Again, 
what is thy apxyv? not to be taken sub- 
stantively (as Aug. Ambr. vulg. princi- 
pium), so as to mean ‘ The beginning, as I, 

“tes &c.:’ but adverbially, with a// Greek inter- 

/ 

preters (see reff.). And adverbially it may 
mean (1) ‘in the beginning,” ‘from the 
beginning,’ but not, ‘ firstly;’-(2) ‘ gene- 
rally,’ ‘at all,’ usually a neg. clause, 
but sometimes with an aff.—The common 
rendering takes the first of these meanings ; 
—hbut the above remarks on Aadw will set 
that rendering aside ;—and together with 
the assumption of Aaa = éXeEa, the mean- 
ing ‘in the beginning,’ or ‘at first,’ or 
‘from the beginning,’ falls to the ground. 
We have then the second meaning of r7v 
apxny, ‘generally,’ or ‘traced up to its 
principle,’—for such is the account to be 
given of this meaning of the word.—The 
rendering of «cai ‘even,’ and placing it 
before rv dpx., as done in E. V., is un- 
grammatical. 
being inseparable from it by its position 
between the relative 6 re and the verb: as 
in the clause, 6¢ kai wapédwKev adrov.— 
This being premised, the sentence must be 
rendered (literally) thus: Essentially, that 
which I also discourse unto you: or In 
very deed, that same which I speak unto 

It must come with Aado, 

you. He is the Aéyos—His discourses 
are the revelation of Himself. And there is 
especial propriety in this: -When Moses 
asked the name of God, ‘I am that which 
I am,’ was the mysterious answer; the 
hidden essence of the yet unrevealed One 
could only be expressed by self-compre- 
hension;—but when God manifest in the 
flesh is asked the same question, it is ‘I 
am that which I speaK :’ what He reveals 
Himself to be, that He ts (see on next 
verse). The above sense is maintained by 
De Wette, and strikingly expanded and 
illustrated by Stier, iv. 450 ff. — 26.] He is, 
that which He speaks; and that, He has 
received from the Father;—He has His 
definite testimony to give, and His work to 
do: and therefore, though He has much 
that He could speak and judge about the 
Jews, He does it not, but overlooks their 
malice,—not answering it,—to go forward 
with the Aadetv eis Tov Kdopov, the reve- 
lation of Himself; the dAnera of which 
is all-important, and excludes less weighty 
things.—eis T. kdop., ‘ out into the world,’ 
as él¢ TOY atpa NadovyrTec, | Cor. xiv. 9; 
see Luke xxiv. 47. Mark xiii. 10. This 
verse is in the closest connexion with the 
foregoing. — 27.] They did not identify 6 
méipiac pe with 6 marno pov. However 
improbable this may be after 6 réuac pe 
matTnp, ver. 18 (De Wette), it is stated as 
a fact; and the Evangelist certainly would 
not have done so without some sure 
ground :—sixdc avrodg dtatogtiy moog 
adAndove Eyovrac’ Tic tori 6 TEwbac 
avrév; Euthym.—There is no accounting 
for the ignorance of unbelief, as any 
minister of Christ knows by painful ex- 
perience. — 28.] This connects (ody being 
merely the continuation of the foregoing) 
with ver. 26. On wp. see ch. iii. 14. 
‘When ye shall have been the instruments . 
of accomplishing that death by which He 
shall enter into His glory ;’ for the latter 
idea is clearly implied here.—téte yao. 
Perhaps, in different ways:—some, by the 
power of the Holy Spirit poured out after 
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the exaltation of Christ, and to their own 
salvation ; others by the judgments which 
were to follow ere long, and to their own 
dismay and ruin.—The construction and 
connexion of the following appears to be 
this: Kol am epavTod . . depends 
on O7t, and is an expansion of eyo 
eit: whereas ver. 29 is an independent 
assertion. — The interchange of trow® and 
Aad®@ is remarkable. The construction is 
not elliptical, so that trou@ x. Aad@ should 
be understood in both cases,—but the de- 
claration of ver. 25 is still in the Lord’s 
mind, His qwovetvy being all a declaration 
of the Father,—a dadeiv in the widest 
sense. — 29.] adie, aor. referring to the 
appointment of the Father by which His 
work was begun, and which the pet’ éuod 
éotw carries on through that work: see 
ch. xvi. 32.—671, because ;—not for, as if 
what follows were merely a token that it 
is so (Meyer, Olsh.).—The Ta dpeora ait. 
mov. wavtT. is the very essential being of 
the Son, and is the cause why the Father 
is ever with Him. — 30. ] They believed on 
Him with a higher degree of faith than 
those in ch. ii. 23, inasmuch as _ faith 
wrought by hearing is higher than that by 
miracles ; but still wanted confirming.— 
31.] ev TOK. 7. ep. = tv poi, ch. xv. 7, 
though that perhaps is Faces of a deeper 
entrance into the state of union with Christ. 
Remaining in His word is not merely obey- 
ing His teaching, but is the inner convic- 
tion of the truth of that revelation of Him- 
self, which is His Xadta or Adyoc. — éore, 
for probably they had given some outward 
token of believing on Him, as ranging 
themselves among His disciples. — 82.] In 

- opposition to the mere Holding of the truth. 

ins. B C Orig. Iren. Cypr. Hil. Ambr. — 
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The knowing of the truth answers to the 
feeding on Christ ;—is the inner realization 
of it in the man. And in the continuing 

BD 
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increase of this comes true freedom from — 

all fear and error and bondage. — 33.] The 
answerers are the wéeztoreveorec, not some 

others among the hearers, as many com- 
mentators (Lampe, Kuinoel, De Wette, 
Liicke, third edit.) have maintained ;—see, 
as a proof of this, ver. 36, addressed to 
these same persons. ‘They had not yet 
become adAn@aico palynrai, were not yet 
distinct from the mass of the unbelieving ; 
and therefore, in speaking to them, He 
ascribes to them the sins of their race, and 
addresses them as part of that race.— 
orépp. “AB. éop.: see Matt. iii. 9. The 
assertion ob8evrl 88. mdm. was so con- 
trary to historical truth, that we must sup- 
pose some technical meaning to have been 
attached to SeSovAevKaperv, in which it may 
have been correct. The words cannot be 
meant of that generation only, for mwzrore 
connects with opp. AB. éo., and gene- 
ralizes the assertion—As usual (see ch. 
iii. 4. iv. 11. vi. 52), they take the words 
of our Lord in their outward literal sense. 
Perhaps this was not always an uwninten- 
tional misunderstanding. & 34.) wovav THv 
Gpapt., not = dpapravwy, for that all 
do; but = étoyalopevog tiv avopiay, 
Matt. vii. 23. It implies ‘living in the 
practice of sin,’ ‘ doing sin,’ as a habit: 
see reff. The mere moral sentiment of 
which this is the spiritual expression, was 
common among the Greek and Roman phi- 
losophers. See Wetstein: see also Rom. 
vi. 12. 2 Pet. ii. 19. — 35.] I believe, with 
Stier and Bengel, the reference to be to 
Hagar and Ishmael, and Isaac:—the bond 
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and the free. They had spoken of them- 
selves as the seed of Abraham. The Lord 
shows them that there may be, of that 
seed, two kinds; the son properly so called, 
and the slave. The latter does not abide 
in the house for ever: it is not his right 
nor his position — ‘Cast out the bond- 
woman and her son.’ ‘ But the son abideth 
ever.’ For the application, see on following 
verses. — 6 dovAoce and 6 vide are in this 
verse generic merely. — 36.] Ye then being 
in sin, are carnal: the sons of the bond- 
woman, and therefore need liberation. Now 
comes in the spiritual reality, into which 
the discourse passes from the figure. This 
liberation can only take place by means of 
Him of whom Isaac was the type—the 
Seed according to promise; those only who 
of His Spirit are born again, and after His 
image, are bvTws éAevOepor—truly sons of 
God, and no longer children of the bond- 
woman, but of the free. See by all means 
Gal. iv. 19 (where the subject really begins, 
not at ver. 21) to end, which is the best 
commentary on this verse.—There is, and 
can be here, no allusion either to the libe- 
ration of the sabbatical year aa 
dius); nor to the subject of Heb. 
(Euthym.).—37.] ‘ Ye are Abraham’s ae 
according to the flesh and the covenant: 
but’ —and here the distinction appears— 
‘ye mouire TY apaptiay by seeking to 
kill Me—because My Adyoc (see above on 
ver. 31) ov ywoei—does not work (spread, 
go forward,--‘ ne marche pas’)—in you’ 

txt D abed.— ratra 7. D. —39. for yre, tore BD L 
txt C.—dv om. DEF GHSU 19 Sahid. Arm. Orig. (often) Eus. Cyr. Bas. 

(not, among you). — Herodian, v. 3, 31 
(cited by Liicke, ii. 827), says of a report, 
WcCTE ic TAY XHOPHTAL TO oToATWTLKOY, 
“it spread through the whole army.’—88. | 
(The readings in this verse are very uncer- 
tain).— We have the same remarkable rela- 
tion between AaXeiy and zroveiy, as in ver. 
28: except that here the woteiy is applied 
to the Jews only; AaXtiv being used in 
the same comprehensive sense as there.— 
qKkovcate is certainly the preferable reading: 
but it is impossible to say which has been 
substituted for the other.—The ovv implies 
‘accordingly,’ ‘by.the same rule.’ — The 
omission of pov and tpe@v makes the con- 
trast more striking, without altering the 
sense, the articles being in that case pos- 
sessive. — 39, 40.] There is a distinction 
between oméppa and téxva. The former — 
the Lord grants that they were (ver. 37), — 
but the latter He denies them. See Rom. f 
ix. 7, ov yap WAVTEC ot && Toparjr, ovTOL 
‘lopanr obs Ore ici oméppa iiicaaees 
mavrec tTéxva. The latter betokens like-~ 
ness, true genuine descent in character and 
habits.—If the reading éoté be adopted, 
qovsire must follow it, as in Orig., &c., not 
é7ot. ay, which is ungrammatical, and has 
arisen from mixing the two readings.— 
TOUTO, ‘this ;’ not, ‘tale quid:’ and érot- 
noev, ‘ fecit,’ not ‘ fecisset:’ for the state- 
ment is one of a fact: — ‘this did not 
Abraham,’ as E. V.: see Gen. xviii.—41.] © 
qTovetTE — nat imperative, which destroys - 
the sense. — é« wopv. Stier remarks, that 

j 
i 
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they now let fall Abraham as their father, 
being convicted of unlikeness to him. They 
see that a spiritual paternity must be 
meant, and accordingly refer to God as 
their Father. This consideration will rule 
the sense of é« wopv., which must there- 
fore be spiritual also. And spiritually the 
Téxva topvetas, Hos. ii. 4, are idolaters. 
mohb0eog O tk TOpVAC, TUPAWTTWY TEPL 
Tov adnOq maréipa, Kai Ova TOVTO TOAAOYE 
av’ évic yovtic aimzrépevog. Philo de 
Migr. Abr. p. 447, M. — Ishmael cannot 
well be alluded to; for they would not call 
the relation between Abraham and Hagar 
one of zooveia. — Still less can Origen’s 
interpretation be adopted, é\eyov" npsic 
padrov Eva marépa Exopev, Tov Gedy, 
yrEo ov, 0 Packwy piv ék TapOEvov 
yeyevvijcOa, tx mopveiag O& yeyevyn- 
pévoc, kai dud TO abyéiv Td éx wapbEvou 
yeyevvijcOar éywy Eva marépa Exew 
povoy, Toy Gedy, tom. xx. p. 232,—for the 
Lord never proclaimed this of Himself.— 
There may possibly be a reference to the 
Samaritans (ver. 48), who completely an- 
swered in the spiritual sense to the children 
of fornication: see Deut. xxxi. 16. Is.i.21. 
Ezek. xvi. 15 ff. xx. 30 al. — 42.] ‘If you 
were the chiidren of God, you would love 
Me, who am kar’ t¥ox7v the Son of God, 
and who am come by the mission, and 
bearing the character, of God.’—48.] AaAvav 
ywookew is to understand the idiom or 
dialect in which a man speaks, Aad. being 
his ‘manner of speech ;’—see Matt. xxvi. 
73, and Cant. iv. 3, LXX. ‘ Why do ye not 
understand my speech?’ as E. V._ But this 
of course does not here refer to the mere 
outward expression of the Lord’s discourses, 
but to the spiritual idiom in which He 
spoke, and which can only be spiritually 

vi. 60), that which I say.’ 
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txt BC DH LS X 33 all. Clem. Heracl. Orig. (often and_ 

understood.—Then 6 Aédyos 6 épos is the 
matter of those discourses, the Word itself. 
—The connexion of the two clauses is, 
‘Why’ &c.? Because ye cannot receive, 
hear with the inner ear (see reff., and ch. 

And the verifi- 
cation and ground of this cannot, is in the 
next verse. — 44.] The first article row is 
important, and to be rendered as in E. V., 
‘your father the devil.’ This verse is one 
of the most decisive testimonies for the 
objective personality of the devil. It is 
quite impossible to suppose an accommo- 
dation to Jewish views, or a metaphorical 
form of speech, in so solemn and direct an 
assertion as this.—@éAere zovety is impor- 
tant, and should have been in E. VY. more | 
marked ; ‘ Your will is, to do.’ It indicates, 
as in ver. 40, the freedom of the human 
will, as the foundation of the condemnation 
of the sinner.—avOpwroxtdvos. The first 
reference seems to be, to the murder of 
Abel by Cain: —see the Apostle’s own 
comment on these words, 1 John iii. 12. 15. 
But this itself was only a result of the 
introduction of death by sin, which was the 
work of the devil: Adam and Eve were 
the first whom he murdered. But then 
again both these were only manifestations 
of the fact here stated by Divine omni- 
science respecting him: that he was 
av0owmox. — am apxys, the author and 
bringer in of that hate which is av@pw- 
moxrovia, 1 John iii. 15.—The mention of 
‘murder’ is introduced because the Jews 
went about to kill Jesus; and the typical 
parallel of Cain and Abel is certainly hinted 
at in the words: see Liicke’s note, ii. 338 ff., 
and Stier, iv. 494 ff. — ovx €otyKev, not 
‘abode not,’ E. V.; a sense which to7rnKa 
will not bear, being always present in 

ahead 
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meaning, and = ‘I have placed myself,’ 
i.e. I stand; see Matt. xii. 47. xx. 6. 
Mark ix. 1. xi. 5. John i. 26. iii. 29. Acts 
Pell mavile oo. Hom. ve 2. xi. 20) als ifr: : 
whereas the pluperfect, eicrjKevy, ‘I had 
placed myself,’ i. e. I stood, is imperfect in 
sense; see Matt. xii. 46. And that this 
place forms no exception, is shown by Oru 
ovK €or (not 77) immediately following. 
But as the account of this present sense 
shows, it is not a mere present, but a pre- 
sent dependent on and commencing with 
an implied past fact. And that fact here 
is, the fall of the devil, which was not an 
insulated act, but in which state of apostasy 
from the truth he éoryke,—it is his status. 
—7 GdnPera, as De Wette remarks, is 0b- 
jective: the truth of God:—‘in this he 
standeth not, because there is no truth 
(‘ truthfulness,’ subjective) in him.’ His 
lie has become his very nature, and there- 
fore he is thoroughly alien from the truth 
of God. — To take 6tu as ‘ not the cause, 
but the proof’ (for, i.e. for we see it by 
this that ), is not only to do 
violence to construction, but to overthrow 

_ the whole sense of the passage.—7r0 wWet8os, 
ailie; generic : we in English have retained 
_ the article in the expression ‘to speak the 
truth,’ but not in the corresponding one. 
—He Aare rd Wevdoe to Eve. — éx Tt. i8., 
‘of his own,’ as E. V., not, ‘according to 
his character’ (De Wette),—but ‘out of 
his own resources,’ ‘ treasures :’ see Matt. 
xii. .35.— 6 twat. avtod] i.e. either rod 
Wetdove — (absolutely, or as understood 
in Wevorne,—Orig., Euthym., Theophyl., 
&c. Nitzsch (Theol. Zeitschrift, 1822), De 
Wette, Liicke),—or rod Wetorov (= Trav 
Wevorwy), of the liar generally. The for- 
mer is not the fact,—for the devil is not 
the father tod WevSous, but Tav Wevotay, 
by being himself one whose very nature 
has become ro Wevdoc. Certainly by this 
he has become the author, promoter, of 

\ falsehood among men; but this kind of 
“paternity is not here in question: the 
object being to show that he was the 

al. abe Syrr. Copt. Sahid. Arm. Orig. Cyr.—47. ort... 
ovv with many mss., but txt BC D LX 8 abe Copt. Sahid. Arm. Orig. Cyr. — 51.-for 

. gor om. D G. —48. rec. az. 

father of these lying Jews. I therefore 
hold the latter interpretation, with Bengel, 
Meyer, and Stier. —45.] And the very 
reason why ye do not believe Me (as con- 
trasted with im) is, because I speak the 
truth ;—you not being of the truth, but of 
him who is falsehood itself. This implies 
a charge of wilful striving against known 
and recognized truth. Euthymius fills up 
the context—ei piv EXeyov Wevdoc, éExc- 
oTEvoaTE pot Ay, WE TO idLoy Tov TATE 
bpay RéyorvTe: see ch. v. 43. — 46.] 
Gpaptia here is strictly ‘ sin: not ‘error 
in argument,’ or ‘falsehood.’ These two 

} 
' 

latter meanings are found in classical Greek, : 
but never in the N. T. or LXX. And — 
besides, they would introduce in this most — 
solemn part of the Lord’s discourse, a vapid 
tautology.—The question is an appeal to 
His sinlessness of life, as evident to them 
all,—as a pledge for His truthfulness of 
word: which word asserted, be it remem- 
bered, that He was sent from God.—And 
when we recollect that He who here chal- 
lenges men to convict Him of sin, never 
could have upheld outward spotlessness 
merely (see Matt. xxiii. 26—28), the words 
amount to a declaration of His absolute 
sinlessness,—in thought, word, and deed. 
—ei [Sé] ad. Ad€y.] ‘And if it be thence 
(from the impossibility of convicting Me 
of sin) evident, that I speak the truth, why 
do ye not believe Me?’ (not zor. eis ene, 
but simply prot, ‘ give credence to Me’).— 
47.] gives the answer to the 81ari, and 
concludes the discourse with the final dis- 
proof of their assertion ver. 41,—with, as 
it were, a ‘quod erat demonstrandum.’— 
This verse is cited 1 John iv. 6.—48.] The 
Jews attempt no answer, but commence 
reviling Him. These are now properly ot 
*Iovd.,—the principal among the Jews.— 
Yap. So they called ‘outcasts from the 
commonwealth of Israel :’ and so afterwards 
they called the Christians (O”m)3, from 75, 
2 Kings xvii. 24). They imply, that He 
differed from their interpretation of the 
law, —or perhaps, as He had convicted 

. 
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them of not being the genuine children of 
Abraham, ey cast back the charge with 
a senseless ‘ Tu quoque.’ There may per- 
ce be a reference to the occurrence ch. 

5 ff.—«. Sau. e. ‘As in the first 
ase they sundered Him from the com- 
munion of Israel, so now from that of 
Israel’s God.’ Stier. Or perhaps they 
mean the reproach more as expressing 

_ aggravated madness owing to demoniacal 
\ possession. The Kkah@s Aéyopev connects 
- with the charge twice brought against Him 
_ by the Pharisees, ‘ of casting out devils by 
the prince of the devils.’—49.] The former 
term of reproach Jesus passes over (cum 
jam inter Samaritanos haberet, qui in eum 
credebant. Lampe (?) ), and mildly answers 
(1 Pet. ii. 23) the malicious charge of 
having a devil, by an appeal to His whole 
life and teaching (see ch. iv. 34), which 
was not the work of one having a deyil.— 
kK. tp. Gt. pe. The éy® and ipets corre- 
spond strictly to the psig and od of the 
preceding verse. ‘Our mutual relation is 
not that, but this: that I honour Him that 
sent Me, and ye, in dishonouring Me, dis- 
honour Him.’ It is the same contrast, the 
ix row Oeov and ovk éx Tov Yeod, as before, 
ver. 47, which lies at the root. — 50.] ‘ Ye 
dishonour Me ;—not that I seek My own 
honour, but His who sent Me. There is 
One who seeketh My honour (ch. v. 23), 
and will have Me honoured; and who 

judgeth between Me and you, between 
truth and falsehood.’— Supply r. dd€ay 
pov after yn7Hy, but not after cpivwyv.— 
61.] There is no pause (De Wette) between 
ver. 50 and this. This is the direct carrying 
on of the discourse, arising out of Kptvev 
in the last verse, and forming a ‘novum 
tentamen gratie’ (Lampe). Ye are now 
children of the devil, but if ye keep My 
word ye shall be rescued from that avQpw- 
TOKTOVOC.—TOV ep. Ady. THP., as Ev T. Ady. 
T. tp. pevery, ver. 31, is not only outward 
obedience, but the endurance in, and obe- 
dience of, faith. — Oewpetv 0., as yevecOar 
0., is a Hebraism for fo die,—see Luke ii. 
25,—and must not be pressed to mean, 
‘shall not feel (the bitterness of ) death,’ 
in a temporal sense, as Stier has done (ch. 
iv. 517). The death of the body is not 
reckoned as death, any more than the life 

BCD 

ABCD 

of the body is life, in our Lord’s discourses: © 
see ch. xi. 25, 26 and notes. Both words 
have a deeper meaning. — 52, 53.] The 
Jews, not knowing what death really im- 
ports, regard the saying as a decisive proof 
of their surmise ver. 48. ‘Their misunder- 
standing (says De Wette) keeps to the 
well-known type (ch. iii. 4. iv. 11 ff.), but 
this time theocratic pride is added to carnal 
sensuousness :—‘‘ the O. T. Saints died!” ’ 
—54, 55.) The argument in these verses 
is: ‘The same God who is the God of 
Abraham, is My Father;—He it is who 
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honours (glorifies) Me, and it is His word 
that I keep. I was promised by Him to 
Abraham.’ — Sofdfw, ‘glorify Myself to 
this high designation, of being able to de- 
liver from death.’ — dv Aéy. Whom you 
are in the habit of calling your God—i.e. 
the God of Israel. A most important 
identification, from the mouth of our Lord 
Himself, of the Father, with the God of 
Israel in the O. T. The kai here is not 
‘but ;’ the sense is, ‘ of Whom ye say that 
He is your God, and know Him not.’ Then 
‘what follows sets forth the contrast between 
them, the pretended children of Abraham, 
who know not Abraham’s God (the liars), 
and Him who knows Him, and keeps His 
word, so that His word works in and by 
Him; yea, He is 6 Adyoc rov Oeov. His 
allowing their denial of this state of know- 
ledge and union would be as great a lie in 
Him, as their assumption of it was in them. 
—bpotoc tpev, instead of ipiv, signifies 

-more the being ‘ one of them;’ as we say, 
‘the like of them.’ — 56.] The Lord does 
not deny them their outward title of chil- 
dren of Abraham : —it is of spiritual things 
that He has been speaking, in refusing them 
the reality of it. — yyadX. tva ty, ‘re- 
joiced, that he should see ;’ not (Grotius, 
Caloy., Kuin., &c.) ‘ wished that he might 
see.’ The object is to show that Abraham 
did in his time keep Christ’s word, viz. by 
a prospective realizing faith; and there- 
Sore that he, in the sense of ver. 51, had 
not seen death. This is expressed by x. 
eide xk. éxapy: see below. But what is 
7. hp. tT. epyv? Certainly, the day of 
Christ’s appearance in the flesh (6 rijg 
éxtOnpiac avrou Karodc, Cyril Alex.). When 
that was over, and the attention was di- 
rected to another and future appearance, 
the word came to be used of His second 
coming, 1 Cor. i. 8, &c. &c. But this, as 
well as the day of His Cross (Huthym. al.), 
is out of the question here ;—and the word 
Rabbinically was used for the time of the 

Messiah’s appearance. So we have it, Luke 
xvii. 22. 26.—And to see that day, is to be 

* present at, witness, it ;—to have experience 
of it. — Kk. et8e k. éxdpy, viz. in his Para- 
disiacal state of bliss. Maldonatus has a 
striking note here (Stier, iv. 530): ‘Cum 
dicit, vidit, haud dubium quin eo modo 
vidisse dicat, quo videre dixerat tantopere 
concupivisse. Non autem concupiverat sola 
videreifide -)s-ue quia fide jam Christi 
diem videbat. Vidit ergo diem Christi re 
ipsa, quem ad modum et ille et patres 
omnes videre concupierant. Quis enim du- 
bitet Abraham et ceteros patres qui cum 
eo erant (sive revelatione, quam in hac vita 
habuissent, sive ex revelatione, quam tunc, 
quum Christus venit, habuerint de ejus 
adyentu) non ignorasse Christum venisse, 
etiam antequam ad eos post mortem veni- 
ret?’ Only that I would rather believe, 
as Stier does, that the ‘ seeing of Christ’s 
day’ was not by revelation, but actual— 
the seeing of a witness.—‘ Abraham then 
has not seen death, but lives through My 
word ;—having believed and rejoiced in the 
promise of Me, Whom he has now seen 
manifest in the flesh.’ — 57.] No inference 
can be drawn from this verse as to the age 
of our Lord at the time, according to the 
flesh. Fifty years was with the Jews the \ 
completion of manhood. The reading teo- 
capdkovta—or7 ep CoKet aKpiPéEoTEpOY, Says 
Euthym.,—has probably been introduced 
for that very reason. — 58.] As Liicke re- 
marks, all unbiassed exegesis of these words 
must recognize in them a declaration of the 
essential preeexistence of Christ. All such 
interpretations of mpiv ’A. yev., as ‘ before 
Abraham became Abraham,’ i.e. father of 
many nations (Socinus and others!), and 
of éya eipt, as ‘ I was predetermined, pro- 
mised by God’ (Grotius and the Socinian 
interpreters !), are little better than dis- 
honest quibbles.—The distinction between 
yevioOat and ivi is important. ‘ Ante- 
quam nasceretur Abr., ego sum’ (Erasmus). 

‘ 
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—The present cipi expresses essential ex- 
istence, as in reff., and Col. i. 17.—In this 
verse the Godhead of Christ is involved ; 
and this the Jews clearly understood, by 
their conduct to Him.— 59.]| Probably 
there were stones (for building) lying about 
in the outer court of the temple, where 
these words seem to have been spoken. 
The reason of the Jews’ doing this is given 
by them on a similar occasion, ch. x. 33: 
OTt ot, dvOpwroc Wy, Tovets TeauTOoV Bedv. 
—tThere does not appear to be any mira- 
culous escape intended here, although cer- 
tainly the assumption of one is natural 
under the circumstances. Jesus was pro- 
bably surrounded by His disciples, and 
might thus hide Himself (see ch. xii. 36), 
and go out of the temple. The concluding 
clause has been considered spurious. It 
certainly (see especially the reading of C L 
1 Copt.) resembles closely Luke iv. 30, and 
the latter words seem to introduce ch. ix. 1. 
But MSS. authority is too strong to allow 
of its being cancelled... 

Cuap. IX. 1—X. 21.] The healing of 
one born blind; the incidents following 
thereupon; and the discourse of the Lord 
concerning the true, and false shepherds. 
—1.] This, if the concluding words of 
ch. viii. are genuine, appears to have 
happened on the same day ; which is hardly 
likely, for we should thus have the.swhole_ 
incidents from ch. vii. 37 (omitting ch. vii. 
53—viii. 12), belonging to one day, and 
that day a sabbath (ver. 14). And besides, 
the circumstances under which Jesus here 
appears are too usual and tranquil to have 
succeeded immediately to His escape in 
ch. viii. 59. I would rather therefore 
suppose that there is a break before this 
verse: how long, we cannot of course say. 
Thus we have the commencement of a new 
narrative here, as in ch. vi. 1, and vii. 1. 

This is the view of Liicke, Tholuck, and 
De Wette; Olshausen and Stier believe it 
to have been the same day : and the former 
refers the 7v oa. (ver. 14) to its being 
the last day of the feast (ch. vii. 37, where 
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see note).—The blind man was sitting, 
begging (ver. 8),—possibly proclaiming the 
fact of his having been so born; for other- 
wise the disciples could hardly have asked 
the following question. The incident may 
have been in the neighbourhood of the 
temple (Acts iii. 2): but doubtless there 
were other places where beggars sat, be- 
sides the temple entrances. — 2.] Accord- 
ing to Jewish ideas, every infirmity was 
the punishment of sin (see ver. 34). From 
Exod. xx. 5, and the prevailing views on 
the subject, the disciples may have be- 
lieved that the man was visited for the sins 
of his parents :—but how could he himself 
have sinned before his birth? Beza and 
Grotius refer the question to the doctrine 
of metempsychosis ;—that he may have 
sinned in a former state of existence :—this 
however is disproved by Lightfoot and 
Lampe. The Pharisees believed that the 
good souls only passed into other bodies, 
which would exclude this case (see Joseph. 
Antt: xviii. 1, °3, and BJ.) iS) ele): 
Lightfoot and Liicke refer it to the possi- 
bility of sin in the womb: Tholuck to | 
predestinated sin, punished by anticipation: 
De Wette to the general doctrine of the 
preexistence of souls, which prevailed 
both among the Rabbis and Alexandrians ; 
see Wisd. viii. 19, 20 (the applicability of 
which passage is doubted by Stier, iv. 544 
note). So Isidore of Pelusium in the 
Catena (Liicke, ii. 372), odroc, ds hacw 
“EAANVES,—7) ol yovety adbrov, Ss dacw 
*JovSator.—The question may have been 
asked vaguely without any strict applica- 
tion of it to the circumstances,—merely 

taking for granted that some sin must have 
led to the blindness, and hardly thinking 
of the non-applicability of one of the 
suppositions to this case. Or perhaps, as 
Stier inclines to suppose, the otros, 7) may 
mean ‘this man, or, for that is out of the 
question (diefer felbft, oder, da uns died 
dod) nicht denktbar ift,...), his parents ?’ 
—tva as a cause why he should be...., 
—used redikwg :—not éxBarikwe (Olsh.), 
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f Matt. v. 14. 
© EqrvoE " Vv apeat, eau ae 

k 4 Sa Soa f % _\_ g Mark vii. 33. 
TTUVGOMATOC, KAL ETEYOLOE TOV viii. 28 only. ep 

%*% + 7 ae hich) xyike tupAov, | Kal Eimer onige Job 
nv " KoAvuBnd THV KoAuppnvpav TOU ee 11, 14, 

Seca Wi cy eta OD IV. 

amv) ey jOuv k here only +. 

och, i. 39. Heb. vii. 2. Ezra iv. 7. 

1. aft. yev. add cabjpevoy D.—2. airov éy. om. D. = pao Ost 
B D L Copt. Sahid. A2th. Cyr. — 6. for é EreXp. ., &réOncey BC! ?—aft. éxéyo. ins. adrow 
(air D) ABC? DL4. 
Tren. Aug.  illius ceci 0. 

expressing the mere consecution of events. 
—3.] after attod supply wa +r. yev.— 
‘neither of these was the cause; but rud. 
éyevynOn, in order that..... ” But how 
sO? ov Ko\aoTiKWc, adr’ olkoVvOpmKWe. 
Euthym. In the economy of God’s Pro- 
vidence, his suffering had its place and 
aim, and this was to bring out the épya 
tov §. in his being healed by the Redeemer 
(see Rom. xi. 11 and note). So Liicke :— 
De Wette denies the interpretation, and 
refers the saying merely to the view of our 
Lord to bring out His own practical design, 
to make use of this man to prove His 
Divine power. But see ch. xi. 4, which is 
strictly parallel.— 4.] Connected by épyaf. 
7. €pya to the former ver. There certainly 
seems to be some reference to its being the 
sabbath ; see the same expressions in ch. v. 
17. From Stay . ., In ver. 5, it seems 
evident that 7 Apépa is the appointed course 
of the working of Jesus on earth, and vvé 
the close of it (see the parallel, ch. xi. 9, 
10). It is true, that, according to John’s 
universal diction, the death of Jesus is His 
glorification; but the similitude here re- 
gards the effect on the world, see ver. 5, 
and the language of Rom. xiii. 12, is in 
accordance with it, as also Luke xxi. 53. 
John xiv. 30.—5.] This partly explains 
the jp. and vvé of the former ver., partly 
alludes to the nature of the healing about 
to take place. As before the raising of 
Lazarus (ch. xi. 25), He states that He is 
the Resurrection and the Life ;—so now, 

He sets forth Himself as the source of the 
archetypal spiritual light, of which the 
natural, now about to be conferred, is only 
a derivation and symbol.—6.] see Mark 
vii. 33. viii. 23. The virtue  espe- 
cially of the saliva jejuna, in cases of dis- 
orders of the eyes, was well known to . 
antiquity. Pliny, H. N. xxviii. 7, says, 
Lippitudines matutina quotidie velut in- 

Vou. I. 

txt C! ab.—rod rug. om. B L 2. 
txt A C.—7. vidar om. A ad. 

avrov D ae Sahid. Ath. 
ins. B C D c.—obdy cai evi. 

unctione arceri. In both accounts (Suet. 
Vesp. 7; Tacitus, Hist. iv. 8) of the re- 
storing of a blind man to sight attributed 
to Vespasian, the use of this remedy occurs. 
See also Wetstein in loc. (Trench, Miracles, 
293 note.) The use of clay also for heal- 
ing the eyes was not unknown. Serenus 
Samonicus (in the time of Caracalla) says: 
Si tumor insolitus typho se tollat inani, 
Turgentes oculos vili circumline coeno (!)— 
No rule can be laid down which the Lord 
may seem to have observed, as to using, or 
dispensing with, the ordinary human means 
of healing. He himself determined, by 
considerations which are hidden from us. 
Whatever the means used, the healing was 
not in them, but in Him alone. The ‘ con- 
ductor’ of the miraculous power was gene- 
rally the faith of the recipient: and if such 
means served to awaken that faith, their 
use would be accounted for.—7.] The 
reason of his being sent to Siloam is un- 
certain. It may have been as part of the 
cure,—or merely to wash off the clay. 
The former is most probable. A beggar 
blind from his birth would know the 
localities sufficiently to be able to find his 
way; so that there is no necessity to 
suppose a partial restoration of sight before 
his going.—The situation of the fountain 
and pool of Siloam is very doubtful. 
Robinson makes both at the mouth of the 
ancient Tyropceon, s.e. of the city. He 
himself explored a subterranean passage 
from this spot to the Fountain of the 
Virgin higher up cn the banks of the 
Kedron. Josephus, B. J. v. 4, I, says, 7) 08 
TOV TuUpoTOLWY TpocayopEevopévy papayé 

. KaOnKe péxor Didwaw odtTw yao THV 
ae yAuKéiay Te Kat ToAANHY ova, 
éxahovpev. Jerome sets it ‘ad radices 
montis Zion’ (on Isa. viii. 6), and mentions 
its intermittent character: but he also says 
(on Matt. x. 28), ‘ad radices montis Moria, 

Pe 
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z Mark x. 46. 
Luke xviii. ¢ t , Rory \ oe oe 
35 only. Job Ort ovroe tot” aAXot O& OTL OpmoLoE 
Xxvil. 14. 4 > *; “p) ef a? , ’ 10 Zr 

ach vili24 G@UTW EOTLY. EKELVOC eXeyev oTL EW ELL. sAeyov 
wake 3 ~ ~ > / , e > eA 

bMatt.ix.30. Ovv autw TIlwe * : avewy Inoav * cou ot op0adpot ; 
Xx.33. ch.X. 7)» he ae eo Ral aner y MGs 
pai BP. amskolOn EKELVOG [Kai eimrev | Av0pwrog¢ EYOMEVOC 

, ~ c \ ? , \ d? , , ‘ > ] x 

g ver. 6. Incove mnAov Eolnce Kal ETEY OLOE [LOU TOUC oplaa- 
ver. 6. - , ’ ar , “Sy 

e ver. 7. ove Kal €l7é pou’ Yaraye ELC * THY ‘ KoAuuPnOpayv rou * ABD 
: \ £2 f—matt.xi.5 Ledwape kal vipat. ameov de Kat vepapevoc aveprAeha. 

APSirr 9 F 3 ~ ~ ~ ) aa 

te; |? euroy ov auTw Tlov éorw éExevoc 3 Eye Ovuk otda. y 
137 ees ‘ N / ‘ \ 

Avyovow avurov Toocg ToUC Papicatove, TOV OTE 
’ 3 , ed N N ’ 1 c 

tupAov. Ui nV a oap3Barov * OTE TOV anAov ETOLNGEV O 
, - Al ae ap. b) ~ N ? ld 15 , Sy 

Incove Kat avéweev avutov Tove op0adpove. maw ovv 
? 7, Sue \ e - ~ De of} ri e 8s 

HPwWTWY auTOov Kal Ol Papicator, TWe ave eWev. oO € 

cai 79. om. B. — 8. rec. bre TuPAde Fv, with many mss., but txt ABC DKLX7 
al. v Syrr. Copt. Ath. Arm. Sahid. Cyr. Chrys. Aug. Both are joined in abe.— 
9. for Or (2nd), ovyt? a\Aa BC L Xal. bv. txt A D (not Bas Lachm.).— 10. rae 
oy CDLX a. txt AB be (?).—hvegpy. CDEFGLMXA 13 al. txt AB 
(tvegx0. B) K U.—oov oi 690. AC DELS X 26 all. & Syrr. Copt. Arm. Cyr. Chrys. 
Theophyl. Aug. txt B acd.—11. vai eirey om. BC D L 2 ev Sahid. Arm. Aug. ins. 
A ab.—é G00. BL. dv0@p.6C. txt A D.—aft. por ins. 67. B L.—for iv Kor. Tov, 
rov BD L X 1 abc Syr. Copt. Sahid. Arm. Cyr. txt A.—amij\@oy ody cai tvepapuny, 
ai HAOov BEtwyv D X.—kai om. B.— 13. kai dy. D cd. —14. for bre, tv @ mjpéepg 

f in quibus Siloe fluit :’ so that his testimony who thought wpocairne did not express 
exactly agrees with Josephus and Robinson 
(see Robins. i. 493 ff.). It is mentioned 
Neh. iii. 15. Isa. viii. 6.— 6 Epp. daaeor. 
The reason of this derivation being stated 
has been much doubted. Some (e. g. 
Liicke) consider the words to have been 
inserted as an early gloss of some allego- 
rical interpreter. But there is no external 
authority for this;—every MS. and vers. 
containing them, except the Syr. and Pers. 
Euthym. says, ofpar dua roy ameoradpévoy 
éxet Tore TuPrOy. But this would be a 
violent transfer,—of the name of the 
fountain, to the man who was sent thither. 
I should rather regard the healing virtue 
imparted to the water to be denoted, as 
symbolical of Him Who was sent, and 
whose mission it was to give the healing 
water of life. Aug. and Chrys. similarly 
refer azeoraX. to the Lord Jesus: Stier, 
to the Holy Spirit,—but as one with, and 
proceeding from Christ. — 7A@e, ‘came 
back ;’—apparently to his own house, by 
the next verse. — 8.] 9ewpotvres, belongs 
to To mpétepov, and thus expresses the 
present relatively to that time,—o? joav 
TO mpor. Oewpovyrec.—The reading tupAds 
was most likely a correction of some one 

plainly enough the change in him. The | 
question of identity would be much more 
likely to turn on whether he was really the 
person who had sat and begged (the blind- 
ness being involved in it), than on the fact 
of his having been blind.—11.] avéBAX., 
strictly speaking, is inaccurate, of one born 
blind. Liicke refers to Aristotle as using 
the word thus, and cites Pausanias, who 
speaks of ’Ogtovéa.... Tov &&e yEvETIC 
Tugrov, whom ézéAaBe Tig Keparic ad- 
ynpa isxupdy, kai aveBdeev am’ abrov. 
Sight being natural to men, the deprivation 
of it is regarded as a Joss, and the reception 
of it, though never enjoyed before, as a 
recovery. —18.| The neighbours appear to 
have brought him to the Pharisees, out of 
hostility to Jesus (see ver. 12): and ver. 14 
alleges the reason of this:—or perhaps 
from fear of the sentence alluded to in ver. 
22. The Phar. here may have been the 
court presiding over the synagogue, or one 
of the lesser local courts of Sanhedrim: 
but Liicke inclines to think “it~ 
assembly of the great Sanhedrim, w 
John sometimes names ot Pap.,—see ch. ~ 
vii. 47. xi. 46.—14.] Lightf. cites from 
a Rabbinical treatise on the Sabbath, 
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* aroouva ywyoc yé evra. 

ELTrOv ort nNAtKklay & exet, auTov EOWTHOaTE. 

BL X 1 abe Cyr. 
(éXeyor ody D) ABD LX 7 al. abe Copt. 
mad om. D abe.—ivéwiey BX A al. 
(H §?) al. also below. — 18. Ore... 

‘sputum etiam super palpebras poni pro- 
hibitum.’ But the making the clay, asa 
servile work, seems to be here prominently 
mentioned. —15.] wadwy refers to ver. 10. 
The inquiry was official, as addressed to 
the chief witness in the matter. We can- 
not hence infer with Liicke that no one 
else was present at the healing but Jesus 
and His disciples. — 16.] tués—addou. 
Among the better party would be such as 
Nicodemus, Joseph, Gamaliel; who pro- 
bably (Joseph certainly, Luke xxiii. 51) 
at last withdrew, and left the majority to 
carry out their hate against Jesus. antl 
The question is but one, as in EK. V. ‘ What 
sayest thou of Him, that (i.e. seeing that) 
He hath opened thine eyes?’ The stress 
is on ov—‘ What hast thow to say to it, 
seeing we are divided on the matter?’ 
Both parties are anxious to have the man’s 
own view to corroborate theirs. mpod., 
and therefore mapa rot 0c0v.—18.| The 
hostile party, disappointed at his direct 

“Youd TOUTO ou ech. xii. a2: eee autou ee sit te 

Epwvnoay Evers18. 

txt A D.—ijvvievy D. — 15. bef. adroic ins. rat A. —17. déy. ody 
ovv om.rec. with EF GH K MS U A al.— 

avewter K Lal. 
. kai avéBdeWev om. D 6. —19. ei toriv obTog D 

Syr. — 21. bef. 7A. x. om. avrog D L X al. abe. — 22. cuveridevto A M.—aft. xpic. 

txt A D (jvvé_ D)EFGMU 

testimony against them, betake themselves 
to sifting more closely the evidence of the 
fact. The parents are summoned as wit- 
nesses. —19.] The question is threefold, 
and in strict legal formality: ‘Is this your 
son? Was he born blind? How is it 
that he now sees?’ — 22.] It is not said 
when this resolution was come to: and this 
also speaks for an interval between ch. vii., 
viii. and this incident. It could hardly 
have been before the council at the con- 
clusion of ch. vii.—amoovv.—probably the 
first of the three stages of Jewish excom- 
munication,—the being shut out from the 
synagogue and household for thirty days, 
but without any anathema. The other 
two,—the repetition of the above, accom- 
panied by a curse,—and final exclusion,— 
would be too harsh, and perhaps were not 
in use so early. Trench (Mir. 299) regards 
the resolution not as a token that the 
Sanhedrim had pronounced Him a false 
Christ, but as showing that they forbade a 

Pp2 
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private man to anticipate their decision on 
this point by contessiae Him (?). — 24.] 
Sos 8. 7. 0. not, ‘give God the praise’ 
(E. V.), i.e. ‘the glory of thy healing :’ for 
the Pharisees want to overawe the man by 
their authority, and make him deny the 
miracle altogether. The words are a form 
of adjuration (see Josh. vii. 19), to tell the 
truth, q.d. ‘Remember that you are in 
God’s presence, and speak as unto Him.’— 
25.] dv, see on ver. 8. The man shrewdly 
evades the inference and states again the 
simple fact. — 26.] They perhaps are 
trying to shake his evidence,—or to make 
him state something which should bring 
out some stronger violation of the sabbath. 
— 27.] ovK Kotcare must be in its 
special meaning of ‘did not heed it.’ The 
latter clause is of course ironical: ‘you 
seem so anxious to hear particulars about 
Him, that you must surely be intending 
to become His disciples.’ — 29.] mé8ev— 
‘whether from God or not.’—But see ch. 
vii. 27, 28, where a very different reason is 

YEYEVN- 

given for disbelieving Him to be the Christ. 
— 30.] év yap T. is well expressed in E. V. 
‘Why herein is’ &c.—81.] He expresses 
a general popular conviction, that one who 
could do these things, must be a pious 
man: and (ver. 32) very eminently so, 
since this miracle was unprecedented. — 
33.] ovdéy, nothing of this kind, much less 
such a thing as this. — 34. ] see on ver. 2. 
ddos, ‘altogether,—deeply and entirely, as 
thy infirmity proved.’ ‘They forget that 
the two charges,—one that he had never 
been born blind, and so was an impostor, 
—the other, that he bore the mark of 
God’s anger in a blindness that reached 
back to his birth,—will not agree together.’ 
(Trench, Mir. 305, note. )—eeép. They ex- 
communicated him: see on ver. 22. It 
cannot merely mean, ‘ they cast him out of 
the court’ (Chrys. Mald. Grot. Fritzsche, 
Tholuck); see next verse. — 85.] ‘Tune 
ille es, qui propter fidem in Jesum quem 
dicunt Christum, acerbitatem nostrorum 

magistrorum expertus est? 

ABD 

An tu post x 
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has molestias etiamnum in filium Dei 
credis?” Lampe (Stier, iv. 565).— 36.] 
This vids t. 9. surpasses his present com- 
prehension: and therefore, true to his simple 
and guileless character, he asks for further 
information about Him.—[kKai] rig] See 
Mark x. 26. Luke x. 29. 2 Cor. ii. 2.— 
37.] These words kal édpakas avr. serve 
to remind the man of the benefit he has 
received, and to awaken in him the liveliest 
gratitude: compare Luke ii. 30.—They do 
not refer to a former seeing, when he was 
healed. — 39.] There seems to be an in- 
terval between the last verse and this, and 
the narrative appears to be taken up again 
at some subsequent time when this miracle 
became again the subject of discourse.— 
The blind man had recovered sight in two 

~ senses,—bodily and spiritual. And as the 
Lord always treats of the spiritual as par- 
amount, including the bodily, so here he 
proceeds to speak of spiritual sight. — 
Kpipa, the effect of cpictc, not merely dis- 
tinction, but judgment ; the following out 
of the divine evdokia, Matt. xi. 25, 26.— 
‘We are all, according to the spirit of 
nature, no better than persons born blind ; 
and to know and confess this our blindness, 
is our first and only true sight, out of which 
the grace of the Lord can afterwards bring 
about a complete receiving of sight. The 
“becoming blind,’ on the other hand, is 
partly an ironical expression for remaining 

ins, A a. — at apapriat vpov 

blind, but partly also has a real meaning 
in the increasing darkening and hardening 
which takes place through unbelief.’ (Stier, 
iv. 568.) The Bdérovres here answer to 
the dicatoe of Matt. ix. 13; see note there. 
— 40.] They ask the question, not under- 
standing the words of Jesus in a bodily 
sense, but well aware of their meaning, 
and scornfully rejoining, ‘Are then we meant 
by these blind, we, the leaders of the 
people ?? — 41.] The distinction in expres- 
sion between the two clauses must be care- 
fully borne in mind. The Lord is refer- 
ring primarily to the unbelief of the Pha- 
risees and their rejection of Him. And He 
says, ‘If ye were really blind, (not, ‘ con- 
JSessed yourselves blind ;’ Kuinoel, Stier, 
De Wette,) ye would not have incurred 
guilt; but now ye say, ‘‘We see;” ye believe 
ye have the light, and boast that ye know 
and use the light ; and therefore your guilt 
abideth, remaineth on you.’ Observe there 
is a middle clause understood, between ‘ ye 
would never have incurred guilt,’ and ‘your 
guilt remaineth ;’ and that is, ‘ye have in- 
curred guilt ;’ which makes it necessary to 
take the Aéyete Sti BAErropev as in a cer- 
tain sense implying PXézere: viz. ‘by the 
Scriptures being committed to you, by 
God’s grace, which ought to have led you 
to faith in Me.’—Cuar. X. 1.] This dis- 
course seems to be connected with the 
preceding miracle,—and the conduct of the 
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Pharisees towards the man who had been 
blind, to have given occasion to this de- 
scription of false shepherds, which again 
introduces the testimony of Jesus to Him- 
self as the true Shepherd. I say, seems: 
for I would not lay so much stress as Stier 
has done on this connexion, seeing that 
John so frequently passes without notice to 
an entirely different and disjoined occur- 
rence or discourse.—See on the whole sub- 
ject of the parable, Jer. xxiii. 1—4. Ezek. 
xxxiv. Zech. xi. 4—17. — These opening 
verses .(to ver. 5) set forth the distinction 
between false and true shepherds. Then 
(vv. 7, 8, 9) He brings in Himself, as the 
door, by which both shepherds and sheep 
enter the fold.—Then (ver. 10) He returns 
to the imagery of the first verses, and sets 
forth Himself as THE Goop SHEPHERD ; 
and the rest (to ver. ]8) is occupied with 
the results and distinctions dependent on 
that fact. — Thy avd. 6 repiTererytopévoc 
x. UzatOo0g Tomoc¢ (Phavorinus, Liicke ii. 
403) ; just answering, except in this being 
a permanent enclosure, to our ‘ fold.’ This 
fold is the visible Church of God, prima- 
rily, as His people Israel were His pecu- 
liar fold ; afterwards, the fold comprehends 
all the faithful.k—The terms in this first 
part are general, and apply to all leaders of 
God’s people; in ver. 1, to those who enter 
that office without having come in by the 
door (i. e. Christ, in the large sense, in 
which the O. T. faithful looked to and 
trusted in Him, as the covenant promise of 
Israel’s God) ; and in ver. 2, to those who 
do enter this way; and whosoever does, is 
a shepherd of the sheep (not ‘he Shepherd, 
as E. V. ; see ver. 11).—The sheep through- 
out this parable are not the mingled multi- 
tude of good and bad; but the real sheep, 

Rom. xiv. 4. Heb. xi. 34. 

txt A. 
‘txt A D.— 5. rec. dxkokovOnoworr with qu. 

g = here only. ch. xvi. 25, 29. 2 Pet. 

T6¢ tori 6 wou. D Sahid. — 3. ra mop. ra tO. D.—rec. cadet with 
BL38al. ins. A D a Lucif.—for zpoBara, 

oves suas omnes bc.—ixBad\y BX 6. 
? txt A BDEFGA 3 al. Cyr. Chrys.— 

the faithful, who are, what all in the fold 
should be. The false sheep (goats, Matt. 
xxv. 32) do not appear; for it is not the 
character of the jlock, but that of the 
shepherd, and the relation between him 
and his sheep, which is here prominent. — 
3.] Perhaps the @vpwpos should not be too 
much pressed as significant ; but certainly 
the Holy Spirit is especially He who opens 
the door to the shepherds; see frequent 
uses of this symbolism by the Apostles, 
Acts xiv. 27. 1'GCorixvin'9: 92) Corin i2 
Col. iv. 3;—and instances of the Q@vpwode 
shutting the door, Acts xvi. 6, 7. (So 
Theodorus Heracleota, and Stier, iv. 578.) 
—7a mp. tT. d. av. ak. The voice of 
every such true shepherd is heard (heeded, 
understood) by the sheep (generally): and 
he calls by name (see var. read.) his own 
sheep, that portion of the great flock 
entrusted to him, and leads them out to 
pasture, as his office is.—This distinction 
between rad 708. and ra téa 7p. has 
given rise to exegetical and doctrinal mis- 
takes, from not observing zorpy1y above. 
It has been imagined that Christ is here 
spoken of, and that therefore these two 
descriptions of sheep must be different, and 
so the whole exposition has been confused. 
Even Stier has fallen into this mistake. — 
4.| The reading wavta (for mpéB.) is in- 
teresting, and probably genuine. When 
he has led forth (€«BadAew = tEayecv) to 
pasture all his sheep (there shall not an 
hoof be left behind), he goes before them ; 
in his teaching pointing out the way to 
them ; they follow him, because they know 
his voice ; his words and teaching are fami- 
liar to them. But observe that the ex- 
pression here becomes again more general ; 
not ra (8. wp., but ra mp. as in ver. 3, 

ABD 

— 
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The sheep know the voice of every true 
shepherd. — 5.] So that the &dAdrptos is 
not the shepherd of another section of the 
flock, but an alien: the Xyorne¢ of ver. 1;— 
and t@v aAX. is generic, as in EB. V.— 
6.] wapointa is not = wapaodxj, as so 
generally set down. This is not properly 
a parable ; but rather a parabolic allegory. 
The parable requires narrative to set it 
forth ; and John relates no such. The 
right word for wapoiia would be allegory. 
We have another example of such in ch. xv. 
1 ff. (Matt. ix. 37, 38.)—7.] What fol- 
lows is not so much an exposition, as an 
expansion of the allegory.—The key to 
this verse is the right understanding of 
what went before. Bear in mind that 
vv. 1—5 were _of shepherds in general. 
But these shepherds themselves go into and 
out of the fold dy the same door as the 
sheep: and Christ is that door; THE Door 
OF THE SHEEP: the one door both for 
sheep and shepherds, into the fold (see 
@vpa, absol. ver. 9), into God’s Church, to 
the Father. — 8.] I believe that the right 
sense of these words, 6aou mpd énot HABov, 
has not been apprehended by any of the 
Commentators.—First, they can only be 
honestly understood of time: all who came 
before Me (not, ‘without regard to Me,’ 
Olsh. &c., or ‘passing by Me as the door,’ 
Camer., or ‘instead of Me,’ Lampe, &c.: 
or ‘pressing before Me,’ (ch. v. 7,) which 
would have been éoyovrat, not 7\@.: nor 
any other of the numerous shifts which 
have been adopted).— What pretended 
teachers then came before Christ ? Remem- 
ber the connexion of these discourses. He 
has taught the Jews that Abraham and the 
prophets entered by Him (ch. viii. 56): 
but He has set in strong opposition to 
Himself and His, them (these Jews) and 
their father, the Devil (ch. viii. 44). He 
was ‘ the first thief who clomb into God’s 

se 

fold ;’ and all his followers are here spoken 
of inclusively in the language of the alle- 
gory, as coming in by and with him. His 
was the first attempt to lead human nature, 
before Christ came ; before the series of dis- 
pensations of grace begun, in which pasture 
and life is offered to man by Him. — eto, not 
joav, because their essential nature as be- 
longing to and being of the evil one is set 
forth, and the inclusion of these present Pha- 
risees in their ranks. —aAN ovx.. | This 
of course cannot be understood absolutely— 
‘the sheep never for one moment listened 
to them;’ but, did not listen to them in 
the sense of becoming their disciples even- 
tually. So that the fall of our first-Parents 
would be no exception to this; whom of 
all men we must conclude, by the con- 
tinuing grace and mercy of God to them 
after that fall, to have been of His real 
sheep. And since then, the same is true; 
however the sheep may for a while listen 
to these false shepherds, they do not hear 
them, so as to follow them. — 9.] expands 
and fixes ver. 7. ‘ Non est salutaris aditus 
in ecclesiam, nisi per Me, sive pastor esse 
velis, sive ovis.’ Erasmus (Stier, iv. 590). 
—10.] the gracious intent of the Saviour 
a give life, and in abundance. 

is verse forms the transition from Him 
as 1) Oipa,to Him as 6 rouuny. He is here 
set in opposition to 6 kémrne (see on ver. 
8), and thus insensibly passes into the place 
of a 7rotpav, who has been hitherto thus 
opposed. Then the Cwhv €xwor binds on 
to voy evpnoe—and Kat epic. EX. : 
q. d. not merely as a door to pass through, 
but actively, abundantly, to bestow abun- 
dance of life. We are thus prepared for— 
11.] the announcement of Himself as 6 7. 
6 kahos—the great antagonist of 6 edérrN¢ 
—the pattern and Head of all good shep- 
herds, as he of all thieves and robbers. But 
He is 6 7m. 6 «. in this verse, as having 

cent 
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most eminently the qualities of a good however true, is not the point brought out 
shepherd, one of which is to lay down His here: the Lord lays down His life strictly 
life for the sheep. These words here are and properly, and in the depths of the Di- 
not so much a prophecy, as a declaration, vine counsel, for those who are His sheep. 
implying however that which ver. 15 asserts —16.] The add. mpdB. are the Gentiles ; 
explicitly. —12.] The imagery is here again —not the dispersion of the Jews, who were 
somewhat changed. The false shepherds already in God’s addy. By these wonderful | 
are here compared to hirelings, i.e. those words, as by those in ch. xi. 52. Acts xviii. 
who serve merely for gain; the pucOwrd¢ 10, and by the conclusion of Matt. xxv. (see 
who fulfils the character implied by the notes there), the Lord shows that, dark and 
word. The idea is brought in by rv vy. miserable as the Gentile world was, He had 
av. TiO. iép 7. 70., which introduces a sheep even there. Observe they are not 
time of danger, when the true and false in other folds, but scattered (ch. xi. 52).— : 
shepherds are distinguished. — 7+. Avkov] pe Set ay. . . | i.e. in the purpose and 
The purposes of this ‘ wolf’ are the same covenant of the Father. The Lord speaks 

allegory he is the same;—the great Foe His voice: meaning that His servants in 
of the sheep of Christ. Liicke and De His name and by His power would accom- 
Wette deny this, and hold ‘any enemies plish this work. Admirably illustrative of : 
of the theocracy’ to be meant ;—but no deep the converse method of speaking which He 
view of the parable will be content with employs Matt. xxv. 40,45. The pla woipyn ; 
this,—see Matt. vii. 15, where the AvKor is remarkable—not pla adda, as erroneously 
dpmayéc are Veudenporarea, the cXtarrar rendered in E. V.:—not ONE FOLD, but ; 
x. Ayorai of ver. 8 ;—and their chief and ONE FLOCK; no one exclusive enclosure of ; 
father would therefore be 6 AvKos, just as an outward church,— but one flock, all ; 
© wousnv is ‘he Shepherd. — 14, 15.] The knowing the one Shepherd and known of 

as those of the thief in ver. 10, and in the of His bringing them, and their hearing . 

knowledge of His sheep here spoken of is Him. On éic zrounny comp. Heb. xiii. 20. ; 
more than the mere knowing by name; —-17.|] The daXdkiv ty rapotpiace is now 
it is a knowledge corresponding to the over, and He speaks plain/y,—‘ My Father.’ / 
Father’s knowledge of Him ;—i.e. entire, In this wonderful verse lies the mystery of 
perfect, all comprehensive: — and ‘their the love of the Father for the Son ;—decause 
knowledge of Him corresponds to His of the Son has condescended to the work of 
the Father,—i.e. is intimate, direct, and humiliation, and to earn the crown through 
personal :—both being bound together by the cross (see Phil. ii. 8, 9, 8:6). The Wa 
holy and inseparable Love. — trép +. m.] here is strictly reducdy,—in order that. — 
‘for those my sheep’—not for a//: that, ‘ Without this purpose in view,’ says Stier 
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- (iv. 603), ‘the Death of Christ would neither 
be lawful nor possible.’ —18.] The truth of 
this voluntary rendering up was shown by 
His whole sufferings, from the falling of 
His enemies to the ground in the garden 
(ch. xviii. 6) to His last words, mapatidepor 
TO wy. ov, Luke xxiii. 46 (see note there). 
His resurrection also was eminently His 
own work, by virtue of the Spirit of the 
Father dwelling in and fillmg Him: the 
2Zovcia in both these cases being the 
évToAy, appointment, ordinance, of the 
Father, from the counsel of Whose will 
the whole mediatorial office of Christ 
sprung: see ch. xii. 49. —19—21.] The 
concluding words bind this discourse to 
the miracle of ch. ix., though not neces- 
sarily in immediate connexion. 

Y ee ei “Discourse at the Feast of 
Dedication.—In all probability Jesus re- 
mained at, or in the neighbourhood of, 
Jerusalem during the interval (two months) 
between the Feast of Tabernacles and that 
of the Dedication. Had He returned to 
Galilee, we should have had some mention 
of it.—Still, by the words éy roic¢ ‘Iepoco- 
Avporc, it would seem as if a fresh period 
and a new visit begun; for why should such 
a specification be made, if the narrative 
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proceeded continuously ? — 22.] This feast 
had become usual since the time when 
Judas Macc. purified the temple from the 
profanations of Antiochus. It was held on 
Chisleu (December) 25, and seven following 
days: see ] Macc. iv. 41—59. 2 Mace. x. 
1—8. Jos. Antt. xii. 7, 7. — xe. Av] To 
explain to Gentile readers the reason of the 
Lord’s walking in Solomon’s portico. This 
latter was on the east side of the temple, 
called also by Jos. rod avarodich. He | 
says, Antt. xx. 9, 7, that it was an original | 
work of Solomon, which had remained from) 
the former temple. — 24.) Wuxnv aipets is 
generally explained ‘ Keep us in doubt,’ 
aiwpeic, avaorde meTakd) miorewe k. amt- 
oriac, Kuthym. But there is some ques- 

~ tion whether wW. aio. is ever so used. In 
Jos. it signifies ‘to uplift the soul,’ ‘ raise 
the courage :’ ézi roy Kivd. rac W. Hppévor, 
Antt. iii. 2, 3. 5, 1. So also Aquila, Proy. 
xix. 18, wpo¢ ro Oavatdoa adroy pH 
gene tT. ~. cov. These usages however, as 
all the examples adduced in the comm., 
are confined to the act of a man on his 
own soul: when the term applies to effects 
produced on another, it seems to imply 

any strong excitement of mind, whether 
for hope or fear. ‘How long dost thou 
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~ \ ’ He 26 uA e = ’ , ~ * ’ 
MAPTUEL TEOL EMLOU a. ype ov meorevers’  ™ ov 

* yao EOTE EK TWV mpoParwy TWV enor, Kabwc euTov 
eae 
yuiy |." ra mpoBara Ta Eua THC Pwrnc go. akove, Kayo 

7 

ywwokw auTa, Kal axodovbousi uot, * Kayo Conv 

aia voy StS wpe _avroic, Kal ov pen aTohwvrat ele TOV 

aq Matt xii. quova, Kal oe * doTackl TLC aUTa EK THE Xetpe pov. 205 
?, \ 

Dene. Met. a TarTNp Mov, * Oc dfdwKé Hot, * petCov TAaVTWY ott, Kal 
xv. 19. Judg 
vi. 15. oveEtc Sbvarat dpmacey & ek ™¢ KEIO nee TaTooc [nov]. 

¢ ch. Xvii. 21, 30° < d 

Ei hia «EyW Kal 0 manip ev EGmeEDV. éBacracav ouy 
d= 1 ? e/ 
ech. vi 5 [made | ABove ol Iovéatot, iva * Adaswow aUuToOV. 

reff. 
f= Matt. v.16. 32 

1 Tim. vy. 10 
al. 

g = ch. xi. 15, 
42 al. fr. 

h = Acts iv. 7 
al. 

i Matt. xii. 31. 
Rev. ii. 9 al. 
Dan. iii. 29. 

k ch. viii. 53 
reff. 

33 2 AaZerée pe 5 

~ 

Carre ptn avurolc oO 

1 PsA, Ixxxi. 6. VOM [vpor | "Eyo 

A Ba. —inoreboare Bijial: 

jp. om. BK LM'6 al. ¢ Copt. Sahid. Arm. 
covoty ?) B. 

abe Hil. — 31. 
0. ip. cad. B.—pov om. B D Ath. Hil. 
al. abev Syrr. Copt. Sahid. Arm. Hil. 

excite our minds?’ — 25.] He had often 
told them, in unmistakeable descriptions of 
Himself: see ch. v. 19. viii. 36. 56. 58, 
&e., &c. But the great reference here is 

to His works, as in ver. 36.— 26.] The 
difficulty, and MS. authority, of the words 
in brackets are sufficient warrant for their 
genuineness: and they come much more 
naturally with this than with the following 
verse. I believe them to refer more to the 
whole parable, than to any explicit saying 
of this kind; and this is shown to my mind 
by the following words in ver. 27 :—the 
minor proposition, ‘but ye hear not My 
voice,’ being understood. This was a co- 
rollary from the parable, and thus it might 
be said ka@os elrrov vpiv.— 27—29.] This 
leads to a further description of these sheep. 
The form of the Sentence is a climax ; Beret 
through the éya Owe and ik Tr. X: Pov, 
to 6 Taryp prov, 0¢ OfOwWKE pot, and é« rT. 
xX. TOV tatpdés pov. Then the apparent 
diversity of the two expressions, é« rT. yx. 
pov and ék 7. xy. TOV Tar. pov, gives occa- 
sion to the assertion in ver. 30, that Christ 
and the Father are oNE: one in working, 

cmrek otf avroic o "Inoove Hloiike 

vu EK TOU TaTOOC [nov |° 

Nept Kadov & oldie ov AWaZope os, ada TEOL 

lac, Kal ore ov avOpwroc ov 

ela, 

ins, D.—ovd om. D K 2 Syr. Chrys. 

‘ada Epya eaéa 

8a “aroiv avrav zoryov 

arexolJnoay auT@ ol "Tovdator [Aéyourec] 

BAacon- 
k \ , 
TOLELC OfavuTOV Oeov. 

‘Inoove Ove 3 tort YEYOAMMEVOY ev tT! 

* 35 
' Ocot EOTE 5 él EKELVOUC 

txt (add pot D 5) A D abe al.—adra pap. D a.—26. for 
ob yap, Ort obk DLL X 12 bv Syr. Sahid. Orig. Cyr. Chrys. 

ins. A D ad (? 
—28. ob pur) do7acy Tic DLX 4 Cyr. Theophyl. 

0 dédwke L abev Copt. Sahid. Tert. Hil. Ambr. Jer. Aug. 
abcv Copt. Cyr. Tert. Hil. Ambr. Jer. Aug. 

madwv om. D 4 abev Copt. Arm. Hil. Aug. Ambr. 

txt A B ae.—ra0ee cir. 
).—27. axotovory (not akov- 

txt A B.— 29. 6 dsdwewe D. 
txt A B (?).—peifov A X 

txt B D.—pov om. BL Orig. ins. A D 
ins. A 2. Epy. 

ins. A abe.—33. NéyovTec om. ABKLMX 9 
ins. A B abe 

and in power, and in will. év, kara dbva- 
pov, Hyouy, tavrodvvapot. Kuthym. ; who 
adds, ef 0& vy kara Ovvapty, tv dpa Kai 
kata THv OsdrnTa Kai ovoiay Kai pvow. 
—This certainly is implied in the words, 
and so the Jews understood them, ver. 33. 
Bengel strikingly remarks, ‘ per sumus re- 
futatur Sabellius, per wnum, Arius.’ — év, 
not «lc: not personally one, but essentially. 
—31.] i.e. as having spoken blasphemy, — 
Levit. xxiv. 10 ff. — 32.] See Mark vii. 37. 
éSerga, because they were part of the mani- 
festation of Himself as the Son of God.— 
AOdlere, ‘are ye stoning (preparing to 
stone) Me ??—383.] @e5v = ico rq 0., ver. 
18. — 34.] vépos here is in its widest ac- 
ceptation,—the whole O. T.,—as ch. xii. 
34. xv.25. The Psalm (lxxxii.) is directed 
against the injustice and tyranny of judges 
(not, the Gentile rulers of the world (De 
Wette), nor, the angels (Bleek) ) in Israel. 
And in the Psalm reference is made by 
ela to previous places of Scripture where 
judges are so called, viz. Exod. xxi. 6. xxii. 9. 

28.—35.] mpos ois 6 X. 7. 0. éy., ‘to whom 
God (in those passages) spoke.’ — The 
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‘ By nan Matt v.19 = att. Vv. . ov oO poe NYlLAGE Kat” oy vii. 23. 
q NE r v. 18. 

EVETE OTL a ELC > Och. vii. 38 Y Pe actinet eae 
ch. Xvii. 1 et ov TOW Ta Egy TOU errr fe 
= Sir. xlix. 

\ neste ch. i. , - , af os 

* risTEVITE, TOLC Ep your * wiotevoate, iva ywome nkat s/s. bb: 
, to e \ ’ ‘ ’ > Lm 

* ruotevonte OTe Ev Ol 0 TaTHO Kayw Ev * autw. 
2o? 5 , P \ roe > 

9 e¢nrovy ovv mwaAdw avtov “miaca Kat > eenr\Dev ek a ch. vii. 30 
refi, 

~ ‘ > ~ \ >’ oS 7 , kot 

TNC YXELPUG aUTwY, ° Kat anndAPe warty weoay Tov PPh here, 
? 5 ? , ‘ , 7] Coun te ata , SN - 2 Cor. vi. 17. 
lopdavov ec tov tomev omov “vy Lwavyne to TOWTOV 2 Chron. 

! Wore ? - 

BantiZwv, Kat EMELVEVY EKEL. 
ToS Vek ¢ ’ , \ 

auTov, Kal eAeyov OTL Iwavvne pev 
’ Lbs 

ovoéev 

x 4? \ 
nV Kal 

sae 

Orig. Hil.—34. tpdy om. D bc Eus. Tert. Cypr. Hil. 
all. 

‘kat moAXot 7ADov TOC 

mwavra O& boa cimev lwavyne Tept tovtov adnOn 

© é@lorevoav TOAAOL EKEL ELC AUTOV. 

"Hy d€ rie aobevar AaZapoc 

” ek The KOUNC Maoptac Kal MapOac tne adeApne avrnc 

XXxXii. 13,14. 
c Luke i. 10, 20 

al. Jer 
d - ’ , XXxXili. 20. 
ON MELOV ETOILNGEV d=ch.ii.lal. 

2) exch rei. 
g =ch. xii. 21. 

xix. 38. xxi. 
2. Matt. xxi. 
lial. 

h = ch. i. 45. 
Luke viii.27. 
ii. 4. x xiii.7. 
€k — aro, 

Acts xxiii.34. 

8 aro BrOaviac, 

ins. A B (?).—eirov ADMSUAS 
txt BE G(H?) K LU X al.—bef. 6. om. rou DE 5 al. Cyr. Chrys. — 38. for 

meorevnte, Oédere miorevery D abcv Tert. Cypr. Hil. 
txt Bal. ?—for miorevoare, qiuotevere BD K LU al. 
TloTEVoNTE, yiwwoknre B LX 4 Copt. Sahid. Arm. /&th. 

muorevere AR GUXA 7. 
txt AEG HKMS X.—for 

Theodoret. Hil. «. 7. 

om. D abe Cypr. Hil. Tert.—for air, 7 warpi B D L X 2 ae Syr. Copt. Sahid. Atth. 
Arm. Orig. Ath. Hil. 
Aug. ins. A B.— 40. gyevev B abe. 

parenthesis, kat ov Suv. A. H yp., implies, 
‘you cannot explain this expression away, 
—it cannot mean nothing,—for it rests on 
the testimony of God’s word.’ — 36.] The 
argument is a minori ad majus,—lf in any 
sense they could be called. ‘ gods,’ —how 
much more properly He, Whom &c. — 
They were only officially so called, only 
Aeyopuevor Peoi—but He, the Holy One, 
sealed and hallowed by the Father and 
sent into the world, is essentially @eés, in- 
asmuch as He is vies Q0v. — The deeper 
aim of this argument is, to show them that 
the idea of man and God being one, was 
not alien from their O. T. spirit, but set 
forth these in types and shadows of Him, 
the real God-man. — 87, 38.] Having put 
the charge of blasphemy aside, the Lord 
again has recourse to the testimony of His 
works, at which He hinted ver. 32; and 
here, to their character, as admitted by 
them in ver. 33. ‘If they bear not the cha- 
racter of the Father, believe Me not: but 
if they do (which even yourselves admit), 
though ye may hate and disbelieve Me, 
recognize the unquestionable testimony of 
the works :—that ye may be led on to the 
higher faith of the unity of Myself and the 

. Father.’ — 39.] The attempt to stone Him 

¥ 

txt A b Cypr. Hil. — 39. wddwy om. D 2 al. abe Copt. ree 
txt A D. 

seems to have been abandoned, but (see 
vii. 30) they tried again to take Him into 
custody : and, as before, He (miraculously ?) — 
withdrew Himself from them. 

40—42.] Jesus departs to Bethany be- 
yond Jordan, and is there believed on by 
many.—40.] See ch. i. 28 and note.—41. ] 
The locality reminds them of John and his 
testimony. The remark seems to have a 
double tendency :—to relate their now con- 
firmed persuasion, that though John did 
not fulfil their expectations by showing a 
sign or working miracles, yet he was a true 
prophet, and really, as he professed, the 
forerunner of this Person, who in conse- 
quence must be, what John had declared 
Him to be, the Messiah. And (ver. 42) 
the result followed: — many believed on 
Him. 

Cuap. XI. 1—44.] The raising of La- 
zarus.—On the omission of this, the chief 
of the Lord’s miracles, by the three other 
Evangelists, see Prolegg. ch. i. § 5, 1.—1.] 
Meyer, and Mr. Greswell, maintain that 
Garo means present residence,—éx, nativity. 
But this distinction is wholly untenable ; 
and all the inferences drawn from it in 
Mr. G.’s dissertation (vol. ii. p. 481 ff.) fall 
to the ground (see reff., especially last).— 
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ide ov ptActe aobevet, 

k Luke vii. 88, A 7 2/0 
ii. ch xis, AaZapoc noléver. 
Kill. 5}. Sir. v. 
xii. 1. 

1 = ch. iii. 26. 
m = ch. iv.35, 

ovoat Kvots, *akovoac os 0 ey Md 
LN , 

Tnsove eimev Avtn 9 acQévera ovK tort Tpoc Javarov, 2 Cor. i. 20, 
Col. ii. 23. n § nm € en 
iene arr UTED ™e dotne TOU Oeou, wa ° doSaoOy Oo us TOU 

n = ch. ix. 3. 
och. viii. 54 al. Oeou ou auTie. 
p pres. ch. i. 39 \ 
Pe ee ae avri Kal Tov NaCapov. 

 nyara Oe 0 oO ’Inoovc my Mépbav Kal mv 

6 
ws ouv nkousey ort 

a = Matt. 

rank 8. * aodevet, TOTE bey EeLvED év W nV TOT Ovo mépac. 
vy. 15,16. ch. 7 

px she emetra peta TOUTO AEyEL ToUC palnraic am Ayousy ELC 
W. impert. 8 
hereonly-- ryy Tovdatay mad. Aéyouow auT@ ot pabnrat ‘Papi, 
ao Cyr. iv. 

» 48. u b - crys d AG e a 8 i \ , ¢ , 

ech. v. He vuv eCynrovuv O€ At aoat Ol OVOaLOL, Kal madw brtideied 2 
ch. viii. 5 re 

e@= Matt.ii.22,© 2-0, - 9 
ch.xvii.3, &XEL, 
Rom. xy. 24. 

g = Matt. iv. 6 
from Ps. xc. 
12, met. Rom. 
xiv. 2]. 

h = lJohnii.10. 
see Matt. xxi. 
42. 

Cuapr. XI. 1. for CUTHC, avrov A. —2. Maptdap B.—ij¢ vai D.— 3. aft. adedg. ins. 
avrov D Sal. ac. — moe Tov "Ino. D be. — 4. aft. ao. ins. adrov D.— 5. for ny., 
épiiee D.—6. for éy w@ Hy, 0 Ino. éxi TH Tér7wy D.—7. éira D. —for wad, mOXW A. 
—9. rec. 6 "Inc. txt ABCD GEKLS X 12 all.—dpac exe u] 7p. D. rec. eto. Oo., 

amex gin at Inoovg Ovyt OwoEKa oe Elo THC 

* moocKonret, 

ve edy ce TLC 

muepac ; ea TiC TeouTary ev fe nso, ou 

Ore TO poe TOU KOapov TOUTOU PdXérev 

h 
TEOLTATY ev TH) VUKTL TPOCKOTTEL, ort TO pw ouK tor 

but txt A BC K LX 5 all. Chrys. Cyr. Theophyl. — 10. tor. ty avrg D' d Sahid. = 

Bethany is designated as ‘the village of 
Martha and Mary,’ to distinguish it from 
that Bethany beyond Jordan, which has 
just been alluded to (not named perhaps 
to avoid the confusion), ch. x. 40.—Mary 
and Martha are mentioned as already well 
known from the current apostolic teaching 
(see Prolegg. to John, §ii.11).—8.] Another 
reference to a fact which, as the Lord pro- 
phesied, was known wherever the Gospel 
was preached. ‘This reference containing, 
as it does, the pxpression Tov KUpLoy (= 
“our Lord’), q. d. ‘as we all well know,’— 
is a striking illustration of that prophecy. 
John himself relates the occurrence, ch. 
xii. 3, being necessary for the course of his 
narrative. —4.] The message (see vv. 21, 
32) evidently was to request the Lord to 
come and heal him; and implies that the 
sickness was of a dangerous kind.—4. ] The 
only right understanding of this answer, 
and the Lord’s whole proceeding here, is, 
—that He knew and foresaw all from ‘the 
first,—as well the termination of Lazarus’s 
sickness and his being raised again,—as 
the part which this miracle would bear in 
bringing about the close of His own mi- 
nistry. — atty 4 ac8.] ‘ Ostendit Christus, 
notum sibi, quod tanquam nescienti indi- 
cabatur.’ Grot.—ov« é€o. mpos 8.] Its result 
as regards Lazarus will not be death (see 
Matt. ix. 24 and ||, and notes) :—but (see 

ch. ii. 11. ix. 3) it has a higher purpose,— 
the glory of God;—the glorification, by 
its means, of the Son of God. And this 
Sofac8q—how was it accomplished? By 
this miracle leading to His Death,—which 
in John’s diction is so frequently implied 
in that word. (It need hardly be remarked, 
with Olsh. and Trench, that the glorifying 
of the Son of God in Lazarus himself is 
subordinately implied. Men are not mere 
tools, but temples, of God.)—It is doubtful 
whether these words were the answer sent 
back to the sisters, or were said to the 
disciples. In either case, they evidently 
carried a double meaning, | as again those 
in ver. 11. —5.] explains dy giA¢ic. — 6.] 
ovy connects with ver. 4,  Weae then 
said this,—although He loved, &c., He 
abode,’ &c.—In all probability Lazarus was 
dead, when He spoke the words ver. 4 :— 
or at all events before the messenger re- 
turned. —7.] If the ovy in ver. 6 referred 
to this verse, the connexion must have been 
made by kai pera r.: the €revta cuts off 
all connexion (Gal. i. 18), and throws back 
the ovv as explained above. — 8.] viv = 
doriwe— but now.’ — 9, 10.] The Lord’s 
answer is first general, vv. 9, 10,— then 
particular, ver. 11.—ov xt §08.] See on ch. 
ix. 4, where the same thought is expressed. 
But here it is carried further ;—‘ I have a 
fixed time during which to work, appointed 
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11. koiwarat D (and ver. 12) de. 
with qu. ? 
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Me by My Father; during that time I fear 
no danger, I walk in His light, even as the 
traveller in the light of this world by day: 
and (by inference) ye too are safe, walking 
in this light, which light to you is Myself, 
—walking with Me:— whosoever walks 
without this light,—without Me,—without 
the light of the Divine purpose illumining 
the path of duty,—stumbles, because he 
has no light in him.’ Jn him, for ‘the 
light of the body is the eye,’ and the light 
must be 7m ws in order to guide us. Shut 
it out by blinding the eyes, and we are in 
darkness. So too of spiritual light.—The 
twelve-hour division of the day was com- 
mon among the Jews by this time, being 
probably borrowed from Babylon (oi EX- 
Anvec Ta OvWOEKA pEPEA THC TpENAC Tapa 
BaBvrwrviwy guaQoy. Herod. ii. 109). As 
the day in Palestine varied in length from 
14h. 12m. in summer to 9h. 48m. in winter, 
these hours must also have varied consider- 
ably in length at the different seasons (see 
Winer, Realwort. art ‘ Tag.’). —11.] The 
special reason for going, which the disciples 
appear not to have borne in mind, having 
probably supposed from ver. 4 that Lazarus 
would recover. — 6 td. hp. ] ‘ quanta hu- 
manitate Jesus amicitiam suam cum disci- 
pulis communicat!’ Bengel. And the yp. 
gives a reason why they should go too.— 

euTrev OUv Owpac 0 _Acyouevoe Oldupoc 

‘eAOov ouv oO "Inoove sey avroy Tésoapac 
t 

* n0n ° Eyovra ev TW pampety. 
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Sir. xlvi. 19, 
» Nn pres. ch. i. 

39 reff. 
- to) abs xX. 24al. 
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ee ch. viii. 
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XXili. 6, 9. 

u ellips. ch. 
Xxi. 8 only. 
see Matt. xy. 
8 ||. Luke 
Xxiv. 13. 
Jos. Antt. 
XViii. 3, 2 

v Acts xxvii. 
98. Gal.i. 18, 

trére ov EiTEev avroic 
Ta can 

Kal Xaipw Py 

arr’ 

8 hy O& 7 7) Bnbavia 

v 3 / 5 
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TapapuOncwvrat QUTG4C w= Acts xiii. 
13. see Mark 
iv. 10. Luke 
Xxii. 49. 

X ver.31, 1 Thess. v.14. see 1 Thess. ii. 11. 

4 txt A B C.—rov tEurvioa D.—12. rec. ot pe. abrod 
txt (om. ot p. A 2) A BC! DK Xal. eee —Koearae D. — 14. ody om. 

A 2 a Syr. Copt. Arm.—aft. AdZ. ins. 6 pitoe pay 
A? D X 6 al. Syr. Aith. — Hon om. A! Dal. Syr. Copt. Sahid. 

D.—17. bef. ep. ins. cic ByOaviav 
ins. B C al. — 19. for 

mépiom. M. for rac wepi M., Tijv Mao. 

This kexoiy. might have recalled to three 
at least of the disciples that other saying, 
Matt. ix. 24. But the former od zpdc 
Oday. had not been understood,—and that 
error ruled in their minds. —12.] They 
evidently understand the sleep announced 
to them by Jesus as a token of a favourable 
crisis, and gw8y4certar (as in E. V. ‘he shall 
do well’), = his recovery, — will probably 
be the result. —15.] The tva mor. is not 
to be taken as the great end of the miracle, 
but the end as regarded them.—16.] Owpas, 
NoOXM = Oidvpoc in Aramaic. The remark 
means, ‘ Let us also go (with our Master, 
implied in the kat), that we may die with 
Him’ (not,—with Lazarus, Grot.). This 
is in exact accord with the character of 
Thomas, as shown in ch. xiv. 5. xx. 25;— 
ever ready to take the dark view, but deeply 
attached to his Lord.—17.] Jesus remained 
two days after the receipt of the message: 
one day the journey would occupy: so that 
Lazarus must have died on the day of the 
messenger’s being sent, and have been 
buried that evening, according to Jewish 
custom: see ver. 39, and Acts v. 6—10.— 
18.] The geographical notice is given, to 
account for the occurrence detailed in the 
next verse. A stadium = } of a Roman 
mile. —19.] tas wept M. «.M. Martha 
and Mary, and their friends—the women 
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mourning with them. Lightfoot (Hor. Hebr. 
in loc.) gives an account of the ceremonies 
practised during the thirty days of mourn- 
ing. — 20.] The behaviour of the two 
sisters is quite in accordance with their 
character, Luke x. 38—42:—and thus we 
have a most interesting point of connexion 
between two gospels so widely various in 
their contents and character.—Stier thinks 
(v. 22), as also Trench (Mir. 398), that 
Mary did not hear of the approach of 
Jesus, and that we must not bring the 
characters to bear on this case (?). — 21.] 
This saying has evidently been the leading 
thought of the four days since their bro- 
ther’s death. Mary repeats it, ver. 32.— 
22.| She seems to express some expecta- 
tion of the raising of her brother ;—but it 
is too great a thing for her to venture to 
mention ;—possibly she had not dared to 
form the thought fully, but had some vague 
feeling after help, such as she knew He 
would give. I can hardly see, as some 
have done, a ‘ verbum minus dignum’ 
(Bengel) in the form of her expression, 
toa dy airnoy Tov 9. «.7.X. It was said 
in the simplicity of her faith, which, it is 
true, was not yet a fully ripened faith: but 
it differs little from the Lord’s own words, 
ver. 41.—23.] I believe these words of the 
Lord to contain no allusion to the imme- 
diate restoration of Lazarus; but to be 
pedagogically used, to lead on to the requi- 
site faith in her mind. I have to learn 
whether dvaornoerat in this direct abso- 
lute sense could be used of his recal into 

human life. — 24.] She understands the 
words rightly, but gently repels the insuf- 
ficient comfort of his ultimate resurrection. 
—25, 26.] These words, as Stier observes, 
are the central point of the history; the 
great testimony to Himself, of which the 
subsequent miracle is the proof. The in- 

ins. A D de.— 

tention of the saying seems to have been, 
to awaken in Martha the faith that He 
could raise her brother from the dead, in 
its highest and proper form. This He 
does by announcing Himself as ‘tHE ReE- 
SURRECTION (q.d.—that resurrection in 
the last day shall be only dy My Power, 
and therefore I can raise now as well), and 
more than that, THE LIFE ITSELF: so that 
he that believeth in Me (= Lazarus, in her 

mind), even though he have died (azo- 
Oavy, past), shall dive; and he that liveth 
and believeth in Me, shall never die:’ i.e. 
‘faith in Me is the source of life, both here 
and hereafter; and those who have it, have 
Life, so that they shall NEVER DIE;’— 
physical death being overlooked and dis- 
regarded, in comparison with that which 
is really and only death. The fav must 
be (against Lampe, Olshausen, and Stier) 
taken of physical life, for it stands opposed 
to Kav aro8avy.—o6 mor. eis ene is the 
subject of both clauses ; in the former it is 
said that he kav azo0., Zijcerar: in the 
second, that he Zr, ob yay aroOavy. Ols- 
hausen’s remark, that Zév and ao. in 
the second clause must Joth be physical, if 
one is, is wrong; the antithesis consisting, 
in both clauses, in the reciprocation of the 
two senses, physical and spiritual; and ser- 
ving in the latter clause, as a key hereafter 
to the condition of Lazarus, when raised 
from the dead.—There can hardly be any 
reference in ver. 26 to the state of the living 
Faithful at the Lord’s coming (mavrec piv 
od KonOnodpeOa, mavrec O& a\Naynod- 
peOa, 1 Cor. xv. 51),—for although the 
Apostle there, speaking of believers pri- 
marily and especially, uses the first person, 
—the saying would be equally true of un- 
believers, on whose bodies the change from 
70 p0aproy to apOapria will equally pass, 
and of whom the od jp) azolavy here 
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would be equally true,—whereas this saying 
is one setting forth an exclusive privilege 
of 6 ZHy kK. mioTEbwy tic Ene. Besides, 
such an interpretation would set aside all 
reference to Lazarus, or present circum- 
stances. — 27.] Her confession, though em- 
bracing the great central point of the truth 
in the last verse, does not enter fully into 
it. Nor does she (ver. 40) seem to have 
adequately apprehended its meaning. Ort 
piv peyada epi EavTov EiveEr, EyYw" TOS 
de Tatra eirev, Hyvonos Ora TovTO ErEpoy 
EowrTnOetoa, Erepov amoxpiverar. Kuthym. 
—6 épx.] ‘ Who should come:’ see reff.— 
28.] Her calling her sister is characteristic 
of one who (as in Luke x. 40) had not 
been much habituated herself to listen to 
His instructions, but knew this to be the 
delight of Mary. Besides this she evidently 
has hopes raised, though of a very faint 
and indefinite kind. mpocdocknoaca Tt 
ayabov ard Tey N6ywy airov. Euthym. 
—hdbpa] iva py ot rapdyvrec “Lovdaior 
TOUVTO yvwoL, Kal iowco KaTapnviowow 
avroy Tote éruBovAevoucw. Euthym. This 
fear was realized (ver. 46).— dwvet ce] 
This is not recorded. Stier thinks that the 
Lord had not actually asked for her, but 
that Martha sees such an especial fitness 
for her hearing in the words of vv. 25, 26, 

that she uses this expression. But is it 
not somewhat too plainly asserted, to mean 
only calling by inference ? — 81.] tva KA. 
éxet—as is the custom even now in the 
East.—82.] The words of Mary are fewer, 
and her action more impassioned, than those 
of her sister.—33.] In explaining this diffi- 
cult verse, two things must be borne in 
mind: (1) that épBpipdopar can bear but 
one meaning, that of indignor (‘ infremuit,’ 
Vulg.),—the expression of indignation and 
rebuke, not of sorrow. This has been here 
acknowledged by all the expositors who 
have paid any attention to the usage of the 
word. (2) That both from as €idev, &c., 
—from kat érdpag. éav., and ver. 35,—the 
feeling in the Lord was clearly one of rising 
sympathy, which vented itself at last in 
tears.—These two things being premised, 
—I think the meaning to be, that Jesus, 
with the tears of sympathy already rising 
and overcoming His speech, checked them, 
so as to be able to speak the words follow- 
ing. 1 would read éveBo. Tr. 7, Kat iT. 
éav., Kai ei7re in immediate connexion, as 

expressing the temporary check given to 

the flow of His tears,—the effort used to 

utter the following question. And I would 

thus divest the self-restraint of all stoical 

and unworthy character, and consider it as 
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merely physical, requiring indeed an act 
of the will, and a self-troubling,—a com- 
plication of feeling,—but implying no de- 
liberate disapproval of the rising emotion, 
which indeed immediately after is suffered 
to prevail. What minister has not, when 
burying the dead in the midst of a weeping 
family, felt the emotion and made the effort 
here described? And surely this was one 
of the things in which He was made like 
unto His brethren. Thus Bengel: ‘ Ita 
Jesus austeriore affectu lacrymas hic cohi- 
buit, et mox ver. 38 abrupit. Eoque major 
earum fuit auctoritas.’ —t@ trv. is not the 
dat. after éveBp., ‘rebuked His Spirit,’— 
but ‘in spirit:’ see éy éavr@ ver. 38.— 
Indignation over unbelief, and sin, and 
death the fruit of sin, doubtless lay in the 
background: but to see it in the words 
(with Olsh., Stier, and Trench), seems un- 
natural. — 35—38.] It is probable that the 
second set of Jews (ver. 37) spoke with a 
scoffing and hostile purport: for John sel- 
dom uses dé as a mere copula, but gene- 
rally as ‘but:’ see wy. 46. 49. 51,—It is 
(Trench, p. 407) a mark of accuracy in the 
narrative that these dwellers in Jerusalem 
should refer to a miracle so well known 
among themselves, rather than to the for- 
mer raisings of the dead in Galilee (Strauss 
has made this very point an objection ! !), 
of which they probably may have heard, 
but naturally would not thoroughly believe 
on rumour only.—Again, of raising Laza- 
rus none of them seem to have thought, 
only of preventing his death.—This second 
éuBoysao0a of the Lord I would refer to 
the same reason as the first. edaxpuce 
pey, agpeig tTHv dic ivoei~acOar Ta 
éauTije’ cira wad fuBpyearae Ty 
wader. Kuthym. Only he assigns a didactic 
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purpose, to teach us moderation in our 
tears; I should rather believe the self- 
restraint to have been exercised as a pre- 
paration for what followed. — The caves 
were generally horizontal, natural or arti- 
ficial,—with recesses in the sides, where the 
bodies were laid. There is no necessity 
here for supposing the entrance to have 
been otherwise than horizontal; see reff.— 
Probably, from this circumstance, as from 
‘the Jews’ coming to condole,—and the 
costly ointment,—the family was wealthy. 
—89.| The corpse had not been em- 
balmed, but merely ‘wrapped in linen 
clothes with spices, as the manner of the 
Jews is to bury,’—see ch. xix. 40, and ver. 
44 below.—There is no reason to avoid the 
assumption of the plain fact (see below) 
stated in 78y Ofer. I cannot see that any 
monstrous character (Ols. Trench) is given 
to the miracle by it; any more than such a 
character can be predicated of restoring 
the withered hand. In fact, the very act 
of death is the beginning of decomposition. 
I have no hesitation with almost all the 
ancient, and many of the best modern com- 
mentators, in assuming 7/0) Oe as a fact, 
and indeed with Stier, believing it to be 
spoken not as a supposition, but as a fact. 
The entrances to these vaults were not 
built up,—merely defended, by a stone 
being rolled to them, from the jackals and 
beasts of prey. —40.] I can hardly think 
she supposed merely that Jesus desired to 
look on the face of the dead;—she ex- 
pected something was about to be done, 
but in her anxiety for decorum (Luke x. 
40) she was willing to avoid the conse- 
quence of opening the cave. This feeling 
Jesus here rebukes, by referring her to the 
plain duty of simple faith, insisted on by 
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Him before (vv. 25, 26? or in some other 
teaching?) as the condition of beholding 
the glory of God (not merely in the event 
about to follow,—for that was seen by 
many who did not believe,—but in a 
deeper sense,—that of the unfolding of the 
avacractc xk. wr) in the personal being). 
— 41, 42.] In the Filial relation of the 
Lord Jesus to the Father, all power is given 
to Him: the Son can do nothing of Him- 
self :—and during His humiliation on earth, 
these acts of power were done by Him, 
not by that glory of His own which He 
had laid aside, but by the mighty working 
of the Father in Him, and in answer to 
His prayer: the difference between Him 
and us in this respect being, that His 
prayer was always heard,—even (Heb. v. 
7) that in Gethsemane. And this qxoveds 
pov He states here for the benefit of the 
standers-by, that they might know the 
truth of His repeated assertions of His 
mission from the Father. At the same 
time He guards this, ver. 42, from future 
misconstruction, as though He had no 
more power than men who pray, by éyw 6é 
Hoe bre wavToTé pov axovec, ‘because 
Thou and I are One.’-—When He prayed, 

Worle 

txt D a Orig.— 
txt B ?— 47. 671 om. D.—for 7zok., 

does not appear. Probably in Perza, 
before the declaration in ver. 4. —48.]} 
Some (Chrys. Lampe) suppose that the 
re-vivification had taken place before eiya- 
ptoTrw cot, —and these words were merely 
a summoning forth. But this is highly 
improbable. The comparison of ch. v. 25, 
28, which are analogically applicable, makes 
it clear that axovoavtes Zrycovrat is the 
physical as well as spiritual order of things. 
—kpavyalew was Wot His wont; see ref. 
This cry signified that greater one, which 
all shall hear, ch. v. 28. —44.] It does not 
appear whether the bands were wound 
about each limb, as in the Egyptian 
mummies, so as merely to impede motion, 
—or were loosely wrapped round both feet 
and both hands, so as to hinder any free 
movement altogether. The latter seems 
most probable.—The gov8ap.ov appears to 
have tied up his chin.—vmayeuv, probably, 
to his home. 

45—57.] Consequences of the miracle. 
Meeting of the Sanhedrim and final deter- 
mination to put Jesus to death. He 
retires to Ephraim. — 46.] The 8é (see on 
ver. 37) certainly shows that this was done 
with a hostile intent: not in doubt as to 

Qe 
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the miracle, any more than in the case of 
the blind man, ch. ix., but with a view to 
stir up the rulers yet more against Him. 
—This Evangelist is very simple, and at the 
same time very consistent, in his use of 
particles: almost throughout his Gospel 
the great subject, the manifestation of the 
Glory of Christ, is carried onward by otv, 
whereas 8€ as generally prefaces the de- 
velopment of the antagonist manifestation 
of hatred and rejection of Him. — 47.] 
Their words may be read two ways ; with, 
or without, a question after 7rovotpey. 
(1) is the ordinary way. (2) ‘What do we, 
seeing that, because, this man doeth many 
miracles ? 748, }| They evidently regarded 
the result of ‘all believing on Him,’ as 
likely to be, that He would be set up as 
king: which would soon bring about the 
ruin here mentioned. Augustine (in Evy. 
Joh. Tract xlix.) understands it differently : 
that, all men being persuaded by Him to 
peaceful lives, they would have no one to 
join them in revolt against the Romans ; 
but this seems forced : for no éAevoovrat 
would in that case be provoked. — tov 
tétmrov| not, the temple (sc. «yoy, Acts 
vi. 13. 2 Mace. v. 19 hardly applies, being 
the place which the Lord chose to put 
His Name there, not 6 ré7oc¢ qpev) but 
‘ our place,’ as in reff. : i. e. our local habi- 

tation, and our national existence. Both 

these literally came to pass.— Whether this 
fear was earnestly expressed, or only as a 
covert for their enmity, does not appear. — 
49—52.| The counsel is given in political 
subtilty, and was intended by Caiaphas in 
the sense of political expediency only. But it 
pleased God to make Him, as High Priest, 

the special though involuntary organ of the 
Holy Spirit, and thus to utter by him a 

txt A BDL 4 Sahid. Orig. Cyr. Chrys.—ipiv 
txt A B ec Orig —51. éxeivov om. D.—izpog. BD LX 1. 

txt A B D X 7 al. Orig. Chrys.—52. kai (1st) om. B?— 
txt A 

54. éxeiderv 

prophecy of the death of Christ and its 
effects. That this is the only sense to be 
given, appears from the consideration that 
the whole of vy. 51, 52 cannot for a mo- 
ment be supposed to have been in the mind 
of Caiaphas ; and to divide it and suppose 
the latter part to be the addition of the 
Evangelist, is quite unjustifiable. — apx. 
Tov év. éxeivov| repeated again, ch. xviii. 
—He was High Priest during the whole 
Procuratorship of Pontius Pilate, eleven 
years: Jos. Antt. xviii. 2, 2, and 4, 3.— 
We can hardly understand Tov év. ék. ‘in 
that remarkable year,’ as we have no in- 
stance of time being so specified. Rather, 
as there certainly is a doubt about the le- 
gitimacy of Caiaphas’s High Priesthood, I 
should understand the words to refer to 
some Official distinction from Annas (the 
High Priest de jure), the exact nature of 
which is lost to us. — odk 018. o¥8.] Pro- 
bably various methods of action had been 
suggested. — adh’ €av. ovx elr.] ‘ not 
merely of himself,’ but under the influence 
of the Spirit, who caused him to utter 
words, of the full meaning of which he had 
no conception. — apy. dv mpoed.| There 
certainly was a belief, arising probably ori- 
ginally from the use of the Urim and 
Thummim, that the High Priest, and in- 

deed every priest, had some knowledge of 
dreams and utterance of prophecy. We 
find it in Jos. B. J. iii. 8, 3, and Philo de 
Creat. Principum, p. 728, end. The latter 
says 6 moog adnfecay teoede evObe tore 
moopnrnc. That this belief existed, may 
account for the expression here; which 
however does not confirm it, but merely 
asserts the fact that the Spirit made use of 
him as High Priest for this purpose. — 6rt 
éweX. . . | the purport (unknown to himself) 

— 

ev 
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> ’ 

eG exelyng ouy Tne TmEpac m = Matt. iii. 
12. xiii. 30. 
ch. iv. 36. 
Isa. xxvii. 12. 

n (and constr.) 
Matt. xxvi.4d. / 
see Acts ix, 
3 

be 23. 
eyyve TC o = ch. vii. 4, 

a =ch. vii. 1 

'’Inoove 

Epoate ony wow; KQKEL duérpufde reff. 
b ch. iii. 23 reff. 

eyyve TO TaoXa TOV ce ch. ii. 13 reff. 

Kal avéBnoay mod Xo etc os pe THC 

® Cn d Acts xxi. 24, 
26.met.James 
iv. 8 al. 
2 Chron. 
xxix. 17. 

ep EOTNKOTEC Ti doxet val, OTe ov pa ENO ELC my ¢ ch. i. 17 refl 
UKe XK.0/. 
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‘ 

EOOTHY 5 AcdoKecav o [Kat] ol doxtepetc Kat ol ch. wi Soret 

iv 3 ii constr. here 
Papicaio * evrohny it iva éav TIC yyw Tov éort, | unvicy, only. Amos 
et , 

i. 1. iv. 

owe © TLaswow avrov. § Macc. xv. 
i Matt. x.8 XII. 1“O ovp Tnaoue 

mAGev ELC BnOaviav, 6 o70u iv Aalagoc [o tebyncoc) ov 

“aryeigev EK as BBee 

Kal 1) Map 6a o os A ' Stnkover* 

om. D 3 abev Ath. Orig. Theophyl. 
(sapfurim). 

"90 e& NuEcOwy TOU TATX A al. fr. 
= Matt. xxii. 
2. Mark vi. 
21. Gen. xxi. 
8. 

eTolnoay ouv auTw ceitvov & EKEl, labs. Matt. xx. 
28. Luke x. 

* roy 4vt- AaZapoc gic av 

ins. A B Orig.—aft. ywpay ins. Lappoupeiy D d 
longinquam a.—for dtér., Ewewvey B L 1 Copt. Orig. — 55. av. ody D bed. 

txt A B a Orig.—zpiv 76 racya D.— 56. vai roy 1. D.—éorérec D 1.—7i Ooxeire D. 

of his prophecy. And rov é0v. is guarded 
from misunderstanding by what follows. — 
Tv. Tex. T. Oecov... | are the raccdpevor 
sic Cwrjy aiwmoyr, the réxva @. of ch. i. 12, 
among all nations; see ch. x. 16.— 58.] 
The decision, to put Him to death, is un- 
derstood : and from that day they plotted 
that they might slay Him (not, how they 
might slay Him). — 54.] Ephraim is men- 
tioned 2 Chron. xiii. 19 in connexion with 
Bethel, as also by Jos. B. J. iv. 9, 9. — 
éyy- T. ép., near the desert of Judah. Its 
situation is at present unknown. Robinson 
(Harmony, p. 204) supposes it to be the 
same with Ophrah and Ephron of the O. T., 
and the modern et-Taiyibeh, twenty R. 
miles from Jerusalem. — 55.] é« tT. xo@p., 
not,‘ from that country,’ but,‘from the coun- 
try’ generally. —tva ayv. €.] To purify 
themselves from any Levitical uncleanness, 
that they might be able to keep the Pass- 
over ; see Num. ix. 10. 2 Chron. xxx. 17. 
Acts xxi. 24, — 56.] ti Sox. tp.; and 6te 
ov py EO. . .; are two separate questions, 
as in E. V. The making them one, is 

hardly grammatical.—ov py €d8. must 
have a future sense; whereas in that case 

‘what think ye, that He 
_is not (i. e. of His not having) come to the 
feast ?? — 57.] The import of this ver. de- 

kat (Ist) om. ABKLMUXA 17 al. adcv Syrr. Ath. Arm. Orig. 
D E G (H S?).—évroddg B M 38 syr. Orig. 

Cuap. XII. 1. 6 reOv. om. B X ae Syr. Sahid. Chrys. 

txt 

txt A D abe.—yvoi D'. 
ins. A D 6.—2. bef. avak. ins. 

pends on the insertion or omission of the 
kat. Without it, it is merely an explana- 
tion of the people’s question: ‘For the 
chief priests’ &c.: with it, it would mean, 
‘ And besides, the chief priests’ &c.; 1. e 
‘not only did the people question, but’ &c. 
The former is in my view most probable ; 
for the command, having been given, would 
satisfactorily account for the questioning, 
and not be stated merely as co- ordinate. 
with it. 

Cuap. XII. 1—11.] The anointing at 
Bethany. Matt. xxvi. 6—13. Mark xiv. 
3—9, where see notes. —1.] On apo e& 
Tp , see reff. It is an expression frequent 
in later Greek; so pera TpLdaKovTa H- 
Toy yapwy, Dio lix. 28: pera d&ka E7N 
Tov olkijoat AByadp tv yy Xavady, Philo. 
de Congressu, p. 434. See numerous in- 
stances in Greswell, vol. iii. Diss. 1, where 
he defines the expression to be exclusive 
of the period named as the limit ad quem 
or a quo (according as 70 or pera is used), 
but inclusive of the day or month or year 
of the occurrence specified. Thus the 
arrival, and anointing, at Bethany, will be 
on the eighth of Nisan, if the passover was 
on the fourteenth. That day was a Sab- 
bath ; but this makes no difficulty, as we 
know not from what point the Lord came, 

Qq 2 
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m Matt. ix. 10. 
xiv. 9al. 
3 Macc. v.39. 0 

n ch. xix. 39 
only t. 
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p Mark xiy.3 
only. Cant. i. 
12. iv. 13, 14 
only. 

q Mark xiv. 3 
only ft. 

r Matt. xiii. 
46 only t. 

sch. xi. 2 reff. 
t ibid. 
u Eph. v. 2. 

2 Macc. ix. 
10, 12. 

v Mark xiv. 5. 
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Mark xii, 4, °"Eyvw ov ox Ao moAve ék tov lovdatwy OTe EKEL 
43, 44. Luke BOO \¢9 pn Ny N ? - , > > \ 

pe. eOTt, Kal nAVoy ov dca tov Inoovv povoy, a\X iva Kat 
13. Acts xxi. _ \ , / Qu , as 0? , 

35. but see "cov Aalapov Lowoly OV NYELVEV EK VEKPWY, ; eBovAcoarto 
ch. xx. 15. Go ef SES , ? ’ ll ¢ 

f= Matt. xv. M s 
4 ican Oe Ol aupyleoeic tva Kal TOY AaZapov ATOKTELYWOLY, OTL 
iv. 27. IBN \ 8 ? DLN Cop Cre ted = ‘| 8 ! Maree 

gMarkxiv.  7F0 ol Ol avTov  umTNyov Twy lovodaiwy Kal ETLaTEVOV 
8 only t. 

h and constr. 
5} A i ~ 

Acts xxv. 21. cic TOV noouv. 

EYATTEAION 

‘ , ? ? , Vv 

TO pLUQOY OUK empadn 
~ ah Os \ ~ > 

TTWYOLC 5 Sciae O& TOUTO ovy 

XII. 
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} * L > ~ ~ > ~ 9 , ' 

‘eye ovy * sic ek TwY pabytav avtov Lovdag Linwvoe 
? 7 ¢ / ] ‘ in) do 5 , ~ 

Iokapwrnc, 0 péAAwy avrov Tapaciovar ° Atari rovTo 
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i — Matt.iii. 9 al. Acts xiii. 46. k pres. ch.1.39 reff. 1ch. x.32reff. m= ch. xi. 8.comp. ver.1. nch. i. 12andreff. 

ze BL abev Orig. 
Orig. 

txt A D.—dvaceyitvwy oby ADEGH KL MSU XA 16 all. 
txt B? — 3. for AaB., AapBaver... cai D.—for pup. vap. mo., mioriKijg 

pioov D.—ézrjcOm B. txt A D Q.—4. éx om. Q.—Simon judas abe. iotdac aro 
ckaovutov Dd. 6 iscapurne eic éx 7. B. txt A Q.— de Hpedr\ev wapabiWovat abrov D. 

—b5. rote rr. D.—6. for ciye kai, éxwv BD L Q 3 v Copt. Sahid. Orig. txt A abe.— 

7. iva tic tr. . 7. évt. p. TnoNnTy BD K L Q X 4 abev Copt. Sahid. ith. Arm. txt A. 
—8. om. D d.—9. dy. O& won. ék 7. ’1. jeovcay D ad.—povoy om. Db. ins. ABQae. 
—kai bef. r. A. om. D abev.—aft. jy. ins. "Inoovg (as also in ver. 1) D, and aft. 

or whether He arrived at the commence- 
ment of the Sabbath, i. e. sunset,—or a 
little after, on Friday evening, from Jericho. 
—2.] See notes on Matt. —3.] Atrpav. 
What weight is imported, is uncertain : 
hardly, (see ch. xix.~39,) so much as a 

Roman pound. The word, originally Greek, 
was adopted into the Aramaic, and is found 
in the Rabbinical writings as equivalent to 
a mina: see Friedlieb, Archiologie der Lei- 

densgeschichte, p. 33.—On vap8. mor., 
see note on Mark.— ‘7A. 7. 1768.] His 
head, according to Matt. and Mark. See 

note on Luke vii. 38. —4.] For Judas, we 

have ot paQ. airov, Matt.,—revéc merely, 

Mark. See note on Matt. ver. 8 —5.] tpta- 

ko. Syv.] Common to our narrative, and 

Mark. See note on Mark, cir. init. The 

sum is about 9/. 16s. of our nioney’ (Fried- 

lieb, p. 31). — 6.] yAwoodKopov, ayyttov 

Trav abvAntikov yAwrrev. Phryn. (De 

Wette), tokeep the reeds, or tongues, of wind 

instruments :—thus, generally, any kind 

of pouch, or money-chest. — ¢Baorater | 

There is no need to depart from the usual 
rendering, ‘ carried,’ ‘ bore,’ which is the 
prevailing sense of the word in the N. T. 
— aor. never signifies to steal or purloin : 
in the passages of Josephus commonly cited 
to bear out this view, it denotes the act of 
carrying away merely, the stealing being 
otherwise expressed, or implied. Antt. vii. 
15, 3. ix. 4, 5. xi. d, 4 al. And such @ 
sense would not apply here. 
Wette, Thol. al.—contra, Origen, Theophyl. 
al. — 7.] See note on Matt. yer. 12. To 
suppose that if was a remnant-from that 
used at the burial of Lazarus, is not only 

fanciful, but at variance with the character 
of the deed as apparent in the narrative. 
The other reading, ades av. iva €. T. H. T. 
é. p. THPHOY avro, (adopted by Lachm.) 
seems (De Wette) to be agloss, and a false 
one, by some one who did not understand 
the words,—as prophetic of that day, which 
was in effect now come. —8.] See note on 
Mark, vv. 7, 8.—yap implies the fpyor 
kaXov tipyaoaro sic éué of Matt. ver. 10. 

So Liicke, De — 
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Och. i. 29 reff. 
> p here only t. 

137 ase ACC. Xiii. 
éXa- 

q 2 Sy deomeet Matt. 

ELC UTAVTHOLV 
Vili. 84. XXyv. 
i.6. ter. 

r°¢ ‘ , , c : rn : Bi 

Qoavva, evAoynpévoc 0 EOXOMEVOCG here only, | 

GL ¢. \ r Matt. Xxi. 9, 
EVOWY 15. Mark <i: 

9, 10 only. 
t = Acts xxi.2. 

XXVii. 6. 
? N ¢ u here only Ft. 
Loou ov eae Matt. v. 

al. 
zal w ZECH, ix. 9. 
Ovov. x = Matt. xxi. 

2,5, 7. 
a ch. vii. 39. 

? bw. acc. Mark 
12, 13 

rk =~ 
emt * mwAov 

arr’ Ore * eodaon 0 ) Anoove, Tore cuvnaOnoay 6 OTL Tavra Tee 
b only. 

vy er ary) evyoaupeva Kat ravra eTolnoav auto. cch.¥.7, 82 al. 
an , us Y? ee a yen d constr. here 

endpruget ouv oO oxdoc Oo wv per CU OTL TOV Ti? Soe 
e Matt. x. 8 al. 

Aatapov * Epwvnaey éK TOU punustou Kal “myeipev aur on er. ; 
Matt. viii. 28. 18 fe 

EK vEeKOWY" ova Touro Kal panei aut 0 oxo, cndneeas 230 
ed ” ~ cy JAR h. ll al. 

ore * nKOvGE TOUTO avTOV TETOINKEVAaL TO ® onpetov. }° ou Nn oe 
5 ~ 5 h N e . ~ w xi. 31 al. 

7 Matt. ovv Papicator eimov “moog EavTovg OEwoetre Ort ouK i Mat pari 

’ wpedcire ovoév 3 toe, 0 KOO/LOC ‘ Om@low avtov amnAOev. 

vexrpov A.—rdv vero. D. — 10. ins. cat bef. ot apy 
txt BE FM QA (HS?) Orig.—atrot D.— 

txt A Orig.—ins. Aéyovreg AD KQX 7 al. a Syrr. Ath. 
om. BEFGLMUA (HS?) all.—etdoynrig D.—cai 6 Bac. B L Q Copt. 

oom. AEFGHMS?UA 19 Theophyl. 
txt A B (7) 8. B)D K L Q X A.—sov om. A. — 16. 6? om. BL Q 

al. azavrnow AKU 10 al. Orig. 
éxoavyaZov B D L Q 2. 
Copt. 
/#th. Orig. 
15. rec. Ovyarep. 

Heb. xiii. 9. 
k constr. Mark 

i. 20. 

.B. — 13. cuvdvtrnow DG LX 5 

txt DK X al. Orig.— 

bv. ins. AD ae Orig.—évinoav D.—zepi aitot D Sahid. — 17. for Ort, dre 
AEGMQSU XA 22 all. v syr. Sahid. Ath. 
qyxovoav ADK LMSX 19 abev Syr. Copt. Sahid. Aith. 

aft. Koop. ins. dA\o¢ D L X 7 abe Syr. Copt. Auth. Arm. Cyr. Ambr. Mi 
10.] eBovd., not, ‘came to a (formal) 

fj resolution,’ Bee “were in the mind,’ ‘ had 
an intention :’ see Acts v. 33. xv. 37.—The 
High Priests, named here and in ch. xi. 57, 
were of the sect of the Sadducees; and 
therefore disbelieved the fact of the raising 

of Lazarus; only viewing him as one whom 
it would be desirable to put out of the way 
as an object of popular attention in con- 
nexion with Jesus. 

12—19.] The triumphal entry into Jeru- 
2m. Matt. xxi. 1—17. Mark xi. 1—1I. 

ears xix. 29—44. On the chronology, 
see note on Matt. xxi. 1.—12.] rq ér., 
i.e. on the Sunday :—see on ver. 1. — 
axovo.| From the multitude who had re- 
turned from Bethany, ver. 9. The order 
of the narrative seems to require that these 
people should have visited Bethany late on 
the Sabbath, after sunset, and the anoint- 
ing.— 13.] 74 B. 7. b. The articles show 
that the palm-trees were on the spot: ‘ the 
branches of the palm-trees;’ or perhaps 
(Liicke) that the custom was usual at such 
festivities. —14—16.] The Evangelist seems 

txt B? D E! H? K Lal. abcd Syr.—18. 
txt B Q.—19. adrove D aed. 

txt A B Q Sahid.— 

to suppose his readers already acquainted 
with the circumstances of the triumphal 
entry, and therefore relates it thus com- | 
pendiously. — evp@v does not involve any | 
discrepancy with the three Evangelists, but 
is a compendious term implying their de- 
tails. —15.] The prophecy is more fully 
cited by Matt. —16.] Important, as show- 
ing that this, and probably other prophetic 
citations under similar circumstances, were 
the effect of the light poured into the minds 
of the apostles by the Holy Spirit after the 
Ascension. — Tavta ém. avT@] viz., the 
going out to meet Him, strewing clothes 
and branches in the way, and shouting 
‘ Hosanna’ before Him: also perhaps, the 
setting Him on the ass, implied in the con- 
cise narrative.—17.] Retaining étt, I would 
not render it ‘that,’ but ‘because,’ and 
leave éuaptuper unconnected with it, and — 
absolute, asin ch. i. 15. 32. The testimony 
which they bore is given in Luke xix. 37, 
38. — 18.] I see no necessity for supposing 
this multitude distinct from that in the last 
verse. We have had no account of any 
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1 Cor. xv 37° 
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Mark Pg 8. 
r = Matt. vi. 24 

and||. Luke 
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Xxix. 31. 
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EMOL cuakovy TLC, ENOL AKO- 
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Aovbeizrw Kal O7OU ELL eyw, ékKel KAL O ouaKovoc O Emocg 
7 . \ Oz ? \ S (— 7 tam € , 

EOTAL [cat | eav TiC EMOL takoyv)), TLUN GEL auTOV O TaT10.~ 

20. Ho. dé kai D.— rpockuvyoovew B?DLQA. txt AB?— 
erat Ay. x. ®. kai Ney. ABa. txt (wad. 6 D) 

multitude coming from Bethany with Him, 
nor does this narrative imply it : and surely 
6 OxAos in the two verses must mean the 
same persons. The kat here does not 
imply another dyAoc, but ‘And on this 
account too the multitude’ &c. ; i. e. their 
coming out to meet Him and their paprupia 
on the Mount of Olives, had one and the 
same cause,—the raising of Lazarus. — 
19.] kéopov, ra AHO AEyovoty. Euthym. 
— am7ev must not be pressed to signify, 
apostasy from Judaism. It is merely used 
to signify entire devotion to Him whither- 
soever He might lead them, as in Mark 

i. 20. 
20—36.] More public discourses of 

Christ. — 20.] These “EAAyves were not 
Grecian Jews,—who would not have been 
so called: but Gentiles, ‘ proselytes of the 
gate,’ who were in the habit (implied by 
the pres. part., avaBawdvtTwv) of coming 
up to the feast ;—see ch. vil. 35 and note: 
also Acts viii. 26. — 21.] For what reason 
Philip was selected, it is impossible to say. 
The Greek form of his name may imply 
some connexion with Hellenistic Jews, who 
may have been friends or relatives of these 
Greeks. They could hardly have been from 
the neighbourhood of Bethsaida, or they 
would have been familiar with the person 
of Jesus. — 22.] Andrew (ch. i. 44) was of 
the same city as Philip: and this reason of 
Philip conferring with him is perhaps im- 
plied in the tO ao B. 7. T. — 28.) Did 
the Greeks see (i.e. speak with) Jesus, or 
not? Certainly not, if I understand His 
discourse rightly. But they may haye been 

22. rec. kai 7aduy... with qu. ? 
D.—23. avoxpiverar BLX.—26. cai 

present at, and have understood it. The 
substance of His answer (avtois, to Philip 
and Andrew, not to the Greeks) is, that ~ 
the time was now come for His glorifica- 
tion, which should draw all nations to Him: x 
—but that glorification must be accom- 
plished by His Death. The very appear- ; 
ance of these Greeks is to Him a token» 
that His glorification is at hand. Stier 
strikingly says, ‘‘ These men from the West 
at the end of the Life of Jesus, set forth — 
the same as the Magi from the East at its — 

beginning ;—but they come to the Cross of 
the King, as those to His cradle.” (R. J. 
y. 78.) The rejection of the Jews for their 
unbelief is the secondary subject, and is 
commented on by the Evangelist vv. 37— 
43. — 24.] The grain of wheat perishes, 
and is not apparent (as the seeds of digoty=" 
ledonous plants are) in the new plant :— 
see I™€or. xv. 36. The saying is more 
than a mere parabolic similitude: the Di- 
vine will which has fixed the law of the 
springing up of the wheat-corn, has also 
determined the law of the glorification of 
the Son of Man, and the one in analogy 
with the other: i.e. both through Death. 
—The symbolism here lies at the root of 
that in ch. vi., where Christ is 6 ptos rij¢ 
Zwic. — 25.] And this same Divine Law 
prevails for the disciples, as well as for 
their Master :—see Matt. x. 39 and note. 
But the saying here proclaims more plainly 
its true extent,—by its immediate connexion 
with ver. 24, and by eis ¢. aidy. — puxn 
is not really wi ‘double sense: as the 
wheat-corn retains its identity, though it 
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x 
apy wv Tou KOopLoU TOUTOU Eph. ii. 2. 

txt A. — 28. bef. rd ov., pou B 1.— 
for 70 Ov., Tov vioy LX 11 Copt. (AXth. Cyr. have both) Ath. nomen tuum in quo erat 
filius. Tert. —aft. dv. add ty ry O68, 9 eixov mapa ool mp0 TOU TOV Kdopov 
yeveoOar D d Aug. Jer. (as appears.) — —for 70. ov, cai éyévero D d.—aft. odp. ins. 
Aeyouca Dace syr. Copt. — 29. éornxoc ADGKM X 9 al. txt BEFHLS?UA 
al.—kai om. D.—ért Boovr1) yéyovey D.— 30. for yéy., #A9ev D abe. — 31. rovrou 

die, so the Wuyy: so that the two senses 
are, in their depth, but one. vy) is the 
life in both cases;—not the soul, in the 

_ present acceptation of that term. — 26.] 
Connexion :—The ministering to Christ (the 
position of Philip and Andrew and the rest, 
and that into which these Greeks seemed 
desirous to enter) implies following Him, 
—and that, through tribulation to glory.— 
ett] the essential present—in My true 
place, i.e. (ch. xvii. 24) in the glory of the 
Father. — tusjoet] By glorifying Him in 

y glorification, ch. xvii. 24.—27.] ‘ Con- 
currebat horror mortis et ardor obedientiz’ 
(Bengel). And to express both these to- 
gether in human speech was impossible: 
therefore ri eizw;—The following words 
must not be taken interrogatively (as by 
Theophyl., Grot., Tholuck, al.) ; for thus 
the whole sense is destroyed, besides the 
sentiment being most unworthy of Him 
Who uttered it. The prayer is a veritable 
prayer ; and answers to the prophetic Mes- 
sianie prayers in the Psalms, which thus 
run—‘ My soul is troubled; Lord, help 
mG (isp lbare IP od WWAMIG Hoa ro Ane ay, 
4 al.); and to that prayer afterwards in 
Gethsemane, Matt. xxvi. 39. — 81a TotTo | 
The misunderstanding of these words has 
principally led to the erroneous punctuation 
just noticed. did rovro = tva aw0d ix 
THe Woace Tav’Tync. ‘1 came to this hour 
for this very purpose,—that I might be 
saved from this hour :’ i.e. ‘the going into, 

_ and exhausting, this hour, this cup, is the 
| wery appointed way of My glorification.’ 
' Das HineinEommen ift felbft das Hindurd= 
; fommen, das Leiden felbft die Crlofung! 
é Stier, v. 89.—28.] The glorifying the Name 
“of the Father can only take place by the 
glorification of the Son; and this latter 

only by His death: so that this is the 
‘ardor obedientiz’ triumphant. — devi] 
This ‘voice’ can no otherwise be under- 
stood, than as a plain articulate sound, 
miraculously spoken, he , and 
variously interpreted. On the saying of 
the crowd (ver. 29) has been built the 
erroneous and unworthy notion, that it 
was only thunder, but understood by the 
Lord and the disciples to mean as_ here 
stated (! !).—The Jewish Bath Kol has no 
applicability here.—éSé£aca] In the mani- 
festation hitherto made of the Son of God, 
imperfect as it was (see Matt. xvi. 16, 17) ; 
in all O. T. type and Peas eee cre- 
ation ;—and indeed (Aug.) ‘ antequam face- 
rem mundum.’— éAw is here no mere 
repetition, but an intensification of the 
dogaZey, a ‘yet once more.’ — 29.] Some 
heard words, but did not apprehend their 
meaning; others a sound, but no words. 
I should rather believe this difference to 
have been proportioned to each man’s inner 
relation to Christ, than fortuitous. — 30.] 
atrn » dwvy could not by any possibility 
have been said to them, if it had only 
thundered.—The Lord does not say that 
the assurance was not made for His sake; 
—He had prayed, and His prayer had been 
answered :—but that it had not been thus 
outwardly expressed for His, but for their 
sake. This is likewise true in the case of 
all testimonies to Him;—and especially 
those two other voices from heaven,—at 

His Baptism and His Transfiguration. — 
vpas is the whole multitude, not merely 
the disciples. All heard, and all might 
have understood, the voice: see ch. xi. 42. 
—31.] All this is a comment on dj ubev” 
7 Woa, ver. 23: and now a different side 
of the subject is taken up, and one haying 
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, 
b ch i.7 reff. y 
c = here only? polacbe 70 * pac 

see Luke xii. 
5 8. 

d= 1 Thess. v. 
4. 

e ch. i, 12 reff. 
f Luke x. 6. EXere, pane : 

Epp i 2-v. raura eAaAnoev O 
g ch. viii. 59, Slee 

Deut. vii.20. QUTWD. 

(Ist) om. D 3 bv Sahid.— BA nOjoera D bd. —32. ari r. 
txt A B Orig. Ath. Cyr. Chrys. Theophyl.— 

—s4. ovy odtoc D.—35. ty bpiv iott BD K L X 10 al. abev Copt. Syr. 
abcv Iren. Jer. Ambr. Aug. (expressly). 
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* TLOTEVETE ELC TO pac, wa 
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Inoove, Kat ave\Owv 

’ eitrev ouv avroic 0 Inoove” Ext * jnpes 

ag 1a WC TO 

q karahaBy” Kal 0 7rept- 

*twe TO pwc 
f \ ho ue 
VLOL gpwroc yevnove. 

2 Exoup3n an 

TEPLTATEITE 

y- DL be.—éXr. ravra D 1 

txt A.—7rep. 

ABD 

ovv D Copt. Aug.—rec. (here and in ver. 36) we, with (unc. qu. ?) (dum) adev. . 
bt 

self. Then it was, ‘no man can come — immediate reference to the occasion: viz. 
the drawing of the Gentile world to Him. 
—viv] He speaks of Himself as having 
actually entered the hour of His passion, 
and views the result as already come.— 
Kptots] not (Chrys., Cyril, Aug., Grot.) 
‘the deliverance of this world from the 
devil ;’ — nor, ‘decision concerning this 
world,’ who is to possess it (Bengel) :—but 
(see ch. xvi. 11) judgment, properly so 
called, the work of the Spirit who was to 
come, on the world, which bdog yy TP 
TOVNHOW Keira, 1 John v. 19.— 6 Gpx. T. 
K. T.] The Doing ww of the Jews, Satan, 

the 6 O&d¢ Tov aid®voe tobrov of 2 Cor. 
iv. 4: see also Eph. ii. 2. vi. 12. Observe 
it is é€kBAnOycerat, not éxBadXerat, be- 
cause the casting out (&£w, #e ric apyijec, 
Euthym., Grot.) shall be gradual, as the 
drawing in the next verse. But after the 
death of Christ the casting out began, and 
its first-fruits were, the coming in of the 
Gentiles into the Church.—82.] See ch. iii. 
14. viii. 28. Here there is more perhaps 
implied in wp. than in either of those 
places; viz. the Death, with all its conse- 
quences. The Saviour crucified, is in fact 
the Saviour glorified; so that the exalting 
is set forth by that uplifting on the cross. 
—é\xtow] By the diffusion of the Spirit in 
the Church :—so (Rev. xxii. 17) 76 mvedpa 
k. 7) vipeon A€youow, éXOé :—manifested in 
the preaching of the Word mediately, and 
the pleading of the Spirit immediately. Be- 
fore the glorification of Christ, the Father 
drew men to the Son (see ch. vi. 44 and 
note), but now the Son Himself to Him- 

except the Father draw him:’ now the 
Son draws all.—And, to Himself, as thus 
uplifted, thus exalted;—the great object 
of Faith: see ch. xi. 52.—33.] motw @. can 
hardly mean more than ‘ by what kind of 
death.’ Lampe (non nude significat quo 
genere mortis, sed in sensu latiori quali- 
tatem mortis, etiam internam involvit, adeo- 
que ad fructus etiam hujus mortis respicit) 
and Stier find in the word the whole con- 
sequences and character of His Death; but 
see ch. xviii. 32.—John does not say that 
this was a// that vwAG meant, but that it 
was its first and obvious reference. — 34. ] 
In such passages as Ps, Ixxxix. 36, and per- 
haps cx. 4. Dan. vii. 13, 14.—Tod vépou] The 
O. T.; see ch. x. 34. — The actual words, 
Ste Set vy. 7. vi. 7. av., had not been on 
this occasion used by Jesus; but in His 
discourse with Nicod., ch. iii. 14, and perhaps 
in other parts of His teaching which have 
not been recorded. — tis éotw .. . | They 
thought some other Son of Man, not the 
Messiah, was meant; because this lifting 
up (which they saw implied taking away) 
was inapplicable to their idea of the Mes- 
siah, usually known as the Son of Man.— 
35.] He does not answer them, but enjoins 
them to make use of the time of His pre- 
sence yet left them.—ro ods, ‘ Myself ’— 
see ch. vii. 33. viii. 12. ix. 4,5. — év vp. 
is probably the right reading, as being the 
more difficult ;—and pe@’ dj. a gloss on it: 
see ch. xy. 24. xi. 10 and note.—The light is 
an easy transition from their question, if, as 
above supposed, Ps. Ixxxix. 36 was alluded — 
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t here only. Herod. i. 189 end. u = ch. iii. 1 reff. ach. i. 12 reff. b ch. ix. 22. Rom. x. 10. c ch. ix. 22. 
xvi.2only. d= Rey. xii. 11. 2 Tim. iv. 10. 1 Pet. iii. 10. e=ch. v. 41, 44. 1 Thess. ii 6. constr. 1 Pet. iii. 14. 

f here only +. 2 Macc. xiv. 42. g ch. vil. 28, 37. 

ABD KL X 4 Copt. Sahid. Cyr. — 39. for Ort wad., Kai yap D d.— 40. abréy r. 
600. k. TEm@owKEY om. D. 
Copt. ith. Aug.(once.) voncovoy D. 
Hus. txt A D?.—rec. iaowpar with H? L al. 

txt D abe Hil.—for atrot, rod O00 abrot D dm, —4l. 6. A BLM 4 Copt. Epiph. 

0: ‘His (David’s) seed shall endure for 
ever, and his throne as the sun before Me.’ 
—tepitrat.] i.e. ‘make use of the Light, 
do your work in it, and by it.’ — ovd« oi8. 
a. vm.] ‘Has no guide nor security, no 
principle to lead him.’ — 36.} It is by be- 
lieving on the Light, that men become sons 
of light:—see ch. i. 12. —The Lord pro- 
bably went to Bethany, Luke xxi. 37. 

387—43.] Remarks of the Evangelist on 
the unbelief of the Jews.—I do not regard 
these verses as forming the conclusion to 
the narrative of the public ministry of the 
Lord, on account of vv. 44—50 (where see 
note): but doubtless the approaching close 
of that ministry gives occasion to them, 
and is the time to which they refer. — 37. ] 
Tooavta, so great: see ch. ix. 16. xv. 24.— 
ovK émiot.] i.e. the generality did not ;— 
they did snot, as a people: see ver. ao 
38.] on tva mA. see note, Matt. i. 22.— 
39. ] 81a Toto refers to the last verse, a 
6tu gives another reason for the same: see 
ch. vy. 16. 1 John iii. 1. Matt. xxiv. 44. I 
have ated accordingly. The common 
interpretation (Theophyl., Vulg., Lampe, 
Tholuck, Olsh., Meyer, al.), by which oa 
Touro is iad forward to 671, would 
require some particle, cai, or dé, to denote 
a transition to the fresh subject. De Wette, 

Liicke 3, Grot. al.—ovK 78vv.] ‘ could not’ 
—i.e. it was otherwise ordained in the 

exwowoey A K L X 3 al. Eus. (once.)—xai pr) vono. Da 
orpagwor BD' J éxtoroépwow K LM X al. 

txtA BDEFGH?KMSUXAal. 

Divine counsels. No attempt to escape 
this meaning will agree with the prophecy 
cited ver. 40. But the inability, as thus 
stated, is coincident with the fullest freedom 
of the human will: compare ov OéXere, ch. 
v. 40. — Ott, not ‘ for,’ but ‘ because.’ A 
second ground is alleged why they could 
not believe :—see above. — 40.] The pro- 
phecy is freely cited, after neither the Heb. 
nor the LXX, which is followed in Matt. 
xiii. 14 f. What God bids the prophet do, 
is here described as done, and by Himself : 

which is obviously implied in the Heb. 
text. — The reading avr@y (Morus), sup- 
plying 6 Aadce ovroc as the subject of TET UO. 

and zezio., is out of the question,—as un- 
grammatical, and inconsistent with the con- 
text, which will only allow of 6 Kb Guoc (ive. 
Jehovah) as the suljevt.— 41.] avrot, of 
Christ. The Evangelist is giving his judg- 
ment, — having (Luke xxiv. 45) had his 
understanding opened to understand a 
Scriptures, — that the passage in Isa. 
spoken of Christ. And indeed, strictly con- 
sidered, the glory which Isa. saw could 
only be that of the Son, Who is the azav- 
yaopa rhe O6Ene of the Father, Whom no 
eye hath seen. — 42.] e.g. Nicodemus, Jo- 
seph, and others like them.—On azuour. 
see note, ch. ix. 22.—43.] is a reference to 
ch. v. 44. 
4450.] Proof of the quilt of their 
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txt ABDKLX 9 al. acv Syr. Copt. Sahid. Auth. Arm. syr. Ath.—for ad twa, 
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Cuap. XIII. 1. rec. \ndvOev air. with EF GHS?U A. 

unbelief, from the words of Jesus Himself. 
—It was by the older commentators gene- 
rally thought that these verses formed part 
of some other discourse delivered at this 
period. But this is improbable, from no 
occasion being specified,—from ver. 36,— 
and from the form and contents of the 
passage, and its reference to the foregoing 
remarks of the Evangelist. I take it— 
with almost all modern commentators—to 
be a continuation of those remarks, sub- 
stantiating them by the testimony of the 
Lord Himself. The words are taken 
mostly, but not altogether, from discourses 
already y given in this Gospel. —44, 495.] 
éKp. «. elm. not pluperf. but ‘indefinite, as 
imiorevoay, opor., and nyam. above.— 
éxp. is used of open public teaching, see 
reff.—see ch. v. 24, 38. viil. 19, 42. xiv. 10. 
The words are in close connexion with ver. 
41, in which the Evangelist has said that 
the glory of Jehovah and Hts g glory were 
the same. — 46.] See ver. 35. ch. viii. 12. 
ix. 5. The petvy here expresses that all 
are originally in darkness,—as pévet, ch. iii. 
36. — 47.] See ch. iii. 17. v. 45. viii. 15. 
The omission of 17) (see var. read.) appears 
to have been occasioned by a mistaken idea 
that vv. 48 and 47 were in contrast to one 

another. —48.] See ch. iii. 18, also v. 45 
ff., and Heb. iv. 12.—On a8er@v and py X. 
see reff. — 49. ] See ch. v. 30. vii. 16, 17, 

On évroAn, x. 18. 

txt D. — 50. éyw om. D. 
txt ABKLUMX 14 

—There does not apper to be any real’ 
difference here, though many have been 
suggested, between etmw and Aadyow: 
both are summed up in Aad in the next 
verse :—comp. Matt. x. 19. —50.] See ch. 
vi. 63 (and note), 69. On oi8a, ch. iii. 11. 
vy. 32. viii. 55.—The évrodAy avtot is, re- 
sults in, not as a means merely, but in its 
accomplishment and expansion, eternal life ; 
see ch. iii. 15. v. 24. vi. 40—Thus all who 
do not. believe are without excuse ;—be- 
cause Jesus is not come, and speaks not, 
of Himself, but of the Father, Whose will 
and commandment respecting Him is, that 
He should be, and give, Life to all. 
who reject Him, reject Life, and (ch. iii 
19) prefer darkness to Light. 

Cuap. XIII. 1—20.] Jesus washes the 
disciples’ feet.—On the chronological diffi- 
culties, see note, Matt. xxvi. 17.—There 
can be no reasonable doubt that this meal 
was the same as that at which the Lord’s 
Supper was instituted, as related in the 
three Evangelists.—The narrative proceeds 
without any break until ch. xvii. 26, after 
which the Lord and the disciples go to Geth- 
semane. —1.] mpo 7. éop tT. 7.—How long, 
is not said: but probably, a very short 
time ;—not more than one day at the most ; 

—see ch. xviii. 28 and note. The words be- 
long to the whole narrative following, not 
to eldwe or ayarioac.—eidas| The view 
with which the Lord washed His disciples’ 
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see ch. x.17, 
18 

f here only t. 
g here only. 

Ezek. xxiii. 
15 alex. 

h here only ft. | ee ” ~ ~ AUS 

oloac aott, yvooy Oe peta trauta. ° AEeyet aut Ilérooc 11 Tims v.10: 
Gen, xliii, 24. 

Kch. xi.2reff. 1= Matt. xx. 22. 
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feet, is shown by the repeated efdwe, and 
by ayarjoac .... avtovc. The con- 
nexion is:—‘Jesus loved His own even to 
the end (of His life in the flesh), and gave 
them in the washing of their feet a proof 
of His love; and to this act He was in- 
duced by the knowledge that He must soon 
leave this world; and although this know- 
ledge was united (ver. 3) with the highest 
consciousness of His Divine mission and 
speedy glorification, yet this latter did not 
prevent Him from giving this proof of His 
self-humiliating love’ (De Wette).—rovs 
id. r. év tT. «.] See ch. xvii. 11. —2.] Setar. 
yev.: not as E. V. ‘supper being ended,’ 
for (ver. 12) He reclined again, and in 
ver. 26, the supper is stil going on :—but, 
‘supper being prepared,’ or, ‘ going on,’— 
see ‘Ino. yevopevov év BnO. Matt. xxvi. 6. 
‘While Jesus was at B.;’—and zpwiac 
yevonévys, ‘when it was morning,’ ch. xxi. 
4.—rod 8. 48. BeB.] Judas had before this 
covenanted with the Sanhedrim to betray 
Him, Matt. xxvi. 14 and ||, which must 
here be meant by the devil having put it 
into his heart:—the thorough self-aban- 
donment to Satan which led to the actual 
deed, being designated ver. 27.—Luke 
(xxii. 3) expresses the steps of his treason- 
able purpose otherwise,—meaning the same. 
The fact is here stated, to enhance the love 
which Jesus showed in the following action. 
= 3.] See above. He did what follows 
with a full sense of the glory and dignity 
of His own Person. ‘ Prefatio gloriz est 
instar protestationis, ne quid indignum 

fecisse existimetur Dominus pedes suorum ~ 
lavans.’ Bengel.—The perfect, Sé8wkev, and 
present, vrdyet, are used indefinitely: of 
things fixed in the counsel of God. — 4.] 
Ta tp. ‘eas, que lotionem impedirent.’ 
Bengel. He put Himself into the ordinary 
dress of a servant. — 5.] tov vim., the 
vessel usually at hand for such purposes. 
The context shows that he had washed the 
feet of one or more before the incident 
of the next verse. — jp§ato expresses His 
doing something unusual and unlooked for. 
—6.] Aug., Bellarm., Grot., Baumgarten- 
Crusius, suppose Peter to have been jirst, 
and this otv to be a new taking up of the 
narrative: ‘ody hic est specialius rem enar- 
rantis.’ Grot. But thisis to do violence to 
the narrative.—vimreis] ‘art Thow wash- 
ing (intending to wash) my feet?’ Every 
word rises in emphasis. He thinks the act 
unworthy of the Lord; even as many think 
that great act of Love to have been, which 
was typified by it. —'7.] Hitherto the Lord 
had been silent. He repeats the éy® and 
ov, but so as to set forth Himself as the 
Master, Peter as the disciple, not wholly 
cognizant of His will and purpose, and 
therefore more properly found in subjec- 
tion to it.—é éya mow] i. e. (1) this 
washing itself, as a lesson of humility and 
love, ver. 14. (2) Its symbolical mean- 
ing, vv. 9,10. (3) The great Act of Love, 
the laying aside My glory, and becoming 
in,the form of a servant, that the washing 
of the Holy Spirit may cleanse men. — peta 
ravta.| (1) was known very soon, but 
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m ch. viii. 35, 
51. 1 Cor. 
viii. 13. 

n see 2 Cor. vi. 
15. Deut. xiv. 
27, 29. 

o Acts ix. 37. 
2 Pet. ii. 22. 
Exod. ii. 5. 

p Matt iii. 14 
reff. 

q = Acts xvii. 
21. XXiv. 
21. 

r =ch. Vii. 23. 
see ch. ix. 34. 

s ch. xiv. 22. 
1Cor.v.2al. 2 
Num. xxiv. 
17. 

a = here only. 
b Luke xi. 37 

al. Judith 
xii. 16. 

c = here only. 
d = ch. iv. 17. 
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(2) and (3) not till after the Spirit was 
given. —8.| The rash and self-opinionated 
Peter opposes to pera Tavra his ov ph.. 
eis tT. ai@va. In interpreting the Lord’s 
answer, we must remember, that He replies 
more to the spirit of Peter’s objection, than 
to his words. The same well-meaning but 
false humility would prevent him (and does 
prevent many) from stooping to receive at 
the hands of the Lord that spiritual wash- 
ing which is absolutely necessary in order 
to have any part in Him, Rom. viii. 9. 
That the outward washing only is not here 
meant, is plain from the fact, that Judas 
was washed, but yet had no part in Jesus. 
—9.] The warm-hearted Peter, on learn- 
ing that exclusion would be the conse- 
quence of not being washed, can hardly 
have enough of a cleansing so precious. 
There surely is implied in this answer an 
incipient apprehension of the meaning of 
the Lord’s words. The éav py vipw oe 
has awakened in him, as the Lord’s pre- 
sence did, Luke v. 8, a feeling of his own 
want of cleansing, his entire pollution. 
This sense (Stier, Bengel, Baumgarten- 
Crusius) is denied by Liicke and Olsh. — 
10.] Reference appears to be made to the 
fact that one who has bathed, after he has 
reached his home, needs not entire wash- 
ing, but only to have his feet washed from 
the dust of the way. This bathing, the 
bath of the new birth, but only yet in its 
foreshadowing, in the purifying effect of 
faith working by love, the Apostles, with 

one exception, had ; and this foot-washing 
represented to them, besides its lesson of 
humility and brotherly love, their daily 
need of cleansing from daily pollution, 
even after spiritual regeneration, at the 
hands of their Divine Master. See 2 Cor. 
vii. 1. Jamesi. 21. Acts xv. 8,9. 2 Pet. 
ii. 22.—On xa. éore, see note, ch. xy. 3. 
—I1.] rov mwapadiSdvra, as 6 épyopevoc, 
‘him that should betray Him,’ the inde- 
finite characteristic present. — 12.] As 
Peter was not the first, so neither was he 
the /ast. Judging by the sequel, John was 
probably first, then Peter, then the rest. 
—ywook. ti m. v.] These words, are 
uttered, not so much in expectation of an 
answer, as to direct their attention to the 
following. —18.] 6 8i8daox. and 6 x. are 
titular nominatives, as in Rev. vi. 8. viii. 
11 (Winer, § 29. 2).— 14.] ‘ Pedilavium, 
quod Dominus discipulis adhibuit, pertine- 
bat et ad beneficium conferende puritatis 
totalis, et ad watdeiay docende dilectionis 
humilis, ver. 34, coll. ver. 1. Inde pedi- 
lavium discipulorum inter se eo pertinet, ut 
alter alterum quoquo modo adjuyet ad con- 
sequendam puritatem anime; et ut alter 
alteri pedes lavet, —vel proprie, 1 Tim.v. 10, 
idque serio, si scil. accidat, ut opus sit: est 
enim preceptum affirmativum, obligans 
semper, sed non ad semper : 
illud, 1 John iii. 16,—vel synecdochice, per / 
omne genus officiorum, que alter alteri’ 
etiam servilia et sordida, modo opportuna, 
prestare potest. Dominus igitur per ips m 
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. 24, wemupavTa Me. xviii. 5, 8. 
p ch. i. 12 reff. qch. xx. 23. 

(twice.) txt A BC dc Orig. Cypr. Ambr.— 15. 
al. — 18. éy. yao AK 12 ce Syr. Copt. Arm. Cyr. 

txt A D.—7pwy. pov rov apr. BCL 1 Orig. (thrice) tivac BC L M 2 Orig. Cyr. 
» Cyr. 

- pedilavium purificavit discipulos ; quare 
- etiam Petrum amanter coégit: sed disci- 

- pulis pedilavium mutuum non hoc nomine 
- precepit; neque adeo tanta est pedilavii 
_ literatenus imitandi necessitas, quantam 

nonnulli statuerunt ; quum Johannes vy. gr. 
Thome pedes nusquam laverit; et tamen 
major pedilavii Dominici et fraterni simi- 
4 litudo, quam plerique agnoscunt. Hodie 
: pontifices et principes pedilavium ad literam 
; imitantur : magis autem admirandus foret, 

v. gr. pontifex, unius regis, quam duodecim 
pauperum pedes, seria humilitate lavans.’ 
Bengel. The custom of literally and cere- 
monially washing the feet in obedience to 

this command, is not found before the 
fourth century. —15.] Ka@as, not 5, éyw 
27. The Lord’s action was symbolical, 
and is best imitated in His followers by 
endeavouring, ‘if a man be overtaken ina 
fault, to restore (karao7iZevy) such an one 
in the spirit of meekness ;’ Gal. vi. 1.— 
16, 17.) The proverbial expression ov« 
éott 8... is used here in a different sense 
from ch. xv. 20. Here it is, ‘ If the Master 
thus humbles Himself, much more should 
His servants and messengers :’ see Matt. x. 
24. Luke vi. 40; and on ver. 17. Luke 

| xii. 48. The mere recognition of such a 
duty of humility, is a very much more easy 
matter than the putting it in practice. — 

) 18.] ‘I say it not (viz. the tay zroujre 
\ avra) of you all: for there is one who 

never can be pakaoc.’ The Lord repeats 
\ His add’ odyi wavtec of ver. 10, and the 

sad recollection leads to His trouble in 
spirit, ver. 21.—éy® oi8.] The éya is 

txt A D abe Orig.—éz’ om. B. — 

SIS, 

aw 

dé6wea A K M Cyr.—zoueitre DF GM 11 
txt BCD al. Origen.—for oie, 

19. meoretnre C.— 20. kai 6 Xd. ene D.— 

emphatic; and the reason of its emphasis 
is given in ver. 19.—Connex. : 
be supposed that this treachery has come 
upon Me unawares; but it is not so: I 

know those whom I have selected (viz., the 

whole twelve; see ch. vi. 70, not only the 
true ones (Stier), as in ch. xy. 16, said 
when Judas was not present) : but this has 
been done by the determinate counsel and 
foreknowledge of God, declared in the 
Scriptures.’—On the citation, see LXX. 
The words here are given freely, per’ gov 
Tov aproy being my bread, Heb.,—aproue 
pov, LXX.; but this sense is plainly im- 
plied in the Heb.; and probably used 
here as fitting the occasion.—This is an- 
other instance of the direct and unhesitating 
application of the words of the Psalms by 
our Lord to Himself. —tHv ar.] ‘ con- 
gruit hic sermo imprimis ad lotionem pe- 
dum, et ad morem veterum discumbentium 
ad panem edendum.’ Bengel.—19.] ‘ Now, 
Srom. this time, I announce it to you, that 
when it shall have happened, you may con- 
tinue to believe that I am (the Christ).’ 
See ch. xvi. 1, and above on éyw oid., ver. 
18.— 20.] See Matt. x. 40. The con- 
nexion is very difficult, and variously set 
down.—It has been generally supposed 
(Euthym., &c.) that the words were to 
comfort the Apostles for the disgrace of 
their order by Judas, or in prospect of 
their future labours. But then would not 
tay twa 7. have been expressed by vplic ? 
Another view is to refer back to vv. 16, 17, 
and suppose the connexion to have been 
broken by the allusion to Judas. But is 
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this likely, in a discourse of the Lord ?—I 
rather believe that the saying sets forth the 
dignity of that office from which Judas was 
about to fall: q. d. ‘not only was he in close 
intercourse with Me, (ver. 18,) but invested 
with an ambassadorship for Me, and in Me, 
for the Father ; and yet e will lift up his 
heel against Me.’ And the consideration of 
this dignity in all its privileges, as contrasted 
with the sad announcement just to be made, 
leads on to the érapayOn 7 mv. of the 
next verse. 

21—30.] Announcement of the treason 
_ of Judas, and his departure from the sup- 
- per-room. See notes on Matt. xxvi. 21— 
/ 26. Mark xiv. 18—21. Luke xxii. 21—23. 
- 21.] see above. One of those mysterious 
; troublings of spirit, which passed over the 
_  Lord,—ch. xi. 33 and xii. 27.— épaptup. 

implies the delivery of some solemn and 
_ important announcement. — This was the 
_ first time He had ever spoken so plainly. 
_ All four Evangelists agree in the substance 

of the announcement. —- 22.] So, exactly, 
Luke, ver. 23. In Matt. and Mark they 
express their questioning in words. The 
exact coincidence of Luke’s narrative may 
help us to decide a much controverted ques- 
tion,—where in John’s narrative the in- 
stitution of the Lord’s supper is to be 
inserted ? I believe certainly before this 
announcement, as in Luke: and if before 
it, perhaps before the washing of the dis- 

ciples’ feet: for I see no break which would 
admit it between our ver. | and ver. 21.— 
23.| Since the captivity, the Jews lay at 
table in the Persian manner, on divans or 
couches, each on his left side, with his face 
towards the table, his left elbow resting 
on a pillow and supporting his head. Thus 
the second guest to the right hand lay with 
his head near the breast of the first, and so 
on (Liicke ii. 565).—The disciple meant is 
John himself, see ch. xxi. 20; also de- 
signated thus, ch. xix. 26. xxi. 7. 20 (see 
Prolegomena to John, § i. 6). — 24—26.] 
See note on Matt. ver. 23.—The reading 
(see var. read.) cai Atyer abr Eire ric 
torw epi ob éyet, is remarkable, and 
probably genuine. According to it, Peter 
imagines that John, as the beloved disciple, 
would know: but he, not knowing, asks 
of the Lord.—It is an argument for this 
reading that (Schulz) John never elsewhere 
uses the optative.—25.]| avatreoav, adopted 
by Lachm., is only (De Wette) used in 
N. T. of sitting (lying) at meat.—otrwe 
after ét. is probably genuine, as in ch. 
iv. 6. I understand it, that John, who was 
before lying close to the bosom (éy r@ 
kéAmw) of Jesus, now leaned his head 
absolutely upon His breast, to ask the 
question. This escaped the notice of the 
rest at the table:—see on Matt. as above. 
—26.| This = Matt. ver. 23, Mark, ver. 20. 
—ro w., probably a piece of the unleayened 
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bread, dipped in the broth made of bitter 
herbs.— 27. | ‘ post offulam, non cum offula.’ 
Bengel. 
the closest testimonies of friendly affection. 
—eisnAX. eis ex. 6 S.] See ver. 3 and note. 
Satan entered fully into him, took full pos- 
session of him,—so that his will was not 
only bent upon doing the deed of treachery, 
but fixed and determined to do it then and 
there. —6 qovets . . . . | These words 
are not to be evaded, as being permissive 
(Grot.) or dismissive (odd mpocrarroyvToc 
ob6& cupPoudevovToc, aA’ dvEdiZovToc 
kai Gecevborvroc Ore abrdoe piv eBovXETO 
OwpPwoacbar, Eerdn O& AdtopNWTwe eiyeEV, 
adinow airéy. Chrys.).-—They are like the 
saying of God to Balaam, Num. xxii. 20,— 
and of our Lord to the Pharisees, Matt. 
xxiii. 32. The course of sinful action is 
presupposed,—and the command to go on 
is but the echo of that mysterious appoint- 
ment by which the sinner in the exercise 
of his own corrupted will becomes the in- 
strument of the purposes of God. Thus it 
is not 6, or €i Tt, Toners, but 6 Tovets : 
—‘that which thou art doing, hast just 
now fully determined to put in present 
action, do more quickly (than thou seemest 
willing) ;’ reproving his lingering, and his 
pretending—(Matt. ver. 25)—to share in 
the general doubt. — 28.] Not even John: 
who knew he was the traitor, but had no 
idea the deed was so soon to be done 
(Liicke, De Wette). Stier supposes John 
to exclude himself in saying ovdeic Tr. dvak., 
and that, he knew. — 29.] The first sup- 
position agrees with ver. 1,—that it was 
700 Tie EopTic Tou macya. Had it been 
the night of the passover, the next day 
being hallowed as a sabbath, nothing could 
have been bought. On the second suppo- 

_ sition, see ch. xii. 5. The gift to the poor 
might be, to help them to procure their 

 paschal lamb. — 80.] The remark jy 8é 
_vv& (which certainly concludes this period, 
see Ore ody, ver. 12) seems to be added to 
: 

Moers, 

en 

This giving the sop was one of 

bring the whole narrative from ch. xiii. 1 
to ch. xviii. 3 into precision, as happening 
on one and the~same night: It is fanciful 
to see, as Orig., Olsh., Stier, &c. have done, 
an allusion to the ckoria in Judas’s soul, 
or the hour of darkness, Luke xxii. 53; 
though doubtless there the Lord alludes to 
its being also night. 

381—38.] Here commences that solemn 
and weighty portion of the Gospel (ch. xiii. 
32—xvil. 26) which Olshausen not without 
reason calls ‘ Allerheiligftes ’—‘ the most 
holy place.’ He beautifully remarks, ‘ These 
were the last moments which the Lord spent 
in the midst of His own before His Passion, 
—and words full of heavenly meaning flowed 
during them from His holy lips :—all that 
His heart, glowing with love, had yet to 
say to His own, was compressed into this 
short space of time. At first the conver- 
sation with the disciples takes more the 
form of usual dialogue: reclining at the 
table, they mournfully reply to and question 
Him. But when (ch. xiv. 31) they had 
risen from the supper, the discourse of 
Christ took a higher form; surrounding 
their Master, the disciples listened to the 
Words of Life, and seldom spoke (only ch. 
xvi. 17. 29). Finally, in the sublime prayer 
of the great High Priest, the whole Soul of 
Christ flowed forth in earnest intercession 
for His own to His Heavenly Father.’ Olsh. 
ii. 329. — 81.] viv e80& It was not that 
the presence of Judas, as some have thought, 
hindered the great consummation imported 
by @S0€.—but that the work on which he 
was gone out, was the ACTUAL COMMENCE- 
MENT Of that consummation. It-is true 
that his presence hindered the expression 
of these gracious words: ‘Jam quasi obice 
rupto torrentes gratiz a labiis Jesu effun- 
duntur.’ Lampe.— éS0f408y] Spoken pro~ 
leptically as if accomplished, because the 
deed was actually in doing, which was to 
accomplish it. Theglorifying spoken of here, 
and in do£dace, ver. 32,is not the same. This 
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) 
is the glorifying of God by Christ on earth, 
in His course of obedience as the Son of 
Man, which was completed by His death 
(vxrhKooc péxor Oavarov, Phil. ii. 8). And 
His death was the transition-point between 
God being glorified in Him, and He being 
glorified in God—manifested to be the Son 
of God, with power by His resurrection, 
and received up to the Father, to sit at the 
right hand of God. This latter (ver. 32) 
is spoken of by iim here as future, but 
immediate (e#@ic¢) on His death, and leads 
on to the address in ver. 33. — év éavt@ is 
in God (the Father), not in Christ. — éavr. 
reflects back on the subject of the sentence: 
—and éy is not ‘by means of,’ but ‘in,’ by 
the resurrection of Him into that glory, 
which He had indeed before, but now has 
as the Son of Man, with the risen Man- 
hood: so zapa ceauTy, ch. xvil. 5.—Gro- 
tius compares 1 Sam. ii. 30 (rode doga- 
ovr pe bobdow, LXX.). —avrWupeirat 
air 0 TAT HO TO peiZov, ou 0 vlog TOU 

avOowmou weroinxev. Origen. 358) TEK- 
‘via—here only used by Christ—affectingly 
expresses His not only brotherly, but fatherly 
love (Is. ix. 6) for His own, and at the same 
time their immature and weak state, now 
about to be left without Him.—KaQds elt. | 
But naturally the two clauses, ‘Ye shall 
seek Me and not find Me, and shall die in 
your sins,’ also spoken to the Jews (ch. vii. 
33. viii. 21), are here omitted: and by this 
omission the connexion with ver. 34 is sup- 
plied ;—‘ Ye shall be left here: but, unlike 
the Jews, ye shall seek Me and shall find 

Me, and the way is that of Loye—to Me, 
and to one another (so Stier, v. 163) — 
forming (ver. 35) an united Body, the 

txt 

Church, in which all shall recognize My 
presence among you as My disciples.’—84. ] 
The kaivorne of this commandment con- 
sists in its simplicity and (so to speak) 
unicity. The same kind of love was 
prescribed in the O. T. (see Rom. xiii. 8) : 
—‘as thyself’ is the highest measure of 
love, and it is therefore not in degree that 
the new commandment differs (Cyr., Eu- 
thym.) from the old, nor in extent, but in 
being ¢he commandment of the new cove- 
nant,—the first-fruit of the Spirit in the 
new dispensation (Gal. v. 22): see 1 John 
ii. 7, 8 (and note), where kaivy is com- 
mented on by the Apostle himself.—I can- 
not agree with Stier (v. 17]), that iva in 
the second sentence is not || with tva in 
the first, but signifies ‘in order that.’ The 
sentence is analogous to ver. 14, and the 
new point in it is the ka@we Hy. dy., which 
is therefore set first, and should be (as in 
E. V.) retained so. — 85.] wavres,—all the 
world —and not for mere vain praise or 
display before the world, but that men may 
be attracted by the exhibition of the Spirit 
of Christ, and won over to Him. The world, 
notwithstanding this proof of His presence 
among them, shall hate them: see 1 John 
iii. 1O—15.—But among 7wravrec they them- 
selves are also included—brotherly love is 
the true sign to them of being children of 
God, 1 John ii. 3—5.—86.] This announce- 
ment of Peter’s denial is probably the same 
with that in Luke xxii. 33 ff., 
notes : 

to Gethsemane, Matt. xxvi. 34. Mark xiv. 
29. — ter. 52 ax.] alluding probably both 
to the future reception of His Apostle into 
His glory, and to the particular path/by 

where see / 
but distinct from that on the way / 
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which he should come to that glory ;—as 
in ch. xxi. 18, 19.—37.] Peter understands 
the Lord’s death to be meant ;—see Luke, 
ver. 33. — 38.] The S.ati is not answered 
—but Peter’s boast solemnly questioned. 
See a similar question, ch. i. 51. There 
was at the same time arstartling inversion 
of the subsequent facts, in this boast; to 
which the Lord, I think, alludes in His 
question,—r. {. gov Uxép Epov Onoerc x— 
The od ph adék. dwv. necessarily implies, 
as it was night, tv ry vuKTi TavTy,—and 
binds the whole events of this chapter to 
chs xvill. > 

Cuap. XIV. 1—81.] This first division 
of the great discourse is spent in com- 
Sorting the disciples for their Lord’s de- 
parture. —1.| A pause has intervened ; 
‘ Peter is humbled and silent’ (Liicke) ; the 
rest are Tapadaopevot TH Ka0dig On account 
of the sad things of which they had been 
hearing ;—Judas’s treachery,—Peter’s de- 
nial,—the Lord’s departure from them.— 
amotevete both times is imperative. So 
Cyril, Nonnus, Theophylact, Euth., Aug., 
Hil., — Lampe, Liicke, De Wette, Stier, 
Tholuck (ed. 6). Many (Erasmus, Bez., 
Grot., Olsh., also E. V.) take the first as 
indic., the second as imper., ‘ Ye believe in 
God: believe also in Me.’ But this is in- 
consistent with the whole tenour of the dis- 
course, which presupposes a want of belief 
in God in its full and true sense, as beget- 
ting trust in Him. The command is inti- 
mately connected with ch. xiii. 3), 32— 
faith in the glorification of Christ in the 
Father, and of the Father in Him. — 2.] 
This comfort—of being reunited to their 
Lord—is administered to them as rexvia, 

Vor. 

ins. CILS?U X 

in forms of speech simple, and adapted to 
their powers of apprehension of spiritual 
things. The oixta is Heaven: Ps. XXXiil. 
13, 14. Isa. Lxii. 15. In it are many (it 
number—not i in degree of dignity, as Gleut. 
Alex., Basil, Theod. , Chrys., Theophylact, 
Tert., Hil., Aug., ee at least no such 
meaning is here conveyed) abiding places ; 
room enough for them all;—ixavai 6é- 
EaoOat kai vpdc cuvecopévouc ipiv det. 
Kuthym. If not,—if they could not follow 
Him thither, He would not have concealed 
this from them. This latter assurance is 
one calculated to beget entire trust and 
confidence ; He would not in any matter 
hold out vain hopes to them ;—His word to 
them would plainly state all difficulties and 
discouragements,—as indeed He does, ch. 
xv. 18. Xvi. 1.4, which Jast verse ¢ (va vn. 
.... OTL €y@ eltrov wiv, is decisive for 

the above interpretation here, against those 
who would join 671 wopevonar. . . . with 
eizov av wiv (Kuthym., Aug., Erasm., 
Luther, Bengel) :—which besides does vio- 
lence to the next verse, where the ‘ going 
to prepare a place’ is stated as a fact.— 
The ott may have been inserted as a Ort 
recit. to favour the view just controverted ; 
but it may also be ‘ for,’ and belong to the 
whole sense of vy. 1, 2, as a reason why 
their heart should not be troubled.—The 
érousacat Tdtrov is that of which we sing, 
—‘ When Thou hadst overcome the sharp- 
ness of death: Thou didst open the King- 
dom of Heaven to all believers :’ see note 
on Luke xxiii. 43. And thus it is rTérov, 
not Tae povag :—the place as a whole, not 
each man’s place in it. —3.] In order to 
understand this, we must bear in mind what 

Rr 
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Stier well calls the ‘ perspective’ of pro- 
phecy. The coming again of the Lord is 
not one single act,—as His resurrection, 
or the descent of the Spirit, or His second 
personal advent, or the final coming to 
judgment; but the great complex of all 
these, the result of which shall be, His 
taking His people to Himself to be where 
He is. This épxopar is begun (ver. 18) in 
His Resurrection—canried on (ver. 23) in 
the spiritual life (see also ch. xvi. 22 ff.), 
the making them ready for the place pre- 
pared ;—further advanced when each by 
death is fetched away to be with Him (Phil. 
i. 23) ;—fully completed at His coming in 
glory, when they shall for ever be with 
Him (1 Thess. iv. 17) in the perfected 
resurrection state. —4.] They might have 
known, and doubtless did know in some 
sense ;—but, as Lampe remarks, ‘ interdum 
quis laudatur ut officii sui moneatur.’? We 
use thus ‘ you know,’—leaving to be sup- 
plied, ‘if you would give the matter thought.’ 
—6orov, to the Father; thy 8év (in the 
Lord’s own case, of which ¢his ver. treats), 
His death. — 5.] Thomas is slow of belief 
and apprehension. The answer to ov 
bmayec; ch. xiii. 37, which Peter seems to 
have apprehended, was not sufficient for 
him: see ch. xx. 25.—6.] The Lord, as 
Liicke (after Bengel) remarks (ii. 596), in- 
verts the order of Thomas’s question, and 
in answering it practically, for them, speaks 
of ‘the Way’ first. He is THE WAY; not 
merely the Forerunner ; which would imply 

on our part only an outward connexion with 
Him as His followers ;—but the way, in 
and on which we must go, having an inner 
union with and in Him (De W ette) (see 
Heb. x. 20). _— a, ah.] more than ore d\y- 
Osvw kK. TaYTWE ~oTat TavTa. Euth.—It is 
another side of the same idea of the Way; 
—God being true and only approached by 
and in truth, Christ is tHE TrurH (Col. ii. 
3), in Whom only that Knowledge of Him 
is gained, which (ch. xvii. 3) is eternal life. 
—7 Coy] not merely because ovdé 6 Oavarog 
dtacrijoe dpa énov. Huth.,—but as being 
THE Lire ofall His, in Whom only they who 
live can come to the living Father (ch. vi. 
57). —ovdels ¢ px: ++ | This plainly states 
the mod drayw, and the way also. — 8V 
épod as Tij¢ O0ov. —7.] See ch. viii. 19.— 
am apt] There is no difficulty, if we bear 
in mind the viv of ch. xiii. 31. The ‘ hence- 
forth’ is the future time, beginning with the 
Lord’s glorification, which was now at hand. 
Liicke remarks: ‘az’ dort is not entirely 
future nor entirely present, but the moment 
of transition, the identification of the pre- 
sent and future. Christ speaks here pro- 
leptically, in reference to the hour of His 
glorification being come’ (ii. 598). We 
have épaxa present, ch. ix. 37.—8.] Philip 
misunderstands éwo,. to mean ‘seeing in a 
vision,’—and intimates that one such sight 
of God would set at rest all their fears, and 
give them perfect confidence. — 9.] The 
Son is the only Exponent of the Father to 
men: see ch, xii. 44, 45. Col. i. 15. Heb. 
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abev Copt. Akth. Arm. Cyr. Chrys. Ambr. Aug.—zopevoouat Q. — 13. 
txt A D. — 14. aft. air. ins. we BE Ac 9 al. Ath. Arm. 

tyw rouro 7. B M!. A Le Copt. Ath. Arm. Cyr. Aug. 

i. 3. 1 Tim. vi. 16. This seeing of the 
Father in Him, is not only seeing His 
bodily presence, but knowing Him (ov« 
éyvwKas pe). —10.] See ch. x. 30. 38, and 
for the latter clause ch. viii. 28, where the 
contrast is, as here, purposely inexact in 
diction,—words being placed in one mem- 
ber and works in the other; and, as there, 
épya and pypara are taken as correlative 
and co-extensive ;—all the working of the 
Lord Jesus being a \ahid, a revelation of 
the Father.— De Wette supposes both goya 
and piju. to be understood in both places. 
—1l1—24.] The Lord now unfolds out of 
this avrds trovet Ta Epya, the great promise 
of the Paraclete. — 81a tT. épy. ava} see 
ch. x. 38. The object here seems to be, to 
fix their attention on the works as a plain 
testimony even to such as could not simply 
believe so deep a thing on His assertion 
(ator. pot), and one which —12.] should 
become subjective in themselves hereafter, 
—by virtue of their living union with Him 
who is gone to the Father, and become the 
dispenser and channel of the Spirit. — pett. 
Tovtwv]| This word petit. is not to be evaded 
(so as to = mAgiova. Lampe), but taken 
in its full strict sense. And the keys to its 
meaning will be found ch. i. 51. v.20. The 
works which Jesus did, His Apostles also 
did,—scil., raising the dead, &c. ;—greater 
works than those, they did,—not in degree, 
but in kind: spiritual works, under the 
dispensation of the Spirit, which had not 
yet come in. But they did them, not as 
separate from Him: but in Him, and by 
Him; and so (ch. v.21) Heis said to do them. 

airjre BQ. 
om. A D Q a.—rovro zou. 

The work which He did by Peter’s sermon, 
Acts ii., was one of these peiZova rodrwy, 
—the first-fruits of the unspeakable gift.— 
This union” of’ them with and in Him is 
expressed here by ra ip, & éya row, 
KaKetvos zoijoer. — ‘ He has sown, we 
reap; and the harvest is greater than the 
seed-time.’ Stier, v. 220.—18.] I have 
retained the period after mopevopar (Grot., 
Griesb., Lachm., Knapp, Liicke, Meyer, 
Stier place a comma only, and connect this 
verse with the ott), because the sense re- 
mains much the same, and the style is 
better preserved. — aityjonte, scil. Tov 
martipa: so ch. xv. 16. xvi. 23. But this 
does not exclude, but distinctly includes, 
prayer to Christ; so blended are these two 
(as the opgr, ver. 9), that we have not 
ToUoet, but Toujge, and, ver. 14, empha- 
tically, éy® zoumow. He who prays to the 
Father, prays to the Son.—This zomow 
answers to the zrotnoer in ver. 12; ‘the 
reason why you shall do these greater 
works, is, on account of the all powerful 
Spirit of grace and supplication which 
My going to the Father shall bring down 
upon the Church; in answer to which 
Spirit, I will do by you whatever in My 
Name (i.e. in union with Me, as being 
Mine, manifesting forth Jesus as the Son 
of God), ye shall ask. And the end of 
this is, that by these petLova tovtwv, the 
wonders of grace and triumphs of the 
Spirit, the Father may be glorified (His 
glory shown forth) in and by the Son.— 
14.] solemnly repeats as a promise, what 
was incidentally asserted before: ‘ For this 

Rr2 
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fit gob KOoMOC ov evvarae 'AaPew, ore ov * Dewoet avTO oveE 
xvi. 2 Aq n a? ete 

k ch. xv. 26. Fs Oe WWOOKETE auto OT Tao VILLV Sali te yiveoker auto" ; nel ic a » Ort p un 

1 sre pevet Kal &v vay tora. | ovk "apnow vag ° oopavove, 
m = ch. vi. 40. go q? 48. 0 eve MLK ovuK 38s acts coyomat Tpoc Upac. Ere ‘ iKOOV Kal 0 KOoMOG ME 
ix. 42 al. o = Matt. v. 24 al. ver. 27. p James i. 27 only. Ps. ix. 34, 38. q pres. ver. 3. rch. xiii. 33 reff. 

Copt. Eus. Cyr. — 16. for pévy, 7 BLQ 
17. avrdy (thrice) D! L.—airo (2nd) om. 

is a truth, that whatever’ &c. And besides, 
adds the éyw: ‘it is I that will do it:’ 
showing that the use of the first person 
before was emphatic. —16.] is a following 
out of éy rw dvdpmari pou: ‘That way of 
prayer is the way of loving obedience, in 
which the Spirit is ever found, and which 
is only trodden by His help :’—and also of 
iva Oo&. 6 w. éy Tr. vt, ‘ As the Father is 
honoured in the Son, so must the Son be 
honoured in you:’—see ch. xy. 10. — 16.] 
And then the Spirit shall proceed forth 
upon you. Not airjow, but épatyow— 
‘ familiaris petendi modus,’ Bengel : — 
rather perhaps, a manner of asking imply- 
ing actual presence and nearness, — and 
here used of the mediatorial office in 
Christ’s ascended state. — wapdxdyrTov | 
Olshausen remarks that the interpreta- 
tions of this word range themselves in 
two classes, which again by no means ex- 
clude one another :—those of ‘CoMFORTER,’ 
and those of ‘ Apvocats.’ [‘ Teacher’ 
(Theodore of Mopsuest. and Ernesti) is 
out of the question.|—The etymology of 
the word requires the latter as its strict 
meaning, and in this strict meaning it satis- 
fies 1 John ii. 1, wapaxAntov fyopnev od¢ 
Tov wartpa, Inoovv Xpioréy: but not so 
all the places where it is used of the Holy 
Spirit,—nor this verse, where of the Son 
and Spirit both. And therefore the other 
meaning, Comforter, including as it does 
in its fulness (see Rom. viii. 26, where 
both, the cuvayTiAapBavecOar and the 
UTEDEVTVY Xaver, are united) the Advocate 
also, has been both here and in Germany 
(Srofter, Luther) sanctioned by Christian 
usage as the most adequate rendering. See 
Archdeacon Hare’s Mission of the Com- 
forter, vol. ii. note Ja. He shows that 
Wicliff, from whom we have our ‘ Com- 
forter,’ often used ‘ comfort’ for the Latin 
confortari, as e.g. Luke xxii. 43. Acts ix. 
19 al. Thus the idea of help and strength 
is conveyed by it, as well as of consolation. 
—It was this office (confortari) which Jesus 
had filled to His disciples while with them ; 

X ac Hil. Lucif. Ambr. Jer. txt A D.— 

B.—éé om. B Q ab Lucif.—iorw B D'a 

—and which the Holy Spirit was to fill 
even more abundantly (and in a higher 
sense, because their state would be higher) 
on the removal of Jesus from them. — 17. ] 
To mv. T. GX., not ‘the true Spirit,’—but 
‘;HE Spirit or Trutu ;’—the Spirit Who 
is Truth, 1 John v. 6,—of Whom all truth 
comes, and Who alone leads into the whole 
truth, the truth of God, ch. xvi. 13.—6 
Koop.] = ot WuyxeKoi, 1 Cor. ii. 14, those 
who live according to the desires of the 
flesh and the mind, and have no receptivity 
of the things of God. — 0ewpet| sometimes 
= ywooke, but not here, as being sepa- 
rated from it by od: ‘ recognizes not in 
His operations (obj.), zor knows (subj.) ;’ 
—‘has neither sight nor knowledge of.’— 
yiweoxete] present, but spoken of their 
state as disciples, opposed to the world,— 
and proleptically,as before. They were even 
now not of the world (ch. xv. 19), and are 

therefore viewed in the completion of their 
state as opposed to it.—péver (not peve7) is 
rightly explained by De Wette to be future 
in signification ; ‘abideth,’ as pévet, ch. viii. 
35.—€orat] is future, because, though their 
knowledge of the Spirit proper to their 
complete state, and His dwelling, remaining, 
among them, had in some inferior sense 
begun, — His dwelling in them had not. 
See Hare, Mission of the Comforter, ii. 
note I.— Euthym. understands zap’ ap. 
péver of the Spirit abiding in Jesus, Who 
was among them: but wrongly.—Stier pre- 
fers the reading éor, which Lachm. adopts. 
If so, the prolepsis is still stronger :—but 
I prefer the future, as less likely to have 
arisen from an alteration, than the present. 
—18.] dp. should be ‘orphans’ in the 
E. V.—The office of the wapakX. is to con- 
nect the disciples with the Father: if there- 
fore they had Him not, they would be 
Jatherless. This makes épyopac plain, as. 
applying to the coming by the Spirit, who 
is one with Christ;—not only the ultimate 
personal coming, which is but the last step 
of the oyopat, nor only the bodily coming 
again to them and not the world at the 
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ere Dewpet, vusic yg Dewpeiré us. OTL eyo Ge, Kat vusic 
Cnoabe. a eUAe exetvy Ty mMEpG ywioacalle 5 Upete ort yw év 
TW TaTpl Lov Kat vcic EV EL0l Kayo eviumives or" exw a= ch. v.88: 

Tac evtroAac pou kal * Tnp@v aUTAC, EKELVOC EOTLY O bver.15. 

ayaToy ps 0 a ayarow i ayannOhoerar vIr0 TOU 

c Matt. xxvii. 
53. Heb. ix. 
24. Exod. 
XXXii. 13. 

Tar poe ates: Kal eyo ayaTnow auTov kal * eupaviow 

auTw aur oe ae Aé ae auTW ‘lovdac, ovx 0 Toxapuorne, 

Képee, | hat yeyovev OTL nw peAX ete cupavice seauTo”, d Acts v. 24, 

l 4 amexol0n 0 Kal ovxt Ty Koop 5 Inoove Kal eure auTw 

*Eav oe ayaa ME, TOV Aayou Oe “T™pnast, Kal 0 marino e ch. viii. 51 al. 
\ 

ete ayamnoe auTov, Kal ™poc auTov eAevoousba Kal 
’ ~ 

* wovny Tap auTw = TOUGoueY. 0 ml ayaTov pe ToUc f ver. 2 reff. 

Aoyouc [Lou ou TnoE Kal 0 Ab-yoe 0 Ov aKovere ouK corw 

°° Taura AcAaXnka 

Tapak)nroc, TO mevpea g ver. 17 reff. 
h ver. 16 reff. 

ELLOC, adda TOU meppayr de pes mar pdc. 

& 2675 Quoc. 

‘\ ¢ 

TO aylov, 0 member 0 10) Tato ray tT! Ovopmartl fou, EKELVOC 

abed Lucit. Ambr. txt A Q.—pe (2nd) om. L Q.—Zjoere BL X. txt AD Q Sc Hil. 
—20. bpsic om. A d Syr. Cyr. Chrys. ins. B D Q ac.—22. for isxap., ad kapvwrov D. 
—aft. céove ins. kai GHKMQSU 4 380all. syr. Chrys. Theophyl. om. ABDELX 
abev Lucif. (?)—for yéy., torey D. — 23. thedoopar D.—zroiospeba BL X 7 al. Orig. 

Cac 
ULLY map Ue pes eve" 

Eus. Naz. Cyr. Theodoret. Hil. 

7 Resurrection, which was but a pledge of His 
- lasting presence in the Spirit: see on ver. 3. 

€oxoar is (as there) the complex of these 
—the great Revisitation, in all its blessed 
progress. —19—21.] This goyopuar is ex- 
plained to consist in His presence among 
them by the Life of His Resurrection, which 
is theirs; by (ver. 20) the witness of the 
Spirit in their hearts; and (ver. 21) their 
sanctification by the Spirit in love, and the 
consequent manifestation of Jesus to them. 
—19.] The immediate reference of this 
Qewpetre is to the forty days (see Acts x. 
41),—but only as leading on to its wider and 
deeper reference to the spiritual life. — fa, 
not ¢jow—the principle of Life being im- 
manent in Him.—{yoeoe, in all its fulness, 
including the most blessed sense of Coy,— 
the life of the Spirit,—here and hereafter. 
—20.] éw. TH Hp., no particular day ; but 
‘each of these periods, as its continually 
increasing light breaks upon you, shall bring 
increased knowledge of your unity in Me 
with the Father, and My dwelling in you 
by the Spirit.’ — 21.] €xov «. Tnpov, «qui 
habet in memoria et servat in vita.’ Aug. 
Or perhaps more accurately (with Stier), 
‘He who has my com. as being My dis- 
ciple by outward profession, and keeps 
them :’—see Luke xi. 28.— And typ. is 
more of the inner wi// to keep them, than 
the absolute observance, which can only 

mooc abroy p. Tonoopat D. txt A. — 24. ob rypjoet 

follow on high degrees of spiritual advance- ‘ 
ment.—épd. avr. ép.] by the Holy Spirit : 
see ch. xvi. 14. This (as Stier observes) 
is the highest promise which can be made 
to man (see ver. 23), and yet it is made 
to every man who éye x. THpEt the com, 
of the » Lord Jesus. — 22.] “Iovdas, obx 6 
"lok. = ‘Tovdae IlaxwBou of Luke vi. 16: 
see note on Matt. x. 3. The question seems 
to be put with the Jewish idea, that the 
Messiah, the King and Judge of the nations, 
must necessarily manifest Himself to the 
world.—t yéy. ott, ‘ What has week 
that. . . 2 i.e. ‘how is if, that < .)5 2’— 
23, 24.) These verses contain the | answer 
to the question in both its parts. — piv, 
because love to Christ, leading to the keep- 
ing of His word, is the necessary condition 
of the indwelling and manifestation in man 
of the Father and the Son;—ovxt to 
Kéopo, because want of love to Christ, 
leading to neglect of His words, necessarily 
excludes from communion with the Father 
and the Son, and the Spirit, who reveals 
the Son in man. ‘ For the word which ye 
hear (and which the world od rnpet = 
aQerei),—is not Mine, but the Father’s.’ 
On the gracious and wonderful promise of 
ver. 23, see Rom. viii. 15. —25.] eAaAnKka 
is proleptic, referring, as elvov (ver. 26), 
to the futures didaZer and bzopyncet.— 
26.] q.d. ‘I know that ye do not understand 

\ 
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12. Jude 5 al. 

k ver. 18. 
1= ch. x. 28al. 
m ver. 1. ch. 

Xiii. 2) al. 
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O pres. vy. 3, 

18. Matt. 
XVii. 11. 
XXVi. 2. 
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XXvi. 34 al. 
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Isa. xlvi. 10. 
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should not be troubled ;—then the rest A them yet: but’ &c.— 716 mv. 76 dy.] The 
Paraclete is now more closely defined by 
this well-known Name,—and, by 6 zéyrpee 
6 mario, and éxeivoc... , designated per- 
sonally, as One sent, and One acting on 
them. —év T@ dv. pov] not, ‘in My stead,’ 
but ‘in regard of Me’—in answer to My 
prayer, and prayers in My name,—to those 
who bear My name,—and as a means of 
manifesting Me.—8.8a&. wévra stands by 
itself, not with @ eizov:—‘ shall teach you 
all things ;—all that can and may be learnt 
by you, all that belongs to your work and 
life in Me.’ — tropvyoer}] What is not 
understood is liable to be forgotten ;—and 
therefore in this word is implied the giving 
them a right understanding of, as well as 
recalling, what Jesus had said to them: see 
ch. ii. 22. xii. 16.—It is on the fulfilment 
of this promise to the Apostles, that their 

supiciency as Witnesses of all that the Lord 
did and taught, and consequently THE 

- AUTHENTICITY OF THE GOSPEL NARRATIVE, 

is grounded. — 27.] This is introduced by 
ver. 25, which suggests the speedy close 
of the discourse. It was customary to take 
leave with wishes of peace:—so 1 Sam. i. 17. 
Luke vii. 50. Acts xvi. 36. 1 Pet. v. 14. 
3 John 15. Also, to re-assure by such 

words, see Gen. xliii. 23. Judg. vi. 23. But 
the Lord distinguishes His peace, true 
peace, ‘the peace which I have and give’ 
(see ch. xy. 11), from the mere empty word 
used in the world’s forms of greeting. Peace 
(in general) He leaves with them ;—His 
peace He gives to them, over and above 
that other. The ca%we 6 «. 616. must refer, 
I think (with Lampe, Liicke, and Stier), to 
the world’s manner of giving,—not to the 
unreality of the world’s peace, of which, 
however true, there is no direct mention 
here. The world can only give peace in 
empty formule, saying ‘ Peace, peace,’ when 
there is no peace: Jer. vi. 14 al. — 28.] as 
far as wpa¢ is a reason why their heart 

the verse removes all ground of dea, 
since it is an exaltation of Him whom they 
loved, which is about to happen; and there- 
fore a ground of joy, and not of fear.— 
petLwv] This word, as Luther well remarks 
(Stier, v. 266), is not here used as referring 
to the Nature or Essence of the Son as 
related to the Father,—but as indicating 
that particular subordination to the Father 
in which the Lord Jesus then was,—and 
the cessation of the state of humiliation, 
and entering into His glory, which would 
take place on His being received up to the 
Father. So also Calvin: ‘ Non confert hic 
Christus Patris Divinitatem cum sua, nec 
humanam suam naturam divine Patris es- 
sentiz comparat, sed potius statum pre- 
sentem ccelesti gloriz ad quam mox recipi- 
endus erat.’ And Cocceius: ‘non intelli- 
gitur hic minoritas secundum naturam hu- 
manam,—quia intelligitur minoritas qua 
per profectionemad Patrem deponitur (Stier, 
ibid. Similarly De Wette, Tholuck).—And 
this removes all reason for fear, as they 

will be exalted in Him.—The whole doc- 
trinal controversy which has been raised 
on these words (especially by the Fathers 
against the Arians, see Suicer, Thes. ii. p. 
1368, 9), seems not to belong to the sense 
of the passage. That there is a sense in 
which the Father is greater than even the 
glorified Son, is beyond doubt: but as on 
the one hand that concession is no conces- 
sion to Arianism, because it is not in the 
essential being of the Son, but in His Me- 

diatorial office that this minorifas consists, 
—so on the other hand this verse implies in 
itself no such minoritas, the discourse being 
of another kind. —29.] etpyKa— viz. ‘all 
this,—esp. the prophecies of My Resurrec- 
tion and Ascension,’ &c.—amvorevonte] See — 
ch. xiii. 19, where Ort tyw eine is supplied. 
‘That ye may delieve,’ in the fullest sense 
of the word, ‘ Neque enim Eum Dei Filium 
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see Eph. ii. 2. 
Luke xxii.37. 
xxiii. 31. 
1 Cor. ix. 15, 
ee ch. ix. 

* eysipecOe, a? dw. dat. Acts 
i.2. xiii. 47. 
oe x1. 16 
Vat. 

e = Matt.ix.19. 
ch. xi. 29. 

f = ch. xi.7 reff. g=—ch.i. 9. iv. 23 al. Heb. viii. 2. 

txt B a.—29. aft. rior. ins. ot D.—30. rec. kdop. rovrov, with (une. 
qu.?) » Orig, om. ABDEGHK LMS X 13 all. abed Syrr. Cyr. Theodoret. 
Theophyl. Hil.—for éye1, evpyoer K 8 al. Atth. Ath. Cyr. Theodoret. Hil. (twice) Ambr. 
Jer. Aug. evpioKe Arm. Orig. Ath. 
Eyee oddév evpeiv D ad. 
A’ B D ac Hil.—for éver., tvrodijy édweey BL (ded. X) 2 abe Cyr. Hil. 
marno om. D Aith. 

f non et ante credebant: sed cum in Illo fac- 
_ tum esset quod ante predixit, fides illa quee 
_ tune quando illis loquebatur fuit parva, et 

$ cum moreretur pene jam nulla, et revixit 
et crevit. * Aug. in Joh. Tract 79. — 30.] 
abe Zru woNNa J. :—then, as Stier remarks, 
He had some words more to say, and was 
not about to break off at ver. 31, as some 
have supposed.—o T. k. dpxwv] i.e. Satan: 
—not, Satan in Judas, but Satan himself, 
with whom the Lord was in conflict during 
His passion: see Luke iv. 13 (and note), and 
ch. xxii. 53. — év épot ov« x. od8.] ‘nul- 
lum scilicet omnino peccatum.’ Aug. This 
is the only true interpretation : ‘ has nothing 
in Me’—no point of appliance whereon to 
fasten his attack. De Wette, Liicke, Tholuck, 
and many others render it, ‘has no power 
over Me.’—oddév airtoy Pavarov, Euthym. 
—81.] ‘ But My death is an act of volun- 
tary obedience, that it may be known that 
I love and obey the Father—that the glory 
of the Father in and by Me may be mani- 
fested.’—The construction is elliptic: sup- 
ply, ‘ But (his power over Me for death 
will be permitted by Me) that,’ &e.—And 
set a period at roi, as usually done.— 
éyetp. ay. évt.] These words imply a move- 
ment from the table to depart. Probably 
the rest of the discourse, and the prayer, 
ch. xvii., were delivered when now all 
were standing ready to depart. There 
would be some little pause, in which the 
preparations for departure would be made. 
But the place is clearly the same, see ch. 
xviii. 1, ravra eizwy 6 "Inoove téndOe: 
—besides which,—we can hardly suppose 
(Grot., &c.) discourses of a character like 
those in ch. xy. xvi. to have been delivered to 
as many as eleven persons, while walking by 
the way, and in a time of such publicity as 
that of the Paschal Feast. Still less is the 
supposition of Bengel and Beausobre pro-~ 
bable,—that ch. xiii. xiv. happened outside 

Chrys. Hil. (twice) Ambr. Jer. Aug. — ov« 
txt A B de Orig. Hil. Aug. — 31. cai om. Al E “b. ins. 

txt A D.— 

“™y, 

the city, and that between ch. xiv. and xv. — 
the paschal meal takes place. Compare 
also ch. xiii. 30 and ch. xviii. 28, which are 
decisive against this idea. saath? 

Cuar. XV. 1— 6.] Parabolic alley, 
of the vine and branches.—Various sug- ~ 
gestive circumstances have been imagined, 
but none of them are satisfactory. The 
vineyards on the way to Gethsemane 
(Lampe),—the carved vine on the great 
doors of the temple (Rosenmuller, bibl. 
exeget. Repert. 1. 166 (Liicke),—see Joseph. 
Be J: Vv. 5; 4.) Antt. xvsi 1373)" a vine 
trained about the window of the guest- 
chamber (Knapp. Liicke conj. Tholuck, 6), 
are all fanciful, and the two first (see on 
ch. xiv. 31) imapplicable. But I believe 
with Liicke that most probably the Lord 
did not take the similitude from any out- 
ward suggesting occasion, but as a means 
of illustrating the great subject, the inner 
unity of Himself and His. Occasion enough 
was furnished, by the O. T. symbolism of 
the vineyard and the vine,—Isa. y. | ff. 
Jer. ii. 21. Ezek. xix. 10 ff., and especially 
Ps. Ixxx. 8—19: by intimate analogy of 
vegetable life (of which the tree bearing 
fruit is the highest kind, and of such trees 
the vine the noblest,) with spiritual, and 
perhaps also by the yévynpa rij¢ apr. 
having been so recently the subject of their 
attention and the Lord’s prophecy, Luke 
xxii. 18 and ||.—1.] The Vine and branches 
stand in a much nearer connexion than the 
Shepherd and the sheep, or the lord of the 
vineyard and the vines; and answer to 
the Head and members in Eph. y. 23. 30. 
Col. ii. 19, linked together by a common 
organization, and informed by one and the 
same life.—4 aAn9tv7y] not only, ‘ by which 
prophecy is fulfilled:’ not only, ‘in which 
the organism and qualities of the vine are 
most nobly realized’ (Tholuck), but, as in 
ch. i. 9, original, archetypal. ‘The mate- 

: 
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James v. 7. 
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see Levit. 
xix. 23. 
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xiii. 48. 

o gen. Matt. x. 
16 al. fr. 
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rial creations of God are only inferior ex- 
amples of that finer spiritual life and organ- 
ism in which the creature is raised up to 
partake of the divine nature; only avtt- 
TuTa TOV adyPvav, Heb. ix. 24; bodety- 
para TWY éy Toic ovp., ib. 23; see ch. Vi. 
32.—6 yewpyos] Not only the tiller of 
the land, but the vine-planter and dresser ; 
He Who has originated the relation be- 
tween the Vine and branches by planting 
the Vine im this earth (the nature of man), 
and Who looks for and ensures the bring- 
ing forth of fruit. — 2.] The Vine contains 
Sruitful, and unfruitful branches. Who 
are these unfruitful branches? Who are 
the branches ? Clearly, all those who, 
adopting the parallel image, are made mem- 
bers of Christ by baptism, Rom. vi. 3, 4; 
comp. ovpevrot, ver. 5, also Rom. xi. 17 ff. 
The Vine is the wisible Church here, of 
which Christ is the inclusive Head: the 
Vine contains the branches ; hence the un- 
fruitful, as well as the fruitful, are éy 
xotor().—Every such unfruitful branch 
the Father aipst,—pulls off and casts away : 
and eyery one that beareth fruit He raat- 
pec (an allusion to aipe, but only in the 
Greek (?) ) prunes, by cleansing it of its 
rie parts and shortening its rank 
growth, that it may ripen and enlarge its 
fruit better.—The two, may kX., Kai TaY.., 
are “pendent nominatives ; a construction 
usual with John in connexion with way, 
see ch. vi. 39. xvii. 2.—8.] ka@apoi, see 

In Eph. v. 26, we have both 
the washing and the word united. The 
word of Christ dwelling in them by Faith 
(see ver. 7) is the purifying principle 

~ (ch. xvii. 17). But the ca@apoi here is 
not = kexabappévor, pruned, in the sense 

txt D ac. —5. aft. tyw 
d.—6. rec. peivy with (qu?) all exe. the 

txt 

ABD 

of ver. 2. The 7j6n limits it to their pre- : 
sent capacities and standing. There was 
more pruning at hand, when the sap should 
begin to flow; when the Spirit should be 
shed abroad; and this future handling of 
the yewpydc¢ is indicated by petvare év 
twol....—4.] kay. év du. must not (with 
Euthym. and Liicke) be taken as a promise, 
which (see on éy éuoi above) would be con- 
trary to the sense: but (with Aug. Tho- 
luck, Bengel, Stier, who however modifies 
it by rendering ‘so abide in Me that I may 
abide in you’) as a clause dependent on 
peivare éy tpuot, ‘Take care that ye abide 
in Me and I in you:’ both these being 
eee) to the bringing forth fruit: see 
ver. 5, where the two are similarly po 
together.—Here the nat saat] .stsicinessof 
the similitude is departed rom. The 
branch cannot sever itself from the vine: 
but, sweh a case supposed, every one will 
see the inevitable consequence.—It is the 
permitted freewill of the creature which 
makes the difference between the branches 
in the two cases. — 5.] The interpretation 
of the allegory which each mind was form- 
ing for itself, the Lord solemnly asserts for 
them.— ywpis és. is more than ‘ without 
Me,’ it is, separate from Me, from being 
in Me and Tin you. The 6tt regards what 
ae in xwpic eu. od 6. 7. ob. rather 

an the words themselves : for union with 

Me is the sole efficient cause of fruit being 
produced, you haying no power to do any 
thing (not, woteiy xapzov: for gépew is 
here used throughout), to bring any thing 
to perfection, to do any of the apserai of 
that which ye are, separate from Me.— 
6.] This verse is a most important testi- 
mony against supra-lapsarian error, showing 

~ 
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ous that falling from grace is possible, and 
pointing out the steps of the fall. Observe 
this is not said of the unfruitful branch, 
which the Father fakes away (in judg- 
ment): but of one who will not abide in 
Christ, becomes separate from Him: (1) is 
cast out (of the vineyard, or of the Vine) 
like a (76 KA. scil. 7d a@ypyoroy. Euth.) 
branch in such a case: (2) becomes dried 
up, having lost the supply of life-giving sap 
(‘quenched the Spirit,’ 1 Thess. v. 19): 
(3) is gathered up with other such (Matt. 
xiii. 40) by the angels at the great day: 
(4) is cast into the fire, as the result of that 
judgment ; and finally (5) ‘ burneth ;’ not, 
‘is burned,’ in any sense of being con- 
sumed ; ‘und muf brennen,’ Luther. 

7—17.] Exhortations and assurances 
Jollowing on the foregoing parable. — 
7.| All bringing forth fruit is the result of 
answered prayer for the assisting grace of 
God: and therefore the answer of all 
prayer is here promised to those who abide 
in Christ and have His word (Heb. vi. 5) 
abiding in them. —aitycaode is the im- 
perative used proleptically of the future 
time. This not having been seen, it has 
probably been altered to airnoecbe: see 
ch. xiv. 13.— 6 éav OédAnrte, in the sup- 
posed case, is necessarily in the way of 
God’s will, and as tending to wo\dy Kap- 
mov géioetv.—8.] ev TovTw belongs t 
the following, not the preceding : tv TOUTY, 
twa..as in E. V., see reff. — ®ofacby 
again is proleptic, representing that in the 
spiritual dispensation the fact is habitually 
so. See on this sense of the aorist, Winer, 
§ 41. 5. 1. — The wodts kapros is not 
mer “large success in the Apostolic mis- 
ont individual advance in bringing 

forth the fruits of the Spirit. — Kal yev7- 
oeoGe] ‘and (thus) ye shall become My 
(true) disciples,’ azapricOyceobe, Euthym. 
‘Fundamentum Christianismi, fieri disci- 
pulum Christi: fastigium, esse discipulum 
Christi.’ Bengel.—The reading yévno0e is 
probably a grammatical correction, to make 
it follow tva.—9.] The Love between 
the Father and Christ is compared with 
that between Christ and His disciples. The 
sense is best served by placing a colon (as 
in E. V.) after dpac, making peivare K.T.X. 
a separate injunction, and cayw = otrwe. 

With only a comma at dace, that which is 
the great assertion of the sentence, is suf- 
fered to slip by unnoticed ; viz., that ‘ As 
the Father hath loved the Son, so the Son 
His disciples.’ — Tq ay. TH ep. may be ren- 
dered the love of Me, as in ref.,—but the 
sense is not good, and the expression is not 
parallel with 777 ay. pov in ver. 10; so that 
I prefer ‘ My love,’ the love which I have 
towards you; remain in it; do not cast 
yourselves out of it. The other sense is 
implied in this, but not expressed. —10.] 
The way thus to remain is prescribed ; 
even that way of simple obedience to His 
Will, which He followed to, the. Will of the 
Father. — 11.] “XeXaX” again _proleptic, 
hastening to the end of the discourse, and 
treating it as ended. — 7 x. H én] not 
‘joy concerning Me’ (Euthym.), nor ‘ joy 
derived from Me’ (De Wette), nor ‘ My 
joy over you’ (Aug. Lampe, Liicke, former 
edd.), but ‘ My Joy,’ properly speaking : 
“ Tis own holy exultation, the joy of the 
Son in the consciousness of the love of 
God, of His Unity with the Father ; see 
ver. 10.” (Liicke, 3rd ed.)—x. 4 x. op. wA.] 
That their joy might, by the indwelling of 
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that His Joy, be uplifted and ennobled 
(znowOy) even to fulness,—to the extreme 
of their capability and satisfaction,—and 
might remain so.—12.] That He may 
show them that it is no rigid code of keep- 
ing commandments in the legal sense, 
yer. 11 is inserted, and now ¢he command- 
ment (as including all others) is again ex- 
plained (see ch. xiii. 34) to be, mutual love,— 
and that, after His example of Love to them. 
—13.] A difficulty has been unnecessarily 
found in this verse, because Paul, Rom. v. 
G6 ff., cites it as a nobler instance of love, 
that Christ died for us when we were ene- 
mies. But manifestly ere the example is 
from common life, in which if a man did 
lay down his life it would naturally be for 
his friends ; and would be, and is cited as, 
the greatest example of love. Nor again 
is there any doctrinal difficulty: the Lord 
does not assert of Himself, that He laid 
down His life only for His friends (as de- 
fined in the next verse), but puts forward 
this side of His love as a great and a prac- 
ticable example for His followers. His 
own great Sacrifice of Himself lies in the 
back-ground of this verse ; but only in the 
back-ground, and with but one side of it 
seen, viz., His love to them. See | Tim. iv. 
10, and comp. 1 John iii. 16. — twa, as in 
ver. 8, depends on atrn, not on any will 
implied in ayarn (De Wette), nor used 
éxartcoc (Olsh.),—and answers to ‘ scilicet, 
ut.’—14,] parallel to ver. 10,—and, like it, 
guarded in vy. 15, 16, 17, from legal mis- 
interpretation. —15.] proleptically spoken, 
of the state in which He would place them 
under the Spirit. Nor is there any dis- 
crepancy with ch. xiii. 13. 16, and ver. 20 
here, which are also spoken of their future 
condition : for in that sense both relations 
subsist together. It is the /ower sense of 
dovAoe which is brought out in this verse. 
—The proleptical character of the saying 

is clearly shown in the ov« olde ri mot 
6 «., for this was precisely their presen 
condition, but was after His Ascension 
changed into light and knowledge. —éyvo- 
ptoa twp.| Here again the allusion must be 
(see ch. xvi. 12) to their future state under 
the dispensation of the Spirit: nay, even 
to the fulness and completion of if, as 
Aug. remarks, Tract. Ixxxvi. 1; compare 
the confession of one of the greatest Apo- 
stles, 1 Cor. xiii. 10. ‘ Sicut immortalitatem 
carnis et salutem animarum futuram ex- 
spectamus, quamvis jam pignore accepto 
salvi facti esse dicamur: ita omnium noti- 
tiam queecumque Unigenitus audivit a Patre, 
futuram sperare debemus, quamyis hoc jam 
se fecisse dixerit Christus.’ Aug. ut supra. 
—16.] See 1 John iv. 10. 19. Further 
proof of His love, in His choosing His, 
when they had not chosen Him. — €$yxKe | 
‘appointed ;’ see Acts xiii. 47. 1 Tim, 1. 
12. 1 Thess. v. 9, and reff. Euth. Chrys. 
Theophyl. explain it pvrevca, in the para- 
bolic sense. But the parable seems to be 
no further returned to than in the allusion 
implied in xap7éc.— vmdy. kK. Kap. >.] 
wz. probably merely expresses (see ref. and 
Matt. xviii. 15. xix. 21, and cropevdpevor, 
Luke viii. 14) the activity of living and 
developing principle ; not the missionary 
journeys of the Apostles (Grot. Lampe). 
The cap7dc is not the Church, to be 
founded by the Apostles, and endure ;—this 
is evident, for here the fruit is spoken of 
with reference to themselves, and their 
ripening into the full stature of Christ. 
Much of their fruit will be necessarily the 
winning of others to Christ: but that is 
not the prominent idea here. — pévy)] See 
2 John 8. Rev. xiv. 13.— twa 6 1 Gv... ] 
This iva is parallel with the former one, 
not the result of it; the two, the bringing 
forth of fruit and the obtaining answer to 
prayer, being co-ordinate with each other ; 
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but (vv. 7, 8) the bearing fruit to God’s 
glory is of these the greater, being the 
result and aim of the other. —17.] ravra 
refers (as almost always in John, see vv. 11. 
21. xvi. 1. 25.33. xvii. 1. xviii. ] al.) back 
to what has gone before.—‘ The object of 
My enjoining these things on you is, (for 
all since ver. 12 has been an expansion of 
KaQas Ay. vp.) that ye love one another’ 
(see 1 John iv. 11). Then from the inde- 
finiteness of this word a\AnAove the Lord 
takes occasion to forewarn them that how- 
ever wide their love to one another, they 
cannot bring all within this category ; there 
will be 6 kéopoc, which will hate them. 
18—Cuap. XVI. 4.] The Lord fore- 

warns them of the hate and persecution of 
the unbelieving world. Onthe-connexion, 
see..above..— 18.] See ch. vii. 7. The 
great proof of this hatred to Him was yet to 
come, but is viewed as past.—This know- 
ledge brings comfort, 1 Pet. iv. 12, 13. — 
19.] not only explains this hatred, but de- 
rives additional comfort from it, as a sign 
that they were not (any longer) of the 
world ; but chosen out of it by Him, and 
endued with a new life from above.—In 
76 Wrov épirer, not dpac é¢., we have the 
true practice of the world hinted at, and the 
false character of the world’s love, as a mere 
grauria, set forth. In this ‘loving their 
own,’ the children of this world fall into 
hating one another.—20.] ch. xiii. 16, 
but with a different reference: the sense 
here being, ‘ Remember the saying, for it is 
true in this matter also;’ see Matt. x. 24, 
where it is used in the same sense.—A dif- 

ficulty has been raised on érjonoayv... ‘\ 
THoncovor, and some have wanted to give 
this word a hostile sense, as taparnoeiv, 
quoting Matt. xxvii. 36(!) and Gen. ii. 15 
(which is altogether an exceptional use if 
the reading is genuine). But in John this 
cannot be.—The words simply mean, ‘the 
keeping My word and the keeping yours 
are intimately joined, and when you find 
the world or any part of the world do the 
first, you may infer the other.’ The issue 
of ei 7. X. p. étHo. was to be proved by 
their rejection and killing of the Lord 
Jesus. — 21.] tatta mdvra—all that is 
implied in pucety and duwxevy.—It was on 
account of bearing the Name of Christ that 
the Christians were subjected to persecu- 
tion in the early ages, and that they are 
even now hated by those who know Him 
not.—ov« otdacr] not, ‘they know Him 
not as having sent Me’—but ‘they know 
not (absolutely) Him who has sent Me.’ 
Ignorance of God (not desiring the know- 
ledge of His ways) is the great cause of 
hostility to Christ and His servants. — 22. ] 
See ch. ix. 41 and note.—éAddnoa, ‘ dis- 
coursed,’ generally: not, acquainted them 
with their sin. The sin spoken of is, not 
the generally sinful state of the world,— 
nor the sin of unbelief in Christ, which 
they of course could not have committed, 
had He never come: but the sin of hatred 
to Him and His, which might have been 
excused otherwise, but now that He had 
come and discoursed with them, had no 
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excuse, since He had plainly shown them * 
the proofs of His mission from the Father. 
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— 23.] See ch. xiv. 9. Human regards, 
whether of love or of hatred, towards Him 
who is the only manifestation of the Father 
to His creatures, are in fact directed to- 
wards the Father Himself; see Ps. lxix. 9, 
cited in Rom. xv. 3.—24.] He refers to 
the testimony of His works among them 
also, as leaving them again without excuse ; 
—they had had ocular witness of His 
mission.—ev avtots—not to them (as Aug.), 
but as Acts ii. 22, tv péiow bpev.—erot- 
noev is, not only by external evidence, but 
also by internal, the right reading. TET OIN- 
key (as Liicke remarks, ii. 643) would 
imply that the aAAor referred to were con- 
temporaries of our Lord,—or, at all events, 
that their works still lasted. —éwpdkaot does 
not refer to the works (as Liicke), but to 
kai ue Kai TOY 7aTépa pov, see ch. xiv. 9. 
— 25.] a\Aa,—but all this not as an acci- 
dental thwarting of My word and work 
among them, but as a matter predicted in 
Scripture.—év T@ vépw avtev, see ch. x. 
34 and note.—Swpeav| not, ‘to no pur- 
pose,’ as Bengel (vergeblich), but as E. V. 
‘without a cause,’ answering to zpddacu 
ovKx éxouvat, ver. 22.—The citation is pro- 
bably from the Messianic Psalm lxix.—26.] 
This assurance carries on the testimony 
concerning Christ,—which the world should 
see and hear, and yet reject and hate Him,— 
even to the end of time, by means of the 
Spirit of Truth: so that on the one hand 
this ‘seeing and hating’ must not be ex- 
pected to cease as long as the Spirit bears 
this witness,—and on the other, He, the 
Spirit of Truth, will never cease to over- 
come the hating world by this His testi- 
mony.—o Trapakn. | See ch. xiv. 16 and 
note.—6v éyo mwéupw] Stier (whose com- 
ment on this verse should be consulted) 
notices the accurate division of the clauses 
here, 6 wapakX., bv tyw réww,—but rd 

Tvevpa T. aX. 6 Tapa T. TaTpdc éEKro-— 
verat. The first clause being spoken — 

g@conomically, of the Spirit in His office as 
araclete, sent from the Father by the 

glorified Son (or, by the Father in the 
Son’s name, ch. xiv. 26), and bringing in 
the dispensation of the Spirit ;—the second 
ontologically, of the essential nature of the 
Spirit Himself, that He proceeded forth 
Srom the Father. (And if from the Father, 
from the Son also,—see ch. xvi. 15, and 
those passages where the Spirit is said to 
be His Spirit, Rom. viii. 9. Gal. iv. 6. 
Phil. i. 19. 1 Pet. i. 11, also Rev. xxii. 1.) 
— 27.] The disciples are not, as some 
have supposed, here mentioned as witnesses 
separate from and working with the Holy 
Spirit. The witness is one and the same; 
the Spirit will witness in and by them: 
the bray &\Oy Oo zap. belongs to the 
whole; see Luke xxiv. 48, 49, where this 
is strongly expressed. This verse alludes 
to the historical witness which the Holy 
Ghost in the ministers and eye-witnesses 
of the word, Luke i. 2, should enable them 
to give,—which forms the human side («at 
vp. 8é, ‘quin et vos,’ Erasm.) of this great 
testimony of the Spirit of truth, and or 
WHICH OUR INSPIRED GOSPELS ARE THE 
SUMMARY: the Divine side being, His own 
indwelling testimony in the life and heart of 
every believer in all time. But both the 
one and the other are given by the self- 
same Sprrit ;—neither of them inconsistent 
with, or superseding the other.—am’ apxjs, 
as in Luke i. 2, and in the sense of Acts i. 
21;—‘from the beginning ef the Lord’s 
ministry..—The present tenses set forth 
the connexion between the being (con- 
tinuing to be) witnesses, and the being 
(having been) companions of the Lord in 
His ministry—Cuar. XVI. 1.] radra, 
scil. ch. xy. 18—27,—not only the warning 
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of the hatred of the world, but the promise 
of the testifying Spirit (Stier).—2.] See 
reff. Aeros ada 2 Cor. vii. 11. Phil. 
iii. 8.—Aarpetav] ‘ Quisquis effundit san- 
guinem impli, idem facit ac si sacrificium 
offerat.’ Jalkut Schimeoni, cited by De 
Wette &c.—But the sense of ‘ sacrificium’ 
must not be too much pressed, as Stier 
remarks, to mean in every case an expi- 
atory offering; see reff.—3.] See ch. xv 
21, and 1 Tim. i. 13.—4.] yw before 
eizoy is emphatic, ‘I mysEx¥.’ A difficulty 
has been found in the latter part of the 
verse, because the Lord had repeatedly 
announced to them future persecutions, and 
that at least as plainly as here, Matt. v. 10. 
x. 16, 21—28. al. freq. And hence, De 
Wette and Liicke, and even Olsh., find 
ground for supposing that the chronological 
order of the discourses has not been fol- 
lowed in the Synoptic Gospels. But there 
is in reality no inconsistency, and therefore 
no need for such a supposition. ‘This de- 
claration, as here meant, was not made 
before, because He was with them. Then 
clearly it is now made, in reference to His 
immediate departure. And if so, to what 
will ravra most naturally refer? To that 
full and complete account of the world’s 
motives, and their own office, and their 
comfort under it, which He has been giving 
them. This He had never before done so 
plainly, though occasional mention has 
been made even of the help of the Spirit 
under such trials, see Matt. x. 19, 20.— 
pe® vu. Ap.] While the Lord was with 
them, the malice of the world was mainly 
directed against Him,—and they were over- 
looked: see ch. xviii. 8—In jpynv we have 

ins. D c.— 
om. D a.—atréy aft. py. om. D L abe 

the proleptical character of the discourse 
again manifest. 

5—15.] The departure of the Lord as 
the condition of the coming of the Com- 
Sorter. His office and work.—5.] This 
is occasioned by the foregoing, but in fact 
begins the new subject.—kat ov8.] They 
had (see ch. xiii. 36. xiv. 5) asked this 
verbally before: the Lord therefore uses 
the question here in some other and deeper 
sense than they had done. I believe the 
meaning to be: ‘None of you inquires 
into the nature of My departure, so as to 
appear anxious to know what advantages 
are to be derived from it; but (ver. 6) you 
are all given up to grief on account of 
what I have said,’ ‘ expavescitis, neque re- 
putatis quo discedam aut in quem finem.’ 
Calvin (Stier).— Avwy wemd. Vp. T. K.] 
‘Your grief has filled, entirely occupied, 
your heart (not rac x., but singular, as 
common to all, see Rom. i. 21), to the 
exclusion of any regard*ef My object in 
leaving you.’ ‘These are the same disci- 
ples who afterwards when their risen Lord 
had ascended to heayven,—without any 
pang at parting with Him, returned with 
great joy to Jerusalem, Luke xxiy. 52’ 
(Stier). ‘Subest huic bland increpationi 
tacita consolatio. Dum enim improbat, 
quod quzstionem, quo vaderet, negligant, 
sibi id optime perspectum esse docet. 
Dum negligentiz incusat, ad excusationem 
tamen affert, quod ea ex tam vehementi 
affectu tristitize oriunda sit.’ Lampe.— 7. ] 
G\Aa,—refers to the last clause: éy®, to 
ovoeic && i. c.7.A. I Myself tell you the 
real state of the case.—ovupdeper vp. im- 
plies that the dispensation of the Spirit is 

Tay if 

py 
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a more blessed manifestation of God than 
was eyen the bodily presence of the risen 
Saviour.—Every rendering of this ver. 
ought to keep the distinction between 
azéXOw and ropevO@, which is not suffi- 
ciently done in E. V. by ‘go away’ and 
‘depart.’ ‘Depart,’ and ‘go’ would be 
better: the first expressing merely the 
leaving them, the second, the going up to 
the Father.—This ov« éX\cboeTar . . . isa 
convincing proof, if one more were needed, 
that the gift of the Spirit at and since the 
day of Pentecost, was and is something 
TOTALLY DistiIncT from any thing before 
that time : a new and loftier dispensation.— 
8—1l.] We have here, in a few deep and 
wonderful words, the work of the Spirit on 
the world set forth. This work He shall 
begin é\@ov, scil. mpd¢ tude: not, how- 
ever, merely ‘by your means,’ but per- 
sonally: so that it is not the work and 
witness of the Apostles which is spoken of, 
except in so far as they are servants of the 
Holy Spirit, but (teetvoc) His own imme- 
diate personal working.—édéyger] It is 
difficult to give in one word the deep 
meaning: ‘convince’ approaches perhaps 
the nearest to it, but does not express the 
double sense of iAéyyerv, which is mani- 
festly here intended—of a convincing unto 
salvation, and a convicting unto condemna- 
tion :—‘ reprove’ is far too weak, conveying 
merely the idea of an objective rebuke, 
whereas é\éyéec reaches into the heart, 
and works subjectively in both the above- 
mentioned ways. See the whole question 
amply discussed in Archdeacon Hare’s 
Mission of the Comforter, vol. ii. note K. 
—Liicke’s comment is valuable: ‘The 
testimony of the Holy Ghost in behalf of 
Christ as opposed to the unbelieving world 
(ch. xv. 26) is essentially a refutation, 
é\eyxoc, a demonstration of its wrong and 
error. All the apostolic preaching, as 
addressed to the world, takes necessarily 
this polemical form (1 Tim. v. 20. 2 Tim. 
iv. 2: ili. 16. Titus i. 9. 13. ii. 15). And 
the more difficult was the disciples’ conflict 
against the power of this world with only 
the Word for their weapon, the more com- 
fort was it for them, that the power of 
God the Spirit working by this f\eyyoc 
was their help. In Matt. x. 19, 20. 
Luke xii. 11, 12, the apologetic side of 
their conflict, which was in close con- 
nexion with the polemical, is brought 

ANE. 

mpoc vpac. 

into view.—In é\tyyew is always im- 
plied the refutation, the overcoming of an 
error, a wrong, by the truth and the right. 
And when, by means of the é\eyyoe, the 
truth detects the error, and the right the 
wrong, so that a man becomes conscious of 
them,—then arises the feeling of guilt, which 
is ever painful. Thus every é\eyyoe is a 
chastening, a punishment. And hence this 
office has been called the @trafamt (puni- 
tive office) of the Spirit. The effect of the 
é\eyxoc of the Divine Spirit in the world 
may be ¢o harden: but its aim is the de- 
liverance of the world.—o kocpoe, in John, 
includes those who are not yet delivered 
(from the power of Satan to God), who 
may be yet delivered, — not the con- 
demned. If the é\eyyoe of the world is a 
moral process, its result may just as well 
be conversion, as non-conyersion.— Only 
thus did the é\eyyog of the Spirit answer 
the end of Christ’s coming ;—only thus 
could it be a cheering support to the Apo- 
stles. Certainly, the coio.e with which the 
éA\eyxoc closes is condemnation, not how- 
ever of the world, but of the Prince of the 
world’ (ii. 649 f.).—De Wette denies the 
salutary side of this éhéyyevw—but he is 
certainly wrong—see below.—These three 
words, apapria, dtcatociyn, Kototc, com- 
prehend the three great steps of advance in 
spiritual truth among men. Of itself the 
world does not know what Sin is, what 
Righteousness is, what Judgment is. Nor 
can either of these be revealed to any man 
except by the Spirit of God working within 
him. Each man’s conscience has some 
glimmering of light on each of these ;— 
some consciousness of guilt, some sense of 
right, some power of judgment of what is 
transitory and worthless :—but all these are 
unreal and impractical, till the éeyyo¢ of 
the Spirit h in him (see Stier, 
vy. 360). —9.] And the great opening of 
Sin to the world is to show them that its 
root and essence is, unbelief in Christ as 
the Son of God. UnBevier:—for, mankind 
being alien from God by nature, the first 

step towards their recovery must be to lay 
hold on that only safety which He has pro- 
vided for them; and that laying hold is 
faith, and the not doing it, when revealed 
and placed before them, is sin. Beforetime, 
it was also unbelief ;—‘ The fool hath said 
in his heart, There is no God ;’—but now,— 
for we can only believe as God has revealed 
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Himself,—it is unbelief in Christ the Son of 
God, —the ov Oédete EvyecOar zpdc jE: 
see this pointedly asserted 1 John v. 10— 
12. Remember, this unbelief is not a mere 
want of historical faith,—but unbelief in 
its very root,—the want of a personal and 
living recognition of Jesus as the Lord 
(1 Cor. xii. 3), which, wherever the Spirit 
has ‘ opened His commission’ by the plant- 
ing of the visible Church, is the condemning 
sin of the world. Of this He shall convince 
those who are brought out of the world,” 
and ultimately convict those who remain in 
it and die in their sins (see Hare, Mission 
of the Comforter, vol. ii. note Q).—10.] 
Sikaoc. cannot be only the righteousness of 
Christ, the mere conviction of which would 
only bring condemnation to that world 
which rejected and crucified Him :—but, as 
Stier remarks rightly (v. 367), Tov Koopov 
must be supplied after each of the three, 
apapria, Oucawootyn, Koictc :—the convic- 
tion being of a sin that is theirs, a righte- 
ousness that is (or, in the case of con- 
demnation, might have been) ¢heirs, a 
judgment which is theirs (see below).— 
Then, what is the world’s righteousness ? 
Not their own, but that of the accepted 
Man Christ Jesus, standing at the right 
hand of God (seen by us no more, but by 
that very withdrawal testified to be the Son 
of God, rHE RicgHTEous ONEe), manifested 
in the hearts of men by the Spirit to be 
their only righteousness; — and thereby 
that righteousness, which they had of their 
own before, is demonstrated to be worthless 
and as filthy rags.—It is the irayewv 7pdc 
Tov matéoa by which this righteousness is 
assured to us, and by the effect of which, 
the Spirit, the conviction respecting it is 
wrought in our hearts (see Hare, as above, 
note T). The condemnatory side of this 
partof the é\eyyoc is, —that remorse, where- 
with they whose day of grace is past shall 
look on the perfect righteousness which 
might have been theirs, and on the miserable 
substitute with which they contented them- 
selves.—11.] As dixatoctyy was the world’s 
righteousness, and the é\eyxoc of it was 
the manifesting to them how worthless it 
was of their own by nature, but how perfect 
and complete in and by Christ,—so now 
Kptouc is the world’s judgment ;—on the 
one side, their judgment or estimate or 
discrimination of things,—on the other side, 
God’s judgment, to which it is opposed. 

This their judgment by nature they form 
in subjection to the prince of this world, 
the Devil,—of whose power they are not 
conscious, and whose existence they even 
deny: but the Spirit of God édéy&e, shall 
convict this judgment of wrong ;— shall 
show them how erroneous and destructive 
it is, and what a bondage they have been 
under ;—shall detect to them the Prince of 
this world reigning in the children of dis- 
obedience, and give them a better judg- 
ment,—by which they shall ‘ not be ignorant 
of his devices’ (2 Cor. ii. 11). But this 
better judgment itself is that very truth of 
God manifested in the Lord Jesus, by which 
(ch. xii. 31) the Prince of this world is 
cast out ;—by which the follower of Christ 
is enabled to say, ‘Get thee behind me, 
Satan ;’—by which the unbelieving world, 
and its Prince, are finally condemned in 
the judgment hereafter (see Hare, as above, 
note V).—I have preferred giving pointedly 
what I believe to be the sense of this most 
important passage, to stringing together a 
multitude of opinions on it: seeing that of 
even the best commentators no two bring 
out exactly the same shade of meaning, 
and thus classification is next to impossible. 
Isincerely recommend the student to read 
the notes in Archdeacon Hare’s work, where 
he will find the whole literature of the 
subject, with the exception of Stier’s more 
recent commentary.—It will be seen that 
in my view, the subjective and objective 
bearing of the three words are doth to be 
kept in sight, and that the great convictive 
work of the Spirit is to bring man ouT 
OF HIMSELF INTO CuHrist, Who (in His 
objective manifestation) must be made unto 
Him (subjectively), 1. a&mrodvtpwots, 2. 
Sikavocvvy, 3. codia (the fourth, aya- 
aoc, not being here treated of, as being 
another part of the Spirit’s work, and on 
those who are no longer the kdcpoc, see ch. 
xvii. 16, 17); and to condemn those who 
remain in the world finally, in all these 
points, as having rejected Christ. And 
this convictive work of the Spirit is a com- 
plex and progressive work ;—including the 
ministry of the Apostles, and every step 
taken towards Divine truth in the history 
of the Church,—as well as the conversion 
of individuals, and condemnation of the 
unbelieving. —12.] The moda are the 
things belonging to taoa 1) an Gea in the 
next verse, which were gradually unfolded 
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after the Ascension, by the Spirit.—13.] nexion with ver. 12—and sets forth that 
éxetvos, emphatical, as in ver. 8. —mwacav the Spirit guiding into truth is in fact the 
Thy &X.] or according to the better reading, Son declaring the truth, for He shall show 

Thy &d70. wacav, all the truth, viz. on forth the glory of Christ, by revealing the 

those points alluded to in ver. 12. Liicke matters of Christ,—the riches of the Father’s 
observes that the rec. reading connects love in Him (ver. 15).—This ver. is decisive 
macav more with odnynoet, the other with against all additions and pretended revela- 

ad\0.—The Lord had ever told them ¢he tions subsequent to and besides Christ ; it 

truth, and nothing but the truth, in spi- being the work of the Spirit to testify to 

ritual things,—but not yet the whole truth, and declare THE THINGS OF CHRIST; not 
cause they could not bear it. This the anything new and beyond Him. And this 

Spirit should lead them into, open the way declaration is coincident with inward ad- 

to it, and unfold it by degrees.—No pro- vance in the likeness and image of Christ 

mise of universal knowledge, nor of infalli- (2 Cor. iii. 17, 18), not a mere external 

bility, is hereby conveyed; but a promise development.—15.] Here we have given us 

to them and us, that the Holy Spirit shall a glimpse into the essential relations of the 

teach and lead us, not as children, under Blessed Trinity. The Father hath given 

the tutors an@ governors of legal and im- the Son to have life and all things in Him- 

perfect knowledge, but as sons (Gal. iv.6), self (Col. i. 19. ii. 2, 3), the relation being, 

making known to us the whéle truth of that the Son glorifies not Himself but the 

God. This was in an especial manner Father, by revealing the Father, Whom He 

fulfilled to them,—as set to be the founders alone knows (Matt. xi. 27). And this Re- 

and teachers of the Churches. — ov yap A. velation—the Revelation of the Father by 

aq’ éav.] The Spirit does not, any more Christ—is carried on by the blessed Spirit 

than the Son, work or speak of Himself: in the hearts of the disciples of Christ; 

both are sent, the One from the Father, Who takes (AapBavet, indefinite, of the 

the other from the Father and Son:—the office of the Spirit, is the better, as well as 

One to testify doa dy deotcy of the Father, the better supported, reading) of the things 

—the other of the Father and the Son.—. of Christ, and declares, proclaims, to them. 

+a épy. dvay. tp.] As the direct fulfil- —84 totro] ‘ Therefore # (rightly) said’ 

ment ¢o the Apostles of the leading into ... i.e. ‘this was the ground of My assert- 

the whole truth was the unfolding before ing :’—not the reason why it was said, but 

them those truths which they have delivered the justification of it when said.—This ver. 

down to us in their Epistles,—so, though contains the plainest proof by inference of 

scattered traces of the fulfilment of this the orthodox doctrine of the Holy Trinity. 

part of the promise are found in the Acts 16—24.] The Lord speaks of His with- 

and those Epistles, its complete fulfilment drawal, and its immediate mournful, but 

was the giving of the Apocalypse, in which _udtimate (and those soon to begin) joyful 

ra toxopeva are distinctly the subject of consequences for His disciples—The con- 

the Spirit’s revelation, and with which His nexion is: ‘Very soon will the Spirit, the 

direct testimony closes: see Rev. i. 1. 10. Comforter, come to you; for I go to the 

xxii. 16, 17. On the whole of this verse, Father, without any real cessation of the 

see Eph. iv. 7—16.—14.] This is in con- communion between you and Me.’ Liicke. 
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—16.] The mode of expression is (pur- 
posely) enigmatical; — the Qewpeire and 
oWeo8e not being co-ordinate ;—the first 
referring merely to physical, the second 
also to spiritual sight. So before, ch. xiv. 
19, where see note.—The dWecbe begun to 
be fulfilled at the resurrection ;— re- 
ceived its main fulfilment at the day of 
Pentecost ;—and shall have its final com- 
pletion at the great return of the Lord 
hereafter. Renee -again, that in all 
these prophecies ‘we*have a perspective of 
continually unfolding fulfilments presented 
0 us :—see note on ch. xiv. 3.—The words 

in brackets have manifestly been wrongly 
omitted, probably because they do not occur 
in ver. 19, and their repetition in ver. 17 
had not been observed. They refer to 
both clauses. This going to the Father 
was the great end of His departure, as it 
was the geen cause of their seeing Him 
again in the coming of the Spirit, and at 
the consummation of all things,—of which 
the forty days seeing was the earnest and 
type. —17, 18.] It was these Jast words 
especially which they could not understand. 
The former two clauses would have been 
intelligible enough ; for the Lord had before 
declared this to them, ch. xiv. 3, but it 
was the puepdv,—in connexion with the 
imayew mod¢ Toy TaTépa, which seemed 
to them a long and almost hopeless with- 
drawal,—that was too hard for them.—19. ] 
The real difficulty being in 7d puxpor, the 

Vou. I. 

Lord does not repeat the Ore iwdayw moog 
r. m., but leaves it to be understood. 
20.] kA. «. Op. are to be literally taken: 
see Luke xxiii. 27. They would mourn for 
Him as dead:—see also ch. xx. ]1. And 
the joy of the world found its first exponent 
in the scoffs of the passers-by at the cruci- 
fixion.—Av7n9.] This goes deeper than the 
weeping and wailing before: and plainly 
shows that the whole does not only refer 
to the grief while the Lord was in the tomb, 
but to the grief continually manifesting 
itself in the course and conflict of the Chris- 
tian, which is turned into joy by the ad- 
vancing work of the Spirit of Christ ;—and, 
in the completion of the sense, to the grief 
and widowhood of the Church during her 
present state, which will be turned into joy 
at the coming of her Lord. — eis x. yev., 
not merely changed for joy, but changed 
into, so as itself to become,—so that the 
very matter of grief shall become matter _ 
of joy; as Christ’s Cross of shame has 
become the glory of the Christian, Gal. vi. — 
14. — 21.] The ‘ tertium comparationis ’ is 

Adan Eic yaody yevfioetac: but the 
comparison itself goes far beyond this mere 
similitude. — 4 yvv. is not merely generic, 
but allusive to the frequent use and noto- 
riety of the comparison.—We often have 
it in the O.T.,—see Mic. iv. 9, 10. Hos. 

xiii. 13, 14. Is. Ixvi. 7, 8. xxvi. 17. 19. 
xxi. 3.—tixtyq] ‘is bringing forth,’ viz. 
wadiov, expressed in To a. below. —% wp. 
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avt.] her (appointed) time.— te m.] not 
necessarily masculine (non puella sed puer, 
Aug.), but indefinite.—The deeper reference 
of the comparison has been well described 
by Olshausen: ‘ Here arises the question, 
how we are to understand this similitude ? 
We might perhaps think that the suffering 
Manhood of Christ was the woman in her 
pangs, and the same Christ glorified in the 
Resurrection, ‘he Man born; but the Re- 
deemer (ver. 22) applies the pangs to the 
disciples : how then will the av@pwz0¢ who 
is born apply to them?’ Then, after con- 
demning the shallow and unsatisfactory 
method of avoiding deep research by assert- 
ing that the details of parables are not to 
interpreted, he proceeds: ‘ Hence the pro- 
per import of the figure seems to be, that 
the Death of Jesus Christ was as it were 
an anguish of birth belonging to all Huma- 
nity (ein fdmerzvoller Geburtsact der 
ganjzen Menfd)heit) in which the perfect man 
was born into the world; and in this very 
birth of the new man lies the spring of 
eternal joy, never to be lost, for all, inas- 
much as through Him and His power the 
renovation of the whole is rendered possible’ 
(ii. 379).—And indeed the same is true of 
every Christian who is planted in the like- 
ness of Christ. His passing from sorrow 
to joy—‘ till Christ be formed in him,’ is 
this birth of pain.—And the whole Church, 
the Spouse of Christ,—nay even the whole 
Creation, cvvwéivet, till the number of the 
elect be accomplished, and the eternal joy 
brought in. — 22.] oopat.—in the same 
manifold meaning as before-noticed—‘ will 
see you—at My Resurrection — by My 
Spirit—at My second Advent.’—atpet, pre- 
sent indefinite,—indicating the quality and 

lov, Sewoer rie 
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essence of the joy,—that it cannot be taken 
away. — 23.] év éxetvy tT. Hp., in its full 
meaning, cannot import the forty days; 
for, Acts i. 6, they did then ask the Lord 
questions (the sense of tow7ay, see vv. 19. 
30, not ver. 26, where the construction is 
different) ;—nor this present dispensation 
of the Spirit, during which we haye only 
the first-fruits, but not the full understand- 
ing so as not to need to ask anything; (for 
(Stier) is not prayer itself an asking ?)— 
but that great completion of the Christian’s 
hope, when he shall be with his Lord, when 
all doubt shall be resolved, and prayer shall 
be turned into praise. The Resurrection- 

isiting, and the Pentecost-visiting of them, 
were but foretastés“ofthiss—Stier well 
remarks, ‘ The connexion of the latter part 
of this verse is,—The way to odd:y towray 
any more, is to ask and to pray the more 
diligently, till that day comes.’ — It has 
been supposed wrongly that éué and roy 
maréoa are in opposition in this verse, and 
thence gathered (Origen de Orat. § 50, 
Stier) that it is not lawful to address prayer 
to Christ. But such an opposition is con- 
trary to the whole spirit of these discourses, 
—and asking the Father in Christ’s name, 
is in fact asking Him.—On the latter clause 
see note, ch. xv. 7. — 24.] It was impos- 
sible, up to the time of the glorification of 
Jesu® (Ewe dozt, proleptical, as before), to 
pray to the Father in His Name. It is a 
fulness of joy peculiar to the dispensation 
of the Spirit, to be able so to do, Eph. ii. 18. 
—aiteire: see Matt. vii. 7, and mark the 
difference between the command then and 
now,—that év 7@ dv. jou is added. 

25—82.] The solemn close of the whole 
discourse. — 25.| tapowsta, properly, a 
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_ proverb ;—but implying generally in Scrip- 
_ tural and oriental usage something dark 
_ and enigmatical ;—see especially Sir. vi. 35. 
> vill. 8. xxxix. 3. xlvii. 17.—This is true of 
_ the whole discourse—and of the discourses 

of the Lord in general, as they must then 
have seemed to them, before the Holy 
Spirit furnished the key to their meaning. 
—€pxeTat @pa] viz. the same as that indi- 
cated in ver. 16 and 23 ;—but here again, 
not one Woa only exclusive of all others, 
but to be understood of the several steps of 
spiritual knowledge.—Olshausen finely re- 
marks, that all human language is a wap- 
otpia, only able to hint at, not to express 
fully, the things of God; and that the 
Lord contrasts the use of this weak and 
insufficient medium, with the inward teach- 
ing of the Holy Spirit. This inward teach- 
ing, because it is a real imparting of the 
Divine Nature and Life, brings with it not 
only prayer in the name of Jesus, but a 
Sree access to the Father Himself. This 
mappnoia XaXeiyv however, he continues, is 
spoken of here by the Lord in its ideal 
perfection (as it will hereafter be): and is 
only approximated to on earth; for, as 
long as the old man yet lives in us, we 
require still the Lord’s intercessory prayer 
(xvii. 15), daily washing from the pollution 
of the world ; by which Intercession alone 
the faithful man notwithstanding his im- 
perfection can enjoy in peace the grace of 
God vouchsafed to him.—26.] ‘The more 
knowledge, the more prayer in the name 
of Jesus,’ Liicke. The approaching the 
Father through Him shall be a character- 
istic of their higher state under the dis- 
pensation of the Spirit. — od A€yo vp. ] 
This has been variously understood. Gro- 
tius’s rendering, ‘ preetereo hoc, quasi mi- 
nus eo quod jam inferam,’ comes I believe 
the nearest to the truth, though it does 
not express the whole meaning. — The 
Lord is now describing the fulness of their 

ins. A B D e¢ Orig.—év zaoncig D.—azay- 
txt B? — 27. aft. waz. ins. wou D.—rov om. A 

(not B).—for @., arpd¢ BC DL X Syr. Copt. Sahid. Cyr. 
—29. air@ om. B C! D! al. syr. 

txt A abe Hil.—28. for zapa, 
ins. A D? abed. 

state of communion with Himself and the 
Father by the Spirit. He is setting in the 
strongest light their reconciliation and 
access to the Father. He therefore says, 
‘Ye shall ask the Father in My name: and 
I do not now say to you,—I do not now 
state it in this form,—that J will ask the 
Father for you—as if there were no rela- 
tion of love and mercy between the Father 
and yourselves; —for (27) The Father 
Himself (abric, i.e. abroxéXevroc (Nonnus) 
— ‘proprio motu’) loveth you ; — why ? 
Because ye love and believe on Me.’—The 
whole mind of the Father towards mankind 
is Love: both in Redemption itself (iii. 
16),—and then in an especial manner by 
drawing those who come to Christ (vi. 44), 
—and again by this fuller manifestation of 
His love to those who believe on and love 
Christ.—The aim of this saying is to show 
them that His intercession (which is still 
going on under the dispensation of the 
Spirit, 1 John ii. 1) does not imply their 
exclusion from access to the Father, but 
rather ensures that access, by the especial 
love which the Father bears to them who 
believe in and love His Son.—No stress 
must be laid (Liicke) on zeguA Kare here 
coming before wemiorevdxare, as to Faith 
coming after Love: probably zegid. is 
placed first as corresponding to puAei just 
before :—and it might be said with just as 
much reason that cai werioTedKaTe.. . 
contains the ground of the zeguA., as the 
converse. — 28.] ‘And your belief is 
sound: for I did indeed come forth’. . . 
see ch. xiii. 3. ‘ Exiit a Patre, quia de Patre 
est; in mundum venit, quia mundo suum 
corpus ostendit quod de virgine assumpsit ; 
reliquit mundum corporali discessione, per- 
rexit ad Patrem hominis adscensione, nec 
mundum deseruit presentize gubernatione.’ 
Aug. Tract cii.—29, 30. } The hour was 
not yet come for the wappnoig Aadeiy: so 
that we must understand the disciples’ re- 
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Death, by grounding i in them firm belief in ,\ 
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Cuap. XVII. 1. édoac. 
al.—rec. iva cai, but txt A B cl D3 

mark to be made in weakness, however 
true their persuasion, and heartfelt their 
confession. ‘ Usque adeo non intelligunt, 
ut nec saltem se non intelligere intelligant.’ 
Aug. Tract ciii—‘ Dolent, se a Magistro 
pro imperitis haberi, qui conciones ejus 
non intelligant, alioque Doctore, promisso 
Spiritu, indigeant. Quare eo usque pro- 
grediuntur, ut Christo contradicant, et cla- 
rissima ejus verba invertant, eumque paroe- 
miastice locutum esse negent.’? Lampe 
(Stier, v. 433). But by viv they probably 
only mean in yer. 26—28.— 30.] ‘Thou 
hast spoken so clearly of our feeling to- 
wards Thee, and of Thyself, that we have 
no occasion to ask Thee any thing ;—and 
this was what Thou didst announce would 
be ;—we know therefore, by its being so, 
that Thou knowest the secrets of our 
hearts (7ayvra by inference),—and hence 
believe that Thou camest forth from God.’ 
—The whole being a misunderstanding of 
what had gone before, ver. 23, 25.—381.] 
The Lord does not clear up their mis- 
understanding, but leaves that for the 
coming day of the Spirit. He only assures 
them that their belief, though sincere and 
loving, was not so deeply grounded in 
knowledge of Him and His appointed 
course as they imagined.—dptt mor. is 
not a question: this very belief was by 
the Lord recognized and commended, see 
ch. xvii. 8, also Matt. xvi. 17, 18. And, 

as Stier remarks (v. 435), ‘it was the aim 

and purpose of the whole prophetic office 
of Jesus, to prepare some first disciples 
(not the Apostles alone) for the reception 
of the Spirit of Truth and the fruits of His 

txt B? D abe Cypr. Hil. 
txt AC’ EG (om. cai) HK MSUYA 

His Person.’ He fherefore recogni 
their faith; but shows them how weak it 
as yet was.—82.] See Matt. xxvi. 31, to 
which same prophecy the reference here is. 
cig TO 8.) ‘quie antea propter Me reli- 
quistis.’ Bengel.—kat ov« eip. p.] ‘and 
(not but) I am not alone :’ ae Father 
can never leave the Son, even in the darkest 
hour of His human suffering :—the apparent 
desertion implied in the cry ‘ Why hast 
Thou forsaken Me ?’ being perfectly con- 
sistent with this, see note Matt. xxvii. 46.— 
33.] On the first clause, especially év épot, 
see xv. 7. This presupposes the return 
from the scattering in ver. 32, — the 
branches again gathered in the vine.— 
éyere seems the better reading, and has 
been adopted by Griesb. Scholz, &c, but 
not by Lachm.—This @\iic¢ is not only 
persecution from the world, but trouble, 
inward distress, while we are in the world, 
—xvii. 11 ;—« comforting sign that we are 
not of the world (see Stier, vy. 440).—And 
this latter idea is implied between the two 
clauses: ‘Be of good cheer; for ye belong 
not to the world, but to Me, who have 
(proleptically again, by that which is now 
at hand) overcome the world, so that it 
shall have no power over you, externally 
by persecution, or internally by tempt- 
ations or discouragements.’ See 1 John y. 
4, 5. 

Cuap. XVII. 1— 26.] The parting 
prayer of the Lord. Jesus. ‘Hoe caput — 
in tota scriptura est yerbis facillimum, sen- 
sibus profundissimum.’ Bengel. ‘ Poterat 
Dominus noster wnigenitus et coeternus ; 
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Patri in forma servi et ex forma servi, si 
hoe opus esset, orare silentio; sed ita se 
Patri exhibere voluit precatorem, ut me- 
minisset, nostrum se esse doctorem. Pro- 
inde eam, quam fecit, orationem pro nobis, 
notam fecit et nobis: quoniam tanti Ma- 
gistri non solum apud ipsos sermocinatio, 
sed etiam ipsius pro ipsis ad Patrem oratio 
discipulorum est edificatio. Et siillorum qui 
hee dicta erant audituri, profecto et nostra, 
qui fueramus conscripta lecturi.’ Aug. Tr. 
civ.—The Prayer divides itself naturally into 
three parts :—vy. 1—5, where the Lord prays 
for His glorification with the Father :—vv. 6 
—19,where He prays for His disciples :—vv. 
19—26, where He prays for all future be- 
lievers in Him.—1.] tatra, the foregoing 
discourse. lLachm. reads kai édpac .. . 
ize, which looks very like a correction of 
the simple words of the text.—John very 
seldom depicts the gestures or looks of the 
Lord as here. But this was an occasion of 
which the impression was indelible, and 
the upward look could not be passed over. 
—eis tov ovp.] Nothing hereby is deter- 
mined as to the locality. The guest-cham- 
ber no doubt was the place of this prayer. 
The eyes may be lifted to heaven in as 
well as out of doors ; heaven is not the sky, 
but that upper region, above our own being 
and thoughts, where we all agree in be- 
lieving God to be especially present ; and 
which we indicate when we direct our eyes 
or our hands upward. The Lord, being in 
all such things like as we are, lifted up His 
eyes to heaven when addressing the Father 
(not His hands, for He prays not here as a 
suppliant—but as an Intercessor and a 
High Priest, standing between earth and 
heaven, see ver. 24, @é\w tva ... ).— 
—t«at eime] It is impossible to regard the 
following prayer otherwise than as the very 
words of the Lord Himself,—faithfully 
rendered by the beloved Apostle in the 
power of the Holy Spirit. The view 
which has led so many of the best German 
commentators (even Olshausen !) to see in 
parts of it the words of the Evangelist, and 
not of the Lord, is wholly inconsistent 
with any earnest reception of the Gospels 
as truthful, and happily finds little or no 
sympathy in England. If such a promise 
as xiv. 26 was made, and fulfilled, then 
these must be the words of the Lord 
Himself ;— and the Greek form of them 
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eSouctay wacyc t = Matt. v. 16. 

3 déCwkac aUTW, doy sales Cony w constr Matt. 
ha Sir. x.4. 

Evivwskwat mTehe v.20. 
ch, xii. 50. 

x =ch., xiv. 7 al. 

wel 
tva 

w = ch. vi. 29, 39. xv. 8 al. 

ins. AD abe Orig. Hil.—2. (iva is not omitted in C as Lachm.)—for déog 

only can be regarded as bearing evidence of 
the style and manner of John.—rdtep| 
not, Our Father,—which He never could 
say,—nor, My Father,—which would be 
too great a separation between Himself and 
His for such a prayer (see Matt. xxvi. 39, 
42, where He prays for Himself only)— 
but simply, Farner ; that Great Name in 
which all the mystery of Redemption is 
summed up.—éAnA. 7 &p.] See xii. 23, 28. 
xiii. 31, 32. The Glorification is—the ex- 
altation by Death and Resurrection: He 
prays in the Manhood and for the exalta- 
tion of the Manhood, but in virtue of His 
Godhead, ver. 5.—tTdv vidv] He prays 
first objectively, to set the great matter 
forth in all its majesty ; then subjectively, 
dd€ac. pe od, ver. 5, putting Himself into 
the place of roy vidy cov here.—iva . . .] 
“These words are a proof that the Son is 
equal to the Father as touching His God- 
head. What creature could stand before 
his Creator and say, ‘Glorify Thou me, that 
I may glorify Thee?’ ”’ (Stier.)—This glori- 
fying of the Father by the Son is, the 
whole great result of the glorification of 
the Son by the Father,—the manifestation 
of God to and in men by the Son through 

‘ the Spirit.—2.] ‘The causal connexion ex- 
pressed by kaos is this, that the glorifi- 
cation, the end, must correspond to the 
beginning, to the sending, the preparation, 
and office of the Son.’ (Liicke.) We must 
also bear in mind that the ‘giving of 
power ’ in this verse is the ground, as well 
as the type, of the glorification, see Rom. 
i. 28. 1 Cor. i. 6: so Stier (v. 453).—7aca 
oap— is not only ‘all mankind,’ but (see 
Gen. vi. 3, 12) all that has life, all that is 
subject to death,—all that is cursed on 
account of sin. But of this all, mankind is 
the head and crown, and in the full bless- 
ings of the Lordship of Christ mankind only 
can participate. mdoa capt is given by 
the Father from before the foundation of 
the world to Christ ;—the whole creation 
is His to rule, His to judge, by virtue of 
His being, in the root of that human 
nature, to which sovereignty over the 
world was given, THE SECOND AND RIGHTE- 
ous ApamM. — But in this wide gift, there 
is a more special gift,—o dédwKag abrp in 
the stricter sense,—the chosen, they who 
believe on Him. And to them, and them 
only, He imparts the further and ineffable 

“Sete” 
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- gift consequent on union with Him their 
God in the Spirit, — viz. ETERNAL LIFE 
(comp. vy. 26, 27. also vi. 37). — 3.] 
See a similar definition of a term just 
used in iii. 19.—éotw — is; not is the 
way to. The knowledge spoken of is no 
mere head or heart knowledge,—the mere 
information of the mind, or excitation of 
the feelings, —but that living reality of know- 
ledgeand personal realization, —that oneness 
in will with God, and partaking of His nature, 
which ts itself life eternal :—-the knowledge, 
love, enjoyment, of Him who is infinite, being 
themselves infinite. 1) Urapéic Tig Zwije é« 
Tie TOU Yeov TeEpLyiveTat pETOXS’ METOX?) 
6& Bou tore TO yivwoxety Oedv Kat azro- 
Aavey THE XonoTOTHTo¢ avrov. Tren. ady. 
Her. iv. 20, cited by Olsh.—The accusa- 
tives after yivwor. are purely accusatives of 
the person, and the emphasis is on y.vwor, 
From not seeing this, various mistakes 
have arisen—e. g. the making tov pov. an. 
Gov the predicate, ‘Thee to be the only 
true God,—and similarly with yourroy 
(which would require tév yp.) or with oy 
améoretkac, —‘ Jesus Whom Thou hast 
sent, to be (the) Christ,’—or ‘ Jesus Christ 
to be Him whom Thou hast sent.’—It is 
rightly rendered in BE. V.— The Latin 
Fathers (Aug. Amb. Hil.), anxious to avoid 
the inference unwarrantably drawn by some 
from this verse against the Godhead of 
Christ, construed: iva yw. oe x. ’I. xy. Ov 
am., Tov povoy ar. Yeov,—which is of 
course inadmissible. Others (Chrys. Euth.), 
construing rightly, yet regarded Jesus 
Christ as included in the words péy. adn. 
Oe6yv.—But all such violences to the text 
are unnecessary. For, first, the very juxta- 
position of Jesus Christ here with the 
Father, and the knowledge of both being 
defined to be eternal life, is a proof by 
implication of the Godhead of the former. 
The knowledge of God and a creature 
could not be eternal life, and the juxta- 
position of the two would be inconceivable. 
Secondly, the év améoretAas most dis- 
tinctly expresses the &£\eiv from God, 
ver. 8,—implies the peic &v toperv of ver. 

g Matt. vi. 8 al. Prov. viii. 24. h ch. i. 31 reff. 

txt B C.—aft. yo. ins. &i¢ 
txt D 

22, and cannot in connexion with what fol- — 
lows possibly be understood in a Socinian, } 
or an Arian sense.—I do not scruple to 
use and preach on the verse as a plain 
proof of the co-equality of the Lord Jesus 
in the Godhead.—A difficulty has been 
found in the use of the name Jrsus 
Curist by the Lord Himself :—and infer- 
ences have been hence made that we have 
John’s own language here: — but surely 
without any ground. He who said cov roy 
viov, ver. 1, might well here, before the 
éyw of ver. 4, use that prophetic Name 
which had been divinely given Him as the 
Saviour of men, and its weighty adjunct 
Xptotos (=vidc rov Oeov, 1 John vy. 1, 
5), in which Names are hidden all the 
treasures of that knowledge of which He 
here speaks.— And as to the later use of 
the two names together having led to their 
insertion here by the Apostle (gegen das 
gefchichtliche Decorum (!!), De Wette, 
similarly Liicke, and even Olshausen),— 

e converse were the case, and this 
solemn use of them by the Lord had given 
occasion to their subsequent use by the 
Church? This is to me much more 
probable than the other.—4, 5.] The 
past tenses are proleptical, as in 2 Tim, 
iv. 6, 8.—76 €pyov is not only the 
ministerial life of the Lord, but the whole 
Life, with all its appointed manifestations of 
humility and purity ;—the perfect righte- 
ousness which by that life He has planted 
in our nature,—and His prophetic and 
declarative office, terminated by His Passion 
and Death.—8é§aoév ne] The same Person 
(éy®) Who had with the Father glory 
before the world, also glorified the Father 
in the world, and prays to be again re- 
ceived into that glory. A decisive proof of 
the unity of the Person of Christ, in His 
three estates of eternal pre-existence in 
glory, humiliation in the flesh, and glorifi- 
cation in the Resurrection Body. — This 
direct testimony to the eternal prae-exist- 
ence of the Son of God has been evaded 
by the Socinian and also the Arminian 
interpreters, by rendering elxov,— habe- 

améoretAac ABCD 

iat 
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Kal Ta Eua Tavra oa EOTL, Kal Ta oa Eu, Kat : o< cooSacpat 
10 

auT@v Epwre” ov Tepe Nh n ch. xvi. 27 
reff. 

col ELGL. mee xvi. 26. 
ver. 20. Luke 
iv. 38. 

p ver. 6. 

q ch. xiii. 31, 32. xiv. 13 reff. 

6. (EJweac and d&wkac are variously read through these verses 6—9.)—rernoncay 
BDL. txt A C.—7. éyywea 2 abe Syr. Sahid. some mss. mentioned by Theophyl. 
and Chrys. txt A BC D, &c.—édwkec B 

bam destinatione tua’(!!) Grot. Wetst. 
On the relation of the dda in ver. 22 to 
this d6£a, see there.—etxov] ‘ Hic non 
dicit accepi. Semper habebat: nunquam 
ceepit habere.’ Bengel.—mpo Tov T. k. 
elv.| before the cara/3o0X1) Kdcpov, ver. 24; 
—‘before all creation.’ ‘ Antequam fieret 
mundus, gloriam illam habebat Filius; sed 
cum fieret mundus, gloria illa se coepit 
exserere.’ Bengel.—wapa got] = zpdc 
Tov Qedov, ch. i. 1; ete Tov KédATOY TOU 
maroc, ch. i. 18.—6—19.] He prays for 
His disciples. — 6.] This ver. particularizes 
ver. 4, and forms the transition to the in- 
tercessory prayer.—ocov To dvopa] Thy 
Name of Farner, which was so constantly 
on the lips of the Lord ;—and which de- 
rived its living meaning and power from 
His teaching; see Exod. xxiii. 21.—ots 
8é8.] The Father gave them to Christ, by 
leading them to Christ, see ch. vi. 37, 44, 
45.—ool qoav]| ‘They were Thine—Israel- 
ites—Thy people, before :’—not only out- 
wardly, but Israelites indeed, see ch. i. 48, 
and thus prepared to receive Christ (so 
Stier, v. 486 ff.).—And thus the é« tod 
Kéopouv answers to AaBeiy EavTp eOvoe 
ze plécou éOvouc, Deut. iv. 34. But see 
the fuller sense below, on ver. 9.—rtov AX. 
cov tetypyk.| ‘They have observed Thy 
word—walked in the path of Thy com- 
mandments ;’—for so Aéyov TyoELY Means; 
see ch. xiv. 23—and reff.—Stier under- 
stands their walking in the O. T. ordinances 
blameless, as Luke i. 6,—and thus (comp. 
ch. i. 42, 46) recognizing Christ as the 
Messiah when He came. But this is 
perhaps hardly likely to have been set at 
the end of the sentence, after éuoi avrovc 
dédweac. It is more likely that roy Adyor 
cov =7Ta phuata & OédwKde pot, ver. 8,— 
and is proleptically spoken.—7.] mwavra 
Soa 86. por, ‘ My whole words and 
works.’ On this their conviction, which 

(and in next verse). — 8. py. cov D.i—Kai 

however had not reached its ripeness yet, 
see ch. xvi. 30.—8.] Ta 6.—8€6. adtois, 
and the similar sayings ch. xv. 15 al., seem 
to be a reference to Deut. xviii. 18, 19, 
where it is said that ‘the Prophet shall 
speak unto them all that I shall command 
Him.’ The imparting to them of these 
pnara was the efficient cause of their 
faith:—see their confession ch. vi. 68, 
where wemvoredxapey and éyywKapev are 
connected as here.—On the two last clauses 
we may notice that mapa cov e&AOov is 
more a matter of conviction from inference 
(see ch. iii. 2),—€yvwoav :—whereas the 
other side of the same truth, ov pe ar- 
éorethas, the act of the Father unseen by us, 
is more a matter of pure faith,—émiotev- 
oav.—In the first, the éyywoay adnBas 
stamps the Lord’s approval on their know- 
ledge, and distinguishes it from such know- 
ledge as the bare otdapev of Nicodemus 
and his colleagues. — 9.] Stier remarks 
that the Lord here begins to fulfil His pro- 
mise Matt. x. 32.—ov wept T. Kéop. Ep. | 
The misconceptions which have been made 
of this verse (Calvin, Lampe, and~ ev 
Luther, who elsewhere corrects himself, see 
Tholuck on John, ed. 6. p. 352) as im- 
plying a decree of exclusion for the vessels 
of wrath, may be at once removed by con- 
sidering the usage of 6 Kéopos in this 
Prayer. The Lord does pray distinctly for 
6 Kogpoc, vv. 21, 23, that they may believe 

and know that the Father hath sent Him. 
He cannot therefore mean here that He 
does not pray (absolutely) for the world, 
but that He is not now asking for the 
world, does not pray this thing for the 
world. These (ov¢ Gédwkag por) have 
already believed and known; the prayer 
for them is therefore a different one, viz. 
that in vv. 11, 15.—The mistake would be 
at once precluded for English readers by 
rendering, ‘I am praying for them; I am 

eet 
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eA 

uttered it sees through in 

Aug. 

not praying for the world.’— ott aot eior] 
in a fuller sense than ooi aoay, ver. 6. 
That was their preparation for Christ; 
this is their abiding in Him, which is 
abiding in the Father, see next ver. —10.] 
Comp. ch. xvi. 15 and note. ‘It were not 
so much if He had only said, ‘ All Mine is 
Thine ;’ for that we may all say, that all 
we have is God’s. But this is a far greater 
thing, that He inverts this and says, ‘ All 

This can no creature say 
Luther, Stier v. 495.—The 

E. V.,—‘ All Mine are Thine,’ &c.—gives 
the erroneous impression that persons only 
are meant, whereas it is all things, in the 
widest meaning,—the Godhead itself in- 
cluded,—of which this is asserted.—év 
avtots| not, by their means, but, in them ; 
by that tyw éy avroig of ver. 23, the life 
of the vine in the branches,—so that the 
fruit of the branches is the glory of the 
vine, by the sap of the vine living in the 
branches. All this again is proleptic. — 
11.] The occasion, and substance of His 
prayer for them.—ov« ér. eip. év T. K.] 
This shows us that 6 kéop. is not said of 
place alone, for the Lord Jesus is still 
here; but of state, the state of men in the 
Hesh; sometimes viewed on its darker side, 
as overcoming men and bringing in spiritual 
death,—sometimes, as here, used in the 
most general sense. — kal, not but; it ex- 
presses the simultaneous state of the Lord 
and His, see ch. vi. 32, and note.—dyte] 
Holy, as applied to God, peculiarly ex- 
presses that penetration of all His attri- 
butes by Love, which He only who here 

its length, 
breadth, and height :—which angels (Is. vi. 
3. Rev. iv. 8) feel and express :—which 
men are privileged to utter, but can never 
worthily feel:—but whieh devils cannot 
feel nor utter. They know His Power and 

ins. A Arm. Jer.—for odc, g BC! L (not 8 C) 2 Copt. Cyr. txt A D abed.— 
a 
} 

His Justice only.—But His Holiness is_ 
especially employed in this work of tnpetv | 
now spoken of.—év T@ 6v. cov] not, 
‘through Thine own Name,’ as E. V. 
which renders ‘in Thy Name’ ver. 12 (!) — 
(so Chrys. Theophyl. rite )—but in the — 
dvopa of vy. 6 and 12; see below.—o] 
not only the best supported, but the dest 
reading, though Stier maintains that it can 
bear no meaning ypicromper@c.— The 
Name of God is that which was to be in 
the Angel of the Covenant, Exod. xxiii. 21, 
see also Is. ix. 6. Jer. xiii 6. — This 
Name,—not the essential Godhead, but 
the covenant name, JEHOVAH OUR RIGHTE- 
ousNESS, — the Father hath given to 
Christ; and it is the being kept in this, 
the truth and confession of this, for which 
He here prays.—tva ow ev Kad. Hpets] 
The oneness here is not merely harmony 
of will or of love,—as some have inter- 
preted it, and then tried to weaken the 
Oneness of the Godhead by the ra@we,— 
but oneness by the indwelling of the Spirit 
of Christ, the gift of the covenant (1 Cor. 
vi, 17); aad ultimately oneness of nature, 
2 Pet. i. 4, where the érayyeApara dedw- 
onrac answers to the ovopa 0 O&OwKag roe 
here. ‘Non ait, ut nobisceum sint unum, 
—aut simus unum ipsi et nos, sicut unum 
sumus nos,—sed ait, ut sint unum sicut et 
nos.’ Aug. Tract cvii. —12.] épvdaga: 
see ch. x. 28—30. The Lord here, as 
Cyril remarks, compares His keeping of 
His own, to that by the Father,—in a way 

only accountable by both Persons being 
of equal Power and Dignity.—ot8es— 
ei pa)...] So that Judas was of the number 
od¢ Siduxdg po.—showing us (1) the sense 
in which those words must be understood 
(see above); and (2) that of such persons 
it is true that there is for them no ‘ gratia 
irresistibilis,’ no ‘keeping in God’s Name’ 
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b ibid. 
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reff. 
e constr. 1 Cor. 
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Acts vill. 33. 
XXii. 22. 

fw. ék, Rev. 
iii. 10 only. 

gch. x. 36 
Levit. xi. 44. 

h = 2 Cor. vii. 
La. Ps: 
ex viii. 142. 

i = Heb. xiii. 
17. Col. iv. 
12. Eph. vi. 

19 20. 
Kal ' UTED k= Levit. xxii. 

2. Deut. xv. 
19. Rom, xv. 
16. 
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independently of their ‘keeping God’s word,’ 
ver. 6, which Judas did not do.—o vt. T. 
am.| See 2 Thess. ii. 3. As the other dis- 
ciples by true 77pnavc of the Divine pnyara 
given to them, rose from being natural men 
to be the children of God, so Judas, through 
want of the same,.sunk from the state of 
the natural man to that of the lost—the 
children ofesthe Devil (Olsh. neon) — 
Remark, it is not ovdéva .. €oa, 

vei py ae vlov TIC ee aint did not 
ose him (comp. ch. xviii. 9, where there is 
o exception), but he lost himself. — 4 
pad7] in which this was indicated, viz. 

that alleged by Peter, Acts i. 20: see ch. xiii. 
18. —13.] viv 82, opposed to bre iny ver. 
12, implying, ‘ But I shall be here gvddo- 
cevy them no more. And therefore I pray 
this prayer in their hearing, that’ &c.— 
On 7 x. 7 ep. see ch. xv. 1]. xvi. 24; also 
the reference to these words in 1 John i. 4. 
—14—16.] See ver. 8. — Ver. 14 contains 
the manner in which He é¢tAakev atrodve, 
by giving them the Divine Word ;—and 
the reason of the ryjoyo1e prayed for,— 
because they would be objects of hatred to 
the world. — ka0as éyo] See ch. xv. 18.— 
ovk épwt] Said mostly for their sakes, for 
whom it was necessary that they should 
abide yet in the flesh, to do God’s work, 
and (ver. 17) to be sanctified by God’s 
truth. — rod mov.] See Matt. v. 37 and 

note. The sense in all places is better 
neuter; even in 1 John vy. 19, where see 
noté.—‘ From the evil,’ as E. V.;—i. e. 
from sin, in all its forms, and its end.— 
16.] repeated, as the ground both of the 
ot« éowre@,—for they are already not of 
the world, above the world, so that they 

4 
need not be removed from it in order to © 
distinction from it ;—and of the aA iva, 
—for they are clean (ch. xiii. 10) ;—‘ Keep 
them from pollution.’ This leads on to 
17 —19.] the process of sanctification 
through the knowledge of the truth im- 
parted to them by Christ, and expanded in 
them by the Spirit. — ayrdfewv here and in 
ver. 19 carries the meaning, which unites + 
the two uses, of consecration to God. But 
in them, this setting apart for Him was a 
long and gradual process, to be accom- 
plished by conflicts, and the deeper sinking 
in of the Truth by the blows of affliction, 
and the purifying fire of the Spirit : in them 
it was strictly sanctification, the making 
holy: but in Him it was that pure and 
entire self-consecration by His submission 
to the Father’s holy will, the entire pos- 
session of His sinless humanity with the 
living and speaking Truth of God, which 
should be at the same time the efficient 
cause of their sanctification, and their Pat- 
tern. Such an High Priest became us (see 
Heb. vii. 26), who are to be ourselves 
priests unto God. Rey. xx. 6. —év, not by, 
but im: see on ver. 1].—o Ady. cy gos] 
comp. Acts xx. 32. Thy word, in its inner 
subjective power.—Ver. 18 is proleptic,— 
and received its fulfilment ch. xx. 21. He 
does not merely deave them in the world, 
but sends them into it, to witness to this 
same truth of God: see ch. xv. 16.—19.] 
See above, on ver. 17. It is clear, against 
all Socinian inferences from this ver., that 
all that part of a@ytaZecy implied in ch. x. 
36 is here excluded: and only that intended 
which is expressed Heb. ii. 10 by dua wa0n- 
paroy redea@oa. Of this, His death was 
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the crowning act, and was also the one to 
which the uzréo ad’rayv most directly applies: 
but the whole is included. The confining 
the meaning to His Sacrifice (Chrys., Eu- 
thym.), and the iva cai avroi ... to their 
martyrdom, or their spiritual self’ offering, 
Rom. xii. | (Kuthym.), is insufficient for 
the depth of the words. —év aAn@.] in 

- truth: what truth, is evident from ver. 17, 
where, in the repetition, 0 Ady. 6 ob¢ adn- 
Qeva tort, the article is also wanting: see 
also ch. i. 14. 3 John 3,—for a9. without 
the article. — 20.] The connexion is the 
aréotetha avrovde eic T. Koop., ver. 18.— 
misrevoovTwy has most probably been a 
correction. The present part. expresses 
the state of faith in which all believers are 
found: the future would refer more to the 
act of belief by which that state is begun. 
—It is strikingly set forth here that all 
subsequent belief on Christ would take 
place through the Apostolic word: see 
Rom. x. 16, 17.—21.] The tva here hardly 
can regard the subject-matter of the épwTa, 
ver. 20, but rather we should supply after 
that word ravra, and understand this iva 
as expressing the object of the prayer re- 
specting both. The subject-matter of the 
prayer is, that they may be kept in God’s 
name and sanctified in God’s truth; and if 
this be so, their unity with the Son and 
the Father follows, 1 John i. 3.—But here 
it is not merely ‘with,’ but ‘in,’ the Son 
and the Father ;—because the Spirit pro- 
ceeds from the Father and the Son, and 
‘He that is joined to the Lord, is one 
spirit :’ see ver. 1].—This unity has its 
true and only ground in faith in Christ 
through the Word of God as delivered by 
the Apostles; and is therefore not mere 

txt A Orig. Cypr. Firm. Hil. Hier. Ambr.—zusrety B C! Clem. 
txt A D. — 22. dow ro ty D.—iopéy om. B C D L Clem. Cyr. 
tv D.—x«ai bef. tva om. BC D L X 4 a Copt. Cyr. Orig. 
al. ab Syr. (some mss.) syr. Copt. Auth. Chrys. Hier. 

ins. A ab Hil.—23. 76 
ins. A.—7ya7noa (Ist) D 7 

txt A BC ec Clem. Cyr. Hier.— 

outward uniformity, nor can such unifor- 
mity produce it. At the same time its 
effects are to be real and visible, such that 
the world may see them. — tva mort.] not 
parallel with the former ‘va, as if zur. 6 
Koo. meant the same as 7ayrEc Ev Wat, 
that all may be brought to believe-—Nor 
again can the words mean that the unbe= 
lieving and condemned world, at the end, 

EDWTW povor, ABCD 

may be persuaded ‘that Thou hast sent 
Me.’ Such a rendering would surely be 
repugnant to the spirit of the prayer, and 
the use of the word wicredw in our Gospel. 
Rather is it,—‘that this their testimony, 
being borne by them all, and in all ages, 
may continue to convince the world, so that 
many in the world may believe,’ &c.—The 
Sti ov pe aréortethag implies belief in the 
whole Work and Office of Christ. Here the 
Lord certainly prays for the world,—see 
above on ver. 9.—See a remarkable parallel 
Rey. iii. 9, where Stier truly remarks, that 
the persons spoken of are penitents.— 
22, 23.] Grotius and others interpret this 
86&a ‘ potestas faciendi miracula,’ and refer 
to ch. ii. 11 and ch. xi. 40; but wrongly : 
—for if so, the avroi¢ must mean the 
Apostles only, whereas it is distinctly re- 
ferred to the believers of all time. The 
ddéa (Liicke, De Wette, Stier) is the glory 
of Christ as the only-begotten Son (i. 14), 
full of grace and truth, which by virtue of 
His exaltation and the unity of all believers 
in Him through the Spirit, has become 
(not, shall be) theirs, Eph. ii. 6. Rom. viii. 
30. Eph. i. 18; not yet fully, nor as it is 
His, but as each can receive and show it 
forth. The perfection of it is spoken of, 
ver. 24.—We have the same recurrences 
of iva as in ver, 21. The second of them 

one 
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here expresses not merely the similarity of 
their unity to that of the Son and Father, 
—but the actuality of its subsistence, in 
Christ abiding in them and the Father in 
Christ.—On TereX. eis €v, see reff.— ywwooky 
here, parallel as it is to muatevory above, can- 
not be interpreted of a bare recognition, or 
of a recognition at the final judgment,—but 
must be taken to mean that salutary know- 
ledge by which from time to time the chil- 
dren of the world are by God called to become 
the children of light. See the same words, and 
note, ch. xiv. 31, also ch. xiii. 35, and ob- 
serve that in all three places the recognition 
is that of Jove ;—in ch. xiii. 35, of the dis- 
ciples one to another; in ch. xiv. 31, of 
Jesus to the Father; here, of the Father to 

believers, as perfected into unity in the Son 
of His love. — 24.] @é\w is not the 0é\w 
of ch. xii. 21. ] Cor. vii. 7, but more like 
that of Mark vi. 25,—an expression ef will 
founded on acknowledged right: compare 
OvariOewar, Luke xxii. 29.—Compare also 
the #é\w and ode dédwe. por, with ch. y. 21. 
vi. 44, — Orr. eipt éya] i.e. in the glorified 
state :—see ch. xii. 26 and note.—iva Oewp. | 
This is the completion of ver. 22. The open 
beholding of His glory spoken of 1 John 
iii. 2, which shall be coincident with our 
being changed into His perfect image.— 
Qewp. is to see and partake—the very case 
‘supposes it. No mere spectator could see 
his glory. See Rom. viii. 17 end and 2 Cor. 

“iii. 18.—ott Hy. pe... ] The most glorious 
‘part of this sight of glory will be to behold 
the whole mystery of redemption unfolded in 
the glory of Christ’s Person,—and to see how 
before the being of the creature, that eter- 
nal love was, which gave the glory to Christ 
of which all the worlds are but the expo- 
nents.—On kat. kdo. see reff. — 25, 26.] 
Sikate is connected with the final clause of 
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ver. 24. The Righteousness of the Father 
is witnessed by the beginning (7rp0 kar. 
coop.) of Redemption, and (caxeivor war) 
by the glorification of the elect with Christ ; 
but also by 6 kéopoc oe odK Eyvyw,—the 
final distinction made by His Justice be- 
tween the world and His.—The first Kat 
contrasts with the $é immediately follow- 
ing: the more classical construction would 
be re—0é (Liicke). The second kat merely 
couples the preceding to the following as 
depending upon it: see Matt. xi. 27. This 
éyvw, €yvwoav, éyvopioa, yvwpiow, show 
that the Lord spoke here of the then pre- 
sent time and disciples again, at the close 
of His prayer.—The yvwpiow is by the 
whole work and testimony of the Spirit 
completed in the Kingdom of God. This 
promise has been in fulfilment through all 
the history of the Church.—And the great 
result of this manifestation of the Father’s 
Name is, that that wonderful Love where- 
with He loved Christ, may dwell in (not 
the Apostles merely—the future yvwoicw 
has again thrown the meaning onward to 
the great body of believers) them,—i.e. the 
perfect, living knowledge of God in Christ, 
which reveals, and in fact is, this love. And 
this can only be by kayw éy abrotc—Christ 
dwelling in their hearts by faith, and re- 
newing and enlightening them by His Spirit. 
He does not say, ‘ Thou in them’—but ‘TJ in _ 
them and Thou in Me:’ see ver. 23. 

Cuar. XVIII. 1—3.] Matt. xxvi. 30— 
47. Mark xiv. 26—43. Luke xxii. 39—53. 
On the omission by John of the conflict-of 
the Redeemer’s soul in Gethsemane, I would 
remind the reader of what has been said in 
the Prolegomena on the fragmentary nature 
of this Gospel. The attempt to find in this 
omission a discrepancy between the setting 
forth of the Redeemer by John and the 
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Synoptic Gospels, is, as usual, ccessful. 
John presents us with the most striking 
instances of the troubling of the human 
soul of Christ by the suffering which was 
before Him: see ch. xii. 23. 27. xiii. 21. 
See notes on Matt. ver. 36, and throughout 
thesection.—1.] rd Kédowr, ‘ of the cedars,’ 
has apparently been a mistaken rendering 
of the Hebrew name of the brook, TV 3to_ 

whom due,.is.not-plain. We may however 
be quite sure that it.wo t be owing to 
John himself, but to some Greek transcriber 
unacquainted with Palestine. Josephus calls 
if yeu. Kedp@voc, or papayE Kedp@voc. 
Antt. viii. 1, 5. ix. 7, 3:—see 2 Sam. xv. 
23. 2 Kings xxiii. 6.—The ravine in the 
bottom of which flows the Kidron, is to the 
east of Jerusalem, between the city and the 
Mount of Olives. — kjres] Liicke suggests 
that the owner of this garden may have 
been friendly to (or a disciple of ?) Jesus. 
it was called Gethsemane,—Matt., Mark. 
—Traditions as to its site are, as usual, 
various. A square plot of ground in the 
depth of the ravine is now usually pointed 
out, and seems to have been fixed on at 
the time when the empress Helena visited 
Jerusalem, A.p. 326. Euseb. says Gethse- 
mane was af the Mount of Olives: Jerome, 
at the foot of the mount. The language 
of Luke xxi. 37 leads to a belief that it may 
have been higher up the mount. Robinson, 
i. 346. — 2.] ‘often,’—see Luke xxi. 37. 
John viii. ].—8.] See, on this band of men, 
note on Matt. ver. 47. Liicke refers to 
Dion. Hal. ix. (t€érpeyor dmavrec tx tay 
okynvorv a0pdot, pavode ExovTec kK. Lap~ 
madac) to show that lanterns and torches 
were part of the utensils of military on a 
night march.—¢avoi appear to be strictly 

‘torches,’—any blazing substance held in 
the hand ;—and Aap7adec, ‘lights fed with 
oil.’—The weapons were swords and staves, 
— Matt., Mark. \ 

4—11.] Matt. xxvi. 48—56. Mark xiy. 
44—52. Luke xxii. 48—53.—4.] On <i8as 
mavt. T. ép. see Matt. xxvi. 45.— é€eM av ] 
probably, from the shade of the trees into 
the moonlight ;—hardly, as De Wette and 
Liicke suggest, from some building in the 
garden. é£7\@e kai Néyer is more in John’s 
manner, and less likely to have been sub- 
stituted for é€e\@wy elzey than the con- 
verse.— iva {nr.] asked,—as the question 
é~ 0 mape, Matt. xxvi. 50,—to carry re- 
proof to the conscience of those addressed : 
and also to obtain for so solemn an act as 
the delivering Himself up to them, the for- 
mal declaration of their intention to take 
Him. ‘When men sought Him to make 
Him a king, He fled: now that they seek 
Him to put Him to death, He goes forth 
to meet them.”’ Stier, vi. 312. — 5.] Some 
among them knew Him (Matt. xxvi. 55), 
others probably not. This answer may 
have been given by some one in authority 
among the Roman soldiers, who had it in 
command ‘ to apprehend Jesus of Nazareth.’ 
—eioryjKer . .. . pet aitav] I believe 
these words to be the description of an 
eye-witness ;—John detected Judas stand- 
ing among them, and relates it. The syn- 
optic narrative related the kiss which pre- 
sently took place: but this self-tradition of 
the Lord was not related in it. John there-— 
fore adds this touch of exactness, to show 
that the answer 'Incovy 7. N. was not given 
because they were ignorant of His person, 
so as not to be able to say ‘ Thee ;’—but 
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because they feared to say it.—6.] The | 
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question on the miraculous nature of this 
incident is not whether it were a miracle at 
all (for it is evident that it must be regarded 
as one), but whether it were an act specially 
intended by our Lord, or a result of the 
superhuman dignity of His Person and the 
majestic calmness of His reply. I believe 
the latter alternative to be the right one. 
Commentators cite various instances of the 
confusion of the enemies of innocent men 
before the calmness and dignity of their 
victims: how much more was this likely to 
be the case when He in Whom was no sin 
and Who spake as never man spake, came 
forth to meet His implacable foes as the 
self-sacrificing Lamb of God. So that I 
regard it rather as a miracle consequent 
upon that which Christ said and did, and 
the state of mind in which His enemies 
were,—than as one, in the strict sense, 
wrought by Him: bearing however always 
in mind that to Him nothing was wnex- 
pected, or a.mere result, but everything 
fore-known. Wittthis view what follows 
is also consistent, rather than with the 
other. — 8.| Bengel strikingly says of this 
ty sips, ‘ Tertio dicet olim.’ And Au- 
gustine, ‘ Quid judicaturus faciet, qui judi- 

\candus hoc fecit? Quid regnaturus poterit, 
“qui moriturus hoe potuit?’ Tract cxii.— 
“Gdete tTovTovs|] ‘ quos illi ceci adorie- 
bantur.’ Bengel. 
cient to show Peter and the rest what was 
the appointed course for them;—the d@. 
Tou. vraye.y to the band, is brayere dpeic 
to the Apostles. —9.] See ch. xvii. 12. An 
unquestionable proof, if any were wanted, 
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that the words of ch. xvii. are no mere 
description of the mind of the Lord at the 
time, nor free arrangement of His words, 
but His very words themselves. This is 
recognized even by De Wette.—On the 
application of the saying, we may remark 
that the words unquestionably had a much 
deeper meaning than any belonging to this 
occasion; but that the remarks so often 
made in this commentary on the fulfilment 
of prophecies must be borne in mind ;— 

| that to fulfil, is not to exhaust a prophecy. _ 
| —that the ‘words of the Lord have many 
"Gases of unfolding;—and that the tem- 
poral” deliverance of the Apostles now, 
doubtless belonged to the great spiritual 
safe-keeping which the Lord asserted by 
anticipation in these words. —10.] At this 
time took place the kiss of Judas, in accord- 
ance with the agreement entered into, and 
to assure the captors that the person thus 
offering Himself was indeed Jesus of Naza- 
reth, and no substitute for Him: see note 
on Matt. ver. 497 The other view, that 
the kiss took place first, before the inci- 

dents of «qur vv. 4—9 (Friedlieb, Archio- 
logie de Shy ok geschichte, p. 68), is to 
me quite inconceivable.-—On Peter’s act, 
see Matt. ver. 51. The names of Peter and 
Malchus are only found here:—ro 8etvov 
only here and in Mark.—The (external) 
ear, though severed, was apparently still 
hanging on the cheek; s—for it was healed 
with a touch. —11.] tH 0. = Tov TOT. 
avrijc, Matt.,—where see notes.—t6 mor. | 
A. striking allusion to the prayer in Geth- 
semane; for the image does not elsewhere 
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occur in our Evangelist. See Matt. xx. 22 
and ||. — ov py tlw] ‘Am I not to drink 
it?? ‘non vis ut bibam?’ Vulg. Sixt.— 
“hue enim tendebat pugna Petri.’ 
~12—24.) Peculiar to Johns The preli- 
minary hearing before Annas : —see below. 
—12.] See Acts xxi. 31 al. The varnp. r. I. 
were the officers sent by the Sanhedrim.— 
13.] On Annas, see note Luke iii. 2. The 
influence of Annas appears to have been 
very great, and Acts iv. 6, he is called the 
High Priest, in the year following this. The 
whole matter is discussed in Friedlieb, Arch. 
der Leid. § 22. He ends by saying that 
the narrative evidently rests upon some 
arrangement with regard to the High Priest- 
hood now unknown to us, but accountable 
enough by foreign influence and the dete- 
rioration of the priestly class through bribes 
and intrigues, to which Josephus and the 
Talmud sufficiently testify.x—This hearing 
is entirely distinct from that in the other 
Gospels. There, no questions are asked of 
Jesus about His disciples or doctrine (ver. 
19); there witnesses are produced, and the 
whole proceedings are after a legal form. 
That hearing was in a public court of justice, 
before the assembled Sanhedrim; this was 
a private and informal questioning. That 
Annas should be so often called ‘the High 

Bengel.. . 

txt B C. — 16. for d¢ 
txt A C? abew.— 

Priest,’ is no objection to this view: see on 
Luke as above: see also note on ver. 24. 
The two hearings are maintained to be one 
and the same by Luther, Grot., Bengel, 
Lampe, Tholuck, Liicke, De Wette, Fried- 
lieb, &c.;—the view here taken is main- 
tained by Chrysost., Aug., Euthym., Olsh., 
Neander, Baumgarten - Crusius, Ebrard, 
Weiseler, Hase, Lange, Hess, von Meyer, 
von Gerlach, and Stier (vi. 352).—14.] See 
ch. xi. 50 and notes; also on rov évtavrou 
éxeivov, ver. 13. —15.] 6 GAA. p. is here 
mentioned for the first time. There is no 
reason to doubt the universal persuasion 
that by this name John intends himself, 
and refers to the mention in ch. xiii. 23 of 
a disciple whom Jesus loved. How he was 
known to the High Priest we have no means 
of forming a conjecture.—The palace of the 
High Priest was probably the dwelling of 
both Annas and Caiaphas.—It was not un- 
exampled to have female porters among the 
Jews : see reff.—17.] See the whole subject 
of Peter’s denials discussed in notes on 
Matt. vv. 69—75. — This first denial was 
to all appearance rashly and almost inad- 
vertently made, from a mere feeling of 
shame. Liicke suggests that Peter may 
have set himself among the servants of the 
High Priest to bear out his denial. 
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AeEkdAnca A BC! LX Y A Cyr.—rec. bef. cvy. ins. 77, 
with B? but om. AB? CD?G HKLM SX Y 13 all.—rec. ravrofev ot "lov. with a 

few mss. zwavrore C?'D} EGHKMSUY 
—21. FEO: SAR: 
txt A.—22. réyv wapeorwrwr (-nkdrwv Y)C'L XY 1. 
24. obv om. AC? D3 EGH? K MSU Y lial. Copt. Theophyl. 
ins. B C! L X A ad (see notes). — 25. é éxeivov C!. 

19.] This preliminary inquiry seems to have 
had for its object to induce the prisoner 
to criminate himself, and furnish matter 
of accusation before the Sanhedrim. — tov 
pa9.] His party, or adherents, as the High 
Priest would understand His disciples to 
be; how many, and who they were, and 
with what object gathered together ;—and 
what His customary teaching of them had 
been. — 20.] 6 Kéopos here = wadyrec ot 
"Iovd., or perhaps rather, all who were 
there to hear.—By the omission of the art. 
before ovvay., the distinction is made be- 
tween synagogues, of which there were 
many, and to tepov, which was but one.— 
év kp. éA. o¥8.)] Stier thinks there was an 
allusion in these words to Isa. xlv. 19. 
xlviii. 16,—in the last of which places the 
Messiah is speaking. — 21.] See ch. v. 31, 
which appears to have been a legal maxim. 
—22.] See Acts xxiii. 2.—eis tT. Uw. wap. 
was probably one of the band who took 

_ Jesus, and had brought Him _ hither.— 
| pdamicpa] uncertain whether with the hand 
or a staff. parica, papdg mAn~a 7 

A 21 al. syr. Theophyl. txt ABC! LX 14. 
txt ABC! LX Y Cyr. Chrys.—ipwrnc. BC! L X 5 Cyr. Chrys. 

txt (zap. ic B Birch) A B.— 
6é 6 al. Syr. Sahid. 

—27. rec. o II. with M U X (HS ?) 

adonea. Hesych. s—maraga THY yvaboy 
amhy Ty xépt. Suidas :—see Matt. v. 39. 
They had staves, and perhaps thus used 
them :—see note on Matt. xxvi. 67. This 
blow was a signal for the indignities which 
followed. — 23.] paptvp. in a legal way.— 
et 5] ‘ vim habet affirmandi.’ Bengel. It 
has been often and well observed, that the 
Lord here gives us the best interpretation 
of Matt. v. 39—that it does not exclude 
the remonstrating against unjust oppres- 
sion, provided it be done calmly and pa- 
tiently. — 24.] From what has been above 
said, it will be seen that I cannot acquiesce 
in the pluperfect rendering of aTEOTEAED. 
J believe ovy to be genuine, and the verse 
“simply to describe what followed on the 
preceding :—‘ Annas therefore sent Him 
bound to Caiaphas the High Priest.’ There 
is no real difficulty in this rendering, if 
Annas and Caiaphas lived in one palace, 
or at all events transacted public affairs in 
one and the same. They would 
have different apartments, and thus the 
sending from one to the other would be 
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very possible; as also would the incident 
related by Luke xxii. 61 :—see the extract 
from Robinson, Matt. xxvi. 69. 

25—27.] Matt. xxvi. 71—74. Mark xiv. 
69—72. Luke xxii. 58—61 :—see note on 
Matt. xxvi. 68.—Peter was in the court- 
yard of the house—the addy. — 26.] This 
was about an hour after the former,— 
Luke vy. 39. 
28—Cuap. XIX. 16.] Matt. xxvii. 1, 

2. 11—26. Mark xv. 2—15. Luke xxiii. 
2—25. Christ before Pilate.-—Before this 
comes in the section of Luke, ch. xxii. 66 
—7l, containing the close of the examina- 
tion before the Sanhedrim, which did not 
happen till the morning. This undesigned 
agreement between Luke and John further 
confirms the justice of the view respecting 
the two hearings maintained above; see 
note on Luke xxii. 66—71.—28.] Kk. avrot 
ovk eisqA. I have already discussed the diffi- 
culties attending the subject of our Lord’s 
last Passover, in the note on Matt. xxvi. 17 
—19. Iwill only add here some remarks 
of Friedlieb’s, Arch. der Leid. § 30. ‘The 
Jews would not enter the Preetorium that 
they might not be defiled, but that they 
might eat the Passover. For the entrance 
of a Jew into the house of a Gentile made 
him unclean till the evening. It is sur- 
prising, that according to this declaration 
of the holy Evangelists, the Jews had yet 
to eat the Passover, whereas Jesus and His 
disciples had already eaten it in the pre- 
vious night. And it is no less surprising, 
that the Jews in the early morning should 
have been afraid of rendering themselves 
unclean for the Passover,—since the Pass- 

over could not be kept till evening, i. e. on 

the next day, and the uncleanness which 
they dreaded did not, by the law, last till 
the next day. For this reason, the passage 
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in John labours under no small exegetic 
difficulties, which we cannot altogether 
solve, from want of accurate knowledge of 
the customs of the time. Possibly the law 
concerning Leyvitical defilements and purifi- 
cations had in that age been made more 
stringent or otherwise modified ; possibly, 
they called some other meal, besides the 
actual Passover, by its name. This last we 
certainly, with our present knowledge of 
Hebrew antiquities, must assume; for the 
law respecting uncleanness will not allow 
us to interpret this passage of the proper 
Passover on the evening of the 14th of 
Nisan, nor indeed of any evening meal at 
all..—The whole depends on this: can 
dayety TO Tacxa mean any thing else 
besides eating the paschal lamb in the strict 
sense? This is a question which.dn, our 
day we have no power of answering; and, 
as De Wette has shown (in loc.), none of 
the instances cited in the affirmative side 
are applicable-—See note on ch. xix. 14, — 
29.] Though Pilate, having granted the 
service of the omeioa to the Sanhedrim, 
must have been aware of the circumstances 
under which Jesus was brought before him, 

he demanded a formal accusation on which 
legally to proceed,—30.] They do not 
mention the charge of blasphemy brought 
against Him by the Sanhedrim, for fear 
of the entire rejection of their cause, as 
by Gallio, Acts xviii. 16. The Procurators 
in such cases had a discretionary power. 
—31.] This answer is best regarded as an 
ironical reproach founded on their appa- 
rently proud assertion in ver. 30—and 
amounting to this :—‘ If you suppose I am 
to have such implicit confidence in your 
judgment concerning this prisoner as to 
take his guilt on your word, take him and 
put him to death (for kpivare must be 
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thus understood,—see below) according to 
your law ;’ reminding them that the same 
Roman power which had reserved capital 
cases for his jurisdiction, also expected 
proper cognizance to be taken of them, 
and not that he should be the mere exe- 
cutioner of the Sanhedrim.—np. ovk €€.] 
From the time when Archelaus was de- 
posed (A.p. 6 or 7), and Judea became a 
Roman province, it would follow by the 
Roman law that the Jews lost the power 
of life and death. Josephus tells us, Antt. 

that ovx« é&ov av xapic THC 

Some have thought 
that this power was reserved to them in 
religious matters, as of blasphemy and 
sacrilege; but no proof has been adduced 
of this; the passages commonly alleged— 
Jos. Antt. xiv. 10, 2. B. Jud. vi. 2, 4, and 
Acts vii. 56, not applying (see note on Acts 
ut supra). The Talmud relates that this 
had taken place forty years (or more, see 
Liicke, ii. 737 note) before the destruction 
of Jerusalem.— Biscoe, on the Acts, pp. 134 
—167, argues at great length that the Jews 
had this power; and that the words here 
merely mean that they could not put to 
death on the Sabbath, which, according to 
the usual custom of executing the next day 
after judgment, would now have been the 
case. But this treatment of the words is 
unjustifiable. Can we suppose for a 
moment that this can have been meant, 
when there is not a word in the text to 
imply it? We may hope that the day for 
such forced interpretations is fast passing 
away.—Friedlieb (§ 31) gives the most 
consistent account of the matter. In the 
Roman provinces generally the Propretor 
or Proconsul conducted judicial proceed- 
ings. But Judza, which belonged to the 
province of Syria, was an exception. There 
was a Procurator cum potestate, who ex- 
ercised the right of judicial cognizance. 
Jerusalem however possessed the privilege 
of judging all lighter causes before the 
three-and-twenty, and heavier causes, with 

Nort: 

Mnrt ¢ eyo "Tovdatoe EULL 5 al 
b Matt. vii. 16 

6& AD? KU. txt abe (?).— 
&e. — aro 

the sole exception of judicia de capite, 
before the great Sanhedrim; so that none 
but these reserved cases remained for the 
Procurator. Pilate seems to have judged 
these cases at his visits during the festivals ; 
which would fall conveniently for the 
purpose, it being the custom in Jerusalem 
to execute great criminals at the Feasts. 
In other provinces the governors made 
circuits and held assizes throughout their 
jurisdictions. See on this subject Liicke’s 
note, ii. 736. — 32.] See Matt. xx. 19 al.; 
—ch. xii. 32, 33.—33.] It is implied, 
that between ver. 31 and this, a charge 
must have been made that He gave Him- 
self out for the King of the Jews; see 
Luke xxiii. 2.—Pilate summoned Jesus in, 
who had been as yet outside with the Jews. 
This was the formal reception of the case 
before him ;—as the Roman soldiers mus 
now have taken charge of Jesus.—Th 
judgments of the Romans were always 
public and sub dio, see ver. 13;—but the 
enquiries and examinations might be pri- 
vate. In this case Pilate appears to have 
wished to obtain an account from Jesus 
apart from the clamours of the chief priests 
and the mob. — 34.] On this whole inter- 

| view see note on Luke, ver. 4.—I regard 
this question ad’ éavt. «.7.X., as intended 

\to distinguish the senses of the word King 
as applied to Jesus: and of course not (De 
Wette, Liicke) for the information of Him 
who asked it, but to bring out this dis- 
tinction in Pilate’s mind. If he asked of 
‘himself, the word could certainly have but 
one meaning, and that one would be 
wrongly applied ;—if from information de- 
rived from the Jews, this very fact would 
open the way to the true meaning in which 
He was King of the Jews. Stier and 
Ebrard think there may be some reference 
in af éavrov to a momentary earnestness 
in Pilate’s own mind,—a suspicion that his 
Prisoner was what He was charged with 
being (see ch. xix. 8, 12), from the “mention 
of which he immediately (ver. 35) recoils, 
and implies the other side of the dilemma. 
— 35.] Pilate at once repudiates the idea 
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/ of his having any share in Jewish expecta- 
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tions, or taking any personal interest in 
Jewish matters: all his information he has 
derived from the public accusation of the 
people and chief priests. Then in tt érr. 
is implied, ‘There is no definiteness in 
their charge: let me have thine own 
account, thy ex-parte statement, that I may 
at least know something definite of the 
case.’ — 36.] This answer goes to explain 
the injustice of the charge of dtacrpéWar 
TO #@voc (Luke xxiii. 2), and to show 
Pilate something of the nature of the king- 
dom which Jesus really came to establish. 
—ovk...ék TOU K. TOUVT.| ‘not belonging 
to (ch. viii. 23. x. 16) this world ;—and 
therefore not to be supported by this 
world’s weapons. There is no denial that 
His Kingdom is over this world—but that 
it is to be established by this world’s 
power.—The words not only deny, they 
affirm : if not of this world, then of another 
world. They assert this other world before 
the representative of those who boasted of 
their ‘orbis terrarum.’—ot trnp.] certainly 
not angels (as Stier) nor angels and dis- 
ciples (as Lampe). The sentence is ellip- 
tical, and ot inp. is included under the 
supposition introduced by et. ‘If &c.,— 
I should have had servants, and those 

servants would have fought.’—mapa600d | 
This delivering up is referred to ch. xix. 16 
—raptdwxey aitoy airoic.—The viv has 
been absurdly pressed by the Romanist 
interpreters to mean that at some time 
His Kingdom would be évrev0ev—i.e. éx 
Tov KOopov TovTov (!!)—as if its essential 
character could ever be changed ! — viv 
implies, ‘as the case now stands;’—a 
demonstratio ad oculos from the fact that 
no servants of His had contended or were 
contending in His behalf; see similar 
usages of viv, ch. viii. 40. ix. 41. xv. 22, 
24. Rom. vii. 16, 17 al. —87.] It is best 
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to take ovkotv B. et ov as affirmative, 
—‘Thou art a King then:’ on accoun 
of what follows.—ovd A€yets] A formula 
neither classical nor found in the LXX, 
but frequent in the Rabbinical writings 
see Schéttgen, Hor. Hebr. on Matt. xxvi 
25.— eyo Tm adnSeia.] The Lo 
here preached the Truth of His mission, 
upholding that side of it best calculated 
for the doubting philosophic mind of the 
day, of which Pilate was a partaker. He 
declares the unity and objectivity of Truth ; 
—and that Truth must come from above, 
and must come through a Person sent by 
God, and that that Person was Himself.— 
eis TOUTO yeyévynpat implies that He was 
born a King, and that He was born with a 
definite purpose. The words are a preg- 
nant proof of an Incarnation of the Son 
of God. This great truth is further ex- 
pressed by éAjAv0a eis tT. «.—‘ I was born, 
but not therein commencing My being—I 
came into the world.’ Thus certainly are 
the words to be understood, and not of 
His public appearance, His dvadetkic (as 
Liicke, De Wette), nor as synonymous 
with yeyévynuat. It is this saying which 
begun the fear in Pilate, which the charge 
of the Jews, ch. xix. 7, increased.—rq 
GAnOeia, not rijy adnPaav: not ‘the 
truth,’ so that what He said should be 
tr eae ‘to the Truth,’ in its objective 
reality :—see ch. xvii. 17, 19, of which 
deep saying this is the popular exposition 
for His present hearer.—The Lord, besides, 
sets forth here in the ee of these words, 
the very idea of all_kinghood. The King 
is the lesa of the truth: the 
truth of dealing between man and man ;— 
the truth of that power, which in its inmost 
truth belongs to the great and only Poten- 
tate, the King of Kings.—Again, the Lord, 
the King of Manhood and the world, the 
second Adam, came to testify to the truth 
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Kal 1= ch. xix. 4, 
6. Acts xiii. 
28. 

m 1 Cor. xi. 16 
9 LeTL Oe oot: (viii. 

en cae Matt. 
x. 25. ch. ii. 
25 al. 

$ o=||. Matt. 
XViii. 27. 
Acts iii. 13 al. 
constr. Mark 
xiv. 12. 

LE ode XV. 22. 
ch. xix. 6 al. 
Ezra iii. 13. 

xiii.31. Luke 
xxiv. 43 al. 

r Matt. x. 17 al. 
Jer. v. 3. 

s |jonly. Exod. 
XXViii. 14. 
Isa. xxvili.5. 

t ||. Matt. vii. 
16. Ps. cxvii. 
12, 

* rrEEavrec otépavov 
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u constr. ||Matt. 
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~ V ver. 5. Rev. 
Xvii.4 only. 
Num. iv. 13. 

x Mark x. 47. Luke xii. 39, Xviii. 11, 13 al. 

om. B abe Cypr.—39. rec. (2nd) dp. aod. with EGM (HS?) A. 
txt ABD’ KLUXY 5 al. bev Syr. Copt. Arm. Cyr. — 40. mavrec om. BL X 5. 
ext PAD) 37 (2): 

CHar. XIX. 2. évi rijy xed. A. 

of Manhood and the world, which Sin and 
Satan had concealed.—This testimony to 
the Truth is to be the weapon whereby His 
Kingdom will be spread ;—‘ every one who 
is of the truth,’ i.e. here in the most 
general sense, every one who is a true 
dealer with his own heart, who has an ear 
to hear,—‘ of such are My subjects com- 
posed :—they hear My voice.’ But for the 
putting this true dealing on its proper and 
only ground, see ch. viii. 47. vi. 44. — 38.] 
To this number Pilate did not belong. 
He had no ear for Truth. His celebrated 
question is perhaps more the result of 
indifferentism than of scepticism; it ex- 
presses, not without scoff and irony, a 
conviction that truth can never be found: 
and is an apt representative of the 
state of the polite Gentile mind at the 
time of the Lord’s coming. It was rather 
an inability than an unwillingness to find 
the truth.—He waits for no answer, nor 
did the question require any. Nay, it was 
no real question, any more than ri éoi xk. 
ool, or any other, behind which a negation 
lies hid. —éy® ovSep. air. .... ] eyo, 
opposed to vpeic, who had found fault in 
Him. Pilate mocks both—the Witness to 
the Truth, and the haters of the Truth. 
His conduct presents a pitiable specimen 
of the moral weakness of that spirit of 
worldly power, which reached \i its culmi- 

. nating point in the Roman empire.—89. | At 
i al “he, 

Ps Pere nee 

txt B. — 3. bef. éAeyor ins. HpyovtTo mode abrév 
cai BLU X 18 al. abcv syr. Copt. Sahid. Auth. Arm. Cyr. Aug. 

txt A.—4. rec. é&70. ody with H GM (HS?) U ¥ A; 
om. A al.—édidocav 

txt 

this place comes in Matt. xxvi. 12—14; 
—the repeated accusation of Jesus by the 
chief priests and elders, to which He an- 
swered nothing;—and Luke xxiii. 5—17, 
the sending to Herod, and second procla- 
mation of His innocence by Pilate,—after 
which he adopts this method of procuring 
His release (Luke, ver. 17).—éott ovv79. | 
See note Matt. xxvii. ]5, and compare, for 
an instructive specimen of the variations in 
the Gospel narratives, the four accounts of 
this incident. — 40.] They have not before 
cried out in this narrative; so that some 
circumstances-must be presupposed which 
are not here related: unless vv. 30 and 31 
be referred to. — Hv 82 6 B. X.] In Mark 
xv. 7. Luke xxiii. 19, a rioter ;—but doubt- 
less also a robber, as such men are fre- 
quently found foremost in civil uproar.— 
There is a solemn irony in these words of 
the Apostle—a Robber! See the contrast 
strongly brought out Acts ii. 14. — Car. 
XIX. 1.] The reason or purpose of this 
scourging does not here appear; but in 
Luke xxiii. 21—23 we read that after the 
choice of Barabbas, Pilate asked them what 
should be done with Jesus ? And when they 
demanded that He should be crucified, 
Pilate, after another assertion of his in- 
nocence, said zaiwWsvoac avrov aTovow. 
Thus it is accounted for.—2, 8.] See notes 
on Matt. vv. 27—30;—and on zopdipar, 
Mark, ver. 17. — 4.] The unjust and cruel 

Tt 2 
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conduct of Pilate appears to have had for 
its object to satisfy the multitude by the 
mockery and degradation of the so-called 
King of the Jews: and with that view 
he now brings forth Jesus. His speech is 
equivalent to—‘See what I have done 
purely to please you—for I believe Him 
innocent.’— 5.] is the accurate and graphic 
delineation of an eye-witness.—The te 0 
av@. is to move their contempt and pity ;— 
‘See this man who submits to and has 
suffered these indignities—how can He ever 
stir up the people, or set Himself up for 
king? Now cease to persecute Him; your 
malice surely ought to be satisfied.’ — 6.] 
This had been cried before,—see Matt. ver. 
22 and ||. Possibly John had not heard 
the cry. According as men have been in 
different parts of a mob, they will natu- 
rally report differently, according as those 
nearest to them cried out. — A&B. adr. 
vp.] The words of Pilate show vacillation 
between his own sense of the innocence of 
Jesus and his fear of displeasing the Jews 
and their rulers. He now, but in ironical 
mockery, as before, ch. xviii. 31, delivers 
the matter entirely into their hands: per- 
haps after having received the message from 
his wife, Matt. ver. 19.—7.] In consequence 
of this taunt, they now declare the cause 
of their condemnation of Him—see Levit. 
xxiv. 16—and their demand that, though 

found innocent by the governor, He should 
i yee 8.] This charge served to increase 

A 30 all. 6 Syrr. Copt. Sahid. 42th. Arm. 

K LMS X 6all.— 10. ody om. AX 6 
ot. and a7oX. are transposed in rec. abcv, 

the fear which Pilate had before: see note 
on ch. xviii.37. The name vies @eod served 
also to confirm the omen already furnished 
by the dream of his wife. That this fear 
was not a fear of the Jews, nor of acting 
unjustly, but of the Person of Jesus, is 
evident from what follows.—9.]| He entered, 
taking Jesus with him. — wéev] i.e. not 
‘from what province ??—for he knew this, 
Luke xxiii. 6, 7, nor, ‘ of what parents ??— 

but ‘whence?’ in reference to vidg Oeod. 
Observe that the fear of Pilate is not mere 
superstition, nor does it enter into the 
Jewish meaning of vidc 6.: but arises from 
an indefinite impression made on him by 
the Person and bearing of our Lord. We 
must not therefore imagine any fear of 
Him as being a ‘son of the gods,’ in Pi- 
late’s mind: this gives a wrong direction 
to his conduct, and misses the fine psycho- 
logical truth of the narrative.—The Lord, 
in His silence, was acting according to His 
own precept, Matt. vii. 6. Notwithstand- 
ing Pilate’s fear of Him, he was not in 
earnest ;—not determined to be led by his 
conscience, but had already given way to 
the unjust demands of the people; and He 
who saw his heart knew how unworthy he 
was of an answer fo so momentous a ques- 

tion. Besides, this silence was the most 
emphatic answer to all who had ears to 
hear it ;—was a reference to what He had 
said before, ch. xviii. 37, and so a witness 
to His Divine origin. Would any mer 
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man, of true and upright character, have 

refused an answer to such a question, so 
put? Let the modern rationalist consider 
this. —10.] As in ch. xviii. 35, Pilate at 
once recoils from his better conscience into 
the state-pride of office. ‘ Objurgans in- 
crepatio timori preecedenti plane contraria.’ 
Lampe.—This very boast was a self-con- 
viction of injustice. No just judge has any 
such power as this, to loose or to punish 
(see 2 Cor. xiii. 8); but only patiently to 
inquire and give sentence according to the 
truth. —11.] This last testimony of the 
Lord before Pilate is a witness to the 
truth: opening in a wonderful manner the 
secret of Pilate’s vaunted power, of His 
own humble submission, and the sinfulness 
of His enemies. The great stress is on the 
word dvwev, on which Grotius strikingly 
says (ungewodbhnlich treffend, Stier), ‘inde 
scilicet, unde ortus sum!’ so that it answers 
remarkably to the 7d@ev above. We must 
not dream _of any allusion to Rome, or the 
Sanhedrim, in this advw0ev, as the sources 
of Pilate’s power:—the word was not so 
meant, nor so understood: see ver. 12.— 
dedopévov, not dedopévn :—the neuter is 
more general, and embraces in itself the 
whole delegation from above, power in- 
cluded—q. d. except by appointment from 
above. Lampe remarks: ‘ Concedit Pilato 
primum, — potestatem. Agnoscebat fori 
humani auctoritatem, quia regnum ejus 
non erat terrenum, humanos magistratus 
destruens. Neque Pilato et Romanis jus 
in Judzos disputabat. Secundo, exaggerat 
illam potestatem, ut superne datam. Hee 
est doctrina Christiana, omnem potestatem 
esse a Deo. Tertio, agnoscit potestatem 
illam se in Seipsum extendere, cum omnia 
secum ex decreto divino agerentur’ (Stier, 
vi. 461).—81a totto] on this account, viz. 
because of what has just been asserted, ovK 
etxes k.7.A.—The connexion is somewhat 
difficult. I take it to be this: ‘God has 
given to thee power over Me ;—not insight 
into the character which I claim, that of 
being the Son of God,—but simply power : 
that insight belonged to others, viz. the 
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Sanhedrim, and their president, whose office © 
it was to judge that claim; they have judged 
against the clearest evidence and rejected 
Me, the Son of God; thy sin, that of 
blindly exercising thy power, sin though 
it be, is therefore less than theirs, who 
being God’s own people, and with God’s 
word of prophecy before them (and the 
High Priest, with his own prophetic word 
before him,—see ch. xviii. 14), deliberately 
gave Me over into thy hand.’ It is im- 
portant to this, which I believe to be the 
only right understanding of the words, to 
remember that Pilate from ver. 6 was 
making himself simply their tool; — He 
was the sinful, but at the same time the 
blind, instrument of their deliberate malice. 
Nearly so Liicke and De Wette. Bengel 
and Stier understand ‘ quia Me non nosti’ 
as the subject of dia rovro, but Liicke 
rightly says that dedou. dvwOev, and no- 
thing else, must be that subject. — 6 
mapadis.] Beyond question, Caiaphas,— 
to whom the initiative on the Jewish side 
belonged ; ‘ cujus autoritate omnia ageban- 
tur,’ Lampe. At the same time the whole 
Sanhedrim are probably included under the 
guilt of their chief.—In this awapriay is 
an implied reference to a higher Judge— 
nay, that Judge Himself speaks! —12.] 
éx T., from this time ;—but not as a mere 
date ;—with reference to what had just 
been said. Pilate himself was deeply struck 
by these words of majesty and mildness, 
and almost sympathy for his weakness, and 
made a last, and, as é« tT. seems to imply, 
a somewhat longer attempt than before, to 
deliver Him.—dtdos tT. K.] There does not 
seem to be any allusion to a title of honour, 
amicus Cesaris ; indeed, to judge from the 
citations in Wetstein, a good deal of fancy 
has been employed in making out the fact 
of such a title having been in use, any 
further than that the appellation would 
naturally arise and be accounted honour- 
able. td. 7. K. here is, ‘ well affected to 
Czesar.’—This was a terrible saying, espe~ 
cially under Tiberius, with whom (Tacit. 
Ann. iii. 38) ‘ majestatis crimen omnium 
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accusationum complementum erat.’ — mas 
OSboass ] This was true: their applica- 
tion of it to Christ, a lie. But words, not 
facts, are taken into account by tyrants, 
and this Pilate knew. —18.] tT. Adyov 
tTovTwv—viz. these two last remarks. ‘ In 
such a perplexity, a man like Pilate could 
not long hesitate. As Caiaphas had before 
said it were bettter that One even innocent 
man should die, than that all should perish: 
so now in like case Pilate decided rather 
to sacrifice Jesus though innocent, than to 
expose himself to so great danger.’ Fried- 
liecb, Arch. der Leid. § 34. — €&w: see on 
ch. xviii. 33.—The Bjpo was in front of 
the preetorium, on an elevated platform ;— 
Gabbatha, probably from 723, altus fuit, 
—which was paved with a tessellated pave- 
ment. Such a pavement Julius Cesar car- 
ried about on his expeditions, Suet. Ces. 
c. 46. — 14. mapackevy Tod 7.] The sig- 
nification, ‘Friday in the Passover week’ 
(using zapackevy for ‘ day before the sab- 
bath,’ as Matt. xxvii. 62. Luke xxiii. 54, and 
Tov 7. as in caBBaroy rou 7. Ign.ad Phil. 
c. 13. De Wette), has found many, and 
some recent defenders: see especially Wie- 
seler, Chron. Synops. i. 335 ff. But this is 
not its natural meaning, nor would it ever 
haye been thought of in this place, but for 
the difficulty arising from the whole Pass- 
over question, which I have discussed on 
Matt. xxvi. 17—19.— rap. Tov 7. answers 
to mop 27y, and is ‘the vigil of the Pass- 

over,’ i.e. the day preceding the evening 
when the passover was killed. And so it 

must be understood here, especially when 
' connected with ch. xviii. 28. 
whole matter the note above referred to.— 

See on the 

&pa as extn] There is an.insuperable diffi- 
culty as the text now stands. For Mark 
relates, ch. xv. 25, that the erucifixion took 
place at the third hour: and that it cer- 
tainly was so, the whole arrangement of 
the day testifies. For on the one hand, 
the judgment could har ve taken the 
whole-day till noon: and on the other, 
there will not thus be time left for the rest 
of the events of the day, before the sabbath 
begun. We must certainly suppose, as did 
Eusebius, Theophylact, and Severus (in the 
Catena, Liicke, ii. 756), that there has been 
some very early erratum in our copies; 
whether the interchange of J’ (3) and s’ 
(6), or some other, cannot now be deter- 
mined. Liicke and Friedlieb defend the 
sixth hour: but the above difficulties seem 
to me decisive against it.—We certainly 
may approximate the two accounts by re- 
collecting that as the crucifixion itself cer- 
tainly did not (as in Mark) take place 
exactly at the third hour, and as here it is 
wpa ws ExTn, some intermediate time may 
be described by both Evangelists. But this 
is not satisfactory: see note on Mark xv. 
25.— The words Se 6 Bao. tp. seem to 
have been spoken in irony to the Jews— 
in the same spirit in which afterwards the 
title was written over the cross :—partly 
perhaps also, as in that case, in conse- 
quence of the saying in ver. 12,—to sever 
himself altogether from the suspicion there 
cast on him. — 15.] ov« €x. Bao. et pr K., 
—a degrading confession from the chief 
priests of that people of whom it was said, 
‘The Lord your God is your King,’ | Sam. 
xii. 12.— However, it furthered the present 
purpose, and to this all was sacrificed, 
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Gal. vi. 
250. 
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ix. 53. 

m ver. 13 reff. 
n Rey. xxii. 2 

only. Dan. 
xii. 6. 

* Nawpatoc 0 BaorAsve o= Luke xxiii. 

b>? oe Actsi.18. 
= p here only t. 

ie a So Matt. 
Luke (exc. iv. 

John. 

Nalapnvos 
Mark i. 24, 
xiv. 67. 
Xvi. 6. 

b = Matt. xxiv. 
15. Acts viii. 

ech. iii. 23. 

Satwy. “amexpin 0 UHdaroe “O yéypapa yéyoagpa. ayerisret 
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n PsA. xxi. 18. = Luke xxii. 17. Acts ii. 45. 

—16. rap. ody BD? LX 3 abe Cyr. 

‘oytowpev avtov, adda ” Aa w= 
ia ” ypagn mrnpwOy 

[n Aéyouaa | Meyda Ta yuarea Lov EMUTOLC, Kau 

P BaXdov kAnoov. 
o Luke vii. 25. Acts xx. 33. Ps. xliv. 9. 

txt A.—17. x. aw. om. B LX 6 al. abe Copt. Cyr. 

28. 
k similarly, of 
ae Luke 
v.0- 

Ich. xxi. 11. 
Matt. xxvii. 
51 ||. Isa. 
XXXvVii. 1. 

m = here only. 
O. pey ouv GE Sic. iv. 

p =|land Actsi. 26. 

ins. AD? EH? KS? Y all.—ayayov D3? EH? K 8? Y 12 all. Chrys. Theophyl. 
EKuthym. 
5 Néyerac AK 4 ac Cyr. om. L X al. 
txt B abev. — 23. rec. dppagoc, with qu. ? 

including truth itself; for the confession was 
not only degrading, but false in their 
mouths. Some of those who now cried 
this, died miserably in rebellion against 

_ Cesar forty years afterwards. —16.] Here 
the scourging seems (Matt., Mark) to have 
taken place, or perhaps to have been re- 
newed, since the former one was not that 
customary before execution, but conceded 
by Pilate to the Hele in hope of satisfying 
them. 

—42.] Matt. xxvii. 31-66. Mark xv. 
20 —47. Luke xxili. 26—56. The cruci- 
fixion, death, and burial of Jesus. Com- 
pare the notes on the four throughout.— 
17.] See on Matt. ver. 33.—19.] ditto, ver. 
37.—20— 22.| The same spirit of mockery 
of the Jews showed itself in the title, as 
before, ver. J4. They had prevailed on 

ilate by urging this point, that Jesus had 
Himself up for a king; and Pilate is 

willing. to remind them of it by these 

txt A.— 17. Baor. air@ (or éav.) tov or. BL abe. 
txt B.— 19. twéOncev A K 10 Copt. Sahid. 
txt A B? 

txt (éav.) A U Y.— 

DEKLMUXY (HS?) al— 

taunts. Hence their complaint and his 
answer.—The Latin was the official lan- 
guage, the Greek that usually spoken,— 
the Hebrew (i.e. Aramaic) that of the 
common people. —6 yéy. yéyp.] The first’ 
perfect denotes the past active; the second, 
that it was complete and unalterable, 
23, 24.] ovv goes back to ver. 18.—There » 
were four soldiers, a rerpdd.ov, Acts xii. 
4, and a centurion ?—‘ centurio supplicio 
prepositus,’ Seneca de Ira, 16 (Friedlieb). 
—tThe garments of the executed were by 
law the perquisite of the soldiers on duty. 
Dig. xlviii. 20, 6 (Friedlieb). — The tunic 
was the so-called ‘ toga ocellata,’ or ‘ bys- 
sina.” It reached from the neck to the 
feet, and was fastened round the throat 
with a clasp. It was properly a priest’s 
garment (see Jos. Antt. iii. 7, 4), and was 
woven of linen, or perhaps of wool (Fried- 
lieb).—The citation is verbatim from the 
LXX. In it, iwarea = the upper gar- 
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h || Mt. Mk. only +. 
1= here only. 

e s m ¥ \ 

°ore ovv ™EAaPe TO 
i Heb. ix. 19 only. Exod. xii. 2 al. 

m = Mark xv. 23. Acts ix. 19. 1 Tim. iv. 4. 

XXXVii. 1. 
£ || Matt. and xxii. 10. Luke y. 7, Gen. xxi. 19. 
k Matt. xxi. 33. xxvii. 28. Gen. xxvii. 16. 

24. » Aéyouca om. B abe. ins. A.—26. aft. pnrpi om. aro BL X b Arm. ins. A ae. 
—idé (or eid?) B D3 M X 11 al. Orig. Cyr. Chrys. txt A. —27. id? BL (not M).— 
for wp., nwépac A (E!?) 6 al. Sahid.—29. rec. ox. ody with (unc. qu.?)¢. txt ABLX 

-ab.— onoy. ody peor. (rod B? L X) 6&. boow7. wep8. BL X 2 b Copt. Sahid. Cyr. Hil. 

ments, iwariopoc the tunic.—25.] In Matt. 
XXvii. 55, 56 ||, we learn that two of these 
three were looking on afar off, after Jesus 
had expired, with Salome. We may sup- 
pose that they had drawn nearer at this 
particular time, and that John omits the 
mention of his own mother. — Tod 
Kiw7a] the mother of James the Less and 

_Joses; Matt., Mark. —26.] i800 6 vids 
gov. The relationship in the flesh be- 
_tween the Lord and His mother was about 
to close; hence He commends her to an- 
other son who should care for and protect 
her. Thus,—as at the marriage in Cana, 
when His official independence of her was 
to be testified ; so now,—He addresses her 
as yvvat. — 27.] The solemn and affecting 
commendation of her to John is doubly 
made,—and thus bound by the strongest 
injunctions on both. The Romanist idea, 
that the Lord commended all His disciples, 
as represented by the beloved one, to the 
patronage of His mother (!!), is simply 
absurd. The converse is true—He did 
solemnly commend the care of her, espe- 
cially indeed to the beloved disciple, but in 
him to the whole cycle of disciples, among 
whom we find her, Acts i. 14.—No conclu- 
sion can be drawn from this commendation 
as to the ‘brethren of the Lord’ believing 
on Him or not at this time. The reasons 
which influenced Him in His selection must 
_ ever be far beyond our penetration, —27. ] aw 
éx, T. Op. is probably to be taken literally, 
—from that time ;—so that she was spared 

the pangs of witnessing what was to follow. 
If so, John returned again to the Cross, 

ver. 35.— eis Ta (81a need not imply that 

John had a house in Jerusalem. It would 
equally apply to his lodging during the 
feast; only meaning, that henceforth, wher- 
ever he was, she was an inmate with him; 
and certainly that his usual habitation was 
fixed, and was his own. — 28,] peta TtotTo 
is generally, but not necessarily, immediate. 
Here we must suppose the é\wi é\wi to 
have been said meantime, and the three 
hours’ darkness to have taken place. Per- 
haps during some of this time John was 
absent: see above. —tva TeX. H yp. Va- 
rious needless objections haye been raised 
to the application of these words to the 
saying of the Lord which follows, and 
attempts have been made to connect them 
with reréAeorar (rerédeotrar, tva TeE- 
w07!). That John does use iva .... as 
applying to what follows, ch. xiv. 31 shows. 
And so here,—‘ that the Scripture might 
be accomplished ( ),—having 
it in view to leave no pre-appointed par- 
ticular of the circumstances of His suffer- 
ing unfulfilled, Jesus, speaking doubtless 
also in intense present agony of thirst, but 
only speaking because He so willed it, and 
because it was an ordained part of the 
course which He had taken upon Him, 
said this word. ‘ Nec hoc levamentum 
petiisset, nisi scivisset id quoque ad cri- 
teria Messiz secundum Prophetas spectare ; 
unde hee altera motiya additur; ut con- 
summaretur Scripttira.’ Lampe (Stier, vi. 
573). — 29.] The dfs was the posca, 
the sour wine, or vinegar and water, the 
common drink of the Roman soldiers.— 
toodmrw) An aromatic plant growing on 
walls, common in the south of England 
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o = here only. 
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Matt. viii. 
20 |. 

p = Acts xv. 
40. see Luke 
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Xxiil. 46. 
q = Matt. 

XXVii. 50. 
Eccl. xii. 7. 

r= Matt. xii. 
2 al. fr. 

s ver. 14 reff. 
t = ch. vii. 37. 

Acts ii. 20 al. 
u Matt. xii. 20 

only. Deut. 
XXXili. 11. 

v here only. 
Amos iii. 12. 
ch. xi. 48 
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avurov tori 1 * waprupta, KAKELVOC oloEv OTL adnOn AEyet, Ucn 
z ch. xx. 20, 25, 27. Acts xii.7 only. Gen. ii. 21. a here only +. Sir. xxii. 19. b = Rey. xiv. 20 only. 
c = here only. see 1 Johny. 6. d = Acts xxiii. 11. Heb. x.15. e = ch. iv. 37 reff. fch. i. 7 reff. 

7 om. A E al.—rec. éxeivn r. o. with c, but txt A B D? E K LS al. 28 all. 
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and on the Continent, with blue or white 
flowers, and having stalks about 13 foot 
long, which would in this case be long 
enough, the feet of the crucified person 
not being ordinarily raised above that dis- 
tance from the ground. It was much used 
for sprinkling, Exod. xii. 22. Levit. xiv. 4 
al. Ps. li. 7.—30.] teréXeotar expresses 
the fulfilling of that appointed course of 
humiliation, obedience, and suffering, which 
the Lord Jesus had undertaken. That was 
now over, and from this time ‘ the joy that 
was set before Him’ begins. It is beyond 
the purpose of a note to bring out the 
many meanings of this most important and 
glorious word. There is an admirable sermon 
on it by Schleiermacher (vol. ii. serm. 10) ; 
and Stier’s Comment, vi. 587 ff., should be 
read. — kAivas T. kehadnv] We have the 
minuteness of an eye-witness, on whom 
every particular of this solemn moment 
made an indelible impression. — wapéSwxe 
T. ™vevpa]| viz. in the words given by 
Luke, warep, cic yeipac cov mapariPenwa 
TO mvsvpa—which was also the dw?) 
peyadyn of Matt. and Mark.—This zapa- 
Oudévat was strictly a voluntary and -deter- 
minate act ;—no coming on of death, which 
had no power over Him,—see ch. x. 18, 
and note on Luke xxiii. 46. — 31.] On the 
Jewish custom, see note Matt. xxvii. 57.— 
mV yap pey. - . . - | being asit was (see 
note on ch. xviii. 28, and Matt. xxvi. 17) 
a double sabbath: the coincidence of the 
first day of unleavened bread (Ex. xii. 16) 
with an ordinary sabbath. —tva kateay. | 
The erurifragium was sometimes appended 
to the punishment of crucifixion, see Fried- 
lieb, p. 164,—but does not appear to have 
been inflicted for the purpose of causing 

death, which indeed it would not do. Fried- 
lieb supposes that the term involved in it 
the ‘ coup de grace,’ which was given to all 
executed criminals, and that the piercing 
with the spear was this death-blow, and 
was also inflicted on the thieves. — 34.] 
The lance must have penetrated deep, for 
the object was to enswre death,—and, see 
ch. xx. 27, probably into use veye ou 
account of the position | of the soldier, and... 
of what followed. — aipa x. t8wp] The 
spear perhaps pierced the pericardium or 
envelope of the heart, in which case a 
liquid answering the description of tdwp 
may have flowed with the blood. But the 
quantity would be so small as scarcely to have 
been observed.—It is hardly possible that 
the separation of the blood into placenta and 
serum should so soon have taken place, or 
that, if it had, it should have been by an 
observer described as aiwa cai vowo. It 
is more probable that the fact, which is 
here so strongly testified, was a conse- 
quence of the extreme exhaustion of the 
Body of the Redeemer. The medical 
opinions on the point are very various, 
and by no means satisfactory. — 35.] This 
emphatic affirmation of the fact seems to 
regard rather the whole incident than the 
mere outflowing of the blood and water. It 
was the object of John to show that the 
Lord’s Body was a real body, and underwent ~ 
real death. And both these were shown 
by what took place: not so much by the 
phenomenon of the water and blood, as 
by the infliction of such a wound,—after 
which, even had not death taken place 
before, there could not by any possibility 
be life remaining. So Licke; except that 
he seems to refer ewpakwe¢ more to the 

aaah 
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Heb. vi. 3. 

nch. x.40. xii. 16. 
rch. xii. 3only t. 

Luke ix. 39. 
x Matt. xxvi. 12 only. Gen. 1.2. 

o here only +. Sir. xxxviii. 8. 
s = ch. xi. 44. 

y ch. xviii. 1 reff. 

p Matt. ii. 11 only. Cant. v. 5. Ps. xliv. 8. 
t Luke xxiv. 12. ch. xx. 5, 6,7 only. Judg. xiv. 13. 

v Mark xvi. 1. Luke xxiii. 56. xxiv. 1 only. 4 Kings xx. 13. 

q here only t- 
u Matt. xxvii. 66- 

w Luke ii. 42. xxii. 39 al.t 
z ch. Vv. 28 refi. 

Orig. Cyr. om. (B HS?) EG MY A al.—moretnre B Orig. txt A, &c.—38. 6? om. 

EGKMSXY A 18 Sahid. 
al. ins. A Y A (HS?) al.—rec. 6 azo. 

ins. AB D? H? LU al.—o om. BDFEGKLMUX 
txt A B D? L X al.—«ai éwérp. ..... 

’Inoov om. A (in error, from similarity of ending ?).—for r. “Ino., adrov BLM X al. 
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_ Sauamscaices of the death of Jesus. 
—The use of weorevery in John makes it 
probable that he lays the weight on the 
proof of the reality of the death, as above. 
The ‘va depends on the three preceding 
clauses, without any parenthesis, as the 
final aim of what has gone before: ‘in 
order that ;’ not, ‘so that.’—On 1 John vy. 
6 ff. see note there. — 36.] ‘ For’ —i.e. 
as connected with the true Messiahship of 
Christ, ‘these things were a fulfilment of 
Scripture.’ It is possible that Ps. xxxii. 
20 (LXX) may be also referred to ;—but 
no doubt the primary reference is to the 
Paschal Lamb of Exod., as in reff.: see 
1 Cor. v. 7.—87.] LXX., ériBréePovrar 
moc pe, av0’ Oy KaTwoxnoavTo—but the 
Evangelist has given the literal and, as now 
acknowledged (Liicke), true sense of the 
word 377. The dforvrat does not refer to 
the Roman soldiers,—but to the repentant 
in the world, who, at the time the Gospel 
was written, had begun to fulfil the pro- 
phecy. — 38.] per. tatta—not, ‘imme- 
diately after this’—but ‘soon after.’ The 
narrative implies, though it does not men- 
tion (as Mark and Luke do), that Joseph 
himself took down the Body from the cross. 
Liicke thinks the soldiers would have done 
this: but their duty seems only to have 
extended to the ascertaining of the fact of 
death.—The ap@aow of ver. 31 need not 

non vetat.’ 

for éré0., Hv TeOemévoc B. txt A, &e. 

imply, ‘ by their hands.’—It was customary ' 
to grant the bodies of executed persons a 

‘Percussos_ sepeliri_carnifex 
Quintil. Declam. vi. — On Jo- 

seph, and the other particulars, see notes on 
Matt.—yd0ev—to Golgotha.—39.] John | 
alone mentions Nicodemus. The Galilean 
narrative had no previous trace of him, 
and does not recognize him here. Joseph ~ 
bore too prominent a part not to be 
mentioned by all.—opipyns] myrrh,—the 
gum of an aromatic plant, not indigenous 
in Palestine, but in Arabia Felix, see reff. 
and Exod. xxx. 23. Cant. iii. 6. Esth. ii. 
12. Prov. vii. 17, and Winer, Realworter- 
buch, ii. 148.—aA¢oys] The name of 
various sorts of aromatic wood in the East, 
—see Winer, Realw. i. 54. Both materials 
appear to have been pulverized (the wood 
by scraping or burning?) and strewed in 
the folds of the linen in which the Body 
was wrapped (De Wette). The quantity 
is large ;—but perhaps the whole Body was 
encased, after the wrapping, in the mixture, 

and an outer wrapper fastened over all. 
The proceeding was hurried, on account 
of the approaching Sabbath: and appa- 
rently an understanding entered into with | 
the women, that it should be more com- | 
pletely done after the Sabbath was over. 
This plentiful application of the aromatic 
substances may therefore have been made 

their friends. 
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with an intention to prevent the Body, in 
its lacerated state, from incipient decom- 
position during the interval. — 40.] See 
ch. xi. 44. Little is known with any cer- 
tainty, except from these passages, of the 
Jews’ ordinary manner of burying. Winer, 
Friedlieb. — 41.] See note on Matt. v. 60. 
The words iy 7 Tow b7ov écravpwOn, 
are so far in favour of the traditional sité 
of the Holy Sepulchre, that Calvary and 
the Sepulchre are close together, under the 
roof of the same church. And those who 
have found an objection in that circum- 
stance, have forgotten this testimony of 
John.—katvoy ...] And therefore given 
for the purpose—so that the additional 
particular not here mentioned, that it be- 
longed to Joseph, is almost implied.— 42. ] 
Thv Tapack. T. “Iovd. seems to indicate 
clearly the zapaock. of the Passover, as 1 
have before maintained that the wordy 
mean}; not-the-mere day of the week so 
ealicd, which, as it was by the Christians 
also in the Apostles’ time named zapa- 
oxevy), would not be qualified by ror 
"Iovd.—The words 6tt éyy. Hv TO py. cer- 
tainly appear as if John were not aware 
that the tomb belonged to Joseph ;—but it 
is still more likely that the thought of 
asking for the Body may have been ori- 
ginally suggested to Joseph by his possess- 
ing a tomb close to the place of crucifixion, 
and so Ore éyy. Hv TO py. may have been 
the real original reason of the whole pro- 
ceeding; and John, not anxious to record 
every particular, may haye giyen it as such. 

Cuap. XX.1—18.] Compare Matt. xxviii. 
1. Mark xvi. 1. Luke xxiv. 1. — On the 
chronology of the events of the Resurrection, 
see note on Matt. xxviii. ]. I attempt no 
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such attempts to be fruitless ee I see in 
their failure strong corroboration of the 
truth of the Evangelic narratives. It is 
quite impossible that so astounding an 
event, coming upon various portions of the 
body of disciples from various quarters and 
in various forms, should not have been 
related, by four independent witnesses, in 
the scattered and fragmentary way in which 
we now find it. In the depth beneath 
this varied surface of narration rests the 
great central fact of the resurrection itself, 
unmoved and immovyeable. As it was 
THIS above all other things to which the 
Apostles bore their testimony, so, in their 
testimony to this, we have the most re- 
markable proof of each having faithfully 
elaborated into narfative’ those particular 
facts which came under his own eye or 
were reported to himself by those con- 
cerned. Hence the great diversity in this 
portion of the narrative:—and hence I 
believe much that is now dark might be 
explained, were the facts themselves, in 
their order of occurrence, before us. Till 
that is the case, (and I am willing to believe 
that it will be one of our delightful em- 
ployments hereafter, to trace the true har- 
mony of the Holy Gospels, under His 
teaching of Whom they are the record,) 
we must be content to walk by faith, and 
not by sight.—1, 2.] Map. 7 MayS. She 
was not alone (Mt., Mk., L.). Does this 
appear in the ofSapev below ?>—One thing 
we may conclude for certain, that she, for 
some reason, did not see the vision of Mt., 
Mk., and L801 Luke, ver. 12, knows only 
of Peter’s going. —4—8.] Full of most 
interesting and characteristic detail. John, 
probably the younger, outruns Peter ;—but 
when there, reverently abstains from enter- 
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ing the sepulchre. The ardent and im- 
petuous Peter goes directly in — John 
follows—and believes. What can exceed 
the inner truth of this description? And 
what is not related, is as full of truth as 
that which is. For, vv. 6, 7, we seem to 
hear the very voice of Peter describing to 
his companion the inner state of the tomb. 
—On gov8. see reff.—8.] émiorevoev. No- 
thing is said of Peter—did he believe too? 
I think not;—and that John modestly 
suppresses it. But what did John believe ? 
Was it merely, ‘corpus fuisse translatum, 
ut dixerat Maria?’ (Bengel, so August., 
Erasm., Grot., Stier, Ebrard.) Surely not; 
John does not so use the word zuorevety. 
He believed that Jesus was risen from the 
dead. He received into his mind, em- 
braced with his assent, THE FACT OF THE 
RESURRECTION, for the first time. He did 
this, on the ocular testimony before him ; 
for as yet neither of them knew the Scrip- 
ture, so as to be a@ priori convinced of the 
certainty that it would be so. But (see 
above) Peter does not seem to have as yet 
received this fact;—accounting probably 
for what he saw as Mary had done. — 10. | 
Luke has the very same expression amij\Oe 
mooc éavréyv. This is remarkable, as he 
evidently has a fragment of the same inci- 
dent. mpds éavt., to their lodging. —11.] 
She had come with them, but more slowly. 
—12.] From what has been said above, 
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my readers will not expect me to compare 
the angelic appearances in the four Gospels. 
What wonder, if the heavenly hosts were — : 

variously and often visible on this great 
day, when ‘the morning stars sung toge- 
ther, and all the sons of God shouted for 
joy ?,—What can be more accurate in de- 
tail than this description of the vision of 
Mary? Every word was no doubt care- 
fully related to the Apostle, and as care- 
fully recorded. —18.] Here again the finest 
psychological truth underlies the narrative. 
The other women (Mark, ver. 5. Luke, ver. 
5) were afraid at the vision; but now 
Mary, having but one thought or desire, to 
recoyer the lost Body of her Lord (roy 
Kvpiov pov), feels no fear.—The angels 
doubtless are proceeding further to assure 
her as they did the women before :—but 
this is broken off by the appearance of the 
Lord Himself, or perhaps by Mary’s turn- 
ing away.— 14.] éorpdédy—having her 
attention attracted by the consciousness of 
some one present near her—not perhaps by 
the approach of Jesus. Or it might be 
(Stier, Ebrard) with intent to go forth and 
weep again, or further to seek her Lord. 
We need not surely inquire too minutely, 
why she did not know Him. The fact 
may be psychologically accounted for—she 
did not expect Him to be there, and was 
wholly preoccupied with other thoughts :— 
or even her face may not have been turned 

4 
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to Him (see ver. 16):—or, as Driiseke 
(cited by Stier, vi. 634) says, ‘Her tears 
wove a veil, which concealed Him who 
stood before her. The seeking after the 
Dead prevents us from seeing the Living.’ 
—15.] The same kind of repetition by the 
Lord of what the angel had before said is 
found in Matt. xxviii. 7, 10.—It is idle to 
inquire why she thought Him to be the 
gardener (see specimens of such specula- 
tions in Liicke and Stier in loc.): but I 
may once for all observe that we must 
believe the clothing of His risen Body to 
have been that which He pleased to as- 
sume; not earthly clothing, but perhaps 
some semblance of it. Certainly, in this 
case, He was clothed ;—or she must at 
once have recognized Him.—xvpte, the 
appellation of courtesy to an unknown 
person. —16.] With one word, and that 
one word her name, the Lord awakens all 
the consciousness of His presence: calling 
her in that tone doubtless in which her 
soul had been so often summoned to receive 
Divine Knowledge and precious comfort. — 
otpadetoa] seems to imply that she had 
not been looking full at Him before.—faB- 
Bovvi] See Mark x. 51. »2)2), either ‘ my 
Master,’—or merely ‘ Master,’/—the * being 
merely paragogic ; which last appears (from 
OvackaXs) to be the case here.—That she 
gives way to no impassioned exclamations, 
but pours out her satisfaction and joy in 
this one word, is also according to the 
deepest psychologicai truth. One ms. (13) 
adds «ai mooctdpapevy abacbar abtou— 
an explanatory gloss to pH pou admrov— 
but doubtless a correct one. —17.] The 
connexion between the prohibition and its 
reason is difficult, and has been very vari- 
ously given. See a complete discussion of 
the exegetical literature of the passage in 
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Stier, vi. 640—667. The sense seems to ~ 
me to be connected with some gesture of 
the nature alluded to in the gloss above 
quoted, but indicating that she believed 
she had now gotten Him again, never to 
be parted from Him. This, gesture He 
reproves as unsuited to the time, and the — 
nature of His present appearance. ‘ Do * 
not thus—for I am not yet restored finally © 
to you in the body—I have yet to ascend | 
to the Father.’—This implies in the back- 
ground another and truer touching, when 
He should have ascended to the Father. 
‘Vis me tangere, Maria; vis omnino frui 
amicitia mea: id nunc non licet, quum tan- 
tum ofcovopukdc, ad fidem vestram robo- 
randam me do conspiciendum. At ubi ad 
Patrem ascendero, veniet tempus quum frui 
mea amicitia perfectissime poteris, non ter- 
restri contactu, sed tali qui loco illi, i. e. 
coelo conyeniat, spirituali.’ Grotius. With 
this my view nearly agrees, except that I 
should not confine the latter enjoyment to 
in celo, but should understand it to have 
begun here below. So Leo the Great, 
Serm. Ixxii. 4, cited by Archdeacon Wilber- 
force, Doctrine of the Incarnation, p. 279: 
‘I would not have you come to Me in 
bodilygwise, nor recognize Me by carnal 
touch? I put you off to something higher, 
I prepare you for something greater ; when 
I am ascended to my Father, then you shall 
touch Me in a more true and perfect man- 
ner, when you shall lay hold of that which 
you do not touch, and believe that which 
you do not behold.’—The two renderings 
of airrov to be guarded against are, (1) a 
laying hold of to retain (= pi we Kparec), 
(2) a laying hold of to worship (éxoarnoav 
avtrou rove 7éd0ac, Matt. xxviii. 9). Nei- 
ther of these senses can be extracted from 
the word without forcing. — ropevov 8é] 
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Stier remarks that this was a far greater 
honour than that which had been forbidden 
her ;— just as the handling of the Lord 
allowed to Thomas was a far less thing 
than the not seeing and yet believing.— 
Tous GdeAd. pov] By this term He testi- 
fies that He has not put off His humanity, 
nor His love for His own, in His resurrec- 
tive state: see Heb. ii. 11. — watépa pov 
k. 7. tpOv] This distinction, pov k. tpov, 
when ijp@y seems so likely to have been 
said, has been observed by all commen- 
tators of any depth, as indicating an essen- 
tial difference in the relations. Cyr. Jer. 
(Stier) :—@\Xwe Epov, kara gvow? ad\dAwe 
bpov, kara Béoty, Aug.:—‘ Non ait, Pa- 
trem nostrum; aliter ergo meum, aliter 
vestrum; natura meum, gratia vestrum. 

Et, Deum meum et Deum vestrum. Neque 
hie dixit Deum nostrum; ergo et hic aliter 
meum, aliter vestrum. Deum meum, sub 
quo et Ego sum homo: Deum vestrum, 
inter quos et Ipse Mediator sum.’ Tract. 
exxi.—The pov is the ground and source 
of the tpav,—therefore the Lord so speaks. 
Stier, vi. 659. ‘ Nos, per Illum: Ile, sin- 
gularissime et primo.’ Bengel.—In the 
avaBaivw is included His temporary stay 
which He was now making with them—‘ I 
am ascending ’—q. d. ‘I am on my way.’ 

19—29.] With vv. 19—24 comp. Luke 
xxiv. 36—49. Mark xvii. 14d—18. — wv. 24 
—29 is peculiar to John. —19.] The cir- 
cumstance of the doors being shut is men- 
tioned here and in ver. 26, to indicate what 
sort of appearances these were. Suddenly, 
unaccounted for by any approach, — the 
Lord rendered Himself visible to His dis- 
ciples. Nor did this affect the truth of 
that resurrection Body, any more than His 
withdrawing Himself from mortal sight oc- 
casionally affected the truth of His fleshly 

‘ 
\ 

Body. Both were done by that supernatural © 
Power dwelling in Him, by which His other 
miracles were wrought. It was the attri- 
bute of His fleshly Body to be visible to 
mortal eyes:—of His risen Body, not to 
be. But both these He could suspend when 
He pleased, without affecting the substance 
or truth of either. — 81a T. p. T. “Iov.] This 
was natural enough ;—the bitter hatred of 
the Jews (both people and rulers) to their 
Master,—and His own prophetic announce- 
ments,—would raise in them a dread of 
incipient persecution, now that He was 
removed. — 4AGev] not, by ordinary ap- | 
proach ;—nor, through the closed doors ;— 
nor in any visible manner ;—but (sudjec- 
tively, of Himself ) relating to that unseen 
arrival among them which preceded His 
becoming visible to them.—€ory eis T. p.] 
Comp. Luke, ver. 36, éorn év peop. The - 
eis, as in ch. xxi. 4, denotes the coming, 
and standing, in one—the standing with- 
out motion thither, which in ordinary cases 
would be standing as the resulé of motion 
thither ;—so that in this case éorty itself 
is the verb of motion. — eip. tp.] See on 
Luke, ver. 36, and ch. xiv. 27. — 20.] 
answers to Luke, ver. 39. — éxapyoav] 
The first and partial fulfilment of ch. xvi. 
22: see note there. — The disciples seem 
to have handled Him: see Luke, ver. 39. 
1 John i. 1, and below, ver. 25. — 21.] 
‘Peace be with you’ is solemnly repeated, 
as the introduction of the sending which 
follows. The ministers and disciples of the 
Lord are messengers of peace. This view 
is more natural than that of Euthym.: io 
mode xapac, we eixdc, YopyPBovyrag 
KaraoréAXEl, iva mpockywou olg péddet 
ioety. — kas] He confirms and grounds 
their Apostleship on the present glorifica- 
tion of Himself, whose Apostleship (Heb. 
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iii. 1) on earth was now ended, but was to 
be continued by this sending forth of them. 
This commission was not now first given 
them, but now first fully assured to them: 
and their sending forth by Him their glori- 
fied Head, was to be, in character and pro- 
cess, like that of Himself by the Father.— 
22.] To understand this verse as the out- 
pouring of the Spirit, the fulfilment of the 
promise of the Comforter, is against all 
consistency, and most against John him- 
self:—see ch. xvi. 7, and ch. xx. 17. — To 
understand it rightly, we have merely to 
recur to that great key to the meaning of 
so many dark passages of Scripture, the 
manifold and gradual unfolding of promise 
and prophecy in their fulfilment. The pre- 
sence of the Lord among them now was a 
slight and temporary fulfilment of His pro- 
mise of returning to them; and so the im- 
parting of the Spirit now, was a symbol 
and foretaste of that which they should 
receive at Pentecost :—just as, to mount 
a step higher, that itself, in its present 
abiding with us, is but the first-fruits and 
pledge (Rom. viii. 23. 2 Cor. i. 22) of the 
fulness which we shall hereafter inherit.— 
Further: this giving of the Spirit was not 
His personal imparting of Himself to them, 
but only a partial instilling of His influence. 
He proceeds forth in His work (as in His 
essence) from the Father and the Son: this 
breathing of His influence was an impart- 
ing of Him from the Son in His risen Body, 
but that Body had not yet been received 

up, without which union of the God-man- 
hood of the Son to the glory of the Father 
the Holy Spirit would not come.—What 
was now conferred is plain from our ver. 
23—by which authority to discern spirits 
and pronounce on them is re-assured (see 
Matt. xviii. 18)—and from Luke, ver. 45, 
by which a discerning of the mind of the 
Spirit is given to them. We find instances 
of both these gifts being exercised by Peter 
in Acts i., in his assertion of the sense of 
Scripture, and his judgment of Judas. Both 
these however were only temporary and 
imperfect.—That no final gifts of Apostle- 
ship were now formally conferred, is plain 

txt BEGK MSU A Orig.—cparjonre D abe Cypr.— 

by the absence of Thomas, who in that 
case would be no apostle in the same sense 
in which the rest were. — évehvanoe] (see 
reff.) was the word expressing the act of 
God in the original infusion of the spirit 
of life into man. ‘This act is now by God 
incarnate repeated, sacramentally (see \a- 
Bere, Matt. xxvi. 26 ||), representing the 
infusion of the new life, of which He is 
become by His glorified Humanity the 
source to His members: see Job xxxiii. 4. 
Ps. xxxili. 6. 1 Cor. xv. 45. — 23.] The 
present meaning of these words has been 
spoken of above. They reach forward how- 
ever beyond that, and extend the grant 
which they re-assure, to all ages of the 
Church.— The words, closely considered, 
amount to this: that with the gift and real 
participation of the Holy Spirit, comes the 
conviction, and therefore the knowledge, of 
sin, of righteousness, and judgment ;—and 
this knowledge becomes more perfect, the 
more men are filled with the Holy Ghost. 
Since this is so, they who are pre-eminently 
filled with His presence are pre-eminently 
gifted with the discernment of sin and re- 
pentance in others, and hence by the Lord’s 
appointment authorized to pronounce par- 
don of sin and the contrary. The Apostles 
had this in an especial manner, and by the 
full indwelling of the Spirit were enabled 
to discern the hearts of men, and to give 
sentence on that discernment: see Acts 
v. 1—11. viii. 21. xii. 9.—And this gift 
belongs especially to those who by legiti- 
mate appointment are set to minister in 
the Churches of Christ; not by successive 
delegation from the Apostles,—of which I 
jind in the N. T. no trace,—but by their 
mission from Christ, the Bestower of the 
Spirit for their office, when orderly and 
legitimately conferred upon them by the 
Churches. Not however to them exclu- 
sively,—though for decency and order it 
is expedient that the outward and formal 
declaration should be so :—but in propor- 
tion as any disciple shall have been filled 
with the Holy Spirit of wisdom, is the 
inner discernment, the coiowc, bis.—Kparetv 
here (see ref.) corresponds to déey in Matt. ; 

; 
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tomov A abev Syrr. Arm. Orig. Hil. Ambr. txt BD (the two clauses rai Badw are 
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—27. 7) ioc D.— 28. rec. kai az. 6 O., but txt A BC D X al. abe Cypr. Cyr.—bef, 

—see the distinction there; —agévat to 
Avery. —24.] odK Hv—for what reason, does 
not appear. But I incline, with Stier, vi. 
763, to think that it could not have been 
accidentally (Liicke), nor ‘negotio aliquo 
occupatus’ (Grot.). On such a day, and 
in such a man, such an absence must have 

been designed. Perhaps he had abandoned 
hope ;—the strong evidence of his senses 

~ having finally convinced him that the 
pierced side and wounded hands betokened 
such a death that revivification was impos- 
sible. — 25.] He probably does not name 
the Feet, merely because the hands and 
side would more naturally offer themselves 
to his examination than the feet, to which 
he must stoop.—He requires no more than 
had been granted to the rest: but he had 
their testimony in addition,—and therefore 
ample ground for faith to rest on. Ols- 
hausen calls him the ‘ Rationalist among 
the Apostles.’ — 26.] There is not the least 
reason for supposing, with Olshausen, that 
this appearance was in Galilee. The whole 
narrative points out the same place as be- 
fore.—The eight days’ interval is the first 
testimony of the recurring day of the resur- 
rection being commemorated by the dis- 
ciples ;—but, it must be owned, a weak 
one ;—for in all probability they had been 
thus assembled every day during the inter- 
val. —27.] Happily, for English readers, 
the Lord’s knowledge of Thomas’s unbelief 
needs no hypothesis to account for it ; alas 
that this should be the case with such men 
as Liicke !—The Lord says nothing of the 
rumoc Tov HAwy—He does not recal the 
malice of His enemies.—The words imply 
that the marks were no scars, but the 

ABD 

ABCD 

veritable wounds themselves ;—that in His 
side being large enough for a hand to b 
thrust into it. This of itself would sho 
that the resurrection Body was bloodless. 
py y- @mor.| not merely, ‘Do not any 
longer disbelieve in My Resurrection ;’— 
but, ‘ Be not’—as applied generally to the 
spiritual life, and the reception of God’s 
truth— faithless, but believing.’ The E. V. 
is.excellent.—That Thomas did not apply 
his finger or his hand, is evident from 67e 
éwoaxacg pe below. — 28.] The Socinian 
view, that these words, 6 x. pov Kk. 0 Oed¢ 
prov, are merely an exclamation, is refuted, 
(1) By the fact that no such exclamations 
were in use among the Jews. (2) By the 
eimev avt@. (3) By the impossibility of 
referring 6 xtot0¢ pov to another than 
Jesus: see ver.13. (4) By the N. T. usage 
of expressing the vocative by the nom. with 
an article. (5) By the utter psychological 
absurdity of such a supposition: that one 
just convinced of the presence of Him whom 
he deeply loved, should, instead of address- 
ing Him, break out into an irrelevant cry. 
(6) By the further absurdity of supposing 
that if such were the case, the Apostle 
John, who of all the sacred writers most 
constantly keeps in mind the object for 
which he is writing, should have recorded 

any thing so beside that object. (7) By the 
intimate conjunction of zremiorevrag—see 
below.—Dismissing it therefore, we observe 
that this is the highest confession of faith 
which has yet been made ;—and that it 
shows that (though not yet fully) the 
meaning of the previous confessions of His 
being ‘the Son of God’ was understood. 
Thus John, in the very close of his Gospel 

_— 
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m ch, xix. 35, 
° ? n ch, ili, 15, 36 
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= Actsiy. 10. 
See Corsviylis 

p = ver. 14. 
see ch. i. 31. 

q = Matt. xxi. 
19. Luke 
xxii. 30. dat., 
ch. ‘iv. 6. 
v.2 

r= Acts vii. 6, 
xiii. 47 al. 

s ch, iv. 36. 
xx. 4 only. 

aft. we ins. Qwna with many mss., but om, 
Syrr. Copt. Sahid. Ath. Arm. Cyr. Chrys. 

Theophyl. Euthym. Ephr. Cypr. Aug, Hil. — 30. aft, onu. ins. @ BE! ?—adrov ome 
A BEKS7Sahid.? ins. C D abcv.—BiSry D. — 31. TLOTEDITE B.— Ins. XO. vlog 

tory D. rec. 6 “Ino. with qu.? txt A B?CD, &c.—aft. fw. ins. atwmov C!'DL9 
al. 6 Copt. Auth. Arm. Chrys. lren. om. A B ae. 

Cuap. XXI. 2. d¢ Fv ard D be. txt ABC P. ins. (bef. or aft. 7. Z.) vioi CD EK 

(see on vv. 30, 31) iterates the testimony 
with which he begun it—to the Godhead 
of the Word who became flesh. — 29.] The 
étt éwp. blames the slowness and required 
ground of the faith; the wemiorevkas re- 
cognizes and commends the soundness of 
that faith just confessed.—Wonderful in- 
deed, and rich in blessing for us who have 
not seen Him, is this, the closing word of 
the Gospel. For these words cannot apply 
to the remaining Ten; they, like Thomas, 
had seen and believed.—The aorists, as 
often in such sentences (see a remarkable 
coincidence Luke i. 45), indicate the pre- 
sent state of those spoken of, grounded in 
the past ; py tddvrec, ‘ having never seen’ 
—mioreboarrec, (and yet) ‘ having received 
the faith’ —‘ having believed.’——-‘ All the 
appearances of the forty days,’ says Stier 
(vi. 791), ‘ were mere preparations for the 
believing without seeing.’ On the record 
of them, we now believe: see | Pet. i. 8. 

30, 31.] Formal close of the Gospel (see 
notes on ch. xxi.). — 30.] pev otv—‘ yea, 
and,’—meaning, ‘ This book must not be 
supposed to be a complete account.’— 
onpeta| not, as Theophyl., Euthym. i., 
Liicke, Olsh., ‘ proofs of His resurrection,’ 
—pbut, as ch. xii. $7 and elsewhere in this 

Gospel, ‘miracles’ in the most general 
sense—these after the resurrection included: 
—for John is here reviewing his whole 
narrative, Td BiBAtov tovTo. — 31.] The 
mere miracle-faith so often reproved by 
the Lord is not that intended here. This 

Vou, I. 

is faith in Himself, as the Christ the Son 
of God: and the Evangelist means, that 
enough is related in this book to be a 
ground for such a faith, by showing us His 
glory manifested forth (see ch. ii. 1}).— | 
mot. Conv €x.| Thus he closes almost in } 
the words of his prologue, ch. i. 4. 12.— © 
év TO ov. avt.] (see reff.) is the whole 
standing of the faithful man in Christ,—by 
which and in which he has life eternal. 

Cuar. XXI.1—14.] I reserve the remarks 
on this chapter to the end, thereby better to 
put the reader in possession of the evidence 
which I shall there gather up into one, but 
which will present itself as we go on.—I 
will only state here, that whether written 
by John himself or not, 7¢ is evidently an = 
appendix to the Gospel, which concludes 
by a formal review of its contents and 
object at ch. xx. 30, 31.—1.] peta Tatra, 
comp. ch. vi. 1, ‘at a subsequent time.’— 
éday. éavt.| This expression is nowhere 
else used by John of the Lord’s appear- 
ances, but only in Mark xvi. 12. 14. We 
have however gavépwoor ceauror, ch, vii. 
4; and é¢. rv ddgav adrod, ch. ii. 11; 
and the passive of gavepdw is very usual 
with him.—éat THs 8.] elsewhere, see reff., 
used by John with a dative in this sense. 
—The expression indicates the locality, 
not the manner, of the appearance; on, 
i, e. on the shore of the sea of Galilee: see 
note on Matt. xiv. 25.— épav. 8€ otTws 
must not be too rashly cited as unlike 
John’s style. We must remember that, in 

Uu 
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24 all—d0dc om. B C!'D LX A 8 al. abev Syr. 4ith. Arm. 
AC'ELIal. txt B D P dc.—rec. 6 ‘In. 
Orig. Cyr. 

adding an appendix, expressions of this 
kind would occur, which the narrative itself 

* would not contain. — 2.] épot is used by 
John only in the N. T.: see reff. — Na- 
thanael and Thomas are named by John 
only: see ch. i. 46 ff.— The junction of 
azo with a proper name is in John’s style: 
see ch. i. 45. xi. 1. xix. 38.—ot tod ZeB. 
are no where named by John ;—they may 
however be here mentioned as in remi- 
niscence of the draught of fishes, which 
occurred before: see Luke vy. | ff. — é« tr. 
p. avtov S¥o] The same words occur ch. 
i. 35. Who these were does not appear. 
Had not ot rov ZeB. been mentioned, it 
would be in John’s manner, indicating 
himself as one of them. — 3.] The disciples 
returned to their occupation of fishing, pro- 
bably as a means of livelihood, during the 
time which the Lord had appointed them 
in Galilee between the feasts of the Pass- 
over and Pentecost. This seems to be the 
first proposal of so employing themselves. 
Kal ypets] See ch. xi. 16. — é&@A9.} from 
the house where they were together. — 
ériagayv ovdév] as before, Luke v. 5. The 
correspondence of this account with that is 
very remarkable —as is also their entire 
distinctness in the midst of that corre- 

arr’ we aro 
w , ~ ? ‘ 

diktuvoyv Tav tyOuwy. x 

txt A BP. — 3. cai 2&jX0. A P (A Oor P) 3 all. be Syr. Copt. Aith. 
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spondence. The disciples must have been) 
powerfully reminded of that their former \ 

DP 

and probably last fishing together. — 4.] — 
éoty eis, see ch. xx. 19. 26.— The éoti 
after qSerray is quite in John’s manner: 
see reti.—5.] Aéy. odv is in John’s manner, 
—rraidia, see 1 John ii. 18. In ch. xiii. 

33, and ee he has rexvia. —6.] See 
Luke v. 6. — 7.] The otv here seems dis- 
tinctly to allude to the former occasion— 
the similarity of the incident having led 
the beloved Apostle to scrutinize more 
closely the person of Him who spoke to 
them. — Avoparicwrepog piv 6 ‘lwavyne 
- . « « Osppdrepog 62 6 Tléerpog. Ad 
yrepicer piv abroy 6 ‘Iwavyne, Tod TOU 
Ilérpov" eé&evor 6& mpde abrov 6 Hérpog 
700 Tov ‘Iwavvov. Euthym. — tov érevd. 
Svel.] He bound round him his fisher’s 
coat or shirt, to facilitate his swimming.— 
jv yap y-] i.e. as above, he was stripped 
for his fisher’s work ;—without his upper 
garment. Some take it literally, and un- 
derstand that he girt round him his é7ev- 
dorne as a subligaculum. Theophyl.— 
éxevo. Acvour Ti 6MdrI0”, Ov ot Poiveces Ke 

ot Sbpor aXesic¢ ae otaduirae Wehiey Eavroic. 

Id. =85 200 cubits = 100 yards. The 

: 

lake was about five miles broad. ee 
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(Liicke, ii. 869.) —@s arro, see ch. xi. 18, 
a mode of speech peculiar to John. — 9.] 
The rationalist and semi-rationalist inter- 
preters have taken great offence at the idea 
of a miracle being here intended. But is 
it possible to understand the incident other- 
wise? As Stier says, let any child, reading 
the chapter, be the judge. And what diffi- 
culty is there in such a fish being 
provided, either by the Lord Himself, or 
by the ministry of angels at His bidding ? 
—éddptov] see reff., a word peculiar to 
John, and = (y@idva, Matt. xv. 34. Mark 
viii. 7. It is probably here not a fish, but 
fish. —11.] avéBy, into the boat, which 
apparently was now on the beach, in the 
shallow water.— ékatov m.] This enumera- 
tion is singular, and betokens the careful 
counting which took place after the event, 
and in which the narrator took a part.— 
ovK éoxioOy +t. Sixt.| herein differing 
from what happened Luke v. 11, when it 
was broken. —12.] apiot. Hereby is im- 
plied the morning meal: —see ver. 3.— 
ovdets [Se] ér.] I take these words to 
imply that they sat down to the meal in 
silence,—wondering at, while at the same 
time they well knew, Him who was thus 
their Host.—rtodpay and éferadLew are not 
elsewhere in John. — éotiw again, after 
éroApa, in John’s manner. — 18.] épyeran, 
—from the spot where they had seen Him 
standing, to the fire of coals. AapP. «x. 
didwo. bears evident trace of the AaBwy 

txt A C? ¢ (bariona) and below.—z\éoy 

20idov of another occasion, and reminds us 
of the similar occurrence at Emmaus, Luke 
xxiv. 30.—14.] totr. 75y tpir.,—compare 
Touro mahuy devrepor, ch. iv. 54. The 
number here is clearly not that of ail 
appearances of Jesus up to this time, for 
that to Mary Magdalen is not reckoned ; 
but only those to the disciples,—i.e. any 
considerable number of them together. 
This one internal trait of consistency 
speaks much for the authenticity and ge- 
nuineness of the addition. — éyepets, not 
elsewhere in John, but the participial con- 
struction is found in ch. iy. 54.—Without 
agreeing with all the allegorical interpret- 
ations of the Fathers,—I cannot but see 
much depth and richness of meaning in 
this whole narrative. The Lord appears 
to His disciples, busied about their occu- 
pation for their daily bread; ‘speaks and 
acts in a manner wonderfully similar to 
His words and actions on a former me- 
morable occasion, when we know that by 
their toiling long and taking nothing, but 
at his word enclosing a multitude of fishes, 
was set forth what should befall them as 
fishers of men. Can we miss that applica- 
tion at this far more important epoch of 
their Apostolic mission? Besides, He gra- 
ciously provides for their present wants, 
and invites them to be His guests? why, 
but to show them that in their work here- 
after they should never want but He would 
provide ? And as connected with the 
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parable, Matt. xiii. 47 ff., has the net enclos- 
ing a great multitude and yet not broken, 
no meaning? Any one who recognizes the 
teaching character of the acts of the Lord, 
can hardly cast all such applications from 
him ;—and those who do not, have yet the 
first rudiments of the Gospels to learn. 

15—23.] Sayings of the Lord after the 
meal. —15.| dre ovv Hp. There appears 
to have been nothing said during the meal. 
Surely every word would have been re- 
corded.—One great object of this appear- 
ance, observes Stier, certainly was the con- 
firmation and encouragement of the ‘ fisher 
of men’ in his apostolic office.—Zipev 
*Iwva] A reminiscence probably of his 
own name and parentage, as distinguished 
from his apostolic name of honour, Cephas, 
or Peter, see ch. i. 43. Thus we have >. 
Bao "Iwva, Matt. xvi. 17, connected with 
the mention of his natural state of flesh 
and blood, which had not revealed to him 
the great truth just confessed—and Luke 
xxii. 31, ‘Simon, Simon,’ when he is re- 
minded of his natural weakness. See also 
Mark xiv. 37, and Matt. xvii. 25, where 
the significance is not so plain.—)etov 
TovTwy| ‘more than these thy fellow-dis- 
ciples,’ compare Matt. xxvi. 33. Mark xiv. 
29, ‘Though all should be offended, yet 
not I.’ That John does not record this 
saying, makes no difficulty here; nor does 
it tell against the genuineness of this 
appendix to the Gospel. The narrator tells 
that which he heard the Lord say, and tells 
it faithfully and literally. That it coincides 

_ with what Peter is related to have said else- 

a 

! 

where, is a proof of the authenticity, not 
of the connexion, of the two accounts.— 
tovtwv has been strangely enough under- 
stood (Whitby, Bolten) of the jish, or the 
“employment and furniture of a fisherman :’ 
—Olshausen sees a reference to the pre- 
eminence given to Peter, Matt. xvi. 19,— 
and regards the words as implying that on 
that account he really did love Jesus more 
than the rest;—but surely this is most 
improbable, and the other explanation the 
only likely or true one. Perhaps there is 
also a slight reference to his present just- 
-shown zeal, in leaping from the ship first 
to meet the Lord. ‘Has thy past conduct 
to me truly borne out thy former and pre- 
sent warmth of love to Me above these 
thy fellows ??—‘ Mira Christi sapientia, qui 
tam paucis vocibus efficit, ut Petrus et sibi 
satisfaceret, quem ter negaverat, et collegis 

quibus se pretulerat;—exemplum dans 
disciplinee ecclesiastice.’ Grot. — Peter’s 
answer shows that he understood the ques- 
tion as above. He says nothing of the 
m\siov rottwy,—but dropping all com- 
parison of himself with others, humbly 
refers to the Searcher of hearts the genuine- 
ness of his love, however the past may 
seem to have called it in question.—The 
distinction between ayamav and d¢tdetv 
must not here be lost sight of, nor must 
we superficially say with Grotius, ‘ Pro- 
miscue hic usurpavit Joannes aya7vay et 
gudreiv, ut mox BdcKery et womatvery (see 
below). Neque hic querende sunt sub- 
tilitates..—If so, why do the Lord’s two 
first questions contain aya7@e while Peter’s 
answers have ¢:A@—whereas the third time 
the question and answer both have @«A\eiv ? 
This does not look like accident.—The dis- 

ABCD 

tinction seems to be that ayavay is more 
used of that reverential love, grounded on 
high graces of character, which is borne — 
towards God and man by the child of God; 
—whereas ¢:A\cty expresses more the per- 
sonal love of human affection. Peter there- 
fore uses a less exalted word, and one 
implying a consciousness of his own weak- 
ness, but a persuasion and deep feeling of 
personal love. (Hence it will be seen that 
in the sublimest relations, where, all per- 
fections existing, love can only be personal, 
gureiy only can be used, see ch. y. 20.) 
Then in the third question, the Lord 
adopts the word of Peter’s answer, the 
closer to press the meaning of it home to 
him.—The ov oidas, the two first times, 
seems to refer to the Lord’s personal 
knowledge of Peter’s heart—in His having 
given him that name, ch. i. 43, in Matt. 
xvi. 17. Luke xxii. 31, and the announce- 
ment of his denial of Him. The Jas¢ time, 
he widens this assertion ‘Thou knowest 
me,’ into ‘Thou knowest all things,’ being 
grieved at the repetition of a question 
which brought this Omniscience so pain- 
fully to his mind. — Béoxe tT. apy. pov] 
This and the following answers of the 
Lord can hardly be regarded as the re- 
instating of Peter in his apostolic office, 
for there is no record of his ever having 
lost it: but as a further and higher setting 
forth of it than that first one Matt. iv. 18, 
—hboth as belonging to all of them on the 
present occasion, and as tending to comfort 
Peter’s own mind after his fall, and re- 

assure him of his holding the same place 
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among the apostles as before, owing to the 
gracious forgiveness of his Lord.—We can 
hardly with any deep insight into the text 
hold PdcKcev and zo. to be synonymous 
(Grot. above, Liicke, De Wette, Trench), 
or dovia and wodBara. The sayings of 
the Lord have not surely been so carelessly 
reported as this would assume. Every 
thing here speaks for a gradation of mean- 
ing. The variety of reading certainly 
makes it difficult to point out exactly the 
steps of that gradation, and unnecessary 
to follow the various interpreters in their 
assignment of them: but that there is 
such, may be seen from Isa. xl. 11. 1 John 
ii. 12, 13. Perhaps the feeding of the 
lambs was the furnishing the Apostolic 
testimony of the resurrection and facts of 
the Lord’s life on earth to the first con- 
verts ; the.shepherding or ruling the sheep, 
the subsequent government of the Church 
as shown forth in the early part of the 
Acts: the feeding of the sheep, the furnish- 
ing the now maturer Church of Christ with 
the wholesome food of the doctrine con- 
tained in his Epistles. But those must 
strangely miss the whole sense, who dream 
of an exclusive primatical power here 
granted or confirmed to him. A sufficient 
refutation of this silly idea, if it needed 
any other than the éAur7@n of this passage, 
is found in the cuprpecBirepoc of 1 Pet. 
v. I, where he refers apparently to this 
very charge; see note on Matt. xvi. 17. 
““Tilud, ‘plus his’ (7etoy TrobTwv), indicio 
est, Petrum hic restitui in locum suum, 
quem amiserat per abnegationem (but see 
above) simulque guiddam ei pre condisci- 
pulis tribui, sed nihil a quo ceteri exclu- 
dantur, Nam sane etiam hi amabant 
Jesum. Desinat tandem hoe ad se, et ad 
se unum rapere, qui nec amat nec pascit, 
sed depascit, per successionis Petrine simu- 

od (omg. ov) D!.— 

lationem.’ Bengel. —16.] wadw Sevtepov, 
an expression found in John iv. 54.— 17.] 
dtdets: see above on ver. 15.—éAvu77yby | 
not merely on account of the repetition of 
the question, but because of 76 tpitoy, the 
number of his own denials of Christ.— 
mavta old. see above.—18.] The end of 
his pastoral office is announced to him :—a 
proof of the zayra oidac which he had 
just confessed ;—a contrast to the denial of 
which he had just been reminded ;—a proof 
to be hereafter given of the here recognized 
genuineness of that love which he had 
been professing. There is no implied ques- 
tion, as Liicke thinks :—the futures are 
prophetic. apy apy | John’s manner 
again. —éte 7S vewtepos] in contrast to 
Stav 8 ynp. It includes his life up to 
the time prophesied of.—efavv. o.] As in 
ver. 7, he had girt his fisher’s coat to him: 
but not confined in its reference to that 
girding alone,—‘thou girdedst thyself up 
for My work, and wentest hither and thither 
—hbut hereafter there shall be a service for 
thee ‘ paullo constrictior ’—eéxtevets Tas x. 
gov, but not as just now, in swimming; 
—in a more painful manner, on the trans- 
verse beam of the cross—and another—the 
executioner—shall gird thee,—with the 
cords binding to the cross’—(tunc Petrus 
ab altero vincitur, cum cruci adstringitur, 
Tertull. in De Wette). Such is the tra- 
ditionary account of the death of Peter, 
Euseb. ii. 25. iii. 1, where see notes in 
Heinichen’s ed.— otoet oe] viz. in the lift- 
ing up after the fastening to the cross— 
or perhaps, by a Uorepoyv mporepoy, in 
making thee go the way to death, bearing . 
thy cross.—6 mov ov @.] Quis enim vult | 
mori? Prorsus nemo: et ita nemo ut B. 
Petro diceretur, Alter te cinget, et feret 
quo tu non vis. Aug. (Trench, Mir. p. 462 
note.) — Prefs Bleek (Beitrage zur Eyan- 
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gelien Kritik, p. 235, note) suggests an 
interpretation of this prophecy which is 
surely contrary to ver. 19 :—that the former 
part, Ore Ho v..... applies to the life of 
Peter before his calling,—the latter éxre- 
veic....to his life in the service of the 
Lord, who is the dad\\oc—who was to 
strengthen him for his work (Zwcev),—that 
he was to stretch out his hands in the 
sense of his own weakness, not merely in 
the feebleness of old age (in prayer ?), and 
finally this ad\Aoc, the Lord Whom he 
served, would carry him whither he would 
not, i. e. to a death of martyrdom. But 
this says nothing of mote @Qavarw, on 
which the stress evidently is, and which 
Bleek, while he recognizes, endeavours to 
get rid of by supposing the idea to have 
arisen after the death of Peter !—19.] This 
remark is entirely in John’s manner, as is 
the doZaZeyv +r. 6. used of such a death; 
see ch. ii. 21. vi. 6. vil. 39. xii. 33.—éko- 
AovGer por] Not to be understood I think 
of any present gesture of the Lord calling 
Peter aside;—but, from the next verse, 
followed perhaps by a motion of Peter 
towards Him, in which John joined. The 
words seem to be a plain reference to ch. 
xiii. 36;—and the following,—a following 
through the Cross to glory:—see Matt. 
xvi. 24. Now, however, dpac rov cravpiy 
is omitted. He had made this so plain, 
that it needed not expressing. There was 
also a forcible reminding Peter of the first 
time when he had heard these words on 
the same shore, Matt. iv. 18.— 20.] The 
details necessary to complete the narrative 
are obscure, and only hinted at in the back- 
ground. It seems that Peter either was 
at the time of the foregoing conversation 
walking with Jesus, and turned round and 
saw John following,—or that he moved 
towards Him on the termination of it 
(but certainly not from a misunderstanding 
of the words akoX. prot, see ver. 21). I can 
hardly conceive Him moving away on 
uttering these words, and summoning Peter 
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away in private. It seems in the highest 
degree unnatural.—The description of the 
disciple whom Jesus loved is evidently in- 
serted to justify his following, and is a 
strong token of John’s hand having written 
this chapter ; see ch. xiii. 23.—21.] Peter’s 
question shows that he had rightly under- 
stood the Lord’s prophecy respecting him. 
He now wishes to know what should befal 
his friend and colleague,—azoétobe airy 
THV apousny (for his similar service in ch. j 
xiii. 23 just referred to) Kat vomioac avroy — 
BovrAEa Oar towray Ta Kal’ avror, tira poy 
Bappetv, abrig avedigaro tiv towryow, 
Chrysost. (Stier vi. 864.)—This was not 
mere dle curiosity, but that longing which 
we all feel for our friends ; of which Bengel 
says,— Facilius nos ipsos voluntati divine 
impendimus, quam curiositatem circa alios, 
zequales presertim aut suppares, deponi- 
mus.’—22.] The words ti mpds oe; imply 
a rebuke ;—not perhaps however so sharp 
a one as has been sometimes seen in them. 
They remind Peter of the distinctness of 
each man’s position and duty before the 
Lord ; and the od ak. pot, which follow, 
directs his view along that course of — 
duty and suffering which was appointed 
for him by his Divine Master.—On the 
éav OéX\w ...., three opinions have been 
held (for that which refers the words to 
John’s remaining where he then was, on 
the shore, till the Lord returned from His 
colloquy with Peter, is not worth more than 
cursory mention): (1) that of Aug., Mal- 
don, Grot., Lampe, Olsh., &c. (it being 
allowed on all hands, that pévery means 
‘to remain in this life:’ see Phil. i. 24,25 ~~ 
1 Cor. xv. 6. John xii. 34), ‘If I will that 
he remain till I fetch him,’ i. e. by a natural 
death. But this is frigid, and besides 
inapplicable here. Peter’s death, although 
by the hands of an a@\Xog, was just as much 
the Lord’s ‘coming for him,’ as John’s, 
and there would thus be no contrast. (2) 
That that ‘coming of the Lord’ is meant 
which is so often in the three Gospels 
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alluded to, (see especially notes on Matt. 
xxiv.) viz. the establishment in full of the 
dispensation of the Kingdom by the de- 
struction of the nation and temple of the 
Jews. This is the view of some mentioned 
by Theophyl., of Bengel (see below), Stier, 
Driseke, Jacobi, &c.—and is upheld by 
the || place, Matt. xvi. 28. (3) That the 
Lord here only puts a case,—‘ Even should 
I will that he remain upon earth till My 
last coming—what would that be to thee ?’ 
This view is upheld by Trench, Miracles, 
p- 466; but I think must be rejected on 
maturer consideration of the character of 
the words of our Lord, in Whose mouth 
such a mere hypothetical saying would be 
strangely incongruous, especially in these 
last solemn days of His presence on earth. 
—The second view seems then to remain, 
and I adopt it with some qualification.— 
At the destruction of Jerusalem began that 
mighty series of events of which the Apo- 
calypse is the prophetic record, and which 
is in the complex known as the ‘ coming 
of the Lord,’ ending, as it shall, with His 
glorious and personal Advent. This the 
beloved Apostle alone lived to see, accord- 
ing to ancient and undoubted tradition 
(Euseb. H. E. iii. 23). When De Wette 
(whom Liicke in the main follows) calls 
this interpretation ‘ ganz nidjtig,’ and would 
interpret this answer by the current idea 
in Apostolic times, that His coming was 
very near, he is assuming (1) that this was 

_ the idea of the Apostles themselves (see 
2 Thess. ii. 2 Pet. iii. 3, 4. 8,9); (2) That 
this answer is not that of our Lord, but 
apocryphal (!).—If all that he says about 
the early expectations of the Church were 
granted, it would not follow that the view 
above taken is erroneous. And as to the 
chapter having been written after the death 
of John and the destruction of Jerusalem, 
see below. —23.] tots adeAdovs is an 

txt A D ab.—for O71 otk aroby., obk azo- 

pe. Bi—cai 6 y o. BD ab. txt AC Orig.— 
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expression of later date than the Gospels, 
but frequent in the Acts: see reff. and ch. 
xi. 1.12, &c.—e&ANO. eis (see reff.) is more 
in the manner of the other Gospels. — kat 
ov« etr.... | This kai is much in John’s 
manner, see ch. xvi. 32; not meaning dui, 
—rather, ‘and yet.’ The following words 
are to me a proof that this chapter was 
written during John’s lifetime.—If written 
by another person after John’s death, we 
should certainly, in the refutation of this 
error, have read, a7éPave yap, xai tradn, 
as in Acts ii. 29.—This notion of John’s 
not having died, was prevalent in the early 
Church,—so that Augustine himself seems 
almost to credit the story of the earth of 
John’s tomb heaving with his breath. Tract 
exxiv. ‘The English sect of the ‘ seekers’ 
under Cromwell expected the re-appearance + 
of the Apostle as the forerunner of the 
coming of Christ.’ Tholuck. See Trench 
on the Miracles, p. 467 note——The simple 
recapitulation of the words of the Lord 
show that their sense remained dark to the 
writer, who ventured on no explanation of 
them. 

24, 25.] Identification of the Author, and 
conclusion.— See remarks below. — 24.] 
mept ToUTwv and TavTa certainly refer to 
the whole Gospel, not merely to the Ap- 
pendix—and are quite in John’s style :— 
see ch. xii. 41. xx. 31.— ot8apev is in 
John’s style—see 1 John vy. 18, 19, 20, also 
ch. iv. 14. 16 al. fr. On 6Tt GX. €or... .. 
see 3 John 12. — 25.] The purpose of this 
verse seems to be to assert and vindicate 
the fragmentary character of the Gospel ;— 
for that the doings of the Lord were so 
many,— His life so rich in matter of record, 
—that, in a populer~hyberbole, we can 
hardly imagine the world containing them 
all, if singly written down ;—thus setting 
forth the superfluity and cumbrousness 
of anything like a perfect detail, in the 
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strongest terms,—and in terms which cer- 
tainly look as if fault had been found 
with this Gospel for want of complete- 
ness, by some objectors. 

The reader will have perceived in the 
foregoing comment on the chapter a mani- 
fest leaning to the belief that it was written 
by John himself. Of this Iam fully con- 
vinced. In every part of it, his hand is 
plain and unmistakeable. I believe it to 
have been added some years probably after 
the completion of the Gospel; partly per- 
haps to record the important miracle of the 
second draught of fishes, so full of spiritual 
instruction, and the interesting account of 
the sayings of the Lord to Peter ;—but 
principally to meet the error which was 
becoming prevalent concerning himself. In 
order to do this, he gives a complete account 
with all minute details,—even to the num- 
ber of the fish caught,—of the circumstances 
preceding the conversation,—and the very 
words of the Lord Himself; not pretending 
to put a meaning on those words, but merely 
asserting that they announced no such thing 
as that he should not die. Surely nothing 
can be more natural than this.—External 
evidence completely tallies with this view. 
The chapter is contained in all the principal 
MSS.: and there is no greater variety of 
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reading than usual. In these respects it 
differs remarkably from John vii. 53—viii. 
11, and indeed from eyen Mark xvi. 9—20. 
Internal evidence of style and diction is 
nearly balanced. It certainly contains 
several words and constructions not met 
with elsewhere in John; but, on the other 
hand, the whole cast of it is his ;—the 
copulz are his ;—the train of thought, and 
manner of narration.—And all allowance 
should be made for the double alteration 
of style of writing which would be likely to 
be brought about, by lapse of time, and by 
the very nature of an appendix,—a frag- 
ment,—not forming part of a whole written 
continuously, but standing by itself. The 
last two verses, from their contents, we 
might expect to have more of the epistolary 
form; and accordingly we find them sin- 
gularly in style resembling the Epistles of — 
John. 

On the whole, I am persuaded that in 
this chapter we have a fragment, both 
authentic and genuine, added for reasons 
apparent on the face of it, by the Apostle 
himself, bearing evidence of his hand, but 
in a ‘second manner,’—a later style ;— 
probably (as I think is shown in the sim- 
plicity of the otwat in ver. 25) in the de- 
cline of life. 

END OF VOL. I. 

Gipert & Rivineron, Printers, St. John’s Square, London. 
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